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ATBEENLAST,TRYING
I GET ALL
A DANCE
WITH YOU
EVENING,
BUT '
COULDNT
GET
NEAR
YOU'.
YOU
CERTAINLY HAVE ALL THE BOYS
DAZZLED WITH THAT LOVELY
SCHOOLGIRL COMPLEX

More

Worry
ABOUT DRY, LIFELESS
"MIDDLE-AGE'' SKIN!

j \^l^ferY girl should read Peg's story!
YES ! A BEAUT/ EXPERT EXPLAIN
LOOK, PEG— BE A SPORT AND TELL US WHAT
IS
yOUVE DONE FOR VOUR COMPLEXION' YOUR
PALMOLIVE SOAP? SOED TOGOODME FORTHATDRYPALMOLIVE
SKIN'S SO SOFT AND SMOOTH NOW- SIMPLY
SKIN BECAUSE
LOVELY AND. . . you MEAN IT USED TO BE SO
ITT HAT'S
IS MADEWHY WITHPALMOLIVE
OUVE OILGIVES
/ DRV AND LIFELESS' WELL,
YOUR
COMPLEXION SPECIAL
CARE-KEEPS
MAOI
SKIN SOFTER, ,\ ^
-I REALLY
YOU'RE
^^pt^f^^• LEARNED
E'ABOUTSKIN,
"^•T^r
MIDDLE-AGRIGHT
BEFORE
PALMOLIVE!
SMOOTHER

YOUNGER-LOOKING,
TOO,
I'D SAY' YOU'VE NO IDEA
HOW
MUCH
PRETTIER
PALMOLIVE HAS MADE
YOU, PEG I
\

AND
GIRL
THAT'SHERE'S
GOIN&TOONE PROFIT
BYPALMOLIVE
YOUR BEAUTYIS THELESSON!
ONLY
SOAP
NOW ON.I'LL USE FROM

Why PALMOLIVE, MADE WITH OLIVE
OIL, GIVES COMPLEXIONS A SPECIAL CARE
...KEEPS SKIN SOFT, SMOOTH, YOUNGI
Palmolive is made from a special l)loncI
of Olive and Palm Oils — nature's fines!,
beauty oils. Naturally, a soap made with
these beauty oils has a difrereril and very
special
is so
soothinj;,latlu'r.
.so kind Palnioli\r's
to your skin.lallier
1 1 cleanses
gently, yet with a thoroughness that removes every bit of dirt and cosmetics.
Keeps your skin soft, smooth and fresh
. . . alive with beauty!

KEEP

THAT

"SCHOOLGIRL COMPLEXION

GUARD AGAINST

MIDDLE-AGE
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She evades close-ups... Dingy teeth and tender gums destroy her
charm ... She ignored the v/arning of "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"
your dentist immedi- teeth clean and sparkling. Massage a little
SURELY," you say, "surely the world's your toothately—lbrush—
extra Ipana into your gums every time you
et him advise you.
at this girl's feet!" Blessed with
beauty and dowered with grace— life seems
While there may be nothing seriously brush your teeth. Circulation quickens in
to have given her its best.
gums. Gums become firmer— your
chances—heletwill
your explain
dentist the
teeth brighter, more lustrous.
But there is a thief that robs her love- wrong,
decide. don't
Often,takehowever,
of people already have adopted
lines , that steals away her charm. That
condition
a "simple
of sensi-of theMillions
Ipana Tooth Paste and massage dental
thief is her dull, dingy and unattractive your tive
gums— gumsas that
are thecasevictims
health routine. It's one simple, easy way of
smile. Tragic? Yes, but that's the price she our modern menus— gums robbed of work
pays for neglect— ^ penalty she could have by today's soft and creamy foods." And his helping to prevent dental disorders— and
avoided.
advice will probably be "more work and with your gums more vigorous and
your teeth sparkling and brightNEVER NEGLECT "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"
resistance
for lazy gums"
and, Tooth
often, Paste
"the healthy,
you never need be ashamed of your smile!
helpful stimulation
of Ipana
Play safe— don't risk an attractive smile—
don't
penalties
tenderyougums
LISTEN TO "Town Hall Tonight"- every
Ipana, with massage, is especially "Wednesday
and dullpayandthe dingj'
teeth!ofWhen
see andFormassage."
night over N. B. C. Red Network,
that telltale warning tinge of "pink " on designed to help the gums as well as keep 9 o'clock, E.D.S.T.
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when you choose
a laxative
EVER notice how often constipation is accompanied by anto upset
? It's doubly
important then,
choose stomach
your laxative
as you
would
vour FEEN-A-MINT.
food. Avoid heavy,the greasy
ibles. fake
deliciousindigestchewgum laxative.
It's notburden
a heavy,
bulky overdose.
Has ingnothing
to further
an already
taxed
digestion.
On
the
contrary,
the
very
act
of chewing increases the flow of mouth juices
that aid digestion.
Moreover,
tive ingredientFEEN-A-MINT's
does not act in thetasteless,
stomach. laxaActs
only tionin exists—
the intestine,
which
isthewhere
constipawhere
you
want
right
results.
No griping, nausea, discomfort, or lost sleep.

Do you feel dull, headachy, out of sorts, due to
constipation?
FEEN-A-MINT
put the
sunshine
back Let
in life.
You will like help
its delicious
flavor,tive cananddo you'll
findwhat
that FEEN-A-MINT
no other type of laxaexactly
does.
Discover
for yourself
more than
16 million
people have
a/rpar/i/ why
switched
to FEEN-AMINT!
At allpackage.
druggists,Dept.lU7-H,
or write forFEEN-Agenerous
FREE trial
MINT,
Newark.
N. J.
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RADIO RAMBLINGS
(News ond sossip of broadcasts and broadcasters)
RADIO STARS COOKING SCHOOL by Arthur Mason
(George Rector, world-famous chef, with recipes and menus)
by Nancy Wood
BEAUTY ADVICE
(New hints for slamorous mal<e-up and coiffure styles)
by Mary Biddle
IT'S MY
HUMBLE
OPINION(More
paragraphs
from Columnist Rudv). .bv Rudy Vallee
ANDREpertinent
VISITS
FRANK
(You d like to drop in on Frank Parker, too, ludginq from the pictures)
AT HOME
THE BOB BURNS'
(And
the camera WITH
tells the story)
FOR DISTINGUISHED SERVICE TO RADIO
(For the second time, our award goes to Phil Spitalny)
TWO UNDER AN UMBRELLA
(A rainy day brings romance to Jane Froman and Don Ross)
by Elizabeth Benneche Petersen
RIPLEY,
HIMSELF,
IS
A
(Some toll tales, and true of Bob "BELIEVE-IT-OR-NOT"
"Believe-it-or-not"byRipley)
Tom Meany
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(The love story of Rose Bampton and Wilfred Pelletier)
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world is her backyard!)
by William Vallee
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Ray Heatherton found success)
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WHAT comeSHEfirst WANTED
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with Trudy Wood)
by Miriam Rogers
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too')
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RUMBLINGS
New

notes of popular programs

for late summer

They
we won't
have saytelevision
for at least two
years. But NBC
Natalie Park wi
be ready for it

and early fall
Dorothy Lamour got nowhere in radio till
she won success in movies. Now she is one
of radio's higher-salaried songstresses.
MANY a radio procjraiii aimouiiccd it zi'as cxpcrimcntiug
this snuuncr in quest of uciv stars, hut with the suutnicr
season coining to its close, none of the nezv stars liave
materialised.
Of course,
the genial
voice of II'.
Fields
has been booming
out over
the airways
this C.summer
for the first time.' After all these year.s] however, radio
doesn't go claiming credit for disco-L'cring the good II'. C.
Harry Von Zell has emerged as an ingratiating master
of ceremonies, as well as efYective announcer — though
nothing
of a Freddie
Sunday Lightner
evening tohrought
hear.
Working j-ou'd
with stay
Jane home
Froman,
hack memories of old A-audeville days hy hringing up old
vaudeville jokes. CBS may have something in the rich,
hut inexperienced and uncertain, coloratura voice of
llollace Shaw, a protegee of Conductor Mark Warnow.
The
cx])eriments indicated.
have not been as extensive as the advance
announcements
Probably the summer newcomer who will be with us
most regularly this coming season is Joe Laurie, the
comedian heard regularly on the Vallee hour during June
and July. At first they thought Joe was another Bob
Burns or Edgar Bergen, ready to join those illustrious
Vallee hour graduates. As the weeks passed, he turned
out to be something less than that, but Joe will be heard
frequently the coming season as a guest star, even if he
does not land a program of his own, Joe possesses the
gift, surprisingly rare among comedians, of writing his own
scripts. Many a program this season, wondering where
the next guest star is coming from, will summon Joe, sure
that he can pull an amusing idea out of his sleeve — now
that Rudy Vallee's program has called attention to him.
Radio l)ut
hadn't\audc\
hothered
much with
suniincr,
ille veterans
knew Joe
him Laurie
well. up
Justtoasthis
an
exani])le — whc-n 1'arkyakarkus left luldie Cantor last
s])ring. h'.ddie
his old
friend,
Joe Laurie,
comedy
writer summoned
to get things
rolling
smoothly
over thatas
change. That was just before Joe's term with Vallee.
"The first week I got out there," Joe relates, "we
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WORID'S MOST

POPUm

lAXAT/VE

SCIEMT/F/CMir

iMPJfOVED/
EX-LAX

NOW

BETTER

THAN

EVER!

Shirley Temple is introduced by Eddie Cantor at
the premiere of her new
film. Wee Willie Winkie.
finished the script a couple of days
early.
Springs Eddie
for a said
rest.we'd all go to Palm
"Out in old
HoUyzvood
are aI
thousand
vaudevillethere
people
wanted to visit, but he ivas so set on
Palm Springs, I went. We had no
sooner got there zvhen he sent for me
toTliat
startmanzi'orknever
on next
rests!zi'eek's program.
''When I got into my room at Pahn
Joe went
on, "I ordered
aSprings."
little drink
of Scotch.
One upof
Eddie's other writers warned me :
'Don't do that. Eddie would hate to
see you start drinking.'
"I didn't get that until later. After
a night's work, I started hollering
for something to eat and Eddie suggested something light. When I said,
'Steak!'
for me. Eddie
Then argued
I got it.that was terrible
"Eddie doesn't like to have his
friends drink or cat steak in the middle
of the night, because it's bad for his
stomach."
Joe tells these derisive stories about
Eddie, hut underneath all that you
have one of show business' real
friendships. Eddie and Joe grew up
in the same neighborhood on New
Vork'sup East
; they fought
their
way
throughSidesmall-time
vaudeville
together. The friendship welded
during those hard years has endured.
(Continued on page 6S)

FOR OVER 30 years, millions of people
have been proclaiming Ex-Lax "the
ideal laxative" . . . "Ex-Lax is everything
a good laxative should be!" they told us.
But, in the world of science, there are no
such
"good enough."
Skilled
chemistswords
are asconstantly
at work, seeking
new means of making good products better !
And in the Ex-Lax laboratories the "impos ible" has been accomplished!
After a long period of patient effort, a
way has been found actually to improve
Ex-Lax ... to make it even better than
ever before. A more satisfactory and efficient laxative in every way !
• TASTES BETTER THAN EVER! No matter
how much you may have liked Ex-Lax
before, licious
it tastes
evenflavor
betteris smoother
now! Its and
deall-chocolate
richer than ever!
• ACTS BETTER THAN EVER! Always dependable in action, Ex-Lax is now even
more effective! It empties the bowels
more
thoroughly—
time than before. more smoothly— in less
• MORE GENTLE THAN EVER! Ever famous
for its mildness, Ex-Lax is today so remarkably gentle that, except for the relief
you get, you scarcely realize yon have
taken a laxative. No shock— no violence!

Ex-Lax works by the "Gentle Nudge"
system. It simply gives your intestines a
gentle nudge at the point where constipation exists, emptying the bowels thoroughly but easily and comfortably!
Ex-Lax won't upset your system or disturb your digestion.
It w.m't Ex-Lax
rau-e -toniach
pains,
or weakne-s.
affords
as near nausea
a natural
bowel movement
as any
laxative can give.
If you are sufferinsz from heaiiaclio-;. biliousnes , or that
dull ■"blue"— you
fct-ling
often caused
by con>tipation
11 icelso
better after taking Ex-Lax! And you'll be
grateful
for make
the absence
of "forcing"
and
strain that
the action
of a harsh
cathartic such an unpleasant experience.
Your druggist now has the new Scientifically Improved Ex-Lax in 10c and 25c
sizes!contents
The box is the same as always — hut
the
box today! are better than ever! Get a
FREE! If you prefer to try Ex-Lax at our
expense,Box write
free sampleSta.,to Brooklyn,
Ex-Lax. Dept.
MMI07
170. forTimes-Plaza
N.Y.
Now Improved — Better than Ever
EX-LAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
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BEAUTY

"Every hair has its place,"
says Emile, as he combs Maxine Marlowe's beautiful hair.

Rippling waves and slanting
curls enhance Maxine's proud
head and long, slender throat.

JUSTyousupposin'
all you had
to do star
was ofwish!
and
would resemhle
any radio
your One
choice.wish,
The idea is thrilling, for there are so many heautiful
stars.
I'll this
bet
I know Butwhatwaityou— which
would one
do!would
You you
wouldchoose?
think of
star and that star. Then vou would reject this one and
that one. Finally, with a dreadful headache, you would
come to the amazing conclusion that you would rather look
like yourself. You would just want to improve yourself
in every possible way.
I'll you
bet, were
too, you
discovered
something
about yourself
while
playing
this game.
You di.scovered
that
you literally wear your personality on your face. No
other face would fit. The crinkk' at the corner of your
eyes is from laughing. \nu ccnriinly wouldn't be comwith a but
facepiquant
that wouldn't
laugh.is Your
nose is notfortable])ug
because let
youryoumanner
vivacious. How could you be bapjjy, trying to lo()k the stately
lady, while dying to giggle?
Now, girls, tfiat your heads are u]) and filled with a
good
self-respect
to the healthy
glorification
business.and self-confidence, we'll get on
Looking for a glorification model, I found myself pursuing Maxine Marlowe. Maxinc is the most photographed
girl
in
Spilalny's AU-C,irl
Band. She also is one of
the mostPhilphotogra])hed
radio stars.
I caught up with Maxine at Rockefeller Center. Emile
was "doing" her hair. They assured me her hair was
going
to beI ahadmasterpiece
I watched
comb fly,
no doubt.andHutas still,
it was Kmile's
wet and magic
kind
of
like
the
"before"
pictures,
so
I
decided
to
her face and then come back to hair and Emilebegin
when with
the
Something
10

ADVICE

There is artistry in the casual carelessness of Jessica Dragonette's waves.

transformation was complete and the picture finished.
You can appreciate Maxine's lovely face and hair in
tliese pictures, but you can't appreciate her lovely coloring.
"Exquiseet,"
Emileand says.
coloring is warm
vivid.I thoroughly
A beautiful agree.
coloring,Maxine's
yet one
that is easy to make flamboyant or faded with the wrong
make-up.
make-upher was
perfect.
her beauty Maxine's
of face rivaled
lovely
voice. So perfect that
Of course I asked Maxine just what shades of make-up
she was using and how in the world did she manage to
find such marvelously blended tones? Maxine gave me a
long, thoughtful look. She then informed me that I could
not possibly wear her shade of make-up because my eyes
were hazel. Here I had found a girl wearing the eyematched make-up! The efTect of this make-up was nothshort of perfection.
Itingalways
is a terrific problem to know just what shade
of make-up is suitable. Those problems are gone forever
now. All you have to do is determine the color of your
eyes. Face powder, rouge, lipstick, eyeshadow and mascara are all harmonizing and keyed to your own personality
color, the color that never changes, the color of your eyes.
J'Lye-niatched make-up is a new beauty secret. A secret
that
on now.
make-up this
just way.
can't clash
with you
itselfarcorinyou
when itYour
is selected
Eyematched make-up is the practical way to glamour.
"And look," Ilmile says, "Here is the coiffure — another
practical
way coiffure
to glamour."
glamorous,
indeed,foris her,
our
model. Tier
has beenAndespecially
designed
astheflial
is l''.nnlc's
specialty!
his salon
directshe
vva\cs
and curls
for manyFromof the
great b'mile
stars and
says: "No two coiffures alike! Follow the fashions, yes.

new in make-up and something new on how to style an

RADIO STARS

By MARY

BIDDLE

LOVELY

FASHION

REVEALS

FIGURE-SECRET

It nAJUJ€AAXs

Gertrude Niesen shows a
becoming coiffure to mold
the lines of a long face.
but this one will need a curl here or
that one will need a curl there, to be
truly
Thisglorious."
was just what I wanted Emile
to say. Now I could ask him how
he determined the coififures for various types of faces, because all of you
may not be able to visit Emile personally and each of you wants a
becoming coiffure !
Emile was most generous. Ho
selected various types and then exhow he takes
designed
dresses. plainedEmile
moretheir
thanhairthe
face and the head into consideration
when styling a coififure. The throat,
the width of the shoulders, the weight,
and the height play their part, as well
as the face and head.
Maxine is slender, with a long
slender throat, lovely eyes and brow,
and a rather small, clear-cut face.
Emile chose the long bob for ^laxine,
with sculptured waves loosely combed
to outline her head. Curls were
placed in the ends of the hair to
soften the neckline. However, realizing the beauty of the swan-like
throat, these were slanting curls that
would call attention to its grace. The
side part and the hair brushed back
{Continued on page 73)
individual

coiffure

118 lbs. of allure! Divinely slim yet divinerounded.models,
Naturethis didn't
it all!clothes
Like
all lysmart
girl findsdo that
simply will not fit unless she wears a girdle. "My girdles fit perfectly for months!"
says Alicia
famousby model,
cause IrestoreQuigley,
the shape
washing "bemy
girdle often with pure Ivory Flakes."

This
"sloppy girdle"
with The
same girdle ... its shape
unsightly
is the result
restored
when
of too few bulges
washings.
washed withovernight
Ivory Flakes.
"Use flakes of pure soap"
stores tell me
"When I ask salesgirls in fine stores what they
mean by pure soap, they always say 'Ivory
Flakes'," explains Miss Quigley. "They say Ivory
Flakes are the only soap flakes made of pure
Ivory Soap that's safe even for a baby's skin.
Ivory revives elastic and other fine materials."
Alicia gives
washing suds,
hints:using
"Washsoftgirdle
lukewarm
Ivoryyou Flakes
brush.in
After rinsing, roll in towel to remove water.
Shake and hang up at once! Girdle will be dry by
morning — as snug-fitting as if new!"
IVORY

MODEL

FLAKES
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B y

IT'S
Y

r
Columnist

Rudy

A

MY
RUDY
L

L

E

E

When Rudy practiced his song
for
it didn't
makeCoronation
a hit withWeek,
Hinnnnel.
But
later listeners were delighted.

Vallee greets you again

in these pages, with entertaining topics
discussed
Good News! the
KLEENEX'
HABIT
saves towels from

make-up stains
• There's
really noThe excuse
towels
with
make-up.
habit forof staining
using Kleenex
Disposable
Tissues
saves
towels,
arguments,
money!
Here'sanda cosmetics.
safer, betterKleenex
way toTissues
removearefaceso
creams
very soothing and non -irritating. And they
absorb grease and dirt from deep down in
the pores. Also remember the Kleenex Habit
to blend rouge, to shape and blot lipstick, to
wipe away excess nail polish.
Keep Kleenex Tissues in Every Room
And in the Car, too.
For handkerchief use during
colds ...
. . To. Todustapply
powder,. . .
rouge
and polish
For the baby. . . Atic/ in thecar—
to wipe hands, windshield and
^ri'.isy spots.
No waste! No mess!
Pull a tissue — the
next one pops up
ready for use I
KLEENEX
DISPOSABLE TISSUES
^'TraUs Mark Reg. U. S. Paknt OJfiui

with characteristic

PRESENTING: An admission, a
new angle on those mucli-talked-about
strike films, a bit on theatre-names,
wdrd-discussion, notes on pulilic
servants, a joke, somethint^ about
BBC,
a quoteon from
Reader'sof Digest
and advice
the subject
chow-

frankness

don't out-of-loieners.
imagine many Xeze
]'orkers.
or /ez'en
(or lliat
matter, ei'er tliink miieh about it. but the
fael remains that there are theatres
in Xeze ]'ork
greatat personalities ofthenamed
theatre,afterft zetis
the
Al Jolsoii Theatre that /, as a small
tozen boy, saze m \ first big X ezv York
production, Bombo by name, starring
the gj-eaf .11 himself. iVotc, for no
1 1 ereK'itli the admission. One of juslifable
reason. I find myself upTyj-oiie P(>:^'ci-'s hi;/ thrills icas tlie
set ez'ery time I pass it to find that it
sight
his name
in lights
oz'erThat
tlie is no longer the .il Jolson Theatre
theatreof:ehere
he once
ushered.
but, through the eapriees of Italian
goes for me, too.
Grand Opera promoters. T\w \ enezia,
terday.
or at least it zeas zehen I looked yesParamount Pictures, with due consideration for mass hysteria and in
That leaves the Nora Bayes Theadeference to a Congressional Comthe Ethel Barrymore, the Bemittee, withheld for a time films lasco,tre, the
Booth, the George M.
taken in the steel district during the
recent clashes between strikers and Cohan and the Mansfield still bearing
their famous names, even if some are
police on Memorial Day, last.
laboring under the shame of cinematic presentation rather than the
Interspersed in the films have been words of the Bard. To me there is
occasional still shots, so that particular something quite beautiful and touchscenes could be more closely studied.
ing in the thought that certain indiTo date, no one, at least as far as I
viduals have achieved renown great
have rend, has pointed out the analogy enough that a theatre should have
in that this same techni(|ue was used been built in their name. Personally,
in that c'xcfllent Metro-( ioldwyn- I can think of no greater honor for
the performer in the field of enterMa}erin ])icturc-,
J'liry. picture
The court
tainment. Iwould like to feel that,
scene
that jtarticular
was,
in some cases, it was a sincere tribute
toforgetable
my wayandof the
thinking,
most
unreactions n\ the on the part of the builders or the
theatrical magnate and that the perculprits,
as liny tlicni
saw their
former had paid nothing to have
act^ coll fronting
on thecowardl)'
screen,
achieved
this theatrical immortality.
were mantheemotions
most ever
vivid toportrayals
of
hube made into a While time and progress may necessitate the renaming of some of these
talking picture.

RADIO STARS

OPINION-

HUMBLE
theatres, I do believe that a petition
should be circulated and signed to
perpetuate the name of one of the
world's
the theatregreatest
that nowshowmen
bears histhrough
name,
the Roxy Theatre on Seventh Avenue
at 50th Street.
That Roxv himself was a great
personahty among great personalities
the show world cannot be denied
by even his severest detractors. I
personally criticised him and the
National Broadcasting Company most
se\-erel_\ for their stupid and ungenerous first-night treatment of the
opening of Radio City Music Hall.
In my opinion the show should have
been made up of those who had
helpedtion of the
buildbestradio,
at least
secseats orshould
havea been
reserved for those outstanding in
radio — with tickets printed, perhaps,
on metal coated with gold. Some
such souvenir that would have made
{Continued on page SI)

d#<Uiii
Reunion at Yale. Rudy joined two of his
classmates for the parade to the annual YaleHarvard baseball game, held in New Haven.
All are members of the Yale Class of 1927.

Pond's 3 "Sunlight" Shades flatter
your face in strong open daglight
Bright light . . . Black shadows . . . Now there
are "Sunlight" shades to soften that glare on
your face. Specially blended to catch only
the softer rays of the sun . . . Flattering! Away
from the old sun-tan shades.
Try them at our expense. Or buy a box,
and if you do not find it more flattering than
ordinary sun-tan shades, send us back the liox,
and we will refund purchase price plus postage. Decorated screw-top jars, 35c, TUc. New
big boxes. lOc. 20c.
Summer BruneMe Sunlight light)
Sunlight (oark)
Test them FREE! in glaring Sunlight
Pon.r?,me,Dept.free.9RS-PK.
Clinlon. Conn.
Fleas.rush
Pond's
Shades,(This
enough
each forDec.3 anew
test.
offer ofexpiree
1,5-davWST)"Sunlight"
Pond'B Extract
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Badminton is one of the mony games
Frank Porker offers guests at his
Rowayton Beach, Conn., home. Andre
and he have just batted out a game.

ANDRE

VISITS

The singing Parker gives Maestro
of the outdoors

Wielding batons has put the bandleader in good shape for throwing
darts. "Not bad at all," smiles our
host," for a musician and beginner."

FRINK

Kostelanetz

a taste

and puts him through athletic paces

Enough's
for onestarsday!
the
two plenty
Chesterfield
go So
inside to discuss their next Wednesday's show on CBS. 9 p.m. EDST.

"So long, Frank, and thanks for
everything," says the departing
Andre. "You haven't seen anything
yet," beams Frank. "Come again!"

RADIO STARS

made
youthfully soft
Your hand skin chaps and roughens —
ages
— when moisture
water out
and ofcold
weathersooner
fake special
the
skin cells. Jergens Lotion soaks in more
effectively than other lotions tested —
soon puts back the lost moisture.

Archery is yet another
sport that the athletesinger wants Andre to
try. Decked out in armguard, he does a good
job of imitating Frank.

As a final touch to the
day's shorts
activities,
Frank
dons
and readies
his favorite boat for a
soil on Long IslandSound.
;en your hands rliap and
TT roughen,
ro
they actually begin to
age! Because they have lost some of
the special moisture that keeps
young skin supple and smooth. But
Jergens Lotion replaces the lost
moisture— gives back inviting young
smoothness to your hands. Jergens
soaks in— more effectively than any
otber lotion tested.
And it contains two remarkable
softening and whitening ingre-

dients, used by many doctors. Young
hands are lovable, charming— an asset to every woman of any age. And
Jergens can help you have young
hands!
Get for
it today.
Only 50f-,family
25(*,
lOC-Sl.OO
the special
size— at any beauty counter, and the
SI. 00 bottle now comes with a useful dispenser!
WALTER
ELL—
ever\
SundayWINCH
night
— National
Broailcasltng
Coiupany
Blue
Network— Coaat-lo-Coast.

^EE! PURSE-SIZE BOTTLE OF JERGENS
•rove
for yourself
how swiftly
and thoroughly
Jergens hands
poes into the
Lin,The conseri-es
renews
the vouthful
Andrew andJergens
Co..r534
Alfredsoftness
Street,of vour
Cinciiinati,! Ohio
(In Canada-Perth,
Ontario.)
PLEASE PRINT

JERGENS
LOIION
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Don't let
Skill -Thirst
do this
to voul
Like the fragile rose, your own
skin, when starved for life-giving
moisture, becomes dry and ugly.
As early as 16, dreaded "SkinThirst"'
begins.with
Guard
this Girl,
vital
skin moisture
Outdoor
the face powder blended with
Olive Oil for your protection.

Bob Burns scored a scoop
last May when he married
Harriet Foster, his secretary. They're
the
new home,
with enjoying
their Chow.

The protecting touch of Olive Oil
in each fine flake of Outdoor Girl
Face Powder keeps it from "sponging up"'tothea youthful
natural complexion.
moisture so
essential
Keep your beauty fresh and lovely
—protected against "Skin-Thirst"!
Six luscious shades at drug and r r\
department stores
OC/^
For perfect color harmony of make-up,
use Outdoor Girl Lipstick and Rouge.
Generous purse sizes ot all 10c stores.
OUTDOOR
GIRL
OLIVE

OIL

Bob's bazooka playing has
forced Harriet to take up
the guitar in self defense.
They hold
private
sessions on their
frontjamstoop.
Service from the little
woman, who plants hubby
In a soft chair after a
hard day at Paramount, and
lights up his trusty pipe.

RADIO STARS

BOB

BUBNS'

Short-cut

to

Reno

"It's not so easy as It
looks," asays
having
toughBob,timewhowithIs
the
dictophone.
guess
housework
is lots "Ieasier
than being my secretary.
Huh, you weren't so dumb!"

"That's
what you
grins Harriet,
givingthink,"
Bob
a taste of dish drying.
And he, looking none too
happy, is probably thinking his radio and screen
work Is a cinch compared
to either of wifey's jobs.

A short, but frequent, story . . .
"Lysol" ending
disinfectant
happy.made the
JUDY and Bill grew up together . .
were childhood sweethearts. Everybody said, "Tkc-y'll he happv".
But . . in less than a year of married
life, Judy said Bill was cruel, indifferent.
Bill said, "We both made a mistake".
. . . Butii'itholdintoDocthe Da\
brouirht
them
world,is, who'd
discov ered
the
rral
story.
And
"Lysol"
disinfectant
helped make the ending hapjiw
The tragic thing about it is, a woman
scld'oni
she's guilty
neglecting
herself. kiio:cs
Fortunately,
any ofwoman
can
(and millions of women do) know how not
to offend. infectant
Theyprovides
knowa wholesome
that "Lysol"cleansdis-

ing method of feminine hvgiene. They
know these
qualities of "Lysol" which
make
it so six
valuable:
THE 6 SPECIAL FEATURES OF "LYSOL"
L Ni'N-cu ^iic , - , "1 \ siil" in rlic pro|)L'r
harnitiil tri.-i- caustic aik.ili.
s> s^ . I \ sol IS a true
\i uiiiln pr.tcncal conditions
■ncc otetc.).
oiganic marter (such as
rum,
inons spread
OMV.
hec= and thus vir111 rlu- [iropi.T solution tor trii
5. Odor . . . The cleanly oil
disappears after use.
6. S r\niLiTV
. . . "I.ysol"
its fullno
strennth
matter
long keeps
it is kept,
matter howno often
it ishowuncorked.
FACTS ALL WOMEN SHOULD KNOW
\heia,FrsK.\. Products
J.. U.S .A.Corp., Dept. 10 RS i.vsol'
['lease send me the book called "LVSOL
vs. GERMS", with facts about feminine
hygiene and other uses of "Lysol".
CopyriKht 1937 br I t Fink Prodacts Corp.
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SPECIAL CHILD CLINICS... SPECIAL DAILY CARE . . .
EVEN A SPECIAL LAXATIVE
NO WONDER TODAY'S CHILDREN GET A BETTER STARTI
What a lucky start in life the youngster of 1937 gets!
No leave -it -to -chance care for him.

Special clinics guard him in every step
of his growth and development. Special
foods — special .soajjs — special toys — in
fact, from his first <lay on, everything he
gets is made especially for him.
Doesn't it stand to reason he should
have
a specialis notlaxative,
too? ItA ischild's
little system
like yours.
much
tfx) frail for the ruthless effects of an
"adult" laxative.
For that reason, many doctors suggest
18

Fletcher's Castoria. It is, as you know,
purelyonlya child's
laxative— made especially
and
for children.
It
contains
no
nothiiifi tlial could harsh,
cause "adult"
cramping drugs—
pains.
Nothing, in fact, that could possibly
harm a child's delicate system.
Castoria
theFletcher's
lower bowel,
gently works
urging chiefly
the mus-on
cular
movement.
It
is
safe
—
sure
— yet
thorough.

A famous baby specialist has said he
couldn't
a better prescription than
Fletcher'swrite
Castoria.
And Fletcher's Castoria has a pleasant

taste. Children don't balk at taking it.
That's imiK)rtant! For, as you know, you
can
easilyby upset
system
forcinga child's
him toentire
take nervous
a badtasting medicine.
More than 5,000,000 mothers have
learned to rely on Fletcher's Castoria.
Why notfromget tlic
Family-Size
bottle
youreconomical
druggist today?
The
signature, Chas. H. Fletciier, appears on
every bottle.

CASTORIA
The Laxative Made Especially
for Babies and Growing Children

Conductor Phil
Spitolny and his AllGirl Singing Orchestra, heard every Monevening-over
at 9:30
p.m. dayEDST.
the
NBC-Red network.
Before assembling
these beautiful girl
musicians, Spitalny
directed numerous
symphony
theatre
and
radio orchestras.
He claims the girls
excel in love songs.

FOR

DISTINGUISHED

It is unusual for the same program to be twice
given the Radio Stars Award for Distinguished
Service to Radio. But once again Phil Spitalny and
his All-Girl Orchestra, unquestionably, merit the
honor.
His organization is playing the best music of its
brilliant career. The most difficult orchestrations
are thoroughly mastered, and, despite any musical
intricacies, the soulful Spitalny quality is never
lacking. It is a delight to the ears and soul.
He has labored tirelessly for perfection. No
other musical organization rehearses as often or as
long. Or as conscientiously. But then, what other
orchestra reaches the listener's heart so effectively?
Fortunately, Phil Spitalny is as much a student of

SERVICE

TO RADIO

human nature as he is of music. That, more than
anything, is the secret of his success. It explains
why he is able to train his girl musicians to play as
capably as men; why his selections are always in
good taste and pleasing to hear; why the girls
think so highly of his talent and judgment; why they
would willingly rehearse even longer if he wished.
To Phil Spitalny and his All-Girl Orchestra, of
the General Electric Program, Radio Stars Magazine again presents its award for Distinguished
Service to Radio.

RIPLEr
DID you know that Robert L
Ripley,'
the old
credulity
and
imagination
strainer,
has tester
a secret
•past? Well, he has, believe-it-or-not !
And not only a secret past, but an
athletic past. For instance . . .
Ripley once had a tryout with the
Nezi' York Giants, as an infielder, believ-itor-not!
Ripley was three times national
handball champion, both singles and
doubles, believe-it-or-not !
Ripley broke his right arm throwing a curve ball, believe-it-or-not!
Ripley came back that same season
toit-or-not
play first
! base, left-handed, believeRipley once wrestled on the same
card with Strangler Lewis and
Stanislaus Zbyszko when they were
grappling for the world's championship, believe-it-or-not !
Ripley never received a dime for
his
performance
that night, believeit-or-not !
Ripley travelled as a baseball
writer with the Giants, Yankees and
Dodgers, believe-it-or-not !
Ripley !never has a day off, believeit-or-not
Ripley was drawing sports cartoons as long ago as 1910, when he
covered the Jim JefTries-Jack Johnson fight at Reno. Nevada, for the
San
Chronicle, believe-itor-not Francisco
!
Ripley is as adroit at jiu-jitsu as
any
or-nofwhite
! man now living, believe-itRipley is as close a follower of
sports as any other fan in the entertainment field, believe-it-or-not!
Since Ripley always supplies proof
for the multitudinous items of incredibility inhis radio programs and
cartoons, the least we can do is to
offer documentary evidence in support of Rip's secret and athletic past.
Perhaps
baseball achievements are theRipley's
most remarkable
of all.
Thirty years ago, as a kid at Santa
Rosa High School in California, Bob
was a pitcher and short-stop. The fact
that he showed enough ability to be
taken to the Marlin, Texas, spring
training camp of the Giants by John
McGraw, five years after, indicates
that Ripley was no ordinary high
school player.
Ripley was a highly skilful fielder,
according to Eddie Brannick, whc
was travelling secretary of the Giant.'
then, and .still travels with the club
Eddie says that Rip couldn't hit wel

HIMSELF

IS

k

Before changing sponsors,
Ripley liardgives
Milone ofHarriet
his curios
while his brother, Doug,
and Oougia&^rer.vratch.

Collecting data for his
broadcasts end cartoons
isn't
working
here easy.
with hisHe'sassociates,
Storer and J.oe Simpjori.

Turning the fables on the "truth is stranger than fiction" man.

EVE-ii-OR-NOl!
BY

TOM

M

A

E

N

Y

Returning from a trip to
Alaska, Ripley began the
new General Foods Program heard Fridays at
9 p.m. EDST on NBCBIue.

here are some

enough and Rij) himself says tlie
same thing, so it must be so.
Apparently.
travel
with the Ripley
Giants, wasfor bound
when helo
couldn't make the grade as a member of the team, he promjnly i)ecame attached to them as a sports
correspondent for the New York
Globe. The only other instances
of former ball players becoming
writers, that I know of. are the
cases of Stan Baumgartner, now
writing for the Philadelphia Ledger,
who was a southpaw pitcher for the
IVhite Sox and Athletics, and Warren Brown, sports editor of the
Herald-Examiner,
was
aChicago
first baseman
in the PacificwhoCoast
League for a brief period.
Instances of a ball player breaking his arm throwing a ball are as
rare as the anatomical curiosa which
Ripley himself is forever unearthing. Rip. who really liked baseball,
organized his own team one summer, after the War — the Ripley AllStars. They played on Long Island
against
most of the semi-pro teams
of
that vicinity.
Pitching one Sunday in May,
Ripley delivered the ball with such
violence that his right arm sufifered
a muscular break below the elbow,
the bone breaking as sharply as
though
been year,
pole-axed.
in Augusthe had
of that
Ripley Yet.
was
back playing with his All-Stars
again, this time as a first baseman
and throwing left-handed! Incidental y, this ambidexterity of Ripley's was not impromptu, for he
started playing tennis as a southpaw, switching
tennis after
he had to
been right-handed
playing for
some years.
reminderwriter
of Ripley's
a Abaseball
turned career
up onlyas
recentlv in the form of a letter from
Larry Doyle, who had been captain
of the Giants when Bob was an infield aspirant. Larry wrote Bob to
tell him that a fan recently had sent
him the original baseball with which
he had hit a home run in 1912. The
fan, sitting in the stands at the Polo
(irounds. had caught the ball, kept
it as a memento for a quarter of a
centurv and returned it to Doyle
when he read that the former Giant
captain
organizing a baseball
school forwasyoungsters.
Riperalwas
friendly
membersquite
of the
Giant with
teamssev-of
that jieriod. {Continued on page 66)

facts about his life as amazing

as any he's told

ROMANCE

AT

Two

THE

MET

lovers of great music, Rose

Bampton

and Wilfred

Pelletier

have found a newer, greater love
B y

FAITH
F E N W I C K
Wilfred Pelletier,
conductor of the
Metropolifan Opera
Auditions of the
Air, has directed the
Met and NBC orand coached some ofchestrasthe
most
famous opera stars.

Rose Bampton made
her debut at the
Met when she was
only 21, becoming
It was"baby
Conductor
the
star."
Wilfred Pelletier
who tutored her
in soprano roles.

THE Reverend Albert E. Thomas, Presbyterian minister
in Elkton, Maryland, looked searchingly at the young
couple standing before him. Here, to this modern Gretna
(ireen. come countless lovers in quest of a s])eedy or a secret marriage, and a minister must sometimes question if
the two who seek his services really feel the serious nature
of the step they are so hastily taking, or if it is a momentary impulse, soon to be tragically regretted.
But this time the minister felt no qualms. There was
something in the starry glance the two exchanged, as they
looked deep
into each
other'supturned
eyes, something
in the
still
radiance
f)f those
two faces
to his, in the
hushed
ecstasy of their firm responses, which told him that, more
than a mere marriage, this was a mating of kindred spirits,
a union of two who asked no sweeter thing of life than
to live it for and with each other.
And, as he spoke the final words of the familiar ritual :
"/
you man
unfe,"— ringing
it was asoutif the
theyoldheard
the pronounce
chime of sweet
bellsandringing
and
single, separate existences, ringing in the new Hfe that
was to be. theirs together.
So, on that radiant May morning, Rose Bampton, lovely
young Metropolitan Opera star, became the bride of Dr.
Wilfreflductor,
Pelletier,
the Metro]X)litan's
distinguished conprogram director,
coach and composer.
Not yet, however, did they share their precious secret.
Xot with the public. Not even with their closest friends.
The world, for a little time, held only those two, who
needed no pomp and ceremony, no gala celebration, to
mark their marriage.
When the brief and binding words had been said, they
started north, to Canada. No regular honeymoon was

possible, just then, for Dr. Pelletier was due to conduct a
Bachsoloist.
festival in Montreal, and Rose Bampton was to be
the
After the festival was over, they spent a week in the
Canadian city which is Wilfred Pelletier's birthplace and
his
family's
the found
conductor
bride
to his
family.home,Hereandthey
time introduced
to take longhis walks
together, he and she. They went swimming together, took
snapshots of each other, and were very merry and gay, as
any young bride and groom might be. Then back to New
York again, for other musical engagements.
Not till two weeks later, when they sailed together on
the Chmnplain for a real European honeymoon, did their
countless
message : friends receive the little white cards, with the
"Mr. andhaveMrs.the Samuel
honor ofBampton
announcing the marriage of their daughter
Rose Elisabeth
to
Dr. Wilfred Pelletier
on Monday the twenty-fourth of May
One thousand nine hundred and thirty-sn'en
Elkton, Maryland"
It
can't
be
said
that
news wasof exactly
a surprise
to the many friends andthisas.sociates
the voung
25 singer
and opera conductor. They ha<l been, from their first
meeting, when Rose came to the Met five years ago,
devoted and loyal friends. And for the past year none
could miss the starry glances of {^Continued on page W)

Martha's
in blackface!
Raye No.
sings1
the
title song
of the PublicMissMelody
sequence
in Paramount's
new and
JackModels.
Benny
movie musical,
titled Arfisfs

And here's thcri' goy and original comedian,
pint-sixed Joe Lxiurie, Jr., another of Rudy
Yallee's finds, heard on his Variefy Hoar.

IN

THE

H'llliam Haustter
Two
a canoe
a summer's
day. Irene
Rich, instage,
screenon and
radio favorite,
and

You know these! That unique ventriloquist,
Edgar Bergen, dummy Charlie McCarthy, and
Dorothy Lan>our of Chme and Sanborn Hour.

RADIO

Tum-tum-ti-tum! Here comes Helen Pershing
Healy, charming bride of Leibert Lombardo,
younger brother of bandleader Guy Lombardo.

SPOTLIGH

Co-starred
Streamlined
Elaine Barriein NBC's
and John
BarrynrtoreShakespeare,
are interviewed by Elza Schallert on her broodcost.

You nrovie
Can't Have
is the
title Butof
the
vt^enceEverything
comes this
scene.
Alice Foye and Don Ameche seem content!

One day the telephone
rang! Tommy answered
it. The secretary of
the Metropolitan Opera
Auditions of fhe Air
asked him to come over

Thomas Llyfnwy Thomas,
young
now on Welsh
the Metbaritone,
roster
and Show Boaf soloist.

SING

A

THE church at Maestag, a small town in Glamorganshire, South Wales, was going to give a concert.
It would he, thought the music director and conductor, agood chance for his small son to gain
experience in singing in public. So he coached the
hoy.hiswholittlehadsongs.
sung ever since he could talk, in some
"It you get an encore, Tommy," said his father,
thinking to ensure a good performance, "I'll give
youThea sixpence."
lK)y's big blue-gray eyes widened. He woukl
sing for sheer love of singing, but — a .six])ence. all
his own I When the night of the concert came, he
went out on to the platform and .sang his heart out.
When he had finished, the audience applauded enthusia.stically
and his father nodded to him to begin
his second song.
"Not till I get the sixpence!" cried
younglight ofTommy
loudly,Then,
to thethe vast
dethe audience.
coveted
coin cla.s4)ed in his small, moist hand, he
sang again.
So, at the age of six, Thomas L.
Thomas, politan (jpera
winner auditions
of last season's
and theMetronew
Slin7(' lioat baritone, made his first bow
Thomas

Llyfnwy Thomas

is

Winners of the Met Auditions of the Air, Miss Maxine Stellnnan, soprano, and
Thomas L. Thonnas, baritone,
with Director Edward Johnson, and Charles Lemperly,
representing the sponsors.
NANCY

SONG

OF

to the public.
a long way
South Wales
to It's
Broadway,
and from
a bigGlamorganshire
jump from ainsixpence
to a
thousand-dollar check, which, along with a contract, was
Tommy's reward
winning
Opera
auditions.
But the for
young
Welsh thelad Metropolitan
with the marvelous
voice still pours out his heart when he sings.
Music is, truly, his native tongue. His grandfather, a
Welsh miner, journeyed to America to seek silver, in those
(lays when Denver was the center of the great silver boom.
And when he was not wielding a pick. Grandfather
Thomas drilled a choir of miners, cowboys and Indians,
that made the welkin ring.
went intopossessed
the Welshby music.
coal min'es
at Tommy's
the age of father,
eleven, who
was similarly
The
first instrument he owned was a tin whistle, on which he
tooted manfully at old, familiar, .Welsh airs. Saving
his scarce pennies, one day he became the proud possessor
of a fife — a cheap little pipe, with oirly holes for stops.
But with it he presently became leader of the local fife
and drum corps. Next he acquired a flute, upon which
lie learned to play so exquisitely that the Royal Academy
of Music in London gave him its cherished degree. I^ter
Thomas pere conducted the London Symphony Orchestra.
When Tommy was twelve, the family migrated to
America, to the Scranton coal mines.
a name

that is going

BARROWS

SIXPENCE
"I'll never forget," says Tommy reminiscently, "my first
day in Scranton. I was wearing short pants, as the boys
at home did, and short .socks. The neighborhood Ixjys
followed me home from the store, pulling up their long
pants and rolling down their socks and jeering at me !
It was a bitter moment for me — a hard pill to swallow !
Afterwards, though, we became friends. Some of them
stillTommy
are my finished
good friends."
his schooling in the Scranton public
schools and decided to become an engineer. He studied
mechanical engineering and draughtsmanship and worked
his way sistant
up manager
from ofoiling
engines
to l)ecome,
at twenty,of asthe sales
production
department
an
engineering firm.
whenin hechurch,
wasn't inworking
engines,
In And
school,
concerts,at his
sweet Tommy
young sang.
voice
presently became a familiar delight to all of Scranton.
He studied with his father and with a local teacher who
ventured to predict great things for his young pupil.
Tliat year when Tommy was twenty, ju.si four years
ago. Nelson Eddy came to Scranton to sing a concert.
After the concert young Thomas was invited to meet the
singing star at the home of a music-loving friend. Tommy
sang for Nelson. They .sang together. And afterwards
Nelson Eddy turned to the lad. Seriously he said : "You
should go to New York, ^'our (Continued en page 78)

to be famous

in the world

of music
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JERITZl,
A glamorous queen of the opera,
a great woman,

she is as simple

as she is splendid and superb
BY

GLADYS

HALL

Left, Maria Jeritza as she appeared in the
opera Boccaccio, one of her earlier roles.
Below, shown with Edsel Ford (left) and
Conductor Victor Kolar (right), Madame
Jeritza was honored by being chosen as the
inaugural soloist on the first Ford Surtday
Evening Hour.

THE

MUNIFICENT

SHE IS ripe fields of golden corn, a goddess of Plenty, a
daughter of the Valkyrie, an empress and a peasant. One
iiears. in her voice, the pride of empires, the pomj) and
circumstance of kings, the Beautiful Blue Danube, the
lusty shouts of tomboys at play, the sound and scent of
growing things, the cries of the croupiers at Monte Carlo,
tlie rich laughter of a child, the strains of Tosca. Carmen,
Lohengrin . . . She can "talk with kings, nor lose the common touch." And has. There is ai)out her a trium])hant joy of living, a fertile promise of huge generosities
of heart, of spirit, of understanding. One could come to
her in triumpli and find applause. One could come to her
m sorrow and find solace. She might be. reincarnated.
Ceres, the Goddess of the Grain and of Agriculture. She
is the perfect combmation of the divine diva holding,
controlled, the thunderbolts of temperament in her hands,
and the thriftv housewife who orders her household, coml)etently. She is, as are all truly great women, all women
in one. She is, as are all great people, a lover of all diings
— a lover of splendor and regalia, of flowers and books
and children, of sumptuous things and simple things, of

gardens
good talk and food. She is" sjilendid and
simple andandsuperb.
To attempt t(j encomjiass Maria Jeritza in a few
hundred words is like attempting to fence in the ])anorama
of the heavens with a handful of picket fencing. There
is an eml)arrassment of riches. One is possessed of limitless material — adventures, triumphs, emotions, conquests,
romances, riches. philoso])hies . . . One can only ])lunge
one's
into athistewteeming
and hope todetails.
come forth
with atpenleast
of the treasure
more illuminating
Her
pattern of life has been, and is, woven with the rich
threads of everv color ui the spectrum. With, predominating, the passionate colors of scarlet and puq)le and gold.
An extremist, Jeritza. One who could run the gamut
of iK)tentialities. One who could break a heart, or an
empire, boisterously, brutally, and mend it on her knees,
bathing it in tears.
And so. 1 shall have to be verbally extravagant. I shall
defy
most of thea laws
"good ofwriting"
which aordain
few adjectives,
toningof down
superlatives,
rigid
economv of the florid and the iContuiHai "> /'(/.;- 62)

Left, Meisfersinger
a beautiful Eva
Wagner's
Die
and in(right)
the
Jeritza of today, now married to
Winfieid Sheehan and signed for a
weekly radio series this autumn.

RADIO STARS

BLACK

NBCs

IS

WHITE

Musical Director, a sports fan and regular guy, is

a contradiction of the popular conception

FRANK BLACK is the Musical Director of the National
Broadcasting Company.
More than that, he is Dr. Frank Black, a member (with
palms) sicofians inthese
the French
United Academy
States. and one of the ablest muYet, in spite of the imposing list of titles and the topflight position he holds, it is widely known that he is unassuming, unaffected and entirely natural.
For one thing, he arrives, blithe and chipper, at his desk
at 7 :45 in the morning, before anyone else has so much
as stuck his head in the building. There, with a deskful
of work laid out before him, he tackles a French coffee
cup that holds just a pint of coflfee. He says he has to get
there early if he wants to get any real work done before
the phones at his elbow start hissing him. Besides, he
doesn't want to get too much sleep. He can usually stand
six hourswork
of ittowhen
he isn't
There's
be done
! busy, but more often it's less.
Would you like his well-paid job? Musical Director of
the National Broadcasting Company — rolled over the
tongue
it sounds
you
decide
to movegood,
in. doesn't it? But consider before
Consider the early hour of 7:45 and the fact that you
would, of necessity, have to get up at 6:45 to dress and
make the office. You wouldn't mind that? You often
wake up at that hour and have a peek at the weather
through one eye l)efore you go back to sleep again, you
say? Well, then, there's an orchestration that you started
at home last night while your dinner guests were amusing themselves at bridge. It will be 158,912 notes long
(the actual length of one used by Black in a Coca Cola
show:) and will require some fifty hours' work in all.
Butrive atthat's
just a lx?ginning!
ar8:30, bringing
you a fresh Your
cup ofsecretary
coffee andwilla list
of the appointments you have for the day. All morning
long you will interview people (every single NBC musical
item is your direct responsibility) and attend to finicky
business details until lunch time, which means nothing to
you l)ecause the star of a show is sulking and must be
l)acified. (Black recently had a run-in with Kay Thompson. She insisted that the trumpet .section walk down in
front and play immediately behind her Rhythm Singers.
When he explained that it was impossible, as the next
number was a symphonic work and the trumpeters
couldn't
get back
in theshebrass
time
to blend
into tothe their
musicplaces
i)roperIy,
walkedsection
out ofin
32

of conductors

the studio just as the show. The Magic Key of RCA
wasTheaboutsameto goroutine
on. He's
he's not soft.)
goes regular
for the but
afternoon,
except that
you will have to rehearse sixty-five musicians and a chorus
of twenty-five singers from 2 :00 to 4 :00, get back to the
office for more business and a pile of correspondence. The
Revelers drop in at 6 :00 to discuss a program and to rehearse, and there's another big rehearsal at 7 :00 and an
arrangement
studyit wait
over !until 9:00, when you're on the
air. Dinner ?to Let
I had a mental picture of the man who does this every
day. In my mind was the old-time musician with dirty
shirt and flowing black tie. Naturally, his hair would be
long terenough
temperament
a matof course.to braid,
I evenandsawtemper
myselfandbeing
rapidly assisted
out of his office by a couple of harpists.
A Mr. Street from NBC introduced me to the Maestro.
For a moment I was completely forgotten as they fell to
discussing the forthcoming Artists and Writers' golf
tournament and the Braddock-Llouis fight. Did I hear
aright? Dr. Black was saying that if he could get away
he was going to take in both of them. While I was recovering from this, I studied the man. Well-cut blue
suit, neatly pressed. Clean shirt and small-figured foulard
tie that I would have swapped two of mine for. Bushy
hair? Grayish, yes — bushy, no. A pair of keen eyes
looked out from horn-rimmed glasses and his lips, largish
but well-formed, curved up into a pleasant smile. A
genuine maestro, entering a golf tournament !
His office — large and spacious, its walls covered with
subdued caricatures of not-so-subdued conductors and a
couple of rather good oils — boasted a grand piano and the
usual NBC loudspeaker with its dial-like station selector
which permits the tuning-in of other programs.
All in all, I was so taken aback that I glanced covertly
at his desk pad. Upside-down I read, "Bill Perkins, 12:00,
heRadio
turnedStars,"
to me. so I knew that I was in the right place as
".Sorry to bother you," I began, "I know that you're a
"No Ixjther at all," he smiled and rested his face in his
busy man."
hand
the way .Rachmaninoff does (cynics have suggested
that Rachmaninoflf even sits thusly in his bath), "fire
The first shot fired brought out the astounding fact that,
as a boy, he wasn't attracted to {Continued on page 60)
away."

Adolphe Menjou and Mischa Auer regale Conductor
Leopold Stowkowski with some choice music. Leopold
seems to be giving the boys a lusty "cheer."

BETWEEN
CBS mermaids, Betty Reller of Beffy and Bob,
PatriciaLove
Dunlap
Bachelor'sof Children
and
Sunda
of Theof Romance
Helen Trent.

"Flash! Exdusiye!" And Walter
Winchell's smile is exclusive, too,
for no one sees his broadcasts.

BROADCASTS
Ed East and Ralph Dumke, Sisters of the Skillet
and Quality Twins to countless radio listeners,
indulge in a little Mexican madness on the air.

sey, a yard-wide type of singer our fathers had to put up
with — she weighs-in at 108.
"I'm afraid of that word 'cosmopolitan,' " she said, with
something like a smile tangling itself up in her soft voice.
"I know it's supposed to indicate a very smooth sort of
individual but, actually, isn't a cosmopolitan just this side
leave definitions to the aforementioned Mr.
of Since
a suaveI hobo?"
Webster, who seems to be going places in that respect, I
skipped the answer to this erudite question and went on to
pry"Well,"
into hershelife.began, "I was born in Montreal, in 1913.
My folks, at the time, were on their way from Alaska to
India.
was interruption
.... Gilly! Gilly!
Come here,
This Iloud
was addressed
to asir!"
wild-eyed
Scottish terrier who appeared, in part, from under the
divan, with the remains of a satin slipper in his mouth.
One look
at hisagain,
mistress'
gave him hisin cue
and he
took
to cover
turningfacemiraculously
the narrow
space at his disix)sal, so that his black tail projected,
waving uncertainly.
dog, Gilly,"
explained
tersely, ento route
dog
and"Myslipper.
It took she])erhaps
five seconds
recoverto both
by means of the projecting portion and to address a few
well-chosen words to the former. Gilly, it turned out, was
.not named after the Scotch game-beaters, rather, the name
is a contraction of two Scotch-Gaelic words meaning
"handsome boy." Dejected at the moment, but undeniably handsome — low-shuig, excellent head (bangs parted,
she ex])lained, because the vet says they are more masculine than straight bangs), good tail and a coat as black as
the blackest coal — he was invited by his mistress to
perform for me. But first they discussed what he was
to do.
"(iilly," said Jean, "I would coimt it a great favor if
ho r -

Webster's Collegiate Dictionary defines a coloratura
soprano as one who indulges in : "Florid ornaments, as
runs, trills, or rapid passages in vocal music."
The American Album of Familiar Music air-show defines one as: "Jean Dickenson, 23, 5'4", comely protegee
ofBothLilyarePons."
correct in that they refer to Jean Dickenson,
who is a coloratura soprano, who allows herself, ". . . .
runs,
or rapid
Album,trills
Sunday
nights.jjassages in vocal music" on the
This attractive young girl — who has a crackerjack
hackground of study here and abroad, operatic experience and considerable air work, including the
romantic lead opposite Dick Powell on Holhnvood
Hotel—
often described
as a "cosmopolitan,"
ever an\sawesome
word.
"Are
you
really
a
'cosmopolitan?'"
I shuddered
as I asked.
She thought a minute before she answered.
The interval gave me time to study this
high-note singing sensation. Pretty ? Yes,
if hazel eyes, a soft complexion and dark
brown hair mean anything. Clothes?
Over a slim "figger" she wore a
hostess gown of cream-colored
figured satin, a brooch in the
shape of a jeweled orb, slipI)erswholeof bringing
white fur
up —intothea
pleasing effect. This
singerand isnevernot will
—
be — the

you'd sing for us. After all, you've been a bad
boy. so you must be nice — what do you think ?"
Gilly thought for a moment and then answered her with a few guttural sounds that
ai)parently meant consent. At least, Jean
took them that way and she turned out to be
riglit, for, lifting his head, Gilly sang lustily.
If youanddon't
well — well,
sing
in believe
so doingme —reminded
me heof dida
woman I know back in Westbrook, Maine
— only Gilly sang better.
With the recital over, Jean continued :
"I'm afraid we Dickensons sound like
asomething
terrible bunch
but that's
Ijeyond ofourrovers,
control.
My
father, you see, is a mining engineer
with the Ingersoll-Rand Company, and
whenever a new vein of this-or-that
is discovered, he has to pack and
run." {Conttnued on page 87)
Photo by Ray Lee Jackson
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It took a complete

flop

to teach Ray Heatherton
IN

BY

FAILURE

MURIEL

BABCOCK

"I HAD to fail miserably and utterly, after once I had been a radi(^
hot shot, before I found out that
making good entails a lot of hard
work and a lot of keeping a level
head. I had to fall flat on my nose!
"l"m glad 1 failed. I'm glad 1
flopped com])letely — only it was
lough at the time — ])ecause I'll
never be so bumptious, .so extravaso cocksure ofspooned
myself another
again."
Kaygant,Heatherton
mouthful of the fresh gra]:)e fruit the
waiter had put before him, and
continued : "I think anyone who
gets anywhere in this world and —
don't mistake me, I'm no howling
success
at least
I'm —doing
the thingas yet,
I likebut best,
singing
has
had .somebody behind him, jmshing
him, dotelling
him he's
can
it. Telling
him good,
to havethatfaitlihe '
and keej) on, even thougii the rest of the world think
lousy.
call too.
me abutmother's
hate that
and"Don't
I would,
honestlyboy,my because
mother she'd
is resixmsiblc
for every bit of success I've had. If it hadn't been for her
encouragement, I'd be a clerk in the telephone comjiany.
today."
He paused.
"Well, it's
story — how
I got onwith
the
radio.
Has something
to doquite
witha singing
at funerals,
a swell gesture by Jimmy Melton, with my mother, with
my getting success too early, quite a story — want to
it 'f"
hear
1 .said rendezvous
1 did. We ofweretheatrical,
sitting atradio
luncheon
in Sardi's,
famous
and movie
folk,
on 44th Street, west of Hroadway, New York — just across
the
Theatre where
name
was street
blazonedfromas the
one .Shui>ert
of the ])rincii)als
in BabesRay's
in Arms.
the
new
Hart-Rodgers
musical,
a
Manhattan
summer
hit
show.
i had just .seen it. .Seen Ray turning in a swell i)erformance both as actor and singer, oi)])osite its star, Mitzi
(ireen,.38 the one-time child movie actress, who now is a

about

success,

but

knows

the answers

he
now

long-legged, clever girl of seventeen. On the stage, Ray
looked about Mitzi's age — ^an attractive boy with dark
brown
Youtliful.hair, deep blue eyes, and a lot of vitality.
And so 1 wasn't prepared for the handsome, |)oised
young man of twenty -eight, in white linens, who .showed
up at my table. He was older than the kid of the stage.
And he wasn't actorish. He was more on young business
man lines, more of the type that knows lie is going somel)lace in this world and gives evidence of it by his casual
air of a.ssu ranee.
I likedhe'him. I liked what he said about his mother,
directly and frankly. It wasn't sob .stuff — none of this!
"Mammy,a])])reciation
everything ofI amaffection
I 07ve toandyou!"
But anforhonest,
sincere
gratitude
what
his mother had done. I liked the fact that he wa.sn't selfconscious about saying .so, for, as we know, most boys
and men think that i)aying a i)retty tribute to mother went
out of style practically with Abraham Lincoln.
Incidentally, Mrs. Heatherton isn't in the public eye.
Along Broadway or Radio Row, they don't know her. She
is no famous stage or party mama as Clifton Webb's

mother, who once battered down
theatrical
doors long
in behalf
of her son, managers'
who will spend
hours
shopping for his amusing costumes,
who adores going to giddy, gay
parties with son as escort.
No. Mrs. Heatherton with her
dignified presence, her gracious manners, her stiff-as-a-ramrod carriage,
her old-fashioned hats that tie with
ribbon under her chin, keeps very
much in the background. She never
is around the Shubert Theatre. She
never is around the broadcasting stations. She never goes to parties with
Ray. He has his girl friends — ah,
another story we'll get to in
athat's
minute.
Rut it was she who encouraged
Ray, when he was a small boy, to
keep on {Continued on page 72)
Hollywood, they say, has its eye on
the
singer,
of Broadway's
Babesyoung
in Arms,
who star
alsowarblesonthe
CBS
won'tglamour
go haywire
if he networks.
becomes a Hescreen
boy.
When
black,as
he sangRay's
at future
funerals,looked
took very
a job
phone inspector to fill in. Then came
Jimmy Melton and a welcome audition
which paved the way for his new rise.
Ray ticHeatherton
his romanbaritone with first
Paul aired
Whiteman
back
in 1928. The Chesterfield show, with
Kay Thompson and Andre Kostelanetz,
was one of his favorite commercials.

SHE

KNEW

Plwto by Ernest A. Bachrach
Trudy Wood's
radio debut
was atHerthebigBiltmore
Rendezvous in Hollywood
in 1934.
opportunity
come in 1937 when Fred Astaire chose her to sing
on the Packard Program. But her outstanding achievement, she says, is her marriage to "a wonderful man."

WHtTSHE
HAVING to dioose between marriage and a career would
present no problem to little Trudy Wood of the Packard
Program. She did not want a career, in the first place.
It was marriage she dreamed of, marriage she looked forward to. At sixteen, she was slim and pretty, with a
warm, sweet voice and an eager ambition to sing in school
operettas. But above and beyond that desire, her girlish
dreams were of a home, a husband and children.
It was because her own home life was always so happy
that Trudy could conceive of nothing lovelier thian duplicating it. The second oldest in a family of four girls, she has
enjoyed to the full their companionship and the love and
understanding of her parents. It is a fine tribute to those
parents that Trudy has such a clear vision of what she
wants of life, and that it is in its essence a replica of their
own pattern for living.
Trudy was bom in San Francisco and lived for a while
in New York, but her mother and father moved to
southern California while she was still a baby, in order
that she might benefit by the warm climate, for she had
had pneumonia and was delicate. As they had hoped, the
baby thrived and Hollywood became home for the growing family.
But the little girls grew up in no exotic atmosphere. If
they were influenced at all by their nearness to the film
capital, it was to have few illusions about that particular
career and no desire to be a part of that picturesque but
difficult life. Instead, they lived normally, contentedly,
absorbed in their home and in each other. Trudy says
feelingly that she is sorry for anyone who does not know
the joys of being one of a large family. She adores her
sisters, and neither career nor marriage has separated her
from her family or ever will.
In her early
a pleasant
companionship with'teens,
a boy she
and drifted
vaguelyintoplanned
that when
school days were over, she would play the long-dreamed-of
role of bride. But Trudy is deeply grateful now that that
particular plan miscarried, and that instead she took the
high road to adventure — that road that led so surprisingly,
so swiftly, to success — and to Bill !
After two years in a church school, she went to Beverly
Hills High School, from which she graduated. Without
any particular training or study, she sang very sweetly
and it was natural that her voice should be featured at the
graduation exercises. Trudy was pleased, but she felt a
twinge of disappointment, too, because she had hoped that
the final exercises would be in the form of an operetta, as
they
role inhadit. in years past, and that she would have a leading
With that particular ambition thwarted, she began to
look elsewhere for an opportunity. She had always been
an ardent radio fan, dashing home from school to tune in
on Bing Crosby. Now, turning the dial, listening to the
various interpreters of popular songs, she began to wonder
if she could do anything like that herself. When she read
about a contest being staged by Hollywood Hotel, she had
a sudden inspiration to try out.
To her delight, she won. The next step was a trip
to
further
auditions.
Trudy's
luckSanwentFrancisco
behind aforcloud,
for she
became Briefly,
ill en route
and
although she sang according to schedule, like a true
trouper, she had a high fever and was really desperately
ill with flu. But although she lost out, as far as the contest was concerned, she was signed by KHJ, and a week
after graduation started work, singing with the

By
D
and at the Biltmore Rendezvous in Holljrwood.
This was in 1934, and from then on the months slipped
appily by to the varied tunes of the current popular
its. She had planned to go to collie, but, without condously deciding against it, drifted from one engagement
0 ano6ier until school no longer seemed a logical part of
he picture.
She sang over various programs and with several dance
»ands, touring with George Hamilton's band and later
vith
Grier's.cameHei when
first Fred
big opportunity,
as far heras
adio Jimmie
is concerned,
Astaire plucked
•ut of the chorus to sing sentimental duets with him on
he Packard Program. Trudy was thrilled and eager to
ucceed, but she confesses shyly that that seemed less imwrtant to her than what had happened the previous
pring. For in her autobiography, the outstanding achievenent of her young life to date is, as she puts it herself :
marriage to a wonderful man."
It was that
whilesheshemetwas Bill
traveling
Grier's orhestra
Bryan,with
NBCJimmie
announcer.
At
beir first meeting in San Antonio, which was his home,
he refused an invitation to go out with him. But when
\k itinerary of the band was unexpectedly changed, and
he found herself back in San Antonio, she felt herself
rawn to the tall, dark Texan, who again approached her.
The band lingered and the new friendship ripened rapidly
nto romance. When Trudy had to return to Hollywood,
Jill decided that his own opportunities lay in that city,
nd returned with her.
From the beginning, Trudy had no doubts. When she
lad
him band
a year,
abenceknown
from the
and shewentsecured
to Sana week's
Antonio,leave
whereof she
iras
at an blessing.
informal Herwedding,
with could
Bill's
»eoplemarried
to give totheBill
parental
own people
ot be there, but Trudy knew that, out of their love for
ler, her family would understand. And in the year which
oncluded with their anniversary in June, she has coninced them. It is so right, this marriage.
Trudy seems like a little girl playing house, she is so
oung— -barely twenty — and so slim and girlish. But talkng to her, you see that she is very serious-minded and
tiat whatever she does will be the result of clear thinking
nd careful decision. She knows what she wants, she
las a deep sense of values and, though essentially a
Ireamer, is intent on shaping her life to fit those dreams
nd high ideals.
She and Bill have a duplex apartment
n the heart of Hollywood. Trudy has
lad grand fun selecting furniture. With
lot much to spend, she has been careful
,nd chosen only what they needed, but
ittle by little they are acquiring a nuleus for the real home they plan to
»ve some day.
Three nights a week she cooks their
imple suppers, (Continued on page 96)
"I love my work — but I love
being married
soys
Trutiv.
She livesmorel"
in Hollywooa wtHi her husband and
their pet Scottie. And all
her songs are sung to Bill.

MIRIAM

ROGERS

Love and marriage come

first

with young Trudy Wood

who

sings on the Packard

show

Perhaps! Doodlings,
you
recall,
was Deeds
Gary Goes
Cooper'sTo
word (in Mr.
Town) for those betraying habits
of ours when the nnind is otherwise
engaged. Observe these radio
stars!
AboveRight
is Frances
doodling!
(top toLongford's
bottom) ,
Raymond Paige flips his baton,
Igor Gorin pulls at his necktie
nervously, while he sings, and
Jerry Cooper twirls his key chain!
Below, the hand is that of Ken
Niles, drawing little faces as he
studies
script.is The
the lowerhis left,
AnneO-flller,
Jamison,in
the popular little songbird of
Hollywood Hotel, and the lady
above, Louella Parsons, famed
personality of the air, chews
pencils as she works.
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COAST-TO

-COAST
St.SaltLouis.
Lake Mo.City,Cal Utah
San
Francisco,
Schenectady.
Seattle,
Wash. N. Y.
Spokane,
WashD C.
Washington,
Wilmington,
Del.
Worcester, Mass.
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANYBLUE NETWORK
WABY
Albany, N.Ga. Y.
-Atlanta,
WAGA
Baltimore, Md.
WBAL
Baton
Rouge,Tex.La.
WJBO
Beaumont,
KFDM Birmingham,
.\la.
WSGN
WBZ Bridgeport,
Boston, Mass.Codd
WICC
Buffalo,
N.
Y.
WEBR Cedar Rapids, Iowa
WIWT
Chicago. lU
WENR
WLS Chicago.
lU.Ohio
Cincinnati,
WCKY
Cleveland. Ohio
WGAR
KRIS
Corpus
Christi,
Denver,
Colo.IowaTex.
KVOD Des
Moines,
KSO Detroit,
WXYZ
WLEU
Pa. Mich.Ind
WOWO Erie,
Ft. Wayne,
Houston.
Te.x.N. Y
KXYZ
Jamestown,
WJTN
Kansas
City,Tenn
Kan
WREN
KnoxviUe,
WROL
Los Angeles.TennCal
KECA Memphis,
Minn
WTCN
WICC Minneapolis,
New Orleans,
Haven, Conn
WDSU
New
La.
WJZ
New
York.
N
KLO Ogden. Utah Y
KOIL
Omaha
Bluffs. Neb.
la. Pa-Council
WFIL
KDKA Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Portland,
Ore.
KEX Providence, R. 1
WEAN
Richmond,
Va.
WRTD
WHAM
Rochester.
KWK St.San
Louis,
Mo.N.Cal.Y.
Diego,
KFSD
KGO
San Francisco,
KJR
Wash. Cal
KGA Seattle,
Spokane,
WashMass
WBZA
Springfield,
WSYR
N. Y
WSPD Syracuse,
Toledo.
Ohio
WMAL
KRGV Washington,
Weslaco, Tex. D. C,
NBC-SUPPLEMENTARY
STATIONS

THE regular programs on
• the four coast-to-coast
networks are here listed in
aTheday-by-day
schedule.
National time
Broadcasting
Company Red Network is
indicated
NBC-Red; the
Nationalby Broadcasting
Company Blue Network is
indicated by NBC-Blue;
the Columbia Broadcasting
Svstem bv CBS. anr!
Mutual Broadcasting System by MBS.
All stations included in
the above networks are
listed below. Find your
local station on the list and
tune in on the network
specified.
ALL TIME RECORDED IS EASTERN DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME.
This means that for
Eastern Standard and Central Daylight Time, you
must subtract one hour
For Mountain Daylight
and Central Standard Time,
subtract two hours. For
Pacific Daylight and
Mountain Standard Time,
subtract three hours. And
for Pacific Standard Time,
subtract four hours. For
example: 11:00 a. m
EDST becomes 10:00 a. m.
EST and COST; 9:00
A.M. MOST and CST ;
8:00 A.M. POST and
.MST; 7:00 a.m. PST.
If, at a particular time,
no network program is
listed, that is because there
is no regular program for
that time, or because the
preceding
tinues into program
that period.c o n -

KSD
KDYL
KPO
WGY
KHQ
KOMO
WRC
WDEL
WTAG

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANYRED NETWORK
WFBR
Baltimore,
Md'
Boston, Mass.
WNAC
Buffalo.
N.m. Y.
WBEN
WMAQ
Chicago,
Ohio
WSAI Cincinnati
Cleveland,Colo.Ohio
WTAM
KOA Denver.
Des
Moines.
Iowa
WHO
Detroit,
Mich.
WWJ
Hartford,
Conn.Ind.
WTIC
Indianapolis,
WIRE
WDAF Los
KansasAngeles,
City, CalMo.
KFI
KSTP
Minneapolis-St.
Paul,
WEAF
NewMinn.York.Neb.N. Y.
Omaha.
WOW
KYW Philadelphia.
Pittsbursh,Me.PaPa.
WCAE
Portland,
WCSH
Portland,
Ore.
KGW
WJAR
WMBG Providence,
Richmond. Va.R. .

KOB
WSAN
KGNC
WWNC
WSB
KERN
KGHL
WAPi
KFYR
KGIR
WCSC
WSOU
WCFL
WLW
WFLA
WIS
WCOL
WFAA
WEB 2
WGBF
WDAY
WGL
WBAP
KMJ
WOOD
WFBC
KGU
KTHS

Albuquerque.
.\llentown.Tex.Pa N M.
Amarillo
Asheville,
Atlanta. Ga.N. Cal.C.
Bakersfield,
Billings,
Mont..\la
Birmingham,
Bismarck,
N. D.
Butte,
Mont
Charleston,
Charlotte. NS. C.C
Chicago,
lU.
Cincinnati.
Clearwater. S.Ohio
Fla
Columbia.
Columbus, OhioC.\
Dallas,
Duluth. Te.t.
Minn.Ind.
EvansviUe,
Fargo,
N. D.Ind.
FtFt. Wayne,
Worth,Cal.Tex
Fresno,
Grand
Rapids.
Greenville,
S. C Mich.
Honolulu. Hawaii
Hot Springs, Ark.

PROGRAM
KPRC
WJDX
WJAX
KARK
WAVE
WIBA
WFEA
WMC
WIOD
WTMJ
CFCF
WSM
WSMB
WTAR
WKY
KTAR
KGHF
WPTF
KFBK
WSUN
WOAI
KTBS
KSOO
KGBX
KWG
WEBC
WFLA
WBOW
CRCT
KVOO
KANS
WORK

Houston, Miss.
Tex.
Jackson,
Jacksonville,
Fla,
Little
Rock,
Louisville, Ky.Ark.
Madison,
Wis.
Manchester. N H.
Memphis,Beach.Tenn.Fla,
Miami
Milwaukee,
Wis.
Montreal,
Canada
Nashville,
Tenn.La
New
Orleans,
Norfolk, Va.City, Okla.
Oklahoma
Phoenix,
.Ariz.
Pueblo.
Raleigh, Colo.
N C.Cal.
Sacramento,
St.San Petersburg.
.Antonio. Tex.Fla.
Shreveport,
SioiLX Falls, S.La D.
Springfield,
Stockton, CalMo
Superior. Fla.Wis
Tampa,
Terre
Haute,
Ind.
Toronto,
Canada
Tulsa,
Okla.Kans.
Wichita,
York, Pa.

WCAU
WJAS
KOY
KOIN
WPRO
KOH
WRWA
WHEC
WDBJ
KMOX
WCCO
KSL
KTSA
KSFO
WTOC
WGBI
KOL
KSCJ
KWKH
WSBT
KFPY
WMAS
WFBL
KVI
WDAE
WIBW
CFRB
KTUU
WIBX
WACO
WJSV
WJNO
WWVA
KFH
KGKO
WSJS
WORC
WNAX
WKBN

GUIDE
Peona, lU,
Philadelphia,
Pa.
Phoenix,
Pittsburgh,.Ariz
Pa
Portland,
Providence,OreR. I.
Reno,
Nev. Va
Richmond,
Roanoke.
Va.
Rochester,
St.St. Louis.
MoN Y;
Paul,
Minn
Salt .Antonio,
Lake City.TexUtah
San
San Francisco.
Savannah.
Ga. Cal.
Scranton,
Pa.
Seattle,
Wash.
Shreveport,
La.
Sioux
South City,
Bend, Iowa
Ind.
Spokane, Wash.
Springfield,
Mass.
Syracuse,
N. Y.
Tacoma, Fla.Wash.
Tampa,
Topeka,
Kans.
Toronto,
Canada
Tulsa.
Okla
Utica,
N. Y.
Waco,
Tex.
D. C. Fla,
W,Washington,
Palm Beach,
Wheeling,
W Va
Wichita,
Kans,
Wichita
Falls. Tex.N, C.
Winston-Salem,
Worcester, Mass.
Yankton.
YoungstownS. D,Ohio

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM STATIONS
WADC .Akron, Ohio
WOKO
Albany, N. S.Y.C.
WAIM Anderson,
Atlanta, City.
Ga. N, J.
WGST Atlantic
WPG
MUTUAL BROADCASTKNOW Baltimore,
Austin,
Tex
Md
ING SYSTEM STATIONS
WCAO
WLBZ
Bangor. Me. .Ala
WBRC Birmingham,
Ada,
Okla Okla,
Ardmore,
KADA
Binghamton.
N, Y.
WNBF Boston,
KVSO -Augusta,
Me.Cal.
Mass.
WEEI
WRDO
Bakersfield.
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RADIO STARS
MORNING

NBC-Red:
CHILDREN'S
CONCERT—
chestra. PaJosef
ul Wing,Stopak's
narratororNRC-Blue:
TONE
PICTURES
—Ruth
quartet Pepple. pianist: mixed
NBC-Red:
RHUMBA HAROLD
ORCHESTRANAGEL'S
NBC-Blue:
LINE—
MiltonWHITE
J. Cross RABBIT
CBS: SUNDAY MORNING AT
AUNT SUSAN'S
— children's
program.
Artells Dickson
NBC-Red: CONCERT ENganist SEMBLE— Harry Gilbert, or9:55
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
NBC-Red:
THE
BIBLE HIGHLIGHTS OF
NBC-Blue:
RUSSIAN MELODIES
CBS: CHURCH OF THE AIR

SEPTEMBER
AFTERNOON
13:00 Noon

NBC-Red: ROUND
UNIVERSITY
CHICAGO
TABLEOF
DISCUSSION — guest speakers
CBS: SALT ERNACLE
LAKECHOIRCITY
AND TABORGAN
NBC-Red: DOROTHY DRESLIN, soprano;
SMITH.
tenor FRED HUFCBS: CHURCH OF THE AIR
OR-

JIBS: RAINBOW HOUSEchildren's
Emery program with Bo

CBS; ORGAN MOODS
MBS:
REVIEWING SfANDworld problems
NBC-Red:
WARD AND MUZZY— piano duo
NBC-Blue: ALICE REMSEN
—contralto
NBC-Red:
BRAVEST OF THE
BR A \'E — dramntizntion
NBC-Blue:
NEIGHBOR NELL
CBS: TOLMAJOR
CAPIFAMILY BOWES'STRING
MBS: PEROLE
QUARTET

MBS: ALICE BLUE — pianist
1:45CICBS; POET'S GOLD— David
Ross
NBC-Blue: MAGIC KEY OF
RCA — Frank Black's symCross phony orchestra. Milton J
CBS; ST. LOUIS SERENADE
MBS: MUSICAL PROGRAM
SALLY JO NELSON—

MBS: ORCHESTRA

5—12—19^26
NBC-Red:
THE WORLD IS
YOURS— dramatization
NBC-Blue:
FISHFACE ANDSENATOR
PROFESSOR
FIGGSBOTTLE— Jerry Sears
orchestra
NBC-Red; PAUL MARTINS
ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue:
THERE WAS A
WOMAN — dramatizations
CBS : OUR AMERICAN
NEIGHBORS—
Vincent Sorey's
orchestra
soprano HELEN TRAUBEL
6:30—NBC-Red;
NBC-Blue:
SMILING ED McCONNBLL
CBS;
GUY LOMBARDO AND
HIS ORCHESTRA
MBS;
CHESTRAIRVING CONN'S OREVENING
6:00NBC-Red: CATHOLIC HOUR
NBC-Blue;
GRENADIERCANADIAN
GUARDS BAND
CBS;
PHIL HARRIS' ORCHESTRA
MBS:
DANCING
Elinor Sherry,
WalterMOOUS—
Ahrens.
Stanley's orchestra
NBC-Blue: ERNEST GILL'S
ORCHESTRA
CBS: CHICAGOANS
MBS: andFUNIrene,
IN SWINGTIME—
Tim
Dell Sharbutt.
Berigan's orchestra
—Jane
Fi
NBC-Red
D'Artega's orchestra
CBS: SHOP— COLUMBIA
dramatizations WORKLOMAX- sports
NBC-Red:
RECITALS— prano;
HelenSigurdFIRESIDE
Marshall,
Nilssen.
bassosoNBC - Blue:
orchestra
PROGRAM•JBS: SUMJIER STARS— Harry
chestraZell. Oscar Bradley's orvon

CBS;
HowardEVERYBODY'S
Barlow, symphonyMUSICorchestra

NBC-Red:
JINGLE
PROGRAMBoys — FITCH
Morin Sisters
Ranch
7:4.'!
8:00NBC-Red: CHASE AND SANDon
Ameche. BORN
W. C.PROGRAM
Fields.— Edgar
Bergon. Dorothy
bruster's
orchestraLamour. ArmCBS: GILLETTE SUMMER
HOTELdell Hall.
— Milton
WenSannella Berle,
s orchestra
MBS: ORCHESTRA
8:30CBS; TEXACO TOWN— Jimmy
Wallington. Pinky Tomlin. Igor
nard's orchestra
Gorin.
Saymore Saymoore. ReMBS:
TIME SPELLING
BEE — OLD
Bob Emery
9:00NBC-Red: MANHATTAN
MERRY-GO-ROUND
Rachel
Carlay,
Pierre Le — Kreeun.
Donnie's orchestra
NBC-Blue; RIPPLING
RHYTHM REVUEDel —Casino,
Shep
Fields'
Bob Hope,orchestra.
Honeychile
CBS:
UNIVERSAL
—Frankler's
Crumit, Alec
RexRHYTHM
Chandton. Richardorchestra.
Bonelli TempleMBS:
HI
THERE.
AUDIENCE
— Raviels. SidPerkins.
HeleneAmison,
DanWillard
Stanley's Gary,
orchestra
9:30
NBr-Red: AMERICAN ALBUM OF FAMILIAR
MUSIC—
Frank
Jtan Dickenson,
HaenschenMunn,s orchestra
NBC-Blue:
JERGENS
GRAM— Walter Winchell, PROnews
MBS; ORCHESTRA
9:45
NBC-Blue: WELSH PREtization SENTS IRENE RICH— drama10:00
NBC-Red: SUNDAY NIGHT
PARTYald—Dickson,
James Tom
Melton.Howard,
DonGeorge
Shelton,
Dolan's
orchestra
MBS: ley'sBENNY
DUSTorchestra
REVUE —DAVIS'
guests. STARStan10:30
MBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red: DANCE MUSIC
11:00
NBC-Blue:
BUNCH — vocalJUDYquartetAND THE
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
MBS; MUSIC
11:10
NBC-Blue: PRESS -RADIO
NEWS ORCHESTRA
CBS;

MBS- ORCHESTRA
4fl

4
Jimmy Wallington

NBC-Red:
ROMANCE
MELOLyon, Edward
Davies.DIES— Ruth
.Shield's
NBC-Blue:
SUNDAYorchestra
VESPERS
CBS:
SPELLING BEE— Dr.
Harry Hagen
MBS:
TRA RADIOLAND ORCHES-

Dorothy Lamour

Frank Crumit
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MORNING
.NBCRed:
MELODIES GOOD MORNING
N Hi'- Blue:
TIONS— organMORNING
and songsDEVO8:1.-.NBC-Red: MALCOLM CLAIRE
— chiliiren's ISLAND
program SERENBC-Blue:
8:30NADERS
NBC-Red: HOMEAldenSONGS
John
Edkins.—
GertrudeWinters.
Forster
NBC-Blue:
WILLIAM MEEDER—
organist
8:4.5NBC-Blue: NORSEMEN
9:00QUARTET
NBC-Red:LINERS—Fields
THE andSTREAMHall, orcheistra
NBC
Blue:
BREAKFAST
CLUB
—
variety
program
CBS:
RADE METROPOLITA.V PA9:15CBS: RICHARD MAXWELL
— songs
9:25 PRESS-RADIO NEWS
9:30CBS:
CBS:
BOYS JACK BERCH AND HIS
9:45
NBC-Red:
LANDT TRIO
9:55CBS; -MORNING MOODS
NBC-Red:
PRESS- RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS -RADIO
NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red:
MRS. WIGGS
THE CABBAGE
PATCH OF—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
STORY
MARLIN—
sketch OF MART
CBS:
—sketchPRETTT KITTY KELLY
10:15
NBC-Red:
OTHER
WIFE — sketchJOHN'S
NBC-BlueMA PERKINS—
sketch
CBS:
sketch MYRT AND MARGE—
10:30
NBC-Red:
— skotiMi JUST PLAIN BILL
XB.'-T!lue:
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY-LOUISE
sketch
CBS:
AND THE
LADS
MBS: TUNES FOR TWO
10:45
NBC-Red:DREN—sketchTODAY S CHILNBC-BIup:Crosby
KITCHEN CAV.\LC.\DE—
CBS: RUTH A.NDGaigeBILL
11:00
NBC-Red; DAVID HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue: THE O'NEILLS —
sketch
.MBS: GET THIN TO MUSIC
11:15
NBC-Red:
WIFE
—NBC-Blue:
sketch BACKSTAGE
COLOF THEPERSON.\L
AIR—
Inez Lopez
CBS: UMNHEINZ
-MAGAZINE
OF
THE
.\IR— talk, sketch, Rolfe's
orchestra
11:30
NBC-Red:
CH.A.RMING —HOWsketch TO BE
NBC-Blue:
THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
CBS:
SISTER—ANDsketch
MBS: BIG
MARTHA
HAL

Tony Martin
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NBC-Blue:
-MacBENNETT
HUGH—AUNT
The EDWARD
Gospel
tar
2:30NBC-Red:
CBS:
JE.NNYSSinserKEAL
WOLVERTON—
piano and AND
guiLIFE
MBS; STORIES
ORGAN RECIT-\L
NBC-Blue:
HOUR
OFBandMEMORIES—U. S. Navy SLIM
CBS:
MONT.^NA
2:45
AFTERNOON
NBC-Red: THREE CHEERS13:00 Noon
CBS: twTED
MALONES — Bee n the Bookends
NBC-Red:
GIRL ALONE —
—sketch
t.=
nor
NBC-Blue: TERRI FRANCONI
3:00-VBC-Red: PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY — sketch
CHS: SWINGING THE BLUES
CBS: JORS
COLONEL
JACK MA13:15
V-\RIETY SHOW
NBC-Red:
STORY OF MARY
MBS: SPOTLIGHT
REVUE
3:15
-M.\RLIN—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
GRACE
AND
.NBC-Red: MA PERKINS—
sketch
rCOTTY
— songs.NEWS
and PARADE
patter
CBS:
TOUR
— Edwin C. Hill, commentator
3:30NEC-Red: VIC AND SADE—
sketch
NBC-Red:
THREE
MARSHALLS
NBC-Blue:
OVER— AlmaLET'S
KitchenTALK IT
NBC-Blue: JOE DUMOND
CBS; ard POP
CONCERT— HowAND
THE CADETS QUARBarlow
TET
MBS: RADIOLAND ORCHESCBS: ROMANCE
OF HELEN
TRA
TRENT—
MBS:
BILLsketchLEWIS— baritone
and organ
3:45
NBC-Red: THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
12:45
NBC-Red: ROSA LEE — so- 4:00NBC-Red: LORENZO JONES
NBC-Blue:
HELEN JANE
BEHLKE—
contralto
NBC-Blue:
CLUB MATINEE—
variety program
CBS:
sketch OUR GAL. SUNDAY—
CBS: BOB BYRON- piano and
MBS: WE ARE FOUR — sketch
1:00NBC-Red: JOE WHITE — tenor
NBC-Blue:
AND
LE-\RNBETTY
— sketchLOVE
CBS:
AND BOB —
sketch
MBS:
CBS: DICT--VTORS
MUSIC LUNCHEON DANCE
4:30
1:15
NBC-Red: SOPHISTICATED
NBC-Red:
DAN HARDING'S
WIFE
— sketchNEIGHBOR
CBS.
CHICAGO VARlETi
NBC-Blue:
NELL
HOUR ORCHESTRA
CBS:
HYMNS
OFCROCKALL
MBS:
CHURCHES:
BETTY
ER, cooking expert
4:45NBC-Red:
THE GUIDING
LIGHT— sketch
1:30NBC-Red: WORDS AND MUS
I
C
—
Larry
Larsen,
Ruth
Lyon,
Harvey
Hays
NBC-Red:
CAROL
WEYMANN
NBC-Blue;
NATIONAL
FARM
NBC-'^n?ue':'^"L'u C I L L E AND
AND
HOME
HOUR—
Walter
L-\NNY-—
songs
.',n<l
Blaufuss'
orchestra G R I -M M ' S
CBS: CLYDE B.\RKIEpatter— bariCBS;
.\RNOLD
DAUGHTER—
sketch organist
MBS:
LEN
S.A.LVO—
1:43
CBS:
SON HOLLYWOOD IN PERNBC-Red:
WHILE THE CITY
SLEEPS — dramatization
2:00NBC-Red: JERRY SEARS' ORNBC-Blue:
ESCORTS AND
BETTY
CHESTRA
CBS: ETON BOYS — quartet
CBS; NEWS THROUGH A
WOMAN'S EYES — Kathryn
Cravens
NBC-Red:
DON sketch
WINSLOW
MBS: PALMER HOUSE CONOFNBC-Blue:
THE NAVY—
SINGING
LADY—
GinsburghCERT ORCHESTRA — Ralph
children's
program
2:15
CBS: DORIS
— songs
MBSMUSICALKERR
PROGRAM
CBS:
JACK
AND
LORETTA—
songs
andORG-\N
patter RECITAL—
MBS:
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTR-\
Louise Wilcher
CBS: FU-N'XY
THINGS—
Stirling's
children's
programNora
EVENING
S:00NBC-Red; M.\R10 COZZI .4ND
CHRISTINE
NBC-Blue: U. JOHNSON
S. AR.MY BAND
CBS:
baritoneHOWARD PHILLIPS—
3:15
CBS:
FOUR
STARS—IN quartette
MBS:
STUDIES
BLACK
AND WHITE

Betty Lou Gerson

NBC-Blue: PRESS -RADIO
MBS:
ORCHESTRA NEWS
—CHS:
trio PRESS-RADIO
G:35NBC-Red: THREE X SISTERS

NBC-Blue: CLARK DENNIS—
tenor
CBS: PAUL DOUGLAS— sports
commentator
6:45NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue:
LOW ELL THOMAS
—CBS:
newsORCHESTRA
commentator
-MBS: Book
CHILDREN'S
Story
Lady ALBUM—
7:00NBC-Red:
AMOS
'N' ANDYsketch
NBC-Blue:
RETTSHUGHIE
ORCHESTRA—BARJohn
B.BarryGambling,
Jean O'Neill,
McKinlev
CBS:
POETIC
.MELODIES—
Jack Fulton, Franklyn MacCormack.
Kelsey's HOUSE
orchestraENMBS: PALMER
SE-MBLE
7:15
NBC-Red:
UNCLE PatEZRA'S
R-\DIO
STATION—
Barrett
CBS:
SONG Heatherton
TIME — Hollace
Shaw.
Ray
CON—MBS:songs CERTBLACKSTONE
TRIO
7:30
NBC-Red:
— sketch MIDGE WILLIAMS
NBC-Blue: LUM AND ABNER
7:45—NBC-Red:
ROYALISTS
baritone ROY
NBC-Blue:
JOHNCAMPBELL'S
HERRICK
CBS:
BOAKE
CARTER—
news
commentator
8:00NBC-Red; BURNS AND ALLEN—Tony Martin, Noble's orchestra
NBC-Blue:
JUANGOOD
HERN-\NDEZ
AND THE
TIME
SOCIETY—
all-Negro revue
CBS;
.A.LEMITE
-Horace
Hoidfs HALF
orchestraHOUR
MBS;
Helene J.A.ZZ
Daniels, NOCTURNE
Connie Miles,—
Brusiloft's orchestra
8:30NBC-Red:STONE — M VOICE
FIREa ..r.
r =: ahfstra,
r eOFt Speaks.
Wallenstein's
guests
NBC-B'.ue: MU.-^IC.\L
PROGR.\M
CBS; edy PICK
-\ND
PAT
—
comand
music
MBS:
V I S I T— Jerry
Danzig, LET'S
Dave Driscoll
FIBBER McGEE
9:00NBC-Red:
AND!- i nMOLLY—
sketch,n
ni.r. ll.•! .1>: 'mrnmedy
.1 • .11 Jorda
-W.M -ins'
Cl;S:
LU-X
K.\'.'l'>
THE.\TRE
9:30MliS; MUSIC-\L FROGKA-M
NBC-Red:
HOURandOFhisCHARM
—Phil
Spitalny
girls
MBS:MUSIC.\L PROGR-AlM
10:00
NBC-Red:
CONTENTED
PROGR.\M — orchestra
Vivien Delia Chiesa.
Black's
CHESTRA
CBS;
WAYNE
ORMBS:
ELDER KING'S
LIGHTFOOT.
SOLOMON MICHAUX — and
congregation
10:30
NBC-Red:
■K O' THE
NBC-Hlue; ORCHESTRA
.X.\TION-\L
R.\NHi'-Red:
ORCHESTRA
NBCBlue:
CBS
DANCEORCHESTR.A.
.MUSIC
MBS: D.\NCE
MUSIC

RADIO
MORNING
8:00
NBC-Red:
MELODIES GOOD MORMNO
NBC-Blue: MORNING DEVO8:15 TIONS— organ and songs
NBC-Red:
—NBC-Blue:
children'sMALCOLM
program CLAIRE
ENSEMBLE DICK LEIBERT
8:30
NBC-Red: MOMENTS MUSI8:45CALE
NBC-Blue.
MORNING GLEE
CLUB
M:r-Red:
MLINEKS—
r, i !s and STREA
Hall, orchestra
Nl-.r-Blue:
BREAKFAST
CLL'B —DEAR
variety
program fan
CBSCOLUMBIA—
mail dramatizations
9:30
CBS:
songs RICHARD MAXWELL—
9:40
CBS:
9:45 PRESS-RADIO NEWS
NBC-Red:WALTZES
LANDT TRIO
CBS:
UK THE
WORLD
M'.iRed:
PRESSRADIO
N i:ws
NH<-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red:
MRS. WIGGS
THE CABBAGE
PATCH OF—
sketch
NHC-Blue:
STORY
OF
MARY
MARLIN—
CBS: PRETTYsketchKITTY KELLY
10:15
NBC-Red:
OTHER
WIFE— sketchJOHNS
NBC-BlueMA PERKINS—
sketch
CBS:
sketch MYRT AND MARGE—
10:30
PLAIN BILL
—NBC-Red:
sketch JUST
NBC-Blue:
PEPPER YOUNG S
FAMILY—
sketch
CHS:
DUO QUARTET
.MH.S: PIANO
BACHELORS
111:4.-,
.M!C-Red:
TODAYS
DREN— sketchKITCHEN CHILNBC-Blue:
ALCADE
— Crosby ENSE.MBLE
Giui,'e CAVCBS: MADISON
11:00
NBC-Red: DAVID HAKUM —
sketch
NBC-Blue:
THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
CBS:
LEE TOTAYLOR
MBS: MART
GET THIN
MUSIC
11:15
NBC-Red:
BACKSTAGE
WIFE
— sketch
NBC-Blue:
UMN OF THEPERSONAL
AIR— InezCOLLoHEINZ
MAGAZINE
OF
TCBS:
H
p;
AIR
—
talk.
sketch.
Rolfe's ocrhestra
11:30
NBC-Red;
CHEF
NBC-Blue: MYSTERY
VIC AND SADE—
Bketch
CBS:
BIG
SISTER—
sketch
MBS: RHYTHM ORCHE.STRA
11:45
NBC-Red:WifeALLEN
PRESCOTT
—The
Saver
NBC-Blue;
EDWARD
HUGH—AUNT
The Gospel
SingerMacCBS;
JENNY
LIFE STORIES— sketchS HEAL
AFTERNOON
Nl;c-R.d: GirtL ALO.XE —
NHC-Blue;tenor TERRl FRANCONI
CBS: —RHYTHMATRES
MBS: AIRPARENTS' CLUB OF
THE
8:15
NBC-Red:
STORY OF MARY
MARLIN
NBC-Blue: — sketch
GRACE AND
SCOTTY'
—
songs
CBS;EdwinYOURC. Hill,
NEWScommentator
PARADE)
—MBS;
ORGAN RECITAL
9:30
NBC-Red:
BARRY McKINLEY
— baritone
NBC-Blue:
STROLLERS MAT-

STARS

Tuesday
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CLUB MATINEI
12:45
■NBC-Blue;
— variety program
TET
NBC-Red: ARMCHAIR QUARCBS; DOB BYRON — piano an<
CBS; OUR GAL. SUNDAY—
sketch
1:00MBS: WE ARE FOUR— sketch
NBC-Red: CLEO BROWN—
—sketch
NBC-Blue: LOVE AND LEARN
CBS; NOVELTEERS
CBS; BETTY AND BOB —
sketch
WALTZ FAVORMBS;
ORCHESTRA
ITES
4:30NBC-Red;
1:15
CBS;
SINGorchestra
AND SWING—
Kelsey's
MBS;
ORCHESTRA
4:15
NBC-Red;sketchDAN HARDING'S
WIFE—
tenor
NBC-Blue: HAL GORDON—
NBC-Red: sketchTHE GUIDING
CBS;
HYMNS OF ALL
LIGHT—
CHURCHES;
CROCKER, cooking BETTY
expert
NBC-Red:
5:00INTERVIEWSNELLIE REVELL
1:30NBC-Red; WORDS AND MUNBC-Blue;
BERNARD—
S
I
C
—
Ruth
Lyon.
Larry
Largags andRAYsongsAL
sen.
Harvey NATIONAL
Hays
CBS;
baritone HEATHERTON—
NBC-Blue:
FARM
AND
HOUR — Walter
Blaufuss'HOMEorchestra
6:15NBC-Red: CHOIR SYMPHOCBS;
ARNOLD
DAUGHTFR—
slietch GRIMM'S
NETTE
:45MBS; LEN SALVO— organist
NBC-Blue;
HOLLYWOOD IN PERTURES— AlmaMUSICAL
Schirmer,ADVENpianist SCIENCE
CBS:
SERVICE
2:«
SERIES—
Watson
Davis
NBC-Red:
MATINEE
MUSICALS
6:80NBC-Red: DON WINSLOW
CBS: ROMANY TRAIL—
Emery PALMER
Deutsch's HOUSE
orchestra OROF THE NAVY—
sketchLADYMBS:
NBC-Blue:
SINGING
CHESTRA—Ralph
Ginsburgh
children's
program
CBS;
ST.
LOUIS
SYNCOPA2:15CBS: JACK AND LORETTA
TORS
—JIBS;songs ORGAN
and patterRECITAL —
6:45NBC-Red; JOHNNIE JOHNLouise Wilcher
STON— baritone
2:30NBC-Blue: NBC MUSIC
GUILD
CBS:
noveltyDALTON
trio BROTHERS—
2:45
CBS- twTEU
Jl A LONE'S— Bee n tlu- Uoiikund.s
.MBS: HHYTH.M
oKCHESTR^
;<:00
NBC-Red:
PEPPER
YOUNG'S
FAMILY— sketch
NBC-Blue:
AIRBREAKS— variety
program
CBS: THEATRE MATINEE
MA PERKINS—
3:15NBC-Red;
sketch
MBS: RADIO GARDEN CLUB
8:30
NBC-Red; VIC AND SADE—
sketch
NBC-Blue: KIDOODLERS—
Helen Menken
CBS;
COLUMBIA
quartet
HALL
Story of theCONCERT
Song
MBS: — ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue: KING'S MEN
CBS;
DRAMA OF THE SKIES
8:45sketch
QUARTET
NBC-Red: THE O'NEILLS —
EVENING
NBC-Blue;
HAVE
Y
O
O
6:00
4:00HEARD ? — dramatization
NBC-Red: SCIENCE IN THE
NBC-Red;
LORENZO
JONES
— comedy sketch
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
JACK MEAKIN
DIRECTS
SWINGTIME
CBS;
ALL
HANDS ON DECK
MBS:
ORCHESTRA
6:15NBC-Red; THREE X SISTERS
—MBS;harmony
trio IN BLACK
STUDIES
AND
WHITE
6:30
NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
NBC-Blue;
PRESS -RADIO
NEWS
NEWS
CBS;
MBS; PRESS-RADIO
ORCHESTRA NEWS
6:35NBC-Red; GLENN DARWIN
NBC-B'lue; TONT RUSSELL—
tenor
CBS; PAUL DOUGLAS— sports
commentator
ORCHESTRA
6:45NBC-Red;
NBC-Blue;
LOWELL THOMCharles Martin
AS— news commentator

CHESTRA
CBS:
GEORGE HALL'S OR7:00sketch
NBC-Red: AMOS 'N' ANDY—
NBC-Blue:
ACES —
comedy
sketch EAST
CBS:
POETIC
MELODIES—
Jack
Fulton,
Franklyn
Kelsev's orchestraMacMBS: ORCHESTRA
7:15Cormack,
NBC-Red:
TIES— choral VOCAL
singing VARIENBC-Blue;
NOPF— violinistBE.NNO RABICBS;
T I M E— Ruth
Carhart, SONGBill Perry.
7:30
NBC-Red:
ART — songs BONNIE STEWNBC-Blue; LUM AND ABNER
U. len Menken
CBS:
SECOND HUSBAND—
7:15NRC-Red: THREE CHEERS—
NBC-Blue;
VIVIEN DELLA
CHIESA — mezzo-soprano

Lenny Ross
MBS;
IT'S
atization A RACKET— dram8:00NBC-Red:
SENTS RUSSJOHNNY
MORGAN PREAND
HIS ORCHESTRA — Charles
NBC-Blue:
HUSBANDS
Martin
W'lVES
— Sedley
Brown, AND
Allie
Lowe BLUE
Miles VELVET MUSIC
—CBS;
Warnow's orchestra,
HoUace
Shaw
MBS: MUSIC BY — guest conductors
NBC-Red: LADY ESTHER
SERENADE —EDGAR
Wayne GUEST
King's
8:30orchestra
NBC-Blue:
In "ITters'CANorchestraBE DO.NE"— MasCBS;
MBS; ORCHESTRA
ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red;
VOX POP—
Parks
9:00NBC-Blue;
Johnson, Wallace
Butterworth
BEN BERNIE
AND
ALL
THE
LADS
CBS:
WATCH
THENickFUNLucas,GO
BY
—
Al
Pearce,
Hoft's
orchestra
MBS; ORCHESTRA
9:15MBS;
CONSOLE
AND KEYBO/TrD- Louise Wilcher,
Pauline Alpert
9:30NBC-Red; PACKARD HOUR—
Lanny
Ross,
orchestra
CBS;
BENNYPaige's
GOODMAN'S
ORCHESTRA—
guests
NBC Blue; THE OTHER
AMERICAS—
Edward Tomlin10:00
— sketch
son,
commentator
CBS;
YOUR UNSEEN FRIEND
MBS: SINFONIETTA
10:30NBC-Red; JIMMIE FIDLER'S
HOLLYWOOD PAST
GOSSIPMASTERS
NBC-Blue:
PROGRAM
— harpsicord ensemble
CBS; RUSSELL DORR— bariMBS: HOBBY LOBBY
NBC-Red: VIC AND SADE—
10:45
comedy sketch
NBC-Red; DANCE
MUSICCLUB
NBC NIGHT
—NBC-Blue:
MoreyDANCE
Amsterdam
11:00
CBS;
MUSIC
MBS- ORCHESTRA

RADIO
MORNING
NBC-Red:
MELODIES GOOD MORNING
NBC-Blue:
MORNING
and songsDEVO8:ir.NBC-Red:TIONS— organ
MALCOLM CLAIRE
—NBC-Blue:
children's program
ISLAND SERB8:30NADERS
NBC-Red:
HOME
John
Winters.
Alden SONGS—
Edkins.
Gertrude
Forster
NBC-Blue:
WILLIAM
MEEDER—
organist
8:45NBC-Blue: FOUR SHOWMEN
quartet
9:00—mule
NBC-Red;
STREAMLINERS—
Fields
and
NBC-Blue: Hall
BREAKFAST
Cl.L'B
CBS: —ASvarietv
YUU program
LIKE IT
:I.")(■1!S: RICHARD MAXWELL
PRESS-RADIO NEWS

Peter Van Steeden
:30CBS: JACK BERCH -AND
HIS BOYS
9:45NBC-Red:
LANDT TRIO
CBS: FIDDLER'S FANCY
9:55NBC-Red:
PRESS- RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS -RADIO
NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red:
MRS. WIGGS
THE
CABBAGE
PATCH OF—
sketch
NBC-Blue
STORY OF MARY
MARLIN—
sketch
—CBS:sketchPRETTY KITTY KELLY
10:15
NBC-Red:sketchJOHN'S OTHER
WIFE—
NBC-Blue: MA PERKINS—
sketch
CBS: MYRT AND MARGE—
sketch
10:30
NBC-Red:
— sketch JUST PLAIN BILL
NBC-Blue:— sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
F.A..MILY
CBS:
LOUISE AND THE
LADS
10:45MBS: TUNES FOR TWO
NBC-Red:
TODAY'S CHILDREN— sketch
NBC-Blue:
KITCHEN
CAVALC
A
D
E
—
Crosby
Gaige BILL
CBS: RUTH AND
11:00
NBC-Red:
DAVID HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue: THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
CBS: HEINZ MAGAZINE OF
THE
AIR— talk, sketch, Rolfo's
orchestra
MBS: GET THIN TO MUSIC
11:15
NBC-Red:
BACKSTAGE
WIFE — sketchPERSONAL
NBC-Blue:
UMN OF THE AIR— InezCOLLopez
11:30
NBC-Red:
HOW
TO
BE
CHARMING
—VICsketch
NBC-Blue:
AND SADE—
sketch
CBS BIG
SISTER- sketch
MBS;
ORCHESTR.\
11:45
NBC-Red:
HELLO PEGGY—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
HUGH — The EDWARD
Gospel SingerMac-

SEPTEMBER

STARS

1—8—15—22—29
NBCRed: MUSIC OF THE
MOMENT
8:45NBC-Blue:
PEGGY WOOD
CALLING
AFTERNOON
12:00 Noon
CBS:
TED
MALONE'S— Between
the
Bookends
NBC-Red: GIRL ALONE—
MBS:
MEMORY SONGS— Key
sketch
Men Quartet
NBC-Blue:
TRAIL
FINDER—
Dr.
William
HanscheAND THE
NBC-Red: sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
CBS:
CHERI
3:00NBC-Blue:
FAMILY—
THREE
NOTES RECITAL
SOUTHERNAIRES
MBS:
ORGAN
CBS: MANHATTAN
MATI12:15
NEE
NBC-Red:
STORY
OF
MARY
3:15
MARLIN—
sketch
NBC-Red: MA PERKINS—
NBC-Blue:
G R -\andC Epatter
AND
sketch
SCOTTYYOUR
— songs
NBC-Blue: CONTINENTAL
NEWScommentator
PARADE
—CBS:
Edwin C. Hill,
VARIETIES
— Stopak's orchesMBS:
RUTGERS
12:30MBS; LEX SALVU— organist
tra
ECONOMICS
BUREAU HOME
NBC-Blue;
T
H
R
K
K
MAR3:30
SHALLS JOE DUMOND
NBC-Red:
VIC
AND SADE—
NBC-Blue:
sketch
AND
THE
CADETS OFgUARTET
CBS:
QUESTIONS
CBS:
ROMANCE
HELEN
BEFORECURRENT
THE HOUSE
TRENT—
sketch
3:45NBC-Red: THE ONEILLS—
MBS: ORGAN RECITAL
12:45
sketch
NBC-Red;
JOEHELEN
WHITE— JANE
tenor
CBS;
NBC-Blue:
HALL COLUMBIA CONCERT
BEHLKEOUR — contralto
MBS: TEXAS JIM LEWIS—
CBS;
GAL,
SUNDAY—
and
sketch
4:00 his cowboys
MBS: WE ARE FOUR— sketch
LORENZO JONES
—NBC-Red:
comedy sketch
1:00NBC-Red: THREE RANCHNBC-Blue:
CLUB MATINEE
EROS
— variety program
NBC-Blue: LOVE AND
4:15
LEARN—
sketch
NBC-Red:
PERSONAL
CBS:
UMN OF THE AIR— InezCOLLosketch BETTY AND BOB—
MBS: JOAN MERRILL — blues
C^S;
DANCE
TIME
1:15NBC-Red. DAN HARDING'S
4:30NBC-Red: SOPHISTICATED
WIFE— sketchNEIGHBOR NELL
RHYTHM
NBC-Blue:
CBS: RUSSELL
man's orchestra DORR— Gold4:45MBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red: THE GUIDING
LIGHT —ACADEMY
sketch OF MEDICBS:
CINE
5:00—NBC-Red:
NOT FOR Hollywood
LADIES
Ben Alexander.
NBC-Blue;
ANIMAL NEWS
CLUB — Lou Rogers
CBS: ELSIE THOMPSON—
organist
MBS:
TRA RADIOLAND ORCHES5:15NBC-Red:
WHILE THE CITY
SLEEPS—
songs
NBC-Blue: dramatization
DOT AND PAT—
5:30CBS; FOUR STARS— quartet
NBC-Red: DON WINSLOW
Patti Chapin
OFNBC-Blue:
THE NAVY—
sketchLADY—
SINGING
CBS
: HYMNS OFBETTY
ALL
children's
program
CHURCHES:
CBS:
DORIS
KKRR—
songs
CROCKER, cooking expert
MBS: ORGAN.IciHXNlK
KEc'l TALJOHN1:30NBC-Red: WORDS AND -MU- 6:45NBC-Red;
STON—baritone
SIC—Harvey
Ruth Lyon.
LarNBC-Blue: KIDOODLERS
sen.
Hays LarryFARM
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
CBS:
FUNNY
THINGS—
Nora
Stirling's
children's
program
AND
HOME
HOUR—
Walter
MBS; QUARTET
Blautuss'
orchestra
CBS: ARNOLD GRIMMS
DAUGHTER—
sketch— organist
LEN SALVO
1:45MBS:
CBS: HOLLYWOOD IN PERSON
2:00NBC-Red:
FANTASIE
IN
RHYTHM—
Savitt
CBS; NEWS Jan THROUGH
A
WOMAN'S
EYES—
Kathryn
CravensI'ALMER HOUSE CONMBS:
GinsburghCERT ORCHESTRA — Ralph
8:15CBS: JACK AND LORETTA
—MBS:songs BL.\CKSTONE
and patter
CONCERT TRIO
2:30NBC-Red: GENERAL FEDERATION OF WOMEN'S CLUBS
NBC-Blue;
WOLVERTONBENNETT
— piano AND
and
Allen Prescott
CBS^'^MONTANA SLIM

EVENING
6:00NBC-Red;
NBC-Blue: ALLEN
HARRYPRESCOTT
KOGEN
AND HIS ORCHESTRA— Sair
songs
Lee
CBS: JACK SHANNON —
6:15
NBC-Red: C.\ROL DEIS— soCBS:
— quartet
ORGAN BOYS
RECITAL
prano ETON
6:30MBS:
NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
CBS:
ORCHESTRA NEWS
6:35MBS: PRESS-RADIO
NBC-Red:
CAPPY
BARRA—
and
his swing
harmonicas
NBC-Elue:
J.ACK
BAKER—
tenor
CBS: PAUL DOUGLAS— sports
commentator
6:45NBC-Red; ORCHESTRA
LOWELL THOMAS
—NBC-Blue:
news commentator
CBS: SINGING WAITERS
7:00
sketch AMOS 'N' ANDY—
NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue:
ACES —
comedy POETIC
sketchEASYMELODIES—
CBS:
Jack
Fulton.
Franklyn
Cormack.
Kelsey's HOUSE
orchestraMacMBS: PALMER
EN7:15SEMBLE
NBC-Red:
UNCLE— PatEZRA'S
RADIO STATION
Barrett
NBC-Blue:
NOLA
DAY—
songs
CBS; pin,SONG
TIME—
Patti
ChaHoward CAVALLIERS
Phillips
MBS: S.\LLE
LES
de
LA
PIANO
7:30NBC-Red:
LUM ANDDUO ABNER
—NBC-Blue;
comedy sketch
CBS:ORCHESTRA
JEANMAKIU
SABLONCOZZI,
7:45NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue:
baritone;
CHRISTINE
SON, soprano CARTER—JOHNCBS:
BOAKE
news
commentator
8:00NBC-Red:
ONE MAN'S FAMCBS ILY—: sketch
CAVALCADE OF
orchestra
AMERICA—
guests.
Voorhees'
MBS: MUSICAL
PROGRAM
NBC-Red: LADY ESTHER
8:30orchestra
SERENADE — Wayne King's
CBS: LAUGH WITH KEN
MURRAY
band,
MBS: guests
U. — S.Oswald,
MARINE Gluskin's
BAND
TOWNO'Keefe.
HALL Alice
TO9:00NBC-Red;
NIGHT— Walter
Frost,
Van
Steeden's
orchestra
NBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRA
CBS; CHEST1:HF1I:LD
sents—Frank Parker. prePatti
Chapin.
Kostelanetz' orchestra
MBS; ORCHESTRA
PALMOLIVE BEAUTY
9:30CBS:
BOX THE.ATRE
Jessica
Dragonette,
Charles— Kullnian,
Goodman's
orchestra & CO.
.MBS; ED FITZGERALD
10:00
NBC-Red: YOUR HIT PARADE
NBC-Blue: HEALANI OF
THE
SOUTH
SE.\S — crime
CBS:
GANG BUSTERS
dramatizations.
Lord
MBS;
FIELD Phillips
MUSEUM
10:15DRAMAS — guests
NBC -Blue:
CAROL WEYM.ANN
— mezzo-soprano
10:30NBC-Blue: NBC MINSTREL
SHOW
— Gene Arnold.
Short's
orchestra
CBS:
HARMONY
MBS: DESIGN
MELODIESIN FROM
THE
SKIES
NBC-Red: ALISTAIR COOKB
10:45
NBC-Red. DANCE
MUSIC
11:00
NBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRA
CBS:
MBS: ORCHESTR.\
DANCE MUSIC
47

RADIO
MORNING
8:00
NBC-Red: GOOD MORNING
MELODIES
NBC-Blue:
TIONS — organMORNING
and songsDEVO8:15
NBC-Red: MALCOLM CLAIRE
—NBC-Blue:
children's program
ENSEMBLE DICK LEIBERT
8:30
NBC-Red:
MOMENTS MUSICALE
8:45
NBC-Blue:
MORNING GLEE
CLUB
9:00
NBC-Red:
Fields
and STREAMLINERS—
Hall
NBC-Blue:
BREAKFAST
CLUB
—
variety
CBS: MUSIC
INprogram
THE AIR
9:30
CBS: RICHARD MAXWELL—
songs
9:40CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
9:45
NBC-Red:
TRIO male
CBS: SONGLANDT
ST YLISTS—
9:55quartet
NBC-Red:
PRESS - RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS - RADIO
NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red:
MRS. WIGGS
THE CABBAGE
PATCH—OF
sketch
NBC-Blue:
STORY
OF
MART
MARLINPRETTY
— sketchKITTY KELLY
CBS:
sketch
10:15
NBC-Red:
OTHER
AVIFE — sketchJOHN'S
NBC-Blue:
MA PERKINS—
sketch
CBS: MYRT AND MARGE—
sketch
10:30
NBC-Red:
—sketch JUST PLAIN BILL
NBC-Blue:
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
CBS: U.BACHELORS
S. sketch
MARINE QUARTET
BAND
MBS:
10:45
NBC-Red:DREN—sketchTODAYS CHILNBC-Blue:ALCADE— Crosby
KITCHEN
Gaige CAVNBC-Red:
DAVID
HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue: THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
CBS: MARY
LEE TOTAYLOR
MBS:
GET THIN
MUSIC
1:15
NBC-Red:
BACKSTAGE
—NBC-Blue:
sketch PERSONAL WIFE
UMN OF THE AIR —COLInez
CiiS:
HI
T H K . [jhestra
INZR —MAGAZINE
talk, sketch,OF
Rolfe's (
1:30
NBC-Red: FIDDLERS
THREE
NBC-Blue:
VIC AND SADE—
comedy
sketch
CBS:
BIG
SISTERsketch
MBS: ORGAN RECITAL
1 1 :45
NBC-Rpfl:WifeALLEN
—The
Saver I'RESCOTT
NIi<--I!lu^':
EDWARD
MacHr<;H—AUNTThp Gospel
Cn.S:
JENNYSSingerREAL
LIFE STORIES— sketch
AFTERNOON
l'i:0O
Noon GIRL ALONE—
NBC-Red:
sketch TEURI FRANCONI
NBC-Blue:
MBS:
12:15NBC-Red; STORY OF MARY
MARLIN — sketch
NBC-Blue:
GRACE
AND
SCOTTY
— songs
and patter
CBS:
NEWS
PARADE
—EdwinYOURC. Hill,
commentator
NBC-Blue:
STROLLERS
MATINEE
CBS:
ROMANCE
OF HELEN
TRENT
—
sketch
MBS: 48LEN SALVO— organist

STARS

SEPTEMBER

2— 9—1 6— 23— 30
3:45
NBC-Red: ARMCHAIR QUARNBC-Red:
THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
TET
NBC-Blue:
CBS:
sketch OUR GAL. SUNDAY—
ROMANCE RHYTHM AND
4:00
MBS: WE ARE FOUR—
sketch
LORENZO JONES
—NBC-Red:
comedy sketch
1:00
NBC-Red:
MARGUERITE PANBC-Blue:
CLUB MATINEE—
variety
program
DULA
—
songs
—sketch LOVE AND LEARN
CBS: PIANO TEAM
NBC-Blue:
MBS: hisTEXAS
sketch BETTY AND BOB —
and
cowboys JLM LEWIS—
CBS:
4:15
Ml ORGAN RECITAL
NBC-Red:
UMN OF THEPERSONAL
AIR— InezCOLLoNBC-Red:sketchDAN HARDING'S
CBS: NOVELTEERS
WIFE—
NBC-Blue: HAL GORDON—
tenor
4:30NBC-Red:
WALTZ FAVORCBS: HYMNS
OF ALL
ITES
CHURCHES:
BETTY CROCKCBS:
U.ORCHESTRA
S. ARMY BAND
ER, cooking expert
MBS:
MBS: BIDE
4:45pez
ATRE CLUB DUDLEY'S
OF THE AIRTHENBC-Red: sketchTHE GUIDING
1:30NBC-Red
LIGHT—
WORDS
AND
•
— organist ARCHER GIBSON
MUSIC
—
Ruth
Lyon.
Larry
Larsen.
Hays FARM
5:00NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue:Harvey
NATIONAL
NBC-Blue:
AND
HOME
HOUR—
Walter
LANNY — songsLUCILLE
and patterAND
Blaufuss' orchestra

Doris Kerr
CBS:
ARNOLD
GRIMM'S
DAUGHTER
— sketch— organist
MBS:
LEN SALVO
1:45CBS: HOLLYWOOD IN PERSON
NBC-Red:
NBC MUSICRHYTHM
GUILD
CBS:
MBS: RAMBLES
PALMER INHOUSE
ORCHESTRA
2:30NBC-Blue:

RECITAL —

NBC-Red:
MEN OF THE
WEST— quartet
NBC-Blue:
CALLING PEGGY WOOD
CBS: twTED
MALONE'S— Bee n the Bookends
MBS: ORGAN
RECITAL
3:00NBC-Red: PEPPER YOUNG S
FAMILY— sketch
NBC-Blue:
NBC LIGHT OPERA COMPANY
CBSMBS: THEATRE
ORCHESTRAMATINEE
MA PERKINSVND SADB-

Charles Winninger
CBS:
QUESTIONS
BEFORECURRENT
THE SENATE
MBS: RADIOLAND ORCHESTRA
6:15NBC -Red: TURN BACK THE
CLOCK
— Alice Remsen, George
Griffin
—NBC-Blue:
baritone STUART GRACEY
CBS: CLYDE BARRIE— baritone
6:30NBC-Red: DON WINSLOW
OFNBC-Blue:
THE NAVY—
sketchLADY—
SINGING
children's
program
CBS: ELSIE
THOMPSON—
organistORGAN RECITAL
MBS:
6:45NBC-Red: JOHNNIE JOHNSTON—baritone
MEN
NBC-Blue: K IN G '
MBS:
QUARTET
QUARTET
EVENING
NBC-Blue:
HARKY KOGEN
AND HIS ORCHESTRA
CBS: MARGARET DAUM— soMBS: ORCHESTRA
prano
IN BLACK
i:30NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS -RADIO
NEWS PRESS-RADIO
CBS:
NEWP
MBS:
MUSICAL PROGRAM

«:35
NBC-Red:
BERT AND LEW—
songs
and patter
tenor
NBC-Blue:
TONY RUSSEL^CBS: PAUL DOUGLAS — sports
commentator
6:45NBC-Rpd: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue:
LOWELL THOMAS
— news commentator
CBS:
GEORGE
HALLS ORCHESTRA
7:00
sketch
NBC-Red: AMOS 'N' ANDY—
NBC-Blue:
edy sketch EASY ACES — comCBS: Fulton,
POETIC Franklyn
MELODIES—
Jack
Cormack.
Kelsey's
orchestraMac-—
MBS:>
EVENING
PRELUDE
organ
and
piano
7:15
NBC-Red:
TIES— choral VOCAL
singing VARIE—tenor
CBS:
SONG Dorr
TIME — Doris
Kerr, Russell
7:30NBC-Red: TERRI FRANCONI
LUM AND ABNEH
—NBC-Blue:
comedy sketch
CBS:
ELMER DAVIS— commentator
MBS: ORCHESTRA
7:45NBC-Red:
NBC-B!ue: KIDOODLERS
CABIN IN THE
COTTON — Southernaires QuarCBS: PATTI CHAPIN— songs
8:00NBC-Red: ROYAL GELATIN
PROGRAM
— Rudy Vallee.
tet
guests

Nadine Conner
NBC-Blue:
ROY ORCHESTRA
SHIELD'S
REVUE—
orchestra,
soloists
CBS:
CONCERT
MBS:
1
N
T
E
R
N
A T lONAL
SALON— Corinna Mura.
Raoul
Nadeau, Stanley's orchestra
8:30ORCHESTRA
MBS: GUY LOMBARDO'S
MAXWELL HOUSE
9:00NBC-Red:
SHOW ninger,
BOATTom Thomas.
— CharlesNadine
WinConner, giniaPatricia
Wilder, Hull,
VirVerrill.
Warren
Willson's orchestra
CBS:
JMAJOR
BOWES'
AMATEUR HOUR
MBS: ORCHESTRA
9:15MBS: TALK ABOUT BOOKS
soprano HELEN TRAUBEL
9:30—NBC-Blue:
MBS:
BARNES' OPERA
HOUSE—PATvarieties
NBC-Red: KRAFT MUSIC
HALT. — Bob Burns, Trotter's
10:00
orchestra,
NHC-Blue: guests
PICCADILLY MUHALL TRUE ADVENCBS: SIC YOUR
TURES—Floyd
Gibbons Alonzo
MBS:
WITCH'S
Deen Cole.
MarieTALE—
O Flynn
10:30
CBS:
MARCH
OF
TIME—
dramatizations
MBS:
MUSICALHENRY
REVUE WEBER'S
FOOTNOTES
ON
II NBC-Red:
:00
HEADLINES—
John B. Kennedy, commentator
NBC-Blue:
DANCE MUSIC
CBS: DANCE
MBS:
DANCE MUSIC
MUSIC

RADIO STARS
MORNING
8:00XBC-Red; GOOD MORNING
MELODIES
NBC-Rlue:
TIONS— organMORNING
and songsDEVO8:1.-.NBC-Rpd: MALCOLM CLAIRE
—XBL-Blue:
chililrt'ti's program
NADERS ISLAND SERE8:30XBC-Rpd: HOME SONGS—
John Winters.
Gertrude
Forster Alden Edkins.
NBC-Blue:
DEK— organistWILLIAM MEE8:45NBC-Blue: FOUR SHOWMEN
9:00NBC-Red: STREAMLINERS—
Fields and Hall,
orchestra
NBC-Blue:
CLUB—
varietvBREAKFAST
proprrani PACBS:
METROPOLITAN
RADE
9:1.-.CBS:
—songs RICHARD MAXWELL
9:2.5CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
9:30CBS: JACK BERCH AND HIS
BOYS
9:45NBC-Red: LANDT TRIO
CBS: NOVELTEERS
9:55NBC Red: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBCNEWS Blue: PRESS-RADIO

Igor Gorin
10:00NBC-Red: MRS. WIGGS OF
THE CABBAGE PATCH—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
STORY OF MARY
M.A.RLIN—
sketch
—CBS:sketchPRETTY KITTY KELLY
10:15
NBC-Red:
WIFE
— sketchJOHN'S OTHER—
NBC-Blue:
sketch MYRT MAAND PERKINS
CBS:
MARGE—
sketch
10:30
NBC-Red: JUST PLAIN BILL
—sketch
NBC-Blue: sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
CBS:
MBS: PIANO
TUNES DUO
FOR TWO
10:45
NBC-Red:DREN—sketchTODAY'S CHILNBC-Blue: ALCADE—Crosby
KI'ICHEX CAVCBS: RUTH AND C.aige
BILL
11:00
NBC-Red:
DAVID
HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue: THE O'NEILLS —
CBS:
HEINZtalk,MAGAZINE
THE AIR—
sketch. Rolfe'sOF
orchestra
MBS:
GET THIN TO MUSIC
11:15
NBC-Red:
WIFE— sketchBACKSTAGE
NBC-Blue:
UMN OF THEPERSONAL
AIR— InezCOLLopez
11:30
NBC-Red: —HOWsketch TO BB
CHARMING
NBC-Blue:
VIC AND SADE—
sketch
CBS: MARTHA
BIG SISTER—
MBS:
AND sketch
HAL

SEPTEMBER 3—10—17—24
11:45
tu-een
CBS: the
TED Bookends
MALONE'S— 1
-XBC-Red: HELLO PEGGY—
sketch
JIBS: SID GARY— baritone
NBC-Blue:
EDWARD
MacHUGH— The Gospel Singer
NBC-Red: sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
CBS;
AUNT JENNY'S
FAMILY—
LIFE
sketch REAL
NBC-Blue:
MBS: STORIES
RIIYTH.M — ORCHESTRA
dramatizationRADIO GUILD—
CBS: COLUMBIA CONCERT
AFTERNOON
HALL
12:00 Noon
NBC-Red: GIRL ALONE—
sketch
sketch
NBC-Red: MA PERKINS—
NBC-Blue:
U. S. MARINE
BAND
3:30MBS: RADIO GARDEN CLUB
CBS: RHYTHMAIRES
12:15
sketch
NBC-Red: VIC AND SADE—
NBC-Red:
STORY OF MARY
M.A.RLIN—
sketch
CBS:
CONSOLES
CBS:
YOUR
NEWS
PARADE
MBS: THREE
ORCHESTRA
—Edwin
C.
Hill,
commentator
MBS: LEN S-A.LVO — organist
13:30
NRC-Red:
JOE DUMOND
THE
QU.\RTET AND
CBS: CADETS
ROM-A.NCE
4:00NBC-Red: LORENZO JONES
TRENT—
sketch OF HELEN
— comedy sketch
12:45
NBC-Blue;
CLUB MATINEE—
NBC-Red:
JOE
WHITE
—
tenor
variety program
CBS:
BOB
CBS:
OUR GAL. SUNDAY—
sketch
MBS: TEXASBYRON—
JIM songs
LEWIS—
MBS; WE ARE FOUR— sketch

Elza Schallert
1:00
NBC-Red:
PIANO DUO AND
NBC-Blue:
LEARN BETTY
— sketchLOVE
CBS:
AND BOB—
sketch
MBS. LUNCHEON MUSIC
1:15NBC-Red: DAN HARDING'S
WIFE— sketchNEIGHBOR NELL
NBC-Blue;
—CBS;
cookingBETTY
e.xpert CROCKER
1:30NBC-Red: WORDS AND MULarsen. Ruth
Lyon, SIC—Larry
HarveyNATIONAL
Hays
NBC-Blue:
FARM
AND
HOME
HOUR— Walter
Blaufuss'ARNOLD
orchestra
CBS:
GRIMM'S
DAUGHTER—
sketch organist
MBS:
LEX SALVO—
1:45 HOLLYWOOD IN PERSON
2:00NBC-Red: SHOW TIME MATINEE NEWS THROUGH A
CBS;
WOMAN'S EYES — Kathryn
Cravens
MBS: PALMER
HOUSE CONCERT ORCHESTRA
2:15CBS; JACK AND LORETTA
—songs
and patter RECITAL—
MBS; Wilcher
ORGAN
Louise
2:30NBC-Red; WALTER LOGAN'S
.MUSICALE FIVE HOURS
NBC-Blue;
B.\CK MONTANA
CBS;
SLIM

Robert Ripley

XBC-Re.l:
SOPHISTICATED
RHYTHM
CBS;
VOYAGE
MBS; BOX
ORCHESTRA
4:45NBC-Ked: THE GUIDING
LIGHT— sketch
6:00NBC-Ked;
baritone ARTHUR LANGNBC-Blue; AL BERN.\RD—
THE CITY
NBC-R.Mi: \
SLEEPS—
K T S AND
NBC-Blue:
BETTY di
CBS; ETON BOYS — male
quartet
5:30NBC-Red: DON [NSLOW
OFCBS: THEDORIS
NAVYMBS; ORGAN KKKR—
RKCIT.VLsongs
NBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRA
CBS;
FU.NNYchildren's
THINGSNora
Stirling's
program
MBS; QUARTET
EVENING
6:00THE
NBC-Red:NEWS —EDUCATION
IN
dramatization
NBC-Blue:
HARRY
KOGEN
AND
HIS
ORCHESTRA
CBS: RAY HEATHERTON—
baritone
MBS: ORCHESTRA

6:15NBC-Red: BARRY McKINLEY— DEAN
baritoneOF HOLLYWOOD
CBS:
— Hobart
Bosworth
6:30XHC-Hlue: PRESS -RADIO
.VKWS PRESS-RADIO NEWS
CBS;
MBS;
ORCHESTRA
6:35NBC-Red; CAROL DEIS— so-\RLES SEARS
JUGLAS — sports
NBC-Red;
HATTERS ORC):s
CHESTRA :TOP
LOWELL THOMAS
—NBC-Blue
news commentator
CBS; FRANK DAILEY'S ORCHESTRA
7:00
NBC-Red: AMOS 'N' ANDY—
sketch
songs
NBC-Blue: MARY SMALL —
6:4.-.CBS: POETIC MELODIES —
Jack
Franklyn
Cormack.Fulton.Kelsey's
orchestraMacSEMBLEPALMER HOUSE EN7:15MBS;
NBC-Red: STATION—
UNCLEPat EZRA'S
RADIO
Barrett
NBC-Blue:
FRAYduoAND
BRAGGIOTTI— piano
CBS: Jack
SONGShannon
TIME— Gogo de
Lys,
MBS: NOVELETTE
sketch
7:30—NBC-Red;
NBC-Blue; ELLUMCABALLERO
AND ABNER
CBS:
HERBERT FOOTES
ENSEMBLE
MBS: PALMER HOUSE EN7:45SEMBLE
NBC-Red:
RHYTHM BUGHOUSE
—soprano
NBC-Blue: LOUISE FLOREA
CBS: commentator
BO.\KE CARTER —
news
NBC-Red:
8:00CONCERT
— CITIES
Lucille SERVICE
Manners.
Bourdon's
orchestra
CBS:
H.A.MMERSTKIN
MUSIC
HALL
MBS: MUSIC FOR TOD.\Y—
Mor
Dai
8:30NBC-Blue; DEATH VALLEY
DAYS — HAL
dramatization
CBS:
BAND—
Alice KE.MPS
Fave DANCE
MBS; ORCHESTRA
8:45JIBS; LET'S PLAY GAJIES
9:00
NBC-Red: Munn, WALTZ
TIME —
Frank
H.i-Lois Bennett,
Lyman's
orchestra
NBC-Blue;
BELIEVE-IT-ORNOT
—
Robert
Ripley,
B. A.
Rolfe's
orchestra
CBS: HOLLYWOOD
HOTEL
Jerry
Cooper.Jamison.
FrancesIgorLangford, Anne
Oorin. Paige's
orchestra ORCHESTRA
JIBS;
SYJIPHOXY
9:30
NBC-Red: TRUE STORY
COURT dramatization
OF HUMAN RELATIONS—
JIBS: ORCHESTR.A.
10:00
NBC-Red;
FIRSTLesNIGHTER—
dramatization.
Tremayne.
Barbara Luddy
NBC-Blue;
RALEIGH
AND
KOOL
SHOW—
Tommy
sey's
orchestra.
MorionI'ROGRAM
BowoDorCBS:
COC.\
(-iir..\
JIBS:
OHS'-X LS IN
"LES JllSKKAlM.i;s
10:30
XHC-Reil
i'lDLER'S
H(->I.I,V^\^ .UM.MIi:
.] . .;ossii'
.XBC-Red:
PEOPLE Thompson.
IN THE
NEWS — Dorothy
10:45
NRC-Red:— Washington
GEORGE cor
HOLMES
II mentator
:00
NBC-Blue:
JIUSIC
CBS:
MBS: DANCE
DANCE MUSIC
MUSIC
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MORNING
8:00
NBC-Red; GOOD MORNING
MELODIES
NBC-Blue:
NADERS ISLAND SERE8:15
—NBC-Red:
children'sMALCOLM
program CLAIRE
NBC-Blue:
ENSEMBLE DICK LEIBERT
8:30
NBC-Red:
MOMENTS MUSICALE
8:45
NBC-Blue:
MORNING GLEE
CLUB
0:00
NBC-Red:
STREAMLINERS —
Fields and Hall

George Fischer
NBC-Blue:
CLUB
— variety BREAKFAST
program
CBS: RAY BLOCK— pianist
0:15
CBS:
noveltyDALTON
trio BROTHERS—
0:30
CBS: FIDDLER'S FANCY
9:45
NBC-Red: LANDT TRIO
8:55
NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue: PRESS-RADIO
NE'WS
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red:
male
quartetCHARIOTEERS—
NBC-Blue:
SWEETHEARTS
OFBreen,THEPeterAIR—
May Singhl
deGARDEN
Rose
CBS:
AND
MINE— YOUR
Ruth Cross
10:15
NBC-Red:
THE harmony
VASS FAMILY— children's
NBC-Blue:
RAISING
YOUR
PARENTS
—
Juvenile
forum.
Milton J Cross
CBS:
RICHARD
MAXWELL
— songs
10:30
CBS: LET
S PRETEND— children's program
MBS:
VARIETY
PROGRAM —
Freudberg'a
Brokenshire orchestra, Norman
10:45
NBC-Blue:
CBS: FRED ORCHESTRA
FEIBEL AT THE
CONSOLE
11:00
—NBC-Blue:
songs PATRICIA RYAN
11:15
NB::-Red:
— songs NANCY SWANSON
NBC-Blue:
male quartet MINUTE MEN—
50

SEPTEMBER 4—11—18—25
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
11:30
MBS: PALMER HOUSE ORNBC-Red. MYSTERY CHEF
CHESTRA
CBS: COMPINSKY TRIO
MBS: U. S. ARMY BAND
2:45TET
NBC-Blue: CADETS QUAR11:45
CBS: TOURS IN TONE
NBC-Red: DIXIE
DEBS— trio
NBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRA
MBS; BIDE
ATRE CLUB DUDLEY'S
OF THE AIRTHE3:00
AFTERNOON
NBC-Red:
CONCERT MINIA13:00 Noon
TURES
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red:
Josef
Honti,CONTINENTALS—
director
CBS:
DOWN BYPROGRAM
HERMAN'S
NBC-Blue: CALL TO YOUTH
MBS: MUSICAL
CBS: JACK SHANNON— tenor
3:30NBC-Red; WEEK-END RE13:15
chestraVUE— varieties. Levey's orNBC-Blue:
SHALLS THREE MARNBC-Blue:
RICARDO AND
CBS; ORIENTALS
HIS CABALLEROS
CBS:
DEPARTMENT
OF
COMMERCE
SERIES
12:30
MBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red;
REX
BATTLE'S
CONCERT ENSEMBLE
NBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRA
3:45baritone
CBS;
GEORGE
HALL AND
CBS: CLYDE BARRIE —
HIS ORCHESTRA
12:45
4:00NBC-Blue: CLUB MATINEE—
MBS: SONGS
variety program
CBS:
THE DICTATORS
MBS: ORCHESTRA
4:30
NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
CBS: DANCEPATORS
MBS: ORCHESTRA
6:00NBC-Blue: LITTLE SHOW—
variety program
CBS: ORCHESTRA
MBS: RADIOLAND ORCHESTRA
Arthur Godfrey
1:0U
NBC-Red:
SEMBLE WHITNEY ENNBC-Blue:
OUR Madge
BARN—Tucker
children's program,
CBS: CAPTIVATORS
1:15
CBS:
SHIELDS— tenor
MBS: JIMMY
ORCHESTRA
1:30
■NBC-Red;
— orchestra, CAMPUS
vocalists CAPERS
NBCNATION
FARM Blue;AND HOME
HOUR A L.
CBS; BUFFALO PRESENTS
MBS; ORCHESTRA
2:00
NBC-Red:
HOST
BUFFALO
— YOUR
orchestra,
soloistsIS
CBS:
MADISON
ENSEMBLE
MBS: SYLVIA CYDE— soprano
2:15
CBS: ANN LEAF — organist
2:30
NBC-Red:
GOLDEN
MELODIES— orchestra,
vocalists

6:30
NBC-Red:
KALTENMEYER'3
KINDERGARTEN
— varieties,
Bruce Kamraan. Elinor
Harriot
NOTE:
we
As we go to press this
programlutelyguide
accurate,isbu absocannot
be responsibi
e for
last minute
changes rnode
by the broadcasting
ponies,cies advertising
c
or sponsors

NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
6:35MBS: ORCHESTRA
— contraitu ALMA KITCHELL
NBC-Red;
NBC-Blue;SIC?—John Tasker
WHITHER
HowardMUCBS;
PAUL DOUGLAS — sports
commentator
6:45
NBC-Red:
THE ART Vincent
OF LIVING—Dr. Norman
Pe lie ORCHESTRA
CBS.
ISH REVUEEL CHICO SPAN7:00NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue:
RAEL— guestsMESSAGE
and musicOF ISMBS:
SEMBLEPALMER HOUSE EN7:15CBS:
SONG
TIME — Betty
Grable,
John Payne
MBS: ORCHESTRA
7:30
NBC-Red:
Song StoriesJIMMY KEMPER—
NBC-Blue:
UNCLE JIM'S
QUESTION BEE
CBS: JACQUES JOLAS —
pianist
7:45NBC-Red: PIANO DUO
MBS: ORCHESTRA
8:00
NBC-Red:
MEREDITH WILLSON'S ORCHESTRA
CBS:
SATURDAY
NIGHT
SWING CLUB
8:15NBC-Blue: NOLA DAY— songs
PRESENTS
8:30CBS:
RUSS JOHNNY
MORGANCharles
ANDMartin.
HIS
ORCHESTRA—
MBS:
SATIN-SMOOTH
SWING
—guests
David Broekman's orchestra
9:00
NBC-Blue:
DANCE— JoeNATIONAL
Kelly BARN
CBS:
PROFESSOR QUIZ—
Arthur Godfrey
MBS: LOUISIANA HAYRIDB

0:30NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
CBS: HOLLYWOOD SHOW
CASE
— guests, Lud Gluskin's
orchestra
MBS: ORCHESTRA
10:00
NBC-Red:
NBC JAMBOREE
—
Kogen's
orchestra,
guests
NBC-Blue:
DANCE
MUSIC
CBS;
YOUR
HIT
PARADE
MBS: OTILIO REVARRA
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRAcomAND
CHESTRAHIS MEXICAN ORCBS: ETON BOYS— quartet
EVENING
10:15MBS: HOLLYWOOD WHISPERS— George Fischer
6:00NBC-Red: TOP HATTERS OR- 10:30
RA— Jan Savitt BREN- gen- NBC-Red: DANCE MUSIC
NBC-Blue: CHESTVLADIMIR
MBS: ORCHESTRA
pianist
CBS: NER—ORCHESTRA
MBS: ORGAN RECITAL
CBS: PATTI CHAPIN— song;
10:45
6:05NBC-Blue; NICKELODEON—
DANCE MUSIC
11:00NBC-Red.
Sylvia Clark
NBC-Blue: DANCE MUSIC
6:15
CBS:
RUNNY BERIGAN'i
ORCHESTRA
MBS:
songs SALLY JO NELSON—
MBS: DANCE MUSIC
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4. "So herehadyouluncheon
are at List:and Why,
wevoa
3. "Hello, there! No, Marge and Bill are
already
played
driving . . . They'll be along later. But what
couple of sets. Take a tip from us . , .
aThese
grandnewtrip streamlined
we had.' And dayso inexpensive!
coaches are
'go New Haven' next time!"
marvelous."
• A week-end gives you just so many hours. Make the most of every one !
Don't wasteexpenstime
and energy
travelcomfortable
the quick,Neweasy,Haven
safe and
inive way. Travel
in big, —cool,
coaches
— at 2(f a mile!
.NewTickets
For illustrated
bookletCentral
"Vacalion
in Soulherrt
Yorkwriteac Vacation Bureau.
Room
3617. Grand
Terminal.
Ne 17 NewJohnSEngland"
CrandCentralTerminal.
ConsolidatedOIKces.
Brooklyi
ISSPierrepontSt
VAndeibilt 3-770S.
THE NEW
HAVEN
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LABORATORY TESTS on rats were
conducted for over three years • • •

i^OW—Z'j^^

orings

to

IWe fed rats a diet completely
lacking in '''skin-vitaniin.** Their
skin
dry, scaly — th«
old
looking.grewUnderharsh,
the microscope,
glandsskinwereweredried
up, '
ofoil the
shrunkt

new

Women

vitamin"
CreamsPond's
dailynewfor ''skinthree
^ Then
we applied
weeks. The rats were still on a diet
completely
lackingthis inapplication
*'skin-vitamin"
— yet, with
of the
cream
their just
skin improved. It became
smooth again, clear, heallhv.

Ormm

adive

ihe

""SldnA^tami

n"
Copyright, 1937, Pond's Extract Company
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^^

^^

■7 Under the
glands were seen to be healthy
again. The dried-up, flattened skin
cells were rounded out. The shrunk-

1 OUR YEARS AGO, scientists
first learned that a certain known
vitamin heals wounds, burns, infections— quicker and better.
They found that certain harsh,
dry conditions of the skin are due
to insufficient supply of this vitamin in diet. This was not the "sunshine vitamin." Not the orangejuice vitamin. Not "irradiated."
But the "skin-vitamin."
This vitamin helps your body
to rebuild skin tissue. Aids in
keeping skin beautiful.
Of great importance to women
Pond's torequested
biologists
standing
study what
would ofbe hi<;h
the
effects of this "skin-vitamin" when
put in Pond's Creams.
For over three years they worked.
Their story is told you above. Also
the story of the women who used the
new Pond's "skin-vitamin" Creams!
Today — we offer you the new

FINALLY we gave Pond's new "skinvitamin"
to women
For
four weeksCreams
they used
the newto try.
creams
faithfully — women who had been using
other creams before. Three out of every
four of them asked for more. And these
are the things they said : "My skin is so
much smoother." "My pores are finer!"
"My skin has a livelier look now."
Pond's "skin-vitamin" Creams!
In the same Pond's Creams
The new
Creams
are thePond's
same "skin-vitamin"
creams you have
always known — with the active "skinvitamin" added. They are in the same
jars, with the same labels — at the
same price. You use them the same
way you did the old. Now this new
ingredient gives added value to the
millions
Pond's Creams used
by womenof jars
everyof year.
Try for
Pond's
new— today.
"skin-vitamin"
Cream
yourself
On sale
evervwhere. ■f f -f
POND'Ssoftens,
COLDsmooths
CREAMfor —[x.w.ler.
Cleanses,
clears,
I'at
itoff
inblackheads,
briskly to invigorate
skin; tiyht
blemishes;thesmooth
out
lines; make pores less noticeable. .>o(r
cofiiains the active "sfciri-i-ifamin."
POND'S VANISHI.NC;
Removes
roughnesses;
smoothsCKEAM
skin —instantly;
powder base.ISoio
Also containa
use overnight
after
cleansing.
the active
"skin-vitamin."
POND'S
LIQUEFYING
Quicker melting.
Use for sameCREAM
purposes—
as Pond's Cold Cream. ,\otc contains

"Lines are disappearing". . .
Exposure is constantly drying the
necessary "skin-vitamin" out of the
skin.
new it"skin-vitamin"
CreamNow,
helpsPond's
to bring
back! If your
skin shows signs of deficiency in "skinvitamin,"
Pond's new "skin-vitamin" Creamtry— today.

NOW
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IN POND'S CREAMS
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COOKING

SCHOOL

CR.\BME.\T CANAPES
1 lahlespoons sherry
/J //'. craluiical (fresh or canned)
1 lahlespoon. bntter
1 ea)i ( eondensed ) iniishrcuun sonh
teasf^oon sail
1 tablespoon chopped pimentos
1 tablespoon
1 lii/ht I'ine/i cayenne pepper
'■tinibs.
bntter chopped green peppers
toast, bread
Heat crabmeat in the soup. Add seasonings, shcr butler, pimentos and green peppar. Spread mixture on rounds of toast, 2 inches in diai : r. Sprinkle with bread crumbs,
dot with butter and brown in oven. Serve hot.
POTAGE MOXGOLE
large white
carrot tnrnip
11 (■(//!
(
iondcnsed)
tomato
sonp
11 S)nall
ca)i (condensed) pea soup
1 mild white onion
Z tablespoons green peas
en Julienne*
^Yi cups zvater
cream Add green peas to water and cook
Combine tomato soup and pea soup54incup
a saucepan.
lor 10 minutes : then add other vegetables, cut Julienne. Cook until vegetables are tender.
Add the cc-okcd vegetables to the soups, together with 1 cup of the water in which vegetables cooked. Heat and stir gently until boiling point is reached. If desired, stir in % cup
cream just before serving. Croutons also are excellent with this rich, filling soup. *En
Julienne means cut into very thin, long slices as for the more familiar Julienne Potatoes.

says MAGGY ROUFF,fashion
designer of Paris
"A RF. you a goldrn lilonde. ma cherie, or
1\. a dusky brunette'.'' Whichever is your
coloring, your face will derive new glamour from Woodbury's
the living
tints of the Windsor
skin that Rose.
make Itthisis
powder shade so full of flattery."
Like all Woodbury's Facial Powder, the
new Windsor Rose is germ-free* . . . helps
guard against blemish-causing germs. See
what lovely things this powder can do
for you ! Seven glorious shades to choose
from. $1.00. 50«(,25(!,10f.

MAIL FOR 10-PIECE LOVELINESS KITI
ipl<-«
of 10cWoodbury's
Scifnlific
nclo.'.amiSt.,mailCincjnn«Ii,
to John AidsO.H.
9182 Alfred
, John H. Woodbury, Ltd., Perth, Ontario.
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MEAT LOAF "DELICIOUS"
pound ground beef
21 eggs,
slightly
pound (/round pork
teaspoon
salt beaten
i
teaspoon
pepper
pound
ground
real
■ery fine
slices bread
1 can
(condensed)"
1
tablespoon
butter Dclicions" Tomato Soup
green
pepper,
chopped
onion chopped fine
J/' cnp water
Have the tliree meats ground together twice. Soak bread farm water and drain
well. Add bread to meat, together with the green pepper, onion,
, salt and pepper. Mix
all together thoroughly. Form into loaf and place in lightly greased baking pan. Pour
the soup over the top of the loaf. Dot with ljutter and lastly pour the water into the pan.
Bake in moderate oven (350'' F.) V/i hours. Serve hot or cold, garnished with parsley.
The soup, in cooking, will form a rich tomato-colored gravy.
SAUTE POTATOES
Peel 6 medium-sized potatoes and soak V2 hour in cold water. Drain potatoes and
cut into even ' 2-inch cubes. Dust lightly with flour. Melt 2 tablespoons butter in a frying
pan. Add potatoes and cook until nicely browned, stirring gently with a wooden spoon.
About 5 minutes before potatoes are tender enough to be removed from pan, add 2 tablespoons chopped pimentos and an equal amount of chopped green peppers. Season to
taste with salt and pepper.
PAN ROASTED OYSTERS
■Ited butter
12 pint
oysters
54 cup Chili sauce
tablespoons
1/2 cup
creamtoast
buttered
salt, caycnu,
a few drops Worcestershire finely minced parsley
Place oysters in skillet with melted butter. Season with salt and cayenne. Cook over
low heat 2 or 3 minutes or until oysters are plump and edges begin to curl. Arrange oysters
on buttered toast. Add Worcestershire sauce. Chili sauce and cream to liquor in pan. Heat
thoroughly and jiour over the oysters. Sprinkle with parsley and serve at once.
"FOOLPROOF" HOLLANDAISE
2 egg
(But even here you must follow directions carefully)
melted I utter
1 tablespoon strained lemon juice
Va cup yolks
% teaspoon salt
a light pinch cayenne pepper
•It butter over boiliiiu water in top of double boiler. Meanwhile, beat egg yolks
Mc
until tb ick
and k-nion
add theboiler,
meltedplacebutter.
will "cook"
eggs
slightly
). Turn
mixtureriilorcd
inti: topSli.wly
of double
over (This
lower part
of doublethe boiler
instantly.
wliic h water is steai>iin,y \)\n not lioiling. .Add the lemon juice gradually, stirring conContinue cooking for a few minute^ until the sauce thickens, stirring gently the
entire t imc. Remove immediately from lie.-it. Add salt and cayenne. Serve at once over
individiBe i.'il ser\inL:s of brwccoli or cai'lifiow er.
sure to avoid (like the plague) too high a temperature or too long cooking, for this
is what makes Hollandaise "curdle."
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(Continued front page 9)
The Meat Loaf requires no further explanation. The potatoes
find Oysters
unusual
but not difficult.
The Panyou'll
Roasted
are a delicacy for which the original
Rector's
world-famous
G ,
You
inlandRestaurant
dwellers was
can also
enjoy it,
AN
BE 'RE
TO YOU
GET
, MOM
GEETIN
says Mr. Rector, who then went on to
recommend most highly the oysters which
are now shipped in sealed cartons, under
COOK!
GOOD
AWFUL
methods of refrigeration that assure the
same safety the country over!
As for
the suggestions,
salad course, along
I'm giving
you
some
special
with Mr.
Rector's
recipe
for
the
Ro(|ucfort
Dressing. And that leaves only the Apples
Flanihees. All I want to add here, is that
they do not have to be served "flambccs"
in the ofrecipe,
for "inthatflames,"
again isas butspecified
an example
Mr.
Rector's
showmanship,
whereas
ably will like them just as much youas aprobhot
baked apple specialty, with a hard sauce
accompaniment. But if there is any brandy
handy, then demonstrate your showmansliip in the George Rector manner.
ROQUEFORT DRESSING
1 teaspoon salt 2 tablespoons vinegar
teaspoon pepper 6 tablespoons oil
% pound Roquefort cheese
Mix the salt and pepper with the vinegar. Add the salad oil gradually, heating
with a has
fork been
as j'ouforced
add. through
Add thea cheese
which
sieve.
Stir well. .Add to lettuce and beets and
serve at once.
To make your salad at the table, as suggested by Mr. Rector, bring in the salad
'
MOTHER
MAKES
GOOD
greens (well chilled, of course) in a salad
WITH SEVEREST
CRITIC
bowl — preferably a wooden one. Bring
in the oil, vinegar, seasonings, a bowl of
sliced or diced beets and the sieved
mother, you deserve his buy more Franco-American every day.
Roquefort, on a separate tray. Also in- WELL,
praise. You picked FrancoHere's a delicious healthful luncheon
lude a conveniently deep bowl in which American
because children and grown- your children will love. It's quick, easy,
to mix the dressing. Add beets to greens
ups too, love its delicious flavor. That and economical:
(lettuce, endive or romaine or all three),
POACHED EGGS IN SPAGHETTI NESTS
pour in the Roquefort Dressing. Toss with zestful tomato puree sauce, smoothly
wooden salad fork and spoon and serve blended with golden mellow cheddar Dice and parboil one green pepper.
3n chilled salad plates.
cheese, makes a dish entirely different Mix with 2 cans Franco- American Spafrom ordinary ready-cooked spaghetti.
ghetti and heat in saucepan. Poach four
APPLES FLAMBEES
Families that have once tasted FrancoOn each hot luncheon plate make
1 (9 OS.) package
cup sugar
American are never satisfied with any- aeggs.
nest with a quarter of the spaghetti.
dry mince meat Ya. C'P red cinnathing else. And no wonder!
V2 cup cold veater
mon drops
Place egg in center, sprinkle with salt
Franco-American Spaghetti is just
6 large, firm bak- ^ cup hot ivater
pepper and garnish with parsley.
packed with nourishment. It saves you and
ing apples
Serves 4 — costs 380. Good for Sunday
Hard Saucebrandy
hours of work, too — because it is all night supper, too. Serve with mixed
Break package mince-meat into pieces. ready to heat and eat. And at its usual
Add cold water. Cook over direct heat, price of ten cents a can it costs less fresh vegetable salad; fresh berries or
stirring constantly until lumps are broken than 30 a portion. No wonder women preserved fruit and cookies for dessert.
up. Bring to a boil and boil briskly for
But be sure it's
3 minutes or until smooth and practically
dry, stirring constantly. Cool. Peel and
core apples. Fill centers with mince-meat. Fronco-^Imeficoiv spaghetti
Place in baking dish. Dissolve cinnamon
The kind with the extra good sauce— Ma le by the Makers of Cantpbdl's Soups
drops and % cup sugar in hot water. Pour
around apples in dish. Sprinkle apples
MAY I SEND YOU OUR FREE
witii additional sugar and bake in moderate
RECIPE BOOK? SEND THE
COUPON PLEASE
oven
(350°
F)
40
to
50
minutes,
until
tender, basting occasionally with syrup in
pan to give apples red color. Pour a little
The
Franco-American
brandy over each apple. Ignite and serve
Camden, New Jersey Food Company, Dept. 610
flaming. Pass Hard Sauce separately.
Please send me your free recipe book:
"30 Tempting Spaghetti Meals."
HARD SAUCE
Name (print^
Address
Cream "2 cup butter, work in 2 cups
55
sifted confectioners' sugar. Add 2 tablespoons brandy gradually. Mold and chill.
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Topical tidbits
Smoothed Nature's Way
' /Veio Cream ^e/eases
favorites among
Pre cio us In c/re dienh That
Act Like Youthful Skin Oils
To Combsit Dry, Rough
Skin — Shinu Nose

and

CHATTEH
tidings

Hollywood's

of you
air stars

Dissolves Dry JcaZ/'ness
First Application .
Cleanses, Lubricates,
Srnoofhs, Softens.
PoKider Stays On

THE SAME GIRL
See how olddry,andrough
un- See how smooth,
pretty soft
and
attractive
skin makes you look appealing
skin makes you look
Both a Cleansing and Night Cream
Here is the
beauty
cream that'sAt
bringing
newhas amazing
skin
last abatway
been beauty
found blacltheads.
totoaidthousands.
naturepremacomdryness,
roughness,
tureoilslineslike
and thehelpoilsre-supply
vitaldo lubricating
of
youth
to
help
smooth
softeneditors
your areskin.writing
Thousands
Warren Hull, who plays the publicity manager on the Thursday Shov/ Boat
praiseTheit!and
Beauty
it!
very
first application
of thisabout
new
progranns, is well known to film goers. Here he Is in a scene from his most
beautifier,
TAYTON'S
CREAM,
which
is both
recent picture, Paradise Isle, in which he has the good fortune to be
a cleansing
and
a
night
cream,
releases
precious
ingredients
triple
whipped,
that
quickly cleanses
and dissolves
scaly cells
that
shipwrecked on the island where Movita dwells. It's a Monogram film.
cause
and yourdry,Stimulates
powder
tounderflake
off.
It roughness
lubricatesoildryness.
skin.
Rouses
glands.
Helps
bring
out
new,
live,
fresh
skin.
Powder
stays
on.
Make-up goes on smoothly. You look
The opening of the Del Mar Turf Club
ELLA LOG.'\N, swing-.singer of those
younger,pealinmore
attractive — vastly more ap- Scotch
ballads, has just announced that where Bing Crosby is spending all his time
g and romantic.
and
money these days, turned out to be a gala
her
intentions
toward
Cully
Richards,
MAKE THIS GUARANTEED TEST
Practically all of the movie colony
Give your skin these thrilling new beauty screen actor, are strictly matrimonial. And jiffair.
drove
flew down to San Diego for the
benefits! with
Get ita jar
ofalsoTAYTON'S
CREAM.
Cully thinks that's the best idea the little event.orThe
Cleanse
and
use
it
as
a
night
pay-ot? of the opening day
cream.doesIf notyourlookskinfresher
is not andsmoother,
softer Scotch lassie has had to date. There'll be
and
more
youthhowever, was when Big Crosby's horse came
wedding
bells
early
this
fall,
and
we'll
bet
ful
the
first
day
your
money
will
be
reif Ella has anything U> do with it, Lohen- ain race
iirst.before
The ! same horse that's never won
funded.
grin will be swung until it's dizzy.
Ask forment TAYTON'S
CREAM
atdealer
drug, can
departand
10c
stores.
If
your
not
as yethissupply
you, insist
he order for you
It eertaiiilv
lo,iks
likeandIl'aync
Morris,
Dorolliy Linnoiir's InishaiiiJ. If/.-rl>ie Kay.
from
wholesaler
or headquarters.
(ialahad
/„;/„•.
Alice
Fayeother.
areof
hasii'l iicluiilly hikcii /he iiutllcr lo court, Kid
verrrv
iniieli
ijilerested
in
each
bill lie is(ifonisii/criii,/
zeijr'siii
NEW GLAMOUR MAKE-UP
codIiihi
ii [fee I inn. lliiil
. \iiilsiiilIhrorrr
i/ciil hislr,iiiiii
Il'ayae's been ehiselno/ in on Tony Martin's
qiicslinii is Charlie MrCarlhy. that demon time
stores. Ask TAYTONS POWDER. duiiiinx
to the e.etent of se:-eral dates a -.eeek.
• IPSTICK, lOcROUGE,
7cilh the lailies. Says i liarlie is A movie
star without a stand-in is as unjust ahoiil all Dorothy eaii talk of these days.
usual as a radio star with one. But Gracie
At Drug, Dept. and 10c Stores
Tony Labriola (Oswald to the mike fans) Allen has one — and her name is Mary
and his wife have come to the parting of Kelly. Her job is to read all the Gracie
at rehearsals. If they get a chuckle
the ways. She's gone East on an "extended gags
|!l5TAYTOn5
visit" — which probably will extend for the from the cast, the gags are kept in the script.
1
Old English Mann
next few years.
For if Mary can get a chuckle out of a line,
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's guaranteed that Gracie can get a guffaw.
Now that the Gene Raymonds are safely
Ginger shade
Rogersof
0larried,
go backwe're
to herlooking
originalfor blonde
Ginger, you know, had tresses darkned at the request of Jeanette MacDnnaUl.
,ho todidnt
wantheranyown.of her bridesmaids'
ocks
outshine
- ♦I(V wish you could z'isit thai lo-'cly hniur
:hich the Raymonds arc occiityinn itoz^' in
^vcrly Hills. It zvas a sur^yisr :vcdi'.iu<i
lift from Goic to his bride — and under coiitruction for ten months before Jeanette had
inkling about the 'whole thing! Even
'workmen didn't knoiv 'who the imf'aticnt
oung wan teas, -who came daily to see hoic
he house ivas progressing. For Gene zvorc
disguise of dark glass/:'s and dark miisachios on every trip. After the icedding
■eecption, Gene took his bride Jionic — and
iust to shozv you haze wrU Jcaiictlc li'ccd it,
didn't zvant
io f/" onshellicir
toshe Honolulu
— because
teas lioncymoon
afraid of
being homesick!
U'henTwoFranchot
in Beween
WomenToneon appeared
that Hollywood
Hotel
broadcast,
he
really
'was
bct'wcen
three of them. For, besides Virginia Bruce
idas Maureen
Cra'wford
right thereO'Sulliian.
on the stageJoancheering
him
I. Franchot certainly 'was on the spot.
Here's romance to get a laugh out of!
Ken Dolan had a publicity brain-wave the
)ther day. He decided that Jimmy Blair
and Mary Martin would make a swell newspaper romance. But by the time they'd
had
of dates
Ken'sa
benefit,a couple
Mary and
Jimmytogether
decidedforit was
swell romance for themselves. The laugh
comes
in rightuntil
here his
— Ken
Dolan ideawas clicked!
Mary's
Big Moment
publicity
Parties in honor of celebrities have a
way of being pretty dull — but the one given
to introduce Robert Armbruster to Hollywood was anything but that way. Bob
creates an atmosphere of congeniality that
is catching. And when he sat down at the
piano to give out some of those famous
tunes, all the guests settled right down to
spend
don't shows
wondereventhatmore
the
Chase the
and night.
SanbornWe Hour
pep and personality since Bob moved in !
Jerry Cooper learned about Hollyzvood
from turea taken
newsboy.
He 'was layout,
to haz'cbuying
his pic-a
for a special
newspaper from the ncwsie at the corner of
Hollyzvood and Vine Streets. "IJssen,
buddy," protested the lad, "you can't take
viy picture for nothing. It'll cost you
$5.50."
amount,
you see, is the minion urn fee That
for extra
players.
The sudden death of AI Boasberg came
as a great shock to radio people in Hollywo d. Al was one of the best gag-writers in
the business and was working for Jack
Benny at the time of his death. In fact, he
wrote the first gags that Jack ever used,
back in the old vaudeville days. Said Jack:
"I considered
one— of
greatest
gag menAl whoBoasberg
ever lived
and thein
addition, I considered him one of my very
best friends."
The entire cast of the Chase and Sanborn
(Conlinued on page 76)
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MARVELOUS FOR COMPLEXIONS, TOO!
This pure, creamy-white soap has
such a gentle, caressing lather. Yet
V'^
It removes every trace of dirt and
cosmetics — keeps your skin alluringly smooth, radiantly clear!
TO KEEP FRAGRANTLY DAINTY-BATHE WITH PERFUMED
CASHMERE

BOUQUET

SOAP
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LETTERS

TO LISTENERS
(Reversing the Usual Order)

Good-bye Germs !
-here comes
Mennen
Antiseptic Powder
Boy, it tickles me when I see mummy
coniin' with my Mennen Antiseptic Powder. It chasesMy germs
because
it's
antiseptic.
doctor away
says it— helps
to keep
my skin safe from infection — and he must
be right, 'cause I've got the smoothest,
healthiest
skin who
you ever
saw.ordinary
Gee — baby
I'm
sorry
for kids
just get
powder. I wish I could tell every mother
that the anriseptic kind of powder — the
Mennenfromkind—
keepsanda baby's
comfy,off
free
chafing,
that itskinfights
germs. Gosh, there ought to be a law!"
More doctors recommend Mennen Anfiseptic
Powder than all other baby powders combined— that'powder
t whaticoda recent
shows.baby'Is
any other
enoughsurvey
for your

THE BABY
POWDER
THAT HELPS
PREVENT
INFECTION

A radio veteran at twenty-three, Joan Kay began as a child actress and a
singer, back in the early crystal set days. She plays the part of Ruth in
While fhe City Sleeps (NBC-Red). Swimming is one of her favorite sports.
Now, we come to you every week, bu
Dear
Li.\-tc)ici\<;
I often
.sec :letters in magazines or in you let us hear from you only now an
newspaper.s from those radio fans who, then, the way all letter-writing friend
by their familiarity with all sorts of broad- seem to do.
casts, show themselves to be constant
When you do write your favorite rad
listeners. These folks, who seem to know artist, then, give yourself all the duties anc
just what lluy like in each type of pro- privileges a real friend should have. 1
gram, occasi<inally draw a w()rd-i)icturc of you think you know some song, or music
interested
"the
perfect
radio performer."
I'd likewhatto orof itplaywillhe'dbe bea real
help. in, your opinioi
reverse the process
and show them
I'd call "an ideal listencr-in."
If your favorite hasn't been up to snuff
all nf usfuldaiATcc
lliat radio is in your opinion, take him to task about
theI'mmostsureintimalc
nl ciUcrtainnient.
Try to hiKl out why! Let him know yoi
After all, we d" come n;;lit int.. your
there's room for improvemen
homes. Many of your letters tell us that think
And when
he's "done just
himsela
you regard us as friemls, sotnetinies almost proud,
' send you
him feel
congratulations,
you would to any friend.
aswe members
of
the
family.
That's
the
way
want vou to feel.
Then your favorite will know your com
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"^nents areIfsincere,
and upIic'lla work
thc
^■larder.
you keep
regularall corklespondence like this with your radio
W'lriciuis" — I call you aKATE
Perfect SMITH.
Fan.
De^ Listeners:
We have long wished for this opportunity to send our listeners a fan letter.
The splendid
way ofin Charm
which you
have has
received our Hour
program
made us very happy. The tliirty girls who
sing and play under the direction of Phil
Si)italny are dedicating their program to
tile American home, and we are proud that
\ou have accepted us with such warm
hospitality.
E\^ELYN COOPER,
KAYE, Concertmaster.
GYPSIE
1st Saxophone.
PAT HARRINGTON, 1st Trumpet.
Dear Listeners:
I've been
havingas toa discussion
with
several
friends,
whether orlately
not voice
alone has a definite power to conjure up a
distinct personality. My mother insists
that that idea is largely imagination.
to putexperience
it up to you
andI'veseedecided
what your
has listeners,
been. Of
course, in everyday life, we frequently
speak over the phone to someone whom we
meet afterwards, but not often do we talk
with them, week after week, without
actually seeing them.
Yet many radio personalities, known for
years only through their activities, remain,
as people, a sort of mystery.
Now that so many of us entertainers
are working both in films and on the air,
we're getting new evidence as to how radio

Ralph Kirberry, The Dream Singer,
rehearses with Chevrolet maestro,
Rubinoff, for a guest appearance
on the Chevrolet Musical Moments Revue series, over CBS.
audiences feel about performers whose
work they know so well.
Yet, the evidence that comes to me is
more confusing than ever. Some of the
letters say my film appearances were true
to the mental
they'd Others
built upsaid
fromI
hearing
radio picture
broadcasts.
was
quite
unlike
the
impression
they'd
got
from niy voice alone.
Many of my radio and picture friends
have had similar experiences. I wonder
there who
aren'tgivepossibly
two distinct
—if those
the same
impressiontypesin

any me<liiim. and those who always sound
different from the way they look? Knowing to which type one belongs means
clianging
one's tostyleknow
accordingly.
very
interested
what you I'll
think.be
Maybe you can help me win a bet, and I
can't tell you which
wav I'm NIESEN.
i^etting !
GERTRUDE
Dear Listeners:
I am writing to ask you a favor. For
many
years IWhen
have Ibeen
called
"child
.songstress."
"inanyintoa years,"
I mean the four
since say
I came
radio
in 193,5, when I was eleven years old.
I'd
like
to
be
considered
a
grown-up
now. I shall be sixteen next May, and
recently I sang several love song duets
with Lanny Ross on the Shozv Boat proMy voice
considered
when
I was waseleven,
and nowgrown-up,
I think even
that
gram.
I'm
grown-up
in
years,
too.
Won't
please think of me as an adult instead youof
as Thank
"LittleyouMaryfor every
Small?"nice thing you have
said about me.
MARY SMALL.
Dear Listeners:
It feels a bit strange to be writing a
fan letter instead of reading one. But it's
an
for which I've waited a
longopportunity
time.
You know, the radio audience is the
final judge of what should go into a program. Fan mail is the best means I know
of to gauge accurately the reaction of
listeners to(Continued
my shows.on When
page 70)I get letters

I HEAR
SHE AIN'T DOING
SO WELL IN THE CITY
AMY! J
rI nonsense/]
TOsue,we
new came
YORK
I JUST GOSSIPS
KNOW THAT'S
WHAT
IT'S 1
THOSE
ARE SAYING
T06ETHER.Y0UVE SOMETIMES
HOLDS PEOPLE
— AND I WONT GO BACK
HAD THREE RAISES, BACK.AMY.
WHY
HOME WITH YOU AND LET
BADDON'TBREATH
THAt'
YOU TALK
8UTHEREI
1THEM SNEER AT ME!
OUT OF A JOBAM TO DR. BROWN?

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
COMBATS BAD BREATH
"Colgate's special
penetrating
gets into everyfoam
tiny
hidden tween
crevice
beyour
teeth
. . . emulsifies and
washesawayihedecayingits thatfood
causedeposmost
bad breath, dull,
dingy teeth, and much tooth dey. At thepolishing
same time,agentColgate's
soft, casafe
cleans
and brightenstheenamel — makes
your teeth sparkle— gives new
brilliance to your smile!"

THREE MONTHS LATER —
THANKS TO COLGATE'S
ANDMY SUE,
ENOUGH ANDFROM]
RAISEI'VETO SAVED
BUY CLOTHES
A
ROUND-TRIP TICKET HOME, TOO!

BAD BREATH
BEHIND/VOH^-m
HER SPARKLING
SMILE!

>0U SEE, TESTS PR0\ETHAT76%OF
ALL PEOPLE OVER THE AGE OF 17 HAVE
BAD BREATH. AND TESTS ALSO PROVE
THAT MOST BAD BREATH COMES
FROM IMPROPERLY CLEAN ED TEETH.
I ADVISE COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
-(BECALiSE..
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BLACK
IS
WHIT
E

I

{Continued from page 32)

For she is marked as a person unpleasant to be with — a
person to be avoided because she carries the ugly odor of underarm perspiration on her person and clothing.
You
people, men
to tolerate
girl, no can't
matterexpect
how attractive
she especially,
may be in other
ways. this in a
The smart modern girl knows that her underarms need special
daily care. Soap and water alone are not enough.
And she knows the quick easy way to give this care. Mum!
Quick
to use.
Half Ora minute,
whendressing,
you're
dressing,
is allHarmless
you needto toclothing.
use Mum.
use it after
any time. For Mum is harmless to clothing.
Soothing to skin. It's soothing to the skin, too. You can use it
right after shaving the underarms.
Doesn't prevent natural perspiration. And you should know this
— that Mum prevents every trace of perspiration odor without
affecting natural perspiration itself.
Don't label yourself as "the girl who needs Mum." Use it
regularly
Fifth Ave.,every
New day
York.and you'll be safe! Bristol-Myers Co., 630
USE MUM ON SANITARY
NAPKINS, TOOa and
you'll
never
moment's
worry have
about this
source
of unpleasantness.
takes
60

the

odor

out of perspiration

his
business
oimei saitta;.
the father's
Philadelphia
Ice and
Creamhis father
Company!
Perhaps the reason for this glaring Wi
error was that he had discovered the piano m
at six. With a taste for music, instead of s/g.
chocolate ice cream, he clamored for mor« iac
and, in spite of the parental Quaker stock tix
got it, so that when he sang in a boyisli I
soprano voice at St. Clements, he knew ©
what he was reading and singing, if th« pi
other
didn't.
So boys
he made
fairish money for a boy, optiic
singing at funerals and weddings all through jro;
saic
Philadelphia school days, thanks to hi; \^
musical tendencies, inherited most likely
from the maternal-Germanic side rather an
than
from the paternal-English branch of tli(Jr,
the family.
At Haverford College, where he was or
the crack-shot of the rifle team, he took feeoi
up chemistry, strangely enough. ^
"I can't reconcile HoSO, and 'do re me,'
myself,"
musicI tli
won out heandadmitted,
after I"but
left anyway,
Haverford
attacked it with vim and vigor. For six j;
years I studied piano with Rafael Joseflfy, ff
while I tackled everything in the line of ot
music that would support a young fellow d;
determined
to get aheadat onthe hisold own."
He was conducting
Century ^ji
Theatre here in New York when they
offered
him ainconductor's
the ji(■
Fox Theatre
Philadelphiaberth
withatErno
Rapee. Here he began to take on the j)
polish that now distinguishes him, but ^
the
and the
\orV.dailyandgrind
Joseffy
begancommuting
to tell onto New
him, "ij,
with the result that he consulted a doctor, j
The doctor told him that he was eating j,
too much meat. "Don't eat any," he ad- r.
vised, "and
you'll
beforwellBlack
in no time."steadily
"No j;
time"
was spots
right,before
worse and
his eyesgotwould
get ;
all
mixed into
up doleful
with D-flats
send The
the \
orchestra
discords.and Then
Iron Horse was booked for the screen, ;
and withmostit oftraveled
In- ([
dians,
them ameretroupe
kids ofof real
eighty,
as haletraitsandportrayhearty
Charles Atlas' por- j
him toas be.
Thought Black: "I'll ask them for the j
secret of health." "Ugh," grunted one ,
stripling of eighty-five. "I eat plenty meat t
an'
coffee,of nice
gottcny?"
"Butthatof arecourse
you ,<
eat lots
vegetables
so good
for
you,"
protested
Black,
"spinach
and j,
kale, eh?" "Naw," replied the stripling.
Then, mildly curious : "Who is spinach an' ;
kale?
You him
wantato dinner
buy steaks
me?" ;|
Black took
and forforhimself
joyfully ordered two steaks, each two ]
inches thick. "Have one rare," he ordered, "and tlie other one lightly browned
on one side." He has been in perfect ;
health ever since, thank you.
His various occupations had him on sort
of a shuttle-train between New York and
Philadelphia, but as he was impressing the
bigger New York showmen with his argements, hedidn't complain.
"Back in ranPhiladelphia
for a while, I
editeding firmRhythmodic
Classics
there. The Classics forwerea publishnothing

Tiore nor less than a series of arrangements
n jazz form. Stuff like St^'ancc River —
ivncopated but not as wild as the things
.ouThishearseemed
today."like an opportune time for
I definition of "swing."
"There's
nothing
new about swing."
;aid.
dropping
absent-mindedly
into thehe
Rachmaninoff
pose
again.
"It's
the
ame stuff the old Dixieland Band did very
way
:)ack — the only new angle is the name.
Wait and see. a new craze will cume along
lOon
that'llinbecycles
the end
of swing.the They
eem andto run
— perhaps
next
fad will be a very elegant style. Who
mows
But to?" get back to his career. He became
nusical director of the Brunswick Phono;raph Record Company and it was in this
apacity that he met the Revelers, his a!lime proteges. This combination, tl^e oldest
vocal ensemble in radio, was then made
up of James Melton, Lewis James. Elliot
Shaw and Wilfred Glenn, with Black as
arranger, director and pianist. Together
they made a tremendous splash. Who
doesn'tords, onremember
on stage,
recthe air — onthem
e\erything,
as aonmatter
of fact? Even today he makes their arrangements and directs them.
He was also, at this time, superintending
the making of piano rolls at Ampico.
morningsofa theweekmachines
he'd sitanddown
atSeveral
the keyboard
cut
rolls under eight different names — plain
ones for the light, and fancy ones for the
classical keeping
stuff. track
As ifof ithiswasn't
trouble
enough
own various
aliases, the Revelers began recording for
arious companies under different names
(it's
and it wasthealong
about standard
here thatpractice)
Black developed
orchestral harmonizing that helped in lar<j;e
part to make the Revelers what they are.
'Orchestral
harmonizing"
is a instruments,
blending of
oices so that
they suggest
and in this he preceded the Mills Brothers
by twelve years. Matter of fact, his method is entirely different, in that his is a
great
more musical
subtle, forinstruments,
his men don't
actuallydealimitate
only
suggest them.
"Went on the air for my first real
broadcast," he mused, "in 1925, for the
Bakelile
Corporation.
No, itof wasn't
wth
the Revelers.
I had a band
twenty-one
men.Radiothe was
largest
on
the
air
then."
practically in its cradle da\s
in 1925, at least as far as it affected the
general public, but Black saw its possibilities and stayed with it. One of his early
theories, openly ridiculed at the time, has
since been generally adopted. He believed
that there was a definite need for a thirtypiece string symphony orchestra which
could play Bach and Beethoven as easily
as the moderns. He proved his ability in
radio and music in general so well that,
by 1932, he was the logical choice for the
position of Musical Director of NBC.
Some time after this he was made Doctor
of Music by Missouri Valley College at
an impressive ceremony. After the ceremony he hustled out of his gown and, pressing the Dean and two trustees into service,
went fishing. The same year saw him a
member of the French Academy, because
ofand "
services
French
artists
the promotion
of theto cause
of French
music
in
the
United
States."
He
accepted
this honor as calmly as the other, regretting only the lack of a nearby lake.
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Under his direction, XBC music ranges
from Grofe to Beethoven. Such a classic
as the Arioso introduction to J. S. Bach's
cantata, leh sleh' mil eineni fuss ini grabe.
rubs
nosesit,with
Choral.it
and like
and Jazz
so doI-u<juc
the and
listener^,
stacks of congratulatory mail prove anyprograms,
such as his and
.All
Russian,thing.AllHis "all"
Brahms,
All Rachmaninoff
All
have
his listeners
fully \N'agner,
as much
as hispleased
beautifully-arranged
Gershwin
programs.
"Fve come to the conclusion," he confided,dogmatic
"after going
ture,
stagesthrough
when I various
felt that immamusic
could be measured and found to be
definitely good or definitely bad, that there
are only two kinds of music — the music I
I'ke and the music I don't like. Music is
a\Gurscience,
not anin exact
criticbutmustit's rely
great science,
part on and
his
He
has
a
wide
reputation
for
being
able
good
to writetaste."
out an orchestration, in his neat,
precise way, while carrying on an involved
conversation. He does them, literally,
everywhere.
"I usedon tomywrite
them Chicago
on the
Twentieth Century
regular
hops," he complained, "but since they've
speeded up that train, it's too bumpy for
writing,
I take the
At thatso moment
the plane,
phone which
rang — isn't
it was"
Lewis Tames, of the Revelers. "How are
\er, Lewis?'' Black asked. He didn't say
"vdu," wanted,
hut rather
James
and agot,natural,
musical easy
advice."yer."
For no particular reason, I said : "I hear
that your tails are the best in New York."
"Credit Earl Benham," he laughed. Imagine the okl-tinie maestro, patronizing
New York's swankiest tailor!
"Any plans for the future?" I asked.
"I'd like to do a season of symphony
concerts.
know exactly
just
the bestI ofdon'teverything,
like thewh.at
Fifth—
of Beethoven. By the way, would vou
likeForto mysee information,
my first editions
of music?"
and yours,
I learned
that music has its first editions even as do
books,
that they're
to beare just
rare andandvaluable.
Most aptof his
boundas
inbound
beautiful
"fine"
bindings,
or
in
especiallycontainers, when the outside of the
edition
is worth
preserving.
They're
largish, about
two feet
by one-and-a-half,
and run to some 400 pages. Many of them
go as far back as 1805 — his Sonata by
Kreuzer, for instance, printed in both
(",erman
above thewithother.
The pagesandareFrench,
slightlyoneyellowed
age
and. to the layman, present the usual puzzle
that conductors' scores do.
He showed
a copy
garian Rhapsodyme that
may ofhaveLiszt's
gone Hunback
even further than 1805, I'm not sure.
"Liszt changed the music in a later edition," he told me, absorbed in the copy.
"Look
at this
one," showing
whose
title page
proclaimed
that itmewasone written
by "G. W. Marks." "Yes?" I asked.
" "G. W. Marks,' " he explained, "was the
pen-name used by Brahms when he wrote
pot boilers." (You're probably aware that
adashed
"pot boiler"
commercial
off whileis atheverylandlord
waits,work
impatiently, for the rent.)
"Hellooutside,
Minardi,"
someone
waiting
and heonespoke
of histo assistants
seized upon the opportunity to dash into
the office. For several minutes the talk
revolved around Puccini and a certain
Bach choral. "No," he said finally.
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AT V10 DRY CLEANING COSTS
DRUMS

Dresses • Drapes • Hose
Clothing • Rugs • Upholstery
Lingerie — IN COLD WATER
Removes
grease,quickly,
fruit, perspiration
odors easily,
safely. stains and
Won't shrink,
burn oror explode,
is odorless,
fade,
harm anvihinc
cold won't
water
won't harm
ifbright,
used assoftdirected.
Old Thoud;ngy
fabrics
made
andfinest,lovely.
sands
acclaim
DRUMS
the
safest,
most
economical cleaner ever used.
25<J
package
makes
three
gallons
of
cleaner^
10c introductory
size will
clean two dresses.
Sold
at 5 and 10, drug,
and department
stores.
Introductory
supply
cleaning job sent
uponsufficient
request. to do $2.00
Motors Bidg. Detroit, Mich.
mm
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RUBY KEELER, popular dancing screen sia,

"Gounod is school-teacherish."
"Have you a press agent?" I inquired.
no, notboynowcaught
anyway."
He gum
grinnedin
like"Why
a school
putting
the"You're
teacher'ssupposed
seat. "Why?"
to have cracked a
horrible joke," I poked around through
my notes
untilreadI found
supposed to have
that a it.
big "You're
shirt factory
had been among the first to reopen after
the
whereupon
: 'I
guessup-turn,
they needed
them,youso exclaimed
many people
lost"Dotheir
tliev shirts
blame during
me for the
that?"depression!'"
he writhed
visibly.
"I iliniiyht I saw the fine Italian hand
ni a |)icss agent in it," I admitted.
"Thanks. My ideas of humor run along
slightly (liiTcrent lines. Like the time I
was lecturing at a Philadelphia club. A
group of us were sitting of? to one side,
waiting our turns, and from there I could
hear a couple of waiters making comments
on the speakers. .\s I went by, one turned
the other and said : 'That's Frank Black,
th' musical director of NBC!' 'Gw'an,' the
secnnrl one snapped back, 'don't kid me,
th' Xational Biscuit Company don't have
Tlien last summer in Cleveland, where
he was giving a week of concerts in an
outdoor bowl, he had blimp trouble. The
blimp trouble consisted of a pair of noisy
blimps that were pacing ofif a measured
course at exactly the same time every day
and, of course. Fate decreed that they
should go over during the softest portion
of the symphony. He fixed that by timing its loudest part so that when the blimps
buzzed overhead the cymbals and brasses
were tearing the ceiling from the sky.
Then again, when the Yanks and Indians
were scheduled for an important game at
three
o'clock,
concert waswith
set for
the same
time,andhe hiscompromised
tlie
Muse by advancing the concert time so

that he and the customers could take in
both. When he got there he found one
whole bleacher filled with his pop-guzzling
musicians. This man Black doesn't need
any
press for
agenthim to! manufacture a sense
of humor
Outside of a very busy career, he tries
to lead a normal life with his pretty wife,
the former Evelyn Blakely, in their Sutton
Place home. "She's a first-rate music
critic," he said, "she has a tremendous
sense of rhythm and knows both the
classics and the moderns. She has excellent taste and, best of all, a sense of
humor — a definite requisite in this marriage
business,I know
don't nothing
you think
I avoid
things
aboutso?"
— I shrugged
myThey
shoulders.
have a farm about seven miles
from where he was born. He gets over
to it as often as he can but he disclaims
all intention of returning to the family
dairy business. He does have cows and
chickens and such rural impedimenta,
though.
Black is a successful deep-sea fisherman
and a fair golfer. And the Blacks, together, are people who like people. One of
his wife's friends is a girl named Peggv.
Last
name's
and sheWithwrotethe aWind.
book
a while back Mitchell
called Gone
You may have read it in an odd moment.
"We go abroad whenever we can," he
said with a sigh, "We're both very fond
of Ittravel
a change."
mustandbe ita ischange
from copyrights,
compositions,
musicians
who
don't know
aandfugue
from a allsegue,
rehearsals
day auditions,
long ! dictations
Done with him, I asked him — the man
who has a perfect memory for entire scores
and operas — for his telephone number, so I
could check back on a couple of points.
"it's toer forget
— er — erlittle
—"
It"Certainly,"
should be hehis said,
privilege
things like telephone numbers

Names
Herpowders
Favorite
Ruby
Keeler "Y"
tries both
in plain
white boxes. She hkes both, but prefers
"Y"— the new MAVIS, mildly scented.
Other
choose "X" — the original
MAVIS,lovely
fully stars
scented.
MAVIS flatters your skin like a glamorous
face powder. Spreads evenly — clings for
hours — leaves a bewitching fragrance that
lasts.'makes
MAVISclothes
safeguards
and
slip on summer
much moredaintiness
easily.
NEW! MILDLY SCENTED MAVIS
Created for the woman who prefers a subtly
perfumed talcum. 33-hole needle-spray top
showers body with light film of powder more
effectively than old-fashioned powder puffs.
JERITZA, THE MAGNIFICENT
PURITY TEST: In a test with ten well known
{Continued from page 31)
face powders, MAVIS talcum was found to
be finer in texture and smoother on the skin,
than seven out of ten face powders. Get your
MAVIS today at your favorite store.
pletely around a strapping dish of potato
lush. Why not? For Jeritza, herself, defies most of the laws of average living— chips and topped it off with five extremely
^1
by embracing not a few of the gifts of life, gooey chocolate pastries. She dismissed
but all of them. With lush and florid the word "diet" with a contemptuous shrug
abandon, fame and triumph such as come of splendid shoulders. "I like to be myMAVIS
to few mortals, love, riches, romance, decshe said.
There would
be someorations liavc catapulted from an inverted thiing tooself,"pale
and finicky,
for Jeritza,
about
FOR BODY
Horn of Plenty over the stunning gold of dieting and fretting over calories. She
her head. And the great gift of song.
doesn't
take
reducing
exercises
or
massage
I sat, fine of a coterie, at cocktails with for keeping down weight. She doesn't
PROTECTION
about it. She lives her life and it is
Jeritza in the knotty pine-panelled play- think
ro m of her palatial (rrallv palatial) home vital and active and strenuous enough to
in Beverly Hills. The home Winfield keep her finely fit. She doesn't smoke.
.Sheehan tlieic,
()C( U])it<l
iiefni-e.\ ever
brongiit
The gentlemen
handsto ofrecover
MaJeritza
a hridc.
homehe furnished
dame. The womenkissed
madethehaste
almost entirely with nniscuni ])ieces, rare her handkerchief when she dropped it.
They were like lords and ladies at the
and
fittingwithI'ranie
tliis court
womanexquisite,
who lias awalked
kiny^,forcharmof a queen who believes in democMAVIS
racy. Many men, in all ranks of life, have
ing a world with her !;nli|en \iiice.
Jeritza wore sharksl;iii shirks of bright loved her, humbly glad to leave tiieir
canary yellow, large tur(|Uoise clasps at hearts on her altar. Women are her
her slroii'j throat. She wore sandals and loyal friends, eager to do her service. In
silk hosier)Killed were
downunmanicurcd,
around white
the voices of her friends
ankles.
Her hands
the the gay room
her,
incense-wise
companionnails guiltless of scarlet polish, the hands rose about
able,
too.
One
such butfragments
as :
of a woman who works with her hands, "Shall you singheard
Toscasmiled
again,Jeritza.
Madame?"
shapely and strong. She ate her way com- and: "Yes, certainly,"
(She
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s constantly smiling. She is constantly
hnnving her head back to laugh, long and
oud and clear). "Do you remember her
Slsa?" asked another. "It was as Elsa that
;he made her debut, in Austria . . ."
"Can you ever forget her Carmen . . ."
'In Wagner
she sing
is subiime
like
)est
to hear her
the old..."
songs."IMore
han ever then, I think, her heart is in
ler voice ..." "I love to gamble." comes
he amused
cannotI
)ear
to win.voiceIt ofis Jeritza,
a phobia"butwiz I me.
<eep saying 'double or noting' until I
ose . . ." "Do you remember how she
)e,gan, really?" came a whisper ir. niy ear.
■How,ard Strauss
when heard
she washerbarely
Richsing sixteen.
in Stuttgart?
ow he said: 'She must sing my Ariadne
Vienna.
She
loves /tou-ant
sing. that
Opera.girlTheor nobody!'"
old songs.
She loves to turn somersaults. And does,
xpertly. She adores shoes and has
helves crammed with them. She adores
lats and buys them, prodigally. She loves
o>f-the-manor-wise,
garden, not just aputtering
shady hatabout,
overladyher
nagnetic face, a smart town-and-country
)asket on her arm, but really garden, down
in her knees, her hands thrust, bare, into
he good earth. She said to me : "I could
ive all of my life out-of-doors." She is
an expert housekeeper. She has not fore days norwhere
the ways
of herborn,
child-in
hogotd,eninthBriinn,
she was
Austria, near Vienna. A simple household, her father, her mother (both gone
now), her sister and herself. The ritual
of wholesome, plain living, parents who
did not want her to sing professionally,
,vho had never heard of nice, good women
'having
careers"or— keep
but theyundiscovered
could not leash
>r
harness
the
sublimity of that inspired soprano which
rang out over fields and flowers, over the
sowing and the reaping and all growing
things, which she loved and understood
then, loves and understands now.
She has not outgrown that girl of less
than sixteen who sang the Ariadne of
Strauss for the Queen of Wurtenburg.
The child who was herself, dressed in
simple white mull, her heavy golden braids
nging to her knees. The child who
did not wish to go to meet the queen, who
said: "I came here to sing." ("I was alays who
obstinate,"
Jeritza.)
The
child
did meetsmiled
the queen
and, when
Her Majesty spoke to her. answered politely: "Yes.byMrs.
And thehousing
queen,
enchanted
thatQueen."
golden beauty
that golden voice, took a mammoth brotich
from her own bosom and fastened it on to
the white mull frock of the young Maria.
Her first jewels, her first diamonds — and
she was grownnotthe child
yet who
sixteen.
She seem
hasn't toout-be
did not
aware, nor ever let it make any difference
in her,
that ofshe thewascourt,
the queen's
the
darling
before favorite,
scarcely
she had left the nursery in Briinn. For
Jeritza still — and through all the years
her blazing triumphs, at the Royal
Opera in Vienna, the years 1921 to 1931
at the Metropolitan in New York, singing,
most notably, I think, Tosca, Carmen,
Lohengrin, The Girl of the Golden IVc^t,
Boceaceio — gives of herself as generously
to a super in an opera house as to the
royalty which so often occupies the royal
boxes and bestows upon her all the decorations which royalty can give.
So this Jeritza, all the more magnificent

See how your skin responds to
the cleansing and invigorating
action of Golden Cleansing
Cream [it contains colloidal gold!]
Beauty authorities agree that the gold, any more than you can see
most important step in the care or feel the iron in spinach. Yet
of your complexion is thorough its penetrating action not only
cleansing. It's a simple step, too, makes Golden Cleansing Cream
since Daggett & Ramsdell cre- a more efficient cleanser . . . but
ated Golden Cleansing Cream. * aids in keeping the complexion
For this new cream contains col- clear
and youthful. ^ Try Golden
loidal gold ... a substance with
Cream tonight. See
a remarkable power for toning Cleansing
how fresh and vitally alive it
and invigorating the skin. You leaves your skin. At leading drug
can't see or feel this colloidal and department stores
DAGGETT
Daggett
Enclosed& Ramsaell,
find 10c in R.;8t.
Address.
Cit.v . . .

& RAMSDELL

2 Park .\venue. New York City,
trial size jar of Golden Qeansing Cream. (Offer go<ja in V. S. only.)
Copr. 1937. DuK<tl & liunsJell
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The joke's on you if you haven't
tried Rit recently — new formula (patented 1936) makes ordinary dyes oldfashioned — gives you luscious colors
every
time. Rit
that makes
colorcontains
saturate"neomerpin"
the fabric
instantly, evenly, beautifully. Even
dark colors are FAST WITHOUT
BOILING. Try Rit soon— and you'll
"dye" laughing.

ioJern
Life,
emands
special care for the eyes.
Your eyes ore subjected doily
to light glore, dust, smoke,
strain from reading, sewing, working. Help nature protect your most
priceless possession by cleansing,
soothing and relaxing your eyes with
the daily use of Murine- Healthy eyes
beautifulkeepeyes.eyesForhealthful
over 40 years
has'orehelped
and Murine
rested.

//fS.vov-EVES

because she does not wear her magnificence
like
a mantle,
keeps her
house.
She counts
the linen.
She husband's
plans the menus.
She does her own marketing. She gave
a dinner party a few days ago and was
discovered on the morning of the dinner,
at the Thriftimart, here in Beverly Hills,
a basket on her arm, plumping the chickens
with her own hands, turning over heads of
lettuce, pinching tomatoes and avocados
to test their perfect ripeness, turning over
bo.xes of berries to make certain that the
top layer did not belie the lower layers.
And she holds out heart of hope to
women
in their That
'teens,hope
in their
tiventies,noin longer
their thirties.
and
optimism
to
which
the
Duchess
of
Windsor has given such impetus. For Jeritza
does believe that love and life can "begin
at forty," at fifty, at any age. She said:
"Love — and life — can begin at any age, can
begin again and again and again, fully, if
we stand
with Asopenfor hands
and heart
receive them.
love alone,
all ofto the
'grandes amoreuses' of history have been
women in their forties. Maintenon, DuBarry, dewomen,
I'Encloswith— alltheofunderstanding
them have beenof
mature
men, a fertile understanding of life. It
is not age which has to do with life
or love or work. It is the rich readiness
to receive it, as a communion, not once but
over and over, again and again and again.
"I know
. . . Fora when
I cameI tohadHollywood, so short
time ago,
had
everyt'ing,
thoughtRoyces,
— fame,
adulation,
wealth, jewels.I Rolls
Vienna,
Paris,
Berlin ; had had love, marriage, excitement,
triumphs. There is no more of fame to be
had than the fame I have had, no more of
triumph, no more decorations. There
could have
be nothought.
more ofTheanyt'ing
for me,per-I
might
same, again,
more.! But
I would
wrong.haps, butSonotwrong
so, I 'ave
comebeento
Hollywood for a few days of sunshine and
roses and rest, that is all. And what do
I find here, waiting for me? I find love,
a great love. The greatest in all my life.
I find tenderness and companionship and
such joy and contentment as I had not
known, had not believed to be possible. I
found here, when I meet Mr. Sheehan, the
superb crowning of my whole life, my
whole career.
"I am happy as I, who believed truly
that I of,hadnotknow'
all happiness,
dreamt
knowing.
/ did not never
knoiv
that this eould be!
"It was the love at first sight. I go to
a party, here in Hollywood, thinking no
more than that I would have good time and
lot of laugh.
Louella AndParsons
troduce me to Mr.MissSheehan.
instantlyinII knoiv!
look deepI know
and what
only athas hishappen'
eyes toandme.I
take a great, deep breath and say to myself: 'What is this, then?' But I know!
see that
has theI mos'
eyes
II have
ever helooked.
see thatbeautiful
he is what
now I know he is, so generous, so kind
to all. An intellectual giant, yes, but with
the great, warm heart making that all matter so much." (And Jeritza, her famed
singing teacher, Estelle Liebling, told me,
is herself an intellectual giant, one of the
most intellectual women of her age, having
read everything, studied, delved deeply,
thought
profoundly.) "I knew, then," said
Jeritza, simply.
They both knew. This man of vast
power, of wealth, of limitless experience,

of keen intellect, this man whose busines
it has been, and is, to meet and develop
the most beautiful women of his time
and this woman of matchless, imperial
beauty, international fame, who has walked
upon a carpet of the hearts which mer
have laid at her feet — this man and thi;
woman met and knew, on meeting, thai
all they had known and experienced before
was as nothing compared to this
And they waited only long enough fo:
Jeritza, who had been married to Baron
Popper,
free. Jeritza and Winfiek
The loveto beof Maria
Sheehan is, surely, one of the great love:
of our time. They sit together, I am told
hours through, holding hands as real and
simple lovers have done and will always
do. They speak endearing, tender words,
one to the other, not the easy coins of
sentimentality, but deeply loving words
from their hearts. .So that, hearing them,
being nesswith
you human
have a relationships
new awareof thethem,
beauty
can have. Jeritza sings to him, to him
alone.theyOperatic
arias.Mr.TheSheehan
old sw-eet
songs
both love.
reads
scripts to her and they discuss them
analyze them. In the theatre, in their
home, they run pictures. Jeritza sees every
picture made. And admires, especially
Myrna Loy, Garbo, Paul Muni, Spencei
Tracy. She will, herself, make a picture
if and when the right story is found foi
her. That it must be the right story goes
without saying. There is a rumor that
Frances Marion has such a story for her.
They listen to the radio together. Tc
the symphonies, to the opera. They laugh
at Jack Benny, W. C. Fields, Charlie IMc
Carthy, even as you and I. Jeritza. as you
know,
the General
Hour. has
And sung
in theon autumn
she willMotor
come
to us, via the airwaves, on a commercia
program, every week. Half an hour every
week. She could not, when I talked with
her, divulge the name of the sponsor, what
hour it will be. But you will know soon
and the most and the best any of us needs
to know is that we shall have her with us,
weekly. She will sing opera on the air
of course. {Tosca is her favorite). And
she will sing, as she always does, some of
theJeritza
old songs
W'ell. only a fan
is a she
radiolovesfan.so Not
but also a lover of radio. And she loves
itloves
because
it is soit "greatly
it because
gives thegiving."
music She
she
loves, not only to a chosen few, but to
everyone, everywhere. Which is the way
Jeritza would have all things be — greatly
and generously giving.
They go to their ranch together, Jeritza
and her husband, o\er the week-ends. And
there, in Hidden A'alley, on the ranch,
Jeritza is perhaps "most happy of all my
liappiness."
they thego
over the fieldsForand hand-in-hand,
the truck gardens,
stables, the corrals. They inspect horses
and cows, mules and pigs and chickens.
They go into the chicken runs in the
early mornings and hunt for eggs. And
Jeritza, gathering them, shouts triumphant
ly : "Look, we have one hundred twenty
this morning, only one hundred nineteen
yesterday
morning!"
Thisthewoman,
who
has worn upon
her breast
decorations
of kings and emperors, is as elated over
the "one hundred twenty eggs" as over all
the insignia of royalty! Surely the hens
must curtsy, the roosters doff their
combs when Jeritza, the Magnificent, steps

into their coops !
'i telltold
you mewhatwhen,
is theherwonder
Jcritza
guestsfulness,"
gone,
wc sat in the great entrance hall of the
house, Jeritza sitting, casually but still
magnificently, upon a marble-topped table
asalways,
she talked.
have been,
like tl e 'Ibirdtell inyou.
the Igolden
cage.
I have never been permitted to be myself.
I have never been permitted to go to a
cafe alone, without a cliaperone. to a picture theatre alone. I have never been allowed to walk alone, by myself. Now I
am not the bird in the cage any longer.
Now I am a woman, freed, liberated. I
have all that I have ever had and I have,
too. the simple things, the free life which
I love, I have a man to companion me
in all things. It is greatly great to live
with a great man.
fame ofalone,
n.iw"There
know.is aIt penalty
is the topenalty
neverI
beingaltybywhen,one's
self,
alone.
It
is
the
riding in a train, at every penstatii;n there are people. So that when I am
on a train I mus' keep to my compartn"cnt,
have
all my O'imeals
serve'andthere,
to everyone
the train
have not
the talk
fun
I would like. For if I go out at every
station, when I feel like going, I run the
danger of that forced smile — like this
(Jeritza made a mirthless, stereotxped
gritnace, the set-piece smile of the celebrity
greeting the public). I cannot do that.
I cannot force m_\self. zac is it. I can
not force myself in any way, with anyone, about anything. When I am with
people I like, when I feel so, I smile and
the smile is from my heart. When I do
n it feel like the smile, I cannot smile. I
cannot pretend that I am smiling with
my lips when my heart does not smile.
I do not want to learn that way.
"Some Yes,
of thepoems
feelingandI have
poems.
novelsI write
I havein
written. No, I have not published. I do
not care about that. I put them down
when I feel sentimental — for I am \ery
sentimental — when I see a moon over a
garden, a mist over the sea, a child saying
his prayers. Then I feel more than I can
say and I write the poem . . .
— friendship
ask"Butme sowdiat
has beenis thethe most.
most Ifof youall
that I have had, I would say friendship.
I do not mean that friendship only when
one is riding high, driving the stallions
of success and riches and fame. No, I
mean that friendship which is still there
w lien one rides high no more, when one is
s rrowful in defeat. Then friendship is
real and the most.
even more love
than only,
love, which
when
love"Friendship
is of the isemotional
describes, like the arc, first swooping high
up and then very far down, never staying,
so. If love grows with the growth and
develop'
into the warmth
close friendship,
then thatof isantheaffectionate,
most and
the best of all.
"I would like," said Jeritza, as we said
go(wlbye,story"I about
would melikewhich
you topeople
writewilla
pretty
enjoy. I wish you would say, last of all,
that everyone has been so good to me and
made my life so beautiful — right from the
time
Queen'my pinned
on mewhenand'Mrs.kissed
cheeks,her tobrooch
this
minute,
to
now
.
.
."
Yes, I thought, as I walked down the
avenue, beneath clipped yews, yes, literally,
Jeritza, the Magnificent I
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two found
years aago,
^ scientists
way Woodbury's
to put the
"Sunshine"
famous Cold Vitamin
Cream .D . into
. madeWoodbury's
tests that
proved the elusive vitamin would work
in this new medium. Beauty specialists
foresaw a precious new aid to skin health
. . . Two years of use have told the story
—on the faces of pleased women! Today
we know that
Vitamin D Stimulates the
Skin's Breathing!
As
you
rub
skin,
the Vitamin Woodbury's
D is absorbedintoby your
the living
cells, quickens their respiration. Your
skin begins to breathe better! The stimulated skin shows new vigor, can better
resist fatigue and wear. This bland
c^eam cleans, softens dry skin, helps
protect from weather. And remember,
Woodbury's Cold Cream is . . . and stays
GERM-FREE to the LAST
It will not harbor the bacteria that so
often cause skin blemishes! Use
Woodbury's Cold Cream regularly night
and morning . . . and watch your wellcared-for face respond with flattering
effect ! At cosmetic counters evervwhere*,
in 10(, 25(', 50c, and extra generous
$1.00 jars that last for weeks. Your skin
will thank you if yon get a jar today.'
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The Truth

RIPLEY,
A

Eeminine Hygilene
CONSULT DOCTOR IF IN DOUBT

HIMSELF,

IS

BELIEVE-IT OR NOT
{Continued from page 23)

FEMININE
HYGIENE
EXPLAINED
1. Happy and fortunate is the woman who finds the
right
answerof toa method
this graveof problem
. Happy that
whenis
she knows
Feminine. .Hygiene
modern,
safe,
effective-and
dainty
.
.
.
Fortunate
in
being free from dangerous germs!
2. Fear and ignorance are unnecessary. Medical
researchtories fornow
brings Hygiene.
you dainty,Smart
snow women
ivhite supposiFeminine
apprec
i
a
t
e
t
h
e
convenience
and
safety
of
Zonitors.
For
Zonitors embody famous ZONITE ANTISEPTIC
PRINCIPLE. They kill dangerous germs, yet are
free from "bum danger" to delicate tissues.
3. Zonitors are safe and easy to use . ..greaseless,
snow tvhite suppositories, each in a sanitary glass vial
...
no clumsy apparatus
. . . water.
completelyInstructions
deodorizing.
Easy
package.to remove
All U. S.withandplain
Canadian
druggists. in
4. For your
douche,
after usingqualities,
Zonitors, we rec-by
ommend Zonite.
Its antiseptic
over 20 years
of continuous
use, promote proven
feminine
cleanliness — ofassures
tablespoons
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water. Use 2
^
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I l\L.L_ formation.
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FLAME-GL'O:;
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FREE . . . each in aLipsticks
different fascinating shade,
soto you.
you can
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becoming
To
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a tube of REJUVIA
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It's Guaranteed
Waterproof
Harmles ! Just sendand 10cSmear-proof;
in stamps to cover mailing
costs. For beauty's sake, send couponTODAY!
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10<AND ZO,
S AT& 10<LEADING
STORES

Singing Strings, Harriet Wilson (left) first violinist and leader, with Evelyn
Hirsch and Josephine Harvey. They're heard over the Columbia network.
stars whose names are almost legendary led up to his becoming a wrestler, involved
now — Christy Mathewson, Chief Meyers, as that may sound. It really was very
Fred Bingham, an exceptional
Jim Thorpe, Arthur Fletcher and others. simple.
Incidentally, Ripley says that Fletcher, now wrestler, admired Ripley as a handball
a coach with the world champion Yankees, player. Almost every night at the New
is one of the most interesting characters York A. C, Bingham would play Ripley
he ever met. On the field, Fletcher was at handball and lose. Then Ripley would
wrestling
a terror, but Rip declares he never met a engage
and lose.in aEach
coachedboutthewith
otherBingham
in his
milder man in private life.
When traveling with the Dodgers as a own sport. They traded tricks of the trade
and
soon
Rip
was
a
proficient
wrestler
scribe, about 1914-1916, Ripley became and Bingham one of the better handball
particularly friendly with Casey Stengel
and
Stengelthehadlatethe Jake
most Daubert.
remarkable "Isensethinkof players.
As a wrestler, Ripley soon was outstanding for a non-professional. Egged
hunior of any person I ever met in sports," on by Rip's
brotherpromoter,
sports scribes,
said
Rip.
"Few
athletes
have
a
real
sense
offered Jack
$500
of humor, but Casey was highly developed Curley, well known
along those lines. He was one of my for a bout between Ripley and another
favorite characters in sports and I certainly sports writer. Primarily, it was a gag to
was amazed when he was let out as man- get Buck O'Neil into the arena with Rip.
ager of the Brooklyn Club.
but Buck didn't rise to the bait.
The opponent finally selected for Ripley
"Daubert was an entirely different type
from Stengel, a shrewd, calculating player. was Arthur (Bugs) Baer, humorist and
I believe that Jake was one of the most wise-cracker, who, like Rip, is now em
scientific hitters baseball ever saw. He
h'eatures
and is notLikecntirel;
unknownby King
to radio
audiences.
real
spent more time studying ways and means ployed
of out-guessing pitchers than anybody I professional wrestlers, Bugs and Rip prac
ticed
with
each
other.
Wrestling
was
not
everRipley
met while
traveling
ball club."
is a busy
inan with
now,a what
with as extensive then as now, but both Baer
his cartoons, his radio broadcasts, his books
Ripley without
knew thatfirstyourehearsing
couldn't wrestle
and his various Odditoriums at expositions and
in public,
in pr
throughout
man"Because
I
had
been
at
it
longer,
I was
ages to worktheoutcountry,
once a but
week heat still
his home
in Mamaroneck, N. Y., playing catch with vate.
a shade better than Bugs," relates Ripley
liis younger brother. Rip has a fully- "We figured that our bout, which was on]>
twenty minutes, should end in a draw
equipped gymnasium in his home, but never for
gets the opportunity to take advantage of which would give us the laugh on the guy
it. A strenuous workout at catch or one- who had framed us and were all set to kid
old-cat constitutes most of his exercise the loser, whichever he might be.
these days.
"Curley billed us as a preliminary t(
Zbyszko and Lewis. But Bugs, the soi
wasn't so longwasagoa familiar
that Ripley,
andIt slim-waisted,
figurelitheon of a gun, double crossed me. He tried tc
tlie handball courts of the New York throw me right at the start of the matcli
Athletic Club. He won several club cham- We finally wrestled the full twenty min
pionships and three times took the national utes, without either gaining a fall, and i
singles title and three times was a member
a draw.who were responsible fo
of the national doubles champions. That, was"Thecalledribbers
however, was before radio work took all the match were determined to have theii
his spare time off his hands.
laugh anyway. They got to Curley ant
Rip's skill at handball, believe-it-or-not. told Jack not to give us the promised §500
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e stalled me off with a sad tale about
e gate falling below expectations. That
as all right, but the gag was that Curlcy
Id Bugs he had given me the S500.
"For months afterward. Baer used to
?mand his share of the $500. None of mjjnials did any good. He's forgotten about
now, I think, but I'll bet if anybody
ings up the subject, he'll swear I still
ive
his later
half took
of theup money."
Ripley
the study of judo,
■I jiu
jitsu,
the
Japaneses own
style strength
of wrestling
which an opponent
and
eight is turned against him. He still
insiders wrestling and handball excellent
jrms of exercise, although he rarely has
le time to do either any more.
Primarily, Ripley was a sports cartoonist,
tarting at the age of sixteen witli the San
raiicisco Chronicle and receiving his first
lajor assignment a year later, at the
effries-Johnson fight at Reno in 1910.
A-en when he branched out with his first
hlicic-It-Or-Xot cartoon on the AVcf
'ork
in 1918, Rip
remained
mainlyto
sportsGlobecartoonist.
He was
the first
end a sketch by telephone, his cartoon
rom the ringside of the second Tunney)empsey fight in Chicago in 1927, going
0 his paper in New York via telephonic
ransmission.
It was when Ripley went to King
■"eatures
1929 that ithishaswork
ssume theinproportions
now began
reached,to
k'hich
requires
a
staff
of
twenty-eight,
ine of whom do nothing but handle mail,
le keeps three weeks ahead in his work
nd, since his cartoon is a seven-day feature, he never has a chance to take a day
iff. Even during his travels, which have
akcn him through 197 countries, running
he alphabetical and geographical gamut
rem Aden and Afghanistan to Zanzibar
ind Zara. Rip keeps up his work.
Although Ripley joined the syndicate
luring the depression era. his work is now
rarried in 300 newspapers and is translated
nto thirteen languages. There has never
)een a cancellation by any paper of the
Bclicic-It-Or-X
ot feature, believe-it-orlot !
Rip's first radio appearance was with
John onB. hisKennedy
on Collier's
Hour.for the
He
went
first sponsored
program
Colonial Beacon Oil Comfany in .Xpril,
1930. He has been on the air almost continually since tlicn, barring the three
montlis he takes off annually to travel in
search of material.
Recently on the Sunday evening Bakers
Broadcast, Ripley has now changed sponsors and is heard on the General Foods
ProgramEDST.
over NBC-Blue, Fridav nights at
9:00,
It was
inevitable
Ripley'sa radio
mail
should
increase
when that
he became
performer, but Rip himself was surprised
not only at its profusion but at the apparent difference in type between those who
wrote in as listeners and those who wrote
in as readers of his feature.
"Obviously,
who listen
the
radio
programsthearepeople
the same
peopleto who
read newspapers, but there is a marked
difference in the type of their letters," he
said.fes t"Why
shouldit be,is, belicve-it-orI don't proo know, this
but there
notAnd!" thus you have Robert L. Ripley,
artist, author, radio entertainer, impre-ario
of freaks and ex-wrestler,
ex-ball plajer,
believe-it-or-not
!

WHY
BORN

AREN'T

WITH

BABIES

BLACKHEADS

?

7 out of 10 women blame their skin for blaci<heads,
when they should blame their cleansing method
Ever^'where I go I hear women say "Oh! well,
there's nothing I can do about it, I guess I
was born with this kind of skin."
They're stubborn
referring,blackheads.
of course, But
to hateful,
mocking,
stop a
minute and think I Did you ever see a baby
with blackheads? Of course not. Then where
do those blackheads come from?
These blemishes are tiny specks of dirt
which become wedged in your pores.
How do they start?
It's sad but true, blackheads take root because
your cleansing methods fail. You know you
can't wash blackheads away. And they only
laugh at your surface cleanser. The longer
these blackheads stay in your skin, the blacker
and more noticeable they grow.
Switch to a Penetrating Cream
See with your own eyes, tlie amazing improvement in your skin when a cream really penetrates the dirt in your pores.
Let me send you, free and postpaid, a generous tube of Lady Esther Four Purpose Face
Cream, so that you can prove every statement
I make. It is an active cream. It's penetrating,
because
pore-dirt.
You can see
the results.it penetrates
You can feel
the difference.
\^lien your free supply of cream arrives.

smooth on enough to cover your face and
neck. At tlie very first touch your skin will
])erk up. W hy? Because my cream is a cooling, soothing, refreshing cleanser.
Wlien you wipe it off, you may be shocked
tosignseethishowpenetrating
grimy the cloth looks.
But deepit's a
goes after
down dirt that causes cream
those blackheads.
Write now for your Free supply
Just send me the coupon today, and by return mail I will send you my generous gift tube
ofall Lady
Esther ofFace
I'll alsofree,sendso you
ten shades
my Cream.
Face Powder
you
can see \\\nc\\ is your most flattering color —
see how work
Lady together
Esther toFacegive Cream
and 'Face
Powder
you perfect
skin
smoothness. Mail me the coupon today.
( You can paste this on a penny postcard)
U.ly Estlier, 2010 Ridge Ave., Evanslon. 111.
Please
send
meCream;
a free also
supplyall oftenLadyshadesEstherof Four
PurposePowder,
Face free
Face
and post
paid.your

.
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RADIO RAMBLINGS
{Continued from paiie 7)
Another vaudeville notable the Vallee
hour and other programs have been calling on this summer is Doc Rockwell. Doc's
fame rests entirely - ♦on his comedy performances, but there are some items in his
private life that really should be recorded
for history.
There was the time he founded a hotel
in Boot.hbay Harbor. Maine, just because he
thought it might be fun to ha:r a hotel.
The venture pros leered and Poe eloscil il
up. "The salt shakers zvere ali^ays (letliiui
plugged up," he explained.
Probably the triumphant niDtiieiits of
Dcic's
cmitracts
(hiringlifethecamela^twithchi\ his
> nitrickhinmi vaudeville
ci^cuit^. Coinhlidus were chaniiin^ rapidly
and the printed contracts were being
amended froi^i time to time by clauses
printed in with rubber stamps. Doc got
a rubber stamp of his own and sneaked it
in occasionally.
The soda
Rockwell
provided,
cream
shall stamp
be delivered
to the"Andress-ice
ing-ro m after each -♦-performance."
After the first slioi^' of an engagement,
the manager would drop backstage and Doc
Zi'ould demand: "Don't you read your
contract.' Where's my soda.'"
would hunt up
Mystified, the mana
the contract, find th rubber stamped
clause and send back
soda. The re^t
(if the afternoon would .pent in l.ewilderiiK-nt, wondering:
"Wl :m the wnrld l)e
C'lming
to, when .sucii
1,^-- can l)e?"
Some ten-year-old newspapers came out
of a bottom drawer the other day and the
striking thing was the advertisements on
radio stressed.
sets. "One-dial tuning" was the
point
It took years to achieve thai — and noiv
look oz'cr the nunlcrn sets. The front of
thrm has a lialf do::ci: nudgcls. each one of
icliuli must l>c liininl to liiiic in a program. .\nd the inodcni ads hoast of Unit
just as the old ads used to scream about
"One-dial tuning."
Next time a friend remarks: "Xext
thin-i
you ;iknow,
we'll have
tele\ ision"—
just take
small chance
and hoot
at him.
Not
that
television
broadcasts
im]]o,sible. TeleNi-ioii now i, able t<jaretran-mit
clear, bright ])icture^, almost ei|ual to the
quality of a movie .screen.
The tipofT comes in a recent governmental committee report to President
Roosevelt. Television, the report ran, has
been good enough technically for broadcast ever since 1929. The problem has
been to find someone to finance the project, both in construction of transmitters
and manufacture and purchase of receivers. On both ends of that arrangement,
the expense will be much greater than in
transmitting
mere sound, as today's radio
does.
-♦. //)(/lem I.hat
doesn't
cien
the probof finding somethingmention
to broadcast,
08

Meet Alice Reinheart, NBC dramatic actress once a child prodigy. Energy
personified, she appears daily in the serials, John's Other Wife and
Love and Learn. In other words, she's on easy speaking ternns with nnikes.
ei'cn if they do find people 2cith money to great engineers refuse to venture a pre
diction.
buy the -i'cry expensiz'e sets.
Vou can probably give jour hoot safely
A'<\9/ assured, though, there ti'iV/
doing in home telez'ision for a!
hut,
duii't either
bet much
on television's
prospects
way.money
.\11 over
the world, nothing
least
tn'o years. Merchandising preparalong.
some of the greatest scientists of our
tion
for
the sale of sets would take that
generation arc experimentini;. Any day,
one of them might come u]i with a new
development to revi'ilui ionize the whole
The tastic
visitorcountryto home
Joe Cook's
fabulous,
fanprobably
will have
theory of how to transmit telex ision pictures. That is nnlikel\, but it already lias diflicult}-, at tinier, in distinguishing between the ser\anls and the guests. Out
ha])i)ened
in tele\isi(
Jii's brief
The greatonce
change
came just
beforehistory.
1929,
his great circle of theatrical friends, Jo.when laboratories developed the present ofusually
finds someone to act as a comedy
theory of making electrons form a pattern servant over a week-end.
that make up the television picture.
A butler may meet the guest at the door,
The change that will make television not take coat and hat with grave courtesy, and
only legible but inexpensive may be in then bundle the coat up and with all his
process today or it may take years. The might hurl it out on the lawn. That probwhole process is so complicated, even its
ably would be Nemo, the old circus clown.
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hind the bar may be Herman, the mid:, just able to peer over the top by stand; on tiptoe.
Or the butler iiuiy be the eoinedian.
nwy Pox. His favorite stunt is to act
• perfeel serzaiit all afteniooii and zvatch
r the moment u'hcn the zvhole erozvd is
one room. In lie zcalks then and picks a
id and sazage argument zvith Joe over
ig hours and lozc pay.
If some little prank such as that goes off
rfectly. Joe walks around looking like
happiest man in the world.
No matter whether you like the Wednesy and Saturday evening Hit Parade proams, they do have one use. When one
running through
urthemindday'swithtunes
the keeps
title anncyingly
elusive,
St turn to Hit Parade. Its review of the
■ek"s dozen
popularbothsongstuneis reanably
sure most
to include
and
le of the one preying on your mind.
Dorothy
sudden and
ecess in Lamour's
luozies certainly
is a emphatic
contrast
her
earlier
radio
c.rt-er:ci:cc.
.'
;
■ , er Dorothy zeas , ii;., i
BC program o::i: XBC In:.: . .
ould haze o urc^:; piib!u::y :.:..i:~:.r.
hc\ tried their i\-s!. I'n! the s,-Iici;ic sur.rlY
:sied. Xo cue sccncd n:!crcs!cd '
'orothy end si:c <' i :.' . r .
Then came
her -r..-ci—
ir. H-'kt'.i} v.r:.r.l''.
• . il
ctures
and all
a ^u(idtn
rvices were in great demand. Tlie -a.r.e
lorothy. who a year agcj \\a- nit Lcndered good encugh for a sustaining pro-

two or three favorite popular singers.
iri:c}tezcr Fred and Portland Allen come
.'(> -/.r end of a radio engagement, Portland
o.lzeays dissolves in sentimental tears sometime during the last performance. She alzvays
makes goodis afriends
duringhates
the toseason
i:::d Portland
girl zvho
say
)f th
id tel

Ferde Grofe, jovial orchestra
leader who conducted a summer
series of symphonies over CBS.

His temper blazing, he rushed through
the fanal moments of the act and dashed
offstage, his fist cocked to pop the guy
who had insulted Portland.
! iieidcutiiHy.
tzvo-year
; ac;
zoitl! his f:-cd's
sfi iisornewshould
settlecon-all
:::.'sr cbsurd
■■ s
his quitting
ro<ii.'. The . ■
:!:cx Ju:d :cas
!b.c //;„' ;
,:, :J,c/hcr
soon
::
\:!jK'.v hour

gram
is now ononetheofW.radio's
higher-salaried
songstresses
C. Fields
program.
Frances Langford had almost the same
, , ,on. . the. oir, soiiieli)iie
:-:-,'/.„/'/v
experience. Before her arrival in Holly- i,.i\:.:s /:<•, :ei!l, be. . bock
wo d, acouple of years ago, she had been
a minor member of a dozen radio proOne group of radio stars that refused to
grams, seemingly with no prospect of real
stardom. She appeared in a couple of permit studio audiences is the actors in
pictures and all of a sudden the radio comedy serials
— A)uos on'n' page
Andy. 92)P.usy Aces,
{ Continued
public discovered that here was one of its

^2i%X^...as keen
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the Jai/ is done
because an ingredient, a
source of irritation in other
cigarettes, is not used in the
manufacture of Philip Morris.
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LETTERS

TO

LISTENERS
{Continued from page 59)
telling me that Gang Busters was a fine
show, or that We, The People was particularly well-received, I naturally am
pleased. But more than that, I know we
are on the right track — that this is what
people
want. we get a letter knocking a
Sometimes
show. We accept it in good faith as
honest criticism, analyze the objections,
and try to avoid them in subsequent broadcasts.
That'sonewhyis read
I like and
to receive
Every
I wish these
I hadletters.
time
toto stress
answerthisthem
personally.
I'd like
in myall letter
to you listeners
—yourkeepletters
up yourin the
fan mail
past. and thanks for all
PHILLIPS H. LORD.

# A few simple touches of Maybelline — and presto!
— straggly, unattractive lashes are instantly transinto long, dark,
essence offormedromantic
charm.luxuriant fringe — the very
Your eyes are your most important beauty feature.
No longer need you deny them the beauty advantages of mascara. Maybelline ends that bold, artificial,
"made-up"
which gummy,
lumpy, —mas--or
caras cause.
Try look,
the thrilling
new Cream-form
the popular .Solid-form. Both are harmless, tear-proof,
non-smarting,
fieasonably
priced
at
your
favorite
cosmetic counter.
Have you often wished the color of your eyes were
deeper, !)ri'.;lii
cr? .\ccent
sparkle
shading
your llrls
with a their
subtly color
blendedand tint
of the—
ex(iuisite, creamy Ma\belline Eye Shadow.
Are your eyebrows pale, uninteresting? Form them
into graceful curses of loveliness, expressive of
every
whimEyebrow
and wishPencil.
— use the smoothmarkingromantic
Maybelline
Generous introductory sizes of all the Maybelline
harmonized Eye Beauty Aids are obtainable at 10c
stores. Be beauty-wise when choosing your all
important eye make-up — insist on Maybelline.

Tuv. WORLD'S larc;kst selling eye bicautv aids

Dear Listeners:
Have you reached a point when listening to the radio tired you? Have you ever
felt that all programs sounded alike, aland that
you felt thoughthatyou knew
way they
becauseweren't
you spent
too
much time before the loud speaker? Well,
suppose
you try my! "home-made remedy"
for
this condition
Too many of us like one type of program above all others. Some like music,
and will listen to nothing else. Others like
sketches, and confine their listening to
those. Others like programs ranging
from lyric sopranos to kiddie broadcasts.
Most of the entertainment on the air
is good. The people who decide what is
to be heard are show-wise as to public
likes and dislikes. Any one type of pro;ram, comes
though,
cloying. like too much honey, beHere's what I did. I took all of the
different types of programs — symphony
music, dance music, opera, comedy sketches,
dramatic sketches and comedy programs —
and allotted one to each week-day. On
each day I listened to that particular type
ofof the
program
did me.
I letEach
any
other exclusively
classifications— norbother
dayOf wascourse,
completely
dififerent.
there always are special programs that you like very much and to
which you
listen you
everyalways
week. enjoy
These them.
don't
count,
because
Try this system. Perhaps you will like
it as much as I do — it has worked succes ful y with mvCAROL
friends, WEYMANN.
too!
Maybelline
smoothmarking
Pencil. Black,Eyebrow
Brown, Blue.

Maybelline creamv Eye
Shadow.
Blue, BlueGray,
Violet. Brown, Green or

DearSomeListeners:
of your letters are filled with
compliments, and others are not so complimentary. The writers
find fault at times,
but few are
ever prone
say why.to
Now we read all our mail and the principal reason is that we are always looking
for constructive comments. Please tell
uslikewhat
what You
you don't
and youwhatlikeourespecially,
faults are.
then
can rest assured that we will give them
ourYouimmediate
attention.too, that radio peemust remember,
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pie are not infallible and that "to err is
Iin man."
are endeavoring
\our
musicalWe interests
tlie best we tocan,serveso
please
us. We
Don'tcanbetakeafraid
what vouhelpthink.
it. to say
HORACE HEIDT
—
Dear Listeners:
Letters from )ou mean even more to
me. and to any radio performer, than the
applause an actor receives across the footlights at a stage production. I only wish
that I could answer each one of all the
grand, friendly, and sometimes critical,
letters that come to me.
They mean constructixe criticism, constant inspiration, moments of great happiness because of the pleasure 1 may have
brought some child, and ^cca^i(^lal long
minutes of a very cliokecl-up feeling, when
I am brought to realize how much radio
means to the unfortunate people among
us who are shut-ins.
No one who attempts to entertain the
public through any other medium — the
stage or the movies — can ever have quite
the same feeling as I have when I receive a letter from some little child who
has enjoyed my program and who has
laboriously scrawled out a letter to tell
me so. The next envelope, perhaps, may
contain the lovel\- thoughts and philosophies of an eighty-year-old grandmother,
who finds my program bringing back lovely memories of her childhood and happines in these last years of her life.
Letters like those, and the ones in between, are a constant help and bring a
steady flame of inspiration. Your letters
have made my program possible. They
have made me possible. God bless vou !
IREENE WICKER. The Siuijii;!/ Lady
Dear Listeners:
If you were asked your idea of the chief
radio, perhaps
you'd answer
that
itneedwasof softness
and gentleness
of prog
r
a
m
s
,
s
o
that
they
wouldn't
disturb
you
while )ou were writing to Aunt Minnie,
say, or giving the children a stiff lecture.
If I were to be asked my idea of the
chief need of listeners. I'd proceed like
this:
speakthatof people
"blind spots."
They P-sycliologists
mean. I think,
sometimes
manage
not
to
sec
what
they don't
want to see. A rare boon for performers
would be the development among listeners
of "deaf spots." Do you think you could
learn when
to hearwit usbubbles
oid.v when
at our
best,
up likewe're
a fountain
and you're moved to exclaim: "iiosli, that
guy's elever!" Could you arrange to ha\e
your
ears that
go dead
we'veradio
beatencaters
out
material
makeswhen
us glad
only to the ears and not to the nose, and
you're moved to exclaim: "Cosh, that
yuy's
aii'fnl!"can develop blind spots, they
If people
should be able to develop deaf spots. .\nd
since we might contend that the be>t thing
a listener does is listen, why not selective
listening? Or protective listening?
How is it to be managed? Don't ask
me.
the idea.
tough I've
part.supplied
Working
it out That's
should thehe
easy. Consuh your favorite psychologist
or psychiatrist. And let me know how
you come out !
DELMAR EDMOND.SOX. Editor,
Heinz Magazine of the Air

[that

soothes

hke

a lullaby/

When the God of Sleep is playing hide-and-seek and you just can't seem to
get your much-needed rest, there is one pleasant way to entice him.
Merely swish a handful or two of LINIT in your tub of warm water —
step in — and rela.x for fifteen minutes. As you lie in the enveloping luxury
of its velvety smoothness, close your eyes and think of a rose bathed in
the moonlight of a June evening. Now step out, dry off and slip into bed!
How delightful it is to let the results of a linit beauty bath caress your
skin and relax your body into slumberland. You, too, will agree that the world's
most pleasant remedy for fatigue is a restful, soothing linit bhauty BATH.
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A

LESSON IN FAILURE
(Continued from page 39)

• Horrors!It Your
are red—
prominenti
often eyes
happens
alter thelate veins
hours,aretooso
much
Your eyereading,
beauty exposure,
is ruined etc.
. . . W hat shall you do?

of E-.t-CJt
pocs into
eye.
It's• a Quick!
new
kindA drop
ot lotion
. . . rtrlLCtcd
by t\\each
o prominent eye specialists.lt
not found
in any other contains
lotion . a. .special ingredient
EYES
CLEAR
9 Ineyesjustlook
a fewclearseconds,
yes, almost
vour
white.
So veins!
muchinstantly,
more
beautiful
fromand prominent
Sparkling, to .when
And sofreerefreshed.
NEW DISCOVERY
9 Eye-Gene.'
'Nov/ used
before every
""date"
to
clearbyandthousands
lovely.
refreshing make
to tired,eyesandoverworked
eyes. NotMarvelously
fashioned
lotions
washes.
Stainless,
too.likeAtold-all
drug and 5 and loc stores.
EYE-GENE

Given
MSendoney!No
Latest
Shape
High Grade
7-Jewel
WRIST
WATCH
with Ormetal
and
beautimiMovement
fiouln. YIvoureriesifrned
chromeGIVING
platedcase.
biK cashbracelet
s
for
SIMPLY
AWAY
FREE
bigcomcolt.in s withchaps,
well sores,
known etc..
WHITEeasilyCLOVERINE
used oforred picburns,
sold to friendsSALVE
at 25c
CWILSON
I .\L—Be1'lust.
1'CHEM.
.'.ICC ol''4lWriteCO.
J K.t t.nl.iv
IInc..
'J 1or' 1l.-r
."lDept.
I'.'White
in]Vi"'~.,'nly
' 10-H.( loverine
Vi.''our
42ndPa.
vt-ar.
Tyrone.Salve,
tf Ray Heather+on's story is "A Lesson in Failure," nnore and more people
will be pulling flops just to get a break like this. Posing with three pretty
girls doesn't conne under the heading of hard labor, particularly when
the ladies are the Sympboneftes — Jean Norman, Marion Jerrigan and Marjorie Bullard. Ray had the pleasure of singing with them on the MBS Nine
O'clock Revue, before signing for his sustaining programs over CBS.

ONLY
ONE PIECE
TO INSTALL
• IN ANY CAR
YOU'RE THERE WITH A eROSlEY

with Ills siiiRiiiK, whci helped break down a
practical
hiishand's
to music
a career for
a boy, objections
who had faith
in him,as
fhii iiil; tbo~e aw ful months of failure in
I''-"' ,inil who listened to him reI'.ii-r, ,111(1 who uave him sound, const! iKim (ritui-m (she too is a nmsician).
.\iid l^ aiipieciative ul this.
cause hi kncws sli,; ;s iiitcresHd, lie tele!,e, ;,it,r ,verv l,r. ,;„lca>t. He
. .-It l.-iiM ;Mtl, licr and bis younger
^i^ti
r,
and
mniitlisto New
nu." when
111'. \ 1 11 fromuiUiltile luui'
suburbs
York,theyhe
' iiiiiHited home every night. He likes
Uie home influence.

It is probable that a lot of young men
with good voices, who have not yet cracked
the radio tield, look upon Ray as one of
those lucky guys who got the breaks.
(Hasn't he been
and
successively
not theonlyJpcina
had Troubador,
his own profiram, but sung dn tin ( hcsh'rficld, IVrigIcy. I'cl^sodnit. .N, /,,/,/, /■ lu cr, Fcls-Napllu! and other u.itK mallx' siKnisored shows?
Isn't he comedy?)
now on Broadway, the star of a
musical
Well, Ray did have breaks, both bad
and good. Like many another to whom
successciate hishasgoodcomeluckeasily,
didn't appreuntil hehe found
it had
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slipped away from Iiim.
Remember, back in 1928.^ when Paul
Whiteman'sof Old
Gold When
programs
the
sensation
radio?
Bingwere
Crosby
and a dozen other young fellows, who have
since made good in a big way with their
own shows, were in the Whiteman cast?
Tiiat was when Ray Heatherton started
out. He was just a kid out of Floral
Park heard
High him
School.
man
sing Long
at a Island.
party oneWhiteday.
He
liked
Ray's
romantic
baritone
he promptly hired him at a fancy voice
salary.and
••Huh." 'said Ray. "This is it. I'm
good.
goingthirteen
places!"weel<s. He sang
He didFm— for
on the Amsterdam Roof. Bought himself
a lot of clothes, spent all his money. Was
the cockiest young man you ever saw. Then
Whiteman left for tlie \\'est. siaiiinij another singer. Ra\- went looking for a njw
spot. He thought it would be a simple
enough matter to get one.
It wasn'tpossible.
simple.
fact, it wasin this
imXobody wasIn interested
kid. The depressiim had begun to flower
infather,
its full
pristine, engineer,
jobless glory.
Ray's
a successful
died suddenly
with his affairs in a tangled state. There
were no money and no job for Ray.
He walked the streets. He haunted the
radio
stations.
e\en getTherean
audition.
He hadHeto couldn't
have money.
were his mother and sister in the home
at Floral Park, and there were his own
empty pockets.
Somebody told him there was money to
be made singing at funerals.
•"That was my meat." said Ray with a
grin. •'! used to get up early and grab
the morning papers to scan — no. not the
Help Wanted columns, because there was
no help wanted in V)!"^) and 1930. but the
obituarycalling
columns.
I'd get onor the
the
phone,
eitherThen
the minister
mortuary. The conversation would go :
" "Mr.
So-and-so
? I see you
are conducting a funeral
tomorrow.
Would
you like
a singer? My name is Heatherton and
the Rev. Mr. So-and-so will recommend
me highly. Would you like Lead Ki)idly
Light,
Abide a funeral
With Mc?'
He gotor many
vocal" chore th's
way. Sometimes, if he were soloist, he
earned as much as ten dollars for a couple of hymns; if he were a member of a
trio, only five dollars or less. It was paying, if depressing and uncertain work. But
it So,
wasn't
leading calling
him anywhere
I
in between
at the broadcasting
offices and trying out for song spots, he
looked for a more practical, if less glamorous, way of earning a living. He found
it, with the New York Telephone Company and this, also, strangely enough, because of his singing. It seems the executive who hired him was a great admirer
of the Paulist Choir and when he found
Ray hadgroup,
sung hewithgaveFather
Finn's famous
choral
the Heatherton
application right of way over dozens of others that had piled upon his desk.
"I was the fellow who went around to
see that the phones were working properly. Sort of a trouble inspector." Ray
explained.
go toto doschool
for
three months'•Itohad
learnto how
my job.
No, of now,
course,andI didn't
were
eating
there like
was it,no butmorewe reading obituary notices.
was pretty
discouraged.
sunk.
I •'Ithought
to myself,
maybe Pretty
that White-
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! changeLOOK'
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man
a fluke, ^[aybe
I can'tshook
sins
worthjobsourwasapples.
my friends
tl.cir lieads. The only iiorson who said
"keep going' was my mother.
day, onbutmy asnoonusualhour.nothing
I wenthap-up
to '"One
Columbia,
pend. On the way down ni the elevator
I got to talking to a fellow I knew, when
Jimm\ Melton, wlm had overheard us,
suggested I try \BC. He was going there,
he ■■^\'ell,
said, andthatl" could
with him. break!
was wlien
a wmulerlul
Jimmy
got nitereste;!
I told him what
I'd (kme
and
offered
to
arrange
audition for me, with Ernest Cutting inancharge.
It was just a chance to be heard that's
all,
but itImagine
was theMelton
chancedoing
I'd been
to get.
that trying
for a
stranger! I've never furgotten it
one Monda\-andniglit.
There
were"I went
a lot onof comedians
show people
ahead of me. The audition .started at eight.
At eleven, I was called. I was the last
one, which was pretty disheartening, because I figured that, by that time, the
men who were listening were exhausted
and
wouldn't
even like Caruso if he were
to sing
for them.
"Here
again,
break.awfulThe andpeople
ahead of me hadI hadall abeen
my
voice came as a welcome surprise. I sang
The Trumpeter, a couple of popular tunes
and / Kiss Your Hand. Madame. Perspiring and thinking : 'Well, that's over
and it's back to the phone com.pany for
me,'
I
leave,down
wdienfiveCutting,
breathlessstarted
from to
dashing
floors
from the control room, rushed up to me.
'You are good, kid. They liked you. I

think
you'rewonderful
going to! goIt over.'
"I felt
seemed as if the
heavens had opened up, at last. Sure, 1
teleplionetl my mother right awav.
".And so — that's the story. I went on
a sustaining hour first and later into commercially sponsored programs. I got into
this Broadway show business by accident.
I had a singing role in the Garriek Gaieties,
and one night, when one of the fellows
became ill, I found myself playing his part.
Tlien I was paged for Babes in Arms, in
which I have a number of lines to speak.
"They tell me Hollywood is looking at
me. I don't know whether I'd be any good
onwhenthe I screen,
I'm going
a test
get somebut time
to go toto take
California
and have it done with the benefit of good
studio
and make-up."
Wasning lighting
that epochal
at Ray
NBC, frightened,
when his future
hung in evethe
balance?
"Not particularly," he says. "I was nervous, but itousnes . was
a desperate
nervIhad stage
fright kind
once ofso badly
I thought I was going to die. It was when
I sang my first solo with the Paulist Choir.
It was awful. I stood up in front of everybody and my Myvoicehandswouldn't
came out
of
my throat.
thing was thundering were
insidemoist,
my somehead.
Finally, way off in the distance, I heard
a voice singing Ave Maria. It was my
voice ! I didn't even know I was singing."
Ray's debut as a singer was made many
years ago with no self-consciousness, stage
fright or clammy
— rather
outstretched
palm, hands
to the
horrorwith
of the
his
family.

He was five years old and, with his aunt,
was traveling by boat to Virginia. The
aunt, engrossed in a card game, let Ray
out of sight. Hunting for him, she discovered him in the ship's bar, alternately
singing Siiret Adeline. Down Upon the
Szi'anee Riz'er, and passing the hat. He
had collected the round sum of $4.27, before she put a stop to the proceedings —
and, he refused to give the money back I
Romance
in hisand life?
says thethere's
nothing
serious,
judgingHe from
way
he divides his attentions, he is speaking
the truth. Favorites at this writing are two
in number — a girl named Lillian in Floral
Park, whom he has known and dated all
his life, and Davenie Watson, a cute redhead who dances in Babes in Anns, and
whom he beaus to the late night spots.
Whenmore1 difficulty
told him escaping
he'd probably
much
women, have
and
that
he
was
apt
to
get
the
rush
' of his
life if and when he went to Hollywood,
he just dismissed my comment with the
polite, but unbelieving : "We'll see about
that when the times comes."
Yes, Hollywood,
a good ofcatch.
He
makes
money, has he'sprospects
making
more, and is pretty much of a real person.
He plays baseball with the gang in Floral
Park, swings a mean polo stick, swims well
enough to rescue a lad from drowning in
the Atlantic last summer, is more erudite
than most young leading men — speaking
German, French and Spanish.
But, better than that, he has his head
on
his shoulders.
won't Hego hashaywire
he becomes
a glamourHe boy.
learnedif
his lesson in failure !

No. 3 PERFUME - Oriental encLantment .... intoxicating as raf)turous moments. To Lim, tKe very breatli ol love.
Women will envy tke rick distinction of Park & Tilford Gardenia,
wkllc men will fall willing victims to tke caressing sjDell of oriental No. 3,
^ ou need iotb (jcrfumes so eack occasion will kave it's own
perfect fragrance. y\t leading drug and dej^artment stores .... ^ y
Smart tuchaway size for 10c in ten-cent stores.
FPARK
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RADIO STARS
BEAUTY ADVICE
(Continued from pa<ic 11)
Moni tlie brow gave width to the face
and exposed the lovely brow. "Don't be
afraid," Emile added, "to show the ears,
if Consider,
the ears too,
are attractive."
your hair. Is it a golden
halo? A cloud of dark loveliness? Auburn, perhaps? Or flaming red? Are
there subtle glints of gold or copper?
Well, there must be, to give life to the
coiffure. Regardless of line or curl, there
must be lovely color, if the hair is to be
truly glorious, and if you would emphasize
your personality, as do the stars of radio
and stage and screen.
That favorite rinse of brownettes, brunettes, blondes, and all in-between shades,
is nowis inavailable
a new- package.
A small
package
that
at syndicate
stores.
The
sparkling
sunshine
tints
and
delicate
tones that it imparts to all shades of overhair
make it just the rinse to put gleaming
highlights in your tresses. Remember, it
is not a dye or a bleach.
Remember, too, that you may write to
Ime for the name.
Do you
ideas intoMaxine's
hairliress
that find
are any
applicable
you? Well,
here is the next star, Kate Smith, with
Iher full, round face and her gorgeous
teeth and smile. .-\s many of you have
either the problem of a round face or that
->i drawing
to the
will
find someattention
real ideas
here. mouth, j-ou

Harriet Hilliard applies makeup for RKO's New Faces of 1937.
The round face may be flattered with
sculptured waves. However, if the waves
are stif? and too closely held to the head,
the effect is to give undue prominence to
its width. Let the waves he slanting to
give
face.a Comb
them when
out
and length
brush tothemthe into
soft halo
they are dry. Kate Smith usually has
her hair waved in the morning and then,

in-liethel.ni-Iu-.
evening,herjusthair.
before
liroadcast,
Thistheassures
the
li.<ii belli- jicrfectly dry before the wave
A medium length bob will be most flattering to the neckline, if the neck is short.
A high side or center part will cut the
width
ui
face.mistake
Many ofpeople
w'ith full
faces maketile the
sweeping
the
hair tun firmly back from the face. This
is an excellent thing to do where the forehead is concerned, but when you reach
the cheeks, let a loose wave sweep forward.
This loose \\:i\e centers the attention on
the face and it^ icaturcs — an excellent
plan when tiie face is a> pretty and exas -Miss Smith's.was selected by
Jessicapres iveDragoiiette
Emile as liaviiig symmetrical features.
Her brow is rather broad. Her face tapers
down to the lovely chin. Au interesting
face in itself. A face whose delicately
rounded oval is most subtly flattered by
the unstudied hair style shown on page 10.
this type,
Emile strives
to W'hh
make features
the hairof look
as though
it had
never seen a professional wave, although
the wave Emile places in this type of hair
is proof of his professional skill. The
hair gives the impression of alivcness. It
is burnished from much brushing. The
waves are(Continued
placed loosely
on pageand95) the ends

«"2f «E YOUR
BLUE AS THE SUMME
are Madeleine CarroiR SEAS
And this lovely English rsstar eyes.
wisely chooses makeup thatveryaecents their deep charm. It's
makeup that ma;r/;«.. .harmonizing face powder, rouge, lipstick, eye shadow
, and mascara
... And it's makeup that matches
you.' For Marvelous Makeup is
keyed theto your
color,
color own
of yourperson
eyes.ality
DREAMS DO COME TRUE when

MAKEUP

BY THE

yon wear this new makeup, say
9 out of 10 ^irls who try it
Ask ^tM|,■
al veur|,,r,Uu>,DrrsJen
meut
powder, rou^.. lipstick, type
^ve
shadow and mascara, if your
eyes are blue; Parisian tvpe if
they are brown; Patrician
for gray;FullContinental type type
hazel.
size packages for
item 55<* (Canada 650. each
YOUR OWN MIRROR, ^nu^ own
leading man, will appUnid!

ROUG(.L,mi(H.Ffl(( POUJD(R.m«S(flfiP.,Y( SHflDO
UJ

mflRY€LOUS:^^//^i/mflK€UP
4^ RICHARD HUDRUT
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RADIO STARS
"IT'S
REAL

WHAT
I CALL

WEST

COAST CHATTER
(Continued from patje 57)

FLAVOR

"Honest — you ought to
try it! You'll
this
Beemon
flavorknow
s something special the minute
you tear off the airtight
wrappings and get that
first tantalizing whiff!
And the taste — smooth
as custard — a real upand-doing flavor!"

"Let me tell you something! Beeman's
is fine
for digestion,
too! When
you
one of
thosecan'trich,resist
indiscreet
desserts — top off with
Beeman'sl It comforts
your digestion!"

AIDS DIGESTION...
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Irene Rich
Is one whothe thoroughly
believes athefirst-rate
adage, radio
"Life star,
beginsIrene
at 40."
After
abandoning
screen to become
has
scored even greater successes. She's on NBC Sundays at 9:45 p.m., EDST .
SlioiK< crowded into the NBC studio to hear to call it a day.
Werner Janssen make his debut on the new
Everyone in town was looking forward
Elaine Barrie's picture, How to Ui
program.
says he's
happier
under
this Werner
arrangement,
whichmuchallows
him seeing
dress
in front
Husband. WeEv ut
one,
that
but ofJohn]'oiirBarrymore.
complete
freedom
with
his
musical
ideas
—
also that new role of announcer pleases him derstand heis, even
tried
to
buy up the pictui
n.o end.
from the producer for some ?30,000.
tlie producer wouldn't sell, knowing a gOc
InsI./;,,/lhat/,,T,-\
inh aitheI'arrasnii
ra niouii Buddy
I. WhenII' cslhenu>rc
and tiling when ne had it.
Mari'vi clftcd. she weired the studio of the
Hoivever, since all is su'eetncss and lio,
event and asked for a feie days for a ho}iey- nov.' bctiveen Elaine and John, she has pron
moon. I'araniount leired l>ael; that if she ised never ai/ain to undress on the scrt
would return to the studio to finisli tier role Rumors, thoiujli. Iiave it tjiat Elaine sti
in Double or Notl.ina, she ivould then l^e hasn't ;/ii'en up Iter secret ambition — to
ciranted a %ehole week. So Martha returned the
first .Strip-'fease of Television.
to the fohi. Then on the eonil^h^tion of the
Al Jolson has been trying to get his spoi
pieture.
she
and
Buddy
took
off
for
a
ureh's
sor
let hitn broadcast the show fro
trip. But— i/ developed that the studio only New toYork
in the fall. The reason beir
meant that Martlia could ha-ve lime off
that
Al
thinks
anybody The
in HoU
for a honey))ioon. Not Buddy !
he isheon isn't
Broadway.
drai
Betty Furness is right up there in the wood —to but
this set-up, however, is that it w
front row of the Packard Summer Show. So back
eliminate
Martha
Raye
and
Parkyakarku
it looks like Johnny Green really was the
to theirthepicture
contracts.
So you'
attraction — even though Charlie Butter- due
broadcast
from Hollywoc
worth used to slip her an owlish wink every beagainhearing
—
because
the
sponsors
think
Mouth
once in a while. Charlie, incidentally, is
being seen around town frequently with asandAI.Parky are just as valuable to thei
Hazeless, since
Forbes,
king'sdecided
heirhe andtheMrs.tooth-paste
Butterworth
Jack Haley felt so extravagant, afti

RADIO STARS
ning on the dotteti line with Shmv Boat,
le decided to liave his Beverly Hills
ne redecorated in de luxe manner. As for
own bedroom. Jack decided that should
de luxeJack— intells
the usLouis
besuperexact.
that, XI\'
afterni . i i
's work at the rehearsals, he can
itonto agetcothome
bed. But he'.- >ki.i
besideandtheto swimming-pool,
ever ce he went Louis XI\' in his bedroom !
here's the latest and hottest news on
Ilywood diets! It's Marlene Dietrich's
n — come to light after all these years!
La Dietrich keeps those curves in
•ck by living on hard-boiled eggs and
lato juice three days a week. Perhaps
that tomato juice company will put
rlene on the air. After all, who could
•gle tomato juice more glamorously?
vacatior.
Though Eddie Cantor took something
m the mike, a nal vacation i: -Fo rkint;
hasn't
of 20th
yet. Centur
Betwe
pictureheardat the
and writing a book, Eddie
;st man inyearning
Hollywood.
he's ii,liad\v
uppressed
lor iiverSincea year
take a trailer trip, he decided tci have at
t the vicarious experience cji it by writh:s
on trailers.
It's to be ca'led
TliccbookBehind
Me.
n sfite of being such a success in ccllii' lhat she's signed right up for another
'ure rbefore
finishinggalHurricane,
is the saddest
i)i tozcn. Doraliy
Because
s dying to zcear good-looking clolhcs on
reen and to date lias had no opportuFor Jungle Lover — her next — Dora's snappiest numbers u-ill again be sa-

But ateach
leastother
they'reas possible.
staying justWhen
as farGeorge
away
from
opened with his band at the Cocoanul
Grove in Los Angeles, Ethel Shutta was
conspicuous by her absence. Then we
heard that she was sailing from New York
to Honolulu, with no Los Angeles stopover.
As glamorous as any movie preview, and
far more exciting, was the S"/!,iri' Boat pre\ ■! . n rt in H( 1! \ • ■ . i' ' ' ■ . exciting,
,1 doesn'tup
' i: <_w w. tclcnL:
ith watcii,-. .
.
iieople
■ the stage. We hear that the
- sponsors have petitioned for an
: . "n tlu- first commercial television
y Shozv Boat will be
!. ir the lovely old-fash■^
L./ixe colorful and attractive scencrx- — to say nothing of such scenery as XadineWilder.
Conner, \'irginia \'errill
and Patricia
Watch for Universal's picture. Behind
•ne Mike— ^P,- P. U■i!^, ■ -r;;,
' Barrett
set hond-

Allie Lowe Miles of Husbands
and Wives, Tuesdays on NBC.
r^'iujs.andIf yr::
v^c her on lo.'uUi
one otrou!the
Chase
San'Mc,-;,',/
rn ,c/;,'rc^,
ice that La Lanu.ur c-k/./ certaiuly shozo uf
some
screen clothes-horses.
She's
one ofofthethese
best-dressed
of the radio stars.
Whatever's
happeneda between
the George
Olsens
still remains
deep, dark
secret.

U'-'C
.. up in Je'.l-U— t:vM to
the toy
c the chocolate flavor.
Hozv
,
:.
...
;,,
don't knoie—bul
Don
sounded just us enthusiastic
about Jell-0
on his njrxt bioadcast. — Lois Svexsrud
HELEN:

mHERTWN

The time to stop them
is before they start.
PEG:
I hate riddles!
HELEN:
Simple fact, my dear —
change to LUX for
stockings then you'll
save the elasticity so
threads can stretch without breaking into runs
all the time . , .

RADIO STARS
SING

OR SPARKLING HENNA
You, too, can aJJ tKat enviatle, youtliful
brilliancy to your kair . . . safely anJ easily.
Nestle Golden Sliampoo makes your liair
look years younger and more allurmg by accentuating tbebigkliglits. It tborougbly cleanses
botb your scalf) and your liair - and im{)arts a
deligbttul golden sbeen.
^^^\
1
For tliose
bair
.KJM^
is darker,
tberewliose
is Nestle
^1 ^ Henna Sbamf)oo, made
^JiMUl^k w'itb f>ure Egy jjtian Henna.
It takes away tbat drab,
listless look from your bair
and Ri\ es it a vibrant, alluring sjJarkle witbout cbang»| for a package ing its natural color.

I LIKE SITROUX TISSUES,
because they're softer
and more absorbent"

lovely
JOYCE
COMPTON
Grand
Feature National
Player
Stars of wherestagepreferandSitroux
screenTissues!
. . . beautiful
women everySo
delicately
soft,
their touch is like a caress— yet so much stronger,
they
hole/
together;
won't
"come
apart"
in
the
hand!
That's
why they're
forAND 200 ,
cleansing
skin. Whyso ideal
not
for
YOUR thecomplexion
the care
way1 OS SIZES
Joyce
Compton
— with
tissues. Getdoesa box
and AND-GOID
IN THE BLUE-BOX
trySITROUX
them today!
AT YOUR FAVORITE 5 and 10?! STORE
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A

SONG OF SIXPENCE
(Continued from page 29)

\oice has great possibilities. Music should
as if the words lighted the spark
be Ityourwas career."
to a train the fates had set for the young
Welsh singer. Music to be his career . . .
It seemed, when you faced it squarely, the
inevitable decision.
With less than five hundred dollars in
his pocket, saved painfully from meager
earnings, Tommy Thomas came to New
York. His heart filled with hope, with
great expectations, he began coaching with
Oscar Seagle — who, like others who heard
that rich, flawless baritone, was impressed
with its power and beauty.
Then began auditions. "I think I hold
the record for auditions !" Tommy laughs.
"I made eighty auditions for radio, alone!"
But though all who listened nodded appreciatively and said that the voice was
good, the only tangible fruits were various
small and not particularly remunerative
Still, sing.
he was
singingThomas
— and
soengagements.
long as he could
Tommy
could not be wholly unhappy.
He sang in opera in English at the
Hippodrome. He sang, substituting for a
friend, for eight weeks, in the chorus of
Shoiv Boat — his first radio engagement —
when Frank Mclntyre was captain of the
tune ship. He sang in the chorus of the
Esso Gasoline show, and there met
Nathaniel Shilkret, who invited him to
make some recordings. Between times he
sang at churches in New York and its
suburbs. There were concerts, at which
he sang
songsfromfromFattst.
CanticuAt
and
those Escamilio's
of Valentine,
Carnegie Hall, under the baton of Ernest
Schelling,
he sangIn inNew
Rimsky-Korsakoff's
Snow
Maiden.
Hampshire he
sang Cavalleria Riisticana with a summer
opera company. So two years passed.
"It was all good training," Tommy
.smiles whimsically, "but not very profitaiileDespite
financially
!"
his earnings,
the small nest egg
dwindled alarmingly.
discouragement haunted At
the moments
dark hours.
Should he confess himself beaten? Go back
to Scranton and ask for his job again?
No — never ! He tightened his belt and
sought another audition.
And now Nelson Eddy was singing a
concert in New York. He had told Thomas
toway.look him up when he came to town, to
let him know if he could help him in any
Tommy sent Eddy a note, through his
concert manager, and Eddy replied with
two tickets for his concert. After the
concert, Tommy went backstage to talk
with him. luldy was glad to renew the
acquaintance begun in Scranton, He asked
the boy was doing, repeated his offer
ofhowhelp.

had been who
Dennis
musician,
felt King's
that themanager—
voice ola
Thomas L. Thomas "had everything." Thi;
man, who still is friend, adviser and manager to the young singer, renewed th<
boy's
waning faith in himself. Promptet
him
to
little fruitmore! auditions. Which also bon
"Am I wrong?" this man asked a friend
one day. ".\m I slipping? Hasn't h<
"He da;
ha
gotAndit ! theBut friend
it takessaidtimestoutly
. . .:Some
youTommy
can say : 'I told
you so !' " progran
that winter sang
— his onthirdAl inPearce's
New York, an;
on gotthe it?"Ted Hammerstein show. He trie'
ioT iht Metropolitan Opera Auditions. The,
gave
— hut the season close
and hehimwasa hearing
not called.
Finances now were at a low ebb. "Then
says
towr
He gotTommy,
a church"myjob,brother
which came
kept usto goin.
for a while. And I did some mor

Tommy's brother, Elwyn, uses the nam
recording."
"David Elwyn" — not wishing to complicat
Tommy's career by being another singin
Thomas.
"There are so many Thomases," saj
Tommy.my "Everybody
has asked
change
name . . . BonelH,
of ther Me
advised it. Show Boat suggested it. Bi
my
wanted tome lose,
to keep
— and i
felt family
I had nothing
so I itmight
well keep on trying as Tommy Thomas
Through a young composer, with whoi
he roomed
the X'illage,
John
Charlesin Thomas,
who, Tommy
listeningmi1
the boy sing, said : "Why haven't I heai
of you before?" His enthusiasm warme
the boy's heart.
"But," says Tommy, "by that time tl
bank book showed twenty-nine dollars ai
sixty-one cents — and I owed a board b:
of fifty dollars. That was last January . .
He showed ine the date in his bar
l)ook, with its slim entry. The figures sin'
then tell a difYercnt story !
One day he talked things over with tl
friend They
who had been
DennistheKing's
ma
ager.
little
for which hewere
owedsitting
more inthan
he hadroo
the world. In a corner stood his trunkan old, square bo.x liis mother had broug
from Wales. On it, in big letters, we
the initials M.ll.T.
The older man gazed thoughtfully
the
mured.staring initials. "The Met!" he mu
Tommy— Mary
laughed.
"Those
are my Imothe:
initials
Esther
Thomas.
paint
them on the trunk, myself, when we we
leaving for America. I thought I did
"You good
have job
done!" a good job!" his frie
pretty
Butselfyoung
Thomas Eddy
coiddn't
to tell Nelson
how bring
grim himthe said confidently. "And you'll sing al t
"I can't ask for another audition thef
days were growing, how hopeless seemed
the quest for a career in music. "He was Tommy demurred. "They've heard r
working sn liard, himself," Toinmy exthen the telephone rang.
plains, "v\ith liis niu\irs, his Concerts — I And
was the secretary for the Metropc
couldn't
ask him
lo think
abouta me!"
But about
this time
he met
man who tanIt Opera
Auditions of the Air callii
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They were, she said, making up their lists
for the new season. She remembered
Thomas L. Thomas. Asked him to come
over to the opera house.
So Tommy Thomas sans for the Met
Audilioiis—awd presently lie was chosen to
compete in the finals, which would select
the winner of the coveted Metropolitan
Opera contract.
When the day of the finals dawned.
Tommy was dismayed to learn that he
must be formally dressed— must wear a
cutaway. He didn't own one— and he had
only five dollars in the wurld ! Occasinnally, when he sang in cnncerts. he had rented
a dress suit. So he hied him to tlic rental
establishment and paid four dollar- lor a
took it over to lii- friend's
cutaway.
apartniint.He
"How itdo on.I look?" he asked
anxiouslx-.
slippiiis?
The good man groaned. "Von look like
an Theundertaker!
can't wear
that! had
coat. TommyYouexplains,
grinning,
wide braid on its lapels. He didn t know
such braidman wasn't
being worn
by the welldressed
! Dismayed,
he hurried
back
tohe the
clotiics
renting
emporium.
Tmiul'x
asked if he could have his four dollars
back. He couldn't! They were (|uite firm
about
he couldn't
wear the coat, it
was histhat.hardH luck
!
Back went Tommy to his friend. \\ hat
can we do?" he mourned. "I'll haze to
wear
!" shook his head — and went to
His itfriend
call on Dennis King, popular stage and
screen actor, who recently had returned
from London. He told Dennis about
Tommy's dilemma. Dennis, who had met
Tommy
and greatl\- admired his voice, was
all
sympathy.
"He can wear m_\- suit," said Dcnnigenerously. "I had it made in London, la^^
fall. It's all right— if it fits him.
"It fitted me like a glove!" Toinmv re"You can't
I feltcallsin happily.
it, standing
up think
beforehowall grand
tliose
people.
It
wasn't
mine
—
but
it! I knew I looked all rightnohod\— so I knew
could
forget
And everything
so he sang.butAndthe hesong."
won the final
contest and the award of a contract witii
the Afet.
wasn't all.
Someone
came
up to.Andhimthatprcsentlv
and bestowed
upon him a bronze plac|uc — and an envelope. In the envelope was a check.
When he had a chance. Tommy >toIe a
glance at it. It might, he thought hopeful y, be for fifty dollars. It was a check
for a thousand dollars !
Tomni\- What
Thomashappened
grew pale.
He p;is-cd
nearly
fainted.
afterward
like a glittering dream. There was. a party
at The K.iinbow Room. There were congratulations. There were radio representatives from the three major networks,
urging him to sign with them. There were
movie
tracts. representati\ es, chattering of congot to gochokily,
for a towalkhis— byfriend
myself."
said"I'veTommy,
and
adviser. .And he stole away — and went to
a movie! \Miat the movie was, he docsii t
remember !
After that Tommy sang with Jessica
Dragonette in Rio Rita, on the Palmolive
Beauty Box program. He sang again on
Shozv Boat — this time as guest artist.
Then, with Miss Dragonette again, he
sang in My Maryland. Blossom Time and
Lady in Ermine — in the last named, sub-
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EVERY GIRL SHOULD REMEMBER
THAT FOR \\? APPEAL" HER
MOUTH MUST BE SOFT AND
SMOOTH-RADIANTLY YOUNG
The Beauty-Cream base of Kissproof protects ttie lips against
drying and cracking wtiile it gives o warm, lasting color.
Kissproof is a girl's most precious aid to loveliness.
Lipstick in 5 luscious stiades at i^O^
drug and department stores . *J\J
.Match it v/ith Kissproof rouge, 2 styles —
[AV Lip
and
Compact shades
(dry)
KissproofCheek
Powder(creme)
in 5 orflattering
Generous trial sizes at all 10« stores
Kissproo
Vzd&lc/rljL LIPSTICK <Z4/Lc/ ROUC
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SaniHush
DOES THE
CLEANING
JOB I USED
TO HATE

I
You don't have to touch a toilet wth
your hands. No scrubbing. No scoiu-ing
■when
This else
odorless
powderyoudoesusetheSani-Flush.
job as nothing
can.
It is made scientifically to clean toUets.
Just pour a httle Sani-Flush in the
bowl. (Follow directions on the can.)
Then flush the toilet and the job is done.
Spots and stains are removed instantly.
The porcelain sparkles like new. The
hidden trap that no amount of scrubbing can clean is purified and safe.
Odors are killed. Sani-Flush cannot
harm plumbing.
It is also effective for cleaning automobile radiators (directions on can). Sold by
grocery,
ten-cent drug,
stores hardware,
— 25 and and
10 five-andcent sizes. The Hygienic ^^^^rn\
Products Co., Canton, Ohio. TSirW^^V

CLEANS TOILET BOWLS WITHOUT SCOURING
Correct it Leaves
with hair
PATRICIAN
TINTBEST.
soft, Easy
lustrou.s
and
natural
looking.
to
use.
no
e.\perience
required.
UnGRAY
a
f
e
c
t
e
d
b
y
washing
or
permanent
waving.
lor FREE sample.
State colorSend
of hair.
LTD.
HAIR?

SWEEPERS RUN EASIER
There's
nothing sweepers,
like a few washing
drops of machines,
3 In-One Oilsew-to
pep up sluggish
etc. ingIt machines,
is pure children's
and free oftoys,gum.electrical
Speciallyappliances,
blended
for "triple action," it cleans, oils and stops rust.
3-IN-QNE
OIL
LU B Rl GATES • CLE ANS • PR EVENTS RUST
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Success is so new, so dazzling, Tommy
stituting for Charles Kullman, who was
ill. Then caine his third Shoiv Boat engagement, this time with a contract which
took him out to the Coast,, to sing in the
new Shoiv Boat series.
In April, shortly after winning the Alet
award. Tommy inade a visit home, taking
his friend and manager with him. As
they drew into the Scranton station they
heard a band playing.
"\\'(.)nder wliat's up?" said Tommy
Thomas.
"Mustthnusands
be a parade."
There were
of people massed
in and about the station. As Tommy came
out on the car platform, arms reached for
him. Before he knew what wa^ hapiiening,
he was perched precariously atup s\va\ ing
shoulders, marched tliri lugli the throng to
wild huzzas ami clKt;r> and wilder music.
"It's the er(atc!.t tlirill I ever have
known 1" -a\ s 'l^.nimy, w itli a little catch
in hi> Miice. "1 lurc'll iiL\cr be another
Wlien he made liis debut at the Met, on
ust 15th, singing the role of Silvio
like "lit!"
last
May
hundred citizens of
in I'aulii. were m\elve
tlie audience. Afterwards
Scranti :n
thev bel.l a great recejition fur him.
jefnre
time," hdrseshoe
Tommy re-of
reeei\iclcurtain
a gigantic
flowers, from
tin
bciys
in
my
at
laschote(,s, "I I had '-ncli a luni]) in my class
throat,
l. I n
I thought
ind
And
Hut sing be
luld trium])hantly.
sing I"were waved
iiui .auain in"\ ie fdUtracts
a' while, and
!in |inn,L'ly. ]',\]\ 'I'-mmy Tln'mas is wary
ad
the
(|nairited, he may
tunsider one. He w.ints to make it wholly
successful, when he does undertake movies.
And he lielieves that the mcivies will d i
mcire and more with fine music and ojjera.
Ik's imt married — this slim, -by, earnest
lad, with smiling gray-blue e\es and a seiisiti\e face. He likes girls, but— as you

Pholo by Edzvaid H. Rcluiguist
Thomas can't quite believe it is real!
can
from thisofstory
hesociety.
hasn't had
time gather
tosides,enjoy
their— taking
before hemuchconsiders
on Bethe
responsibilities of marriage, he wants to
be sure that he has won security in his
chosen career. It's all so new, so dazzling,
nowFor— herecreation
can't Cjuite
believeto ride
it's and
real. swim.
he likes
He likes to go to the movies and is a
devotee of baseliall games and boxing
matches on the radio. This spring, for the
first time, he saw a major league baseball
game, and also a boxing match. He used
to play baseball on the sandlot in Scranton,
and for him it is the greatest of sixjrts.
He doesn't drink or smoke. "But that's
nodid,credit
me," he insists.
"Nobody
in ourto family.
I just never
had ever
any
desire
to doalleither."
He sings
types of music — opera, ballads, blues, classics and ])opular songs — and
loves them all. And dues them all tremendously well, too — which is rather
unique, as, usually, a singer excels in one
field
but
is
not
at home in another type of
music.
The double names, like Tlidnias Tliomas,
are
quite Evans,
common William
.-imoiif: the
Welsh.Griffith
Such
as Evan
Williams,
Griffiths, for example. Tdrnmy's middle
name is Llyfira'y. In ease \ou're not
\\'elsh, you it.might
well —n()tjusttrytaketo
pronounce
But just
if as must
a stance and slide up u> the /■ , bumping into it with a sort of iii/li — and end with niii!
It sounds ! a little like the song of the X'olgu
buatmen
.\ii\wa\, it's the n.ime of a lad who is
gdiii;^ places I Tlidve who now are in a
pdsuiiintend thattditsa.\one: "1da\tdldwillyeiube so!"
will con-in
as famous
mtisic
as
Enrico
(.'arusd
—
as
famous
nidvies as Nelson Etldy — this Thomasin
Ll\ fnwy Thomas.
'riie\ would, I rather imagine, give you
a thousand to a sixpence on it !

IT'S MY HUMBLE
OPINION
/i\u!tn:iicj from fagc 13)
pie like Amos and Aiitly, Graham
X'amee, Vaughn De Leath, Nat
- ilkret. Milton Cross, Jessica Dragoiictte and other true pioneers, who were in
radio long before I was, feel that their
efforts (which in themselves had resulted
in Radio City) had meant son^ething. However, itmay not have been within his power
to have done this. He zvas a great showman and I can only feel no good will come
to himtheatre
who would
the
he built.strike Roxy's name from

Hoiv They
ably Originated
unquestion
came from: The
the ivord
Italian"Wop"
word
"Guapo", meaning "a bright, young and
capable Italian." Americans, saying the
aforementioned "Guapo"', being too la::y to
"IV op".
say, instead,
prefer toWesterner
pronounce",it, zvhich
s use
"Vamoose
for
"get
out"
could
only
come
from
heard the Me.ricans and Spaniards having
using
tlie 7vord "Vamos", meaning "let us go".
Medals to Paul de Kruif and Don
Daugherty for their courageous and effective attempts to wake up, not only the
medical profession, but also the public itself, to the fact that there is need and
room for much improvement in the treatWe speak so blithely about the beauty Through the years we have received
ment of patients and the profession itself.
ot Motherhood!
more than a million letters telling us
Not that human nature will change or that
of the aid that women have received
knavery will ever disappear, but we may |
And so little about its pain — dis- through the use of the Compound.
at least hope for a gradual improvement
mis ing italmost casually as the good
in medical treatment, physicians and hosgirls passing into womanhood,
pitalization ingeneral.
news is passed around among rela- Young
wi\ CN, niothcTs — they tell us of bitter
tives and friends:
If youcount of have
read ^Nlr. Daugherty"s
suti'ering
the misfortunes
he suffered ac-at
nervousnessthatthathas hasbeenbeenrelieved,
soothed,ot
"Mary's had a baby I"
the hands of incompetent, vicious and
and,
as
a
result
of
this,
of
imhappy
heartless medical men, it must, as it did in
Ot course, through the ages, women times that have been made normal
my case, make your blood boil and I hope
learned to endure silently, so we take once
that the men he mentioned are sufficiently
again.
their courage tor granted. But, actuembarrassed by his disclosures of their cruel
treatment. To blame these men is only to
ally, there is no need for silence.
I.ydia Pinkham's \'egctable Comblame human nature. This much I have
pound iiKiy help \-ou alsn to go "smilobserved : that ivith monotonous repetition
For, 61 years ago, a woman shating through." Try a bottle today.
tered this myth that her sex must
and routine, come callousness, carelessness,
cruel disregard for the finer things and
suffer silently. She devoted her lite
eventual discourtesy.
*For three generations one woman
to aiding the relief ot their pain.*
In the case of any degree of poivcr and
has told another how to go "smiling
Today,
the
name
of
Lydia
Pinkham
110 fear of reproof from superiors, there
through
Lydia E.It Pinkham's
is blessed throughout the world.
Vegetable" with
Compound.
helps Naakvays comes — especially if the iiidiz idual is
Mother tells daughter, friend tells
ture
tone
up
the
system,whichthusmust
lessen-be
not possessed of culture and breeding — a
ing
the
discomfortst
sneering, callous, almost hostile disregard
friend, how, when the ordeal ot
endured, especially during
for the rigjits of others. I am, in most of
•motherhood approaches, it can usually
such situations, an e.vtremely patient man,
The ofThree
be made easier with the use of I.ydia
WomanOrdeals
but u'hen I see these flagrant and uncalledfor exhibitions on the part of public serPinkham 's \'egetable Comptiund.
vants (or others zi'ho are supposed to be
/. hood.
Passingfrom girlhood into womanThink what that signifies. It the
rendering public service) I generally find
burden of child-bearing can be eased,
it a distinct pleasure to out-shout, out2.
Preparing for Motherhood.
temper them and put them in their places.
that often means a stronger, healthThe zvorst offenders are those whose daily
ier mother. That, in turn, often means
J.
.Ipproathing
"Middle .Ige."
tasks consist of the supervision of the
a sturdier, healthier baby.
filling out of blanks, the direction of
humanity and the completion of an appointed task required by govermental, state
or municipal decree. These, most of all,
deserve the most censure. The hard-boiled One w oman tells another how to i^o "Smilino; I hrouijh" with
traffic cop has been burlesqued too often
for us not to realize that he is a reality.
^^</m (5 '^^/i^a/rhi \'egetable Compound
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BABY

FEET

Millions ofmother
baby feet areexpensive
RUINED shoes,
in earlyand years
because
then
lets
bahijlongwearbeforethembuys
toolong.
Mostout.babies
shoes
they
are
worn
Short,outgrow
tight
outgrown
shoes
twist
and
warp
the
soft,
delicate
bones forever out of shape.
buy WeeThey'reinexpensive,
Wolker Shoes, and yetchange
toIt'snewbetter
ones tooften.
have
every
a baby Weeneeds.WalkerMadefeature)
over live-model
lasts (anfeature
exclusive
they are
correctly
proportioned,
full
-sized,
roomy
shoes
that
real barefoot
freedom.leather
They youare cangood-be
looking,give made
of soft, pliable
proud of.turingTheyeconomies,
cost soandlittlebecause
becausesoldof manufachi stores
with veryfants' lowWear Department
selling cost. ofLookthe forfollowing
them in the
stores:In-Co.
W.H.L.Green
T. Grant Co.,Co.Inc.S.McLellan
S. KresgeStores
Co. G.J.R.J.Kinney
Newberry
Co., Inc.
Sears, Roebuck
&
Co.
Charles
Stores
Schulte-Uniled Stores

CORNS

Pain
BeStops
careful! The
feet areINSTANTLY!
easily infected. Use
Dr.Scholl's
Zino-pads
andcushioned
be SAFE. pads
Theseare
soothins,
thin,
dainty,
softly
medically
safeandandpressure;
sure. Endprevent
pain instantly.
Stop
shoe
friction
corns, sore toes and blisters.
Remove Corns and Callouses
Dr. Scholl's
Zino-pads,
when Disks,
used
with
the inseparate
Medicatctl
included
everycorns
box,
quickly
loosen and remove
or callouses.
Sizes
for Corns,
Soft Corns
betweenCallouses,
toes. AlsoBunions,
made
■with
THICK,
soft
felt
f9r cases recjuiring
need this more
kind beprotection.
sure and askIf youfor
Dr. Scholl s THICK. Zino-pads.
a substitute. Cost but
aDon't
frifle accept
SfilH pvervwhere.
DrSchoUs
Zino-pads
Put one on -the 'pain Is gone!
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I have waited on hundreds, nay thousands, of customers behind the counter
and the fountain of a drugstore, where
the tasks seemed never-ending — from the
opening of big wooden boxes to the chopping of endless pails of fine ice, to the
selling of postage stamps or the packing
of gallons of ice cream for distant delivery, and I know that routine tasks can try
the patience of a Job. But I do say that
the impatient individual, who must have
variation in his tasks and who cannot stand
monotonous repetition, should — if he finds
his nerves becoming frazzled and his sense
of fairness and courtesy leaving him — resign that job and dig ditches or go on relief, rather than make life miserable for
other people.
Ever watch the fellow whose job it is to
put cherries on grape-fruit in a banquet
kitchen? By the time he gets to the
thousandth
grape-fruit,
matters littlecherry
to him and
whether
the cherryit
has a worm in it or no. For him is the
thousandth cherry and repetition cannot
help but dull the sense that makes for
appreciation of a task well done. But to
the man who eats the grape-fruit with the
cherry on it— that is his first and only one!
Only those of you ivlio have been
fortunate
traveltheandkind
In^kno^a'
the
courtesy, enough
gentilityto and
attitude
of
the
British
policenmn
or
"Bohhy",
can
really appreciate «'/i<;/ / am discussing.
The' American
Bobby is probably
Tiv///un'.
paid than
our
officers le.'is
of the
The
Bobby
also
7ccars
a
hco'vy
even o)! the zcaonest of days, aiul heuniform,
meets
fog for two months of the year. His lot
( The Messrs. Gilbert and Snlli'.'an have
somcthmo lo say about the British policcwanS
lot) isofa'difficult
one ami
he hasn't
the benefit
tjie modern
training
our
policen lie enjoy.
' Andm rAiile
you minutes
may be lAw
the
lice
III person
as iikiiix
has pestered him for inloniial ion ^ and i^'hile
you may I'c the poorest American traveler
off from a callle boat or J. P. off from the
Corsair, you zvill receive only the most
courteous and friendly treatment.
Only through the vivid style of a Paul
de Kruif or a Don Daughtcrty may some
of our public medicos and other public
officials be brought to a shame-faced realization that everyone — big or little, poor
or rich — should be accorded patient and
careful treatment. We may never realize
this ideal, but it's not too much to aim for.
An English music publislicr informed me
tliat he had received a song from an
American music publislier. Tiie .'\merican
liad written:
"Tliisis song
will war.
be a tremendous hit if there
another
Please
publish it." The Englishman wrote back :
"You start a little war and I'll publish it !"
And landspeaking
of the ofEnglish
and Eng-of
. I am reminded
the number
people
-.oil,
I
have
asbcl
me.
.since
our
return from ilierc. about Ihe (liffcreiiccs
between Ihe luiglish meihods of broadcasting and ours.
Obviously there are many. In England,
for instance, the taxpayer pays to his government, i.e., to his elected officials, a tax
on his radio set, and the resultant accumulation of millions of pounds is disbursed
to those who make the radio programs.

In other words, English broadcasting is
government-controlled. The government
builds the studios, engages the executives
(who are
governmentby officials)
thing is supervised
them. and everyGovernment ofTicials always have leaned
towards tlie educational rather than the
wholly-entertaining type of program.
Tlierefore entertainment, simply as entertainment, gets the short end in England.
Altliough there are variety and vaudeville
programs
whole shows
are broadcast from ina which
stage before
an audience
and
there are programs featuring dance bands,
still the entertainment side of their broadcasts isextremely restricted.
the United States almost any hourlong radio show that is broadcast over a
netivorii costs roughly between il5,0U0 and
$20,000 per broadcast. This cost is borne
by tlie sponsor zAiose product is advertised
throughout tlie program. But there is
nothing like this in England. Not that
there are not large companies over there,
ivith advertising budgets large enough to
permit such e.vpcnditures, but there exists
a governmental
decreeradiothatprograms.
there shall So,be
no
advertising on
those of you zvho are annoyed ivhen your
program is interrupted by the mention of
the sponsor's product, ivoiild be delighted
to find that
is none of there
this inare
Britishno
radio.
But,thereconversely,
spectacular,
lavishly
produced,
star-studded
programs such as is your customary fare
here in America. No Hollywood hotel, no
Show Boat, no Chase and Sanborn Hour.
However, the English have found a way
to get around this. Programs are recorded
on disks or films in the English recording
studios or elsewhere and shipped to Luxemburg, and then broadcast to England,
with the result that a great many Britishers
tune in on this, especially of a Sunday.
Yet, I am told on good authority, that
these programs do not measure up to what
is customary here in the United States.
There is a growing demand on the part
of the English radio listener for a chance
in government policy with a view towar<l
advertising on the radio. Whether with
the advent of perfected television over
there
it is far ahead
come (where
a fundamental
change,of Iours)
am will
nm
competent
to
state.
But
that
English
radi'i
listeners would like more entertainment
and less education seems unquestionaM
from conversations I have had with peopl
Since their radio is government-controlK
and since the Ljovcrnnient has no superi>
to which it niiisl Imw, it Ixcomes in esseiii
a monopoly which has no competition t
force the broadcaster to vie with other^
to hold the listeners' attention.
Here's a tii<ist that occurred to me only
recently. Our American government
adjures the station to zvhicji it grants a
license that it must perform a public serz'icc
bv beeping its cluiiiiicls filled every minute
and second wilh what is supposedly entertaining— in other zcords — there must
something broadcast continually, as long as
the station is operating. The injunction,
more than any other, is responsible for
tmuch
the tripeat that
one hears
over
Americanof stations
odd times.
The mad,
feverish
scramble
to
produce
something,
so that the station ivill not lose its license
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iailing lo broadcast continuously
<\rouyhout twelve or t~u'Ciity-four hours
\f the day!
The same placid and leisurely qualities
lat make the English customs and life so
^reeable in which to live also govern
leir ideas of broadcasting, along the
nes of which I spoke above. It is not
t all uncommon for English radio stations
) "knock-off" for a period and either
■oadcast nothing or practically to admit
) the listener that at the moment th;
ation has nothing worthwhile to broadist. In fact, a friend told me of a small
ation in which the announcer says: "Our
>ys are going out to tea and we are goig to put on some phonograph records
>r you." That, to me, is the height of
•eezy informality.
The BBC (British Broadcasting Coriration) itself has a custom that is de';htful. At certain times they turn on a
icrophone in a tower where there is nothI 5 but a clock with very loud ticks. This
, )ck has been humorously referred to as
. "he
ghostnothing
in galoshes."
when the
3C has
worthwhileandto broadcast,
[ iglish radio listeners are treated to
; thing but a series of ticks for a period of
[ /eral minutes or even longer. That, of
jrse, in the eyes of American broad, sters, is heresy and treason and would
. or an American program director — but
, like the idea, and the American theory
', itge itwaitis an
sina tominute
have a
of aunpardonable
few- seconds
nerican air
waves
is one orwith
which onI
F /e no sympathy whatsoever. Of course,
i :h our mad competition of stations, sponHE MEN

Orchestra leader Ray Noble, who Is
also an actor with Burns and Allen.
sors and advertisers, one must give some
credence to the theory that the listener
immediately goes to another station when
the one to which he is listening has a
mediocre program on, or if there occurs a
stage wait or a defect in transmission.
It is nujovliinatc that our American
listeners lurrc not been educated to staac
7cails. lair leaits in luoodeastinf/ ) or
niO)rients on the ai'- lehen there is )iothinii
but a relaxini/ pause. The Anierican listener is trrv much spoiled in this respect.
Being a Ivlicz'cr in Stoicism and practicing
self-denial, I think it n'ould do the American
radio listener no harm if he zvere less

IGNORED

HER-SHE

pampered and occasionally forced lo listen
lo something which did not cater to the
more superficial tastes.
However, as long as sponsor, advertiser
and station competition remain at the peak
at which we find them today, the slightest wish of any majority or even minority
of American radio listeners will continu;
to be a command and the listener who
receives so much for so little will continue to feel like a king and dictate hi;
likes and dislikes. Much, after all, may
be said for government-controlled radio.
I like tliatIdiik
description
fromabsorption,
Reader's
Phiesl—'A
of infinite
l.wrdcnni; <.ii c.ma."
'/■<) those of Y",i ie!:o h-ie ('Iiiiu-<e dislies.
especially I,hat'mayeclestwl
cho:,.'-meiii
your culmaiy
correspondent^.luai,
recom end il B"ston and noii.' in New York,
Kuhcy-P oo's I'm.' Deep dozen in my
heart,
ha'c c.',ucpiion
a preferenceof
for Mr.thouoh.
ArnoldI reollv
Reubens
choio-mem called - chickeu-rc urenola."
It has been my favorite dish at his delightful restaurant for years and will probably continue to be — yet it is surprising
liow few of the people who can afford food
of this quality know that the famous
restaurateur has evolved in "chicken-reubenola" one of the most delicious and unusual chow-niein delicacies that lias ever
been sneaked past an agreeably surprised
pair of tonsils.
And herewith a leave-taking until our
—rendezvous
au revoir! on the news-stands next month
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SOS
Distress Cry of
American Women
Save Our Stockings!!
• RUN-R-STOP to the rescue!
• In the BLACK & RED Purse
Vanity.
• Designed to protect tube in
purse.
• or10 snags.
cent tube stops 50 runs• wash
Stops out.
runs permanently. Won't
• Save Embarrassment — and
Stockings!
• Guaranteed by Good Houseke ping (as advertised therein ). Ask
for it today at all Chain, Department and Shoe Stores.
RUN-R-STOP
Camille, Inc., 49 E. 21st St., New York

At all druEEists or send for free sample to
K. A. Hughes Co., "6 .Tamaica Plain, Mass.

ctelightful massage, and no messy fingers either.
You —don'tit's have
to shop for
thiseverygrandbowllittleof
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Creamolivenow
— oil.
thatpaclced
fine oldwithformula,
with
pure
Remember:
Sevilo blended
Cream
does
cleanses,opal massages,
powdertriplebasedutyThe— dainty
bowl holdsserves
enoughas
cream
1 5 tocombination
20 facials. That's economy.
forfor this
10cAskstores,
or mail 25c directat to:the better 5c and
LEON SEVILO, 6300 Etzel Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
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UNDER

\,Vste]i,Mbdieri|;
HOW ABOUT MY OLIVE OIL POWDER!'

UMBRELLA
{Cpntinucd from page 21)

r.ntlicr be actors than the lawyers their
parents wantcil them to be. So they started
otY on tlieir own and rode the freights to
get to New York and once, by accident,
the\- picked a mail train and were a little
surprised when railroad detectives thought
they were mail robbers and sent a series
of bullets after them! After that, they
found their way along country roads,
sleeping in barns and living on berries and
stolen chickens, until they reached the city.
At first their vaudeville act was a flop.
Then they surprised even themselves and
began going over big. Next, Don had gone
into a musical comedy and now here he
was in radio, looking for a new world to
conquer.
wasn'tfamily,
hard too,
for Jane
to And
tell after
him that
aboutit her
and
about her mother, a musician who had
played the piano for the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, and how she, herself,
had worked her way through the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music, paying for
Iter academic musical background by singing popular songs. And how she'd wanted
to be a andnewspaper
gone —to
college
taken a woman
course —inshe'd
journalism
but
couldn't
persuade
an
editor
to
give
her
a job, so she had gamely started all over
again on a different career. After all,
everyone knew she could sing!
"Gosh, what a swell kid !" Don thought.
"That's
the kind
I could
go who
for.
Never could
standof thegirlsort
of girl
just leaned back and let her family do
things
for tell,
her." just by looking at you, that
"I could
you were like that," he said at last. "Swell
and
capablehave
and stuck
on your
lie should
in hisown."
throat,Andbuttheit
didn't. After all, how could a fellow know
a girl as pretty as Jane was such a thoroughbred, aswell?
And heIt knew,
then, that
midnight
black.
was blue.
Because
it waswasn't
the
color of her eyes, darker than any blue
eyes he ever had seen or hoped to see.
wasn'tthe anyone
elseAfter
for that
eitherevening,
of themthere
but just
other.
From
then
on
they
saw
each
other every
evening.
"She mafic me do an awful lot of courtthough,"
smiled
he leaned
back ing,
on the
sofa Don
in their
New asYork
apartment and stretched his long legs. "She
was"I out
to prove
was looked
hard toupgetin-!"
wasn't
at all she
!" Jane
dignantly fium the blue sweater she was
knitting.
ju-^i w.inicd togal,be insure,
all. I'm a"I nne-niarriage
casethat's
you
don't know it. Mister."
. "And that's swell with me, for that's
how I am, too," Don Ross agreed, and
then he laughed again. "I",\ery time I
thought
hcadw.iy,
I'd sneak
her downI was
to making
Lexington,
Kentucky,
and
niarch her right up to the coiirtlmuse stci)s
and then, right in sight of the license,
she'd back out and I knew I'd have to
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your baby. Large
25C
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50t
sizes.
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postcardStreet,
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FREE ENLARGEMEN1
get acquainted
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large
one
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fortinting
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mailing.
Informatio:
on
hand
in
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colors
immediately. Your negative will be senre
itturned
today.with your free enlargement. Sen'
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When your baby suffers from teetbl
ing pains, just rub a few drops of Di
Hand's
Teething
Lotion
on pain
the son
tender,
little
and the
wi
be relieved
in gums
one minute.
Dr.
Hand's
Teething
Lotion
is
prescription of a famous baby speth
cialist, contains no narcotics and ha
been used by mothers for over fift
years. One bottle is usually enough fo
one baby for the entire teething perioc
JUST RUB IT ON THE GU>
Teething lotion ,
DR.HAND'S
Buy Dr. Hand'sjromyourdruggisttoa I

Radio'sin Tony
Lech
Ray
Sing Martin
and BewithHappy.
nBmall one
over dayagainmy!" luck held and I got
• inside — and she was Mrs. Ross before
' came out again !"
Apart
they'da boy
had andall
usual from
knockseachand other,
hard luck
girl have, trying to get a foothold on
?ir careers, but together they had none.
always
been
terribly
lucky,"
lie'We"ve
said.
"But weWe
neveralways
waitedmadefor
the
;aks
to come.
our
n."
Shortly after they were married Don
;ided that they were so happy and conited, they were in a fair way of getting
™selves
into a but
rut. they
They were
weren'tmaking
mak; big money
3ugh to get along and money didn't seem
■y.t toimportant,
just and
then.in love,
It wasandenough
be together
find; out what fun marriage can be when
0 people think alike and adore each other
)ve anyone else in the world.
was such a temptation, just to go
in that happy pattern, that Don dehe'd be ahe softie
ere edunless
took and
the never
jump.getSoany-he
nt on to Chicago, and the second day he
s there he landed a job. Then Paul
hiteman,
heard toJane's
ts, invitedwhoher had
to come
Chicagobroadfor
audition. Jane hastened on. Don met
• at the station. Then, as they were
ving
for Jane's
and their
broke hotel
her ankle
! audition, she
3on's
eyes
were
shining
■ as he told about it. with pride in
'She wouldn't even have a doctor. So
)icked her up and carried her tc a cab
1imper
her face
whiteShebut hadthereto wasn't
out ofwas her.
sit on aa
h stool as she sang for Whiteman but
got the job. And for months after
t she went to the studio on crutches for
broadcast."
^or six months Jane sang with the
liteman band. Then NBC gave her a
id and a program of her own, and she
•eloped into a network star.
They were getting up in the world, but
t wasn't enough for Jane and Don.
ey saved until they had enough to pa\expenses to Xew York, with one
idred and fifty dollars besides, to tide
m \ork—
over. That's how they landed in
with one hundred and fifty
lars and that
particular kind of courbeen Courage
theirs. like
And thatof
rsethat's
they always
made good.
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RADIO STARS
ERS.

IWOTH

STRAINED
kWEINZil FOODS
^HEINZ

saenuhcauy ^^^^^^^
e^dngl
the ^^^^^ ^ neral content
preserveThey're
color, the P'^'^'^J^egevMts^.^^^grown^
of prize fruits and veg
ve
at ^^r"their
Tady tosavehevo^^'?"
Foods
extra quahty!
paynopremmmfor h ^^^^
A blithe bevy of beauties — if four may be said to be a bevy — out for a
stroll. Left to right: Zarova, NBC soprano, of the California Concert ,
Mary Ellen Herrlck, Phoebe Clark and Nancy Coleman, NBC actresses.
always does come through. Chesterfield around them that makes them the envy C
friends.andThere's
starred Jane in their CBS series, and Don their
flower-boxes
shrubs one
and filled
trees witju!
broadcast on other programs on i-ompeting beyond
living-room and another hug
networks. Later they were co- featured one in their
that holds a badminto
in the Ziegfeld Follies of 1934. Then, court ontheoneback,
side and an outdoor dining
briefly, wood,
theywheredeserted
New
York
for
Hollyroom
on
the
other.
Don came home wit
Jane appeared in Stai s Oi er
grill tucked under his arm, the othe
Broadzvay, and Don made several pictures. anight,
so steaks cooked over charcoal ar
Then
radio. they returned to New York and going to take the star spot on their menus
And their living-room is as gay an
Listening to Jane singing blue; songs young
and modern
as theand young
became a must for every radio fan, and themselves.
White walls
red andRosse
blii
lier
C.'nissley
rating
was
going
up
at
a
dizz\in'4 speed and last year Don sang linen-upholstered chairs and sofas tha
would lift anybody's spirits, just to loo
again in the 1-oUies.
Wlicn Don beard that the Jcll-O people
them. alwa\ s had furnished places b&
were In ikini; for a show to take the place at "We've
fore," YouJaneknow
said.that".-\nd
they looked
ofhe Jack
r.enn\'s
pro!;rani
for
tlie
summer,
too.
depressing
way furit
derifled lie nii.nlit as well try b.is hand
places aic alwa\s got together. The]
at writing, too. .So he wrote a show that nished
were al\\a\s in hfowii or a deadly taup(
was auditioned, along with one hundred color
and the Inrniture was always plusl
and fortN' otlicrs, and liis was chosen.
.Since the old (la\s in Cincinnati, Jane or mohair. That's why we wanted every
thing bright and gay and new and clean
radio, hut now he asked jane if slie would W'e got a terrific kick, planning this plao
and buying things for it. It was almos:
sing in his show.
"Might as well kee]) the mone\' in the like startiii.g over again."
you have
conviction
tha'
family,
Mom,"
he
suggested.
young Rosses
will the
always
be starting
lint in llie family or no, Don was loyal the.Somehow,
to tliose .Scotch .ancestors of his when it all over again, that they'll never allow
came to making up her contract.
their happiness or themselves or their lives
Millions With
End ''Shabby-Shade"
to grow stale .ami commonplace.
"Wli.il's
the
si'.ale
wage
for
blues
Nuisance
1 Cp PI nPAY^ siiii^i
i^
he
a^keil
one
of
the
studio
ofIt's that (juality both of them have, that
IO
l/LUFH
AJI*
sh;ibby
Why have
sec
why
Jane,
who
•window
courage anrl eagerness and desire to know
sharles? Women everywhere win comprices in all her and
pliments of friends on lovely 15c Cloi'AYS.
d conlfhi't ,c,ale
to have everything (hat's wurth while
funny. But in life.
LfX)k
linen,andwon'tmore.pinhole,
or fray.in
Wear like
2 years
Attachcrack
to rollers
initd tlewastearsso rolled
it's luck that's carried
down them along,Janeandsays
maybeborn
she'swith
right,allat those
that.
a15cjiffyextra.
— noSeetacks.
*New
rrjUer
and
brackets
Luck
to have been
ne\"(
Ci.OPAYS in smart, new patterns her (
and colors at neighborhood and 5 and 10c JaneThis -jjnng the young Rosses moved into other qualities that make them as grand
stores.ples toWrite
P'REE color
samtheir first real home, a penthouse in mid- a young couple as ever found romance in
ClopayforOhio.
Corp.,
1236 York
town New York, with a sweep of terraces the air — or under an umbrella !
St., Cincinnati,
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with these two safety seals [S7)
ELIMINATE LOOSE WIRES WITH
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PUSH-CLIPS
Quick—
easy toSet install.
tools needed.
of 8 Push-No
Clips
to
match
your
cords or woodwork, lOe. lamp
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RADIO STARS
ONE

OF

THE

ROVING
DICKENSONS
(Continued from page 37)
The Dickenjons are Americans. Originally theyensonwerebecameCanadians,
but and
FatherMother
Dicknaturalized
Dickenson automatically followed suit, as
did Jean — only Gilly remained unperturbably Scotch. They all speak English,
French (Parisian-French — she ruffled at
the suggestion of Canadian-French) and
Hindustani, the language of India, a
tongue that sounds like the babbling of
children.
"I learned my nursery rhymes in Hindustani. 'Neeni, necni'," she began and stop"India isina anfascinating
country place,
! We
were ped.
located
out-of-the-way
where
Father's
company
was
tapping
a
As a wee child I was greatly taken vein.
with
the jar-carrying women who worked in
the mines and who walked home past
the compound (garden) where I played
with dolls and my Teddy-bear under the
watchful eye of my ayah (nurse). One
evening, toward sunset, my Teddy-bear and
I were leaning over the wall when a group
of the women went by. I called the Teddybear's
to them
and for
they them
lookedto
up. Itattention
was strange
enough
see a white child, let alone a child with a
fearful bear in its arms — a white witchchild ! When I growled, pretending that
it was Teddy, they dropped their jars and
fled incontinently. For some reason they
never went by our compound again!
we had
a boy weworking
as "Then
a gardener
— actually
had a fordozenus
servants, everyone does there. For three
or four rupees a day this boy tended the
garden, managing meanwhile to extract
daily sums from Mother for seeds and essentials. That was all right, except for
the fact that nothing grew! One night
Mother spoke to him about it and, lo and
behold, the next morning saw the place
fairly alive with vegetables ! It wasn't
Oriental
magic, neighboring
he'd probablygardens,
stolen but
themit
from a dozen
wasn't
ours
to
question
why
—
so
Mother
went ahead and invited a small army of
friends over to dinner to enjoy the freshgrown things.
customary
in "Xow
India, it's
to bring
their for
own white
linen, people,
glassware and even servants, but the host provides
the
food
!
\\'e
had
no
worries
that item, as a look out of the window about
told
of a vast expanse of growing things. Inn
we hadn'tForcounted
the Indian-servant
nature.
our boyon vanished
— and with
him went the entire garden ! And, do you
know, they don't feel that they're dishonest— it'sroom
all inwethe were
point sitting
of view,in Iwasguess!"
The
lavishly decorated with Indian daggers,
formerly used by ferocious Gurkhas,
lamps in the shapes of twining cobras, e.xotically-patterned, deep-pile rugs, really
good still-life paintings by Dickenson
Pere. beaten-brass cigarette boxes — all
of them brought by the Dickensons
themselves.
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disappear
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will
not
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But toshiinied
get back
lather
lier toandtheherstory.
motherJean'son
ahead Liiiid.in. after the War, in a cattit boat, the (inl\ means of transportation
available to anyone not definitely British.
routefellow
the\- that
ran caused
into a the
tsphoon,
riptwisting
boat toa drift
for ten da\s, so that, all in all, their trip
took them some three weeks — tiiree weeks
of extremelx bovine surroundings.
In l.iiiuloii tliey diM-o\ir<.(l that their
draft f('r a tlion-and pcanids on a newlyestabli.shed
goingbanking
to do
them muchIndian
good —bankthe wasn't
English
gentlemen
(she
said
she
couldn't
remember
exactly what they looked like but she always thought of them as two George Arlisses inof tail
monocles)
heard
the coats
bank and
but they
would —hadn't
ah—
look into it— ah — yes — definitely.
So, in the interim, the family jewels made
regular trips to the shops fronted by three
gold balls, and a somewhat frightened
woman and an excited but not at all frightened little girl made out as best they
could until cables had established bank
credit. Then Mother Dickenson dashed
to Paris and furiously bought clothes and
presents for all, saving out merely enough
for first-class passage to the States.
"I linall)- .got to go to grammar school
here in Xew \'ork," Jean said, "but, to
show
just howwasstrong
miningyouinfluence
in me,the Inomadicbanged
around in the tiny garden back of our New
with a hammer,
for
a\'ork
vein house
! Graminar
school wassearching
all I got
here, though, because the telephone rang
one day and the next thing I knew we
were on a train, bound for San Francisco
and. for me, high school. We should have
known batir, I admit, liut the fact remains that we liouglit a i|uaint house on a
topeninsula.
be exact —l-"or
we days—
laboredabout
withtwenty-eight
turf, flagstones and flowers and on the twenty-ninth
the telephone rang — we moved to another
part of the state the day after.
"After a few years there, we moved
(yes, the telephone rang again) to Denver,
where they let me tackle a bit of higher
"You bad some idea of becoming another
education."
Portia, 1 hear?" I broke in.
"Yes,"toward
she the
chuckled
involuntarily,
leaned
law, because
I bad bad"I
a bit of success at winning debates. One
mean prof suggested that I flirted with the
judges, but I discounted that ; at any rate,
don't lawyers work on the jury with all
legitimate means?
"But cideditthatwasI wanted
there, invery
Denver,
demuchthatto Ising,
instead. 1 had been playing the piano for
some time and singing to my own playing,
and
gave something,
me that idea."
((iillveventually this
probablv a
ni> 1,mnttered
in
his
whiskei
s and went
back the hei (1 of giant rabbits
he had
■so finally, at tlie Lament
on tb
, I wtiit at it in earnest.
SclK.n
"During my lirst \(ar 1 triid out in the
Al't^'dlcr Kciil
.Mu- singing c<'ntesl. Somewhat
to my surjirisc I made the finals, but I
wasn't overconlidciit so, after 1 linished
my song. 1 started to leave. However,
wiien a kind-looking fjcntlc niati insisted
that 1 wait and learn the outcome, I gave
in and sat on tlx wiixlow sdl. W hen they
told
me that
won I !nearly—
fell out
of theI'd window
But itliterallyencour-

aged me so much that I spent a very
profitable year abroad with my teacher."
Then phoneherring without
folks,_ who
couldn'tit,letreturned
a teleanswermg
"*to New' York, 5ut Jean refused to be
swerved an inch from her goal. She stayed
on, living at the school. Her pet, an overconceited duck named Goo-Goo — who
alternated between the choicest part of her
bed and the topmost branches of a handy
tree — was a first-rate music critic. So
good, in fact, that he broke up a recital
given by the ladies of Denver. Then, unhappy the day, she was obliged to go out
ofwithtown
for a a spell
so she
left Goo-Goo
a friend,
certified
vegetarian.
The
base friend, hungry, renounced his princithus that
endedhe Goo-Goo's
Jean ples
is andcertain
would havecareer.
gone
farSo inJean
a metropolitan
music
critic'seighteen
chair.
spent the years between
and twenty-one,
the voice
that
now
is clear and developing
incredibly high.
History
notes that she once, in the process of The
Londonderry Air at a Denver concert,
sang
(/" sharpCrooks.
above high C, over a
solo bytheRichard
"During a holiday trip to New York
and
folks,"
continued, "Ito paid
visit my
to Mr.
Andreshe Kostelanetz,
whoma
miy teacher
had
commended
me.
As
a result of several subsequent introductions,
NBC gave me an audition and declared
themselves willing to sign me up for a
ing.Again, however,
sustaining
program." she resisted all ofifers,
returning to Denver to finish her schoolcase,"onsheme,grinned,
ever"Justwentin back
I could"myearnvoice
my
However,
she did broadcast over a Denver
living
by teaching."
NBC station and she did a guest-appearance jol) on the Pahnolive Beauty Box
show, so she had had a fairish amount of
(xiicrience when Miss Lily Pons heard
her. Miss Pons liked her voice so well
that, as one coloratura to another, she
offered to sponsor her and, indeed, they
were making plans to study together, when
Jean's
rang.the Itpartwasof anVirginia
offer
from theownCoastphone
to play
opposite
Dick
Powell
on
the
Hollya'ood
Hotel show.
"Everyone
acceptaway,
the
offer,
so I leftadvised
for the meCoastto right
excited,
as you maywaswelldistracted,
guess." for the
Her attention
n-.omcnt, by terrific activity on the part of
Master Gilly, who had to attend to the
delivery of a package. Despite the fact
that the maid bad no trouble at all in
signing
it, Gilly Never,
must needs
age andfordeliverer.
says sniff
Jean,packwas
there a more thorough-going martinet in
anyShehousehold
went on:! "I liked Hollywood. Oh,
I know it's the thing to come back sneering at some of the lighter aspects of the
place, but I really enjo\ed it. To show
you
I swore
up and
that what
I wouldI mean
never— wear
slacks.
The down
very
first day in Hollxwood fotmd me in 'em,
and
day now
after why
that, and
I lovedprefers
them'
— I every
can see
Marlene
them. Frances Langford? She's an absolute dear. .'\nd Dick Powell couldn't
he nicer; he's exactly the same happy-golucky fellow he is on the screen. Let me
tell you that I enjo\ed every minute of
my tliirteen weeks there. We used to meet
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Jerry Belcher, of Our Neighbors
Sundays, 1:30 p.m. EDST, heard
over the NBC-Blue network.
the movie stars who appeared on the show
as Louella Parsons' guests and I met more
LADIES EXCUSED NOW WHILE
OH LUCILLE./ I COULD HARDLY
of She
them took
at Louella's
swanktestparties."
THEY RUSTLE REFRESHMENTS.
a make-up
one day and
WAIT
TO TELL YOU.
I'VE BEEN
ABSOLUTELY
COMFORTABLE
NOW'5 YOUR CHANCE , BESS
was tremendously impressed by the exTHE WHOLE EVENING.
YOUVE BEEN DYING TO
pertness of the make-up men. She said
THANKS HEAPS/
TELL LUCILLE SOMETHING
as much to the girl sitting next to her.
"My." she
added,! "but
do were
have
gorgeous
eyelashes
I wishyoumine
I KNOW,
I WAS
SUNK
halt as long !"
REGULARLY
"Really," answered the girl, "here, dear,
I'll and
give passed
you mine."
And ! she peeled them
off
them over
UNTIL I
LEARNED
You buy them, it seems, at the cosmetic
OF MIDOL
counter in any drugstore.
The restpretty
of Jean
Dickenson's
storySheis
probably
well known
by now.
came back to New York, where NBC
been prescribed by specialists.
MOXIIILY
func- often
promptly put her to sustaining. Tlien came
tional periodicm;irtyrdom
i)ain is out toof style!
Don't let the calendar regulate
a call for a prima donna for the American
It's
now
old-fashioned
to
sufTer
in
Don't "favor
yoursilence, because there is a dependable your activities!
Album of Familiar Music, to sing with
"save month!
yourself"
on certain
days self"
of or every
Keep
going,
relief for such suffering.
sweet-voiced Frank Munn, and she anSome
women
who
have
always
swered it, along with some one hundred
and ofkeep
— with
the
Midol.comfortable
These tablets
provide
had the hardest time are relieved by aid
others. She is now that prima donna.
Midol.
a proven means for the relief of such
Many
who
use
Mido!
do
not
feel
one
pain,
so
why
endure
suffering
Midol
Success
her head.
She
takes
real hasn't
delight gone
in theto simple,
ordinary
spare you?
twintje of pain,
evenentire
a moment's
discomfort
duringor the
period. might
Vou can
astore.
trim Two
aluthings
she's
always
preferred,
and
in
her
minum casegetat seeMidol
anyyoudruginthrough
Midol brings quick relief which tablets
dog, as you may have gathered. High
should
your
usually lasts for hours. The principal worst dav.
heel? are anathema to her, but she is weakingredient of Midol is one that has
about redherfmger-nail
polish.
theatre eningattracts
and she feels
that The
she
has some discernment where it is concerned. Naturally the opera, because she
has played in Rigolctto and others, iierseli. HAIR KILLED FOREVER
once even in her native musical bailiwick,
/PoC<^-)tct
^KriSnap&hoU,
Corners^
The reaJ thin; for mounting
Carda,
Denver, with Mayor Ben Stapleton and the
useetc. foratNophoto
mounting
prinla
Stamps, Sold
pastesupply
needct:'
key to the city on hand.
infers
or
send
lOtf
today
for
pkg.
/
'T particularly enjoy doing Carmen and
100 andArtfreeComers
samples.
Eafcl
C«.. Chlcaco* Ul^^
Wagner," she explained, "but, then, every
AdUreis D«in 63 T .4711
lyric-light-voice does, because they're dark tANFIELD ELECTROLYSIS
purple, you know?" She smiled.
"I did
from
India.bringDo back
I knowa liking
how toformakecurry,it?
Of course I do. But the real secret of
good curry is the rice. You must use
lots of boiling water and let the rice dance
in it until it's fluffy and light. There's
Unless you wear *1
a restaurant, I think it's The Ceylon, in the
sanitary belts, you
are
Forties here, where you can get curry."
"Tophole curry?" I asked, anxiously.
thing,"
she"Absolutely
assured meripping
with acurry,
sort old
of Majornot as comfortable as you
GreyShe's-Chutney
look.
has two ambitions, one of w^hich,
if there is such a thing as reincarnation
doesn't
really inbelieve
thereof is),
to(shereturn
to eartii
the form
a pet,is
could be! . . Ask for'^elne^
preferably as a Scotty. She thinks pets
have the best time — Gilly certainly does I
*NlJVO belts at any good notion counter,
"Then, too," she became a trifle wistful,
TORONTO, CANADA. . .485 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK, N.Y LONDON. ENG.
"I want to sing as well as I can."
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ROMANCE
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{Continued from page 25)

:^^GRIFFIN
BLACK DYE
Time to dye your white and colored
shoes with GRIFFIN BLACK DYE ... a new
formula that guarantees a jet black
finish which will not wear off. Easy to
use non-poisonous . . . leaves no odor.
Gives you a new pair of shoes at practically no cost. For
sale at 5 and 10 cent
stores and shoe repair shops.
lOc BOHLE
GRIFFIN
MFG. CO.,INC.
BROOKLYN,
N. Y.

Here is amethod.
quick, safeWithanda
approved
small brush
and BROWNATONE
youshades
just oftintblonde,
those
streaks
or
patches
of
gray
to
lustrous
brown
or black.
to prove
applyingaffect
a littlewav-or
this famous
tint Easy
to a lock
of hair.by Cannot
ing of hair.
yearsis purely
success.vegetable.
Guaranharmless.OverActivetwenty-three
coloringagent
If teedBROWNATONE
does not
give
your gray,
streaked
or
faded
hair
alluring,
rich,
youthful-appearcolor, your everywhere.
money back. Only 50c. At drug and
toileting counters
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MET

Universal Rhythm program, with Richard Bonelli, Alec Templeton, Frank
Crumit et al, receives Radio Stars' award, from Publisher Delacorte
those meeting eyes, or overlook the fact
that, whenever Pelletier conducted, Miss
Bampton was in the opera house. And
whenever Rose Bampton sang, Pelletier
stood, as close as might be, in the wings,
looking as if each note from that beloved
throat were meant for him alone. As perhaps it was!
And friends recalled, after the announcements came, how Rose had helped Pelletier
decorate his new apartment on Central
Park South, choosing its rich, rare rugs
and draperies, arranging its charming blend
of modern and antique furniture in a way
that was a delight to a woman, as well as
to a man. Friends remembered that upon
the concert grand piano in the Pelletier
studio stood three portraits— one of Toscanini,
Bampton.one of Stokowski — and one of Rose
And one friend tells how Rose, not long
ago, asked her to go shopping with her.
"I must have a new evening gown," the
young singer explained. "And it must
be And
white Rose,
— Pellyshopping
likes me feverishly,
in white." searching the city stores for a new and different
penguin for Pelly — who already has an
amazing portant
collection
eachgives
imoccasion ofofhisthem.
career,On she
hitn a penguin — large ones, small ones,
penguins of wood, of ivory, of bronze, of
glass. This one was to mark his debut, on
last April 12th, with Mine. Flagstad, in the
Paramount picture. The Big Broadcast of
79J<9— in which Pelletier conducted for
Flagstad in scenes from tlie operas, Die
Walkiivc and Tannhauscr.
Rose shopping for a handsome new
dressing-gown for Pelly, and a new pair
of bedroom slippers . . .
Yes, romance had come to the Met !
"I knew it nouncements
first —arrived,it hut
was her
the day
anletterthecame
first!" one friend exults. "I had sent her
— just because tlicy had penguins on them
— two odd little cocktail glasses. And her
letter came, thanking me for them, saying :
'We our
glowed
pride at And
our ptnguins
The
was with
underlined.
the letter!'
was signed: 'Rose Pelletier.' "

Rose is a typical American girl. Meeting
her, you find her simple and modest and
unassuming. There is nothing precocious
about her. Nothing of the prima donna.
She likes clothes, and wears them well.
She likes sports— tennis and swimming,
especially. In all she does, she is eager,
spontaneous, enthusiastic — there is no pose
of
this world-weariness
vivid, vital youngorgirl.sophistication in
She was born in Cleveland, Ohio, on
November 28th, twenty-six years ago.
Her father is an Englishman by birth and
her mother's fainily has been prominent
through generations of American history.
Rose made her debut at the Met on November 28th, 1932— her twenty-first birthroster. day, and is the youngest singer on its
All of the Bampton family are musical.
Rose's father and mother and her two
brothers sing and play piano and violin —
but Rose is the only professional among
them. The Bamptons, who have met Dr.
Pelletier and learned to love him, are very
pleased
marriage,
and
regardwithit astheir
a truedaughter's
love match.
They
are a singularly united and happy family
—the Bamptons — as well as a musical one,
so that for Rose, quite naturally, the two
fundamentals of life are music and marriage. And she gives herself to both with
equal
devotion.
"There
can, of course, be two careers
in a depth
family,"of says
Rose,between
"when the
theretwois
true
devotion
people, each as passionately interested in
theAndother's
therework
seemsas toin his
be, orin her
this own."
case, no
question as to that depth of devotion,
growing, as it lias, through four years of
richly rewarding association. Anyone who
knowsate interest
them can
testifyachievement
to Rose's passionin each
of Dr.
Pclletier's career, and what his brilliant
genius and his love have done for her is
no secret. It is not difficult to predict
greater triumphs for each, with the coming
Wilfred Pelletier is of French-Canadian
parentage
and was born in Montreal in
years.
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Despite liis years in America, he
1 speaks with a marked French accent.
\'ou may call it French," he laughs,
ut please don't say it is Canadianciich
1" comes of a musical family and
He. too,
: " to1 when
study hepiano,
and years
comwas harmony
only seven
Mc has had a distinguished and brilircer in music, both here and in
In this K:ountry he has conducted
- Angeles Symphony Orchestra, the
rancisco Symphony Orchestra, the
i Symphony
well as
hestra
at the Orchestra,
Met and theas National
l icasting orchestra. Since 1917 he has
cn conductor of French and Italian
eras tor the Metropolitan Opera. In adlion to this, he has coached many famous
iging stars, played in concerts and music
stivals, toured with the Aletropolitan
pera Company, and conducted its spring
ason of opera. Once a week he goes to
ontreal, to conduct the Montreal Symion\- Orchestra.
To radio listeners he is well known for
> work on the Siniinoiis, Packard and
i' csioiie programs. For five years he combed the music used as background for
L-e Roses
Drums heprograms.
And for
past twoand seasons
has conducted
the
'ctropolitan
Auditions
of
the
Air,
and
.dged the many young men and woinen
eking admission to the opera ranks.
When the tall, slim, dark-eyed, darklired young girl from Ohio came to the
let, Pelletier felt, with sudden prescience:
I'lldeep,
IS isimmediate
She!" Heinterest
could not
help Bamptaking
in Rose
-n's career. He, who had coached some

Yes,
Is

of the Mct's most famous stars — Caruso,
I'arrar,others
Bori.— Tibbett,
among
now gave Pons
long and
hours Jeritza.
to the
training
of thelistedMet'son "baby
Rose was
the Metstar."roster as a
contralto. She made her debuut singing the
role of Laura, in La Gioconda. It was
Pelletier who discovered that her voice
had soprano range and insisted that she
learn soprano roles. Last summer he accompanied her on her first trip to Europe
and she sang the soprano role of Leonora
in // Troiatorc, in Munich, Prague. Stockholm and \ienna. Later Pelletier arranged for her to sing it in New York.
"I was terrified at the thought of singing
soprano!"
confesses.
"I didn't
believe IcouldRose
do it.
But he had
such faith
"She is." also,"of Pelletier
declares,She"in will,
the
great
licdcr singers.
—
in me tradition
perhaps,
be
another
Lotte
Lehmann."
Their months abroad this summer will
not be wholly
to theat joys
mo ning. Fogiven
r Pelletier.
least ofso honeyfar as
the public is concerned, it will be a vacation, his first in many years. But Rose
has many important European singing enwill time
be abroad
till sing
November.gagements.
DuringTheythat
Rose will
forty-three concerts, in London, Munich,
\'iennaa and
Prague. toIn Salzburg,
August they
will
make
pilgrimage
to hear
Toscanini, who is one of their idols.
On Junewith24ththeRoseLondon
sang in Queen's Hall,
London,
Orchestra. The conductor forSymphony
this concert
was Rodzinski.
w'ho
conducted
the
Philharmonic Orchestra here this past season.
But in the wings of Queen's Hall another

Constipation

Serious,

Can't

conductor stood listening. v>atching, sharing
with the girl of his heart, her splendid
triumph.
They whole-heartedly, unreservedly, adore
each other, these two. Each is absorbed
insuccess,
the other's
career,
rejoicing
sharing,
in little
thingsin each
and new
big,
all that life can bring. They study together, practice together, play together,
dreamtier istogether.
older thanAlthough
his bride,Wilfred
theirs Pelleis no
uneven mating of age and youth, no emoti' tial alliancf of master and pupil — it is,
r.itlu. r, a d niiiKte union, a fusion of two
wliM, -{-M clicri-hing their own and each
other's
indix iihialilics, achieve tiiat unique
blending
marriage. that is the imperishable happy
They niiylit. these two, perhaps, whisper
to each .ithrr tliose lovely words of the
poet, CLiiirad .\ikcn :
"Music
heard zvitli you ivas more
than I )nusic,
And bread I broke li'ith you nvs more
than bread . . ."
But theyglance
don'tofreally
The
eloquent
meetingneedeyeswords.
is enough
for them. Even in their silences, they are
one.
And the little minister in Elkton, Maryland who breathed
a softbefore
"Amen"
this couple,
as they knelt
him, over
may
well leel that on that bright spring day he
officiated at a marriage of true hearts.
And the romance that began, five years
ago, on the vast stage of the Met. where
storiedless song,loves
poured
has are
become,
itself,forth
a partin ofdeaththe
music of the spheres.

But
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Poison
SAY DOCTORS You!

'Modernpation is BUNK.
doctors nowTheysayclaim
that that
the oldconstipation
idea of poisons
yourcausing
blood from
consti-on
swells getting
up the into
bowels
pressine
nerves in the digestive tract. This nerve pressure is what causes frequent bilious spells,
dizziness,
headaches,
bad taste and
loss of upset
appetite.stomach, dull, tired-out feeling, sleepless nights, coated tongue,
Don't PRESSURE
suffer hours orOFFevenTHEdaysNERVES
longer than
You must
THAT
TO necessary.
GET RELIEF.
FlushGETthe
intestinal system. When ofTending wastes are gone the bowels return to normal
size and nerve pressure STOPS. Almost at once you feel marvelously
refreshed, blues vanish, and life looks bright again.
That is why
doctorsshould
are insist
now insistini;
on gentle
but QUIC
.ACTION.
That sois many
why YOIT
on Adlcrika.
This efficient
intestinal
evacuant
SEVEN
carminative
and cathartic
ingredlievesients. Itstomach
acts onGASthe contains
stomach,
as
well
as
the
entire
intestinal
tract.
at once noandafterofteneffects,
removes
bowel
congestion
inIthalfrean hour. mendeNod by many
violentdoctors
action,
just
QUICK
results.
Recomand druggists for 35 years.
WARNING !
Alt
REPUTABLE
that Always
AdierikaDEMAND
hasDRUGGISTS
substittkn
theno genuine.
MORE

THAN

A

LAXATIVE

City

obligation
ofwithout
.Adierika.
Limit
good
S. only.t
tadingin U.drugglttt
State
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UIDTTIEn !
APPROVED SANITARY
PROTECTION
/i7 be Warn Internally ...
Once youfreedom
have andknown
glorious
comfortthe
ofmethod
Holly-Pax.
the modern
of sanitary
protecyowithout
u'l never it.go through
a Worn
periodtion,internally.
Holly-Pax
is neverfelt, and nevershows.
NoHolly-Pax
fussing with
pins or belts.by
isof approved
the
Bureau
Feminine
giene. Package
of Four, Hy10c.
THE WIX COMPANY
Minneapolis — Los Angeles
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friends
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(with
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/tA/yBR-OWN&jBLACK
COLOR.
LIGHT
Gives a natural, youthful appearance
Easy as penciling your eyebrows in your own
home;
not greasy; will
not and
rub department
off nor interfere
with curling.
all drug
stores.
I
FREE
SAMPLE
II 79BROOKMNR
CHEMICAL
CO.
Uept
M
Sudbury Street, Boston. Mass.
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BLONI
HAIR!

New Shampoo-Rinse Safely Pr
vents Light Blond Hair from Dar
ening — Washes Brownish Bloi
Hair 2 to out
4 Shades
Lighter wit
Bleaching!
e.iut.v
life you with
never th.Ui
will lustre
beanddelighted
ind
your hair.
inoe.
This of—aniazins
ShampiIt
ehlondes
package)
called
New
is just aswhose
effectiv.h;iili
"near hlondes".
ir dye. Buy the large s.
CBS bandleader, Ray Block, was
born in Alsace-Lorraine but he
has won great popularity here.
Myrf reason,
and Marge,
same
too. etc. They all have the
If there's a stranger in the studio, they
start watching his reaction and, first thing
they know, they are unconsciously playing
to him instead of to the microphone. A
gag comedian can play to both studio
audience and microphone but the others
lose their conversational, homely touch
when they try that.
T,his groupofofradio
programs
about audiences
the only
department
that isstudio
liaz'e been unable to inrade.
More microphone
habitson.— T<im
broadcasts
with his hat
Just Howard
a habit.
Tom always wore a hat during his work on
the stage. Bing Crosby used to wear a
cap
during broadcasts, but he has quit that
recently.
Unless the program is very formal,
John Charles Thomas likes to broadcast
in shirt sleeves with his collar open.
Sometimes he will toss his coat aside or
rip off his necktie right in the middle of
a long song. Fred Allen seems to ignore
the studio audience. He is about the only
comedian
doesn't
help leader.
the applause
with a littlewhoservice
as cheer
Phil Baker likes to pick up the corners
of his coat and do foolishly effeminate
lit He dances durui<i the musical parts of his
pronram. Ben Hernie strolls around the
sludio. blandly flicking his cigar, whde
the
playing.
Jane Iter
I'roman
cupsbandIwr ishand
(dongsldc
ear always
as she
sinos.
S,n,icrs
alicavs
did
thai
radio's
early d.iy^, lelien studio leulls lecrcin hcarily
padded, and Jane never got oirr the habit.
Major Bowes still keeps his stage in
subdued lights, so the amateurs won't be
frightened.

^BLONDeX

J„%ro"o''.',1SS

. piano
ace.OverHawaiian
ukulele
100 pi
^caKumet
Musicr
and Guitar
chords.
Includspeclal
At most 5 and lOc Stores
KILL THE HAIRROO
the hair permanently, safely,
'rllahler
Methodagain.
posHively^
prevents ti
from bring
growinR
Thefreedom
delightful
will
greater usesuccess.
by 35 ofSend
yearsmi
essful
allhappiness,
overforBacked
theIllustrated
world.
stamps
TODAY
Bookl
w. Mahler
to Remove
Superfluous
Hair
Forever
Co., Dept. 36IVI. Providence, R.

Many

Never

Suspect Cause
Of Backaches
This Old Treatment Often Brings Happy Relief
onceManythey sufferers
discover relieve
that thenagging
real causebackache
of their quickly
troubli
mayThebe kidneys
tired kidney.s.
are
Nature's
chief
way
excess acids and waste out of the blood. ofMosttakingpeoplethe
passFrequent
about 3 pintsscanty
a daypassages
or about with
3 pounds
of wasteant
smarting
burning showsor there
may be something
wTong wit!
yourAn kidneys
bladder.or poisons in your blood, wber
ofor acids
due
toexcess
functional
kidneyrheumatic
disorders,pains,
may lumbago,
be the causilet
ofpains,
nagging
backache,
loss
of
pep
and
energy,
getting
up nightsam
swelling, puffiness under the eyes, headaches
dizziness.
Don't
wait!
Ask
your
druggist
for
Doan
Pills
u.<ied successfully by millions for over 40 years.s The>
give
and will helpwastethe 15frommilesyourof kidnej
tubeshappy
flush relief
out poisonous
blood
Don't be too much surprised if one of Get
Doan'3 Pills.

Jacob Tarshish, MBS Lamplighter
ese days the Easy Aces skit suddenly disipears from the air, for no reason except
at the Aces are tired of working for a
ing. In radio that would be unpredented, considering the salary, but Goodan and Jane Ace talk
-♦- about it frequently.
During their first years in lartjc money,
is foir set themselves a quota of money
save and retire on. The ciiiota already
■s t<assed and the >noney is iji a)i endozcciit insnranee policy. Their salary, $2.0U0
li'cek, is tempting, but they might folloii'
It.eir plan i^'hen their eurrent contraet runs
On this subject of salaries, there is a
tndyofwillspeculation
be getting over
under what
the newAmos
sponsor'n'
ley start with January 1. Pepsodent has
?en paying the pair $4,000 a week, $2,000
ich. Xo details of the new agreement
ave leaked out, except that the sum i?
ibstantially larger. Incidentally, their
me on the air will not be changed when
J new contract goes into force.
Winninger's
boomigCharlie
out again
on Show genial
Boat voice,
these Thursay evenings, marks the end of one of
adio's
bitter feuds.
When ago,Winninger
jft theveryprogram,
two years
he caried hard feelings with him. Caustic interiews, in which Show Boat production
nethods were discussed scornfully, began
ppearing in newspapers and radio magaines. To top it off, Winninger helped
orm the program called Uncle Charlie's
Cent Show, which flourished for a year
)r so as an exact copy of Show Boat.
Tune heals sueli iKOuiids, /lotfrtrr. Also,
a nezv moi-ie
ifViuninger's
the Jeromei^'ork
Kernin operetta.
Show zrrsion
Boat,
makes this season an ideal one to restore
him
to his old eommand
Henry.
_^ as radio's Cap'n
That
ends
one
feud,
mostyou.
of radio's
ithers are going well, butthank
Fred
Waring has no love for Phil Spitalny or
Horace Heidt. Mistaken or not, Fred
thinks those two bandleaders stole his
dea for botli stage and radio sliows.
Changes come frequently, but if Eddie
Cantor and Georgie Jesse! are on good
:erms
week, the
5e nextthismonth.
Therechances
is no areone they
causewon't
for
:his one. Their personalities simply clash,
hat's all. Ed Wynn and Cantor do not
ipcak very well of each other, either,
hough there is no open warfare there.
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aurdra

Fibber McGee and Molly (Marian
and Jinn Jordan) are the most recent
of radio's
making
screenheadline
debuts.personalities
They are
featured with Mary Livingstone, also
enjoying her first venture in movies,
Charles
Grable
and Ned"Buddy"
SparksRogers,
in theBetty
Paramount
picture, This Way, Please!

halr curlers
F F iN

dab Miner's Blemi Stlk on
each der,uglythenblotch.
rouge Add
and powyour
skin
looks perfect.
BlemiStik conceals
freckles,
rings
under
eyes,
birth
marks
and
other
disfiguring
all day.
Won't rub spots,
off or too.
streak.LastsHarmless.
Waterproof.
At
drug
and
dep't
stores
SOc.Trial
sixes
at
all
lOc
couners. or mail coupon.
MINER'S,
40B
E.
20
ST.,
N.
Y.
Enclosed find lOc (stamps or coin)C.
for
Name trial size Miner's Blemi-Stik.
iSJ-J^ilf!!.; ±±
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miRHILE
DRESSmC

HT

THE

THBIE!

Pert Patricia Ryan is one of
NBC's
faces.Rascals
She's group.
heard
with thenewRhythm

I'VE seen too many girls lose their beauty and popularity througli
neglect oE the sunny, golden loveliness nature gave their hair," says
Marion R*. "So I'm not going to talie any chances— I use nothing but
Marchand's on my hair. It brought back all the glorious blonde shadings and radiant life my hair used to have."
Thousands oC enthusiastic Marchand users say, ''Only Marchand's can
restore and retain the true glamorous beauty of
BLONDE hair. Marchand*s keeps hair soSt, healthy,
lustrous." BRUNETTES also use Marchand's to
highlight their hair— without lightening the color.
Fastidious women use Marchand's to make excess
hair on arms and legs invisible. Absolutely safe.
Colorless. Odorless. Stainless. Leaves no stubble.
For more than 50 years, Marchand's Golden Hair
Wash has been used all over the world. It's
guaranteed. Accept no substitute. All reputable
sunny appearar
druggists carry and recommend Marchand's. Comond's gives my h
plete instructions tor use with every bottle.
E B E E —The professional
" " " beauty secrets oi
ROBERT of FIFTH AVENUE.
Make-up charts. Fashion and
color hints. Hair styles. Beauty
analysis charts. All FREE to GOlDEn
HHIR UinSH
you. Just send in coupon below.
MARC-HAND'S
CHAS, MARCHAND CO., 521 W. 23rd St., New York City. m G low
Sirs: forPlease
send me a FREE copy of ROBERT'S BEAUTY SECRETS. I enclose
3c stamp
postage.
Name
Address.
City
.State.
94

Mnst of radio's fends are mythical,
stirred up by pul^licity-hunting press
agents. James Melton and Frank Parker,
for instance, are good friends. As every
one knozvs, so are Walter IVinchell and
Ben Bernic; Fred Allen and Jack Benny.
One about which there was no kidding
was the battle the networks waged in
coverage of sport events, this past summer,
and their rival versions of Shakespearean
plays. Only the moderating counsel of
their legal
departments
occasions prevented
issuanceonof several
very harsh
statements and measures of reprisal.
Now that the fall season is getting under
way, J. C.forFlippcn
as amajor
new
candidate
comedy may
honorsenroll
on the
networks. Jay was making some progress
in theater and radio when he hitched up
with a small New York station, WHN, and
the engagement
longeris
than
he wanted itturned
to be.outThemuch
contract
about to expire now.
WHN is the Xcw York sta'ion zvhich
launched Ma jor Bowes as proprietor of an
amateur hour. When the Major ivalked
nut to take his hour to a major network,
WHN asked Flippen to take over. The
\ouug comedian thonglU this zvas an
opportunity /"/• pvldicity and prestige, so
he grahhcd it. ez en thongh both station and
sahirv n'crc small. The contract ran for
a lomi term, too. hut he paid no attention
to that. Like c;;-ryone else, he thought
the amateur fad 7cou!d be completely dead
in The
a yearfa 1ordidtx^'o.die down but Flippen and
Bowes were able to carry on, with their
popularity voting
only onslightly
wilted. Flippen,
In the
telephone
the amateurs,
on liis small station, has consistently been
getting a larger total of votes than the
Major in the New York area. With that
showing behind him, Flippen announces
he is ready to expand and probably will be
[vipping off on network programs here
and there before—ARTHUR
the season MASON.
is out.
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HOLLVUIOOD
CURLERS

I

BEAUTY ADVICE
{Continued from pane 75)

■5^

When you star in your own romances, take
a tip from the romantic stars of cinema
town... look your loveliest and best with a
flattering hairdress made with Hollywood
Curlers! Whether many curls
or just a few will frame your
face most becomingly . . . you
Universal made Gertrude Niesen
can have them quickly, easily
more exotic for Top of the Town.
...right at home... with the
"Curlers used by the Stars." promise to curl into ringlets at any
Insist on Hollywood Curlers. moment — but never quite do. A too conventional or too elaborate coiffure would
3 FOR lOe- AT 5c AND 10c STORES- NOTION COUNTERS draw too much
interest from the face and
would lack personality. It takes a great
deal of restraint to achieve a natural
Be A Radio Expert coiffure that does not look neglected.
Learnmen ati trained
Home^Make
Goodmake Money
"Gertrude Xiesen has an interesting
at home$5. $10.
in spare
$30.in spare
$30, face,"
iwhile
week. learning.
Many make
S13ti4-page
atimeweekbook
extrapoints
Emile continued.
Illustrated
out has. Gertrude
has a veryAnd,longindeed,
face she
but
';ts through
opportunities,
also
how
you
ran
learn
to
be
a
Radio
one that can be blended, by the proper
my practical
.')0-30Money
method Back
of training,
i-ion
training
is
included.
Agree^iven. Mail coupon today. Get book FREE.
hairdress, into a charming combination of
sophistication and dewy youthfulness. All
I. E. SMITH,
Dept. 7KM7, D. C. I of you with long faces will be particularly
II' National
Radio President,
Institute, your
Washington,
Stiid
me.
withciut
obligation,
Bl-pase
book
"Rich
I
with Emile's
handling
Uiuaids in Radio" 1"REE. (Please write plainly.)
ofentranced
these features.
Emile unusual
chose bangs
for
Age.
Gertrude, to broaden the face and cut
the length. Then he gave her an extremely long bob to accentuate its length !
The effecthowwashe thrilling,
I couldn't
understand
chose such butcontradictory
methods
until
he
explained
to
me
: "Bangson
and an extremely long bob capitalize
the interesting planes in the long face.
Instead of hiding the face, or drawing
attention away from its length, they mold
itsYoupurewilllinesnotice
intothatan Emile
artist'sdoes
delight."
not confine the hair close to the head with this
type of face. He also skillfully employs a
Corns come back
slight circular wave to break any harshness
the extreme hair cut would lend.
BIGGER
W'itii tile
coiffures ofKate
Gertrude
Jessica
Dragonette,
Sinith,Niesen,
and
UGLIER
Maxine Marlowe, Emile has given a clue
to the designing of a hair dress for every
type. I hope you will be able to work on
from this point to an individual coiffure
unless removed Root* and all suited to your own personality.
9theHome
paring
methods
risk
infection—
only
affect
surface of a corn. The root grows back bigger
and
than ever.Blue-Jay
Don't method
take chances.
Use pain
the
Mary
new uglier
double-action
RADIO Biddle
STARS
instantly,
by removing
pressure,
thenthat
instops3 short
149 Madison Avenue
days
the
corn
lifts
out
root
and
all
(exceptionally
stubborn cases may require a second application).
New
York,
New York
Blue-Jay
plaster.in Easy
to useGet—
I would like to know the names of
invisible. is25ea tinyfor medicated
6. Same price
Canada.
Blue-Jay today.
the Beauty .Aids recommended in
October Radio Stars.
CORN
BAUER&
Xame
BLACK
PLASTERS
Address
REMOVEsm
CORNS-M
ROOT AND ALL
City
State

Vote for your favorite radii
star.
Eaton'sWiitetterforofhiiGold.or Winher
for
yourself
$500
ora $1000.
Here's how.
Simply
write Eaton
letterwhynaming
your
radio favorite
and telling
you prefer
this star. Best letter postmarked before
midnight December 15, 1937 wins $500
— $1000 if written on a watermarked
Eaton paper. Duplicate prizes in all cases
of ties
judges will
be final.
All
lettersDecision
receivedof become
the property
of Eaton.
Also, each star voted for will personally
ocknowledge the 10 best letters received
in his or her behalf Excerpts of the best
letter written about the most popular stor
will be inscribed as a Letter of Gold for
that favorite! Vote today in Eaton's excitRadio Poll.Papers,
Send Pittsfield,
your letter Mass.
to Eaton's
Fine ingLetter

IN FIVE SURFACES AND IN COLORS
EATON'S HIGHLAND PAPERS
MAKE learn$25-$35
A WEEK
practicalettdorseii
nursing
at home
in sparecians.time.ThousandsCourse
of graduates. by3 8thphysi-yr.
One graduate
has
charge
of
10-bed
hospital. .\notandher saved
?4 0013 while
women
toWrite
GO. learnHigh
Schooling.notEquipment
retiuired.included.
EasvMentuition
payments.
now,
CHICAGO
SCHOOL
OF
NURSING
Dept. send23IU tree100booklet
East Ohio
Ml.
Please
and 32Street.
sampleChicago,
lesson pages.
Name
-Age.
_State_
Lustrous Color for
FADED
HAIR
/ Test Bottle \
Have ever-youthful looking hair this
SAFE way. Clear liquidl^FR
is combed
E through
hair.
goes — black,
streaks brown,
disappear.
Color
wantedGraycomes:
auburn,
blonde. Nothing to wash or rub off on
clothing.
Hair staysbottle
fluffy—fromtakesdrugtzist
wave onor
curl. Get full-sized
money-back
guarantee.
Or
mail
coupon
for
Free Test.
FREE TEST~We send complete Test
Packa)!e
Free.
Snip
lockNo ofexpense.
hair. Test it first
this safehave
way.received
No offrisk.athis
women
test. Mail 3,000,000
coupon.
r— 2322
MARY
T.GOLDMAN—
Goldmaii Bldg., St. Paul, Minn. 1!
Name
Street
City
Color of your hair?.
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SHE

KNEW

WHAT

SHE WANTED
(Continued from page 41 )

A
DE
LUXE
HAIR
DELIGHT
Send
9c
in
stamps
to
cover
postage
send you atheliberal
size bottledelWillVtG-E-LAY,
hair
dressing
u
Ations.revelation
Corrects
dry
hair.
Cheeks
loose
Stimulates the
scalp.senddandruff.
At atDruggists
—or
once to or Barbers
LUCKY
TIGER
CO.
Dept. 23 KansasMFG.
City, Mo.
Splendidtime.opportunitieB.
In
Bpare
Easy plan.ig)mmon
NoPrepare
previous
fxpenence n^eeded.
echool
ologra_ particulars and : phPhoto^aphy
3601 Michigan Ave^^^Chlcago, lU,

10* 25< 50* ?o*ilS",;K^ter

IGDODHOUSEKEEPmC)

but
liomewhenis near
her tomother's
and their
on thelittle
nights
Bill has
work,
she can slip over and dine and visit with
her mother and sisters. Her one great
grief was the loss of her father, but Mrs.
Wood continues to be her guide and inspiration, as she does for the other girls.
Theests similarity
of Bill's
work and underinterwith hers makes
for increased
s
t
a
n
d
i
n
g
,
i
s
oil
to
the
smooth-running
machinery of their domestic and professional
lives. He studied medicine at college but
helped to pay his way by radio work and
found it easier to keep on with the job he
had than to make a break when his course
was finished. He has a fine speaking and
singing voice
and is,
an announcer over KFI,
on atthe present,
NBC network.
But, what is even more important than
his being in the same business field, he
also
Trudy's
life toshares
the same
ideals.dreams, shapes his
H there is anything more rare than a
day in June, it must be a pretty girl who
does not want to go into the movies. As
far as Trudy is concerned, it is all a part
of knowing what she wants. She has been
approached several times and has had
tests made — she is very slender, has light
brown hair and lovely wide gray eyes, a
straight nose, a sensitive mouth — but, in
the first place, she does not think that she
is ready for pictures. And she does not
want to make the mistake so many girls
have made, in rushing unprepared into a
picture, finish
perhaps
flop and thus at one
stroke
two tocareers.
But, more than that, she is not convinced that she wants a movie career anyway. Her ambitions are simple. As far
as money is concerned, she wants only
enough to enable her to live a normal life,
to have a certain amount of economic security, to preclude worry, to provide for
the family she hopes to have and perhaps,
later on, tn travel. But she wants no
great sum. lias n<j craving to be rich. Part
ofbankherandsalary
Bill's now
into andinsurance
and goes
very into
littletheis
expended on the gay frivolities so popular
withShe some
of Hollywood's
set.
is studying
singing, younger
striving always
to improve her voice, and is planning to
studytion idramatics,
for her
ambis to do dramatic
partssecondary
on the radio.
"I am crazy about radio," she explained
sinii)l.\,life"and
licinie
with there
a radiois more
career.chance
There foris
no rias<jn wliy a professional and a donH■^tic
can't go thehanddemands
in hand,ofif each
two
[K'liilc life
nnderstaiid
other's
jin il\>-i(
ni, lintforradiohomegiveslifeyouthan
morea
time, ninri
chance
m''\ie career. And there are big opportunities right on radio, too. plenty of
themThus,
— more
." marriage is
whileevery
someyeargirls. . say
imicsMl.le in tlie early stages of a career,
lliat tile career nni^t come first and all
else be sacrificed to it, Trudy goes serene-

AlERCOLIZED W/#
Mercolized Wax will make your skin smoother,
clearer,
younger-looking.
sloughs
off
the outer
layerinvisible
of skinThisparticles.
withlovelyall cream
its
superficial
blemishes,
in tiny
Then
youloveli-see
the underskin
r^ealed
in
all
its
fresh,
clear
ness. Bring out this hidden beauty and keep your
skin young-looking
Mercolized Wax.
Use SaxolitewithAstringent
Daily
A DELIGHTFULLY
refreshinghelpful.
astringent
lo■'^tion.
Tingling,
antiseptic,
SaxoliteChoose
In one-half
pint witch
hazel. Dissolve
Phelacfine
Depilatory
For
halrqulckly.
Easy
to use.
Price
At removing
drug and unwanted
department
stores'/2everywhere.
Only 10c a Day
SEND
Bensational
savingNO
nil MONEY
UteFULLY
modelsallGU^con-mn
rlet«ly rehnished
likeonCatalog
new.
ANTEED.
ehowe
iull
colore. BigSendFree poet-card
for lowet
SPECIAI,
PORTABLE
—
Bmnd New FEATHERWEIGHT— Lntest BARGAINS
Model Portable— ui>-to-d«M
Free
cours*
In
typing
Included.
tced^lO°day°
u!S^nTy°10c''
•"da'y^^'rS
det<alT%ent
hee!^"^
International Typewriter Exch., Dept. iosi. chTc..^

• STOPPED IN A HURRY BYO.DD. *
Are you tormented with the itching tortures of eczema,
rashes,
athlete's
foot, eruptions,
externally
caused skin
afiSictions?
For quickorandotherhappy
relief,
use cooling,
antiseptic,
liquid D.D.D.
PRESCRIPTION.
Greaseless
and
stainless.
Soothes
the
tion and swiftly stops the most intense itching. irritaA 35o
ii'iai bottle, at drug stores, proves it — or money back.
COMING! In our next issue —
A fascinating story of that lusty,
gusty Winninger, once again the
bland Captain Henry of Show Boat.
Don't miss November!
RADIO STARS for
REPAIR
THINGS/
Furniture
Toys, Books
China, Wood
Glassware
Paper, Tile
Porcelain
10^.
Free for
If you you
suffer w
rible
re.stfiil -sleepcholiis

Asthma
:ksgasjjof Asthma
so ter-if
for breath,
sible
because
of the
v<iu feel
the disease
■ life awav.letldon't fail
Frontier Asthma ("o.

Frontier .Asdiiiiu to., 4i9-B, Frontier Bldit.
ili'i Niagara St.
UuH'alo, N. \.
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QUICKLY CLEARS
THE SKIN
\^^>^^^/ No
No Harmful
LaxativesInternal
— No Drugs
Yeast
"Pimples
caused
by
germs
in
the
skin
require a penetrating antiseptic external
treatment.
It
often
takes
NAC
Prescription Cream you rub on at bedtime and
NAC Powder that you use during the day
Has
toNACNAC
getPrescription
the
cleared up "NAC
quickly."
Cream skin
SSe-Sl.OO
Powder
Quickly
ClearingGet theYourisSkin.'"
Don't Delay.
NAC
At All Drug55C-S1.00
and Dept. Storea today.
Satisfaction
ante d or Money Hack. GuarSEND
FOR
FREE
SAMPLE
For
sample ofONatiir.il)
NAC Prescription
Powdera free(DRachelle
write —III.
NAC,
Dept. 10 WInnetka,

Getly:edyourby NORVELL,
trial astrologyfamous
reading. \
to theogy ismovie
science astrologer
ofto astrolbeing stars.The
logically applied
many
of today's. It hasbaffling
problems
withtogreat
helped
thousands
find
themselves.
Give
it
a
chance
to
help
>ou.
NORVTLL has read the famous movie
stars
of
Hollywood..
.through
the
medium oftheirastroIog>'
he hasSendhelped
them
solve
problems.
at once...
today..
reading.
Send only.for lOcyourwithtrialyourastrolog>birth date
and
a self-addressed, stamped envelope to
llUnVCLL
CALIFORNIA
K| n D \l C I I HOLLYWOOD,
P 0 Box 989^mr
ot

WAKE
UP YOUR
LIVER BILE...
Without Calomel— And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in thepourMorning
Rarin' oftoliquid
Go
bileTheintoliveryourshould
bowels daily.outIftwothis pounds
bile is not flowdoesn't
digest.stonvach.You
It just decaysget
in theing freely,
bowels.yourGasfoodbloats
up your
constipated.
poisoned
you feel sour, Your
sunk whole
and thesystem
world islooks
punk. and
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
movement
doesn't
get
at
the
cause.
It
takes
good,pounds
old Carter's
get those
these
two
of bile Little
flowingLiverfreelyPillsandto make
you
feel
"up andbileup".flow Harmless,
yet amazing
in making
freely.
Askgentle,
forrefuse
Carter's
Little
Liver
Pills
by
name.
Stubbornly
anything
else. iiSc

lyriaire
on herconicway,first,
confident
love andcanmar-he
that that
a career
neatly fitted into a liappx marriage, and
that, ahove all. she i^ a \er\ , lucky
girl.
.^he .-md Bill had planne. take
honexnioi 111, somi a> ti Astair
gram was cinu-luded, Nut \
cided to keep the Pockard
air through the summer
(ireen in charge and Jir
Trud\- to sin
solve.l. Hn«
Inwevcr, tile iire-ent s duk
less onenms, l-cl|t!ire^hoi;.le-s reheai-^ing tha-i
the previous program, and Triuly liiipt-s
that the\' can tind time fur shurt vacatinii
trips hetwcen performances.
Johnny (jreen, wlio is doing such a swell
job with the new program, selects her
songs and arrangements and Trudy is singing ballads, which she enjoys, as well as
jazz.
piano when
she
was tenSheandbegan
finds studx'ing
her km^wledge
of music
a great help in interpreting her songs.
"I've been awfull\- lucky." she said demurely, "in meeting tlie right people, in
getting breaks. I loved touring — it was
fun and grand experience — and the Packard show, of course, was a real opportunity. My ambitions? Well, I want to go
on, improving my voice, increasing my
popularity, perhaps doing something on
a dramatic program. . . ."
She siniled
shyly. "Imore.
love Imyne\er
work,really
but
I love
being married
wanted anything else but a lioine and a
familv. And I am so luckv, to be married
"And
house?" I asked.
to She
Bill!" you like"Ikeeping
children
we havenodded.
plans lor love
them,it.too,Andafter
a little—
while.
now," Scottie.
she twinkled,
"we just
have a Right
dog — part
part something
else! Even a dog ties >-ou down, but it is
coinpany — we wouldn't give it up for
For the rest, she is just a normal girl,
anything."
loves
pretty clothes, likes to take walks,
toswim.
dance,Sheto dri\es
pla\- badminton
and takes
tennis, herto
her own car.
work and her studies seriously, looks eagerly forward to getting back to her apartafter down
a fewthehours'
delightsment andinBill,
slipping
streetabsence,
to her
other home for a chat with Alother or the
And Bill, a few years older, equally in
girls.
love, what of him? We hope he knows
how lucky he is to l>e married to a girl
so deeply in love, so quietly sincere and
so refreshingly idealistic. High ideals are
all
and you'd
looktooforrarethemthesein days
Hollywood,
but hardly
Trudy
clings to hers and we sincerely hope her
handsome young husband will help her
keep them.
They call her a radio Cinderella, because her rise to stardom has been so
rapid, but she comes nearer being a radiant
Penelope, serenely secure in her marriage,
her love. For when Trudy sings her love
songsmy Blair,
everyshe Tuesda\-.
ostensibly
really is singing
them toto JimBill
Bryan with all her heart and soul. The
ingredients
of
a
hap!)_\'
marriage
are
here, entrenched in her heart, glimpsed allin
her shining c_\es.
The right hoy met tlie right girl and
we feel sure that tlie st,,ry mi hlithc!\- 1k'gun
onl\' aC.hajunand can
Mrs. ha\"e
William
Brvan!ending for Mr.

Introduces
NEW BEAUTY
With the new smart creme polish
in her introductory kit for onl>
10 cents.
Re\el in shades
the glamour
the
fashion-right
of Rose.of
Rust taiand
conns abottleTawny
of nailRed.
polish,Kitpolish
remover, nail white, manicure
stick and cotton — all for 10 cents.
Lady
Introductory
Kit is
on saleLillian's
at 5 and
10 cent stores.
Approved by Good Housekeeping.

In case your store cannot supply you.
send this advertisement and 10 cents
in stamps to Lady Lillian, Dept. M-5.
1140 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
Sute the shade you prefer.
Curls in Comfort
and alluring
postpaid. 10 for 25c.

When you
try you,
the too,
new willEY-TEB
creamy
Mascary,
know
why we say it's perfect. Ey-Teb Mascary is always ready to use — because
no water istear-proof
required!
It's safe,
water-proof,
and positively
will not smudge. Try Ey-Teb ^las■
vary today— you'll find neiv magic in
your eyes!
Three shades— Black,
10 centsBlueeach—
Broxin,
EY-TEB
mASCAPvY
by the Makerx of Ey-Tcb Artifical tye-Lashes
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RHDIO
inUGHS
(SELECTED
SNICKERS
FROM POPULAR PROGRAMS)
J.-ICK: Mary, 1 want to thank you for
those
lozcly roses you sent me. They i\.'cre
beautiful.
M.ARV: Were they?
first. time
everJACK:
seen aYes,
thirdthat's
of a thedocen
. . I've
but
Mary. I did notice that the roses ivere
quite limp^ and droopy. What haf'peuedf
MAR]':
I Icneiv you ivere sick so I
boiled
'em! BENNY,
(JACK
JeII-0 Program.)
PHILof mv: When
front
mouth.I sneeze I put my hand in
Really, Phil? Why do you
do HARRY:
that?
BEETLE: To catch his teeth!
(PHIL BAKER, Gulf Program.)
FRED: You're under arrest for violatin'
the anti-noise law, Bub.
ACTOR:
Hey, wait a minute! I ain't
done
nothin'!
FRED:
You just drank a bicarbonate of
soda,
didn't you?
ACTOR:
noise
yet, haveSo I? what? I ain'r made a
FRED: No, but you will in a minute.
Let's(FRED
go! ALLEN, Town Hall Tonight.)
GRACIE: Well, my brother never
says: "Hello," — he says: "Honk, Honk!"
Of course, that's . . .
GEORGE: Your brother says: "Honk,
Honk"'
GRACIE: Yeah — ivhen he's crossing
the street. You sec, he doesn't want people
to (BURNS
think he hasn't
(jot an automobile.
& ALLEN,
Grape Nuts
Program.) _^
PILKINGTOX : This is the third morning in a row I've found you like this.
What's the idea of sleeping on the job?
BEA
nothing :! Well, I don't like to be doing
(BEATRICE LILLIE, Broadway
Merry-Go- Round.)
DOC: again
Jack Benny,
it's time
medicine
. . . .Noiv
first for
you your
take
this
red pillone.and then you follozv it ii'i/Zi
this z.hite
J.ICK: Mmm, two of 'cm this time,
irhat's the 'white pill for, Doc?
!>()(':
case the red
one Program.)
is poison!
(JACK In BENNY.
Jell-0
PHIL:
oughtconnubial
to get bliss.
married and goBottle,
in for you
a little
BOTTLE: Beg pardon, sir?
PHIL: Connubial bliss! Look, Bottle,
what binds women together and makes
them better than they are by nature?
BOTTLE: Er . . . corsets.
(PHIL BAKER, Gulf Program.)
FRED: Today is the big birthday party.
Really? Whose birthday
is PORTLAND:
it?
FRED:tuplets are The
Dionne
three today. babies'. The QuinPORT:
of them getOh!away?That's too bad. Did two
(FRED ALLEN, Town Hall Tonight.)
MILTON
: I'mcanin talk
chargeto me.
of thisI party,
Buddy,
so you
zvant
some (jas . . . half a gallon.
BROWN: A half a gallon for this big
bus? Whaddy'e try in' to do — zvean it?

MILTOX: Hurry, please— hurry !
: Hull, z^'c don't sell no gas in
thisBROll'X
lias slalio)!.
M'lLTOX: Then what's the idea of all
the SI. ins and pniups:'
BKiUl'X: 'Thai's iiist lo pull customers
in s<i zee can </iz'e 'em free air a}id z\.'ater!
(MILTON 'BERLE, Gillette Program.)
BOB : Every
Did 3'outimeeverhe play
dentist?
got ongolfthewith
greena
to putt, he'd look at the hole and say :
"Open I awent
littlehome,
wider,jumped
please!"
the
game
into After
the Frigidaireself iand
tookfora those
nap . air-cooled
. . I'm getting
my- !
n
shape
theatres
Ah, those cooling systems they have in
the sunmiertime ! Starting next week, the
New toYorkthe Central
is running
train
Paramount
Theatre a! snowThey
don't
have
ushers
any
more;
as you
the theatre an Eskimo gives you
a pairgo ofin
skis. The picture had already started, so
I slipped into my skis and went gliding
down the aisle — but not on my skis . . .
Suddenly there was a terrible commotion !
Everybody started to turn around. It
seems that two St. Bernards were trying to
rescue a guy in the balcony !
(BOB HOPE, Rippling Rhythm Program.)
CLERK: Good afternoon. Madam. Do
you want a pet?
I don't toreally
mind. But I've got
someBEA:
shopping
do first.
CLERK:
This model
is four hundred
and fifty dollars.
BEA: Four hundred and fifty dollars!
CLERK: Don't let that worry you.
There's
just a small deposit down and
then
months.you make no more payments for six
BEA: Mm-mm . . . who's been telling
you(BEATRICE
about me? LILLIE, Broadway MerryGo-Round.)
JOE: Look out! Here comes a tu)inel,
En,iiucer
BROll'X:Ih-ozyn!Which side?
JOT: On xour .-^ide.
HROirX: IJcy—i,'ait a minute, Tirriiiaiiinoulh
( !'('/,■ open!
. . . that's no tunnel. I had
mv
IJOT COOK and JOE E. BROWN,
.Shell I'rogram.)
AlOI.: Well, <I.ioo,,„e ... I got some
news I'l.r \uii, lanuar\. You know my
ciiusin I.uIni-, wild y<ni hccn sayin' would
j.\X : An' lie never will amount to anything. He ne\er was no good; he's just
a .gangster,
that'stheall.same, he's been proMOL: Just
niiitedhigluT
in theupgang.
man
! Yes sir, he's now tiie
higher
?_ do vou mean, he's the man
I.'W up: What
.\!OL: Thcv hung him yester<lay.
Boat(.MOLASSES
Program.) AND JANUARY, Show
terribly warm, sir.
DoBOTTLE:
you mind Gosh,
if I sitit'sdown?
PHIL: Why, Bottle, does the hot air
bother you?
BOTTLE: Er, . . . no, sir, go right on
talking.
(PHIL BAKER, Gulf Program.)
Printed in the

HONEY: I had the szvcll.cst afternoon,
Mr. Hope
. . I zvent out auto riding
zeith
Prank .Parker.
BOB:
Well,
You must zvantsit todoz.n,getHoucychile
off your .feet.. .
Parker took mc for a ride once.
marvelonslv?
HONEY: He did? Doesn't he drive
BOB:
i don't the
thinkbrakes.
so. He's not so
good at handlimi
on HONEY:
the clutch! Yeah . . . but ain't he great
(BOB HOPE and HONEYCHILE,
Rippling Rhythm Program.)
BEA: I happen to have a great deal of
influence with the press. If it's any news
toself.you, I'm an old newspaperwoman myPILKINGTON: Why did you ever
BEA:in Well,
I found there
money
old newspapers
! wasn't much
(BEATRICE
quit
?
Merry-Go-Round.
) LILLIE, Broadway
LANNY: Well, Til introduce you to
him . . .andMr. January.
Bcrnic, I zeant you to meet
Molasses
BEN : Glad to meet you, boys.
MOL: Glad to meet you, Mr. Bernie.
Doggone, I'm crazy about your band.
BEN: You like 'em. huh?
MOL: I'm crazy about 'em; an' everybody knozi'S 'em too. hccn on the air for
a BEN:
long timeWell,. .zve've
.
MOL: Oh. they're famous! There's only
one
thing
I
can't
understand
— hozoYankees?
did you
come to call 'em the& Connecticut
Boat(MOLASSES
Program.) -♦- JANUARY, Show
MACK: Mr. Berle. we've been friends
a longand time
. .it .fifteen
Couldn'tdollars
you give me
aforbreak
make
MILTON
: I offer
you eighteen, aandweek?
you
only want fifteen! Why?
MACK: Well, that way — when Satur— i lose
day comesless!around and you don't pay off
(MILTON BERLE. Gillette Program.)
BOB:— very
That's
one of my She
best lays
chickens,
Frank
conscientious.
seven
eggs in five days, so she can have the
week-end
to
herself!
FRANK: So this is your ranch, eh.
Bob?
BOB: densed.
Well,
. . . It's
sort of conBut youyes know,
everything
is a
Digest today, so this is my Digest ranch.
FRANK: What's that little flower pot
there?
field!BOB: Put that down! That's my wheat
(BOB HOPE, Rippling Rhythm ProBEA: If it's any nezcs lo you, I ivas
gram.)
brought up on a farm.
PILKINGTON : I zuish you'd never
leftBEA:it. Well, zvc had a bad season and
zee had to c/ive it up.
PILK: What happened?
BEA: That year our zvhcat crop zvas
so short zvc had to lather it before zve
could
Round.)mozc it!
(PEA LILLIE. Broadzcay Merry-GoV. S. A. liy .Art Color Printing Company. Dunellen. N. 3.

GretaGARBO&CharlesBOYER
two great stars in a mighty
drama of love and emotion
GARBO Countess Marie is magnetic— alluring — warm with the fire of
love!
BOYER °s Napoleon is daring — impetuous — walking arm-i i-arm with adventure.
Together they are perfect sweethearts —
reckless lovers whose romance roars
to a surprise climax that will take your
breath away!
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' The role of L.itVT. Pinkerton in' Ma(Iame
Butterfly is the only part in opera where the
tenor smokes a cigarette on the stage. As I
sing the aria,'' Amore O Grillo\ I smoke—
and it's always a Lucky. You see, I discovered long ago that Luckies are a light smoke
-gentle on my throe: t-and my throat is naturallx my first concern. I have smoked about
a pack of Luckies u day ever since 1920."
I HE MKI ROPOLITAN OPERA AND RADIO

MEN WHO KNOW TOBACCO
SMOKE LUCKIES 2 TO 1
Richard Crooks' preference for Luckies is born
out by the verdict of independent tobacco e\
perts. . .men who spend their lives buying, sell
ing and handling tobacco.
Sworn records open to the public show tha
among these independent tobacco e.xpertsauctioneers, buyers, \\ arehousemen , etcLucky Strike has twice as many exclusiv
smokers as have all other cigarettes combinec
In the impartial, honest judgment of thos
who know tobacco best . . .
it 's Luckies — 2 to
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OylOU hold allure in the palm of your hand
0 — with IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME. A touch on
your wrists, your throat, your fingertips, and your
petite evening muff, and you become a more
thrilling person to yourself, and to him.
Teasing . . . provocative . . . irresistible!
Discover the exciting new confidence that
IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME gives you. The glamorous
women of Park Avenue, hlollywood Boulevard,
and the Rue de la Paix all know that secret —
the hidden power of Irresistible Perfume.
Lips must lure, too, with their fragrance, and challenge with their brilliancy. With Irresistible Lip Lure
they do both. Try the fragrant, creamy Irresistible
Lipstick in its exciting new shade — Coral —
sparkling, v i b ra n t, e I e c t r i c!
To be completely ravishing use
all of the Irresistible Beauty Aids.
Certified pure, laboratory tested
and approved.
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One-size sanitary napkin will not do for every woman. No more than one-size hat,
dress or pair of shoes. Besides, women's personal needs are different on different da\s.
Only Wondersoft Kotex sanitary napkins solve this problem for you. For onh
Kotex offers 3 types . . . Regular Kotex, Junior Kotex and Super Kotex.
Only by trying ALL 3 can you meet each day's exact needs. Prove it for \ourseIf,
free! Write today for a free supply of ALL 3 types of Kotex, the Wondersoft sanitary
napkin that Can't Chafe, Can't Fail, Can't Show. Address Room 1407, 919 North
Michigan Avenue, Chicago.
*Traiie Marks Reg. U. S. Patent Office.

WONDERSOFT

KOTEX

SAN ITARY NAPKINS
m*de from Cc//uco(fon (not cotton)
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RADIO STARS

Even Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer — with the greatest productions in motion picture history to its
credit — has never before made a picture on so lavish a scale as this. Its grandeur will dazzle your
eyes... as its romance fills your heart. Garbo, as the temptress who is used to ensnare Charles
Boyer as Napoleon; a glorious seductive pawn in an amazing international intrigue. A cast of
thousands including Reginald Owen, Alan Marshall, Henry Stephenson, Leif Erickson,
Dame May Whitty, C. Henry Gordon. Directed by Clarence Brown. Produced by
Bernard H. Hyman . . . Screen Play by Samuel HofFenstein, Salka Viertel and S. N. Behrman.
A GIANT PRODUCTION IN THE BRILLIANT M-G-M MANNER

RADIO STARS

nflDio

TifuneuiiGS
Meet the bride!
Alyce
McLaughlin,formeradagio
dancer, married
Charles Correll,
Andy
Amos 'inn
Andy,
I I th ofSeptember
last,
Hollywood, Cal.
Scene from All
Baba Goes io
Town. Eddie
Cantor's new 20th
Century-Fox film.
Eddie greets
Louise Hovick
(once known as
Gypsy Rose Lee).
Natalie
the
Mrs. Park
Martha—
M u rgatroyd of
BughouseRhytbm,
Fridays7:45 p.m.,
EST (NBC-Red)
young
iscleverest
one of radio's
corned iennes.

PROBAI'.IA' the most complex, certainly the nin>t ])iuzlin<^. ])ersonality
in radio is I'liil Lord, once radio's
Srtli I'ark-cr. and more recently creator of (,'(/;/(/
and abont
]\'c, the
the
People.
Xop.e ofBlisters
the facts
man and no set of his actions seem to
fit any consistent pattern.
/-/(' is (I sn/^er-sdlesiihiii. Repeatedly
lie Jias slcj'pci in and eoni'ineed prospective spnnsnrs. i^'lieii the crack contact men of adverltsiiuj agencies and
net-a'orks liaz'e failed. X evertheless.
he persisted in carrying on ivitli Jiis
nou-coniiiiercial Scth Parker prof/rams until radio finally outgrczu tliot
homely style of entertainment.
Then there was his wild notion of
a trip around the world, aboard an
old sailing ship, a fiasco that cost
him just about his entire fortune a
couple of years ago. As a business
associate, he alternates between moods
of
tyranny, ruthless
osity.unreasonable
economy,
extravagance and generHollace Shaw sings every
Tuesday
over p.m.,
the CBS
network at 8:00
EST, with
Mark Warnow's orchestra
and Del Casino. The program. Blue Velvef Music.

RADIO STARS
Going to town

with

the latest news
notables

of

of the air

Perhaps his whole strange character
can be suninied up in his queer gesture, bordering on insanity, to Mark
Warnow
at the close
Mark's
son as orchestra
leaderof for
Phil sealast
spring. Phil presented ^Nlark with a
beautiful, obviously costly watch.
Mark was overwhelmed with the magnificence of the gift. Carrying the
watch for a day, however, almost
drove Mark nutty. It ran properly
for a couple of hours, then reversed
and ran backwards. Then it would
stop for a while and start again.
Mark took it to the jezvclry store
where it had been purchased and zi'as
told that Phil Lord had left orders
that the eccentric moz'cmciit never tuas
to be changed. The jczcclcr zvas completely baffled by this strange man ivho
spent several Jmndrcd dollars extra on
an
madeexpensive
useless! zi'atch — just to have it
Kidding the chimes with which
NBC networks preface every station
{Continued on patjc 75)

UoCTORS . . . lawyers . . . merchants . . . chiefs in every walk of
life agree that KQDLS are soothing to your throat. Is this cooling
process a secret? Not a bit of it! KQDLS are a blend of the choicest
Turkish and Domestic tobaccos . . . with a touch of mild menthol
added for refreshing, cooling flavor. And each pack brings you a
valuable coupon, good in the United States for a wide choice of
beautiful, practical premiums. Switch to KQDLS and save those couponsBrown
!
& Wilhamson Tobacco Corp., Box 599. Louisville, Ky.

Temple+on Fox, young NBC
dramotic star, plays the
leading fenninine role of
Young Hickory over the
NBC-Blue network, Monday
through Friday, 11:15 a.m.

SAVE COUPONS . . . MANY HANDSOME NEW PREMIUMS

Table—PlainDc Luicc
Slurdy. FREE.
for illuMraled
ll.- Cas.—
750Bridgecoupons.
mo.li-l,inlaid.
SOO coupons
B & WWrit,premium
booklet. No.32 ragc
14 el;Cignnchoice
of fivetnaini
colors.Uii.l100,ilvcrnickcoupons
RALEIGH CIGARETTES. ..NOW AT POPULAR PRICES... ALSO CARRY B & W COUPONS
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Amusing Mince Meat Pies,
with cut-out pastry cats
for your Hallowe'en feast.
touitcsy Xvnf-iiicli Mincc Meat
nflDIO

5Tfl115

[QOKinG
By NANCY

SCHOOL
WOOD

Backward, turn backward, O Tunc, in your flight f
Make nic a child again, just for lo-nighl!
Many's the time, I could
am sure,
most fervent
wish-of-the-moment
bestwlien
be your
expressed
in the
famiHar words of the aljove jxjem ; and now, with
Hallowe'en coming, you can realize that wish for at least
one evening. One delightful evening of carefree, frolick-

Ireene Wicker, fannous as The Singing
Lady (NBC-Blue network) nnakes these
taste-tennpting, eye-appealing dishes.

RADIO STARS
Hallowe'en's coming! What shall we
have
table

to make

SUSAN:clubHearleft.that, Matilda? She's been crying ever since the
bridge

our

decorative?

some pleasure, according to Ireene
Wicker, the ai)pealing. lovable Si)u/iiuj Lady of the air waves.
"Hallowe'en can be one of the hap]iiest occasions in all the yearly calendar," Ireene assured me, elfin face
alight with anticipation of the fun
siie intends having, on that particular
evening, in home.
the \\"ickers' delightful
Connecticut
"You really should give a party for
your friends on All Hallow's Eve,"
continued
with inconviction.
if there isshe,
a child
the house,"And,
the
word 'should' immediateh' changes
into I anthink,
emphatic
But all
us,
like to'must.'
be children
againof
for a few hours, given a good excuse !
"There are so many amusing
things one can do on Hallowe'en,
too,"
she wentdecorations
on, "so many
and
inexpensive
that ga}go with
the occasion and. best of all, so many
marvelous things to eat — particularly
with the delicious foods of early fall.
Hallowe'en
refreshments
are
aWhy,
forerunner
of the
Thanksgiving
and Christmas feasts to follow, added
to which is the happy fact that the
very nature of this occasion calls for
the gayest informality in attire, favors,
ments ! table decorations and refreshis justmerry
the sort
to "Yes,
make this
the kids
and ofto party
make
merry
kids
of
us
all,"
declared
this
little lady, who looks like a child
herself and whose love for, and understanding of. youngsters is based
on experience in bringing up her own
sturdy
pair, Nancy
\\'alter called
Jr. —
the latter
being and
generally
"Charlie"
to
distinguish
him
from
his
father, the well known Walter
Wickerprograms.
of Today's Children and
other
"Would you outline a menu that
you
suits hopefully.
the occasion ?" I asked
Miss think
Wicker
W ould she ? She would ! Could
she reallx cook? Emphatically, yes!
Were there several of her favorite
recipes that I could ha\ e to try myself and to pass on to food-minded
readers of Radio St.\rs? There certainly were.
I have them all — the menu, which
follows shortly, and the many recipes
you'll
page suggested
78. Serveby most,
or all, offindtheondishes
Miss
Wicker at your forthcoming Hallowe'en party. {Continued on page 79)

MATILDA: She heard the girls whispering. It
would break my heart, too, if anybody said
my clothes had tattle-tale gray.
SUSAN: But the poor thing works so hard.
It's not her fault.

SUSAN:
lazv tosoaptellsheheruses.
dirt
behind.It'sWethatought
how Itweleaves
got
rid of tattle-tale gray.
MATILDA: Sh-h-h! That's why I've been saving this adher about
it under
door. Fels-Xaptha Soap. Let's slip

SUSAN: Wait, Matilda— does that ad sav
Fels-Naptha's
naptha chase Out richer
every golden
speck ofsoapdirt?and lots of

MATILDA: Yes indeed, Susan. But keep :
or she'll hear us.

FEW WEEKS LATER
GUEST: But, Doris, these linens look brandnew! How do you ever get them so white'

DORIS: Sh-h-h .'Twosly little birJicssiioxvcJ nic
how to banish tattle-tale gray with Fv.ls-.\aptha
Soap. I haven't thanked them yet, but, as a bit
of a reward, I'm treating them to the movies!

BANISH 'TATTLE-TALE GRAY" WITH FELS-NAPTHA SOAP

RADIO STARS
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skin"
of the

saysMAGGY ROUFF of PARIS
who created this stunning
new costume shade of
face powder for Woodbury's
"TY/I^'DSOR ROSE, the lovely new siiade
W of Woodbury's jiowtifr. fiivcs the
skin a romantic Iicauty. Its cri^amy-pink and
ivory-i)farli tints are the same that enliven
the skin of hlonde. hrimelte and titian.
T!iis i- tlic secret of its hreatli-taking
flattery to almost every complexion."
In all seven shades, Woodbury's Facial
Powder is germ-free* It cannot spread
blemish-causing germs to your face. In
the new blue box, $1.00, 50(!, 25(;, 10^.

: MAIL FOR 10-PIECE LOVELINESS KIT!
; For generous samplrs of Woodbiif, ■ S. li niil J'
• Woodbury, Inc.. 9183 Alfred si , i ,,„,,,n,r,, ().
: In Canada. John H. Woodbur)', Ll.l., 1'. ,lh. Onliirio.
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The always fresh loveliness of Florence George,
soprano of the Packard Hour, is attained by a
daily beauty routine which she passes on to you.
I'HII
of this season
for keenpacecompetition
in all makes
fields
— j^ettin^- your man, holding your
man gal
or jour
It won'tnose,be
the
withcareer.
the shiny
straggly hair or wrinkled frock
who wins out, either. Take a tip
from vonr ri\al and see that you're
not caught off-guard. On your
toes!
(iirls, you can't afiford to "just
get hy"he these
Wliy, what
could
more days.
devastating
than
missing your Big Chance because
this morning's make-up was
skctcliily a])])lied? Well, you can't
tell
b'ateonis xnu.
goingso tf)be ])ull
trick when
like that
readya
to meet romance or adxcnture at
any moment, or they'll siu'ely pass
you by !
Of ccnirse, if ycni're not in the
mood
beauty,
thereregister
isn't — a
thing
I for
canabout
say
that
will
so how
getting
into the
proper frame of mind? (Jkay ?
Then, all of \ on w ith a spark of
interest in your i)ersonal ajjpearance, do this :

Cleanse }(jur face thoroughly
and
brush your hair one hundred
strokes.
If youplexion want
to giveon )-our
a new lease
life, comthen
let this cleansing be something
extra-special. 1 know an inexpensive little packet that is crammed
full of new beauty and I'll give
you the may
name,be ifa you'll
write.
This
packet
facial
treatment
that will stimulate
the tissues
and
erase fatigue lines, or a pack to
combat blackheads or enlarged
pores,
or cleanse
a water-softener
to
smooth and
!
How can it be all of these
things?
that betterWell,
whenyou'll
you understand
hear what
this marvelous ]X)wder is. It is an
oatmeal facial and cleanser which
contains skin vitamin F. It also
contains another marvelous softening ingredient — vegetable milk,
^'ou see, now, that with such ingredients itcan be all three of
these things by api)lication in the
proper
manner.
tablespoonful
of the (ContimicdA on
page 90)
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POPULAR
MARY

MODEL

GIVES

BIDDLE
TIP

Method, not magic,

ON

SAVING

STOCKINGS!

has kept Florence
George

beautiful

>&ta2^IMHALF

hj(

and well-groomed

OVJL ^VVUM.uI&,

Florence's filnn
beauty
and sotalent
attracted
scouts,
now
she's under option to M-G-M.

Here's the girl you see in lots of fashion
photographs — lovely Evelyn Kelly. "I
furnish
my ownsavestockings,"
she says,
"and
Ivory Flakes
me money.
Stockings
washed with pure suds
wear twice as long."

ACTION! DEMANDS PHDTDGRAPHEH. Look at the
strain on Evelyn's sheer stockings! They
can takeby it,Ivory
because
strong
care! they're kept fresh and

Pure soap prevents weakening
of silk stockings
"Protecting the freshness of silk is the
whole secret of getting real wear from
stockings,"
say fineflakes
stores.made"That's
advise the soap
from why
the wefamous pure Ivory Soap — the soap that protects even a baby's young skin."
Don't pile up stockings you've worn —
don't use any soap less pure than Ivory
Flakes— don'i let your stockings get stale.
All these make silk grow weak and old.
Start tonight with Ivory Flakes. One
minute of daily care can add weeks of
wear— Ivory Flakes are pure economy!

ONE MINUTE PLEASE! Evelyn Kelly, popular
photographers'
takes onethrough Ivory
bedtime
to dash model,
her stockings
Flakes suds. "Now they wear twice as Un.r,.-'
11
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IT'S

mv

What

a popular radio

star

thinks

More

of Rudy's char-

about.

acteristic comments

Rudy toas aPaul
cowboy!
On a atrecent
visit
Whiteman
the
Shady Oak Farm in Fort Worth,
Texas. We hear that a high old
time was had by all concerned.

200 -SHEET KLEENEX
NOW 2 FOR 25<
The handy size for every room
Why tolerate clumsy boxes or inferior tissues
v.hcn Kleenex brings you Double Economy?
Plus
world ofonlyconvenience
can't
offer abecause
Kleenex hasthatthisothers
patented
Pull -Out Package.
StopKleenex...
at your dealer's today and
ask for 200slicct
It's
the
liandy size fornoweveryreduced
room toand2 forfor 25c.
the car!
KLEENEX
DISPOSABLE TISSUES
(•Trade Mark Reg. U. S. Patent Ojfice)

RADIO STARS

fluniBLE
opinionA CAREFUL study of the notes that have piled up catering to that depravity in all of us which moves us to a
during the jiast niontli tells me that there are several contemptible interest in affairs which do not concern us
in any way, and that sadistic streak which affords a
matters I'd like to discuss with you — several observations modicum
of secret delight when one reads that so and
I'd like to make. Some of them you may agree with — so is unhappy
because someone whom he loved no longer
some
you may not — but see if you don't agree with my loves him.
first one.
-♦
Xow, altlioiigli Burlesque, as Broadivay last kitCK' it, is By It has become a kind of sport today, a race between
dead {at least for a zvliile), I cannot refrain from sniiline/ those who stoop to these unha]i]:)y-pri\'ate-life reportings
before the eyes of a public that
as 1 think of some of the elez'er titles they t^'ere accus- to plaster them u]) isfirst
assumed to wait with bated breath
tomed, in their quaint ivay, to use on
for these sickening disclosures. While
their theatre marquees {electric light
it is surel\ not important and, lea-t of
si,\]JIXD
pis to \'ou)
: MATTRESS
OVER
all. no concern of the reader, it is conANATOMY AXD CLEOPATRA RUDY
sidered (in journalistic circles) comVALLEE
THREE SMART GIRDLES
parable to withholding the details of a
THE Sir AY OF ALL FLESH
major crime to fail to inform all the
HOXEST TEASE THE BEST POLICY
busybodies in all of the small and large towns that a
glamorous star of stage, screen or radio (the latter the
PAXTIES'
SHE
LIVESLXFFRXO
ALOXE AXD LOOKS IT
least glamorous) has just walked into the kerotrack with —
GOXE WITH THE JVIXDSOR
or without — a handsome or ugly escort.
ABROAD AT HOME
STRIPS THAT PASS IX THE XIGHT
I guess toI must
the fusillanimous
fellozv out of and
step.fopid
. . . 1droolcan't
be bothered
read bethese
I have been quite frank and open in my admiration ings. even lelien they concern me. . . . Tolerance to ine, lias
alzeays been one of the cardinal z-irtues of life. And
for
'Walter
and byhe talents
meanthehis talents
creativeof ones,
and Winchell
not the —energy
expendsI I haz'e nezrr been able to interest { Continued on pane 80)

Pond's Shades Never Show "Powdery"
Out in the open (la\ light — what does your
tacf '.' anules into relief —
for \()urthrows
powder
Sharp dodavlijiht
shows up faults in \our tace — Does your
powder
fault? show up ternbh Y Sliarpening every
Not withshades
Pond'sare"glare-proof"
shades to! Pond's
powder
carefully blended
catch
and reflect only the softer rays of light. They
up "powdery."
never showblended.
mften
Trueyour
skin face.
tones.And Uniformly
Softest
texture. And clinging. Special ingredients make
roiid s "glare-proof
looking
for hours. Powder stay smooth, freshDecorated
screw-top jars, 35t^,
70c.LowNe\Nprices.
big boxes.
lOe, 20c.
FREE . . .
5 "Glare-Proof" Shades
of Pond'sof farh••plar,--|.r,.ol
a thoroughTo. ;
Set4>nouf:h
expires Jan. 1.for1938.)
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STOflV
WA-A-A

OF

fl

I DON'T WANT
ORDINARY,
sonG

POWDfR/

HIT

^ manager
Eddie Janis,
West Berlin,
Coast
for Irving
Inc., brings a new song to the
rehearsal. Green hums it over.

^ On
podium,
Greentheleads
the
orchestra, and studies
the score while singer
Jimmy Blair works out
a vocal interpolation
that completes the
song's arrangement.

want Mennen
Antiseptic Powder
that keeps me
SAFER from germs/
'Honest, Mummy, I'm not cryin' just to
be bad. I'm scared of those germs that
are always landin' on my skin; and I want
theem. baby
me from
I meanpowder
Mennen.that'll
You protect
know, Mummy
there
couldn't
be
a
powder
that's
than Mennen, or that works slickersofteiin
keepin'
free from
that .mythisskinMennen
Powderchafin'.
is whatBeside-,
my
doctor ordered; 'cause it's antiseptic. Ii
keens a baby's skin from gettin' infected
And that's what counts! So Mummy—
whatr- — you'll get me some Mennen
Powder! Gee, that's great! Now I'll love
vou
more'n byever!more" doctors the. II othc
Knormnended
baby
powders
combinidM'.nnen
. . . that'
s wlmt Ii
luriey ihou i about
Antiseptic

14

section
2 Bock
in the now,
brass
Johnny Green explains
one of the difficult passages to trumpeters
Andydie Ehlert,
Siecrist
and Edmaking
ful definition
of careeach
bar of the arrangement.

5 Then, as
on thetheshow
air
from goes
the NBC-Hollywood studio, announcer
Ken Carpenter steps in
beside Trudy Wood, to
tell of the introduction
of a new song. Then —
^ Green
Maestroraises
Johnny
his
baton as the new song
faces its supreme test.
Will America like it?
Will youngsters demand
that it be played when
they
go dancing?
Will
couples
fall instrains?
love
to its sweet
Has a hit been born?
Johnny

Green, popular orchestra leader.

RADIO STARS

Have

you

tried the New
Magic

Milk

Masic?

2 At home, Green
makes an arrangement of the song, so as
to bring out the composer's lovely theme.

No waiting for results when you use tiie
NEW

LIIVIT MAGK

HERE
a new,treatment
completethattwentyminuteis beauty
begins
its gentle, toning action as soon as it is
applied, and leaves the skin looking soft,
smooth and refreshed.
If your complexion is dull and sallow,
the Linit Magic Milk Mask will help to
clarify it through natural stimulation, and
will heighten the natural bloom.
Look how easy it is for you to make
the Linit Magic Milk Mask at home:
*Simply mix three tablespoons of Linit
(the same Linit so popular as a Beauty
Bath) and one teaspoon of cold cream
with enough milk to make a nice, firm
consistency. Apply it to the cleansed face
and neck and relax during the twenty
minutes the mask takes to set. Then rinse
off with clear, tepid water and pat the
face and neck dry.

sponsors a new

song

MILK

MASK

Feel nessyour
face — the
petal-like
smoothand softness;
observe
the enchanting
bloom of youth. The Linit Magic Milk
Mask
the skin with
a velvety
that isleaves
an excellent
powder
base,"film"
as it
eliminates shine and helps to keep makeup looking fresh for hours longer.
Vk'hy? IfnotyoutrydoLinit
MagicLinit
Milkat hand,
Mask
NOVC
not have
your grocer can supply you.

3rd STEP

RADIO STARS

Nino Martini, distinguished
young
tenor, himself.
prefers
to seekItalian
his friends

lUHO

Bfaiily milliDiilics a'^rcr tliat llic most imixii
laiit sii-p in(Iciinsinfi.
llic can' ofItVyimra siiiijjlf
coiniilcxion
is /luiriiufih
step.
Km., since l)a;;;.'(il ^ Kumsdcll cifaled
(;ol.l.-n
Cl.-aiisiiif;
Cn-aiu.
For ihi^ III u ( Irani contains cdlloidal
poM ... a siili-laiicc with a icinaikable
piiwiT for tniiiiif; anil in\ i^m at in;; the skin.
Y(,M
mure can't
than MTiir
Vdii canfed ^n-ihi. or, ollnidal
l< cl thegeld.
ironanyin
spinar h. Yd its pcni i i .it i iii: action not only
inakf^ Coldcii Clran^iiifi Cream a more
efFicieiit
cle.inscrclear
. . .andliMlyouthfnl.
aids in kc<'ping
the coni|)lexion
Try (.olden Cleansing Cream tonight,
."^ci"
how
and vitally
it leaves
your
skin. fre^h
At leading
drug andalivedcjiarlmcnt
store^-Sl.OO.
DAGGETT &RAMSDELL
Room 1980, 2 Parli Ave. New York City
EncloHedCleansing
find 10cCream.in stamps
Golden
(Offer forgoodtrialin U.sizeS. jar
only.)of
City
Stale
Copr. 1837. Drntitett & Raimdejl
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COULD

Orchestra leader Abe Lyman
admits he's very susceptible
to blue eyes, blonde hair.

LOUE

VOU

?

By EVELYN EDWARDS
WHO could love you — just the in the whole U.S.A. If he wanted
he could certainly be the debs'
way you are — even if you don't to,
But ofhethedoesn't
want with
to.
pet, \(iu
and hate
you'reoutdoor
much sports
too frank,
and
and delight.
/\. good part
invitations
which he is constantly deluged are
yuu'd rather have a career than responded to with regrets, since
children
plumper ?thanOryou even
ought if
to be,you're
and it's working, not playing, that
loathe the idea of pots and pans, Frank is mainly concerned with
these days. He already has a
and are ojienly on the lookout for movie,
a bunch of short subjects
a rich Imshand who'll idolize you? and a successful
Broadway play to
1 Icrc's siiniething entirely new in
credit
as
an
he's
([iK'stiininaii es. You don't get a his
hard to actor;
prepare and
himself
score I'lir an answer — you get studying
Frank I'arker, or Nelson Eddy, or for concert appearances. All of
Ray Ileatherton, Nino Martini, which leaves time for only an occasional night club, very few parAbe Lyman or Ken Murray!
ties, but lots of polo.
These tractive
six.bachelors
among
mosthave
atin alltheradio,
Nelson Eddy you've undoubtedly
outlincfl in complete detail for us seen in pictures, so noliody needs
tell you how ])otcntly he does
their likes, dislikes, ideals, prefer- to
things to feminine hearts. Contrary
ences, oiiinions and don't-cares
many of themore
movie Romeos, he's
about women
and marriage.
melted
those details
down to We've
thirty tosurprisingly
of¥than he is on.handsome
Much more
specific, unusual questions. You scrcen
natural,
wanner;
and
his
unique
answer
the questions
and findwould
out silver-lilonde hair ])Uts him in a
which one
of these— stars
most likelv be attracted to yon. class by himself when it comes to
looks. Nelson lives with his mother
sinqile.
You todon't
even need in a charming, un]>retentious house
aIt'ssheet
of i)ai)er
do it.
J Jilt before vou begin the quiz, atcjji a wind-swei)t Hollywood hill.
\ou're entitled to a look-see at the Lie seldom mingles in Hollywood
doesn't
run week-end,
down to
oentlemeii
in for
<|uestion.
bVank I'arker.
instance. There's
Frank night
Palm life,
Springs
every
is thirtv-oiic, brunette and dashing never gives l)ig parties. Because,
what with radio, pictures and his
in the Latin way. and his tt'iior annual
concert tour, he has all he
voice has been brightly slarrcil on
can
do to find time for his daily
the in'l works for ci-lit \ en s. j Ic handball
stint and enough sleep.
lives in a smart I'ark .\ venue
ajiartment, owns four Argentine When he does take a girl out, she
jionies. and is extremely proud of
holidayusually
— Nelsonex])ect
loves ato busman's
attend a
his high ])o]o rating which classifies can
him the ninth best amateur player broadcast {Continued on page 18)

Girls, try this quiz, and see which one
of these stars might love you!

RADIO STARS

The girl who dates funnyman
Ken Murray must be prepared
for anything unpredictable!

Baritone Ray Heatherton is
the serious, thoughtful kind.
He brings his dote flowers.

Nelson Eddy, even more handsome off the screen, does
things to feminine hearts!

,aKe precautions! Alwa^^^^^^^^^^^^
.w<\c even to tne ti"
AU Johnson & Jo ;nso" R i d „„, only .n
-

-f!^

are pac)«i

Dashing tenor Frank Parker
could, if he wanted to, be
the debutantes' delight.

COTTON

• GAUZE

• BANDAGES

RADIO STARS
ff red, chapped hands could only talk after

WASHING
tender hands.windows
Harsh makes
soaps,a "mess
ammonia
water, and wind roughen skin . . . cause
hangnails!
No
wonder
your
hands
get kisses! Help them be soft againdon't
...

WE'RE PROUD

USE toHINDS!
It's extra-creamy.
..works
fast
soften harsh
skin . . . comfort
red,
work-abused
hands.
With
"sunshine"
Vitamin D in it. Hinds helps your hands
feel smoother, more romantic than ever!

TO BE HIS

HANDS
Copyright, 1937. Lehn & I t Products Corp. ,
EVEN one application of Hinds
makes workaday hands more
thrilling. Smoother to his touch... not
aandbit"scratchy."
Use faithfully
— before
after exposure,
before and
after
household jobs. Hinds helps put back
the softness that wind, cold, heat, hard
water, and dust take away. Gives you
the smooth, feminine hands that men
like to hold! Hinds Honey and Almond
Cream comes in $1.00, 50c, 25c, and
10c sizes. Dispenser free with 50c
size — attached to bottle, ready to use!
^

HINDS
HONEY AND ALMOND CREAM
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(Continued from page 16)
or head for tlie neighborhood movie!
Ray Heatherton is definitely a
grown-up star of twenty-six, but you
are tempted to call him a sweet kid.
That's what Ray really is. A few
years
ago he wassalesman
a struggling
twentydollar-a-week
for the
telephoneportantcompany,
and now but
he's success
an imyoung baritone,
hasn't changed
him
one
whit.
He
recently established his mother, his
younger sister and himself in a Manhattan apartment ; drives a car of the
tin Lizzie vintage, goes extravagant
on
books thoughtful
and voice lessons.
the
serious,
kind, whoHe'sbrings
his date the right color of roses to
match her gown, sends flowers to his
hostess the day after the party. And
he'd much
prowl around
seum, of anrather
afternoon,
than sita inmu-a
theatre or cocktail lounge.
But not so Abe Lyman. Abe is
Broadway's
and the
radio's
about-town, own
and hesonlives
partmanand
loves it. There's never an evening he
can't be where,found
a nighthisclub
somewith or inwithout
orchestra
on the bandstand, but zvitli a pretty
girl on his
! His
mances, fromarmClara
Bow big-time
in 1926 ro-to
Lleanor Powell in 1936, have always
been and will always be good copy
until Abe walks down an aisle to the
altar — and that will probably be the
best copy of all. The Calif ornians
maestro is an old-timer in radio and
show business, knows everybody, is
known by everybody and liked by
most. He keeps bachelor quarters in
a New York hotel, never gets tired of
restaurant food or late hours or banging around the country with his band.
And admits he's very susceptible to a
pair of
blue eyes
hair —
even
bleached
blonde,and if blonde
necessary.
Nini Martini, on the other hand,
would like to settle down in one place
— the quiet Connecticut hills, preferably— and make his permanent home
there for good. He's thoroughly weary
of living in the heart of Manhattan,
or traveling,
becatise
demands that he do
both. his
Oncework
or twice
a year he treks to the West Coast to
makeMetropolitan
a picture ; winters
busyrestat
the
Opera; he's
and the
of the time he's living in pullmans between concert jumps. Nino — short,
slight and dark — is constantly being
trailedtion by
fans,toa one
situa-so
which love-smitten
is very annoying
completely
reserved
and
shy.
He
prefers to seek out his feminine friends
himself, take them to hear symphonies
and
the ojiera,
maybe Park.
for a preluncheon
canter or
in Central
The girl who dates funnyman Ken
Murray has to be prepared for anything in the way of surprises. For
Ken is a mad dish and his whimsies
are totally {Continued on page 94)

Guy
Lombardo,
whose
orchestra
has a definite
spot In the heart of
every listener. His
nnusic is heard every
Sunday afternoon on
the Bond Bread progrann, at 5:30 p.m. EST,
over the Columbia
Broadcasting System.

fOTl

DI5TIT1GUI5HED

TO

RADIO

Several years ago Guy Lombardo persuaded the manager
ization's success. But they, on the other hand. Insist Guy
the sole reason. That's just the way the boys are. Loyalty
of
Granada Cafe
to put the
his band
regularly
the Chicago's
air over WBBM.
Immediately
rendezvous
did ona ispersonified.
tremendous, turn-away business. Every collegian In the
Guy Is one of the most likable personalities In radio.
Midwest became "Lombardo-consclous."
No affectation whatever. Success, fortunately, has gone to
New York soon heard of the Guy Lombardo band. Its his heart, not to his head. The rest of the boys have absorbed his genial, unselfish spirit.
distinctive dance music In soft, legato tempo. Many tempting offers finally brought Guy to the big metropolis. He
Guy's current
for Bondexperience,
Bread Is flawlessly
preplayed at the Hotel Roosevelt. Radio sponsors bid high
sented. His longprogram
broadcasting
gained since
for his services. His style of dance music, enr^phasizlng the early Granada days. Is evidenced by the smooth, conmelody and simplicity, skyrocketed to nationwide popusistent quality of all numbers played. No orchestra in
radio is more appreciated, more thoroughly entrenched In
larity. And It's been maintained ever since.
the
hearts
of listeners.
To Carmen, Lelbert and Victor, his brothers, and to Fritz
Kreltzer, Francis Henry, George Gowans, Fred Higman,
To Guy
Lombardo
and hisRadio
orchestra,
of the presents
world's
musical
organizations,
Stars one
Magazine
Larry Owen, Jim Dillon and Ben Davis, the other original great
members of the band, Guy gives full credit for the organ- its award for Distinguished Service to Radio.
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POI^TTlfllT

Lovely Jessica Dragonette,

young

Of

fl

veteran of radio, and one of

LOOKING
you Dragonette
wouldn't think
her too
as ayoung
pioneer.to
For
one thing,at her,
Jessica
seemsof far
have earned so lioary a title. And again, she's small and
fragile, seemingly remote, reserved. The thrust and hardihood of the pioneer seem fantastic, linked with this young
"Golden Girl" of radio.
We forget that pioneering is a quality of the mind, of
the soul. But it is just this quality that has driven Jessica
Dragonette — and still drives her — ever since that day in
her
earlyschool
'teens,where
when she
she had
left been
the sheltering
wallssought
of thea
convent
educated and
theatrical engagement.
made the young
Jessica seek her life's adventure
in What
the entertainment
world?
Childhood experiences often furnish a key to the understanding of adult character. Jessica was born in Calcutta,
India, where the family lived until she was six years old.
After that, asJessica
her father's
businesshimrequired
him toEurope.
travel
extensively,
accompanied
throughout
She learned to know the folk of many lands and to love
their music — and today that knowledge, absorbed by the
impressionable child-mind, forms the rich background for
the musical dramas of various lands sung on the Palmolive
Hour. Later, Jessica and her father came to America
where, in the convent school in which he placed her, she
began in earnest the study of music, developing a voice of
rare and thrilling beauty.

Too, she developed a passionate love of the theatre.
"As tofarmimic
back aspeople,
I can impersonate
remember," them.
says Jessica,
haveI
loved
As a "I
child,
was allowed to go to the theatre once a year, on my birthday. Each year that day stood out as a memorable occasion
— and for all the days between, the dream of that enchanted
world of make-believe remained vivid and absorbing. For
weeks
afterward,"
she for
smiles,
remembering, taking
"I would
reenact the
entire play
my schoolmates,
all the
parts myself.
"The characters fascinated me," she explains. "And I
used to study people about me — how they talked, how they
walked, how they used their hands. ... I find, now, all
these childish memories and observations tucked away in
some pigeonhole
of my mind, ready for use in building a
character
for radio.
"Of course, the essence of character is mental, emotional
— but understanding people in their external aspects helps
one to project over the air the underlying qualities of
mindSo and
spirit." for play-acting, plus her clear, thrushher passion
like voice, won her a chance in the theatre. From the
beginning her work showed promise. The Miracle, The
Student Prince and The Grand Street Follies gave her
needed
experience and she was filled with high hopes for
the
future.
"Now," said her friends, "Jessica's career is set. Now

One of Dragonette,
radio's youngest
Jessica
from veterans,
the first,
has played a definite, innportant
part in the developnnent of radio
broadcasting and its program fare.

With her music director, Al Goodman,
Jessica discusses some changes in
the script for one of her PalmoUve
Beauty Box Theatre broadcasts, over
CBS, Wednesdays, at 9:30 p.m., EST.

BY

its most

beloved

stars

she is on the high road to success."
But they reckoned without that divine unrest which drives the pioneer — that unrest
which was, perhaps, the birthright of the Httlc
girl who, as soon as she became at home in
one land, moved on to another.
"Aingletter
day," moment,
Jessica says,
lookbackwardcameto aonefateful
an eventful decision. "It asked me if I would consider
radio as a vocation. . . ."
She thought it over seriously. Made several
auditions. Then, while her friends exclaimed,
protesting that she was sacrificing a promising
theatrical career for a passing fad, Jessica set
her course in the then new and untried
medium. Not for the pioneer the safety and
security of the beaten path !
So this young radio veteran came to the air,
ten
ago, while
in her remember
'teens. Some
of heryears
listeners
today, still
no doubt,
her
as Vivian, the name under which she made
her radio debut on the Coca-Cola hour.
Six months later, under her own name,
Jessica Dragonette was starred in Theatre
Memories, a series of light operas which ran
for two and a half years. In 1930 she began
hn- long and
(Coutivucd on page S6)

She is young to
beone of radio's
pioneers.
Small,
and dainty as
a porcelain
urine, withfig-a
halo of golden
hair framing a
sensitive face.

NANCY

BARROWS

The

Show

Capn

Boat's

Henry

tells

gusty tales of the
good old days when
he was

a trouper

"It's only the
beginning, folks!
On-lee — the beeginning!" shouts
the lusty Cap'n.

It looks like o
gay I if e, Cap'n !

LU5TV

Lloya
l^hoto

HE
is a darling.
is a lamb,
(Charles
WinningerHe Henr\.
He this
has Cap'n
white
wool for hair. And lively blue marbles for
eyes. He is sort of round and short. And
walks bouncily. Everyone on the Selznick
lot where, with Carole Lombard, Fredric
March and Walter Connolly, he is making
Nothing Sacred (in color), calls him
"Cap'nto aHenry,"
the af?ectionate tones
used
beloved in
character.
He is just the sort of person you would
love to have for an uncle, say, with such
rich and racy tales to tell, of other days and
other ways, as would hold the attention
with admiring awe.
His memory is like a grab-bag from
which, like rabbits from a hat, he pulls the
gaudy figures of Houdini in his youth, the
Great
Raymond,Costellos,
Master the
'of Barrymores
Magic, the
ceiling-walking
in their heydays, the Jeffersons, George M.
Cohan waving his "grand old flag," Will
Rogers when he first came to town, ventriloquists,musicians.
trapeze performers,
tumblers, knew
acrobats,
Charlie Winninger
them all. .And he knew all their tricks
and all of their trades as well. .\nd he

And here he is with
Meredith Willson and
Alma Kruger of th
Show Boat connpany, all
set for a good laugh.
BY

GUSTV.

Fronn o mind stored
with memories of the
old trouping days, the
Cap'n exchanges a gay.
quip with Warren Hull.

GLADYS

HALL

liimillllGEn!

practiced most of their trades and pertormed most of their
tricks himself. There is nothing in show business he has
not
done,Ghost.
in his time, from walking the ceiling to Hamlet's
gloomy
And there is no trick of legerdemain he ever knew or
saw slicker, more pat, than the trick Fate happily played
by making him the creator of the original role of Cap'n
Henry in the Show Boat, in New York, in 1927, '28.
'29; the role of Cap'n Henry on the air in 1932; the
role of the Cap'n in the screen version — and now, in 1937,
Cap'n
Henry Winninger
on the air again,
For Charles
played aontradition-in-the-making.
show boats when he
was a lad. He worked on Adams' Floating Palace — and
— during thesailed
summers,
when ofthose
floating
palaces
ofothers
entertainment
the Father
Waters.
He doubled
in brass; and
he played
parts;were
the real,
flesh-and-blood
Cap'n
Henrys
Parthenias
his bosses
and his fellow
troupers. From luxurious, technically super-perfect broadcasting stations, from the mechanical marvels of movie
sets, he still turns a wistful blue eye toward the old
show
more. boat days — the gusty, lusty days which are no
He could tell breathtaking tales of his schooldays with
the Indians near Ashland, Wisconsin. He could tell tales
of the days when his family was in the railroad showbusiness, hitching their cars to freight trains and slow
passenger trains (the fast expresses wouldn't take them

because
of the that
paraphernalia
they tocarried).
tell tales
of the bread
mother used
make — He'd
the real,
oldfashioned rye loaves his own mother did make in her
kitchen on wheels — and how his dad would scoop out
the inside of a loaf, pack it with sweet butter, clamp on
the crusty lid, pack up Charlie and his brothers and go
oflF forfullya combined
day's for
fishing,
their with
lunch.bread and butter thus skillThere isn't much that he hasn't seen ; there isn't much
that he hasn't done ; there are very few of the theatrical
great he has not known, at ciose quarters. He taught
Will Rogers to speak his first lines on the stage. He
married the delectable Blanche Ring, in the days when
she was the toast of Xew York. They were married
on the very day Woodrow Wilson was elected to the
presidency.
He knew Houdini in the clays when the master
necromancer
just beginning.
Fact, itHewastells
Charlie's
dad who gavewasHoudini
his first leg-up.
about
how, when he was a youngster and Houdini was working
with their outfit, he tried to find out how the famed
Houdini box mystery was done. He got together ai
chisel and a hammer and was happily engaged in trying
to takeat the
him
it. box apart, when Houdini stalked in and 25caught
"What happened?" I asked, with pleasant shudders.
"He kicked my jiants ri?ht {Continued on pa{je 70)

Laurette Fillbrandt is the
som lass who portrays Dot Huston in NBC's A Tale of Today.

Dorothy Lamour, snapped as she
rehearsed one of her songs for
a Chase and Sanborn broadcast.

in
Some

THE

lads and lassies of
BeautyHawthorne
and the beach!
The
House
ingenue, Billie Byers, who
plays the role
Bracefield
in oftheMiriam
NBC
serial, heard Mondays
at 9.00 p.m. PST.

Our versatile little friend, Charlie McCarthy.
Scene from Warner Brothers Vitaphone short,
Double Talk, with Edgar Bergen and a player.

Known to radio as one of the Hillbilly
Canovas, sister Judy nnakes up for her role
in the Jack Benny film, Artists and Models.
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5 POTLIGHT

the current air shows, seen
In their quaint and colorful costunnes for
Show Boat, Tommy Thomas and Nadine Conner
rehearse a romantic duet for the program.

in more

or less informal moments
A study in expressions. Martha Raye and John
Howard in a gay bit of impromptu comedy at
Martha's Charity Party in the Coconut Grove.

It was Rudy Vallee who first recogFoye's ability
put
over a nized
song.Alice Everyone
knows to
it now!

Alice, with Tyrone Power and Andy Devine in
the 20th Century-Fox picture, In Old Chicago.
Alice and Tyrone are "the love interest."

ALICE FA YE has two things in common with the immortal Alice of fiction. In the first place, her Wonderland is different from what she expected, a crazy world
where anything can happen and nothing is what it seems
to be. In the second place, Alice herself is difYercnt from
her glamorous reflection, different from the gay, hardboiled damsel who sings and cavorts on the silver screen.
So different that sometimes she thinks she hardly knows
herself. And wonders dizzily what it is all about, what
is real, in this amazing land of make-believe.
Alice's
place onin the
the screen.
sun is anTheenviable
.She
hasToday
achieved
stardom
colorfulone,
leading
role in In Old Chicago is one she is justly thrilled about.
And
lime-lighted
as singer
with Hal
Kemi)'s
Band the
on the
Chesterfieldspot])rogram
is another
feather
in a
cap already well decorated with them. But all this is
the result of long, hard work and now that her earnest
struggles have brought her so far, Alice has begun to
wonder what it is all about, begun to realize that stardom
docs not mean the end of hard work, but the beginning
of even harder work. She has been working since she
was fourteen. Will there ever, sh«»- wonders, he time
to i)lay?
Twiceforced
in Alice's
been more
brought
u|)
short,
to takebrief
time career
f)Ut to she
thinkhasabout
seriou.s
things than just dancing one's way to fame. The first

fflVE
She28 chose the name

time was when she was traveling with Rudy Vallee and
his orchestra, and was injured in an automobile accident.
The second time was when they first started production
on her new picture. In Old Chicago, and Alice, excited,
nervous over her l)ig chance, eager to justify the faith
of her i)roducers and her co-workers, tripped on a flight
of stairs and awoke some time later in the studio
emergency hospital. Her body was bruised, her back
wrenched, but the real shock went deej)er. Suppose she had
sustained a spinal injury? Suppose that had l)een the end!
She looked around at her room full of flowers and
was grateful to her many friends, but could not
helj) looking beyond them. Wondering . . .
"People forget in such a Httle while." she
murmured. "They are sorry for you — but
who wants pity? Things like that make
youBehind
stop and
thinkbaby..."face is a warm,
Alice's
endearing per.sonality. In spite of
the roles .she has played, there is
nothing
in theher. least
boiled about
She hardis
sweet and sincere, but not
at all wishy-washy, for
aon strong
page{Continued
60)
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' for luck." Today Alice is a star. But it was
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Built up into a personality he never

Photo by Sidney Desf,
With his new NBC Packard program and
his Hollywood schedule, Lanny now looks
forward to a more satisfying future.
THE radio star and the movie mogul, surrounded
hy their numerous advisers and assistants, had been
closeted in the skyscraper office for four weary
hours. The sunshine that pierced the Venetian
bHnds turned sallow with smoke, the room was
bursting with the babble of persuasive, eager voices.
Everybody was talking at once about the contract.
The impressive contract that lay there on the desk
looking very rich and crisp and important . . .
three pictures a year for five years . . . top
billing . . . vacations . . . unrestricted broadcasting
privileges. . . .
Everybody was talking except the radio star, who
sat in his gray tweeds quite calm and undisturbed, and listened and occasionally nodded his
Iiead
in
that signifies
"no." beyond
Finally thethemanner
movie mogul,
exasperated
endurance, swung himself out of his chair
and leaned across the desk.
"I^)ok," he said quietly to the man in
gray tweeds, "doesn't a Iwlf million
dollars mean anything to you?"
"No," came the answer, "not if I
have to be a 'romantic sap' to
earnAndit." a few minutes later
,
Eanny Ross was
i' '
briskly crossing
r
,
Fifth
BY MARY
WAT

KINS

REEVES^

m

[

was and does not wis

SAP
to be, Lanny

REBELS
Ross is starting all over again to be himself

Another glimpse of the real Lonny, at his
farm in Millbrook, New York, with a prize
farm horse which he imported from Belgium.
Avenue with all the aplomb and satisfaction in the world.
The only thing that occupied his thoughts at the moment
was that if he hurried he could get back to Millbrook
by
threeworkout
o'clock, inchange
into before
some olddinner.
clothes The
and men
get
a good
the fields
were cutting the wheat crops that carpeted his five hundred aci^s. The hot sun would sting his shoulders the
way it \is4 yesterday ; he'd sweat and burn, eat with a
onfarmhand's
a summer appetite
day ! afterward. Nothing like that farm
With no regret for the fabulous sum of money he had
just rejected in a skyscrajjer ofiice, he stepi)ed on the
starter of his roadster and headed for Poughkeepsie.
Several times he thought proudly of himself, while he
sped along the Hudson: "Well. I did it again. I took
another
step."to And
he hurried
home quicker,
tell Olive
about it.so that he might get
Behind him in New York, Lanny Ross once more had
taken a step toward the greatest, toughest goal he ever
has set for himself. They've been trying for years,
radio and pictures, to make him "sort of a romantic
sap,"
he himself
termshowit.Laimy
They hated
succeeded,
too, they
and
nolx)dyas ever
will know
it. But
won't succeed any more. Lanny's rebelling !
After you get to be ".sort of a romantic sap." it"s
hard
rebellion
has and
cost work
him
weeks toof change.
jiersuasiveLanny's
argument,
monthsalready
of study
and ])lanning. and over a million dollars in potential
earnings.
But if it's the
the last
thing that
he does,
undo in Hollywood
mistakes
built he's
him going
up as toa

Now sojourning in Hollywood, Lanny and
his wife miss the country home which
they made together and love deeply.
personality he wasn't and never will be.
Ross, at thirty-one, is starting all over again
to Lanny
be himself.
Looking
back,on ofthecourse,
enoughwith.
to seeWhen
how
Lanny
got oflf
wrong it's
footeasy
to begin
i)ig-time radio first noticed him, he was a fresh-out-ofcollege youngster, singing for twenty-two dollars a
week. They snapped him up at fifty a week to start
and considered it a bargain. Then the\- sat back,
with their bargain on their hands, to decide what
to do with it.
only one
in show
forThere's
a youngster
suchclzissification
as Lanny was
then.business
First
and foremost, he was a tenor, a Yale man. and
he was handsome.
walkedat his
off alma
with amater;
goodly
number
of the track He'd
trophies
he was tall and boyish, with gray eyes and
clean-cut j)rofile. He load excellent family
l)ackground, flawless breeding. And charm.
Raw material like that, in the hands of
expert showmen, has one chance in a
thousand of missing the build-up that
is carefully fashioned to make its
owner "every mother's son" and
"every girl's dream date."
I^innyambitious,
didn't miss
it. He
was
willing
to do (Continued '
on page 7Z)
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Love, flowering from friendship

As mistress of ceremonies for the
Hour of Charm orchestra, Rosoline
Greene,
of radio's
feminine
pioneers, one
introduces
the melodies
of Phil Spitalny's thirty girls.
SHE sits on one foot when she talks and she is small and
dark and pretty and so changing in her moods that you
can't think of her as a single jsersonality at all.
That's how her radio sponsors see her, too, for there
isn't a girlthanon Rosaline
the air who's
been And
calledtoday
on toshebe stands
more
versatile
Greene.
out as the only woman announcer of major importance
in radio. On Monday evenings her clear young voice,
whose diction and tone critics hail as flawless, is heard
announcing for Phil Spitalny and his all-girl Hour of
Charm orchesta, and it was she who introduced Mrs.
Franklin D. Roosevelt to her radio audiences, on her recent Wednesday programs.
Yet she has played more romantic leads than any other
woman in radio, since her college days when she appeared
with the first dramatic company to be heard on the air.
the WGY players in Schenectady.
She loves being one of radio's pioneers.
"Once you've done pioneering, you've got more vision
than the people who come afterwards," Rosaline said
slowly.thing,"And
the thrill ofwecreating
too. Backthey've
theremissed
in Schenectady,
had no somerules
to follow, because there were no rules. We had to find
out everything for ourselves, experimenting with sound
effects and vocal characterizations. Nowadays radio is
I^retty much standardized. Tlien it was thrilling and new
and unpredictable.
"For thirteen years now, I've been continuously in
radio. I've seen so many come and go, have their brief
moment of glory and been extinguished. And I've been
awfully grateful that I've been allowed to go on.
"When I was a kid, there were so many things I
dreamed of being. A secret service operator, a journalist,
an
— dangerous,
exciting
things. Now
I've lived
themexplorer
all through
my acting.
Vicariously,
of course,
but
no less a thrill because of that.
"People
have tobeenthemfascinating
to me.aboutI love
watch
themalways
and listen
and wonder
them.to
It's all
essential
for andetails
actress
have a this
curiosity, to find
out
the small
that tocolor
characterization
and
make
it
convincing.
But
I've
found
out
even
more
about
l)eople from reading. Especially biography. For people
conceal things about themselves, while writers bare the
es.sential qualities.

UlfllTinG
I through the years, brings a happy

BY

ELIZABETH

BE N N E C H
"I would rather do a good radio program than anything
else in the world.
to create
varietyBoatof
characters.
I loved It's
beingfunMary
Lou onsuchthe a Show
Hour. People took it so seriously and used to give me
advice on how to land Lanny and how to patch up any
quarrel
and Ireal
lovedto them.
it because I knew then I
had
madewe'dthe had,
character
"You
know,
I've
played
at
romance
that II
used to be afraid of marriage ! There wasso a much
time when
played in a series of famous loves of history. It was
fascinating, playing those glamorous women — even more
fascinating than playing fictional romances, because these
women were real. They had lived and loved and died and
become immortal, because of the love that lifted them
above other humans.
"It did
playing
those anparts.
My
family
was something
sure that Itowasme,going
to become
old maid,
I couldn't
to the idealof
offor those
men find
who any
had man
beenwhothe could
loversliveandup husbands
the women I portrayed. No man could stand up to the
illusion and idealism of those love stories, and any beau
I happened to have seemed colorless and unexciting in
comparison.
"Silly, wasn't it, for an adult to have such half-baked
it now, remembering, but it wasn't such
aideas?
laughingI laugh
matterat then.
"Hut there
a man Iinmetmyself
— justandafterthe I things
came out
college,
full ofwasconfidence
I wasof
going to do in radio. He is Jose])h M. Barnett, who was
managing IVOR, then in New York, and he was one of
the first people I saw about a job. I liked him and I
thought it began and ended with that, though I laugh at
myself now, ten years later, knowing how distinct that
meeting is ; even today, bow every little detail of his office
is fixed in my mind, so that I can see, as clearly as if it
were happening all over again, just where he sat and
where 1 .sat and what he said and how he looked saying it.
"I remember
his eyesperfectly
were laughing,
managed
to keej)how
his mouth
serious, asthough
1 askedhe
for a job acting and managing a dramatic company for
him, and how nice he was when he turned me down, trying to tell me, without destroying my sublime young confidence indoing it, that I was really too inexperienced for
such an ambitious program.
{Continued on page 63)

fOR

marriage to Rosaline Greene

BROflDCflSTS

Famous folk whom

your dial summons-

makers of drama and music and mirth

Dwight Coolce, Chase and Sanborn Hour producer,
shows comedian W. C. Fields and guest star Joan
Blondell the script, but "W.C." only scofFs at it.

A place in the sun for fair Bemice Berwin, who
in the NBCpoolserial.
OneCalifornia
Man's Family
atplaysthe Hazel
big swimming
at her
home.—

"The Old
Maestro,"
Ben Bernle,
deserts
the lads,
to trchange
a few temporarily
quips with
those fey, febrile funsters, Sfoopnagle and Budd.

"America's Sweetheart" — <ind Buddy's, too! Mary
Pickford and Charles (Buddy) Rogers, pictured
after their wedding, in Hollywood, on June 26th.
Wide World Photo

DI5C0UERED

Jack Haley, as
he appears in
Danger, Love
af Work, his
new 2(Hh Century-Fox movie.

ALL

"IT'S FUNNY," said Jack Haley. "In
vaudeville, not so many years ago. radio was
always good for a laugh. Today you never
hear of vaudeville, except when a radio
comedian jokes about it.
"At the Palace, as few as ten years ago,
when the going got tough, you could always
convulse them with a crack like : 7 hooked
my aerial to the bed last night — and got Hot
Springs!'
But theright
jokeoffbounced
backRight
and
chased vaudeville
the stage.
now, at the Palace, they're running double
features. It's sort of fantastic, when you
Whatof happened
Haley right here
think
it." is sortto ofJackfantastic,
in Hollywood
too, when
you think of success
it, or evenin when
you don't.
An
outstanding
vaudeville
(heaven
rest its soul !) and musical comedy, he
listened to the siren call of the movie makers
and came to Hollywood, where he was almost completely ignored for four years.
Then came Wake Up and Live. People came
to see Winchell and Bernie and went away
raving about Haley. So Hollywood "discovered" Jack Haley. Suddenly he was
terrific — a great comedian. The news even
got to the big boys in radio, and now Jack
has a swell contract on a big air show —
and he's going through the process of being
"discovered" all over again. But don't get
him wrong — he loves it. There
never was a Haley born who
couldn't use a little extra dough,
and this particular Irishman is
not at all displeased by the fact
that it happens to be coming in
in bundles at the moment.
We were sitting beside the
pool of the Haley homestead in

flGflin
BY

LEO

He starred

TOWNSEND

in vaudeville.

wood calle.d him and
him.

Now

then

Hollyforgot

his star is high again

Beverly Hills. The Chez Haley, unlike many a mansion in that
glittering sector, has no mortgage between it and the California
sun. The legal documents are all signed and owned by Mr. John
Haley, a big city boy who made good in the country. The big
city was Boston, and everybody knows what country he made
good in. The house and lot, incidentally, he credits to a combination of the stage, the movies and Mrs. M. More about her
later.
"RadioUp isanda Live,
brand I new
for me,"
"Before
Wake
never thrill
had been
on thesaidair.Jack.
The day
after
the preview, I was signed up to go on the Hollywood Hotel program, and two weeks later I accepted my present job."
There's an amusing story about Jack's first radio appearance.
As you wanted
may know.
Jack didn'tbaritone,
sing insoWake
Up was
and used.
Live. The
studio
a deep-voiced
a double
The
Hollywood Hotel producers wanted to give him a voice double
for his Wake Up and Live numbers on their program. But Jack,
who has sung hit numbers in such Broadway smashes as Follow
Thru,warbling.
Good NewsWhich
and Take
Chance,he told
he'd nicely,
handle too.
his
own
is justa what
did, them
and very
Anyway, his Hollywood Hotel appearance marked the first
time Jack ever came face to face with a radio microphone. He
thinks it's
thing, Upin and
spiteLive.
of theWhat
fear about
and hatred
he exhibited forait fine
in Wake
that, Haley?
"Mike
fright?
When
I'm
getting
$50,000
a
week,
or
whatever
my salary is? I should say not! As a matter of fact, I was so
glad to be up in front of an audience {Continued on pag< 6f< )
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Romance infects every little note of
every little piece ptoyed by the Dorsey
Tommy's
"sweet racing.
swing"
has orchestra.
started plenty
of pulses
Edythe Wright at the microphone.
By MURIEL BABCOCK

NOBODY ever has accused Tommy Dorsey of being a
Rudolph Valentino. A sheik. A guy with soulful eyes and
romance ]jouring out of his soul.
Of course, everybody who follows dance bands knows
that romance actually pours out of the Dorsey trombone
and infects every little note of every little piece played by
aof Dorsey
orchestra.
style
music has
started That
plentyTommy's
of pulses'"sweet
racingswing"
and hearts
beating faster.
But Tommy Dorsey personally? Oh. he's a tall, lanky
chap, with steel-rimmed spectacles, a benign smile, lives up
on a New Jersey farm, is happily married to a girl he met
thirteen vears ago and has two husky, growing children.
Likes to spend all his spare time out on the farm, is never
seen around night spots, probably thinks romance is something for the collegians.
of That
it ! i.s where you're wrong. You don't know the half
Maybe Mr. Thomas Dorsey. II, the orchestra leader,
isn't
a sheik in the
the breast
Valentino-Novarro
sense dinner
of the jacket
word,
but underneath
pocket of his white
there beats a heart that has whooped it up as hard as any
rider of the desert.
It is his own personal love story. 1 want to tell you.
The true romance

of Tommy

How he fell in love at first sight, suddenly, tumultuously,
one warm spring evening. How he wooed and won his
lady fair, and eloped with her, facing the ire and the wrath
not only of her angry pa and ma but his own startled
and bewildered family.
Just three weeks after that mellow April night in Michigan when heDorsey.
met the Or"girlrather,
of hishe dreams,"
he was
her Missus
was calling
her calling
Toots.
Other folks called her Missus Dorsey.
Romance came to him just that quickly.
"They said it wouldn't, that it couldn't, last," said
a reminiscent
in his eye.
"But look
atTommy
us ! Werecently,
had our
thirteenth gleam
anniversary
the other
day.
It's wonderful !
"How did it all happen? Well, just like those things
ha])pen to anyone. Suddenly. I didn't have any warning.
I didn't want
to fall
love. I with
was having
goodthata time,
knocking
around
the incountry
this bandtoo and
one.
Iof didn't
want
responsibilities.
1
certainly
had
no
thought
marriage and settling down,
"Then, boom! And there I was, out on the short limb
of a tree and liking it. I was playing one night in Detroit,
for a high school fraternity dance. Between notes, I had
my eyes peeled for what was on the floor. There were a

Dorsey, whose

"sweet swing" music is

Personally, Tommy is a tall, lanky
chop, with steel-rimmed spectacles
and a benign smile. He is not a
sheik, in the movie sense of the word.
lot of cute girls and it was fun watching them.
particular
caughtof billowy,
my eye. and
I remember
had
on "One
a whitein dress,
all kind
it made hershe dark
hair and eyes stand out.
intermission
came,
triednobody
to find seemed
somebodyto
who"When
wouldtheintroduce
me to
her,I but
know her or the fellow she was dancing with. I suppose
that made me all the more interested.
"Anyway,
days later,
she came
into the Greystone
ballroom
and two
somehow
I wangled
an introduction.
Then I
managed to see her every night after that and sometimes
in the late afternoon.
how other
fellows the
havedance
proposed
to "I've
their often
wives. wondered
I watch these
kids around
floor
and wonder how they are going to work up to the question."
"How'd you pop it?" I inquired.
a big swig
of "That's
ice waterwhat
and had
lettingme,"his said
eyes Dorsey,
wander intaking
the direction
of
the orchestra, who were winding their horns around Marie.
(We were sitting at a secluded table back of the orchestra
stand on the Hotel Pennsylvania roof. Tommy was letting
the orchestra struggle along without him for a few minutes, but he was watching everything.)
■'I never did 'pop the question,' as you put it," he returned. "No, she didn't ask me, either! A kind friend
helped us out. We were sitting around one night with the
Joe
Venutis,
mutual friends. All of a sudden Mrs. Joe
said :
" 'Why don't you two kids get married ? You act
crazy about each other?'
"Well, it seemed like a swell idea. I said quickly: 'It's
famous, whose

He likes to spend all his
on the New Jersey farm
pride andwithjoycows,
— twenty-two
stocked
chickens

spare time
that is his
acres,horses.
well
and

okay
me! a date
How to about
"We bymade
meet atyou,
fourhoney?"
o'clock the next afternoon. Got the license and were married. We didn't tell
anybody.
our because
wedding,he wasn't
it? andI did
Bill
to be Itbestwasman,
had a car
couldaskdrive
usRankaround.
"My,if the
we ofcaused
! Her family
know
they commotion
liked the idea
a trombonist
around,didn't
and
my brother, Jimmy, was wild, as was the rest of my family.
They way,figured
what Ithem
was about
doing —it.and anyif I did, II didn't
should know
have asked
"They said we were two crazy kids. That it wouldn't
last.
we didn't
sense. trust,
That weloyalty,
didn't orknow
what That
real love
meant have
— or any
affection,
any
of those
and
lasting.things that go to make a marriage worth while
"They
were
oneswewho
crazy of! the
We've
swell
togetherthe and
havewere
a couple
finesthadkidsa
in
the life
world.
had the
to domanner
it all over
I'd get
earlya
and"IfinI just
I did.again.
I think
it ismarried
good for
young fellow to get a nice wife early in the game and to
settle down a little."
Tommy outgrinned.
?" hetheasked,
pointing
a couple"Seeof that
kids pair
who over
were there
having
time
of their life in a rumba number. "They come up here all
the
time. I think they're just about ripe to get engaged or
married.
"Gosh. I have fun watching 'em. I can usually spot the
are crazy about
otherthings
and Ialong.
usually give 'em
aoneslittlewhosentimental
music each
to help
{Continued on page 92)

band is one of the most popular in the country

Ireene Wicker,
known and loved
by countless
radio
listeners
as The Singing
Lady (heard on
the NBC-Blue
and the Mutual
network), was
born in Quincy,
Illinois, and
now lives in a
New York suburb.

BY
HARRIET
MENKEN

Lanny Ross, whose birthplace is Seattle.

HOQi
There's

siiieeT

no place like home-

IT'S surprising
how towns
few radio
return
to their hc«ne
to live.stars
One would
hears ever
a goodlikedeal,to
generally speaking, in praise of Home, Sweet Home.
People rave on with fervor about mother's cookies, and
dear old dad, and the peaceful hills and the old home fireside. But just face the celebrities with the actual question :
Would you like to return to your home town to live there
permanently some day? You will find that most of them
will answer in the n^ative.
I asked eight famous radio stars this questiMi, four
women and four men. Listen to their replies !
And let me tell you, too, a little about how these celebrated folk chanced to leave home, and what happened
"I love Evansville," declares Joe Coolc.

f

1

Photos by Ray Lee Jackson
"Never liked my home town," soys Dick Himber.
15

Home

but would

these, who

Lucille Manners calls Irvinqfon, N. J., home.

suiEET
won

tiome?

fame elsewhere, choose to go back?

when they returned for short visits.
When I asked Gladys Swarthout, beautiful worldrenowned
whether
willing someMetropolitan
day, to liveOpera
in herstar,home
town she'd
forever,be
she replied instantly with a terse: "No." The singer
explainedrather
: "The
'no' is that,
would
singreason
than Idosayanything
else, inasmuch
I feel thatas II
couldn't limit my scope of activities in this direction to a
town of about 1,300 people and still be happy. And Deepwater, Missouri, the place where I was born, has a population of about that number. So I'm afraid I wouldn't
choose to go back there to live !
"I left my home town in pretty much of a daze," the

lovely, slender Gladys commented, smiling radiantly.
"Youlesssee,thanI'vea year
discovered
sincetimethen,
inquiry,
that I
was
oid at the
! Weuponmoved
to Kansas
City, where I later pursued my musical studies, which I
continued at a conservatory in Chicago.
"I've been back to visit Deepwater, though," Gladys
said with a mischievous twinkle in her gorgeous brown
eyes. "I'd forgotten the visit, myself. But one day, when
I was singing with the Kansas City Orchestra, the President of the Chamber of Commerce of Deepwater came
backstage. He showed me a group of photog^phs in
which he had identified me at the age of three ! Apparently I'd returned for someone's (Continued on page 66)

Macy, Indiana, is Phil Duey's home town.

Gladys SwarHiout hails from Deepwater, Mo.

|

Kennv

minus

QETinV!
Kenny Baker goes to town !
WMII^'
Kenny program
Baker, away
from Benny
(Jack), tenor
to whose
ff'."'"" radio
ks contributed
his smootn
and
ingratiating personality, lends those same charms
to Warner
Brothers'thesepicture,
Mr. Doddscenes.
Takes The
the
Air
— ^from which
surrounding
dark girl with Kenny is Jane Wyman {Marjorie).
The blonde is (^ertrude Michael (Jessica). The man
standing by the table is Henry O'Neill (Gafeway^.

A CHARMING GOLFER
FROM THE NORTH SHORE
OF LONG ISLAND . . .
WHO ILLUSTRATES
THE IMPORTANCE OF
HEALTHY NERVES
Watch
ofi' calmly
(below) Pegp^f
and youStevenson
can well tee
believe
that herbefore
game ais crowd
never
upset by jangled nerves. "It takes healthy nerves to play
a good game of golf," Miss Stevenson remarked recently,
"so my smoking is confined to Camels. They're mild!"

PF.(;GY, lovelv dautrhter of the Philip
Stc\ riiMui^ cd'cicii ( r. I.oncr Island,
has been frt.'d fidiii Ni-wj.ort to Palm
Beach. In clothes, Peggy s taste is simple.
Note the nubby woolen jacket she enjoys
wears
r tl,r
-..ir -I,
above
—
a
"conifv"
i'oy
i
so much. Her ciLian III' |M i'liM"i-nce is
Catnels. "After nine > illlri--h
hi.lr.a> ofwhen
golf,"
she sa\s. I ni not si I- iiivi"
iiiv energyI
started out. But (iaiiic
throat."
a lift! toAndCauu'l>.
th.^v arrLike
..<• iilr on Mi\
Turn
Mrvenson,
you will find that (laiin U iif mild
that you can smoke them steadily without their getting on your nerves.

. 1937. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco C Winston-Salem, N
Other women distinguished in society tcho also p'^fe
CameVs mild, delicate Jlavor:
MISS WENDY MORGAN, New York
\IKS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE, PhilaMphia
MRS. POWELL CABOT, Bo,,,,,,
MRS. NICHOLAS G. PENNIMAN III. ttaltimnrc
MRS. THOMAS M.CARNEGIE. JR., New Yon MRS. JOHN W. ROCKEFELLER, JR.. New York
MRS. J. GARDNER COOLIDGE 2n.l, Boston MRS. RUFUS PAINE SPALDING III. Pasailena
MRS. ANTHONY J. DREXEL 3rd, Phitadelphu MRS. LOUIS SWIFT, JR., Chicago
MRS. BARCLAY WARBURTON, JR.. Phila<Mpl,
MRS. OGDEN HAMMOND, JR.. New York
CAMELS

NEVER

GET

ON

YOUR

NERVES

NOVEMBER
FOR
MISS

Old (lo^
For counlr> week ends in Dpi Monte,
ElyBC Law cliooses a nuit of I lie new
tapestry
in rlcn < r-I:i\\\'."< ii<ler.
"Cutex
Old Rose Iweeil.
is hea»«iil>
slie says.
\\ FRANCISCO'S
younger
boasts one ofsmart
the loveliest
(Ichiitaiilcs ever y)res(Mite(l to .Society.
EInsc i,a\s's I.eaiitN is llie kind that is
only seen once oi- twice in a litctinir
. . . Divinely tall. -lini. with hair that
shines like wheat in the snn, a faintly
golden skin, blue eyes deep-set under
a high, pure brow.
a very
too!She'sGolfs,
swimsvitalat young
Pebble person,
Beach,
Santa Barbara. Adores far places . . .
has traveled a lot. Likes music, the
theatre. And has a really extraordinary
flair for color and design in clothes.
In composing her color harmonies.

HER

FALL

ELYSE

WARDROBE

LAW

MisH Law will wear lliis pown of royal l»l
tothisllieKail.Spinster's
tlie Palace
-'Won l Hall
Cutevat Kobin
Red lieHotel,
marvelous with il?" asks Klyse.
she uses the rich and subtle new
"smoky" nail shades with unusual
imaginativeness. "I never get tired of
playing my Cutex nail shades against
costume colors." she says. "I wish
every girl ajipreciated what exciting
possibilities they offer as contrast."
WHY NOT STUDY the three sufifiestions aViove,
and then see what effeets YOU can achieve?
There are 11 shades to choose from alio■iciher.
(hitex,up inthey'll
all wear. . .
for dav> .And,
. . wonW\\\\L
! thieken
the botlhwcMi'l lade ... hill will shine and tuiidde
like hri^ihl little stars! And since Culex
is3 shades
oidy .'5.Se
a hottle,
yon shop.
ean arivv\liere!
start with
al least!
At ariv
NoinilAM Warben, New Yi.rk, M..nlr.al, 1. Inn, I'arl!,

CHOOSES

Miss
Law
lunchins atpreenthe for a
town
dress h, toHoltwf r She
new Cutex
St.
Francis
Thistle for this . , a rosypicksfaunthecolor.
CLOVER — Luscious
with green, blue, brown,
gray, —blaclc.
TULIP
A new bright
accent for black. Goes
with every color.
Also Rust, Light Rust,
Natural, Colorless,
Rose, Burgundy.
Send
16^ for SET
CUTEX
INTRODUCTORY
NORTHAM
WARRKN
IQl Hu.l>.M, Sir.-,
r, \, uCORPOtiA
-1 .Ml. N. 'Il I(t\.
. P.-

RADIO STARS

COAST-TO -COAST
f
- ~
~■ ~"~
^
KOMO
Seattle,
Wash.
KHQ Spokane,
H E regular
programs
Washington,Wash.Del.
D. C.
the
four coast
-to- coaston WRC
I 'I"
networks are here listed in WDEL
WTAG Wilmington,
Worcester. Mass.
a day-by-day time schedule. NATIONAL BROADCASTThe National Broadcasting
ING COMPANYCompany Red Network is
BLUE NETWORK
indicated by NBC-Rcd; the
National Broadcasting WABY Atlanta,
N.Ga. Y.
WAGA Albany.
Company Blue Network is WBAL
Baltimore,
Md. La.
Baton
Rouge,
indicated by NBC-Bluc; WJBO
Beaumont,
KFDM Birmingham,Tex.Ala.
the Columbia Broadcasting WSGN
Boston,
System by CBS, and WBZ
Bridgeport,Mass.
Mutual Broadcasting Sys- WICC
Buffalo,
N. Y.Conn.Iowa
WEBR
WMT
Cedar Rapids,
tem by MBS.
Chicago.
WENR
Chicago, 111.
111.Ohio
All stations included in WLS
WCKY Cincinnati,
the above networks are WHK
Cleveland,
Ohio
KRIS
Corpus
Christi,
listed below. Find your KVOD Denver, Colo. Tex.
KSO Des
Moines,
local station on the list and WXYZ
Detroit,Pa. Mich.Iowa
tune in on the network WLEU Erie,
WOWO
Ft. Wayne,Tex.Ind.
specified.
KXYZ Houston,
Jamestown.
N.Kan.Y.
ALL TIME RECORD- WJTN
WREN
Kansas Citv.Tenn.
ED IS EASTERN WROL
KECA Knoxville.
Los
.\ngeles,
STANDARD TIME. This WMPS
Memphis, Tenn.Cal.
Minneapolis,
Minn.
means that for Central WTCN
WICC
New Orleans,
Haven, Conn.
WDSU
Standard Time you must
New
La.Y.
New
York,
N.
subtract one hour from the WJZ
Utah
listed time. For Mountain KLO
KOIL Ogden,
Omaha,
Bluffs, Neb.-Coimci
la.
Standard Time, subtract WFIL Philadelphia.
Pa.
Pittsburgh,
two hours ; and for Pacific KDKA
KEX
Portland,
Ore.Pa.R. I.
Standard Time, three WRTD
WEAN R-ovidence,
hours. For example : ii . 00 KWK Richmond,
Rochester,
N.Va. Y.
A. M. EST becomes 10:00 WHAM
St.
Louis,
Mo.
KFSD
Diego, Cal. Cal.
A. M. CST; 9:00 a. m. KGO San
San
MST; and S:00 a. m. PST. KJR
Seattle,Francisco,
Wash.
KGA Spokane,
Wash.
WBZA
If, at a particular, time, WSYR Springfield,
Syracuse,
N.Mass.
Y.
no network program is WSPD
Toledo.
Ohio
listed, that is because there WMAL
KRGV Washington,
Weslaco. Tex. D. C
is no regular program for
that time, or because the NBC-SUPPLEMENTARY
preceding program conSTATIONS
tinues into that period.
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANYRED NETWORK
Haltimore, Md.
WFBR Boston,
WNAC
WBEN
Buffalo, Mass.
N.111.Y.
WMAQ ChicaKo,
Cincinnati,
Ohio
WSAI
WTAM
Cleveland,
Colo.OhioIowa
KOA Denver,
WHO
De.')
Moines,
WWJ
Detroit, Mich.
WTIC
Hartford,
Conn.Ind.
WIRE
Indianapolis,
WDAF
Kansas
City, Cal.
Mo.
Los
Angeles,
KFI
KSTP Minneapolis-St.
Paul,
Minn.
WEAF Omaha.
New York.Neb.N. Y.
WOW
KYW Pittsburgh,
Philadelphia.Pa.Pa.
WCAE
WCSH
Portland, Ore.
Me.
KGW
Portland,
WJAR
Providence,
R. I.
WMBG
Richmond.
I KSD
St.
Louis,
Mo.Va. Utah
KDYL
Salt
Lake
City,
tPO
Francisco. N.Cal.Y.
VGY San
Schenectady,

KOB
WSAN
KGNC
WWNC
WSB
KERN
KGHL
WAPI
KFYR
KGIR
WCSC
WSOC
WCFL
WLW
WFLA
WIS
WCOL
WFAA
WEBC
WGBF
WDAY
WGL
WBAP
KMJ
WOOD
WFBC
KGU
KTHS
KPRC
WJOX
WJAX
KARK

Albuquerque,
Allentown, Tex.Pa. N. M.
Amarillo,
Asheville,
N. C.
Atlanta,
Bakersfield.Ga. Cal.
Billings,
Mont.Ala.
Birmingham,
Bismarck,
N. D.
Butte,
Mont.
Charleston,
S. C.
Charlotte.
Chicago,
111.N.OhioC.
Cincinnati.
Clearwater. S.Fla.(;.
Columbia.
Columbus.
Ohio
Dallas, Tex.
Duluth,
Minn.Ind.
Evansville,
Fargo,
N. D.Ind.
Ft.
Wayne,
Ft.
Worth,
Fresno.
Cal. Tex. Mich
Grand
Rapids.
Greenville,
S. C.
Honolulu,
Hawaii
Hot
Springe.Tex.
Ark.
Houston,
Jackson,
Miss.Fla.
Jacksonville,
Little Rock, Ark.

PROGRAM
GUIDE
■ -—
^—
■■ \
Louisville, Ky.
WCAU
WAVE
WMBD
Peoria.
111.
WIBA
Philadelphia, Pa.
Madison, Wis.N. H.
WFEA
Phoenix,
■
WJAS
Pittsburgh..\ri2.
Medford, Ore.
KMED Manchester,
KOIN
KOY
WMC
Portland.
OrePa.
Memphis,Beach,
Tenn.Fla.
WPRO
Miami
R. I.
WIOD
KOH Providence,
Reno,
Nev.
WTMJ
Milwaukee.
Wis.
WRVA
Richmond, Va.Va.
CFCF
Montreal,
Canada
WDBJ Roanoke,
Nashville,
Tenn.La.
WSM
WHEC
Rochester.
New
Orelans,
WSMB
KMOX
St.
Mo.N. Y.
WTAR Oklahoma
Norfolk, Va.City, Okla. WCCO St. Louis,
Paul,
Minn.
WKY
Salt
Lake
City.
Utah
Ariz.
KTAR
KTSA
Pueblo,
San Francisco,
Antonio, Tex.Cal.
KGHF Phoenix,
KSL Savannah,
San
Raleigh, Colo.
N. C.Cal.
WPTF
KSFO
Ga.
KFBK Sacramento,
WTOC
Pa.
KOL . Scranton,
WSUN St.
Petersburg,
WGBI
KSCJ
Seattle.
Wash.La.
San
Antonio. La.Tex.Fla.
WOAI
KWKH
Shreveport,
Shreveport,
KTBS
Sioux
City,
low!.
KSOO
Sioux
Falls,
S.
D.
KELO
WSBT
Sioux Falls, S. D.
Bend, Ind.
KFPY South
KGBX
Springfield,
Mo.
WMAS
Spokane,
Wash.
KWG
Stockton,
Cal.
WFBL
Springfield,
WEBC Superior, Wis.
Syracuse,
N.Mass.
Y.
Tacoma, Fla.Wash.
WFLA
Tampa,Haute,
Fla. Ind.
WDAE
WBOW
Terre
WIBW
KVI Tampa,
CRCT
Toronto,
Canada
Topeka,
Kans.
Toronto.
Canada
CFRB
Tulsa.
Okla.
KVOO
KTUL
KANS
Okla.
Kans.
WIBX
Utica,
N.Tex.Y.
WACO Tulsa,
WORK Wichita,
York, Pa.
Waco,
Washington,
D. C.
COLUMBIA BROADCAST- WJSV
VfWheeling,
. Palm Beach,
WJNO
WWVA
W. Va. Fla.
ING SYSTEM STATIONS KFH
Wichita, Kans.
KGKO
Falls, Tex.N. C.
WADC
WSJS Wichita
Winston-Salem,
WORC
WOKO
Worcester. S.Mass.
Albany,
N. S.Y.'C.
.4kron, Ohio
WNAX Yankton,
WAIM
Anderson,
D.
WKBN
WGST
Atlanta, City,
Ga. N. J
Youngstown, Ohio
WPG
KNOW Atlantic
Austin,
Tex.
WCAO
Md.
WLBZ Baltimore.
MUTUAL BROADCASTBangor,
Me. Ala.
WBRC
Birmingham,
ING SYSTEM STATIONS
WNBF
Binghamton,
WEEI Boston, Mass. N. Y.
KADA
Ada,
Okla. Okla.
KVSO
Ardmore,
Buffalo,
N.
Y.
WRDO
WGR Buffalo, N. Y.
WKBW
Me.
KPMC .Augusta,
WCHS
Bakersfield.
Charleston,
W.
Va.
Baltimore. Md.Cal.
WBT
Charlotte, N. C.
WBAL
WOOD
WLBZ
Bangor,
Me.
Chattanooga,
Tenn.
WBBM Chicago. lU.
WICC Boston. Mass.
WAAB
WKRC
Cincinnati,
Ohio
Bridgeport.
Conn.
WGAR
Cleveland.
Ohio
Cedar
Rapids,
KVOR
WGN
Colorado Springs,
Chicago,
111.OhioIoh
Columbus,
Ohio Col. WMT
Cincinnati,
WBNS
WLW
Cincinnati,
Ohio
KRLD
woe Davenport,
DaUas, Tex. Iowa
WSAI
Cleveland, Ohio
WGAR
WHKC Columbus,
WHIO
Ohio
Ohio
Dallas,
Tex.
KLZ Dayton,
WRR
Denver.
Colo
KRNT
KFEL
Des
Moines.
Iowa
Denver.Moines.
Colo. Iowa
Des
Detroit,
Mich.
KSO
ElK.IkCciitro,
Cal.
WJR
Dubuque,Minn.
Iowa
WKBB
City. Okla.
KDAL Duluth,
KXO
WDNC
KASA
Durham,
N. C.N. Y
KCRC Kiiul. Okla.
Elma-Ithaca,
WESG
WTAQ
Fall Wurth.
Hiver. TvK.
Ma-^s.
Evansville, W.Ind.Va.
WEOA
KTAT Ft,
WSAR
WMMN Fairmont,
KFKA Greclrv. Coin.
Green
Bay, Wis.
WTHT
WBIG
Greensboro,
N.
C.
KFBB Great Falls, Pa.Mont.
KGMB Kansas City, .Mo.
WHB
WHP
Laconia, Nebr.
N. H.
WDRC Harrisburg,
WLNH
Hartford,
Conn.
KFOR
KGMB
Honolulu,
Hawaii
Los .A.ngeles,
Cal.
KHJ Lincoln,
KTRH Houston, Tex.
Lowell.
Mass.
WLLH
WFBM
Indianapolis,
Ind.
Manchester.
N. IL
WFEA
WMBR
KDON
Jacksonville,
Fla.
Monterey,
Cal.
KMBC
Muskogee, Tenn.
Okla.
WNOX Kansas
WSM
Knoxville,City.Tenn.Mo.
KBIX Na-xliville,
Newark,
N. J. Mass.
WKBH
CrosseNeb.Wis.
.New
Bedford,
KFAB LaLincoln,
WOR
KLRA
N'lnv
London,
Conn.
WNBH
Rock, Ark.
KNX Little
WNLC
City, Okla.
KTOK Oklahoma
Los Angeles.
Louisville.
Ky.Cal.
WHAS
Omaha.
Neb.
KOIL
WMAZ
Ga. Iowa
Philadelphia. Pa.
WFIL Pittsburgh,
KGLO Macon,
Mason City,
WREC
WCAE Ponca City. Pa.Okla.
Tenn.
WCOC Memphis,
Meridian,
Miss.
Providence.
.Miami, Fla.
WEAN
Richmond, Va.R. I.
WQAM
WALA Mobilp,
WRVA
Ala.
KWK
St.
Louis,
Mo. Cal.
.Milwaukee,
Wis.
WiSN
KFXM
San
Bernardino,
WCCO Minneapolis, Minn.
San Francisco,
Diego. Cal. Cal.
Mont.
San
KGVO Missoula,
KGB
KFRC
WSFA
Santa
Ana,
Cal. Cal.
.\\a.
CKAC Montgomery,
WLAC
Montreal, Canada
KVOE Santa
Barbara.
Tenn.
Shawnee.
Okla.
WWL
KDB
WABC Nashville,
KGFF
New Orleans,
Mass;
New
York, City.
N. La.Y.Okla. WSPR Springfield.
Springfield.
KOMA Oklahoma
WDBO
Stockton.
Cal.Vt.D. C.
WNBX
WOL
Washington,
Orlando,
Fla.
KGDM
WPAR
Conn.
Parkersburg.Fla.W. Va.
WCOA Pensacola.
WBRY Waterbury.
CKLW Windsor- Detroit. Mich 45

RADIO STARS
MORNING

NBC-Red:
CONCERTchest—ra. PaCHILDREN'S
Josef
ul Wing,Stopak's
narratororNBC-Blue:
TONEpianist:
PICTURES
—quartet
Ruth Pepple.
mixed
NBC-Blue:
COAST
ON A BUS— COAST
-Milton J.TO Cross.
CBS: SUNDAY MORNING AT
AUNT SUSAN'S
— children's
program,
Artells Dickson
KBC-Rcd: Harry
CONCERT
SE.MBLE—
Gilbert, EN-organist
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS

OCTOBER 3—10—17—24—31
NBC-Blue: RUSSIAN MELODIES
NBC-Red:
SUNDAY DRIVERS
CBS: CHURCH OF THE AIR
—Fields
Adair and Hall, Frances
10:30
NBC-Blue: MAGIC KEY OF
NBC-Red: CLOISTER BELLS
RCA — Frankorchestra.
Black's
Miltonsym-J.
Cross ST.phonyLOUIS
CBS:
SERENADE
CBS: ROMANY TRAIL —
MBS: THE CHARIOTEERS
Emery Deutsch's orchestra
MBS:
HOUSE—
Emery
children'sRAINBOW
program with
Bob
-Red: MADRIGAL SING1:00
NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
CBS: TEX.A.S RANGERS

NBC-Red:
BRAVEST
THE
BRAVE— drama
tizat innOF NELL
NBC-Blue:
NEIGHBOR
NBC-Blue:
ORCHE.'^TRA CAPICBS: TOLMAJOR
FAMILY BOWKS
JIBS:
BENNY
Sunday Jlorning FREBDM-VN—
Quarterback
Nelson Eddy

NBC-Red:
HENRY BUSSB'S
ORCHESTRA
MBSCANARY CHORUS
AFTERNOON

NBC-Red: ROUND
UNIVERSITY
CHICAGO
TABLEOF
DISCUSSION—
guest speakers
CBS: SALT ERNACLE
LAKECHOIRCITY
AND TABORGAN
:00
NBC-Red:
DOROTHY
LIN. soprano;
FRED DRESHUFSMITH.
tenor
CBS: CHURCH OF THE AIR
MBS: SAMMY KAYE'S ORCHESTRA

Phil Baker

NUC-R' d : S.MOKE DREAMS—
NBC-Blue:
OUR NEIGHBORS
'^'"''^
—c i'li.lerry
Belcher,
str;i' " Interviewer
nr'A'i('POET'S
CBS:
GOLD— David
Roas
MBS:
TRA TED WEEMS' ORCHES1:45
MBS: EDNA SELLERS— organ-

NBC-Red:
MYSTERIESTHATCHER COLT
CBS:
LIVING dramatizations
DRAMAS OF
THE BIBLE—
MBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red:
RADIO NEWSREEL lace
— Parks
ButterworthJohnson, WalNBC-Blue:
dramatizationsBROADWAY —
CBS:
EVERYBODY'S MUSIC
Howard
chestra Barlow, symphony orNBC-Red:
dramatizationsWIDOW'S SONS —
NBC-Blue: POPULAR MELODIES ORCHESTRA
MBS:
:00NBC-Red:
MELODIES— RuthROMANCE
Lyon, Edward
Davies. Shield's
NBC-Blue:
SUNDAYorchestra
VESPERS
CBS;
SPELLING BEE— Dr.
Harry Hagen
MBS: RADIOLAND ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red:
THE WORLD IS
YOURS — dramatization
NBC-Blue:
FISHFACE ANDSENATOR
PROFESSOR
orchestra
FIGGSBOTTLE — Jerry Sears'
6:00NBC-Red: RY-KRISP PRESENTSorchestra
MARION TALLEY—
Koestner's
NBC-Blue:
METROPOLITAN
OPER-\
AUDITIONS
THE
AIR—
Edward
Johnson, OFWilfred
Pelletier,
conductor
CBS: SILVER
THEATRE—
dramatic
Russell program, Rosalind
MBS:
THE
SINGING
children's program LADY—
6:30NBC-Red: THE TIME OF
YOURRines,
LIFE— Sheila Barrett,
Joe
orchestra Graham McNamee,
NBC-Blue:
AFTERNOON WITHSUNDAY
ED McCONNELL
CBS:
GUY LOMBARDO AND
HIS ORCHESTRA
MBS: GEORGE OLSEN'S ORCHESTRA
EVENING
6:00NBC-Red: CATHOLIC HOUR
CBS: JOE PENNER — Gene
Austin, Grier's orchestra
MBS: DUST
BENNY
REVUE DAVIS' STAR-

6:30NBC-Red: A TALE OF TODAY— sketch
NBC-Blue: HELEN TRAUBEL
CBS; CHEVROLET PROGRAM
MBS: andFUN.l.N
Tim
Irene, SWINGTIME—
Dell Sharbutt.
Berigan's orchestra
JELL-OMaryPROGRAM
7:00—NBC-Red:
Jack Benny,
Livingstone, Kenny Baker, Don Wilson, Sam Hearn, Phil Harris'
orchestra
CBS:
VICK'SMacDonald,
OPEN HOUSE—
Jeanette
Pasternack's
orchestra
7:30
NBC-Red: FIRESIDE RECl
TALS— prano;
Helen
Marshall,
Sigurd Nilssen,
bassosoNBC
- Blue:— Allan
FLEISCHM
ANNPROGRAM
Jones,
ner Janssen's orchestra WerCBS:
PHILBradley's
BAKER—orchestra
Beetland
MBS:Bottle,
GEORGIE
PRICE.VIVIAN
THE
KEY
MEN AND
RUTH — Gould's orchestra
NBC-Red:
SUNSET
— Morin Sisters,
RanchDREAJIS
Boys
8:00
NBC-Red:BORNCHASE
AND SAN7:4.'5Ameche,
Don
W. C.PROGRAM
Fields.—Dorothy
Edgar
Bergen,
Nelson
Eddy.
tra
I^amour,
Armbruster's orchesNBC-Blue:TORS CONCERTS
GENERAL MOMB.S: ORCHESTRA
8:30CBS: VARIETY PROGRAM
MBS; HI THERE. AUDIENCE
— Rayiels, SidPerkins,
HeleneAmison
DanGary,
Willard
Stanley's
orchestra
9:00
NBC-Red: -MANHATTAN
MERRY-GO-ROUND
Rachel
Carlay,
Pierre Le — Kreeusi
Donnie's orchestra
NBC-Blue:SENT,^—Tyrone
WOODBURY
PREPower, guest.>=
CBS: NING
FORD
HOUR SUND.A.Y EVEMBS: Nesbitt
PASSING PARADE—
John
9:30
NBC-Rpd; AMERICAN ALBUMMunn,
OF FAMILIAR
MUSIC—
Frank
Jean Dickenson.
Haenschen's
orchestra
NBC-Blue:
JBRGENS
GRAM— Walter Winchell. PROnew."
commentator
MBS:
VIAWOR
FROOS PRESENTS SYLNBC-Blue:
WELCH PRE
tization
SENTS IRENE RICH— drama:45
10:00
NBC-Red;
SUNDAY
PARTY — James
Melton,NIGH'I
Tom
Howard,
George Shelton, Dolan's
orchestra
NBC-Blue: THE ZENITH
FOUNDATION
MBS: DRAMATIC VARIETIES
10:30
NBC-Blue: ERNEST GILLS
ORCHESTRA
MBS: RHYTHM
AND ROMANCE— Stokes' orchestra
11:00
NBC-Red: DANCE MUSIC
NBC-Blue:
AND THI
BUNCH — vocalJUDYquartet
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
NBC-Blue: PRESS-RADIO
11:10
CBS:
NEWS ORCHESTRA

RADIO STARS
MORNING
8:00NBC-Red. GOOD MORNING
MELODIES
NBC- Blue:
TIONS— organMORNING
and songsDEVO8:ir.NBC-Red: MALCOLM CLAIRE
— children's ISLAND
progriim SERENBC-Blue:
NA DEHS
S:30NBC-Red: CHEERIO — talk
and
music
NBC-Blue:
DER— organistWILLIAM MEE8:45NBC-Blue:
NORSEMEN
• :00QUARTET
NBC-Red.LINERS—Fields
THE andSTREAMHall, orchestra
NBC-Blue
BREAKFAST
CLUB
— MKvariety
program
CBS:
TROPOI.I
l
A.M
PA
RADE
»:15CBS: RICHARD MAXWELL
—songs
9:23
BS: PRESS-RADIO .MEWS
9:30<CBS:
BOTS JACK BERCH AND HIS
9:40
.N'BC-Blue
PRESS- RADIO
NEWS
8:45
NBC-Red:
LANDT
TRIO
CBS: .MOR.Nl.NG .\IOUUS
9:53NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
10:00NBC-Red: MRS. WIGGS OK
THE
PATCH —
sketch CABBAGE
NBC-Blue:
STORY OF MART
MARLIN
—
sketch
CBS:
—sketchPRETTY KITTY KELLY
10:15NBC-Red: JOH.NS OTHEH
WIFE— sketch MA PERKINS—
NBC-Blue
sketch
CBS:
sketch MYRT AND MARGE—
IU:30NBC-Red: JUST PLAIN BILI
— sketch
NBC-BUie:
PRPI'KR YOUNG S
FAMILY—
CBS:
TOSY !ikot'i'
WO.NS
MBS:
.M.\RItl
Frances McDon:il.lAi-.K CLINIC—
10:45NBC-Red. TOD AYS CHIl.
DREN -sketch
NBC-Blue:
KITCHEN
CAVALCADE—Crosby
CBS:
RUTH
ANDGaigeBILL
MBS:
HAROLD
TURNER—
pianist
11:00
NBC-Red: DAVID HARIIMsketch
NBC-Blue: THB ONEILLSsketch
.MBS- GET THTN TO MUSIC
11:15
NBC-Red:
— skei.h BACKSTAGE WIFE
NBC-Blue:
ROAD Ol"
LIFE— HEINZ
sketchTHE
CBS:
.MAGAZINE
OF
THE
AIR
—
Carol
Romance, dramatic Konnedvs
.serial
11:30NBC-Red. HOW
1 u B b.
CHARMING VIC
— sketch
NBC-Blue:
AND SADE —
sketch
CBS:
BIG
SISTER AND-sketchHAL—
MBS:
MARTHA
songs and
patter
11:45
NBC-Rod:
MANHATTERt;
ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue
EDWARD
HUGH
—
The
Gospel SingerMacCBS:
LIFE AUNT
STORIESJENNYS kEAI
MBS: TION
HECKER'S
INFORMABUREAU—
ley. Jean Paul
KingMyra KingsAFTERNOON
12:00
Noon GIRL ALONE —
NBC-Red
sketch
NBC-Blue:
RHYTHAI
CBS: SWINGING
THE GIRI-S
BLUE'^
12:15
NBC-Red:
THE
GOLDBERGS
—.■sketch
NBC-Blue:
FRANCONI
— tenor YOURTERRI
CBS:
NEWScommentator
PARADH
—
Bdwin
C.
Hill,
12:30
NBC-Red:
THREE
MARSHALLS

OCTOBER 4—11—18—25
NBC-Blue:
NATIO.NAL
FARM
AND HOMEorchestra
HOUR — Walter
Blaufuss'
CBS;
KO.MA.Ni
K
CF
HELEN
TRENT—
MBS: organ
BILLsketchLEWIS- baritone
and
J:43
NBC-Red:
WHILE THE CITY
NBC-Red ROSA LEE — so—SLEEPS—
tenor dramatization
prano OUR GAL. SUNDAY—
CBS:
NBC-Blu.-: JACK'IK HKT.LKH
CBS:
LIFK
( IF .\1 Al;V iTllERN—
.sis. ■tellS,\L\-<I—
MBS: LK.X
ori.':iMist
XHC-U .i: .I.VCK AR.MSTRONG
>:.^(l
;ky
NiiC-Blue program
' SI.NGING LADY —
children's
Ih!
CBS: DORIS
songs
NBC-Red.
WORDS
AND Lyon
MU.NIBS
MUSICALKERR—
PROGRA.M
SIC— Larrv
Larsen. Ruth
Harvey
Hays
CBS: H Y .M N S OF ALL
CHCRCHES; expert
BETTY CROCK;HC-Blue:
TO.M STRAIGHT
-MIX .A.ND
'HE
RALSTO.X
l:3U ER, cooking LOVE
AND
IHUOTEKS
—
juvenile
serial
tch
BS: FU.N'NY
THINGS
— Nor»
CH.S:
ARX n GRIMM'S
tirling's
children's
program
DACOHTER
MB.S:
LEX S A) LLVO—
organist
EVENING
)INGS
:45NBC-Red.
NBC-Red:
WIFE— sketchDANGRACE AND
NBC-Blue: VOCAL
U. b. aK.UYSOLOISTS
BANU
NBC-Blue:
rcOTTYHOLLYWOOD
— songs and patter
CBS: HOWARD PHILLIPS—
CBS:
IN PERIIBS:
ORCHESTRA
SON
FOUR
:ir>CBS:
JERRY SEARS' OR:0«NBC-Red:
MBS:
STUDIESSTARS—IN quartette
BLACK
CHESTRA
AND WHITE
NBC-Blue:
GEORGE HESPBERGER
S
ORCHESTRA
:30
CBS: NEWS THROUGH .\
NBC-Red
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
WOMAN'S EiTES- Kaihryp
Cravens
.XBC-Blue:
PRESS -RADIO
.XEWS
:15CBS
CBS:
PRESS-RADIO NEWS
JACK
AND
LORBTTA—
—
tenor
songs
and
palter
MBS: ORG.\N RECIT.VL—
XBC
R»ft TKRRF,
NBC-Blue:
CHARLESX SISTERO
SE.\K.-^
CBS: PAUL DOUGLAS— sports
.VRC-Blue:
OFBand.ME.MO
•■HI
U. S.HOUR
Navy SLI.M
CBSRIES — MONTANA
CBS: ORCHESTR.A
:4.i.XBC-Red: THREE CHEERS—
JIBS: JOHNSON
sketch,
with Jimmv FAMILYScribner
O'Nf
HI
;bc-bi
NBC-Red:
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
sketch
RETT'S
ORCHKSTli
B. Gamblin,!?.
CBS: JOR'S
COLONEL
JACK MABarry
McKinley Jean
VARIETY SHOW
CBS:
POETIC
.MELODIES—
5:15MBS: MUSICAL PROGRAM
Jack
Fulton,Kelsey's
Franklyn
NBC-Red
.MA PERKINS—
Cormaek.
orchestraMaosketch
MBS: PALMER
HOUSE
ENSE.MBLE
t:30NEC-Red: VIC A.ND SADE—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
IT
0\cr.sER—POP
AlmaLET'S
KitchellTALK
CBS:
SONG Heath.TI.ME—
ccvcKK
r— H-"v
Shaw.
rton Hollace
MBS: Ray
CONCERTBLACKSTONE
TRIO
NBC-Red: THE O'NEILLSCBS:
NEAL O'HARA'S RADIO
NBC-Red:
LORENZO JONES
GAZETTE
MBS:
THE LONE RANGER
—NBC-Blue:
,o,„..rlv ske»"V>
CARSON ROBISON
!.-^: liOn liVl
NBC-Red:
ROYALISTS ROY CAMPBELL'S
NBC-Blue: JOHN HERRICK
NBC-Red
THE GUIDING
LIGHT- sketch
NBC-Blue:
CLUB MATINEE—
NBC-Red. BURNS A.ND A I.
variety
progr.im
CBS- DICTATORS
LEN-Tony M.nrtin.
chestra
NBC-Blue:
GENERALNoble'sHUGHorNBC Red: STORY OF MARY
S. JOHNSON -commentator
—
sketch
:3nMARLIN
ITF. HAI.K
—CBSHoraceAI,K.\IHcidfs
orchestraHol'K
CBSHOUR CHKAGO VARIETY
MBS:
Helene JAZZ
Daniels. NOCTURNE
Connie Miles.—
MBS: ORCHESTRA
Stanley's
orchestra
:45NBC-Red: THE ROAD OF
:30
NBC-Red:STONE — M VOICE
FIRELIFE — DR.
sketchALLAN ROY DAr g a re OFt SpeaU.^.
CBS:
Walleusteln'3 a orchestra,
guests
FOE

NBC-Blue:
CAMPANA PROGRA.M— varieties
CBS edy PICK
AND PAT— comand
music
MBS:
VISIT— Jerry
Danzig. LET'S
Dave DrlscoU
9:00NBC-Red: FIBBER McGEh
AND
sketch.
.Marian.MOLLY—
and comedy
.Mm Jordan.
Weems'
orchestra
CBS:
LUXORCHESTRA
RADIO THE.\TRE
.MBS:
0:30NBC-Red: HOUR OF CHAR.M
—MBS;
Phil SYMPHONIC
Spitalny and STRINGS
his girls
10:00
NBC-Red:GR.IM—Vivien
CONTENTED
PRODelia Chiesa.
Black's orchestra
NBC-Blue:
20.000
YEARS
I.X
SING
Lawes SI.XG— Warden Lewis K.
CHS
KIXG'S
ORCHKSTRA
.Ml!.-^; W.WXE
EI,r)?;R
LICHTFOOT,
SOLciMii.X
.\11CHAU.X
— and
conBregation
10:30
NBC-Red: MUSIC FOR MODERNS
NBC-Blue:
RADIOYOURFDHCM—NATIONAL
1,-i.est speaker
CBS:
XRCK
O' THE
WOODS—
Carl
Carmer
.MBS
: H E .XOFR YMELODY
\V B B E R 3
PAGEANT
11:00
NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
NBC-BlueCHSMH-^ DANCE
DANCEORCHESTRA
MUSIC
MUSIC

George Burns

Kathryn Cravens

Tony Wons

RADIO
MORNING
8:00
NBC-Red: GOOD MORNING
MELODIES
NBC-Blue: MORNING DEVO8:15 TIONS— organ and songs
NBC-Red:
—NBC-BIuo;
ohildren JIAl.COI.M
s pruu:r;un CLAIRE
ENSEMBLE DICK LEIBERT
8:o0
NBC music
Ited: CHEERIO — talk
and
8:45
NBC-Blue.
MORNING GLEE
CLUB
NBC-Red:
Fields and STREAMLINERS—
Hall, orchestra
NBC-Blue:
BREAKFAST
CLUB —DEAR
variety
program fan
CBS:
COLUMBIA—
mail dramatizations
' CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
a:30
CBS: GOOD
Richard
MaxwellNEIGHBORS —
9:40NBC-Blue: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
9:45
XU--Rcd: LANDT TRIO
NBC-niue:
JEMIMA
u.\ THE AIRAUNT
— varieties
CBS;
WORLD WALTZES OF THK
10:00
NBC-Red:
MRS. WIGGS
THE CABBAGE
PATCH OF—
N^BC-Blue: sketch
STORY OF MARY
MARLIN—
CBS; PRETTY KITTY KELLY
—sketch
NBC-Red;
OTHER
WIFE
— sketchJOHN'S
NBC-Blue:
MA PERKINS—
sketch
CBS:
MYRT
AND
MARGE—
sketch
10:30
NBC-Red:
—sketch JUST PLAIN BILL
NBC-Blue:
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILYPIANO
— sketch
CBS:
DUO
MBS:
Frances MARRIAGE
McDonald CLINIC —
^"NBC-Red:DREN— sketchTODAYS CHILNBC-Blue: ALCADE— Crosby
KITCHEN
Gaige CAVCBS: MADISON
ENSEMBLE
MBS:
HAROLD
TURNERpianist
11:00
NBC-Red:
DAVID
HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue: THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
CBS:
LEE TOTAYLOR
MBS: MART
GET THIN
MUSIC
11:15
NBC-Red:
BACKSTAGE
WIFE
—sketch
Ni;c--BluiTHE ROAD OP
l.lKK-sk
trh
CBS; HKI.XZ Carol
.MAOAZI.XK
THE
Kennedy'sOl'
Romance,AIR—dramatic
serial
11:30
NBC-Blue: VIC AND SADE—
sketch
CBS:
SISTERORCHESTRA
— sketch
MBS; BIG
RHYTHM
^^NBC-Red:
MYSTERY CHEFMaoNBC-Blue:
HUGH—AUNT
The EDWARD
Go.spel
Singer
CBS;
JENNYsketch
S REAL
LIFE STORIESMBS;
HECKF.R'S
IXFOR.MATIO.'^
BUREAU
—
Myra
ley. Jean Paul King KingsAFTERNOON
12:00NBC-Red:
Noon GIRL, ALONE —
N^BC-Blue:
RHYTHM GIRLS
CBS;
RHYTHMAIRES
MBS:
THE AIRPARENTS' CLUB OF
12:15NBC-Red: THE GOLDBERGS
—NBC-Blue:
sketch
TERRl FRANCONI —YOUR
tenor NEWS
CBS:
PARADE
—MBS:
EdwinORGAN
C. Hill,RECITAL
commentator
12:30
NBC-Red:
\,EY
— baritoneBARRY McKIN-

STARS

Tuesday

OCTOBER 5—12—19^26
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
FARM
CLUB MATINEE
—NBC-Blue:
variety program
AND HOMEorchestra
HOUR — Walter
Blaufuss'
CBS; BOB BYRON— piano and
4:15
CBS:
ROMANCE
OF
HELEN
TRENT— sketch
patter
12:45
NBC-Red:— sketchTHE GUIDING
LIGHT
NBC-Red:
ARMCHAIR QUARCBS; NOVELTEERS
TET
CBS: OUR GAL, SUNDAY—
sketch
4:30MARLIN—
NBC-Red: sketch
STORY OF MARY
MBS: WE ARE FOUR— sketch
1:00NBC-Red:
CBS:
SINGorchestra
AND SWING —
Kelsey'sORCHESTRA
BETTY ESCORTS AND
MBS:
CBS: BETTY AND BOB —
sketch
4:15NBC-Red; THE ROAD OF
MBS: MICROPHONE IN THE
SKY — Earl Harper, interviewer 6:00LIFE- sketch
1:15NBC-Red:
NBC-Red:
RHYTHMAIRES
AND LarMUNBC-Blue:
SIC—Harvey
Ruth WORDS
Lyon,
CALLING PEGGY WOOD
sen,
Hays Larry
CBS:
HYMNS
OF
ALL
CBS:
FOLLOW
Elsie Hitz. Nick THE
DawsonMOON—
CHURCHES:
CROCKER, cooking BETTY
expert
MBS:TRA— RADIOLAND
ORCHESand
soloists
1:30—NBC-Blue:
sketch LOVE AND LEARN
6:15NBC-Red:
NELLIE REVELL
INTERVIEWS
CBS:
ARNOLD
GRIMM'S
NBC-Blue: SOUTHERNAIRES
DA UGHTF'R—
sketch organist
JIBS:
LEN SALVO—
CBS:
ERN— LIFE
sketch OF MARY SOTH1 :15WIFE—
NBC-Red:sketchDAN HARDING'S
6:30NBC-Red:STRONG— juvenile
JACK ARMCBS:
SON HOLLYWOOD IN PERNBC-Blue:
SINGINGserialLADYMBS: ARTHUR WRIGHT—
children's
program
CBS;
2:00pianist
TORS ST. LOUIS STNCOPANBC-Red:LESSONS
DR. MADDY'S
BAND
6:45NBC-Red: LITTLE ORPHAN
NBC-Blue:
STROLLERS
ANNIE—
iuvenile
MATINEE
NBC-Blue;
TOM serial
MIX AND
2:15CBS: JACK AND LORETTA
HIS
RALSTON
SHOOTERS
—
juvenileSTRAIGHT
serial
—MBS:
songsORCHESTRA
and patter
CBS: DOROTHY
CHILDEN'S
CORNERGORDON'S
NBC-Blue: NBC MUSIC
2:30GUILD
EVENING
CBS;
noveltyDALTON
trio BROTHERS—
8:00NBC-Red: SCIENCE IN THE
2:45NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
NEWS STRINGTIME
NBC-Blue:
JACK MEAKIN
CBS- tweenTEDthe Bookends
MALONES— BeDIRECTS
CBS:
HANDS ON DECK
MBS: BIDE
THEATRE CLUBDUDLEY'S
OF THE AIR
MBS: ALL
ORCHESTRA
6:15NBC-Red: THREE X SISTERS
3:00NBC-Red: PEPPER YOUNG'S
—MBS:harmony
trio IN BLACK
FAMILY—
sketch
STUDIES
NBC-Blue:
AIRBREAKS—
variety program MATINEE
AND WHITE
CBS6:30NBC-Red:
MBS: THEATRE
BLACKSTONE
CONPRESS-RADIO
CERT TRIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS -RADIO
NBC-Red: MA PERKINS—
8:15sketch
NEWS
CBS:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
MBS:
ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red: VIC AND SADE—
3:30sketch
NBC-Blue: KIDOODLERS—
NBC-Blue; TONY RUSSELL,—
CBS;
COLUMBIA
quartet
HALI. —LEN
StorySALVO—
of theCONCERT
Song
tenor
CBS; PAUL DOUGLAS — sports
MBS;
organist
commentator
NBC-Red: THE O'NEILLS—
8:45sketch
6:45
NBC-Red:
ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue:
HAVE TOO
NBC-Blue:
LOWELL THOMHEARD?
— dramatization
AS— news commentator
MBS; RADIO
(iAKUEN CLUB
CBS: GEORGE HALL'S ORCHESTRA
4:00NBC-Red: LORENZO JONES
MBS:
— comedy sketch
sketch, JOHNSON
with Jimmy FAMILY—
Scribner

Jack Oakie

«:00sketch
x\BC-Red: AMOS 'N' ANDY—
NBC-Blue;
comedy
sketch EAST ACES —
CBS:
POETIC Franklyn
MELODIES—
Jack
Fulton,
MBS; ORCHESTRA
Kel.sey's orchestraMac7:15Cormack.
NBC-Red;
TIES— choral VOCAL
singing VARIENBC-Blue:
PRODUCTS AMERICAN
COMPANY HOME
CBS; SONGBill Perry.
T I M E— Ruth
Carhart,
7:30NBC-Red: PIANO DUO
NBC-Blue; LUM AND ABNER
CBS; SECOND
HUSBAND—
serial,
Helen Menken
?:45NBC-Red: FAIRCHILD AND
CA.MPBELL—
piano
NBC-Blue;
VIVIENduo DELLA
CH I lOSAMUSICAL
— mezzo-soprano
MBS:
PROGRAM
8:00NBC-Red;
JOHNNY
SENTS RUSS MORGAN PREAND
HIS ORCHESTRA — Charles
BLUE orchestra,
VELVET HoUace
MUSIC
—CBS;
Warnow's
Shaw
MBS; MUSIC BY— guest conNBC-Red; LADY ESTHER
8:30orchestra
SERENADE — Wayne King's
NBC-Blue. EDGAR GUEST
In "ITters'CANorchestraBE DONE"— MasCBS:
JOLSON— Martha
Raye, AUParkyakarkus.
Young's
orchestra, guests Victor
MBS: ORCHESTRA
9:00NBC-Red; VOX POP— Parks
Johnson. Wallace
Butterworth
NBC-Blue:
BEN BERNIE
AND
ALL THE
LADS THE FUN GO
CBS:
WATCH
BY—
Al
Pearce.
Nick
Lucas.
HofC's
orchestra
MBS: ORCHESTRA
MBS; CONSOLE
AND KEYline AlpertBOARD—Louise Wilcher, PauNBC-Red
;GRAS
HOLLYWOOD
MARDI Butterworth.
— Lanny Ross.
9:30George,
Charles
Don
Wilson, Florence
Paiges
nrchestra
NBC-Blue:
GRAND
CENTRAL
STATION
—
dramatic
sketch
CBS; LEGJACK
OAKIES
COLE— Goodman's
MBS: HOBBY
LOBBYorchestra
NBC-Blue: GENERAL HUGH
—sketch
10:00
S. JOHNSON
— oommentator
CBS;
YOUR UNSEEN
FRIEND
MBS: SINFONIBTTA
NBC-Red:
JIMMIE
10:30
HOLLYWOOD
GOSSIPFIDLER'S
NBC-Blue: —PAST
MASTERSenPROGRAM
harpsichord
semble
CBS: RUSSELL DORR— bariNBC-Red; VIC AND SADE—
10:45
comedy sketch
NBC-Red
NBC-Blue: DANCE
DANCE MUSIC
MUSIC
11:00
CBS; DANCE
.MUSIC
MBSORCHESTRA

RADIO
MORNING
8:00XBC-Red GOOD MORNING
MELODIES
XBC-Blue: MORNING
and songsDEVO8 : XBC-Red:
1.) TIONS— organ
MALCOLM CLAIRE
—XBC-Blue
children's program
ISLAND SERE8:30XADERS
XBC-Rod:
CHEERIO
talk
and
music WILLIAM —MEEXBC-Blue:
DER
—
organist
8:45XBC-Blue: FOUR SHOWMEN
male quartet
9:00—XBC-Red:
Fields
and STREAMLINERS—
Hall
XBC-Blue:
BREAKFAST
<I LUB
BS: —ASvariety
YOU program
LIKE IT
— BS:songs RICHARD MAXWELL
■ CBS:
r'*BS: PRESS-RADIO
U:30
JACK BERCHNEWS
AND
HIS BOYS
it: 40XBC-Blue:
PRESS
-RADIO
y:4.>XEWS
XBC-Red: LANDT
TRIO OX
XBC-Blue:
AUNT JEMIMA
'fiddler s FANCY
9:55CBS:
XBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
XEWS
1(1:00XBC-Red:
MRS. WIGGS
THE
PATCH OF—
sketch CABBAGE
XBC-Blue
STORY
OF
MARY
MARLIN — sketch
—CBS.sketchPRETTY KITTY KELLY
10:15
NBC-Red:
OTHER
WIFE
— sketchJOHN'S
NBC-BlueMA PERKINS—
sketch
CBS:
sketch MYRT AND MARGE—
10:30
XBC-Red:
— sketch JUST PLAIN BILL
XBC-Blue:— sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY
CBS:
TONY
WONS
MBS:
MARRIAGE
Frances McDonald CLINIC—
10:45
XBC-Red:
TODAY'S CHILDREN— sketch
XBC-Blue:
KITCHEN
CAVALC
A
D
E
—
Crosby
Gaige BILL
CBS: RUTH AND
MBS: HAROLD TURNER—
XBC-Red:
DAVID HARUM—
sketch
XBC-Blue:
THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
CBS: HEINZ MAGAZINE OF
THE AIR— Julia Sanderson.
Franktra. Crumit.
Rolfe'sRomance
orchesCarol Kennedy's
MBS: GET
THIN TO MUSIC
NBC-Red:
BACKSTAGE
WIFE — sketch
XBC-Blue:
LIFE— sketchTHE ROAD OF
11:30
XBC-Red; —HOWsketch TO BE
CHARMING
NBC-Blue: VIC AND SADE—
sketch
CBS RAOUL
BIG SISTER
— sketchbarMBS:
NADEAU—
11:45
NBC-Red: HELLO PEGGY—
sketch

Eddie Cantor

STARS
EVENING
«:00NBC-Red; P S AND Q'S — Allen
NBC-Blue:
HARRY KOGEN
AND HIS ORCHESTRA—
Sair

OCTOBER 6—13—20—27
MONTANA SLIM
NBC-Blue:
HUGH — The EDWARD
Gospel SingerMacXBC-Red:
CBS:
AUNT JENNY'S
REAL
MOMENT MUSIC OF THP:
LIFE
STORTE.=:—
sketch
CBS: tweenTEDthe Bookends
MALONES — BeMBS: TION
HECKERS -Myra
INFORMA-MBS: Quartet
MEMORY SONGS— Key
ley, Jean PaulBUREAU—
King KingsMen
AFTERNOON
3:00NBC-Red:
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY— sketch
12:00 Noon
NBC-Blue:
SOUTHERNAIRES
NBC-Red:
GIRL ALONE—
sketch
CBS: NEE— orchestra
MANHATTAN
MATINBC-Blue:
TRAIL
FINDER —
3:15
Dr.
William
Hansche
NBC-Red:
MA
PERKINS—
CBS:
CHERI
AND
THE
sketch
THREE NOTES
NBC-Blue: CONTINENTAL
tra
12:NBC-Red:
— sketch THE GOLDBERG.--;
3:30VARIETIES — Stopak's orchesNBC-BlUi-: TERRI FRAXCOXI
NBC-Red:
VIC AND SADE—
CBS: YOURC. Hill,
XEWScommentator
PARADP^
sketch
—Edwin
NBC-Blue:
KIDOODLERS
CBS;
COLUMBIA
CONCERT
MBS:
LEN
SALVO—
organist
2:30
HALL
NBC-Blue:
THREE
ilAR.MBS:
ARTHUR
WRIGHT—
SHALLS
XBC-BIue; NATIONAL FARM
3 :45
AND
HOMEorchestra
HOUR— Walter
XBC-Red: THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
Blaufuss'
CBS:
ROMANCE
OF
HELEN
XBC-Blue:
PIAXO DUO HOME
TRENT—ORGAN
sketch RECITAL
.MBS:
RUTGERS
MBS:
ECONOMICS
BUREAU
4:00XBC-Red: LORENZO
JONES
—NBC-Blue:
comedy sketch
CARSON ROBISOX
MI
AXD
HIS
BUCKAROOS
ARE FOUR— sketch
4:15CBS: DAXCE TIME
NBC-Red
THREE RANCHEROS
NBC-Red:
THE GUIDING
CBS:
BETTY
LIGHT — sketch
ND BOB—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
CLUB MATINEE
—
variety
program
MBS: MICROPHONE IN THE
SKY'- Eail Harper, interMBS: hisTEXAS
JIM LEWIS viewer
and
cowboys
4:30
1:15NBC-Red: WORDS AND MUXBC-Red: STORY OF ilARY
SIC—Harvey
Ruth Lyon.
LarM A RLIX—
sketch
sen.
Hays Larry
CBS:
RUSSELL
man's orchestra DORR— GoldCBS:
HY.MNS
OFBETTY
ALL
MBS:
ORCHESTRA
CHURCHES:
CROCKER, cooking expert
4 :45XBC-Red: THE ROAD OF
LIFE— sketch
NBC-Blue:
LOVE AND
LEARN
—
sketch
FOE DR. ALLAN ROY' D.V5:00CBS:
CBS:
ARNOLD
GRIMMS
DAUGHTER—
sketch
NBC-Red:
NOT FOR HollyLADIES
MBS:
LEN
SALVO—
organist
— Ben Alexander,
wo,. .|
1:45
commentator
NBC-Red:
DAN
HARDING'S
NBC-Blue:
NEIGHBOR
WIFE — sketchGRACE AND
CBS:
FOLLOW
THE
MOONXELl.—
XBC-Blue:
Elsie
Hitz.
Xick
Dawson
SCOTTY
— songs and INpatterPER.MBS:
TRA RADIOLAND ORCHESCBS:
SON HOLLYWOOD
NBC-Red:
WHILE THE CITY
MBS:
.r A X 1 1" B PORTE R—
songs
SLEEPS
songs
NBC-Blue:— dramatization
DOT AND PAT—
2:00XBC-Red: YOUR HEALTH—
talk, dramatization
CBS: LIFE OF MARY SOTHXBC-Blue:
HEALANI
OF
THE
ERX— 'l;r-tchjack armstroxg
SOUTH
SEAS THROUGH A S:30xhc-Rh.1:
CBS: NEWS
WOMAN'S EYES— Kathryn
Cravens
XBC-Blue: program
SINGING LADY —
L-hildren's
2:15—NBC-Blue:
tenor CHARLES SEARS
<^BS:
DORIS KERR— songs
ittl orpha:
JACKand patter
AND LORETTA
—CBS.snngaORCHESTRA
;xiE— j
2:30MBS:
'i-st(
)x
straight
shootNBC-Red: GENERAL FEDER
ATIOX OF: WOMEN'S
CLUR^
UXXY 'tHIXGS— Xor;.
XBC-Hlu.
MEETIX' HOI'SK

Ed Fitzgerald

•Red: CAROL DEIS— so6:30
new;
PRESS-RADIO
NBC-Blue: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
6:35XBi'-l
CBS; PRESS-RADIO NEWH
NBC-Red:
CAPPY
BARRA—
and
his swing
harmonicas
NBC-Elue:
JACK
BAKERCBS: SIX(;iXi; WAITERS
MBS:
sketch, JOHNSOX
with Jimmy FAMILYScribner
sketch AMOS "N"
XBC-Red:
.\BC-Blue:
comedy sketchEASY ACES —
CBS:
POETIC Franklyn
MELODIES
ANDYJack
Fulton,
Mac-—
Cormack,
Kelsey's
orchestra
:15SEMBLE
MBS: PALMER HOUSE ENXBC-Red:
UNCLE PatEZRA'S
rett
RADIO STATION—
BarNBC-Blu.-: AMERICA.X HOME
PRODUCTS
c-o.MPAXY
CBS:
SDXG TI.ME
— Patti Chapin. Howard
Phillips
XBC-Red:
STRINGS IN
SWINGTIMB
LUM AND ABNER
—NBC-Blue:
comedy sketch
CBS:ORCHESTRA
MBS: THE LONE RANGER—
XBC-Red: JEAX
SABLONLANNBC-Blue:
CHARLOTTE
SINGBOAKE
— soprano
CBS:
CARTER
— news
commentator
8:00XBC-Red:
tLY — sketchONE MAN'S FAJI
XBC-Blue:
REVUE ROY SHIELD'S
CBS: CAVALCADE OF
orchestra
A.MIiRICA — guests, Voorhees'
MBS: MUSICAL PROGRAM
:30
Xi;r-Hlii.-: MARY' SMALL'S
i-i;s.
KXAir.i-:\ r.i-EDeanna
FIRE CHIEF—
E,M..'h Im;c-.iiu..r.
Durbin.
.irx
.liininy
Wallington.
Pinky Tom.irchestra
lin.
Saymore
Saymore.
Renard's
MBS: variety
ED FITZGERALD
CO.—
program AND
0:00NBC-Red: TOW.X fI..\LL TOXIGHT—
r <i K.-.'fe.
Alice
Frost. VanW,,lt.
St....,l.-n
s STRING
orchestra
XBC-Blue:
NBCs
SYMPHONY—
Frank
Black
CBS: CHESTERFIELD
PRESENTS—Deems Taylor,
lanetz'
orchestra,
guests KosteMBS: ORCHESTRA
Ml CRIJIE CLINIC
(-ns PAI.MOT.IVE BEAUTY
:REirles
— Kullnian.
Jessica
nhestra
Il:
'
\i -...I i .:.-TRA
10:00NBC- Red: YOUR HIT PAXBC-Blue:
GENERAL HUGH
S.RADE
JOHNSON—
commentator
CBS:
GANG
BUSTERS
— crime
dramatizations.
.MBSHOW ABOUTPhillips
IT?—Lord
Sara
Hammer
1U:30NBC-Blue: NBC MINSTREL
SHOW—U. Gene
Arnold. SERIES
Short's
orchestra
CBS:
S. CABINET
.\IBS:
MELODIES
FROM
THE
SKIES
ALISTAIR COOKE
10:45NBC-Red:
— news commentator

RADIO
MORNING
8:00
-XBC-Red; GOOD MORNING
MELODIES
NBC-Blue:TIONS—organ
MORNING
and songsDEVO8:15
NBC-Red: MALCOLM
—children's
jirugram CLAIRE
NBC-Blue:
ENSEMBLE DICK LEIBERT
8:30
NBC-Red: CHEERIO — talk
K :4.>
NHC-ljlue:
MORNING GLEE
CLUB
»:00
NBC-Red:
Fields
and STREAMLINERS—
Hall
NBC-Blue:
BREAKFAST
variety
Cc'l.l'B
BS: —MUSIC
INprogram
THE AIR
CBS:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
!):30
CBS: GREENFIELD
VILLAGE CHAPEL
!> :40NBC-Blue; PRESS -RADIO
TRIO ON
NBC-Red: : LAXPT
ACX r ,1 KM1.AL\
NBC-BIu.
THE
AlllCBS:
SOX
G
tfl'VLISTS
— male
quartet
9:55NBC-Red:
PRESS - RADIO
NEWS
10:00
MRS.
NBC-Red:
THE CABBAGE WIGGS
PATCH—OF
sketch
NBC-Blue:
STORY
OF
MARY
MARLIN— sketch
CBS:
sketch PRETTY KITTY KELLY
10:15
NBC-Red:
OTHER
WIFE
— sketchJOHN'S
NBC-Blue:
MA PERKINS—
sketch
CBS: MTRT AND MARGE—
sketch
10:30
NBC-Red:
—sketch JUST PLAIN BILL
NBC-Blue:
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
sketch
CBS:
INSTRUMENTALISTS
MBS:
Frances MARRIAGE
McDonald CLINIC—
10:45
NBC-Red:
CHILDREN— sketchTODAY'S
NBC-Blue:
KITCHEN
CAVALCADE—Crosby
Gaige
MBS: HAROLD TURNER —
pianist
11:00
NBC-Red: DAVID HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue; THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
CBS;
LEE T(rAYLr)R
MBS: MARY
GET THIN
i MUSIC
11:15
xu.c-r.mI: isackstage wife
N!:r-I!lu.
: -i-llE ROAD OF
LIFE— HEINZ
sk-lrh
CBS:
MAGAZINE OF
THE AIR— Carol Kennedy's
11:30
Ni;i'-r;.;i half past
xr:<'-l:'i.,'. \ IC AND SADE—
Ci'.S
>IS|-ERRECITAL
— sketch
MliS: l;|i,
OUIJAX
11:45
NBC-Rrd: THE MYSTERY
CNIinwl—
Hi;iE -I-I'.lu.-:
EDWARD
MacTlin c;..si.<-i
Sin;,'erheal
rr.s
AUXT
.ii:xxYs
i.iii:
s
i
(
.i;n;s—
sk.
tch
Ml'.S: BUltEAU—
HEi-KEliS IXFORMATKjX
ley. Jean Paul KingMyra KingsAFTERNOON
12:00
Noon GIRL ALONE—
NBC-Red
sketch
NBC-Blue:
RHYTHM GIRLS
CBS:
MERRYMAKERS
MBS: LUNCHEON
MUSIC
12:15
NBC-Red: THE GOLDBERGS
—sketch
NBC-Blue:
FRANCONI—
tenor TERRI
NEWScommentator
PARADE
—CBS:
EdwinYOURC. Hill,
50

STARS

Jhu^sda^

OCTOBER

7—14—21—28
3:45NBC-Red:
sketch
THE O'NEILLS—
NBC-Blue;
SWING SERENADE
MBS: TANGOES
RHUMBA RHYTHMS
AND
4:00—NBC-Red:
LORENZO JONES
comedy sketch
NBC-Blue:
CLUB MATINEE—
variety
program
CBS: PIANO TEAM
4:15NBC-Red: THE GUIDING
LIGHT-NO\-Er>TEERS
skpfrh
CBS:
MBS: hisTE.XAS
and
cowboys JIM LEWIS—
STORY OF MARY
4:30NBC-Red;
MARLIN—
CBS: U.ORCHESTRA
S. sketch
ARMY BAND
Bing Crosby
MBS:
4:45NBC-Red:
LIFE— sketchTHE ROAD OF
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
FARM
NBC-Red:
HATTERSWOOD
AND
HOMEorchestra
HOUR— Walter
NBC-Blue: TOPPEGGY
6:00CALLING
Blautuss'ROMANCE
CBS:
OF
HELEN
CBS:
FOLLOW
MOON —
TRENT—
KNmNick THE
DawsonORCHESMBS: LENsketchSALVO— organist
MBS: Hitz,
RADIOLAND
TRA
5:15
—NBC-Red:
organist ARCHER GIBSON
—NBC-Blue:
baritone STUART GRACEY
CBS;
ERN— LIFE
sketch OF MARY SOTH1:00NBC-Red; SOLOIST
NBC-Red:
CBS: BET'l V A .NJ D BOB— juvenile JACK
serial ARMSTRONG
NBC-Blue: program
SINGING LADY—
5:30children's
CBS; ELSIE THOMPSON—
:15NBC-Red: WORDS AND
MBS:
ORCHESTRA
MUSIC — Harvey
Ruth Hays
Lyon. Larry
Larsen,
LITTLE ORPHAN
5:45NBC-Red;
CBS:
HYMNS
OF ALL
ANNIE—
juvenile
CHURCHES:
BETTY
NBC-Blue;
TOM serial
MIX AND
ER, cooking expert CROCKHIS
RALSTON
SHOOTERS— juvenileSTRAIGHT
serial
CBS:
DOROTHY
GORDON'S
CHILDREN'S CORNER
CBS;
ARNOLD
GRIMM'S
EVENING
DAUGHTER
— sketch organist
MBS:
LEN SALVO—
NBC-Red;
NORSEMEN QUAR6:00
:45WIFE—
TET
NBC-Red:sketchDAN HARDING'S
NBC-Blue:
HARRY KOGEN
AND HIS ORCHESTRA
CBS:
SON HOLLY\\ OOD IN PERCBS: RAY HEATHERTON—
.MRS: I^LACKSTONE CONMBS: ORCHESTRA
NHC-K.d:
NBC
MUSIC
GUILD
NBC Red:
TURNRenisen.
BACK George
THE
6:15
NBC-Blue:
CLOCK
— Alice
iM A TIN EE STROLLERS
GrifHn
CBS:
DEAN
OF
HOLLYWOOD
2:15CBS: JACK AND LORETTA
—MBS:HobartSTUDIES
Bo.sworth IN BLACK
—MBS:
.snng.'^ORCHESTRA
and patter
AND WHITE
2:30NBC-Red
BALLAD WEAVERS
6:30NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NBC-Blue;
PIANO RECITAL
N'RWS
CBS:
DALTON
NEWS
NBC-BluePRESS-RADIO
novelty trio BROTHERS—
2:45NBC-Red: MEN OF THE
CBS:SPORTS
RESUME— Eddie
Donley.
Paul
Douglas
WEST — quartet
NBC-Blue:
MUSICAL
ADVENTURES—Alma Schirmer, pia-

6:35
NBC-Red:
BERT AND LEW—
songs and patter
tenor
NBC-Blue:
TONY RUSSELL—
6:45NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
LOWELL THOMAS
—NBC-Blue:
news commentator
CHESTRA
CBS: GEORGE HALLS ORMBS;
sketch, JOHNSON
with Jimmy FAMILY—
Scribner
?:0osketch
NBC-Red: AMOS 'N' ANDY—
NBC-Blue:
edy sketch EASY ACES— comCBS; Fulton,
POETIC Franklyn
MELODIES—
Jack
Cormack.
orchestraMacMBS: EVENING
organ
and Kelsey's
piano PRELUDE—
7:15
singing VARIENBC-Red:TIES—choralVOCAL
NBC-Blue:
PRODUCTS AMERICAN
COMPANY HOME
CBS:
SONG Dorr
TIME- Doris
Kerr, Russell
NBC-Red: TERRI FRANCONl
—NBC-Blue:
comedy sketch
LUM AND ABNER
CBS:
WE,
THE PEOPLE—
Gabriel
Heatter
MBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red; KIDOODLERS
NBC-B!ue:
CABIN IN THE
COTTON — Southernaires QuarCBS; PATTI CHAPIN— songs
ROYAL GELATIN
8:0UNBC-Red:
PROGRAM — Rudy Vallee.
NBC-Blue: GENERAL HUGH
S.CBS:
commentator
guestsJOHNSON—
KATEMiller's
SJIITH—
Henny
Y'oungman,
orcrestra
MBS:
INTERNATIONAL
SALON—
Corinna
Mura,
Nadeau, Stanley s orchestraRaoul
NBC-Blue:
8:30MBS; FREDSOLOIST
CHESTRA WARING'S ORNBC-Red;
MAXWELL HOUSt
9:00ninger,
SHOW Tom
BOAT Thomas,
— CharlesNadini
Win
Conner,
Patricia
Wilder, Hull
Vir
ginia
Verrill,
Warren
Willsons orchestra
CBS;
MAJOR
BOWES'
AMA
TEUR ORCHESTRA
HOUR
MBS;
BARNES' OPERA
9:30MBS;
HOUSE PAT
— varieties
NBC-Red:
Crosby,MUSIC
Bob
10:00HALL — BingKRAFT
Burns, Trotter's orchestra,
NBC-Blue: PICCADILLY MUHALL TRUE ADVENCBS. SIC YOUR
TURES— Floyd Gibbons
MBS: WITCH'S
TALE — Alonzo
Deen Cole, Marie O'Flynn
10:30
CBS: MARCH OF TIME—
dramatizations
MBS:
MUSICALHE.XRY
REVUE WEBER'S
NBC-Red:
FOOTNOTES
ON
HEADLINES—
John B. Ken11:00
nedy, commentator
NBC-Blue:
DANCE
MUSIC
CBS:
DANCE
MUSIC
MBS- DANCE MUSIC

3:00CBiNBC-Red:
PEPPER YOUNGS
FAMILY— sketch
NBC-Blue:
NBC LIGHT OPERA
COMPANY
CBS
MATINEECONMBS: THEATRE
BLACKSTONB
CERT TRIO
NBC-Red: MA PERKINS—
8:15sketch
8:30NBC-Rnd: VIC AND SADE—
.CE SALERNO

Patricia Wilder

Kate Smith

RADIO STARS
MORNING
'■??BC-Re(l
GOOD MORNING
MELODIES
NBC-Blue.TIONS—orean
MORNING
and songsDEVO8:15NBC-Red: MALCOLM CLAIRE)
—NBC-Blue:
children's program
NADERS ISLAND SERE8:30NBC-Red: CHEERIO — talk
ind music
NBC-Blue:
DER — organistWILLIAM MEE8:45NBC-Blue:
FOUR SHOWMEN
9:00NBC-Red: STREAMLINERS—
Fields
and
H-ll
nr^-bestra
NBC-Blue:
CLUB
— METROPOLITAN
varietyBREAKFAST
program PACBS.
RADE
9:15CBS: RICHARD MAXWELL
— songs
9:25CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
9:30CBS: JACK BERCH AND HIS
BOYS
9:40
NBC-Blue:
PRESS -RADIO
NEWS
9:45NBC-Red: LANDT TRIO
NBC-Blue:
ON
AIR AUNT
— varietiesJEMIMA
CBS:THENOVELTEERS
9:55NBC Red: PRESS- RADIO
NEWS
10:00NBC-Red; MRS. WIGGS OF
THE CABBAGE PATCH—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
STORY OF MARY
MARLIN— .sketch
—CBS;sketchPRETTY KITTY KELLY
10:15
■ NBC-Red:
OTHER
WIFE — sketchJOHN'S
NBC-Blue
—
sketch MYRT MAAND PERKINS
CBS:
MARGE
—
sketch
10:30
—NBC-Red:
sketch JUST PLAIN BILL
NBC-Blue:— sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY
CBS;
WONS
MBS: TONY
MARRIAGE
Frances
McDonald CLINIC—
10:45
NBC-Red: TODAY'S CHILNBC-Blue:DREN— sketch
KITCHEN
ALCADE— Crosby
Gaige CAVCBS: RUTH
AND BILL
MBS:
HAROLD
TURNER—
pianist
11:00
NBC-Red:
DAVID
HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
CBS; HEINZ .MAGAZINE OF
THE
Julia
Franktra, AIR—
Crumit,
Rolfe'sSanderson,
orchesCarol Kennedy's
Romance
MBS; GET
THIN TO MUSIC
11:15
NBC-Red;
WIFE — sketchBACKSTAGE
NBC-Blue:
LIFE — sketchTHE ROAD OF
11:30
NBC-Red. —HOWsketch TO BE
CHARMING
NBC-Blue:
VIC AND SADE—
sketch
CBS MARTHA
RIO ST.s;teR—
sketch
MBS;
Songs and patter AND HAL —

Kitty Carlisle

OCTOBER 1—8—15—22—29
11:45NBC-Red: HELLO PEGGY—
sketch
NBC- Blue:
HUGH—
The EDWARD
Gospel
SingerMacCBS:
AUNT
JENNYS
LIFE STORIE.S—
sketch REAL
ilBS: TION
HECKER'S
INFORMABUREAUKing
— Myra
Kingsley, Jean Paul
AFTERNOON
12:00 Noon
NBC-Red:
GIRL ALONE—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
U. S. MARINE
BAND
1'2:15
CBS: RHYTHMAIRES
—.sketch
NBC-Red: THE GOLDBERGS
CBS;
NEWS PARADE
Dr. Walter Damrosch
— EdwinYOUR
l'>::iO
JIBS:
LENC. Hill,
SALVOcommentator
— organist
3:00
NBC-Reil:
THE
VAGABONDS
-NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
KAHM
NBC-Red; sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
AND
HOME
HOUR — Walter
NBC-Blue;
RADIO GUILD—
Blaufuss'
orchestra
dramatization
CBS; ROMANCE
CBS:
COLUMBIA CONCERT
TRENT—
sketch OF HELEN
HALL
12:45NBC-Red: JOE WHITEJIBS: ORCHESTRA
3:15
CBS;
OUR
GAL,
SLTNDAY—
NBC-Red:
MA PERKINS—
sketch
sketch
3:30
1:00MBS; WE ARE FOUR — sketch
NBC-Red;
NBC-Red: VIC AND SADE—
sketch
CBS: BETTYPIANOANDDUO BOB—
sketch
3:45CBS: THREE CONSOLES
MBS;
MICROPHONE
IN
THE
SKY — Earl Harper, interviewer
sketch
NBC-Red: THE O'NEILLS—
1:15CBS: BETTY CROCKER
MBS: RADIO GARDEN CLUB
— cooking expert
1:30NBC-Red; WORDS AND MU4:00NBC-Red:
LORENZO JONES
— comedy sketch
SIC— Larry
Larsen. Ruth
NBC-Blue;
CARSON
ROBILyon.
Harvey
Haya
SON
AND
HIS
BUCKAROOS
NBC-Blue;
CBS: BOB BYRON—
songs
LEARN — sketchLOVE AND
4:15
CBS;
ARNOLD
NBC-Red: sketch
THE GUIDING
DAUGHTER—
sketch GRIMM'S
LIGHT—
MBS:
LEN SALVO—
organist
NBC-Blue:
CLUB
MATINEE—
variety
program
1:45NBC-Red: DAN HARDING'S
CBS;
VENIRS AMONG OUR SOUWIFE—
sketch
CBS; HOLLYWOOD IN PERMBS:
and his TEXAS
cowboys JIM LEWIS—
SON
4:30
—MBS:
and THE
piano THREE GRACES
NBC-Red:
STOR\' OF MARY
MARLIN— sketcli
2:00NBC-Red and NBC-Blue; NBC
CBS;
N'OYAGB
MBS; BON
ORCHESTRA
ilHOUR—
U S 1 C Dr.-APPRECIATION
4:45NBC-Red; THE ROAD OF
Walter
DamroschA
CBb
NEVv'S
IHRUUGH
LIFE— sketch
WOMAN'S EYES — Kathryn
Cravens
CBS; DR. ALLAN ROY DAFOE
MBS: PALMER
HOUSE CONCERT ORCHESTRA
5:00NBC-Hod: ARTHUR LANG2:15CBS; JACK AND LORETTA
baritnne NEIGHBOR NELL
NBC-Blue:
—•MBS;
songsSIDandGARY—
patter baritone
CBS; Hitz.
FOLLOW
Elsie
Nick THE
DawsonMOON—
MBS:
2:30CBS: MONTANA SLIM
TRA RADIOLANU ORCHES5:15—NBC-Red;
2 :45
CITY
tenor <lraWHILK
SLEEPS—
mat iz;itTHE
ionHELLER
CBS: twTED
MALONE'S— Bee n the Bookenrts
NBC-Blue;
JAl'KIlO
-MR.S:
BIDE
DUDLEY'S
THEATFtR CH'B OF THE AIR
CBS:
ERN— LIFE
sketch OF MARY SOTH5:30N B C - R eSTRONdG— juvenile
: JACKserialARMCBS- ORCHESTRA
DORIS KEKK—
songs
.MBS:
XHC-Re.l:
T.irTl.r
onPPLVN
5:45
ki'.rI X AND
HIS \\\:x.
l; A ;> n ^ ■ IIHAIGHT
SHoO'ri-;i:s
j.nF 1.-nu^'
serialNora
CBS:
FIN.W
i
1
.\
GS—
Stirling's
children's program
MBS: QUARTET
EVENING
6:00THE
NBC-Red:NEWS —EDUCATION
IN
dramatization
NBC-Blue
HARRY
KOGEN
AND
HIS
ORCHESTRA
CBS: MARGARET DAUM —
Jack Haley
MBS: ORCHESTRA
soprano

6:15
NBC-Red:
LEY— baritoneBARRY McKlN6:30NBC-Red: PRESS- RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS -RADIO
NEWS
0:35CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEW3
NBC-Red: CAROL DEIS— soNBC-Blue: SOLOIST
CBS; Paul DOUGLAS — sports
0:45prano
NBC-Red;
RHYTHMAIRES
: LOWELL
THOMAS
(•lli:STRA
—NBC-Blue
news commentator
(■l:.s FRANK DAILEY'S ORwith Jimmy FAMILYScribner
T:00SI-MIS I. h. .rOHNSON
NBC-Red: AMOS 'N' ANDY—
sketch
songs
NBC-Blue: MARY SMALL —
CBS;
POETIC Franklyn
MELODIESMac-—
Jack Fulton.
Cormack.
Kelsey's
nrebestraENMBS:
PALMER
HOUSE
7:15SEMBLE
NBC-Red:
UNCLEPat EZRA'S
RADIO STATION
Barrett
NBC-Blue:
FRAYduo—AND
BRAOGIOTTI
— piano
CBS:
SONG
TIME
—
Gogo
de
Lys,
Jack
Shannon
MBS: NOVELETTE
7:30NBC-Red:
— sketch EL CABALLERO
NBC-Blue; LUM AND ABNER
CBS; ORCHESTRA
MBS; THEserialLONE RANGER —
7:45Western
—NBC-Red;
soprano BUGHOUSE
RHYTHM
NBC-Blue: LOUISE FLORE A
CBS: commentator
BOAKE CARTER—
news
CITIES SERVICE
8:00NBC-Red:
CONCERT
Lucille Manners.
Bourdon's —orchestra
NBC-Blue:
PONTIAC VARSITY
SHOW
CBS:
MUSIC
HALL HAMMERSTEIN
MBS:
CHARIOTEERS
8:15MBS; ORCHESTRA
8:30NBC-Blue; DEATH VALLEY
DAYS — dramatization
CBS:
HALAlice KEMP'S
BAND —ORCHESTRA
Faye DANCE
JIBS:
8:45JIBS: LET'S PLAY GAMES
9:00NBC-Red: WALTZ TISIEFranli JIuiin. Lois Bennett.
Lyman's
orchestra
NBC-Blue;
BKLIEVE-IT-ORNOT—
Rolfe's Robert
orchestraRipley. B. A.
CBS:
HOLLY-WOOD
HOTEL
Jerry
Cooper,Jamison.
FrancesIgor
Langford, Anne
Gorin.
Paige's
orchestra
MBS; ORCHESTRA
»:.'?0NBC-Red; TRUE STORt
COURT OF HUJIAN RELAXB<--Bhie:TIONS—dramatization
JACK HALEY
JIBS; ORCHESTRA
10:00
NBC-Red; FIRSTLesNIGHTER—
dramatization.
Tremayne.
Barbara LuddyRALEIGH
NBC-Blue:
AND
KOOL
SHOW—
Tommy
sev's orehesii:i. M..rten BoweDorCBS:
CO('A-rt)LA
SO.N'GSHOP
— Kittv
ReedCarlisle.
Kennedy.Frank
AliceCrumCornett.it,Haenschen's
orchestra.
10:30
NBC-Red:
JIMMIE
FIDLER
S
HOLLYWOODLIEDERSINGER3
GOSSIP
NBC-Blue;
MBS:
CURTAIN
TIME—
dramatization
10:45
NBC-Red:
PEOPLE Thompson.
IN THE
NEWS — Dorothy
commentator
NBC-Blue:
STRINGING
ALONG — novelty program
NBC-Red: GEORGE R.
11:00HOLMES — Washington comNBc'- Blue: P R O Jl E N A D E
CCBS:
O.N CERT MUSIC
MBS: DANCE
DANCE MUSIC

RADIO STARS
MORNING
8:00
NBC-Red:
MELODIES GOOD MORNING
KBC-Blue:
XADEKS ISLAND SERE8:15
—XBC-Red:
children'sMALCOLM
program CLAIRE
NBC-Blue:
ENSEMBLE DICK I,EIBERT
5:3(1
CHEERIO8:4.-)CLUB
NBC-Blue: MORNING GLEE
9:00
NBC-Red:
STREAMLINERS—
Fields and Hall
NBC-Blue:
CLUB
— variety BREAKFAST
program
CBS: RAY BLOCK — pianist
9:15
CBS: DALTON BROTHERS—
IDDLER'S FANCY
XBC-Red: LANDT TRIO
NBC-Blue:
THE AIR— AUNT
varietiesJEMIMA ON
NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red:
male quartet CHARIOTEERS—
SWEETHEARTS
OFNBC-Blue;
May Singhl
Breen.THEPeterAIR—
de Rose
CBS: THE STRINGERS
10:15
NBC-Red: THE VASS FAMILY— children'sRAISING
harmony YOUR
NBC-Blue:
PARENTS
— juvenile forum.
Milton J. Cross
CBS; RICHARD MAXWELL
10:30
NBC-Red: MANHATTERS
CBS; LET'S
chlldren's
programPRETEND—
MBS:
VARIETY
PROGRAM—
Freudberg's
orchestra,
Norman
BroUenshire
11:00
NBC-Blue:
— songs PATRICIA RYAN
CBS: FRED FEIBEL AT THE
CONSOLE
MBS:
ED FITZGERALD
CO. — variety
program AND
11:15
—NB:::-Red:
songs NANCY SWANSON
NBC-Blue:
male quartet MINUTE MEN—
11:30
CBS: COMPINSKY TRIO
MBS: U. S. ARMY BAND
1 1 :45
NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue; MELODY
ORCHESTRAMEN
AFTERNOON
12:00 Noon
NBC-Red:
Beatrice Lind,CONTINENTALSJosef Honti, diNBC-Blue: CALL TO YOUTH
CBS; JACK SHANNON— tenor
12:15
NBC-Blue:
THREE MARSH ALLSORIENTALE
CBS:
MBS:
LUNCHEON
DANCE
MUSIC
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2—9—16—23—30

I'RA NEWS
CBS. PRESS-RADIO
6:30
NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
CBS: SPORTS
Dooley, PaulRESUME
Douglas —
MI ORCHI
— contralto ALMA KITCHELL
NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue:
WHITHER
SIC?—John Tasker
HowardMU-

7:00NBC-Red: EL CHICO SPANISH REVUE
NBC-Blue:
RAEL— guestsMESSAGE
and musicOF ISCBS: ORCHESTRA
MBS:
PALMER
HOUSE ENSEMBLE
Betty Grable

12:30
NBC-Red: ENSEMBLE
REX BATTLE'S
CONCERT
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
FARM AND HOME
HOUR
CBS:
GEORGE HALL AND
HIS ORCHESTRA
12:45
JIBS: ORGAN RECITAL
CBS:
CAPTIVATORS IN THE
MBS:
SKY — MICROPHONE
Earl Harper, interviewer
NBC-Red:
BJ^ITTY ESCORTS AND
CBS: JIMMY SHIELDS— tenor
MBS:
CLUB STEVE SEVERN'S PET

NBC-Blue:
RICARDO AND
HIS CABALLEROS
CBS: WALTZES OF THE
AVORLD
MBS: ORCHESTRA
CBS: THE DICTATORS
4:0(1variety
NBC-Blue:program
CLUB MATINEE—
ORCHESTRA
4:30NBC-Red:
CBS: DANCEPATORS
MBS: ORCHESTRA
4:45CBS: ORCHESTRA
5:00NBC-Red: VAGABOND
ADCarol
Deis, Ross VENTURES—Tom
Graham,Terriss.
Kiriloff's orchestra
NBC-Blue:
LITTLE VARIETY
SHOW
MBS: RADIOLAND ORCHESCBS; GREAT LAKES REVIEW

NBC-Blue;
OUR Madge
BARN—Tucker
chilprogram,
CBS: dren's
BUFFALO
PRESENTS
MBS; ORCHESTRA
CBS; MADISON ENSEMBLE
MBS:
soprano MARY WII-LIAMS —
3: ANN LEAF— organl
NBC-Red;
GOLDEN
MELODIES— orchestra,
vocalists
NBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRA
MBS;
PALMER
HOUSE
ORCHESTRA
CBS; TOURS IN TONE
.AIBS; BIDE
ATRE CLUB DUDLEY'S
OF THE AIRTHE8:00NBC-Red: CONCERT MINI ATURES
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
CBS:
DOWN BYPROGRAM
HERMAN'S
MBS: MUSICAL
3:30
NBC-Red: WEEK-END REchestraVUE— varieties. Levey's or-

NBC-Red; KALTENMEYER'S
KINDERGARTEN
— varieties.
ch-stra Kamman. Kogen's
Bruce
orNBC-Blue; ORCHESTRA
NOTE:
As we go to press, this
programlutelyguide
accurate, isbutabso-we
cannot
be responsible
last minute
changes madefor
by the broadcasting companies,
advertising agencies or sponsors.

EVENING
6:00
NBC-Red: TOPCHESTRA—JHATTERS
ORan Savitt BRENNBC-Blue; VLADIMIR
NER—pianist
CBS; ORCHESTRA
MBS:
ORGAN RECITAL
6:05NBC-Blue: NICKELODEON—
Sylvia Clark

SONG
TIME — Betty
7:15CBS:
Grable,
John Payne
MBS: ORCHESTRA
7:30
NBC-Red:
Song StoriesJIMMY KEMPER—
NBC-Blue:
UNCLE JIM'S
QUESTION BEE
CBS: JACQUES JOLAS —
7:45NBC-Red: PIANO DUO
MBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red:
MEREDITH WILL8:00SON'S ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue: HOMETOWNERS
—Cliff
Hall, Wirges' orchestra
CBS:
NIGHT
SWING SATURDAY
CLUB
MBS: ORCHESTRA
WELLS—
8:30NBC-Red:
That's Life LINTON
NBC-Blue:
NOLA DAY—
songs
CBS;
JOHNNV
fKESEMic
RUSS
MORGANCharles
ANDMartin
HIS
ORCHESTRA—
guests
NBC-Red:
NBC CONCERT
HOUR
NBC-Blue: NORSEMEN'S
QUARTET
9:00NBC-Blue:
DANCE— JoeNATIONAL
Kelly BARN
CBS: PROFESSOR QUIZCBS:
SATURDAY
NIGHT
SERENADE
— Mary Eastman.
Bill Perry, Haenschen's orches10:00NBC-Red;
NBC JAMBOREE—
Kogen's orchestra,
NBC-Blue:
DANCE guests
MUSIC
CBS:
YOUR
PARADE
MBS: OTILIOHITREVARRA
AND HIS MEXICAN ORCHESTRA
10:15MBS: HOLLYWOOD WHISPERS— George Fischer
10:30
NBC-Red; DANCE MUSIC
MBS: ORCHESTRA
10:45CBS; PATTI CHAPIN— songs
DANCE MUSIC
11:00NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue; DANCE MUSIC
CBS; TED FIORITO'S ORCHESTRA
MBS: DANCE MUSIC
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Now—
brings

to

/>^/i* new
W^men

Cream
the Active

n'

Skin-Mtami

Applied right on the Skin-^
this special Vitamin helps
the Skin more directly
IT'S WONDERFUL," says
Mrs. C. Hen ry Mellon, Jr.
women to use
one of the fir n-vitamin"
Pond's new"It's'*8l vonderful," Cold
she
Cream.
says. "My skin textured. chThebrightcream is even r better
than before.
Congratulations to Pond's — and

THIS NEAV CREAM does more for the
skin than ever before! It contains
a certain vitamin found in many
foods — the "sA-in-vitamin."
When you eat foods containing this
\ itamin, one of its special functions is
to lielp keep skin tissue healthy. But
ulien this vitamin is applied right to
-kin, it aids the skin more directly.
Here is great news for women!
First doctors found this out. Then
Pond's found a way to put "skin\ itamin" into Pond s Cold Cream.
Now everyone can have Pond's new
"^kin-vitamin" Cold Cream!
Famous beauty cream noic has
"Something More"
Pond's
Cold
has alwavs
more than aCream
cleanser.
Patted been
into

Same jars, same labels, same price
Already
Pond's
"skin-vitamin"
Cold Creamthis isnew
on sale
everywhere.
The cream itself has the same pure white
color, the same delightful light texture.
remember,nowas contains
you use it,thethatprecious
Pond's
ColdBut Cream
"skin-vitamin." Not the "sunshine" vitamin. Not the orange-juice vitamin. Not
"irradiated." But the vitamin which especiallv helps to maintain healthy skin — skin
that is soft and smooth, fine as a baby's I
TEST IT IN 9 TREATMENTS
Poiid'H. Dept.
Clinlon.
Conn. OR.MRushiihI.
the skin, it invigorates it, keeps it clear,
(iiiei-ialtreatments.
lubeof Pond's
soft, free from skin faults.
Col.l Crrain, .nouKli for
nd
But now this famous cream is better Aaniplea
of 2shades
other
"ekin-vi
5lOtdifferent
of andPond'spacking.
Face Powder. enclose
to
cover
|>oatagePond's
than ever for the skin. Women say its
use makes their pores less noticeable,
softens lines; best of all, seems to give a
livelier, more glowing look to their skin!
Copyright. 1937, Pond's Extract Company
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and you

r^*'"
taking it!
after takinc
PEOPLE everywhere are praising the new
Scientifically Improved Ex-Lax! Thousands
have written glowing letters telling of their
own experiences with this remarkable laxative
"I always liked the taste of Ex-Lax," many
said, "but now it's even more delicious!" . . .
"It certainly gives you a thorough cleaning
out!" was
anotherthatpopular
commentcould. . .be"Weso
never
dreamed
any laxative
gentle!" hundreds wrote.
And than
rightever!
theyA are!
today Ex-Lax
better
more Forsatisfactory
laxativeis
in every way! ... If you are suffering from
headaches, biliousness, listlessness or any of
the other ailments so often caused by constipation— you'll feel better after taking Ex-Lax I
Your druggist has the new Scientifically
Improved Ex-Lax in 10c and 25c sizes. The
box is the same as always — but the contents
are better than ever! Get a box today!
FREE! If you prefer to try Ex-Lax at our
Now improved -better than ever!
EX- LAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
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of your
air stars

Jeanette MacDonald, pictured in a scene from the filmusical, Firefly, is the
new star of Vicks Open House, heard Sundays at 7:00 p.m. EST over CBS.
THE ABNERS, or rather the Norris
Goffs, have had just one celebration after
another this last month. For one thing,
Mr. and Mrs. Goff celebrated their eighth
wedding anniversary with a gala party at
the Trocadero. And then Mrs. Dora Goff,
Abner's mother from Mena, Arkansas, was
visiting here for a couple of weeks, which
called for a whole series of parties. Mrs.
Goff admitted that she was quite pleased
over Norris' success. "Goodness knows he
was far from a success as a grocery clerk,"
she said,
"so I'm
glad he'sYoufound
thing he can
do right.
know,somethe
whole
family's
always
been
a
little
but Norris is the first one to makecrazyany—
money because of it !"
Looks like zvcdding hells for Carlton
KaDcll and Paula IVinslozv. Carlton's
just boiif/ht fl hi(i and beautiful new house
out in Bez'crly Hills — (7);(/ the interior decorating has all been in charge of Paula.
And 'tis definitely wedding bells for Elinor Harriot, which means that Amos will
lose his Ruby, Andy will lose his little girl
and the Kingfish will lose a wife. When
Elinor was down in Palm Springs with
Amos Andy, she met Frank Nathan, a
Los Angeles business man, who lost no
time in presenting her with a diamond ring.
They'll honeymoon in Hawaii next month.
We understand
neverJeanette
been a
great
deal of lovethatlostthere's
between

MacDonald and Nelson Eddy. It seems
that Nelson is just a little burnt up, now
that Jeanette has landed as star of that
air-show for which he formerly warbled.
Of course
it's trueto that
down
the chance
work Mr.
againE. forturned
the
same
sponsor.
But
he's
just
now
that while Jeanette will be therealizing
whole show
onfiddleher tobroadcast,
just Chase
be plainandsecond
a dummy he'll
on the
Sanborn Hour.
Nelson is a Sensitive Soul when it comes
to publicity, too. He tries to keep his private life a deep, dark secret at all times.
So much so. in fact, that he recently moved
iiilii a-ii("a' liomc. way out on Misty Mountain, in order to get far from the madding
throng. But the other day. Nelson moved
back to Beverly Hills. He found his
mountain too lonesome!
Nadine Conner bought twelve lovely
evening gowns before taking the train for
Hollywood, expecting to take the town by
storm when she wore them on Show Boat.
Imagine Nadine's chagrin to find, upon
arriving, that
she wouldNowhaveshe towishes
wear that
oldfashioned
crinolines!
hard-earned money had been invested in a
dozen pairs of slacks!
Incidentally,
Tommyeverywhere
Thomas and
Nadine are appearing
together.
Tliey
met
in
New
York,
but
it
took
Hollyw<jod to develop a romance between the

RADIO STARS
two. Nadiiie lives with her mother at Sunset Beach — and you can find Tommy there
most of tlie time.
It's qiiintiit'U-ts at the Jack Oakics'!
' ii\nk'szvith
bci'iia f<assiii(j
out theForci(iars
around
hifish hand.
his Afghan
;/>
has
just
presented
him
n-ith
five
Afghans. Mr. and Mrs. Oakie have little
just
nurved into that loirla nezi' home at the
!\iiific Palisades. But neither of them is
'.If as interested in the house as in the dog
nnels. in They're
dogid ising
a big icayreally
and going
e.rfect into
to make
plcntv of f'in-ntoncY.
Here'sAllen,
a tipof forall housewives
and a from
Gracie
people. She— has
new
«ay of solving the servant problem and
says it works like a charm. When Gracie
hires a new maid or cook, she puts her under contract with options. If she pans out
well, the option is renewed at an increase
of salary.
Marion Talley really had a serious time
of it when she and her appendix parted
company.
But better
she's out
the hospital
: 'w and looks
than ofever.
Marion
.;. s she's rarin' to go on her new program.
Here's the inside story on the Alice Faye
and Tony Martin romance. It's romance
only
on Tony's
('artas— andAlicejustisa concerned.
very good
friendship
as far
Seems that the studio cooked up that love
affair heturcii the izvo, and noiv that Alice
has gained so much prominence, she doesn't
reel that it ivould be fair to Tony's career
to announce that it s all o'ver. One of those
mix-ups
z.vod. that could occur only in HollxIt's nothing for Hattie McDaniels to
knock off the family wash before coming
for the Thursday Show Boat airing. Success hasn't chicken
gone tois Hattie's
head —of says
that frying
still her idea
the
best time in the world. But with her first
pay check from the show, she really
splurged. Bought herself two electric stoves
for her home — so she can turn out the
fried chicken twice as fast.
The Bob Burns' new home is really
something.
It's a fifteen-room
in a
swankv neighborhood
and done affair
in de luxe
style both inside and out. But -did you
know that all the decorating was done by
Mrs. Beth Alexander? She's the mother
of Ben, you know, who's getting fame and
fortune with that A'ot For Ladies program.
secretary
has a timeandofhasit.
ForJackJackBenny's
is pretty
absent-minded
a habit of sayint/: "Just remind me of that,
tvill you/"
said card.
secretary handedThe.hintother
his day,
sociallAieii
security
Jack asked tJtat in the ivorld that could
be. "That" she explained, "gives you a
pension nhen you're sixty-five." "Oh, yes,"
said Jack, "just remind me of that, tii7/
you.^"
Latest studio strike was out on the set of
Ali Baba Goes to Town. Twenty Arabs
went into a sit-down because Director Butler
told some Arabian princes that they were
going to have the roles of thieves in the
picture. They refused to lose caste, even
in celluloid. When Buder finally gave in,
the Arabs began calling him "Efiendi" —
meaning something like honorable gentleman in Arabian. Eddie Cantor, the star

• "I\oic icait a minute, Mrs. Zebra. Wliat's your hurry '^ Stop and
catch your breath. Look at your poor little colt—he''s icinded and
all of a lather! You really shouldn't let a baby get so hot."

• fix him up, though. Just leave it to your L'ncle Dudley. A
good rub-dotin tvith gentle, cooling Johnson's Baby Poicder and
he'll be fit as a fiddle and rarin' to go again."

• '^Imagine, Mother— Mrs. Zebra has been trying to raise a baity
without Johnson's Baby Poicder!. ..She'd no idea how to stop chafes,
rashes and prickly heat. Seems odd in this day and age, doesn't it?"
• ■'/ love the feel of Johnson's Baby Hoirder—il's so much .«>//«T
and Jiner than lots of potcders. Keeps my skin just perfect." . . .
And perfect condition. Mothers, is the sA-in's best protection a§;ainst
infection. Johnson's Baby Poicder contains no coarse, scratchy
parlicie-t—it's made entirely of finest Italian talc — no orris-root.
Your baby needs Johnson's Baby Soap and Baby Cream, too— and
•j he'stchich
very isyoung,
the new
John.ion's
Baby (tcHHiOH«iWJwWt7>V
^
. Oil.
stainless,
pleasantly
fragrant
and cannot turn rancid.
Om».. s ..„k (Js,.j,.-£v
JOHNSON'S

BABY

POWDER
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nCDRE FAULTS
PERFOLASTIC NOT ONLY CONFINES
... IT REDUCES UGLY BULGES

IF you DO NOT REDUCE
3 INCHES in 10 DAYS
... It will cost you nothing!
'Tphousands
of women today
owe quick,
their
A
to the
safe slim
way youthful
to reducefigures
. . . Perfolastic!
"Hips
12 pounds
inches and
smaller,"
saysmy Miss
Richardson.
"Lost
reduced
writessize60Mrs.18"says
Derr. Mrs.
"I used
to "Never
wear awaist
size 942,inches,"
I
take
Faust.
owned
a now
girdle
IMarshall.
liked so much
—don't
reduced
26too,pounds,"
writes
Miss
Why
you,
test
the
Perfolastic
Girdle and Uplift Brassiere at our expense?
Appear
Inches. Slimmer!
■Perfolastic
YouImmediately
need not risk
penny
simply
daysonewithout
cost..all.YouPerfolastic
will trybe
thrilled withforthe10 results
... as are
wearers'.
appear inches
smallerscarcely
at once,realize
and
yet
areeverysoYou
comfortable
that
minute
you and
wearyoumassagethe can
Perfolastic
garmentsare
the
gentle
pressure
like
action
actually
reducingwherehips,fatwaist,
. . . the spots
first diaphragm
accumulates.and thighs
or Exercise!
■yourYoucomfortable
doNonotDiets,
have mode
toDrugs
riskof your
healthNo orstrenuous
change
living.
exercise
no dangerous
drugsto
towrinkled
take . .to.flabbiness.
andwearno youdietoutTheto ...reduce
face
and
neck
Perforations
and
soft,
silky
liningthe make
Perfolastic
delightful
to wear.
And
with
loss
of
excess
fat
will
come
increased
pep and energy.
■material!
See for Read
yourself theastonishing
wonderful experiences
quality of theof
prominent
women. the
many inches
incoupon
a few now!
weeks
. .who
safely!haveYoureduced
risk nothing.
Mail
PERFOLASTIC, INC.
Dept. 53 1 1 , 4 1 EAST 42nd ST., NEW YORK, N.Y.
Pleasevelopesenddescribini!
mc FREEillustrating
BOOKLETthe innewplainPerfo-enlasticmaterial
Girdle andandandBrassiere,
also
Perforated
particulars
of yoursample
lU DAYol
FREE TRIAL OFFER.
Name
Address
Use coupon or send name and address on penny postcard
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Francia White, California-born songstress who sang with Nelson Eddy on the
Vick% show last year, abandoned the West this sunnmer to join Don Voorhees
on the Cavalcade of Music program, heard Wednesdays at 8 p.m. on CBS.
Too bad if -laiv trouble breaks up that
of the picture, wondered why he wasn't
couple.
being called "Effendi," too. It was ex- happy
We hear that when Buddy arrived, Marplained that Eddie didn't deserve the title,
tha's mama kept insinuating that he ought
because he's only playing a lowly Arab.
And that Buddy kept insinuatFrom scripts
now on,forsays
Cantor,withhe'llgreater
read to goinghome.
that he intended to stay. Which is just
the
his Mr.
pictures
care. He can't afford to lose caste, either! what he did — and Mr. and Mrs. Westmore
sneaked, off
a week'sandsecond
honeymoon
Radio fans are doing away with auto- between
NewforYork
California
— and
graph books and using candid cameras in
their stead. After the SJwiv Boat airing alone.
Joan Crawford was furiously knitting
tlic
Virginiaautograph,
Verrill but
wasn'ton between
askedother
td signday,a single
scenes of The Bride Wore Red,
coming out of the liroadcasting station was her current picture. She completed si.x
met li\ a hatterx' of fourteen candid cam- baby blankets, all told. And they're for
eras, liiiwever, some of the fans still pre- the Gary Coojjers, the Robert Youngs and
fer the yu.id old John Henry— though not Irene Hervey and Allan Jones — all of
in autn-rapli hni.ks. Charles Winninger whom
expect to be proud parents prett_\'
was handed a live turtU' and a knife when soon now.
knits two apiece —
he eamc <>u{ — w ith the re(|ucst to carve his one pink andJoanone always
blue, just in case.
name nn the animal.
Tyrone Power -a'as coming out of the
Fo.v commissary Ihe oilier day when a girl
lin look
e's llirlhalUwdiram
why Buddy
morc
siir f^riscon l^laiic
trip toU'cstNew rushed up to him. "May I have your autoYork Martha was Ihcrc. Seems
graph. Mr. Cantor?" she asked. At least,
lhal 7i-hcii Ihtddx called his bride at her that's iuldie's
storv!
hole!
one dawShe Martha's
Ihe phone.
informed mama
Buddyansivered
that if The liveliest set in town was on Bobby
he was caltiiui to ask Martha to finance a were
Brecn's newhundred
picture,andMakesixtya children
W'tsh. There
in it.
trip to Nezv York tor himself, he miqht One one
cameramen were nearly wild
just as Ti'c// Jian;/ up. The in fiiiialcd when day
they
discovered
some
ten
thousand
Buddy did just Ihal—and called up t'rollter
lirnie U'eslmore. lirnie then called Mama dollars' worth of film missing, which had
Kaye, fiave lier a f/ood piece of his mind, been packed in flat tin boxes. The film was
and then hout/hl Buddy a plane ticket luisl. finally discovered — being used by the boys
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as first, second and third base markers for
their ball game!
Whenshe Dorothy
Lamour's
at the
mike,
can be found
out at not
the Samuel
Goldwyn Studios, hard at work on her
new picture,
Hurricane.
taking
a terrible
beating outDorothy's
there, duereallyto
the thirty-two powerful wind-machines
which can produce a hurricane at the touch
of a switch. For her long hair gets so
tangled on every shot that it takes three
combers
mour locks.to yank the knots out of the LaThe other day at a rehearsal of ijic
Chaseturned
and Sanborn
Annbntster
to the shoiv,
crooningBobbyDorothy
and
yelled:
"Pianissimo,
Dorothy!"
Dorotliy's
e.v(>ression pave zt'ay to one of absolute
blankncss. Husband Herbic Ka\\\ i^'ho Zivs
visiting at the time, doubled up icith laughter, t/ten finally cried: "Softer, you lug,
softer!" And that, said Herbic, shoivs hoiv
much
lie's you
had knoic,
on the
H'oman.influence
For Herbie,
is an little
orchestra leader from zvay back.
Charlie Butterworth is turning into the
life of the party around town. The other
night the frozen-faced comedian was spotted at a gay night-spot, escorting no less
than six lovely ladies. The manager was
so impressed that he presented Charlie with
a straw hat, lavishly trimmed with parsley,
carrots and butterflies, which Mr. B. wore
all through dinner. Later, he did a tapdance which would have put Fred Astaire
to shame. But only because Charles insisted
that it was Fred who taught it to him.
Hollywood's
increased by someradio
tiftycolony
personswillwhenbe the
One
Man's
family
lands
in
town.
And
the Hollywood hillsides are being scouredall
by the cast. Xone of them are objecting
to long-term leases on homes, so it looks
like the family will not go back to San
Francisco at all. -♦Yoit ivon't have to zivit for telc:isinn to
see Hollywood
I-'or Warner Brothers arcHotelhardin atperson.
icnrk riu'Iit
uozi.'
onthema picture
by
that
name.
Canipltell's
permission to use the title fori/a^'c
the
moom pitcher, providing the studio zeouhl
include an actual Orchid Room feature.
So
seeitigGoriu.
f ranees
Jerryyou'll
Cooper,be Igor
Anne Longford,
Jamison,
Ken Nilcs, Raymond [\uge and Louella
Parsons, all in celluloid.
Since the Freddie Bartholomew feud
still hasn't been settled out at Mctm Stuyoungster
the
highestdios, thesalary
on thewIki's
lot isinilling
Jud\ dnwn
Ciarland.
After making that success in Broadzcav
Melody of 1938, Judy was given a raise in
salary— and a picture of her own. She'll
be starred
not
having inanySz>.'ing
extrafever.
troubleButwithJudy's
her
budget on account of it. She still gets a
weekly allowance of fifty cents.
When Al Pearce left the East for California, one of his bon voyage gifts came
from Henry Ford. It zvas a shiny nezv
car — ZL'ith a note from Henry e.vplaining
that though it had the body of a ford, it
had tjie spirit of a Lincoln. And the license
reads
F^l"—just
zvouldn't
forget "CBS—
the time9 and
place ofsohisAlbroadcast!
—LOIS SVENSRUD.

A lOVElY DENVER BRIDE WRITES — "What
aCashmere
pity thatBouquet!
every girl
bathe with
For doesn't
this deep-cleansing
perfumed soap removes body odor so complet ly .. . keeps you so sweet and clean.
And then Cashmere Bouquet leaves its
Flower-like perfume clinging to your skin.
No wonder Cashmere Bouquet is called
the lovelier way to avoid offending!"

SO BEFORE YOU GO STEPPING OUT, take
this wise precaution! Bathe with Cashmere
Bouquet — the perfumed soap that keeps
you fragrantly dainty! Long after your
bath, fumeCashmere
Bouquet's
lingering
perstill surrounds
you. But
remember
that only a perfume as rare as Cashmere
Bouquet's has this lingering quality. You
won't find it in ordinary scented soaps.

MARVELOUS FOR
YOUR COMPLEXION, TOO!
This pure, creamy-white soap has
such gentle, caressing lather. Yet
it removes every bit of dirt and
cosmetics — keeps your skin alluringly smooth, radiantly clear!
depc
NOW ONLY • W atanddrug,ten-cent
TO KEEP FRAGRANTLY DAINTY-BATHE WITH PERFUMED
CASHMERE

BOUQUET

SOAP
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GIRLS!
TEACH YOURSELF TYPING
Easy!
Instant With
TypingRoyal's
Chart free
and
a latest model Royal Portable with full-sized keyboard and other "b
machine" features.
MOTHERS!
SEND YOUR CHILDREN
THROUGH SCHOOL FASTER
Students with Royal
Portables win higher
marks — stand a better
chance for higher-paid
jobs. Let them try a
Royal at home free!
WIVES! HELP YOUR
HUSBANDS IN BUSINESS
Help him get ahead
faster, make more
money
Royala
Portable.— with
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{Continued from pageRUT21)
MARRY,

push and push until it opened — and having it suddenly give way, hurling you inside with such force that it left you off
balance — I am still stumbling!"
How it happened is one more Hollywood fairy tale. After two years of repeated discouragement, almost getting
something, but never quite, Tyrone reluctantly turned his back on Hollywood
and set out for New York.
A stopover in Chicago delayed him
somewhat and played a certain part in his
eventual success. It was Fair time in
Chicago, and Tyrone was persuaded by
some young friends to try out for the
Circuit Theatre productions. He was engaged, but the remuneration was small
so he decided to audition at NBC and
soon found himself signing on the dotted
line. Actually, the contract was of little
value, as there was no emolument connected with it, it merely limited him to
the NBC air waves, and no opportunity
presented itself of demonstrating his
ability. He read the comics, he played an
occasional small part on the Grand Hold
program, he read commercials. Except
that it marked the beginning of his friendship with Don Anieche, with whom he
has been associated in pictures, he had
little to show for the passing weeks.
His only real break was when he was
engaged to play in Romance, starring
Eugenie Leontovich, and at the concluthe had
play'sbetter
eightcontinue
weeks' run,
decidedsion of he
his in-he
ter upted trip to New York.
More disappointments awaited him in
that city, but he was fortunate in being
the guest of Michael Strange, poet and
playwright,
lier husband,
Harrison
Tweed. TheandTweeds
were more
than
helpful to their young house guest, but
were far from realizing his actual financial state. Tyrone was elated when he
had a chance to appear on an NBC program and cheerfully walked from 86th
Street to Radio City — at least, he thought,
he couhl ride back ! But at the conclusion of the broadcast, he was informed a
check would be mailed to him. Swallowing his disappointment, he waved an airy
okay — after all, walking was good
exercise !
After tlial, lie apjicarcd several times
on the R(Kscs and Dniiiis [irogram. More
recently, lie was featured in a skit on
radioHowwas
toRudyproveVallee's
n<j opriiiirngrani.
scsaiiir toButfame.
ever,
while
'i\\'rMnc
was
desperately
hanging <jn, unwilling to write lionie for help
or to leave New York, what he still consi<lers (he best break he ever had was
riglu ar.mnd the n.nier. llrlen Menken,
with whom he ha<l iila>r,l in Cliicag*,, had
talked to (iuthrie AKCliulic, famous slage
director ami Inisbaiid of Katharine Cornell, aboul \oiing Power and Tyrone received acall from him and was immediunderstudy
Burgess
Meredith,atelywhosigned
wasto playing
the lead
in Floivcrs
of Ihe Forest, starring Katharine Cornell.

When the play closed. Miss Cornell saw
that Tyrone had a contract for the next
season, and he returned to Cincinnati for
a few weeks' vacation with his mother,
with the pleasing consciousness of that
precious paper rustling in his pocket.
"It was like Miss Cornell to realize
what it would mean to me to have the
actual contract in my possession," Tyrone
commented. "She is the most understandTyrone
played
in Miss
ingnell's
personproduction
. . ." ofBenvolio
Romeo and
Juliet Corthat
fall, after a few weeks with a summer
stock company at West Falmouth, Massachusetts. And now the familiar Hollywood tale repeats itself — talent scouts
caught
up
with
him,cinema
endeavoring
entice
him back to the
city. toTyrone,
however, continued with Katharine Cornell a while longer, playing with her in
St. Joan and profiting immeasurably by
his association with her and her company.
But he took time out for a screen test,
and Darryl Zanuck of 20th Century-Fox
was quick to realize that the boy had
something. The gates that had seemed
so formidable swung open and Tyrone
found himself inside . . .
Lloyds of London was his first big opportunity. Almost overnight, the movie
world was Tyrone Power conscious, the
girls and women crazy about him, the
fan mail piling up. But Tyrone is much
more than a handsome boy, a boy with
that mysterious appeal that women of all
ages find so irresistible. He has looks
and physical attraction to a degree, but
above and beyond that, he is an actor.
Seasoned critics and fine actors have
recognized his ability and are confident
that he is tops among the younger actors
and will remain tops.
And Tyrone
himself
has quick
not been
bewildered or misled
by his
success,
but is intent on forging ahead, on striving
for further achievement. As a matter of
fact, he prefers character parts, something
he can get a grip on. In a role of the
handsome leading man type, he is ill-at
ease, self-conscious. What he wants inot just to photograph well, but a chanci
to act.
"A few years ago," he admits, "if anyme Iif would
I'd likehave
to bethought
right
whereone hadI asked
am now,
it was the ultimate goal. It was what 1
longed for, dreamed of. But it is like
anything else — when you reach one goal,
you seewaysanother
beyond it. There
for is. part
. alThat issomething
why hemorelikesto thestriveforceful
he has in In Old Chicago. And why he
is very much excited over the radio opportunity which is his at last — under
Woodbury sponsorship, on the NBC network, he is to do a series of half -hour
plays
to have the
to haveanda not
voiceonlyin selecting
his lead
vehicles.buti |
It is a thrilling opportunity, to a boy of;
twenty-three.
It is the habit of movie studios and
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> agents, these days, to manufacture
iiices for their young actors and acis>cs. Because of his popularity and
laiural interest in the opposite sex, Tyrone
- excellent material. His romance with
ia Henie hegan this way, as a good
story for their picture, Thin Ice.
n.iimes, such an artificial romnnce
- to a real love story: sonielimcs it
to a broken heart — snmctiiiirs it reus merely a press story, no more.
1 this case, Tyrone and Sonja came to
genuinely fond of each other, real
•Is, enjoying their companionship and,
ips, ignoring for a while deeper im.tions. It seems likely now that
■^.'iija's
were Intheanymorecase,deeply
involved emotions
of the two.
this
-omance,
rumored
off sotomany
:imes by the press, onis and
not likely
lead
:o marriage, for while Tyrone is no more
fickle than any other boy of his age, he
iefinitely is not ready for marriage and
lis tastes change, his attentions wander
from one pretty girl to another.
When I suggested that the two girls he
s with most constantly, Sonja and
Loretta Young, seemed to me as different
IS two girls could be, Sonja l)cing the
'orthright
voman,
the sportswoman
almost masculineandtype,business
while
gracious and gentle Loretta was essen:ially the languid, clinging vine type,
Fyrone agreed. "That's another reason
A-hy I shouldn't marry," he grinned.
After a moment, he went on : "I still
relieve thatallsome
day I'll meet
a girlA prowho
rombines
the qualities
I like.
fessional
woman,
probably
—
and
I
don't
nean necessarily an actress, but a girl who

is doing something, who has that quality
of awareness peculiar to people who lead
active lives of one sort or another . . ."
There is one quality Tyrone is particularly wary of and that is possessiveness. He d<ie-iri want to be "the world
and
all"
to
CL Uter ofThat
her
interests, thean\iinli\\. iinaii,
<<i lu rtheuniver-e.
is one reascm \\h\ a f;irl willi a eareer aps to liini. fnraiulher sheinterests
sarilv pealdivided
w.mld arebenecesless
denia
lan the girl who was merely
wile and
Ivrune is ve
self-willed, oeca: idependcnt, somewhat
He has
to live his cwi e,lly tostubborn.
it as heto
thinks best, to
tree, shape
not bound
as. After years of
anyone's
devoting apron
herself- entirely to Tyrone, of
being absorbed in his welfare, his development, his mother has found it necessary
to adjust herself to this independence of
spirit.
gratefulappreciafor all
she has Not
deme that
— he heis isn't
thoroughly
tive, utterly devoted. But he is at th.i
age which has to make its own mistakes,
abide by its own decisions. And the girl
who falls in love with hiiu would be wise
to recognize that only a loose rein will
serve in holding this spirited young man.
In spite of his youth, he is wise in his
way of living, investing his money carefully through "Uncle Frank" Adams, the
friend
him in andthe I'lnancial
lean years.adviser who stood by
He lives quietlv with his mother in
Beverly Hills.
"Probably
the onlya swimming
actor in Hollywood who hasI amneither
pool
nnr a bar!" he remarked.

YES, I'M

STILL

TO TELL ^OU THE TRUTH, JUDv, j
I DONt! I'D LOVE TO HAVE A
I LITTLE GIRL LIKE YOU! FT^-

ng
p(seetnsetinratoti everyfotian.miav l
hid"dCeonlgatwcrteeenev'yosicur etespetecbehf . . . emulsiyfies and
, V. washesawa thede'^
cayins
food deposbad breath,
dull,
dinKy teeth, and much tooth decsafe
ay. At thepolishing
same time,agentColgate's
soft,
cleans
and brightenstheenamel— makes
your teeth sparkle— gives new
brilliance to your smile!"

He is a loyal friend. Tommy Noonan,
his stand-in and pal, was a former schoolmate, and he has kept in touch with other
ijoyhood friends. He did splurge to the
extent of buying a Cord, but though he
likes a good time as well as the next
fellow, he is working too hard to have
nuich time for sports or for night clubs
He loathes jiarties where people always
say the --anie things, hut enjeiys a tWOSOme
or foursome for diniier and dancing.
He is, when all is said and done, a
normal, talented Ixiy, his ingratiating ways,
his charming iii.inners, his gay good humor
and
a keen
conee]itionli.\edf I'llwh.iifunhe offset
wants by
of life,
a strong
determination to reach his goal, a sense
of values, ^tren^the^e(l by vivid memories
of the lean and diftieult years. He won't
waste
time fighting
w indmills,
but hepathwon'the
let anyone
divert him
from the
has chosen.
Success is his goal and 1ms excellent
training, phis his native ability, have him
well on the road. When he decides upon
marriage, he will bring the same qualities
toindeed.
it and the girl he chooses will be lucky,
"Of eoin-se. you can theorize," he suiumed
doit upthislightl\-.
or not "and
to domake
that, upbutyour
it ismind
alwaysto
possible somctliing will happen to change
ye)ur
I meanfor itlotswhenof Ireasons—
say I don't
want mind.
to marry,
and
good
reasons
! But if I happened to meet
somebody, I might feel differently — to"Or even today?" I suggested.
mor ow !" after a moment.
He grinned.
"Or even today!" he admitted,
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FOR GOOD LUCK
(Continued from page 28)

will and genuine courage give force to
her cliaracter. There also is an underlying nmodincss, a thoughtfulness that her
superficial gaiety helies.
When I saw her, after her accident,
the wide blue eyes still mirrored fear at
her narrow escape, her tenderly curved
mouth quivered nervously, her slim, longfingered hands tore at her handkerchief.
So much that she had worked and striven
for had almost eluded her, almost slipped
from those sensitive, eager fingers. But
her chin was up, she was ready for her
cue, ready with a bright smile, a toss of
her honey-colored head, to dance onto
the stage, to sing in her warm contralto :
"You
Alicecan'twashave
borncx'crything
in New York" City on
May 5th, 1915. Her ancestors on both
sides were Americans from Colonial days.
Before that, strains from France and
Germany, England and Ireland mingled,
ultimately to produce this quicksilver girl
with the Irish smile and Irish moodiness.
There never was any idea beneath her
mop of blonde hair but to play makebelieve,duredtoas long
playastheatre.
enshe had School
to. Sheshewent
ice-skating in Central Park, she rode a
bicycle, learned to swim — still her favorite
sport — and otherwise disported herself as
any healthy, growing girl. But by the
time she was eleven, dancing school had
thrilled her and ambition had begun to
stir beneath her curls.
At thirteen, she registered at the Ziegfcld Follies offices for chorus work and
was called for a tryout. Her disappointment, when she was turned down on account of her youth, was extreme. But
she kept on with her dancing, appearing
in several big entertainments, perfecting
her tap routines, and a year later had an
engagement with the Chester Hale unit
at the Capitol Theatre.
Thrilled, she broke the news to her
family. They yielded reluctantly to her
persuasions and Alice was definitely embarked upon her chosen career.
The family name of Leppert had been
discarded. Fayc was chosen because
Frank Fay was a bright and shining star
on Broadway at that time and Alice
thought it might bring her luck. Not in
the least superstitious, Alice yet had a
deep inferiority complex. Taking the new
name gave her an assurance she sorely
needed. But oddly enough, even after
years of steadily mounting success, she
stands as much in need of outside assurance today as she did then. The fact that
she has tnade the name Alice Fayc famous,
that she is today a star in her own right,
with nohas need
to lean her
on self-confidence.
someone else's
name,
not increased
Her family, her friends, her associates still
frequently have to boost her spirits, to
bolster her faltering ego. Success came
too hard, there were too many hours of
dark discnuragement for her to believe it
is real, cmhiring.
After her first appearance on the Chesterfield program, she was convinced that
she was no good, certain that she could
not go on again. But, although her acci-

dent intervened between that and the next
performance, she went on like the trouper
she is, coming out of the hospital and,
after a brief rehearsal, going gaily into
her song for the first broadcast at 4:30
and repeating at 7 :30, in spite of torn
nerves and a bruised and aching body.
It was Rudy Vallee, the presiding genius
over so many careers, who first recognized
Alice's
put overHale
a song.
touring ability
with theto Chester
unit, After
Alice
was engaged to do a dance specialty at
Hollywood Gardens on Pelham Parkway
in New York. While there, she had an
opportunity to try out for a spot in the
chorusringofRudyGeorge
Scandals,
starand hisIVhitc's
Connecticut
Yankees.
At a party, during the Scandals run.
guests were induced to make records of
their voices. Alice nonchalantly sang
Mimi to the whirling wax disc, little
dreaming how that stunt was to alter her
career. But Rudy, to whom one of the
guests
was heso gave
iiupressed brought
with herAlice's
vocal record,
talent that
her an opportunity to sing with his
Yankees during the run of the show.
Today, Cole Porter and Irving Berlin
concur
agreeing
that theywithwouldRudy's
ratherjudgment,
have Alice
Faye
introduce one of their songs than any
other girl now before the public.
AnotherWinchell,
of Alice's
Walter
who faithful
long hasboosters
sung heris
Alice's
picture career
she
praises.
came
to Hollywood
with began
Rudy when
to appear
in the film version of Scandals. Scheduled
to sing one number, she presently found
herself in the leading role, turned down
by Lilian Harvey as too unimportant.
Beforehad thebeenfirstsigned
week's toshooting
over,
she
a term wascontract.
And the six weeks she had planned to
spend in Hollywood slipped into months,
the months into years.
Today Alice rents a lovely home, with
a swimming pool, in popular Beverly Hill>.
Success has brought her many pleasures,
but it has brought many worries, many
changes, too.
"We all are changed," she confessed,
with a wistful smile. "All this — makes a
Alice'svarious
family,niches
joiningforher themselves.
in Hollywood,In
found
difference."
the height of her first success, her father
was taken from them, a loss that shocked
Alice so terribly that for a time it seemed
impossible for her to pull herself together,
to go able
on adjustments
with her had
career.
the inevitto beBut made.
Life
goes on. The romantic lead in Shirley
Temple's Poor Little Rich Girl helped her
to Her
carry brother
on.
Charles, starting in at
the bottom to learn the production end of
the movie business, today is an assistant
director. Her older brother, William, is
Alice's mentor and business manager.
Charles and her mother share an apartment, where they can entertain and enjoy
life without worrying lest their programs
interfere
in any
with ofAlice's,
or,
more vitally,
with way
her need
quiet and
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rcit. Alice's mother loves Hollywood and
gets
a richandpleasure
out of her daughter's
Miccess
tlicir
different her
lines. sons' achievements in
Bill and Alice live in her lovely house
and he guards her zealously against unnecessary interruptions, controlling her
career with the complete authority she was
only too glad to give him.
to behaving
alone."allshefourexplained.
"It
was"I tooneedmuch,
of us in one
house. Of course. Mother conies and stays
with me frequently, but she enjoys entertaining at her own place and Charles has
his friends, too. But I have been working without a break since last August, going from one picture to another. I am
nervous and moody — I have to be able to
get away from people, to be by myself, to
relax and rest as much as I can. I don't
enjoy
meeting,
never know
what mixing
to say. with people — I
"I don't mean I don't like parties." Her
laceirselighted
a suddento gay
"Of
I lovewithto dance,
go tosmile.
the night
ts with a few friends, to entertain them
my't when
home. I But
just can'tIndofact.
muchI
am Iworking.
ly don't have mucli fun — I miss a lot
;ere just isn't time to see people, to
"
\>things
for — romance,
for marriage — well,
.■.;i:e herself says: "I don't talk about it,
I don't think
it. Ityoujustadjust
happens,
suppose.
Whenaboutit does,
your-I
self, adjust your life to it. But I hope
it doesn't happen to me for awhile. I
haven't had enough fun. . . .
Tony Martin?" She repeated my ques"\\'ell, ofWecourse,
we have
1 together.
like the
same lots
things,of
music,
dancing."
She
held
out
a
slim
ankle with a tiny platinum chain linked
around
"He Tony
gave isme toothat.young.
But Wewe
are not it.
in love.
both are too young and our careers too
■ e\v, to think seriously of marriage for a
time yet. Marriage ties you down
much. It is bad enough to be tied
■,\ n b}' studio and radio, without having
any additional ties!"
Tyrone
another
very good Power
friends. is They
share oftheAlice's
same
birthday and celebrated together this year
with a party and a group of friends. And
when Tyrone had his first real opportunity,
-Mice volunteered to make his test with
i im and recently Tyrone reciprocated by
^ nesting that they make the tests for In
Chicago together. Tyrone and Alice
the love interest in this picture and
e enjoys working with him, and with
1 Ameche, also a good friend, for
i jm she cannot say enough. Don and
-Mice are the ace ribbers on the Twentieth Century-Fox lot. So far, I think,
: is a draw between them, for though
1 has something of a reputation for
: ing pranks, Alice manages to hold
I r own pretty well.
When Alice first became a Hollywood
n-Mclent, she sent not only for her family
' '■■ for her best friend, Betty King, who
.ime her stand-in. Today Betty is
Tied and the mother of a young son,
that Alice does not see as much of her
formerly. But Alice is preeminently
yal friend and you will find everyone
> comes in contact with her singing
praises loyally in return,
in radio, as on the movie lot, she makes

made
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DRY

SKIK

SmoDthedNature'sWay
Here's the Amazing New
Beauty Cream That Both
Cleanses and Dissolves Dry
Scaliness First Application

Holidays over, Kate Smith says goodbye to Chief Two Young Men, in Banff,
Canada, to return to her Thursday night programs over the CBS network.
friends quickly and keeps them forever. a dash of lipstick, her long lashes slightly
her soft amber curls brushed
"She is grand to work with, a wonderful darkened,
lightly back from a still childish face.
girl,
a
grand
good
scout,
a
great
guy,"
are the sort of comments you hear when Her manner is direct, sincere. She will
you wander around asking people what do
friend.nothing for effect, anything for a
THE SAME GIRL
they
think
of
Alice
Faye.
"She's
sivell."
Comparisons are always invidious and
the way they say those two words
tive
dry, roughNoseskin sh.makes
pealingtook.
smoothTAYTON'S
skin makes And
is a paean of praise any girl might well it is unfortunate that Alice has so freyouflakes
es.
you
Skin look.
looksoff. dullMake-upPowder
CREAM
not
only
cleanses,
quently been compared to Jean Harlow,
ap- cells
but dissolves
dry,
be proud of.
pears scaly
harsh cellsdue thatto cause
dry.
and to actslubricate
like dead
oils
Recently an extra on the lot lost her that her hair was platinumed, at first, that
dead,
ofaid youth
and
roughness,
which^
are^
not
nat^ure
''p'^^^®"*
stay's
now
her
biggest role should be inherited
purse.
The
story
had
hardly
got
around
m^oved.^ on longer.
when an envelope appeared, with the from Jean, so untimely removed from the
Hollywood
scene. But Alice is determined
missing
sum.
Because
the
girl
thought
Both a Cleansing the thief had repented and returned the to be herself,
to make the role her own
and
to
prove
that no jinx shadows her
casii, an investigation was started. Pres- career.
and Night Cream
ently they uncovered the fact that it was
At last science has found a Alice who, hearing the story and sensing
"Anyonereferring
might tohaveher fallen,"
she said
way
help the girl's need, had tucked the bills into sturdily,
tumble down
the
combatto both
Dry,cleanse
Rough,andAging
an envelope. Accused of making the anon- studio stairs.
Skin,
Shiny
Nose,
Blackheads
Anyone
might
have
fallen,
but
not
and Enlarged Pores. . .
ymous gift, Alice shrugged : "What the many would have pulled themselves toBeautyit !editors
are writing
I've ingotfact,
plenty ofleastmoney."
about
Thousands
praise heck?
gether
and carried
on asfordeterMoney
of hershe conit! .tion. ofThethisverynewfirstbeautifier,
applicaminedly aagain
s Alice.
Wonderland,
her,
cerns. is,
Of course she the
enjoys what
has.
She loves beautiful clothes — although, as is a land of hard work, a land where you
TAYTON'S
CREAM,
releases
a tnatter of fact, she dresses very simply, can't let the other fellow down, a land
precious
ingredients,
triple
whipped
that
melt
away
dry. dead,
cells that
causing
wearing, for the most part, tailored suits where you have got to do always a little
roughness,
lines scaly
to show
morecling,
plainly
and and
print dresses — and it is nice to be able bit more than is expected of you, never
powder
to
flake
off.
Stimulates
underskin.
Awakens
sleepy
tissues.
Arouses
oil
glands.
to
indulge whims, whether they are for less. So Alice girds on her armor, shuts
Lubricates dryness. Aids nature like oils of expensive
perfumes or for making others her house door carefully on her moods,
youth do to bring out new, live, fresh skin, happy. Mostly,
she wants to be really dons a gay smile, her lips curved merrily
smoother,
softer, younger looking — vastly good in her profession,
to dance and sing
more attractive.
new wisecrack, her eyes shinto
the
satisfaction
movie and radio fans over ingsome
with her eagerness to please, with
MAKE THIS THRILLING NEW —and some day, ofperhaps,
for the warm response with
to be able to gratefulness
BEAUTY TEST UNDER GUARANTEE travel and to play enough to make up for which her efforts always are met, with
gratitude
for
all and sundry who have
the
young
girlhoood
she
sacrificed
on
the
TAYTON'S
isknown
the mostto the
advanced
iiig and beautyCREAM
creamunder
cosmeticcleansart altar of her career. For she knows now helped her in whatever way, and an eager
and
money
(live youyourcanskinprovetheseit thrilling
new back
beautyguarantee,
benefits. that fourteen is too young to go to work, hand outstretched to help in return.
If you have seen only the play-girl, you
Get
a 10cat oryour25c10cjarstoreof guaranteed
TAYTON'S
to eniiiark upon such a demanding profesCREAM
today.It Use
to cleanse
looking at the picture the wrong way.
with
and also as a night cream.
must it make
your
sion. But This,
she really
wouldn't
have sheit are
skin smoother,
softer,
look
younger
the
first
appliotherwise.
after
all,
is
what
Turn
it about — hold it in front of the
cation,
powder
stay
on
longer,
make
up
go
on
more
thing. what she still wants above every- mirror — and see the blithe and valiant
wanted,
-moothly, or your money will be refunded. .
If( REAM
your 10candstoreother
has notbeauty
as yetpreparations
stocked TAYTON'S
girl, earnest, hard-working, almost too
refuse a
long as they want me," and there anxious to please.
Substitute
for you. and ask the manager to get TAYTON'S is "As
an underlying pathos in the words —
The piperButplays
and the
Aliceglamorous
dances — and
beneath
exthat inferiority complex again — "I'll be loves it.
NEW GLAMOUR MAKE-UP
terior is the little
Faye girl,
wondering
Latest
ragel
New
raviahlnK.
double
Indcllhlc
In
explanation
of
her
style
of
singing,
if
it
is
real,
if
it
will
last
—
if
you
really
matched ciilHrs non-mcssy
clve you glamorous
appeal.new Octblending
TAYLIPSTICK,
putting over a song, she says: "People like her!
ROUGEchartTON'SandnewInsllk-slfted
POWDER.
See TAYTON S ofaround."
rolor
lOc
stores,
She strives to please and there is nothwant you
I think."
that,
discover II
above
all, isnatural,
what Alice
Faye is.AndIn spite
ing half-hearted about her striving. How
of the glamour of her success, in spite of well she succeeds, you can discover by
At 10c Stores
Hollywood ways and Hollywood whispers, a flick of your dial these Friday evenings.
in spitemains ofthe same
superficial
rePersonally,
think she
thatwould
Alice,likehow-to
girl shechanges,
always Alice
has been,
ever much sheI thinks
lilTAYTOnt
so lacking in artificiality that it is almost run
away
and
play,
will
be
with
us a long
startling. She wears very little make-up. time yet.
/Vane"
English
Old
j yfn
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2MacDONALD...Won.,
Big Radio Shows: Sunday
guest starsBothonCnlumhia^etuork
featuring JEANETTE .
Wed .Fri.7 P.10:30M.A. (EST)
M. (EST)famous
TONYWONS.

IS WORTH

WAITING FOR
(Continued from page 33)
months
I was dayoffered
a "Then,
job in aa fewshow,
and later,
the next
Joe
called
me
and
offered
nic
a
job
I should have known then thatwiththe U'OR.
joy I
felt in turning hlni down mc-ant something!
But such
I didn't
knowas much
about psychology
and
things
over-reaction,
in those
days,
and
didn't
realize
how
important he
was to me, even then.
"Funny about psychological reactions,
how some of them work against you _and
others for you. W hen a child, 1 adored
my father and mother above all reason, and
justly so. It seemed to me that no other
children had such parents as mine, so generous and fine and full of kindly humor.
rememberat how
lovedthey
hearing
them
talk"I Russian
home I (for
had come
to this country after they were grown) and
how softly the language fell from their lips.
"They
spokefascinating
with an accent,
and Iofrealize now how
that accent
my
mother's is, with its little way of slurring
certain words and turning 7"'.? into S'i
and itZ's,today,
and just
how as charming
her friends
find
they did when
I was
a child. But to me it was different from
the way the mothers of my school chums
talked and, because children are the most
conventional, undiscerning little wretches
on the face of the globe, I agonized over
it.
"Strange,
isn't that
it. butis responsible
it was that for
stupid,
childish
reaction
my
success in radio today, for it made diction
so important to me that I did everything
I could to improve my voice and speech.
It was the thing that always meant most
tothought
me andandit'sworked
becauseso Ihard
gave with
it soit,much
that
it has brought its own measure of success
to me.
just psychology
as well thatthen,I didn't
know
so "It
muchwasabout
for I would
have realized that I was compensating in
working so hard on my voice and probably
would have laughed at myself and done
nothing about it. But if I had known more
about it when I first met Joe, I would have
had so many more happy years with iiim.
was"Butto Ime,didn't
duringknowall how
those iiii/^ortaiil
years. Wehe
used to meet sometimes in the studios, but
I thought it was just a friendly interest
we had in each other that used to make
the room seem to come alive, just because
he was in it. and when we met on the street
I thought it was just that his conversation
happened to be interesting to me that made
me stand on and on talking to him.
he"Joe
felt says
aboutthatme hebutalways
that knew
I gavejustliimhowno
encouragement.
But
I
didn't
him. I must have expected know
that aI loved
gong
would sound or bells would ring, or something, when I fell in love !
was the Hour
time Iand
did IJoan
for"There
the IZvcready
got ofsucliArca
kick out of doing it and I was so disappointed afterwards because nobody called
to congratulate me. But Joe called, early
the next morning, and somehow, after that,
it didn't matter that no one else had. He

'You're

all the family

I've got, MoUy-o'
"I don't want you to come down with VAPORUB and give your chest and back
good rubbing, like Mummy does.
a bad cold. We're going to tackle it aRemember
how good it made you feel
right noiv — aX that very first sneeze.
that night when you started coughing?
I'll
just
put
a
few
drops
of
this
Vicks
VA-TRO-NOL right up your nose.
"There's nothing like VapoRub when
"Now the other side.
you're tight and achy ^f^with a cold. You seem i^j'*/
that feel fineit! Notice
how"There.
clear Doesn't
and comfortable
makes
to feel ityour
working
<'f^V^
through
skin right
and f<^yyxiyi^
yourhead. Bet you couldn't sneeze now
allthetimeyou'rebreath'.-LJi-^Before
■
if you wanted to!
ing in those grand Vicks vapors.
"Sure, Mummy does all this when
you know it, you're sound asleep just
she's here. But, shucks, I've got to keep as if you'd never• had
• a• cold at all."
up
takewith
care theof atimes,
youngtoo,ladyif allI'mbygoing
myself.to aijout
Molly'scolds.
fatherHecertainly
to do
must haveknows
read what
the special
in eachControl
Vicks ofpackage
"You know, Honey, Vicks made this folder
'Vicks that
Plan comes
for Better
Colds —in
Va-tro-nol onnoses,
purpose for
that'speople's
where
In the largest clinical tests ever made on
3 out 'cause
of 4 colds
start.
colds—
tests in which 17,353 people were
the
Home."
"Even when I forget subjects— Vicks Plan cut sickness from colds
more
than
half! Va-tro-nol
artand wait till my own head
only medications
usedandin VapoRub
Vicks Plan.
is stuffed up tight, just a the
You'll
find
it
a
simple,
practical
guide
that
few drops are generally enough to let any mother (or daddy) can easily follow.
me breathe nice and easy again. And if
VICKS
you
the why,
cold lots
early,of like
doinggetwithafteryours,
timesI'mit
VA-TRO-NOL
VAPORUB
never does grow up into a real cold.
For direct
applicaFor double
direct
tion
to
nose
and
action
(stimulationHelps
upper
throat where inhalation)
if a cold
"'Course, some colds are plumb stubmost
colds
born and get by no matter ivhat you
do. If you don't feel all better tonight,
END a cold
we'll get out the good old Vicks
many colds
w MILLION VICK AIDS USED
OVER
YEARLY FOR BETTER CONTROL OF COLDS
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LOOKED

NEVER
AT HER
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^Si

unf/l she found
a way to add
11 LBS. QUICK
with IRONIZED YEAST

NEVER HAD A
DATE WHEN SHE
WAS THIN
EVERYBODY
REMARKS ABOUT
HER BETTER
LOOKS, AND SHE
HAS ALL THE
DATES SHE
WANTS!
IKNOW fellows
what never
it is tolookbe atskinny
and pale.I
got Tlie
Ironized
Yeastgot tablets.
Soonyou.
I Finally
felt a lot
peppier,
my
skin
smooth
and
in
just
I gained eleven pounds. Everybody says4 weeks
how
pretty
I have S.allC. the dates I
want."—I've£//agotten
Craig, and
Lancaster,
Thousands
gain 10 could
to 25gain lbs.
Skinny,
friendless
anrounded
ounce,
have easily
gainedeasygirls
10 waytowlio25-innerer
pounds,
curves
new
justgiven
a normally
fewthemweekslnaturally
What
isclearmore,skinthisthis
new
discovery
has
and
normally
lovely
color,
new
pep
and
charm,
loads.Soientisfs
o( new havefriendsdiscovered
and popularity.
that
many
are
thin
and
rundown siji.piv because they do not net enough yeast vitamiu9
(\'iiainin \ou
B andmay ironlackin appetite
their dailyandfood.not Without
Ihesij
clini.nis
get
the
most
Imdy liuilding
gwd out health-building
of what you eat Vitamin
One of theB richest
snurns
of marvelous
is the
special
yeast
used andin making
English perfected
ale. after
Now
by
a
new
costly
process,
longalo
research,
the
\itamins
from
this
imported
English
yeast
concentrated
to 7 limesconcentrate
their strengthis inthenordinary
yeast!ai-binThis
7-p<nver
vitamin
comed with threehemoglobin
kijifls of strength-building
iron 'organic,
inorganic
iron)protection
; also pasteurized
English
ale
yeast. andFinally,
for yourtested
and benefit
every
and retested
biologically,
tobatchinsureof Ironized
Its full Yeast
vitaminis strength.
Thetive result
is
these
new
easy-to-takp,
marvelouslv
effeclsiatndsleofIronized
Yeast tablets which
have helped
thouthe .skinniest
who
needed
their
vital
elements
ouickly
to gainpeople
just and
the peppy
normally
attractive
pounds,for.natural
development
health
tliey
longed
Make
this
money-back
test
If, with the very first package of Ironized Yeast, and
you
don't
begin
eat food
better ifandyou getdon'tmorefeelenjoyment
benefitstrength,
from toyour
more
pep
and —Yeast
energy will
— if give
you areyou notthebetter,
absoluli ofly
convinced
that
Ironized
pounds
no.-mally
attractive SofleshgetyouIronized
need— Yeast
your money
promptly refunded
today. will bo
Special
FREE
offer
To start thou.sands building up their health right away,
make thisYeastabsolutely
P'KEK offercut I'urcha.se
a package
ofweboxIronized
outof this
the seal
on the
and send
mall youit toatablets
as withat aonceclipping
paragraph.
WeFactswill
fascinating
new bookresults
on health,
"New
About
Your
Body.
'
Uemember,
with
the
very
first pact{age — or money refunded At all druggists. Ironized
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Co,
Inc
,
Dept.
'All,
Atlanta,
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WARNING:stitutes for this
Beware
of
the
many
cheap
subsuccessful formula. Be sure
you get the genuine IRONIZED YEAST.
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always called me after every important
sIkiw and I waited for those calls, but if
anyone had asked me how I felt about him
then, I would have insisted he was the
merest acquaintance, and believed it, too!
awfully
we met wein
one"One
of the
studioshotandmorning
Joe suggested
go to a beach. So we went to Jones Beach
and spent the day there and afterwards we
had dinner and drove back to the city. It
was different after that. I knew Joe was
important to me.
"We have so much in common. That's
awfully important in marriage, I think,
speaking the same language and understanding each other thoroughly. And we
both are radio people who have pioneered
and worked for it so long that we feel
we have sort of a prior right to it.
before, take
whenit Iforhad granted
a date with
a "Always
man, I would
that
he would take me out to dinner or to a
theatre or dancing. But it was different
with
I didn't
want him
me
places.Joe.I used
to come
home toandtakecook
dinner for him, and sitting around, talking
with him, was more exciting than going any
place in the world. And I realized that it's
only need
with allmenthethatglamorous
you don'tembellishments.
care for that
you
When
a
man
has
glamour
for
you, that's
all he needs.
"I
had
been
planning
a
trip
to
and went on with my plans, but Havana,
when I
spent all my time there just missing Joe,
there seemed to be only one solution and
weOnly
accepted
We got
reallyit.happy
womenmarried."
look the way
Rosaline Greene looks when she speaks
about her marriage and the new world it
has opened for her. For it is a world
a man and a woman have created for themselves, a world truly glamorous because
it is built on reality.
They supplement each other, these two,
just as their work does, for they work
in the same medium, without being competitors or rivals.
But, even more than all that, is that
knowledge they have of each other, that
getting to know each other so slowly and
so surely in the years that went into buildtheir friendship.
important
that
they ingliked
each other It's
before
they loved
each
other
and
that
they
admire
each
other's
instincts and qualities.
"Joe is tall and dark and charming,"
Rosaline
says,fordescribing
him. "And
has a genius
human contacts.
So fewhe
men bother to be gracious, or have social
consciousness, but he has so much of it
and is so warm and friendly and interested
in everyone."
it's Rosaline's
courage Barnett
and stamina
thatAndendeared
her to Joseph
from
that first moment of meeting him, when she
sat in his office, so small and serious, and
outlined her ambitious plans to him.
was aespecially,
time whenbut Rosaline
needThere
courage,
even thendidn't
she
had it. That time when she was a kid,
out in Hempstead, Long Island, and her
father ownetl a big department store there
and they lived in a lovely, gracious house
and owned one of the first cars to come
out on ethe
market,afterandherthereandwashera govrnes to look
four
brothers and sisters. In those days her
courage resolved itself in being a sort of
super tomboy,
hesitate
at any
physical
feat towhoprovedidn'therself
as athletic
and spunky as any of her brothers, that

drove her into becoming the expert swimmer and sportswoman she is today.
But there's another kind of courage that
isn'tcalasdaringspectacular
or asproved
colorfulthatasshephysiand Rosaline
had
that kind, too. The quiet, inward courage
that nobody notices much, because it is
hidden
person's
Many deep
a girlin awould
havecharacter.
feU beaten by
fate and given up, when, used to money
and the things money will buy, it was all
taken away from her at the time when she
needed When
it most.
But Rosaline
wasn't just
like
that.
her father
lost his money,
at the time she had planned to enter college,
she
just went ahead and worked her way
through.
Radio was nothing in those days, but she
was fascinated by it and got a job with the
IVGY studio in Schenectady. She was going to college in Albany, so it meant an
hour and a half trolley ride, twice a week,
to earn the ?7.50 a week she got for those
early broadcasts, getting the rest of the
money she needed by typing manuscripts.
It's this mixture of talent and courage
and utter femininity that has given Rosaline the place she holds in radio today.
She enjoys her work on the Charm Hour
and has never ceased to wonder at the
perfect unison that exists between Phil
Spitalny
and the thirty girls who make up
his
orchestra.
"The spirit
shown in that outfit is incredible," she says.
"Those thirty girls are all such good
friends, and not one of them ever has displayed a single jealous or catty instinct.
Phil Spitalny deserves a lot of credit for
this, both in picking the right type of girl
and in maintaining that smooth unity that
exists
awfullyshows
smartpar-in
handlingamong
thosethem.
girls. He's
He never
tiality
toward
any
of
them
and
always so quick to praise them whenhe'sthey
have
put across a particularly good performance.
too, andanyone
womenof
like"Hethatnotices
in a little
man. things,
Whenever
them has a new hat or new dress, he
always comments on it. Sometimes he
doesn't
hat, andwithhe them.
tells
them so,like
and thehis dress
opinionor counts
They will take criticism from him as
eagerly as praise, because they know he is
justWhen
and our
impersonal."
President's
lin D. Roosevelt,
was towife,
beginMrs.her Frankseries
of radio talks, Rosaline wanted the opportunity of announcing for her, more than
she had ever wanted anything else. For
that reason she felt nervous and unsure
of herself when she auditioned for the
job andable failure
was ofso itsure
a miserthat sheshe hadbeganmadeapologizing
when
the
sponsors
called
her
the
next
morning.
But they had called her to tell her the
job"Itwaswashers.such a privilege, being associated with Mrs. Roosevelt," she says, and
reflectsbeing,
her admiration.
"She is
aherrealfacehuman
warm and generous,
with a grand sense of humor. Her vitality
is astonishing
and she
very corrects
much interested in her radio
workis and
and
changes her scripts up to the very moment
she is going on the air. She is much more
in earnest and sincere about it than many
people whose careers and livelihood depend
on "Absolutely
it.
without affectation, she is
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WHEN ITS "TWO ON THE AISLE"
ADD TO YOUR OWN DRAMA WITH

GLAZO'S

Ben Alexander, youngest of the
Hollywood commentators, is a
film veteran of 22 years. Only
25 now, he conducts the Not for
Ladies show on NBC, Wednesdays.
affable and gracious and has a genuine love
lor people
and
does. that shows in everything she says
simplicitywhoshould
a lesson
to "And
lesser her
individuals,
wrap bethemselves
around with pretentions and grandeur.
"XBC had put aside a special elevator
i' r her
but I doubt
if shealways
knew was
she
was
beinguse.privileged,
as there
a group of friends with her and that
private car always was well filled.
first evening
after came
her broadcast,
an"The
imposing
majordomo
hurrying
toward her, as she got out of the elevator,
and told her that he'd take her to her car.
■"But Mrs. Roosevelt just smiled in that
bright, frank way of hers and said : 'I
haven't
any after
car. her
We'llincredulously.
walk!' And left
him staring
"Thatvoid of sort
of
simplicity,
so utterly deaffectation, is a heart-warming
thing to see in anyone in her position.
Talent and brains notwithstanding, heart
is what is needed in human beings, and I
amRosaline
afraid enough
it."
Greene people
knowsdon't
aboutknowheart,
though, just as she knows of all the other
worthwhile things that go to make a real
human being. Thirteen years ago, when
-he was a girl starting in college, she
hitched her ambition to a star— a small,
unimportant star that turned out to be that
dazzling comet, radio, streaking up the sky
to world-wide importance. But she hitched
her heart to other things, to simplicity and
iousness and understanding, and that
the ballast
kept her firm in the
;<-lying
flight tothatsuccess.

wear
BROADWAY hit or neighborhood movie
...when you're stepping out with
your own leading man for an evening of
gay entertainment... you'll want to play
up
own glamour with a
Glazoyourmanicure.
In exciting
Glazo
lends new"Misty"
allure tocolors,
your
hands. ..dramatic accents to smart

costumes. Enhance the beauty of your
fingertips with any one of these mist)',
smoky shades— Shell or Old Rose, Thistle, Rust or Russet, Suntan, Dahlia, or
Imperial Red— and rejoice in the admiration of your spectators.
A lasting joy is Glazo to the wellgroomed girl. For its lustre lingers on
the nail... defying sun to fade it or the
day's activities to chip or peel it. And
every drop in that economical, new,
larger 25-cent bottle remains
smooth, free-flowing to the end.
To score in jowr Personal Appearance, wear Glazo's misty tints.

GLAZO
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SWEET

IS HOME SWEET
(Continued from page 41)

birthday
Svvarthout
Then sheparty."
added, Miss
with that
seriouslaughed.
charm
that
is
characteristic
of
her
: "However,
I shall always love Deepwater.
For the
inhabitants are among my most loyal radio and picture fans. At least fifty percent
of the population has written to me.
They seem to take a personal pride in
the little Swarthout girl, who was born
in their own town. And that makes me
very happy, even if I could never wish
to Lanny
return toRoss,
Deepwater
belovedto bylive."all of us,
would not wish to go back to live in his
home
the Packard
reasonstown,areeither.
entirelyButdifferent
fromstar's
the
prima donna's. "I wouldn't want to return to Seattle, my birthplace, to live,"
Lannythe said
slowly, things
"becauseI I'mremember
afraid
all
wonderful
Your dentist will tell you:
for gleaming teeth, keep gums healthy
wouldn't
live
up
to
my
memory
of
them.
too. So don't
trust to half-way measures.
"I'll never forget fishing in the lake
Begin
tonight
dentists
advise. with the two-way care
there,"
Lanny
said.
"It
was
one
of
my
great delights as a boy. Then, I can still
1. Clean teeth by brushing all surremember
the
lemonade
stand
I
had
on
faces
with
Forhan's
in
the
usual
manner.
the hill in the summertime. I often think
2. Massage Gums briskly with Vz inch
of
the
days
I
sold
holly
in
Seattle,
in
the
on theGums
brush areor finger.
winter. What wonderful times we had
Resultsof Forhan's
are amazing!
stimuin those days! There were sixty children
soon teeth.
there's a new youthful lustrelattoed—your
on our street — just think of it— sixty 1
Forhan's
toothpaste,
created
by
an
eminent dental surgeon, was especially
And we played games in the quiet sumdesigned
tosafeguard
do bothgums.
vital jobs — cleana
mer evenings.
there'scan nohave
placesuchin
teeth andingredient
the world
whereSurely
children
special
found Itin contains
no other
fun as in Seattle! I like to keep the old
toothpaste. End half-way care. Use
Forhan's tonight! Also sold in Canada.
dream perfect," handsome Lanny declared
^^FORMUIA OF R. J. FORHAN, D. D, S.
quietly. "I wouldn't want to go back and
find thingsmember weren't
quite as ideal as I rethem.
"I left home first when I was four years
old," he continued. "But I went back
Forhan's
there
and didn't
leavetripfortogood
fourteen.
My first
New until
YorkI was
was
SAVES GUMS
made because my father appeared in a
play there. When I left again, it was to
go to New York, too. But this time I
Tint away the
was the hero of the occasion. I left to
STREAKS
be a choir boy at the Cathedral of St.
John
Divine."out of the window thoughtLannythelooked
o/GRAY
fully. "I've never been back to visit
(Test Bottle FREE)
Seattle," he said slowly. "Perhaps I'd
differently,
if I improvements
returned. Perhaps
Have ever-youthful looking hair this feel
like
all the modern
so muchI'd
SAFE way. Merely combing clear liquid
through hair brings desired color: black, that I'd be willing to exchange them for
old dreams. Perhaps ! But I wouldn't
brown, auburn, blonde. Gray goes — streaks my
take the chance. So I'll still say that I
disappear. No fear of washing or rubbing don't
want to go back to Seattle to live."
off on garments. Hair stays soft, fluffy.
Ireene Wicker, The Singing Lady,
Takes wave or curl. Ask druggist for full- whom
you hear over NBC four times
sizcd bottle on money-back guarantee.
weekly,town
wouldn't
like toIllinois,
return toto stay
her
Mary T. Goldman's. home
of Quincy,
OrInsisttest onit Free.
FREE TElST^Wesend forever. "I wouldn't choose to do this,"
complete
package
Free. itSnip
"You see, Quincy is a
off a lock test
of hair
. . . Test
first Ireene told me.
inthis safepense.way.3,000,000
No women
risk. Nohaveex- typical, tsmall
erests of theMid-Western
people theretown.
are The
simple.
received this test. Mail coupon. The inhabitants are wrapped up in their
own activities. I couldn't be happy there,
-MARY
GOLDMAN
these smug,
reasons.
don't
2321 GoldmanT. Bldg.,
St. Paul, Minn.— .I because
want to ofsound
but Besides,
my own I interName
ests have grown in different directions
Street
since I left
there.broadly
And and
too, develop,
I couldn'tin
continue
to grow
City
Color of your hair? .
Quincy.
just toaren't
"I left The
Quincyfacilities
at fifteen,
go tothere.
the
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HOME?

University
"I took alloftheIllinois,"
dramaticIreene
workcontinued.
there I
could find. It was at college that I met
Walter (The Singing Lady, in private
life, is Mrs. Walter Wicker), and we
were married when I was only seventeen.
Walter had to go to Florida; later we
both went to Chicago ; and now we're
makingme.our"SohomeI never
in NewdidYork,"
Ireeneto
told
get back
Quincy to live. But when I lived in Chicago, I used to go back there to visit
sometimes, over week-ends. Walter and
my two children and I would drive down
there. Everyone was awfully nice and
friendly to me. And I liked the peace of
the place. But I was always glad to get
• back "to work again," Ireene said slowly.
"And now that I'm living in New York
and
almostevendaily,
I don't
see
how broadcasting
I'll ever be able
to visit
Quincy
again. And I'd like to do that, even
though I wouldn't like to go back home
When Phil Duey, the radio singer
whose voice is such a joy to all of us,
towaslive."
"Do some
you want
returnthereto
your asked:
home town
day andto live
permanently?"
he
replied:
"I
wouldn't
care
to do that. My home is a little farm near
Macy, Indiana. Although I was brought
up there and enjoyed the life, I certainly
wouldn't wantmanently. Otof course,
return Macy
there tostillliveis permy
beloved home town. I like to think of it
and remember my experiences there. Yet
I couldn't be as happy in Macy now, or
at any future time, as I was as a small boy.
"The main reason why I shouldn't like
to return to my home town to live," Phil
explained, "is that I would miss all the
phases of the life I've found in New York:
the theatre, the opera, and the concerts —
which I suppose most native New Yorkers take more or less for granted — have
become almost indispensable to me. Besides, I've made many friends in this city.
I'd miss them tremendously, were I to
return to Indiana.
"In fact, I left home, in the first place,
to go to New York, because my big ambition always was to make a niche for
myself in the world of music. I felt that
New York offered opportunities, which
did not exist in my home town, to further
that ambition. The event which actually
precipitated my coming East was my winning, unexpectedly, a scholarship to study
at the Juilliard School of Music in New
York," Phil stated. "This was a chance
I couldn't afford to pass up."
But now that he's a success in the big
city, Phil Duey often visits his home town.
"I really make an annual pilgrimage to
Afacy,"the the
radionowstaras commented.
love
country
much as I did"I
when I was a small boy, and then there
is the added inducement of many old
friends and relatives to visit. My wife
enjoys these visits to Macy, too. She and
I grewing farms.
up together,
on adjoinAnd bothyouofknow,
us retain
close
mutual friendships there. I now own the
family homestead in which I passed my
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f boyhood, and niy sister, Edith Diiey, lives
(' there,"
Phil told isme.heart-warming.
"My reception Myin
Macy invariably
friends and my family make a de:!itful fuss about my being a product of
uy, and are nice enough to take a
\ cly interest in my w ork. So I have
a wonderful time in my home town, when
I \isit it, even though I wouldn't care to
liveLucille
there Manners,
permanently."Cities Scriicc star,
is th.e one exception that proves the
rule that
radio home
stars towns
wouldn'tto like
return to their
live.to For
Lucille, alone of the eight celebrities 1
questioned,
said : "Yes,
Irvington forever
some Fdday.likeI tocallliveIrv-in
ington. New Jersey, my home town. For,
although I was born in Newark, my family moved to Irvington when I was a baby.
I'd like to live there, because my family
and friends are there. And it's nice to
be around people you've known all your
life." the blonde Miss Manners enuncionly left Irvington
was tooated, "Iinconvenient
to travel because
back andit
inrth to New York, and I have to be in
New York for rehearsals and broadcasts,"
Lucille
I oftenI was
go back
visit.explained.
Why, just"Butrecently,
the
St of honor at the alumni meeting of
r high school. Everybody made a great
i.iss naively.
over me and 1 loved it,'' Lucille
said
But, I repeat, Miss Manners is the one
exception who proves the rule ! Moreover,
she also is the sole celebrity I interviewed
(_ 11 this question who only became a star
a few months ago. I wonder how she
will feel ten years from now?

Joe Cook, comedian, was l)orn in
Evansville,
Indiana.
"Muchthere,
as 1I
like Kvan^ville
and myBut:friends
couldn't say that I'd like to go back and
live there pernianenll\-," Joe deelared.
"You issec,tooit far
wouldn't
praclical.
i;\an--ol
ville
away befrom
the center
show business .-uid radio. .And I hope to
stay in these fields indefinitely. But I
love
there jieople
many
times, Evansville.
and still knowI've a visited
good many
in thevilletown.
I've
even
played
in
Evansseveral times, and the people gave
this local boy a big hand on each occasion. This was particularly kind of the
folks,"
Joe continued,
all,
I was only
a little boy"because,
when weaftermoved
away. I left because my mother sold her
house there and moved to New York. .\nd
though I wouldn't
want to love
live inmyIndiana
permanently,
I certainly
home
Rose Bampton, Metropolitan Opera
star,
has sung on the General
town." whoFirestone,
Motors,
Bing Crosby programs,
and many other prominent radio hours,
would never wish to live permanently in
Cleveland, wdiere she was born, or in Buffalo, where she went to school. "I don't
know which place you'd call my home
town," the lovely, tall young singer deto returnclaredtolaughingly.
either "But
of themI wouldn't
to stay care
forever. Ihave too many interests now. I
couldn't find enough music in Cleveland
or BufTalo — the kind to which I've grown
accustomed.
I'd missin the
concerts and the theatre
New opera,
York the
terribly.
Besides, I've grown away from my old
friends," Rose said thoughtfully. "I haven't
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seen them for any long periods of time
sincr I left Buffalo to go to the Curtis
Insiiiute I., study. I've been back to visit
in r.uiYalo often," Miss Bampton told nie.
'\er\
i^eiy.ine
to me.
happy was
there.lovely
In fact,
I canI'vehavebeena
very good time when I visit my home
towns
for aI short
Miss toBampton
said. "But
would while,"
never wish
live in
WhensixjtI forever."
asked Richard Ilimber the
either
red-headed
he'd toeverlive,carehe
to return toconductor,
hi^ home iftown
replied in the <leci<leil '.;eL';iti\ e. In fact,
what Dick stiid elitiracteristictilly was:
"No! For what!- As a matter of fact,
I never liked my iiome town, Newark,
New Jersey. I was a lone wolf there,
with very few pla>i!iai'.s i"(,r whom I
cared.
.My parents
'.■ and the\were
and ver_\
lmu!v,n 1
thing. wealthy
when I was
\ouug. meBut,ever\'nevertheles , they spent their time in pastimes
for which I happened to have no inclination— playing cards and going to parties.
So when my father lost his money and I
was forced to leave home and make a
career for myself, I really had no pangs
about leaving my home town," Dick explained. "No, I seldom go back to visit.
And I wouldn't live there permanently —
of course
ard
Hiniber.not. For what?" repeated RicliSo you see, despite the old adage that
there's
place would
like home,
few radiono stars
actuallysurprisingly
choose to
return to their
home
towns
to live many
permanently. If given their choice,
ether celebrities would say that, home
sweet home would wii be sweet forever!
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It's fun when men say "I'm
wild about that color you're wearing"
—and twice the fun to know it's an
old dress made smart and alluring
with Rit. New Rit formula (patented
1936)contains"neomerpin"— makes
colors saturate the fabric — gives you
shades that men are "wild" about!
So easy, you'll "dye" laughing!
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AGAIN

A merry foursome around the mike are Jack Haley and Joe E. Brown, guests,
Virginia Verrill and Warren Hull, regulars, on Maxwell House Show Boa'
and returned with an interpreter.
again, I forgot all about the mike. I stage
It broke up the show — and the song. Just
hadn'tsidehad
an
audience
in
four
years,
outof my wife and son, and I always the other evening Jack dined with the
suspected they were in on passes.
same
m. c, toandgettheeven.
guy Dick
warned
he's
still waiting
Powellhimnever
"The trouble is, I'm always tempted to forgets.
desert the microphone and play direct to
And you might like his story about the
the audience. After all, audiences paid for dancing
who played the tank towns
my meals for years, and it takes a lot of for years,triohoping
for their big chance at
will power
to
turn
my
back
on
the
custhe Palace in New York. Finally it came,
tomers and sing into a metal gadget, even and
Jack,
who
was
the same bill,
though it's the gadget that's buying the watched them from playing
the wings. The act
groceries
now."is still a song-and-dance man went along without a hitch until the midHaley
at Jack
heart.
He likes the warmth of the
dle of a tap dance routine — the gal member of the trio suddenly lost her balance
applause,
he likes
about show and
business.
His everything
best friends else
are and fell flat on her you-know-what. Bursting with all the anguish of her years of
Fred Allen, Benny Rubin, Jack Benny,
George Burns and Gracie Allen, all o( trying she screamed : "
And at the
whom he knew back in the two-, three"It'sshow
thingsbusiness
like that,"
said
"that
and sometimes four-a-day vaudeville cir- make
e.xciting. ForJack,instance,
days. cuits. Those, to Jack Haley, were the look
Palace!"
at me now — a pancake salesman !"
He likes to recall, for instance, the
"A pancake
How program
come?" —
I'm onsalesman?
a maple syrup
time, back in 1925, when Haley and Mc- and"Well,
what
good
is
maple
syrup
without
Fadden followed Julia Arthur, the Shakespearean
actress.
The
McP^adden
part
of
Our
interview
was
interrupted
at this
pancakes
under
it?"
the act was Flo McFadden on-stage and
Mrs. Jack Haley off, and the two of them point by a voice from the house ye'ling:
waited in the wings with fear and trepida- "Daddy, can I come out there and play?"
tion while the great Julia played Hamlet, It was Jackie, the four-year-old heir to the
with all the stops out. A fine spot for a Haley fortunes.
"No," said Jack, sternly, "Papa's busy.
pair of comics, thought the trembling
you go to bed, or something?"
Haleys. Finally
end been
came —killed,
Hamlet's
villainous
uncle hadthe just
and WhyJust don't
to show you who's boss around the
Julia, in a sepulchral voice, pronounced place, the
voice
continued : "I don't want
her final words : "The good is before— toventure
go to bed.
out. I want to play." But he didn't
theWith
worsttheremains
behind
!"
When asked if Jackie would one day
audience in tears, out came
Haley and McFadden. "Did you hear become a comedian, Haley, Senior, replied :
"Not unless he has talent for it. I've
that?" shouted Jack. "Do you suppose she
meantgot theus?"
for- seen too many kids with theatrical parBard The
and customers
settled downpromptly
to the more
ents. They grow up in the excitement of
mundane offerings of Haley and Mc- the show business, and they want to get
Fadden.
into itheartache
themselves.
If theygreater
haven'tthantalent,
And the time at the Stanley Theatre their
is much
that
in Pittsburgh, when Jack was on with the of a kid who knows nothing about show
business
and
just
tries
to
break
in
cold.
theatre's master of ceremonies, a personable young chap who took it upon himself
was backfor ininstance."
Boston, some thirty
to sing a popular Yiddish ballad. In the LikeIt myself,
middle of the song. Jack walked off the years ago when Jack, aged six, made his
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leatrical debut. It was a cliurcli festival,
nd Jack was pretty bad, in spite of his
lother's praises. There was a period of
first and secvelve vears between Jack's
this time he found
ud appearances, andsmall-tim
e vaudeville
playing
imself
round Hoboken. New Jersey.
Six months of this led to a booking on
Keith Circuit with The Lighiiicr Girls
ndje Alc.vamicr. One of the prettiest of
le Lightner Girls was Flo McFadden, a
iCt which Jack noted almost immediately,
lad which he remembered later on when
asked her to marry him. Miss McFai
en, who was smart as well as pretty,
lid yes. That was almost fifteen years
50, and she still thinks her answer was
ght.
After three years on the vaudeville cirplayed ina season
jits, JackGarden
v'inter
a showat New
calledYork's
Gay
aree. All he remembers now about Gov
aree is that one of the chorus
uby Stevens, is doing all right these
ays, in the movies, under the name of
arbara Stanwyck.
When Gay Farce closed, Jack married,
id Haley and McFadden drifted to Los
.ngeles.
they were playing Loew's
tate whenwhere
langed
his Hale}career.tookHe thewasgamble
ofTeredtliata
uarantee of only two weeks in the Chiigo company of Good Xci^-s. but he gave
p the security of his vaudeville job and
;cepted. Good Xci^'S clicked, and Jack
[aley was set. At this point Flo Mcadden promptly quit the stage to devote
erself
to hermovehusband's
Thatfactit
as a wise
is provedfuture.
by the
lat their partnership is still in business —
id business is good.
His next show was on Broadway. As
:ar of Folloiv Thru, a smash musical.
s introduced that memorable song hit,
iitlon
]'oiirfewOvercoat.
For theUp next
years the sailing was
Tiooth for Jack Haley, in spite of the
let that he followed FoUoi^' Thru with
ree For All. an alleged musical which
^osed almost before the first nighters had
me to rush for the exits. Next came
ake A Chance, in which Jack, with Ethel
lerman,
You're
Old
moothie! introduced
Take a Chance
was An
a whackig success, and the picture producers bid
for Jack's services. They had to,
origh
eek.his salary on Broadway was $2,500 a
Ironically enough, his first picture was
little gem called Sitting Pretty. When
le picture makers saw it. they managed
J forget all about Jack Haley. He apeared in a series of minor epics— what
le industry
calls " B"
pictures else
and— what
le
public calls
something
until
rirewd Darryl Zanuck, who has been to
roadway once or twice, gave him his
hance in ]\'ake Up and Live.
That's Jack Haley's story, and he's glad
e's
same inthings
ver stuck
again,withif it.he He'd
had dohisthechoice
the
latter. On the credit side of his books
e had his wife, his daughter, Gloria, and
le aforementioned Jackie — plus a home,
adio and picture contracts, and money in
le bank. On the debit side he can list
nly those four years of waiting around
1soul)
Hollywood—
but that
(andtimedon'the tell
during all
was this
draw-to
ig down a very nice salary. In other
/ords, the Haleys are doing all right!
1
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LUSTY,
outShow
oi thei>eople
place,'"were
chuckled
real Charlie.
mysteries in
those
with
him. days.
CharlieHoudini"s
believes secrets
that hisdiedfamous
stunts of escaping from strait jackets, from
electric cliairs, were done by somehow
expanding his mighty muscles, as he was
being strapped in — and then deflating his
muscles as he made his phenomenal
escapes. But nobody knows.
He knew the also famed Costellos, Dan
and Jenny and Harry, trapeze performers,
the ceiling-walkers who taught him to do
their ceiling-walking act. And he did it,
on many a show. It was done, he said,
"with assuction
much
I do !cups." Now you know as
He knew New York in the old days.
He lived in a back hall-bedroom of a
theatrical boarding-house in the Roaring
Forties — in the days wlien the Barrymores
were the theatre ; when John Drew was a
handsome leading man ; when George M.
Cohan was just beginning; when Jefferson
reigned and Alinnie Maddern Fiske was
young, and Sothern and Marlowe were the
king and queen of Shakespearean repertoire; the days when vaudeville was the
movies of today; when Diamond Jim stood
treat to dinners running into dozens of
courses and thousands of dollars ; when
Lillian Russell rode her diamond-studded
bicycle and
there the
werewhole
no "types,"
trouper
trouping
gamut, every
from
Bertha, The Seii.'ing Machine Girl to the
stately Portia.
Yes, the gusty, lusty days ! There was
nothing phony about troupers then.
"Not," said Charlie, "that I dwell on,
orToday
in theis past.
That's
over and
and done
with.
the thing
— today
tomorrow.
Every
day
is
a
laugh
and
I've
never
looked for trouble. There are people who
are chronic trouble-hunters, you know,
always worried about the future or bemoaning the past. I've never looked for
trouble and never will. I've had my ups
and
downs,
I've had
my heart
broken, too,whoandhasn't?
that was
healthy,
did
me good. I've never gone in for fights.
of insults
and humiliations
inI'vemvtaken
time,a lot
rather
than have
a scrap.
••Well, it's all clirferent n.)W. the show
bu'^iness. It's hiixiiirss now. It's mechanized.velouIt'ss, in many
a factory
ways,product.
l)ut muchIt'sofmar-the
heart has gone out of it. The nearest we
come to the ol<l show luisiness now is
when a movie company goes on location
and we sort of ])itch tents (even if they
are ei|uippeil with telci)hones and radios,
hot and cold running water, iccless refrigerators, and chaises longues !) and we
all eat together, cast and crew, swap
stories, play some poker, are one big
family.
"We getona taste
of it,Thetoo,ones
in some
the
programs
the air.
that ofcarry
on from week to week, month to month,
even year to \i;ir in^o r;mis like One
Mans VawUy ;,n.l ilir C-hlher./s and
Jack
Benny's
our Show
Programs
like outfit
these and
are kind
of likeBoat.
real
shows, too, because if you slip up or give
70

GUSTY, WINNINGER!
(Continued from page 25)

a bum show one night, you can always
have a chance to do better the next time.
But most actors have got too damned
elegant these days, too re-fined and all
that. When you talk to actors who are
too refined, don't you believe 'em — they've
got
something
didn'tAndhaveif
anything
to hidetoinhide.
the oldWedays.
we did, we were too busy to think about
it. Too busy getting our stomachs filled
and no one was above admitting to a
stomach,
!"
Charles either
Wiiminger
was born in a log
cabin, near Athens, Wisconsin, on May
26tli, 1884. There were five brothers of
them, and one sister. And they became
known in time, as Thr ]\' intiintjcr Family
Novelty Coml^any ... "I hate to say it
again," said Charlie, "it's been said so
many times before, by so many actors —
but I was one of the originals ! I zc'as
'born
in a the.^trical
I didbearskin,
spend
my infancy
sprawled ontrunk,'
an old
It was in 1894 that the elder Winninger,
backstage."
himself an accomplished violinist (Charlie,
an American to the bone, is of Austrian
descent), conceived the idea of forming a
traveling family show. And did. And
for many years, doing one-night stands,
barnstorming, show-boating, railroading, in
their own theatre in Warsaw, The IVinuini/cr
I-'amily
NoveltyIowa,Company
Wisconsin,
Michigan,
Illinois, toured
points
North and South, East and West. Each
member of the family had his or her own
job to do. One brother took the front of
the house. Another brother was stage
manager.
usually
"took alltheforstage."
They wereCharlie
one for
all and
one.
There
was
no
staking
of
one'soff.
own Itclaim
and pushing the other fellow
was
the same in the whole show business,
Charlie says, troupers were brothers all.
They didn't get much schooling, much
book larnin', Charlie and his brothers.
Charlie thinks he got "about as far as the
7th grade." One of the brothers, "scholarly
inclined,"
far as theduring
8th.
Schooling got
had about
to be asintermittent,
such periods of slack or bad weather as
compelled
Family into those
"lay up"
spell. And theschooling,
days,forwasa
not compulsory as it is now. Charlie was
no little Freddie Bartholomew, with private
tutors, textbooks in hand, waiting off -set.
"I got my schooling from hard knocks
and
says Charlie,
talkingfromto experience,"
folks and rubbing
elbows "from
with
them,
not
just
reading
about
them." family
They had, withal, a warm, normal
life, the young Winningers. When they
harl their railroad show, their own car
which, as you know, was hitched to a
freight or a slow passenger train. Mama
Winninger baked and sewed and washed
and mended for her family, taught them
their catechism, heard their prayers, taught
them the Golden Rule, supervised their
Saturday night baths and, in short, made
a home for them wherever on the road
theyIt happened
to be.of a life, the kind of
was the kind
experience which makes Charlie the be-

loved Cap'ii Henry heTheis kind
today,ofprivateh
and professionally.
experi
ence which, rich in the juices of all sort
and kinds of humanity, under all sorts am t
kinds of conditions, makes Charlie Win
ninger a citizen of the world, a brothe
and a comrade to everyone he meets, fror
a King Cophetua to any beggar maid — o
man.
eat anyone
anythingonandtheirlikeow i'
He canHetalkcanwith
terms and relish it. He can take any pa:
on stage or screen or air and give it wha
it takes.
He is a Because
"quick study,"
quickest.
he was onewontof totheplayver
dozen parts iri a week, sometimes two c
parts inmoreone than
play,once.
he doesn't
ha\
tothreerehearse
He doesn
have to make retakes. He reads his linf
onee and it's a take." He has little us
for
the pampered,individuals
milk-fed, to"techy''
temperamental
be founan
among the silky "stars" we have bre
today.
Grand "Star"
Manner,dressing-rooms,
orchestras to the
playveddsa
music for the evocation of mechanic;
tears, actors
"typed,"
laugh,
wise, who
not areunkind
but would
laced getwit
nostalgia, from one who knew and worke
withSomethe among
grand old-timers.
the stars of today ai,
troupers
of
the
old
he says. Marc^
Caro'
Lombard is such a school,
one. Freddie
is another. Walter Connolly anothel
Spencer Tracy . . . Alice Faye will go fa|
very far, he predicts. And mostly becau:
she has never forgotten that she once live
on Tenth Avetnie. Jack Benny and Edd
Cantor are troupers. Burns and Allen.
"Don't forget for a minute," sa:
Charlie, "that they have tough rows
hoe. They -a'ork for a living, as we us<
tocoming,
do. every
They'vetimegottheyto gokeep
the airlaug!ai
on the
every minute of every time. Compar(
with
I've alwut
got a the
cinchriver
on myandShnti
Boat, them,
talking
workwhensomething
moonlight
— thehave
we"Yep,
did inthey
old todays,
the moiTli!
we earned came straight from the fol
who sat in the seats out front. And
was our job to see to it that they car
in and stayed in. It was a great lifewouldn't have changed it for any Lili
Lord everything
Fauntleroy inset-up
the world.
did
those indays.
I start\'
my career
singing
newsboy Isongs.
been
a tumbler,
an acrobat.
learned I't
ceiling
walking
Costell<'
One night
one ofact thefromboystheneglected
check one of the ropes and pulleys,
means of which I came down from t
ceiling
I gotoffdo\m
all
right,andwithmadehalfmymytake-off.
skin peeled,
We had our own orchestra. We mixed
a little medicine with the show — the i
were
the SpanishWar — the
and days
we soldof physics,
blood Americ
purifit •|
and such like. We worked hard, play
hard,
stoodto '
again. got
Thereknocked
was a down
lot of and
ballyhoo
In 1907, Charlie broke away from t
but no bluff."
I

\. He went to Xew York. "To
said. andAndmy then
: "I
1 inyoutname,"
of De lieKalb
brothers
me the laugh. They said I'd be
;idid.back Now
faster'n
my ever
motherI went.
and dadButareI
-and two of the elder brothers. One
other brothers is out here in Holly: with me, sort of stooging for me.
1 hit Xew York and had some tough
I took a little hall bedroom on 45th
I joined the Actors Society —
was the forerunner of the Equity.
Wise was head of it then. We used
Id meetings and make speeches and
around liverwurst sandwiches and
..ide and beer. And some out-of-work
lt would always say to some other
-work member : 'I know a manager
vent to call on such a manager. He
'You're not one of the U'iitningcr
Novelty
i.'him
I wasCompany,
he askedATt meyou?'whyW'hen
the
1-so
I'd
left
them.
him and
beI wanted to make Imytoldname
.,;;.L- in New York. So he sent me 3,500
r niles away from Xew York, to San
■:; •:jtock
\ntonio,Company.
Texas, with
EmmapartBunting's
The first
I ever
jilayed, on my own, so to speak, was with
I hat company in Bertha, The Seizing
■/r-Iachine Girl. I found out later that I
i I nly got the job because the comic who
ijjiad
been engaged
for the part later
had broken
t' .is leg.
Irving Cummings,
a big
iVilm director, was our leading man. I got
•i) 65.00 a week and we were out for two
i! ears.
"Then they sent for me to come back
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to Xew York. My first Broadway appearance was with Blanche Ring in The
Vaitkce Girl at the Herald Square Theatre.
The ne.xt day Ahn Dale, then a leading
critic WTdto: '.^iiincthing with a German
accent
on thepressscene.'
ThatLater,
was
my firstappLarcd
Xew York
notice!
wc
toiik
tile
pla\on
a
cuaft-to-coast
tour
and I acted in the douhle capacity of
actcir-manaser. Blanche Ring was the
star, of course. .\nd she was tlien married
to the producer of the show. One ni.uht
I bawled the whole company out, fine
and fancy. Blanche took exception to the
plain terms I used. She would not, she
talkeddoor.
to 'like
that.' around
She firedto the
me
atsaid,thebeback
I walked
front door, ran into her then husband, who
had heard
I'd saidBlanche
— and heandhired
back
again what
! Later,
I wereme
married
—
our
wedding
day
was
the
day
Woodrow Wilson was elected President.
We have lived apart for some years now,
Blanche and I. I've only been married
theInone1912.time."
Charles Winninger produced a
show called The Wall Street Girl — again
with Blanche Ring. In this play he coached
Will Rogers for his first stage role. The
show opened the night the Titanic went
down. In between acts someone in the
audience bought a paper and in five seconds
everyone in the house knew of the disaster.
It looked, Charlie told me, as though the
show would go down with the Titanic.
Will Rogers saved the situation. He got
out there and, with his length of rope and
his wad of gum, held The Wall Street
Girl up and out of the reach of failure.
(It was during the run of this show that

j^} not mh/
-its

Blanclie Ring and Charlie were married.)
In 1915 Charlie played what, to this
day, he considers his most important role
— the part of Herr von Banvig, with
Chamberlain
duction of TheBrown's
Music Stock
Master.Company proHe pla\ed in vaudeville. He appeared at
the Orpheum Theatre in Los .Angeles, an
appearance
do comedies wliicii
on the resulted
Universalin alot.c<intract
He madeto
his first actual screen test for Mack Sennett. He made a few comedies for
Universal, returned to the stage and to a
long line of successful appearances in
vaudeville, plays, musical comedies.
In 1930 he returned to Hollvwood and
played in Xight Xursc, Flying High, The
Sin of Madclon Claudct and several other
And now he is in Hollywood for, it
pictures.
would seem,
has made
Smart
Girls. "keeps."
Woman HeChases
Man, Three
Cafe
Metrotole and Xothina Sacred. He has
his Shoiv Boat every week. He lives near
the sea, in a rented house, with his brother
and
trusty couple
them. and
He
has abought
acreageto in"do"theforValley
plans to build a farmhouse there. He only
hopes that he can build into it some of the
atmosphere of home his mother contrived
to givehotelto their
in railroaddressingtrains
and
rooms"homes"
or backstage
rooms.
He said, with a laugh, as we lunched
together in the commissary on the Selznick
lot : "I am an old-timer. I do like to talk
ofin 'em.
the 'good
I don't And,
live
I knowoldthatdays,'
they But
are gone.
above all, I don't tell you that I 'knocked
'em cold in Scranton in '91 !' "

ffooclju(^mmt

Goo J) Taste/

Call for Philip Morris ... a distinguished cigarelle with a ilistinctive advantage:— an ingredient, a source of" irritation in other cigarettes,
is nol used in the manufacture of Philip Morris,
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Actual size io* packaoc
^CTU

Try this Amazing Ai«l
to Women's Beauty
L'oate
is a Crafted
scientifically
processed
powderbalm—
Complexion
all the oatnatural
ofMilkOatmeal
and toVitamin
give— toit theretain
properties
of Vegetable
with Skin
F added.
Use height
L'oate ofas itsa quick
daily facial
to keep your skinby
loveliness.
itsat thecleansing
and softening
effect.You'llUse beit amazed
to combat
blackheads — as a facial pack — as a rinse.
drug, department
orto obtain
loc store
—yourIOC,Buyfavorite
6ocL'oate'at
or $1toilet
.00youracounter,
package
—sendif unable
loc for generousat
trial package shown above.
L'OATE DEPT. A. NATIONAL OATS CO. CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA
■i;i=HiifciU'inH!iHinjiM'm;gi

break easily?
Tliou-anil- :irr loday iiKikiiit; lln ir nails
more i)lial>l<' and llicir culii lc softer
tlirii regulara ,.ail
a|i|iliralion
ol Brit-lex.
.rean.. ,o,n|,.„.,ule,l
of oiil> llic liinlie>l (|nalil> malerials
<li'-i;;ii( () to lielp l)rilllc nail complaints
and
Bril-tex
is forcosmetic
sale in
two hangnails.
sizes at your
favorite
counter, but if your dealer is not supif youa sample
are Yankee
want toplied ortry
first, enough
fill in theto
coupon, mail with 10c and an attractive
pla.-tic
container
supply post.
of Brittcx with
will ahetwosentweeks'
you,
return
THOM.AS FROOLCT.S INC.,
257 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Here is lOr. Send a sample of Bril-lcx.
Name
Street
City
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A ROMANTIC
SAP REBELS
{Continued jroni page 31)
and trv to lic whatever liis id) ri-'ii'-cd.
So tluv put liini to miil;]!!',; smms
on Slii'ic />ii.(/. rcadinu li ive-niakiiiL; liiu's
to Marx I. on. The sun-;s were ca>v
cnoimh. hilt the hues took a h't ol private
hhishnm and praetiee. fie wasii t an act'ir
and he d ne\"er sernuislv emirted l)ul one
end ni hiv lile. I he Ixuk ol his ncek
pniked with eonipk-te eniharrassment whenever he steppi-d up to tlic microphone wilh
a scn]>t instead ot a sheet ot music, h reciuentlv lie laltered or blew up his lines,
neht in the middle ul a sentimental speech.
Hut, odiih- einiueh. noihms; could have
stilted llie ^hnwnien hetter. His taltermr;L;ave
love-iiiakim;just the rmht
decreehi-niether
:dn ness
and liuvishness!
His
ver\- h.indie.ip was working lur Inin.
I.aniu' C'lililiit niider-tand it when thev
told him his perlormaiice was excellent,
mistakes and all.
.And alter a wdiile on the air, it hap(leiied. \ ou hesjan to hear a lot about
Lannv Ro>s and vou heard it mostly from
women. Lrowds 01 teminme fans mobbed
liim alter every broadcast. Thousands ot
fan letters poured in to his sponsors every
week and thousands of autographed
photographs poured out in answer to those
letters. It happened the way radio predicted it would. Lanny Ross was the
svmhol of evcrv mother's son and every
girl's
.\s aideal.
newdiorn idol, Lanny was stunned
and a little uneasy. He was hurtling,
month after month, through the dizzy
kaleidoscope of quick success. He was
achievin;^ sdme of the things he had
worked lor \ery long and very hard, and
they were good: a beautiful home, fame,
money, quite
a promising
career.theButbusiness
he didn'tof
know
how to handle
being a romantic idol.
Ever\- radio idol has certain duties, not
the least of which is to give satisfactory
interviews to the press. Tlie first time I
intei\iewed Lanny ]\oss I came away,
fraiiklw quite angrw He had refused to
discuss
an\-1mofgettheinfonnatiou.
tnpics on which
keen s' iit
He wasI'd
brief, almost to the point of ni<leness ; he
shifted about in his chair with a nervousnes 1 mistook for lioredom, and to nine
out of ten (d m\' (|uestiniis he would
answer gravidy : "Really, 1 wciildn't want
totlie-mill
talk quest
ahtiutiniisthai."
niu-cd'that They
every were
st:ir receives.
Past naiianee-? 'I'lure hadn't been any.
Ideal
Silence.girl? I'hat was foolish. Marriage?
I considered it all a pose and a poor
one atwhether
that. Obviously
didn't
care
he lived upLanny
to hisRossromantic
reputation
or not.
Reiiortcrs
refusedBoatto
btdieve it when
intimates
of the Show
tenor <1< i lared : '"S'otrve got to forgive
l.aiiiiN for hi^ imiik- interviews — honestly,
the kid's just an ordinary guy and he's
scared
all this!" came on the scene.
Then ofHollywood
I IIollywoo<l wanted this popular idol, at a
j stupendous sum, to sing for its sound
j tracks. Kvcrybody from radio was rushI ing to pictures. Lanny, still a bit dizzy

about the present and the future, fell it
step. With his mother and Ohve White
formerly his publicity representative ani
now his manager, Lanny rushed, too.
stayeddo a soyear,well.
and He
if you'll
heHedidn't
made remembei
two pic
tures. Melody in Spring, with Ann Sother
and College Rhythm, with Helen Mad
neither of which was a big success at tb y
box office nor a per.sonal success for hini||
There were several reasons for thi:iH
which Lanny began to realize as th
Hollywood months rolled on. For or
thing, he were
couldn't
For pictures
another, arh ,
energies
siiHtact.between
radio. With Slion' Boat originating ba( ^
incostXewhim York-,
of it byto ke(
wi', <y
a lot piping
of workhisandpartworry
doing a competent job, so far removi »
from base. .And, for a third thing, whic
Lanny saw after it was too late, in bo
of his pictures he had been completel
atrociously
Xot until miscast.
he w aK lied himself in shado\
and sound, at the premiere of his secoi
picture, did he fully realize what had ha,
pcned to him.
"I give you my word," lie recalled
me, "Iwassatreally
there meandoncouldn't
believegoit^
that
that screen,
through some of the silliest and most t
realBursting
antics onintoearlh
song!" right in the midi 1
of what were supposed to be true-to-1
love scenes. Attempting a smoothness '
performance he never could achieve wi
out years of dramatic training. T
scenario had called for a romantic he.
but he couldn't act the part, he could:
even
rally bethattheway.part, because he wasn't na ■
\\ith the awful result that pictures U
made
him and
just a"sortlittleof ashamed,
a romantic sa '
.Sorr_\-,
turned
to Ids mother
and Olive, Lat
befi
twenty- iiiinntes of the preview were o\ •
"This sell!^^ it," he whispered tens*.
"I'm going hack to Xew York."
next <la\ heconlr:ict.
w alked a outcontract
on a fittvcarThe Holhwood
would
1' lie had
fidfil I
it. Thebe ninning
tanlt h;idlo(kiy,
not 1hien
eiitirely
studio's:
studiocan't
alw:i\
>
.iirve
stars perfect \ chicles. The fault had tlIn:■
e(|ually
his goal
ow n, hebecause
he hadn'tfor.kne itn ;|
exactly the
was shooting
he knew now. The first two reels )f j
Collroe
cle:ir ide.il\'liyllnii
of whathidhe given
wantedhimto hisbeakfit !
in the eiilcri iiiiinciit wt.rkd — himself. [
l!;ick- ill M ,iii'i:ill;iti, li ' -pent much tfe
in eoiilcieiKc with Olive and his c'^e
ads isers, discussing what his next me -S
should be. Together they decided thalie
would be wise to go about his rebel;n
slowly
and somewhat
secretly.
It's toalr;Steimp: s-il)le.
in radio and
pictures,
coiiie
\(Mirself
:ilter
you'vc
been
sonietljig
else. M\rii.i l.oy, Jomi Crawford,
K|ly
\',illec li:i\. clianecd the old molds to
which
were successes
originallythere"typed,"
for eachthey
of their
have le"Mt
scores of failures. Better, Lanny agi d.
to take it slowly and secretly for a W|.e.
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TO HELP
END THE

CATHARTIC

HABIT

Try This Improved Pasteurized
That's EASY TO EAT

Yeast

Chester Lauck and Norris Goff,
Lum and Abner, worry over their
daily NBC script in Hollywood.
and see what happened.
looks asLittle
if I'm Lord
prettyFaiiutlcroy,
well typed oras
a "It
grown-up
something," he said to me disconsolately
and off-the-record at the time. "A clipping
came
in theinother
W'estern
newspaper,
whichdaya from
radio aeditor
had
referred to me as the 'male PoIlya)nia of
the
airwaves.'
"
Lanny
stood
up
to
his
tall height, set his teeth and pounded a full
fist
in his hand. "Boy." he said with no little
anger,
"I'll
bet
you
five
to
one
I
could
lick
that guy with one arm tied behind me !
"Hollywood's made me think about a
lot of things," he continuetl. "William
Powell's my ideal out there. Bill isn't a
youngster
he isn't
got
something andbetter
thanhandsome
either —ofhe'sthose
things. I want to be as much my own
personality as he's his own. But Bill can
act, and I can't. I," he added with determination, "am going to learn to act."
Lanny'sthough fewbeen
peoplelearning
know ever
of thesince,
monthsaland money he has quietly spent at it.
Much publicized were his performances
in Petticoat Fever and Pursuit of Hap''iiiess. that he played with a summer stock
• inpany at White Plains, New York. He
•iid a competent job and got excellent
notices. But compared to his private
routine of dramatic training, the White
Plains engagement was a mere drop in the
bucket.
Next, Lanny began to work on the
directors
of Show
Couldn'tandtheyallowlet
him oflf easy
on the Boat.
love-making,
him to do some straight, serious performances now and then? At first they
couldn't
see it. nowhere.
He talked Butand after
persuaded
and got exactly
much
hammering, they began t<i aivc in — and,
as they did, an odd thing hapiiLiud. Show
Boat, ifpeatedyou'll
rememl)cr,
realterations.
Part of underwent
this was due
to the fact that its star was altering, too.
The directors were waking up to the fact
that Lanny Ross was a competent m.c,
that he shone much brighter, exchanging
bright dialogue with guest stars, than he
did on a steady diet of sentimental script.

YEAST

FOAM

DOUBLE

VALUE

IF YOU lar,"take
to keep "reguyou knowlaxatives
from only
experience
that
drugs and cathartics
give
temporary
relief from constipation. Such remedies
merely cause a drastic purging action. They
do not correct the cause of your condition.
Doctors now know that in many cases
the real cause of ccmstipation is a shortage
of the vitamin B complex. This precious
factor is often deficient in many typical
every-day
diets.this
In many
it is entireh'
lacking. When
factor foods
is added
to such
diets in sufificient amounts, constipation
goes. Elimination becomes regular and
complete.
Energy Revives — Headaches Go
Yeast Foam Tablets are pure pasteurized
yeast and yeast is the richest known food
source of vitamins B and G. They should
stimulate your weakened intestinal nerves
and niusck-s and quickly restore your eliminative system to normal, healthy function.
Thus with the true cause of your constipation corrected, you will be rid of the f\ il
cathartic habit. Your energy will revive.

TABLETS

Headaches of the constipation type will go.
Your skin w ill be clearer and fresher.
D(in't nmlii-e Yeasi lM>am Tablets with
ordin:ir\- \ t a-~t. Tih se tabids cu)niot ferment
ill !ht hdtly. Pasteurization makes this yeast
utterh safe for everyone to eat. It has a
]")leasant,
tastenothing
that youto put
will onrealh'
enjo\ . -Andnut-like
it contains
fat.
.\11 druKudsts sell Yeast Foam Tablets.
Get a bottle today. Refuse substitutes.
You may paste this on . penny postcard t
Y'V^

WKSTERN YE.AST CO.
Ave.. ChicaRO. 111.
NORTH Ashland
V
)ry package of Veast I-"<K<m

Canadi.iii readrrs pic

nd 10c to cover postage and dii
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WHY SHOULD
I RUB AND
SCRUB WHEN
I CAN USE
SaniFlush?

Scrubbing a toilet with your hands is
old-fashioned. Science will do this unpleasant job for you. Just use a little
Sani-Flush in the bowl. (Follow directions on the can.) Flush the toilet and
the job is done.
Sani-Flush has no odor of its own. It
puts an end to unsanitary toilet odors
by kiUing the germs and removing stains
and incrustations. The toilet glistens Uke
new. noSani-Flush
purifiescantheclean.
hiddenIt cantrap
that
other method
not injure plumbing.
Sani-Flush is also effective for cleaning
automobile radiators (directions on can).
Sold by grocery, drug, hardware, and
five-and-ten-cent stores — 25
and 10 cent sizes. The Hygi- _
enic Products Co., Canton, O. TtTui-R*^
Sam^Fhsh
CLEANS TOIIIT BOWIS WITHOUT SCOURING
Correct
itLeaves
with PATRICIAN
TINTBEST.natural
hiair soft,
lustrous
looking.
EasyUnaffectto use,
GRAY and
no ede.xperience
required.
washing
or permanent wavng.tate bycolor
Send of for
hair. FREE sample
HAIR?

ONE SICK
HEADACHE
AFTER ANOTHER
I began
FEEL grand
takingsincetheI
ALL-VEGETABLE
Laxative, Nature's Rem-me
edy (NRTablets). OneNRTabletconvinced
...Dependable
so mild, thorough,
refreshing,
invigoratinc;.
relief from
sick headaches,
bilious
spi'lls
and
that
tircd-out
feeling,
caused by or associated with constipation.when
UUlthnilf
Pick druggist.
Bet a 25c boxUseof NRs from any
IIILIIUUl ni5n
for a week. If
not
more
than
pleased,
will refund purchase return the box and we
price.it—That's
fair.
Try
NR Tonight
—Tomorrow
Alright, dm_
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Laniiyhis didn't
stop. an Asantidote
anotherfor step
aril
sjoal, and
havingto:ined too lung Inward popular music
;ehisivel.\ , he took time off to go abroad
i<l stud\- (aTinan Ucdcr. A year later he
■hutedthe mcritics.
concertWhen
at Town
Hall, concert
scored
with
his second
took place, at Carnegie Hall, he was
accused by his critics of being snooty in
lis choice of auditoriums. Three years
lefore he would have taken such unfair
riticism to heart ; but by that time Laniiy
;new what tn let hurt him and what not
tu. lie chiise Carnegie because he found
Its ac(.iustics were far better suited to his
\oicc. He said so, and let his enemies
make of it what they liked.
It was a long, dogged fight, trying to
change back to himself, to grow to professional maturity with ease and grace.
You and I tuned in Shoiv Boat, as usual,
and hardly realized what was happening
to its star. But the time was destined to
arrivedecisive
when crisis.
Lanny's Andprogress
most
that wasfacedwhen,its
two
White. summers ago, he married Olive
to write
about Olive,
any phase
of It's
his impossible
career without
including
too.
She has been the chief personal factor in
his success and he is proud to admit it.
They have loved each other so long they
can't
how contrary
or when
it all even
began.remember
But theirexactly
marriage,
to the way they'd originally planned things,
was
one stepgradual
in Lanny's
change that
could
be neither
nor secretive.
Suddenly,
on a July day, there it was : Lanny Ross
was grown-up, married and settled down.
And
it couldn't
happenedtwo atsummers
a more
inopportune
time,havebecause,
ago, Lanny was precisely in the thick of
his rebellion. In the eyes of his fans, he
had neither ceased being a romantic idol
nor yet become a dififerent personality who
would appeal to them for other than
sentimental reasons.
How would his listeners take it? It
w^as a dangerous predicament which Olive,
being as smart as she is sweet, realized
only too well. Being smart, she decided
she must do something about it. And this
she did very simply and effectively.
As Lanny'sconcerning
manager, their
she refused
any
interviews
home life.
Reporters were informed that they would
receive full cooperation on any subject
they wished, except the romance and marriage of the Lanny Rosses.
It worked. So little was written about
that sidetinued to think
of Lanny's
of him life,
veryhismuchfansas conthe
same
Lanny
Ross
he'd
always
They
listened an<l still liked it. His been.
popularity
kept growing and he kept fighting to
break the okl mold.
As a last stroke, he left Shoiv Boat.
There were a number of reasons involved,
but important among them was the reason
that, to complete his tr.uisitii m, he must
cut the ties that held him t<j former times
and former ways. His sponsors were and
still are his very good friends, but even a
debt of friendship had to go in the path
ofsweepLanny's
to make a clean
of thedeterminalion
past.
Which brings us up to now. Lanny
Ross, as I talked to him the other day, is
len times the personality he ever has been
before. He's
maturefromand theconfident
and
altogether
different
shy youth

who used to blush at rehearsals whenever
he went over his script. His hair is graying ver\' slightly at his temples, his poise
and manner are fascinatingly man-of-theworld. He's doing, on his new radio series,
the kind of thing he's always wanted to
do.
startinghima new
career in pictures
that He's
will keep
in Hollywood
for the
next three years and will, he plans, present
him in the serious operetta roles, such as
The Student
himself
to play.Prince, which he has fitted
I asked him why he turned down several
half-million-dollar picture contracts, before he finally signed. His answer was
typical of the new Lanny. "They all
wanted me for the wrong stories," he said
frankly. any
"FiveHollywood
years ago opportunities,
I couldn't haveI
resisted
couldn't
see
anything
but
the
fast
achievement. But now I knowtinseltheof right
stories are important. 'Romantic saps' are
youngsters
and they
I'm thirtyone
years old,
now —can't
and last.
thinking
about
my"I future.
still want to be," he said, "the way I
told
alx)utme William
I wantyou tothat
be astimemuch
as Bill Powell.
is Bill.
And worry
anotherabout
thing,being
this away
trip I from
won't radio
have
to
while I'm out here. Radio's practically in
Hollywood
So Lanny'snow."
come back to start all over
again. He doesn't like Hollywood very
much. Olive doesn't like it. Because the
homes rambling
they've old
madefarmtogether
and smart
love,
their
and their
duplex overlooking the East River, are
far behind them. Amid the pink stucco
and palm trees of the cinema city -Mr.
and Mrs. Ross are very inclined to get
dreamy looks in their eyes and tell you,
because they like to think of it themselves,
that the farm's changing from dairy cattle
to beefthe cattle,
over
game that
roomthey've
of theirdecided
town toplacedo
in unfinished maple, and that their precious
stamp collection is carefully stored, for
the time being, in a vault. And they'll also
add tiiat, if it weren't for Tiny RufTner
to keep die
themofcompany
in California, the\ 'd
almost
homesickness.
"Only, please," Lanny added seriously,
"don't get the idea that I'm kicking. The
minute I can't give up my home, I'd better
the present,
the Rosses will live
giveSo, upforbeing
an entertainer."
in an apartment until they find a house,
and golf and swim and add to their stamp
collection and avoid night clubs. Lanny
will take his problems home to Olive at
night and she, as always, will do her share
to solve them.
"It's not very often that I get philosophical,"isgrinnedallLanny,
me that life
growing"butandit seems
industryto
and change. When I was eight years old,
I started making money by running a
lemonade stand. Now I make it by singing.
I started my career being a puppet and
now I've evoluted to something real. I
don't regret those early years any more.
They were all a very definite part of the
There was only one other thing Lanny
wanted me to say to you for him. And that
is that he hopes above everything else that
you'll like him in his new role. It will be
the
first timetohe'sbe:everLanny
been Ross
cast theplaying
way
he wanted
game."Ross,
Lanny

RADIO STARS
RADIO RAMBLINGS
(Continued from f^age 7)
announcement is becoming a fad lately.
Since programs always imitate one another, alot of it probably will be heard
this year.
Charlie McCarthy hums "Bong, bong,
bong," in echo
the chimes.
Butterworth
tries ofto work
the notesCharlie
into
his sketches somehow.

ivas taken to a hospital icith a broken
back
hurt. and some of liis relatives zacre badly
-*~
"The
news
didn't
get to the
just before the broadcast,
too studio
late tountillet
the man go and put in a substitute. That
wasn't
had toa benightbravewhenandit was
carryan on.actorIt who
was
whole cast — with one exception.
A group was recalling occasions when the
Everyone
knew
about
it
except
the
man
radio stars had grimly carried on "the- whose wife lay with a broken back. We
show-must-go-on"
undertheheartbear to tell him and then ask
breaking handicaps.tradition
There was
time couldn't
him to go through a drama abcut an
Jimmy Wallington almost broke down explosion.
It was the longest half hour
completely as he rushed out of a program,
between announcements, to get bulletins any of us ever spent.
from the hospital where his wife lay dy"At the endwithof motorcycle
the program,police
we hadescortan
automobile
Walter midst
O'Keefeof agotprogram
news ofanda new
son ining. the
ex- waiting. Without a word, we pushed the
citedly yelled into the microphone: "It's actor into the car and one of his best
friends got in with him to break the news
a boy!"
as gently as news like that could be
Leitnie Haylon contributed a story that broken,
with screaming sirens rushing
somchoiv never had found its U'ay into
print all these years.
them to a hospital."
Radioness )nin
sponsors
usuallytreatment
arc shrezvd
busi"I wasandthemusical
orchestra
leader
on had
the
but their
of radio
dramatic
program
Socony
assets
sometimes
makes
you
n'onder.
awefewwereyearsdoingback,"
Lcnnic
began.
"The
skit
that night had an e.vplosion Bristol & Myers (Sal Hepatica, Ipana)
as its clinia.v. Out on Long Island Sound have signed Fred Allen to a tn'o-ycar
contract, which is an investment running
that same afternoon a motorboat e.\-plodcd. zvell
into si.v figures. Then they turn
One of the actors in our shoiv had a H'ife
and several relatives aboard. The n-ijc around and ieopardi::e that huge invest-

ment by engaging Walter O'Keefe for
the summer to imitate Fred Allen's style.
O'Kcefe's summer program has appropripresentation, even
doii'H atedto Fred's
usingmanner
identicalof fanfares.
No matter how great the star or style,
copy cats probably will shorten his profes ional life, driving him into retirement
or into new and perhaps less successful
methods. It may be, of course, that the
sponsor has such complete confidence in
Fred's
comicmenace
talent, it.he is sure no ordinary
abuse can
Al Jolson and Ben Bernie run into one
another often at the tracks and the conversation usually turns, sooner or later, to
the standing of their respective radio
programs.
"I had a program last season that was
terrible," Al said one day. "Everybody
panned it, but it had a rating around sixteen pointsandall your
season.rating
You'reis supposed
be great
only aboutto
a Althirdis askidding
high ashis myold bad
program."
track companion,
of course, and Ben laughs it of¥. That
low standing in the radio survey secretly
irks Ben fearfully, however.
The standing is arrived at through a
telephone survey. Operators in various
cities make a total of 2.000 phone calls a

NeivGmni
brings toMmen

BETTER
THAN EVER
FOR SKIN

"SkinMt
OCTORS have known for a
somem
timemthat a
MRS. W. FORBES MORGAN
D certain vitamin is particularly beneficial to
OF WASHINGTON, D. C.
the skin. When we eat foods that contain it,
this vitamin helps to keep skin healthv.
Then doctors applied tliis vitamin right to
skin in cases of wounds and burns — and found it
&
healed the skin more quickly! This is The same jars, same labels, same price
the ' skin-vitamin"' that vou now get The new Pond"s "skin-vitamin" Vanishing
the pi
in Pond's Vanishing Cream.
Cream is on sale everywhere.
AUvnys grand for flaky skin. Ponds
Remember — it now contaill^' iiinshin
Vanishing Cream has always been espe- cious "skin-vitamin."' Not the
softener.cially good for a powder base and overnight vitamin. Not the orange-jtiice
vitamin.
But
vitantiiiNotthat"irradiated.
espeeially "helps
But now, this cream is even better for the the
skin. Use it for helping your skin in every to maintain skin health.
way. Its use makes the skin smoother,
softer, softens lines; best of all, gives the
whole skin a livelier, glowing look!

"I liavr iilw.iys
<Irprn<l.-.l
Cream,"
iMr«. .MorK""
s!i>s..>•■ -forI>..n.rH
>iii<><>iV;>.<i'.l.in);
hiiii: little rou^ll sofn-n.-r.
|>la<-.s. It'sHuta n<.«
craii.! |><>»<l.'r
aii.i
overni!.'lit
tl.. ii<!>;»<
« V-kiiivilaiiiin- ill it. it is I>.'1I. r than <-v< r for my skin."
SENJD rOR THE NEW CREAM!
Try it in 9 Treatments
Pond'a.Dept. 9RS.VL, t;iinl..n. (',..im. Riisli special tiil.c
of I'on.lV Tie» "skin-vita.niii" \ anisliinR ( r.-ini. ,n..„fli
forvitaniiir'
9 IreatnientB, with
saiiiples of sliailr2 ..lli. r..fl'...i,rI*.i>.n.mi'-kin-.Vkin1 .trc
Pi»wder. ICreams
enclose and10^ 5todifTerciit
cover posla^M- .iml
Name
.
Street 75
City
State
Copvriifht, 1937. Pond's Extract Company
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Skin

Reuenls

Thrilling Benuty
When cleansed
this exciting new way

IT'Sthis nothrilling
wondernewwomen
so enthusiastic
about
oatmealare
cleanser,
called Lavena.
It leaves
the skinLavena
velvety
and
refreshed.
is asmooth,
fragrant,wonderfully
improved clean
form
of oatmealmothers powder,
the beauty secretno oursoapgrandfound so beneficial.
— no
cold cream. Utterly
neutral in Contains
action.
As Easy As Washing Your Face
Doand thismassage
daily. gently.
Mix Lavena
warm water. DoApply,not
Wash with
off immediately.
use upsoapmost effectively
or cold cream.— without
Lavena irritating
removes skindirt asandordinary
makecleansers
can. Thus the skin becomes gloriously soft
and beautiful.
FREE— A Generous Supply
Over 4 million packages already
sold. Good
Housekeeping
Approved.
Get
Lavena
from
drug,name,
department
or to10cLavena,
stores.
OrDept.send
address
20,
141
W.
Jackson
Chicago,
at once, free!
for liberalBlvd.,
trial
forpackage,
limitedabsolutely
time only. Offer good

^Scratchinj
//RELIEVE ITCHING SKIN QwcA/y
Even the most stubborn itrhing of eczema, blotche."?,
pimple.s,
ra.shes yields
and other
externally
caused skinathlete's
eruptions,foot,quickly
to cooling,
antiseformula.
ptic, liquid D.D.D.
PRESCRIPTION.
Dr.Soothes
Dennis'
original
Greaseless
and
stainless.
irritation and quickly stops the most intense itrhing.the
A 3.'5cmoney
trial bottle,
stores,PRESCRIPTION.
proves it — or
your
back. Askat allordrug
D.D.D.
COUGHS.
Get After That
Cough Today
with
PERTUSSIN
Pertussinoveris soOSK
good lorMILLION
coughs
that
PRESCRIPTIONS
filled
inbaseda single
This were
estimate
ondientayear.
PreHtription
Ingre-theis
Survey
issurd
by
American
It glands
relievesPfi ■hsur throat
(juirkly bv
ture
their
moisture isso r and
easily natural
raised. Coughing
Save money
by buying
for yotir
for—enough
large trial
boltlt.whole f

nulating
uky.hialirritating
tractthe totinypourmola-outia
-your
throat isphlegm
soothed.

Bottle Sceck & Kade 1Inc.,
Dept.W7,
Street,Trial
N. Y. C.
for \0i ofPlease
send memcI enclose
ai larite
Pertussin.
I0«. Bottle
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zcrck, iiiqitirin;/ : "ll'liat radio pray ram
lia;c you IhU'ii listciiiiuj to?" Jolson's si.vh-Lii I'oiiil.i indicate that sixteen percent
oflil.stheprihirain
iiiUi, Ill'scaeh
radiozccek.
sets zvcre
That turned
figure tois
c-.ni.sulnrd .,ood.
J.cii(lrr.\ ill llic .survey usually rate
around Ihirly poiiiis. ihnu.ih Major Boivcs
oiiic pos.vd iorty ol llir peak oj his pop'1 hi- leaders Benny,
are I heFredonesAllen,
you
^.•ouldular it\.unai/iue—Jaek
.Major
Boiees,
Eddie
Cantor,
all
last
season.
.W'liie prooraiiis that slay on the air
ve,ir oiler year and undoubtedly have a
l.iroe folloienio never make any sort of
shoieiiio ill this siir:'ev. .Some e.vamplcs are
nni Herine.
///,■ Friday
evenbiti
Cities J'.asy
Service.\ce^,
eoneerts
and Guy
Lombardo. Xo one can e.vplain it.
Radio simply can't hit on catch lines
to sweep into the nation's conversation
any more. All the Jewish comedians —
Milton Berle, Eddie Cantor, Phil Baker,
etc. — took a hand last season at "Today
I am a religions
man," which
is a phrase
Jewish
ceremony.
A songfromwasa
written around it, too. Under all that
pressure, it still failed to become popular.
More are being tried this year, but so
far nothing really catchy has been heard.
Martha Raye, if she remains on the air
regularly, might be the lady to establish
a new radio catch line. Her manner of
half chanting, half shouting, "O-o-o-oh
boy!" is infectious.
vacation,
summer,
mustJackhaveBenny's
cost him
aroundthisa past
quarter
of a
milhon dollars. Everywhere he went, from
Hcillywood to New York and across the
.\tlantic to Europe, he was l:)esieged with
nfYers to appear in theatres, on radio and
ni pictures durins; his tliree-month iiohday.
In spite (if the hirge sums, Jack firmly
relu^e(l tliem all.
He <li<l -e\ t.ioctlier with his old .friend,
JackiXorinoiidie,
I'r.irl, fur :\nen informal
the
^'oyajje. hroadcast
That was from'
all.
Jack I'eorl. ineidenlally. started Jack
Benny's trip lo llurope with one of the
season's most ainusiii,/ praelieal joLrs.
I'eorl had promised lo make the linropean
trip leilh liennx. but at the lost iiiinnle
hacked out. Benny :eas heartbroken. He
likes
espeeially
'.eilh
whom eoinpaiiy.
he lon reiiiinisee
about friends
the old days
in slio:e business.
The niohl Benny sailed. Pearl 7vas
doien lo see hini off. I'inallv came the
order: ".W]
re that's
Pearl
leailedash..and
wailed-..ing
andashord'
Bennv
warned: "You'll be carried off, if yon
don't
.\of hurry."
until llu-ii did Pearl walk into the
slalerooin
ne.il I'eorl
lo nenny's
and had
collapse
ivilh laiiobter.
never had
the
sliohtcst intention of ijivinc) up the trip
loith .la,k Heiiny. But he coublnl resist
the idea oj that (jag. 'when someone suogested it.
Seems strange, having a radio season
start with Paul Whiteman's plans still indefinite. Pprogram
aul was one hasof been
radio'sonefirstof big
stars and his
the
important items of every season for ten
years and more. He may be heard from
before long, though.
There is no shortage of sponsors for

Paul. But the past few seasons, Paul had
sponsor trouble and was persuaded to depart from the style he had made famous.
His band
larity wenjt
standings.into a decline in the popuThis
season,
"My
next program willPaulbe has
doneannounced:
the way I want
it,
or
there
won't
be
any
next
program."
A couple of negotiations for contracts this
season have ended on that clause. Paul
means
and, outwhat's
is rich what
enoughhe tosayscarry
his more,
plan forhe
retirement any time he pleases.
The Your Hit Parade program started
a new radio feud, Richard Himber and
Peter Van Steeden as principals. For
years, Himber and Van Steeden have
used many of the same musicians in their
respective bands. That was all right when
Himbcr's proj;rain was Monday night, and
Peter was on 'Toivn llall Tonight, Wednesday nights.
Then Himber got a chance to do Your
Hit Parade, Wednesday evenings. The
programs followed one another so closely,
musicians did not have time to get from
one studio to the other. Himber tried to
persuadesiciansPeter
give up toseveral
and Peter,to reluctant
disrupt mu-his
band, refused.
The feud came to a head in one of the
Broadway restaurants where the radio and
theatre crowds gather. There the two
maestros went at their argument, loud
and long — and made a columnist's holiday.
Lucy Monroe offers an example of a
career that reccii'cd its real impetus from a
great misfortune. For years, Lucy had
been singing bcaulifiilly. but ahavys on
minor programs ■where her rich soprano
voice did not rccei-ee just reeogiiilion.
Then came
tragic death
of Lucy's
mother,
Anna the
Laughlin.
She committed
suicide, leaving a note charging Lucy Monroe -with ingratitude. Friends felt sure that
the tragedy ims a result of Mrs. Laughliu's illness, ivhich might have temporarily
upset her reason. Xevcrtheless. Lucy's
name disappeared from the radio programs. Whether the sponsors feared a
scandal or not, there zoos no explanation.
.She simply did not sing on the programs
Lucy's career seemed blighted, for a season (O- two at least, but the setback really
was her bci/inning. The past summer, Miss
Monroe, no loiioer seekiiit/ minor radio engagements, has found operatic and concert
work, more tlriii enoiu/h to keep her feverishly busy. .She Inis sung zeilh some of the
leading symphony oreheslras of the country, including the Philadelphia orchestra.
Her soprano
dropped
moniously fromvoice,
a minor
placesoinuncereradio,
now is lo aded straight for the Metropolitan Opera Coinpoiiy. Tier appearances this
siiininer iiuike her a virtual certainty to
be enrolled regularly ivith the Met in a
season or two.
This season Lanny Ross achieves an
old, old ambition of his. Next to recogas a concert
wish hasnition been
a role tenor,
with a Lanny's
comedian.dearest
Now
he has it on the Packard program, with
Charlie Butterworth.
Show Boat always carefully kept Lanny
restricted to romantic ardor in everything
he did. Only occasionally could Lanny
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drops

Bob Burns held down Kraft Music
Hall during Bing's vacation. Now
they're reunited for the winter.
persuade them to allow him something
with humor to it. One of the high points
of Lanny's
Showthe Boat
night
he played
Jack years
Oakie came
role inthea
radio version of the movie, June Moon.
Lanny'suproariously
wife sat atall through
a loud that
speaker,
laughing
skit.
Not that Lanny's comedy acting was so
funny — but she knew with what relish he
was treating every line, word by word, and
jag by gag. That was one of the most
enjoyable evenings he ever has had.
You hear so many stories about the
overwhelming vanity of Rudy \'allee.
Well, believe them or not, but here's something I'd like to put in evidence,
tjto 'When
Rudy and
\'alleestepsturnsto another
his batonmicroover
an assistant
phone to sing a song, he invariably turns
his back on his studio audience. That is
neither polite nor calculated to get the best
tion when it comes time for applause.
uidy is so intent, however, on his work
- his orchestra, he liates to take his eyes
the musicians for a moment. So he
nds, back to the audience, still beating
lime and signaling instructions to the assistant conductor all through the solos.
During a lull in irlu-arsal , Andre Kns. lelanetc' inusicians z^'crc kiddiiuj hun about
accent,dialect
one ofto the
Iicai'icstaround
saiuf'lesradioof
,, his
Russian
be found
, studios. Andre is a lin(/iiist, speaking half
. I J dozen languages fluently, and a jen'
, \ears ago he imagined he had mastered
_ English pretty zcell, lea:-iii,/ all trace of
iccent behind. He leas zcoiidering lehether
he might not speak on his programs
'So I had a recording of niy voice
node," said Andre in this Russian accent
hat simply cannot be set dozen m print.
"Oof, what
'a-hat ana accent
shock! I For
tear
still thehairprstI tune
decideI
tot to speak on the radio."
in public
is confined
0 Andre's
a single speaking
sentence zehich
he repeats
iiist
>efore his program goes on the air Anwimcer David Ross introduces all the peronages of the program to the studio audi'hce, and Andre then says: "And now, may
; present
Mr. ofDavid
:ou
a notion
hozv Ross."
Andre Just
speaks,to give
that
'ingle remark is alz^vys good for a laugh.
—ARTHUR MASON.

a

hint

"I MET THEM ON SHIPBOARDTom and Sally Roberts, on their honeymoon. They seemed ideally suited . . .

"IMAGINE MY SURPRISE, then, to
find Sally alone on deck one night— huddled in a corner crying her heart out . .

"SHE TOLD ME HER TROUBLES said Tom seemed to be tiring of her
...He was always finding fault with
her
didn'tmore...
even
care appearance
about kissingand herhe any

"JUDGING
TOM repelled
BY OTHER
who are always
by dry,MENrough
lips— I dropped a pretty broad hint about
the lipstick that I've heard so many girls
praising for its Beauty-Cream base . . ."

NOW THAT JIMMY DUNN HAS TOLD ME
ABOUT KISSPROOF LIPSTICK, MY HONEYMOON WILL NEVER BE OVER! ...THE
BEAUTY-CREAM BASE OF KISSPROOF
PROTECTS MY LIPS FROM DRYNESS....
KEEPS THEM ALWAYS SMOOTH AND KISSABLE
Kissproof Lipstick in 5 luscious shades
at drug and department stores . .
Match it with Kissproof rouge, 2 styles
— Lrp and Cheex (creme) or Compact (dry).
Kissproof Powder in 5 flattering shodes,
Generous trial sizes at all 10c stores,
50c

Kissprool
•=fT^LoU^Mn LIPSTICK (k^inz;/ ROUGE
77
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I CAN'T
THAT

RESIST
FLAVOR'

'Neither can I! It's got"
the taste I like — deliciou?>^
with a bit of real tang. And
it'skeptsopeppyand
This
airtight packagefresh.of
Beeman's guards every
speck of flavor like precious essence. Beeman's is
so fine for digestion, too.
A happy thought after
lunch or dinner — and a
welcome treat any timel"

AIDS DIGESTION

HALLOWE'EN RECIPES
"CRISPY" FRIED CHICKEN
Clean and singe pieces of tender, young frying chickens. Dip each piece into cold
water, drain and place on plate without wiping. Sprinkle with salt and pepper and roll
atfilledonceto inthefinedepth
cornflakes
chicken
crowding,
a skillet
of 1 inchcrumbs.*
with halfPlace
butter,
half pieces,
vegetablewithout
shortening,
pipingintohot.
Fry
on both sides to a rich, golden brown. Reduce heat, cover tightly and continue cooking
until tender, turning occasionally to brown evenly. Remove each piece as soon as cooked
and drain on white paper kitchen towels. If chicken is to be served hot, place cooked
pieces in a pan hi hot oven until all are ready and gravy has been made. For gravy
Pour off all but two tablespoons of the fat in pan. (These proportions are for 1 chicken
Increase in proportion to number of chickens used.) Brown I'/z tablespoons flour in fai
in pan, stirring
Add y> andcup thickened.
rich milk andSeason
'/i cupto taste,
chickenstrain
stockintoslowly
milk).
Cook andconstantly.
stir until smooth
gravy(orboatal ,
*To
make
cornflakes
crumbs:
Put
cornflakes
through
very
fine
food
grinder,
roll with a rolling pin into the finest of crumbs between folds of a clean toweloi Ij
WICKER WALDORF SALAD
cup diced
'""/' cream, ivhipped
61 firm,
brightcelery
red apples 1 tablespoon
a pinch ofsugar
salt 54 lettuce
3 tablespoons lemon juice 14
mayonnaise toasted almonds
Crisp the celery by letting it stand in ice water. Drain and dry thoroughly. Cut
slice from top of each apple. Scoop out the inside pulp, leaving just enough to hold th
outside skin in place. Brush the inside of these apples with lemon juice. Place in refrig
erator while preparing filling as follows : Cut the pulp that was removed from a
into small pieces (after carefully removing core and seeds). Add to the pulp 2 tablespoon
lemon juice, the sugar and salt. Chill for 10 minutes. Add celery and dressing made b
combining
mayonnaisePlacewitheachthe filled
whipped
Toss together
"cups
with
this mixture.
applecream.
on a lettuce
leaf. Toplightly.
with aFilllittleappleadditions
salad dressing, if desired, and sprinkle v.'ith coarsely chopped, toasted almonds.
JACK O' LANTERN COOKIES
1/2 cup butter 54 teaspoon 7<anilla 2 tablespoons sour cream
1 cup light brozvn sugar, 2^^ cups sifted flour orange vegetable coloritii
firmly packed Yz teaspoon soda 1 egg white, slightly beaten
1 egg yolk, beaten % teaspoon salt
Cream butter thoroughly, add sugar gradually, creaming well together. Add beate
yolk and vanilla. Mix well. Sift flour, measure. Add soda and salt and sift agaii
Add flour mixture to butter mixture alternately with the sour cream, mixing well afte
each addition. Color dough orange with harmless vegetable coloring. Have the cole
quite
deep asto itmake
will it"fade"
Place dough
at lea;tl:
15 minutes
easier somewhat
to handle.in baking.
(Dough should
be softinbutrefrigerator
not sticky forbefore
chilling process.) Roll out half of the chilled dough on slightly floured board wit
slightly floured rolling pin. Cut into circles with floured cutter. Spread these cooki«
evenly with raspberry jam (or any other thick jam or jelly), keeping the jam % inc
from edge all around. Roll out remaining dough and cut with same size cutter. In eac
ofsmallthesefunnel,
cookiesdipped
cut three
Jackexcellently,
o' lantern oreyesanyandother
nose.circleTheof small
of
in flour,holeswillforserve
similarendsizeathatthimble,
however,
is
too
large.
Place
these
cut-out
cookies
on
the
spread
cookies,
the filling shows through in eyes and nose. Press edges together, all around,
floured tines of fork. Brush tops of cookies with slightly beaten egg white. Bake in
oven (425°F.) 7 or 8 minutes. Cool on wire rack, then draw on each cookie a grinn
Jack o' lantern mouth with a toothpick dipped in melted semi-sweet or sweet chocolate
HALLOWE'EN INDIVIDUAL MINCE MEAT PIES
1 package (9 oc.) dry mince meat 3 tablespoons sugar
V/i cups Miter
pie crust
Break rnince meat into pieces. Add water and sugar. Place over direct heat; coi\
and stir until all lumps are thoroughly broken up. Bring mixture to a brisk boil; continf
boiling for one minute, stirring constantly. Allow to cool. Line tart shells (or one lar, I
pic
with white
pastrypaper.
and fill(You
with canminceget meat
mixture.
a pattern
of awith
Hallowe'*!
cat plate)
from stiff
cardboard
cats Cut
or i)aper
napkins
cats »
them from
to trace
pattern.)
a guide,
cut out the r'|vI
quired
numberwhichof cats
fromyour
pastry.
Place Using
a cat onthistoppattern
of eachas tart
(see illustration)
one large
top of ain regular
pie. toBakemake35 them
minuteslargein enough.
hot oven Flako,
(400°F.).prepar: '
As thecatcatson shrink
baking, size
be sure
pastry flour, is excellent for this purpose.
GOLDEN HONEY BALLS
14 teaspoon salt 11 package
tabl poonRicebutter
lA cup honey
Krispies 1
Yi cup sugar
1 teaspoon vinegar
heat,
stirring
constan
Combine honey and sugar in heavy saucepan. Cook ove low
;uid
continue
boiling
genj
until sugar is dissolved and mixture conics lo a boil. Cove
to prevent
burning,
f(ir 5 minutes. Uncover and cook, stirring only occasion? lycandy
thermometer ) . uiT
mixture
the hard
crack* stage
will not has
take just
muchreached
more than
5 minutes.
Remove(290°F.
at once01 from heat, add salt, vin.L
and butter. Pour over Rice Krispies which have been iil.i ed in a large greased In
( 15e sure the cereal is very fresh and crisp. If necessary, li it in a liot oven, with ■
door open, to restore crispness, before starting to ni.ike the i eat hands
with butter and i
ormixture
spoon into
untilballs
thoroughly
to lukewarm. Grea
about 2 mixed.
inches inCool
diameter,
*The hard crack stage has been reached when a little syrup, if dropped into ci
water, will become brittle and will remain brittle after being taken from water.
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RADIO
.1i tlicn l)e assured of having a buffet
of eye-appealing, taste-tempting
tliat will delight old and young.
.\ c 11 start right off with the menu.
lALLOWE'EX MENTS
PARTY REFRESH"Crispv"
Fried
Wicker \\aldorfChicken
Salad
Thin Buttered Slices of Boston
Brown Bread
Cider Grape Juice Punch
Individual Mince Meat Pies
JackGolden
O'Lantern
Honey Cookies
Balls
Bowls and Baskets of Apples,
Nuts and Seedless Raisins
Cheese
Just visualize this proud display of viclals — all set out on a long table or buffet
hen the guests troop in happy and hun-y,
evening paper
of gamestablecloth
and merri-or
ent.afterAnan orange
inner will set the right note in the color
le. Be dressy, if you feel you must, and
ace filet lace doilies over the paper and
ider the plates holding the various foods.
I the center of the table, place a large
)llowed-out pumpkin with a grinning
ick
Lantern
face within.
and a big, fat (but
w) o'candle
burning
Alickengenerously
heaped
bow'lof ofWaldorf
fried
on one side, a platter
ilad on t'other. Apples, bright red and

STARS COOKING
( Contiintcd from page 9)

SCHOOL

highly polished; brown seedless raisins in
small, orange paper baskets ; a plate —
preferably a wooden one — of golden
cheese : tmsjiclled nuts, topped with a
spra\ of autumn leaves; a pitcher of amber ci<kr : a bowl of purple grape-juice
piincli, handv
witli )jjrape
k-aves (if
arhnr
garnishing
the there's
plate onan
wliich
stands.
Lantern
Cookiesit fur
the y.Amusing
mng (in Jack
both o'years
and
feelings); equally amusing Mince Meat
Pies (pictured) uw those of not quite
such tender years. And last, but by no
means least. Golden Honey Balls — the sort
of homemade candy treat that is completely healthful to eat and an absolute cinch
to make 1
A word or two about the recipes themselves, as I promised. The crust on the
chicken, to begin with, really is "something to write home about." Or perhaps
totriedwrite
Wickerthe about,
it andMissproved
worth after
of heryou've
suggestion to your own satisfaction and that
of your friends. Her version of Waldorf
Salad is something pretty special in appearance, and is particularly timely in the
bargain, for apples are both plentiful and
popular, come Hallowe'en. (By the by,
how about "apples on strings" and "bobparty?)bing for apples'' at your Hallowe'en
The beverages require no recipes, although I will take time to suggest that

you add canned pineapple juice and
canned grapefruit juice to grape juice in
making the punch. Taste as you go along,
until the flavor is to your liking.
The Jack
amusing
idea o'thatLantern
you willCookies
probablyare likean
tostilltryfind
out this
hut, anmadeexcellent
plain orcc.ikie
fancy, recipe.
you'll
Let the children take a hand in making
the
"cut outs"
Wicker.
And, forby the
all faces,
means suggests
let themMiss
try
their luck at making the Golden Honey
Balls.
A welcome bow- to more sophisticated
tastes are the cat-decorated Mince !Meat
Pies. tutedA forsingle
large pie
may beones,
substi-if
the smaller
individual
you prefer. But you can find inexpensive
small pie plates at your local chain store
and get a much cuter effect, so why not
try it, especially if you follow the pastrycat suggestion
pictorially
described for you shown
in the recipe.
And and
be sure
to follow the suggestion of lots of candles,
also brought out in the picture. Dozens of
them,
— tallw'indow
ones on the orbuft'et.
others every
on theplace
mantel,
any
other
place
where
they can sills
safely shed
their soft, flattering light. Candles just
seem
to gocats,withwitches,
Hallowe'en,
together
with black
broomsticks
and
all the other rollicking delights of this
jolly party occasion. Alay yours be a
howling success !

CHOOSE YOUR MAKEUP

BY THE

COLORAPPLAUSE!
Lucille Manners—color, theEYES
color that never
is welcomed with rounds of it changes, the color of your eyes*
when she steps out to sing on FIND THE MAKEUP THAT
the Cities Service Program. And MATCHES YOU at your favor
applause she promises you ite drug or department store...
w^hen creyou
t. For . .share
. her beauty se- Dresden type, if your eyes are
blue; Parisian
type, iftype
they're
brown;
Continental
for
hazel eyes; Patrician type for
gray
eyes.
Full
size
packages
the face powder, rouge, lipstick,of
eye shadow or mascara only
55(^ each (Canada 65c).
THRILL
HIM beautv
TONIGHTwith vour new
in Ms
' Eye- .Matched Makeup.

tOTHE MAKEUP ADVICE
(LucilleService
Manners,Concerts.
of NBC's
Ities
IflRVCLOUS
. London ... New York.. .Toronto
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IT'S MY

LOOK FOR THESE
TWO SEAIS, THEY
MEAN PROTECTION FOR BABY
MAKEbest insurestrained
you'refoods
givingbybaby
the
serving
him Heinz! Choice fruits and vegetables— fresher than you could buy —
are cooked in dry steam to retain
delicious flavor, appetizing color, vitamins and
minerals! Save money
and hours of toil, by
serving Heinz Strained
Foods-12 kinds!
FOODS
EXPECTANT
?
Cot,
suit
v.,ur
(l..r,.,r
after
b:il>vr. LMil:,rlv
A.^k I,l.pfore
in, aboutand easily
1^, Xipples
and
HotI'd
ridgo
provciit?
■ I .'ill keeps idpple

HUMBLE

(Conthmed from page IS)
OPINIONuiysclj z^'ith sniiu'thing lhat zvas no concern
of nunc, justice
except
7i.'as a that
distinctreallyinand a i^'hen
nniiorit issue
required reel ifieat ion.
I could never see our willingness to
make anyone, even as capable a reporter
as Walter Winchell, in effect, the Supreme
Judge of all the rest of us, with no one
to call him to account, I do however believe that his peculiar style of expression
will leave its mark on our American
literature and speech. Consider, please,
the long list of Winchellisms which have
more than likely influenced his confreres
more than they would like to admit, and
the samples herewith:
HEIR-CONDITIONED . . . Baby born
BLESSED-HE-VENT . . . Male baby
STRAINING AT THE LEASH . . .
About ready for divorce
WELDING . . . Getting married
His most Getting
famous
BLESSED EVENT
one in re birth
MIDDLE AISLING IT
married
HAVE PHFFFT
Have quarreled
AREing RENOVATING . In Reno getting a divorce
PAPALATION . . . Increasing the population
THE WEE-YAWNING . . . Early morn-

Amillicr influence is making itself felt
m the world ot entertainment — I mean the
nifliK'ncr ..I / artelvAhe Bible (if the Show
\\nrl<l. J anelys si vie is clearly the work
ot several men. hmlilv individual in their
aiipmaili t" a txpcwnter. In this respect,
/ i;/ ;(7vstvlc-ljook
<hf1ers istrum
'I'iuie magazine,
wliiisr
undoubtedly
the work
111 1,11c man. Heiirv Luce by name.
/ anelv reflects the assorted writings of
Its ercat staft of brilliant dissectors and
anahst'i. Here are a few of the more
c'ever / (//•(,'■/ \'-(.s-;;(,ir— familiar to us, who
read It relii;ioiislv. but to the lavman just
much (heck:
L IJ:l-I-ISG . . . Writing music
OGl.INi,
. . . Lnoknu, orer talent, a show,
etc
l-rh'iniiR
illsciissinil ClfiBIXG . . . Continued
I \\ ( '(>/< KS A COITLR OP POPS . . .
I lie haiiil ,0- individual plays one or ti^-o
popular
lil.l.lXCTOXS
Psq. tunes A PLiNO . . . Plavs
piano 111 the stxic of Uukc Ellin, iton.
CAk'X)- OirX/iRS SIXG RAINY
1>IA h.S . . . People-ninninij-a-carnival
USE MERCOLIZED WAX
leplonno loss di
This
simple,
all-in-one
cleansing,
softening,
|
, .
lubricating cream sloughs otf the discolored,
r,,ll' ,. . . Deserves
RATIOS ,A l:i>ir
a boiv as
blemished
surface
skin
in
tiny,
invisible
par■
i
'
i
I
''h
.
.
.
I
a
result
,,/
iinicli
applause
tides. Your underskin is then revealed clear,
smooth and beautiful. Bring cut the hidden .SI D.S (,ARI)I'.\ . . . An open-air place
leliere here is dispensed
beauty of YOUR skin with Mercolized Wax.
A LI:(A I ) /:.\ . . . Not Chinese money,
Try Saxolite
Astringent
ADELFGHTflJLLY
rtfrcshinft
astrlnftcnt
lotion.
hilt a desire to appear in a legitimate
TloftllniS.pintantiseptic,
helpful.
In one-half
witch hazel.
Use Dissolve
this lotion.Saxoillc
dally.
(serious stage production) sliow
Choosesuperfluous
Phelactine
Depilatory
For reinovinii
hair quickly.
Easy to use.
I'm sure that Mr. Dale Carnegie won't
At drug and department stores everywhere.

Introduces
NEW BEAUTY
the new smart creme
inWith
forpolish
onlyof
10 her
cents.iniroductory
Revel in thekitglamour
the fashion-rifiht shades of Rose.
Rust taiand
conns abottleTawny
of nailRed.
polish,Kitpolish
remover,
nail —white,
stick and cotton
all for manicure
10 cents.
Lady
Introductory
Kit is
on saleLillian's
at 5 and
10 cent stores.
Approved by Good Housekeeping.

Id case your store cannot supply you,
send this advertisement and 10 cents
in1 140stamps
to Lady Lillian.
Dept. Mas*.
N-6.
Washington
St., Boston,
Sutethe shade you prefer.
•
Only
a Day *■
Save
on all10c
standard
models.overAlaoH portables
at oSice
Photos
Enlarged
4511^,
International
Typewriter
Exch., dw<.^i6i?''u»
in
natural
oil colorseilk 8xl0*7x9-6x8.Sx7
AmaKinely
clewr.
lifelike
cnliirgemente
allOriginalapnint« i
imported Tlirec
oil colors. Send Phototi
or7 orFilrao.
turned.
Framed
60e:SUPERIOR
twofour1 15 xX PORTRAIT
14 $1 6.10;i 816$1.10;jSTUti
20 8»■ '
l'o»tp,nd $1.16;
or C. 1O.81 IiD1014 $1.10;
Dept. 56

«aGIVEN
I V SeDdnameaiidaddress.YoDcaneasily^eteplates.Gtun
bl^ latest
Cash Commission.
S< Non. ij
LADIES!design,
34-pc.or BigSAPPHIRE
BLUE GUUiET
Money.
enapDies.
Sets.esaucera.
diSferent
desti^n,leach.
color. eUKar.
Given)cream,
or onevesretableandi
of nearly a hi }trfeatured
GIVING
AWAY
FREE
I
VERINE
cuts, burns,
c
friends at SALVE,
25c a boxfor{ Kiving
picturer ordersores,
FREEof Salve
and pictnre:
We are fairCHEM.
and sq
WILSON
1^ plan book, wh'
rAe.e.GRAYHAII
Remedy
ai: Hor;
You can now m keisat Made
home a better gray hair ten T
than
you
can
bu
by
following
this
To halfof Barbo
pint of CcWE iter add one ounce baysimple
rum, areis U
box
and
one-fourth
glycerine.
Any djmpound
Iruggist can put this up or ounc
you )f0
mix it yourself at very little it.
Applythe todesired
the hairshade
twice isa week
RONIi 1.il'••
obtai
rbo imparts color to strea il
faded
gray and
hair,takesmak^\ "it
soft andorglossy
off
your
looks.
color the scalp. Is notIt will
sticl x>t
greasy and does not tub £

RADIO STARS
care one way or the other, but the fact
remains
completely
with
him that
in hisI don't
theory agree
that one
should
never correct people when they make
mistakes or when they are in error. Even
though I know that it does wound that Save
Big Money
on
person'stoprecious
vanity,vanities
I thinkandthatto
failure
wound more
awaken more of us to the fact that we
are woefully inadequate in certain phases
.ind things is responsible for much of the
stupidity surrounding us on all sides. The WINDOW
SHADES
apathy of the average person to many
things that should arouse him to a rage
of reformation is in no small measure
responsible for the public tolerance of the
one unpardonable crime (in my lexicon
.It least) of racketeering — that scourge
upon our nation, that parasitical vermin
that some day, I hope, I shall have the
privilege of stamping out through the
medium of a vigilante committee that
will
ward. shoot first and ask questions afterYes, Mr. Carnegie, I have just finished
hawling out one of my staff for his failure
ti. have had this portable typewriter fixed
when he noticed that the ribbon was all
out of place. So just when I. had a few
minutes to do a little typing between
shows, here in the hot Texas sun, I found
the type half -red and half-black — and to
complicate matters further, it was impos ible to see what I was typing (the
ribbon was obviously too high), and so,
typing as I do in the best Hunt -■^nd Poke
system,at made
it ahnost impossible to do
mich
the machine.
TItat brings me to the thought tliat this
tiiiliire to have things immediately repaired
when they require it is one of the most
common forms of human laciness. Go
through the average American house and
count the number of seiving machines,
vacuum cleaners, radios and phonographs
that lie in need of only a slight adjustment
to make
them ivorkablc, and you'll sec
what
I mean.
had boysbutplaying
for metoo who
fineI'vemusicians
who were
lazy were
and
procrastinating to take their instruments
to the repair man, with the net result
that the fine instruments with which they
earn a living were festooned with elastics
and colored string, making the instrument
a likely source of trouble and hardly a
visual help to the band. Oh Laziness!
what sins are perpetrated in thy name
and truly so
Now don't misunderstand me — I don't
'lisagree with all that Mr. Carnegie has to
on the subject of rebuke and criticism
ndecd, in his story of Lincoln and
iiineral Meade I concur with him completely as toissue
Lincoln's
In a later
of thishandling
magazineof IMeade.
would
like to discuss the book Hozv To J] 'in
Friends And Influence People more completely.
STUPID EXPRESSIONS
The Real McCoy — In this case the iccrc/
"real" is unnecessary, redundant — "McCoy" itself means the genuine article.
PUZ^ERS
Why — why, down here in Texas and
other parts of the South, are "myself"
and "help," pronounced "myseff" and

BuylS^CLOPAYS
AT
5 AND 10c AND NEIGHBORHOOD STORES EVERYWHERE
Only CLOPAYS Have These 6-foot lengths . . . ready to attach to
old rollers
in a jiffy
ented gummed
stripwith
. . .Clop.a.y's
that needspatno
Amazing Advantages*
tacks or tools . . . Buy beautiful loc
* T MAGINE having fresh, lovely-look- Clop.ays
at
D
and
10c
and
neighborMl ing shades at every window all the
hood stores everywhere. Your choice
lime, for a fraction of what it used to
many lovely patterns and plain
cost! Yes, you can! Actually get 10 of
colors.
Ready to attach to roller, only
window shades for the price of one . . . 15c each.
Roller and brackets, 15c
and they look like costly linen! Wear 2 extra.
for FREE color samples
years and more. No wonder thousands ... toWrite
Clopay Corp.,^" (Cood House keepuigj
of women everywhere are switching to 1292 York Street, Cincin15c Clopays . . . the gorgeous new winnati, Ohio.
dow shades made of an amazing new
cellulose material that looks like costly
linen. Clopays won't crack, won't pinwon't frayfor or
curl. Everybody
CLOPAY IE
mistakeshole, them
expensive
shades . . .
WINDOW SHADES I iJ
yet Clopays cost onlv 15c ... in full
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'I PREFER SITROUX TISSUES
...they cleanse better!"

bewtv
the OPP
ire
i,h natural
nd bes .shine ,air
posses!
that delicate
and
,,s
the
,£ -iouth
_ natural
sparkle
GoldenandGl'BLONDES
,hade this-l^jHrnphasis
needed
nRmm

Jean Dickenson, luscious to look at,
lovely to hear, sings with Frank
Munn on NBC-Red, Sundays at
9:30 p.m. EST.

necessary
lo arim
s-'' app. ^^j^
^.^ge
J lexUpe asyour
ear
. j anc
hUght
"*and*rouge.
t"5,icfc
tble
enough ha.r
to --^'tithou.
"hepp," without the "1"? Also, why the
individual
shade ^^^^^changing
a dye,
unusual accent on "United States"? Up
^ Usandnatural
highlight»PP""""'
y°." L itNotregularly.
North it is "You Niled States" but in
use
s
hon
Mtl
.
ach
ble
the
South it's "You Nited States" — rea
not
^ .SILVER GLINT-A """/vefy V^y hair. ^,
member how the late Huey Long proi^nirts sparkl>"K .*''y",oft and manage- ,
nounced it? Long also typified the
Southern pronunciation by saying "Wall
^ waves. T^,^,S?^-.xf
Street" — we say "Wall Street."
GUnt Rinse E^fs%„-.^^^
j' GUnt Sham"I'^r^ dept. =^°'^f„se at d" ug and dept
Some people show a woeful lack of
knowledge of human nature. The only
palliative that anyone can offer is that
they "mean
well," from
whichthedoesn't
much.
It all stems
fallacy help
that
people must always be talking or doing
something, else happiness is impossible.
Therefore, then, it becomes a major crime
S for one to remain silent at a social gatherIN 12 WEEK
PiO
^BYSHOPWORK-NOT
BY BOOKS
ing and for one to sit and twiddle his
I'll
Finance
Your
Training!
Prepare for jobs.Television.
in ServiceWireless,
Work. BroadcaatlnK,
thumbs (instead of holding a cocktail in
etc..
by
12
pYee
.Shops.
Coyne
in
training BOOK
one hand and a cigarette in the other, mean^ ^ ^ __iop
TELEVISION
while jabbering away furiously of nothing
SOO S. Paulii
attheall).
society'sno eyes,
merits
firingIn squad,
less. theIn fellow
other words,
the arts of day-dreaming and of sober
reflection (which can be so soothing to a
tired, tortured soul), have become outlawed in the scheme of things here in
America.
Jiisl -ii'hy anyone sliotild fail to understand that sonw nf lis iiiiijlit like just to
sit
our clbon^'s
on theis
tablebyandoiirsehc'cs
nnisc fori^'illia moment
or tivo,
quite beyond me. But so many good
Saiiiiiriiiiiis, with the best of intentions,
hare cmite over to me zvhen I have been
ha/^pily
(leef^ in niy thoiu/hts and, ivith a
To withthe the
perplexed
woman
seeking
to
do
away
bother of measuring and mixing pilyiiui siinle, have luilnnteered to cheer
solutions,
we suggest
Boro-Pheno-Form.
This nw II f^. With an air of doing their daily
forty-six
year
old product
is widely
good deed, and a sigh of resignation, these
Marriage
Hygiene
because
needs preferred
nosupposiwater fcllmvs
proeeed to ask foolish questions,
orfor accessories
for its use.
Each itdainty
thinking to rescue me from my supposed
tory iscomplete
in itself. Nov danger
dose" or "underdose."
_ of "over- melancholy Where can I rent
Soothing, harmless, odor- lip 0!<3|*l*#=>^c a gun?
less. At aU drug stores. y*^' J^'^rrc &
sing "oflf
— thatmeanis,
Boro-Pheno-Form theyPeople
rarelydo do.not What
most key"
people
Mail Coupon today for ^-7^
•PpCCI
l*^^*booklet
"TheAnswer"—
inform- gr-^^^^^^y^.' is that the singer, or instrumentalist, is
alive
on Marriage anHygiene.
singing or playing, sharp or flat, or sing~ "dT.
Cremi7aTco~
d7pT. III.
162 PiTr^
N. Franklin
Street, Chicago,
ing "off pitch''
difference
between off pitchthereandis offa wide
key.
Please send me booklet "The Answer.'
Name _
"Off
key"
means
that
the
singer
has
left
Address
the key in which the song was being
playe<l and is now in another key. Which
Tcnim
Slate
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. . . saysCOLEMAN
beautiful
RUTH
Paramount Player
Hollywood stars insist on the best of care for their
precious complexions. No wonder so many of
them
well as fastidious
everywhere
choose— asSITROUX
TISSUES. women
They cleanse
the skin—
better because they're softer ... more absorbent...
and, hand.
unlike You'll
ordinaryliketissues,
won't
"comeSitroux
apare^' in
the
these
superior
sues, to ! Take a beauty
hint from
Tl»in CITCCTisthe stars. inAskthe forblue"Sit-true"
face 10?
, J*"AND 20f
tissues—
and gold box.
AT YOUR FAVORITE 5 and 10< STORE
CLEARS EYES
/// Seconds!

Eyes hours,
that are red andexposure,
veined . . . from
late
now made fatigue,
clear and white etc
in seconds.
Your
money
back
new, scientific
EYE-GENE
fails! ifClears
dullness,
makes
eyes
sparkling
.
.refresh. more
alluring.
Just
as
superior
for
overworked
almosting tired,
inslantly.
Stainless,eyes.too. Acts
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i

the speedy,
WAVER
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PINeasy-to-use
CURLER spring
In 20overnight
minutes
clip toi< -abolishes oldjrlsstyle
cr at No'cuesslng,
10c wi^ ringfumblingl
methods.
' ■
•hold
AT 10c STORES
EVERYWHERE •
Government
if
JOBSr
^
START
$1260
TO $2100 YEAR
Men—
Women
.
——
Get
ready
'
FRANKLIN
INSTITUTE,
Immediately -O^ Sirs:
Dept.RushH267,without
Rochester.
N.(1)V. 32-pae»
charge
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<l
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Government
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today
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RADIO STARS
little trick would rcfpiiri- r.n atrocious
-eiise of pitcii and even tlie layman-siiiiicr
:uid I have heard some pretty poor ones)
iarely wanders that far afield. Usually he
-ings out of tuiijc, or to put it more
technically, his ear and sense of pitch,
which
the ears'
keenness,those
are
deficientare inguided
that bytask.
Of course
't you who have sung in. or directed, glee
^lubs will hasten to tell me about gmups
i<f singers who end in another key several
tones flat (usually). Yes. they do do this
hut tlicy do it zrry gradually, almost imperceptibly and they all go together. It
wiHild take pages to try to explain this
plienomenon.
Pitch is like color. Just as red lias
infinite variations of the color itself —
varying all the icay from dark red to very
light red — so may the note "A" vary
from tions
an sharp
"A"or that
flat isandmany
yet double
it is stillvariaI he
note
"A."
Most
people
have
di-fcclive
sense of pitch and I am of the abelief
that
training can not remedy this any more
than a short man can become tall by
training or exercise.
Only a surgical operation could possibly correct the defection in the ear, and
no one has ever found out why one
*~ is perfect and the
person's sense of pitch
other
fellow's
most
— anychildmoreis
than we can explainimperfect
why one
born ugly and the other an Adonis. I'm
afraid
to lay it Some
at thepeople
door
of
Old we'll
Man have
Inheritance.
have the gift of being able, on hearing
the sound of a bell, a horn, a glass — in
fact any musical sound however produced,

What

to tell you what note in the scale it is.
This
is calledPianists
"arbitrary
can
be trained.
have pitch"
it mostandoften,
as they have learned to associate musical
sounds with the keys of the piano. It is
indeed a question of arbitrary measureof hats.ment, like learning to estimate the height
Some call it "absolute" or "relative"
pitch,
as distinguished
"perfect"
pitch, which
no one has from
but which
the
finest violinists almost have — or they
wouldn't be great violinists.
Absolute pitch is like ahvays being able
to tell red from blue. Perfect pitch is the
ability to distinguish bcfi^'ecn varying
shades of red. Perfectly clear?
If you're interested in knowing just
how good your sense of pitch is and want
to measure your own pitch very accurately
and definitely,
I'll tell that
you
where
you can write
securemetheandapparatus
even a child can operate and by which
you can measure all gifts of musical
talent.
Notice,
that ofI said
You have
neverplease,
thought
these "gifts!"
talents
as gifts, have you? Thought it was all a
matter
training you!
and "the breaks?"
Sorry toofdisillusion
A lot of instructors who are bleeding
poor, untalented clods, telling them that
by hard work musical talent may be
cultivated, ought to be taken out and
horse-whipped!
Of course
I'm notof talking
about
a dry academic
knowledge
music
—I'm
talking
about
the
ability
renderan
music in sound and to sing ortoplay

Two

instriunent successfully and pleasingly.
Tiiis must be inheritetl, and the child devoid
of the talent is wasting his time and
energy.
Old Mother Nature has a lot to
answer for
REVERSALS
Why
must
people
"Zig-feeld"or 'a'hen
it is " Zccii-fcld"
— andsay"bearrel"
"berrell"
for
har>;-l"
.'
(The
and Mid-Wcslern trait.) last is a Western
An article in Variety, the afore-mentioned Bible of the entertainment world,
catches my attention. It appears that the
Telephone
noticed a calls
decrease in theCompany
number has
of telephone
made by owners of telephones on Thursday evenings between the hours of 8:00
and 11:00. The Company is quite concerned about this. Both Variety and Companyclusionexecutives
havewhocomenormally
to the might
conthat people
be making telephone calls between those
hours on that evening are tuned-in to
some of the major radio programs. This
seems to be a fairly logical and reasonable explanation. Somewhat like the old
vaudeville gag about the cities with the
greatest
number ofpopulation
people! having the greatest
At the risk of being rated egotistical, I
think I am safe in saying that the fact
that we have been broadcasting Thursday
evenings from 8 :00 to 9 :00 was one of
the motivating factors causing Thursday
evening between 8 :00 and 1 1 :00 to become
one of
the week's
outstanding
ing evenings.
Surveys
find manybroadcastpeople
seated before their radio loud-speakers,

Things
You

When

Happen

Are

Constipated?
things happen.
Wastes swell
the
bowelsWhenand youpressareon constipated
nerves in thetwodigestive
tract. ThisFIRST:
nerve pressure
causes upheadaches, adull, lazy feeling, bilious spells, loss of appetite and dizziness. SECOND :
Partly digestedandfoodheartburn,
starts to bloating
decay forming
bringing
on sourgaspstomach
(acid
indigestion),
you up G.\S.
until you
sometimes
for breath.
Then isyousour.spendYoumanyfeelmiserable
eat. You can't sleep. Your
stomach
tired out,days.
grouchyYou andcan'tmiserable.
To
get
the
complete
relief
you
ask
TWO andthings.
must relieve the G.\S. 2. You nuist you
clearmust
the dobowels
GET 1. TH\T
PRESSURE OFF THE XERVES. As soon as offending wastes are washed
out you feel marvelously refreshed, blues vanish, the world looks bright again.
There
isItonly
one product onThis
the market
gives youcathartic
the doublerelieves
action
you
need.
is ADLERIK.A..
efficient that
carminative
that
awful
GAS
at
once.
It
often
removes
bowel
congestion
in
half
No waiting for overnight relief. Adlerika acts on the stomach
MM hour.
and both bowels. Ordinary laxatives act on the lower bowel only
Adlerika has been recommended by many doctors and druggists for 35 years. No griping, no after elTects. Just QUICK
results.
Try Adlerika
such
an efficient
intestinaltoday.
cleanser.You'll say you have never used
WARNING
All
REPUTABLE
know
that Always
AdleriliaDEMAND
hasDRUGGISTS
substitute.
theno genuine.
MORE

THAN

A

LAXATIVE

CLIP COUPON
NOW
Adlerika
Co., Minn.
Dept. M.M. R.S. 11-7
St. Paul,
GENTLKMEN:
without
obllKatlon
your
TrialSoiulSize good
of .\(llcrlka.
Limit
one Sold
toFRKE
a infamily.
U. S. only.)
Canada(Offer
by leadingin druggista
Name
Address
City
State
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HERE
COMES
SHIRLEY!
Aever!
Shirley more lovable than

Most lors.
women
need will
beauty
Your owndon'tdoctor
tell paryou
that sallow complejtions and pimply
skins are rarely matters for cosmetics.
Because most skin blemishes are
aggravated by constipation.
Dr. F. M. Edwards treated hundreds of women for constipation
and frequently noted remarkable improvements intheir appearance. He
used a purely vegetable compound
—Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets. This
laxative is gentle, yet peculiarly
effective because // increases the bile
flow without shocking the intestina I sysTryDr.Edwards'Olive
Tablets.
At alltem.
druggists,
1 5^, 30jzf and
60<f.
ANDY, of the long-beloved team,
»mos
'n' And^,
has a newromance
bride!
Read
the
story
in RADIO
STARS,of fortheir
December.

After a summer's absence, Nelson
Eddy returned to the air to sing,
act and indulge in verbal horseplay with Charlie McCarthy on the
Sunday Chase and Sanborn Hour.
ready
t,i listen-in
three-to
hour stretch.
It mustoverbe that
quite long
obvious
anyone who has thought about it that it
was gnod reasoning on the part of the
Slum' Hoat broadcast to theorize that the
audience which lia^ listeiied Im uur program between 8:011 .nul was a readymade audience and cmUi easily be ])ersuaded to tune in t'l an Imur which would
immediately follow. iiro\i(hng that hour
could be made interesting. That seems to
be precisely what happened.
Show Boat not only takes over the
ready-made audience thai lee have preparcd jor il. hut il h<is ils oum unique
adherents x.'ho jwhaps [^refer the Show
Boat. 'I'lius il mi<ihl hr </»(/.■ (d'vinus that
in reality lee do Slmw Boat a ser'c'iee by
handin;/ o-eer to llieiii some of our oieu
jellocC-radio-lisleners,
:Ji,< otherwise
not even be home to listen
al all. And.ini,,liloj
It takes more than "just a salve" to draw course, it was (juile loi/ieal reasouiiui on
it out. It takes a "counter-irritant" ! And
that's ing,whatwarming,
goodpenetrating
old Musterole
— sooth-in the part oj a smart ad7-erlisin(i at/eiiey to
and ishelpful
theorizelie that
people'sintospan
drawing out local congestion and pain when mil/ht
lenijtheiied
even ojthreeattention
hours
rubbed on the sore, aching spots.
and
theirjore,
a
very
fine
show
Muscular lumbago, soreness and stiffness to follow the Show I'.nat hour. is prepared
generally yield promptly to this treatment,
and with continued application, blessed
That fine show, the Kraft Music Hall,
relief usually follows.
not only secures a goodly portion of our
Even better results than the old-fashioned adherents
also those who have been
mustard plaster. Used by millions for 25 listening tobutShow
Boat as well. Small
years. Recommended by many doctors and wonder
that
Bing
has a fine and large
nurses. All druggists. In three strengths:
audience
and
deservedly
so. As I perRegularStrong,
Strength,
Children's (mild), and
Extra
40»! each.
sonally enjoy the Kraft hour, not only
because it contains my favorite singer but
because I have always enjoyed Bob Burns
since
him — I think
obviousI first
that knew
the gentlemen
who it'sputquiteon
the show are remarkably clever — as witness
the sparkling lines and superb choice of
artists.

Wi+h that endearing dimple, that enchanting smile,
gloriously she brings to life
a Heidi you'll adore. Her
every gesture will charm you
. . . her every tear will stir
you ... as she steals the
heart of that cranky, cussed,
cantankerous Grandfather,
Jean Hersholt ... a Jean
Hersholt so grandly human
you can't help but love him,
too!
Don't miss the complete
story of Shirley Temple's
latest triumph— Heidi — in
the November issue of

SCREEN
ROMANCES

NOW

ON

SALE

RADIO STARS
I have often been asked why the
schmaun's Vcast Hour was originally
icicastI must
on take
Thursday
I'm
:ui
the bowevenings.
or the kickle-pants for that particular schedule,
cii we began broadcasting the Flcisclin's Vcast Hour in October. 1929, it
generally conceded that Thursday,
lay and Saturday nights were the best
ling nights, with the emphasis on
isday and Friday. Saturday was con.■\-d good, Sunday poor (it really was.
All) and Monday, Tuesday .md Wedncs, ly, just fair.
-•'was under contract to Paramount
!ix Theatres at that time, a contract
necessitated my appeariny, for months
,! time, day in and day out, at cither
Xeii' York or Brooklyn Paramount
aires, doing as many as jive and some's six shoivs a day. The sponsors of
broadcast desired an hour zi'hen ivc
':! attract children and adults nho
'\t zvish to retire early. Anything before
li'ould have been too early, especially
it -would reach the [Vest Coast at a
bad time and not a particularly good hour
■II the East. Our third theatre shoic
rrally ii'£nt on at 7:00 or a little before
being, usually, forty to fifty minutes
ngth, we generally finished the third
> at the Paramount at appro.vimatcly
o'clockas my
seemed
theTherefore,
best choiceeight
of hour,
next tostagebe
show was scheduled for approximately
9:20 and would not see me off until 10:10.
Friday morning, a new Paramount unit
arrived at the theatre, necessitating a very
early
at sixrehearsal
o'clock
in the rehearsal,
morning. Asometimes
long morning
and the hectic anxiety attendant on a first
show in the theatre made Friday a bad
day
to add andto the
day's hours Saturday
a long radio
rehearsal
performance.
was
generally our biggest day at the theatre,
with usually six and often seven shows.
So with the schedule being constantly rear anged as a result of crowds standing
in line and the first show beginning quite
a bit before noon, Saturday was an equally
bad day for the broadcast.
Therefore, Thursday seemed the most
logical day
sensible
hour.andAnd8:00thus,o'clock
becausethe ofmostthe
whims of theatrical audiences and producers and the capricious likes and dislikes
of radio listeners, ichat is generally known
as "Cookie's Xight Out" became the night
ofand thecontinues
originaltoFleischmann's
YeastGelatine
Hour
be for the Royal
Hour.
A recommendation before closing — a
most eloquent, thorough and helpful book
for singers — Pierre Keyes' This Business
Of Singing. As one who believes in singhighly.ing naturally, I can't commend it too
Remember, now, that youVe going to
write
you're interested,
device me,for ifmeasuring
musical about
talent. theIt
might very easily save you time and money.
As Variety 'would say — your correspondent is shuttering — closing do'wn for
another month.

FREED
Woman's place was in the home!
Not manythinkableyears
ago, would
it was ever
unthat women
compete with men in business, in
sport, in art! The ortieals ot her sex
made it apparently impossible.
Yet today, woman is treed. Everywhere, inevery field, she competes on
anewbasis
lite. ot strict equality. Her's is a
-And the greatest contribution, perhaps, to this newin t'reedoiii,
was one
woman's
She dared courage
to say thatdefying
women tradition.
were not
meant to suff er. She liared to claim
that no wite or mother must spend
one-quarter ot her lite wracked with
pain. She
dared to assert
the
ordeal
ot motherhood
could bethateased.
We know now that L.ydia Pinkham
was right. .And it is doubttul whether,
throughout the entire world, any single aid to woman has won more eager
gratitude than Lydia Pinkham's
\ egetable
We have Compound.*
received more than a million letters blessing Lydia Pinkham

for enabling the writers to go "smiling
through" the ordeals of a woman's life.
Therificbitter
achesnervous
and pains,
termental and
strainthe that
so many women undergo, are often
needless. As wife, mother, daughter,
you owe it to those about you to test
whether Lydia
Compound
will Pinkham's
not help you,\'egetable
also, to
gobottle
"smiling
through."
'^Vhy
not
today from your druggist?get a
* For three generations one woman
has told another how to go "smiling
through"
with Lydia F.It Pinkham's
Vegetable
ture tone upCompound.
the s\ stem, rh^l^helpslessenX.aing the discomtorts
on.il disorders) which must tunct
be endured,
especially during
The Three Ordeals
of Woman
/. hood.
Passin%from girlhood into xi nmanJ. Preparing/or Motherhood.
J. .ipproaching "Middle .4ge."

One woman tells another how to go "Smiling Through"" wit
e^^^i/ea (3Vegetable Compound
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PORTRAIT

OF

A PIONEER
(Coiitiniird from page 23)

.XQUISITELY cared-for nails are important to fastidious grooming . . . HENCO
Noil Files are a reliable aid in the daily
manicure . . . Keep a HENCO triple-cut
Professional File on your dressing table,
and carry a HENCO File (in sheath) in
your pocket or purse . . . Inexpensive, yet
^ finely made . . . Really a joy
THE
HENKELCLAUSS
CO.,
FREMONT,
OHIO
for SO Years
Ask tor HENCO Tweezers and Nail Files (lOe) .
Manicure Scissors '20c) ... at drug and 5 & 10c stores
MEND
THINGS

SEND COUPON
FORi<LIPSTICKS
AND REJUVIA „
MASCARA CREAM g||
It's our treat! Let u
you 3 full trial sizes of the'
famous FLAME-GL"©!
Triple
TREE . Indelible
. . each in aLipsticks
different fascinating shade
so you can discover the color most becoming
towe you.willToalsointroduce
send youour anewest
tube achievement,
of REJUVIA
Mascara
Cream,
with
brush.
It's Guaranteed
Waterproof
Harmles ! Just sendand 10cSmear-proof;
in stamps toperfectly
cover mailing
costs. For bpautv's sake, send coupon TODAY!

siiciation witli the Cities Serlirogranis
a concertfor series
new liiijh— standard
radio
icli she starred for six vears.
I'aluiol,
un
Many h ■e■ asked
Hour. \vh
left th:
Cities Sei
It wasn
— to turn
lier liack iin alleasyshething
had tosodo splendidly
huilt up through those six years. And the
network protested. The sponsors protested. Friends argued. Fans were alarmed.
But the piiineer must be ruthless.
Ruthless with all the dear, familiar
ties that form impalpable and cherished
bunds. Ruthless, most of all, with herself.
It was necessary now, she saw, to find
expression for richer gifts within herself,
to evolve new formulae for worthier
radio fare, to reach a wider audience.
So, holding the vision high, Jessica
made the change, never faltering, despite
much unfavorable publicity and misrepresentation of her motives and plans.
Now, for the first time, Jessica reveals
those motives.
"There were several reasons for making
the change," she explains. "For one thing,
this new program reaches sixty-eight stations— almost twice as many as the other
did. Now listeners from coast to coast
may hear me, where before the program
reached only Eastern and Mid-Western
listeners, l-jithusiastic letters, pouring in
from the
Coast,"the shechange
added,on "have
more
thanWest
justified
that
score.
"Another reason for the change was
that many fans had asked me for a pro.^rani in vvliich I would have dialog —
lines to speak — as well as songs to sing.
That wasn't
on the other
,i;rani.
So, forpossible
the Pahnolive
show, pro-we
planned these miniature operettas.
"W'hen the present contract was being
negotiated,"
saul Jessica,
arranged
that
we shiiuld
iiresent "it
an was
operetta
one
week and a cimcert program the next
week — wliicli seemed very desiralile, giving a chance for different forms of music.
I!ut that arrangement was not carrie<l on:.
The immediate success of the operettas
marie the sjionsors decide to keep to them
every week.
"That is a great disappointment to me!"
Her eyes Hash. "People say: 'Oh, Jessica
always ,!.;ets everything she wants!' But I
haven't yet got what I wanted — what I
e\l)ect,<l to h.ave — in this series.
ist
aticliterafield.
I've
given
my
liie
to
llic
study
know listeners want to hear it—ofandit. II
want to give it to them.
"If we could increase the program to
an liour. insi.-ad <A the half hour, we
could pre-.ent ,in operetta in the first half
hour, and then <levote the second half hour
to concert music.

I UNTIL
ALMOST I STARVED
FOUND
TUMS.NOWl EAT,
INGS I LIKE
D FEEL FINE .
THEY SURE FIX
MYlON.TOO.
ACID TUINDIGEST-'
I ALWAYS
CARRY
MS AND
NEVER SUFFER
RELIEVES ACID INDIGESTION
UNBELIEVABLY FAST
YES,
TUMS,
brings
amazingasourremarkable,
quick relief new
fromdiscovery
indigestion,burning
heartburn,
constant
caused bystomach,
excess acid.gas,ForandTUMS
work ablyonfasttheto true
basic
principle.
Act
unbelievneutralize excess acid conditions.
Acid pains are relieved almost at once. TUMS
containante d tnoocontain
laxatives;
harmful
drugs. TUMS
Guarno soda.noOver
1 billion
already
used—
proving
their
amazing
benefit.
Try TUMS today. Only 10c for 12 TUMS at
all druggists.
relief.today,
Chewor like
candy
mints. Most
Get a economical
handy 10c roll
the
three roll
economy
tainer for only
25c. package with metal con-

PICK UP STICKS /:
Get
going with the crowd! Play
Exciting*^
this
lascinaling new game that V
thrilling millions of parties, clu^
meetings, gatherings
of every
It's a .national
sensation,
init onhalfkind.
. . hove
oodles of (un'/oufor can
hojrs.leornTryfriends
your.a .minute
.family
and gel. . . your
your
^
seteverywhere.S5c,50e,$1.
today. Toy counters
OVi ^'^ ."VX
MonufacJured by
Philadelphia, Pa.
VivOA^a'^" INCORPORATED
KILL THE HAIRROOT
growitiKhappiness,
aeali freedom of mln
will bring
ndef greater
success.
Backed world.
bydellKhtful
35 Send
years rf<l
uccessful
useTODAY
all. over„
n'How
stamps
for theIllustrated
Booklet ij
to Remove Superfluous
Hair Forever.'
36N.
Providence.
i opporttinitiee. Prepare R.toI <
me.sufficient.
Eaay plan.common
needed,
school
SendNo forprevloaa
fre«
3601 MIchiean Ava. Chicaco. 10.
\ MAKE $25-$35 A WEEI
Kasv tuitionOF payments.
CHICAGO
SCHOOL
NURSING WriteIII. D
2311.free100booklet
East
Ohio
^cn^l
and 32Street.
sample Chicago,
lesson pages.

Ierehopehavethey'll
" She smiled.
been dooverit ...
ten thousand
peti- to increase the program to an hour !
the ideaTheyhasn't
estas theyetsponsors.
arc soseemed
reluctantto
liange
1"
. Jessica Dragonette, pioneer, rence to change is almost high treason!
to every true adventurer, change is
friend and counselor. When the idea
•ndensing operettas to the limitations
I half -hour program was first sug(1,their
'"they"verysaidreluctance
it couldn'ttobechange
done.
ICS to the practicality of her vision.
Dragonette's
broad; igJessica
years everything
was early
experimental.
, ic studio," she says, "resembled a
c 'nibination laboratory and sweat-shop,
where we all slaved together. Often it
was like a madhouse! There were no studio audiences then, of course — just two
small rooms where we worked. Quite
ilifferent from the modern theatre where
weThrough
liroadcastthe today."
rush and clamor of those
early
studio
sessions.
instinct
lor inner
quiether.and She
her Jessica's
unshakable
pursteadied
learned a new
ctta each week. Daily she committed
emory one or two new songs. (She
r uses a score, or any memorandum,
■.J she
She studied
pertone sings.)
and diction.
Style and
presented
I problem, since then, as now, simplicity
I \va; iier keynote.
Then, as now, Jessica Dragonette was
just a singer, "putting over" a song,
'lad perfecting
a definite part,
onlyprograms,
in shap^ and
those notearly
lit in shaping and perfecting the de.eiopment of broadcasting itself.
.As an instance of this: One day Mr.
McClelland,
the "father"
■I the NBC later
chainto— become
there were
no netthen — saw her sitting in the hall
le the studio, studying a score. Hours
1 and, going in and out of his office,
served the small figure, still lost in
ntration.
\.hoAnd,
is she?"
askedhe someone,
being hetold,
asked herpres-to
into his office and talk to him. It
lie beginning of a long friendship, and
McClelland, recognizing the young
prob_ i-N^ r'saskedardenther interest
to sit inin radio
at official
neetings, at which various such probems were threshed out, and production
ormulae were evolved. She had, they say,
Iways something definite to contribute,
Doking always toward the future, fighting
toutly for what she believed in, protesting
s stoutly against what seemed shortighted policy.
In those early years Jessica "did everyling" onpresenting
the air. Shakespeare
She was theon first
uggest
the airto
nd broadcast on some of her programs
lort scenes from some of the Bard's
lays, and some of the lovely songs. But
ot till this past year did radio really
Itch
up withversions
Jessica's ofvision
presenting
3ur-length
the ofShakespeare
^ lays.
wj "I'd like to do some Shakespeare now,"
:il le says eagerly. "If they'll -give me a full
3ur program, I can do it!"
> Jessica has been associated with many
Srsts" in radio. It was she who first
jitrcduced Robert L. (Believe-It-Or-
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wardrobe

are

decorations
gay

Step out this fall and be a
glamour
easy with
Tintex! girl.
The It's
live,so gorgeous
Tintex colors will double your
own charm and put radiant
personality into your home.
These magic tints and dyes
are the quick, thrifty way to
give fashion's newest fall

^
l.a

with

and
COLOR

colors to all your faded curtains, draperies, bedspreads,
slip-covers, table linens; and
dresses, sweaters, kerchiefs,
gloves,
lingerie. Perfect results— always!
Buy Tintex today. Ask your
dealer to show you the Tintex
Color Card.

Tinte
TlijTS AND
45 brilliant, long-lasting
colors. At all drug, notion
and toilet goods counters.
PARK & TILFORD

, , Distr'ihutors
COLOR-MAGIC FOR

EVERY

FABRIC
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EXPENSIVE

X-Ray
of baby's
footwouldn't
in expensive
shoe which
mother
throw
away.
will foot
go through
withBabytwisted
bones. life
The worst
is an they
outprrown
shoe.
Babiesenemy
outgrowof baby's
shoes longfootbefore
wear
them siveout.shoes Four
make outbabyof fivewearmothers
them who
long buyafterexpenthey
are
tooinexpensive
short and Weeso RUIN
baby's
preciousto feet.
Buy
Walkers
and
change
ones often. They have every prart ical feature new
you
find
in the
most proportioned.
e.xpensive shoes.
Full-sized,
roomy,
correctly
Exclusive
Wee
Walkerdom. live-model
lasts
give
real
barefoot
freepliable made
leathers—
styles.
BecauseturersSoft,ofthey
by thegood-looking
largest
infantareshoes
exclusively,
andmanufac-^
are
in
stores
n;tl,
r.
ry
low
sell,„„
/^am?^
cost the price to you is very low. Look ip^J^ 5
for
themof thein thefollowing
Infants'stores;
Wear Depart- "^^Awiiment
W.H. L.T. Green
Grant Co.,Co.Inc.S. S.F &Kresge
Co.Stores,J. J.IsaacNewberry
W
Grand
SilverStores
andCo.
Metropolitan
ChainSears,
Stores,Roebuck
Inc.) McLellan
G.Bros.,R. Kinney
Co.,
Inc.
Charles
Stores
Schulte- United Stores Lincoln Stores, Inc.

ENT
ENLA
'FRF
' customers,
» Fi" Just
to will
getRGEM
acquainted
with
new
beautifully
enlarge one snapshotwenegative
(film) to 8x10
inches—
FREE—
if
you
enclose
this
ad
with
10c
for
return
mailing.
Information
on hand tinting in natural colors sent
immediately. Your negative will be reit today.turned with your free enlargement. Send
cnT CTiininc Des Dept.
Moines.43
This FREE book
shows you how to
GET RID OF
HAIR on FACE
Legs, Arms, or Body— FOREVER!
Now,you incantheridprivacy
of your
own home,
yourself
of embarrassing
hair
and
know
that
it
is
gone
permanently.
No regrowth.
no chemicals,
no tweezin.^?,
friction.
Formerly
only within
reach of theno
wealthy . . . NOW available to you at low
cost. This harmless method is the only permanentitmethodat approved
by medical opinour Mail
expense!
risht ion,to Te.stRomance!
couponClaim
todayyour
for
FREE book and details of 30-day FREE trial.
BEAUTIDERM CO., Dept. 1711. 1451 Broadway, N. Y.
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Noti Ripley ti) tlic air. .She ^ant; on the
first (;,■'.' ■ -1/ M,'li>rs pr. iiirani .•md <iii the
fir^t inteniatinnal lirMailca^t. Wlirn liyrd
was
tlie .Smuhtd ruK'.
first atbrnailcast
liiin She saiit;
was enin tlic
the
first ol iln cxiHTiment.al teic\aMnii hruadeasts. a iii-i\ aU' ilriiii ratn ui, at w hich
fiiniKT inavr
.Iminix
\\all<i.-r
the
h.iimred
s^ue-t. .\n<l
the hsi
i- stillwasloiiser.
She also. i)':rhai),>, was tlic lirst to be
chidedair! for a bit of inipronii)tu niiniicrv on
tlie
nia\- not know it. hut [essica is an
accom|>li'-lied mimic. ( )iic dav, alter hcar— and just a wee hit irumlit v— French
siai^s. lessica w.is iiis])ire<l to do an
mutation ot lier. 1 he son<> was Da 1 1
We were a bit on the prim side, in
those days. F.etters poured in, protesting
in Af/aiii
shocked
!'' amazement. "Slu- is cornt I^I'dkj
the youth
of our ualio\i!" one iiKlisnant
writer
exclaimed.
.And
the
forthwith
"sat upon"inJessica! .So. Hoard
for once,
the pioneering
stinct was s(|uelched !
Wiiat is Jessica Dragonette like, reallv :
Many ask that question.
But it'sIn a e\ery
(|uesti<in
not tlnre
too easy
answer.
person
are toa
thousand personalities. Little by little, as
one of them emerges <loniinant, the others
are sul)inerged. .\nd \et. at any time,
chance and change may call up one of the
hidden lu rsonalities, to surprise even the
There are those who know Jessica as
an enchanting companion — one with a gay
sense of humor, a keen c|uip, an eager
zest forfortheexample,
moment's
Jessica,
who pleasure.
celebrate<l The
the
New Year riding up Fifth Avenue with
the young
Jimmy'sit
prized
I'MOJames
White A'leltons,
— laughingin when
broke
down
in
front
of
St.
Patrick's
Cathedral and, to the annoyance of the
trafific cop, refused to budge.
To those associate<l with her on iier
programs, she is Jessica, steadfast, sincere,
a good worker, a good fighter, a good
friend. Some, in various parts of the land,
kiKiw her as an unseen but loyal friend,
witli a sympathetic heart .mfl a ready
hand to help. Otliers, close to her through
the years, see her as one with an allahsorhing interest in her work, with a
passion for ])erfection th.at drives her vplemlesslx.
To lliesc, who casually combine life and
love and laughter, career an<i home-keeping, music and motherhood, she scimus a
httle toosaintmuchon the
"angel offarsong,
' the
lonely
a i)edestal,
removed
from dear human contacts that shape a
rf)iin<led life. ".Slie just lurs for that prowithToa these
faintsheedge
impatiiiuegram!"insaidherone,voice.
seemsof
to be spen<ling years that might be rich
with romance in work that some day vvil!
leave lier desolate and alone.
Ihtt
Surely,arc oftheyall r'uilil?
peiq)le in the w'orUl, flie
pioneer has the fullest life, the most richly
rewarding exiieriences. It is certain that
Jessica Dragonclle knows no lack, nurses
no frustrated longings. Only weaklings
suffer so — and, far from being a weakling,
Jessica is strong, vital, dynamic.
Nor is it merely her career that she
serves. It would be more true to sav it

Babies..
WANT OLIVE OIL IN OUR BABY POWDER.'

TO keeptect hisyour
babyyoung
happy.skin,Mother,
to powprotenderwith
no other
der compares
Z.oliveB.T.—
the
only
babyoil
powder
made
with
oil.
The
olive
makes Z. B.T. more soothing, more effective in plains
preventing
chafing.
The olivewhyoilitex-is
why Z. B.T.free
clingsfrom
longer,
moisture-resistant,
caking. Approvkeeping
ed byleading
by Good HouseBureau andhospitals,
by your baby.
For FREE SAAAPLE
postcardStreet,
to Z, New
B.T., York
Dept. City
K-8,
80sendVarick

BANISH DANCER of LOOSE WIRES
JUSTRITE
PUSH CLIPS
Keep andlamp,neatradio,— offtelephone
'W SAFE
the floor with
JUSTRITE
PUSH-CLIPS.
colors
lamp
cords or QualwoodIn
work.
Insistto matchon famous
Justrite
ity Push-Clips — set of 8 for 10c

ALEPRICES/
CATALOG- FREE
\K Nearly
200Ranges,
StylesPRICES.
and
SizesEasyatof
Heaters,FACTORY
Furnaces
Terms-aslittle
asthis/2codojr.
Write
today
for
CATALOG. New FREE
styles,
features, new colors.
30 days Furnace
freeTtietrial—
24-hour
shipments.
Kalanrtazoo
Stove&
Company,
40S RochesterMichisan.
Avenue,
Kalnmazoo,
1,200,000
II Over
Satisfied
Users AKalamazQQ
I 37WriteYearsfar FRKK
in Business
Catalog w^,-;.-.'? Direct to You'
Good For Kidne)
and Bladder
Weakness
LOOK AND FEEL YOUNGEl
All overwhoAmerica
women
want tomencleanat
kidneys
of
waste
irritating
andmatter
poisoiai
and
lead life
aacids
longer,
healthic
happier
are
turnin>r
GOLD MEDAL Haarlem C
Capsules.
So now you know the way
help
about andmore stopheal tl
kidneybringractivity
tin(r
up oftenbladder—
at nightdiHi.< M ti
symptoms
are
backache,
irritated
ornesssmarting
passage—
and shifting
pains.puffiness under eyes — ner\ f
This harmless yet effective medicine brings resul
—you'll
in a fewHaarlem
days. SoOilwhyCapsules
not gett
3l>(
boxtheoffeel
GOLDbetterMEDAL
day—
original
and
genuine—
right
from
m Holland
Don't accept a counterfeit — Ask Haarlt
for a
get
GOLD —MEDAL.
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is life. It is licauty, art, luimanity, music,
higii;-lie
adventure
—radio
and ...
to itIt sheis iicr
givesheart's
all that
ha^ to
i;ive. Life, as she shapes it, is rich, full,
>atistVing. Its rewards only the true
pioneer understands.
Obviously,
^ line
day it love
will coukln't
have it> pass
placeherin hytiie!
ittern of her life. With Ikt rare (pialities
t heart and mind, she is lovely to know,
lovely to look upon. .Small — live fcct-two
and weighing a luinrlred pounds — she is
dainty as a porcelam lisnrine. In her dress,
she has a gitt tor stvle an\ WMman nnght
envy
it had— thebeenahilitv
createdto wear
hv an.-onietlinm
artist lorasherif
alone — as it mav have been. Or. she niav
have achieved it herselt m an odd lialf
hour.
Her hairface.is aHergolden
trainmn-in
her sensitive
voice,halo,whether
speech or song, is a jewelled loveliness.
She likes to dance and swim and ride
horseback. She loves flowers and proudly
raises them in her penthouse garden.
All of which forms merely a lightly
^ketched background for ciur portrait of a
I'ioneer. The real Jessica Dragonette is
measured not only by the long list of her
sterling achievements, but by her plans
and dreams of further fields of fine accomplishment. For the pioneer, there always are new horizons.
Siie looks ahead toward a projected
ries of concert recitals. It had been her
■ in■therto year.
put offBut,consideration
of that
for
urged on by
friendly
Ivisers, as well as by many of her radio
iidience, she may undertake it sooner than
.-he had foreseen.
And there is the question of movie work,
■'roducers
consider
acts — and aresheurging
feels her
that tothat,
too, conis a
iep to be taken presently.
got all
she wantsfor.yet.StillThere
illSheis hasn't
something
to struggle
she
list "follow the gleam" that has made
iier
one
of
radio's
pioneers,
one
of
most beloved and most outstanding stars.its
.\nd that itgleam
wherever
leads. she will always follows
For Jessica Dragonette, adventure will
ilways light its stars. .And she will Connie to pioneer up bright new paths of
luty and fulfillment.
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FAMOUS N. Y. MODEL TELLS
HER SECRET OF POPULARITY

AFTER— "I'm only starting to
realize the wonderful change
Marchand's made in restoring
my hair to its natural shade."

"I y/asolder.
born blonde,"
Miss H.vacation,
C. "but myoverexposure
hair gradually
darkened
as I
grew
Then, onesayssummer
to sun
and water
caused my hair to become lighter in streaks. In desperation, I went to a
famous beauty specialist for advice and he recommended that I use
Marchand's Golden Hair Wash— to restore my hair to its original, natural
sunny, golden shade. Now I'm more popular than ever and everyone
admires my hair."
Thousandsto restore
of otherandsmart,
popular
regularly—
retainsuccessful,
the glorious
lighterwomen
shadesuseof Marchand's
hair everyone admires. Marchand's is guaranteed safe — always gives perfect results
and
is
easy
to
use.
Marchand's
Golden
Hair
Wash
will
lighten
any color
hair to any attractive shade desired.
All good druggists carry and recommend Marchand's. Gel a bottle
today
— andarmtreat
beauty. P.S.
Fastidious
women Stainless.
use Marchand's
to make
and yourself
leg hair toinvisible.
Colorless.
Odorless.
Cannot
leave stubble. Complete directions with every bottle. For perfect results
always use Marchand's Castile Shampoo.

ND'S
MARCHA
GOLDEN
HAIR
WASH
The professional hoanty serrets of ROBERT of FIFTH AVENUE.
Make-lip charts, fasliion and color hints. Hair styles. Beauty
analysis charts. A copy FREE to you. Ju.'-t send in coupon below.
Ch.\rles Marchand Co., 521 W. 23rd St., New York City
Pleasefor send
me a FREE copy of "Help Yourself to Beauty." I enclose
3^Sirs:stamp
postage.
NAME
ADDRESS..

FREE

Now that the football season I
here, the voice of Ted Husing wi
be heard more often on the air.

CITY
STATE
"-37
FREE — Send in this coupon today — for valuable Beauty Guide — FREE
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Only ENDURA
HAS BEEN PROVEN
( MORE THAN
200,000 Women

PERMANENT WAVE YOUR
HAIR YOURSELF AT HOME
ENDURA GIVES YOU TEN
WINSOME CURLS FOR 25c
Endura permanent waves those unruly end and side
curls
and makes your
present
last twice
asso long.
is so machines,
easy to permanent
use,heatso orinexpensive,
certain.Endura
Without
electricity
you can permanent wave your unruly curls at
home
you More
work orthanread200,000
or even women
sleep; it'shaveno
troublewhileat all.
changed to this modern way to lovely, lasting waves.
A COMPLETE PERMANENT $1.00
The
you home
50 curlers.
Everyfor gives
complete
permanent.
thi, iglarge-size
yo edEndura
Endura is featured at drug, department and 5 and
10c
dealer ENDURA
cannot supply
you, ask
him stores.
to orderIf your
it . . .THE
CORPORATION,
HOLLYWOOD,
CALIFORNIA.

mounting
Snapshot*, Card«,
StAinpt,tore&luseetc.thingforNoformounting
paste
nettled.
easy
prmts tiglN<
Sold atorphoto
inters
send \0(supplytodayand(oralbum
pkg.
WHEN YOUR INTESTINES
"GO
ON STRIKE"
YOU SHOULD
ACT AT ONCE
Temporary
Constipation
and Headaches thisor
other
Uisordens
whichbe often
condition can usually
quicklyacoompany
and pleasantly
relieved by using
STUART'S LAXATIVE
COMPOUND
TABLETS.
Thesetivelytablets
made to prentlylower
but Inteseffecthearemovement
tine, whenpromoteit fails
to act ofof itsthe own
accord.
STUART'S
LAXATIVE
COMPOUNDforminK.
TABare harmless
and
They areLETSProve
easy
to take.
They non-habit
leave and
no badefficient
after
effects.
by
test
how
Kentle
a packaKe
Orthey ifare.youliuyprefer,
a today at your drugKist.
SAMPLE
be sent onyouFREE
request.
yoursendnameto
ndIII. A.address
a onpenny
post Write
card andBox
STUART
COMPANY,
111,
larshall, Michigan.
STUART'S
LAXATIVE COMPOUND

BEAUTY ADVICE
(Coiitiiuicd from page 10)
tragrant powder stirred into the water
soften il;e water. Mi.\ the powder with
plain water to the consi.stency of a lotion
and allow the lotion to remain on your
face for a few minutes; rinse with warm
water,
then Tocoldmake
— therethisyouoatmeal
have afacial
facial;i
treatment.
hlackhcad and pore treatment, you should
first steam the face and neck, then apply
thi.^ facial,
withonlukewarm wiiter.mixed
.Mlowto ita topaste
remain
for
twenty minutes. Finish this pack treatment,
as you do tlie facial, by rinsing first with
warm water and then with cold.
Do you feel so fresh, now, that you
want to keep right on going? Want to
get some practical pointers on how to be
well-groomed and poised every hour of
the day? Then here is Florence George
to demonstrate how really simple it is
to accomplish.
Florence George is with Lanny Ross on
the Packard Hour. You can hear her every
Tuesday over the A' DC-Red network. You
can see her in these pictures — and she is
always that lovely.
Don't look down your nose and mutter
"liuiniiiph!"
Florence
bit smug
herself.
In fact,
she isn't
tells ayou
how toaboutbe
well-groomed at all times — painlessly, and
with no strain on the pocketbook. Florence
achieved the distinction of being selectee!
one of the three most beautiful co-eds at
Wittenberg College — all on the average
allowance
which,was youdescribed
know,
isschool-girl's
infinitesimal.
Later she
by Milton Stiefel, former coach of
Katharine Hepburn, as "pictorially and
vocally
M-G-M. perfect," and she was optioned by
Fifteenan minutes'
beauty !routine
todaysaveis
worth
hour tomorrow
And will
you not only time but heartaches, for all
your tomorrows will be beautiful ones if
you take care of today ! Get in the habit
ofwrinkles
planningdisappearing
a day ahead
find
and and
a newyou'll
pleasure
in your own appearance taking their place.
Just as regularly ;is the sun goes down,
you should prep.irc your pocketbook with
tomorrow's cn.>-nicties. You should have
\inii- th'i ^sin- iahle iirriinged conveniently,
so lliat lowed
I liewithout
iiioniiiig's
be fold hitchroutine
— no can
scrambling
iiidund ill (luttei'e<l drawers for the
foundation iirei>;ir;ilion, then deciding to go
without it ! .\ (|uii k inventory should be
made of all cosmetics, so short supplies
can he replenished.
How can you he faultlessly groomed at
all
times, ifiit you
have theGeorge
necessary
e<jsmeti(s
hand?don'tFlorence
has
solved I'lis ]irnl)li_'m and you can follow
her s> sk ill, too. .SIk- always keeps make-up
esseiiliiiK in a tiihle drawer in the foyer of
her home. Riivages of wind and weather
can then lie repiiired before meeting anyone I This is ;i gr;ind idea and one your
guests will he (juiek to appreciate, too.
Really, make-up kits should be convenient
to evi ry phice wliere you s])en(l much of
yjiir lime— he it the office, kitchen or car.
If your time is divided among all of

^^^GRIFFIN
BLACK DYE
Time to dye your white and colored
shoes with GRIFFIN BLACK DYE ... a new
formula that guarantees a jet hlack
finish which will not wear off. Easy to
use . . . non-poisonous . . . leaves no odor.
Gives you a new pair of shoes at practically no cost. For
sale at 5 and 10 cent
stores and shoe reoair shops.
lOc BOnLE
GRIFFIN MFG. CO.JNC.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Hair
OFFJi
I once had ogly hair on my face and
aged. Tried depilatories, waxes, liquids
i a i even razors.
was satisfactory. method.
Then I discovered asimple,Nothing
painless,
worked I Thousands
have won inexpensive
beauty, love, happiness' It
with
thesecret.
My
FREE
Book,
"How
to
Superfluous Hair," explain^i the method andOvercome
proves
Box 4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 4i>l Chicago.
SENSATIONAU
Say
ManyNowDebutantes
N AC
Pronounced
KNACK
The
Sensational
Volatized
Sulphur New
and
Vitamin
"F"Powder
SkiuClearingandPrescription
Treatment,
Cream
I
I Quickly

Clears .I
I
the Skin
Kcrma that ,enter
skin fromthe!^i
I^
.^vfli^Hl^l^lHi
byaoddeetroFine
bjrthe promotinir
I
I
•NAOUse Has
thedelay.
KnackGet ofyour
Quickly Clearinc
at Nlght~^^Ns|'^
PuraeSizeaSOo
atlOoStorea
tSkin."
&' Satis-the
fDon't
action isGuaranteed
or MoneyN ACBack.today.
SEND
FOR
FREE
SAMPLE
For a free(□Hachelle
sample of□Natural)
XAC Prescripti
Powder
%vritcI
MAC,
Dept.11 WInnetfca.

RADIO STARS
iIknc places, then have a kit in each one,
1- well as in your dressing-table.
Are you gasping at this suggestion?
W'cU.
it's not
bad for
as first
lice relax,
would forindicate
— notas bad
the
kctbook, or the appearance, and it is
I ; lainly a lot of fun. Perfectly marvelous
make-up kits are available at cosmetic
counters. Kits with price ranges from
inexpensive to the exorbitant. .Sonicwliere
inwant,the orscale
you will I'md juvt
w own
li.it you
kit.
Where
canyouyovmayhavea^.^cnlllIc
the fun \(iinof assembling
aIn \ the
cry chain
iiic\i)eiisi\e
kit
for
.\-our
very
own?
.stores! You can browse along
one tremendous counter and, in a few
minutes, have everything you need. (I say
a few minutes, but you'll enjoy this shoppins trip so much you'll probably linger
I'orYouhourswill!) find every type of cosmetic,
nationally known cosmetics, too, in small
sizes and large sizes in the chain stores.
1 suggest you take a list with you when
you go to assemble your kits, then you
won't
by the
tilings beyou sosee,overwhelmed
that essentials
are many
overlooked. Determine the number of kits you
need and what each should contain — then
begin your shopping orgy !
will w-antYoubeauty
holdFirst,
youryoucosmetics.
shouldboxes
have toa
box for each set of cosmetics. You can
make this box, yourself, from a candy
box, or any other odd box, or you may
Ijurchase a box. Perfectly grand boxes
with mirrors in the cover may be had.
While you are collecting these beauty
boxes, do make or purchase a zipper

waterproof kit to hold the cosmetics m docs wonders in the way of cleansing and
yourTherepocketbook.
the skin.andIt ai^ tliMrwUuli
tli.at ' iniracle'—
quick cleanser
one at
are certain essential beauty aids asoftening
same lime. Tlii^ triple-w liip cre.ani
each beauty box and w-aterproof kit should the
really
doe^
MjnietliinL;
almut
b.inislung
contain,
I'll itemizecream
them orfor lotion,
you here.
First is soa cleansing
for
the beauty boxes, and tissues for removing. tlie ])rt-niature wrniklr^ .-uid li^e^ that acconqiany a <lry skin, ^^in w dl p.^^bably he
(Y'ou
woulil
find
a
combination
cleaner
and fcnnulation con\enient here.) .Secon<l ,s,, deli-lited with llli^ ci-e;nn th.it you wdl
is a hand lotion, to correct and prevent
rough, red hands. Then nail polish re- as well as diAniaUer'i.ir. L-v yw kit-.
mover, polish and file go into the beauty
'Idle same ni.nni f,ul iirer- nf iln- cf.iiii
boxes, as first-aid treatment tor fingernail have an indelible lipstick ,-niil r-iiiLH'. a
accidents. Third is a conili. (You may silk-sifted face powder, and a h.iiid l-ti-n.
want to tuck in a few liairpins or bobby
of all the>e co^ir.etu ^ i-. imi
pins alongside the comb.) Fourth is your aTheparquality
w-ith the cream! Of course, when
make-up. This should consist of rouge, you are out to beautify yourself, the
external appearance of jars and boxes
powder,
dow and lipstick,
mascara. eyebrow pencil, eye-sha- should not matter, Init I can promise you
that you will find this line of cosmetics so
There you have the requisites to dainti- daintily
appealingly packaged that
ness, whereverwithyouallmaythesebe !beauty
You'llaidsneverto you will and
look frowzy
want the whole line.
command. Of course you can make your
boxes even more elalx:)rate, or add to
Mary
them, from time to time, when you have
RADIO Biddle,
STARS MAGAZINE,
149 Madison Avenue,
a few extra pennies. A small flask of
New
York,
New York.
perfume is a luxury touch ; mouth wash
and deodorant will assure personal daintiI
am
enclosing
a self-addressed,
ness, and a needle and thread, pins, shoe
stamped envelope and would like to
brush and small clothes brush, would leave
know
the
names
of
the facial treatyou
unperturbed in the face of any
ment, cream and cosmetics recomcalamity.
mended
by
Mary
Biddle.
After Florence George fired me with
Name
enthusiasm
"preparedness,"
did a
little scoutingforaround
the cosmetic Icounters
myself and found some things for the
Address
beauty boxes that I am glad to recommend
to you. One discovery, in particular,
City
State
thrilled me. It is a cleansing cream that

No. 3 PKRFUMH l.y nioKt - exotic
breath of the Orient .... weaving its
magic s[3ell througli romantic
25hours.
Your different "selves" demand iot/t tKese exc^uisite {jerfumes. Tk
carefree, Jjlaymatc "You" of daytime wears Park & Tilford Ciardcnia
.... tut nigkt and romance find "You" subtly alluring witK O C C
Oriental No. 3. At leading drug and dcjsartmcnt stores ....
Smart tuckawav size all for lOc in ten-cent stores
PARK
&
PERFUMES

TILFORD
CENTURY

RADIO STARS

"OH
ROMANCE

TO

SWINGTIME
(C~oiifi)uird from /'(/(yr 39)
"A rdiiiaiUic at heart :

WINS

ADORATION
Don'tfa.scinatin^
envy tlieliair.woman
with
Golorinse, the modern rinse,
make.? it so easy to glorify
your liair antl gi\ e it a
vouthful brilliance. L'se
Colorin.se to have hair that
w omen eii\y and men admire. \ou 11 tind your own
correct
.shade atonallthecounters.
N'estle
Color Card,
SO SIMPLE TO USE
After a shampoo, dissolve a
■'-'C of 2 rinses at package
of Colorinse in warm
5 and I o-cent stores. water .ind pour over your hair.
25c for package of Ur\ li,ili,luushit,and'you~llsee
five rinses at drug and asc.irkltin vmir hair that will asdepartment stores. tonishyou.Try Colorinse today.

WOODBURY COLLEQE. DepL 137L, Lot Angeles, Cal. ;
■^nd DesigninK."
me FKKE andyourfullnewparticulars
book, "A Career in Cos- \
lume
course.
My age is of your Lomestudy .1'
Miss—
Mri
Street
I
City
.State |

t'Xtr.inrdiiuiriU iirdiul, ;iri; 'l'oimii>", Jr., ■ u'
'JiiMiiias l-raiuis \).,v^vy. Ill ( hcttrr known
asis si.x
"Skipi)er"),
:inil
and the L;irl
is i.U \enMarie.years'J~he
old, ho\Tlie\- are heinu linumln n]) lui a farm,
to wliieli Tiininix einiiinntes niLilitly after
lie
hnishes ])layin,L;
tlie t'l mmnsmart
idore,New
the
Pennsylvania,
or atwhatever
York dance floor has him under contract
at the moment.
The catfarm
is Dorset's
joy. itLo-is
ed at Bernards
ville, pride
Xew and
Jersey,
twenty-two acres in extent and is well
stocked with cows, cliiekens and horses. A
heautiful ramhlins farmlmuse, over which
Missus I)orse>- presides -raciously, ,t;ives
them
house. all the comforts of a Maniiattan town
Once in a great while Tommy has to
work so late at night and be up so early in
the morning for recordings or for radio
work, that it is necessary for him to
spend the night at a New York hotel. He
just hates to do this. Mostly, winter or
summer, he commutes, no matter what the
weather or what the lime, for he loves
that farm and heinu on it with his family.
No,er. heHis father
wasn't was
hrt)uglU
ui) toteacher,
he a farma music
first
in.Shcnandiiah
Mahanoy and
Plane,Lansford,
Pennsyh'ania,
later in
Pennsylvania,
in the coal mining country. As soon as
Tommy and his brother, Jimmy, were old
enough to distinguish one note from anwere getting
Beforeother,theythey were
in longmusic
pantslessons.
they were
playing in orchestras atid organizing their
own band.
Tommy always hated school. When he
was about twelve, he came home and announced he was through. His father
stormed, his mother pleaded with liim, his
brother Jitnmy gave him a licking. Tommy
went back, under protest, for two more
years. Then lie refused to bother with
booksing any
longer.
job deliverpasteurized
milk Heand,foimd
in hisa spare
hours,
he tinkered with his trombone.
known
as "swing"
\etWhat
becomeis now
popular,
l)ut jazz,
as playedhadn'tby
Paul Whiteman, had all the embryo musicians in its throes. Tommy used to spend
every rcccent
buy Feather
Whiteman
iirdslienfcould
such muster
pieces asto Oh,
)■<)/// Xr.^i. (htculal. Song of India and
/>,',, />7»,-,V.
llr'd the
|il,i\Whiltnian
tluni o\rr temi)o
and over
absorh
and again,
rhythm,to
often playing his own horn right along with
X'ictrola.
he and h.ind,
his brother
inthe their
first When
small-town
it was were
the
Dorsey
brothers'
\(.'rsion
of
the
W'liileman
pieces that the cash customers veiled
for.
It was not many years later that Tommy
and Jimmy wound up with jobs in Paul
Whiteman's
bandleftandto were
considered
to))
men when they
organize
their own
famousa mild
Dorseysensation
Brothers'in Orchestra,
was
the East awhich
few
years ago.

BOY!

NO MORE
WORMS

• Worm your dog safely with tried and
testedforSergeant's
WormtypesMedicines.
kind
the different
of worms,There's
for dif-a
ferent size dogs.
makes over
Sergeant's
safer. For
pups and
dogs That
weighing
10 pounds,
use
Sergeant's Sure
Shot Capsules
to remove
roundworms
and hookworms.
For small
pups
and toy breeds, use Sergeant's Puppy CapstiLEs. worm
For Medicine.
tapeworms,
These useare Sergeant's
products fromTapethe
famous
line petof Sergeant's
Dog Medicines.
Sold
byOur
drugveterinarian
and
stores
everywhere,
free
adviCE.
will answer questions about
yourFreedog's
Writeyourfully.dealer or write for
Dog health.
Book. Ask
your
book on
the carefreeof copy
dogs. ofNewSergeant's
edition famous
now ready.
POLK MILLER PRODUCTS CORPORATION
1982 W Broad Street . Richmond, 'Virginia
WORM MEDICINES
ASK FOR FREE DOG BOOK!

DON'T PARE COIIIIIi

removed
Root*the root
andto come
all
•unless
backParingcorns
bigger,double-action
moreis dangerous—
painfulBlue-jay
thanleaves
ever.
safe stops
with
the
new,
methodPlay that
pain instantly,
by removing
in 3 short
days
the corn
rootpressure,
all then
(exceptionally
stubborn
cases lifts
may outrequire
aandsecond
application).
Blue-Jay is a tiny , medicated plaster. Easy to use— intoday. vis ble.5»!2 for 6. Same price in Canada. Get Blue-Jay
BAUER&
CORN
PLASTERS
BLACK
REMOVE CORNS ROOT AND ALL

RADIO STARS
FOR FLAVOR, FUN AND
MOUTH-FRESH FEELING

Frances Longford, of Hollywood
Hotel, at work on a new song.
When this organization broke up — and
-torythatof shall
that besplitreserved
and resulting
feud
for another
-Jimmy took the nucleus of the group
wentagain.
\\'est and
to starta
!V;>iver
From Tommy
scratch had
— building
> - hand,
new
reputation,
getting
new
rments.
• how well he built is shown by his
rful reputation today on both radio
ance
floor.everywhere.
Dorsey "sweet
is famous
He hasswing"
one
most popular bands in the country,
t of the secret of his success, say
who study musical trends, is his inle swing— his own particular brand.
quite like Dorsey !
-kedelsehim"swings"
about this,
cll,"
he
said,
"it
kind ofyouhard
in words. I canis show
betterto
:.orns, but as near as I can explain
, u is a matter of accenting and unaciitiiig certain sounds.
"W'iiat
the dancer
srciiig
a mechanical
businessfeelswithandthecalls
orchestra,
ou create swing by the grouping of notes
r emphasis. A particular style depends
lioiiunaccented
the phrasing
sounds.or grouping of accented
".*^ome people complain that swing is too
and too raucous. That's when it is
i.d fort/;
or 'barrel-house'
I think,
lyself,
that five
muted brassesstyle.
can whisper
\ing as convincingly as when they open
11.ylc. That's
Then, thewhenway weI handle
do wantit—towhisper
rough
up or put sawdust on its tail, the result
pretty
darned
cfTectivc."
Maybe it is tlie sentimentalist in him.
It Tommy concentrates on old numbers
ither than the brand-new pieces for his
ving
He says,buthowever,
it isn't
matterrepertoire.
of his choice,
the preference
•:pressed by the people who dance to his
iHC. He has a list of eleven favorites,
-liown by requests. Here's the list:
■■■I of India; .Marie; Scntiy.icnlal
l y theme song) ; Star Dust; Night
' 'I'v; Sophisticated Lady; Time on
Hands;
UnderMclanMy
Stop, I've
Look Gotand VoitListen;
Baby; Solitude.
I'"pillar favorites, he finds, are This
''ii'-'s Kisses and Goodnight, My Love.
lieirslatter
from should
now. be really big about two
I Iicy'Il be a part of that "romance to
\Higtime" that he dishes out nightly,
licn the horns warm up and the kids get
It on the dance floor, that same romance
lat burns deeply in his own personal life.

l.OR ALGENE is a
firmer, "chewier"
gum. It gives your
mouth, teeth and
gums
cise. needed exer2* ORALGENE
contains milk of
magnesia (dehydrated). Ithelps to
mouth freshness.
3. ORALGENE
helps keep teeth
clean — and freshlooking throughout
the day. Chew il
after every meal.

Each piece individually wrapped

ORALGENE
pronounced orof gene (moufh health)
A DELICIOUS BEECH-NUT PRODUCT
SOLD WHERE BEECH-NUT GUM IS DISPLAYED
^
BECOME AN EXPERT

MSendoney!No
Given
Latest with
ShapemetalHigh bracelet
Grade
7-Jewel
Movement WRIST WATCH
and
beautifullydesij^nedchromeplatedcase.
missiion.
YourswithforwellSIMPLY
GIVING
AWAY Orbi^jcashcomFREE SALVE
bi^ colored
pictures
known
WHITE
CLOVERINE
used
chaps,FREE)
sores, andetc.,remittiPE
easilv soldperto premium
friends atplan25c
abook.
box for(withburns,picture
()(Writeothertodaypremiums.
42nd
season Wepostare
fair and paid.Choice
square.
for
Salve
and
plcturessent
Wilson Chem. Co., Inc., Dept. 10-Z. Tyrone, Pa.
Be A Radio Expert
Learn
attrained
Home—
Goodmake Money
Many
men
at home$5. Make
in spare atime
$30.in spare
$50.
$75.
week.IlearninB,
Many make
$10.
time awhile
lllustratpd
(il p;i-:r«. rki p\ira
k iii>ints
out
Radio's
opportunities,
also
how
you
•
an
Umiii
ti>
Ina
Itadio
K.\pert
through
my
prartlcal
."»0-.">0
mrthud
of
training.
Television
is Included.
Hark Agreement given. training
Mail coupon
today. GetMoney
book FREE.
J. E. SMITH, President, Dept. 7MM7,
(National Radio Institute, Washington, D. C. I
Send me, inwithout
your 64-page
Rewards
Radio obligation,
' FREE. (Please
write book
plainly.)"Rich I
Name. .
Address

Accountant
Executive Accountants
S2.000 toE»ublic
$15,000Accounta year.
Thousands
of firms need andthem.C. P.OnlyA.'s16.000earn Certified
membersAccountancy,
of the American
In.stitute ofthatAccountants.
forincluding
free book.
the Profession
Pays." W'nle
LASALLE
The SchoolEXTENSION,
That Has TrainedDeptOver 11318-H,
1.400 C. P.Chicago
A.'s .

ANYBR-OWNt^BLACK
COLOR.
LIGHT
Gives a natural, youthful .ippcarance
Easy as penciling your eyebrows in vour own
home;
not grca'sy;
will
not and
rub department
ort not inrcrfece
with curUng.
$l.'t<;
all drug
storc&
I
FREE
SAMPLE
II 79UKUUKLINE
CHEMICAL
CO.
Dept. M-U-37 n\|
Sudbury Street, Boston. Mass.
j' Street
Name
II
!I city
State
GIVE ORIGINAL HAIR COLOR. I|

ARR^S
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RADIO STARS
DON

T BE A
WHO

COULD

LOVE

YOU?
(Continued fr.ni, /^,<,c IS)
^DISFIGURING BLEMISHES .
NOWCONCEALED!
SO EASILY
^'
CKI>r BLEMISHES IlCPfl no
^Untold
longernuriilicrs
bo ciiibarrassma.
of smart
girlsplehaveloanicd
seorot of al\\ a\ this
s lunsimiiis;
clear-lodkini;.
Idxclv
skiii d.-ipitc
vinc\|>ccto(l
orpimplos,
pormaiu'iit
Mcniishrs.
HIOK-rr
hirtliniai
ks. ln-<—kli's.
scars
andc.incfals
all dis-off
colorations.
\\
atcrprdut
wcin
t
easily
rub
—Cream
lastsallor ^tick
da\ until
reniovc.l.
Four
flesh
shades.
at Iat)ri)artment
Leading
DrUK Mores. Idcsi ,-tze
1 eti Cent andStores.
MAKE THIS SIMPLE TEST
Apply
the l)lcmlsh.
I.ct dry.
Dust HIDE-IT
\yitli powder,on apply
usual make-up.

Clark-Millner
666"Marked
St. ClairGirl.-St.. IChicago
Pleasesend
me Co.,free torDept.
Story 13-M,
Booklet■'Hlde-lf
10c'heck(Canada
□ Cream□ Sun□enclose
.svicS-.
f.Vame
shade: l.lc)
□ Light sample
□ Medium
□TownBrunette
Tan.
.
Address
State.

EW! Smart, long,
tapering
nails
for
everyone
broken,
short,
thinI Cover
with
Ni.--Nails.
Cannailsbe worn
any
length and
polished
any desired
shade.
Defies
detection.
Waterproof.
Easily
applied;
remains
lirm.
Noellecton
nail
erowth
or
cuticle.
Removed
at
wilL
Set ot Ten 20c. .Ml ,Sc and 10c stores.
MADISON ST., FINGERNAILS
CHICAGO, ILL
NU-NAILS ^"'" "^
SAVE IfS WITH WAVE
A Carolyn
MAKE-UP BANDO
Protect the Enchanting
Beauty ofMovie
Your Stars
Hair asdo
Famous

■

<
PRICE SOc EACH

Carolyn
Cosmetic
Studio
427 HILL STREET.
RENO. NEVADA

/J^eddened,
•'tired
eyes irritated
deserve
neglected.
Murine your
will eye!
cool
end refresh
n soothe
Murine cleanses the eyes b'
removing
the invisible
dust
thai irritates
them. dirt
Murinean<
helps
keep
eyes
healthful.
Murine night and morning.Use
/'toh You. EVES
Here's How
Ten Cents
Will Save . .
FIFTY STOCKINGS
a small investment — but a big sovint
to carry Camille RUN-R-STOP in your purse
One drop of RUN-R-STOP cream will sto|
aREDrun & orBLACK
snag. VANITY
Will not protects
wash out.
tube FREl
fron '
Who could love Jane Wyman? The sharp
objects in your purse.
answer seenns to be Kenny Baker,
Run-R-Stop sIsadvertised
suarcnleedtherein.
by Good House(or II r
in a scene from his new Warner
at all chain,ke ping adepartment,
hosiery, or Ask
shoe stores
Bros, film, Mr. Dodd Takes the Air.
RU N-R-STOFi
unprc(lictal)le. If he asks you out for a Camille. Inc.. 49 E. 21st St. N. Y. Cl
formalsitting
eveningat ofyour
dancing
to wind
up
pianohe's allapt evening,
reminiscing old ditties he did in vaudeville
back in '22 ; if he suggests a walk around
the
k andgayest,
a hot dressiest
dog, you'reclubapt into town.
wind
up atiildt the
Since Ken moved his radio headc|uarters
to Hollywood, he's taken a house in the COLOR YOUR HAIR
very snooty Bel-Air section, which is also Colors
roots ;leaves tiair soft .natural
;rubpermital
won'tlne.D»L39-A.2S4W.3l
off. I
just a whimsy, because Ken, himself, is anylhade
oerm wave. SHAMp'o-KOLOR
Free Book-Uallijiiy Prod.
SuN
far from being snooty. It was the swimm
i
n
g
]
)
!
m
l
that
sold
him;
he
wanted
one
lie could take more than si.x strokes in
without
buttingMurray
his head.
You couldn't
call
funnyman
handsome,
exactly,
but lie has so much personality, it doesn't
matter. trAtactive, andany
rate, he's
a regular
guy, thoroughly
and he hasat-a
lot of charming nonsense and seriousness
about him that the gals find irresistible.
He alscj finds tiie gals irresistible. Not
blondes, especially, or lirunettes ; just gals. WAKE
UP YOUl
Xow, before you begin the cjuiz to see
which one of these stars would most likely
LIVER
BILE ...
like you, here's something you ought to
know.
It'll
be
the
best
idea,
when
you're
Without
Calomel—
And You'll Jump
answering the questions, to tell the truth, Out of Bed in the Morning
Rarin' oftoliquG
the wliolc truth an<l so on. Because these
The liver should pour out two pounds
questions are designed, very trickily in bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not floi'
your
food
doesn't
digest.
It just Youdeca;gr
some instances, to reveal a lot abaut you iningthefreely,
bowels. Your
Gas bloats
upsystem
your stomach.
constipated.
whole
islooks
poisoned
you
feel
sour,
sunk
and
the
world
punk. ai
that youself; proliably
don't
know
alioitt
youryour degree of ^ophisl ii at ic ui, for
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowl
instance, your tasks and weaknesses and movement
doesn't getLittleat theLivercause.PillsIttotakes
good,pounds
old Carter's
get tho!
the
ainl)iti<.ns- all the things .\.-]s,,n l.d.lv ..r two
ofup".bileHarmless,
flowing freely
andyetmake
.Xmo .Martnii ..r any of ihi-.r eligible feel "up
and
gentle,
amainyii
gentlemen would want to know about you else.
flow freely.
Ask forrefuse
Carter'sanythii
Lit!
by name.
Stubbornly
25c.Pills bile
if they met you. And the minute you inLivermaking

RADIO STARS
;art fil)I)inff, or clieckiiig; the answer you
link you outiht to check to obtain the
est results, you're going to get all mixed
P-In fact, this is practically a cluatlc^s
jiz, if you must know. Because the query
lat you think will show how extravagant
3U are may not really show that at all ;
probably orreveal
you'reor incur)lywillsentimental
a swellthatsport,
sonieling you hadn't even guessed.
let's beginOne.
with Read
a pencil
Qucs011So Xiiiiibcr
eachandquestion,
;cide on your answer for it, then turn to
iges 96 and 97 and check off each of your
iswers as you gn along.
QUESTIONS
. Are you blonde? Brunette? Titian?
:. Are
you in your 'teens? Twenties?
Tlw-lies?
Is your figure stunning? Average?
Xot so good?
. Do yon bleach, dye, or othern'ise
change the natural color of your hair?
. Arc you unusually good-looking?
Fairly? Not very?
I. // you zvcre vwrc clever and intelthan a man,
hide thisligent fact
from n-ould
him? you try to
'. many
Do youromances
think amakes
girl ivho
has suchad
a more
cessful wife than one z>.7io has had
oidy one or iivo beaux?
. If you could be only one of the tivo,
would you rather be extremely glamorous or a good sport?
. Do you consider it a good idea to
hand men a "line?" Bad idea?
. Haveter toyou
ever H'ritten
a masculine
star?a "crush" let. Do you like big parties and croivds?
. Provided no one W'ould knoiv the difference, would you give a date to a
man you zvere a little ashamed of,
rather
than
spend an evening by yourself?
. Would you rather be diplomatic alri.'ays, or consistently frank?
. If you could attend the theatre only
one time, on a trip to A'«i' York,
'a'ould
select comedy?
opera, burlesque, a
May or you
a musical
. Do you want men to put you on a
pedestal,
or accept you on equal terms
with
themselves?
■ Have you never been able to stick
strictly to a diet, a budget, or the
doctor's orders?
Do you consider that you have not
"led a tually
mantold him
on," unless
you that
have you
acin icords
love him?
Do you read a great deal? An averI'ery your
little? husband to
Wouldage amount?
you nant
be the head of the house, or share
that position equally -with you?
Are you a better-than-average dancer?
If a man failed to shoiv you courtesy
and respect, ivould you attribute this
entirely
him or partly to yourself?
Do you todrink?
Would you insist on a church zcedding. if you could zvell afford one?
If you ivere engaged to a man n'ho
lived- in a distant city, zcould you feel
entitled to have other dates to pass
the time azvay during the period of
your engagement?

Here
eveiT;'one
unsightlywhich
dan'
druff. isNowgoodyounewscan for
remove
dandrufftroubled
by usingwitha shampoo
completely
dissolves
dandruff and
then washes
away. theFitch's
Dandruff Re-—
mover Shampoo
is guaranteed
to remove
dandruffit with
first application
under don,a world
positive
money-back
guarantee.
Back
of
this
guarantee
is
Lloyd's
Lonfamous guarantors for over two hundred years . . . your positiveofassurance
that
Fitch's
Shampoo
removes
dandruff
with
the
very
first
application.
And
remember, a Fitch Shampoo leaves your hair shining clean and radiantly beautiful.
LABORATORY TESTS
PROVE Fitch's EflFiciency
1 This photobacteria graphandshows
dandrufftered, buscatt not
removed
dinary bysoaporshampoo.
matter c o m pletely
destroyed and removed
by Fitch's
Dandruff Remover

KILLS GERMS . . .
Removes all DandrufF, Dirt and Foreign Matter
Tests gistsmade
by some
of America's
leading
bacteriolohave shown
striking
results. Their
findings
prove
that Fitch's
Dandruff
Remover
icide, certain
to destroy
bacteriaShampoo
as well asis toa true
removegerm-all
dandruff, dirt and foreign matter. Try it todav and enjoy
the thrill of a really clean and healthy scalp. Equally as
good for blondes as brunettes. Sold at drug counters.
Professional applications at beauty and barber shops.
After and between Fitch Shampoos, Fitch's Ideal Hair
Tonic is the ideal preparation to stin ulate the hair roots
and give new life, luster and beauty
Dandruff
Remover
Shampoo
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RADIO STARS
HOLLVUJOOD
CURLERS

ForYourWife

CANTON FAJAiMA SUIT
SPECIAL INTHODUCTORY PRICE
m
"i:i ' '
- ,1,,,^ with lor(Sells. . Tiotihi
. $5.0
I \ll liriiui-embroid(y-ed
DOROTHY BOYD
ART STUDIO
SEND No'mOn'ey"""'
149 Davis St.. ^San Fr.incisco, Calif.
Relieve
PainlnFew
NEURITIS Minutes
To relievematism,theNeuralgia
torturinsr
pain of inNeuritis,
'Rheuor Lumbapro
few minutes,
get
NURITO, Does
the Doctor's
formula.
No opiates,
noworstnarcotics.
the
work
quickly
—
must
relieve
pain to your satisfaction in few minutes or
money
back NURITO
at Drugsist's.
Get
trustworthy
today onDon'tthis suffer.
guarantee.
Complimented for loveliness...
the skin that is .=:^^iyru

A! (Pancbo) Pearce looks a bit
cynical, finding himself amidst
this Love Quiz! Or maybe he gets
that way listening to the hot tamale tunesmiths on his CBS show!
25. Would you rather hai'e a large diamond and a short wedding trip, or a
tiny dianinnd and a loni/ wedding trip?
26. ]\'onldband oryou
ha:'e rather
hint babyh'ahyyou/your hus27. Are you a good eook.' .4 poor one?
28. . \re you actrvely and vitally interested
in souu'tluug outside of your ordinary
life and work?
29. ll'ould yon rather work in order to
pay a maid to do your housekeeping
and nursing, or would you prefer to
30. do them for yourself?
Do you see any reason 7vhy a girl
shouldn't let a boy kiss her on a first
date?

ANSWERS
1. Blonde: A, E
Brunette: B, F
Titian: C, D
2. 'Teens: C, E
Twenties: A, D
Thirties: B
3. Stunning: A
Average: C, D, E, F
Not so good: B
PREQUENTLY,
admiredloveliness
skin andto Chambercomplex- 4. Yes:
No: C,D, FE
ion owe their rose-petal
5. Unusually: A, F
Iain's,
the
lotion
that
.<fltmi7e.s.
This
clear,
golden
■
liquid lotion, used re-inLirly, enhances natural
Fairly: C, D, E
loveliness, encourages smoothness, freedom from
Not very: B
6.
Yes:
C, E, F
irritation,
chapping.
Chamberlain's
Lotion
is mostrelieves
convenii»nt
to use, drie?
quickly, is
No: A, B
never
sticky,
greasy,
gummy
nor
"me<sy."
At
7. Yes: C, F
all toilet goods counters.
No: D
8. Glamorous: BIsnk
hamberlulii
Laborati,
Ues .Vlolues. Iowa.
Good sport:
I'leaee send Irec trial size o« your lotion.
9. Good: A, F A, B, C, D, E, F
Bad: D, E
10. Yes: B, E
(Oooil Only In I
IS
No: A, C, D
11. Yes: A, E, F
No: B, C, D
Chamberlain's Lotion

I

Wlien you star in your own romances, take
a tip from the romantic stars of cinema
town... look your loveliest and best with a
flattering hairdress made with Hollywood
Curlers! Whether many curls
or just a few will frame your
face most becomingly.., you
can have them quickly, easily
...right at home... with the] ^J,
"Curlers used by the Stars."
Insist on Hollyu'ood Curlers.
3 FOR 10c- AT 5c AND 10c STORES-NOTION COUNTERS

Afa^
BRUSH .Vo:
Now
packed with fflCIIIL
every

Brush anc i Voo
Cream
Cleanses, mas
25c h
sages,
wakes
up
th
Complete
OIL
skin.
5cCIVandt 10c
^ ) Att^O
stores,
ormail
25cto
LEON SEVILO, 6300Etzel Ave., St. Louis, Mo
OLDS
enfeetion
can more
exwtieiiquickly
al medication
ofaidedrecog-tiy
merit.
O
/• TABLETS
HAVE RECOGNIZED MERIT
What made tlieii
hair grow
ttere
on gr is the Answer
Wild.
Iwhich
had a hassplendid
been head
perfectof he
Mar.v
II.
Little
also
uriant hair now aft has I
since."of
menMe attest that li.u
dandruff
has
beenhair
decrea,8(
.stopped
falling
excessive'
now luxuriant
grow,
has been
developed
whei
roots
were
alive,
after
Kolaiko to stimulate usiscs! |
Are
.your hair so,rootswhyalive
dormant?
not n'lbivl
Kol.ilko? IfEncourage
sustenance
growth of available
hairis sold
to atInlivedrycj '
scalp.
stores Kotalico
ever.vwhere.
FREE
BOX
To
prove
the
efficacy
of Kotal
tor men's, women's
and General
children'sP.hair.
Use
coup
Kotalko
Co., D.75.
0., New
Yo
Please
send
me
Proof
Box
of
KOTALKO.
Name
Futl Address

RADIO STARS
12. Yes: A, F
No: B. D, E
n. Diplomatic: B, C, F
Frank: A, E
14. Opera: B, D
BurlesQue: Blank
Play: C, F
Musical Comedy: A, E
15. Pedestal: E
Equal terms: A, B, C, F
16. Never been able: A
Usually do: B, C, D
Yes: Blank
No: A, B, C, D, E, F
18. Great deal: A
Average: B, C, D, F
Very little: E
19. Head: D, E. F
Share: B, C
20. Yes: C
No: A, F
21. To him: B, C
Partly to yourself; Aj D, E
22. Yes : F
No: A, C, D, E
23. Yes: A
No: D, E
24. Yes: B, C
No: E, F
25. Large diamond: E, F
diamond: B, D
26. Tiny
Baby husband: B, D, F
Be babied: E
Good: D F
Poor: A, B
28. Yes: A, B, C, E, F
No: Blank
29. Maid: B, D
Yourself: A, C, F
30. Yes: A, C
No: B, D
*
.'ri\v
you've finished,
\our that
check-marks
and countlookup back
the
; ^ of the alphabet opposite them — in
way: Hoiv many A's did yon get?
,• Iwtv many A's you got on the mari this page. Hoiv many B's did yon
Iy rite hoiv many B's you got on the
'ji of this page. And so on flirough
> U'tter F.)
A iJti' hazr a look at ichat you've writI ill the margin and you'll see H'ho could
Key to WHO COULD LOVE
YOU Quiz
Frank Parker
A
Nelson Eddy
B
Ray
Heatherton
C
Nino Martini
D
Abe Lyman
E
Ken Murray
F
I'he highest number you could
. <■ got of any of the letters would
.• been 24. Hoivever, if you got
or more D's, you're practically
Martini's dream girl. Or if you
16 or more C's you're Ray
itherton's ideal, and so on.
Inof casetheseyou're
curious look
about back,
any
bachelors,
riving the letter that represents
I and sec ivhat his likes and disv are.)
Here's
'!<>' choice!hoping you got the man of

Two hearts in Blue Waltz Time!
Music, laughter, romance, the picture iscomplete. A wallflower has
blossomed into a leading lady.
The secret of success at a dance
comes in feeling and looking alluring. You can learn it in one-twothree steps. One: Blue Waltz Perfume, thrilling as the quickening
tempo of his heart, lasting as a
happy memory. Two: Blue Waltz
Face Powder, fragrant and satinsoft. Three: Blue Waltz Lipstick, a
temptation
with you. to dance the kiss waltz
Buy Blue Waltz Perfume and Cosmetics. Laboratory tested, certified
pure. 10^ each at 5 and 10^ stores.
Blue
Woh/a,
FIFTH AVENUE
• NEW YORK ^
BLUE WALTZ PERFUME • FACE POWDER • LIPSTICK • BRILLIANTINE • COLD CREAM • TALC

RADIO STARS
CORNS

LETTEBSTO
USTENERS
Reversing the Usual
Order of the Day!

PAIN ENDS IN ONE MINUTE!
In one minute pain is gone — forgotten.
That's
howThese
quickly
Dr. SchoITs
Zino-pads
give
soothing,
healinspressipads
stop the
cause relief!
by lifting
nagging
shoe
irritated
nerves.blisters,
Resultno— inore
no more|
pain, no more
discomfort from new or tight shoes.
Remove Corns and Callouses
Dr.lySchoirs
Zino-pads
quickly,or safeloosenlousesand
removewith corns
calwhenDisks
used
the inseparate
Medicated
included
every
box.
Just
the
pads
alone
will
stop
corns method
before they
canall develop!
No
other
theseCallouses,
things
forBunions,
you. Sizes
fordoes
Corns,
Soft
Corns
between
toes.
Get
box today. Cost but a trifle.
Sold a everywhere.
DrScholls
PutZino-pads
one on -the pain is gone!

to many
. with great
success.
It
has
helped
thi
themselves. Give
it a chance
to help you.
NORVELL
has read
the famous
i ofof Hollywood..
.through
ium
astrology
he
has
helped
solve their
problems.
Send reading.
today..
.for 10cyour
trialyourastrology
Send
only
with
dale andto
0 celf' addressed, itampedbinhenvelope
.
P 0. Box 989^WDt
I I HOLLYWOOD,
IlM Un nD \/V CP LL
CAUFORNIA

Af parties,
where — doesdances,
your skinevery-reyouthful?
Compliments
a flattering skin can andbe
yours
withApply
Miner'sIt toLiquid
Make-Up.
neck,
feelface,
theA
velvetyarmsskin— then
texture.
miracle?
No—
justrubMiner's!
Lasts
all
day.
Won't
off
or
itreak.
brunette,Shades;
suntan. peach,
At drugrachei,
and
siies at
alldep'tlOc stores,
counters,50c.or Trial
mall coupon.
N. Y.or C.
1'MINER'S.
Enclosed 40BE.
find lOc20 ST..
(stamps
coin) fori!
'trial bottle Miner's
Make-Up. J
_ Liquid
1 NAME
ADDRESS
Shade 1{

IJfar Listeners:
A great many young people who write
me would like some cut-and-dried rule
whereby they can become successful radio
singers. All I can say is that there is no
rule except the old stand-by : Talent plus
application, instruction and stick-to-it-iveness.
in theThey
end. undoubtedly will pay dividends
I say that in all sincerity, too. I went
through the same hard grind that I think
is necessary for the ambitious youngster. It
isn't theory
that I quote,
it's an actuality
whicli
I personally
experienced.
Often 1 have been asked how long I
studied before I felt that I was ready for
real singing. The answer to that is simple.
I'm still
There's
always something morestudying.
any singer
can learn.
One final bit of advice — if you want to
be a radio singer, take all the hardships
that come your way in your stride. Keep
your temporary
goal alwaysdifficulties
in mind, sidetrack
and don'tyou.let
any
It's worth it in theFR.\NK
end ! P.\RKER.
Dear Listeners:
You don't know how much it meant to
me to have you all write letters, after my
first
been
off thebroadcast
air for with
so longHalthatKemp.
I wasI'dafraid
you
mightn't
even
like
me.
Frankly,
I
was
scared silly, that first broadcast !
You
see,
I've
been
working
in
the
movies. There, at leasl, ynu can see yourself before your audience does, and you
can
retakeinsome
not gdiKl
them.ofButtlieinscenes,
radio, ifyouyou're
just
have
t<i
.Sid
out
and
sing
—
and
pray you'll
do all ri.unt, because you can never
do it
That's why your letters helped so. I
wa.sn't because
nearly asI knew
scared that,
in myevenlaterif broadca^ts,
I was
singing
"blind,"
you
thought
I was headed
in the right direction.
ALICE FAYE.
Dear Listeners:
concertthathalltells
or atthethestory
movies,
it's
theIn boxthe office
of success or failure. In radio, fan mail is perhaps our surest contact with the public.
don't letters.
think we don't pay close attention
toSo your
,'\s you may, or may not, know, when
I'm
not conducting
an orchestra,
I spend
niy time
tr\ iiv: to justify
my impressive
title iA'NiiC's (k-ncral .'Vlusica! Director,
'i'he oneceived important
by NBC overtrendthe inpastfan tenmail\earsrehas been your continued requests for
better music on the air.
We arc doing everything we can to
answer these requests. This June, serious

Brown

Haired

Girls-be Blonder
AGAIN..!
Get Back the Lovely
Golden
Lightness
of Childhood
Makes Hair 2 to 4
Shades
Lighter
in 1 Shampoo
Safely.

and illlus delighted
Kitural
Kolden
radiance
that usually
This amazinR shampoo
railed
1nod.
with—isFREE
■rtoa ronibination
used (inly forpackage
blondes,
now
chestnuts
and
"near
blondes"
IIIbrowns,
darkened
and
(lull.
Start
New
itnins
no
bleach
or
dye,
prevents
[Iff. rejuvenates the roots, makesof your
■tier. So^d at all stores. Buy the
^eLONDEX

e^es in a few seconds
Simply
two ofheavy,
this amazing
DEW inputeaclia drop
eye. orTired,
smartmg neweyesEYEfeel
gloriously
almostup instantly.
seconds, whitesrefreshed
start to clear
and prominenIn at redfew veins
fade away.kling—moreEYE-DEW
makes eyesyourlookeyeslarger—
sparWhenever
tired,
or look dull
andalluring.
red-veined,
as the result of latefeel hours,
excessive
smoking
orexposure,
use
EYE-DEW.
Its
and safe.andTested
approved by Bureau.
famousacclinicaltion isquick
laboratory
Good andHousekeeping
EYE-DEW
comes
with
handy
eye-dropbottle top.
Get EYE-DEW
today at
drugper and
department
store counters.

Happy
Relief
From
Painful
Bacltaclie
Caused by Tired Kidneys
Many of those gnawing, nagging, painful backacbl ■
people
'blame
are oftenwhencaused
tired
—on andcoldsmayor strains
be relie>'ed
treat l||
in the ki(ineys
right way.
The
kidneys
are
Nature's
chief
way
of
taking
cess acidspassandabout
poisonous
the blood.
Md€h
3 pintswastea dayout orof about
3 pounj
ofpeople
waste.
If the
1.5poisonous
miles of waste
kidneymatter
tubes stays
and infilters
doi
work
well,
the blo<
These
poisons
may startleg nagging
matic pains,
lumbago,
pains, lossbackaches,
of pep andrh<e
ergy,
swelling, puffiness under
eyes, getting
headachesup nights,
and dizziness.
^ t
wait! Askby your
usedDon't
successfully
millionsdruggist
for overfor40 Doan's
years. Tl;Pi
give happy
will helpvaste
the I.')from
milestheof kidll
tubes
flush relief
out and
puiiraaoua
bloi
Get Doan'B PiUs.

RADIO STARS
ical programs took up almost thirty
out of the time on the air. But renher — those of you who are really
inus to increase this percentage and
: more of the best in music — that it's
ii;irily in the kno\vlc<lsi.' that we are
■.-iiig
mn. you that we ourselves fiiul satisFRANK J. BLACK.
s: ^have asked why the
Listrnrr
nian\' •■;ice
just before Oswald says
laugl<>{is you
"
time onbe each
the htfirstI might
yeah!
Oh.
able
;ram, that I thoug
Icar it up.
'-wald is a very funny-looking guy —
i>u may have gathered from his picHe wears a little derby hat that
nn top of his head. He rolls his eyes,
loiters across the stage. When he
- the audience that first side-glance
1 his e\es, on his stroll up to the
" phone, they collapse from the front
to the gallery.
.tell
e've him
threatened
just to totalkmaskfunnyhim.andWhennot
funny, he mumbles: "Oh, yeah? Well,
I can I do with a face like mine?"
" i that, \ou see, is the reason for
unexplained audience laugh that ini;pts everything from soup to CBS
i.iM announcements on the Ken Murray
pr. lyram.
KEN MURRAY.
Dear Lislriicrs:
It's been mighty nice of you folks to
.•:tethatin you
to Mr.likedCantor's
and tell
the songsoffice
I wrote
for
-iimnier
program.
I
don't
ever
feel
confident about those jingles I sing
because, you
know, tunesmith
I'm not
:i\liie a air,songwriter.
A good
-it down and pound out a hit song in
time at all, but they just have to
i enPanto .Alley.
me. I'dWhy,
neverit betooka me
success
a yearon
to write Love Bug.
The little ditties I do in pictures and
<m the air really are situation tunes, to
fit a particular spot. The folks down in
Oklahoma, where I come from, like these
home-made rhymes.
When you wrote in that you liked them,
too, I was really pretty pleased. I guess
folks are just the same everywhere. They
like
the simple little things that are easy
10 understand.
Thanks again to PINKY
all of vou TOMLIN.
for writing.
Dear Listeners :
Quite frequently radio artists receive
beautiful and useful presents from their
istening friends, which I am sure they
leeply appreciate. It is nice to receive
:okens and gifts which the donor must
lave gone to great expense, in time and
n money, to secure for their favorites.
It would please me very much, though,
f you would send articles of clothing and
)ther practical gifts to relief agencies instead, where they will do the most good.
am speaking for myself in the above
natter, but I am sure that many other
)erformers feel the same as I do. Don't
'Ou think that's a better plan? Really,
'our
Titicismcontinued
is all wefriendship
ask. Thanksand sohelpfid
much
your kindness in the past.
BERNICE CLAIRE. I
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feelThink
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Prizes
$300.00
Write
namethreefor days
this
onthe atime
penny
postreadcardthisTotaling
orannouncement.
sheet of paper,
your
and address,
and
mailforyour
within
from
vou
Itsignwillwill
paybeown
youawarded.
tonamebe prompt.
Your
name
this
flour
must
be
mailed
before
Dec.
18.
1937.
Fifteen
cash
prizes
If theprizename
you
send
in
is
selected
as
First
Prize
winner,
you
will
receive
$100
in
cash,
and
as
an
extra
for
promptness
you
will
receive
a
check
for
$50
each
month
for
the
three
remaining
months
of
1937.
Second
Prizein will
be $50:to theThirdextraPrizeprize$25;of Fourth
Prize which
$15; andis offered
eleven toprizes
of SIOprizeeach.winner
Theseforfifteen
prizes
addition
$50 a month
thethe first
promptness
inareRight
sending
in
the
winning
name.
Duplicate
prizes
will
be
awarded
in
event
of
a
tie.
may name
be thinking
of justof theis name
looking for — the name only
that onewill name
win Firstto Prize!
Sometimesnow DEPT.
theyou first
you think
the bestwe arename
FLOUR
107 CAPPER
BLDG.to send in. Send TOPEKA,
KANSAS
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The new GRIFFIN A. B. C. liquid Wax
in black, ton, brown and blue. Just
spread it on with swab in bottle. It
dries in a jiffy to a shine.
—Or, GRIFFIN A. B. C. Wax Polish
in Ihe jumbo tin, block, brown, ton,
ox-blood and neutral — it'swaterproof.

Bottle or Tin
10c
99
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RHDIO
(SELECTED
SNICKERS
sor?FRED: How old is this >kull. ProfesHARRY:
voar.^tcU?old.
FRED: How250,000
can vou
HAKRY:
W'lu-n
this
skull wasit. found
there was no cell, iphant' around
That
proves
it
was
11.
C—
before
cellophane.
FRKD; Can y.'U tell whether
the ^kull
is that of a man or woman?
H \K1\\ ll-w?
; ^'e^. ves . . . uni|uestional)ly.
l-Rl-:i):
IIAKK^': I hi- is the lower jawbone.
' HARRY
1- Ul" 1) ; W: lial'.lnediat :
prove? .
lt\ a woman
(FRKD ALL1-:X, T-'iy'i Toniyht,
I'lOgrain.)
PIC:Benianiin
Boy, yon
don't knoiv anything
about
I-ranklin.
PAT:
'SquirUiinly
ncnjaininthe
Franklin is the niouI docs
what. . .wrote
t^-overl's.
I'lC:
I' AT: irhol
Well prc::-rl.s/
. . . he leiole dot hale
Sinitli
pn'-eerh
heeit ill o liuri'x. lluil shr;es she must hai'C
I'lC:
Ihal.' leaist!
I'AT: U'hofs
llasle makes
(PIC and PAT, Pipe Smokmg Tnne.)
PHIL: Look at this pair of flannel pants
my VON:
kid gaveButme.wait a minute, Phil . . . they
have no suspenders.
PHIL: What do I care? The job of these
pants is to keep my legs covered.
VON:
Well, they're falling down . on the
job.
PHIL:
. . you're
jealous
because myGokidon,gaveHarryme .such
an expensive
present. I think these pants are from
Macy's.
VON: On the contrary, Phil, I think
they're
Saks?Harry, how do you know
PHIL:fromReally,
they're
from
VON: TheySaks?look like burlap.
(PHIL BAKER, Good
-♦- Gulf Program.)
GRACIE: Did you see my uncle?
SPUTTER: Where was he?
GRACIE : With my auntie, in the anteroom. {Lau(jjt loud and long) I don't get
it!
don't get it? Gracic.
vonGEORfiK;
lold the jokeYouyuurself!
(,RALli;:
Did
1?
I sucss I wasn't
liitenins4.
GEORGE: I guess not.
(BURNS and ALLEX, Grafe Nuts
Program.)
JAN: Hoy, Til bet you put away a big
breakfast today.
MOL:was Not'me.
All and
I hadhunii
fm- hreolA'usI
today
rotten eggs
i<>,isl.
JAN: For hea-ecn's sake! Il'liy did ymi
eat ml ten digs and burnt toasl.'
.MOT:
I '/ni hiiii.
,1 tapeivorm and I doii'l
-wiiiit
III lumper
J.i.\:
II
ell.
if
you is I sick,
you use the same method
do? -why dont
MOL:
What's
your
method.'
JAN : Whenever I feel sick I go home
to viy gal,
she wythron's
her arms
around mc.
kisses
me and
sickness
disappears.
MOL:
That's
great.
When
is your gal
home?
(MOLASSE.S AND JANUARY. Show
Boat Program.)
100

LHUCHS
FROM POPULAR PROGRAMS)

MARY: Say, Jack . . .
JACK: What?
have Father's
DayMARY:
in the Why
middle doof they
the month?
JACK:
So
he
can
enjoy
his
present before he gets the bill.
(JACK BENNY, Jell-O Program.)
Bl{.\ :asU'cll,
if it's any entertainer
news to you,for1
worked
night-club
\ears.
I did aa sister
act with another girl.
Thev called us tlie Sprin-b..ar(l Sisters.
PiLK:
Why the Springboard SistersHeavens!
?
BEA:
Possibly
because
we sang in all
the dives.
(BEATRICE hllAMi. Broadway McrryGo-Round.)

DON\ou: sitYou'll
right. Jack. W liy
don't
down beandall relax?
JACK: Oh— 1 thought 1 was sitting;
down. . . . Sa\-, Mary, were you this nervous when )-ou
M.ARY:
Yes shot
, . y(.)ur
. l)ut first
I wasscene?
doing a
rhumba and nobody noticed it.
(JACK BENNY, Jell-O Program.)
TRED: A pessimist, heh?
.ICTOR: And how! Pm the first pessimist to pan the milky way because it
ain't pastcuri.':ed.
PORTL. IN D : A pessimist is a man
zvho looks at a doughnut and only sees the
hole,
isn't he, .1Mr.real.Sour?
.-ICTOR:
pessi)nist is a guy zeho
complains
that the siheer lining isn't
stamped sterling.
FRED: I know
.STOOP: You'd like to hear ihe story smoked
-whena hepessimist
orders ivho
fried -wears
eggs.
ofuponthe a lionlimeandthere
the mouse, eh.' JYell, onee He can'tglasses
stand the sight of an egg sunny
eatiiiti lion . . . 7eas ^l great, big man- "'{f'r
ED ALLEN and PORTLAND
spinBl'DD:
it. Nice start, I'ater. .Spin it . . . HOPE A, Town Hall Tonight.)
.STOOT: Xoze this lion -was walking
PAT: ... So the bartender chopped him
one lie
day gel■whena great,
suddenly
liethrough
steppedIheen forest
o Ihnm.
big, down.
PIC: You mean he hit him on the head?
sharp thorn in Ins pa:e.
PAT: Did he! Boy — they called an amlU'TP: Oh, Ins father was there too, bulance.
PIC: They did?
{.STOor\.li,TP: and BUni). Minute
PAT: Yeah . . . and my brother had such
Tapiuca I'rograni. )
a big bump on his head . . . they stuck the
PIC: Say, Pat old boy, I hear thou hast tobumpwalk!in the ambulance and my brother had
beenhuh'
Washington for the week
end
...down
is thatto true?
(PIC AND PAT, Pipe Smoking Time.)
PAT: Yes, sir ... I was down there seein'
the sights. ...
I visited
BOTTLE:
HerT'l am,
the flesh-colored
socks Mr.
with Baker,
holes
Congressmen
I saw Congress.
the SpeakerI sawof the
the wearing
match.
Congress ... I saw the Chaplain of the to B.^KER:
So
you're
here
at
last,
eh,
Congress. . . .
The do?Chaplain! Say — what does Bot ? Tell me, love-bug, what took you so
thePIC:
Chaplain
to get hei'cOli,? forgive me, sir, but this
PAT: The Chaplain? Oh, he just gets up longBOTTLE:
on a platform . . . looks at Congress . . . time it was all \<)ur fault. "V'ou told me,
in order
frmn wait
my girl's
and then prays for the country.
the
studio,to 1gitsh,,iiM
on thehouse
cornerto
(PIC AND PAT, Pipe Smoking Time.) and
take the Im f 1 \ - li uirtli
car. take
BAKh:R:
Bottle,Street
did you
PHIL: . . . What did your father say
Fifty- fourth Street car?
to
stork when 30U were born, my theBOTTLl';:
littlethecluckcroo?
Oil, yes, sir, but it was a
shame
the otherandfiftv-three
BOTTI-I'-.:
()h!
That's
an
insult!
(PHILto letBAKER
BOTTLE,go bvGood!
Tak<' it back!
Gulf
Program.
)
PHI!.: That's what I thonyht.
(PHIL liAKj-.R. Good Gulf Program.)
BOB: . . . Till a little bit of the romantic type, I think. In fact, last year I zvas
.MOL: Here's Ihe first Idt of neies: supposed
to play upposite M yrna Loy — in a
MATTR/'.S.S
TCRX.S
A.S
RADIO
game — hiil she had a dummy. But
.SINGER SINGS IN BED. Noiv—whafs Ibridge
know
Till
Ihe riniiaiitie type because -when
yourJAN:
headline/
MAN BROADCASTS FROM I walked into Ihe sliidio tonight I heard a
HOT STRINGS.
girl
say:
"Gel
a load myof .liiiit
thai kisser!"
...
.STeahiini oj iieiinly,
Emmy was
Boat(MOTASSTS
Program.) and JANUARY. Show o greal helieeer in natural beaiily. No
no paint or posies for .liint Emmy
PILK: What were you doing down at pmedei-,
. . . she
fust "Worewrinkles
a mask!she. .had
. To inshow
the bank this morning?
you
how
her
BEA: Oh, I went down to borrow some face . . . atmany
breakfast
oneEmmy
morningandI poured
Ihe
cream
over
Aunt
passed
money
to
tide
us
over
the
first
few
weeks"
operating
expenses ofmoney?
our tea How
room. do you the paper to the prunes!
PILK: Borrowing
(BOB HOPE. Rippling Rhythm Proexpect to borrow money without security? gram.)
BEA: On my face.
AGENT: Can you identify yourself?
PILK: Oh — how did you come out?
I've knee.
got a fascinating little
BEA: On my face!
moleBEA:on Well,
my right
(BEATRICE
LILLIE,
Broadway
MerryGo-Round.)
AGENT: That's no good.
J ACK : You know, I , little ncrvotis seenBEA:it. How do you know? You've never
funny, an old Go-Round.)
today for the first time
(BEATRICE LILLIE, Broadway Mcrrytrouper like me.
I*riiited in llie V. S. A. by Ail Color Printing Company, r)i;nellen. N. J-

YOUscraRgly
carefully
rouge,
allow
lashes
brows powder
to mar beandwhat
shouldand bethenyour
most pale,exp
fi :ilure beand— sovour
am;izfd
could
easilycvis'yoursYou wuhwouldMaybi
Uuie Kyeat tinBeauMaildfdAidsl(i\ilmc
Simply darken \ ()ur lashes into loni:,
luxiiri
i;e \\ nil the
Uher eurliiiu.
1
Ma-e
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larger and
and
■Ml curl.tear Ati)roof.
any
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A NY ONE of the charming Dionne Qyintuplets would make a motl
X i. eyes beam with pride were she her own child. These woi;i
children of the world are startling living examples of what new ly
knowledge will do for babies. Proper feeding, care and training comj
to develop completely the peak possibilities of every child. The ]
that Karo Syrup has been an important food in their daily diet is nvincing evidence of the remarkable food-energy value of this delicui
Table Syrup. Karo is rich in Dextrose, which is known as "muscle" siir
Dextrose quickly provides material for energy, wards off fat) it,
sustains activity. Both Blue Label and Red Label Karo are equally di
in Dextrose.
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a
[until

she

smiles]

She evades close-ups. ..Dingy teeth and tender gums destroy her
charm ... She ignored the warning of "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"
PERHAPS
you've
seen
her—
this girl
— but iici er 'xjnorc it! teeth. Massage a little Ipana into your
whose wistful beauty captures
the iai.At unimportant
the first sign of "pink tooth brush'' gums every time you brush your teeth.
may ncit moan trouble Circulation within the gums increaseseager glance. You stare— a little breath- -5«';/oi(rf/('H/MMt
les —waiting for that smile which will ahcati. but let him decide. Modern menus
—from which hard, fibrous fotjds have helps bring a new healthy firmness to the
light up, iniensijy. her loveliness.
And then it comes— but with what bit- largely disappeared — are robbing your gumWhywalls.
not take stei)s now to help proilisappoiutment! For her smile is dull, gums of necessary work. They've grown
tect yourself against tender, ailing gums?
.gy. It erases her beauty as if a candle flabby,
Alake Ipana and massage a part of your
.sensitive.
"Pink
tooth
bru.sh"
is
'1 been blown out . ..another tragedy simply their plea for help. And usually daily routine. With your gums healthy
dental ignorance or neglect.
sparklingly nothmg
cleanyour dentist's suggestion will be "more and
theresound,
can beyourno teeth
disappoinimeiit,
exercise,
chcwiiii;"'
NEVER NEGLECT "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"
very often,morethe vigorous
added sui:u(
.-linn, anil,
the to mar the beauty of your smile.
. l e warning may some day come to you stimulating help of Ipana and nia>>age."
Ipana, with massage, is designed
-lliat faint tinge of "pink" upon your to For
Tonight.9 P.' every
X.B.C. KetiHallNetwork,
M., E. WedS. T.
benefit your gums as well as clean your LISTEN TOnesday,"Town
tooth brush. It may seem harmless, triv-
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llofUMBLE...
JUMBLE...
flo Grumble/

..with the
KLEENEX
200 SHECr
PullOut
Package

NEXT ONE POPS-UP\
HEAVY Fon usi! j
200 sheef KLEENEX now 2 for 25c
. . . The handy size for every room
X'
DISPOSABLE
TISSUES
KLEENE
{•Tra^/e Mark Reg. U. S. Patent Office)
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By
The Manners

WENDY

LEE

in this case being, not de-

portment, but Lucille Manners.
Service star's hints for winter
Ready
the Big ocelot
Game
in
her foryouthful
swagger coat with its
flattering shawl collar.

LUCILLE MANNERS is a "big
name" in radio now. the star of the
Cities Scrz'icc Friday night concerts,
but tlierc was a time when every
nickel had to be split live ways, with
nary a penny left over. For there
were the lean years, while she was
studying to become the prima donna
she now is, when every extra dollar
went toward singing lessons. In
order to fulfill her ambitions to be a
great singer, she worked as stenographer in a small office and had to
stretch her modest salary not only for
her clothes, but also for the all-importaiU lessons.
Nevertheless. Lucille maintains that
even though she now can afford to be
extravagant if she pleases, she gets
more i>er dollar from her clothes than
>he did in the old ])enny-])inching
<lavs! F(jr, now that she can sho])
where she likes, and has the benefit
of first-hand advice from the greatest
<lesigners and dressmakers, she has
learned a valuable lessou every
woman nnist know before she can be
truly fashionable. I'Vom her experience, Lucille gives you this advice
(and remember, she was an office
worker on a small salary herself, so
she knnus what the problems of a
limited budL;ct are) :
".Stud\ \iiur ty])e carefully, and select your clothes because tlicy like
you, not because you like them. I
used to buy things simply because
6

Definitely
are
the
lines ofslimming
this chubby
raccoon bolero worn
overa straightwool skirt.

The

Cities

wardrobes

No, becoming
it's not chinchilla!
This
little box
coat is of Australian
opossum, warm, comfy.

RADIO STARS

f
they looked well on the mannequin ni
the shop window, and I shudder to
think how very wasteful and extravagant this was. especially when I had
to count the pennies so carefully. I
have a nightmare every time I remember the fitch coat I bought with the
money from my first broadcast! My
father, whose taste was excellent,
nearly swooned when I came home
wearing it with, oh, sitcli an air ! My
pride in my purchase was completely
deflated when he asked me where I
hadLucille
got theknows
'old better
lady's' now.
coat !"She realizes that the fitch, the Hudson seal,
and the Persian lamb should be left
for the mature woman, and suggests
three charming, youthful, moderatelypriced furs for the girl in her
twenties.
Whether your fur coat is going to
be a gift from Santa Claus, or
whether you have been saving up for
it for years, take a great deal of time
and care in choosing it. Don't waste
those precious hard-earned dollars on
something that will last you only a
season or two. Beware of too extreme lines that will "date" your coat
two years hence as being definitely
1937. The never-failing consideration in buying a fur coat is its serviceability, so, no matter what fur you
select, be sure that it fits well. An
easy-fitting box coat, such as the
becoming {Continued on page 60)
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serves a buffef
supper to Major
Bowes and his ^
guests, after
the Thursdayevening
cast of hisbroadCBS
Amateur Hour.
like many othei
famous folk, the
Major likes to
take a hand in
tain foods. Here
preparing
cerhe adds a touch
of seasoning to
a favorite dish.
i
Meet the Major ! A man of many
duties and of countless interests, this
well known showman. ^lanaging
director
of ofXcw
Theatre and
tluir "^'ork's
Sunday Capitol
morninj^ Capitol I'uniily broadcasts; originator and head man of the Thursday
evening M ajor Hozces' . liiuilciir Hour.
sponsored
the the
Chrysler
Corpora- ;
tion, heardbyover
CBS network
lover of the arts, genial host and connois eur of(k-Iectahlc \ iands, to boot!
JUU it is as an amateur — of all
things I— that 1 wisli to jiresent him
to \ou here. Al thong h in tlii> ]iarticular instance the word "amateur,"
so closely associated with the gentleman in question, is being used in its
dictionary rather than in its popular
meaning. For aimifciir. according to
no less an authority than .Mr.
Webster,
eii!lii\ilioii ofor
ail art or implies
slitdx "Itorhe aiiiitsnneni
personal (/rul iHctil iaii . willwitt puruing itpriifessiiiiiiilly."
And I think
that sdescribes
to ])erfection
the
Major's
ver\keen
interest
For, although lu\ contributionin tofo(]fls.
the
feast |)rob,abl\' would be conrtned to
some last-minute ta.sting and s])ecial
seasoning, still the ultimate, outstandingly fine results would reflect
the extent of his knowledge of, and
interest in, matters culi.iarv.

Inclined to be fickle in his food
tastes, the Major alternately favors
dishes that are extremely plain and
ordinary (like corned beef, for instance) and those which are elaborate
and definitely unusual. It is almost
entirely with dishes of the former
type, howe\er, that we shall deal
here, in describing for you one of
the Major's famous Buffet Supper
parties, and the fine fare that is prepared and ser\-ed on such occasions.
]^)itt first let's glance at the Major's
really astonishing culinary set-u]i,
which will convince you that here,
indeed, is a man who likes good food.
Then, too, because he always is e.xtremelv busy, meals must not sto])
with being excellent, but also must
be eoin\'iiieii I. .So, ;dtbough meal
hours ma\' be fantastically irregitlar,
due to the man\- demands ui)on the
.Major's time, he has things arranged
so that he ue\'er has to go far afield
—to toeat,eatandwell— what's
! He ecpially
has takenim])ortant
care of
these re(|tiirements, J discovered, in
IiIn usual masterful fashion, by having not one cocik but three — each
])rc'>iding o\'er a complete kitchen in
three entirely dilTt'rent spots. ( )ue
is at the a])artment which Major
liOwes designed and turnished ato])
the Capitol Theatre for himself and

Buffet supper in the Bowes

his wife, the late Margaret lUington,
popular stage star. Another, andj
larger, kitchen is situated in his
country home, in the Hudson River,
valley, near Ossining, New York.
The third ( the one which we shall
"visit" in this article) is in the suite
of rooms connected with his ofifices,
which are located in a I'roadway
building i)r()miuentl}- associated with
many radio activities. In this buildtake ingupthe anMajor
entireBo-a'es
floor ; Enterprises
so you can
see that"/>'."
it istliisIh'gamateur
Businesshourwithidea.j
capital
It's not to be wondered at, therefore,
that its originator and mentor frequently seeks the relaxation which he
needs and which he finds in the com^
])any of his friends, among whom
would be listed
outstanding
namessomein ofart,thethecountry'^
theatre,
medicine and the press, as well as in
radio
mo\"ies.likes to entertair
.Sinceandthethe.Major
frecpiently — jiarticularly after hii
'Jdiursda\' e\ ening broadcasts — group;|
r.-uiging anywhere from twenty-fouij
to
]>eople
the forty-fi\e
former and
ne\er(seldom
nioie less
than tharf
thd
latter
number,
I'l;
Mil in make
clear for
), herea-^ons
has hit which
upon thtj
uui\ersall_\' popular Buffet Suppei\
idea, in serving refreshments at thest'

manner, with some

of his favorite
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SOOTHING
NO

CHAPPED
PROBLEM!

If yourter}' hands
could talk,theirthey'd
how and...
blusweather roughens
tendertell skin

strictly informal gatherings. But,
lest you think that there can be little
in common between such collations
and anything that you yourself might
hope to serve in your own home, let
me set your mind at rest immediately
on that score. True, you might have
togiiests
divideandthesuggested
numl)er of
the by
Major's
dishes
half,
but the general idea is one you could
easily carry out. And I dare swear
that none of you who read this will
have to work in smaller quarters
than
those in
which
the Major's
Norwegian
chef.
Monsieur
Lem,
officiates !
In this two-by-four workshop of
his you would find, of course, all the
principal features of a larger kitchen,
a modern refrigerator, a small but
•adequate oven, a good sized sink and
a work table ( though a mighty small
one, I thought).
Many's consider
the woman,a
however,
who would
leri kitchen of such infinitesimal proportions asufficient excuse for not giving
a party at all ! But no fair, now !
For, with the following hints and
recipes, not even a kitchenette cook
should hesitate about issuing invitafor a similar
Buffet to5";(/'/'rr,
' planned
along tions
lines
tliose given
by .i
the Major. Remember, too, that, !
{Continued on page 55) I
dishes for your menus

HANDS

HowHinds Honey and AlmondCream soothes
them. ..makes them smooth and dainty again!

HANGNAILS. Rough, fcd skiii. Chapped knuckles. Time
for Hinds! Hinds Honey and Almond Cream, with
its
extra-creamy
ingredients
and itsdainty.
"sunshine"
D, soon makes hands
soft, smooth,
Skin is X'ltamin
soothed
back to comfort. Dishwashing loses its reddening effect.
Biting winds no longer leave that sore, chapped look.
Turn to Hinds Honey and Almond Cream— for Honeymoon Hands. $1, 50c, 25c, 10c. Dispenser free with 50c
size— attached to bottle, ready to use.

i honey and almond

ACTING..
QUICK
NOT
WATERY

ght 1937 Nli.\ Serv ice. In

cream

Hhids is used daily
on their precious skin
The tender baby skin of the
"quins "—protected by Hinds!
Grand for your children too —
for chapped, chafed skin.
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WONDERS

HER SKIN!

.-M
I ror .
,;„„. „,ir
was awful
skinnu.
..xt,ysm
"
rasha,nedfoeven look

ter, Bob
W. C.ArmbrusFields.
Nelson Eddy, Edgar Bergen,
Don
Ameche
and Dorothy
Lamour
all
give
a rousing cheer
for their host,
Master McCarthy.
"Don't shoot

Usee results.
(maybethey^
i-Mm- ^WIUHELPJI
..I'm not
everythini
y.ast youboomclaim—
f^^^J_''\„t
more"
"
'J
v^hata
CHAN0E2_^
out!

Foam

Tablets

Double Value ''><t<|i
!I
I
II
II
I
II

until youofseetheir
the
whites
eyes!"Dorothy
Charlieas
warns
he gallops away
with her and Berhis fiery
woodengen oncharger.
Donning a
monocle,
better vision.forNelson
Eddy gives the
his
shave.
gay first
desperado
Bergen stands
by to offer h is
encouragennent.

X

i^RE
missing good— because
times — ofsuf-a
needless YOU
embarrassment
pimply, feringblemished
skin? Then heed
this story!
the actual experience
of a grateful
ofIt'spleasant-tasting
Yeast Foam
Tablets. user
Let Yeast Foam Tablets hel]) you as they
have helped thousands of olhcrs. This pasteurized yeast is rich in precious natural elements which stimulate sluggish digestive organs— restore
rid
the body
of thenatural
poisonselimination
which arc— and
the real
cause
of
so
many
unsightly
skins.
You'll
look
better — and feel better.
Ask your drusgisiand forre/useYeastsubstitutes
Foam 7 ablets today—
Yeast

The ymu"
"enfant terrible" of mm
Chase and SanFrank Muto Photos

pP
Sa^
Ktee fctate.
U
NORTH
WIiSTEr<NAve.,
YE.^ST
1750 N. Ashland
Chicago,CO.Illinois
Please
send
free
introductory
package
of
Foam Tablets.
mmYtast
12.37
Name
Address
City- send 10cStale
Canadian readers pleaee
to cover poHtaice and dut7
10

Nelson Eddy Is
only
a part ofwhen
the
background,
the "diminutive
W.
C. Fields
little
chum" doesof
his stuff — and how
he does do it!
"Perhaps we'd
Ameche
suggests
better retire,"
to Bergen, when
young
Casanova
McCarthy
and
Dorothy Lamour
indulge in a
fervent embrace.
o the talltakes
timber,
Charlie
~^
while
Don stays
Edgar as hewould
plots
"Where
to
cut him down.
Bergen bedemands
without
me?"
modest Charlie.
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born show entertains

BEAUTY
aiilhoritirs
most im|i(irlaiit
stepagree
in the thai
rare tlieof
)our
in!i. Itcoinph'Nion
s a simpleis llioroiiixli
step, too,cleanssince
Daggett & Ramsdell created Golden
Cleansing Cream.
For this new cream contains colloidal gold ... a substance vvilh a
rt>markal)le power for Idiiing and invigoi this
alingcolloidal
the skin.gold.Yonan\canmoret sc-llianor
feel
you can see or feel the iron in spinach.
Yet its penetrating action not oidy
makes Golden Cleansing Cream a more
efficient cleanser . . . but aids in keeping the complexion clear and youthful.
Try Golden Cleansing Cream tonight. See how fresh and vitally alive
it leaves your skin. At leading drug
and department stores.
DAGGETT

& RAMSDELL

Duggctt <& Kanmilell. Kooin 19K0. 2 ark Avenue, Ne\% Yiirk City.
Enclosed fliul lOc in stamps for Iri [ size jar of (Jol.len CleanshiK

!o.mI mi II. S. only.)
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WITH MY
LANE HOPE CHEST"
says Rochelle Hudson
aOth Cenhiry-Fox Star

Taking a poke
at a columnist
who

was

misinformed-and

other

matters

RUDY

VALLEE

Sailorman Rudy, at the helm of
his boat on the lake at his summer home in Maine, where he
delights in his carefree hours.
During the colorful parade of
The American Legion, last September, Rudy Vallee led the
Maine delegation up the avenue.

More and more, as
I am falsely writtenup and misquoted, do
I see the need for
a magazine devoted
solely to the correction of errors — a
refuge for all waylaid by unjust spoken
or printed words. To
be more specific, let
me pointstanceoutthat recently
one inoccurred to me:

Give This TRUE Love Gift
WHEN you select this romantic gift in
which your future home will start, be
sure ernit Hope
is a Chest,
genuinewithLANEexclusive
— the glorified
features modtliat
give
absolute
moth
protection
—
by a
free moth insurance policy. Your backed
Lane dealer
is now showing a glorious array of the latest
Lane models at surprisingly modest prices. See
llii-sc idcul gifts for sweetheart, daughter,
sister, (ir inotlii r })i lore you make up your gift
list.
I'lie L.WK
(■()MP.\NY,
Dept.M,
AltaVista,
Virginia.
CanadianInc.,Distributor:
Knechtel's, Ltd., Hanover, Ontario.
LANE
CEDAR CHESTS
THE GIFT THAT STARTS A HOME
12

Evansused
Plum-to
merAir.
— who
write a column called
Pliiiiis
0)1(1 Prunes
now writes
one —he
Ijoasts is a Hollywood
SHO]Vdoxvn — obviously aplav on the
word LOll'doTvu. All
I can say is that if all
of his enlightening
showdowns are as incor ect as the one in
which he mentions
our Te.xas broadcast
of July 22n(l, then he
is
first incaiidnlatc
I'nr
honors
ni\ alioxcmentioned magazine
idea — which magazine
to be called Sqitmck
or Erratum — the title
l)eing vagtiely suggested I)y our own
Air. Winchell.
Mr. Phiiiiiiirr says: "Did \oii
hear the I 'allee show of July 2<^th
fro>ii Dallas.^ Yes, Hollywood
'showdown has spies even in Texas!

On that ni(/ht. at dress rehearsal,
Produeer O'Keefe told Rudy that
the sho'ii.'
time andprobably
that he would
woidd runhaveover-to
drop one chorus of El Gauchos, the
zvind-up tunc wliieJi zvas to be sung

RADIO STARS

D

by the Gatichos. male chorus. But
xvhcn aired the shoi^' ran off more
quickly than anticipated and allowed ample time for the to-befatal chorus. At that point the
Gauchos .rccitched key. and the orchestra, e.rpecti)u/ tlicy ck'ould have
to be cut, playea in another — and
everything was Iwrrible. Rudy was
fuming mad and fired the band,
but the musicians didn't care.
They're used to it. He ak^'ays hires
them right back."
First: The date was July 22nd,
and not the 29th, as Mr. Plummer
reported.
Second: There was no night
dress rehearsal — it was in the
afternoon.
Third: Nothing was said about
cutting any chorus of any tune.
. Fourth: What he calls El
Gauchos (the title is El Gaucho —
singular) was not sung on that
program, but had been done the
week previously.
BlueFifth:
Bonnet.The wind-up tune was
Sixth: The mistake which set
everyone wrong was committed by
the first trumpet player and not
the Gauchos. Mr. Plummer has
probably never led a band, so for
his information as well as that of
many people, may I point out that
the first trumpet player is to a band
what the lead sheep is to a herd of
sheep? His instrument is the loudest and so it is perfectly natural
and logical for the men, on many
occasions, to follow his lead. He
tops all of the band in volume.
{Continued on page 70)
-

Consult

a Doctor

instead
The simple "Lysol" method of
feminine hygiene has ended
many a "misunderstanding"
MANY a pier
neglected
fret aifhapsolution ofwifeher would
proldem,
she
consulted a doctor instead of a lawyer. For
very often, a husband's neglect arises from
a wife's failure to keep herself immaculati'ly, intimately clean.
\re von s>sureill vour
you own
liaven't
been livgiene?
guilty of
car<'li'Nsii(
jiersonal
You nia\ not he aw are of this offense. Yet it
nia\ he intolerable to o(lier>: particularly lo
vour liusliaiid. Hcl 1 er learn a In lu t "L\ m )l .
'l oo many \\onii-n fail in llii> mailer of
p«-rM)nal (I a in t inc>s. If tii«' Irulli were
kno\\n. "incoinpalibility " ofli-n means
ignoniiif c (ij ciin-fi t Ji'ininine liygienic measures for rieanlinrss.
Ask yonr .lo. tor about "I a sol" disinfeclanl.
nior<' than b\.>() man\
\ ears doctors,
'l,\sol
has been For
recommended
and used by counth s^ uomcn. lor aiiliseptic
liygieiu', an<l
■'L\^c>^■
widely
usedfeminine
bv the medical
nur,-~iugis profes-

of a Lawyer
sions, for exacting antiseptic needs. There
are many valuable personal and housecarrieshold it.uses for "Lysol", and every druggist
THE 6 SPECIAL FEATURES OF "LYSOL"
1. NoN-CAVsnc . . . "I.ysol" in the proper
dilution, is gentle and n-liable. It contains
no harmfid fn-e l aii^tic alkali.
2. I'KFECTtx KN K-^ . . . "I .\ -ol" is a powerful
ai'iiiiiciilc. activ c uiiilcr jiractical conditions
...ciTci tiNc in the nri->ciicc of i>r;i.imc matI'kn H i n \ I ii>N . . . .' \ -olM >ln I ions spread
Ixcansc of low ^-nrlacc len>loii. and thus
virtiiallv searrii out germs.
-I.ci'iilralcd.
FroNOMV.costs. ."Lysol",
eonless than because
one cent itanisapplication in the proper solution for feminine
)f "LvsoK disar- aii.-r n>c... "Lysol" keeps its full
6.app.Stauility.
strength no matter how long it is kept, no
matter bow often it is uncorked.
FACTS ALL WOMEN SHOULD KNOW
1,1Hl.„,n,li.l.l.
HN X I INK\, I'r...ln<
I.. I . l^ Corp.,
\. Dept. 12-R S
l-l,..
.,,,1
,„..
il„I
k
railed
"LYSOL andV8. GERMS",
Milli f.iri> ali.iiil f.iiiiiiiMC hygiene
oilier uses

; Products Con).
FOR FEMININE HYGIENE
Dr. Allan Roy Daloe every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday 4:45Copr..P. M.1937 E.by S.I T. Columbia Network
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Germs just scram
when

I get my

Mennen Oil Rub/
"Boy,
do I feel with
grand Mennen
and SafeAntiseptic
after my
daily body-rub
Oil. You bet I do! 'Cause germs just hate
it. When
I was president
born my kept
doctorsafesaid,
want
this future
... so'I
rub him daily with Mennen Antiseptic
Oil.' That's just what they've done.
And you ought to see my skin; I don't
know when I've had a rash or sore spot on
it. What's that? You want to keep your
baby's skin safe from germs, too? Then
take a tip from me — rub him every day
with Mennen Antiseptic Oil!"
Nine- tenths of all the hospitals important in
maternity work use Mennen Antiseptic Oil on
their bahies every day . Your baby deserve s it, too '

OIL
Most hospitals rub their
babies with it 6g\V'

WOULD you like to see yourself as
others
see you
like to
know just
how ? youW'ould
look you
to others?
Then read this article carefully, for
here you will find a picture of yourself, all dressed up at the dance.
Russ Morgan is going to paint this
picture. Mr. Morgan, whose Musk
In the Morgan Manner is heard over
the two major networks, is currently
conducting at the popular French
Casino. Nightly, as he stands on his
dais at the Casino, he sees the world
and his girl dance by, and with his
impersonal masculine mind Morgan
has
questionthan: "Why
one pondered
girl more the
attractive
another,is
regardless of money or beautiful
features ?" So Russ Morgan has
evolved a list f)f things that make you
lovely or annoying in the eyes of
others — and most especially your best
beau.
Check your own personal mannerisms against
this list
only bea
cheating
yourself
if (you'll
you stretch
l)oint ) and see how you rate. Also,
if you will admit your failings and
go right to work to overcome them,
you can raise that rating!

\m\
Mr. Morgan begins with the way
you enter the rooqi. How do you
walk? You should keep your shoulders back, though not necessarily
high. Stomach in, of course, head
high and proud, swinging the arms
slightly. \Valk slowly and gracefully.
Any girl whose feet are healthy and
shoes comfortable can easily achieve
this walk. Professional dancers, Mr.
Morgan says, realize the importance
of foot health to graceful movement.
They have found the pumice stone
invaluable for keeping the feet spry
and beautiful at all times. They bathe
the feet nightly and rub away callouses with a pumice stone dipped in
warm sudsy water. Callouses should
never be cut over. Continual rubbii
of the tops of slippers against the
heel causes an accumulation of
wrinkled skin just above the slippei
line. The use of a bath l)rush daih
on the heel while in a bath will softer
this skin and bring relief. Application of a little olive oil a few time.'
a week to this part of the heel \i
effective.
Now. you have reached your table
Will vou comb vour hair? Whisl-

Loveliness at the dance, as Maestro

Russ ■
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SAID

MY

LIPS

LOOK
PAINTE©!"

By MARY

BIDDLE

out your mirror to see if make-up is
perfect? Re-touch that make-up at
the tahle? I hope the answers to
these deadly
questionssinsareagainst
all "no,"goodfor taste
they
are
and annoy a man beyond words !
Also, it would be considerate of you
t'l apply your make-up thoroughly
lie fore you reach the table, so you
won't
disturb
neighbors
^oing tohaveandtofrom
the your
dressing-room.
Whenyourself
the band
strikes
prove
a lovely
ladyup,or you'll
a pet
peeve. The dance floor is paved with
pitfalls for the unwary. First, of
cnurse, you must be able to dance —
and of course you can — for todav
you'd have to look hard to find a
chipper young lady anywhere over
thirteen who doesn't know the latest
steps, or at least the regulation steps.
However, the wise young lady
listens before she leaps. If the tune
is a rhumba, her partner wants to
rhumba;
she doesn't
liow, she and
shouldif never
make aknow
desperate try on the public dance floor.
Her mis-steps will hurt his pride as
well as toes ! It would be much betto to smile (Continued on page 74)
Morgan

defines

it

MiN HATE T«AT*'PAINTEP LOOK"! DOnYlbt it
SPOIL YOUB liOMANCi! USE TANGEE, THE LIPSTICK
TOAT ISNY paint, THE ONLY LIPSTICK WITfl THE MAGIC
TANGEE COLOU. CHANGE PRINCIPLE!.. MAKES YOUP.
LIPS I'R'RESISTIBLE!! send the COUPON NOW..!

SEND COUPON forTANGEES
MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET, containing generous samples of Tangee Lipstick,
Rouge Compact, Creme
Rouge, and Face
Powder . . .
FREE! CHARM TEST!
—an amazing new chart that
actually measures your
charm! Reveals your personality,
you self-confi\
dence andgivespoise,
the ability
to attract men. Approved by
an eminent psychologist.
Sent FREE with Tangee's lOtf
Miracle Make-Up Set.
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Rosaline Greene, Phil Spitalny, Maxine
and Evelyn, of The Hour of Charm, with
Radio Stars Distinguished Service Medal.

PIO
Last minute

notes

Jerry Belcher, originator of infornnal
interview hours, with some Interesting
Neighbors visited on his new WfiCshow.

II

I]

on air stars' doings in the studios and out
KATE SMITH is a happy lady these days, presiding ov
a program she loves so well that she once did the jo
for virtually no salary at all. That is how the whol
thing started. A long vaudeville tour had kept Kate o
the
air a whole season a few years ago and when sh
I
returned, she was brimming over with this idea of
program with herself as mistress of ceremonies.
She was so enthusiastic, she persuaded the Columbi
network to give her a whole hour one afternoon a wee
No sponsor was forthcoming but Kate went ahead any
way, getting guest stars from here and there, ending u]
her week with little or no profit after all the expense;
of the hour were paid. The sliow was so successful
Columbia moved it to an evening hour, still without
sponsor
to take
ex])enseswith
off olTc-rs
Kale"s for
])ursc.
Sponsors
soon theaiijieared
Ivate Smitl
but, to her great (li'-a]>p(iintnient, tlu'\- wanted her on th(
sort of sdiiL; iirdL^i'ams >hc liad done in the past. Thi
Kate
SmithIvate
variety
was .shelved
a couple
\cars until
hnallyhour
persuaded
Cciicral forFoods
to revi 0'
it last season.
llie dav of tliat fu'st show was a grand one for Ka
I'll nc\cT forget how .she lauL;heil her way through t
long rehearsal, with all the enthusiasm of an excited lit
girl making a debut.
Kate had one sitiiif in her early season programs
\ear ai/o that heeaiiie sn (>rer:eheliiiinijly siircessftd
had to l>e eat oat. Tliat 7^'as tier "Coiinitaiid Appca
ance," a eash a7^'ard for the most heroic deeds of eac
xveck. The d(\-ds a'cri- re-eiiaeted in radio dramas a
tlie audience was invited to mail z'oles ^^'hich would dec
the '<einner of first prize.
Kespoiise was so eiithusiaslic. tlie expense of handl
all the mail heeame proliibitivc. Kate finally had to
tlie
slant altixjetlier to avoid finding herself ending eaci
Margaret Shanna, Connie of the CBS dramatic
serial,
Arnold
Grimm's
Daughter,
lucek
7^<ithoiit'
profit,a sponsor.
e.vaelly as she had in the program'
is a likely candidate for television.
early days
-.eithoitt
She
rerii'eil
the
stunt
tins season
hut it'sononpage
a m 91
conservative basis. The awards
( Continued
16
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Universal put announcer Don
Wilson and Judith Barrett
Behind the Mike in the film
of that name. They have fun.

colds ... I have to look

Martha Raye
with famed
Deutsch. She
while he apes

changes places
violinist Emery
wields the bow
the Raye mouth.

Benny Goodman, dean of clarinetists, and Gene Krupa, professor of the drums, get hot
in Warners' Hollywood Hotel.

out for Jack's just the
same as Junior's...''
"You know how men r\^^x\
are. Careless about ^|.x
bad weather. Hate umbrel as andstart
oversho
es. ^''y
When they
sneez-f
L-y
ing,
can't
be
bothere
with doing anythindg -t^/ •
about it.whatTlien,
when a cold gets 'em
down—
a fuss!
"Jack used to get one cold after anHonest, heButwasn't
with
half theother.winter.
this fitfallto Ilive
decided
I wasn't giving
going myto put
up withthe it.sortSo ofI
started
big baby
care I'd been giving my little one.
"The tery next time Jack came
home sneezing, he got Vicks Va-tro-nol
—quick!— 3 or 4 drops right up each
nostril. 'Lot o' grumbletl.
good that'llButdo anme,'hourhe
or so later I caught him
using Va-tro-nol all by
himself. And, fortu.'was
nately,
that'scold.all there
to that
"He still takes some
watching, but he admits
that Va-tro-nol has helped him dodge
a lot of those nasty head colds he used
to get. 'Course, some colds get by in
spite
you incanourdo.house
But they
don't
get byof/oralllong
any more.
"When Jack gets a cold I give his
chest— and hack, too— a good massage
with Vicks VapoRub. He growls some,
but I know he likes it. Junior gets the
same treatment. I like it especially for

him because the doctor doesn't want
me 'dosing'
him tummy.
a lot, for fear of upset ing his little
"I get Jack to treat me the same
way, too. The rubbing feels so good
when your chest is all tight and achy
with
a cold. inAnd,those
all the time, you're
breathing
VapoRub
vapors!
"Pretty soon, you
feel relaxed and com- ( { f'^
fortable sleep
again asandcan<
C
usually
sound^^^^^

never had 'wm^^'^i^
if you"d
aas cold
at all."
Both
^'a-tro•nol
apuRul)
liave been
doubly
proved
forand \ou<.\ aiul
— li\ 1j\cvciNda)
u^c
in niilHons
of liomt
I lie larfiest
clinical tests ever niatle on colil-. For full
details of these huge tests, see the folder'•\ icks comes
Plan forin Better
of Cokls"'which
eacli \ Control
icks package.
VICKS
VA-TRO-NOL
VAPORUB
Just
the
tliroat,rubbed
chest,on and
back

2 Big Radio
Shows: SanAowJEANETTE
7 1'. M. f£S7)—
/omotu
gutsi
stars Wed..
featuring
.WONS.
. . Mon..
10:30 A.Xcruork.
M. MacDONALD
(EST) TONY
Bnlh on theFri..Calumhm

w
; if' MILLION VICK AIDS USED YEARLY FOR BETTER CONTROL OF COLDS
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moDERn mnGRZinES
149 Madison Avenue New York, N. Y.
PLEASE
KE:VElfV iiiv suhNeriptiun to RADIO STARS as
•he«ked below:
□ 2 years )»1.50
□ 1 year »l.OO
I enclose S
. Regin with the
i_is8ue.
fimme
Address
City and State
SPECIAL €03tBi\ATM0\ RATES
□ MODERIV SCREEX and MODERX HOMA.XIES Both 1 year 91.75
n MODERN SCREEN and RADIO STARS
Both 1 year $1.75
□ RADIO STARS and MODERN RO.MANCES Both I year j$l.75
a MODERN SCREEN, MODERN ROMANCES and RADIO STARS
All for 1 year |»2.50
Addll.OO per subscription p«r yejr for foreign postage except to Canada. Cuba, Spain, Mexico Central and South America '■^TJ^^*
YOUR

SUBSCRIPTION
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MODERN
A MARVELOUS

NEW

cake hidden inside? And see the round hole
3t runs lengthwise through the cake? Well . . . you whisk the brush
und inside this hole, and then proceed on your lashes in the regular
ly Then is when you get your second surprise I Instantly, you make
; thrilling discovery that this new style round brush goes between
'ur lashes and colors them evenly all over instead of just on their
HchLahu^ witL "MODERN

EYES".

FORM

EYES
OF

CAKE

MASCARA

bottom side. What a difference this makes! Lashes look more lu)i
...eyes look lovelier than ever before. And what a mascara this is I
Newly smooth in texture. Oh! so smooth, and so quick to dry. Dries
almost at once. Truly tear-proof, and actually curls the lashes. Nonsmarting, and perfectly harmless of course. Then think! When you
are all through making up your eyes, your Modern Eyes case is just as
clean and neat as the day you purchased it. Black . . Brown . . Blue.
250 AT ALL LEADING

TEN CENT STORES

Mrs. Whitney's guests climb aboard . . . light up Camels. . . . With a "Hard alee!" Mrs. Whitney puts the helm over . . . heads out to sea.
The
in

Whit

neys

southern

will

be

waters

Camels are a matchless
blend of finer, MORE
EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS
...Turkish and Domestic

MRS.toldHOWARD
F. WHITNEY
me, the other
day, that
they hope to do some sailing in the
South this winter. The Whitneys had
aandlovely
LongWhitney
Island —is
on thesummer
Sound.onMrs.
a skillful yachtswoman and handles
a racing class boat like an expert
Their converted New York 40, the
Chinook, is a very "shippy" boat.
Mrs. Whitney will be remembered
as the former Hope Richardson. Her
wedding was an outstanding social
event. I recall how enchanting Mrs.
Whitney looked as a bride, in a gown
of white satin with a yokrf of net
embroidered in tiny pearls, and her
tulle veil held in place by a bandeau
of orange blossoms. This year Mrs.
Whitney s committee work had much
to do with the success of the colorful
Greentree Fair at Manhasset. During
the summer she got in a lot of tenriding, and — as always — sailing
and nis,
cruising.
Hope's
the energetic life enthusiasm
is proverbialforamong
her
friends. "Don't you ever get tired?"
I asked. " Of course," she laughed.
"After a long trick at the Sielm, or
any time I feel worn out, I refresh
myself
with aCamels
Camel—steadily,
and gelwithout
a 'lift'!
I can smoke
the slightest feeling of harsjiiness on
my throat." Which shows how mild
Camels are!'''' It's
that • women
"^tobaccos
hotrue
jind in Camel's
find the costlier
'-matchless
''freshing.blend more enjoyable.

soon

SOCIETY

(above) Mrs. Howard F. Whitney, of Roslyn,
Long Island, at the helm of the Chinook. "I value
healthy nerves," she says. " So I smoke Camels.
They don't jangle my nerves!"
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Congratulations to the Mutual Broadcasting System, now happily celebrating its
third birthday. Mutual's growth and progress during its three years of existence,
considering the powerful opposition of the National Broadcasting Connpany and the
Columbia Broadcasting System, have been phenomenal.
Its broadcasting of special events, sports and dance music has been particularly
outstanding. No other network regularly features such popular orchestras as Guy
Lombardo, Paul Whiteman, Wayne King, Horace Heidt, Vincent Lopez, Tommy Dorsey,
Leo Reisman, George Olsen, Fred Waring and Ted Weems.
The Mutual Broadcasting System, an outgrowth of a mutual exchange of programs
among kVO/?, Newark; WGN, Chicago; and WLW , Cincinnati, was officially recognized
as a national network on October I, 1934. The basic idea in its formation was that it
be cooperative, with the stations remaining independent and, themselves, operating the
system. Needless to mention, it has worked out beautifully. Especially for the listener.
The Mutual Broadcasting System went coast-to-coast, December 29, 1936. The
event was marked by a gala four-and-a-half-hour program, featuring the leading stars of
stage, screen and radio.
Mutual's tremendous listening audience is easily explained. The stations are easy
to get; the programs are easy to listen to. And that's exactly what every listener wants.
To the Mutual Broadcasting System, because of its admirable service to the
listener, RADIO STARS Magazine presents its award for Distinguished Service to Radio.

EDITOR.

Jeanette's newest role is as hostess
on the Vick's Open House program, on
Sundays at 7:00 p.m., EST, over CBS.

To the world she's Jeanet+e MacDonaid,
lovely star of stage, screen and radio.
But at home she is Mrs. Gene Raymond.
Jeanette

MacDonaid

tells of her honeymoon
By

GLADYS

I WAS admitted to the cheerful-looking, English type
house by the side of the road. I said to the maid: "Miss
Hall to see
MacDonaid,
please." The
peccableMiss
surface was,
just perceptibly,
ruffledmaid's
; in imher
eyes the slight glaze of one who faces a delicate situation.
Then, barely stressing the "Mrs. Raymond will be down
immediately.
me chill.
to the For
living-room,
left
me there Madam,"
suffering she
fromguided
a slight
I had, I
realized, pulled a boner. Here I was admitted, a first
visitor from the Press, to the Honeymoon House — The
House-That-Gene-Built — and I trip over my tongue, first
thing.
Nice going, I told myself.
For I remembered, a split second too late, how a fan
magazine contact at M-G-M had called Jeanette, shortly
after she returned from her honeymoon. ".Studio calling,"

and the new home

HALL

she had said, in the routine way, "I would like to talk tt
Miss MacDonaid, please." There was a moment whicl
froze. Then a maid's voice answered: "There is no on'
by that name living here, Madam. This is the home o
Mrs. Gene Raymond." The maid, new in the Raymon*
household, new in Hollywood, perhaps — newly come,
should
suppose,byfrom
Mars —MacDonaid.
didn't even Or,
knowif that
was employed
Jeanette
she sh>
di(
know
(and
if
she
didn't,
she
must
have
come
from
Mars)
made an exquisitely fine distinction. The fine distinctiot
jeanette herself makes. For Jeanette MacDonaid, whosi
name rings and sings around the world, is Mrs. Gen«
Raymond, and none other, at home.
She came in "immediately, " as the maid had said '
Jeanette alwavs is on time for an appointment. She wa:
wearing a slack suit of variegated blue stripes, lustrou:

mfh which Gene

surprised her

As she appeared in a scene from
M-S-M's popular film, Rose Marie.
ind silken. About her throat was a rose silk scarf
Jeanette has a passion for scarves, owns over a hundred
>f them), and her hair was a red-gold aureole about her
ace. Stars glowed in her eyes, and she walked lightly, as
f winged with happiness.
told her of my slip of the tongue and she laughed.
'How
you!" she
"Of course
Mrs. inGene
^ymondbad atof home,
and said.
everywhere
else, I'm
except
the
tudio, when I'm working. I'm not, you know, a bit
nodern
my marriage."
Yes, Iabout
thought,
Jeanette would be like this. She wi
five all of herself to her marriage, to her home. As she
fives all of herself to her screen career, now to her radio
areer, to her career as daughter, as sister, as friend, as
luman being. Then I stopped. For how, mathematically
peaking, can any one person (Continued on page 66)

Dark, dainty Alyce McLaughlin and genial
Charles Correll, after their nnarriage on
Septennber eleventh, in Glendale, California.
i-i'iiJe World Photo
How

romance

came

to Charles

Correll {Andy, of Amos 'n Andy)
and lovely Alyce McLaughlin
The Time: September 11th. 1937, at 8:30 a.m.
The Place: The Wee Kirk o' the Heather, Glendale,
Cahtornia.
///(' Girl: Alyce McLaughlin, pretty, vivacious,
hlack-haired, black-eyed, very much in love. . . .
l'",verv one however
knows thatwellat cut
a wedding
the groom
nnnn|X)rtant,
his morning
clothes,is
however expansive his smile, but in this case the groom
merits description, not only because he is famous, but
because he is without doubt the happiest man in the
world. Not because he is rich, not because he is known
all over the world as Andv, mirth-provoking member of
radio's beloved
lovely,
alluring
Alyce isblackface
his bride. team,
This but
is thebecause
supremethismoment
of his life. All that has gone before is unimportant.
All that is to come is more imjxjrtant because it is to
shared with her.
When the minister intoned the familiar, enduring
words that made them one, the result was something
that not even the Hollywood background, the Hollywood ])ace, can alter. For this was no Mexico or
Yuma marriage, no sudden, fly-by-night afifair, but
the real marriage of two people deeply, completely in
love.
W'hen genial
saw yMyce
McLaughlin dancingCharles
on the Correll
stage offirsta Chicago
theatre,
and when he subsequently met her at a party, he
thought only that she was a very attractive girl, a clever

And so fhey were married, and lived happily
ever after! Mr. and Mrs. Charles Correll, at
home in their pleasant Hollywood apartment.
Alyce and Andy, hand in hand, go for a stroll
together in the California sunshine. Mrs.
Correll formerly was an adagio dancer.

By

MIRIAM

ROGERS

little dancer, but never dreamed her future was in any
way concerned with his, that the separate paths of
their lives were destined to meet and cross again and
yet again, and finally to merge and become one.
As for Alyce, she was young and newly embarked
upon a career of her own and it could scarcely have
occurred to her that she would exchange it for the
reflected
glory of the long-established career of the
famous comedian.
But they were to discover, these two, that the most
important thing in life was being together, that nothing
mattered so much to either of them as the other's
happiness.
have anything
his"She
voicecanroughening
to hideI'vethegot,"
depthheofsaid
his warmly,
feeling,
the sincerity of his emotion.
And when he had stepped out of the room, she
looked
: "I amlikea lucky
girl.
There after
are a him
lot fondly
of girlsandwhosaidwould
to change
places
me !" entertained me in the lovely apartThey with
graciously
ment, overlooking all Los Angeles, that had for some
time been Charles Correll's Hollywood home. A
charmingly appointed apartment with a cool, windswept porch like the deck of a ship, awninged and
comfortably furnished in blue and white, where 25he was
in the habit of breakfasting and dining and relaxing
aften a busy day.
(Contniucd on page 87)

NANCY
BARROWS
mum

On Fridays at ten
p.m., over thethe Coco
CBS
network,
Cola progrann,7/ie
Song air.
Shop,Itstakes
the
star
is Kitty
and
it isCarlisle,
a gay
and lively show.

IHHEIOP

The

story of young

Carlisle, lovely

Kitty

soprano

star of the CBS Song Shop

'w HKrrell
Kitty Carlisle, who never has played anything but leading
is oneyoung
of radio's
most versatile
and roles,
delightful
stars.
was kidnaped in Corsica. That's not just a press
'j^nn story, either. It really happened. She was twelve
<ars old at the time, and with a party of friends was out
or an afternoon on horseback. There were mountains all
rnund, but the riders kept to the safe highway. And
he beaten path was never the one for Kitty Carlisle!
"So Ifarther
sulked."andsaidfarther
Kitty, behind.
telling meSuddenly
about it.I realized
'T kept
ailing
liat the others were out of sight. But, all at once, I
.asn't
the road.were
A group
of ragged,
fierceloking alone
men onon horseback
all around
me.
" 'You're coming this way,' said they, seizing my horse's
ndle.
choice about
— so
went. There
They didn't
took meseemup toin betheanymountains,
to a itcave,
laybe
a cave,"
as a lotit ofwasn't
rocks —really
it looked
like ashecaveamended.
to me. "But it
They
didn't
keep
me
very
long,
though.
police
ime. In Corsica the police and the bandits areThequite
en
nnille! And they said : 'Look here — you can't do this,
•he's an American girl. You'll get us all in trouble !' "
Kitty wasn't frightened, she says, except just for a molent,
at first.
)<) happy
about But
it. her mother, one gathers, wasn't any
"The worst thing about it." Kitty recalled, "was the
icat they gave me to eat. It was all hairy!" She shud<'red.
thing wasShe when
had
i>me "And
after methe— funniest
on horseback.
hates Mummie
to ride — and
looked so funny, bouncing up the mountain on a
vitty Carlisle and her mother have found life a rather
!K' adventure, l)y and large, however. And they've
' liieved a plea.sant ])hilosophy about it. They take things

i'lioto hy Ray Jones
For Paramount, she made Murder af fhe
Vanifies, She Loves Me Not, and Here Is My
Heart, And for M-G-M, A Night at fhe Opera.
as they come, and have developed a nice discrimination
as to what should be remembered and what forgotten.
When she physician
was eight inyears
Kitty's died.
father, who was
a prominent
Newold,Orleans,
Kitty,and"Mummie
with
nie"So,"
under said
one arm
her violin sold
underthethehouse,
other, and
she went
to
luirope.
About
ten
years
later,"
Kitty
laughed,
"she
remembered that she had left a rare suite of Empire
furniture with an agent, to be sold on commission. She
couldn't remember, then, who the agent was, or where he
was,Europe
so shewasdecided
go onmany
forgetting
home just
for toa good
years.about
Kittyit."went
to school in Switzerland, at the Chateau Mont Choisi, in
Lausanne. Then there were years of private tutoring at
home, in Paris, in Neuilly. She spent two years at the
fashionable finishing school of the Princess Mesterchersky
in Paris. And a year in Rome.
She was grown up now, tall and slim, with thick brown
hair and glowing brown eyes, and she made her bow to
society and became one of the ])rominent members of the
younger set of the American colony in Paris.
It soundsin like
young girl's
dreamon ofthe glamorous
life
— winters
Paris,anysummers
at a villa
Riviera, amid
the most cultured and sophisticated society on the continent. But again the beaten path was not enough for Kitty
Carlisle. She wanted to be a singer, an actress. She
wanted, not just a career, but more to do! So, early in
1931. she began to study singing seriously.
"I had sung always," she says, "You know — for
Mother's friends. But . . ."
So she studied singing, in Paris, under Maestro Cunelli,
and dramatics with the famous (Continued on p(u/r n2)

Dorothy Lamour, as the lovely Marama,
in the United Artists thrilling South
Sea picture, The Hurricane. Jon Hall
is her tragic lover, Terangi. Torn
fronn his bride by cruel injustice, he
braves Incredible hardships to return
to her and she joins him in the pitiful
attempt to escape implacable fate.
Radio listeners know Dorothy on the
Chase and Sanborn Hour. Hall, nephew
of James Norman Hall, one of the
authors of The Hurricane, is noted as
swimming and diving champion of
Tahiti. And the movie is one of
rare beauty and tense drama.

Ilff

There's magic on the air-in the person of Tommy

Riggs, with

Tommy Riggs THE program director at IVCAE, in Pittsburgh, sat it
at work on his his office, busily engaged at his desk. In an adjoining studic
script for the a rehearsal was under way. Suddenly, through the loudRudy
VariefyVallee
Hour, a child. speaker on the official's desk, came the indignant voice oi
heard on Thurs"Gee wins!" it said. "I just can't do that darned oh
days at 8 p.m.,
EST. over NBC thing
The program director looked up, puzzled. There waf
Red network. no childright!"
listed for any program over his station. He burst
into the rehearsal -room. There was no one there savt
Tommy Riggs, rehearsing his program for the next day
"Who's that kid?" the director demanded. "That girl?''
"Girl ?" Tommy repeated. "There's no girl here."
"I heard her a minute ago," the director insisted. "Her
voice came tofrom
this studio."
He peered
as if
expecting
discover
a child hiding
therearound,
somewhere.
"Well," he said stiffly, "what's so funny?" For Tommy
Riggs burst into a roar of laughter.
"You mean this ?" said Tommy, and he spoke a few
Wide
World words. "You mean that little lady ?"
Photos
The director gasped. It was the very voice he had heard
over his office loud-speaker. The voice of an extremely
cute child ! "Say," he exclaimed enthusiastically, "that's
great
on your
And! soUselittleherBetty
Lou program
Barrie was!" born. The next day
she was introduced to the radio audience, and her debut
was a grand success. Telephones jangled, letters poured
in and Betty began her career in a blaze of glory.
This happened eight years ago, when Tommy Riggs was
airing the first of a series of comedy team programs. After
Betty's
comedy partner left the act and
Betty wasintroduction,
used in his hisplace.
And now, with their contract on Rudy Vallee's Variety

[
his invisible Betty

Lou

Barrie

By PAUL MARSH
Hour, their star of fame has risen with phenomenal speed
over tlie radio horizon. Today, scarcely a few months
after their debut on the Vallee hour, they are as firmly
established in the hearts of their listeners as the seasoned
and popular headliners.
Who is Tommy Riggs and what accounts for his sensational leap into national fame? Is his success a matter
)f luck and breaks, or has he achieved his high goal through
vears of hard work and patient waiting ? Is his story, like
:hat
Dteaksof ? so many others, one of long struggles and heartPittsburgh, Pennsylvania, is Tommy's home. He was
Dorn on October 21st. 1908, of Scotch-Irish parentage.
£ven in his infancy he was musically inclined, and as he
:rew up he began to develop a pleasing baritone.
■'I suppose you're wondering whether a throat operation
jave me the Betty voice?" says Tommy. ' Everyone asks
hat.
truthto ismimic
that myI'vetittle
always
had ofit.theEven
vee lad,TheI used
friends
sand aspile,a
nuch
the amusement
parents."
By ato peculiar
twist ofofhisourlarynx.
Tommy Riggs is able
0 produce what is an amazingly convincing reproduction
tiny asgirl's
voice.sheBetty
IS)f atruly
though
were exists
flesh for
and millions
blood. of listeners
"As a freshman in high school I sang in a musical
■oniedy,
I didn't useour Betty
camewili-to
arties andbutentertained
friends,then.
who She
were only
always
ng to hear what she had to say or sing." Tommy explained.
Bellefonte
in Pennsylvania,
it waslimited
much
he"Atsame.
I playedAcademy,
in theatricals
there, but Betty
ler appearances to parties and group affairs. She told
itories and sang, but never once did she have the opporunity to step before the footlights. At that time her
diaracter was in the process of building and she wasn't,
IS yet, ready to stake her reputa- (Continued on page 78)
Tommy was born in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, where
the ineffable Befty Lou

Puzzle: Find Betfy Lou Barriel Here is Rudy
Vallee following the script os Tommy Riggs
broadcasts, but the voice you hear is Beffy's!

\\nmi]
By

LESLIE

EATON

LIFE began at five for Florence George, sensitive person, she will be hurt. For
lovely new star of radio and screen. Not Hollywood fame is compounded of heartat five a.m. or five p.m., but in her fifth ache and glory and it takes a strong charyear. For when she was only five, Florence acter to survive either of them !
could play the piano creditably, could sing In meeting Florence George, I was first
sweetly in a clear, true soprano, and at five, impressed with her shyness, her sinceri
she already knew that she wanted to be a her graciousness. She is, of course, excit
movie actress when she grew up.
over the turn of events, thrilled with th^
Now, at twenty-one, she has seen her process of being groomed for her first picdreams come true, known a rich fulfillment ture and no less enthusiastic over her good
of her aspirations. She made her debut in fortune in being signed for the Packard
concert and, immediately after, in opera. A program, with Lanny Ross, which comes to
radio contract followed and just a year and you Tuesdays at 8:30 p.m. EST.
two months after her concert debut, she was Some years ago, Florence and her mother
signed to one of radio's most popular pro- wrote their one and only fan letter to Lanny
grams and to a long-term movie contract. and received in reply an autographed picHow does a girl feel when she wakes up ture. So it is something of a coincidence,
to find herself successful, famous? When, as well as a thrill, that her first commercial
at twenty-one, her goal is reached and a program is with her youthful idol,
small, simply furnished Chicago apartment In the years between her fifth and twentyis exchanged for a luxurious Hollywood second birthdays — she will be twenty-two on
home, complete to the swimming pool ? What December 21st — Florence has had many
are her reactions when, almost overnight, hard lessons to learn. And, although her
she steps from obscurity to stardom? And success seems to have come quickly and
what is Hollywood, fabulous, erratic, ex- easily, it is no fluke, no mere chance. Since
citing, cruel Hollywood, likely to do to her? earliest childhood she has worked for it. deInevitably there will be changes, inner as voted herself whole-heartedly to the developwell as outer, and inevitably, too, if she is a ment of her voice and preparation for het
sudden

rise of blonde

Florence George

to radio and opera

1^

.liosen career. Of course her natural
i^Mt'ts
and songShe are
not
ii_t,'htlyofto beauty
be dismissed.
is sHm
and graceful, with natural blonde
iiair softly framing a sensitive, delicately lovely face. Her wide gray
(■\cs are thoughtful, shadowed with
dreams, dark with the intensity of
her purpose, her determination. But
the grace is partly from years of
ballet dancing, and the moving, lyric
voice in its superb coloratura is the
result of tireless vocalizing and
ardent effort. I f she has won prompt
recognition, it is the result of hard
work as well as luck, of concentrated
attention to the cultivation of her
voice, to the study of music, to making herself ready for whatever break
niiglit some day be hers.
Florence was born in Da}^on,
' )iiio, the daughter of Florence and
(ieorge Guthrie, whose first names
she took to make her own professional
name. As Katherine Guthrie, she attended the Dayton public schools and
later, when the family moved to
{Continued on page 58)
fame, at twenty-one.
1

She has sung on a sustaining
program with
Blaufuss'
orchestra,
and Walter
been guest
star
on BingherCrosby's
After
concert Mus/c
debut Hall.
she
sang with the Chicago Civic
Opera. "I love radio and movies,"
she says. "I'm not so fond of
opera.' She loves dancing, too.

For Lester Tremayne,

star of The

IN whose low-slung, open top roadster with red leathe
upholstery do you think I was riding today? Le
I was putting
Tremayne's
! up a pretty good show at being the smoot
and sophisticated interviewer, when I remembered tb
time that the radio was on the blink, when Les Tremayn
was on the Betty and Bob program, and my mother
cleaning lady, Mrs. La Viollette, was so put out becaus
she couldn't
whiledaywashing
the woodworl
that
she sulkedlisten
the toresthim,
of the
and refused
to eat th
lunch Mother prepared for her. I remembered all t\
cakes Mother herself scorched while listening to th;
program. Also the time that Aunt Emily and Unc
Maynard and the kids drove all the way from Calif orn
to see us, and because they unfortunately arrived whi
we were listening to Les on First Nighter, their welcon
was not as cordial as it would have been a half hour late
And here I was, sitting right next to Les Tremaynt
He has a changeable face and a quick humorous mir
which moves so fast his features are never still lor
enough for you to determine whether or not he
handsome.
He was born in London, England, April 16th, 1913the son of an American engineer and an English movir
picture actress. H he had remained in England, he wou
have risen to success in an elevator, instead of callousii
his palms and splintering his shins by climbing the ro
ladder to fame

^'^ First Nighter, variety spices life
His hisgrandmother,
his mother's
an opera
itar,
aunt was inon stock,
his uncleside,
waswasa producerdirector, and his httle cousins were already earning
Pvnch-and-Jiidy money by modeling. And, apart from
that, he had an aunt who promised him a fat legacy if he
would not become an actor !
But, every morning, after the dinner menu was settled
with the cook, his mother took her fat little three-year-old.
Les, and her five-year-old, Wally, and departed for the
^ studio where greasepaint was his Mother Goose.
It is not the memory of his babyhood in pictures that
; stays with him. however, but the evenings at home when
I lie huddled beside his mother, father and brother on the
■; seat of their huge fireplace, while Zeppelins dropped bombs
:j on the city, and only the round green eyes of his big tomq cat gleamed in the darkness.
In 1917 the family left England for America. Panic
whistled through the boat ; one of the convoys was sunk ;
-' DUt
and ofat afoursound
o'clock
the morning
be awakened
sleep,in hustled
into aLeslifewould
belt, and
marched
: on deck for precautionary boat drills. He always remembered totake his round plush hat with him — which,
> with the lifebelt and a nightgown, made up his morning
promenade costume. Incidentally, he still has the plush hat.
The Tremaynes stopped in New York for a month,
moved
to Chicago,
then City,
followed
Father Tremayne's
: .ijobs through
Iowa, and
Kansas
and Oklahoma.
1 Life in the corn and oil belts was farther than miles

By MARGARET

MARY

JOSLYN

from the exciting theatrical world of Ixtndon. Les took
his schooling on the run, played baseball with the boys he
met at school, entered into their affairs of aggies, jiotato
roasts, and yo-yo contests, and still he was as restless and
heavy-hearted as a singer condemned to sing one song.
He was dissatisfied with the idea of being one small
American boy, going through school, entering business,
playing one part, day after day, for three score years and
ten. He wanted to be a beggar boy, a Napoleon, a king,
and a horse-thief !
Spiritually he roared beneath the baptism of monotony.
He was as far from the studios of Hollywood as he was
from him.
the theatres of New York and he didn't know what
ailed
A terrific dreamer, he worshipped the gargantuan chest
of Elmotended thatLincoln,
swinging
from moment
tree tops,
prehe was and
Tarzan.
In a weak
his hemother
made him a fur loin cloth from an old neckpiece, which he
wore
store tocontinuously
buy eggs. — even when he went to the grocery
At the age of ten he became a serious-minded worrier,
and often he sighed over his homework at the diningroom table, as though the weight of the world pressed
on his shoulder blades. He worried what his mother
would do if there were another war and he and his brother.
Wally, and his father were killed. He worried about the
family finances, and about a college education for his
babv sister, then nine months old. {Continued on page 76)

BY ELIZABETH

BENNECHE

PETERSEN

Sitting of her desk, with pencil and paper handy,
Ireene Wiclcer, radio's beloved Singing Lady, takes
notes as her two young children, Nancy and Walter
Wicker, Junior, play and discuss things together.

'No one's to blame

but

yourself, if they don't
says The Singing Lady
ANYBODY can say they don't like cats
and get away with it. But it takes a brave
man
to say he.hero
doesn't
and only
an absolute
dareslikeevendogsto— hint
that
he might not like children !
Liking dogs, and having dogs like you,
seems
to bereason
the testor ofother,
a person's
character
for some
and liking
children and having them like you seems to be
the highest assurance of spiritual qualities,
But along comes Ireene Wicker, The
Singing Lady of radio, adored by children
the country over, who says with refreshing
frankness : "Saying you like children is
like saying you like people. You really
mean,
the aones
I've you
vet tolikemeet
childyouwholike."
doesn't like

ct ne Wicker. From the most angelic, butter-melting-incherub to the orneriest brat in the world, thev
1o-niouth
;t(lore her.
\!ul it mothers had the say in radio, there would be a
ition devoted exclusively to The Singing Ladv, and it
uid operate from six in the morning until eight at night,
u n even the most delaying child should be tucked under
iiikets. As it is, they give fervent thanks for those
teen minutes, four times on week days, and the Sunday
if hour, when Ireene Wicker drops in to look after the
liiiren.
l"')r that space of time a children's armistice is called
•^■iiigh
land. theirIn ears
citiesglued
and on
farmsradioandandin mothers
trailers,
ildrcn the
sit with
to the
1 LTo about their tasks or relax, knowing that for a little
K' thereshrieks
won'tdriving
be anytheminterruptions
questions or
-nzied
to the kitchenor door.
' )thers have sung for children on the radio and others
-.e told them stories, but none of them have been able
api)roach The Singing Lady's magic formula for un'irional surrender of the child heart. It's due, partly,
personality, of course, and to her flair for choosing
that children like, and to her gift as a born story
!nit even more than any of these it's due to the fact
'C really understands them.
r means that she likes them, too. For. find anyone
(■ally understands children and instinctivelv knows
ison they do some things and the reason thev don't

Worid Photo
The Wicker
pose. (Left
Wicker, and
Charlie to

family group in a characteristic
to right) Nancy, Walter and Ireene
Walter, Junior, connmonly known as
distinguish him from his father.

do others, and you will find a person who really means
that sweeping statement: "I like children!"
"It's usually the parents' fault when a child is unwho coddle
their
Ireene Wicker
children andpopular,"make
spoiledinsists.
brats of"'People
them should
be blamed,
but the betrouble
is they aren't.
Love force,
for your
should
an intelligent,
constructive
not children
a blind,
unreasoning thing that really amounts to self love rather
than love for the child.
"All children
naughty some of the time and a lot of
them are naughtyare most
of the time, and yet people, and
I don't mean their parents, either, really like them in
It's only when
-making. ' et-away-withmischief
geniuswithfor that,
spite of their
I-know-I-can-g
do things
children
anything air that they become downright objectionable.
"No child is good all the time, and there isn't one vou
haven't yearned to spank at some time or other. Now
if the mother happens to be around at that moment, and
just dismisses the matter with a fatuous smile and a pat
on the head for her offending offspring, your resentment
turns even more against the child. But if the mother
happens to be one of those grand, wise parents who calls
the turn herself, you'll find your own annoyance vanishing.
"It's easy enough, liking children who are responsive
and
it's different
withofthetheshy,
I canwarm,
be as but
petrified
as anyone
childaloof
whoones.
showsAndno
emotion on meeting you. who sits there cold, reserved,
and makes you wonder just what (Continued on page 84)

Photo by Maurice Seymour
Hear her over the NBC-Blue network,
Mondays through Thursdays, 5:30-5:45
p.m., EST, and on the Mutual network
Sundays, from 5:00 to 5:30 p.m., EST.

Long one of the biggest names

in broadcasting. Major Bowes, witfi

THREE years ago last spring I varied my coverage of the New York network
studios by dropping in at IVHN — one of the two dozen small stations that serve
the metropolitan area. There was a new program — if not exactly a new idea —
that was catching on like wildfire. Even far beyond the range of the lowpowered station on Times Square, the fame of Major Edward Bowes
and his amateurs was rapidly spreading, and I was anxious to see firsthand just what was causing the fuss and ado.
It was a hot night and the studio — a small, low-ceilinged chamber
— was jammed tighter than a New York subway car during the
evening rush hour. The room was filled with sixty aspirants
to the honors that went with surviving the gong. There were
no advance provisions for visitors, and a few favored guests
had to watch the proceedings from the tiny cubicle reserved for the control man. But they forgot the discomfort when they witnessed the local air shov^ that
was the forerunner to the stellar network series that soon
followed, and is still holding tremendous popularity.
On a recent Thursday evening I dropped in at
the old Hammerstein Theatre, now renamed Co
lumbia, Playhouse No. 3. It is eight blocks north
of the Loew's
Stateborn
Theatre
Building,
where the
amateur
hour was
in humble
surroundings.
The marquee makes its own mazda contribution
to the Great White Way by proclaiming that
Major Edward Bowes and His Original Amateur Hour are featured within. Lucky ticketholders file in, well before program time, while
huge crowds are turned away from the boxoffice in keen disappointment, upon discovering

Bv SAMUEL KAUFMAi

his amateurs, will remain a headline feature for years to come
that no tickets are sold and that all the free ones were distributed many weeks in
advance.
Although the playhouse is used for other programs, too, it was acquired and rebuilt
chiefly for Major Bowes when the Amateur Hour switched to CBS from NBC.
In the office building above, the Major has an entire floor for his permanent
staff's
and anwasadditional
half-floor
auditioningtheatre
purposes.
The headquarters
playhouse itself
transformed
from for
a legitimate
into
an auditorium studio.
A front section of the orchestra is reserved for the participating
amateurs, while the remainder of the main floor and the entire
balcony are turned over to more than 1,000 program visitors.
What a difference from three years before ! Major Rowes,
past sixty, stands out as one of the biggest names in broadcasting. He was active on the air many years before,
but it was the small station program that skyrocketed
his status to the topnotch bracket of radio headliners.
It was obvious to me, the night I dropped in at the
IV HN Amateur Hour, that Bowes had a sensational
program. A few stations may claim they had
neophyte series at earlier dates, but it took the
Bowes
trend. program to make the idea an outstanding
Instead of the uncontrolled, milling throng at
the small station, the {Continued on page 56)
On the opposite page the genial Major
encourages one of his young amateurs.
And here Jimmy Rogan, CBS sound effects
engineer, rings the gong on the Major.

The crowd applauds ot
the conclusion of Major
Bowes' Amateur Hour in
CBS Radio Playhouse. J

Guy Lombardo Beatrice Li Ilie
BKN BERN IE started it.
He told me about the time he and "the lads" were
playing in the grill of a Philadelphia hotel, when, one
evening, a young man, obviously a college student, entered with seven friends, and instructed the head waiter
"to inform Mr. Bernie that Mr. Phelps is here."
Phelps
is thethename
of Ben
So,
upon
receiving
message,
BernieBernie's
rushed sponsor.
to the young
man's table. The young man introduced himself as the
sponsor's grandson.
"I canand see
the that
family
Bernie,
insisted
the resemblance,"
entire party be commented
his guests.
After a couple of gay hours the young man, thanking
Bernie for his hospitality, confessed that he had left
his wallet at home in another suit.
So with a "This ought to see you home," Bernie
Anyone

^rank Parker

Lily Pons

goodnaturedly handed him fifteen dollars.
Three weeks later came an anniversary for Tfu
American Catt Company — one year on the air. Tht
president, Mr. Phelps, arrived at the studio to com
memorate the occasion with a short speech. After th"
broadcast Bernie complimented him, not only on th"
speech, but also on having such a charming grandson
Puzzled, the president stared. Then he said some
thing. It was one sentence. It was enough for Mr
Bernie. The president said ; "If I have a grandson, if
nezvs
At tofirstme!"
I didn't believe this story. I thought it wa
Mr. B's
neat way of telling a joke on himself, for th
sake
of publicity.
Beatrice Lillie set me straight.
"He told you the truth," she said. "I was his gues

can be taken in-and the radio stars are no exception

ft

f t

NANETTE
KUTNER

Ben Bernie

Jane Pickens

rtist on that anniversary broadcast." She laughed.
And I shall never forget the look on Ben's face when
lelould
sponsor
he didn't
have insisted
been there
! have a grandson. Winchell
"However,''
added
Miss
is no
\ception. I think that all ofLillie.
us, no "Ben
matterBernie
how smart
e may consider ourselves, are fooled sooner or later.
■dk
what happened
What?"
1 asked. to me."'
l^efore the Christmas holidays I met a man who
lul he had just come from Havana, bringing with him
Int of perfume. He said he would sell me ten Ixittles
ip, 1 examined the bottles. The labels were familiar ;
looked all right. So I bought them, giving one
c to the wonien m my company. I-^ter I was a
t.e sur}:)rised at their lack of enthusiasm. This mys\exe are some

Robert L Ripley

Kate Smith

tery wasn't solved until I wandered into a co-worker's
dressing-room, picked up my gift, removed the stopper
and proceeded to smell the contents. There was no
smell, none at all ! And no wonder. Instead of buving
perfume I had been sold ten bottles of H .( ) . . . water,
Southern accented Jane Pickens admits she belongs
on that !"sucker list.
to"fyouwas sent to Paris to live a vear with a native
family. Aly folks felt this was the best way for me
to learn the language. The family I boarded with spoke
no English. I spoke no French. One year of their
teaching
should enable
to speak
fluently."
But something
went meamiss.
The French
folks back
home
had
neglected
to
reckon
with
Jane's
.soft
heart.
see, she learned no French — {Continued on page You
61)

of their curious experiences

with tricksters

Meet
woman

Kathryn Cravens, first
commentator

of radio

By JEAN HELM
She is fall and blonde, with wide blue eyes
and the chiseled features photographers
relish. And her voice charms her listeners.
Her News Through
a ]'Voman's Eyes is
heard Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays
at 2:00 p. m., on the
Columbia network.

1

". ... so I sat in the electric chair, and they strapped
me
twentieth-story
not far
fromdown!"
Central (In
Park,her Kathryn
Cravens apartment,
was remembering
an experience in Sing Sing.) "/ knew then how the
Chinaman
feel inthe three
We were would
discussing
uniquehours!"
position Miss Cravens
has invented for herself. Adventures such as the one
just related, are a customary part of her daily work.
She is the first woman news commentator of the air.
By plane she darts about the United States to the scene
of current happenings, feeling that at the place of their
occurrence she can best revive the emotions involved.
These sensations, together with the stories, she imparts to her listeners in a radio program entitled
News
Througha New
a Woman's
Although
Yorker Eyes.
only since last October,
already she has broken all records for mail in one of
the national broadcasting companies. Six secretaries
cannot keep her correspondence up to date. Her salary
exceeds a thousand dollars -a week.
Somewhere in the thirties, she is blonde, tall, with
the chiseled features and wide eyes which photographers
welcome. There is an abundance of joie de vivre in
Miss Cravens. Behind it are a tireless perseverance
and a sympathetic concern {Continued on page 80)

RADIO STARS

COAST-TO

-COAST

THEthe regular
programs on
networksfourare coast-to-coast
here listed in
a day-by-day
time Broadschedule. The National
casting
Company
Red-Network is indicated by
NBC-Red; the National
Broadcasting
Blue-Network is Company
indicated
by NBC-Blue:
Colum-by
bia BroadcastingtheSystem
CBS; andcasting Mutual
BroadSystem by MBS.
All stations included in
the
ai-e
listedabove
below.networks
Findlistyour
local
and
tune station
in on onthethe network
specified.
ALL EDTIME
RECORDIS EASTERN
STANDARD
TIME. This
means that for Central
Standard oneTime
you
subtract
hour
frommust
the
listed
time.
For
Mountain
Standard Time, subtract
two
hours; and
Standard
Time,for Pacific
three
hours.
For
example:
31.00
A. M. EST becomes 10:00
AandM. 8:00
CST:a. 9:00
A. M. MST:
m. PST.
If, at a particular time,
no
programthereis
listed,network
that is because
is no time,
regularor program
for
that
because the
preceding
progi-am
continues into that period.
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY—
RED-NETWORK
WFBR
Baltimore.Mass.Md.
WNAC
WBEN Boston,
Buflfalo, N. Y.
WMAQ
Chiras-o,
WSAI
Cincinnati.111.Ohio
Ohio
WTAM
Cleveland.
KOA Des
Denver,
Colo. Iowa
WHO
Moines,
WWJ
Detroit, Mich.
WTIC
Conn.Ind.
WIRE Hartford.
Indianapolis.
WDAF
Kansas
City.
Mo.
KFI
Angeles. Cal.
KSTP Los
:^Iinneapolis-St.
Paul.
Minn.
WEAF
New York,Neb.N. Y.
WOW
Omaha,
KYW Philadelphia,
Pa.
WCAE
Pittsburgh,
WCSH
Portland, Ore.
Me.Pa.
KGW
Portland,
WJAR
Providence.
R. I.
WMBG
Richmond.
KSD
St.
Louis.
Mo.Va. L lah
KDYL
Salt
Lake
City,
KPO San
Francisco, N.Cal.V.
WGY
Schenectady,
KOMO
.'Seattle
Wash.
KHQ
Spokane.
Wash.D. C.
WRC
Washington.
WDEL
Wilmington.
Del.
WTAG Worcester. Mass.
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY—
BLUE-NETWORK
WABY
.Mbany.
N.Ga. V.
WAGA
.Atlanta.
WBAL
Baltimore.
Md.
WJBO
Baton
Rouge.
KFDM Birmingham,
Beaumont. Te.x.Ala.La.
WSGN
WBZ Boston. Mass.

WICC Buffalo.
Bridgeport,N. Y.Conn.
WEBR
WMT
Cedar
Rapid,s.
WENR
Chicago.
111.111. Iowa
WLS
Chicago.
WCKY
Cincinnati,
Ohio
WHK
Cleveland,Christi.
Ohio
KRIS
Corpus
Tc\.
KVOD
Denver.
Colo.
KSO Detroit,
Des Moines,
Iowa
WXYZ
Mich,
WLEU
Erie,Wavne,
Pa. Ind.
WOWO
Ft.
KXYZ Jamestown,
Houston,
Te.x.N. Y.
WJTN
WREN
Kansas
Citv,Tenn.
Kan.
WROL
Knoxville.
KECA Los
.\nKeles,Tenn.Cal
WMPS
Memphis,
WTCN
Minneapolis,
Min;..
WICC
New
Haven, Conn.
WDSU New
New Orleans,
La.
WJZ
York,
N.
KLO Ogden, Ctah V
KOIL Omaha,
Neb.-Council
Bluffs, la.
WFIL
Philadelphia,
KDKA
Pittsburgh,Ore.Pa.Pa.
KEX
Portland,
WEAN
Providence,
WRTD
Richmond,
Va.R. Y.I.
WHAM
Rochester.
N.
KWK St.
Mo.Cal.
KFSD
San Louis,
Diego.
KGO San
Francisco.
Cal.
KJR
Seattle,
Wash.
KGA Spokane.
Wash.
WBZA
Springfield,
Mass.
WSYR
Syracuse,
WSPD
Toledo, OhioN. VD, C.
WMAL
KRGV Washington,
Weslaco, Tex.
NBC-SUPPLEMENTARY
STATIONS
(May BLUE
be on networks)
either RED or
KOB
.Albuquerque.
WSAN
.\llemown.
Pa. X. M
KGNC .Asheville.
.Xmarillo. Te.x.
WWNC
N.
WSB
Atlanta,
Ga. Cal,C.
KERN
Bakersfield,
KGHL
Billings,
Mont.
WAPI
Birmingham,N. Ala.
KFYR Boise.
Bismarck,
D.
KIDO
Idaho
KGIR
Butte.
Mont.S. C.
WCSC
Charleston,
WSOC Charlotte.
WCFL
Chicago. 111.N.OhioC.
WLW
Cincinnati,
WFLA
Clearwater.
Fla.C.
WIS
Columbia. S.Ohio
WOOL Columbus.
WFAA
Dallas.
Tex.
WEBC
Duluth.
Minn.
WGBF
Evansville,
WDAY Fargo,
N. D.Ind.
WGL
Ft.
Wayne,
Ind.
WBAP
Ft.
Worth,Cal. Te.x.
KMJ Grand
Fresno,
WOOD
Rapids,
WFBC
Greenville,
S. C.Mich.
KGU
Honolulu,
Hawaii
KTHS
Hot
Springs,
KPRC Jackson,
Houston, Miss.
Tex.Ark.
WJDX
WJAX
Fla.
KARK Jacksonville.
Little
Rock.Ky.Ark.
WAVE
Louisville,
WIBA
Madison.
Wis.
WFEA
Manchester.
N. II.
KMED Memphis.
Medford. Ore.
WMC
Tenn.Fla.
WIOD
Miami
Beach,
WTMJ
Milwaukee,
Wis.
CFCF
Montreal.
Canada
WSM
Xashville,
Tenn.La.
WSMB
New
Orleans,
WTAR
Norfolk, Va.City. Okla.
WKY Oklahoma
KTAR
Phoenix.
Ariz.
KGHF
Pueblo, Colo.
WPTF
Raleigh,
N, C.Cal.
KFBK
Sacramento,
WSUN
St. Petersburg,
WOAI
Antonio. La.Te.x.Fla.
KTBS San
Shreveport.

PROGRAM
KSOO
KELO
KGBX
KWG
WEBC
WFLA
WBOW
CRCT
KVOO
KANS
WORK

Sioux
Falls.
S.S. D.D.
Sioux
Falls, Mo.
Springfield,
Stockton.
Cal.
Superior,
Tampa.
Fla.Wis, Ind.
Terre
Haute,
Toronto,
Tulsa, Okla.Canada
Wichita.
York. Pa. Kans.

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM STATIONS
WADC
Akron.
Ohio
WOKO
Albany,
X. S.Y.C.
WAIM
Anderson,
WGST
Atlanta,
Ga. X. J.
WPG
Atlantic
City,
KNOW Austin,
Tex.
WCAO
Baltimore.
WLBZ
Bangor, Me.Md.Ala.
WBRC
Birmingham,
WNBF
Binghamton,
N. Y.
WEEI
Boston,
WGR Buffalo,
Buffalo, Mass.
N. Y.Y.
WKBW
N.
WCHS
Charleston,
WBT
Charlotte,
N.W.Tenn.
C.\ a.
WOOD
Chattanooga,
WBBM
Chicago.
111.
WKRC
Cincinnati, Ohio
Ohio
WGAR
KVOR Cleveland,
Colorado Springs.
Colo
WBNS
Columbus,
Ohio
KRLD Dallas,
Tex. Iowa
WOC
Davenport,
WHIO
Davlon,
Ohio
KLZ
Denver.
Colo.
KRNT Detroit,
Des Moines,
low.i
WJR
Mich.
WKBB
Dubuque,
Iowa
KDAL Durham,
Duluth, Minn.
WDNC
WESG
Elma-Ithaca,X. Ind.C..X. Y.
WEOA
Evansville,
WMMN
Fairmont,Bay WWis.Va.
WTAQ Green
WBIG
Greensboro,
KFBB
Great
Falls, Pa.X.Mont.C.
WHP Hartford,
Harrisburg,
WDRC
Conn.
KGMB Houston.
Honolulu, Tex.
Hawaii
KTRH
WFBM
Indianapolis.
Ind.
WMBR
Jacksonville.
KMBC Knoxville.
Kansas City.Tenn.Fla.
Mo.
WNOX
WKBH
La Crosse,Neb.Wis.
KFAB
Lincoln,
KLRA
Rock, Ark.
KNX Little
Los
Angeles,
WHAS
Louisville,
Ky.Cal.
WMAZ
Macon,
Ga.
KGLO Mason Citv. Iowa
WREC
Memphis,
Tenn.
WCOC
Meridian.
Miss.
WQAM
Miami.
Pla.
WALA
Mobile.
.Ma.
WISN
Milwaukee.
Wis.
WCCO
KGVO Minneapolis,
Missoula, Mont.Minn.
WSFA
Montgomery.
Ala.
CKAC Montreal.
Canada
WLAC
Xashville.
Tenn.La.
WWL
New
Orleans.
WABC
.Xew York. City.
N. Y.
KOMA Orlando,
Oklahoma
WDBO
Fla. W. Okla.
WPAR
Parkersburg,
WCOA
Pensacola.
Fla. \ a.
WMBD
Peoria.
111.
WCAU
Pa.
KOY Philadelphia,
Phoenix,
WJAS
Pittsburgh,Ariz.
Pa.
KOIN
Portland,
Ore.
WPRO
KOH Providence,
Reno,
Xev. Va.R. I.
WRVA
Kichninnd,
WDBJ Ro.uuiko,
\'a.X. Y.
WHEC
KMOX St.
St.Knrli.'sKT.
IPaul.
..111-. .Minn.
Mo.
WCCO
KSL
Salt
Lake
City.
KTSA
San
Antonio.
Tex.I'tah
KSFO Savannah,
San Francisco,
WTOC
Ga. Cal.
WGBI
Scranton,
Pa.
KOL Seattle, Wash.

GUIDE

KWKH
Shreveport,
La.
KSCJ South
Sioux City.
Iowa
WSBT
Bend,Wash.
Ind.
KFPY
Spokane,
WMAS Springfield.
Springfield. Vt.Mass.
WNBX
WFBL
X. Y.
KVi Syracuse,
Tacoraa. Fla.Wash.
WDAE
Tampa.
WIBW
Topeka.
Kans.
CFRB
Toronto.Okla.Canada
KTUL Tulsa.
WIBX
Ctica. Tex.
N. Y.
WACO
Waco.
WJSV
Washington.
D. C.
WJNO
W.Wheeling,
Palm Beach,
WWVA
W. Va, Fla.
KFH
Wichita.
Kans.
KGKO Winston-Salem,
Wichita Falls, Te.x.X. C.
WSJS
WORC
Worcester. S.Mass,
WNAX Yankton,
D.
WKBN Voungslown. Ohio
MUTUAL
ING SYSTEMBROADCASTSTATIONS
KXRO
Aberdeen,
Wasfi.
KADA
Ada,
Okla,
KVSO Augusta,
Ardmore, Me.
Okla.
WRDO
KPMC Bakersfield.
Cal.
WBAL
Baltimore,
WLBZ Bangor, Me.Md.
KVOS
Bellingham,
Wa<h.
WAAB
Boston,
Mass.Conn.
WICC Cedar
Bridgeport,
WMT
Rapids.
Iowa
WGN
Chicago.
WLW
Cincinnati,III.Ohio
WSAI
Cincinnati,
Ohio
WGAR Cleveland,
Ohio
WCLE
Cleveland.
Ohio
WHK
Cleveland,
Ohio
KGGF
Cofteyville,
Kans.
WHKC
Columbus,
Ohio
WRR
Dallas.
Tex.
KFEL
Denver.
Colo.
KSO
Des
Moines.Cal.Iowa
KXO
El Cenlro.
KASA
Elk
City.
KCRC
Enid.
Okla.Ore.Okla.
KORE
Eugene.
KIEM
Eureka,
WSAR
Fall
River,Cal.Tex.
Majs,
KTAT
Ft. Worth,
KFKA
t;reelcv,
Colo.
WTHT
Hartford,
Conn.
KGMB Honolulu. Hawaii
WIRE
ln.lianai...lii.
Uu\.
WHB
Kansas City.
WLNH
Laconia,
X. 11.Mo.
KFOR
Lincoln,
Xebr.
KHJ I.ns Angeles. C..1.
WLLH
Lowell. .Ma>.s.r, X. 11.
WFEA
Manchest.
KDON
Mom.
r. y. (Okl.i.il.
KBIX .\lu<k.v.;ro,
WSM X.wark,
Xaslivill.-.X.Trnn.1.
WOR
WNBH
Xew
Be.lloid, (M,,ni..l--.
WNLC
Xew London.
KTOK Oklahoma
Citv, Okla
KGY Olympia.
Wa^li.
KOIL
On.ah.i. Xrb.
WFIL Pittsburgh.
Philaiielphia,Pa.I'a.
WCAE
WBBZ
KALE Ponca
Portland.City,Ore.R.Okl...I.
WEAN
WRVA Providence.
Richmond. Va.
KRNR
Roseburg.
Ore.
KWK
St.
Louis.Ore.Mo.
KSLM
.Salem.
KFXM
.San
Bernardino,
Cal
KGB
KFRC San
San Diego.
Francisco.Cal. Cal.
KQW
San
Jose.
Cal.
KVOE
Santa .\na.
KDB Santa
Barbara.Cal. Cal
KOL
.Seattle.
Wash.
KGFF
Shawnee.
Okla.Mass.
WSPR
Springfield.
WNBX
Springfield,
KGDM
Stockton.
Cal,Vl.
KMO
Tacoma.
Wash.
WOL
Washington.
D. C.
WBRY Waterbury. Conn.
KPQ Wenatchee.
Wash, Mich
CKLW
WindsorDetroit.
KIT \ akima. Wash,

RADIO

STARS

MORNING
NBC-Red:
WILLIAM MEB1>PR — organistMELODY
NBC-Blue:
HOUR—
Josef Honti's orchestra
8:30
NBC-Red:
CHILDREN'S
CONCERT—
i hestra. Paul Josef
Wing,Stopak's
narrator or-

Jack Benny

SumU^

NOVEMBER
AFTERNOON
NBC-Red:
DOROTHY DRESLIN,
SMITH,soprano;
tenor FRED HUF-

NBC-Red: BICYCLE PARTY—
chestra
Bill Slater, m.c. Mariani's or-

NBC-Red:
UNIVERSITY
CHICAGO ROUND
TABLEOF
DISCUSSION—
guest speakers
NBC-Blue:
RADIO
CITY
JIUSIC HALL ORCHESTRA—
soloists
CBS: SALT ERNACLE
LAKECHOIRCITY
AND TABORGAN
MBS: and
MARTHA
songs
patter AND HAL —
1:00NBC-Red: PAUL MARTIN
AND HIS MUSIC
CBS: CHURCH OF THE AIR

NBC-Red:
ROMANCE
MELODIES— Ruth
Lyon.
Edward
Davies.
Shield's
orchestra
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL VESFosdick PERS—Dr. Harry Emerson
4:30NBC-Red: THE WORLD IS
YOURS — dramatization
NBC-Blue:ANDSENATOR
FISHFACE
PROFESSOR
FIGGSBOTTLE— Jerry Sears
orchestra

NBC-Red:SENTSRY-KRISP
PRE-—
MARION T ALLEY
Koestner's orchestra
NBC-Blue:
METROPOLITAN
OPERA
AUDITIONS
THE
AIR
— Edward
Johnson, OFWilfred
Pelletier.
conductor
CBS:
SILVER THEATRE—
dramatic
Nagel, m.c. program. Conrad
NBC-Red:
THESheilaTIME
YOURRine.s.
LIFEBarrett.OF
Joe
Graham
McNamee.
orchestra
NBC-Blue:
AFTERNOON WITHSUNDAY
ED McCONNELL
CBS:
GUY
LOMBARDO
AND
HIS ORCHESTRA

BS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS

TEXAS RANGERS

MBS: ORGANIST

MODERN FOOD

NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
HAROLD NAGEL'S
RHUMBA
NBC-Blue:
COAST
ON A BUS— COAST
-Milton TOJ. Cross
CBS: SUNDAY .MORNING AT
.\.UNT SUS.\
— chil.lren s
program.
Arl' llsX ■ SUit-k.^;!.!!
MBS: R.^lNBiiW HOrSE—
children's
Emery prugr^an with Bob

NBC-Blue: RU.-^.-lAN MELOCBS: CHURCH OF THE AIR
I0:.30

7—14—21^28
CBS: NEAV YORK PHILCHESTRA HARMONIC SYMPHONY OR-

cns: POET'S GOLD— David

XHC-BIup: M.\GIC key OF
RC.\
— FrankMilton
Black'sJ. symphony
orchestra.
Cross
MBS: MUSICAL PROGRAM

.NBC-Blue: ALICE RE.MSEN
2:30•NBC-Red:
WIDOW'S SONSIramatizatioKS
. BC-Blue: NEIGHBOR NELL
1 1 :30
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
.■^BC-Red:
RADIO NEWSREELlace— Parks
ButterworthJohnson, Wal-

Tyrone Power
EVENING

[■SS:
.in MINUTES
IN
[OLLYWOOD—
George Jessel,
orma Talmadge, Tucker's or.VBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA

CBS:
ROMANTIC
—ley.
SallySimons'
Nelson.orchestra
BarryRHYTHMS
McKlnMBS: andFUNIrene,
IN SWINGTIME—
Tim
Dell
Sharbutt,
orchestra
7:00NBC-Red: JELL-O PROGRAM
— Jack stone.Benny,
MaryDonLivingKenny Baker.
Wilson,Harris'
Sam Hearn.
Andy Devine.
Phil
orchestra
-VBC-Blue: MUSIC OF THE
.MASTERS
— H. Leopold Spitalny's
orchestra
CBS. VICKS OPEN HOUSE
Jeanette
MacDonald. Pasteroack's orchestra
MBS: ST.\N LOMAX— sportB
commentator
MBS.
SWING —RAYMOND
commentator GRAM
7:30
NBC-Red:
FIRESIDE
RECITALS— prano;
Helen
Marshall.
Sigurd Nilssen,
basso so.VBC-Blue:
I'AST
— Feg BAKER'S
Murray. BROADHarriet
Hilliard, Ozzie Nelson's orCBS: Bottle,
PHIL Patsy
B.\KER—
BeetleAl
and
Kelly,
Garr.
Bradley's
orchestra ORMBS:
TED
WEEMS'
7:45CHESTRA
NBC-Red: INTERESTING,
JERRY
BELCHERVISITED BY'
.NEIGHBORS
K:00
XBC-Red: BORN
CHASE AND — SANDon
Ameche.
W. C.PROGRAM
Fields,Dorothy
Edgar
tra
Bergen, Nelson
Eddy,
Lamour, Armbruster's orchesNBC-Blue: GENERAL MQ-,
TORS JohnCONCERTS
— Ernoguests
Rapee
B. Kennedy,
CBS: COLUMBIA WORKSHOP
MBS: BENNY DAVIS' STAR8:30 DUST REVUE
CBS: TY—David
YOUR Ross
BIRTHDAY PARMBS: ORCHESTRA
U:00NBC-Red : M A N H A T T A N
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CBS: YOUR VOCALIST
NEWS PARADE
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VIC AND
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CLUB MATINEE—
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AND
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HOW
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REVELL
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AND program
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ALL
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LES CAVALLIERS da
LA
SALLE
7:3 J
NBC-Red:
CAPPY BARRAand
his swing
LUJI harmonicas
AND ABNER
—NBC-Blue:
comedy sketch
7:45NBC-Red: .TKAX SABI.ON
NBC-Blue: C 1 1 A K !.< iTT K LANSING—sopra n. , CARTER— news
CBS: BOAKE
MAN'S FAJI8:00NBC-Red:
ILY—
sketchONEJIUSIC
NBC-Blue:
OF ROJIANCE
—
Eddie
Duchin's OForchestra: CAVALCADE
CBS
A JI ERICA
— guests,PROGRAM
Voorhees'
orchestra
JIBS:
JIUSICAL
8:30NBC-Red: LADY ESTHER
SERENADE — Wayne King's
NBC-Blue:
SID SKOLSKY—
Hollywood
news
CBS:
TEXACO
FIRE CHIEFEddie
Cantor. Deanna
Durbin.
Jimmy Wallington. Pinky TomUn,
Sayniore Saymore. Renard's
orchestra

Eddie Duchin
TOWNAllen.HALLPortland
TO9:00NBC-Red;
NIGHT— Fred
Hoffa. Van
Steeden s orchestra
NBC-Blue: NBC'sSYJIPHONY—
FranK STRING
BlackPRECBS: CHESTERFIELD
SENorchestra,
TS— Deems Taylor.
Kostelanetz'
guests
JIBS: ORCHESrRA
JIBS: ORCHESTRA
9:15O'Flynn
9:30JIBS:
WITCH'S
AlOBzo Dean
Cole TALE
and — Jlarie
YOUR HIT PARADE-Red: GENERAL
HUGH
10:1S.NBC-Blue:
JOHNSON—
commentator
CBS:
GANG BUSTERS—
crlm«
dramatizations,
Phillips
Lord
MBS: ELDERMICHAUX
LIGHTFOOT
—songs
SOLOMON
—
and
congregation
10:15
NBC-Blue: JOAN EDWARDS
10:30
NBC-Blue: NBC JIINSTREL
SHOW — Gene Arnold. Short's
orchestra
CBS:
CHAPIN—
MBS PATTl
JIELODIES
FROM songs
THE
SKIES
NBC-Red:
ALISTAIR COOKB
—
news
commentator
10:45

RADIO
MORNING
S:(l(lX He Red; GOOD MORNING
MKI.uDIES
-Xm
-Red: JIALCOLM
CL,AIRE
--t
XKXSK.MBLE
litluKlren's
- Blue: program
DICK LEIBERT
8:4.-1Xli.'-Hlue: MORXIXG GLKE
XHi-I;,d: -W O .\1 K X AND
xi-;<;-'niu.-:
a k fAIRa S T
Clis; .MUSIC 1'. INi; i-:THE
9:15
NBC-Red:
Fields and STREAMLIXERS—
Hall
9:23
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
9:30
CBS:
songs RICHARD MAXWELL—
9:40
XBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
XBC-Blue: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NHC--Red:
LAXDT
TRIO
NBC-Blue:
AUXT
THE
varieties.IKMIMACHIL-OX
CBS: AIR—
BACHELORS
DREN—sketch
10:00
NBC-Red:
MRS. ^VIGCIS OF
THE
sketch CABBAGE PATCH —
XB(.--Blue:
STcil:Yli (IF .MAKV
.MARLIX— sk.-t.
CBS;
—sketchPRETTV KITTY K]:LLV
10:15
NBC-Red:
OTHER
WIFE
— sketchJOHNS
XBC-Blue:
MA PERKINS—
sketch
CBS: MYRT AND MARGE—
sketch
10:30
—NBC-Red:
sketch JUST PLAIN BILL
XBC-Blue:
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY
CBS: HOW— sketchTO GET THE
.MOST
OUT
OF LIFE — Emily
Post GET THIN
.\IBS:
TO MUSIC
10:45
XBC-Red:
CHILDR.\BC-Blue:
EX— sketch'J'ODAY'S
KITCHEX
CA\.U.CADK—
CrosLy
Gaise
CHSIXSTItU
.\l
EXT
A
LISTS
MBS- URGAX Ui;<;iTAL
NBC-Red: DA\ID HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue: THE ONEILLS—
sketch
CBS: MARY Li:i: l.v VI.i .1:
1 1 :13
XBC-Red:
—sketch BACK.srACi; W ll'i:
XHl'-Hlu.-:
!■: It ( J A D OF
I. IF K—HKIXZ
sk. t. Th H.\1.\(;AZ1XK
CHS:
Ml
THE
AIK—dramatic
<-:iri,l Kenii.'d>
Romance,
serial
MBS: ORGAN RECITAL
1 1 XBC-Red:
:30
HALF PAS T
KLEVE.V
XH<-Hlu.:sketch\ IC AND SADE—
,-..ln.,l\CHS: HIC .<IST1';R — sketch

STARS

NOVEMBER 4—11^18—25
11:45NBC-Red: THE MYSTERY
.MBS; NORMAN
BROKENSHIRE'S
AFTERNOON
VACHEF
RIETIES— Freudberg's orchesXBC-Blue:
EDWARD
MacHUGH — The Gospel Singer
CBS:
NBC-Red- QUARTET
LIFE AUNT
STORIESJENNY'S
— sketch REAL
NBC-Blue:TURES—Alma
MUSICAL
ADVENMBS: HECKER'S
INFORMASchirmer.
piaBUREAU—KingMyra
Kingsley, JeanTION Paul
MBS: BEATRICE FAIRFAX
AFTERNOON
PEPPER YOUNG'S
:00NBC-Red:
FAMILY— sketch
NBC-Blue:
NBC LIGHT OPERA
COMPANY
RLI M ALONE
—
CBS:
THEATRE
MATINEE
E
FOR
TIK
ir^HIT
.MBS:
BLACK
CERT TRIO ST ONE COXCHS: CHERl
THREE
NOTES \XD THE
3:15
J:13
MA P E R K 1 .X S —
NBC-Red:
GOLDBERGS
— sket<-h THE
A-()CAT,1ST
3:30
NBC-Red:
VIC
AND S.\DE—
comedy
sketchSOUTHERNAIRES
-Nj^BC-Red:
.XBC-P.luc:
CH.S:
iKi
i(,u
REMEMBER?
--"11 i.i\Mrii.. melodies
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
FARM
.\li;.-^: W i: K.XCE SALERNO
AND
HOMEorchestra
HOUR — Walter
Hlaufuss'
CBS: ROMANCE OF HELEX
XBC-Red:
sketch
O'.XEILLS—
XBC-Blue THE
SWING SERE-XADE
.\IBS:
MUSICAL
PROGR.\M
GAL. SUNDAY4:00
A R E F O U R—
-XBC-Red:
LOR EX
— comedy sketch
J.NE.S
CLUB
LXEK
—NBC-Blue:
variety
prograni
CBS:
TED
.MALO.XES
tween the Bookends
'HOXIO TX THE
4:15
NBC-Red:
THE GUIDI>
LIGHT— sketch
CBS: BOB BYRON— .songs
4:30
■BS:
H Y M XHETTY
S O FCROCKA I> L
•HURCHES:
MARI.l
■:H,
COOkitlK e.\pert
.XBC-R.
— sketch LOVE AND LEARN
NBC-Blue:
CBS
ARNOLD
RO.\D OF
DAUGHTER
— sketchGRIMM'S
NBC-Red
: DAN HARDING'S
WIFE—Blue:
sketih
NBC-Red:
H IOS'l'R.\WOO
\OCALISTIN PERC.\LLING
NBC-Blue: ORCPEGGY'
■XHC■HS; HOLLYWOOD
C-BS:
Elsie FOLLOAY
Hitz. Nick THE
DawsonMOO.XXBC-Blue: VOC.\LIST
CBS:
ERN — LIFE
sketch OF MARY SOTH:30—NBC-Red:
Juvenile JACK
serial ARMSTROX<;
XHC-Blue: program
SLXGING L.YDY—
children's
<.MHS;
HS: i;Xl"LORING
ORCHESTR.V SPACE

EVENING
Gertrude Berg

BAND

6:35
NBC-Red:
TURNRemsen.
BACK Georg
TH
CLOCK
(Jriffln — Alice
NBC-Blue: TONY RUSSELL(i:4a
.XBC-Red: DON WINSLO\
OF THE N.WY
— sketchTHOMA
LOWELL
—.XHC-Blue:
news commentator
CHESTRA
CBS: GEORGE HALL'S OB
.MBS:
sketch, JOHNSON
with Jimmy FAMILTScribner
sketch
AMOS 'N' ANDT.00NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue:
EASY ACES — COB
edy
sketch
CBS:
POETIC
MELODIESJack Fulton, Franklyn
Ma(
Cormack,
Kelsey'sPRELUDBorchestra
.MBS:
EVENING
organ and piano
.NBC-Red:
VOCAL
TIES
— choralAMERICAN
singing VAHOM:
NBC-Blue:
PRODUCTS
COMPANY
CBS:
SONG Phillips
TIME — Dorl
Kerr, Howard
XBC-Red: SAVITT SI
NBC-Blue:
LUM AND ABNE
—X.\DE
comedy sketch
:30Gabriel
CBS: WE.HeatterTHE PEOPLE-I
-MBS: ORCHESTR.i
.XBC-Blue: KIDOODLERS
XBC-Red: ROYAL
«:00PROGRAM
— RudyGELATI
Valle

^

^

^

V

Nick^
Dawson
1
NBC-Blue: GENERAL H L C
S.CBS:
—SMITH
commentatorK.\TE Youngman,
— TedMillerCc
.irchestra
I ins,JOHNSON
Heny
.MBS:
MUSIC
BY—
guest
co)
ductors
LIEDERSINGEB!
.MBS: ORCHESTRA
M.\XWELL
HO
9 :00 -Red:
Ci:.\.M
movie talent
i;in —MARCH
OF TI
' I :> \ !• -11 BOWES' AM,ij
.\l l!.s;" L>JiCHESTR.\
"xBC-Blue; ORCHESTRA
.MBS:
W.\LLE
STEIN'S.\LFRED
SINFONIBTT^
1:00NBC- Red: KRAFT MUS
HALL— Blng Crosby,
orchestr
Burns,
NBC NIGHT CLU
—NBC-Blue:
varietv Trotter's
program
MBS: COMMENT ATO
FORI'M

Henry Youngman
50

2:15CBS: JACK AND LORETTA
— songs and patter
2:30NBC-Red: THE WISE MAN
NBC-Blue:AMERICAN
EL CABALLERO
CBS:
SCHOOL
OF THEdren; folkAIRtales— songs for chil-

CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
.XBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
.NEWS
NBC-Blue: PRESS-RADIO
:30NEWS
(;BS:
Eddie SPORTS
Dooley. RESUME —

DANCE
1 1 XBC-Red:
:00
XHC-Blue:
D.^NCE .MUSIC
.MUSIC
CHESTRA
CHS:
CAB
C.\LLOW.\.Y^
.MBS: DANCE JIUSIC S 01
ELZA SCHAl
11:15NBC-Blue:
LERT REVIEWS — preview
gtlests

RADIO

STARS

MORNING
U.ue: ISLA.sD SERENOVEMBER
-Blue: FOUR SHOWMEN
NUC-Red: W OMEN AND
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
BREAKFAST
M < B —METROPOLITAN
variety
program PA—
sRed:
and STREAMLINERS
Hall, orchestra
RICHARD
MAXWELL
PRESS-RADIO NEWS
JACK BERCH AND HIS
NBC-Red:
PRESS -RADIO
NEWS
-ws
vnr-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
Red:
LANDT
TRIO
I Blue:
HE AIR—AUNT
varietiesJEMIMA
CHIL: X — BACHELOR'S
sketch
NBC-Blue:
STORY OF MART
MARLIN—
!;> ■tchPRETTYsketchKITTY KELLY

y Maigaret McBride
OTHI
KRed:
— sketchJOHNS
Blue:
MA PERKINS
MYRT AND MARGK
i; - Red: JUST PLAIN BILL
.-ketch
NBC-Blue: skefh
PEPPER YOUNG'S
1 FAMILY—
CBS:
WONS' SCRAPBOOK—TONY
Leaf
MBS:
GETAnn THIN
TO MUSIC
0:45NBC-Red: TODAYS CHILDRENNHC-Blue:sketchKITCHEN CAVALCADE— t^rosby Gaige
•US:
BILL
-MBS: RUTH
ORGAN ANDRECITAL
1:00
, sketch
NBC-Red: DAVID HARUM —
NBC-Blue:
THE O'NEILLS—
-k.'tch
MAGAZINE
OF
'i:S:nk HEINZ
AIR
—
Julia
Crumlt,
Rolfe'sSanderson.
orchesi.
Carol
Kennedy's
Romance
-MB.S and
MARTHA
songs
patter AND HAL—
1:15
NBC-Red:
WIFE— sketchBACKSTAGE
NBC-Blue:
LIFE — sketch THE ROAD OF
1:30
NBC-Red: HOW.sketch TO BE
CHARMING—
NBC-Blue:
VIC AND SADE—
skCBS:
I eh BIG SISTER—
sketch

5—12—19—26

XRC-Red: HELLO PEGGY —
sketch
NBC'-niu-^:
MacHUGH—AUNT
The EDWARD
Gospel
SingerRE.A.L
CBS:
JENNYS
LIFE
STORIES
—
sketch
MBS: TION
HECKERS
INFORMABUREAU—KingMyra
Kinssley. Jean Paul

Dorothy Thompson

AFTERNOON
sketch
NBC-Blue: TIMEALONE—
FOR
THOUGHT
CBS:IST— Mary
THE Margaret
RADIO COLUMNMcBride
—sketch THE GOLDBERGS
^"NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue: VOCALIST
NEWScommentator
PARADE
1-3:30
—CBS:EdwinYOURC. Hill,
NBC-Red:
THE
VAGABONDS
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
FARM
AND
HOMEorche.stra
HOUR — Walter
Blaufuss'
CBS:
ROMANCE
OF
HELEN
TRENT STUDIES
— sketch
MBS:
AND
WHITE IN BLACK
11 NBC-Red:
AS
P.^DRAIC JOE
COLUMWHITE AND
CBS:
sketch OUR GAL. SUNDAY —
MBS: WE ARE FOUR— sketch
1:00NBC-Red: PI.A.NO DUO
CBS: BETTY AND BOB—
sketch
MBS: MICROPHONE IN THE
SKY — Earl Harper, interviewer
NBC-Red:
ANDRuth
MUSIC—Larrv WORDS
Larsen.
Lyon.
Hays
CBS. Harvev
BETTY
CROCKER —
co'king
expert
MBS: HISCARSON
ROBISON
AND
BUCKAROOS
1:30NBC-Blue : LOVE AND
LEARN— sketch
CBS:
ARNOLDsketch
GRIMM'S
DAUGHTER—
1:45
NBC-Red:
DAN HARDING'S
WIFE
—
sketch
NBC-Blue:— songs
GRACE
SCOTTY
and patterAND
CBS:
SON HOLLYWOOD IN PER8:00NBC-Red and NBC-Blue: NBC
XIUSIC
HOUR— NEWS
Dr.APPRECIATION
Walter
DamroschA
CBS:
THROUGH
WOMAN'S
EYES — Kathryn
Cravens
2:15CBS: JACK AND LORETTA
—MBS:songs NORMAN
and patter BROKENSHIRE'S
RIETIES AFTERNOON VA2:30CBS: AMERICAN SCHOOL
OFGuidance;
THE Science
AIR — Club
Vocational
of the
2:45Air
MBS: BEATRICE FAIRFAX
3:00NBC-Red: PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY
NBC-Blue:— sketch
RADIO GUILD—
dramatization
CBS:
HALL COLU.MBIA CONCERT
3:15sketch
NBC-Red: MA PERKINS —
3:30NBC-Red: VIC AND SADE—
sketch
CBS: JENNY PE.^BODY—
sketch
3:45NBC-Red: THE O'NEILLS —
sketch
CBS:
LYN MURRAY'S FOUR
CLUB.MEN
MBS: RADIO GARDEN CLUB

Oswald
LORENZO JONES
-NBC-Red:
— comedv sketch
NBC-Blue:
CLUB MATINEE —
variety program
MALONES — Be4:15CBS: tweenTEDthe Bookends
NBC-Red:
THE
GUIDING
LIGHT—
CBS: BONsketch
VOYAGE
NBC-Red:
STORY OF MARY
MARLINVOCALIST
— sketch
MBS:
4:45NBC-Red; THE
ROAD OF
LIFE—
sketch
CBS:
FOE DR. ALLAN ROT DA5:00 -Red: ARTHUR LANC
NBC-Blue: NEIGHBOR NELL
CBS:
FOLLOW
Elsie Hitz.
Nick THE
DawsonMOON —
NBC-Red:
WHILE
THE CITY
—SLEEPS
tenor — dramatization
NBC-Blue:
JACKIE HELLER
CBS:
ERN — LIFE
sketch OF MARY' SOTH.NBC-Re. 1:STRONG— iu\fnile
JACK s. rialARMNBi'-Blue:
CHOIR SY.-^IPHONETTE
CBS:
BAND SALVATION ARMY
5:45NBC-Red: LITTLE ORPHAN
ANNIE—
iuvenile
NBC-Blu.-:
TuM serial
MIX AND
HIS RAL.'-iTli.N
SHOOTERS
—
juveiiiluSTKAIGHT
serial
CBS: DOROTHY
GORDONS
CHILDREN' S CORNER
EVENING
6:00NBC-Red:
IN
THE
NEWS —EDUCATION
dramatization
NBC-Blue:
HARRY
KOGEN
AND HIS ORCHESTRA
CBS: MARGARET DAUM—
soprano
6:15NBC-Red: BARRY McKINLET — baritone
6:30NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS -RADIO
NEWS PRESS-RADIO NEWS
CBS^''NBC-Red: RHYTHMAIRES
NBC-Blue: SOLOIST
CBS:
FRANK DAILET'S ORCHESTRA
6:45NBC-Red:
DON WINSLOW
OB'
THE NAVY—
LOWELLsketchTHOMAS
—NBC-Blue:
ne«"s commentator
MBS: JOHNSON
sketch,
with JimmyFAMILY
Scribner—

songs
NBC-Blue; MARY SMALL —
CBS:
POETIC Franklyn
MELODIESMac-—
Jack Fulton.
Cormack. Kelsey's orchestra
7:15NBC-Red;
UNCLEPat EZRA'S
RADIO
STATION
Barrett
NBC-Blue:
DR.and—KARL
REIL.\ND
—
author
lecturer
CBS:
SO.NG
TIME—
Loraine
Grimm.
Harry
Cool
MBS: NOVELETTE
—sketch EL CABALLERO
7:30NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue: LUM AND ABNER
CBS: NEAL O'HARA'S RADIO
GAZETTE
7:45NBC-Red: BUGHOUSE
—RHYTHM
soprano LOUISE FLOREA
NBC-Blue;
CBS;
BOAKE CARTER —
news commentator
8:00NBC-Red:
CONCERT
—CITIES
Lucille SERVICE
Manners.
Bourdon s orchestra
NBC-Blue;
PONTIAC
VARm.c. SITY SHOW — Paul Dumont.
CBS:
HALL HAMMERSTEIN MUSIC
MBS:
MARYorchestra
JANE WALSH—
Brusiloff's
MBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue:
DEATH VALLEY
8:30DAY.S
— dramatization
WCBS:
O
O
D
—
Alice
Hal
MUSIC
FROMFaye.
HOLLY'Kemps
orchestra
MBS: ORCHESTRA
N BC-Red Munn.
: WALTZ TIME—
9:00Frank
L'-man's orchestraLois Bennett.
CBS:
HOLLYWOOD
Jerry
FrancesHOTEL—
Langford. Cooper.
Ken Murray.
Oswald.
tra
Anne
Jamison.
Paige's
orchesMBS; ORCHESTRA
9:30
NBC-Red: TRUE STORY
COURT TIONS— dramatization
OF HUMAN RELAMBS: ORCHESTRA
10:00
NBC-Red:
FIRSTLesNIGHTER—
dramatization.
Tremayne.
Barbara Luddy
NBC-Blue: R.\LEIGH AND
KOOL
SHOW
—
Tommy
Dorsev's
orchestra Morton
Bowe
CBS:
COCA-COLA
SONG CruniSHOP
—it.Kitty
Carlisle.
Frank
Reed Kennedy. orchestra.
Alice Cornett.
MBS; Haenschen's
HOW ABOUT IT?
10:30HOLLYWOOD
NBC-Red; JIMMIE
GOSSIPFIDLER'S
NBC-Blue:RIES—detective
FORTUNE
dramas STOMBS; CURTAIN TIME —
dramatization
10:45
NBC-Red:
PEOPLE Thompson,
IN THE
NEWS — Dorothy
commentator
GEORGE R.
11:00NBC-Red:
HOLM
Washington commentatorES — ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue;
CBS;
MUSIC
MBS; DANCE
DANCE MUSIC

RADIO STARS
MORNING
8:00M;r-Reil: GOOD MORNING
-M !:t,mdies
XHi-Rlue: ISLAND SEREXADERS
K:ir.NBC-Red: MALCOLM CLAIRK
—xm-Biue:
children's program
i;X.SEMBLE DICK LEIBERT
MORNING GLEE
8:4,-.NBC-Blue:
CLUB
9:00
NBC-Red:
P^ields
and STREAMLINERS—
Hall
NBC-Blue
BREAKFAST
CLUB—
programpianist
CBS: RAYvariety
BLOCK—

Malcolm Claire
!):15
CBS:
noveltyDALTON
trio BROTHERS—
!»:30
NBC-Red:
SPECIAL
ERY— dramatic
serial DELIVC-BP. RICHARD MAXWELL —
songs
!l:40
NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue
PRESS - RADIO
NEWS
!»:45
NBC-Red:
TRIO
NBC-Blue: LANDT
AUNT
ON
varietiesJEMIMA
CBS- THETHEAIR—
STRINGERS
!):55
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
IU:00
NBC-Red:
— songs NANCY SWANSON
SWEETHEARTS
OFNBC-Blue:
May Singhi
Breen,THESYRACUSE
PeterAIRde — Rose
CBS:
VARIETY
NBC-Red:
male quartet CHARIOTEERS—
NBC-Blue:
RAISING YOUR
PARENTS
Jack Costello— juvenile forum.
10:30
XHf-Red: MANHATTERS
CHS; LET'S
PRETEND— children's program
MBS: GET
THIN TO MUSIC
10:45
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
11:00
NBC-Red.
Richardson GOOD
SingersMORNING—
NBC-Blue:
PATRICIA
RYAN
—songs
CBS: CINCINNATI
ATORY OF MUSIC CONSERVCONCERT
MBS-— variety
ED FITZGERALD
CO.
program AND
11:15
.NMI'ZZY—
BC-Red :pianoWARD
duo AND
NBC-Blue:
mu,c
quartet MINUTE MEN—
52

NOVEMBER
NBC-Red:
MELODY MEN
NBC-Blue:
MBS: U. S ORCHESTRA
ARMY B.\ND
11:45
NBC-Red: JERRY BRAXNON
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
AFTERNOON
13:00 Noon
NBC-Red:
CONTINENTALS
Beatrice Lind.
Josef Honti. di-—
rector
NBC-Blue: CALL TO YOUTH
CBS: LYN JIURRAY'S FOUR
CLUBMEN
MBS:
THE AIRPARENTS' CLUB OF
12:15
NBC-Blue:
SH ALLS THREE MARCBS- ORIENTALE
MBS:
1'^ MUSIC
:30 LUNCHEON DANCE
NBC-Red: ENSEMBLE
REX BATTLE'S
CONCERT
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
FARM AND HOME
HOUR
CBS:
GEORGE HALL AND
HIS
ORCHESTRA
MBS:
STUDIES
IN
BLACK
AND WHITE
13:45
MBS: SYLVIA C Y D E— soprano
NBC-Red: HAPPY JACKCBS: CAPTIVATORS
MBS:— MICROPHONE
IN THE
SKY
Earl Harper, interviewer
NBC-Red:
BETTY ESCORTS AND
CBS: JIMMY SHIELDS— tenor
.MBS: STEVE SEVERN'S PET
1:30
—NBC-Red:
orchestra, CAMPUS
vocalists CAPERS
NBC-Blue:
OUR
BARN Tucker
— chilprogram. Madge
CBS: dren's
BUFFALO
PRESENTS
MBS: ORCHESTRA
;j :00
NBC-Red:
HOST
BUFFALO
— YOUR
orchestra,
soloistsIS
CBS:
MADISON
ENSEMBLE
MBS: PALMER
HOUSE
CERT ORCHESTRA CON2:15
CBS:
ANN LEAF — organist
MBS:
PIANO THREE GRACES AND
2:30
NBC-Red:
GOLDEN
DIES— orchestra,
vocalistsMELONBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRA
MBS:
PALMER
HOUSE
ORCHESTRA
2:45
NBC-Blue: CADETS QUARTET
CBS: TOURS IN TONE
3:00
NBC-Red:
CONCERT MINIATURES
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
CBS:
HERMAN'S
MBS: DOWN
MUSICALBY PROGRAM
3:30
NBC-Blue:
RICARDO AND
ins CABALLEROS

6—13—20—27
CBS:
WALTZES OF THI
WORLD
MBS: ORCHESTRA
CBS: THE DICTATORS
4:00
NBC-Red: WEEK-END REVUE— varieties. Levey's or4:30CBS: DANCEPATORS
MBS: ORCHESTRA
5:00
NBC-Red: VAGABOND
ADCarol orchestra
Deis, RossVENTURES — Tom
Graham,Terriss.
Kiriloff's
NBC-Blue:
LITTLE VARIETY
SHOW
CBS: ORCHESTRA
5:30
NBC-Red;
KALTENME
YERS
KINDERGARTEN
— varieties,
chestra
Bruce Kamman, Kogen's orNBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
5:45
JIBS: ORCHESTRA
EVENING
G:00NBC-Red: EL CHICO SPANISH rb:vue
NBC-Blue:
Sylvia
Clark NICKELODEON—
CBS.
COLUMBIA
CONCERT
HALL
JIBS: ORGAN RECITAL
C 15
MBS: FOUR CALIFORNIANS
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
6:30
NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
CBS:
Eddie SPORTS
Dooley RESUME—
MBS: ORCHESTRA
«:35
NBC-Red: ALMA KITCHELL
6:45
NBC-Red:
THE ART Vincent
OF LIVING— Dr. Norman

NOTE:
As we go \o press, this
programlutelyguide
accurate, isbutabso-for
we
cannot
last minutebe responsible
changes made
by the broadcasting companies, advertising agencies or sponsors.
7:00
NBC-Red: TOP HATTEI
ORCHESTRA—MESSAGE
Jan Savitt
NBC-Blue:
OF I
RAEL —SATURDAY
guests and musicSWIN
CBS:
SESSION
MBS: PALMER HOUSE El
SEMBLE
MBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red: PIANO
NBC-Blue:
UNCLEDUO JIM
QUESTION
BEE
CBS: CARBORUNDUM
BA^
NBC-Red:
JIMMY KEMPER
Song
MBS: Stories
ORCHESTRA
8:00
NBC-Red:
NOT—
L. Ripley, Rolfi
orchestraRobert BELIEVE-IT-O:
NBC-Blue: HOMETOWNEI
—Cliff
Hall,
Wirges'
YOUR UNSEEN orchesi
FRIE^
—CBS:dramatization
MBS
THERE,Helene
AUDIENC
—Stanley's
Ray HIPerkins.
orchestra Danie
8:30NBC-Red: LOG CABIN SHO
—Jack M.i!ey.
Warren
Hull, Vir.sjinia
Wendy V.B
Fio-Rito's
NBC-Blue: orchestra
PIANO DUO
CBS:
JOHNNY
PRESEN'
RUSS
MORGAN
ANDMartH,
ORCHESTRA
— Charles
MBS: HA.XCOCK ENSEMB^
guests
8:45
lue: N'^LA DAYNBC-Red:
NBC CONG
9:00HOUR
NBCNBC-Blue:
BA
DANCE— JoeNATIONAL
Kelly
CBS: PROFESSOR QUIZ;
MI LOUISIANA HAYRIII
SPECIAL NIGH
DELI I
NBC-Red: 'URDAY
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DELIl
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Bill Perry, . Haenschen's
D Mixq
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10:45
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Sylvia Froos

NBC-Red: DANCE MUSIC
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CBS BENNY GOODMA>
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Now

this

New

Helps Women's

Cream

Ski/i More

with

Directly

''It keeps skin faults
ROOSEVELT
^'
more K.surely
away — ELEANOR
A NEW KIND OF CREAM is bringing
more direct help to women's skin!
It is bringing to their aid the vitamin
which especially helps to build new skin
tissue, the vitamin which helps to keep
skin healthy — the "skin-vitamin. "
When there is not enough of this
"skin-vitamin" in the diet, the skin may
snffer — become undernourished, rough
and subject to infections.
For over three v ears Pond's tested this
"skin-vitamin" in Pond"s Creams. In
animal tests, skin became rough and dry
when the diet lacked "skin-vitamin."
Treatment with Pond's new "skin-

I'gAl) Sailing with a friend on
ind the sloping lawns of the estate.
^ itamin" cream made it smooth and
liealthy again — in only .3 weeks!
^ hen women used the creams, three
out of every four of them came back
asking for more. In four weeks they
reported pores looking finer, skin
smoother, richer looking!
Same jars, same labels, same price
Now everyone can enjoy these benefits. The
new Pond's "skin-vitamin"' Cold Cream is

daughter ofMrs. Henry Latrobe Rooe^vell of Washington,
D. C, photographed in the great hall at Roosevelt Hall.
She
says:so"Pond's
new 'skin-vitamin" Cold Cream keepa
mv skin
much smoother."
in the same jars, with the same lahels. at the
same price. Use it your usual way for daytime and nightly cleansing, for fresheningiips before powder.
Every jar of Pond's Cold Cream now
contains
this precious
Not
the "sunshine"
vitamin."skin-vitamin."
Not the orangejuice
"irradiated."
the
N itaminvitamin.
w hich Not
especially
helps to But
rebuild
skin
leave tissue.
a little ofVk'henever
the cream youon. have
In a fewa chance,
weeks,
see how much better vour skin is.

TEST IT N 9 TREATMENTS
1. Rush S|.e, ial
I)ept.^RS-Ca
dim
tube of foePond'e
new "skin-vitamin"
Cold 2Cream,
rnouxh
9 treatments,
with sample*
other
Pond's "akin-vitamin"
Creams
and .Sofdifferent
shades postage
of Pond'sand Face
rover
packing.Powder. I enclose lOf lo
rn£ ropyrieht. 1937. Pond s Eitract O
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THE MEN RAN AWAY
FROM HER SKINNY SHAPE!
— till she gained 20 lbs.
quick, this new easy way
"I usedof tothebe fellows
so thin paid
that
none
any
attention
to me.Yeast.At
last
I
tried
Ironized
In 5 weeks
I am
gained
20I
pounds.
Now
told
have mya skin
very isIgood
figure
Celia Slonaker
and
lovely
and
smooth,
haveanddates
almost alltoo.the Itime
am very popu
\aT."—CeUa Slonaker, Hughsviile, Pa.
10 to 25 lbs.
gained quick with
IRONIZED YEAST
WHYyour lose
cesall
of making chan
friends
and use
enjoying
life-—
beca
of a skin
ny,ure?scraThouswnyandsfig-of
s
girl
10 to have
25 pounputds onui
s — witli
a fewe weekzin
thes tle ama
Ironized gYeaslit-t
tablets.
how
thinNo andmatter
rundown
you
may
be
from
certain food
ciencies, ygain
odefiu too
may
easily
normal, attractive
curves this quick
■way— also
rally clearnatuskin,
new
pep,
and all
the new friends
and good
these
bring. times

Posed by vrofeaaxoTial models
Why
it
builds
up
Many doctors now say thousands of sopeoplequick
are thin and
rundownmins (Vitamin
only because
enoUBhfood.yeastWithout
vitaB) andyouthey
ironmaydon't
in lack
theirgetappetite
daily
thf'se
vital
elements
and
not get
theNow.most hvbody-building
good
out
of
what
you
eat.
a newin making
process, English
the vitamins
the specialto
used
aleyeast.
arefromconcentrated
7rich
timesyeastc/mcentrate
their
strengthis combined
in ordinary
Thisof iron7-power
vitamin
with
3
kinds
(organic.aleiniirKaiiic
hemoglobin
; al.so pasteurized
English
yeast. andFinally,
for your iron)
protection,
every batch
ofinsure
Ironized
its fullYeast
vitaminis tested
strength.and retested biologically, to
The tablets
result is thesehavenewhelped
easy-to-take little
Tcast
of theIronized
skinniest people whowhich
neededcmves
these andvitalthousands
elements
gain normally
attractive
peppy
health.quickly to
Make Yeastthistablets
money-back
Get Ironized
from your druggisttesttoday. If
with
\cry hrst
packageandyoubenefit
don't from
begin your
to eatfoodbetter
and
getthe more
en>oyment
you
don't
feel
better,
with
more
pep —youif —youtheif
are
not ofconvinced
that
Ironizedfleshstrength
Yeast
willand—giveyour
pounds
normally
attractive
you
need
money
will be promptly refunded. So start today.
Special
FREE
oflFer!
Towe make
start thousands
building
up offer.
their Purcha.se
health right
away,
thisYeastab.solutely
FItEE
a package
of Ironized
tablets
at aonce,clipping
cut outof this
the seal
on the
boi
and
mall
it
to
us
with
paragraph.
We willAbout
send youYoura fascinating
new book results
on health,with"Newthe
Facts
Remember,
very
packageCo.,— orBody."
At all Ga.druggists.
Ironizedfirst Yeast
Inc..moneyDept.refunded.
i\t Atlanta,
WARNING!stitutes for this
Beware
of the many
subsuccessful
formula.cheapBe sure
you get genuine Ironized Yeast.
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RECIPES FOR YOUR NEXT ' RUFFET'
SALMON SUEDOIS
a dash of cayenne
1 pound salmon (canned)
1 pound ii'/ii/i' potatoes, boiled
3 cups milk
{approximately
3
potatoes)
2 egg
slightly beaten
3 tcaspoo)is minced parsltcy
cupcrabyolks,
cooked
meat mushrooms, or lobster
4 hard cooked cc/gs, sliced
6 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons butter
tabIcsp(>o)}s flour
cup fine bread crumbs
U teaspoon salt (1 tablespoon Madeira orYz% sherry,
cup grated
cheese
if desired)
Flake the salmon, removing all skin and bones. Cut cold boiled potatoes into thin
slices. Arrange potatoes and salmon in a greased casserole in alternate layers in the
following manner : first a layer of potatoes, then one of salmon, another of potatoes,
a second of salmon and finally one of potatoes. Sprinkle each of the potato layers with 1
teaspoon minced parsley and top both salmon layers with thinly sliced hard cooked
eggs. Melt the 6 tablespoons butter, add the flour, salt and cayenne ; mix well. Add
milk and cook until smooth and thickened, stirring constantly. Add the egg yolks
slowly which have first been mixed with a little of the hot sauce. Add mushrooms
or lobster or crab meat. Add wine, if desired. Mix well and pour over contents of
casserole. Melt remaining 2 tablespoons butter, mix in the bread crumbs. Cover
contents of casserole with this crumb mixture, sprinkle with grated cheese and dot
with crumbs
a little are
additional
Bakebe inmade
moderate
about 20 minutes or
until
brown. butter.
This may
up in oven
advance(375°andF.)re-heated.
JELLIED MADRILENE FOR CORNED BEEF OR EGGS
31 cups
(canned)
Madrilene
cup cold tvater
tablespoon
granulated
gelatine 2 tablespoons
Madeira or sherry i,
Heat soup to boiling point. Sprinkle gelatine into the cold water, soak 5 minutes;
dissolve in tlie hot soup. Add wine. Chill until mixture begins to hold its shape — it
must CORNED
be neither BEEF
"runny"— Soak
nor "solid."
with either
following
brisket ofUse corned
beef, ofor the
spiced
corned : beef, overnightj
with a lump of sugar in the water. The following day cover with fresh water and]
boil until tender (allow about one hour to the pound). The addition of a bay leaf
and
whole cloves Cut
to the
whichLaymeatthe cooks
an improvement.
When'
tender2 orchill3 thoroughly.
into water
thick inslices.
meat inis overlapping
slices around
a platter. Cover with slightly firm Madrilene mixture. Chill until, firm.
eggs intrimwaterto toperfect
whichrounds
salt and
littleonvinegar
has
been POACHED
added. RemoveEGGSeggs— Poach
from water,
and aplace
a platter,:
Place
two
crossed
pimiento
strips
on
each
egg.
Garnish
center
with
a
slice
of
truffle
or a slice of stuffed olive. Cover with Madrilene mixture. Chill until firm.
SCRAMBLED EGGS WITH KIDNEYS, LEM
1 pound lamb kidneys
8 eggs
1 small mild onion, minced fine 6 tablespoons cream
Yi pound fresh mushrooms, sliced •}4 teaspoon salt
1 cu.p canned tomato sauce
a fezi' grains pepper
canned flour
consomme
2 tablespoons butter
31 cup
tablespoons
Wash kidneys, pare and remove membranes. Cut kidneys into very thin slices.
Saute inkidneys
butter in(about
2 tablespoons)
a golden
brown(These
— aboutdrippings
5 minutes.
cooked
a colander
set over ato pan,
to drip.
are toPlacebe
saved and used.) Cook onion and mushrooms in the same way, adding more butter
to pan if necessary, to prevent burning. Place with kidneys in colander. To the
resulting dripping add tomato sauce and consomme. Thicken with the flour mixed to a
smooth paste with a little water. Season to taste. Cook gently to desired consistency,
then add kidney and mushroom mixture and heat together over hot water while preparing eggs. Break eggs into a bowl; add cream, salt and pepper. Beat with a fork.
Melt the scrambling
2 tablespoonswithbutter
; addspoon
the eggs
cookcook.
gently Place
until scrambled
"set" and
creamy,
a forkin aorpanlarge
as theandeggs
eggs on a heated serving dish. Surround with the kidney mixture, or place kidneys
in a "well" in the middle of the eggs. Garnish with parsley and serve immediately.
SPICY CHOCOLATE CAKE
3 squares unsweetened cooking chocolate IVi4 teaspoons
cups siftedbaking
cake flour
poiudcr
1 cup broivn sugar
Yz1 teaspoon
teaspoon cinnamon
ground cloves
'42 cup
fruit
juice
(orange
or
pineapple)
teaspoo)is Angostura
YzYz cup
teaspoon
salt raisins
YiYz cup
cup butter
vegetable shortening
seedless
1 cup milk
1 CHp granulated
sugar
4 egg ivhites, beaten
4 egg
Cut yolks,
chocolatebeaten
into small pieces, place in saucepan with brown sugar and fruit juice.
Cock over low heat until chocolate has melted and mixture is smooth and blended,
stirring c(jnstaiitly. Do not boil! Remove from heat, add Angostura, cool. Cream
together butter and vegetable shortening thoroughly. Add white sugar gradually,
creaming well together. Add beaten yolks, then the cool chocolate mixture. Blend
thoroughly.
flour, measure.
bakingto powder,
and alternately
salt. Sift with
together
twice. Mix inSiftraisins.
Add flourAddmixture
chocolatespices
mixture
the
milk, beating thoroughly after each addition. Fold in stiffly beaten egg whites. Pour
into 2 loaf pans which have been greased, lined with waxed paper, greased again and
lightly
dusted in.'scrted
with flour.
Bakecomes
in moderate
minutes,Cover
or until
a cake tester
in loaves
out clean.ovenCool(350°
on F.)
wire 45-50
cake rack.
tops
and sides of cakes with chocolate icing or a white confectioner's icing.
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{Continued frotn page 9)
•'i the holidays fast approaching, enteri; will soon be engaging your inicd attention; and you, and every other
-ic-s worthy of the name, will wish to
lake your every party a huge success.
The secret lies in advance preparation,
rding to Mr. Lem. The smaller the
•crs, the more need there is, also, to
everything prepared and stored away,
before the arrival of the first guest,
that j'ou just
can
" doesn't
the saladmean,
into either,
the refrigerator
i red
c doorappearance
bell rings,thatelsewillyou'll
have
ill becomea
Give yourself time to powder your
at least!
IS last advice is mine, naturally, not
hef's! a For
culinary expert
- —with
long he,
apprenticeship
in the that
kit^ of the best hotels both here and
1(1— would scarcely deign to menmatters not directly connected with
- IS \\"\\h
culinaryliberal,
suggestions,
extremely
so that however,
with his
■nice I was able to decide on a numf recipes which I'm sure \ou'll like,
i^t,
though,
go into
advance
.ration
idea let's
a little
morethisthorough'•'member that we are talking about a
planned-in-advance party, not one of
slap-dash, last-minute affairs whose
casualness might excuse flagrant overli^lus. The sort of meal described by Mr.
.cm. on the other hand, requires thought,
iircful marketing and planned work, in
irder to follow out your plan successfully.
Make out your menu as many as three
lays ahead of time. Two days in advance
:i> over your silverware and linens and also
narket for staples, canned goods and other
"■n-perishable foods. The day before the
i:irty, do as much of the actual work as
.111 will
can. prove
You'llto bebe! surprised
how much
lilt
It will include
prac''m11\'
all
the
remaining
marketing,
•irse — no last minute alarms and franticof
■ ursions, I beg of you. On the morning
I the party finish as much of the job as
•u possibly can. .And be sure that the
i irigeraor is cleared out — no unnecessary
lutter
goingforto storage
be well space,
filled.
^ ou there,
can usefortheit'soven
"I',
if
you
don't
forget
about
it
and
light
iiitliinkingly ! And if worst comes to theit
.vorst (all this advice, of course, is for
hose with little space), you can wrap the
food carefully and let it stand out of doors,
II cool weather, until needed. Mr. Lem
Milt so far as to admit that he had freliieiitly placed a whole cold roast turkey
Ml the fire escape! With the cramped
juarters of modern living, such subterfuges
It times become amusingly necessary.
And now let's see what we're going to
"prepare
in advance"
Howes. There
must beforoneourcoldBuffet
dish aandla
one hot dish, to begin with. For the former,
our friend the chef suggests a Madrilene of
Corned Beef or Eggs. Madrilene, as you
doubtless know, is the name of a soup — one
that generally is served in jellied form. It
has an excellent flavor as a salad "base,"
and is further to be recommended because
{Continued on page 69)
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* WORRIED
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ABOUT

IN THE KITCHEN?

RISING FOOD COSTS?

Let Franco-American Help!
tell the difference between Franco-American
Isn't
these daysfood
of rising
food and
any other ready cooked spaghetti. And
prices,it atohelp,
find ina delicious
that saves
you money every time you serve it? And they ousneverFranco-American
seem to getflavor!
tired of that marveldon't you think you deserve a little rest
every
now
and
then.'
That's
what
you
get
it as a deliciousOr main
dish —itit'swithpacked
when you give your appreciative family withUse nourishment.
combine
leftFranco-American Spaghetti — ready to serve
overs to make the third day on a leg of
— on the table in a jiffy — hot, fragrant, sa- lamb, for example, taste like the prize creation of a French chef. Send for that helpful
with that marvelous "eleven-ingredi- free recipe
ent"vorysauce.
book that gives thirty appetizing
You -American
can't fool friend
husband!
He knows
ways in which to use Franco-American. And
Franco
the minute
he tastes
it. So stock
up at10<youra cangrocer's
today.3** aItportion.
usually
do the children. In two mouthfuls, they can costs only
— less than
FroncO'/Imeficaa spaghetti
The kind with the Extra Good Sauce— Made by the Makers of Campbell's Soups
MAY I SEND YOU OUR FREE
RECIPE BOOK? SEND THE
COUPOlvJ PLEASE
The
Franco-American
Camden. New Jersey Food Company, Dept. 612
Please send me your free recipe book:
" 30 Tempting Spaghetti Meals."
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Every medicine
cabinet needs one!
Shows teaspoons
and tablespoons.
Ends all guesswork
whene v e r you
measure medicine.

Offer limited. Get yours while
they last — of your druggist!
FREE WITH 6 OUNCE
BOTTLE OF ZONITE
1 . BADZonite
BREATH—
Gargle,
brush causes
teeth
with
dilution.
Zoniterinse,
removes
ofonionhalitosis
—
kills
tobacco
breath,
even
breath I
2. DANDRUFF— Zonite actually destroys
dandruff and all scalp germs — at contact!
Ends nasty scalp odor. Use Zonite scalp
treatment when washing head.
3. CUTS AND WOUNDS— Zonite kills many
kinds of dangerous germs, not just one or
two. Then tissues heal in less time! Apply
Zonite wet dressing at once.
SORE THROAT—
Zoniteof irritation,
kills "cold gargle
bugs"
at4. start!
At first sign
every 2 hrs. with Zonite dilution.
5. "ATHLETE'S FOOT" — Zonite treatment
gives tion,
quickbathe relief
itching.
For prevenfeet infromZonite
solution.

I1 ditions
playhouseandamateurs
are selectedpasses
from that
auare
admit them
to theprovided
theatre,withshortly
before
program time. This gives tliem time to go
backstage and check their wraps, instruments and the varied props needed for
their renditions. Then a roll call is made,
before they take their seats in the orchestra. In the old days they merely called :
"Next
in the series,
mannerlikeof thea barber
The !"current
original,shop.
uses
unrehearsed
amateurs,
according
production executives. But the entiretoroster
i drawn from is auditioned now, just as it
was then — only with more elaborate facilBessie Mack, the now
Major's
publicityities. representative,
giveserstwhile
all her
time to auditioning the tyros and preparing them for the network hour. I recall
Major Bowes telling me, at IVHN, that
there is a vast difference between auditions
and rehearsals and that the former must
be employed, even on an amateur program,
to ascertain that the applicants won't use
any offensive material. That's one phase
i of the CBS hour that doesn't differ froin
the
JP'HN !hour. But how other things
haveoldchanged
In 1934,
I tookBuilding
the elevator
in thetopLoew's
State
Theatre
to the
floor.
! There, in rooms originally designed for
offices, were the studios of IVHN. The
tation originally used a single studio in a
penthouse above and, in expansion, acI quired the floor below. In the largest of
; the studios, the auditorium, seating sixty,
: the original Major Boives Aiiiafeur Hour
took the air.
The Major proudly sat at the front of
the room, facing a table decorated with
the famous gong. In the control room, a
few visitors were wedged in so tightly
that the control man had to manipulate his
dials in the manner of a contortionist. Out
in the corridor more than one hundred
amateurs milled about, hoping against
hope that Major Bowes would rush through
the five dozen performers already within
the studio portals and send outside for
some reinforcements. No one enjoyed
hearing
the gongbecause
more than
the "extras"
in the corridor,
it meant
that the
time thus saved might result in inviting a
few of their own number inside.
The hour proceeded with almost complete
riisregard of usual studio formalities.
Aside from starting and ending the profiram on time and keeping the amateurs
the proper distance from the mike, customary production methods were dispensed
with. If there were mishaps, all the better.
The more who got the gong, the more
die laughs.
A young fellow was called up to the
microphone and gazed nervously at the
instrument that would soon bring his voice
U) countless thousands. The pianist struck
a chord, the lad started singing and he was
barely through the second line of the
chorus
" — there sound
goes viyinformed
love,"
when awhich
suddenwentcrashing
him he was through. ".Ind there goes the
■ilie
inngi"
Major
remarked, excepting
much to
delight
of allBowes
the amateurs,
liie disconsolate young man.

Anything was likely to happen and it
often
now, thefrequently
Major's
reparteedid.withThen,
the asapplicants
caused more laughs and entertainment
than the amateur's intended routine.
One lad, who repeatedly missed his cue,
got the bell before he actually started singing. Major Bowes explained that if the
boy got mixed up before he began, not
much could be expected from him later.
Somehow, Bowes managed to ring the
gong in such a goodnatured manner that
even the unlucky amateurs took it kindly.
"Try again some other time," the Major
would say. "Just a little more practice, and
we'll
giveword.
you another
chance."
And he
kept his
Very often,
an amateur,
failing on one program, would return and,
having brushed up on the points suggested
by Bowes, would survive the gong.
Even in those pioneer Bowes Amateur
days, the telephone switchboard was overtaxed by listeners' ballots, before the program reached the half-way mark. When
the hour was launched and the telephone
company was unprepared for the mass
calls directed at the same point, the entire
Bryant exchange was temporarily parlisteners' votes.
This situation
was soonalyzed by corrected
and subsequent
calls
were handled with ease.
Although on a much smaller scale, the
telephone ballots were deemed just as important then as they are today. Some of
the comment Bowes had on the incoming
calls was hilarious. When a girl, who got
the gong a short while before, received
sixteen votes, the Major drew a big laugh
with the remark that she probably had a
big family. Later he reported that one
telephone voter suggested that the gong
be rung on Major Bowes, and he promptly
sounded
the gong
it's
not unusual
for a ongirlhimself.
amateur, Today
or a boy
for that matter, to receive proposals of
marriage via the telephone before the hour
is completed,
and thekickMajor,
audience, gets a great
out oflikethehisreading
of such messages.
One odd phase of the old hour was that
professionals were occasionally introduced
without their identities being revealed.
The night of my 1934 visit I saw Waldo
Mayo, the Capitol Theatre violinist, step
up to the mike for a violin solo. The use
of such occasional professional talent was
defended by Bowes and his staff for the
reason that it gave the hour some solid
ground.
However,acts the
constant
improvement in amateur
doomed
the practice.
What an all-around change in the program today !
The brilliantly lighted stage reveals an
array of instruments and props in the
background, all neatly arranged for the
amateur acts to follow. Flowers from the
Major's admirers usually decorate the
setting. structed
Bowes
at a specially
table at sits
the right,
while the conleft
of the platform contains two grand pianos
for dual accompaniment. The announcer
takes the center stage spot which, in turn,
is The
occupied
the amateurs.
semi- byformal
atmosphere is a long
crv fruni the stuffy ll'HX studio of three
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cars back. The large crowd of onlookers
i-oinfortably observe the current A)iiaHour, instead of the mere handful
used to jam the tiny control room,
crything proceeds with clocklike pre:.. No scripts are used and Bowes in> in witty dialogue with the neophytes
c mike. There are broad hints that
■ tion of the banter is previously re~cd. But it all makes good fun. And
ne seems to enjoy the laughs more
the Major himself. He appreciates
applicants'
droll remarks as much as
:i\oiie
in the playhouse.
Cliild entertainers are often featured,
lit they are limited. Major Bowes once
xplained to me that their number is
urtailed because they are bound to get
indeserved votes, being favored because
f their youth, rather than their talent,
lut it has been noticed that, talent or no,
he kiddies have less fear of the mike
md a better stage presence than the
iverage adult applicant. They are the
nost naive of the novices and the resultant
implicity of their eflForts represents a
ote-getting element.
A certain
luded
such Thursday
novel bitsnight's
as aoffering
fingerlessin■ianist,
a
"musical
chef,"
who
enticed
nusic out of an assortment of bowls,
and
I colored lad who went into a tap dance
hat included such acrobatics as soiner-iiulting without using his hands. This
vas a typical Bowes program. To date,
he Major has brought a wide collection of
ireak acts to the air and such performers
ire
big demand in the personal appearince inunits.
The occasional sob stories related by the
ililettantes
as they
mikeWHN
represent another
takeoffface
on the
the old
-h.nvs. Some of the sad narratives may
K- designed to entice sympathy votes, but it
i> apparent that the Major is eager to help
t'lie
amateurstheirsolve
their problems
1" e.xploit
misfortunes
in any and
way. not
From time to tiine, Bowes springs a
-urprise by having a famous personality in
•' ' audience take a bow before the mike.
- wide friendship among celebrities
Monally brings to the air names that
-ponsor's
could tobuy.have It'sa public
nothat all formoney
the Major
ty president step up and play the
...rmonica. And, oddly, rather than such
a stunt seeming undignified for a big
business nabob, the Major handles him
with such finesse that added distinction is
ut'ten
to ancalls,
already
The given
telephone
that exalted
clutteredname.
up the
Bryant exchange in the old days, have
multiplied many times over but are handled
with ease by the staff of fifty operators at
the playhouse. About 3,000,000 calls have
been received since Bowes brought his program to the networks.
It's
hard seem
to make
radio,
but it does
as if predictions
the Bowes inprogram
will be a headlining feature for many
years to come. Its formula and content
change with the times and where there is
no
there's nothing
that prescribed
can grow procedure
stale.
There are constant new crops of amateurs. Many profit by appearing in the
Bowes theatrical units, while others find
lucrative engagements elsewhere. But,
whether
gain orchance
not, they're
to take they
a sporting
on famewilling
and
fortune.

. . . UNTIL SHE LEARNED
THIS LOVELIER WAY TO
AVOID OFFENDING . . .
FRAGRANT BATHS WITH
CASHMERE BOUQUET
SOAP!

""^Zi

<«'^°""'

(eel .(«'
^
^4

ov»s

MARVELOUS F.OR
COMPLEXIONS, TOOl
Use this pure, creamy-white r-oap
for both your face and bath.
Cashmere
gentle and Bouquet's
caressing. lather
Yet it isgetsso
down into each pore — removes
every bit of dirt and cosmetics.
Your skin grows clearer, softer
. . . more radiant and alluring!
THE
ARISTOCRAT

ONLY lO*
OF
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HERE'S WHY THE NEW
SCimmCALLY

BLONDE SKYROCKET
(Coittiinted from page 33)

Springtiekl, went to high school there.
Jler father was in the contracting bnsiness.
from her mother that .she inherits her
and her dreams,
r
Florence Guthrie herself had a
EX'LAX
lovely
voice and had longed for a theatriOFFERS YOU GREATER
career. Her father, however, insisted
BENEFITS THAN EVER!
that no daughter of his should ever appear
on the stage and she was forced to content
herself with church singing. But with
lirth of her daughter, her dreams took
iKw form. Singing sweet lullabies to the
fair-haired baby, she determined that this
younger edition of herself should have the
career she had sacrificed. And so, by the
time
were she
well was
set onfive,
the Katherine's
path to fame.baby feel
"I've always been stage-struck," she exssed it all
herself.
"Of course
my myinratinii,
my efYorts
began allwith
UT. It was what she wanted, but it
what
wanted, been
too."easy. There were
hasn'tofI always
moments
rebellion, during
her student
days, times when her program seemed too
heavy,wenttooto restricted,
she
Wittenberg p-rom
Collegehigh
and school
from
there to the American Conservatory of
Music in Chicago, where she won the degree of Bachelor of Music. And always
she was practicing at the piano or vocalizing or studying harmony and counterpoint. Obediently, too, she followed her
coach's instructions and went to bed early,
got up early, watched her diet, took the
proi)er exercises, besides her dancing.
There was very little time left over for
play, and sometimes she wondered what it
about,withjustthewhyothershegirls
couldn't
have
and you'll
awasgoodall time
she knew.
She did not particularly like the theory of
she really preferred long fingernails
after taking it! music,
to playing the piano, if it had to be one
or
the
! But she kept on. She was
Now improved -better than ever! too wellother
trained to do otherwise.
.\nd then tragedy hit her, overwhelming
in its unexpectedness, its finality. Her
mother died. She had seen Florence estabEX- LAX
lished in a comfortable apartment on ChiTHE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
south side, was
had well
had onthetheassurance
that hercago'sdaughter
way to
the goal they had dreamed together, but
she was not to see even the first realization
of those dreams.
Sometimes, in the next lonely months,
1^'lorence wavered. It seemed impossible to
goconstant
on, without
her mother'sPerhaps,
guidance,Florher
encouragement.
ence thought, her voice was not really
good enough, perhaps she was not meant
ALL
for such a career.
Florence
BLONDES felt"Buther somehow,"
influence then,
even said
more softly,
strongly"I
than I had when she was with me. And I
andBROWN^too! do now. When I have prr)blems to solve,
Wash Sunlight into Your Hair with New decisions to make, I feel so aware of her
and Rinse.
Shades Bleaches
Lighter spiritual presence, her inspiration, that it is
inShampoo
15 Minutes
Without3 Harsh
ashelpif feeling
she werethatactually
with allnic.aboutI can't
or Dyes.
she
knows
this,
Bring
out thewash*full, radiant
that she is even
nearer
to me than ever
Rinse
that
thethat natural,
lustih;.___ _ _ _
can
make
before.
." she fingered the ruby and
and scaif) health>. Absolutely safe — cont:
As she. . spoke,
diamond engagement ring and the wide
gold
band that
werenotheroutmother's
and that
she always
wears,
of superstition.
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IMPROVED

but out of a deep, abiding sentiment.
And so she hid her grief and went
bravely on, determined to try a little
longer, to see if anything would happen, to
see if she really had something. And the
flepth and power and sweetness of her voice
increased and she forgot to mind when i
some of her young friends kidded her about
never
"acting sheherwasage,"ready
neverfor having
any;
fun. When
her debut,'
the fact that she had not been able to!
smoke or drink cocktails or dance until'
the small hours of the morning with her'
fellow students no longer mattered. Her
concert was a success and she knew, beyond the need of explaining, that such
things were unimportant, that the ideals
which always had governed her life were
notTheonlynexther months
mother'swerebut noherlessown.busy than
the years of preparation. After her concert debut, she was signed by Paul Longone
of the Chicago Civic Opera and made her
debut as (Hlda in Rigoletto. And now the
doors of radio swung wide and NBC
signed her to the dotted line. For the next
eleven months she sang on a sustaining
program
Blaufuss' was
orchestra.
Her
firstwith
trip Walter
to Hollywood
made
when sheHall.
was And
guest just
star onfourteen
Bing Crosby's
Music
months
after her
debut,resulted
the efforts
NBC'ssigned
Artists' Service
in herof being
on the Packard program and, simultaFlorenceneously, byParamount.
rented the beautiful house of
the Gene Lockharts in the Hollywood
hills and sent for her family. Her father
had married again and Florence, warmhearted and and
generous
always,her hidstepmother,
her private sorrow
welcomed
made her her friend.
Essentially home-loving and domestic,
Florence enjoys her new role of mistress
of the beautifully furnished home and is
a charming hostess.
Her own particular treasures are in her
bedroom and include a photograph of her
mother and, in a wall niche, a few of the
latter's
possessions
a delicate
flowered
and saucer,
a wine ;glass
that was
one ofcupa
set numbered among her wedding presents.i
a small jewel case, a well-worn Bible andj
a spunFlorence
glass tree
little monkeys'
that
gavewithher twoat eighteen.
In the little study adjoining are books,
and a piano and a small part of her enor-*
mous
of toynumbering
dogs and over
other ani-'
mals.collection
Her dolls,
two
dozen, are packed away, but the china dogs
and furry cats and a rakish monkey in
chaps and sombrero make the little practice,
room seem but a brief step removed from
the nursery of her childhood. Here, facing
the windows which overlook the wide panorama of Los Angeles, Florence learns her
songs and dreams her dreams. Here, when
the dust and the turmoil of Hollywood
seem too much, she will find peace and
renewed inspiration.
In addition to her inanimate family,
Florence's household consists of Coalie, the
black Chow
her frienddays;
and Boy,
protector in the who
Chicagowas apartment
the devoted police dog, whose failing sight
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■■i added lieartaclie for his mistress;
Dolce, a small brown monkey who
> near the pool in a handsome green
i . and whose clinging hands and sad
inssion and altogether winning ways
,\c won him the name of "Sweet."
I'lorence's
studio is the
miial for thearrival
dogs from
to comethe rumiing,
for
k':ir monkey
to
be
let
out
of
his
she has resisted a honey bear,cage.
but sheSo
^ crazy about all animals, with the posihle e.xception of a cow! And her dreams
: the future include raising dogs and, if
ible, horses. What she would like
III be to found a shelter for dogs, simithat ofof her
IrenetwoCastle's
in Chicago.
In iispite
contracts,
her large
Hinie, her Packard car, Florence still lives
ntly. Like any newcomer, she looked
ard to doing the night spots, seeing
'^\ ofwoodher atradioits and
gayest,
the forbade
restricmoviebutwork
lululging this desire to any extent. It
I! a case of much work and very little
But Florence does not mind. In the
all thecareer
phaseshave<ifbeen
her fun.
iiUrmha-toI)lacc,
a movie
even
massaging away of a few superfluous
Is. The tests were successful. Her
I caught in her throat as she watched
1 run off. It was strange, almost
itening, to sec herself up there on the
11. But she knew a swift relief, a
satisfaction. They were all right; the
-tep toward the new career was suc.iiily taken.
And she has already made a few good
riends in Hollywood and also entertained
Mine of her best Chicago friends, among
hem the g<xKl-lo(iking boy who is "tops"

at present on her list, and for whom she
secured an audition at NBC while he was
in Hollywood. One of her best girl
friends made an extended visit and another
plans to join her and hel]) with the running of lier incriM-iii-I_\ rnnipliraleil .iff.iirs,
to relieve Mrs. lu..r,m-, wlm has l)e< ii attending to most ul thetn. I'lureiice, in all
her
intensel\'
these relationships,
\(Jiing friendsis well
know, loxal,
and nota^
Hollywood and all its glamour will ever
come between them.
As for love, romance, marriage, she
smiles sh\l\-. "I haven't had time to think
about tlieni. reallx'. And I don't want to
think about them \ et. I am just starting —
I couldn't possibly stop now.
"I ferdon't
whether I'dor prea man know,
in the frankly,
same profession
not,
but 1 do think it is important for him to
understand niy profession, to realize the
dem.inds it makes upon my time and
streii.iitb. -Viid not ask me to give it up!
I'".veil if I (lid fall in love and marry, I'd
want t<i be the one to sa>' when I had liad
enough, not to be told to (|nit l>\' someo.ie
else! .\nd, of course, I just can't imagine
wanting
sto|i, being,
not forshe\ ears."
For theto time
has gi\en up all
idea
of
concert
or
opera.
"Right
now I
feel that radio and mo\ies are
completely
,satisf>ing. 1 lo\e them both. And I am
not so 1(111(1 of opera, learning the long,
lieavy roles. I enjoy singing ballads and
folk-songs — I am collecting folk-s(_ings and
already have a very interesting collection.
I like singing popular songs, too. In fact,
the sort of program I have on the Packard
hourSo isshewhathas appeals
to me most
fallen happily
into! "the busy

schedule of her days, eagerly preparing
for her first picture but not skimping her
work for the radio program nor enjoying
it less. She takes it all in her stride, rehearsing, practicing diligently, and only
fleetingly regretting the lack of time to
play. It would be fun to dance at the
(hove, to dine at the Troc, but there will
lie time for that Liter, in moderation. She
nets too iniuli re.il pleasure out of the
simpler things of life to go in for that
very heavily. Like any fan, she loves seeing celebrities, hardly realizing she is one
herself,miere,and
a movie preor tic kdsis excited
to a radiooverbroadcast.
But e\ eii more than these she enjoys her
home. Daily, as long as the California sun
permitted, she enjoyed swimming in the
pool in her backyard. And she has a lot
of fun eiitert.iining her friends in the attractive pla\ro(iin in her basement, with
its game tallies, its piano, its kitchen.
She is. in the final analysis, a genuine,
unaffected girl. Beneath her appealing
shyness, you sense courage, serenity and a
warm responsiveness. She brings to life a
steadiness, a strength of character rare in
one so young, the result of long years of
^.elf-discipline and devotion to a purpose in
life. These qualities are her greatest safeguard in the new and dizzy environment of
the cinema world. Because she is sensiti\e
and her emotions go deep, she will probabl}
lie hurt, but she has already' demonstrated
courage of a high order and I do not believe success will blunt her perceptions or
destroy her tineness. Tlie dreams and
ideals that have been Ikts >iiice she was
five are the foundation of her career and
too much a part of her to he forgotten.

"OKAYOFFICER...HERE'S
A TICKET

YOU! "
COLCATE DENTAL CREAM
COMBATS BAD BREATH
"Colsate'sfoamspecial
trathig
gets peneevery tiny hidden crevice
between
. . emulsifies
and
washesyourawayteeththe .decaying
food
deposits that cause most bad breath,
dull, dingy teeth, and much tooth
decay.
same time,agentColgate's
soft, safeAt thepolishing
cleans
and brightens
the enamel—
your
teeth sparkle
— gives makes
brilliance to your smile!"
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RID HIM OF
MIND
WORMS

• Worm your dog safely with tried and
tested
WormtypesMedicines.
kind forSergeant's
the different
of worms,There's
for dif-a
f
e
r
e
n
t
s
i
z
e
dogs.
That
makes
Sergeant's
safer.
pups and dogs weighing over 10 pounds, For
use
•Sergeant's
Shot Capsules
to remove
roundworms Sure
and hookworms.
For small
pups
and toy breeds, use Sergeant's Puppy Capsules. ForMedicine.
tapeworms,
worm
These useare Sergeant's
products fromTape-the
famous
line
of
Sergeant's
Dog
Sold
by drug and pet stores everywhere,Medicines.
free advice.
Our veterinarian will answer questions about
yourFreedog's
'Writeyourfully.dealer or write for
Dog health.
Book. Ask
your
free
copy
of
book on
the care of dogs. NewSergeant's
edition famous
now ready.
POLK MILLER PRODUCTS CORPORATION
1983 "W Broad Street • Richmond, Virginia
WORM MEDICINES
ASK FOR FREE DOG BOOK
SK 1N RA S H
RELIEVED....ITCHING STOPPED
For quick
relieffoot,fromanditching
ofexternally
eczema, rashes,
pimples, athlete's
other
causedD.D.D.
skin
eruptions,
use cooling,
antiseptic,
liquid
Prescription.
Greasele,s3,
stainless,
dries fast.
Stops the most intense itching in a hurry. A 35c trial
bottle, at drug stores, proves it— or money back.
COUGHS
. .
Get After That Cough
Today with PERTUSSIN
■When youthecatch
cold andfromyourcountless
throat feels
dry
clogged,
secretions
tiny
glandsor
inirritating
your throat
and This
windpipe
often
turn
into sticky,
phlegm.
makes
you
cough.
stimulates
these soglands
pour
outPertussin
their natural
moisture
that totheagain
annoying
phlegm isis soothed,
loosened your
and easily
throat
cough raised.
relieved!Quickly your
Your coughsystem.
may Why
be a neglect
warning it?signal
your
respiratory
Doandasfrompleasant
millions
have
done!
UseforPertussin,
a safegrownups.
herbal
remedy
children
and
Many
physicians
over 30
years. It's safehaveand prescribed
acts quickly.Pertussin
Sold at allfordruggists.
Uirge PERTUSSIN
Iridi
n^»4l.i^
& Kade, Inc.,
aOrrtC
440SeeckWashington
Street,Dept.N. Y.W-*C.
for \0i Please scr
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YOUR MANNERS
(Continued from page 7)

Australian opossum Lucille wears for
sports
and street,
lines which
will notis made
go outon ofsimple
fashionflowing(unless there is a very drastic style revolution,
which I doubt). The full shoulders give
plenty of room, and a coat built along these
lines will wear forever, because there is no
strain at the seams. It is short enough for
(■/;((■ and long enough to provide warmth
amund the hips against winter winds.
.Australian (jpossuni, a fur which has
come vcr)- much into prominence during
the past few years, resembles closely the
fabulous chinchilla, but is so very much
more durable and practical. A gray fur is
adaptable for all color combinations, in a
variety of costumes. Brunettes will like to
wear this coat over the various shades of
red, from deep wine to brilliant poppy,
while blondes will follow Miss Manners
in electing forest green or royal blue as
a contrast for the soft gray fur. On her
lovely blonde hair, she wears a stencil gray
tweed felt, in the new profile silhouette,
witli a long hawk feather quill stuck in the
top of the crown. By the way, I hope you
have
particular
Lucille's
shoes, taken
which are
made onnote
snug,offitted
lines
tothreegiveeyelets
the "molded
look"
to
the
foot.
The
on the heel, laced with silk,
lead up to the little tabs at the top, which
are very new, and flattering to the petite
star's slender ankles.
"Cute" bolero,
is the smart
word and
for cozy
Lucille's
chubby
raccoon
for football
gatnes and general sports wear. This coat
hangs closing
straightat down,
fromin the
singlebutton
the collar,
abbreviated
swagger lines. The sleeves are straight
and snug, with just enough room for comfort. Worn over a slim-skirted wool dress,
the simple perpendicular lines of this short,
chubby coat give an added effect of slenderness, making the hips appear very narrow
by
contrast.
Lucille's(orberet
of brown
antelope
with Agnes
Yale)is blue
jersey
draped across the front and tied in back
like a jaunty scarf. Her bag is a roomy
one, also of antelope, with a practical slide
fastener across the top.
Another popular, youthful fur is ocelot
which, while similar to leopard, is a great
deal easier on the pockctbook. Ready for
any occasion, from a football game to the
tea dance afterward, is Lucille, in her ocelot
with tile small shawl collar and built on the
"straight slender
swagger"figure.
line so With
becoming
youthful
this, tosheheris
wearing a pencil-slim brown enka frock,
gathered at the waist below the smooth
diaphragm, which rises to tucks at the
bosom,
waistline"
effect so giving
importantthethis"corseted
year.
Lucille is small and blonde, and because
she is— sono tiny,
she doesn't ornaments
wear anything
heavy
and
not
too muchhugedressponderous
or hat. The plain gold
link necklace she wears with this highnecked dress is typical of the jewelry she
prefers. A beautiful, simple dress can be
made into a stunning frock by the addition
(if a jewelled ornament, but if you are
short, advises
ornament
is in Lucille,
proportionbe tosiu'cyourthatsize.your

And this goes for hats, too. Keep away
from great flopping hats that make you
look like a walking mushroom ! A small,
perky pillbox, the ever-popular calot, or
a tri-cornered beret, such as she is wearing,
are perfect hat styles for the small girl.
Hers is of brown felt, in the new Ace-ofClubsthere
style.is a You
it inwhich
the picture,
but
long can't
end ofsee felt
hangs
down the back, little-girl fashion.
Lucille sometimes likes to pretend that
she's the clinging vine type and then she
goes in for flufl^y feminine negligees or
evening gowns. But for general practical
wear, she prefers simple, severe lines, as
you have seen from the costumes shown
here. And her basic ideas apply to all,
whether wage-earners or high-salaried stars.
"Regardless of your clothes allowance,"
she says,
"you can't
be foolish
about
it, spending
it forafford
uselessto fads.
When
go shopping,
your head.
Don't get
ayou
hat justorusebecause
it's good
ondress
the ormodel
the latest
thinglooking
from
Paris. Think first of what is home in your
closet
what Consider
this new the
'find'ensemble,
is going notto
be wornandwith.
just this one detail.
"Get one good dress and build your wardit. It doesn't
to berobeanaroundexpensive
dress. necessarily
Above all.have
get
what you can wear well and will be comfortable in. Even if it's not a gorgeous
'creation," youways,canespecially
make it this
lookyear
smartwhenin
innumerable
accessories are so important. A simply
styled dress, made on conservative lines,
will not go out of fashion immediately, and
by changing your accessories, you can wear
it two or three seasons, and even your
best friend won't be any the wiser !
"Every woman should have a full-length
mirror.
The bypeople
you meet
you feature
feature.
Theydon't
get look
an im-at
pres ion ofthe whole, and one incongruous
detail will spoil an otherwise smart ensemble. Therefore, study yourself from
top to toe. look yourself over carefully,
analyze your type. Be frank about your
faults and virtues! After all, you have
them
and it's should
up to you
to decide
good features
be played
up, what
what
bad ones are to be sublimated. Then shop
carefully
and get whatthatsuits
Lucille recommends
womenyviirwhotype."
live
out
of
town
and
cannot
be
spot to shop around, will do johnny-on-thewell to follow
the magazines and the movies. Study the
personality you most resemble, then design
your
and beauty make-up
as muchwardrobe,
like herhair,
as possible.
But,
town
or
country
city-dweller
or suburbanite, the samemouse,
principle
applies
to all of you. Know yourself, know what
is your own particular style, and shop intel igently. Don't fritter
away fads.
your money
hither and thither
on foolish
Avoid
snap
judgments,
whatto you're
something
you willforwant
wear andbuying
enjoy.is
Lucille sums it all up in a few words:
"Learn the difference between fashion
and fad. Decide what is your type of
thing, be style-conscious — and you're bound
to be wardrobe-happy !"
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EVERYBODY'S
A SUCKER
{Couliinird from f'aiie 43)

iiise >hc was kind enough to spend
it vear teaching tlie foreign family
;.iii^lish!
James variety.
Melton's Moving
experienceintois a ofnewa
<litTerent
aiiartment, he sent for the valet. A man
arrived at the door and Melton, taking it
~ a matter of course that he was the
r, handed him all his suits to be
->cd. The man gleefully carried them
"That was si.x years ago, " said Melton.
And they
Ten
minutes
afterhaven't
I partedshowed
with upthoseyet.clothes,
the real valet made his appearance. By
■'miLadyit was
too are
late just
to doas anything."
singers
easy to cheat,
day. as Kate Smith was rehearsing,
middle-aged woman asked if she might
>i)cak to prised.
"dearOnly her
Katiiryn.
' Kate
surclosest
friendswas know
her as Kathryn.
TIk- wnnian imr.iilmxil lHT>elf as an
nld iiciglilior in Mil W'a^liiiiiiton. There
I'lflowed
a hard luck
climaxed with
tlic
presentation
of ;i>tiiry,
sai)i)hire.
"I've got to sell it," pleaded the woman.
"(ii\e itme home
a downand])a\liave
niciit itandvalued.
I'll let Toyou
take
iiujrrow I'll come l(.ir the rest."
"I fell."
Kate spot
told and
me. I "Itook
paid theher ring
the
money
on the
home. The next day she never appeared."
•Why?" I asked.
"I)ecause," finished Kate with a dra•> iticring
flourish,
her advice
brought
to an"I took
appraiser
and — had
the
ledyvalued.
It
was
an
imitation."
Pons proves that fans occasionally
i fool the stars. She received a letter
11 Cuba. The writer introduced lierI as the president of the Lily Pons
t Uil), and announced she was having a
' rtliday. As all members of the club
ii' giving her presents, she wrote, she
Id he sent
honored
the club's
honorary
, ' M(lent
her a ifbirthday
gift, too.
She
rcijuested a pair of shoes and a matching
bay. Lily, touched, ordered the gifts, and
111 ailed them, accompanied by a big birthcard with her greetings scrawled
'ss it. She received an effusive letter
hanks. This was followed by a letter
II the secretary of the Lily Pons Club,
also was having a birthday and
:mving presents. She wanted an
.\iiicrican dress without a back. So the
<lre>s
way. Came
tw-o more
letters.wentOneon ofits thanks,
and one
from
the first girl, the president, saying she was
"r'.ianizing the Helen Jepson club and
~ liip
iumini>
Mi-s that
Pons'thisname
on the would
nieniIi-t and
distinction
' tour pesos.
I hen," announced Lily. "I woke my(>uy up!"
Lombardo suffered in the manner
of Mr. Rernie.
a young heman's
autograph
book, Heonlysigned
to discover
had
really attached his name to a blank sheet
of paper to which was added a long note
informing the head waiter that the bearer

soon
ds
Girlishly
HanSoft
and Smooth

^^^^^^^

then Happiness
for TWO
are the same as many doctors use
YOUNG
and Jergens
smooth!HANDS
How are
muchadorable!
older your.'^ofthands
to smooth and whiten rough. chapped skin.
look
when you let the skin get rous;h
Even one application xiflens amazingly!
and dry.
Romance u-ua!l\ i nine- to girls with
.Simple
to wind
charmingLotion
hand-. >o Oidy
don't delay.
Get
even
the exposure
use of water
— will ortakecold—awayor Jergens
Sl.OO for the bigtoday.
economy 50<^.
size —25('.at 10(»,
any
youth-giving moisture from your hand
drug,
department,
or
10^
store.
Thennotit'sniceliketooldtouch.
skin— harsh, likely . WALTF.K VI INCHELL broadcasts fverv Sunday
toskin.crack—
Turn to Jergens Lotion for help. Jergens ni^lit — NHC HI,.,- Notwork— Coast-to-Coast. Listen in I
restores moisture to your skin because it
i.iifili of Jergens
soaks in. Of all lotions tested, Jergens
Purse-Size Bottle
l>u>.qni..Uy
proved to go in the best. Vou remember—it never feels sticky.
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I I I do want to try Jergens Lotion. Please send
my purse-size— yree.
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THIS FLAVOR'S
GOT SOMETHING

A dash and a lilt
o fresh, woke-you-up
taste' that's deliciously
smooth ond lasting. Beeman'sAndflovorthatexactly
suits
me!
ingenious
airtight package keeps it
right at the high pitch of
fresh perfection."

"But gracious, man,
you've left out the very
reason half the people
v/e know buy Beeman's
— they choose it as a
delightful way to top off
'most every meal, because Beeman's notonly
tastes grand but actually helps digestionl"

AIDS DIGESTION..*
eman's
B
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ISO friend and therefore to
him the hest of everxlhing —
l^)hert L. (Bclicrc-It-Or-Nof) Ripley
was tricked wlien he conducted a search
lor
a mantale.who
was lian^ed
and h\-edfromto
tell the
He received
a telegram
someone claiming he was the party. He
was in Ilaton Rouse, li the money could
he wired, he was willing to come to New
York for the program.
"There was no time to spare," said
Ripley. facts.
"The man
to know apthe
correct
His seemed
local references
peared 1 1 Come from reliahle husiness men.
1 sent the money. Word was immediately
relayed me that he had boarded a plane,
New
Yorkhe bound.
Whata Iticket
didn'tonlyknowas
was that
had bought
iar as the hrst landing field. There he
diseml)arke<l, with the money, of course,
and we ne\er heard from him again.
Phillips Lord, who often has been
labeled a shrewd Yankee, loses much of
his canniness when he is bilked by his
own salesmanship. He loves selling. Seeing a chance to sell, he cannot resist the
temptation.
Last Christmas he was given a pig by
his co-workers. They presented it to him
in his New York apartment. Lord, en
route to his Long Lsland lK)me, with the
pig on a leash, hailed a cab. But the driver
would have none of the pig. No such
passenger for him, no siree ! This made
Lord indignant. He began to sell the
driver the advantages of the pig. It was

pedigreed. It could furnish pork chops,
as many as twenty. .\nd it was a !)eautiful shade of pink. Eventually the driver
ga\e in, consenting to let him ride. FiUt
Lord, tohaving
He
tried
sell thestarted,
pig to couldn't
the driver,stop.
offering
it for fifty dollars. All the way to Long
Island they bartered. In the end Lord
let the pig go for ten dollars and the price
of the ride.
regretted
said. "The
ne.xt"I instantl\day I tried
Idcateit," thehe driver
and
buy back the jjiu. 1 iK\er could find him.
I was simply a sucker for my own salesFrank Parker recalls the time he bought
an interest
manship !" in a professional basketball
team.
lost mone\-paidfortheseveral
while heIt dutifully
bills.months,
Next,
the team hit a winning streak, gate receipts that
mounted Frank
and the\-<liscovered
made money.
was then
that theIt
four previous owners had attached any
profits which the team might earn after
their withdrawal.
As he told this story, Mr. Parker
grinned, .^nd it seems to me that he and
the others set an amazing example. Human
enough to be cheated, they still are big
enoughone of tous laugh
can beat their
takenownin. follies.
Being Anyless
smart than your neighbor is no disgrace,
but can we, after the damage is done,
bear no malice, but turn around and laugh
at ourselves? Evidently radio stars can.
And for this pleasing virtue, this honest
bigness, I say . . . more power to them!

STARTING AT THE
(Coiiliiiucd from pufic 27)
Dullin The next year she went to
London, to become a pupil of Madame
Kaszowska, who was the teacher of Lotte
Lehmann and other famous artists. Also,
she studied dramatics at the Royal Academy ofzowska
Dramatic
Madame pupil
Kasforesaw for .\rt.
her promising
a career in European opera. But Kitty
Carlisle resolved to try her luck in her
native land.
"I had been back only once, for a brief
visit, since I was eight," s,-ii<l Kitt\-. "And
I wanted
to live
So, in 1932,
she inand.\merica."
her mother returned
to New York and fouiul a lovely home
overlooking the towered city, with a gorgeous viewever
of the
lived there
since,Eastso itRiver.
really They've
is home
now, and they love it.
"I've only one or two distant relatives
in New Orleans now," Kilt\' ex|)laiiied.
"'We still own sonu' propert\- there —
shacks — it must be a row of shacks" she
laughe<l. ".'\nyway, the plumbing is always out (AYork
or<ler!"
In New
she decided to try her
hick
test foi-ofthel\iolea<ling
role inin aa comi)etiti\e
condensed \ersion
Rila.
Thai was in June, 1932.
.Slic won
role. Theatre
'i'he i>r()dnction
opeudl
at thetheCapitol
in New
York — then went on the road for eight
months, throughout
pla\ing thethe fourIkjuscs
country.and five-a-day
"I
was
so
i/rrrii!"
she
didn'tto
know what was expected laughed.
of me. 1'Tused
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try to be nice to everybody. The chorus
girls
they're
human— —I andthought,
when one
wouldpeople
come— they're
of? the
stage. I'd say : 'Here, honey, you're tired
—they
takewere
my chair.'
But, taking
in a little
while,
practically
the chairs
right out from under me! Just "pushing
me around' — _\-oii know!" She laughed
again. "So 1 said, after this, I'll be
As weto were
snooty
chorus talking,
girls!" the phone rang.
Kitty
answered
it.
"Hello, <larlingpet !"— will
her
warm,callricli
you
me voice
a littlerang.
later? "Listen,
In an hour? All
Aha, we thought, a suitor calling, no
doubt
right, ! honey."
Kitty came back from the phone, her
eyes glowing softly. "That was one of
the chorus girls in Kio Rila," she ex"Oh," said we, "one of those you were
plained.
going to he snooty with! What is she
"She's married, and—" Kitty Carlisle's
doing
now ?"a lni>hed eagerness, "she's govoice had
have a baby
Sheing to couldn't,
we !"reflected, without trying .1\erywrll-nMiU-d
hard, he "snnoty"
to anyone! toIt
takes
be sn<nit>, and Kill\ ml'eriorily
Carlisle hascomplex
no such
discomforting
There's
genuine friendlinesscomplexes.
in her nature,
that a knows
no barriers. She could even, you imagine,
he frieii(!l\ with kidnaping bandits. Except lor the hairs' meat!
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enjoy thethatseason
in Riosomething
Rita?"
we"Did
asked,you thinking
it took
-for want of a better word, you might
call it grit— for a girl who had "had
everything"
to playthefourcountry
or fiveforshows
throughout
eighta
months !
'I loved it !" she said heartily. "It was
grand to see so much of the country —
and it was grand experience for me. It
taught me a lot I needed to know — rubbed
off the rough edges. Of course — four or
five shows a daj' — you practically met
yourself going in and coming out !
'In the last act, I was a bride," she
laughed.
in white,
calla
lilies lying "All
alongdonemy uparm.
I usedwith
to fancy
myself asdressed
a bride!
yearmyI'dwedding.
picture
myself,
a la Every
mode for
But I had enough of it, at last ! I said
toin aMummie
'I'll never,
white :bridal
gown! never
The beCitya bride
Hall
"
!'
for me
She hasn't
visitedsheCity
Hall marriage
as yet, however. Xot that
thinks
and
a career incompatible, though she concedes it will take a bit of doing. "But,''
she declares
eight training!
months' five-If
a-day
of Rio gaily,
Rita "the
was good
you could do that, you could do anything!"
begun toStarting
save heirlooms
forShe's
her already
grandchildren.
with an
impressive plaque bearing a silver medal,
presented to her in 19o0, for her singing.
It'sLestfromyouthemight
Ursinus
thinkCollege.
her pretty pleased
with herself, though, she delights in telling
of adverse comments on her work.
When she was touring in Rio Rita, most
of the press notices were very flattering.
"But there was one critic," Kitty relates,
"who wrote : 'Something called Carlisle
came out and tried to act.' Now, I thought,
I've
I askedhimhimwhat
to come
md got
see something
me — and I! asked
was
wrong with me — what I ought to do.
" 'Lady,' he said, "I'm not a dramatic
instructor. I can't tell you what you ought
to do. Just keep on the way you're going,
and you'll get there some day !'
"So,"
Kitty,its"I'm
on!" of
Rio Ritasaysended
run keeping
in the spring
1933, and tiiat summer Kitty Carlisle was
engaged to play the role of Prince Orlofsky in Chainl'aiinc Sec, an adaptation
of the Johann Strauss operetta, Die
riedermaus.
In the fall of that year she signed a
film contract with Paramount and went
to Hollywood. Sh.c made three movies
for them — Murder at the Vanities, She
Loves Mc Xot, with Bing Crosby and
Miriam Hopkins, and Here is My Heart.
After that she played the leading role,
Rosa,
in M-G-:M's
A .\ight at the Opera,
with the
Mar.x Brothers.
"I was scared to death of playing with
the Mar.x
heard
such
talesBrothers,"
of them —sheof says.
their"I'dpractical
jokes. But they were so good to me.
They really were grand to work with."
While she was in Hollywood, Cole Porter and Moss Hart flew out to the Coast
to ask her to appear in their play, Jubilee,
but her picture contracts made it impossible.
"They came to see me on the set," she
said.
"And outI there
was so
with
their coming
for impressed
me — and I tried
to be very impressive! Then, when I
got up to leave them, I tripped over a
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This smart girl needed lots of wardrobe variety for the winter whirl.
She got it, too, and was more fashionably dressed than ever! But
spent $40 less than she planned —
and put it towards a winter cruise.
Here's how it was done . . . She
changed a light blue evening dress
to Cerise (brilliant pink)-, dyed a
rust afternoon dress Forest Green;
changed three faded blouses to
Powder Blue, Jade Green, Wine;
changed a scarf and a clever even-

ing jacket to Ruby Red and Gold,
pale hose left over from summer to
the new purply brown tones; dyed
white hankies to match blouses and
scarfs and give dash to her black
dress. You, too, can useTintex to be
fashionable and yet save dollars
And remember that Tintex works
this same color- magic with home
decorations. Buy Tintex today! Select your favorite colors from the 47
on the Tintex Color Card. At drug,
notion and toilet-goods counters.

Three New Tintex Colors
CURTAIN RUBY BRILLIANT
ECRU
RED
YELLOW
For Wardrobe and Home Decorations

* IVorWs
TINTS

LarffestSelling
AND

DYES

PARK & TILFORD — Distnbutors
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He tells you why in the January issue of
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Kitty Carlisle, young soprano star of the CBS Song Shop, loves to work.
Her zest freshing
for everything
There's issomething
and reabout it. Life, isforenormous.
Kitty Carlisle,
always a heartening
grand adventure!
cable — and fell flat on my face at their
feet ! That's the way / do things !"
She laughed again. We've said that
before, but it's true. She never just smiles.
Her laugh is spontaneous, hearty, infectious. You feel she never is bored, doesn't
know the meaning of ennui. She's gay,
vivid,
vital, colorful.
There's
either wistful
or hard about
Missnothing
Kitty
Carlisle.
She likes to work. "I really do," she
insists,
you time
believeI seem
her. to"The
I do, theandmore
havemore
for
things
I
want
to
do.
If
there's
a day
when I have nothing to do but practice
a couple
hours,
I just done!
can't seem
tofor find
time toof get
anything
But
when thingI'm! I really
busy,
I
can
go out, sometimes, dowitheverymy
friends ; play bridge occasionally — very
badly — but I really love best to be workthan anyone
I know."
Sheing. Iwork
never,harder
we hear,
frequents
night
clubs
or
gay
restaurants.
You'll
see
taking a sandwich and a .ulass of milk herat
some soda fountain, after thr theatre.
Then she's off for home ami 1)C<1.
"I love to sleep— and I hate to get up
early in the morning, ' she admits.
likes toby feel
that orshesocial
wasn'tposition,
thrust
intoShestardom
wealth,
or influential friends. "I have friends who
are writers, composers, producers — but I
didn't ask any of them to help me," she
says proudly. "It wasn't taleul, eitiier,
that helped me — just hard work I"

hasn'tSheany just
special
to work
for,
sheShesays.
takesgoalthings
as they
come. "When you're ready for anything,
it comes," is her philosophy.
Right now she is studying operas, taking
singing lessons, and piano lessons. She's
taking dancing lessons, too. "Because I
never inggetdramatic
enoughlessons
exercisefrom
!" She
is taka famous
teacher — Benno Schneider — in a group
composed of youngsters already so well
known that you feel surprised to hear
that they're studying — Florence Magee,
v\ho
such Meredith,
a hit in who
The starred
Children'sin
Hour,made
Burgess
last
Pulitzer And
PrizeKitty
play,Carlisle,
"High
Tor, season's
among others.
who's never played anything but a leading
role.Last winter she played the leading role
on Broadway in the musical extravaganza.
White Horse Inn. Since that time she
has made several guest star appearances
in radio. The one with the General Motors
Concert,
one onGulf
Kd Wyiin's
and
on
the Good
program,program,
and Harry
\'on Zell's Slimmer Stars show.
Now she is star of The Son;/ Sliof.
the new Corn -Cola show, heard Fridays
over ens. with Frank Crumit, The Smig
Simp tra,Quartette,
Tnis haritonc,
HaenM'hen's
Kccd Kenned),
and orches"swing
■■'I he greatest thrill I ever had," says
Kitty reniiiiiscently, "was singing on the
(■'{'iieral .]lotors program — standing on that
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fcry platform where my hero, Toscanini.
lad stood ! I sang with John Charles
"homas
"I'd been going to symphonies and conerts at Carnegie for so long," she went
II,
all knewin me.
And
,lien"thattheythesawdoormen
me coming
the stage
ntrance, as a performer, they were surrised. They said : 'We never thought
.•e"d
you hereKitty
!' " says, began taking
Herseemother,
er to hear symphonies when she was five
ears old. "Her friends used to say it
ras a shame ! "A child that age,' said they.
)Ught
Mummieto
lid ittowasbe intimebed, I asleep!'
learned But
to listen
lusic. I remember I had a pink feather
m, that I used to flop to keep me awake I"
"hey still go to all the symphonies, and
le's
begantheearly
hear mother
them.
We glad
askedsheabout
violinto her
arried to Europe, along with Kitty.
'"No,used
she's tonotplay
a professional,"
said.
She
beautifully, Kitty
but never
rofessionally.
She
doesn't
play
any
more,
lOUgh. She got tired of practicing — so
le stopped !"
Her mother, one gathers, is Kitty's best
iend and severest critic. She doesn't
0linking
her work
for her.But She
her
for her.
she doesn't
does dodosome
f her worrying!
"When Cliainpagite Sec opened, in Westort,''
"it wasthreea hot
but
lummiesaidhadKitty,
to wear
coatsnight,
to keep
'arm! And her teeth were chattering,
^nd I had opening night blues — you know !
remember walking along to the theatre,
"ondering
I'd ever
get famous.
anywhere .— . if.
d ever be ifknown
— maybe
"After
my
first
number,
I
heard
a funnyIt
oise — a sort of rattle and thunder.
lUSt be pouring, I thought. And it was
pplausc! And reporters were coming
ick
me !"wasThestillremembered
irill toof interview
that moment
a delicious
;nsation.
Her zest for everything is enormous,
refresh-is
ighere's
aboutsomething
it. Life,heartening
for Kitty andCarlisle,
grand adventure. Being "born to the
irple," so to speak, she doesn't have to
istify
herself
to herself.
ean that
she need
not workWhich
to getdoesn't
what
le has, or to keep it. On the contrary,
iving so much to start with, she expects
■en
of herself,
and must
even
ore more
with her
life, because
of thedo initial
Ivantages of circumstance. Noblesse
>lige!
Though she started, in a sense, at the
even agradually
harder thing
there,
anp— it's
to work
up totothestayheights,
nd more than just staying there, she
ust work toward wider opportunities,
eater triumphs. Besides which, she
)rks, as she says, for sheer love of work?— which is a rare and fine thing to do,
e.d most satisfying of all good things in
So Kitty Carlisle keeps on keeping on.
id some day the little girl from \ew
.■leans,
and critics
the Riviera,
will
n over via
any Paris
reluctant
not already
>n by a lovely soprano voice and a glow,'. eager personality. But when that
.V comes, Kitty Carlisle will be looking
ut for something harder to do. Maybe
11 find it by way of that trip to City
'11- as a starting point for the dual
■ t^^cr of music and marriage !
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GENE (Continued
RAYMOND
from page 23)

give all of themselves to four or more
careers?
But, I'd trust Jeanette to figure
anything out.
But first I wanted to know about the
house, the House That Gene Built. I'd read
sc|uil)sGene
abouthadit built
in thethecolumns.
beenbride,
told
that
house forI'd his
keit it a secret until, the night of tlieir
marriage, he carried her across the threshold in keeping with the tender tradition.
I'd
skeptical. And
Secrets
are
neverbeenkepta inmiteHollywood.
besides,
I had noted suspiciously, this was not a
raw, brand-new house. There is a patina
upon it, a mellowness of lingering dreams,
of charm which only cherishing hearts and
hands can give.
I wanted to know the real story, the "inside" story of the honeymoon house. I
said to Jeanette: "Gene didn't build this
house for you, did he? It wasn't really a
secret until the wedding night, was it?"
" 'No,' to the first question ; 'yes,' to the
second question," Jeanette told me, curled
up in the other corner of the pale rustupholstered
didn'tHebuild
for me. He divan.
bought "No,
it forhe me.
did ita
great deal of remodeling. He redecorated
it throughout. He bought every single piece
of furniture, chose every rug and drape and
cushion and ornament in the entire place.
He did it all by himself, without my knowledge. It is quite true that I didn't have so
much"Thenas thehe'sghost
a suspicion."
the ofbravest
man I've ever
heard of," I said. "Even a woman hesitates when she is 'doing' a house for herself. How did he know you'd like the
house? How did he know you'd like the
furniture?
Of course,
you didn't
—"
"I'd be a taich
mad!" iflaughed
Jeanette,
anticipating
me.
"But
I'm
not.
I
love
every inch of it, everything in it. Gene,it,
of course, had 'arrangements,' 'understandings,' whereby any of the furniture could
be replaced or returned, if I didn't like it.
That wasn't necessary. But I'll tell you
the
wholemuchstory,cleverer
and then
see that
he was
and you'll
more thoughtful than any man outside of imaginative
fiction, but not so bold and brash as it
might appear.
engaged,
talk"Youaboutsee,thewhenkindwcof were
a home
I hopedI'd
we'd have
someday.
After
we
were
engaged we thought, for a time, of building
or buying a ranch house in the San FerValley. Onethe dayValley
I saidwould
: 'You beknow,
( icne, nando
I think
imp
r
a
c
t
i
c
a
l
f
o
r
us.
It's
really
too
away
fiom the studios, yours and mine. farI think,
for an all-year-round home, we should be
ill
Beverly
Hills oran inall-year-round
Bel-Air.' Because
I like,
.\iiu know,
house.
Living through the seasons with a house
makes it more a home. I like to watch
the
perennial
to li\e
in rooms
wiiereflowers
lires grow.
are builtI like
in autumn
and winter, the same rooms filled with early
roses and late chrysantheinums. I like
jjcrennial things, the sense of continuity,
roots and realities and old familiarities.
"So, when I said that, it was, for Gene,
one step in the i)rocess of elimination. He
knew, at least, where I wanted our home
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to be. Another time I said : 'I know t
type of house I hope we'll have . . . I wa
it to be an English house, a house 'by t
side hills,
of theon road,'
the
a hill,a ahouse
house tucked
where away
we c
have stables for our horses, kennels f
our"So,dogs,whengardens
. .who
. andlived
a view . . .'wi
his brother inGene,
a rented
house,nearby
saw t!
house, saw that it was for sale, he saw, t(
that it fitted in every least particular t
description
of mywas heart's
the Great Idea
born. desire.
Then andAndthe
Gene bought the place. He bought it,
course, in the name of a friend of h
So that no recording of title or de
could reach my eyes or ears. He bought
last November. We were married in Jui
For eight months he kept it an absoli
secret. He admits that there were tin
when he nearly burst. There were tin
when he had to appear before me in rati
a false light. He didn't even tell i
mother. For Mother," laughed Jeanet
affectionately,
a habit of giving
secrets ! Quite"hasunconsciously,
of couraw
I bought a white bearskin rug for
Christmas present for Gene. One nig
as we were all sitting at dinner, Motf
remarked : 'Oh, Jeanette, the bearskin r
came
: 'Bears!
rug ? today.'
What didGeneyou said
buy ata once
bearskin
rug f
Jeanette?'
I
replied,
with
one
wicked
at my horrified parent, hands over IcI
mouth: 'Just as a little surprise f<ir y.
Christmas,
So Gene
Mother aboutGene!'
the house.
She didn't
is glad i
"Once or twice Gene had an awful fc'
didn't
that I! suspected something. As w hen!
gave him a pair of love-birds for
birthday — there they are, in the break
room — and they are, you see, deep b
and gold. Gene knew that I wanted
blue dining and breakfast room in a hoi
ofhimmy theownbirds
and heto feared
had gi\'
fit in that
withI the
co
scheme — as a hint that I was susi
"So weTherehouse-hunted
find
thing.
were timesandwhendidn't
I thou;
Gene was pretty casual about it all, a
fully hard to please. For, if I showed
slightest sign of being interested in a pla
he promptly vetoed it, would have none
it. I even had moments of feeling a lit
hurt. He seemed, I thought, strangely
difTerent about our home.
"As the wedding date approached and
home had been found, we decided to 1
Gene's tohouse.
I asked a G(f
iffor hea time
wouldin object
my making
changes in the house. The rooms we
throughout, so completely masculine,
would have felt out of place in them. .
told me, of course, to go ahead, do anyth
I wanted to do. I called in a decorator a
began going over samples. It seemed i
possible to find anything I liked. Ciene,
course, had tipped the decorator to bring
things
think, onhe oneknewor Itwowouldn't
occasions,like.
that IGi
was not as thoughtful as he might hi
been, as he usually was about everythi
great and small. On one occasion
nearly had an argument, would have I
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Miig toone,argue
I'm about
sure, ifanytliing.
I liad notI been
was
lif terribly hard in Firefly. The
terization was one of the most difI d ever done. The Spanish dance
hours tired
of practice
ne:'ticult
liomeandfromrequired
the studio
enough
.aiTi, too tired to ari;ue. So when
suggested, one day, tlial since I
t take time to confer with the decoliuring the day I might give an cvelo it, I ahnost went to war — but
twhen
get going!
Gene from
kiiczi' thehowstudio,
tired
I got home
could suggest tiiat I give an even. ; i it ! In the hght of what developed,
that again.
Gene didn't
want
?know,
to seeofthecourse,
decorator
And chose
e one sure method of preventing it.
the
ur"However,
people intheon decorator
the secret.was Andone heof had
t a pretty good idea of what I liked and
1 not like. Every time I expressed an
inion, planned something I wanted done
Gene'sthenhouse,
they madeit toa mental
note of
and
transferred
this house.
"The dining-room— (we were lunching
the royal blue dining-room by this tiine)
■as built around the royal blue glass
de been
that, collecting
when I hadfor a years.
home ofI'vemyalways
own,
. build the dining-room around the glass,
adore
had
>re
of adining-rooms.
passion for linensI'veandalways
china and
issware than for clothes or jewels. So,
ne had that to go on. He even had the
I dyed to match my glassware.
'We
to go Weto were
Riverside,
ectly had
after planned
the wedding.
planig to stay in Riverside, or we might go

to a ranch Gene had heard of in the
vicinity. I had packed, accordingly, sports
things for Riverside, dungarees, shirts,
IxKits, if we should decide to go to the
ranch. We planned to use iny car for the
trip
t') l\i\^■^^i(le;
Gene'sit car
to be
serviced
«i that weleaving
could take
to Honolulu with us.
"After the reception w^e got into my car,
just the two of us. and started to drive —
to Riverside, I supposed. In Beverly Hills
Soiiiet'iin;.; went wtoiil; with the lights of
my car.ne\erI tii-uuht
that wa-hefore.
odd, 'such
thing
had happi-ned
Genea
decided
house,
pick up histhatcar,we'dleavebetter
in\ cargo tob\-behisserviced.
We drove toward Bel-.\ir. Gene pulled
up, finally,nouncedin, with something
front of tliis
houseeffect
and ofan-a
of the
high tensinn wire exploding: 'Well, Mrs.
Rayiiiiind,
we areIn I'rather unbridal ex"I looked here
at him.
asperation, Isaid : 'This isn't your house.
Gene. You made a mistake !' (The flustered
bridegroom. I thought, indulgently.')
" 'Oh, yes, Mrs. Ra\ niond.' insisted Gene,
'this is — our house'
patient,enough
I said:to
T "Rather
have beenself-consciously
to your house often
know it when I see it. Gene. This — is—
not —have
it!' anI argument
began to on,
hopeof that
we would
not
all nights,
our
wedding night. Gene kept insisting that
this was our house. I said, then : "Do you
mean
said:— for
'I didn't
rent it,you've
no. Irented
bought it?'
it— He
for you
us —
for"Then
a surprise.'
I said : 'How much did you pay
for it ?' That mercenary question," laughed
Jeanette, "was not as mercenary as it may

sound.
have him
there,to
li he hadI figured
bought that
it. heI'dwould
be able
answer me promptly and exactly. If he
hadn't
But
he fooledbought
me. it,Hehe'ddid fumble
neither.a bit.
He said:
'It's none of your business.'
"It wasn't until Gene finally prevailed
upon Imehadtoseenget some
out and
in — it wasn't
until
of ourgo wedding
gifts
here and there about the place, until I saw
my royal blue dining-room, the pictorial
tile injust
my nicniioncd
liatli upstairs,
the very
I'd
once
wantedtile— our
not
until —I that
saw Iourknczv.
books,thatourI pictures,
music
"I don't know what I said." Jeanette
laughed, aI trifle
huskily.
"Ilielieve
guess it.
it didn't
matter.
still can't
(|uiteexamining
I go
around touching
thin'js,
things,
oh-'mg and .///-iiii; -\er things, half expecting them t" \ai;isl: .is miraculously as
they
alwaysin thesay world
that I've
marriedmaterialized.
the smartest I man
...
But
how
he
did
it,
I
don't
know
...
I
love
the pale rust and antique gold colors in the
living-room, the pale apricot and blue and
ivory of my room, the Old Englisii tapro m . . . the
and about
it ...librar\I love. . .iteverything
because he indidit
it for me
me, sosuffered
so long
with the
knew
well that
he knew
hozi''secret,'
to do
it, There
exactly was
as I awould
have during
done itwhich,
. . ." I
pause,
thought, Jeanette breathed in the beauty of
the house, the thought and love and painstaking and pride that had gone into it.
Then I said, a little tentatively, knowing
that Jeanette is reluctant to speak of what
is closest to her heart : "Honolulu, tell me.
was it sort of heaven?"
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"Sort of cijilith heaven," Jeaiiettc said.
"Tlie
tripisolated,
. . . Thefaeing
hf)usethea sea.
friendsnugloaned
us tiiere,
over
ihe
iialnis
.
.
.
We
bathed
ever\day, yon
la>lor lung hnnrs on sand so golden
Wouldn't
helieve
.
.
.
We
felt,
I
expect,
enchanted l;eings nin>t feel in an enchantedas
wtirld. We flew to some of the other isWe knew
greatit nian\jK-oplefun,in
Honolululands.and
that amade
even more
en.ibled ns td go everywhere, see things the
stranger-tourist
in and spent one wouldn't
week-end see.
at the We
hotel went
and
danced and kept our dinner engagements,
and that was fun, loo, hut not exactly our
idea
of a honeymoon,
get back
to our house ^\'eagainwere...grateful
It gaveto
us the illusion, almost a lost illusion in this
mechanical age, of 'the world forgetting,
liy
world forgot
was all lovely,
and,theloveliest
of all,. .the.' Itknowledge
that
we were .going back home again, together . .
"I can't talk much about it," Jeanette
told me, a pelittle
apologetically.
'Tm surstitious, you know,
about discussing
my
liappiness.
I
always
have
been.
It's
my
only superstition. I have the feeling that
words are like insensitive lingers prodding
at Jeanette
so fragilehas,a thing
as— as human
as I imagined,
figuredheaven."
things
out. She never, she reminded me, wanted
to get married. She felt that she had her
career and that she could do justice to
nothing
She didn't, She
as soreally
many hoped
girls
do, lookelse.
for romance.
that
marry. Then
she fellshe inwouldn't
love. Andwantgot tomarried.
"Now,"
she
told
me,
"it's
all adjusting
beautifully. I have planned things
so that
I can be, I think, a real wife, a decently
efficient housewife. I won't skimp on iny
marriage, not for anything in the world."
She can't skimp. And she will not allow
her marriage to become one of those 'proof two
free, casualfessional'
and marriages
a little
crazy.'artists,' careOne of the very nicest things about
Jeanette is that she, richly endowed with
the beauty of a queen, and gifted with a
glorious voice, never has changed greatly
friim the little girl who lived, with her
nidther and father, her sisters, Eloise and
Blossom, in a brownstone-f ront house in
Philadelphia, one of a family to whom
marriage and a family were sacred duties,
belovecl obligations, ties of hearthstone
affection and old-fashioned rules.
"We will not," Jcanclte was sa\'ing,
"allow our home to heciime an hotel, run
by a major domo, where two transients
come in and hang their hats, without responsibility, without roots. We have
everything
now," Jeanette
timidlx-. as though
fearing tosaid,
invokealmost
the
jealousy f)f tlie giving gods, "but wc'i'c (jot
to ",K'oi-'kthat.
to kcef
c/ot. WeI think,
both
know
It's ivhat
one ofivc'vc
the things,
so important to realize — that you have to
work at lo\e, work at your marriage.
IIai)piness isn't static. It doesn't just 'stay
])Ut'
l)ridalguaranteed
picture of unfadable.
(icne and
me onlike thethat])iano,
"X(i, if I'm going to be a successful
\\']{v, I'w got t(; work at being a wife. If
I want itmya house
home,of I've
make
home —toforbe aboth
us. gotI doto
my own ordering and planning of meals.
I count the linens. I arrange flowers and
books and fuss about. I have my hands
on the reins of my household.

"I've planned things so that I will
always l)e at home Sundays. With the
exception of the time I am on the air Sun(l<i\ afternoons. I have arranged with my
sponsors tliat I w ill not broadcast during the
time I am working in a picture. If, for instance. Nelson luldy and I start production
in The (iirl of the (j olden West while my
tliirtecn weeks on the air are still in force,
I ha\e agreed to appear at least once a
month during the time the schedules overlap. I do not anticipate that they will.
But if they should, I— well, I will not do
two vitally important things at once. I
have two new careers now, my marriage
and my radio program. I do so want to be
successful
with both ofhow,them."
And I remembered
many months
ago, Jeanette told me how much she wanted
to do radi(.). how her picture contract forbade her to accept radio contracts, how she
WDuld never sign another screen contract
containing a r.-idio-forbidding clause.
So it was that on June 17th last, Jeanette IMacDonald, screen star, became Mrs.i
(jene Raymond, wife; and, on Septemberj
2()th last, I'ick's star of the air.
She told me. then : "I hope to make my
l)rogram a sort of home recital of all kinds
of songs. I want to sing songs from some;
of my pictures. I want to sing new;
])opul.ar songs such as Stardust. I want
to sing sonic of the old folk songs, The.
Clouiniiifi. Tel, ere // ,11! Those En-]
deoi
Charmsof the
and Stephen
the othersFosteri
. . .\
I wantiiui to]'iniiuj
sing some
songs. Gene is a rabid Stephen Foster far|
and
me sing... theI mayStepherj
Fosterprefers
songs toto hear
any others
sing
a couple of the songs Gene has written)
He writes both the lyrics and the music!
you know. Occasionally I plan to do arl
operatic aria. I don't want, however, tc
tnake
essentially
want the
it toprograin
be as varied
and high-hat.
complete as1'
possible.
I
hope
to
introduce
some
ties ... if The Girl of the Golden novelWes.
goes into production while I am still or
the air, I may broadcast from location it
the Sequoias. We hope to introduce sur
prise guest artists, now and again. Gene
as you know, was my first guest artist
And later, perhaps we may even do ;
couple of operettas. You know, I S(
definitely vvant to sing the songs peopli
vv-ant
The tomaidhear."came in. She said : "Mrs. Ray
mond,
Mr. went
Raymond
on the came
telephone.'
Jeanette
to theis phone,
back
said : "We're going to Coronado for thi
week-end. My husband just told me so . .
I've got to go up and see about the packing
hisI and
want to come
?" and hei
wentmineup.. .I. watched
Jeanette
miaid lay out ties and shirts and socks am
sweaters. I pondered the precedence 0
the male in his own home. I had a light
ning flash of Jeanette in Tircfly, doing th(
Spanish dance . . . Jeanette was telling m<
about how Gene is the most unselfish mai
she lias even known — how unselfishness ii
any marriage, but perhaps especially in tin
marriage of two professionals, is the cm
essential. She was saying that Gene ha:
only "scratched the surface" of what h(
can do, will do. I remembered how somevery wisefirst,
onceandhadartist
said next,
: "If ayouwomai
is a oneivoiiian
havt
.\ice going, I told myself. I did no
divinityit as..."I had meant it when I came in
mean
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A "MAJOR"
(Coi:liinn-d from /-.iEVENT
t can be bouglit in cans, all ready for use
vithout any boiling or extra fussing. H(
M'--. though it can be served as a first
right from the can, it does rcciuin
Mition of a little gelatin to make ii
1proportions
lunigh for asa salad.
given mcYou'll
hy Mfind tlu
-c 54. With these direction-. ;
-a lad suggestions mentitmed aliovcr words, how to prepare the conic
nd the eggs.
• cold meat, at least, also graces
;tttt
table atin the
Major's parties.
■ I uarbed
his traditional
white The
unipresides over this with carving kiiifi.rk, slicing off pieces "thick '
ling
the guests'
preferences.famous
Let
111in ofthetoyour
crowd,fainil}'.
take oroversome
this job; it
■ note of fun and informality,
v we come to the Hot Dish without
no Buffet Supper can be considered
tc. The Hot Dish recipe I am giving
is Salmon Suedois. Decidedly
■liive,
fillingwhotreathas will
find
with thethishostess
to watch
uiget ; yet it will also make a hit
•.he masculine contingent, who
aloud over an}thing so "un-tea." Another
•his
concoctionespecially
is that it nice
can befeature
made
i Acll ahead of tiiue, and reheated in the
.nic dish in which it is to be served.
\ii\v we must mention the incidentals —
' issas
I the and
tablethattas
cover. which
Amongcover
theseevery
you
always
find,
on
the
Major's
-e crock of baked beans. Youbuffet,
can
•Jiese \-ourseIf, as they do at the
r s (by a secret recipe, incidentally,
,; hich
get However,
his "Capitol"
cook,
nna, toI couldn't
part with).
for speed,
lid probably equal goodness, you can just
l)Ctor up your favorite brand of canned
fiked beans a bit — adding some molasses,
jving
own sugar
preparedbaking
mustardin atoregular
taste :
them aandthorough
(•anBe jug
to
give
that
home
made
touch.
sure to have cheese. Several varieties,
i possible. Crackers to go with the cheest
fl bread in some form, of course. At tht
- parties no hot bread is ever served,
.ndvviches, siinply platters of thnih
il, generously buttered rye bread,
j.vedish
pumpernickel.
1 If the bread
supperandparty
is a late one and
! meone can be spared to go into the
,tchen and so some fancy egg-scrambling,
j'u'll
always
feature,in
pecially
whenfindthethiseg.csa popular
are prepared
le delectable fashion sn,2ge>te(l by the
lajor's
rich
uce. Hischef,
recipewithalso kidneys
is given and
to youa here.
When it comes to sweets, the Major, I
JS assured, ne\er eats them, preferring
uits and cheese with which to finish off
e meal. However, for his guests who
ve a sweet tooth. Major thoughtfully proies a rich, chocolaty cake, such as the
e forthese
whichdishes
I'm are
givingguaranteed
you a recipe.
All
never to
et the gong." While the "votes will come
strong"
for
the
amateur
hostess
who
rves them.

with aeverybody.
Just make
followa
ml ■ hit
Here's
pie that will
the
use only— Sun-Maid
the tenderest,
mostrecipe—
deliciousand raisins
Raisins, of course.
y11 AWiI All
are not
SunMaidraisins
Raisins
are alike.
of special
California culture, plump, juicy, tender YI CL JC I■ It's
Sun-Maid Raisins.easy
Justtolook
sayget "Sun-Maid"
— made from the richest raisin grapes your grocer,
and
for the Girl oato
the
package
when
you
buy.
grown inraisin
the heart
famous
section.of the world's most
ml ■ Sun-Maid
RaisinsYoucomecantopour
you
already washed.
them directly into recipe mixtures, or
give them to children between meals
for extra energy, and valuable food-iron.

*(ERTAINIY!^;»~
for Raisin
Caramello
also a booklet of 50 other
raisinPie,recipes.
Send
name and address to Sun-Maid Raisin
Growers, Dept. X, Fresno, California.

Martha Raye (leit) chats with Clara Bow at her newly opened "IT Cafe
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(Coiitiinicd from page 13)
IT'S MY HUMBLE
OPINIONI assume you have signed autographs
In most in^tan^:e^. the leader gives twn I was simply unhappy that a fine program
beats by which he indicates to the band the should have been marred at its conclusion. "sincerely," "cordially," "yours truly," etc
I merely pointed out to the brass that For years I have autographed according to
tempo or speed at which the composition someone
in it had ruined the best number the profession, business or trade in which
is to be pla\cd. Tlicn. when the leader
;:ives the down hc;it it^elI, that tempo is in the show — whereupon I left.
the person happens to be. If he were a
i;ianitainc<l Sometime^ the twn licats are
Eighth: The band was not given notice good cook or waiter, I would usually sign,
imp. i-mIiIc or nnpractical to uiw, and so then. I had given the entire company "gastronomically." To my tailor, "sartoridays before, because of a genllie onl.\' nu'an> of kccpin',; the hand to- notice eralthree
photographer, "photographicallaxity, especially noticeable in the ally ;" to afellow
gether in such a ca--c is for those in the
hand (at rehcar>al l to agree iii^on — ami brass and saxophones. The notice was call\-."ly;" to aDon't
youradio
thinkartist,
I have"microphonithe right
practice iiianx' times — the composition at given seriously. I ordered the office in to be proud of the one I signed to a comthat temp,', so tliat wlien tiie time comes New York to cancel the proposed vacam
i
s
i
o
n
e
r
o
f
motor
vehicles,
"vehicularly
?"
to play it hcfore the nncrophone or on
tion at the Lodge in Maine and the enA tap dancer missing a tap is like a
the .stage, e\er\oiic will have a definite
gagement at the Cocoanut Grove on the trumpet
player splitting a note!
idea of the temiio and will almost auto- Coast. Only after repeated assurances on
part of the band that the inattention
I
have
often wondered why dancers of
matical y pla\- It at the correct one. Tiiis the
was done with Bine liniiuet and I empha- and failure to be on their toes was a thing the Veloz and Yolanda type must always
sized the fact that the tempo should be of the past, did I rescind the order. One be so serious. I have been taken to task
very fast as the Gauchos preferred it at man is still on probation. I'm getting so often for taking my own work seriousolder and have no desire to take the
that speed.
ly, by people who Butdon'tI believe
think ittheis worth
that come with running a group
palm
The proi/ram Iiad heen perfect up to thai headaches
of children — which most musicians are. the seriousness.
to these dance teams for tenseness
f^-iiiit. and the time :eas, as rehearsed, "on When I find that it becomes impossible goes
and
seriousness.
See
if
I'm
not
right!
ihe iii>se," as zee say in radio cireles. to secure men who are eager and willing
Came the that
dozentlieI'eal
lionnet—
work — when enthusiasm is Overheard in one of New York's (most
remember
dozenforheal]'>lne}nerely
says to please and
the other
eveningthe—
— then Some
I'll reorganwoman Longchamps,
called all people
patronizing
ize or leaveprocurable
the business.
bands- asuperb)
"nozv'' to the men. it i/izes iio idea of the no longer
speed,
that they
. . . musicians are restaurant — "Long Chumps."
as the simply
hand comes
dcrienshould
— and allthisattacktime unusualmen can'tmentake. . success
. try leading a band someThanks, Walter Winchcll. for felling
one mind did not junction properly, so
day and find out!
the number zeent azery.
many of your readers about my little litLet
Mr.
Pliimmcr
take
unto
liimsclf
erary efforts in this column!
The first trumpeter, heaven knows why,
My desire to avoid interviews and the
played it at one-third the proper speed one prune
and, of course, the band went with him.
usual
vapid
same toas yours.
Paul Whiteman tells an amusing anec- We both havewrite-up
a radiois the
audience
whom
Nothing is worse than a fight between a
dote which happened to him, he says, on a
loud dominating instrument and those of one-night stand at a Southern university. we speak for ourselves. Why risk losing
that interest by the incorrect drooling of
less powerful caliber — they did the only Paul, who usually appears in immaculate an
individual who probably dislikes, as
tails, wears patent leather pumps which
logical thing, they went with him.
have an arrangement that fits over the in- does his boss, radio and radio people?
step
to
keep
the
pumps
from
slipping
off.
The
p<ior
Gauchos
didn't
know
what
to
do and it is a credit to them that they On this particular evening he noticed a
But speaking, as you were, of writing!
sang it at all. Their arrangement was im- badly-dressed individual, whose tuxedo chin
one's outown when
write-ups,
didn't me
you for
stickmerely
your
you chided
pos ible at slow speed, and how they fin- trousers were about three inches too short,
ished in any fashion is quite beyond me.
quoting
the
English
press?
Have
you
forshowing
a
wide
expanse
of
ankle,
and
gotten your own laudation of your picture,!
Came a place later where the band whose entire outfit, indeed, bespoke either
Il'ake
rp
and
Liz'e?
In
Variety,
played alone. "Here," thought I, "they last-minute borrowing or a mere eight to March 31st, 1937, issue, you said: the
will come
to the proper
tempo."
But ten years of steady wear by the owner.
again
(as back
our recording
of the
prograin
This chap, dancing near the bandstand with
"Okay.
'em allshows) the first trumpet persisted, and al- his
appeared to be greatly intrigtied
BernieAmerica!
— for a Orchids
sivclcgantto shozv!
though you can hear the poor, weak violins by girl,
pumps Whiteman was wearing. even
and saxes trying to bring him into line, Afterthedancing
hope
I
didn't
spoil
Wake
Up
and
Live H'han}
by several times and obvi- more than Bernie did! I do knoiv
they gave up. Then, in the third part of
ously fascinated by the pumps, he finally
the arrangement, the first trumpet, by was unable
it isn't— JacI
Ber
to hold in any longer, so he steals
nie! the
.lliccpicture,
fare butis Ia knoiv
szeectheart
some alchemy, put himself a measure tapped Whiteman
on the leg and spoke : Haley,
Patsy Kelly. Xed .Sparks and Wal
ahead and refused to rejoin his fellow
players —which was just too had! He just
"Where," he demanded . "did you get ter Catlctt are hozclarious — and thosi
tho.v shoes.'" To zeliich. IV hiteman. Gordon-Kcz'cl ditties make it cinemagnifi
wouldn't
and myIt was
frantic
waving waslookall upin vain.
had —arm-but quite unperturbed, replied sniiliin/ly : "/ cent! I zeouldn't risk making a picturi
our contrcjl
I'.oh Moss,
the or- don't reineinhcr seeing an outfit such as zeith anyone but Darryl Zanuck — / shouh
chestra out,man,
hy cutting
our took
microphone
are zeca i-in,/ ." he idlozecd his gasie to have paid to be in it!"
dead, lea\ing the voices and the error only you.
run up and dozen the lad's costume, "in
But that's not all, for I'aricty, again, ii
faintl;, flis( crnihlc on the record and Ksquirc!"
'///(• young chap bluslicd furi- referring
noticcahic only to one wdio knew the arously and the remark ■leon a titter from the says,
in partto :one of Winchell's broadcast
rangement.
girl leith ichom he 'lOas dancing, for th.e
ne.vt feze seconds the boy danced, 'with a "Winchcll got in still another plug jo
of conccniralion. ol'Z'ionsly trying to
Jl'c onkidded
the attrumpeter
unmercifully,
picture (Wake Up and Live) on hi
lehile
vacation
the Lodge.
He had lack
think of a conichack. I hen. zeitli an cx- the
ozen .Sunday night program (25). // wa
refused
to
belieze
that
he
U'as
at
fault
but
air of triumph he shrilled : "Say something about the big business that th
the records cornered hint. He is a fine cessive
there, ll'hitcman. lehat became of that big A'li.rv /((/(/ done Saturday."
musician, ii nni the best trumpet player I stomach
xoii iista hazw'"
"iluh."yousnapped
ha-. c , rrr l-n.^zcn nr had. and alter all. a back Taut,
as though
lecre
Thus Mr. Winchell!
tired ninul nuly Innnan and that zeas lecaring it for"looks
a
head!"
It
the first time he ezer Id me dnz.n on a tliis ended the conversation. is reported that
duxen beat.
So that
you all
thinkyouthat
haveit'sto easy
do is toto run
swinj :
proved he was his best friend — he band,
Seventh: (To continue) I did not fume. toldHe him!
a stick and collect fabulous sums at th
70
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lok's give
end?heedIf you
do think
along sample
those
hues,
to the
following
problem
and then
you don't
feel a
bit
diflferently
aboutseetheif snap
we fellows
have.
PROBLEM: TJw [^lace in iJiicIi yon
■nd \<our band are playing is extremely
ngated — large as xccli — requiring the
.<r of and
amplifying
for bothsolos
the and
vo.:lisls
certain horns
instrumental
,\ lions of the band.
COMPLICATION: The guests close
to the horns (theirs are the choicest scats
in the room) complain of the loudness of
the electrical speakers. To them, the
voices and the music are blasting. Guests
twelve feet away from these ringside
seats hear perfectly, but those in the
far corners of the room are not able to
understand the words easily and clearly,
which, in the case of announcements and
certain songs, means bored or annoyed
guests.
The room has windows which, when
opened, permit these sounds to go outside.
Nearby the
hotelssound
are isthreatening
'injunctions
unless
muted between
the
hours of twelve and two in the morning.
They complain that their guests can hear
the singing as well as the instruments of
the band. Yet there are many of your
dancing guests, especially the younger
ones,ber who
want andeveryraucous,
fourth with
or fifth
numto be loud
the brass
section especially so. To attempt to fill
the room, especially during the show, over
the clatter of voices and dishes, without
the aid of strong amplifying apparatus.

PHILIP

ways for the satisfaction of their ego.
There will always be drunken dancers
lurching over their tables and ruining
pretty gowns by knocking over cups of
cofTee and glasses of liquor. Guests who
demand ringsides miss the perfect illusion
of make-up. Though, of course, they ivill
be seen by everyone by whom they wish to
be seen. And, of course, they will hear
everything more perfectly. Guests who
choose ringside because of poor eyesight
or perverseness are excused.
Since the majority of the audience is
tieo-thirds aieay from the speakers, this
group
greatestbeconsidr ' should
'/ ' ■ receive
l olume theshould
high
: // tlie corners of the room,
( : . . i.'i/.v lh<>se close to the horns.
'J hose iJio like it loud must be satisfied,
While this is done in some places, the and so must tho.<e iJw like the .smooth,
artistic efforts of the singer or speaker sort, dreamy type of niusie. Gr.e them
are never quite as perfect, because, sub- a lanety tliat leill sali.<fy both.
consciously, the listener is disillusioned,
And since the management says the
realizing vaguely that something is wrong. windows
must be open (if it is a summer
To lower the electrical gain (or amplified
let fromthem
worry
injuncvolume) so that the nearby hotel resi- roof), tions
nearbyabout
hoteltheresidents.
dents are not annoyed, means that the ma- Your job is totheplease
the
guests
who
have
jority of guests in your place hear poorly,
or at least do not receive the occasional paid and come to see and hear you.
instrumental stimulus that so many of After all, you can't please the world!
the young ones desire. Moreover, the
The limitations of space being what they
guests far away from the band platform are. I must reluctantly bring this to a close
do not mentshear
the
lyrics
and
the
announcehope that
—withbesttheregards
I I'll see you next month
at ail.
SOLUTION : Please the majority. It is
Editor's Note : From time to time Mr.
impossible to please everyone. There will I'allee leill present elementals of shozemanalioays be complaints. There will always ship
problems lehich confront those in
be disgruntled individuals. People w^ho de- shoze business — and Mr. J'allee's ozen solumand ringside seats must pay in many
tion of the indii'idual p'ol^lems.
means cometiiat
bestrainedtheandsingers'
hoarse,voices
leadingwould
to possible laryngitis.
The perfect illusion of amplifying 7vices
electrically means that the amplifying
horns li'hich carry the voices should be
as closesible.toThattheIS common
singer orsense.
speakerToas place
poshorn speakers anay from the person speaking, in the corners of the roons (so that
guests aii'oy from the .■il^raL-,-r may hear
more perfectly) ihstiiiys the tllusion.
After all, there is nothing more ludicrous
than to be seated away from the singer
or speaker and yet to hear the voice coniiufi 07cr your shoulder from out of a corner oj till' ro,<iii. It is illogical, grotesque

MORRIS
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WEST
the new smart creme
inWith
forpolish
onl>of
10 her
cents.introductory
Revel in thekitglamour
the
fashion-right
shades
of
Rose,
Rust and Tawny Red. Kit contains abottlenailof nail
remover,
white,polish, polish
stick and cotton — all for 10 cents
Lady
Introductory
on saleLillian's
at 5 and
10 cent Kit is
Approved by Good Housekeeping

Special 3c Trial Offer
¥or single generous trial bottle send this
ad and stamp to LADY LILLIAN,
^Dept.
St.,
W Boston, M-j,
Mass. 1 140
SpecifyWashington
shade you prefer.

REL

IEF
^
%Bf
for FEET
Same as Chiropodists Use
Apply sore
Dr. Scholl's
KUROTEX
on
totns,
toes, callouses,
bunions
■or
tenderby newspots
on feet
or— pain
toes
caused
or
tight
shoes
stops ! Removes
the cause
shoe
friction
andvety-soft,
pressure.
Cutfootthis—plaster
velin anyply it. Economical.
desired
sizecushioning
orAtshape
and
apDrug,
Shoe,
Dept. andBooklet
10^ Stores.
Sample
and
FOOT
free.
Write
D
Scholl
Dept. 46. Chicago.
DCScholls
KUROTEX

A^y-BR-OWNi^BLAGK
COLOR.
LIGHT
Gives a natural, youthful appcarai
Easy as penciling your eyebrows in your own
home; not greasy; will not rub oil nor interfere
with curling. $1.3$ all drug and department stores.
1
FREE
SAMPLE
II 78BROOKLINE
CHEMICAL
Sudbur
Sudbury Street,
Boston, CO.
Mass. Dept. M-12-37
Name
GIVE ORIGINAL HAIR COLOR.
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FOR GRRV HRIR!
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favorites among Hollywood's air stars
ed by that coffee comday shoz
THERE'S a story behind J<,lm Rarrymore's
sellint;Elaine
liis gets
famedseasick
yacht,I Iiifoiil,i.
Seems that
Yes, it pany.
The most startling advertisement was
looks like Jolin and his .Incl are really
going to make their marriage succeed this one concerning Bobby Breen's personal appearance at a Los Angeles theatre. It
time.
a three-acre
estate They've
in Bel- Airevenami bought
are .yning
dnniestic. said : "The famous young star will makt
John says that Elaine nuw has him .ni the a personal appearance on the stage foi
both the matinee and evening performroad to health, wealth and happiness.
ances. He will not sing."
Charlie Butterworth has "gone Hollycan't keep
Joe pictures.
Penner awayHe froir
wood" very decidedly. He takes himself theYoupreviews
his
wa;
quite seriously whenever away from the vacationing atofCatalina
Island when h«
mike or off the set. Is just about the most heard that his latest picture.
Life
of
difficult person to interview and, like Party, would be shown at a small towriht
Garbo, enjoys his own company the most.
Los Angeles. Joe immediately
His latest "prima donnaism" is rubber outside
wired the studio for a pass — and ther
stamping his signature on all letters, even spent
a
hundred
to hir«
personal ones. Too bad, because under- a speedboat to takeandhimsixtyoverdollars
and back.
n
e
a
t
h
i
t
all
Charlie's
just
a
good-natured
South Bend, Indiana, boy at heart.
Radio's first formal premiere zvas a gaU
affair. It i,-as for the opening of the A
Nelson Eddy is proviiin that he's t!ic Jolson show — and the number of lights ii
kind of good sport zchicli /i'jc people in front of the theatre, the bands in tin
/('7e;f e7'cr ihoitijlit he wis. Sinee joining
the ermine
i<.'rapsmoiie
and toppremiere
hatsivouh't(,
forecs with the Chase and Sanborn Hour, street,
have put
any mere
shame.
Eollowiitg
the
shmi.;
the
lie's
proved
he
ean
take
kidding
and
dish
it ont. Wonder if Nelson took this spot were entertained at dinner by Claraguest,
Boti
in preference
shoi^' rumors
of his o'u'n
— in her new "IT Cafe." Clara, by tlu
order
to quash toalla tliose
that hein ii'ay.
is as big-eyed and slim-hipped a.
Eddy?
sinee her return to Hollywood. Ant
couldn't get alonq zcilh anyone hut Mr. ever
eatery. making a real succrss ont of he.
she's
"Seeing's
ATay
Robsoii
when notshe believing!"
arrived at gasped
Kraft Music
The only pictures- ♦ out in front of th
Hall the other day. The "Grand Old theatre where the Jolson shows go on, ar
Lady"
had
taken
to
the
informality
of
the
those
of Mr. Jolson. Upon investigatior
air show rehearsals like a duck to water, we found
that this arrangement was als'
but one look at Bob Burns, when he
showed up to take the part of her school- Mr. Jolson's idea
boy son, took even trouper Robson aback.
firstDorothy
vacationLamour's
since she been
made enjoying
her film hed*
For Bob's hair is curling at bob-length but
more
than
a
year
and
a
age.
these days and he has a two-weeks' growth Of course, her radio broadcasts half
cu
of heard. However, it isn't Bob's fault- it up, but between rehearsals and have
perform
it's Paramount's, where he's now doing a
ances, Dorothy'sat Catalina
been spending
picture.
Island. ever
He
One of the most impressive concerts ever spare moment
Herbie Kay, is over there leac
given in the Hollywood Bowl was the one husband,
ing
the
casino
band.
in honor of George Gershwin, which was
broadcast by CBS. The entire program
Rosemary towards
Lane's intentions
are strictl
Ronnie Ames,
ivho
was composed of Gershwin melodies, and matrimonial
such notables as Lily Pons, Gladys Swarth- the press agent for Ered Waring's bam
out, Fred Astaire, Jose Iturbi, Victor She'll be Mrs. Ames the end of this montl
Young, Otto Klemperer, the Hall John- Incidentally, did yon know that Warnc
son Choir, and many others took part. Brothers Studio — or any studio in tozvnAnd in the audience could be spotted can't capital ice on the Lane sisters' succei\
practically every cinema and radio star in in. X'arsity Show? In the mad rush I.
Hollywood.
buy up the sisters' contracts after thq
Remember 'ac hinted at that romance success, the cinema studios found that th
underforcontract
Fredyears
ll'arinan
betiveen the most popular man-about-town girls
— havearebeen
the lasttofezv
and
certainonblonde?
Here's Ez'cr
the intend to remain that Zi'ay.
latestthat
loic-dozcn
the situation.
One of the nicest things about Deanr
since the Itcautiful screen star's return
who'sHollyjust
the after
brighte:It
from
IlaMiiian
ceiTingtliedaily
bouquetsIslands
from she's
her been
admirer.re- Durbin,
star on the
wofldabout
horizon
]'es. we're talking about Charlie Mc- Men and a Girl, is that all this sudd«
Carthy and Shirley Temple. Charlie's fame hasn't turned her head a bit. She,
gone
far asupto atadmit
he's smitten,
and still
—and justacts a it.normalShe thirteen-year-old
was far more giin
Shirleyso slura'S
practically
every Sun-
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essed with tlie fact tliat slie was wcarg her tirst long party dress at the
emiere of her new picture, than by the
;t that all Hollywood had turned out
her honor!
r I Parkyakarkus got a real kick out of a
ft he just received from a group of
mirers — from the Greek Society of
• merica, to be exact. It was a lovely
itue for his new home — and given in
cognition
of the honorhavewhich
Parky'sto
reek characterizations
brought
c race. And what makes this a story
that
Parky isn't
Greek atwhoall,hadbut even
one
our Jewish
entertainers
e Greeks fooled.
- Eddie Cantor says Iw'll be (/lad to get
• \\ck into radio because it's so much
~ tfer.TownOutatonFoxthe Stjidios,
set of AlltheBaba
Goes
comedian
iij had one narrozt.' escape after anotlier.
" \c had just missed riding on that flying
"\i'rpet,
the dayjoritonefril thing.
and killed
tnen
the stage,
Ajid tivo
the next
• 'i_V. for the sake of realism, Eddie took
' beating that left him black and blue.
I"' ' ille
ivas for a scene him.
in -which Douglas
Dumu'as padded
icklyivasaboutto stab
the chest soEddie
Dumbrille
could
,f 0 real blade, ivhich would plunge
,) rough the padding but not touch the
. \inior flesh. So many takes were needed,
J I , ough, that by th,c time he H'as through
chest ivas a fancy
Jli /mg
-sign slabbed,
of blackEddie's
and blue.
And the very next day, Mr. C. stepped
'■ ick too quickly on the set, and was
'.mmed
by tosomethe camera
luipment.in Hethewasheadrushed
doctor.

How

and luckily was able to conic out on the
set the next day. When asked al)out the
doctor's
Eddie saidniy: head
"Oh, wasall
he found diagnosis,
when he examintxl
a bunch of old jokes."
It was the fall opening of the Lux
Radio Theatre, but fall fashions were conspicuous by their absence. For the Theatre re-opened in one of California's "unusual"
The thermometer
registered close heat-waves.
to a hundred,
which accounted
for the light print dresses of Janet Gaynor, May Robson and the other women in
the cast. The men rehearsed in shirtsleeves and only donned coats for a final
performance at the last possible minute.
Cecil B. DeMille had been working on
the Buccaneer set all day at Paramount,
and so took charge of the show in his customary studio working outfit, green
gabardine riding pants and leather putJohiiny Green oivns six pianos. He has
fico at his home in Holly-a'ood, tz^'o in his
iVrii' ]'ork office, and his family is holding /ii'rt moi-e for him in case anything
should happen to the others. The instruments one
range inthatjj'r^Johnny
from can
a concert
grand
to a little
push around
Zi.'ith one hand. And the pay-off is that
Betty Furncss — soon to become Mrs. J.
Green — ozvns tzco pianos of her ozvn!
Those newlyweds, Alice Faye and Tony
Martin, won't
a chance
to take
honeymoon
for get
a long
time, due
to pic-a
ture assignments. When their present
pix are completed, the Martins will set
sail for Honolulu, and forget all about
Hollywood for three months. Three weeks.

Constipation

Gas,

however, will be more like it, since tlie
studios won't fnr.uet tlicni.
At a luncheon given at Universal the
other day in honor of Alice and Tony,
Alice told us: "Gee, these affairs scare
me to death! But at least," she added,
looking over the crowd, "everyone else
seems
be enjoying
himself."anyone
Get thein
personalto opinion
of practically
Hollywood
on
who's
the
most
unspoiled
star
in theFaye!town — and ten to one it will
be Alice
Jack Benny has come back to Hollyz.'ood determined to be the hesl-dres.'sed
man in taz^'ii. lie bought so many uezsj
snils in Bond Street that he'll he able to
Zi'car a different one lo each looadcast
until Christinas. And Mary Eiz'iiigstonc,
not to be outdone, took in the I'aris openings— or to quote Jack: "The Paris openMary whoin." has the feminine lead
Bettyings tookCaine,
in A Tale of Today, has just announced
her engagement to Raymond Johnson, her
leading man in that show. The real life
romance of Betty and Ray parallels that
in the show. For in the play and in real
they've
known each
other tjust
alifeyear,
are engaged
and haven
yet about
set a
date for the wedding bells.
Morey
husband and Amsterdam,
M. C. of thatMabel
ChicagoTodd's
air-show,
has
been
visiting
in
Hollywood.
It's
the
first time the Amsterdams have seen each
other for ten months, and rumor has it
that this occasion was in order to get divorce proceedings under
way. Svensrud.
— By Lois

Causes

Nerve
Pressure
^
Many Doctors Now Say It's Nerves, Not Poisons 1
That So Often Cause Headaches, Dizzy Spells, Coated Tongue
When you are constipated two things happen. FIRST: Wastes swell up the bowels and press
on nerves in the digestive tract. This nerve pressure causes headaches, a dull, lazy feeling,
bilious spells, loss of appetite and dizziness. SECOND: Partly digested food starts to decay
formingyou GAS,
bringing
stomach (acid indigestion), and heartburn, bloating you up
until
sometimes
gasp onforsour
breath.
you feel
spendtiredmanyout, miserable
days. miserable.
You can't eat. You can't sleep. Your stomach is
sour.Then You
grouchy and
To
Ret
the
complete
relief
you
you and
must GET
do TWO
1. You must
the GAS. 2. You must clear theseek
bowels
THATthings.
PRESSURE
OFF relieve
THE
NERVKS.
As
soon
as
offending
wastes
are
washed
out
you
feel
marvelously
refreshed,
blues vanish, the world looks bright again.
CLIP COUPON^
There isyouonlyneed.one Itproduct
on the market
that
givescarminative
vou the DOUBLE
ACTION
is
ADLERIKA.
This
efficient
<
thartic relieves that awful GAS almost at once. It often removes
bowel congestion in half an hour. No waiting for overnight relief.
Adlerika
the stomach
and both bowels. Laxatives usual y act onactstheon lower
bowel only.
Adlerika Cc
Adlerika has been recommended
manyQUICK
doctors results.
and druggists
for 35
St. Paul, Minn.
ifter effects.byJust
Try Adlerika
never used such
an efficii
your
Trial SendSize good
ofwithout
.Vdlerika.
Limit
'^^^■^^i'i^iEN:
oblifjation
oneSoldtoFREE
a infamily.
in U.draggitt*
S. only.)
WARNING!
Canada(Offer6y Uading
All
REPUTABLE
DRUGGISTS
kr
that Alway,
AdlerikaDEMAND
has theno genuine.
substitt
MORE

THAN

A

LAXATIVE
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BEAUTY ADVICE
(Coiithuicd from page 15)
# Horrors?It Your
are redalter— thelate veins
prominent!
often eyes
happens
hours,aretooso
much
Your eyereading,
beauty exposure,
is ruined etc.
. . . Vi hat shall you do?

perfected by two proi
inent
eye specialists.lt
not found
in any other contains
lotion . a. ,special insrcdient
EYES
CLEAR
• IneyesI'ustlook
a fewclearseconds,
yes, almost
your
white.
So veins!
muchinstantly,
more
beautiful
fromandprominent
Spark>
ling,
too. when
And sofreerefreshed.
NEW DISCOVERY
# Eye-Gene.'
'Now used
before every sweetly and tell him you don't know how,
""date"
to make
clearbyandthousands
lovely.
refreshing
to tired,eyesandoverworked
eyes. NotMarvclously
would love to have him come to your
fashioned
lotions
washes.
Stainless,
too.likeAtold-all but
home next week and teach you the steps
drug and s and loc stores.
to the radio ! That line will save a struggle
and make him feel very important.
EYE-GENE
The men have some very emphatic do's
ar.d
in the way thing
of dress
The don'ts
most important
aboutfor thedancing.
color
is that it should be becoming. Soft greens,
vibrant rose, snow white, and sophisticated
black are always favorites.
"Cleopatra
in a would
scratchynever
wool,have
irritating
Given
rayon,
or calico
made
ILADAmCCrCr^lDI
C Latest
SEN!} NAME
ANDHighADDRESS
I
tb
OC
b
I
K
Lb
Shape
Grade
history,"
Mr.
Morgan
points
out.
"No
7-Jewel
Movement
WRIST
WATCH
with
metal
bracelet
m.an enjoys holding an armful of harsh
and beautifuUydesioTiedchrome
plated AWAY
case. OrFREE
hip cashbigcommis ion. Ywith
ours forwellSIMPLY
GIVING
col- materials, when he can hold an armful of
ored
pictures
known
WHITE
CLOVERINE
SALVE
sores, andetc.,remittinK
easily sold percatalog
to friends atSFb.25c soft silk, chiffon or velvet which are so
Jusedbox for(withburns,picturechaps,
CIA^-Choice
40KRKli)
giltstoday
lor returning
onlyCloverine
$3. Our Salve
42nd
year. Be CHEM.
Firstof Write
lorDept.
White10-H,
to the most
touch."men get only
In the waysmooth
of styles,
WILSON
CO. Inc..
Tyrone, Pa pleasantly
the general effect, (^f course, the girl
with scrawny neck and thin face should not
ARE YOU ONLY A
go in forbodices
severe will
V-sha]H'd
<lraped
ilatternecklines.
the figureSoftly
and
complement the fluffy cuiffure that the too
THREE-QUARTER WIFE?
thin girl should choose. Xci girl should go
(lancing in a dress that lioasts cluttered up
THERE
woman hasare tocertain
put up things
with anda
bodices, full, bulging sleeves, and tight
be Men,
a goodbecause
sport. they are men, can
skirts. Also, unless you are tall and slinky
and boast excellent carriage, please give
never
understand
a
three-quarter
wife
—
a
wife
who
is
all
love
and
your
partner hea isbreak
and don't
kindness three weeks in a month
wear adancing
train. Unless
completely
pigand a hell cat the rest of the time.
skinned, it will embarrass him very luuch
No matter how your back aches
to be tripping over your train all night. In
— no matter how loudly your
fact, to avoid further apologies, he might
nerves
.scream—
don't take it out
on Foryourthree
husband.
very well neglect to ask you out to dance
generations one woma n
again,
for fear of a recurrence.
lias ingtoldthrough"
anotherwithhowLydiato goE. "smilDo you wear extremely high heels? Well.
Pink-It
ham's
Vegetable
Compotind.
Mr.
Morgan
says iie\er wear tliem unless
helps
Nature tonediscomforts
up the system,
you can keep your balance on spike heels
thus lessening
from
the
functionalthe disorders
which
and still be a bit .shorter than your dancing
women must endure in the three
partner! Low or medium heels are the
ordeals of hfe: 1. Turning from
safest choice for a girl over five feet four.
girlhood to womanhood. 2. PreYour partner will get a closc-up of your
paring for motherhood. 3. Apmake-up during the dance. Now Mr.
"middle age." wife,
Don't beproaching
a three-quarter
Morgan tells you what a man doesn't like
take
LYDIA COMPOUND
E. PINKHAM'S
VEGETABLE
and
this close-up
revealproper
— and effect.
I'll tellFirst,
you
how
to achieveto the
Go ".Smiling Through."
74

men loathe the flour barrel effect of powJi
carelessly applied. Secondly, they dis <
sticky looking lipstick. Third, they sh;
der at lashes so heavily mascaraed li
they
and e\-eshado\v iij
makes stick
a girltogether,
look \\ear>-!
First, to he glamorous \ou must ha^|;
smooth skin. Bright electric lights ha\is
way of accentuating all the tautness
roughness of the complexion. To be ravi
ing for the evening you should give yf
skin some extra-special attention. A fak
is tlie (|uickest way to tone your skinjj
t'leanse your face thoroughly before :
facial. Afterwards you apply a nice-sr
ing emollient cream to remain on du;l
your "tub" and until make-up time. )
There is a fragrant two-minute fak
that
lea\e time
>oiir treat
face satin-smooth
at thewillsame
blackheads
^'ouinonih
may have
a free sendg
sarjlft
ofcoarse
this poirs.
facial this
by simply
your name and address to Mary
Y<di 11 want to use it several times a w,!^
because
it does asbeautify
for .ly-i
time occasions
well astheforskin
evening.
You are now ready for the foundan
]ireparation.
bringas outwe ISn
depth
and true h'oundations
color of make-up
protect the skin from dirt. They n<ei
make-up easier to appl.\ and remove. Ao,
the
foundation
helps toforhide
imperfectijs.Decollete
a neck
powder
tion
on thefrocks
l)aek,callarms,
andfoulaclSt,
as well as face, so that every exposed jit ^
ofill color.
thr bodyMostwill people
he soft,havesmooth
.j.-n"*'
throatsanddajefj
than their faces if this is the way
ynu.
then getfortwothe foundations
letjift
foundation
throat be aandshad<br
twn li-lucr than that for the face. I
\u\\ are ready for the rouge now |4
unless nature has endowed you witl4
jiarticularly glowing coloring, you ?y
dip more heavily in the rouge pot jar
evening. ( I mean rouge pot tpiite literiY,
for cream rouge will give the most yoJi-
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ulYouand canflatteilet iiig
to your
yourslow
creative
urge cliecks.")
have full
way when you apply lipstick for the evcin?.• 0 Try
cupid'slips,bow,or
littleaccentuating
pout of youryourlower
- extending lipstick on both lips until
.)k quite sophisticated. Do w hat \ on
\ our lips at night — but do it neatly I
.■ared edges, rose-colorod tectli. or
i-s. After the lipstick has hern
:. then touch the lips with aliNorhent
■ remove
and "set"
cnliw
inauves excess
and violets
can the
he added
r evening powder with coniple.xion
lu results,
k beauty in the e>e and let good taste
\ein your application of e> e make-up
ill don't
< ctinghave
shadesto beof conservative,
eyesha(k)w forthough.
eveear. Dare to wear any color you
^ particularly glatnorous and flatto you.
.Morgan gives a list here of the
risms that frequently designate the
r.ile^irable dancing partner. .\re you
uilty of any of the following?
Do you wave your arms about as you
ance. gesturing as you talk, or waving to
le rhythm of the music?
Do you dance in such an awkward posion that your back protrudes? This is
lost disconcerting to your partner,
j Do \ou keep turning \onr head from
ide to side, watching other couples go by?
"his aregivesmoreyourinterested
escort thein impression
that
lou
your neighbors
I lan you are in him.
I Do you make the mistake of giggling
I ver your stumbles? It is far cleverer to
I pologize
gay manner, and thus bridge
le awkwardin a moment.
Do \c)uHe pump
partner's
and
;nvn?
mightyourdecide
to stayarm atuphome
nd do exercises alone to more advantage.
He alert at all times for new steps \our
irtner may spring on you. He will be
>T\ nuich pleased to see iiow well you
eep up with him.
Ijlany
Don'tmencarrylikeondancing
lengthyveryconversations,
much and
iould prefer to lose themselves in the music
ither
than
listen
to
your
latc-t
>tory.
Re!rve it for the dinner table.

Here is good news for everyone troubled with unsightly dan'
druff. Now you can remove dandruff by using a shampoo which
completely
dissolves
dandruff and
then washes
away. theFitch's
Dandruff Re—
mover Shampoo is guaranteed
to remove
dandruffit with
first application
under
a
positive
money-back
guarantee.
Back
of
this
guarantee
is
Lloyd's
London, world famous guarantors for over two hundred years . . . your positiveofassur'
ance
that
Fitch's
Shampoo
removes
dandruff
with
the
very
first
application.
And
remember, a Fitch Shampoo leaves your hair shining clean and radiantly beautiful.
LABORATORY TESTS
PROVE Fitch's Efficiency
1

K ILLS GERMS . . .
Removes all Dandruff, Dirt and Foreign Matter
Tests gistsmade
by some
of America's
leading
bacteriolohave shown
striking
results. Their
findings
prove
that Fitch's
Dandruff
Remover
Shampoo
is
a
true
icide, certain to destroy bacteria as well as to removegerm-all
dandruff, dirt and foreign matter. Try it today and enjoy
the thrill of a really clean and healthy scalp. Equally as
good for blondes as brunettes. Sold at drug counters.
Professional applications at beauty and barber shops.
After
Fitch Shampoos,
Fitch'stheIdeal
Tonic and
is thebetween
ideal preparation
to stimulate
h Hat
and give nev life, luster and beauty to your hai
Dandruff
Remover
ShampDO
Toronto, Canada
• Bayonne, N.J.

He may
aveDon'thad lean
a hardon day_\ourof partner.
it at the office
and THE F. W. FITCH CO., Des Moines, Iowa
ould prefer that .\i)u support yourself.
Don't breathe heavily into his ear as you
ance.
It's anno>
ing. dances should not
Relaxing
between
lean slumped posture with extended hip
'racefully
droopeduntil
shoulders.
the baud Stand
starts upeasily
again.yet
W hen you get up to dance leave all un.'cessary
articleshandkerchief,
on the table.and A sinidry
large
.irse, separate
•tides are bulky and get in the wav.
COMING! An unusual treat for you, in WAKE
UP YOUR
STARS FAIRFAX,
for January—
ofRADIO
BEATRICE
and thehowtrueshe story
has
Mary Biddle
LIVER
BILE...
helped countless lovers.
RADIO STARS MAGAZINE
Without Calomel— And You'll Jump
149 Modlson Avenue
New York, New York
OutThe ofliverBedshould
in the Morning Rarin' oftoliquid
Go
WANT A U Sbile into your bowelspourdaily.outIftwothis pounds
bile is not flowPlease send me a free gift sample
COVERNMENTJOB?
ing
freely,
your
food
doesn't
digest.
It
just
decays
of the two-minute facial.
inconstipated.
the bowels. Your
Gas bloats upsystem
your stomach.
You get
poisoned
feel sour, sunk whole
and the world islooks
punk. and
Name
START $1260 TO S2100 YEAR youLaxatives
are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
movement
doesn't getLittleat theLivercau.se.
It takes
Addres
good,
old Carter's
get those
these
two pounds
of bile flowing freelyTillsandto make
you
feel
"up
and
up".
Harmless,
gentle,
yet
amazing
. . State.
City...
inelse.
making
bile
flow
freely.
Ask
for
Carter's
Little
Liver <!5c.Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything
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How
do your hands^
meet this challenge ■
• To be ottractive, beautiful hands and
arms ion,
ore as esren+ial as a good complexcos+ume. ortlstic holrdress, ond a becoming
one's handsart.easilyMake
and your
attractively
is Using
on important
hands
beoutiful so that they will be as lovely to
look at in use as they are in repose. For
use does
hands — it is neglect
that
causesnottheharmdamage.
No matter hov/ rough and red your
hands may be, it tokes only a few days to
bring about an almost miraculous change
in theirHAND
appearance
TON
CREAM.if you use BARRINGdepartment and the better ^^..-^rj-^^^
Barrinqton hand cream

VEGETABLE
LAXATIVE
What a Difference!
F you think all laxatives act alike . . . just
try the ALL-VEGETABLE laxative.
Nature's
... so mild,
thorough, Remedy
refreshing (NR
and Tablets)
invigorating.
Dependable
relief
for
sick
headaches,
bilthat tiredwith
-out constipation.
feeling, when
causedious byspellsorandassociated
U/ithAiitDicL2eta25cboxof
NRsfromany
Use return
for
one theweek;
ifflllllUUinidlldruggist.
you wearewillnot refund
more than pleased,
box
and
the purchase price.
m .—
,
-Tomorro
NR Tonijht'
w Alright.'- (r^^^f^
HAIR KILLED FOREVER

YOD can loam practical tmrsinc at home
In spare, Thousands
time, ('oursc
entinrsecl by:!81hyr.
physiofcharge
gradualcs.
One graduate
10-bcilIcarnhospital.MenAnotherandhassaved
$4 0018of wlillc
1ns.
Eauipmcnt
included.
women
to
60.
High
School not CHICAGO
reiiulrcd. SCHOOL
Kasy tuitionOF payments.
Write
now.
NURSING III.
Dept. tend2312.tree100booklet
East Ohio
riease
and 32Street,
sampleChicago.
lesson pages.
Slate Age
Cilj-

THRIVES

ON

SuiiK-linics he tore uut inti. the wodcIs
in the ram. an;] scalin'.i iiiiii^clf under a
free, he wmuUI write piielr\ about the
L^ue.sthdok Nature (ui which people
then checked u. t into kIixhuv uhlivion.
He .kride.I tn l.eo.me a preacher. He
felt that the world was in a had way, that
soniehdily imi-l >a.vc it. and that it was
his respiinsil)ili,\' t<j It was not an
easy n^i m himI lilitw hi'.l still it was his
lut\
transferred to
hed granimar
ano 1)1 tiic sciiooi,
he
was CMiisidcr.
' jircttxsmart by
his
teachers
h,r;ms,. 1,^.
had skipped
several
grades. bur h.is \iical ahility he was
awarded a highhn school .scholarship.
Now Les entered upon his Grimly Practical .\ge. He was thirteen years old
when he registered at Lake View High
School for a hair-shirt business course of
shorthand, typing and bookkeeping. The
time for dreaming was past. "Face the
facts,selfLes,"
himself.
"Prepare
to earn hea told
living.
Writing,
stageyourdesigning and school plays are fine hobbies,
but they won't buy cars to take your
mother
After riding
school onhe Sunday
worked afternoons."
as a barker at
Riverview Park, waited on tables, delivered newspapers, and earned fifty cents
every Saturday as a butcher boy. Returning at two o'clock in the morning from
his "harking" at the amusement park, he
did his homework on the street-car.
At the beginning of his sophomore year
the family finances no longer met at both
ends. Les was forced to leave school, in
spite
of the fact that he had won a
scholarship.
The fourteen-year-old composed his face
into grave, experienced lines and applied
for
job ofhired
secretary
in a doctor's
office.
The thedoctor
him because
he believed
the boy was eighteen.
Les worked for the doctor for a year
and a half, during which time he nurtured
a moustache and a secret ambition to become a surgeon. The doctor moved, the
Depression began, and Les was out of a
Like a homing pigeon, he winged for
the
Theatre and worked at everyjob. Little
from stage manager to call boy,
withoutthingpay.
in Chicago
there the
are door
a num-on
hcr.Somewhere
of housewives
who banged
a vacuum cleaner salesman before the
future radio star could say : "Pardon me,
lady, I'm working my way through the
Little
Theatre."
During
this time, too, he worked as
district manager for a publishing company. It was his duty to hire boys to sell
magazines, collect the money, keep them
supplied with magazines, and fire them
with pep talks. His dammed up theatrical
energies swept into these pep talks and he
harangued his motley crew for sales, as
^^arc ,\ntony swayed the populace for
revenue
of Caesar's
J-or love
and notdeath.
money, he worked

ADVENTURE
paric 3?)
leltc theatres, played in
jtioiis, religious pageants,
miiiuii
rl.ined stone (juarry near
Surr
11, and played the two
I'annilJ. It I.orado Taft's Gates oj
through the late Loradu
Taft that
cquired an interest in
sculpture,
him
t.Kiay. which is a growing hobby with
One day he received a letter from ;<
movie studio in Chicago. The castirif;
director asked him to coach his talent
school. Success at last? Talent recognized
and Lasy Street around the corner? Le;
wasn'tfore heillknew
the the
movieanswers.
school Tlie
two school
weeks wa^bea racket : the owners collected tuition fee^
from would-be stars and gave them rosy
promises
and LesButTremayne's
for their money.
there was nocoaching
money
for Tremayne. He stuck with the school
for several weeks more, hoping to collect
StillThenno money,
quit. in a chocolate
he wentso —tohe work
factory,
where
he
piled
crates of hot chocolate syruphundred-pound
in ten higl
columns and learned about women froir,
the chocolate dippers.
The crates strained his appendix and
the chocolate dippers frayed his ideab
about girls. (Today, whenever Les lose
his perspective on his work or life
general, he drives past this chocolati
factory,to takes
a good long look, and re-j
turns
his senses!)
Leaving the sweets to the tough, he goI
himself a bicycle and a job as a bellhoj
and busboy in a country club.
"That's where I learned what it feeli
like to be a servant to a bunch of people
most of whom should have been waitiijj
onI learned
the help,"to said
Les. myself.
"And that'sThewhenlas
humble
lesson
was
a
hard
one
to
He arose at four everyunlearn."
morning am
cycled twenty-six miles a day to and fron
work, his long hair blowing behind bin
in the wind. He let his hair grow foi
the part of Si'riu/ali — played at a privati
party for charity. This gesture of ton
sorial independence enraged the bell captaii
at the club.
One of Tremayne's former movie schoo
pupils
a serious-minded,
bright-eyet
lad whowasworked
nights in a bakery.
Om
e\-ciiini;.
nearly
a
year
after
Les
mo\ ie racket school, the boy phonedquit hinrtb
"Say, Tremayne," he said, "you're good
I'm doing some broadcasting on WCFl.
Wily don't you come down there with nn
Lesa tryout?"
accompanied his former pupil ti
for
U'Cl-L
and was accepted without an audi
tion. He made his first appearance on hi
nineteenth birthday, on the Might Com
For the first eight months he receive<
noprogram.
pay for his radio work. Evenings tha
heshorthand
did not appear
on the radio,art heatstudiei
and commercial
nigh|
school.
.Ahout this time he met Jack Doty, ai
actor almost twice his age, who became hi
best friend.
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I "Don't take life so seriously. Les,"
rinned Jack. "Keep j our tongue in your
'leek.
Laughthat
it off."
And life,
had appeared such a
I •rious matter to the ten-year-old boy. who
■ anted to be a preacher in Oklalinma, ii"\v
j,sumed a more gay and carefree aipeci.
I'e made his first appearance on a netw ork
liow in Campana's Fn Maiichu. He bought
' s first dress suit, and received five
lillars tor a personal appearance in Miljaukee.
'mouncer
At last, onat the
a salary,
he was
Bniidcson
showengaged
on WLS.as
Studebaker.
He
ul1 1934
a job,he abought
car, a abest'29 friend.
The only
ling he lacked was sleep, since he still
at four ono'clock
I■oserehearsals
time. every morning to get
; And then he found the girl. He met her
hen he was making a per.vonal appearance
ith a road show in Indiana.
Romance shuuled between Chicago and
idiana on theOne gallant
the '29
ludebaker.
rainy tires
Fridayof morning
es had a feeling that Anne wanted to see
m. He wa? free nntil Sunday night,
he was due to play the lead in a
comedy. Wliat are five hundred
and a slippery highway, when you
\enty-two and courting? He drove
speed to her home, took the piirch
TWO at a time. The shades were
,. — and when the door finally opened
r.ix'i
motherTherestoodwas there,
looking
like a
'•-.valker.
the odor
of flowers.
z^as dead!
A as the middle of the night w hen
:umbied up the stairs to Jack Doty's
• -ent in Chicago. Tack had been

through everything. If Jack would have
no words for this sorrow, at least he would
give him silence and understanding. Les
walked
into didJack's
bedroom, Hecalled
his
name. Jack
not answer.
was uni on<cinns and running a high fever. On
he died.
was Les
Tremayne's
l."-atnrda\irthday and
in twoIt days
he had
lost his
sweetheart and liis best friend. Siinda\'
night tile actor. Tremayne. functioned
autrmiaiically in the gay lead of the frothy
C(.inied\ . The words of his kindly, underhi> ears : standing. cMiical friend. Jack, echoed in

He stepped
info Don
Grand
Hotel, Betty
and .^meche's
Bob, First shoes
Nighter.on
"Some people think I sound like him," he
said.
am nothimcopying
him. Whybutshould
I ? I "Iadmire
tremendously,
it is
suicidal for one actor to attempt to imiToday
Les has learned to play. His
tate another."
favorite sport, of course, is still his work.
It's
fun
to
awakeareingoing
the morning
and
know that you
to entertain
millionsward to ofthe people.
next day.It's fun to look forHe lives at home with his family and
spends his vacations motoring across
take itLrani
so seriously,
a "Don't
oriof show.
to laugh kid.
at theLifegagsts country with his brother and kid sister
He love- t1\ing :rA<] radio, the two most
— ,!ud o,s tlic sad parts — 'well, it's only modern
th.inl:. in the vo>rld today. He likes
a .<•''
y, Le>i;.'" had to learn through cars, clotlie-.
Perliaiitravel. >culpturc. swimming,
traged} how to take the world lightly. and huriches. He hjoks forward to television and a plane of his own.
Hard Work helped him over the empty
day^ that followed. The studio called him
As
for lovesays
—
at his home c>ne afternoon and told him
"Well."
guess Whatever
I'm too
that he was to impersonate Roosevelt on analytical
to fall Les.
in love"I again.
the air the next morning.
I do. I concentrate on completely. With
me. it has to be either love or work, so
•■Wlio's Roosevelt?" asked Les.
"Pre-ident Roosevelt, you dope!" said I keep away from love.
tlie program director.
"I keep my nose to the grindstone, but
Roose\ elt was scheduled to give a threecourseoverthatthedoesn't
keep and
my eye
from
minute speech that evening. Les sat down ofroving
landscape
admiring
lieside the radio and talked along with the all the ladiei, -hort and tall, dark and
President. The following morning he
blonde, shm//:>/.and,' went
phiniii."
pla>'ed
Rooseveltto find
and tied
^'t'f the left
air the
in .\pril
for firstFranklin
place Delano
in a contest
the OnGrand
.\ugust Juth Tremaxne
Betty
and
Bob
pro^r.un,
C' iiiceiitrating on The
Pre^ii'.tnt'^
impersonator.
Xow he was in demand on dozens of First Xif/Jitcr. for which
he has a threeprograms. He played villains and worried
contract, for fiity-fwo weeks in the
because his voice dropped like a fallen year
So you'll be hearing him for some
arch. He played leading men and his year.
time
yet. himAndin some
day, maybe,
voice returned to normal.
be seeing
the movies,
too. you'll

^

CHOOSE

YOir^ MAKEUP

COLOR

soys,

BY THE

OF YOUR

YOUR EYES are the key to your
tru>- personality, says thi> fasrinatinu star. And your eyes are ihe
key to right makeup! For you really
can be lovelier when yon wear.. .
MAKEUP THAT MATCHES . . . harmonizing face powder, rouge, lipstick, eye shadow and mascara, in
scientific color harmony. And it's...
MAKEUP THAT MATCHES YOU.
for Marvelous Eye-Matched .Makeup is keyed to your personality
color, the color of your eves! By

actual test, 9 out of 10 women find
new l).-aiitv « hen tiiev wear Marv
ousEye-Mateiie.l Makeup. A, eyoui
eves blue'.'
^ our drug orDre.sden
departiiieu
store
w ill reeoniniend
Brown? ear Parisian type. Hazel
Continental t\pe. G]ny? Patrician
t\ pe. Fullsize jia( k age-. face pow
rouge,cara.lipstick.
e -hadow
mas..each item e\5.tc
(Canadaor 65c).
BELIEVE LILI DAMITA ... take her
sincere advice . . . star in the eyes
of your own leading man!

mflRVCLOUS 4^i/milK€UP
^RICHARD
HUDNUT
New York

I

RADIO STARS
WONDERS
NEVER CEASE
(Continued from page 31)

LOSE BAD BREA¥H

In spite of all that has been written
about bad breath, thousands still
lose friends through this unpleasant
fault. Yet sour stomach with its resultant bad breath is frequently only
the result of constipation. Just as
loss of appetite, early weakness,
nervousness, mental dullness, can
all be caused by it.
So keep regular. And if you need
toOliveassistTablets.
Nature,This
use mild
Dr. Edwards'
laxative
brings relief, yet is always gentle.
Extremely important, too, is the mild
stimulation it gives the flotv of bile
from the liver, without the discomfort
ofmillions
drastic, use
irritating
s why
Olive drugs.ThdX'
Tablets yearly.
At your druggists, 15fi, 3 Off, 60yi,

Atwhereparties,
— doesdances,
your skinevery-re's^B
main
flawless,
alluring,
- ayouthful?
Compliments
flattering
skin can andbe
^ VC yours
with
Miner's
Make-Up.
Apply
it tofeelLiquid
face,
armsskin
— then
the
JV neck,
velvety
texture.
miracle? No— Miner's!A
Lasts all day. Won't
rub off cr
streak.
brunette,Shades:
suntan. peach,
At drugrachel,
and
dep't
stores,
50c.
Trial
sizes at
all lOc counters, or mail coupon.
'MINER
N. Y.or C.
I EnclosedS, 40BE.
find lOc20 -ST.,
(stamps
coin) for JI
;trial
bottle
Miner's Liquid Make-Up. fJ
NAME
.
,
• ADDRESS Shade !

tion on a script, in pul)liL- appearances.
".\ftcr tlie academy I went mi Ui Brown
I'liiversity
I played
fcinthall.but That
was niu.!;liwhere
cinnpany
tor Hrlly.
she
didn't
any Itheenrolled
worse atforOhioit.
After aseem
year toat beBrown
State University, and it was there that the
theatre and the radio bug really bit us. We
went til party after party, entertained at
fraternity and sorority houses.
"My studies suffered because I never
could refu.se an invitation— there was the
irresistible appeal of anything that was
even vaguely theatrical, that I never could
resist.
I didn'tI doinanaged
too badlyto with
my
classHowever.
work hecause
stay
at the university. <lespite the lack of attention Igave to ni\- studies.
"In l'^31, I joined the sta(¥ of II CAE
in Pittsburgh, where Betty first appeared
(i\er the radio. As I said before, when
Betty pro\ed to be a success our comedy
team was dissolved, and with Betty I became known as the Tom and Betty proThat Betty was real to her listeners in
Pittsburgh was soon proved. The program
came on at a late hour and ciiildren refused
to go to bed until they heard her, and consequently were tired and late for school
the next day. Parents and teachers scolded
but
could
not
and Betty. get them away from Tommy
story ofis anTommy
Riggs'one.courtship
andThemarriage
interesting
While
he was attending Ohio State, a new family
moved next door and one of the members
of that family was an attractive blonde
daughter.
Tommy
made the father's
ac(|uaintance, but
was unsuccessful
in meeting
the daughter. One day he knocked on the
door of the neighbor's home and the father
answered.
"Hell", Mr. Mclntyre," said Tommy.
"I'd like to meet that blonde daughter of
It was just like that !
The meeting was arranged and a romance was the result. In ten months they
were married.
After joined
severalthe\ears
Riggs
staffatofW'CAE,
KDKA Tommy
in the
same cit\-, where his program was im-

n Murray and "Oswald."

mecKately headlined. It was at this statiofi
that
he held
the for
record
the larges'j
fan-mail
response
any for
program.
"I had an amusing experience there,'!
Tommy explained. "I went on the air a'l
eleven
o'clock group
at night
th(
Child Labor
calledand ononeme night
and demanded that I send Betty home to bed
where she belonged at that hour. It tool'
me quite a while to conxince them thai
Betty was only m\' idea child, but at last
theyWhen
beliexed
me and left."
his lengthy
sta\' at KDKA was
completed. Tommy found himself in New
York, where he did an early morning program over the Columbia network.
"I was at Columbia but a short time
wdien I received a fine ofTer to do a commercial fifteen -minute, five-a-week series
atsaidWTAM
Tommy. in Cleveland and I accepted,"'
Thus, his first experience in New York'
was a short one and he left it for what he.
considered a better chance.
Once again Tommy and Betty were in
a new locale. The Cleveland audience was
as responsive as the listeners had been in
Pittsburgh and letters and gifts came for
the little Betty at a steady rate.
A woman listener, intrigued by Betty.
and her performance, offered to adopt her.
After an exchange of notes. Tommy finallyi
convinced her that Betty was only a product of his imagination.
After a year in Cleveland, Tommy Riggs
moved to WLIV , in Cincinnati. It was at
this station, where Jane Froman and many
others began their careers, that exciting
things rireally
started atfor theTommy.
He ar-as
ved in Cincinnati
same time
the great flood, and his first program was
an all-night benefit for the flood-stricken
inhal)itants.
appeal
was deserved
instant
and
her serviceBetty's
to a city
in peril
commendation. Several months later, when
Tommy offered his photograph to his radio
audience, .32,000 reipiests came like an
avalanche.
whose hotne
notOnefar night
from Siugin'
the city Sam.
of Cincinnati,
heardis
the pi ng ram and recommended it to a
friend oi his. who headed a radio producti<in
agency from
in NewNewYork.
ti\e traveled
YorkTheto execusee a
stage show in Dayton, Ohio, where Tomm\ I
Riggs was
of ceremonies
and serving
imited ashimtheto master
New York
for [
an audition. The result was a series of
transcriptions as a guest star for the
Clievrolet iinigrani.
"Things were happening fast then," said
Tommy. "The agency was enthusiastic and
(lic\- kept -ic hopping. I auditioned programs and saw so many people that every•iil; was m a whirl. On a Tuesday I was
iiiurmed tliat 1 would he on the X'allee
show for the following Thursday. Two
days !
"I was so wcar\- that when I knew that
I was to he on the X'allee hour, I asked:
'Will
Rudy foolish,
N'allee doesn't
be there it,too?"
"Sounds
and it struck
everyone as being very funny, hut I was
so eager and so pleased that I didn't realize
what I had said !''
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'.['. this liappened but three or four
•lis
ago! coast
Todayto coast
Tommyand Riggs
Ml from
discusM-dis
kitchen to drawing-rooni. And fanu
increased
Tommy's
\re: 't you
bothered
much hat
withsize.
autograph
. rs, Tommy?" I asked.
■ hey
me, want
although
iguredon't
out bother
why they
mine.I never
To.^
I'u'lty
can't
write.
I'd
let
do it.
inmy Riggs is friendly andher obUgiiiL;
his greatest pleasure is the happiness
he and his little character bring iiiti'
\ es of others. He spends many hourc script, writes and rewrites, tests and
1 IS. He is careful that each word BrUy
mors rings true to a tiny person of lur
\ IK',I notice
and ifthatyouit iswill
she listen
who getsclosel\-,
the lionxmis
of the prize lines in any situation
Rudy \'allee serve
- >er Tommy
feeders and
and even
stooges.
"How do you like working with Rudy
bailee on the I'aricty Hour?" I asked him.
"He's a swell fellow !" Tommy answered
nipiiatically. "He pitches right in with
oil and plays right along. He doesn't go
cmperamental
he doesn't
complain
bout some of and
the things
the script
calls
- liim to do, like the time he rolled up
■ousers above his knees before a howlaudience.
regulara guy!"
entudiotoday
Betty isHe's
not amerely
studio
naracter with Tommy Riggs. Despite the
act that fame is his, he still entertains his
r.any friends, much as he did in the old
a>s in Pennsylvania and Ohio. The catchy
'tt!e stories Betty tells go over big at a
• rounds
and theof duets
she and Tommy do
applause.

Harriet Hilllard and Ozzie Nelson
"Of course I like Xew \iirk,' said
Tommy in response to my que-ti'Hi. "It's
beenAndkindknowing
to me."Tommy Riggs as a radio
star and a person, I had to admit that
perhaps Xew York was kind to him because he is so genuine and so sincere.

"Nonsense," was his answer. "I guess I
justRight
came oralongwrong
at thetime,
right men
time." such as
Tommy Riggs always make the grade.
I'i Ii>pk'
to them.he is
1 Inarc instinctively
is the sport"kind"
of which
r-|in i,i:i\ fond and his hobby goes hand in
a:iil with it— collecting fishing tackle. He
hkes popular and light classical music and
i- not
to admithe that
"Tooashamed
much noise,"
says.he hates opera.
"M\
favorite
book
is Phillip
Gibbs'It
yraiid story. .Voic It Can
Be Told.
added.
would make a great motion picture," he
"While we're on the subject of motion
pictures," I interrupted, "who are your
"Jean Arthur
favorite
stars?" and Clark Gable. I never
miss"People
one ofal\\a\s
their pictures." about luck and
breaks in the radiowonder
business. How much
of it has been responsible for vour suc"It's ninety percent hard work," was his
answer, "and the other ten percent is good
iriLiuls
too
muchandonlucky
luck breaks.
unless youYougocan't
out rely
and
do cess?"
something about it. That's the best
Somehow, when you hear Tommy Riggs
sa\- this, and you know how hard he works
toperfect
makeas hispossible,
part inyouthebelieve
\'allcethatlioureffortas
and not mere hoping is the recipe for getting ahead. Tommy will never just sit and
wait for the breaks to come along. With
his way."
little imaginary Betty at his side, his
ninety percent recipe has put him just
where he is !

iC5

Cj.i-\RDEli\I.\ - an undertone of warm
uscious fragrance for Jays of joy
outli and laugliter.
I" ashion's ♦newest dictum Is to suit your (perfume to tlie occasion.
Choose warm, friendly Gardenia for st)arklln^ days; suttle, inviting
N o. 3 (Dcrfume wlicn you j^lay tKc cnckantress of romantic C C
niglits. /\t all Icadin* drug stores and dejiartmcnt stores . . . . ^
Smart tiickawav size for lOc in all ten-cent .stores
PARK
&
Tl LFORD
FINE
PERFUMES
FOR
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far all iiuman beings. The.sc traits not
only give character to her face but also
are responsible for the triumphs of her
career. They account for the role of
Mother Confessor which has been forced
upon
her h\-which
unseen
enthusiasts, and for
her hol)by.
is peoflc.
She went on to elucidate it, sitting very
erectly. \et without strain, as if she and
correct ixisture had come to an understandins; lung ago. "If they give me half
apeople
chance,over.
1 can't
trying Learning
to make
Girls,resist
especially.
to dress according to their types, learning
self-confidence, discovering chances to
bmaden their lives — are what they need.
The Cdst is little, the rewards so great.
YiHi can't imagine how some of them
in a hostess gown of dull blue lace, a
improve darker
!"
shade
than her eyes, she faced
me across a low tea-table before the fireplace.
The
script
la\' iin her lap. of a recent broadcast
"There i> really nothing in my programs
111 incite personal revelations from my
;mdieiKe. Hut they do. It mystifies me,
s. mu tinies. I am very impersonal. Now,
take tlii^ unc." She lifted the typewritten
p.'iges : "Man's inliuinanily to man is also
iinin's inliiimanit\ to cliUdrcn. Today, at
1 did ncit listen closely to her words,
for 1 ao
was making
discovery — her voice,
■"as hera phrases,
aslulhmuch
I realized,
charmed the invisible listeners. It mingles
the wistfulness of Alexander Woollcott
with the throaty sincerity of Aimee Semple McPherson in her " I-lcnozc-just-lum'yoii-fccl, dcav-jricud" mood. In moments
iif
Cravens' throb.
tones
sinkrestrained
to a richemotion.
throb, Miss
a contagious
Beneath
for
living.it all, one feels her great zest
Miss Cravens speaks in pictures. There
is no need for her listeners to concentrate, to climb a fatiguing stairway of
logic or reason. The script ripples on, a
bit like a Mavch of Time, interspersed
witli
nidvingandhuman
interest stories.
f(>rniati(in
entertainment
blend In-so
sniiMiilily that the fifteen minutes seem
a scant live.
She laid tlie script upon the ivorynphiilstcndIt (iintinued
(Ia\'cnp(irt tlie
upontaupe,
wdiichivory
she was
sitting.
and
ureen-lihii cilor plan <jf the apartment.
We spolve of Dcirolhy Thompson, aniillur wniiian v lio lias made a place for
liersidftend t(ini understand
a man's vocation.
don't prethe politics"I behind
the
day's news. I am as puzzled as the next
pci siin alxint
the economic
I don't
discuss
it. Tlie
abdii .aioiicrisis,
.MisssoThompson saw as affecting '.lie destiny of the
r.ritisli I-'.mpire. I covered it from Queen
Mar>'s
view, son.
a mother
disappointcfl point
in her offavorite
All women
can uiKlerstand that. My angle is always
llie"Women
average want
woman's.
to cry a little. They like
human interest, first and last. Odd bits
i)f information, touching the topics of the
day, please them. Men, too. I am sur-

EYES

prised by the number of fan letters fror
men, .And cliiklren. . . . After all, wh'
doesn't like 'good theatre?' I try to giv
it Through
in every broadcast."
the archway connecting th
drawing-room with the entrance hal
strolled a grave and slender young Iad>
whom Miss Cravens introduced as he .
niece. Her aunt is educating (and prob
ably
old. "making
While sheover")
searchedthisthenineteen-year
bookshelve
beside the fireplace for a volume, we sa
in musing silence.
Why, I pondered, did Miss Craven
bother to read each of the thousands o m
fan letters, place herself in the positioi
of the writer, and then conscientious!}
dictate
a lengthyacquainted
answer? with
Olderadversity
w-omen
less attractive,
might distress themselves with unknowns
problems — for business reasons or froir
sheer mellowness of heart. Miss Craven;
appeared too young for such mellowness
\\'hen her niece had found the desirec
book \ouand travel
departed,
: "Whattownrouteof
did
fromI aasked
Western
three hundred to an Eastern metropolis of
millions? Why do you care, as I know
you honestly do, what happens to these
people \du never see? In other words,
For explains
a momentr(7;<?"she paused in meditawhat
tion, turning with a thumb the huge antique ring on her third finger. This was
her only aimless motion of the evening.
The topaz, reaching beyond the first joint,
caught the light in pale yellow flashes.
The story commenced in Burkett, Texas,
then a small village circled by cotton
fields. Kathryn's parents cared for the
majority
the physician,
townspeople's
father, theof sole
sharedneeds.
with Her
her
mother the responsibilities of the drug i
and general dry goods stores. They maintained the post-oflSce. There were seven
children, only one of whom had left home
to support himself. Every penny was
precious, yet the family was an unusually
happ\Fromone.her mother ( of Dutch-English
strain, a descendant of Henry Hudson),
Kathryn inherited her limitless reservoir
of physical strength and determination.
They are both blonde. Her mother was
and still is a competent business woman.
(Later in life, this mother of seven children ventured into connnercial photography. At fifty-three she investigated the
joys of real estate, earning two thousand,
five hundred dollars one month. Miss Cra\eiis related pridefully.) Courage to explore new fields has run throughout the
daiigliter's
Ilcr fatlur,career.
,i dark Irishman with Scotch
blood, dcliglitcil in dramatic oratory and
in philosophizing over the strange ways
of the human species. During lengthy
rides en route to his patients, he gave
elo(|uent voice to his thoughts for his
daughter, riding with him. In a venerable
buggy the two traveled the flat roads of
Texas, the little girl with yellow braids
and sunburned fair skin, the gentle man
with contemplative eyes of purple-blue.
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'ling tlic swisliiiig tail of the old
<1 mare, Katliryn listened to the i>hysmd mental ills of her father's flock.
\wkc
,1 that asshe onewas adult
barelyto oldanother,
enough lor-to
school. He talked of the patience
--ary for healing and growth, stressed
iidispensability of compassion for all
1 the rare occasions when her father
■ not take her on his circuit, Katliryn
rod on the wooden porch of the post. There were always old timers, cdIcii folk, matrons loitering on its un■nain boards for an exchange of gossip,
rarely intruded upon their conversaBut, when the door of the post-office
iiarred for the night, she entertained
laniily with kindly mimicries of them.
hat was her quota of the home enteriinmcnt.
in her eiglith year, the doctor, never
rung, drove once too often along the
iii^'iier
His short
wearywalkheart
ndureplains.
even the
fromcould
the
, hot buggy to the shade of a waytree.
.\lone,
beside
the
brick-like
he died.
' world changed. No more friendly,
evenings for the big family, as it
d fordown herfor the
night. Unable
to pronumerous
children,
the
iier distributed the older ones among
•latives in distant parts of the West. The
ii ting was a terrible nightmare for them.
1 dreams, for long after, they relived it.
athryn and her favorite sister did not
tct for years. Recently, when Miss
ravens spoke on the radio of the Basque
iildren, she was remembering her own
ly^ of exile.
Oil her first train trip, Katliryn, the
ulu-yoar-old, journeyed unaccompanied
• hundred and fifty miles to an older
iT who, minister.
at twenty-two,
already
idained
Xeither washe nor
his
countenanced high spirits. Life with
lem became a convent-like existence.
.\t eleven, without the knowledge of
.T brother, she witnessed Guy Bates
'i-t's production of Onuir the Tciitiiiakcy.
' <- many another girl of her age, she
•': ad ofto herbecome
an actress.
Constant
ambition
horrified the
minHowever, if she wanted to take
•ion
lessons
to
prepare
herself
the subject, he was willing to supplyto
:iinds. This was a socially accepted
! thcid of derailing the ambitions of
aut-struck girls.
arning to declaim, in the sentimental
vnodcn manner of the old-fashioned
1. did not satisfy Kathryn. Not only
here .something vaguely wrong with
stem, she concluded, but it also was
amusing. And her goal was
ity drama. On the rare occasions
a stock company visited town, she
: the balcony, studying the performiit the actors. In school plays she
; leading roles. Yet life was not
-lactory.
i'rom an older sister, now secure in
atrimony but mindful of the dreadful
cile, Kathryn borrowed several hundred
jllars and ran away to Hollywood,
relty, ambitious and overflowing with
jsto
acles. for life, she encountered few ob"Those
werebit-parts
the dayswere
of thein Westerns
silent films,—
tirst few
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ino.stly horseback riding. Then I played
maid in a society drama, and other important roles of that kind." Miss Cravens
smiled at who
the memory.
the
directors
frightened "But
me outit was
of Hollywood. Tliey were nnicli too sophisticated for the niini.ster's little .sister."
.-\t theturned to school
parsonage,
onceawed
more,admiration
she reand the
of her classmates. But again the world
changed, for her oldest brother had come
home from the war. "A handsome, intelligent box- he was, when he started for
France," Miss Cravens described him.
"The tpride
was gocen-a
ered in him.of the
We whole
knew family
he would
longButway.
Strangers
used
to
feel
too."
now his nerves were shreddedit, from
shell shock. Month after month the brothers
and sisters contributed to the pooled fund
which was to restore him to nonnal. They
died a thousand deaths as each specialist
repeated the verdict of his predecessor :
"Hopeless ! He will be better off in an
army hospital." He e.xists in one now.
Miss Cravens' fans ask most often for mimeographed copies of her broadcasts on war
— and the aftermath of war. She knows !
'I'll rough a z^'nuian's eyes!
Rut, "though life takes away with one
hand, it gives with the other." Shortly
afterward
fortune
commenced.Miss
As aCravens'
brother, good
the minister
decided his sister should have her opportunity. -\s a pastor . . . well, he generously forgot his vocation for the moment.
He offered to finance a course in a St.
Louis dramatic school, and sent her on
with his blessing.
-A^fter graduation, Kathryn planned to
canvass every theatrical possibility in St.
Louis, until someone offered her an engagement. The first on her list was the
O. B. Woodward Stock Company. At 11
aAt m.1 she
knocked
p. m. she wasat the
beingmanager's
instructeddoor.in
the professional use of cosmetics by the
leading lady. Leona Powers. The play
was
Rouijh.
She would
not
have Treat
cared if'Emit had
been Little
Red Ridiiici Hood! To avoid embarrassing her
l)ri)ther, she adopted the stage name of
'Kitty
O'Dare."
Her roles
rose in importance. After a
time she played on the same stage with
the matinee idol of her eleventh year, Guy
Bateschildhood
Post. "Kitty
O'Dare"
her
adoration.
Latertold
she him
playedof
with Richard Bennett and Leo Carrillo.
The stock Ltd.,
company's
schedule
Lomhardy.
The Greeks
Had included
a Word
for
It,
Daddy
Long
Legs
and
otherwasNewa
York successes. .Sometimes she
"sh<jw
girl,"the sometimes
partsTheatre
were
long. In
St. Louis herLittle
she acted in The Cherry Orchard.
Her reputation was growing. Touring
the West and Mid-West, still she was unsatisfied. Perhaps, if she reached the
East, she thought, restlessness would leave
iicr. But when she was offered a Broadway contract, she succumbed to an irrational imiiulsc andher,declined
it. The
sKiii a^tdiiislied
even more
thandecithe
others (il the bewildered cast. In a vague
way slic doubted that she wanted to be
an actress after all.
During an uneasy summer, devoted to
visiting relatives and teaching dramatic
art, she wondered if the radio might not
be her g<jal.

The large St. Louis broadcasting coir
pany she selected displayed little emhu>i
asm. To that field she was an amateui
\"igorouslyto.sheworkpursued
unteering
paylesstheforofficials,
si.x week:vol
She knew she could learn rapidly. I
the end they agreed to try her talents o
a sustaining pinoram.
-Xnioiiij her tii-t assignments was th
imitation oi amd countrymen at a villag
store. She resurrected childhood itiimic
ries. .\t the conclusion of the probatio:
the company hired her at fifteen dollar
a week — the lowest salary on their book:
Together with a young man in the sam
humble position, she prepared scripts fo
original plays, against the time when the;
could be used. Neither she nor her con
frere was acquainted with the difficultie
of playwriting. They soon met them
There followed much studying, writing
discarding, and fresh attempts.
In the meantime her financial conditioi
improved.
played
as manyI was
as fifteei
roles in one "Iday.
Sometimes
luck;
enough to earn extras. Once they pai<
me five dollars for fifteen minutes of in
termittent crying ! A baby, about threi
months
Like this."
Miss nose
Craven;an(
raised a old.
handkerchief
to mask
mouth, and proceeded to demonstrate. Thi
resultant wail, most life-like, seemed t(
emerge eerily from the grand piano acros:
the room. Startled, I laughed.
.■\fter a moment she lowered her ham
and resumed : "When they asked me tc
imitate Texas cotton pickers — colorec
people — cotton
I took alla trip
Burkett day
ant
picked
one back
long,to burning
with the field hands. It was helpful ii
refreshing both their accent and their colloquialisms.
".\fter a while the company let us tr\
our original
scripts
on thehours
air.straight,
Sometimes I worked
thirteen
preparing
them.
Frankly
they
were
terrible, I see now. But then we thought
In time
became The Voice of St.
them
prettyshenice."
Louis,ing advertising,
reading entire
recitingprograms,
poetry toannouncmusic
and
"any
odd
job
left
over."
From
she progressed to such heavy drainas thisas
Caiiiiite.
on to This
a serial
Let's
Compare andNotes.
lastcalled
enterprise
started her fan mail. Women all over
the country wanted to compare notes with
her on every conceivable subject.
"Where." I asked, "did your idea for
.Vcii'.f Through a Woman's Eyes come
"Soiiictiiiics. at the studio, I used to
listen to luKvin C. Hill and Boake Carter. They seemed to be having so much
fun, ?"doing exactly what they pleased.
from
Doesn't everyone in the world wish, at
some time, slie could be a free-lance reporter? If <<iil\ I knew something about
rcportin.L;. I used to think. But then, even
that wonUin't help. There were no wocommentatorstheoncoiltheat air."
Craxeiismen >mootlied
the backMissof
her neck and replaced a liairpin. "AW of
a sudden, one <lay, the idea came— news
thnui.gh
a -iCoinun's
course, could
do it. eyes.
And asNoforman,
report-of
ing. I'd taught myself plenty of other
things,
why asnotthat?"
one more?"
"As easy
"Not
quite!
The
didn't
see eye to eye with powers
me on thatthe besubject,
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I --t. Rut 1 remenil)ere(l
old loson
: iH'gged them to try me at any price —
r nothing. Finally they gave me a
Iiance." She smiled with satisfaction.
My fan mail settled the matter without
in\- more discussion. I-"ive yr;n> ajjo that
\a-. I've been at it ever >iiice. Withmit
" a vacation, because the\ can't tind a
;iiute for me."
^t autumn a motor car company inher to its Xew Yorlc headi|uarU-rs,
uiijinipr. nenient
uimii
currenta substantial
contract. .Vfter
a few weeks
iiicials decided to learn exactly how
personsIn listened
lu-r a alternomi
hlcasts.
order to to>ecnre
response
li 111 each, the company proffered a iree,
;;e<lically treated dust cloth (for b.
• and car) to any who cared to ask
■ l)\ mail. In expectation of a few
,11(1 rc(HK-t-, tliat number of cloths
;l prepare<l. In five days 228.000
topicfeverish
wrote! weeks
The company
sevral
locating spent
the other
• ter million dust cloths I Since then
imsolicited raises in salary have come
iiss Cravens. She has been given
blaiichr to hop into an airplane at
time and continue her trailing of the
tliough a pilot herself, she swore never
ard a plane again, after the crash of
aviator who taught her to lly. Her
-e vanished with his death. Yet her
"U necessitates swift gathering of
linings before they stale in the pub1- mind. Consequently Miss Cravens
■ii^lit down her panic until it has passed
\\a\- entirely.
versatilit\-a variety
to her ofbroadcasts,
;ieI'mhasgive
interxiewed
folk, fai"U^ and infamous — Cat-eye Annie in her
ri-iin cell, the Roosevelts on election night
iiw hours before the impatien.t newspar reporters were invited from their neighriiig hotel to Hyde Park), Frank Buck
1 his private menagerie, Katharine Corell in her dressing-room. Warden Lawes
1 Sing Sing, Fannie Murst in Mayor La
iiiardia's
as both
came Lewis,
ironi aEmily
baniiLt in iiiscarhonor,
Strangler
' -tnews
and ofmany
others.
If
her
tans
Ions'
Beale Street, she dies to Teiito collect full measure oi local
1. She perched on Plymouth Rock.
' (letter to feel the Thanksgiving spirit,
r a broadcast on that hiilida.w At his
• I'i she
wrote sheof the
Soldier.in
summer
spentL'nknown
three weeks
wood, interviewing motion picture
- chosen by popular vote — and Mickey
jriisc for the crippled boy who correpoiids regularly with her.
"\ 1 l(}ng
has ti.i
journexed from a
1 sixtownroad
in sheTexas
secretaries
and athemetropolitan
cnormou>
I fan letters. Dipping into the steel
' i> at ranrlom. I saw these lines from
nan in L >w a :
leoiidcr if you iin; rr, Tli:.c lust zchat
program docs ns ic.-incii here in
^untry? IVitliDiil i<. ' u.'uld he terbehind the times. ' sides, you arc
< aher
ricnd from
and eyes."
Missouri : ':'1 think
IF henxoii're
Fm
'.'y.Kir)'oiisoolhiuii
stimiihite
leordsnil (jive me courrise to heii/hts. Your last talk
iht tears."
-m
: "This
'!"oiithemay South-West
ter truly clasp
hands Sunday
across
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Irene Rich, stage, film and radio star, and Freeman Gosden {Amos oi
Amos 'n Andy.)
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Uistressing chest colds and minor throat
irritations should never be neglected. They
usually respond to the application of good
old Musterole. Musterole brings relief
naturally
because
it'sIta penetrates
"counter-irritant
NOT just
a salve.
ulates surface
circulation,
helps to and
drawstimout
local congestion and pain. Recommended
by
many
doctors
and
nurses
—
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millions for 25 years. Three kinds: Regularby
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Strong, 40? each, ^^-^^p,.

'^'/2 Price

the table and talk hcart-to-hcart onc£
anaiiif My hiisbatid returned at one
o'clock last nh/ht, after a three-day drunk,
takiiiii this »/' after fifteen years' abstiFrom nence.the..." South: "/ am oiclosing a
poem I li'rote alu^iil Diy father, zcho passed
(.ri'dA' three years aiio i)i December. I feel
yon will uudcrslaud . belter than an\<one
in Others
the ivorld.
'.chatin hethemeant
to me."of
ask just
advice
selection
careers, suggest topics for her scripts, and
offer their personal troubles for her sympathy.
Some send pictures of their homes, inviting Miss Cravens to visit. One elderly
woman regularly mails ten cents a week,
plus a religious poem inspired by the last
three broadcasts. Heirloom china, flowers, perfume, are frequent gifts. Catholic
priests, Protestant ministers, school teachers and parental clubs, also J. Edgar
Hoover, write, applauding her constructive crime prevention talks. They ask
for mimeograph copies. The National
Girl Scout headquarters thanked her for
the radio tribute to their organization.
The Governor of Texas, James V. .-Mired,
appreciating her few lines of reference
to their native state, named her "Official
Embajadora
E.vtraordinaria"
of the orchids
Texas
Exposition and
sent her favorite
direct from the jungles of Mexico.
"Now outthatto doI've— made
accomplished
started
a success what
of thisI
program — I've been setting new goals for

myself. Five broadcasts a week, instead
of three. And, there has never been a
woman announcer for news reels and
movie shorts Why couldn't I do that,
timeI wondered
and energy.where she could find the
"That doesn't worry me. Even now I
am working on something beside these
broadcasts.
The volumeOn isa tobook.be ' entitled Through
a Woman's
Eyes, adventures
and is to narrate
hithtoo?erto" undisclosed
encountered
duriiig her wanderings in search of script
material.
involved. Unknowns and well-knowns are
"Sometimes I almost believe in palmistry and astrology. All this good luck
was forecast several years ago. I worked
hard for it and still do. My day begins
at five in the morning. But I never once
expected to fail. There really is something to the line : 'Concentrate on any goal
within reason and you can reach it.' If
you
don't
anyonetimes,
else, friendships,
of course. You
lose thingshurt
— good
because
you
haven't
the
time
to
keep
with them — and other things. But youup
. She paused, looking about the expensive
apartment.
"None
of thisexcited
seemsfeeling
real,
yet. there."
I have the
breathless,
get
you have at Christmas holidays, sort of
floating above the everyday world. And,
although it sounds trite, I do feel humble
that so many people want my help."

f V Only
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Terms ,
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rietelv
rcfiniehed
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CnUloK Bhowa all makef
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colorB.BigSendFree poet-card
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Briuid New FEATHERWEIGHT— LottBt BARGAINS
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etr«itnline^featureej-niiw
offeredinclude
at^ amai^nc^ d.
low-price.^ FuUyMonro*G^uaranFree
coun«
In
ty»ing
St
International Typewriter Exch., pent. 1261 chioigo lie is .uoin.n to say or do.
and asked if she'd like to listen to the
BANISH DANCER of LOOSE WIRES with
"I'lit it's gratifying and exciting to make story 1 «as reading to Charlie and Nancy.
"Tiiere was a little silence after I'd finsucii
reallyreserve,
like you.and It'sseefunthemto
lireak children
down their
ished, and then
said talking,
impulsively:
lo\-c
I" Sheshebegan
then, "Ias
crawl
out ofandthe really
shells win
they've
around quicklystories
and cauerly as Nancy herself, and
themselves,
theirbuilt
friendship.
now, whenever we're at the beach, she
"Some people think the best way of win- comes
running o\-er to join us.
ningents.children
is totheshower
them ofwithcourse,
pres"It's a challenge I never can resist, this
They like
presents,
making
friends with cliildren who come to
but it doesn't mean that they're going to you definitely
unfriendly. At the Chicago
hkc yon any better for them.
Fair,
when
there, I met so many of
".\fter all, children are human beings the children 1whowas listen
to me on the radio.
and want to be treated that way. If you're Most of them made me happy by their
the type that's always talking down to desire to meet me, but I could see that
and
telling
they don'tthemunderthis and
that them
and treating
gen- some of them were there simply because
as if they were still in their cribs, their mothers wanted them to be.
"These were the children I wanted to
they
Clans wouldn't
himself !like you if you were Santa win as rc:Ll friends. Some of them were distant because the) were shy and ill at
"Give them the same respect and atten- ease but
others had jjrobably been dragged
ion you give their parents and see what
away
from
sninc-thing
would maybe,
much
lappens.
I
don't
mean,
of
course,
that
you
ratlier
liavc
done, from they
a party,
should try to discuss the Einstein theory
with them or ask their opinion of world or a game, and I could see that interesting
affairs or even of your new hat or tie. them wasn't goinu to he an easy matter.
If talk intelligently of the things you are
"With some of them it was comparas(u^>i]i,i,', with them and see the new
simple, thougii.
It's easy
enough
-|icct and alTection they give you.
gain ativelychild's
confidence
in you,
if youto
really
are
sincere
in
wanting
it.
And
ask".Ml
children
like
being
read
to
or
told
ories. The other day I took my son and
ing a child (|uestions is one of the surest
nigliter to the beach and Nancy, my little ways of making tiiem resgpnd — and, by
iimugbt over a new playmate. She
that's true of grown up strangers,
\\;is one cif thiisc quiet children, charming the way,
it's a ofcompliment
ask
but rather cold and distant, whose con- too.
jicoplc-After
their all,opinion
things, andto you
versation always seems limited to polite m.iy lie sure children enjoy it as much as
monosyllables. I treated her casually — their parents do. Everybody likes to feel a
you'll find shy children love you for that — sense of his own importance. I know I do.
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If course, there are the really hard
Cleanse, Lubncafe and Smooth
- andChildren
want glare
to be they
won
show who
it indon't
the very
as they look at you. They can be
Here's Thaf Amazing New
nilly stubborn,
too. themselves
I've seen children
Triple
Whipped Tayton's
iliherately
controlling
to keep
Cream
■uni laughing at something that has
America.That'sBothThrilling
a Cleans-All ] With
Skin
gh Emollients
Rou
Giving
Dry,Youth
ing
Cream
and
Night
mused them. They're just not going to
Cream.
Most
Advanced
ive in, that's all !
Known to the Cosmetic I First Cleansing
Releases
Precious
lients That Dissolve
Dry, Dead,
Scaly EmolSkin
"ButMl simple,
even theytoo.canGetbe them
won toover.takeAndan
Art . . .
I
That
Causes
Roughness.
Then
Powder
c part in things. -Such as asking them
Stays On.WithMake-up
GoesEffect.
On Smoothly
■ s their favorite song and getting
Glamorous
.cr>body to sing it. That gives them the
Invite
roma^nce
tonight!
...
Be
a
glamorous
new you!ravish...
.Malteing.your
smooth)
andhas alluring
your
make-up
enter
stagewhen
— andhe who
...andAt.skin
lastnature
sciencere-supplv
foundthe —avital
way vouth-giving
to both cleanse,
' have ofthethestage
can doesn't
get it? like
.\11
smooth
aid
skin
i us are exhibitionists, in one way or
emollients.
new TAYTON'S
CREAM isreleases
both a precious
cleansing and nightThiscream.
Thethatfirstcleanse
application
nother,
and
children
aren't
radically
diftriple-whipped
emollients
and
also
dissolve
dry.
dead,
scalyskinskinto cells
cause
roughness,
powder
• nt from the rest of us. Children are
flake off,
shine, that
lookblackheads.
parched,
harsh
andvourold.underskin.
Lubri-to
cates dryness. Flushes
.Stimulates
Grown-ups
don't
always
realize
Rouses oil glands. Helps bring out new. live. fre.=h skin
(July they are fundamentally so much
ready formake-up
your exciting
glarriour
. . . the adventure
latest rage. with TAYTON'S new
becauseare they
c(lhonest,
that there
times haven't
when ityetis
MAKE THIS THRILLING BEAUTY TEST
--ary
dissemble
or playtoo.a part. And
have tofewer
inhibitions,
UNDER MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
-lere was one little boy at the Fair,
Regardless
of whatthrillcream
soap youNo other
ever used,
cleansing and beautv
awaitsor you.
creama new
in America
^ in one of the front rows, who sat
like
CREA.M
both aabout
cleansing
and night
cream.it. TAYTON'S
Beautv editors
are iswriting
it. Thousands
frowning from the moment he came
praise orit.department
Get a jar ofstore.
TAY'TON'S
CREAM itat andyouralso10c use
store,it
definitely played up to him, that day,
drug
Cleanse
asanda younger
night cream.
If vour
skinfirst
is application
not with
smoother,yoursofter,
fresher
,.;-e he interested me so. The story I
looking
after
money
will
behe refunded.
Should your store not as yet be .stocked insist
a- telling was about a little Indian girl,
order for you.
ud it was rather pathetic — but not enough
for
call for the tears that began streaming
IILII
lUUIII ,avi5tiinK—.\sk
T.WTOX
Silk-Sifted
NEW TUUin
elamour make-i.pforthrill
that Smake>
you so
his cheeks. 1 thought the story deni minim mm/r iin >•» oi^r" v'^cf. iwtoer and t.vtton-s
■ d him and so I changed it, for I
GLAMOUR AtMAKE-UP
^T^j":^::^ltnklfSlZ.''"'
; believe in amusing children by makDrug, Dept.
and 10c Stores ^''''''^
ig tiiem unhappy. But he started to sob
nd as I frantically made the story happier
ad happier, he burst into loud, choking
tTAYTOnif
"Finally
I
stopped
and
asked
him
what
Old EnqLish Nante" ^
.is making him so unhappy and he
"ked: 'I want to go to the bathroom!'
"Well, we became friends after that!
\'itli
that way,I had
I'd
robablya grown-up,
have gone acting
away thinking
irt him in some way. So there's a lot
said forchildren
a child's
frankness,
iving
of my
own has been
- at help to me, too, of course. Xancy
1 1 Charlie have such a way of creeping
thingspersonalities
I'm doing
11ito mymy thoughts
program, andthatthetheir
ave actually become a part of it. The
.'aiicy
of the the
program,
re goingandon Charlie
a trip around
world, who
are
ly own son and daughter. They think as
lyten children
do
and
talk
as
they
do.
It's
a lot of fun, working up that prorani.
For, — you
dream—
I for them
that see,
trip that's
aroundwhatthe Iworld
~ome
day sometimes
they're actually
it. But
it seemsgoingas toif
• e doing it now !
'oved being a child, myself. I never
il to grow up. That gives me a kinvvith
too." For,
She insmiled
rself other
as shechildren,
said that.
the
alf an hour, Ireene Wicker had proved
^ own-up world she was living in, with
>ecretary taking down last-minute
~i s in the script for the program that
\\as going on the air and her accom: discussing songs and copyrights with
i lived mostly in a land of dreams,"
lerarywentnecessity
on. "Reality
and, childwasas only
I was,a Item-re-iited it bitterly when I was brought face
) face with it. I read a lot and used to
un away and hide with my book when 1 Mr. and Mrs. CBS Announcer Jimmy Wallington now ore proud parents of a girl.
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FOR YOUR HAIR
Colorinse truly oioriiies ■R'oman s cro-a-r
glory - ker Lair. Tliis natural-color rinse magically reveals tke kidden teauty of your Kair
an J gives it sjDarklin.^ krilliancv. It is neitlier a
live nor a bleack — tut a liarmless coloring.
Colorinse does not interfere w itli your natural curl or f)ermanent \va\ e. i 2 Jiiferent shades;
see tke Nestle Color C liart at all counters.
SO SIMPLE TO USE
Shampoo your hair, then vkhrinsea towel.
thoroughly and rub partly dry
Dissolve the contents of a package
cup. of
Colorinse in warmhead water
with and pour the
Dry hair thoroughly, brush it, and you
will see a sparkle and brilliance in youi
^^^'^ ^^^^ astonish and delight you.
IOC for package of 2 rinses, at loc stores; 25c for 5
rinses at drug and dept. stores.

JOAN PERRY
Columbia Player

To look your loveliest tonight and through all the
exciting nights of the holiday season. ..go Hollywood!
Dress your hair as the glamorous girls of movietown do. ..with Hollywood Rapid Dry
Curlers. Frame your face for romance
with a soft, gleaming aura of curls. Arrange them at home . . . easily, quickly,
more becomingly. . .with the "Curlers
used by the Stars."
INSIST ON
HOLliVmOOD^^CURLERS
3 FOR 10c AT 5c AND 10c STORES AND NOTION COUNTERS

was supposed to help my mother. I felt
very tragic about having to do menial
tasks. It was so much more fun to live
in my dreams.
parents towanted
to be aactress
teacher,in
but"MyI wanted
be tlic niet;rcatc>t
the world and used to write l>< dramatic
schools all over the conntr\- and watch tiie
mail literature
box, so tliat
find
the
they niysentmother
me. Iwouldn't
had twenty
(if their catalogues, bidden in my bureau
drawer, that I used to gloat o\er.
"I've always been glad that I was
brought
up toin bea small
for a child
able totown.
take It's
root soandgoodso
develop a feeling of security. And living
in a small town gives children such a
s[)lendicl chance to develop any talents they
have. 1 was always taking a part in little
plays and concerts.
"It was
part offer.
in a high
school
play through
that I gottaking
my first
The
manager of a stock ctunpany saw it and
offered my best friend, l-Lnid, and myself
parts
in the I play.
was doing.
was toLittle
play ll'otucii,
Hctli. andthatI washe
so e.xcited I couldn't wait to get home and
ask my parents' permission to take the
"Thereraving
was andan my
awfulmother
storm,weeping.
with myIt
part.
father
was just like the time, a few years later,
when 1 !went home and told them I was
married
tragedy, that
was always
so"That
close touch
to myof thoughts
in those
days,
saved thevelous day,
for
I
put
on
such
a maract of frustration and thwarted
hopes that my parents finally said I could
take the part if Enid was allowed to take
hers. entsThey
thinkthotight
Enid's they
parwould really
hear ofdidn't
it and
were playing safe. But Enid was permit ed to take the part, and so they had
anto keep
actresstheir
! promise to me and I became
"Then, at seventeen, I was allowed to
become engaged, on condition that Walter
and I should wait two years before we
got married. We were a couple of kids
going to college, but when Walter had to
go to Florida to school and to learn how to
manage some property belonging to the
Wicker estate, we were appalled at the
thought of being separated.
one day,Webefore
footballto game,
got"So,married.
were agoing
announcewe
it on Christmas Day, but it came out in the
town paper and Enid saw it and told me
al)out
it, so Motlier
I rushedsawIkhikto break
the
news before
the paper
herself.
Mother wanted us tn hr married all over
again,
with a r^■l■^■pti.
and a veil
the trinnnin.gs,
but ni\ai lather
said, and
sagelyall
enough: 'What's the sense of sjiending all
that"Somoney,
when tothey're
married alreatl\-my?'
went
hushanflwe and
I. Wecollege
livedin inl-dorida.
furnished
rooms and had a lot of fun painting second hand furniture and fi.xing it u]), and
we were so excited over having a place of
our
didn'tin,eventhatnotice,
afterownwe that
had wemoved
there until
was
neither a sink nor a gas stove! But cooking oil a one-burner gas plate and washing
dishes
se\eiiteenin the
and bathtub
in love, isamifun,evenwhenwhenyou're
I'ur
i losft went up in flames and all our clothes
lainii-d exce|)t the ones we happened to be
wi'.iriiig, it only seemed sometliing else to
laugh at!

"Being mairied gave us such an cd^re
on our school chums, and we chaperoned
all the school dances and were just asked
everywhere.
"It was for
a grand
beginning
happiness,
we learned
what forfunfuture
it is
tothatdoeverthings
t<igether
and
it's been
since. We went into
radio like
together and pla\e(l together until I started
I'hf takes
Siiii/iiifi
programs,
^Valtefto
still
timeLady
off from
his ownbut work
help
me
even
with
that.
He's
been
such a
help to me, and is the only person outside
myself who has ever written a script for
the program.
"After all, when you do a program day
after day, year after year, you have to imor you'll and
slip tricks.
back. It's
so easy
acquireprove habits
Walter
is al-to
ways on the lookout for that and is quick
to stop ine whenever I seem in danger of
acquiring a set mannerism.
"I feel easier, having that grand critical faculty
Walter's
a check, than
for
children
areofmuch
more asperceptive
most people think. They are honestly critical and have marvelous memories and they
are also very literal. So you see how foolish it would be, even to try to build a
program down to them. I tell you, they
keep iTie on my toes and stepping every'
minute of the day !"
firstsheglance
might Shebe'
theAtchild
once Ireene
wantedWicker
to remain.
is so small and her words come as eagerly
asclusters
a child's
and about
her brown
hair But
falls thein,
of curls
her face.
deep intelligence in her brown eyes andi
the wisdom in her words belie that child'
impression.
One ofsheradio's
distinguished'
and
unique artists,
has broadcast
for
the past six years her stories and songs
for
of all ages.
thoroughly
adult,children
this Siiii/iiig
Lady, She's
who has
learned
the trick of beguiling children the country
over.
And she's learned it because she sincerely and honestly likes them and understands
them, because she still remembers how
much fun it was to be a child herself, tu
dream
child's dreams.
Mosta children
spend their childhood
wanting to grow up. Little boys brai;
about the things they are going to do whea
they get out into the world and little girlbeg
to be allowed to and
put on their mothers'
high-heeled
dressebehind them,slippers
while theytrailplaytheirthey
are
"keeping
house." there are children who
But sometimes
seem to sense, as The Siru/inc; Ludy did,
that they are living in a happy, secure
little world of their own. A world that
will change, as they change and grow older,
into the world their parents know, where
worry and insecurity and unhappiness can
come creeping in. They don't want tc
grow up, tlicse children, and when they di'
they long
they've they
left
l)ehind
them,lorandthatoutchildhood
of that longing
weave their dreams into gifts for those
who are still children, and so can remain
for aforever.
little while in that bright land they've
left
Robert Louis Stevenson was one of these
chiklren, and out of that nostalgia for lost
happiness
w^roteJames
A Child's
J'ersi-s, andhe Sir
Barrie, Garden
out of oja
kindre-d longing, wrote Pcti'r Pan to delight children forever— and Ireene Wicker
became I'hc Sinyiin/ Lady!
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MEET

THE

BRIDE

AND GROOM
{Continued from page 25)
Here a shower had been held for the
bride hut, thrilled as she was over the
many lovely gifts, the high ixjint of the
CNcning for Alyce was displaying the
small but completely fascinating nuidcl of
•' c building
beautiful inGeorgian-Colonial
they
the Holmby Hills,homea wide:iged, sprawling home designed for com■rt, for simple living and for a family.
"And so j'ou are going to give up your
career?" I asked the bride. "Xo regrets?
Xo twinges?"
"\Vhat does she want with a career?"
Mr. Correll interposed vigorously. "She'll
\ie thought
a career perhaps
— she'll Ihavehad plenty
touchedto ondo !"a
- ; e point, but a glance at Alyce reassured
me. She was leaning back in a corner of
the divan, her dark eyes dreamy, her lips
curved softly in a fond, tender smile. "He
wants
to raise little adagio dancers," she
murmured
"Or bricklayers," he chuckled.
"In the meantime, I'll have my gardens,"
she added thoughtfully. "I am going to
take a course in gardening."
"And that is a full time job in itself,"
he commented. "Growing, tending and
keeping
withandflowers."
e.\ es restedthe onhouse
her filled
lovingly,
I knew Hishe
was visualizing her in that romantic setting, clipping, arranging her fragrant
bouquets . . .
.\s everyone
it seems
much
easier to knows,
call him Andy
that — than
Charlieso
'jr Mr. Correll — is an aviation enthusiast,
a licensed pilot and owner of an up-to-themmute
plane.in "When
I can'teveryhavesafety
the
latest thing
planes, with
device, every new gadget, I'll give up
fl\ing," he declared.
"Actually,"
Alyceon the
remarked,
frightened
to death
ground, "he
or in isa
car. It is only up in the air that he feels
safe."
Up in the air, that he is happiest — and
walking on air these days, I thought, as
my eyes traveled from one happy face to
the other. His eyes so full of pride, of
delight in her; hers tender and soft, her
hand going out in little possessive gestures,
resting on his hand, brushing an imaginary
speck off his shoulder, touching his cheek,
twining her fingers with his.
.And it was up in the air that their ideas
for a home crystallized. Here, from their
' ^'i ofvantage
point,; there
they looked
down a upon
they liked
they spied
pool
e.xact shape they wanted theirs to be.
■le-d bymansions
little, asof they
overlooked
Hollywood and theits
iiity, their own home took definite
s;iape. Eagerly they took their plans to
a well known architect and excitedly they
pored over the charming sketches he drew.
This was it! This was their dream home.
.Although they did not know it at the
time, the famous architect they chose is a
Xegro. Perhaps you read an article by
In 111 in a recent American: 1 Am a Kcgro.
Onainally a handicap, his race became an

Why does a girl in love blossom gloriously? Because she has the thrilling
assurance that to one person in the
world she is wonderful . . . adorable
. . . beloved.
Why do Blue Waltz cosmetics help the
"lonely" girl to blossom into the
"only" girl?
her confidence; theyBecause
make hertheyfeelgivedesirable.
She discovers her own loveliness
through the romantic fragrance of
Blue tureWaltz
satiny texof Blue Perfume;
Waltz FacethePowder;
the
tempting colors of Blue Waltz Lipstick
Say "Blue Waltz" when you buy cosmetics. Certified pure, laboratory tested. 10^ each at 5 and 10^ stores.
BUie IJUoLtia
FIFTH AVENUE • NEW YORK fj

The new GRIFFIN A. B. C. liquid Wax
in black, tan, brown and blue. Just
spread it on witn swab in bottle. It
dries in a jiffy to a shine.
—Or, GRIFFIN A. B. C. Wax Polish
in the jumbo tin, block, brown, ton,
ox-blood and neutral— it's waterproof.

Bottle or Tin
10c
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Many a mother,
with the best
intentions,
is RUINING
her anewensiveshoeihat
has been outsrown.
baby'ssive shoes
feetandby then
buyinprfailing
expen-to discard them when
they
are
outgrown
.
The
X-Ray
shows
how terribly
little bones
grown shoes.are warped and twisted in outSave
baby's
feet with inexpensive
Wee Walkers
Walker
Shoes
and change
often.TheyWee
have every
featureto new
baby onesneeds.
are made
over live-model
lasts,
hence
are
correctly
proporfull-sized,
roomy shoessoft,thatpliable
give realleathers.
barefoot tioned,
freedom.
Good-looking,
Because
they
areshoes
madeexclusively,
by the largest
manufac-^
t
u
r
e
r
s
o
f
infant
and
are
stores iswithveryverylow.
low selling
jficam^
cost soldthe inprice
Look «p,S^5
for
themof thein thefollowing
Infants'stores:
Wear Department
W.H. L.T. Green
Grant Co.,Co.Inc.S. IS.F &Kresge
W GrandCo.
Stores,J. J.McLellan
IsaacNewberry
SilverStores
andCo.
Bros.,
Metropolitan
Stores,
Inc.i
G. R, Kinney
Co., Inc.ChainSears,
Roebuck
Charles Stores
Schulte-United Stores "

/ Bo your mils
break easily?
Thousands are today making their nails
more pliable and their cuticle softer
thru regular application of Brit-tex.
Brit-tex
is a highest
nail cream,
of only the
qualitycompounded
materials
designed to help brittle nail complaints
and
hangnails.
Brit-tex
is
for
sale in
two sizes at your favorite cosmetic
counter, but if your dealer is not supplied or if you are Yankee enough to
want to try a sample first, fill in the
coupon, mail with lOc and an attractive
plastic
container
supply
of Brit-tex with
will abetwosentweeks'
you,
return post.
THOMAS PRODUCTS INC.,
257 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Here is 10c. Send a sample of Brit-tex.
Name
Street
City
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asset, for in his determination that it
should not interfere with his chosen career,
Paul Williams has worked indefatigahly,
inspiredly. and won renown strictly on his
Quit
Cou^hin^
Mommy,
I've
ciwri merits. He has designed man>- of
Hidlywood's
loveliest
homes,
and
the
slateALREADY/
idofed,
blue-shuttered,
slender-pillared
mansion that is to be home for the Charles
C'nrrells is une of his most charmins.
^HpC^ FOLEY'S RELIEVES COUGHS ALMOST
And\'s
his particular
iride
and chief
joy, iscontribution,
the arrangement
of the fl^^ ^ INSTANTLY WITHOUT NARCOTICS OR
^^^^Hp^r Over
Check
child'sitmothers
cough,
due
^H^^
DRUGSworse!
to aSTOMACH-UPSETTING
cold,
before
gets
leeping- quarters.
oneyourmillion
find
"I always said that if I ever built a
ideal
for
children.
It's
mnie, I'd have large dressing-rooms and delicious! It never Foley's
or upsets
children's
stomno matter how harms
often
given
to afford
continuous
cniingh l)athrooms." And so. off the master relief.achs Quick-acting:
promptly
soothes
raw,
inflamed
bedroom — which, incidentally, is to be fur- throat and allays tickling,
hacking, coughing. Speeds
nished like a living-room, c.xcciit for the
by looseningon retiring
phlegm andpromotes
helping cough-free
break up
beds — are two dressing-rooms, with plenty recovery
cough. Unsurpassed
Spoonful
for
adults, andtoo!a speeded
For quick,up
of drawers and closet space, and two sleep.
pleasant,
safe
relief
from
cougiis
lu.xurious baths.
recovery. Get a bottle of Foley's today without fail.
"So that we won't get in each other's
way," Alyce commented merrily.
There is an upstairs sitting-room and
balcony, and downstairs, in addition to the
BECOME AN EXPERT
entrance hall and long living-room with its _
great fireplace
one glassed-in
wall
overlooking
the and
gardens,
is a playroom.
'S
LEY
FOAccountants
One of the nicest features of the plans is Thousands
Executive
and C. P.OnlyA.'s16.000earn Certified
$2,000 toPublic
$15,000 a year.
of firmsWe need
ants inthe U.S.
tram them.
youaccountmg
thoroly atpositions.
home in sparePrevious
time forAccountC.P.A.
the telling use of glass, not confined to the Accountant
exammations
or
executive
unnecessary.members
Personalof thetrammgAmerican
under Institute
Bupervisionof Accountants
of sUff ofexperience
C P Write
A 'b
solarium, so that wherever they are, they uicludmg
lor
tree
booli.
Accountancy,
the
Profession
that
Pays."
can get the full benefit of the California
EXTENSION,
Deptl2318-H,
Chicago
sun and enjoy to the full the lovely vista LASALLE
The School That Has Trained Over 1,400 C. P. A.'s
of their own gardens and the surrounding
hills.
In front, formal gardens will enchant KILL THE HAIR ROOT
the eye. At the rear, terraced lawns
?niiy.
stretch down to the pool and barbecue,
siinple safely,
directions.prtplaced at one side so that the full view
freedom
of mindre^
remains unbroken.
;edeTheworld.
bydelightful
35 years
Send 6cof
And in addition to this three-acre Eden,
Andy also is owner of a three-acre estate
in Palm Springs, the desert paradise
where they plan to spend five months of
the year There, too, he has a swimming
pool and everything to make life pleasant.
All very gratifying, and all the result of
the
of Aiiins
'n
Andy amazing
and their popularity
amusing friends
!
For nearly twenty years, Charles Correll
and Freeman Gosden have been closely
associated. For twelve years they have
been broadcasting and for nine they have
been
Amos been'n'
Andy.on IntheallNBC
that network
time, theyas have
close and understanding friends as well as
business partners. If they have ever quarrel ed, it was long ago and long since
forgotten. For years now, they have lived
intimately and got the utmost out of an
association that has been as pleasant as it
has been profitable. In years past, they
lived together and spent practically every Many Never
waking and sleeping hour together. Gosdeu's
the first
in the Suspect Cause
Siamesemarriage
twinship wasof their
lives, break
and Correll,
finding it impossible to live alone and like Of Backaches
it, soon followed suit. In subsequent years,
Often Brings Happy Relief
their friendship remained warm and vital, This Old Treatment
although now their daily lives followed onceManythey sufferers
discover relieve
that thenagging
real causebackarhe
of their quickly,
trouble
separate paths in the few hours left to may'Thebe kidneys
tired kidneys.
chief way of taking the
them fnr individual pleasures. For the excess acids and arewasteNature's
out
of
the
'olood.
Most
about 3 orpintsscanty
a daypassages
or about with
3 pounds
of people
waste.
most part, they have found their friends passFrequent
smartinf;
and
in (litTerent cli(|ues, but they have retained burning
shows
there
may
be
something
wrong
with
tl.eir mutual affection, as well as their yourAn kidneys
or
bladder.
excess
of
acids
or
poisons
in
your
blood,
when
common interest in the long popular pro- due
to functional
kidneyrheumatic
disorders,pains,
may lumbago,
be the causeleg
of nagging
backache,
pains,
losspuffiness
of pep under
and energy,
getting
up nights,
The program itself is a hard taskmaster, swelling,
gram.
the
eyes,
headaches
and
demanding their presence daily at nine- dizziness.
wait! Askby your
druggist
for40Doan's
Pills,
thirty at their Beverly Hills office, for usedDon't
successfully
millions
for
over
years.
They
give happy
and will helpwastethe from
15 milesyourof kidney
creating the skit, and entailing two broad- tubes
flush relief
out poisouous
blood.
casts, for Eastern and Western outlets. Get Doan'3
Pills.
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ler tlic new sponsorship, for as you
A paste
Amos and'it' become
Andy cease
advertiseof
ardent tobackers
^bcll
products
in
January,
the
regimen
lins the same.
r seven months of the year, tlie
(least emanates from Hollywood, where
tiosdens also have a lovely home. The
lining five months find the partners
'ily established in Palm Springs, the
;cns and their two children living- in
Dtel from which the program is hroadFor when the great (lcci>ion was
: to move from Chica.go to the West
-t.i rs.theof partners
all vital
one mindwere,
and asare inmore
than
'led with the way things have worked
r Charles Correll, however, there was
tcrmediate period of domestic troul^le
. a desperate unhappincss. But that is
forgotten now, for soon after he found
irecdom, he found Alyce. and life took on
new meaning. She has so much to give
hini, admiration and respect as well as
'. ■\e. and is very sweet and generous in
•!:e
he isallanpossible
excited,gifts
eagerat
1 \er,giving.
anxiousAndto lay
;' e small feet of his beloved. The future
■ etches before them, rich in promise, rich
ijoyment.
■ hen Alyce — she pronounces it with the
ci:t on the second syllable, to distinguish
:: from Alice, her mother's and grandiiMihcr's
familiarly
I n^'vii as name,
Mickcy<but— wasis more
five, she
began
Kr
(lam-ing.
W'liile
she
was
still
— slie is convent-bred — she dancedin school
nights
it the Rainbow Room in Chicago. For
nearly two years, she and Donna Danierel,
the Marge of .1/3';-/ and Mai-iic, were a
sister team, dancing and singing in vaudeville and supper clubs. She was dancing
II vaudeville with another girl and two
- when Charles Correll first saw her.
hen the illness of her only sister
i:glit her family to Southern California,
^!le came, too, and studied dramatics at
he Ben Bard school. But all this training
and experience and brief, sweet taste of
^ucccss were blithely discarded when
Charles Correll asked her to marry him.
"Xo, I?of Icourse
don't— mind.
should
have soI much
Charlie Why
is so
arandl Everyone is crazy ab<3Ut him — my
mother adores him — " She broke off, but
:icr.\ndshinyso eyes
"And so doforI!"her
she added;
went shopping
trousseau, and decided on white satin for
iar liridal gown.
Because it is my first marriage and
the only one I expect to have," she explained softly. Her going-away suit was
H'ge. trimmed with fox, with garnet ac<^->nries, very striking with her vivid
I'iring. And her matron of honor was
lovely little mother — Mrs. McLaughveighs a scant ninety-five. The best
' was the proud and happy father of
-room, J. B. Correll, whose duty and
■ht in the immediate future will be to
.■ 'Mie.rintend the building of his son's new
I he exigencies of the broadcast preluded areal honeymoon, but a week-end
li'-:ht was scheduled, the bride and groom
laving immediately after the wedding
akfast at the Victor Hugo and returnin time for work Monday morning,
■jioning
the wedding reception until tiie
wing Tuesday.

Mm
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face
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olive for
oil, ita cleanses,
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comfilele,
better
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a
lock
your
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is
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50c—
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Who would
that a nickel
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Alyce will have an allowance, with no
restrictions on what shall be spent for
clothes. For Charles Correll knows he
need not worry. Alyce is sensible and,
although she loves clothes as much as any
pretty girl, she will not be foolishly extravagant. Their understanding is complete and their first quarrel yet to shadow
their bright horizon. Alyce is supersensitive and has a horror of quarrels, the
dubious pleasme of quarrelling for the
sake of kissing and making up being beyond her comiHchension. And as she is
adaptable and willing to compromise and
he is indulgent, mainly concerned with
making herto happy,
doesn't
takearea
clairvoyant
C(jncludeit that
quarrels
not likely to disturb their domestic scene.
have," We
Alyceenjoy
explained,
"too things
much
in "We
common
so many
Flying, . of. ."course, is one of their major
together
interests — Andy is teaching her the finer
points of handling a plane. And they both
love swimming. Alyce is really an expert
and as a denizen of his Palm Springs pool,
Charles has become quite proficient. They
both like to dine and dance at such places
as the Grove and the Trocadero. They like
to entertain at home and they like, too, to
be by themselves, dining alone in their
apartment high above the city. They make
light, and rightly, of such minor divergenas Alyce's
love of horse
racing,then,of ata
little ciesflurry
of gambling
now and
the Clover Club, maybe, of her fondness
for dogs. Charlie hates horses, the only
kind of gambling he has use for is backgam on, and he says that is not gambling,
anyway ! And for the moment, since his
dog ate the leg off a favorite white bear
rug, he has had enough of dogs !
But what do things like that matter
when two people are deeply, enduringly
in love? A little difference of opinion adds
a touch of spice to daily living! And in
all essentials, they are so much alike. One
of their chief pleasures, for instance, is
to play and sing, Charles at the piano,
Alyce singing the ballads she loves, in a
well-trained, sweet soprano.
And to make that even more fun, Correll
recently bought a recording machine. So,
with a microphone beside them, they can
make a record of their favorite song, or
catch some broadcast they want to preserve. While I was there, he slipped into
tlie next room with his mike and made a
whispering record, which he presently
played forfriends
our —hcnelit
: ■■. III,
fine
feathered
just i:eo
leeeksmy from
Two weeks" that seemed endless, but that
tomorrow —finally
somehow
dragged themselves by.
,\nd linally they stood before the ininister
in the little chapel — the radiant bride in
white, the man at her side prouder, happier than he had ever been in his life
before . . .
And now — Mr. and .Mr.';. /,s- the Name,
an<l having worn out one record of Tea
"It is our llnnic song," Al\cc nnn'murs
dreamily,
an.l softly
-'.Inda luiy
ur U'ill
n/f.sc (I jamily,
a yirlsings:
jor yaii,
for
An<l m the big house steadily rising on
he sun-kissed hill are two rooms labelled,
1 tile ])lans, bedrooms, but easily adapted,
ursery. insists, to the demands of a
'h;irlie
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RADIO
RAMBLINGS
(Continued from page 16)
: made just once a month.
W. C. Fields' recent absences from his
inday evening programs have started
tories that he has slipped back into his
Id habits of the "three-quarts-a-day" era.
)oii't
any of them.
Fieldsbelieve
is definitely
a semi-invalid. Reovory at his age, just short of sixty, is
low
he may
preariousandhealth
all thecontinue
rest of tohisbelife.in Part
)f his routine is being a strict teetotaler.
^etandnever
it. drinks at all. He simply can't
His radio program helped start rumors
ly making up an announcement that
-it'lds
been taken
"on appearing
location"
or thehadpicture.
Since away
he was
n a big musical revue, that sounded queer
ind, naturally, set one wondering where
hese extravaganzas were being filmed ex:ept in a movie studio.
The truth is that Fields simply did not
lave strength enough to carry on radio
•reparation, rehearsals and broadcasts,
<hile he was working on a picture. Letting
hat story get around was considered bad
publicity for the old gentleman who must
ook and sound so virile. So the "locaion" story was cooked up.
This prophecy may be a trifle premature,
nit
don't mostly
be surprised
if Markand Warnow
> heard
on Saturday
Sunday
irograms next spring and summer.
There's
story behind
notionlastof spring
mine.
Mark abought
a large that
sailboat
uid it became the great prize of his life,
i. for any reason, Mark could not get out
ver
the week-end
himself,
couldn'tidlybearat
> think
of the boat
just hetugging
t> moorings all those days. At a broada^t or rehearsal during the week, he
wmld urge some of the directors or ad•i^ng
take thearound
boat. and
ird agency
of that menis togetting
: agency men who like week-end boatmay find Mark just the man for their
Sunday summer program next season.
Mark is a first rate orchestra leader anyyou know.
I. /id; you remember what a dignified
Rudy I'allee
Is, his good-on
•I tl mailcuiipcralioii
u'lV/i comedians
hour
is
surprising.
jovial:!p into any sort of a)itics He'll
to help
the
dian's
skit.
Rudy
actually
enjoys
getiito liiii'-diriv'ii joolislniess occasionally.
■'T luiic hccii limes ichen the sponRudy'sbroadmaking
a fool
• ■'iciled
If i<eith tosome
comedian
— andof
' himself
argued
against
the
sponsor.
is just one thing that no comedian
'cen able to persuade Rudy to do. lie
-:'t talk fast. Xeu- Ru gland's leisurely
lingTrystyle
speechhabitis aisI too
'alleestrong,
herias heof zvill,
inedian may nvnt his skit to run
: at a fast pace and Rudy icill promise
\ Broadcast time comes and there is
r leith his leisurely talk caliiig up
.'Is and the comedian icondcriny des-
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perat/ely hoiv he can cut in the middle of
his skit or n-hethcr lie zeill ''c cut before
he finishes.
The stories keep cropping up about the
noises of an off-stage card game being
heard along with some network radio programs. Most of the stories are just legends
but, like most of such recurrent legends,
they do have a foundation in truth. Just
for
record,thehere's
thosethestories,
one thethatoriginal
actuallyof didall
happen.
Some years ago, Columbia had a small
studio where an announcer sat and did
nothing except say: "WABC, New York,"
at the end of each program. "The dead
watch,"
that shift.
Harry theVonannouncers
Zell was called
a Columbia
staff
announcer in those days and drew the
dead watch in his turn. He was sitting
alone in the studio one night and another
announcer dropped in to while away an
hour or so. They began playing blackjack for pennies.
The program ended, Harry opened his
microphone, spoke: "WABC, New York,"
and turned
the game.to Heclosedidn't
notice
that hebackhadto neglected
the
microphone switch. Through the next
few minutes an undertone of: "I'll take
another card," "Hit me," "Nineteen, I
win," was heard along with the dance
music program. It lasted until an engineer, hunting for the trouble, came in
andIt closed
Harry's asswitch.
was regarded
a trivial incident at
the time, but it was the foundation for
a whole crop of wild stories about the
sounds of crap games, card games and
roulette creeping into microphones accidentally.
Andre Kostelanetz orchestra programs
are largely
sions of thepopular
hettermusic
knownor popular
classics, verbut
that program has nmre ^xniphunic pump
and atmosphere than nmst actual Carnegie
Hall concerts. Kosty hinl^e!f is no im]K)sing figure, short, bald and a little on
the plump side, but he steps <iut to the platform with impressive dignity and there is
a courtly air to his bow in rtsixmse to the
audience greeting. Here, you feel, is the
-ort (if a leader whose men call him
••.Maestro."
Kosty Conducts with sxinphonic grace
and when the studio audience becomes
particularly enthusiastic, the orchestra
-lands to acknrjwledge a[)i)lause, just as a
-ymphony orchestra would.
.So many programs have production men
aindessly wandering around the stage,
sheafs of manuscript tucked under an arm.
whole asprogram
with
asKostelanetz'
much formahty
any operais orrunconcert
l)n;ductioii,
Kosty'sbeingoccasional
the
control mom
the only glances
indicationto
that the studio audience is not the only
group hearing the pronctlings.
Associates of Phil Baker usually like
the guy after spending a season or tivo
'iiith
the
hardesthim,menbut intheytheagree
ivorldhe tois one
i/et ofalong
iv'.th. Phil
paradoxical istraits.anHeoddhasconihoialton
his heallhyoj .fhare
of
Ihc
usual
actor's
egotism.
.Strangely
enough, along with thai he is a little oj the
cry l)aliy — fii/urati7'rly speaking, oj course.
Aroitnil rehearsals or in the leritiiuj sessions, J'hil IS continually fretting and ivor92

rying. Maybe this stooge is not trying
hard, ison.ebeingof the
sponsors doesn't
like himhe
and
unreasonable,
the 'ieiiters
hired
are
doing
their
best
tcor/.'
jor
sonicoue elsT, etc. His director and manager
are combinations of business associates,
father cmifessor and comforter.
Thi^se trails make a Phil Baker program's preliminaries a tryitio session.
Once ginstheto brighlen
audioice up.
is in,Athoieeiei-.
I'lul bedress rehearsal
he inighl be complaining and leoi ricil ahoiil
the zehole program. He goes out to make
a preliminary speech lo the studio audience and comes back beaming and exuberant, surehethat
program icill be
the best
has tonight's
had in icecks.
A lot of comedians insist that the studio
audience is needed for proper timing of
gags, but this Phil Baker case gives a better
idea of why a lot of performers want
spectators in the studio. The applause
and laughter cheer them up, reassure
them
all week.about jokes they had tinkered with
The other reason is that the sponsors
have found that studio tickets have become
something of a business necessity. For
instance, when Nelson Eddy visited New
York, his
headquarters, that
last
season,
theresponsor's
was an understanding
Nelson never would be asked to sing before
a studio audience.
He was approached with a plea, however: "Some of our business friends have
given us tickets to their radio programs.
Now that our program is in town, they
think we should reciprocate. So won't you
singAngry
just one
beforethough
an audience?"
and show
rebellious
he was,
Eddy ended up in one of the Columbia
Playhouses,
singing
before
a
large
studio
audience.

had to be persuaded to come out of his
sulk
to theandstageurgedagain.doicn tivo fights of stairs
music cameSensing
to Ed'ssomething
cue and Edurong,
had
notTheappeared.
the leader signaled for more music. A
couple of minutes later, Ed ivas persuaded
to gel back into harness and he galloped
across the stage lo his microphone again.
By that time, all the timing of the prowas throivn
up in and
the air,
nervesgramwere
on edge
theeveryone's
program
turned into a shambles, everyone confused
and hollering into the microphone.
Ed stuck to the oid of the half hour,
lecnl
his dressing-room
once up
moreto announced
he icouldagainnot anddo
anoiher broadcast as long as he lived. In
three hours, the piograni had to be repeated for the Pacific Coast listeners, so
sokrd
it. still ivas acute. Ed's manager
the problem
He threw
everyone
out Graham,
of Ed's dressingroom,
even Ed.
Ed's
beloved
down with
The
confusion
and and
uproarsal
of that first show. Ed was told and told,
had made it one oj the iiinnirst broadcasts
ever heard. (.Gradually Ed zcas convinced,
his confidence restored. He came dozen for
the .':ccoiid shozc in soinelhing like his
usual fettle and finished zvith a very creditable perfonnancc in the second broadcast.
For a zvliole year that talc of Icmpcrament had quielly been suppressed. Ed
usually laughs about it noiv, but at times
he still has a flash oj anger ivhen he is reinded oj it. Eld,
haven'tthe
noliced. mprobably
zcillinbecase
absentyoufrom
air altogether this season. He is starring
in a musical sliozc on the Broadzvay stage.

Jessica
Dragonette's
radio
most
of this
season is absence
entirely from
voluntary.
At the conclusion of her operetta series
for Palmolive last month, other radio
Behind last
the scenes
Crosby's
long offers appeared but Jessica was seeking
vacation
summer,in Bing
a lively
argument
a
change, after more than a decade of
was going on between Bing and his radio
radio singing.
employers. Bing wanted to stay away a steady
She
booked a concert tour to keep
full thirteen weeks, which would have her busyhadalmost
all winter and refused to
kept
him Asoff hetheexplained,
air until hewellwould
into have
\'o- undertake any of the radio programs 1
\ ember.
offered
her.
She
not likely to be heard
liked even more time off but this was as on the air at all isthis
season, except for
much as he thought he could get.
occasional
guest
star
appearances.
They finally compromised. Bing went
back a week or so later than the date the
ITcrncrcom.'tc.
.lansscn's
takenago,a
originally
There's
Just career
a fezv has
seasons
nosponsor
use inhadBing's
trying tosuggested.
argue about
any strange
he
was
regarded
as
one
of
the
most
promsuch
matter tires
as that.
He's altercation
so easy going,
ising oj the younger group of symphonic
he quickly
of any
and conductors.
With delerniined persistence
concedes the point.
and hard-zcon iiinsical scholarship, he
fought his way up to a guest condnclor- .
There's
a story
aboutagoEd thai
Il'ynn's
ing program
a year
neiwropenhas ship with the A'cic )'ork Philharmonicbeen told, because fear of Jul himself kept .S'vmpliony orchestra, the most coveted post
c:'eryone on the program .(uvir;; to secrecy. inbrilliant
his field.
young ojman,
career.Still
as aa Z'cry
condnclor
greata
The series iras the one lid was starting
orchestras seemed assured
for
nic/; .Spud
as hiscigarettes
stooge. zcilh Graham McNa- symphony
That means.
is not anSymphony
arl-for-arl's-sakc
There had been trouble about the general any
patrons career
pay theirby
zcell.
form of the program and ivhen that was conductors
Then, almost overnight, Jansscn threzv
settled, there ivas difficulty about material.
Ed had misgivings about the jokes and in up Ins brilliant prospects. He zvent to
his first spot at the microphone, the audi- zvork in Hollyicood movie studios and began taking popular radio programs. The
ence's chary laughter confirmed his ideas.
Tninlic, T.d climbed up to his dressing- money is much greater, but I zvondcr ||
room, .\-al down and announced he "aumld Zi'licthcr the yiiiiiig man doesn't occasional- i|
not finish the broadcast. Tiirthermore. lie ly ijlance b'a.k wisljnlly at the artistic \
nc'cer nuuild do another broailcasi as long career he jiosook just on the C'cc oj recog- j
lis he Ir. ed. Imagine that prcdicaiiieiil ! music.
The onhesira had about t<co minutes of uition as one of Ihe great masters of '
—BY ARTHUR MASON
music to play and, before thai ended, lid
Dunellen. .\. J.
h.v Art Col.i

LIP^ ALLURE

WITH

IRRES

(I^O
YOU radiant,
have a alluring?
dream picture
of yourself
ol-^ lovely,
You adored
and he—
adoring? Let your dream picture come alive with a
perfume as ardent and as irresistible as the real yoo!
rresistible Perfume is a perfume made by artists in
allure. It does thrilling things to you, and for yoo.
It is the choice of glamorous women everywhere —
women who are wise in the ways of perfume and
who find romance in life.
Tonight, try Irresistible Perfume, and Irresistible
Lip Lure in the exciting new shades. You'll be
sparkling, electric, ready to conquer the world
and the man! To be completely
ravishing use all of the Irresistible
Beauty Aids. Certified pure
laboratory tested and approved.
JOc of le<iding 5 and 70c stores

f «AURITZ MELCHIOR is known
Ct"^ as the greatest Wagnerian
tenor in the world. His roles . . .
such
"Tristan"...
are among
the
most asdifficult
— and hence
the most
throat-taxint;— in opera. Soitmeans
a lot to every smoker when Mr.
Melchior says: "I prefer Luckies for
the sake of my throat."
Luckies are the one and only cigarette that employs the "Toasting"
process,movesthecertainspecial
rethroat process
irritants that
found

in all tobacco — even the finest.
And Luckies do use the finest
tobacco. Sworn records show that
among independent tobacco experts— auctioneers, buyers, warehousemen, etc. — Lucky Strike has
twice as many exclusive smokers as
all other cigarettes combined.
In the impartial, honest judgment of those who spend their
lives buying, selling and handling
tobacco. . .who know tobacco best
...it's Luckies — 2 to 1.

Luckies— A Light Smoke
EASY ON YOUR THROAT- "IT'S TOASTED"
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^'Does my Smile really attract others?
WONDERFUL,
— thewhen
quickit \bu may not be in for serious trouble— your teeth. Circulation quickens in the
magic a smileisn't
can itwork
tissues— your gums become firmer,
but let your dentist decide. Usuallj-, how- gum
ever, it only means gums that have more resistant, more immune to trouble.
reveals brilliant and sparkling teeth!
Change
to Ipana and massage, today.
grown
tender
under
our
modern
soft
Shocking,
— thethat
disappointment
That
followsisn'ta itsmile
reveals dull foods— gums that need more work and, Help keep your gimis firmer, stronger—
snd dingy teeth — tragic evidence of as your dentist may advise, "gums that your smile brilliant, sparkling, attractive—
need the help of Ipana and massage." with Ipana and massage!
"pink tooth brush" disregarded.
Ipana. with massage, is especially de"Pink Tooth Brush" may
signed tohelp promote healthy gums— DOUBLE DUTY— For more efl^ective masroh you of loveliness
as well as keep the teeth bright and
sage and more thorough cleansing, ask
sparkling.
Massage a little extra Ipana
Double
"Pink tooth bnish" is only a warning— into your gums
rour Tooth
druggistBrush.
for Rubberset':
every time you brush Dutv
but when j-ou see it, see your dentist!
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TO HELP END THE
CATHARTIC
HABIT
Try This Improved Pasteurized Yeast
That's EASY TO EAT

0

LESTER C. GRADY, Editor ETHEL M. POMEROY
Associate Editor ABRIL LAMARQUE, Art Editor
BROADCASTING

r' YOU take laxatives to keep "regular," youonly
know temporary
from experience
that
cathartics give
reUef from
constipation
—
that
they
don't
seem
to
correct the cause of your condition.
Doctors now know that in many cases the
real cause of constipation is a shortage of the
vitamin B complex. This precious factor is
often Thus
deficient
diets.
when inthismany
factortypical
is addedevery-day
to such
diets in sufficient amounts, constipation goes.
Elimination becomes regular and complete.
Energy Revives — Headaches Go
Yeast Foam Tablets are pure pasteurized
yeast and yeast is the richest known food
source of vitamins B and G. They should
stimulate your weakened intestinal nerves
and muscles and quickly restore your eliminative system to normal, healthy function.
Thus, pationwithcorrected,
the energy
true cause
of yourheadaches
constirevives,
ofclearer
the constipation
and fresher. type go, skin becomes
Don't confuse
Yeast tablets
Foam cannot
Tabletsferment
with
ordinary
yeast. These
intaste.
the And
body. contain
They have
a
pleasant,
nut-like
nothing to put on fat.
All druggists sell Yeast Foam Tablets. Get
a bottle today. Refuse substitutes.

OAM
YEAST F
TABLETS
DOUBLE

NORTHWESTEKN
1750 X. Ashl.ind Ave.,YEAST
Chicago,CO.111.
Fkastsond
Ircc
introductory
package of Yeast
Foam Tablets
Name
Address
Cily..
Stale
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RADIO

Buddy Twiss, NBC announcer, goes fishing with Marion
Talley, Irene Rich, Dorothy Page and Elinor Harriot.

STARS

EVERYONE took it for granted that Kate Smith would!.,
come to the party following her opening broadcast this^
season. Actually, it was a great departure from precedent
for Kate
to joinanda large
throng. She
like
the noise
hubbubmerrymaking
of these gatherings
and doesn't
avoids
them.
This was a great occasion, though, and Kate seemed to
enjoy herself completely. An attentive friend asked if he
couldn't bring her something from the bar.
"Sure," Kate answered, "a glass of milk."
The
very Broadwayish
Sardi's
aurant party
and nowasone inhadthe thought
of milk at the
party Rest-^,
bar.They had to send for a bottle so Kate could join in the
clinking of glasses.
Kate is z'cry sensitive about wearing glasses — keeps taking them off as often as she can before a studio audience.
She did the same thing at tlie party, slipping them up
before her eyes zvhen she ivanled to see wlio uvs over in a
far
table.corner, or to reply to a greeting coming from another 1
Most of the guests at the party were in evening dress.
The
had however,
specified,was"Formal."
Among
not ininvitations
formal dress,
Kate herself.
Thatthose
was
one rule she would not break. As is her longstanding
custom, Kate did the broadcast and came to the party in
an informal black dinner gown.

Guy Lombardo wins our Distinguished Service award.
With Dell Sharbutt (leff) and Producer Dave White.
Millionaire Jackie Coogan and blonde Betty Grable,
Paramount actress, will be married on December 18th.
Wide IW.vId Photo

.Sheila Barrett is a picturesque addition to radio's gallery. She developed her style of sentimental semi-monologue bydoing bitingly satirical impersonations of various
radio stars. As a comedienne, she finally reached a point
where night club and radio impresarios would listen to
her insistent demand to do a more serious style of portrait.
There is one story from the impersonation part of her
career that is ahvays worth re-telling. Sheila zvanted to
add an impersonation of Fred Allen to her act, so she
called Fred for permission.
"Well," Fred ansvuered in his nasal drawl, ''it's all right
with
ought toimpersonation
call Rudy J'allee
it. Heme.hasButbeenI think
doingyoua comedy
of meaboutso
long, I think he must have established rights to it by now.
.is a matter of fact, I zvas going to call liim myself to
see if he minded my going on as Fred Allen."
Comedians used to be annoyed at the impersonators
who swarm through radio programs. The impersonators
usually hit on each comic's most effective tricks — and
frequent use, especially in inexpert hands, dulls the edge.
The annoyance persists but {Continued on page 14)
Last-minute
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FOR
CHAPPED

Soapy-water jobs rob your hands of all
romance. Tough wear and tear on tender
skin! Hands get red, chapped, water-puffed.
That's when you need the comfort of Hinds
Honey and Almond Cream.

RED,
HANDS!

Hmds works fast.. .toning down redness...
smoothing away that sandpaper look. And
Vitamin
innowit, Hinds
added has
to allthe the"sunshine"
other good
thingsD
that make Hinds so effective!

hatching Martha Raye in her boudoir.
Aar^ha sings on Al Jolson's CBS show.
Noel
NBC Kitchen
actress,Cavalcade.
of John's
Other Mills,
Wife and

QUICK
ACTING
NOT
WATERY

«VEN one application ot Hinds makes
/ hard-working hands smoother. Use
Hinds faithfully — before and after household jobs, indoors and out. Hinds helps
put back the softness that biting winds,
bitter cold, household heat, hard water,
and dust take away. Gives you Honeymoon
Hands — smooth, daint\ , feminine! Hinds
Honey and Almond Cream comes in $1.00,
50c, 25c, and 10c sizes. Dispenser free with
50c size— fits on bottle.

HIMDS
HONEY AND ALMOND CREAM
Copyright. I.ehn ft Fink Productn CorD.. BiTOmliold. N. 1.

H ide World Photos
Notables of radio, stage, the press and
sportsshow.
gathered
at Sardi's
supper, Bankafter
the
Above,
actressforTallulah
head and her actor husband, John Emery.

The

opening

new

season

of Kate
was

Two who need no introduction to the fans,
Lou Gehrig,(right),
fanaousWorld-Telegram
Yankee star, andsports
Joe
Williams
writer, chat with a guest, Miss Scanlon.
\

Smith's

a gala affair

Kate Smith, perennially popular Songbird
of
South, and
the 8:00
CBSfhsprogram,
drinksstara ofbeaker
of milko'clock
with
Arthur Mason, our /?od/o Romfc//ngs writer.

mi
The theatre and the baseball diamond hobnob. Leu
Tallulah
Bankhead,
stageof star,
and
Gehrig,
star firstpopular
baseman
the
New York Yankees, make merry together.
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Lovely young CBS singer, Joy Hodges.
She's
in Universol's
Broadway
MerryGo-Round
of 1938 and
in the new
hit
stage show, I'd Rather Be Righf!

IF YOUR PRESENT METHOD LEAVES YOU WITH
BLACKHEADS, COARSE PORES, DRY SKIN, THEN IT'S
TIME TO SWITCH TO A PENETRATING FACE CREAM!
Let me ask you a perfectly frank question.
How a Penetratins Cream Works
Wliat results do you expect from your way of Women who use Lady Esther Face Cream are
skin cleansing, and do you get them?
amazed at the improvement in tlieir skin, even
you expect
a clear,
fresha skin,
apenetrates
few applications.
youyFirst,If your
skin seems
to have
dingy don't
cast, after
the dirt That's
that clogsbecause
the j)()rttlii--.
or if blackheads grow in the corners of your cream
Lady Esther Face Cream loosens lila. k
skin,
your
cleansing
method
has
simply
failed
heads,
floats
out
the
stubborn
dirt
that
l,ni{:lito remove dirt hidden in your pores.
at your surface cleanser.
At
the
same
time,
this
cream
re-supiilii
to have
soft smile
skin. your skin with a fine oil to help keep it >iAiButThen
how too,
does you'd
your like
face feel
when a you
or talk? Does it seem dry; does it feel a little and smooth.
tight :' If it your
does then
do not \\aiU Try,
\iiu tilDon't
liuv WWBuy c r.Min to
supplying
skin your
with treatment
essential isoilsnot thatre- Iwhat
I -av. I uanl x,,u to uliat it will ,ln
help give it a soft, baby like texture.
lor
ynur
>kii..
at
niv
rxprnM-.
I MinpK(il a-k
And of course you want a smooth skin. But
you let me send a trialSo Mi]i|i|y
if, when you pass your fingertips over your that
Face
Cream
free
ami
itostpiiiil.
I
ycm to
face, notyousay your
feel tiny
can- see and feel — at iiiv cNpcn^r — howuaiit
sour . niiiskinlittle
is bumps,
smooth. tlien
Thoseyou little
bumps often rome from specks of waxy dirt plexion respon<ls to this new kind pen<'tratwhich your cleansing method has failed to ingI llcream.
also send you all ten shades of my Lady
dislodge from your pores.
Esther
free, soc.loi
V"u can lu.u
<eiulii.-h i~Face
vuur I'owdt-r
i.u>>l flall.Minu
So
let's
be
honest
with
ourselves.
If
you
are not getting llie results you pay your good l.a.ly l-lluM- l arr Cn-am and Fa.r l"„»,l,,
money to get, then your skin treatment is not work,
\ou pelted
ness. together
jMail me tothegivecoupon
today. -km -iiiiMilli.
lucky for you.
{You can paste this on a penny postcard)
Lady Esther, 7110 West 65th Street, Chicago, Illinois
by return
mail ofyour
supply of Lady Esther Four Pur(38) I
posePlease
Face send
Cream;me also
ten shades
your seven-day
Face Powder.
Name
A ddress
- State(If you live in Canada. B Lady Either. Toronto. Onl.)

m
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H.WEN'T
often noticed
that
even
the most you
confirmed
of the dashing
Casanovas
has
a
A-uhierable
spot
which makes him fall head over heels
for one certain person? Certainly
this seems to be true of that current
sensation and our "diminutive little
chum,"
McCarthy.
eyes are Charlie
keen enough
to see Charlie's
that the
beautiful hair, face and figure of the
lovely Dorothy Lamour are just about
tops ! With all the flirting and carryon he appear
does with'
beautifulhe
ladiesing who
on histheprogram,
still remains faithful to his "true
love."
Our Charlie knows what it's all
about
Don'tthinking
be fooled
single
instant! into
the for
littlea fellow
is any dummy ! The lovely Dorothy
L.amour has many of the attributes of
perfect beauty. She also has the
cleverness to enhance this beauty and
keep her position of first place in the
redoubtable Charlie's affections.
Naturally,
beauty
secrets areDorothy
of interestLamour's
to all of
us — forcessfulhasn't
she
themof suc? She has proved
the heart
the
dapper Charlie, a most successful
marriage with Herbie Kay, and an
enviable position as a star both in
radio and Hollywood ! So take notes
on her ways and means to beauty —
and in particular, beautifying the eyes.
Dorotln's
are that.
naturallyButbeautiful. Iwilleyesgrant
she
gives hertention toeyes
further
charm
by
athealth, coiffure and careful
make-up. So, you see, a "come
hither" partedex])ressi(jn
eyes is imby art as wellin asthenature!
It's athatdailyputsroutine
of goodof health
habits
the sparkle
\iiuth
and brilliance in the eyes. Drink a
g]a>> of warm water with the juice of
one-half lemon (no sugar!) first
thing every morning. This will tone
your system. A cold shower, or a
few give
sim])le
will
yf)U"vvaking-up"
bright eyes, exercises
even so
early as breakfast-time!
Take a little cat-nap before going
out in the evening. Keep pads of cotton, that have been dipped in a refrc>hing lotion, on the eyes and
forget all cares and worries during
10
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yho

wouldn't

> know
amour
esh

want

Dorothy

s secret

of

loveliness?

•hough she has many attributes of
•feet beauty, Dorothy also has the
verness to enhance each point by
itines you, too, may use effectively.
>e stolen moments. One of the
•t of the Yogi tricks is designed to
luce complete rela.xation and as it
50 simple and delightful I'll give it
youbenefit
here, from
so you'll
sure to getof
thesebe moments
Simply close \our eyes and
ualize yourself putting the sun into
riangle. Concentrate on trying to
?p the sun in this triangle and grad!ly your mind will grow peaceful
i vou will become calm and combed.
Dorothy Lamour advocates eye;rcises. They relieve strain and
engthen the eyesight. Of course,
will probably be safest to practice
.'se exercises at home, for you mav
misunderstood if you start rolling
ur eyes from right to left, up and
\vn, and all around, on the bus or
in ! Yes, those are the exercises,
d here is the way they are done :
Turn the eyes as far to the right as
ssible, then as far to the left. Kelt twice. Turn the eyes as far up
possible, then as far down as pos•le. Repeat twice. Xow roll the
es from the right, downward, to the
t. then up and across to the right,
•peat twice. Rest a few moments
d then reverse the procedure beining by turning the eyes to the
t. You will find these exercises
ite difficult at first. Perhaps you
11 find you can only do them once
thoutbutresting.
So, don't
your
es,
stop when
they force
are tired,
iter, as the eyes become stronger,
u can exercise them oftener and
r longer periods with absolute ease.
There and
are all
lines,manner
crow's offeet,illspuit\
xles
that
in wait to rob you of eye-lure.
Jrtunately, (Continued on page 72)
narlie McCarthy, bright boy of the
i'lose and Sanborn Hour, fell in love
th Dottie at first sight. Thus provg that the little chap's no dummy!

. . . USE

THE Modern
important it is to Mother
use the knows
proper how
medication
atspecialized
the propermedication
time. That's
why
she
uses
for different stages
and types
of
colds—
medication
that's
specially designed to attack the distressing
symptoms
right where
when they attack
you. they attack you—
At the first warning
When Colds sneeze, sniffle, or irritaTHREATEN
tion in the nose — quick!
fCv^ —put a few drops of
V ■Vicks VA-TRO-NOL up
Ju^'
^
nostril.
^m^^_ ■ VA-TRO-NOL
s/)ecm/ized medicationis for
the
nose and upper throat, where 3 out of 4
colds start. Used in time, it helps to prevent
many
colds —stages.
or to throw off head colds in
their early

MEDICATION
attacks the distressing symptoms
direcf — right where you feel them.
Simply massage VapoRub on throat,
chest, and back at bedtime. Almost before youthrough
finishthe rubbing,
to workAt the
direct
skin like ita goes
poultice.
same time, its medicated vapors, released
by the warmth of the body, are carried
direct to the irritated air passages with every
breath.
Thislievesdouble
loosens phlegm—
irritation action
and coughing—
helps breakrelocal congestion. And long after restful sleep
comes, VapoRub keeps right on working.
Often,
over. by morning the worst of the cold is
Proved in Clinical Tests
Among 17,353 People
Both Va-tro-nol and VapoRub have been
provedof for
you—andby byeveryday
indoubly
millions
homes,
one of use
the
largest clinical tests ever made on colds.
For details see folder— "Vicks Plan for
of Colds"— which comes
inBetter
each Control
Vicks package.

Clears Stuffed-Up Heads. Even when
your head is all clogged up from a cold,
Va-tro-nol brings comforting relief. It
clears away clogging mucus, reduces swollen membranes, and helps to keep the
sinuses open. It lets you breathe again. And
Va-tro-nol is so easy to use— at home or at
VICKS
work. Keep it handy— use it early.
VA-TRO-NOL
If
first
signs
have
been
If a Cold neglected — or a cold
Used at sneere
the firstor
STRIKES
strikes without warning
Milwarnina
me
—use Vicks VAPORUB.
the safe, external treatrisk
stomach
upsets.
\^ \ Best
mem. ofof Noall,
"dosing"—
no long wait-no
ing for relief to begin. For VAPORUB
2 BIGD()N.\LD...M
RADIO SHOWS: Sund.j : r. M. tF:ST)-/amou, ffufjl star, fralunng JE.VNTTTE
5 ^ / Ma,
Ma, DONALD. ..Mon.. Wed.. Fri., 10:30 .\. M. lEST) TONY WONS. Both Columbia .NViuort
w
rER if' MILLION VICK Al[
AIDS USED YEARLY FOR BETTER CONTROL OF 11COLOS
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fOR
HFJJ,0. F.VER^'P.ODY : Tliis is Kate Smith, happ
salutiiii^ vdu iincc a,ii;aiii a^ Ljiu'st conductor of Rai
Stars .\1a(;.\/.] xe's Cocjkiii^- Scliool; and, to my furtl
d('li,i;ht, returnin<4- to these i)a^es just in time to exte
i lieerv holiday greetings to \ou all.
Can"t(in imagine
season
of thetheyearairtoas]jayI dovm
\isit
i)rint, asanyI nicer
do here,
or over
Thursday evenings) than around Christmas. For ris.
ahout now it seems that every one of you — not ji
Katie home
here — isgoes
around
a soug
your heart
while
at its
l^est, "-.cilli
too, with
hollyinwreaths
at t
w indows, mistletoe over the doorways and a tree all shi
with ornaments in the living-room. And, coming from t
kitchen, the tantalizing, fragrant, spicy odor of go
things a-baking !
You probably realize, with some misgivings, that arou
Christmas and New Year greater demands are made up
you as a housewife than at any other season of the ye;
Partv follows party in quick succession; friends ca
neighbor's children troop m with your children. So
course it's up to us women to see that the larder is w
sup])lied at all times with temi)ting delicacies — both
satisfy hunger and uphold our reputation as gracioi
])rovident hostesses.
It takesabouta bit
doing.meals
I'll admit,
with giftsButto i
ihough.t
and ofregular
to be planned.
I'un, reallv, if vou go about it the right way and have t
k", the cake box and the candy jar always fill
with nitriguing surprises. ( )f course, these sweets w
also ser\e as desserts for the family, if there i< no infl
of outsiders to stage a special raid on the available supji
\ou'll l)eyouthat,can because
an li<
orMeanwhile
so of workhowin jiroud
the morning,
enjoy aoffeelin
■'social securitv" throughout the entire day and ev
^Iv contribution to \dur outward expression O'
pilality and vour inward teelnig of cheer and well t
is again in the form of recipes, each and every one a p<'

Kate Smith smiles as she tests one of the
layers the
of her
"Grandmother's
Cake,"
for
which
recipe
is given in this
article.
Anyone who can make a successful angel
food cake like this, has good reci:on to
boast of her culinary skill, says Kate.
12
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returns

with

holiday

greet-

ings and Yule-

tide

recipes

ir favorite of mine. Xew treats
I've
just :recentlv
learnedtoo,
howthatto
mvself
old favorites,
-rantly appear on my table, as I
thev will on vours. But none
lefinitelv dated C'linstmas that
can't be enjoyed on other festix e
-ions the vear 'rounfl. Ve>, the
1 "festive" certainly de>cril)es
!■ foods — all being- intended for
■((/ occasions, when the e_\e is not
':e Itiiilcr; but on satisf\-in^" the
liMfili;! Twij cakes, a C()Ui)le
Mstini^,-. (ine hot drink and .--ome
■iou> cookies !
leally should start off by tellin.i^that I've learned a lot of new
■1? rules since last we L;(jt together
You see. now liiat I'm <ju a
,!-ani >i)Miis(ired by (iriici-al fooils.
i)cc-n getting;" a hr>t cla>s cookin;^'
-c on mv frequent vi>its to their
lerful test kitchens. I alway> was
it you miuiit call "a naturallv i^ood
:."with
t^rand trainin,<^"to from
mother some
and grandmother
lieli)
ilong'.
But
now
I
do
Ijelieve
on the wav to qualifying as I'man
< rt — no fooling! Whereas before
'uld just give baking direction>
certain results
I'olrrlpromise
them carefully,
now Iifcanxouactu,;o into the whys and wherefores I
i .so I shall, later on. First, how; I want to talk with you all a bit
It inv recipes which \ou'll find on
he first
56.' o:ie you'll find on the
page — isthemyoneGrandmother's
V•e recipe
I use more
luently than any other. Many of
I suppose, tried this cake when

Y■E C I You
brighten
up your
finest cakecan with
Sun-Maid
Raisins
—in the
best, most richly flavored raisins
the world.
YI CL €J«I California
Sun-Maid Raisins
of special
culture, areplump,
juicy,
tender. You'll find them better, too, for YPC
It's easy
get "Sun-Maid"
Sun-Maid Rai-to
■ grocer,
•I sins.
Justtolook
say
pies, puddings,
cookies and ail other your
and
delicious
raisin foods.
the package
when
you forbuy.the Girl on
MA I You
needSpecial
not wash
Sun-Maid
Raisins.
machinery
has *CERTAINlY!J;A&p"e
Raisin Ice Box Cake, also a booklet
done it for you. Pour Sun-Maids direct- for
of 50 other raisin recipes. Send your
ly fromtures, orthe
package
into
recipe
mixgive them to children between name and address to Sun-Maid Raisin
meals for extra energy and food-iron. Growers, Dept. Q Fresno, California.
I ottered it here before. Others, howe\er. were too late to get a copy of
the recipe ( whicli in those days you
had to >cnd in for) so I thouL^lit,
nerc".--were
a gooddisapixiintcd
chance to help
out time!
tho-c
who
the last
This cake is a Iioiu y. whether vou
>er\e it v.dth a chocolate frosting as
my
familyButter
alwaysFrostiii;/
doc-, orthatwith1 used
the
( )ru)i(/c
on it recently, when 1 liaked a wh(j])])ing l)ig xtTsioii (if thi> cake as a
^mqirise
lor 'I'cd
on his birthdaw
ile >urc
to u-eColbns
tlie walnuts
with
the latter fro-tnig, and aUo jviy particular attention to the way you are
told to put them on. The general
effect (not even to mention the
flavor) i> ile\astatingly grand.
The second recipe is for that ([Ueen
of cakes — su])reme sovereign of them
all — .hif/cl Food. Many women think
this cake so extremely difficult that
the\- hesitate even to try to make it.
But. really. I don't think you'll have
any trouble,
I'm
giving
you. with
.\ndthese
you directions
should know
how tcr turn out a good Angel Food.
if onh' to "show oflf" what a good

cook you are on gala occasions! Then,
too, ihi-^ c.il.: i~ so \ei-> itile! It can
be trusted ;mil .i<-,-( iraii'd a]-)i)ropriatel}- for a p:irt\" ; it lan be served
term m m tea ■ <\' ch^ 'colate.
It ca 'ati;iked
with a sprinkling of
ciicoiuit
1 iiani I as \-i)U see it in the illustration at the begniiiiiig of m\ article)
lu
as a \er\lee sjiecial
withserve
or without
cre.ini !^le-sert
\nd. —if
you have ne\'er tried ./;;</</ Food
soiuething
I Sauce, you'x'e missed
with Cliofolalc
By the way. you can use the Hot
Chocolatewithrecipe
I'm giving
you Just
as a
sauce,
excellent
results.
omit
the milk
part ofthistheisrecipe.
the milk
added,
about\\'ith
the
nicest version of a justly popular
beverage thatto I've
tried. too.
Mighty
convenient
have ever
on hand.
because itcan be stored in the refrigerator for a couple of davs —
requiring only the addition of hot
milk tofor become,
a jift'y,
treat
old and inyoung
alike.a grand
These reci])es. and the others,
will cater health ftilly to a Christmas
sweet tooth ( Continued on pacie 57)
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RADIO RAMBLINGS
Continued from page 7)
the
past has
couplegrownof seasons,
the funny men's
attitude
more cooperative.
Some
comedians even have gone so far as to
give old radio scripts to the impersonator,
so that at least the imitation would be
done with a good grade of joTces.
-♦In keeping with this corner's policy of
other people'sofbusiness,
isminding
the announcement
the firstherewith
Radio
Raniblings Invitation Ping Pong Tournament. The only ones invited are Dell Sharhutt
and Andre
Baruch, two of Columbia's
i-talwart
announcers.
This magazine had a story about Dell
lieing the head man among radio ping pong
players. From Andre comes an agonized
howl. He's the head man, he says. Not
only
Andreback
thinkson Harry
\'on away
Zell
could that,
set Dell
his heels,
back.
Aiuire and J 'on Zell are good friends,
but Andre doesn't mind saying: "I can
beat J 'on Zell. too!" Harry Von Zell just
r'ldiculous
and heif
helaughs
ever that
getsboast
backoffin aspractice
again,
ivill shozi.' them.
So, if a great wrong has been done,
Andre is hereby invited to take his little
racket in hand the same day Dell takes
his. The results will be set down in full
in our next issue. And if Harry carries
out his threats of getting back into top
form, the second Radio Ramblings Invitolion Ping Pong Tournament will be staged
the very first time we — the announcers
and the rest of us — can get around to it.
Those Stroud twins, who popped up on
Sunday night programs with Charlie McCarthy recently, are a pair of reformed
acrobats from vaudeville. They wouldn't
have
been
all ifofit hadn't
been
for Frank comedians
Fay andat one
those wise
audiences
that used
to Newthat York's
Palace Theatre
in the lodaysgo when
house
was vaudeville's Mecca.
..The young acrobats zvcrc making their
first appearance at the old Palace, a decade
iKii',
and they
impressed
the
importance
of thewere
occasion.
Prank 'a'ith
Pay was
headlining
the
hill
thai
-awch
and.
al-ccays
nalchbig for a chance to bid .someone, he
lold the .Strouds thry certainly ought to
,iet out and make a curiam speech. The
S'trouds laughed.
did. As Prank c.vpcctcd. the
audience
no jokewere
to getin acrobats
angry,mood
but
theIt'sStrouds
no fighting
when they came off and met Fay. They
had been laughed at by the toughest
audience in the world, hadn't they? From
that beginning, they became comedians —
working more and more comedy into the
act until finally there was no more room
for the acrobatic tricks.
urinous i)rece(lent
The .strouds
for that cliaiii;! J.ic Cook followed the
never
did
rhscard all the
same roiir-e.
acrfibatic
tricksJt He turned his agility to
of the very stunts he once had
.usly.
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The very happiest hours for Deanna Durbin, liHle singing star of Eddie
Cantor's radio program, are those she spends at home with Mother and Dad.
Joe even carried them into radio one there is no trick about the hat and then
niglit. There icas a lot of argument but he breaks an egg into it. His magic, he
will make the egg disappear,
finally had his ivay and did a ivhole pro- promises,
leaving the hat good as new. A cloth is
gram whdc he balanced himself pre- thrown
over the hat, Joe makes magic
cariously on top of a large ball. The next
week he wanted to stand on a ivirc and do gestures and, lo — the egg still is there and
the lohole shoiv from there, script in one the hat is a terrible mess.
hand and Japanese parasol in the other.
Joe tries again — and the mess is wore
XBC put its foot dozvn there. Radio City
than ever. A program director comes
was new then and they absolutely refused soggy
to have acrobats cutting holes in the floor up and zvhispers something to Joe. Joe
apologi::cs
to set up tight zvirc tackle.
tunate, buthastily:
zve have "This
to go onis very
the airunfornow
Fred Allen designed his own letterhead. and I zvon't be able to finish the trick."
It is a caricature of himself, squirming
The hat's owner walks off, staring ruegrimly as he tries to squeeze out of a
fully into his hat, and the broadcast begins.
volume titled, Joe Miller's Joke Book.
Later, however, the man receives a check
Comedians usually come out just before for a new hat.
l)roadcast time and jest with the studio
Some of radio's
best musicians
audience for a few moments, to get every- were
invited very
to experiment
with
one in a receptive mood. Joe Rines, the a new recently
gadget called a Resonoscope, which
orchestra leader, has been trying the same shows
with
electrical
precision
whether
idea to pave the way for his music and
musician is playing on pitch. The dial
jests with Graham McNaniee on NBC the
is set for, say, A Flat, and the musician
every .Sunday afternoon.
A minute before microphone deadline, a is asked to sound an A Flat.
man in the audience brings him a hat, and
After the e.vperimcnt, chances of the gadJoe, introducing himself as a magician,
get finding that
a placeall intheradio
seemed hadremote.
promises a disappearing stunt. He shows It shoiced
musicians
been

RADIO STARS
■ ^'"'.V /'"' V<'((r.f, )iat enough off
ictccted by listening cars — hut they
V (ire not inzitiiKj in any machine
<■ trouble!
>ome of the boys were talking about the
\ ses. and Goodman (Easy Aces) Ace
ped off the discussion. "You can talk,"
said, "but I've got the bookmakers just
?re they want me."
lie number of Broadway plays never
1 reached the pre-depression level but
of the stage actors have found radio
. ng a solution to the problem of those
e meals every day. The jobs offer small
but, because of brief rehearsals, several
h jobs could be taken each week.
the haven in radio is slipping azcay
I'roadzvay.
have left Well
Xeic overYorkhalfandof the
movedbig
!\zc'ood. The dramatic shozvs such as
\ Radio Theatre arc not the only ones
■(/. Many of the musical programs used
"S in dramatized commercial blurbs.
c'C akvays itas a call for actors to sup, ■ guest stars in skits on variety hours.
The salary for an actor in a dramatized
I nmercial ranges from ^15 to ^25; for
I supporting roles in skits from $25
I S75. A few of the players have managed
I work up reputations which earn them
I; es.:htly higher fees in certain types of
-piteradioof allhastliedemonstrated
huliaballoo about
swingis
that tiiis
tly overrated fad. Swing has its
devotees but they are a minority,
p of fanatics with eccentric taste,
t single exception, swing orchestras
ailed to get any sizable audience on
. I nils Iron g, nhose guttural voice
'Vv ins r: red trumpet make him one
^rcaicst ^\iiigcrs of them all, had
■lerrial program that lasted si.v
The sponsor kept it on to give the
! thorough trial and reaped his re'.' heavy expense ivith small listener
Any siving addict speaks of
Dorsey m reverent (ones. Tommy's
night
suing shoiv
on anszving\'BCto
has gradually
relegated
hgrouiid and devotes most of its
•r to the more conventional "siveet"
nie e.vception is Benny Goodman
r the air he has a mild, subdued
•:iproar
szving. very little of the impetuous,
,ni(ts ihat is characteristic of real
1 he idea seems to be that swing has a
ice only as a small part of a big radio
ow. A good example is the occasional
erlude devoted to Jimmy Dorsey when
Itosbyswingster
show lastled a band on the Bing

certain admirers consider such performances undignified.
And, as long as the music is not loo
serious, it'sshould
hard conduct
to find ahimself
reason ivilh
ivhy the
the
musician
lofty solemnity suited to a concert stage.
The unexpected, jovial remarks to Bing
and Bob Burns have an added mirth, coming from people zvho ^ so seldom unbend in
public.
A lotwithofBing
us still
duets
Crosbyrecallas aRose
superbBampton's
musical
joke. She tossed off her musicianship and
scooped under notes just as Bing always
does.
For years I, for one. have been trying
to understand just why Carmen Lombardo
can hold such popularity as a singer. True,
he is— assuciatcil
popularto
band
but almisi with
with radio's
that, most
he seems
have a fdlldwing of his own. On tour,
sjK'ctat.n
s crowd and
aroundthethesteady
platformsalewhenof
he
is Miimim
Lombardii
recordings
doesn't
cate any objection to liis voice.seem to indi-

What's this? Mary Livingstone —
George
But Benny
don't
behugging
alarmed.
GracieBurns?
and Jack
were right there, beside them.
So Carmen carries on with his quavering, thin little baritone, each note sounding
as though it were squeezed out with great
effort. On first hearing, that voice annoyed
me greatly. As I became accustomed to it,
however, I actually began to like it and
wondered why. The voice does have a
warm, sentimental quality and the sentigenuine.
the
answer,mentbutsoundsevery
time IPerhaps
hear it, that's
I wonder
again.
If you listen to the late evening dance
hours, you may have come across Paul
Whiteman playing in a manner altogether
unfamiliar to the Whiteman fans. Paul has
dropped
his "symphonic
jazz" mannerisms
revamped
While on the subject of Bing Crosby's and completely
-♦- his orchestra.
'Jgram, something should be said about
There are no longer any strings, not even
2le people
who complain
of Ring's
and treatment
of concert
artistsjovial
who a single z'ioliii — fust saxophones, zi'oodpear on the show. In the first place, zi'inds, brass, piaiw and drums. The hand
at hour i> a light, casual entertainment szi'ings a little more than Paul has ventured
d music of concert caliber would sound since his early jazz days but is by no
avy and slow and out of place in such means an out and out szving band. In
atmosphere. Great musicians appear to short, Paul nozv has a compromise betzi-een
iich better advantage, under the circum- his former full toned, mellifluous style and
inces, doing light classics— even though the raucous blare of the zcry hot bands.

Paul was the man who established the
general dance style that grew out of jazz.
Perhaps
is now performing the same
service forhe swing.
With the new season under way, we
might pause to look over estimates of
salaries radio stars are receiving. The top
stars are wages.
not always the men receiving the
highest
Major Bowes, for instance, no longer
isstillratedconcede
as radio's
but trade thecircles
that tophe star,
is receiving
top
salary. Estimates range around $20,000 per
week for his amateur hour. Second in line
is Eddie Cantor, who receives something
over $15,000 for each of his Wednesday
programs, from which he pays orchestra,
writers and cast, leaving him with a net
of around $12,000.
Some other trade guesses: Jack Benny,
a little over $10,000; Burns and Allen,
around $8,500; Phil Baker, about $7,500.
One of the salary oddities is that Fred
Allen gels slightly less for a full hour
program than the much less popular Phil
Baker been
gets gettin,/
for a half
hour.a iveek
Amos to'n'divide,
Andy
have
$4,000
tlie past fe:e yetirs, but under their nczv
eiiiili'.h! ,v/(/r ;;;,/ .lanuarv 1st, the figure
imiips to $r,500.
Edgar Bergen, whose Charlie McCarthy
is the most popular radio figure in years,
is in comparatively low salary brackets.
His radio income is around $3,000 a week,
but he clears much more than that from
outside activities — movies, occasional stage
and night club appearances, and sales of
Charlie McCarthy novelties, such as dolls,
toys, lapelby buttons
even with
women's
hats
adorned
a dummyand head
wobbling
chin.
Eddie Duchin's band is famous as a
"society
band,"
fezv patronized
orchestras
that alz>.vys
doesonezvcllof intheplaces
by the upper crust of social circles. That
made it siirprisina the <>!her eieiiir:/ to
hear the [hiehtu : >ealisl siu.iin The
very thought of \nu. the mere uieaR of
Radio'san over
classicdictatorial
examplesponsor
of rel)ellion
against
can be
narrated now without harming anyone. The
hero is one Perry Charles, a jolly young
man who usod tu d.i conied.w aiin.nincini
and general rdiitiiic task- tor one nt the
smaller .\ew York -tatiuns, /(7/.V, unti'.
he graduated to Hollywood a coui'le of
years ago.
Perry zvas
a fight for WHX
you."announcing
one
in aurging
chair
right night,
at his and
elbozv.the Thesponsor
sponsorsat kept
Perry to slip in more commercial plugs
and make them stronger. He zvanted quick
ones
as Zi'ell
as betzveen
rounds.during
Finallythe thefightgoaded
Perry
Charles
yelled into the microphone :
■"The sponsor of this program thinks I
am not mentioning him often enough. He
wants everyone to know that his store is
conducting a big sale of shoes this week.
I wouldn't be caught dead in any of them
but the sale is on."
Thattion of ended
troublehe forgotthebackdura-to
the fightPerry's
but when
the studio-ir-Ori'.'—By .•\rtih.r .\I.\so.n15

This month

Rudy Vallecj

secretary contributes hr
humble

opinion of Ru(/

Rudy candid
goes gunning
with
camerc
all set for a sho
of some nifty bit
Whatever Rudy does
says his secretary
is done with thor
oughness, accuracy
and entire success

RADIO STARS

mm
l\ vcars I have l)ccn o])|)n'>--C(l with a l)urniiic^ desire
'Ut down on paper, fur others to ^ee. my impressions
:nv most-intere^lini; employer. I'artieularl\ when
;ile so often >\i>]> me on the .-street and say: "Marjorie,
is Rndy X'allee sueli a .-ucee^s? My l)rother (jedney
- the flute awful i;ood and he don't . . . ."
' zk'Iu'ii Rudy zcas clcaiiiiuj iif> some office uiattcrs, just
to leaving for the Coast. I broached the siitject to
"Ob — obviously," I sfaniiiiered. "o^'ziniisly you woii'l
■ time to do your Radio Stars' cohiimi this iiioiith.
^ —:!t-iniiidcdly.
/ thouc/ht meauidiilc
that perhapstearing
— " "Ves.'"
lie iiiiii-iiiurcd
up a sheaf
of papers .
iliickucss of the Manhattan telephone book. "So. I
■~ilit perhaps you'd let me do it. I've got sonic tilings
,'\' about you — " There, it z<.'as out. ""Great !" he looked
nid smiled. "Marvelous .' But one thing — "Vcs.'"
•n't be too liard on me!" The smile turned into a grin.
Having just finished my eighth year with Rudy, and
laving listened to countless people offering reasons for
lis continued success, perhaps I should be allowed to
iffer andaily
opinion.
can't thinking
watch a aperson
dmost
for yearsAfter
and all,
yearsyouwithout
good
leal about the contributing factors to his success.
There seems to exist a popular helief that a successful
accidentally has come upon some sort of secret
iMla. which he could share with the less fortunate if
Illy would.
vou ask a man outright wh\ he is a success, lii' er may sound a little evasive, as thou,i;li he were
lins^ out on you. Supposint;' he say> ; "ItV my plea-~in^
-uiality." I don't have to tell \ou what the reaction
liat
he says
work,"
leaver
justwould
ahout he!
whereIf \ou
were '"hard
l)efore.
Lots that
of peo])le
!< very hard indeed, and they aren't necessarily suc\ guess is that Rudy possesses a triple combination of
il'iitory factors: Xatural talent, a capacity for morc-iivcragc hard leork and the intelligence to (>rganiz:c
.lalcrials. plan zeith a definite purpose and laL-e ad.■ge I'f opporliiiiilies.
, .;;;y people possess one or tzeo of these qualificatio)!s.
icxe have all three. Xatural talent plus hard zeork may
■I you to the top but it leon't necessarUy keep you there.
Let's
First, hewe seemed
have hisdestined
natural toaptitude.
From hisanalyze
earliestRudy:
childhood
be connected in some way with music and the stage. Among his
IChristmas gifts was usually a drum. His first public
appearance was at school, when he was allowed to beat
a march for the children to march out to, at recess. All
through his school days and college days his musical
training continued to develop, in his study of other
i:-^truments.
V\ hich hrings us to the >econd qualification, l ie had to
J excellent healtii and tremendous energy to carry on
schedule he mapped out for himself. To i)lay at a
ce, return to college at three a. m.. and then study for
next day's classes, requu'ed great vitality and endm-
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The third quality — intelligent foresight — was also evident in Ills boyhood. The thing that lifted him out of the
class of the average ambitious youngster zcas his method
of approach. When he wrote to Rudy U'icdocft (the
famousHubert
saxophonist
the raison
change
from
to RudyandVallee).
it wasd'etre
not for
to askthe him
for
a break, nor for a picture. He zeaiitcd to knoze how
ll'icdoctt allai'iicd a certain desirable effect in his recordThe I'rocoihle.
iitnullipieccs
and
reeds.ing (ifHariiui
made up Hehis asked
iiiiiid toahaiit
master
the technique
of the sa.v. he deliheriitel y set about digging up all az ailable
information on the subject.
One thing always has impressed me about Rudy. He
is not just a bandleader and a singer — he is a man of
infinite potentialities. If music were not his chosen field,
I believe that he would have succeeded as a lawyer, an
orator, a doctor, a business executive and, yes — even a
minister. If you have never heard Rudy deliver a speech,
you've
point I want that
to make
that he missed
has thesomething!
fundamentalThecharacteristics
lead tois
success in whatever field he may have selected. If he
were to change places with any member of his organization, he would do that job more thoroughly, more
accurately and probably get more done in less time than
that particular member — and that goes for me and my
job,Bytoo!
the time Rudy wa^ graduated from Vale, in 1927,
he alieady had had considerahle experience in the musical
field. He had jjlayed with a large nnmher of ditTerent
Ixuids. including the Savo\ in London; he had ajipeared
at night clnhs. hoteL. \ande\ille, >uninier re-ort^ and.
although he wa> a eraekerjaek -~ax man. no one knew he
Could >ing hut tho^e -ek-et few who hail heard hnn at the
societv spots of Maine i wiiere in tiie >uninier ot 1924
he i)layed with a Boston -oeiet\ orchestral; at Old
Orchard
l'>each.he Maine,
where, ai'ter
I'rom Lon-//
don in 1"*2.^.
sang, through
a hitlehi-redreturn
nieL;aphone:
You Were I he Only Cirl. I Tnee I'Ise Moon. St. Louis
Tlucs. Teale St. Uliies. 1 1 n:e L'<>:::e )'a Po Me Tike Va
Do
To Do.I larris
I Ain't
the induence
Marion
and Cot.M \\'b,id\
llernard i \ou
on see.
llrnn-wirk
Recordsof
had inspired him to >ing the-e -ungs in inueh the same
manner a^, tliev did), i'.eiiiu Kreii-er'^ >t\le was his
ideal, altliough he still wor.lni.ed Rudy W iedoeft. By
1925 and '2C) he wa- -iiiging in a trio with the ]'ale
Collegians, in vaudeville, and he .-hyly cont'ided to me that
one
girl,Biltmore
at least,Country
from the
crowd
W'est-he
chester
Clubsociety
had told
iiim atthatthewhen
sang it did things to her !
the could
world tell
of aeveryday
thatVetRudy
story in people
melody.didn't really know
Hut III January. 1928. he opened at the Heigh-Ho Club
and the Connecticut Vankees came into being. It was
radio that brought him to the attention of a large public,
and his voice — especially his singing voice — was found to
be particularly adapted to the microphone. Today Rudy
rarely touches the sa.vophone and then only as a novelty!
The first time I ever saw Rudy was in 1929. He was
playing at the Lombardy Hotel, for tea dances. For the
past few months I had been {Continued on page IS)
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(CoiiliiiiiCii from ^l</.• 17)
one of his regular listeners — a member of
a typically Vallee-conscious family, who
raced up the hill to home just three
minutes before the broadcast, flinging
ourselves at the radio before removing
coats and hats. We shushed visitors and
didn't
answer the
the Lombardy
was phone.
an event. So, going to
He fitted well into the quiet, restful
atmosphere of that room. The lights were
low, the conversation subdued and the
dancers were neither noisy nor inclined to
chatter. Rudy picked up his megaphone
and stepped to the front of the small
platform to sing Lover Come Back To Me.
Instantly the dancing ceased, and couples
moved softly forward to listen.
After that I often dropped in for tea,
watching him pass among the various
tables, like a host, sitting now with one
group and now with another. Rudy found
the vacant chair at my table a convenient
place to stop for a rest and a bite to eat.
He generally had scrambled eggs, bacon,
milk and whole wheat toast. I never could
figure out what meal it was meant to be,
because while it had a breakfast look, the
rime was late afternoon. I brought him
clippings whenever I found anything about
him, and although he was often silent and
preoccupied, he had conversational moments and I began to learn something
about him.
Our first real nK-eting, however, was at
the stage door of tlie RKO 81st Street
'I'liealre.
switched
on theandraiho
liome
for Iliisliadusual
broadcast
foundat
another band in his place. For a Valleefan family, this was genuine tragedy! It
didn't
take Theatre,
nie long where
to rushhe down
to this
81st Street
was playing,
and I arrived just a> he was untangling
his raccoon coat from the steering wheel
of his car. I watched him while he took
out a big sax on wheels and a little sax
not on wheels and several ])iles of music.
flemanded
to knowmustwhyhavehe implied
wasn't
onThenthe Iair.
\\y manner
that 1 had received a personal insult, but
Ikthe merel\'
theatre. grinned and dashed awa.\- into
Just as lie disappeared. I had a hit of
luek. .1 ch(ir}(s f/irl eaiiie aloiiii. smiled at
iiie
sanl : "Hello!
(,<iiiii/thein.'"
I herein
Tt'a.f and
a lerril'le
jam araimd
corner
front III the lliealre. the SRO sit/n tivs
out. so I lell rei-y ItieL-y indeed and thanked
uiy stars
ueni
in uithf(o-her.pleasant eluoiis ijirls, and
It was my first experience backstage and
I got mixed up in the scenery. A scene
shifter eyed me nervously and remarked:
"Lady, if you stand there you're going to
get beaned with the curtain!" So I backed
up a little. Rudy and the boys were setting up the intensely
music on serious
the dimly-lit
stage.a
He looked
and not
little worried. That is putting it mildly —
I thought he looked, actually, scared to
death! It seems that he had no idea
whether a personal appearance was a safe
experiment for a radio
-♦- band.
At the opening bars of Deep Night, just
before the curtain was raised, there arose
a sound like an approaching hurricane. 1
never had heard anything lik( it before,
but suddenly 1 realized that it was aji18

|)lause. .\i)plause sounds quite differently,
backstage, from the way it does when you
are sitting in the middle of it. I'll never
forget
lacefewat l)ars
that identified
moment. oneAs
soon asRudy's
the first
of his nmnbers, the applause rose again.
Watching
from the wings, I was so excited
1 was shaking.
Things ha])pened with breath-taking
swiftness aftei that. There was the recordbreaking engagement at the Paramount
and
Lover.the trip to the Coast to film I'aqahond
He returned to the Paramount , ami one
day I dropped in to find him looking
rather helplessly at a staiifierinci lieap of
mail. "C an't yon help nie zeillt this.''" he
asked. '.-In.s-o'er some of it for nie . . ."
The suggestion came as a surprise to me
and I nearly refused, fearing that I might
not do it to suit him. "Say what you'd
think I'dings. Sosay,"
replied
to my misgivthat henight
I returned
to a
dumbfounded family, -weighed down with
a brief-case overflowing with packages of
letters,
and allsaid:the "Icardboard-box
seem to have covers
a job!"in
I collected
the house, arranged them about me and
began to deal mail into them. That was
in October, 1929, and metal trays in profusion have since taken the place of the
cardboard boxes.
People frequently ask me questions about
the fan mail and I am happy to be given
the opportunity of saying something about it.
The average person lives a quiet, uneventful life, meeting the same people,
doing the -^umv things, seeing the same
familiar ]ilaces, da\- after day. Some people
are timid or naturally reticent and do not
make new friends easily. The stage, the
mo\ies and the radio offer a fascinating
field for exploration and adventure. So
sometimes these reserved souls venture to
write to a person they admire but do not
know iiersonally.
is a eertain
fulnesstioointliinos:
many
of '/'here
these letters.
;ehieh n'ist
reveals
l-irst, their intense loneliness and see(Oi(l.
their mortal fear of ridienle. .\one of us
likes heinfi lau</heil at. hut sensitive souls
shrink from it as fnnn the lash of a zehip.
I ha-.w learned that secretaries do not have
a very <iood reputation as a class. If reports are to he believed, they sneer at the
mail and are scornful of the ivriter.
People come into my office, look at my
desk heaped high with trays of letters and
ask: "Isn't it dreadfully boring to go
through all those hundreds of letters?
Don't you get frightfully
sick of it?"
P)ored !- The best-♦- friends I ever had
came out of those trays (figuratively, of
course). .Almost any morning I may reach
in andgirl,
drawwhose
out aletter
i)rize.1 answer
'i'he timid,
little
today,earnest
may
be one of ni\' intimate friends a few weeks
hence. Through an interchange of letters
] become familiar with the lives of innumerable people. 1 kn(jw when they
graduate, when they marr> , w lu u they die.
•Some
of
tiieni
\ery f,irmeet,
awa\'friendships
and e\en
thougli we ma\live never
dev'elo]) and last. I liave friends in Iceland,
India, lav.i. \ew Zealand, .\ustralia, the
l^hilii.|..ii<
s an.l thePrincess
\ irgniandIslands.
Isiiow
a ihiddhist
a MaoriI

girl and an engineer who lives in the Never
Xever Land of Australia, rarely seeing a
white man. On rare occasions I have had
a surprise visit from one of these friends
and we were both excited and thrilled. It
is true that I once discovered that I had
beenfuladdressing
a delightperson who hadas "Dear
artfullyLucy"
concealed
from
me the fact that she was a grandmother
with married grandchildren. It seems -iie
liked
beingby chance
called "Dear
Lucy,"aboutand herit
was only
that I heard
grandmother state.
when with
peopletheaskutmost
me if sincerity,
I'm bored.no,I
can.S"*'reply
never
!
But there are problems connected with
trying to correspond with half the people
in the United States, let alone thirty-six
foreign countries. The letters pile up
alarmingly, and though I do much of
this writing at night, it sometimes gets
over my head. Besides, there are other
things that must be done.
I suppose we get an average of two
hundred
lettersthem.a day.There I'vewas never
time to count
one ncvhad
to-be-forgotten week when Rudy sang
calledofThen
Be Lying,endings.
and offe-T
asongchoice
two I'ddifferent
next morning four postmen brought i
the mail. They drew package after pack
age
them outin ofrowstheirall knapsacks
along the andedgearrang'
of the
room. That week totaled 11,000 letters,
and at the end of three weeks we had
24,000 on the subject.
There are many requests for favorite
songs, of course, but sometimes one must
do a bit of guessing. Of the current songs,
I'ieni I'ieni undergoes considerable variations. For example: Veene ]'eene Diis a
Bella. I'eyinny J'eyinny and Beeny Been"
Beeny.WhiffThey
plenteous
the
enpoofhadSong,
which trouble
has been wi'r
ferred
to itas) theand Sheep
Song,
(the Whippin
one wi'
Baas
in
once
as
The
Post Song.
In i)ast \ears we have had requests
Vedi Cocc which turned out to mean Bet
Co-ed: Bronikle Bill, Siceetheart of Si
mundaLadyChic.andLonely
Troopa Bender.
Door, Sick'
rett
The Peanut
The Stein Song appeared in prohibition
days and 1 discovered that a good many
people didn't know what a stein was. Rudy
was asked for Mr. .S'Icin's Prlnkiii;/ Son.;
and the song that began (tli Phil; and il'i
word
appeared
"stime,""stein"
"stiene,"
and variousl}"stien." as "styiK,'
1
guessed
You
Can't
Take About
My PuPoopaPn
Pe Dow An'oy and the Song
Doopa Down In Cuba On His Tovpa
Toopa,billy flavor,
but has
a recent
request, Will
withsomeone
a hillme stumped.
please
But Dab
Yon Ain't
Heard enlighten
Folks Gome?
Ibha It'sDabba
Ibhi
Dabba Ibba Dabba Woof By Gum.
Follow'ing one broadcast of several years
ago, a young lady wrote in to ask what
Rudy meant by asking the captain to save
his wife and cheese cakes. A quick reference to the script identified the line. I'
was — "Captain, save tny Fleischmaiin'
Yeast
We cake."
gel— those
our share
oddly-addressed
envelopes
zvithona ofpage
picture
{Continued
72)pasted on,

The sort- of musical organization which
turns the average listener into a confirmed radio addict is Horace Heidt
and his Alemite Brigadiers. His broadcasts have such a high quality of versatile entertainment that, once heard,
they're never missed.
The ingratiating spirit and personality of Horace Heidt permeates not
only his orchestra, but all of his proThat He"million-dollar"
smile of grams,
his asiswell.
no prop.
really enjoys
his work. He's actually happy directing the proceedings. Genuinely glad
to be there. And no wonder.
When seriously injured as a University of California football player, it was
feared that Horace Heidt would be crippled for life. But with that smile of his,
and that grit that's always been in back of it, Horace felt otherwise. He knew
he'd get well and be healthy again. It took seventeen spinal operations to prove
he was right, but his health returned.
While convalescing, he studied music. Once out of the wheelchair, he formed
an orchestra. It didn't create much notice at first, but Horace was sure it would.
Vaudeville was popular at the time, so he trained his musicians especially for
vaudeville audiences. His bond gradually became a terrific success here and
abroad. But then vaudeville faded. Radio took its place and, unfortunately, the
Horace Heidt band was strictly for vaudeville. He went to work and radically
revamped his entire organization, keeping always in mind the radio listener. With
the gratifying result that Horace Heidt now is enjoying greater success than ever
before. And all because he made a careful study of what the listener likes to
hear and wisely built his programs accordingly.
To Horace Heidf and his Alemife Brigadiers, Radio Stars Magazine presents
its award for Distinguished Service to Radio.
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too, on the airways,
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In this original new
radio-movie program,
Joan Crawford is another star we hear.

WHAT would you say to a guy, with both radio and film
contracts in Hollywood, who says he's afraid of the place ?
You'd ask him how come. And if the guy happened to be
Phil Baker, he'd give you such a sensible, convincing answer that you'd probably quit asking him questions. Instead, you'd just sit back and listen to him, which is more
fun anyway.
Phil Baker — as everyone in the country knows, with
the possible exception of those three people who don't have
radios — ispanGulf
Oil'srollicking
Jester-in-Chief
. Beforeup that
beaming
and his
gags brightened
many hisa
vaudeville
and musical
stage. Now
he's hisliving
the
Hfe of a country
squirecomedy
in Hollywood,
battling
weekly
battles with Beetle and Bottle, and lending his talents to
the famed Mr. Sam Goldwyn for the forthcoming Goldwyn
Follies,
see him inandcompany
with such other
zanies aswhere
The you'll
Ritz Brothers
that cantankerous
little
chunk of lumber, Charlie McCarthy. So why is Phil
Baker afraid of Hollywood?
In the first place, don't get Phil wrong. He likes Hollysits. wood. He likes it a lot. And that's where all the trouble
"Hollywood
is swell,"andsaysevenPhil.radio"It'scomedians,
a Shangri-La,
where
weary travelers,
wind
up in palatial 20-room estates, with block-long swimmingpools.
it's so for
wonderful
do your Why,
swimming
you. you can even hire a guy to
"Everything
is
beautiful
— theis women
the
men are beautiful, the climate
beautiful,are thebeautiful,
checks are
beautiful. And I'm afraid of it, simply because it's all too
Why

wonderful. I'm afraid I'd like it so much I'd give up work
entirely and spend my days lying under a palm tree, eating
lotus blossoms, or whatever it is people eat who lie under
palm trees.
"That prospect might not sound bad, but I've worked
hard all my life, and I've got so now I actually enjoy it.
I'm not the type who could retire. And besides, maybe I
wouldn't care for lotus blossoms. A nice filet mignon has
always been more in my line."
working
everAndsincePhilhe iswasprobably
ten yearsright.
old. UpHe'sto been
that time,
his lifehardin
Philadelphia was about as quiet as anybody's life in Philais only
hour and
half's train
ride from delphia.
New Philadelphia
York, but
the an
distance
from a Philadelphia
to Broadway is something else again. It took Phil Baker
across the country many times in vaudeville, before he
arrived at Broadway's Palace Theatre with his accordion
and his partner, an alleged violin player named Ben Bemie.
Sincecal that
first as And
a musi-he
comedytime
starhe's
andbeen
now working
in radioregularly,
and pictures.
likes hard work, so the palm trees had better look around
for another customer.
"When I say I'm afraid of Hollywood." Phil continued,
"I don't mean it in a disparaging way. Hollywood has
many
advantages
you can't
find all
anywhere
else and
and never
there
are people
who could
live here
their lives
want to leave. Peter, the Hermit, for instance, and Donald
Duck.
"Hollywood and New York might as well be in two
worlds, they're so different. In (Continued on page 71)

does radio and film comic Phil Baker fear the Wonder

City?
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New

glimpses

of network

Tyrone Power enjoys his dramatic series
for Woodbury broadcast Sundays over the
NBC-Blue network from Hollywood, where he
is onelatest
of 20th
Century-Fox's
stars.
His
picture
is In Oldleading
Chicago.
When tionTommy
Riggsbaritone,
discovered
that, Intalk
addi-in
to his nice
he could
the voice of a small child, he didn't know
his Beffy Lou would make him famous. Now
he and Beify are on Rudy Vcllee's program.

stars whose

genius rewards

your keeping dial dates with them

Alice Faye, whom you will see with Tyrone
Power in the 20th Century-Fox nnovie, In
Old Chicago, stars with Hal Kemp in the
popular CBS program, Music from Hollywood,
which you hear on Fridays at 8:30 p.m. EST.

Comedian Eddie Cantor broadcasts with
his protegee, Deonna Durbin, Wednesdays
at 8:30 p.m., EST, over the CBS network.
This past year Deanna has risen to the
heights in the movie 100 Men and a Girl.

The candid camera catches the beloved
"Songbird
of for
the her
South,"
Kate program,
Smith, as
she
rehearses
variety
heard Thursdays from eight to nine over
the CBS network, with a star-studded cast.

Here is the "Blacksheep" son of the Park
Avenue Penners. Joe doesn't look very
happy, but he's guaranteed to make you
lough! He's on the CBS airlanes each
Sunday at 6 p.m., with his variety show.
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The new Warner Brothers "filmuslcal,"
Hollywood Hotel, presents familictf
faces. (I) Gene Krupa, drummer of
Benny Goodman's famous swing band.
(2) Johnnie Davis, trumpet soloist of
hred Frances
Waring'sLongford
band, carries
torch
for
in thisthe movie.
f3) Herelines
Johnnie
Frances rehearse
their
with andDialogue
Director
Gene Lewis on the studio Hofel set.
(4) Later, in the studio commissary,
they snatch a bit of lunch together,
discussing meanwhile a torchy scene.
(5) Rosemary Lone, also one of the
Fred
shares Lola,
femininein
honorsWaring
with stars,
her sister,
Hollywood Wo/e/, opposite Dick Powell.
(6) "Softer,"Murray
says Benny
Goodman,o$ hej
to
Trombonist
McEochern,
listens through the sound recorder. |
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IS there a married woman living who has not reaHzed the futility of marital arguments? Who has not regretted a hasty word, vainly desiring to recall it? Lives
there a person, man or woman, single or married, who has not at some time
wished for as keen foresight as hindsight? Myra Kingsley, noted astrologer,
has a message to all those whose lives are imperfect — and this includes practically
everyone. Her advice and counsel are given five days a week over the Mutual
Broadcasting System.
"We never have arguments in our family," Myra Kingsley says of her married
life.
When a wife makes such a statement, we are apt to view her with raised
eyebrows. But somehow we believe this exceptional woman, viewing the happy
family group. Myra Kingsley, one of the country's leading astrologers, is
marriedter, toMargot,
Howard
Taylor.
The Jr.,
family
Mr. Taylor's
daugh-at
and hisL. son,
Howard,
by aconsists
former ofmarriage.
Margot,
present, is in Paris, working for one of the leading fashion magazines.
Young Howard makes his home with his father and Miss Kingsley —
and they all are most congenial.
"It is because we all are astrologically suited to each other," is the
way Miss trology,
Kingsley
"If more people
aslives wouldexplains
be more it.harmonious.
It makesunderstood
good things
l)etterButandhowthe does
bad less
she bad."
apply this philosophy to her own life?
Last
spring,
Miss
Kingsley's
showed
the fall
of this year held good
things chart
for her
in a that
professional
way. It showed distance, space, expansion in her field.
As a result of these findings, the astrologer refused
to sign a lease on the apartment in which she and
Howard Taylor make their home — because
she interpreted "distance" to mean travel.
"My chart showed so clearly that
the expansion in my professional

Myra Kingsley, noted astrologer ofthe Four Hundred, is
now heard with her horoscopes over
the Mutual network, daily except Saturday
and Sunday, at I 1 :45 a.m., EST. along with
Jean Paul King, commentator, and guest stars.
BY

Myra

MIRIAM

Kingsley

GIBSON

explains

applies her knowledge

her own

she

of astrology

to

life, and how one may avoid much

sorrow by knowing

If

how

n

what

the stars foretell
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life had to do with distances, that I felt it would be foolish to sign a lease for a
home in New York, much as we love this apartment," explained Miss Kingsley.
"It wasextending
not untilmyI realized
the distance
was airwaves,
that the our
expansion
meant
work intothatradio,
not in travel,
that we renewed
lease
on Myra
this place."
Kingsley now appears on the air five days a week for the Hecker Flour
people. When the program was definitely signed, the sponsor asked Myra to pick
an
day advantageous
for the debut dayof for
the the
newstart
air ofshow.
itselfauspicious
to be a most
a radio"September
program, so7ththatshowed
was
the
day
on
which
we
began,"
she
told
me.
And
from
present
indications,
the
stars did not mislead her. The sponsors of the program are so well pleased
that they have given Miss Kingsley a three-year contract.
Miss Kingsley keeps a daily chart of her own life. She started it years
ago. Astrology, she maintains, gives you advance knowledge regarding
general conditions. "If one knows those conditions, one can act accordingly. Ifwe know trouble is ahead, we can prepare ourselves in order
to avoid disaster.
"Everything we do as a family is guided by the planets." she goes
on. "For instance, I see a serious time for the United States in
1942. There is a revolutionary aspect, conditions are going to be
upset for the country for five or six years. Few peoi)le to whom
I tell this will believe me. But as a precaution and preparation
for that time, we have bought a ranch in California, to
which we shall retire when that time comes."
"Large cities are places to stay away from," cuts in
Howard Taylor. "I know! I have been through
three revolutions. I don't want to be caught in
a big
my fourth."
He city
was inborn
in Munich and has seen
Germany in upheaval. He attended
{Continued on page 69)

Dorothy Lamour goes to town with the Yacht Club
Boys. They appear together ir» the gay Universal
picture, most aptly titled: Thrill of a Lifefime.

Wide IVorld
Jadwiga Jedrzejowska, Polish tennis star, snr)iles, as
Fred MacMurray, Jack Benny and Carole Lombard
autograph the plaster cast on her fractured toe.
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A GIRL in a red sweater, a clanging fire engine, a cold
"I always did chase fires," he said with a grin, as he
November day, may not spell romance to you, but to Mark leaned back comfortably behind his desk in his office,
Warnow, who turns out all those smoothie tunes over sixteen stories above Madison Avenue, New York. "I
both CBS and NBC, it adds up to something important. wouldn't miss one now for the world. They're lucky.
Mr. Warnow chased a Brooklyn fire, found the girl of They're romantic.
his dreams and started right up the ladder which has put
"There's symphony music in the clanging of the engine
bells, the roaring of the sirens, the shouts of the fellows
him on top in the radio musical world.
fighting
the fire, the excitement.
Sounds
a little mad?
Well,in his
mebbe,
body do something
mad once
life?butAnd,doesn't
very everyoften,
"It's a swell setting — believe it 6r not — for falling in
love. It was for me that November. The girl was there.
doesn't
of your the
life wildest,
turn out most
to be extravagantly
the finest? romantic gesture She wore a red sweater. She had black hair and sparkling
Just ask Mr. Mark Warnow. He'll tell you. Mark, eyes and she was breathless from running.
as you know, is the black-haired maestro of music who
"I had that
funnyhappened.
feeling inside
that something
presided until November over the Lucky Strike program, important
had just
Some metremendous
chord
who conducts his Blue Velvet orchestra on NBC's New of music was resounding through me. I knew I had to
know her. I had to say something terribly dramatic and
York on Parade and on H'^e, The People for CBS.
Now, of course, if it's a warm June day, the girl wears poetic and effective.
"So — this is what I said: 'Lousy fire, isn't it?' Then,
a white fluffy dress instead of a red sweater, and you can't
find a fire engine — well, use your own judgment. It might as she said, 'yes.' with another supreme effort I got out:
spell romance, anyway, but to Mark —
'Pretty cold day, I think. Don't you?' That got over
Every bit of good

luck I've had has come

since that girl in the

m

mi

in

all right and my next effort really got me somewhere.
I said : 'Do you live near here?'
"She bought
did. Just
me. Soat the
I sawcorner
her
home,
her atwocupblocks
of hotfrom
chocolate
drugstore and finagled a date to go ice-skating on the rink
the following Sunday.
"It was the real thing, I knew. It was something I felt
that I couldn't explain. That's the way with music, you
know.
When whyI play
the violin,
conduct,except
I couldn't
you exactly
or what
it is allor about,
I feel tellit.
Music, of course, has tremendous romance. But then, so
has life. But, I am getting away from my story.
"This adventure came all of a sudden in November. It
was so important, and so big, that by December I was
engaged to the girl. In Novemlier, too, I had been just a
fiddler at the Roseland Ball Room. Certainly, I had had
a good musical education, but I hadn't done much about
it.
particularly,
I didn't
a dimeto
in theI hadn't
bank. cared
At Christmas
timeandI had
enoughhavemoney
buy a beautiful diamond — at least I thought it was pretty

m

gorgeous and Mrs. Warnow has never complained — and
hy June of the following year, I had enough to get married
on, buy some furniture, get a home and do all the things
a young fellow has to do when he takes a bride.
"I had a better job, too. Immediately I began to get
ambitious,
must say
good inluck
had
in the and
radioI world
has that
comeevery
sincebitthatof girl
the I've
red
sweater said Yes, she'd take a chance on a fellow like me !
"We've been married thirteen years. We have three
swell kids. Morton, the oldest, is twelve years old. Elaine
is ten, and Sandra, the baby, just three years old. All of
the children are talented musically, but Sandra is a genius,
I truly believe. She's been singing since she was nine
months
old. romance
She hascame
a voice
and she
has temperament."
Although
to Mark
Warnow
at a Brooklyn
fire,
when
he
chased
a
fire
engine,
he's
the
a fellowof
who has always had plenty of adventure. kind
As aofmatter
fact, he's had sheer, stark, dangerous adventure. He's
known
poverty
killed and.
when and
only cold
a lM)yandof hunger.
{CoutivuedHe'son seen
f^agc men
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red sweater said she'd take a chance on me, says Mark Warnow

Alice Frost,
often called
"radio's girl
of a hundred
voices,"
because of her
versati I ity.

Brealcfast in bed, in her
charming home, starts the
day off nicely for Alice.

E
BY
NANCY

BARROWS

The player is young
Alice Frost, one of
radio's

busiest

dramatic

actresses

Alice and her husband, Robert'
C. Foulk, who is as busy in the
theatre as she is on the air.

Broadcasting the CBS serial, Big
S'isfer. Alice Frost as Ruth Evans,
Martin Gable as Dr. Wayne.

S[8
YOU may not know her name, but hers is a voice you
have heard over the air on countless radio programs. She
is,
fact, toonebeofcalled
radio'san busiest
young dramatic
Sheinhates
impersonator,
and she actresses.
shudders
at
the
word
"stooge,"
but
she
has
given
of innumerable stars, from Gracie Allen toimpersonations
Greta Garbo,
and she has been a stooge for Stoopnagle and Budd, for
Walter
his Tonight,
Camel Caravan
more
recently O'Keefe
on Toivn onHall
besides show,
playingandstraight
dramatic roles in many a radio serial.
Alice Frost, in fact, sometimes is called "radio's girl of
a hundred
voices,"
so busyMurder
is she,Mysteries.
and so versatile.
played
in The
Toimisend
She was She
the
girl in Eno Crime Clues. Her voice was heard in Impossible Intervien's, an hour-length show. In Vanished
Voices, broadcast two evenings a week, she played a number of historical roles — Catherine the Great, Nell Gwynne,
Molly Pitcher, Highland Mary, and many others. She
was the Swedi.sh maid in the NBC serial, Billy and Betty.

She was in the Hudson Terraplane show, with Graham
McNamee. She did impersonations on the Bob Crosby
show. She was Miss Hazy, in Mrs. Wiggs of the Cab-,
bage Patch.
There isn't space to quote them all. You can hear her
over the NBC-Blue network on Sunday afternoons at 3 :00
p. m., EST, on the Diamond Salt program. On Broadway,
and over the MBS network Sundays at 5 :30 p. m., EST,
in The Shadow, and at 11.30 a. m., EST, any week-day
morning, except Saturday, in the CBS serial. Big Sister.
In this last-named program you will hear the announcer
say something like this : "Radio's beloved character, Big
Sister — bringing you two of America's favorite players of
the air, Alice Frost, as romantic, self-sacrificing Ruth
Evans, and Martin Gable, as Dr. John Wayne."
Alice's
started
in October,
1934, inwhen
she
made
her radio
debutcareer
on the
Columbia
network
Walter
O'Keefe's Camel Caravan. Since then she has dashed from
studio to studio, from station to {Continued on page 58)

The story of Feg Murray,
whose

radio program

highh'ghts some strange |
stories of the stars
>rs
Feg Murray is the
Hollywood
and
cartoonistcolumnist
whose
Seein' uredSfars
is
featon the Bakers
Broadcast, Sundays at
7:30 p.m.. EST. over
the NBC-Blue network.at
er
J

GINALD
VEN

Success, in which our subject
FEG MURRAY doesn't
By
WILFRED
HEALY
compared life to a game,
look like a cartoonist, any
more than he looks like a
with the low hurdles symradio master of ceremonies.
bolizing the obstacles in the
When you first look at him — he measures six-feet-two by path to fame. Four or five nice slushy paragraphs could
someathlete.
other equally
— you'd
swearbe correct,
he was be squeezed out of that one, but Feg isn't that kind of a
an
And yourimposing
swearingfigure
would,
indeed,
guy
and thing
neitherandaregetwe,backforto that
matter — so let's drop
the —whole
business.
for ifa member
you checked
in the Olympics
records you'd
was
of theback
American
team discover
in 1920, heat
In the Murray Hill district in New York — at the corwhich time he galloped over a set of low hurdles with
ner of 34th Street and Park Avenue, to be exact —
considerable success.
there's a bronze tablet commemorating the memory of
The low hurdles being a highly unremunerative pro- Mary Lindley Murray, Feg's great-great aunt. Reason
is that Mary Lindley Murray staged a perfes ion—ther 's anasty rumor around that even the high for thesonaltablet
and private tea party which made history, even
hurdles don't pay off — Feg set out in quest of a bit of
Boston
affair inofficers,
publicity.
The
fortune to add to the fame he'd acquired. Cartooning and though
party wasit didn't
attendedrival
by athegroup
of British
and Mrs.
radio comfortable
work don't living
bring for
in any
but they
very
Feg medals,
and family,
with make
enougha Murray, who must have reminded the boys of Carole
left over to buy a few ping pong bails for one of his Lombard, detained them long enough to allow General
favorite present-day sports. (Confidentially, Feg is so Putnam to slip through their fingers and join General
well fixed he could even buy oflF that load of ping pong Washington in one of the big campaigns of the Revoluspheres so industriously autographed last year by Harry
tionary War. Just think, if it weren't for the Murrays,
Richman, the aviator.)
we might still be paying homage to the British throne —
Right at this point it would be a dandy idea to insert and Mrs. Simpson would probably be queen !
"Does the family still own {Continued on pa^ 68)
something inspirational, like Over Life's Low Hurdles to

By MARY

WATKINS

Don't mention

REEYESj

these things, if

you'd get on with these stars!

HelenherJepson,
and
with
nusbana,opera
George
flutist.
justHelen
one
discuss, ifThere's
you want
Another lovely lady
of opera and radio,
Carmela Ponselle,
has a strange sore
spot!

radio
star,
Posseil,soprano
celebrated
thing
to be you
your daren't
friend!

Gladys
sore spot Swarthout's
has to do
with her devoted husband, Frank Chop-

STARS,
any celestial
astronomer
you, one
aren'tdarkglittery
all
over. asEvery
body will
has tell
at least
place
on its surface that flatly refuses to twinkle for even the
most expensive telescopes, and these mysterious areas are
sometimes referred to by astronomers as "sore spots."
Sore been
spotsable
are topart
of them
a star's
ever
figure
out. private life. Nobody's
This is a parable with a point — in the case of radio
stars.
a sore tospot,be
on the There's
subject hardly
of whicha mike
he orceleb
she without
flatly refuses
approached. The stars try to keep their sore spots a part
of their private lives. But they can't, wholly successfully.
Everybody's
to figure them
Take Lannyalways
Ross,trying
for instance.
Thereout.are a lot of
questions
you
wouldn't
dare
ask
I^nny
and they
have
to do with his marriage. When, as the Show
Boatalltenor,
several summers ago, he was wed to Olive White, he
reenacted one of fiction's best plots — with a novel twist.
He didn't marry the boss' daughter, he married the boss,
herself
chic littlehadOlive,
her husband's
senior !by Forhalfyears
a decade,
been whohis isastute
business
manager; dictating his goings and comings, plotting his
imjiortant moves, deciding where he would sing and for
how much, and a very good job she did of it, too. But,
my, my, when a man marries his (Continued on page 61)

RADIO STARS

COAST-TO

-COAST

programs on
the regular
fourare coast-to-coast
I THE
networks
here listed in
a day-by-day
time Broadschedule. The National
Company Red-Net-by
workcasting
is indicated
NBC-Red; the National
Broadcasting
Blue-Network is Company
indicated
by bia
NBC-Bhie:
Colum-by
BroadcastingtheSystem
CBS; andcasting Mutual
BroadSystem by MBS.
All
stations
included
the above networks arein
listed
below.on the
Findlistyour
local station
and
tune in on the network
specified.
ALL ISTIMEEASTERN
RECORDED
STANDARD
TIME. This
means that for Central
Standard oneTime
you
subtract
hour
frommust
the
listed time.
For Mountain
Standard
Time,
subtract
two
hours:
and
for
Pacific
Standard Time, three
For example:
11:00
A.hours.
M. EST
becomes 10:00
A.andM.8:00CST;a. 9:00
a.
m.
MST:
m. PST.
If, at a particular time,
no
network
programthereis
listed, that is because
isthatno time,
regularor program
for
because the
preceding
program
continues into that period.
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY—
RED-NETWORK
WFBR Boston,
Baltimore,Mass.Md.
WBEN Chicago,
Buffalo, N. Y.
WMAQ
WSAI
Cincinnati,111.Ohio
Ohio
WTAM
Cleveland,
Denver,
Colo. Iowa
KOA Des
WHO
Moines,
WWJ
Detroit, Mich.
WTIC
Hartford,
Conn.Ind.
WIRE
Indianapolis.
WDAF
Kansas
City,
Mo.
KFI
Angeles, Cal.
KSTP Los
Minneapolis-St.
Paul,
Minn.
New York.Neb.N. Y.
WEAF
WOW
Omaha.
KYW Philadelpliia,
Pa.
WCAE
Pittsburgh.
WCSH
Portland,
Me.Pa.
KGW
Portland,
Ore.
WJAR
Providence,
WMBG
Richmond,
\R.a. I.
St.
Louis.
Mo.
KSD
KDYL
Salt
Lake
City.
KPO San
Francisco. N.Cal.Utah
Schenectady,
Y.
WGY
Seattle,
KHQ Spokane, Wash.
Wash.
WRC
Washington, Del.
D. C.
WDEL
WTAG Wilmington,
Worcester. Mass.
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY—
BLUE-NETWORK
WABY
Albany.
N.Ga. Y.
WAGA
Atlanta.
WBAL
Baltimore,
Md.La.
WJBO
Baton
Rouge,
KFDM
Beaumont,
Tex.
WSGN
Birmingham.
WB2 Boston.
Mass. Ala.

WICC Bridgeport, Conn.
WEBR
Buffalo.
N. Y. Iowa
WMT
Cedar
Rapids,
WENR
Chicago,
111.111.
WLS
Chicago,
WCKY
Ohio
WHK Cincinnati,
Cleveland.
Ohio
KRIS Corpus
Christi.
Tex.
KVOO
Denver.
Colo.
KSO Des
Moines.
Iowa
WXYZ
Detroit.
Mich.
WLEU
Erie,Wayne,
Pa. Ind.
WOWO
KXYZ Ft.
Houston,
Tex.
WJTN
Jamestown,
N.Kan.Y.
WREN
Kansas
City,Tenn.
WROL
Knoxville,
KECA Los Angeles, Cal.
WMPS
Memphis,
Tenn.Minn.
WTCN
Minneapolis,
WICC New
Haven. Conn.
WOSU
New
Orleans,
WJZ
New York.
N. La.Y.
KLO Ogden.
Utah
KOIL
Omaha.
Bluffs. Neb.-CouncU
la. Pa.
WFIL
Philadelphia,
KDKA
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
KEX Portland.
WEAN
Providence,Ore.Va.R. I.
Richmond,
WRTO
WHAM
Rochester,
KWK
St.
Mo.N.Cal.Y.
KFSD
San Louis,
Diego,
KGO
San
Francisco,
Cal.
KJR
Wash.
KGA Seattle,
Spokane.
Wash.
WBZA
Springfield,
Mass.
WSYR Syracuse, N. Y.
WSPD
Toledo, Ohio D. C.
WMAL
\\"eslaco. Tex.
KRGV Washington.
NBC-SUPPLEMENTARY
STATIONS
KOB
WSAN
KGNC
WWNC
WSB
KERN
KGHL
WAP
I
KFYR
KIDO
KGIR
WCSC
WSOC
WCFL
WLW
WFLA
WIS
WCOL
WFAA
WEBC
WGBF
WDAY
WGL
WBAP
KM J
WOOD
WFBC
KGU
KTHS
KPRC
WJDX
WJAX
KARK
WAVE
WIBA
WFEA
KMED
WMC
WIOD
WTMJ
CFCF
WSM
WSMB
WTAR
WKY
KTAR
KOAM
KGHF
WPTF
KFBK
WSUN
WOAI
KTBS

Albuquerque.
Allentown,
Pa. N. M.
Amarillo. Tex.
Asheville.
N.
Atlanta.
Ga. Cal.C.
Bakersfield.Mont.
Billings,
Birmingham,
Ala.
Bismarck,
Boise.
IdahoN. D.
Butte, Mont.S. C.
Charleston,
Charlotte.
N. C.
Chicago.
Cincinnati,111.Ohio
Clearwater,
Fla.C.
Columbia, S.Ohio
Columbus,
Dallas,
Tex.
Duluth,
Evansville.Minn.Ind.
Fargo,
N. D.Ind.
Ft. Worth,
Wayne.
Ft.
Fresno,
Cal. Tex. Mich.
Grand
Rapids,
Greenville.
S. C.
Honolulu,
Hawaii
Hot
Springs,Tex.
Ark.
Houston,
Jackson,
Miss.
Jacksonville.
Fla.
Little
Rock.Ky.Ark.
Louisville.
Madison.
Wis.
Manchester.
X. H.
Medford.
Ore.
Memphis.Beach.
Tenn.Fla.
Miami
Milwaukee. Canada
Wis.
Montreal.
Nashville,
Tenn.La.
New
Orleans,
Norfolk,
Oklahoma Va.City. Okla.
Phoenix.
Ati'Kans.
Pittsburg.Colo.
Pueblo.
Raleigh.
N. C.Cal.
Sacramento,
St.San Petersburg,
Antonio, La.Tex.Fla.
Shreveport,

PROGRAM
KSOO
KELO
KGBX
KWG
WEBC
WFLA
WBOW
CRCT
KVOO
KANS
WORK

Sioux
Sioux Falls.
Falls. S.S. D.D.
Springfield.
Stockton. Cal.Mo.
Superior.
Tampa.Haute.
Fla.Wis. Ind.
Terre
Toronto.
Canada
Tulsa. Okla.Kans.
Wichita,
York. Pa.

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM STATIONS
WADC Akron, Ohio
WOKO Anderson,
N. S.Y.C.
WAIM Albany,
Ga. N. J.
WGST
WPG Atlanta.
Atlanti'- City.
WRDW
KNOW ;Augusta.
Austin.
Tex.
WCAO
Baltimore. Ga.Md.
WLBZ
Me. Ala.
WBRC Bangor,
Birmingham,
WNBF
Boston, Mass. N. Y.
WEEI Binghamton,
Buffalo, N.N. Y.Y.
WGR Buffalo,
WKBW
WCHS Charleston,
Va.
Charlotte.
N.W.C.Tenn.
WBT
Chattanooga.
WOOD
Chicago.
III.
WBBM
Cincinnati, Ohio
Ohio
WKRC
WGAR Cleveland,
Colorado Springs,
Colo.
KVOR
Columbus,
Ohio
WBNS
Dallas, Tex. Iowa
KRLD Davenport,
woe
WHIO
Ohio
KLZ Dayton,
Denver,
Colo.
KRNT
Des Moines,
Iowa
WJR
Detroit,
Mich.
WKBB
Iowa
KDAL Dubuque,
Duluth, Minn.
N. C.
WDNC Durham.
Elma-Ithaca,Ind.N. Y.
WESG
Evansville.
WTAQ
WEOA
WMMN Fairmont,
Va.
Green Bay, W.Wis.
Greensboro,
N.Mont.C.
WBIG
Great
Falls,
WHP
KFBB Harrisburg, Pa.
Conn.
WDRC Hartford,
Hawaii
KGMB Honolulu,
Houston,
KTRH
Indianapolis,Tex. Ind.
WFBM Jacksonville.
Fla.
Mo.
KMBC Kansas City.Tenn.
WNOX LaKnoxville.
Crosse.Neb.Wis.
WKBH
Lincoln.
KFAB Little Rock. Ark.
KLRA
Angeles.Ky.Cal.
KNX Los
Louisville,
WHAS
Ga. Iowa
WMAZ Macon,
City,
KGLO Mason
WREC
Memphis, Tenn.
Miss.
WCOC Meridian,
Fla.
WQAM
WALA Miami.
Mobile,
Ala. Wis.
WISN
Milwaukee.
WCCO Minneapolis, Minn.
Missoula, Mont.Ala.
KGVO Montgomery,
WSFA
Canada
CKAC Montreal,
WLAC
Nashville,
Tenn.La.
Orleans,
WWL
WABC New
New
York,
N. Y.Okla.
Oklahoma Fla.City.
KOMA Orlando.
WDBO
WPAR
Parkersburg. W. \'a.
Pensacola,
WCOA
Peoria, 111. Fla.Pa.
WMBD
WCAU Philadelphia,
Phoenix,
KOY Portland,
Pittsburgh,Ariz.Pa.
WJAS
KOIN Providence,Ore.R. I.
KOH Reno.
Nev. Va.
Richmond.
WRVA
WDBJ Rochester.
Roanoke.
Va. <
WHEC
KMOX St. Louis. Mo.N. Y.
WCCO
St.
Minn.
KSL San
Salt Paul,
Lake
City,Tt Utah
KSFO San Antonio.
KTSA
Francisco,
Calx.
WTOC
Savannah,
WGBI Scranton. PaGa.

GUIDE

KIRO
KWKH
KSCJ
WSBT
WMAS
KFPY
WNBX
WFBL
KVI
WDAE
WIBW
CFRB
KTUL
WIBX
WACO
WJSV
WJNO
KFH
WWVA
KGKO
WSJS
WORC
WNAX
WKBN

Seattle.
Shreveport,Wash.Iowa
La.
Sioux
South City.
Bend. Ind.
Spokane,
Wash.
Springfield. Vt.Mass
Springfield.
Syracuse.
N. Y.
Tacoma. Wash.
Tampa.
Fla.
Topeka. Kans.
Toronto.
Canada
Tulsa.
Utica. Tex.
N.Okla.Y.
Waco,
Washington.
W. Palm Beach.D. C.Fla.
Wheeling. Kans.
W. Va.
Wichita.
Wichita Falls. Tex.N. C.
Winston-Salem.
Worcester. Mass.
Yankton. S. DOhio
Voungstown.
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM STATIONS
Aberdeen.
Wash.
KXRO
.Ada,
Okla. Okla.
KADA
KVSO .•\ugusta.
.Ardmore.
Me.
WRDO
Cal.
KPMC Bakersfield,
Baltimore,
WBAL
WLBZ
Bangor, Me.Md.Wash.
KVOS
Bellingham.
WICC
Mass.
WAAB Boston,
Bridgeport,
Conn.
Cedar
Rapids,
Chicago, III.Ohiolovva
WMT
WLW
WGN Cincinnati,
Cincinnati,
Ohio
WSAI Cleveland, Ohio
WCLE
WHK
Cleveland, Ohio
Kans.
KGGF Coffeyville.
Columbus. Ohio
WHKC
Dallas.
Tex.
KFEL
Denver.
Colo.
WRR
KSO Des Moines. Iowa
El Centro. Okla.
Cal.
KXO Elk
KASA
Enid.City.
Okla.Ore.
KCRC
KORE
Eugene,
KIEM VaW River,Cal.Mass.
WSAR Eureka.
Ft. Worth,Colo.Tex.
KTAT Greeley,
KFKA
Hartford,
Conn.
WTHT
Honolulu,
Hawaii
KGMB Indianapolis,
WIRE
Kansas City, Ind.
Mo.
WHB
Laconia, Nebr.
fi. H.
WLNH
Lincoln,
KFOR
KHJ Los
Angeles.
WLLH
Lowell.
Mass. N.Cal.H.
Manchester.
WDGY Minneapnlis.
WFEA
Minn.
KDON Monterey. Cal.
Okla.
KBIX Muskogee.
Nashville.
Tenn.
Newark. N. J.
WSM
New
Bedford. Conn.
Mass.
WOR
WNBH
New London.
WNLC
City. Okla.
KTOK Oklahoma
Wash.
KGY
Omaha.
Neb.
KOIL Olyrapia.
Philadelphia.
Pa.
WFIL
Pittsburgh,
Pa.Okla.
WCAE
Ponca
City.
WBBZ
KALE Providence.
Portland. Ore.R. I.
WEAN
Richmond. Va.
WRVA
Roseburg.
Ore.
KRNR
St.
Louis. Mo.
KWK
Salem.Bernardino.
Ore. Cal.
KSLM
KFXM San
San Diego.
Francisco.Cal. Cal.
KGB
KFRC .San
KQW
San
JoseAna.Cal.Cal.
Santa
KVOE
KDB Santa Barbara. Cal.
KOL
Wash.
Shawnee.
Okla.Mass.
KGFF Seattle.
Springfield,
WSPR
Stockton,
Cal.
KGDM
Tacoma,
Wash.
KPO Washington. D. C.
KMO
Waterbury.
Conn.
WOL
WBRY Wenatchee.
Wash. Mich
CKLW Windsor-Detroit.
Yakima. Wash.
KIT
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RADIO STARS
MORNING
NBC-Red:
MEEDER—oisranistWILLIAM
XBC-Blue:
N O R S E JI B N
QUARTET

—quaKuth
I'l i.pl.-. i.iani.st; nil
CBS:It elLYRIC SERENADE
iS: MICHEL ROSCOENBC-Red:
HAROLD NAGEL S
RHUMBA ORCHESTRA
NHC-BIup:
COAST TO COAST
I IX A lU'S — Milton J. Cross
CI5S:
SI'XOAY
Al-NT S VArtells
S A N MOKXIXG
■ SDickscjn
— children'sAT
program.
9:.SO
NBC-Red: MELODY HOUR
CBS: PRF.SS-RAPIO NEWI

DECEMBER 5—12—19—26
10:00
NBC-Red:
WAV DciW X HOME
—musical drama
NBC-Red
THE RADIO
ITLPIT — Dr. Ralph
\V. Sockman
cns:
C H R Jean
1 S T Hertsholt
1A X —
NBC-Blue:
RUSSIAN MELODIES
drama,DR.starring
CBS: CHURCH OF THE AIR
10.30
RADIO N E W S :00NBC-Red:
REELlace— Parks
NBC-Rod: ERICANMUSIC
ButterworthJohnson. WalYt)UTH AND AMNBC-Blue:
NBC-Blue: DREAMS OF LONG
dramatizationsON BROADWAY —
CBS: NEW YORK PHILCHESTRA HARMONIC SYMPHONY ORMBS: ALICE BLUE — pianist
CBS: TEXAS RANGERS
MBS:
REVIEWING STANDworki problems
,RD AND MUZ-ICE REMSEN
11:30
XBC-Uluo
AFTERNOON

Patsy Kelly

Erno Rapee

NBC-Red: DENVER STRING
QUARTET SOUTHERNAIRES
NBC-Blue:
—MBS:NegroDR.maleCHARLES
Quartet COURBOIN
NBC-Red: ROUND
UNIVERSITY
CHICAGO
TABLEOF
DISCUSSION—
guest
speakers
NBC-Blue:
CITY
MUSIC HALL RADIO
ORCHESTRA—
soloists
CBS:
SALT
LAKE
CITY
ER.X.VCLE CHOIR AND TABOR-

JIUS: l)R<'nES-l-R.V
:30N'RC-Red: TUSKEfJER I.XSTlTIN HiTIO■- lllii'CHOTR
CDNl'lCRT
: XHC
]!EK— I'aul
■ Sl'ELI.lXC,
cliS:
IMjirrSWniK GOLD—
David
Itus.s TED WEKMS' ORCHES.MBS:
TRA
:45

NBC- Blue: MAG
RCA—
Frank.Millon
lila<orchestra.
Helen Marshall
44

NBC-Rfcd: BICYCLE PARTY—
chestra
Bill Slater, m.c. Mariani's orNBC-Blue:
FISHFACE ANDSENATOR
PROFESSOR
FIGGSBOTTLE— Jerry Sears
orchestra
MBS: ORGA.XIST
NBC-Red:DIES—Ruth
RO.MANCE
MELOLyon.
Davies, Shield's
orchestraEdward
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
VES
PERS
Fosdick— Dr. Harry Emerson
NBC-Red:— dramat
THE ization
WORLD IS
YOURS
NBC-Blue: BETH CHANDLER
MBS: I-UTHERAN HOUR
4:45
NBC-Blue: DOG HEROES
NBC-Red:SENTSRY-KRISP
PREMARION TALLEY—
Koestner's orchestra
NBC-Blue:
METROPOLITAN
OPERA
AUDITIONS
THi:
AIR—
Johnson. OFWilfred
Pelletier,Edward
conductor
CBS:
SILVER
THEATRE—
dramatic ijrogram. Conrad
MBS: THE SIXGING LADY—
children's pi-t)gram
NBC-Red:
THESheilaTIME
Y'OURRines,LIFE—
Barrett.OF
Joe
Graham
McNamee.
orchestra
NBC-Blue:
AFTER
NOON
WITH SUNDAY
EDMcCONNELL
CBS:
GUY
LOMBARDO
ANI'
HIS ORCHESTRA
EVENING

NBC- Red; A TALE OF TODAY -.skelchiiuCHESTRA
Nl;'' Ulu.
Ci;.s
l;< iM AXTIC RHYTHM
— Sally .\el.sori. Barry McKinley. Simons' orchestra

MBS:
FUN Irene.
IN SWINGTIMETim and
Hal Gordon
chestra
7.00Dell Sharbutt, D'Artega'a or
NBC-Red:
JELL-OMaryPROGRAN
— Jack Kenny
Benny.
Living
stone.
Baker.
Wil
son.
Sam
Hearn.
AndyDonDevine
Phil Harris' orchestra
orchestra
CBS:
OPEN HOUSB
JeanetteVICK'S
MacDonald,
Wilbu
i:vans.
Pasternack's
com
MBS:mentator
STAN LOMAX—orchestn
sporti
7:30NBC-Red: FIRESIDE RECITALS— Helen Marshall,
prano: Sigurd Nilssen, bai
NBC-Blue:
CAST— Feg BAKER'S
Murray. BROADHarriet
chestra
Hilliard. Ozzie Nelson's
CBS:
PHIL
BAKER—
and Bottle. Patsy Kelly.Beetle
Garr. Bradley's orchestra
MBS: TED WEEMS' OR^
CHESTRA
7:45NBC-Red: INTERESTING
NEIGHBORS
JERRY BELCHERVISITED BY
K:00
NBC-Red: BORN
CHASE AND SANDon
Ameche.
W. C.PROGRAM—
Fields.Dorothy
Edgar
Bergen.
Nelson
Lamour. orchestra
Stroud fOddy.
Twins. Armbruster's
NBC-Blue: GENERAL MOTORS
— Ernoguests
RaJohn B.CONCERTS
Kennedy,
SHOP pee.COLUMBIA
CBS:
WORKMBS: BENNY
DUST REVUE DAVIS' STAR.MILESTONES
K:30CBS:
MBS- ORCHESTRA
9:00NBC-Red : .MANHATTAN
MERRY-GO-ROUND
Rachel
Carlay.
Pierre Le — Kreeun,
Donnie's
orchestra
NBC-Blue: HOLLYWOOD
PLAYHOUSE— Tyrone Power,
CBS: NING
FORD
guests
HOUR SUNDAY EVEMBS:
PASSING
PARADEJohn Nesbitt
9:15
MBS: DEEP SOUTH— Negro
!) :30chorus
NBC-Red: AMERICAN ALOF FAMILIAR
MUSIC—
Frank BUMMunn.
Jean Dickenson.
Haenschen's JERGENS
orchestra PRONBC-Bluo:
GRAM—Walter Winchell. news
commentator
MBS: COMMENTATORS
9:45FORUM
NBC-Blue:
PREi'l:00
SENTS IRE.XEWELCH
RICH— dramaNBC-Red:
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MBS: LAUGHING
WITH
CANADApiano TEAM
'mBS:
LADY ESTHER
8:30NBC-Red:
SERENADE
— Wayne King's
orchestra
NBC-Blue: SID SKOLSKY—
Hollywood
news TOWN —
CBS:
TEXACO
Eddie Cantor, Deanna Durbin,
Jimmy Wallington, Pinky Tomlin, Saymore Saymore. Renard's
orchestra
8:45NBC-Blue: NORSEMEN
QUARTET TOWN HALL TOAllen, Portland
0:00NBC-Red:NIGHT— Fred
Hoffa. Van MUSICAL
Steeden's COMEDY
orchestra
NBC-Blue;
HIT.S — AI Roth
s orchestra
CBS—
LISTENERS'
DIGEST—
Kostelanetz'
orchestra.
Deems
Taylor, ORCHESTRA
guests
l»:15MBS:
MBS: ORCHESTRA
9:30NBC-Blue; NBC MINSTREL
SHOW— Gene Arnold, Short'»
orchestra
CBS;
— dramatization
MBS; TISH
ELDER
LIGHTFOOT,
SOLOMON
MICHAUX
— and
congregation
10:00
NBC-Red; YOUR HIT PANBC-Blue;
GENERAL HUGH
RADE
S. JOH.N'SO.N—
commentatorcrime
CBS;
GANG BUSTERS—
dramatizations.
Phillips Lord
MBS; ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue: SOLOIST
10:15
10:30
NBCBlue;Gill'sWALTZ
INTERLITDE
orchestra
CBS; —PATTI
CHAPIN — songs
NBC-Red:
ALISTAIR
COOKE
IM:45
— comtnentator
on stage
and
Alms.

RADIO STARS
MORNING
8:0(1
Xr.. -l:L,i: MALCOLM ("LAIRE
Xi:i'--'l5|!i.'-.' .•HAKtoTHKRS
8:1.-..\"Hi'-K..L
MKLi '1>ILS GOOD MliKNLXC;
XHc--niy:
EX-SKMBLi; DICK li-:il;i:ht
8:30
XBC-Rcd:
iti;\n';MBER? POKTICrxi ^iT
CBS:
STIMNCS
8:45XBC-lilue: LUCILLE AND
LAXXV
9:00XI!i--H ,1: W O M K N A N D
i) : Fields
1X.-. H C - R and
c d ; SILill
•r H E A M L 1 X i ; 11 .S —
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
9:30
CBS: RICHARD MAXWELL—
9:40
NBC-Red: PRESS -RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
9:45
NBC-Red: LANDT
TRIO
NBC-Blue:
THE
AIR— ALTXT
varietiesJEMIMA ON
CBS: BACHELOR'S
CHILDREN—sketch
10:00NBC-Red: MRS. WIGGS OF
THE CABBAGE PATCH—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
STORY OF MARY
MARLIX— sketch
CBS:
— sketchPRETTY KITTY KELLY
J0:15NBC-Red: JOHNS OTHER
WIFE
— sketchMA PERKINS—
NBC-Blue:
sketch
CBS:
sketch MYRT AND MARGE—
10:30
—NBC-Red:
sketch JUST PLAIN BILL
NBC-Blue:
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY
— sketch
CBS:
HOW
GET Emily
THE
MOST
OUT OFTO LIFE—
Post
MBS: GET THIN TO MUSIC
10:45
NBC-Red:DREN—sketchTODAY'S CHILNBC-Blue: ALCADE— Crosby
KITCHEN
Gaige CAVCBS:
MBS: INSTRUMENTALISTS
ORCHESTRA
11:00NBC-Red; DAVID HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue: THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
CBS: MARY LEE TAYLOR
11:15
NBC-Rfd
— skftch BACKSTAGE WIFE
NBC-Iilu.-;
ROAD OF
LIFE—
sketchTHEMAGAZINE
CBS: HEINZ
OF
THE
AIR
—
Carol
Kennedy's
Romance,
dramatic
serial
.\IBS: ORGAN
RECITAL
il:30
XHC-i;.m1
: TIoMi.;MAKh:RS'
EXCHAXCE—
i:i.an..r
lli.w.XBC-liliK-;
AND SAUK—
foni.'.lv
CBS: HK;sli.l.h
SISTER— sketch
11:45XBI-Iiod: -J-HE MYSTERY
CHE K
.\HC- HI,,.TIm-: l;Cnsp-I
I) W A HSi.it;.T
D M:i>-IIUCII
CHS
AI'NT
,ii:xxvs
i:io.\i,
HFi;
s-|oi;ii;s—
ski-ich
.MBS:
troloKcr..MYRA.(KA.X KIXGSLEY.
PAUL KING,a.icomnienlator
AFTERNOON
12:00 Noon
XRC-K'd: CIRI, ALOXE —
XH' I ;i u.I T r I .M E FOR
THi
CH.S: il C ic||):i;i
THItEi:
XOTES AND THE
12:15
NBC-Red:
— sketch THE GOLDBERGS
48
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2—9—16—23—30

Gabriel Heatter
NBC-Blue: VOCALIST
CBS:
PARADE
Edwin YOUR
C. Hill,NEWScommentator
12:30
NBC-Red: VOCALIST
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
FARM
AND
HOMEorchestra
HOUR— Walter
Blaufuss'
CBS:
ROMANCE
OF
HELEN
TRENT — sketch
r3:45
NBC-Red: VOCALIST
CBS: OUR GAL, SUNDAY—
sketch
MBS: WE ARE F O U R—
sketch
1:00NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
CBS:
BETTY AND BOB —
sketch
MBS:— Earl
MICROPHONE
IN THE
SKY
Harper, interviewer
1:15
NBC-Red:
AND LarMUSIC— Ruth WORDS
Lyon.
sen.
Hays Larry
CBS:Harvey
HYMNS
OF ALL
CHURCHES:
BETTY CROCKER, cooking expert
1:30NBC-Blue:
— sketch LOVE AND LEARJN
CBS ARNOLD GRIMMS
DAUGHTER— .sketch
1:45
NBC-Red:
HARDING'S
WIFE— sketchDAN
NBC-Blue:
VOCALISTIN PERCBS: HOLLYWOOD
SON—Bob Baker, commentator
i-mNBC-Red: NBC MUSIC GUILD
NBC-Blue: VOCAL DUET
CBS:
AIR PETTICOAT OF THE
•i:15Lavalle
MBS: DON'T
LOOK NOW—
orchestra and Sands, comedians,
CBS: LOUISE AND THE
LADS
2:30NBC-Blue:
EL CABALLERO
•2:45CBS: AMERICAN
SCHOOL
OF THEdren: folkAIRtales— songs for chilQUARTET
XHC-Hlue:
R.KXCH FAIRFAX
BOYS
.■!:00NBC-Rod:
.MBS:
BEATRICE
NBC-lied:
I'EPl'IOR YOUNG'S
FAMILY— KkoKh
CHS:
MBS: tiii';a'i-ki';
HTRIO
I , a < • K S T matinee
ONE CONCEltT
3:15NHC-Rod: MA I' i: It KINS —
skctc
h
NBiMiluc:
10 A S T M A N
SCHO<JL
Ol'- MUSIC A N D
MSKETCHES
BS : STUDIES
IN
BLACK AND
WHITE
3:30NBC-Red: VIC AND SADE—
comedy SCIENCE
sketch
CBS:
SERVICiO
SERIES

3:45sketch
NBC-Red: THE O'NEILLS —
YOU melodies
REMEMBER?
—CBS:
old DOfa\'orite
4:00MBS: MUSICAL PROGRAM
NBC-Red:
LORENZO JONES
— comedy sketch
CLUB MATINEE
—NBC-Blue:
variety program
we n the Bookends
CBS: tTED
MALONE'S — Be4:15NBC-Red: THE GUIDING
LIGHT—
sketch
CBS: BOB BYRON— songs
4:30NBC-Red: STORY OF MARY
MARLIN
NBC-Blue:— sketch
GENERAL FEDERATION OBAND
F WOMEN'S
CLUBS
CBS: U. S. ARMY
MBS: JOHNSON
FAMILY—
sketch,
with
Jimmy
Scribner
4:45
NBC-Red:
THE
ROAD
OF
LIFE —SONGLAND
sketch
MBS:
5:00NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue: LITTLE VARIETY
SHOW
CBS:
FOLLOWNick THE
Elsie Hilz.
DawsonMOON—
5:15
CBS
LIFE
OF
MARY
ERX — VILLAGE
sketch BARN SOTHMBS:
CUTUPS
5:30—NBC-Red:
juvenile JACK
serial ARMSTRONG
NBC-Blue: program
SINGING LADY —
children's
CBS: DEAR
dren's programTEACHER— chilMBS:
ORCHESTRA
5:45
NBC-Red:
LITTLEserialORPHAN
ANNIE—
Juvenile
NBC-Blue:
TOM ICRSMIX
STRAIGHT
juvenile
serial SHOOTHOUSE
CBS:
HILLTOP
—
dramatic serial
MBS: and
MARTHA
songs
patter AND HAL—
EVENING
6 :0nNBC-Red: DANCE BAND
NBC-Blue:
HARRY KOGEN
AND HIS ORCHESTRA
CBS: DEL CASINO— songs
6:15NBC-Red: DOX WIXSLoW
OF THEETON
ski-l'^-h
CRS:
BOYS
— (juartft
FOURNAVY—
CALIFORXIANS
—MBS:quartet
6:25CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
NBC - Red: PRESS - RADIO
6:30NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS

Ruth Lyon

6:35NBC-Red: RHYTHMAIRES
NBC-Blue: T<JNY RUSSELL—
6:45
NBC-Blue: LOWELL THOMAS
CBS:
(Jrimm. SONGHarrvTIMECool — Lorraine
MBS: wood
RADII-;
HARRLS— Hollycommentator
7 :00sketch
NBC-Red: AMOS 'N' ANDY—
NBC-Blue:
edy sketch EASY ACES — comCBS:
PoirriC
.MELODIESMac-—
Jack
Full.
HI,Kelsey's
Franklyn
orchestra
MBS: ORCHESTRA
7:15Cormack.
NBC-Red:
VOCAL
TIES— choralMR.
singins VARIENBC-Blue:
TRACER
OFserial
LOST KEEN.
PERSONS
—dramatic
NBC-Red:
SAVITT SERE7:30NBC-Rlue:
NADE
LU.M AND ABNER
— comedy sketch
CBS: WE,HeatterTHE PEOPLE —
(.iabriel
MBS: ORCHESTRA
7:45NBC-Blue: KIDOODLERS
8:00NBC-Red: ROYAL GELATIN
PROGRAM — Rudy Vallee.
NBC-Blue: GEXERAL HUGH
S.CBS:
JOHNSOX
commentator
KATE —SMITH—
Ted Colguests
lins.
Henny
Y'oungman,
Miller's
SJmS:'' MUSIC
BY—
guest
conductors, .lack Arthur, baritone
NBC-Blue:
LIEDERSINGERS
8:15
MARCH OF TIME
—NBC-Blue:
news dramatizations
8 :3()MBS: ORCHESTRA
9:00NBC-Rf,!: GOOD NEWS OF
19:iS — M-G-,M stars, Willson's
orchestra
NBC-Blue: ROCHESTER
PHILHARMONIC
ORCHESTRA
CBS:
MAJOR
BOWES'
AMATEUR
HOUR
MBS: ORCHESTRA
9:30NBC-Blue: AMERICA'S
TOWX
MEETING OF THE
AIR — speakers
MBS:
WALLENSTEIN'SALFRED
SINFONIETTA
10:00
NBC-Red:
KRAFT
HALL — Bing Crosby.MUSIC
Bob
Burns. Trotter's orchestra,
NBC-Blue:
XBi'
JAMBOREE
CBS:
BUDDY CLARK ENTERTAIXS
guests
MBS: COMMENTATORSFORUM
10:30
CBS: Bay
ESSAYS
IN orchestra
MUSIC—
Victor
s concert
MBS:
MUSICALHENRY
REVUEWEBER'S
11:00
NBC-Red:
MUSIC
NBC-Blue;DANCE
VAGABONDS
CBS: CAB CALLOWAY'S ORCHESTRA
11:15QUAPTET
NBC-Blue;
ELZA— previews,
SCHALLERT REVIEWS
MBS: DANCE MUSIC
guests

Victor Bay

RADIO STARS
MORNING
NHC-Hlue:
— quartet FOUR SHOWMEN
8:ir>NBC-Red: GOOD MORNING
MELODIES
NBC-Blue:
DER — organistWILLIAM MEE8:30NBC-Red: DO YOU REMEMBER? MERRYMAKERS
CBS:
8:45NBC-Blue: LUCILLE AND
LANNYETON BOYS
CBS:
9:0UNBC-Red: WOMEN AND
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
BREAKFAST
CLUB— METROPOLITAN
variety
program PACBS:
RADE
9:15NBC-Red: STREAMLINERS—
Fields and Hall, orchestra
—CBS:songs RICHARD MAXWELL
9:25CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
9:40NBC-Red PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PR SS-RADIO
NEWS
9:45NBC-Red: LANDT TRIO
NBC-Blue:
JEMIMA
ONCBS:
THEBACHELOR
AIR—AUNT
varieties
S CHILDREN—sketch
10:00
NBC-Red:
MRS. WIGGS
THE
PATCH OF—
sketch CABBAGE
NBC-Blue:
STORY
OF
MARY
MARLIN — sketch
CBS:
— sketchPRETTY KITTY KELLY
10:15
NBC-Red:
OTHER
WIFE — sketchJOHNS
NBC-Blue:
MA PERKINS—
sketch
CBS:
sketch MYRT AND MARGE—
10:30
NBC-Red:
sketch JUST PLAIN BILL
NBC-Blue; sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
CBS: TONYAnn Leaf
WONS' SCRAPBOOK—
MBS: GET THIN TO MUSIC
10:45
NBC-Red:
CHILDREN— sketchTODAY'S
NBC-Blue:
KITCHEN
CAVA
L
C
A
D
E
—
Crosby
Gaige
CBS: RUTH
ART— songs
MBS:
ORGANCARHRECITAL
11:00
NBC-Red:
DAVID HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue: THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
CBS:
HEINZ
MAGAZINE
THE AIR— Julia
Sanderson.OF
Franktra. Crumit,
Rolfe'ss Romance
orchesCarol
Kennedy
MBS: REMINISCING
'^NBC-Red:
WIFE— sketchBACKSTAGE
NBC-Blue:
LIFE— sketch THE ROAD OF
11:30
NBC-Red:
HOW TO BE
CHARMING
NBC-Blue: —VICsketch
AND SADE—
sketch
CBS:
SISTER — sketch
MBS: BIG
ORCHESTRA

DECEMBER 3—10—17—24—31
11:45NBC-Red: HELLO PEGGY —
NBC-Blue:
MacHUGH—AUNT
The EDWARD
Gospel
SingerREAL
CBS:
JENNYS
LIFE
STORIES—
sketch
MBS: MYRAtrologer, JEKINGSLEY,
AN PAUL KINO.asAFTERNOON
12:00
Noon GIRL ALONE—
NBC-Red:
skptch
Xr,C-Blue: TIME FOR
th(TU(;ht
cbs: IST—Maiv
the radio
columnMargaretBROKENMcBride
MUS: NORMAN
SIURE'S
VARIETY PROGRAM
NBC-Red: THE GOLDBERGS
—.sketch
VOCALIST
II NBC-Blue:
: !.■>
CBS:
NEWScommentator
PARADE
—EdwinYOURC. Hill,
12:30
NBC-Red: THE
VAGABONDS
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
FARM
AND
HOMEorchestra
HOUR — Walter
Blaufuss'
CBS:
ROMANCE
OF
HELEN
TRENT
— sketch
MBS:
SKETCHESSTUDIES
IN BLACK AND
AND
WHITE
12 NBC-Red:
:45
JOE
WHITE
AND
PADRAIC COLUM
CBS: OUR GAL. SUNDAY—
sketch
MBS: WE ARE FOUR— sketch
1:00NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
CBS: BETTY AND BOB—
sketch
MBS: MICROPHONE
IN THE
SKY—
Earl Harper, interviewer
1:15NBC-Red: WORDS AND MULarsen.
Lyon,SIC— Larry
Harvey
Hays Ruth—
CBS.
BETTY
conking
expert CROCKER
MBS:
CARSON
ROBISON
HIS BUCKAROOS
1:30AND
NBC-Blue: sketchLOVE AND
LEARN—
CBS:
ARNOLDsketch
GRIMM'S
DAUGHTER—
1:45NBC-Red: DAN HARDING'S
WIFE— sketchGRACE AND
NBC-Blue;
SCOTTY—
songs and patter
■i-.mCBS:
HOLLYWOOD
IN PERBob Baker, commentator
MBS;SON— ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red
and NBC-Blue: NBC
MUSIC
HOUR— NEWS
Dr.APPRECIATION
Walter
DamroschA
CBS:
THROUGH
WOMAN'S EYES — Kathryn
Cravens
MBS: DON'T
LOOK NOW—
Lavalle
orchestra and Sands, comedians,

DON WINSLOW
6:15NBO-Red:
OF THE NAVY— sketch
.\I!C-Red: PRESS-RADIO
.\ i;\vs
NliC-Blue:
PRESS- RADIO
NEWS
CBSMBS: PRESS-RADIO
ORCHESTRA NEWS
6:35NBC-Red: RHYTHMAIRES
NBC-Blue: SOLOIST
CBS: FRANK DAILEY'S ORCHESTRA
6:45—NBC-Blue:
LOWELL THOMAS
news commentator
CBS:
TIME — Betty
Grable, SONG
John Payne
7 :00

AJIERICAN
SCHOOL
2:30CBS:
OF
THE
AIR —Club
Vocational
Guidance;
Science
of the
MBS: BEATRICE FAIRFAX
3:00
NBC-Red: PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
NBC-Blue: sketch
RADIO GUILD—
dramatization
CBS;
HALL COLUMBIA CONCERT
3:15sketch
NBC-Red: MA PERKINS —
3:30sketch
NBC-Red: VIC AND SADE—
CBS: JENNY PEABODY—
sketch
jVIBS:
GOOD HEALTH AND
TRAINING
THE O'NEILLS—
3:45NBC-Red:
sketch
CBS:
SALVATION
ARMY
STAFF
BAND
MBS; RADIO GARDEN CLUB
4:00NBC-Red:
LORENZO JONES
— comedy sketch
NBC-Blue:
CLUB MATINEE—
variety program
CBS: tweenTEDthe Bookends
MALONES— Be4:15NBC-Red:
THE
GUIDING
LIGHT —MUSIC
sketch FROM
CBS.
THE
GOLD COAST
4:30NBC-Red: STORY OF MARY
MARLIN—
sketch
MBS:
JOHNSON
with JimmyFAMILY—
Scribner
4 :45sketch,
NBC-Red:
LIFE — sketchTHE ROAD OF
CBS:
FOE DR. ALLAN ROY DA5:00NBC-Red: ARTHUR LANG —
baritone
NBC-Blue:
NEIGHBOR
NELL
CBS:
FOLLOW
Elsie Hitz.
Nick THE
DawsonMOON—
5:15NBC-Red;
NBC-Blue: VOCALIST
SOLOIST
CHS:
ERN— LIFE
sketch OF MARY SOTH5 :30NBC -Red;
-Blue JACK
\ i\ .M ; okchestra
;nlNIST
s corner
kotiiy
gordon's
: LITTLE ORPHAN

ANDY —
5.\I.\LL—
OUIICS—
yn MacNBC-Red: STATION
UNCLE
RADIO
—KARL
Pat EZRA'S
Barrett
NBC-Blue:
DR.
REIL AND—DINNER
commentator
CBS:
CONCERT
MBS: LaSALLE CAVALIERS
—sketch
1 :30NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
LUM AND ABNER
CBS: NEAL 0'H.\RA'S RADIO
GAZETTE
7:45NBC-Red: BUGHOUSE
—RHYTHM
soprano LOUISE FLOREA
NBC-Blue:
CBS: BOAKE itatc CARTER —
NBC-Red;
CONCERT
—CITIES
Lucille SERVICE
Manners.
Bourdon's orchestra
NBC-Blue:
GRAND
CENTRAL
STATION—
dramatic
sketch
CBS:
HALL HAMMERSTEIN MUSIC
DEATH VALLEY
8:30NBC-Blue:
DAYS — dramatization
CBS: MUSIC
FROM HOLLYW
O
D
—
Alice
Kemp's ORCHESTRA
orchestra Faye, Hal
MBS:
8:45MBS: PICTURES IN MUSIC
9:00NBC-Red: WALTZ TIME—
Frank
Lvman's Munn.
orchestraLois Bennett.
NBC-Blue:
VARSITY SHOW—PONTIAC
Paul Duinont.
CBS;
HOLLYWOOD
HOTEI^
Frances
Langford,Oswald,
Jerry Cooper. Ken Murray,
Anne
Jamison.
Paige's orchestra
MBS ORCHESTRA
9:30NBC-Red: TRl'E STORY
COURT
HUMAN
T I O N S— dOFr a m RALIOIGII
a 1 1 z a I i() I RELANBC-Blue:
AND
KOOLorchestra.
SHOW—Edvlhe
TommyWright,
Dorsev's
Jack
Leonard,
Paul
Stewart
MBS: PAT B.^RNES AND HIS
B.VRN STORMERS
10:

NBC-Red:
JTMMIR FIDLER'S
HOLLYWOOD
MHS: CCUTAIX GOSSIPT I M E—

)P H O U S E—
EVENING
Edythe Wright

Barbara Luddy

49
NHC-Hlu-;
ORCHIOSTRA
CHS:
.MUSIC
MBS: DANCIO
DANCE MUSIC

RADIO
MORNING
8:00
NBC-Red:
—XBC-Blue:
children'sMALCOLM
stories CLAIRE
QUARTET NORSEMEN
8:15
NBC-Red: GOOD MORNING
MELODIES
NBC-Blue:
ENSEMBLE DICK LEIBERT
8:30NBC-Red: DO YOU REMEMBER?
CBS: JACK SHANNON — songs
NBC-Blue:
LUCILLE AND
LANNYVIOLINIST
CBS:

STARS
6:30
NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue; PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
6:35MBS: ORCHESTRA

Bill Perry

Wendy Barrie

NBC-Blue:
CALL TO YOUTH
CBS:
CAPTIVATORS
MBS: THEPARENTS'
OF
AIR MAGAZINE
12:13
NBC-Blue: SOLOIST
12:30
NBC-Red: ENSEMBLE
REX BATTLE'S
CONCERT
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
FARM
AND
CBS;
GEORGE HOMEHALLHOURAND
HIS
ORCHESTRA
MBS: STUDIES
SKETCHES
IN BLACK AND
AND
WHITE

NBC-Blue:
RICARDO AND
HIS
CABALLEROS
CBS:
WORLD WALTZES OF THE
MBS: ORCHESTRA
3:45
CBS: THE DICTATORS

—NBC-Red:
contralto VOCALIST
NBC-Blue:
ALMA KITCHELL
6:45
NBC-Red: THE ART OF LIVPealeING— Dr. Norman Vincent
NBC-Blue:
JOHNNY O'BRIEN
CBS;
ORCHESTRA
7:00
NBC-Red; TOP HATTERS
ORCHESTRA—
Jan Savitt
NBC-Blue:
RAEL— guestsMESSAGE
and musicOF ISCBS;
SATURDAY
SWING
SESSION
SEMBLE
MBS; PALMER HOUSE EN7:15
MBS: ORCHESTRA
7:30
NBC-Red: GIRLS OF THE
WEST
NBC-Blue: UNCLE JIMS
QUESTION
BEE
CARBORUNDUM
BAND
—CBS-Edward
D'Anna, conductor
7:45
NBC-Red:
JEAN SABLON
MBS; ORCHESTRA

ORCHESTRA

NBC-Red:
NOT — Robert BELIEVE-IT-ORL. Ripley. Rolfe's
orchestra
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
CBS:
YOUR UNSEEN FRIEND
— dramatization
THERE,Helene
AUDIENCE
—MBSRay HIPerkins.
Daniels.

DECEMBER

4—11—18—25

NBC-Red:
THE
WISEKFAST
-MAN
NBC-Blue— variety
BREAprogram
CLUB
CBS: RAY BLOCK— pianist
NBC-Red:
Fields
and STREAMLINERSHall
CBS.
noveltyDALTON
trio BROTHERSRICHARD MAXWELL—
9:40
NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NKWS
NBC-Blue: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
9:t5
NBC-Red:
LANDT TRIO
NBC-Blue:
ON THE AIR AUNT
— varietiesJEMIMA
CBS: FIDDLER'S FANCY
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEW!
10:00
NBC-Red:
— songs NANCY SWANSON
XBC-Blue:
OFBreen,
THEPeterAIRSWEETHEARTS
— Rose
May Singhi
deFEIBEL
CBS:
FRED
— organist
10:15
NBC-Red:
CHARIOTEERS—
male
quartetSWIXf.TlMK
NBC-Blue:
TRIO
10:30
NBC-Red: MANHATTERS
NBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRA
CBS:
LET'S
PRETEND— cti
dren's
programTHIN
MBS- GET
TO MUS
NBC-Red:
FLORENCE HALE S
RADIO FORUM
XBC-Blue:
PATRICIA RVA.\
CBATOltY
S " f ■ I XOKr- 1 XMUSIC
X A T I CCONCKR-l
OX SRR \ MBS:
SHIRESXORMAX
VARIETYBROKEXPROGRAM

CBS: ORIENTALE
MBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red:
BETTY ESCORTS AND
CBS: JIMMY SHIELDS— tenor
:30
NBC-Red:
CAPERS
—NBC-Blue:
orchestra, CAMPUS
vocalists MATINEE
CLUB
CBS:
BUFFALO PRESENTS
MBS: ORCHESTRA
2:00
NBC-Red:
HOST
BUFFALO
— YOUR
orchestra,
soloistsIS
CBS:
MADISON
ENSEMBLE
MBS: PALMER
HOUSE
CERT ORCHESTRA CON2:15
CBS:
— organistAND
MBS: ANN
THREELEAFGRACES

;u RUSH AND
NBC
SILI'
IXUTE MEN —
NBC
male
11:30
NBC-Red
ELEVEN : HALF PAST
NBC-Blue:
OUR Madge
BARN '1— ucker
chilMBS: dren's
U. S.program.
ARMY BAND
11:45
NBC-Red:
IXSTRUMEXTAL
GROUP

2:30
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
MBS: PALMER HOUSE ORCHESTRA

AFTERNOON
12:00 Noon
NBC-Red:
CONTINENTALS —
Beatrice
rector Lind, Josef Honti, di50

NBC-Red: CONCERT MIXIATURES
NBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRA
CBS:
HERMANS
MBS: DOWN
MUSICALBY PROGRAM

NBC- Blue: CADETS QUARTET
CBS: TOURS IN TONE

NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue:
LITTLE VARIETY
SHOW
CBS: ORCHESTRA
NOTE:
As we go to press, this
programlutelygurde
accurate, isbutabso-we
cannot
last minutebe responsible
changes made-for
by the broadcasting companies,
advertising agencies or sponsors.
5:30NBC-Red; KALTENME YERS
KINDERGARTEN — varieties.
Bruce Kamman, Kogen's orchestra
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
5:45CBS: COOLIDGE QUARTET
MBS: ORCHESTRA
EVENING
6:00
NBC-Red:
CHICO SPANISH REVUEELORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue:
MBS; ORGAN RECITAL
MBS: FOUR CALIFORNIANS
0:25CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS

8:30
NBC-Red:Haley,
LOG Virginia
CABIN SHOW
—Jack
Warren
Hull.
Wendy VerrlU,
Barrie.
Fio-Rifo's
orchestra
—NBC-Blue:
commentatorLINTON WELLS
CBS:
PRESENTS
RUSS JOHNNY
MORGAN
ANDMartin,
HIS
ORCHESTRA
— Charles
MBS: VIAWOR
PRESENTS
SYLguests FROOS
8:45NBC-Blue: NOLA DAY — songs
9:00NBC-Blue: NATIONAL BARN
DANCE — Joe Kelly
CBS: PROFESSOR QUIZZ—
MBS: Trout
LOUISIANA HAYRIDE
Bob
9:30NBC-Red: SPECIAL DELIVCBS:
NIGHT
ERY — SATURDAY
sketch— Mary Eastman,
SERENADE
Bill
Perry.
Haenschen's
orchestra
MBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red and NBC-Blue: NBC
10:00
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA —
Artur
Rodzinski,
CBS:
HIT conductor
PARADE
MBS; YOUR
DRAMATIC
PROGRAM
10:30
MBS: ORCHESTRA
10:45
CBS: PATTI CHAPIN— songs
NBC-Red:
11:00
NBC-Blue: DANCE
DANCE MUSIC
MUSIC
CBS:
BENNY
GOODMAN'S
ORCHESTRA
MBS: DANCE MUSIC
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A

New

Cream

t^eAcfii^e
Puts into skin the
substance that helps to
make it beautiful
ANEW KIND OF CREAM has been
developed!
women'sy
into especiall
that puts
e that
the substanc
skinA cream
helps to make it beautiful — the
active "skin-vitamin."
For years, leading doctors have
known how this "skin-vitamin"
heals skin faster when applied to
wounds or burns. How it heals skin
infections. And also how skin may
grow rough and subject to infections
when there is not enough of this
■'skin-vitamin" in the diet.
we tested
it in Pond'sInCreams.
TheThenresults
were favorable!
animal
tests, skin that had been rough and drv
because
of "skin-vitamin"
the diet became
smooth and deficiency
supple againin
— in only 3 weeks!
Women who had long used Pond's
Cold Cream tried the new Pond's Cri
with "skin -vitamin" — and found i
"better
thana bright,
ever." clear
They look
said: that
that
it gives skin
it keeps skin so much smoother.

brings

tol\^)nien

'Skin-Mfamin

''GIVES BETTER
COLOR. NOW MY
SKIN IS CLEARER

A

Mrs. ElU th N. Bailey.
<lauglit<-r of Mr. and Mrs. IVIurgan Belmont
l'',.x[)i>sure dries the ''skin -vitamin" out of skin. Mrs.
lidilcy says:
am so Itgladkeepsto usemy theskinnewfinerPond's
'skinvitamin'
('old"ICream.
and softer,
,-CN,
in(left)spiteMrs.of allHailey
niv sports.^^
skeet shooting at her home in Tu.xedo
(cmtiT) Leaving the Plaza after luncheon.
Same jars, same labels, same price
TEST IT IN
9 TREATMENTSof
Now the new Pond's "skin-vitamin" Cold
Cream is on sale everywhere — in the same
r...i
t.old
jars, with the same labels, at the same
.ii.d 5
|iri(
i'.
Use
it
as
before
—
but
see
how
much
Rush
special
tiil>e
of
i^otul's
skiii
Cream,
enough
for
'>
tr«M
I
men
I
licaltliier and freer of faults it makes
2ililTereiit
Poncl'spostage
of"skin.
I'oiui's
h'ace IV
lOtother
to covershades
andMiami.,packing.
your skin look!
This new cream brings to your skin the
vitamin that especially aids in keeping skin
beautiful. Not the "sunshine" vitamin.
Not the orange-juice vitamin. But the
19S7. Pond-« Ei
active "skin-vitamin."
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IF IT HADN'T
seven, barely escaped with his own life
He was born in Monastrhisht, Russia
His father was a music arranger for the
Russian Court orchestra. When Mark was
seven, the family decided to leave Russia
and come to America. This was at the
risk of their lives. They were forbidden
by court order to leave.
Then be.i;aii a two-year trek across the
vast stretcher of Russia, a trek that turned
into a flight. Mark (his real name is
Max Voronow) dimly remembers sleeping in haymows of barns by day and traveling by night, sometimes on foot and sometimes in a wagon. His only personal possessions were his violin and his zi'hoople
and piishkiji (hoop and stick), and to these
he clung fast until the day he arrived in
Manhattan.
He remembers fear and hunger and cold.
He remembers walking until his thin, pipestem legs were wobbly with fatigue. He
remembers seeing death and murder and
desolation — things that today he would
rather forget.
He remembers that fateful day, just before they safely crossed the border, when
th.eir little straw trunk, which held everything in the way of clothing that the
refugee family possessed, was stolen — how,
surrounded by surly and vengeful-looking
strangers, he strummed his cheap violin as
if one inspired, fiddled gay tunes, sad tunes,
until somehow the sight and sound of this
gallant boy and his music touched the
hearts of the ruffians who had robbed the
W'arnows.
returned,
the passage acrossThethetrunk
borderwas was
accomplished.
"Then we went across Austria," said
W'arnow.
"I don't
remember
much I about
that,
and the
next vivid
memory
have
is coming into New York on the steamer,
Abraham Lincoln. Oh, sure, we traveled
steerage.
no money, nothing —
just
hope forW'ethehadfuture.
"I
remember
peering
the bars
at Castle Garden, where through
the immigration
authorities detained us, trying to get a
glimpse of this wonderful city of New
York, whose streets, I had heard, were
paved with gold, and where food was
plentiful and jobs to be had on every
corner.
"Well, finally some relatives arrived to
get
us outStreet
and andtakeFirst
us toAvenue,
a one-room
flat
at 97th
the heart
of the East Side. I was a pretty disappointed little boy. Tlie >treels were of
cold cement. There was no gold that I
could see and we had, as in Russia, tea
and toast, and tea and toast some more.
For months this went on until my father
got a job as a writer for a Russian paper.
How do you live on tea and toast? I
don't know. You just do. It doesn't
hurt \()U any. it seems. It didn't hurt
me.
I hadindiscovered
there'sthealways
adventure
some form,thataround
cor.Xftcr a couple of years, the family moved
1'.ner."
Urnnklyn, where Warnovv has lived ever
"1 went
109. Onethe ofbigmycriminal
classmates was toSamSchool
Liebowitz,
attorney of today. Another was Dave
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BEEN
(ContinuedFOR
from pageTHE
37)

GIRL

IN RED-

refused to see me on the sixth call, I s;
down and wrote a fresh, flip poem and
It in to '.Iher.midstIt w'ent
rain like
and thissnow:
And
ti'cathcr
like
/ come to shoiv h

Fans who tune in NBC's Breakfast
Club and Club Matinee are familcontralto
voice,iar withbutAnnette
not herKing's
lovely
face.
Sarnoff, head of RCA, whose mother was
janitress of the building in which we lived.
Yes — think of that! None of us had much
money, but we seemed to get along and
have exciting times. As in all those
schools, there were other boys who ended
as gangsters and racketeers. They sought
aventure.
different and more ugly kind of ad"I loved the violin always. I kept on
playing it and as soon as there was a little
spare ished
money,
I hadI found
lessons.a scholarship
When I fin-at
high school
the Arnold Volpe Institute waiting for
me. That was wonderful. To Arnold
Volpe I owe a great deal, not only for
the help he gave nie, but for the inspiration bestowed when
I was nieyoung
impres ionable. He made
work,andstudy
and love music as a great art.
"I've always known that music was to
becaredmy much
life work.
why ofI'vejobs
neverI
about That's
what kind
had, as long as they were musical. Just
sohappy.
long as I could play the violin, I was
"Once 1 did take a fling at a business
career. It wasn't my idea, but anyway, I
tried. Myof fiddlers
father-in-law,
you see,
approve
as a class.
Aboutdidn'tall
he knew about them was what he had
gleaned from seeing these old guys who
come around and play at weddings and
celebrations. He thought I had to have
a morestojiped
substantial,
solid business."
\\'ariiow
and chuckled
reminiscently.
"He thinks differently now," he said, with
a twinkle in his eye. "Since those days,
he's come to know music is important. But
"Well,
I promised
then
— — anyway,
business
the garment
trade. I'dI try
startedhis
out one day, with a satchel of sample
dresses, to interview buyers. How I hated
toit ! seeIn methe— first
just place,
a youngnonekidof— 'em
and wanted
in the
second
place,
I
really
didn't
want
to see
them! After I had exhausted my friends,
I wasbody ! stuck. I couldn't get in to see any"But buyer,
the thirdon day
mad. fiveWhen
woman
whomI got
I called
times,a

The styles that sell.'
but ajustword
in ordelik
to "She
bawl sawme me,outallforright,using
hSo I ,got
evenmad,
thoughtoo!I hadn't
I told spelled
her ofif,it outam
told her what I thought of the dress gar
nient business Finally she said: 'Well
\ ou're in here now ; let's see what yoi
liave.'
When II hadopened
my model,
case, she
most fainted.
a dress
a cop}al
offor ana week.
original,So she'd
tryingsale,to aftei
fint
I madebeena big
all. But that particular incident finishec
me. I turned in my case that night and
said I was through. I was going back tc
fiddling.
I did."a job in the ParaWarnow Andnextso found
mount Theatre orchestra. From there, in
1928, he went to CBS as a violinist, and
two weeks later found himself arranging
and conducting a small sustaining program. From that day on, he has climbed
the radio ladder.
Important modern musicaF ideas which
he has introduced in radio include the
swing feuds, pictures in rhythm, strange
harmonies and musical drills. In the latter he endeavors to convey orally what
the Roxettes, for example, convey visual y. In strange harmonies he tries U
give his ideas of what music of fifty years
hence will be like.
What will this music consist of?
"Of course, we can't actually tell," he
answers.
one restful,
knows, more
but I colorful,
predict
that it will "No
be more
more intriguing. The tension and the
speed and the noise of the world constantly increase and we will turn more
and more to music for relaxation. Therefore, it must be restful, but it also must
be Warnow's
colorful andfavorite
intriguing."
popular tune is
Where or and
ll'hen,appealing.
because, he says, it is
melodious
Among the celebrities of radio today
whomton heDowneyhas ( who
helpedbegan
get with
startedWarnow
are Mor-on
a sustaining program), Gertrude Niesen,
Buddy
Shaw. Clark, Del Casino and Hollace
Warnow always has his eye peeled for
newcomers. He feels that always there
is somebody with a new, exciting idea or
new, exhilarating personality, just around
the corner. He likes to find new ideas
and do new things, which probably is one
of the secrets of his fine record in radio.
Meanwhile, he enjoys life. He has one
of the finest and largest record collections in the country, he has a yacht on
Long Island Sound, a limousine upholstered
in blue, a charming wife and three
beautiful children. The little Russian boy
in the blouse and boots, with the zchoople,
who looking
stared vainly
wide-eyedfor
atPushkin
New and
York fiddle,
in 1909,
the
streets
of
gold,
has
found
his own
Dream City.
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DEANNA

LEARNS

A LESSON
(Continued from pa;ic 23)
radio and picture production, was, if
a darling at times, at other times very
much the spoiled darling that critics and
press had predicted.
The story spread, magnifying like the
proverbial snowball, threatening to swamp
this promising career. Making an effort
to .get behind the cloudy web of gossip, I
thought that much was to be said for
Deaiina, if the stories were true. She had
been just thirteen when her spectacular
career began and, in addition to the emotional and physical strain of her new work,
was going through a trying period with
its own mental and phjsical strain and
difficult adjustment. Plucked from her
classes in the Bret Harte Junior High
School, plucked from her singing lessons
and her soft ball games and her roller
skating, she had been plunged into a never
ceasing whirl of activity and excitement
and enough praise to turn the head of any
child. And if the stories were not true,
they should
cleared up now, in all fairness to the bechild.
nowNearly
: thateveryone
she wasknows
born Deanna's
in Canada,storyto
which her English parents migrated a few
years before, and brought to Los Angeles
when she was a year old. That she went
to public school and sang at parties and
social functions, but that no one recognized
the exceptional qualities of her voice unti
she was ten That it was her gifted elder
sister, Edith, whose devotion and encouragement and ambition for the adored little
sister made the singing lessons possible,
and kept the child so interested that she
was willing to come home from school at
three and sing until dinner time, seldom
getting out to play before dark. Thus the
habit of devotion to her career was begun
early and music was as much a part of
AREN T YOU TROUBLED when your
the day's regular schedule as was the
hands begin to roughen and chap?
three
R's.
The later story is familiar too: Deanna, Tliey look unroinantic — like old hands.
signed by M-G-M to play the part of
Why let this happen? Relief is quick
Madame Schumann-Heink as a girl, in a
picture to be called Gram, was forgotten when you use Jergens Lotion, which
by herness studio
the great
singer's
ill- overcomes the drying effect of water,
prevented when
the making
of that
picture.
A short was made, but nothing came of it wind and cold upon your skin.
and it looked for a while as if her movie
Not just an outside "coating" —
career would end before it bad ever really Jergens
sinks in and carries in beautvbegun.
Not that Deanna cared particularly. She giving moisture to the thirsty skin. By
was in Junior High by now and more in- actual test, Jergens goes in more ejfcrterested insoft ball games than in a movie //ff/j than any other lotion tested
career, anyway. She actually had refused Two
of Its ingredients are usee
to make tests, when first approached, because
they
interfered
with
her
team's
program.
But since Metro had no definite plans
for her, her agent arranged for an audition
at Newtract wasUniversal,
new conthe result.andrhi>a shiny
time there
was
no
slip-up
and,
ratlu-r
against
will
than otherwise, little Edna Mae herDurbin
was I'll red t(i exchange her pleasant schoolgirl existence for the hectic, if exciting,
career of movie actress Deanna.

by many colored
doctors
makeandhorny,
disskin white,to soft
smooth.
Apply
Jergens
once! Immediately itstarts
to healevenchapping,
smooth
out roughness. Do you want silken,
tea-rose hands to hold a man's heart
for life? Then use Jergens faithfully.
Only 50?f, 251?, lOe — or $1.00 for
the special economy size of this fragrant lotion — at any beauty counter.
HEAR WALTER WINCHELI Sunday ni»hl9-Nation.^l
BroiiilriiAting ConipHiiy Blue .Network — Coa?t-lo-Coa!*l.
PURSE-SIZE BOTTLE OF JERGENS
Sec loi vo,n-.cir— cl.nlv free — hoNv effeclivcly .Ic-.>;r..s K,Y( — solic.is and wliitens
1 lie Amlrc w .JoiKi ns Co.. Ifi.U Alfred Street,
( incinnati, Ohio (In Canada: Perili, Ontario.)
\„„„
EASE I'RINT
Street
Sinle
City
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PERFECT
for name after name
on your Christmas list!
Now! Armand comes to the rescue of those
perplexed by Christmas buying. Every
friend whom you remember with an Armand
Gift
Set, willartistic,
exclaim,Armand
"Oh, Gift
how Sets
NICE!"are
Gorgeously
sure to please . . . yet helpfully inexpensive.
The lucky recipient of an Armand Gift Set
will thank you ever afterward. In two
styles, both contain Armand Blended Cream,
that new five-in-one facial ... the secret of
fresh, radiant loveliness. Both styles contain Armand Cream Rouge, used by fastidious women to subtly high light their
beauty. You have your choice of either
Armand Wind Blown Roses Powder or the
famous Armand Cold Cream Powder.
Do your Christmas shopping early at your
favorite toiletries counter. When you see
these exciting Armand Gift Sets, you will
want several, probably one for yourself, too.

ARMAND: Des Moines, Iowa
send free sample of Armand
BlendedPleaseCream.
State.
City
I buy my cosmetics at the following store:
MM 1.38-This offer expires Feb. 1, 1938
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Tackling tlie problem of presenting an
unknown in an important role, Charles R.
Rogers of Uni\ersal decided that radio
was the obvious, the (|iiiekest way of building up a reputatidn for lier. Appreciating
her talent and the rare quality of her voice
as he did, he must nevertheless have been
surprised as well as gratified by what that
coast-to-coast broadcast did for her. Fan
letters poured in, local celebrities crowded
around, generous in their praise. She appeared at important social functions, she
sang to ever-increasing
and always
wildly
enthusiastic
audiences. The
added laurels
of her first screen success placed her in
the
stars. top-flight of brilliant Hollywood
Many
has found
the and
combination of thean twoadultcareers
of screen
radio
ato too-heavy
burden.
Deanna,
in
addition
the radio rehearsals and two broadcasts,
one for the F^ast and one for the West
Coast, and in addition to learning her songs
and dialogue, has three hours of schooling
daily. Only nine hours a day can be
working hours and into them, somehow,
must be crowded an hour or so of vocalizing, acertain amount of time for wardrobe
and make-up, another hour now and then
for posing for stills — and time allotted,
when possible, for interviews. One hour
of the nine is for lunch and rest. Interviews properly come under the head of
work, and when you consider her schedule,
as.\ oushewon'tis towonder
please,that,
therewilling
was aandtimeanxious
when
her answers were sometimes stilted, brief
to the point of curtness, not because she
was unfriendly, but because her throat
ached, her mind and body were fatigued.
That was before the rising tide of gossip
pricked the studio into a realization of
what was happening . . .
Deanna, never omitting her radio program, had made her first picture, had
gone on a personal appearance tour, had
flown to Philadelphia to record songs with
Leopold Stokowski for her next picture.
Traveling turned out to be not much fun,
after all, spoiled by a weary round of
interviews, of being on parade, of smiling
and singing, of signing autographs and
answering foolish questions. It must
sometimes have occurred to the child that
no one had a better right to trade on her
fame, her success, than Deanna Durbin I
Why just
musthesheherself,
do all run
this?away
Why andcouldn't
she
play
once in a while if she wanted to?
She was a disappointed little girl when
a roller-skating expedition turned into an
autograph-signing party and she did not
even get a chance to put on her skates.
She was briefly downcast when a trip to a
drugstore to get a chocolate soda resulted
in a similar mobbing and she finally
returned home without her soda. But she
got a thrill out of it, too, and did not
complain. In fact, although having only
an hour for lunch and rest, she continued
her habit of going into the studio cafe by
the front door and accepting as a regular
part of the game the demands of the sightaround ItUniversal's
entranceseers ahva.\s
for grouped
her signature.
was her
teacher, Mrs. West, who decided this had
to be stopped and took her in thereafter
by Onanother
door. Deanna takes things very
the whole,
much as they come. Brief moments of
rebellion, or of an impulse to show of? or

splurge a bit. are rare, and a quiet remark
by her mother or her beloved big sister
are enough to restore her amiability, her
essential humility. She is used to a
disciplined life and always is agreeable and
eager to please.
So much seems to be indisputable fact.
But what had happened? A photographer
wanted to take some pictures of Deanna in
poses not suitable for a young girl. The
studio refused to permit it and the photographer to k out his resentment in personal remarks about Deanna. Then, working in a difficult emotional scene in 100
Men and a Girl, Deanna told the director
she found it hard to work with so many
visitors looking on — as many an older
actress
closed. has found it— and the set was
Here was the beginning of the story.
Then there was a time when her doctor
issued orders that she should have more
time to rest, and studio and radio work
were accordingly adjusted, actual hours of
work shortened as much as possible.
So much for holding up production!
What
about temperament?
the
reel backwards
to a day on Let's
the setrunwhen
her director, Henry Koster, suddenly
shouted : "What have you got in your
mouth?" Deanna stiffened — he was not
usually so abrupt. "Licorice," she answered
shortlj'."I And
Koster,
still said
curt:spiritedly.
"Spit it
out!"
won't,"
Deanna
"This is only a rehearsal — it doesn't interfere withthat
my speech.
I?"
Realizing
he had Why
used should
the wrong
tone and that any child would have
responded similarly, Koster hid a smile.
"Very well," he said quietly. "Turn out
the lights — we -will wait until Miss Durbin
hasShamefaced,
finished her Deanna
licorice."threw away the
candy and continued the scene.
But, unknown to Deanna, unknown to
her studio and friends, the snowball of
adverse publicity was growing. Suddenly
they found themselves facing a crisis, the
child's whole career at stake. They all
had been careless — too absorbed in their
productions, too pleased with her great
success, too concerned in adding to it. to
protecttwoherimmediate
properly. results
The sudden
had
: In theflare-up
first
place, it taught Deanna a lesson she already
has profited by. She knows Hollywood
better now. she knows that critics are as
ready to pounce as to praise, and she knows
that Publicity is a two-faced monster,
capable of depriving her of all the gifts
so richly bestowed. Not even her golden
vo ce would prevent such a punishment, if
she
incurred
the creature's
displeasure.
To
be true
to herself,
then, is not
enough, for
even the simple truth can be distorted.
The second result was that the studio
threw up a protective wall, higher, more
formidable than the wall Deanna herself
was supposed to have created. To conserve
time, to save her strength, to protect her
against possible physical injury in crowds,
she is kept more secluded, her privacy
carefully guarded. Belatedly they have
realized that the youth they have publicized
and traded upon is a liability as well as
an asset.
Lunching with Deanna in the studio
cafe, I was first of all impressed by her
poise,
adult radiant
graciousness.
She
met mean almost
with that
smile that
crinkles around her clear blue eyes and
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lisilits up her lovely face — a face that still
mains its round, childish contour and is
(ic first
the gossips who inshe isrefutation
more thanof fourteen.
It is easy to see why people think she
list be older, for it seems almost inedible that a child could possess that
iperb voice. Yet without the studio
cords to prove that Deanna was born on
•ccembcr 4th, 1922, and was therefore
Uiirtecn in the days of her first success,
and in spite of her assurance and unusual
poise, a few minutes with Deanna would
suffice to convince you that she is still a
little girl, a little girl witli lovely manners
and more than average intelligence, but
still the charming, impetuous little girl
you are familiar with on the screen.
Still young enougii to live each day for
itself,
radiates
charm
that isDeanna's
based onpcrsdnality
sincerity and
a glowing
happiness. She still works hard and was
sorry tionnotshe was
to haveusedtheto long
; shesummer
missesvacaher
school friends and perhaps occasionally
wishes she were an unknown again. But
it is all grand fun and she has adjusted
herself to the exigencies of her profession
with better grace tlian many an adult actor.
Her daysinareschedule
well-orderetl
and no
variation
is allowednowto overtax
her. School begins at nine — at present
she has only one fellow-student. Nan
Grey, but their lessons follow the public
system
closely.andDeanna's
planshaving
includehera
college course
she is now
second year of Latin, her first of French.
"We are studying Shakespeare, too," she
explained, "and my teacher, Mrs. West,

sent for the picture, A Midsummer Xiglit's
Dream, and had it shown for us." Her
eyesSo glowed.
fun topass
studyquickly
that way."
the three"It'shours
and,
after lunch, Deanna has her singing lesson
Other
schedule.things are fitted into this basic
"Yesterday,"
remarked,I have
"I tomadesit
some
recordings.sheTomorrow
for some stills. Today they want me to
run over some of the new songs for my
next picture. The radio program takes a
lot of time, too, and when a picture is in
production,
in a piano
lot ofpractice
things
I really oujaIuI can't
Id do.get Like
—ought
I can'tto find
time
for
it
even
now,
get it in somehow, I and
reallyI
But when one of her song writers suggested she run over a new song on Satought—"urday, her teacher was firm in her refusal.
Saturdays and Sundays are for rest and
play. On tlie^e (la>^, Deanna gets in a
swim or a lior>eliack ride or roller skating,
or maybe just sticks stamps in the lovely
new album Joe Pasternak, associate producer of her pictures, gave her recently.
Once in a while she gives a party for her
young friends. She has a small movie
camera, too, and loves to run off her informal pictures on her little projection
machine.
You can see that everyone on the lot
adores Deanna and you can very quickly
realize why. She is so completely natural,
so warmly responsive. Xot a trace of
affectation,
artificialits-girl— you'll
more in theof average
you seefindonmuch
tiie
streets every afternoon when school is

over. Pink-cheeked, shining-eyed, her vivid
personality would charm the most hardened,
and you can only feel it a great pity the
gossips
couldn'tis resilient.
have sparedIf her.
But youth
Deanna has
lost some illusions, she bears no grudges.
At home. Mother and Daddy see that life
runs smoothly as it always did. They do
not feel that she is any ditterent today
from the child of a \ear ago. She romps
with her two boy cou^iii> ; goes, whenever
she gets She
a chance,
to her clothes,
sister l-'.dith's
home.
lo\e- prett\
got a
tremendous thrill out of her tir.^t premiere,
her
tir>t
"formal,"
but
she
is
just
as
in overalls or on roller skates. And happy
when
she gave her first big party, her guests
were not the biggies of llollwvood, who
wouldschool
have friends.
been so hapi)\- to come, but her
old
And so the questions are answered.
Talking with Deanna. watching her, talking about
tlioM- whocapacities,
come inI
contact
withherherwithin \aiiou^
am convinced of tl'.is : Deanna is still the
girl you want her to be, the girl she has
always been, the ideal of schoolgirls and
mothers, of youngsters and oldsters and
all ages in between. The year just past
has brought her great fame and it has
brought her richer equipment, but it has
not altered her fundamental sweetness.
Just as her glorious voice stands for the
best in music, she herself stands for what
we like to think of as the ideal American
schoolgirl. Sweet sixteen will find her
essentially the same, when she rounds the
corner of another year — or I miss my
guess. She's a sweet kid. Deanna !

On the occasion of its third anniversary, the Mutual Broadcasting System received Radio Stars
Magazine's
Distinguished
Radio. Above,
of MBScharacter
notables.actorLeftKento
right:
Music award
DirectorFor Bob
Stanley, theService
popularto network
baritonea group
Sid Gary,
Delmar, Helene Daniels, talented actress and blues singer. Producer Roger Bower, Fred Weber,
General Manager of MBS, and Master of Ceremonies Ray Perkins.
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RADIO STARS
RECIPES

FOR

A MERRY

CHRISTMAS

GRAKDAIOTHER'S
(with
Chocolate or OrangeLAYER
Butter C.\KE
Frosting)
2 cups sifted cake flour
1% cups sugar
2'/2
Calumet baking poivder 31 egg
% teaspo(»is
teaspoon salt
cup yolks
milk
Vi cup butter (14 pound)
V/i teaspoons vanilla
Sift flour, measure, adding baking powder and sah. Sift together twice. Cream
butter, add sugar gradually, creaming together until light and fluffy. Add well beaten
egg
mixtureAddalternately
milk, yolks,
a littlereserving
at a time,whites*.
beating Add
until flour
smoothmixture
after toeachbutter
addition.
vanilla. with
Bake thein
two
large,
greased
layer
cake
pans
in
moderate
oven
(375°
F.
)
20-25
minutes,
or until
cake shrinks from sides of pan and cake tester comes out clean. Cool on cake rack
and
cover top, sides and between layers with either of the two following frostings.
*The
Chocolate
Frosting
calls
for
the
use
of
these
3
egg
whites.
However,
if
plan tobatter
use the
Frosting,
egg whites, stiffly beaten, may be folded into ycthe
cake
afterOrange
the vanilla
has the
been3 added.

TAKE THE SYRUP THAT
CLINGS

TO

COUGH
ZONE
The right medicine for a cough (due to a
cold) is one that does its work where the
cough is lodged. ..that is, in the cough zone.
That's
why Smith
Brothers
made totheirthe cough
syrup thick,
clinging.
// clings
cough
zone. There it does three things: (1) soothes
sore membranes, (2) throws a protective
film over the irritated area, (3) helps to
loosen phlegm. 6 oz. bottle only 6Q<j;\

I

. vit«""' , ,he

SMITH BROS.
COUGH
SYRUP
Sheila Barrett takes them offl The story
of this gorgeous mimic is told in February RADIO STARS. Out December 30.
Don't miss it!
NAILS
AT A MOMENT'S NOTICE
NEW!
Smart,nailslong,for
tapering
everyone!
Cover broken,
short,
thin
with
Ni -Nails. Cannailsbe worn
any
length
and polished
any
desired
shade.
Defies
detection.
Easilygrowth
applied ; remains
lirm. Waterproof.
No effectwill.on
nail
Set of Ten or20c.cuticle.AU Removed
5c and lOcatstores.
CHICAGO, ILL.
CO. NU-NAILS
24S9 W. MADISON ST., f/NGKNAliS

GRANDMOTHER'S CHOCOLATE FROSTING
3 egg zcliites, stiffly beaten
2 squares unsnretcncd chocolate, melted
confectioner's sugar
% teaspoon zanilla
Gradually
add
y2
cup
confectioner's
sugar
to
whites. AddAddchocolate
which has been melted and slightly cooled. Add stiffly
vanilla.beaten
Mix eggtlioroughly.
enough
confectioner's
sugar
to
make
frosting
of
the
right
consistency
to
spread,
approximately
2^ii)s^
ORANGE BUTTER FROSTING
4 tal'lespoons butter
1 egg yolk
confectioner's
sugar
'/J2 cups
teaspoon
vanilla
21 teaspoon
tablespoonsgrated
orangeorange
juice rind
'A cup chopped zvalnut meats
Cream butter thoroughly. Mix in ]4 cup sugar. Add vanilla. Stir in the unbeaten
egg ing
yolk.together
Add thoroughly.
grated rind.Spread
Add remaining
creambetween sugar
layers andand theon orange
sides ofjuice
cake.alternately,
Before frosting
the top of the cake cover the sides with the chopped nuts, then frost top of cake,
omitting the nuts.
ANGEL FOOD CAKE
1 cup sifted cake flour
1'4 eups sifted granulated sugar
1% cupteaspoon
egg whites
(approx. 8-10 eggs) ^J4 teaspoon
salt
teaspoon I'anilla
almond extract
1 teaspoon cream of tartar
cup shredded coconut, if desired
Sift flour, measure. Sift four more times at least. Beat egg whites and salt with
flat wire whisk until foamy. Add cream of tartar and continue beating until eggs will
pile up in glossy peaks with fine even bubbles, fluffy and slightly moist, not dry. Fold in
sugar carefully, 2 tablespoons at a time. Fold in flavoring. Sift a small amount of flour
over mixture and fold in carefully with a light hand until all is used. Turn batter
into ungreascd angel food (tube) pan. If desired, sprinkle with cocoanut. Place in slow
oven
F.) and
minutes.
Increase
(325° F.)in and
least 30(275°
minutes
longerbakeor foruntil30 cake
is done
and aheat
cakeslightly
tester inserted
cake bake
comesat
out clean. Remove from oven. Invert in pan on wire cake rack for 1 hour. When cake
is cold loosen sides, first ; then loosen around center tube with thin knife or cake tester
Tilt pan and gently draw out cake.
P.saladS. dressing
For economy's
planuptotliemakeegg a yolks
custardimmediately.
or a Gold Cake, mayonnaise or cooked
in ordersake,to use
HOT CHOCOLATE
2J4 squares unsweetened chocolate a pinch of salt
cup water
Y2 eup cream, ivhippcd
3/4 cup granulated sugar
Ya teasfoon vanilla
6 cups hot milk
Cut chocolate into small pieces. Place in saucepan, add water and cook over low
heat until smooth and blended (approximately 4 minutes) stirring constantly. Cool
fold into whipped cream, add vanilla. Place a large tablespoon of cht)Colate mi.xture
in each cup (more or less may be used, according to taste and the size of the cup).
Add very hot milk, filling cup." Serves 8.
BUTTERSCOTCH MARVELS
(Crisp "Refrigerator"
Cookies) salt
1 cup hiiller
Y teaspoon
2 cups hrozvn sugar
1 eup finely chopped nut meats
3 cnl^s sifted flour
2 eggs, beaten
3 teaspoons Calumet baking poivder
ispoon
it until i-anilla
blended, stirring constantly.
Melt butter, add sugar and cook over k
Cool. Sift flour, measure. Add baking powder and salt and sift together twice more
Mix in the nuts. Add well beaten eggs and vanilla to the cooled l)utter mixture. Add
dry
gradually.
into aa.uain.
straight-sided
loaf
pan ingredients
whicli has been
greased,Blend
lined thoroughly.
witii waxed Turn
paper mixture
and grcised
(This •rcased
dough
is much .softer than the usual cooky dough hut do uol aJd uu<rc flour than is called
for
above.) Cover and chill thoroughly in refrigerator lor .-evi ral hour, at least. Remove
from i)aii and cut into thin slices with a sharp knife. Place slices on sligf
cooky
sheetas ,111(1
111 hot oxai (400° F.) 8-10 miiiult to a golden brown. Remove
from pan
s(;onhakeas baked.

RADIO STARS
COOKING FOR
CHRISTMAS
(C oiitiniird from paijc IS)
Now ju.sl a word about those Butterscotch Marx'cl Cookies, that I just recently learned how to liake. ni\^i'lt. 'Ilu-y
are
the cri.spest
e\cr
tastedabout
and also
the easie>tthini;-.
of allI'veconkics
to make. The recipe is on p.iiic So, \. m
know, so just cut it out and save it tOr
future use.
And now for a few of those baking
pointers I promised to give you. This
is "Calumet
Kate" advice,
Smith broadcasting
some
useful culinary
so stand by,
friends !
First oft — do you measure correctly?
I take it for granted tiiat xnu use standard
measuring cups and spoons, hut do you use
them the right way? W'lien nhu measure
flour,container
for instance,
the
withoutdon'tfirstmeasure
siftingitit,fromor
you may iiavc as much as an extra cup
of flour in your hatter! And what will
that
do to your
over wiiich
xou've !
labored
long cake,
and costly
lovingl\Plenty
Besides, sofailures
are
in?money
as
well as time. So first sift the Hour, then
pile it lightly into the measuring cup with
a tablespoon, then level it off with a
knife.orDon't
cup, rap
itspatula
on theor table
in anybangwaythe pack
the
flour down.
Pleasure leaking powder only in a standard measuring spoon. Fill the spoon heaping full and
off. Don't
lieaphowthe
teaspoon
and level
use ititwithout
leveling,
ever,
or
you'll
have
from
two
to
three
teaspoons e.xtra for each one called for in
the
Don't size
guess standard
at fractions,
either.
Use recipe.
the small
measuring
spoons for lesser amounts, to assure absolute accuracy.
Measure liquids (in a standard measuring cup, naturally) on a level surface. For
measuring shortening, you may conveniently use print butter wrapped in quarter
pound
Then isyou'll
quarter pieces.
pound strip
equalknow
to a that
half each
cup.
Easy, but both accurate and time saving,
so it's something
be remembered,
pecially around theto l)usy
holiday season.esWhen you use bulk butter, or other
shortening, pack it into the cup firmly
soif turned
that itout.will hold the shape of the cup
Allow the shortening to stand at room
temperature before creaming it. so that
it can be worked easily and quickly. Butter should l)e creamed until waxy. Only
then should the sugar lie added, and very
gradually
that.beinre
'I'lietiie\
ydksaie slimild
beaten untilatthick
added beto
the butter mixture. These first >tcps aie
all mighty important and are tlmse most
frequently overlooked by niany cooks.
I'm told.
Whites of eggs are added at the last,
after all the beating has been done. Egg
whites are "folded in." In all cakes this
"folding" process is important ; in Auijel
Food
it is thed( .wn-ui)-aud-over
secret of success.motion.
"Folding"It
is a gentle
is intended to incorpnrate as nnich air into
the batter as possiiile. For tiiis same reason, when making Aiujel food, beat the
whites with a flat wire whisk rather than
with a rotary beater.

. .1.. Braml Mapi"^
1. Twoor Cups
Raisins
2. Two Cups
Corn Flakes
ee tCups
Throronu
3. Coc
4. Twoor cups
Bran Flakes
5 Oneor Cup
Meats,
Nut ppe
Cho d

„d'^'"T
M-'P^'""'d"at
Thoroughly
blenJ
^s^'^^]^^^'^^.
, ofone^ol^^^^^
the i ^1,; 'j^;:^.
butter and any
^ -nutesor
30.
, 1'
the lelt. Drop b> i
d>^once.MA,. ,„.redR-nt.
erat
mo
Re
until
m -^od
Bake brown.

lu^task tor

FREE! Candy and Cookie Recipe Book
"Short-cut
Cookies"
Kive;- 11 ileluMany
loii-. <so.an.l\easy,recipes.
crinichv-crisp
cookies. .All Candies,
easy, quick,
or failure-proof.
a small11chil.l
can n>ake
them' p.Also
other ama/iiiE
recipes!Ave..SeiulNewtoday.
any. Dept.4MM-lS.
isO Mad.son
York..Adiltess:
N. Y. The Borden ComNan

flWll

.Always prepare your
pans
are liefore
gi startir.g \(iin'
recipe.but Pans • Coir eased I.
butter
lakes,
Sl^ouf,
V. Win
Aiuicl rood and
■ (iniv
salted butter is us ■<! fdi'
melt tl
in a cup over Imt water an.l Us tile sa
oil that comes In <itliim.
the ■ ip..\ i;op.a
that sinks to the i
try brusyou
is a grand thing in lia\e, and of course
iiiiisf li.ixc a e.ike tester ( sucil as I am
shown n-niL; iii the picture) to make sure
the cike li.is hccn baked long enough and
is absolutely perfect.
noticeboththatof cake
flour Specially
is called
forYou'll
in making
my cakes.
milled, cake flour is something like twenty-

seven times as fine as ordinarx- flour and
tlu-retore m.ikes a more tenrler and liner(iucss that covers about as much of tiie
baking sui)ject as I have room for in this
•article.
Hm of course we talk about it often
over the air. and since ni\ br. laiU ast > ,ire
now on a cnast -to-coast hunk u|>. you
can all tune in for more infnnn.itmn on
this
so dear
to e\er\ wnni.m's
heart.subject
So, for
the time-bemg.
.i/</)v
Christmas,
with
these
I'm Happy
giving
you here. And as for recipes
1938, well.
Xew Year to you all — and thanks for
listenin'.
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WHAT
WHEN
A

TO DO
YOU

HAVE

COLD

IF you're nursing a cold— see a doctor! Curacold is the
the
doctor ing himself
willdoctor's
tell youbusiness.
that a But
regular
movement of the bowels will help to shorten
the duration of a cold. Remember, also, that
it will do much to make you less susceptible
to colds.
So keep your bowels open ! And when
Nature needs help— use Ex-Lax! Because of
its thorough and effective action, Ex-Lax helps
keep the body free of intestinal wastes. And
because it is so gentle in action, Ex-Lax will
not shock your eliminative system.
EX-LAX NOW SCIENTIFICALLY IMPROVED
I— TASTES BETTER THAN EVER.'
2— ACTS BETTER THAN EVER!
3— MORE GENTLE THAN EVER!
Ask for Ex-Lax
druggist's.
economical
10c and at25cyoursizes.
Get a boxComes
todayin!
Now improved -better than ever!
EX-LAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
Mommy, Ive
Quit Cou^hin^
ALREADY!
FOLEY'S RELIEVES
ALMOSTOR
INSTANTLY
WITHOUTCOUGHS
NARCOTICS
STOMACH-UPSETTING DRUGS
Check
yourbefore
cliild'sit gets
cough, <Jue
to a cold,
Over
one millioa
mothersworse!
find
Foley's
forchildren's
children.stomIt's
delicious!
It never
harios
orideal
upsets
a
c
h
s
n
o
matter
how
often
given
to
afford
continuous
relief.
Quick-acting:
promptly
so<,thes
raw, irritated
throat
and
allays
tickling,
liackiiig,
coughing.
Speeds
recovery by loosening phlegm and helping break up
cough. Spoonful on forretiring
sleep.
adults,promotes
too!a speeded
Torcough-free
quick,up
plea-sant,Unsurpa.s.sed
safe relief from coughs
and
recovery. Get a bottle of I-'oley's today without fail.
FOLEY^S
58
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THE

CURTAIN RISES
{Continued from page 39)

station, from network to network — in
countless characterizations, on innumerable programs.
She loves it all — but the theatre is her
first ln\e. For which reason she now is
ciittiiiu down on her radio work, limiting
it tc^i early daytime hours, so that she may
be free to do a play on Broadway this
winter.
tried, aswhenan
sheShefirstcouldn't
began tell
to you,
think ifofsheherself
actress. Her parents, both born in
Sweden, selected Minneapolis, Minnesota,
where her father was a Lutheran clergyman, for her birthplace. She first opened
her eager blue eyes on an .August morning in 1910 — and practically from that
moment, so far as she can recall, began to
prepare
Duse. herself to become another Elleanora
how such
thingsthe take
root
in It's
the strange
miagination,
become
ultimate
and
only
urge.
She's
not
a
theatricallooking person. Meeting her on the
street, you might take her for any young
debutante, out for an afternoon of bridge.
Tall, slender, with the lovely coloring
that seems characteristic of those of
Swedish blood, blonde hair that has a
sheen of gold, blue eyes that glow with
inner fire, long, slim, expressive hands
. . . Radio misses all that, giving only her
soft, exquisite voice. The stage should be
her setting . . .
And for Alice Frost, her world, indeed,
was
the stage
— even when it was only a
Minnesota
parsonage.
Down in the cellar of the parsonage
there w'as a barrel, where her mother
kept odd bits of things that had outlived
their immediate usefulness but still might
serve some purpose on another day. Bits
of silk and velvet, old lace curtains, shining tinsel cords. She did not guess, this
minister's
wife, that
barrel was
tobusybecome
wardrobe
room,theproperty
box
and general treasure chest for a stagestruck small daughter.
But to -Mice, from her earliest childhood, that barrel was a symbol of enchantment— the doorway from reality into
the land of make-believe. By its magic
the dusty cellar became a stage, "the curtain risiufi, and
in trailing
lace theor flutes
velvet,intoning."
she was Clad
the
fairy jirincess, the Lily Maid of Astolat,
Juliet, Lady Macbeth, and others of her
own invention, .^nd with no audience
save tliat created in her eager imagination, she acted out her impassioned roles.
"They were always tragic," she recalls
with
some amuseinent.
always — had
so much
fun in the"Weparsonage
my
brothers and sister and 1— humor, comedy,
was everyday life. The theatre, for me,
wasShesomber
came drama,
by her emotioJi,
love of tragedy."
the theatre
naturally, Alice thinks. Her mother always had a love for it, for great drama,
great music. She was, herself, a musician,
playing the pipe organ in church, playing
the piano at home, creating music that
enchanted the beauty-loving child. Often,
when her mother was playing, Alice
would steal down to the cellar and, to the

accompaniment of the music, lose herself
in the magic of some imagined role.
Perhaps, too. there is a kinship between
the pastoral profession and that of the
theatre. Sitting in the little church, listento herhisfather's
voice have
lift
and ingsway
hearers,rich,
she deep
may well
visioned him as an actor in the role of
priest and prophet, rather than the tender,
laughing man she knew at home.
mill.Everything, Alice says, was grist to her
"Our house was like an inn. People
came to the parsonage from everywhere —
a missionary from India, a teacher from
Spain, travelers from Canada and across
the seas — and I loved to watch them,
listen to them, imitate them. Any least
difYerence in manner and speech, any accent, intrigued me enormously. Sometimes I'd get the giggles — and be sent
away
table wisely,
in disgrace!"
Her from
motherthe tried,
to satisfy her
daughter's urge for acting by letting her
take part in church and school entertainments, in the high school glee club and
debating and dramatic societies. But it
all only fed the secret flame. And when
Alice, at seventeen, announced that she
wanted to go on the stage, there was consternation inthefor parsonage.
all the thing
a nice girlIttowasn't
do! atIt
wasn't to be thought of, really. They
couldn't
bring career
themselves
to discuss
it as a even
possible
for the
lovely
blonde young girl. And .Alice, still cherishing her dream, was enrolled at the University of Minnesota.
.^nd then the father died — and all was
sadly changed. A minister has little of
world'she wealth.
house
inthiswhich
lives isNothis even
own. theAnother
family came to live in the parsonage, and
they had to find themselves another home.
One by one the brothers and the older
sister married, and Alice found work in
the credit ofifices of a big Minneapolis department store. But, still true to her first
love,
she w'ent
nightswonto aa scholarship.
dramatic school,
to which
she had
"Besides the death of my father, that
year," she says — and there is a mist in her
eyes,
"a number
sad and
tragic remembering,
things happened.
The lastof was
the
death of a boy I had gone through school
with — we were devoted friends, always.
His family had been very wealthy, but had
lost everything in some sudden reverses.
He had taken a job in a filling station,
away on the outskirts of the city. Then
his father recovered some of his fortune,
and the boy was coming home to return
to college. That was to be his last week
a moment. Then she
at She
the was
fillingsilent
stationfor ..."
said, some
from bandits
a tightheldthroat
"Saturday
night
up the: place
...
He was alone there ... He tried to save
his
money . . . They shot
him employer's
...
".■\fter that," she went on presently,
"my mother felt it would be better for me
to go away ... I was so — unhappy . .
So she consented to my joining a Chautauqua company that was touring the
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i. at last, at eighteen, Alice Frost was
A-tress. Although her theatre now, in,1 of the parsonage cellar, was a
: ;ckcty tent, threatening to collapse upon |
plavers and audience whenever the wind
! K \v. still she was a trouper now, appearlieliind footlights — and on her way to
.(Iway !
UT first role was that of Lorelei, in
'.(•men Prefer Blondes — and not even
-light hard
stands,hoursscanty
dressing-room
,,;lities,
of travel
in ancient
automobiles over long, dusty roads, not
even the dismal diet of canned foods,
could discount the thrill of being a real
actress.
She came back to play in a stock company in Chicago. Went with it to Miami,
I'lorida, for a winter engagement.
"\Ve didn't do very well," she admits,
Miami,plays.
peopleThey
weren'tgo very
inin stock
there interested
for the
races, sports, fishing ... So the company went broke. We had played for
weeks for just our living expenses, and I
(lidn"t
havea money
get home. andSo
I joined
musicalenough
stockto company,
played with them till it, too, went broke.
■'Butof just
received
a legacy.
An
minethen
had Idied
and left
me a little
y — about thirteen hundred dollars.
perxA1 went
Motherhome,to and
come presently
to Xew I York
l or; me."
a year Alice Frost made the rounds
ofso[)histicated,
managers' sheoffices.
reserved, even
unfound Shy.
it impossible
to set in to see them.
used tolookenvy,"
she says,so"thos:
girls
who"I could
so assured,
important,
and somehow get by the office boys. I
couldn't do it ! And the few managers
who didtoseereadme anything
wouldn't foreventhem.
give Imewasa
chance
too tall for an ingenue, and too young, too
naive, for anything else. So — I never got
anything
.\t last,!'' however, she got a small part
in a movie made in Xew York. It was
called Damaged Love. June Collyer had
the leading role.
"I was sent to try out for the lead."
Alice
I couldn't
believe they |
would said,
give it"hut
to me.
I was inexperienced,
unknown.
They'd
never,
I
felt,
the leading role. But I was give
so des-me
perately anxious to get something — so I
went. I took along some pictures of my-tli in character roles — and I asked them
to let me have the part of the maid. I
could play her, I said, with a Swedish accent. I guess the idea intrigued them —
anyway,
theyingave
the role."
That was
1930.me Things
looked up a
bit, after that. In 1931 she was signed by
the Theatre Guild for an understudy role
in Green Groiv The Lilacs. "I worked
awfully hard," she says of it, "but I never
:e a she
wordwason inthe the
stage!"
theatre, and on
ulway. Later she played with the
iate Lou Tellegen in The Great Lover,
and with J. C. Nugent in That's Gratitude. She The
appeared
Child, and
Good also
Girl. in It's a Wise
In 1934, the year when she made her
liow on the air, she was playing in the
K'achel Crothers comedy, As Husbands
In the cast of that play was young Rob-

an
A ROMANTIC STORY OF TANGLED LOVES
DRAWN

INTO A RELENTLESS WHIRLPOQI

Vicki Drake had prided herself on being ultra-modern.
But her heart was out of step. It was just an old-fashioned
heart after all! A heart that loved Marshall Raleigh so
desperately that she asked him to marry her. And — he turned
her down!
Could Vicki cast off the shackles of a love that turned days Into
torments of loneliness and nights into hours of longing?
Don't miss "Can't SWEETHEART
We Be Friends?"
in the January issue of
STORIES!
In This Issue
# A Complete Book-Length Novel
# 2 Complete Novelettes
# 6 Modern Love Stories

eat I
JANUARY

ISSUE NOW

ON

SALE 10 CENTS

RADIO STARS
La ft
'^^'
^^^^ J^Introduces
NEW BEAUTY
Wich the new smart creme polish
in10 her
for onlyof
cents.introductory
Revel in thekitglamour
the fashion. right shades of Rose.
Rust taiand
Tawny
Red.
Kit
conns abottle of nail polish, polish
remover, nail white, manicure
stick and cotton — all for 10 cents
Lady
Introductory
Kit is
on saleLillian's
at 5 and
10 cent stores.
Approved by Good Housekeeping.

Special 3( Trial Offer
For single generous trial bottle send this
, ad and stamp to LADY LILLIAN,
Dept. M-^, 1 1 40 Washington St.,
^ Boston, Mass. Specify shade, you prefer.
rAe.e.GRAYHAIR
Remedy
Made
at
Home
You
canyou now
makeis
home
a better
gray hair
remedyTo
than
can
buy,
byat following
thisbaysimple
recipe:
half
pint
of
water
add
one
ounce
rum,
a small
box
ofAnyBarbodruggist
Compound
and
one-fourth
ounce
of
glycerine.
cancost.put Apply
this up toor the
you hair
can mixtwiceit yourself
atuntilverythe little
a
week
desired shade is obtained.
Barbo
impartsmakescolorit soft
to streaked, faded
ortakes
grayyearshair,
offcoloryourscalp.looks. and glossy and
ItIs will
not
gr^
andnotdoesstickynot orru
b
Many Men and
Women Now say
Laxative
RT'S
STUA
COMPOUND

QUICKLY
CLEAR THE SKIN
of the aggravated nationconditions
due to improper
from the intestinal
tract. elimiWould
TOU eruptions
like to clear
your
skin
of embarrassing,
exauijenited
that
may
I'e
aggravated
by imeliminationis from
dice.stive
Attention
from
tlieproperprove
inside
often theneeded
to.skindotract;
tlii.s.t cleared
AnythingUD
less
may
ineffective.
If
your
i.sn
remarkably
and lookingfor afarshortbetterwIuIp.afteryourusingmoneyhtuartwills
(*onir>ound
beLaxative
if yourefunded.
prefer, Ituy
send aforpackage at your druggist today. Or.
SAMPIE
Simply write yourcardFREE
nameand and
post
sendaddress
to Marshall.
— on a penny
F. A. Stuart Co., Box
H-I0y,
Michigan
;
liv
te-,t
how
gentle
and
efficient
these
t.iblets
often
are to lielp eruptions.
clear the skin of thi-s tiVa of embarrassiiig,
aggravated
STUART'S
60

COMPOUND

ert C. Foulk. Foulk had been a promising
young architect, but 1929 had brought an
abrupt and untitnely end to his hopes in
that career. Remembering some success
in school and college plays, he turned to
the theatre. If, he reasoned, he couldn't
act, perhaps
make both
a living
designing stage hesets.could
He does
now. and
very successfully.
Alice, playing the leading role in its
second Broadway season — she had joined
the cast in its late spring road season —
young actor-artist
and found
him
ametmostthe congenial
friend. What
she meant
to him, one may easily surmise. Young
and slim and lovely, shy and sweet, with
a cultured background and an eager, sensitive mind, she may well have seemed the
ideal, the only girl. But Alice, still in
love
the theatre,
she waswithfalling
in love didn't
with a realize
man. that
"It wasn't until he went awaj' — that I
knew," she confessed, with an inner
radiance heglowing
blue eyes. Maine.
"That
summer
had to ingo herto Ogunquit,
He was designing some sets for a play,
and had to be there for some weeks.
"As soon as he had gone, I felt the
most frightening loneliness ... I knew
then — it was real . . . Mother had gone
to Minneapolis, for a short summer visit
with my sister. I wanted to rush to Ogunquit— but I had some radio programs
then, and toI couldn't
get away.
Finally I
arrar.ged
havecoming
three
I told him I was
. days
. . Andfreehe— and
got
the license.
"There
church
there,
whichwaswasa socharming
beautiful,little
we wanted
to be married in it. We tried to see the
minister, but couldn't seem to get to
him.
guessstrangers.
he just didn't care very
much Iabout
"Finally
I
got
him onwe the
phone.to get
He
wanted to know why
wanted
married in such a hurry. I said it seemed
alicense
good for
ideafiveto days
us. —And
and we'd
I hadhadto thego
liack to New York the next day. But it
didn't
him. We'd
have, heto said,
without impress
any softening
explanation,
wait
at least a week.
"I felt should
hurt, beangry,
minister's
daughter
treatedthatso ainhospitably.
My
father
wouldn't
have
been
like that,
to anyone 1
"So — we went on to another church—
and
minister us.was kind and friendly—
and heits married
"And then I came back to New York, to

my radio programs — and Bob stayed m
Ogunquit with his stage sets !
"We had
telephoned
people — Bob's
parents
and my
mother — our
immediately
after
the ceremony. Mother was very hurt —
I'd
al\va\s
promised
her
I'd
never
run
and get married ! But we both tried offto
explain that we hadn't known it would
happen like that. We hadn't planned it.
We just
Mother I
knew
Bob,— couldn't
and she help
forgaveit. usBut
— though
think she felt hurt for a long time."
All is lives
serenewithnow,Alice
however,
Alice's
mother
and herand husband
in their charming New York apartment.
They have a cat named Henry. A talented
cat, who makes friends with you somewhat after the fashion of a well-bred
child
stillHenry
wants does
you toa number
know he'sof
pretty who
smart.
tricks, and needs no encouragement. But
he doesn't
makewanders,
himself Henry
tiresome.
When
your
attention
departs.
"I've always wanted a dog," Alice says.
"I love dogs. But Mother doesn't believe
in keeping dogs in a city apartment, walking them in Wecity dostreets.
of course.
adore And
Henry.she's right,
"But some day we're going to have a
home in the country — and dogs — and
children
sayseyes
the that
last makes
word
softly, with..."
a lightShein her
you know how much it means.
Still, one ventures to believe, not even
that dear dream of home and babies will
wholly supplant the dream that began
with her first awakening imagination. She
may not become a second Duse, but Alice
Frost will give a good account of herself
on the stage before she is finished with it.
This season she is going to play with
Orson Welles' repertory company in
Shaw's Heartbreak House, and possibly in
other plays planned for the repertoire.
Alice Frost believes in repertory. She
doesn't like the idea of "typing" a player.
She wants to play every sort of role. She
is busily reading scripts, seeking for a
play of her own in which she will appear
this winter.
There are other radio plans in the
making, too. And, come television, Alice
Frost may find still another medium for
her varied talents — and still wider audiences to know and delight in her work.
But, even
no parsonage
more audiences thanifshethere
had were
in the
cellar, still, one guesses, she will play her
part. Maybe,
of all,of tothetheFoulk
next home.
generation, inthe best
nursery

RADIO STARS
SORE SPOTS
(Continued from pa<ie 42)
boss,
lets himself in {or a lot of goodnaturedhe ribbing!
It's
a
with Mr.
the storiespretty
that sore
have spot
circulated
aboutRoss,
his
home life — that his wife has most noticeably shifted the seat of her managerial
capacity to their smart East River duplex ;
that even
Lanny'smolded
carefree,
ality has been
over boyish
into tliepersonstaid
one of a properly conservative married
man.
Anybody seeking to find out who's the
boss at time.
the Lanny
Ross' housefor will
have a
tough
All requests
interviews
are handled by Olive, who warns writers
in advance that yarns on their home life
are definitely out. The tenor will talk
•about his career — but his marriage, never !
Interviewers are made to give their word
that
subject.they won't even bring up the tabooed
Rumors notwithstanding, the fact remains that Lanny has advanced farther
since the day he became a benedict than at
any other period since he first stood behind
a mike. He now stars on the Packard
show ; he has studied voice in Germany ; he
has taken to farming in Millbrook, X. Y.,
and looks considerably healthier for it ;
he has made a highly successful concert debut at Town Hall ; and he is making movie>
in Hollywood. Which should give him
plenty of reason to be thankful to Olive,
and
status.touchy on the point of her managerial

/

Eddie Cantor's major sore spot is
the
$250,000-suit
against himDaveby
friends
of the latebrought
David Freedman.
Freedman was one of the most well-liked
and important persons in radio, although
you probably never heard his name. He
wrote the gags you laughed at when you
tuned in Jack Benny, Joe Penner, Milton
Berle — nearly all the star comedians — and
he
authored
BahyalsoSnooks
scripts.Fannie Brice's famous
Shortly before his death he had brought
suit, charging that his material had helped
make Cantor famous on the air and that
the banjo-eyed funnyman had broken a
verbal contract with him. The second day
of court proceedings. Freedman died of
heart trouble. Tlie judyr ruled the action
dropped
matter whichandwayEddiethe cunimentcd:
decision fell,"Xoif Dave
had lived, I believe the time would have
come when we would have shaken hands
and
calledthateach
other affair
pal again.
Then,
thinking
the whole
was 'finished,
he went back to Hollywood to continue his
radio and film work.
But David Freedman's closest friends
later reopened the suit and pressed it
strongly. It is now believed that Cantor
may have settled the suit privately with
them.
the monetary
of the
thatIt isn't
troubled
Eddie. He'saspect
a rich
man thing
and
the sum is less than half his yearly income.
It's
the
fact
that
he
always
has
maintained a reputation for honesty and
fair play and loyalty to his friends, and he
hated to see that reputation assailed. Particularly wounding to genial Eddie was the
fact that some of the people who pressed
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The new GRIFFIN A. B.C. liquid V^ax
in black, tan, brown and blue. Just
spread It on with swab in bottle. It
dries in a jiffy to a shine.
—Or, GRIFFIN A. B.C. Wax Polish
in the jumba tin, black, brown, tan,
ox-blood and neutral — its waterproof.

Bottle o
10c
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IN "tuEYE
MAKE-UP
DL LL,
ed-looking"
eyes ruin the most
"eye make-up."
can't hide
themperfect
with arched
brows orYoumascara.
But
when eyes become red, veined, tired-looking
due to late hours, reading, fatigue, exposure
— a few drops of Eye-Gene can make them
clearer, whiter, in seconds! Eyes look larger,
sparkling, refreshed. Utterly different in action from boric acid or old-style lotions. A
new formula of two noted eye specialists.
Especially soothing to those who wear
glasses. Fastest selling eye lotion of its kind.
Get the large economy bottle at any drug or
department store — money refunded if not
satisfied. Or get purse size at any 10c store.
EYE-GENE
Maxfic
BRUSH
Now
packed with FflClflL
every
2-oz.bowlof the '
n
Cleanses,
(jti
wakesandar
upmasthe
Complete
skin. Atsages,
5amail
10c
25c
stores,
or
25c
LEON SEVILO, to6300 Et si Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

DON'T LETCOUGHING
TEAR YOUR THROAT
MILLIONS USE PERTUSSIN
FOR QUICK RELIEF
When
youthecatch
cold andfromyourcountless
throat feeU
dry
dogged,
secretions
tiny
glandsor
inirritating
your throat
and
windpipe
often
turn
into
sticky,
phlegm.
This these
makes glands
you cough.
Pertu.ssin
stimulates
pour
out
theiris loosened
natural
moisture
soraised.
that totheagain
annoying
phlegm
and
easily
throat is soothed, your cough relieved!Quickly your
Your coughsystem.
may Why
he a neglect
warning it?signal
your
respiratory
Doandasfrompleasant
millions
have
done!
UseforPertussin,
a safegrownups.
herbal
remedy
children
and
Many
physicians have prescribed Pertussin for over 30
years. It's safe and acts (|uickly. Sold at all druggists.
PERTUSSIN
SeeckWashlnfiton
& Kadc, Inc.,
440
Street,Dept.N. V-9,
Y. C.
send me1 enclose
a larCe Trial
ofPlease
Pcrtussia.
lOc. Bottle
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the suit against him were once his close
:nds, too.
.So lowit'sthe subject
understandable
that he won't
alto be mentioned
in his
iresencc.
It takes a lot to get goodnaturcd Kate
Smith really upset, but the one little thing
that could do it would be a question about
lier charities. Kate has been the victim of
the accusation that she seeks publicity
through her charitable acts. People have
viciously commented that one seldom hears
of
other hers
radioinvariably
stars' generosities,
but
somehow
are written and
talked about. And so, they conclude, the
"Songbird
of theherSouth"
it's smart
policy to keep
right believes
hand thoroughly
informed of what her left hand doeth.
Kate Smith was extremely poor as a
child. As an underpaid singer, struggling
in show business a decade ago, she often
earned her meager livelihood for weeks by
giving fifteen-cent (and plenty of free)
haircuts to chorus girls she knew around
Broadway. She has come a long way since
tliose days, made a large fortune and saved
most ofwould
it, butknowshe how
hasn'tto forgotten.
anyone
give tactfullyIf
and lavishly it would be she.
As a matter of fact, Kate persistently
has refused to discuss her kind deeds. If
she talked back to her accusers she could
say, with truth, that anything a person
in her position does runs the risk of being
misunderstood ; that if writers have uncovered her generosities,
they'vethat
doneany-so
strictly without
her assistance;
body who says she has to resort to such
means to obtain publicity overlooks the
undeniable fact that she still is, and has
been for years, one of the very biggest
stars in radio.
But everybody who knows Kate knows
those cause
things.
She'llhavenever
she'll never
to. say them beTed Husing has a sore spot, the
very mention of which has often enraged
him into banging doors in the faces of,
and phones in the ears of, some of his best
friends — and enemies. As long as a certain subject is omitted, the mighty Husing
can take all the kidding that comes his
way and hand it back, bristling with barbs.
But if you happen to mention the ladies
he's
loved canand dolostthe— well,
ute Man
iciestthejobMile-a-Minof inviting
'you out you ever experienced !
There's a saying around Broadway that
'Husing can court 'em but he can't hold
'em.'
is no handsome
more truebachelor
of him
than itActually
is of anythisother
in the radio limelight. The hitch is that
the other Don Juans of the Stem keep
their romances pretty much to themselves
— but Ted, spontaneous and dramatic
Irishman that he is, parades his torches
and heart wounds for all the world to see.
That is, he used to — but he doesn't any
more.
Some time ago, after a marriage that
had lasted twelve years, former showgirl
Bubl)les Gifford divorced Husing in Reno,
to marry maestro Lennie Hayton. Ted,
hollow-eyed and talkative, gloomed openly,
night after night, at the gay clubs; told
his woes to all his friends. A while later,
after he had publicly stated on innumerable
occasions: "I've asked her to marry me a
thousand times, but she won't do it,"
showgirl
AnneandSt. switched
George said
"no" for
the last time
her affections

elsewhere. .Xgain Ted staged an Irisl
gloom, dissecting his heart for anybodi
who'd listen. But when his bride of laa
spring, showgirl Celia Ryland, sailed fol
Europe three days after their midnign
elopement to Harrison, New York, h
suddenly changed his mind about being s
outspoken.
Broadway figured that one out. Th
Husing heart was wounded, they said, bu
not so much as the Husing pride. It jus
doesn't
for a Don
end of doit every
time! Juan to get the shor
Ted's going around again with thi:
showgirl
and that. volubly
It used to be that
he'c
talk
gladly
mances, and and
it always madeabout
choicehiscopyroBut now his sole retort to all comers is
"Why, I w^ould like to know, should I dismy private
withword
you?"of itAncto
there'scussNew
ice
enoughaffairs
in every
offreeze
July! York Harbor on the Fourth
Nobody ever has understood it, but^
from every indication it seems that Car-,
mela Ponselle's main sore spot is Rosa
and
spot is Car
mela.RosaHerePonselle's
is one main
of thesorestrangest
situ
ations in all radio. The two sisters not
only live totally divided public lives, but
separate
private ones
as well.penthouse,
The famous
Ponselle
Eighty-first Street and Riverside Drive,
has a small foyer that is divided by two
grillwork doors. One leads to Carmela's
apartment
the other
Rosa's,
suites beingandseparate
unitstothat
are both
shut
off entirely to themselves. After you have
once been a guest at the penthouse, you
when oryou're
Rosa ya\xat
dolearnnotthatdiscuss
ask tovisiting
see Carmela
the same time, and vice versa. Carmela
refers
her younger
onlyatasall,"Miss
Rosa," towhen
she referssister
to her
and
Rosa in turn speaks of Carmela as "Miss
They casts,dotheynot
each servants,
other's broadhaveattend
separate
they
never
entertain together, nor will they ac
Carmela."
cept invitations to the same parties. The
sisters Ponselle definitely prefer to have as
little as possible to do with each other.
Carmela has explained this odd situ
by sayingandthatsmart
they piece
both ofhitstrategy
upon it
asationa necessary
Being sisters and prima donnas, if they
went about together, they would con
stantly be compared and one of them
would inevitably have to suffer by that
comparison ; so they agreed, long ago, to
stayButoutRosa
of each
lives. this ex
neverother's
has verified
planation. "I will not speak for Miss Carshe says everything
emphatically.pertaining
"You willto
have tomela,"discuss
herRecently,
with her,afterherself."
a brief courtship, Rosa
was wed to Carle Jackson, son of the
mayor of Baltimore. Carmela was her
only attendant at a small and quiet ceremony. At the reception for three hundred
guests that followed, she was present for
only a few moments — the first public appearance of the sisters together in more
than five years.
It is likely that Carmela will close the
celebrated penthouse on the Drive and
move to quarters of her own. And it will
be a long time before anyone knows
whether the situation between the Ponselles is really strategy or soreness.
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Helen Jepson and Gladys Swar; hout have a mutual sore spot, the slight'° :st irritation of which will send them into
Iiedfury.
And that'sas one
in behaving
muchtimelikethey're
prima justidon, i las as they please. For people are forever
, -eminding them how, since their weddings,
hey've ofrisen
leights
fame tothanconsiderably
their husbands;greater
and
low such a status is usually disastrous to a
,:elebrity marriage.
Poor Gladys has sat over her breakfast
tray on more than twenty occasions and
^' Iread in the morning paper that she and
"■jifessional
Frank werejealousy.
separatingTherefor never
reasonshasof been
pro^' in ounce of truth in these reports and
they have only served to bring up an unhappy subject between the Chapmans.
Frank Chapman has graciously and unselfishly postponed his own singing career
" to devote his full time to helping his
^' pretty young wife get ahead.
'^J "And if I have achieved anything,"
states Gladys,
owe it byall tofarhim,
certainly
makes"I Frank
the which
more
important
of
the
two
of
us.
It's
only
with
malicious intent that people can possibly
question our complete contentment — and
frankly, it makes me furious!"
Jepson'swashusband,
as many people
do Helen
notmous know,
an internationally
flutist before
Helen
was even out fa-of
grammar school. Now in his late forties,
George Possell has practically retired
from his active musical career. He renders
invaluable assistance to his busy wife by
overseeing their upstate farm and Manhattan apartment and keeping a constant
eye on little Sallie Patricia. Every morning at seven he throws a couple of shopping
baskets into the car, drives down to the
markets that line the docks along the Hudson, and brings back the freshest, choicest
country produce to the Possell kitchen.
This is merely the first and smallest of
the business details of every day that he
handles for his wife, leaving her mind and
time free for her work.
"My husband has had his career," Helen
explains. hau"He
has had hisof fill
the exstion and excitement
theofspotlight.
He is entirely content now to live under
less pressure, to help me reach my ambitions. For that I owe him an immeasurable debt, part of which is to stamp out
anySo,gossip
us unhappy."
unlessthatyoumaylikemake
fireworks,
never be
too curious about the marriages of Gladys
Swarthout and Helen Jepson. In fact, if
you're
meet sore
any spots
stars, init'sadvance.
a good
idea togoing
know totheir

BIG BROADCAST
OF 1938
W. C. Fields, that king
of
jest,in returns
to the
screen
a scintillating
story,
with
a
colorful
cost
including, Martha Raye
— Dorothy Lomour — Shirley Ross! Don'tcomedy
miss thisin
fast-moving
the JANUARY
ROMANCESSCREEN

THOROUGHBREDS
DON'T CRY
ainsaga
of thetheracetwisted
track
which
loyalty of a young jockey
brings grief to the two
people whom he most
worships in all the
crooked world he knows.
/ing

EVERY DAY'S A
HOLIDAY
Mae West's recei the
again, and despite
fact that Eddie Lowe's
the man she's got her
eye on in this film, she
expects you all to come
up and see herissue
in theof
JANUARY
SCREEN ROMANCES!

JANUARY ISSUE NOW ON SALE AT ALL NEWSSTANDS
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HARD
NOT AT ALL. I EAT
THINGS I LIKE.
THEN IF I GET ACID
INDIGESTION.I CHEW
TUMS AND THEY
FIX ME UP QUICK.
HERE'S PROVED RELIEF
FROM ACID INDIGESTION
YES — TUMS, a remarkable discovery
brings
amazingsourquick
relief from indigestion,burning
heartburn,
constant
caused bystomach,
excess acid.gas,ForandTUMS
work ablyon fasttheto true
basic
principle.
Act
unbelievexcess acid
conditions.
Acid pains areneutralize
relieved almost
at once.
TUMS
contain ante dnotocontain
laxatives;
harmfulH billion
drugs. TUMS
Guarno soda.no Overl
already
used—today.
proving
their
amazing
benefit.at
Try
TUMS
Only
10c
for
12
TUMS
all druggists.
relief.today,
Chewor like
candy
mints. Most
Get a economical
handy 10c roll
the
three roll economy package with metal container for only 25c.
TO ffi^Sa* 1LIVA_ V^«^li- ^''^^
HANDY
CARRY,
"" ^ INTUMSACIDFORINDIGESTION
THE TUMMY
MR Beautiful
MBKBili
mometer. Six-color
Also samples1938 ofCalendar-Ther>
rc/AfSand atr.
ILewis-Howe
llhk Send
stamp Dept.
for packing
postageMo.to
Company,
24-A-lO, andSt. Louis,
ANY PHOTO ENLARGED

orvart enfarsrement;
of group pic
47
rua^Ve'd.""^""
SEND NO MONEY3 for $1.00
_ - _ fade.
?d^: itman 47c
enlargement
78cBigplus16x20poststu'dios
S. JeHerson"^stanVarVart
St. Dept. 1328-A.
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CORNS COME
BACKUGLIER
BIGGERumssRmmHoorc/iu
# Home paring methods make corns come back
biftger,chance.
uglier,Usemore
painful than
ever.thatDon't
take
that
theby Blue-Jay
removes
corns
completely
lifting
outmethod
the corn
Root
and
All
in
3
short
days
(exceptionally
stubborn
cases
may require
amodern,
second scientific
application).
Easy
to use.
Blue-jay
is
a
corn
plaster.
Try
this Blue-Jay method now.
FREE
OFFER:freeWeto will
be glad
tohassenda corn
one toBlue-Jay
absolutely
anyone
who
prove
that it ends
pain your
instantly,
removes
the tocornBauercom-&
letely. Just send
name South
and address
Black, pDept.
15-J,quickly
2 500
Dearborn
Chicago,
111.
Act
before
this
trial offerStreet,
expires. Write today.
BLUE-JAY CORN PLASTERS
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WORK'S
PLEASURE
(Continued from A
page 31)

keep me decently clothed, went into the
Dime & Savings Bank. They gave me
my
but I didn't
use 'em.
savedcar'emtickets,
andhikecashed
had aI
seciind-hand
and I 'em
rodein.thatI instead
of tlie trolleys.
"When I went to high school, I got a
job at tlie Dime & Savings Bank. I was
the bank messenger and I toted such
huge sasums
of money,
nine me
and atenrevolver
thound at a crack,
they gave
to carry in case of trouble. That was big
stuff ! In the summer I got a job as
chauffeur to a wealthy Scranton widow.
She was one of the very few people I
ever worked for, or with, who wasn't
pretty decent to me. Alaybe that was beearn her
just
marriedcause sheit.didn't
.Anyway,
she money,
paid me shetwenty
dollars
week, andthanforshethatgaveI'd me.have taken
a worse a beating
"One summer I went to Asbury Park
and got a job at a bakery. I worked over
the ovens from ten p. m. to six a. m. It
was kind of stiff', especially as I was workwith akindly
strapping
Negro,One whonightdidn'twe
take ingvery
to me.
got our fists mi.xed up and I managed to
survive
fight — out.
but not the job. We
were boththekicked
"After that I drove a laundry truck.
'wet the
wash"v/alk-up
and catered
toThethelaundry
summerdidhotels,
kinds,
with some six flights of stairs. After that
I got a job as chauffeur to a wealthy
family from New York. They were
swell to me. They told me a lot about
New York and singers and musicians they
knew there. I ate at the table with them
and was one of the family.
"I fell in love that summer in Asbury,
too. For the first time in my life. I'd
never had any time for girls. I'd never
had a girl friend. I'm not much of a
ladies' properly
man now.speaking.
I never I did
girls,
never'go hadwith'a
real girl friend in Scranton, not even
when I was in high school. I didn't have
time.
romance.That was the first time, the first
senior year
in hightrucks.
school,I
I "During
yiil a jobmy driving
the coal
w(irki d for a man who had a dandy little
racket, (hn'iiig the coal strike. He had a
method whereby he collected the waste
material from coal, processed it, sold it to
the famine-suffering consumers. He made
(|uite a pile by the time the strike was
o\er
— and toI didn't
so badly
myself.theI
managed
get thedo job
of loading
cars. I was eighteen and my predecessor
iiad been a hulking fellow, twice my size.
But I persuaded the boss that I could do
it and he let me try. I got to the point
where I could load twenty-one sixty-ton
trucks
day — andWhenI earned
seventy-five
dollars aa week.
the strike
and the
job
eiifled, my savings had ballooned considerably.
I wentandintoI got
the mines.
dad
was"Then
foreman
to work Mydouble
shift,
sixteen
hours
a
day,
at
fifty-eight
cents an hour.
"I did all kinds of odd jobs, while I was

in high school. I had the bleacher coa
cession and did pretty well with that, I
managed the school cafeteria. Later on
I worked with the steel girder gang in the
mines, I played a bit of football and, just
to prove that work and not play was my
meat, I broke my wrist the first month I
was playing. Later I took a spill from
one of the steel girders and broke the
same wrist again. I now wear a silver
plate inmeitiymuch
arm astrouble,
a souvenir.
cause
though ItI doesn't
doubt
thatIt Iwas
couldwhen
swingAllan
a lariat
it," he
was with
eighteen,
told me, that he had his fifteen hundred
dollars bored,
in sweated
the for
bank.eightHe'd
yearsworked,
and morelafor that sum. He wanted to enter Syracuse L'niver^ity — the School of Fine Arts
—University
and he did.
He saidmonths.
: "I stayed
the
for three
Then atI had
a wire from the man who always had
been a pal of mine — LeRoy Eltringham,
who
been choir
curatethere.
of St. HeLuke's
sang had
in the
told when
me toI
come to New York. I believed he knew
what he was talking about, knew he
wouldn't give me a bum steer, and I packed
up "We
and went
left. theIt didn't
easy teachers,
at first.
rounds look
of voice
but
when
they
found
that
I
couldn't
to pay tlieir prices, they decided thatafford
they
couldn't
afford Warford.
to teach me.
went to Claude
I sangWe forfinally
him
as
I'd
sung
for
the
others.
Pretentious,
as youth always is, I sang The Valley
from Thr Messiah. Claude Warford said
that he'd give me three lessons a week—
gratis.
didn'tforwantthetoHigher
quit colleL-e,
after
all
my Iplans
Education,
so, thanks to Mr. Eltringham, to whom so
many thanks are due, I got a scholarship
at N, Y, U. I sang in the Glee Club and
that got nie in the 'in.' But I found that
I couldn't
quite make
college curriculum,
plus the
the grade.
singing Thelessons,
the long hours of practice, got me down
where loading sixty-ton trucks had not.
I told themoperated stI'd
have toby quit
and they
coil further
offering
to keep
me on as a special student, studying lanThat's what hadI did.a summer school
"Claudeguages.Warford
in Paris. I wanted to go over with the
other students and he wanted me to go.
But he couldn't afford to take me, free.
And I didn't have the money to get there,
not
even me,
steerage,
wouldn't have
stopped
I gotwhich
to wondering,
how
about giving a concert in the home town?
I had a lot of friends there, in the mines,
in the town. I wrote Dad and Dad wrote
back and told me that he had two thousand
men working under him and that every
man Jack of them would buy a ticket or
wish they had! They did I They not
only bought tickets, but they gave me such
a rousing ovation that I darn near broke
into tears instead of song ! That concert netted me eleven hundred dollars —
and iTiore than that — the feeling of belief
in "Imy went
fellowto men
lost. and the
Paris I've
withnever
Warford
ethers. I coached with Reynaldo Hahn
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and with Felix Le Roux. I sort of learned
my way around, too. I met charming people. I never got to the point, and never
will
get
could kiss —a but
lady'sI
hand or toturnit. where
a neatI compliment
did acquire enough poise to meet all kinds
of people without turning red as brick
dust or stumbling over my ow-n feet.
"That toautumn
came back
States,
New IYork,
and togotthemyUnited
first
really big, professional engagement. I was
soloist with Anna Case at the New York
Philharmonic, with Walter Damrosch conducting. Icommuted hack and forth between Europe and America, for a couple
of years after that. I studied oratorio in
London with .Sir Henry Wood. I sang
atgiveDeauville.
AmericaI did
I'd
concerts When
all overI was
the inStates.
some radio shots, at sixty dollars per. I
kept on taking my three lessons a week
from Claude Warford. whenever I was
in Xew York. I kept up my study of
languages.
"1929 was the Bad Year. I lost most
of my savings in the crash. My good
•friend, LeRoy Eltringham, dropped dead.
When I walked out of the preview of
Firefly, my first thought was, I wish he
could have been here. I never sing on the
air
that I don't
somewhere
. . .wish
Maybehe could
he is be. . out
. there,
"Anyway,
was pretty
bedrock
for aI time.
Even thewellonedown
or twoto
things
that
did
'break,'
soon
broke
Charley Wagner put on Boccaccio,down.
and
the critics were swell to me — but the thing
failed, commercially.
"I finally
the aShuberts.
went
to St. signed
Louis with
and did
new showI
every week. We ran through the whole
repertoire of light opera — Suri, Floradora.
The Student Prince — we didn't miss one
of them. Then, in the fall, I'd go to Boston and we'd open in some huge opus and
it would
and I'd
go back
St. Louis
and
sweatflopsome
more.
The tomines
had
nothing on that experience !
"I sang
Aiiiiiiia
were
the days
whenwith
primaJeritza.
donnas Those
were
prima donnas, indeed. Jeritza had a red
velvet carpet unrolled for her, from the
train to her car, from the stage door to
her car. When she traveled, the very
engine bore the word Jeritza in letters of
shining steel or chromium or something.
Flowers were strewn before her wherever
she walked. It was wonderful!
"I alsoAndplayed
The Life
of Stephen
Foster.
just inaround
this time
— when
I was singing Aniiiua, it was — Bill
Grady and one or two other officials of
M-G-M were there. First thing I knew,
there was a test, and then a wire from
Louis B. Mayer, saying : 'Sign Jones to
long term
immediately.'
were
some contract
complications.
I hadThere
my
Shubert contract, and to get free of that
cost me plenty of grief — and twenty
thousand dollars in cash."
I said : "What song did you sing when
you made the M-G-M test?"
"Sweet Mystery of Life," Allan grinned.
"And when I made the dramatic test, I
did a sort of Jekyll and Hyde — played a
dual role with myself — talked to myself.
"Well, I hit Hollywood at crack of dawn
one
morning.in aI didn't
know a land,
soul. ifI ever
was
a stranger,
very strange
there was one! I was in the studio and
on the set before ten that same morning.

The first person I met was Jean Harlow.
I sang my song for Reckless, my first job.
Jean was sure swell to me. as she was to
evervone, I know. She w^as friendly and
helpfulwished
and me
told luck.
me I'dShemake
gradea
and
eventhewrote
lettermeto and
a friend
she'd justto
met
was and
sure said
I wasthatdestined
'go
places.'
The
friend,
who
happened
be a mutual frien<l. sent her letter to me.to
I have it now, mie of ni\- most prized posses ions. Ithi.UKlu of Jean, too, when I
came out ot the preview of Firefly. I had
the feeling that she was glad about it . . .
"I played in . / .\ight At The Opera, and
I did Shoiel'oat for Universal. I wasn't
ready formature.that,
time. sequence
It was with
preIsang atthe theoperatic
Jeanette MacDonald in Rose Marie, and
askedfor me,
'a^ a Girl
favor.'Is
toHunt
do theStromberg
sound track
A Pretty
Like
A
-l//-/<.(/\'
in
The
Great
'Ziegjcld.
He told me that if I'd do that for him,
he'd something
keep his eyes
for
me,
thatopen
wouldfor putsomething
me on the
screen, on the top.
is asbe good
timeI asbelieve
any
to "Right
say thathereI :iia\
naive,a but
that
peopleholdan-witli
i>rt_tt\
I'm you
no cynic.
I don't
the ~\\cll.
idea that
only
get tlic glad hand, the helping hand, when
you're
sdine
kind
of
a
llig
Shot.
I
was
just a kid, trying t.i wangle some dough
so I could go abmad and study, when I
gave my one-man concert back in Scranton. And there wasn't one of the gang
who didn't dig mto his jeans for a dollar
orhearing
two bits
hear memy singlife,— they'd
been
me tosing
down
in the bowels
of theallearth,
on thetoo —girders,
everywhere
— free.
Harlow
didn't
know less,me,but she
that
first asdayJean
on the
was
swell
tosetmeof asReckshe
could ettehave
been and
to Gable
Caruso.
Jeanand Gene
Ireneor and
I became
friends, darned gootl friends, long before
any
us hadopposite
any ideaJeanette
I'd everin get
breakoneof ofsinging
Fire-a
fly. And all through the production she
threw everything she could my way. The
songs were divided more than fifty-fifty —
in my viewfavor.
the preshe -ent And
me a thewirenight
fromofHonolulu,
It -aid: 'Cmiiiratuhili'']!.^ on your big
niiiht.'his Hunt
didn't
needkeepto
keep
promiseStroniijerg
to me. But
he did
it. There were plenty of other Marx
Brothers come<lies to come, and I could
have continued to be in them. But no,
"breaks'Folks
and
heStromberg
saw to itpromised
that I gotmethethebreaks.
ask
me
whether
people
are
'dififerent'
me since Firefly. The answer is no.to
They've been grand about it— but they were
grand
same folksy
with
everyonebefore.
on the It's
air. been
I getthea very
feeling,
when
I'm
broadcasting,
the
ing that the people li-tening are right feelleith
vie, as I sing. A kind of all-together sing
(There is, at this writing, the rumor
that all is not well between Allan and
M-G-M.
does not like the picture
fest." forthathim.\llan
slated
to do, feels it is "a step
backward." If this
is so, it's ata least
understandable.
A workingman,
man
who has got where he is by manual labor,
sweat, strain, does not easily relinquish
progress. He may not fight to take a step
forward
he's on.); he will fight to hold the step
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NO
NORMAL PEP RETURNED
WHEN SHE RELIEVED
CONSTIPATION
Folks
usedsayto :say:
about. Jane!"
Now they
" I wish"It'sI hadtoo herbaddisposition
and
pep!" sheWhatturned
a difference
it made for — this
when
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"And so they were married and lived
haiipilv ever after," Allan was saying.
should
the end ofof niyniy'story,'
ii1 hat
1^ the
realbeheciinninii
personalas
litc. It was through Betty Furness that
I tii st met Irene. I was w4th Betty when
I tnst saw Irene. We'd gone to a studio
pla\- tomther and Irene had the feminine
li hi. 1 he instant I saw her, I was ititere^k'(l. wanted to know who she was. There
was something so clean-cut about her, soniethmg looked
so definite
she
just
diflcrcntand to— Ime.don'tBettyknow,
warned
me to look the other way. Where had I
been all my life, she wanted to know.
Hadn't I heard about Irene and Bob Taylor? I'd kept
heard.remembering
But I didn'ther.
look Onethe day
other
way.
walked I across
the lot a few
feet in backI
of her. She was humming the song I sang
At passed
The Opera
alone.back.
I caught
upin X'uiht
with her,
her, —looked
Our
eyes met and we both laughed. I have a
pretty good hunch that we both knew then
. . . I know that / did. No poet, it was
sure enough love at first sight with me.
And Irene has told me since that when she
first saw me, in Night At The Opera, she
asked
who / something
was. I don't
know whathuman,
love
is, chemical,
predestined,
divine — whatever it is, it hit us both and
we didn't get up at the count.
"We met at several parties. Betty gave
a party at Christmas time and Irene was
there, with Bob. I managed to make a
trio of Irene, Bob — and me. And I never
DEAR

talked so hard and so fast in my life. We
met at a party given by Raoul Walsh. Bob
was on location and Irene came with
Cesar Romero. Betty, who was certainly
arranged it soCupid'sthataide-de-camp
I took Irenewithhomeus, and
she went home with Cesar.
later weThere
took were
a longseveral
drive
and"Ait few
was days
all settled.
problems to be worked out, before we
could be married. We worked them out.
And on the 26th of July, 1936, we were
married. I'm not much of a hand to talk
glibly about the things that mean the most
to me. Irene means the most to me — and
Gail, her little daughter — and pretty soon
there will be our little daughter — or son.
I've collected," grinned Allan, "every kind
of a camera, with sound devices and without, I've been able to find. I'm not only
going to record the baby's first expression, butnames.
also Irene
its firstwants
cry.theWe're
sing
name discusto be
Allan
Hervey
Jones,
if
it's
a
may call it Jacqueline — Jacky — boy.
Jones,Weif
a"andgirl.addTake
the any
Jonesprettyto itname,"
— and said
what Allan,
have
you"And
got? so, I've got the working man's
heaven, too . . . Our 'little gray home in
the West,' the 'Missus,' the babies. .
"You bet I'm a working man," Allan
said, "and proud of it. And if I ever
forget it, that invitation to clunk me on the
head goes for anyone who's handy enough

to do it!"
MISS FAIRFAX
(Continued from page 2S)

has defeated her husband in his by taking
too much from his pride, or his initiative,
or his sense of well being. And so often a
successful career makes domestic life seem
flat to a woman. So she takes the glamour
and lets the real thing go, and eventually
finds herself face to face with disillusion
and heartbreak.
For menwomen
changed
any more than
have, haven't
for all
the excitement of these few years they
have been out on their own. In their
hearts they want the same things their
mothers and grandmothers and great
grandmothers
and children. wanted. A home, a husband
"Women miss so much of their children,
too, when they work away from their
homes. They lose so much of the fun of
them and they take away so much of the
under^talldillg and love that count so much,
not
then, but
of their
futureonlylives.
Otherin allpeople
can children's
make so
many mistakes with children, and many
a w^orking mother entrusts them to women
they would not trust with far less precious
"The women
have have
no in-to
clination to work,whobutreally
feel they
help eke mit the family income, are guilty
of the gravest mistake. They usually
don't
how littlewastheir
salarywhen
reallyI
adds. realize
One woman
amazed
pointed out to her that she actually was
costing her husband money by working.
A woman at home can economize in so
many ways that are impossible for her
working sister.

"To begin with, there is the question
of clothes, always so much more costly
for her than for the domestic wife, who
can getrobe along
much smaller
and who with
can a sometimes
savewardstill
more of her dress allowance by making
her own clothes. Then there is the food
budget, that always mounts in proportion
to the dwindling of time spent in preparing
it. And there are all the other things,
too — salaries for household help and for
someone to look after the children, not to
speak of the cost of luxuries a working
wife feels that she is entitled to, but that
she would be just as happy without. Making a husband happy is a full time job
and reaps more benefits than any other
work
I know
of."
Thoseriage
her own
marwerefirstfullfiveandyears
happyof ones
for Marie
Manning Gasch. There was her husband,
growing
steadily
successful
in hisof
own business,
and more
the two
boys born
their marriage, proving themselves such
antimeexciting
she didn't
have
to thinkadventure
of any that
others.
And there
was her writing, too, for there were
hours
she didn't
steal fromto anyone
but herself,
whichhavesheto devoted
novels,
and one of them, Judith of the Plains,
headed the best-seller lists of that day.
They lived in a lovely old red brick
house on P Street in Washington and they
bought a country place in Virginia, a
friendly, hospitable house that they added
on to, year after year, and which rambled
around the towering old trees they refused
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to cut down.
Then the war came and, in that restless
period
womenleft found
needed inwhen
the places
vacant the>by menwereat
the front, Arthur Brisbane sent for Marie
Gasch. and she took over the Beatrice
Fairfax column again. She held it until
the war was over, when she once more
devoted
solely to'break
her hitfamily
until
1929, whenherself
the market
the —Gasch
family, as it did so many others.
So now it is the first Beatrice Fairfax
who again is taking the helm of the ship
she launched. Years ago, as a young
girl endowed with understanding far beyond her years, her advice was uncanny
in its accuracy. Today, with thirty happy
years of marriage behind her, she brings
that fine understanding to the problems of
those who seek her help. Add to that
the knowledge the years have given her.
and her wisdom and tolerance and kindliness, and you find the reason for her
success in the newspaper world and in
radio.
The confidences poured into her waiting
ears are kept as inviolate as the confes ional, and throughout the length and
breadth of the country are men and women
who have entrusted her with secrets they
never have told anyone else. Secrets they
never have told themselves, really, for her
eyes inghave
talentbeyond
for readbetweenthatwordsGod-given
and to see
them
to the core of the problem itself.
Men and women have written to her,
when life became intolerable to them, and.
through her advice, found the courage to
make it tolerable again. Girls have given
up the wrong man and found happiness
with the right one, under her sage counseling, and she has guided many a
marriage, on the verge of failure, into
peace and contentment again.
Adi'ice to the Lovelorn is no stereotyped
routine to her. To her, everyone who asks
for her counsel is an individual with an
individual problem. The same troubles
can come to people but they become different in the reaction they bring. People
don't
react toalike
a minorto
annoyance
one and
can what
be a istragedy
another. Its knowing this that makes
Mrs. Gasch, Beatrice Fairfax to you, the
splendid person she is.
"Take the freedom young people have
today,"
"It's awhowonderful
for the she
kindsays.
of people
can takethingit.
But some can't. Parents should learn to
know their own children and just howmuch rope they can give them.
"But chained
it's a great
to keep
people
up. mistake
Girls and
boys,young
who
have been held down too much, become intoxicated with the first freedom they get,
and go under.
'I believeofincourse,
early marriages
providing,
they reallyforaregirls,in
love with the men they marry. If she
waits too long, has too many beaux and
too much attention, the chances are that
aafter
girl won'tis want
to relinquish
them,diffuse
even
married.
You can't
love tooshemuch.
"But formenmanyshoulda girlwaitwhobefore
settle
down,
seemstheyadorable
to them at twenty-two becomes a different
person at thirty. Boys are too much given
tobeenregard
only begin
after they've
aroundexternals.
a bit thatIt's they
to appreciate the qualities that go into the

making of a good wife.
"If I could choose the type of girl I'd
like ato good
see mycooksons andmarry,
I'd ask that and
she
be
a housekeeper
that she reads newspapers and knows
what's going on in the world.
it's the
woman,
who"In ismy theopinion
deciding
factor
in a usually,
happy
marriage. So many women who write to
me, tellingto ofmake
straying
haven't
bothered
their husbands,
homes attractive
enough others
to hold have
a man'slet attention,
many
themselvesand go,so
mentally,
so much that
theytohaven't
thought interesting
enough
hold aa
stranger, much less a husband.
"Divorce,necessary.
like a surgical
operation,
sometimes
But it should
ahvaysis
be regarded as the last resort.
"I'll never
forgetcarewhat
colored
woman,
who took
of metheas old
a child
and
afterwards helped nurse my own sons, used
toescapes
say about
torment,thereivhat
you
icitli one.it : is'Destanding
zvaiting
for"What
you zcitli
the next,thati.'ithshe'cruntents!'
difference
didn't know
much aboutaccruments.
hook learning
pronounce
That and
womancouldn't
was
wise in herself, and she knew!
"Womentheirwhohusbands
rush toforRenoa whim,
in a huff,
divorce
shouldor
discipline themselves enough to find out
what instead
they really
want. glamour
Then they'd
that,
of finding
withrealize
their
new freedom, they'll probably find only
loneliness.
document
really
end
a marriage.\ legal
that has
held anycan't
happiness
or respect. Roots strike down deep, in
spite of what people may think, and are
awfully
difficult to pullFairfax
up." to the airBringing
waves (over Beatrice
MBS) brings her closer
to men
and women who count her no less a friend
because sonality
they've
met enough
her. Her
peralways wasneverstrong
to break
tln-ouL;h
even
the
cold
newspaper
type
her column, hut on the air her vibrantof
voice brings its own warmth into her
relationship
withsometimes,
them. Xowthey
hear her laugh,
and that
feel their
own fears lessen with that laugh, now that
the\- hear lier voice soften in sympathy as
siie unravels tor them the problems they
couldn't
they know
her lor unra\el
the firstfortimethemselves,
as a human
being
like themselves and like her the better for
that knowledge.
She loves to tell the -tory of the aftermath of one of licr hrnailcasts, heard TuesI'riilaxs.
tioni coast
over days
thethrough
Mutual
network,
from to2:45coast,to
three in the afternoon.
night, II was
decidedall
to "In
walka spurt
home offromthriftthe onestudios.
dressed up in a new, spiffy green dress
that made me feel so young and gay that
I tripped along the street as buoyantly as
a girl of eighteen. Suddenly I felt a man
was
following
me. looks,
I didn't
illusions
about my
so I have
knew anyit
wasn't
my
youth
or
beauty
that
interested
him. but I was afraid he might be after
my pocketbook,
viting and fat. whatwhichwithlooked
all the awfully
newspaperinclippings it was crammed with.
'T walked faster and he walked faster,
and then I w^as sure he was following me,
so I began to run. He ran. too, and just
as we reached the clump of rhododendrons
in Gramercy Park, and I had visions of
being hit over the head with a blackjack,
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he gained on me and thrust himself in
ing in : 'No, no, you mustn't pet on tht
front of me.
back seat of a car. No, no, you mustn't
"He reached out his Iiand, and then I let a man kiss you the first time he takes
out.' And I've wondered, since, whal
saw hefromwasn't
trying
to take
anythingme you
that little man, so intent on the salvation
away
me, after
all, but
was giving
a sheet of paper. I took it gratefully and of my soul, would think if he knew my
read it under a street lamp.
interest in wayward women was as aca"'Vcs. Ji'sus loirs you,' greeted my
his own."
astonished e\ es, followed by three asterisks.
Whendemic asMrs.
Gasch laughs, as she was
laughing now% her laugh begins in her eyes
-And then, 'Though your sins be as scarlet, and
creeps
right
down to her mouth
they shall be n^liife as snoiv.' Three asterisks. 'Special seiz'iees IVcdnesday evening her
whole
facethings
laughsabout
with it. It's one
of
the
grand
she
for fallen -aunnen!' Three asterisks. 'Come. knows how to laugh at herself,her.thisFor
woman
If "And
yym arethishnnyry
ive
zvill
feed
you!'
known
as
Beatriee
Fairfax.
But
she
never
after my nice moral talk over laughs at anybody else.
New
style lashes.
round brush
goes the radio, telling
the boys and girls listenbetween
Darkens
ALL
SIDES
of
each
lash
Instead
o(
just
the
underside.
This
makes
your
lashes
look more luxuriant. ..Oh.so enchanting!
Now. . .youWithnolonper
just EYES
partly darkenglorify
your
lashes.
FOR YOUR OWN AMAZEMENT
them.
Thank improved
theMODERN
clevermascara
new roundforyoubrush
and
this vastly
thismascara
stun(Continued from page 41)
n
i
n
g
n
e
w
beauty.
MODERN
EYES
has a totally new smoothness, and when on
the lashes,
hasSee ahowsilkenevenlylustereachthat's
entirely
new.
Try
it.
lash
is
darkseparated
yourhavelashesin- Murray Hill ?" we asked Feg.
everything was dandy, but if a frown
are. Seeend. . . howstantly
how perfectly
glamorous
your
become.
You'll
adoresoeyesmuch
MODERN
"The answer to that is easy," he said. crossed
Feggo's inscrutable pan, bad luck
KVES
...
it
will
make
yoti
more
"I'm working." Okay, the Murrays no was ahead.
adorable!
Black, Brown,
(If National
not available
locally,Blue,Inc.SSS
sendallS5ctear-proof.
direct longer
In October, 1918, during the height of
own Murray Hill.
toMichigan
Cosmelirs,
North
Avenue, Dept. S A, Chicago.)
The Feg Murray personal history begins the Argonne Forest siege and the advance
in Palo Alto, California, somewhere near of the Allied forces, Feg and three mem
MODERN EYES the turn of the present century. Feg was hers of his division found a deserted barn
in the little town of Gesnes, in France,
CAKE MASCARA in Palo Alto because his father was a The
barn had been occupied for four years
professorniceofto Greek
at
Stanford,
and
it's
250 AT LEADING 10 CENT STORES always
by
the Germans, and its bunks and reading
be near your father, at least
lamps
looked like heaven to four guys
until
or three
stand you're
on yourtwo own
feet. years old and can who had spent the past si.x weeks sleeping
Incidentally, Feg arrived in time to be in theuriesmud.
Free for Asthma
Feg but,
settled
luxof the barn
beforedowngoingto the
to sleep,
present at the great San Francisco earth- he consulted
Feggo.
Feggo
frowned,
quake tiinnc1906.
the dis- his obedient master promptly got up, andsc
tion of beingIn thefact,onlyhe claims
San Francisco
During Winter
earthquake survivor now on the air with with one of his three companions hiked
If you when
sufferit with
those
terribleif attacks
down the road and spent the night in a
Asthma
is coldchoke
and asdamp;
raw.gaspWin-forof Ozzie Nelson and Harriet Hilliard.
ditch. Next morning they returned to
try
winds
make
you
if
each
Feg
—
the
name
"Feg"
is
a
nickname,
breath waspossiblethebecausevery
last;
if
restful
.^leep
is
imbestowed upon him by a small brother who foundbarntheirto two
pick friends
up theirdeadbelongings
and
strugglewearing
to breathe;
and the — barn
you feel the diseaseof the
is slowly
your lifeif couldn't pronounce Fred — earned his first the
away, don'tCo. failfor toa send
attrialonceoftoa theremarkable
Frontier dollar as a direct result of the earthquake. today.
Asthma
free
demolished
by
shell
fire.
That's
why
you
method.
Noanymatter
where
live orunder
whetherthe His own school building was demolished in
you
have
faith
intrial.
any you
remedy
see Feggo smiling at you in Seein' Stars
Sun,
send
for
this
free
If
you
have
suffered
the
disaster,
and
Feg
drew
down
a
quarter
for
triedeven
everything
could an hour scraping plaster off the fallen
also in 1918 that Feg took part
;earna oflifetime
withoutdoandrelief;
if you areyou
discouraged,
bututterly
send bricks. He denies, however, that he was in ItthewasFourth
of July track meet in Paris
today
this freenottrial.abandon
It will hope
cost you
nothing.forAddress
He ran second in the 100-yard dash, in
working his way through grade school.
Frontier Astlima Co.
70-C Frontier Bldg.
spite
of
his
hobnail
boots, and he won
Someone
put
up
another
school
building,
BufTalo, New Yorlj and Feg continued his education, winding first place in the shot-put,
463 Niagara Street,
probably because
of
them.
Everybody loves him — because he up at Stanford, where he captained the
Hitch-hiking back to his division, he
makes them laugh — Stuart ErwinI track team and, in 1916, set a world's record in the low hurdles, which stood for stopped a military policeman and asked him
You'll RADIO
love our
STARSstoryfor about
Februaryhim in fourteen
years. That same year he toured the way to the front.
Norway
and Sweden with an American
"Just take this road, buddy," said the
ASTROLOGY
track team, and returned to New York cop, "until you come to a war !"
:adin(
Along
the way he stopped off to grab
to
look
for
work.
NOW-American Philosa free meal with an anti-aircraft crew.
ToBl Alpha,
noted
"Shortly
after
that,"
says
Feg,
"America
o
p
h
e
r
,
n
o
w
oilers
the
2000
word)
entered
the
World
War.
I
knew
what
this
E.xchanging
conversation for food, he
Forecastreading
and gives
HcailinByou forAstroonl.\
2V.lSH
5c. This
them how many planes they had
logical
Inclinations
MONTH
BY I
country needed, so I joined the Engineer- asked
JIONTH
for
the
year
1!I38
and
brought
down
that week.
ing Corps and sailed for France. When
eitensive
character delineation
ha;
upon Sign.
an Interpretation
offavorable
your Zodiac
we arrived, I lined up with the Camouflage
"Three," said one of the guys. "Two
Bun
It
Indicates
Division, under the unfortunate delusion
unfavorable
daysof 1937.
throuKhout
1
— and one French."
and
thelife,balance
It discusses
The victorious
gladiator returned from
that the job entailed a lot of painting. I German
hornc
business
alfairs.
marrlace
happiness,
tr,iv(.l,
love
and
riimancc.
the
wars
with no scars, a fine gold medal
was
wrong
—
unless
you
classify
digging
health, ((r.frlcml';.
voratkm,
tcnipcrament,
Send
imly
25c
(coin
or
for his hundred-yard dash in Paris, and a
etampM
day. vear
place of birth for this latrines as one of the fine arts."
rcadirif. and.M'lr-.yni.iiitli.
iiiuinkd
if notandaatlsfied.
razor for winning the shot-put. He
Everyone who has seen Feg Murray's cheap
packed his medal in a nice clean bo.x and
YOGI
ALPHA,
Box
1411,
Depl.
8-B,
San
Diego,
Calif.
Scein'
Stars,
has
seen
the
goofy-looking
If a friend ^i^hei a r, „di„f; send 50c for ^ reading,. little character which generally hangs out went once more in search of work. Since
in the lower corner of the cartoon. Its he was fond of both sports and drawing,
he was fortunate enough to combine the
name is Feggo, and Feggo has a story.
two and sell a few sports cartoons. Along
In
1916,
when
Feg
was
an
undergradufwA mM
1 jWAKE
$25-$35
A
WEEK
Icani Course
practicalendorsed
nursing byatphysihome
ate student at Stanford, he bought a ten- about this period he also studied at the
^■k^^ ^Em yoil
in sparecanThousands
time.
^■■k
cians.
graduates.
porcelain Chinese Lucky Dog to wear Art Students' League for an indefinite
^■■T
. piial.
Ore graduate
hassavedofcharge
of while
10-bed3 9thlearnhos-yr. cent
Another
$400
on
his
watch chain. It became Feggo, and time. The time is indefinite because Feg
Included.Kasy Mentuitionand payments.
women 18 toWrite
60. High
Schooling.notK'luipmciit
re'iulred.
now.
when Feg went to France in September, can't remember whether it was ten minutes
CHICAGO
SCHOOL
OF NURSING
or fifteen minutes.
Dept.
231,
100
East
Ohio
Street,
Chicago,
III.
1917, Feggo
Before with
any imPlease send free booklet and 32 sample lesMin pages.
Then came the 1920 Olympic Games in
portant move,went
Feg along.
took counsel
his
Name
CUy
State Age lucky piece. If Feggo seemed to smile. Antwerp. Antwerp is in Belgium but Feg
NEW KIND OF
CAKE MASCARA
i/HJcct&ittniuck um&Mt^
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could hurdle in any language— and iiurdle
he did, placing third in spite of the fact
that he'd had little or no training.
Backtimes
againtheto guy
the has
UnitedmadeStates
(that's
three
the roundtrip free — a racket!), Feg went to work for
Gregory
La Cava,
now one
Hollywood's
top-ranking
directors,
whoof then
was a
pioneer in the animated cartoon field.
Those were the early days of Kracy Kat
and the Katccniainincrs, before anyone
thought of a mouse as a national hcvn.
Xext step was back to California. wIhto
he married his collc.^e swccthc-art — a \ ouiig
lady who was a fresliman at Stanford when
Feg was a senior. (Both Peg and Mrs. M.
would murder us in cold blood if we made
the pronouncement that they're still sweetit.)
After heartsa, so weyearwon'tin make
Los Angeles,
selling
sports cartoons on a free-lance basis
means the
Feg Alurrays
wasn't doing
so(translated,
hot — or is that
it hotly?),
journeyed back to Xew York and their first
real break
financially.
Peg's
sports
toons began their daily appearance in carthe
.Veil' York Sun and a syndicate of papers
throughout the country. This sort of
thing went on until 1932, when Feg was
assigned to cover the Olympic Games in
Los Angeles.
"When I returned to Xew York,' he
says,
"I wasbutfullnoof one
anecdotes
Didrikson,
asked about
about Babe
her.
They
wanted
to
know
about
Clara
Bow."—
Feg got to thinkmg about Clara Bow
a national pastime in those days, you may
recall — and from that developed an idea for
cartoon series on Hollywood. It took

him a year to sell it. 1932 being what it
was. and all that, but in 19,^3 King
Features
Sec in'inStars,
and the ever
Feg
Murrays bought
have been
Hollywood
since.
.At the moment Secin' Stars appears daily
in over fifty newspapers, and its creator
appears weekly, along with Harriet Hilliard
and Ozz'kXelson.
on the
Broadest,
.suiid.iys.
at 7:30
p.m..Baker's
EST..
over tlic \HC-Bhie network — and all that
liccaiiMl-\uoo
frowned
that
night
in
the
little town of Gesnes.
l-'cg is atofriend
our^. (.nit
it wotild
Se Rccaii-e
uniliarra-^ing
comeof right
and
say Ik- is one of the nicest guy- we've ever
known,
we'll enjoys
>k\\) that
ami -a\he's ita
fine fellowso who
his worlv
hecan~e
gives him time for his favorite (l^ver^ion^,
tennis, also
badminton
pong.dubious
^^'e
might
add thatandhe ping
has the
honorist mentioned
of being onpractically
cartoonthe floor theof only
our Xational
Congress.
Several years ago the late Congressinan
Zioncheck announced to his colleagues that
Seein' Stars contained code messages froin
an underworld chief in Chicago to "the
boys" in the Xew
branchoverstatement,
! The pronunciamento
was York
a slight
but it's in the Congressioiiiil Record.
Today Feg Afurrax- is doing very well
for himself.
The young
fromare,Stan-in
ford is still Mrs.
M., andladythere
addition, four Murray offspring, who look
extremely
sCL-m entirely
ous of thehappy
stigniaand attached
to theirobliviold
man.
But
prohal)ly
one
ilay
they'll have
to be told he was once a low hurdler.

buy Baby
Shoes by
Don't
Guess
ofYoutheprovided
\%. size,
cancorrect
be sure
you
buy
Wee
Walker
Shoes.you,If simply
it is inconvenient to bring baby with
bring
along
anstanding.
outline ofThebaby's
stockinged
foot,
while
store,
with
the
aid needed.
oftaken
the
measure,
will
give
you
the
exact
size
WARNING
Walker Shoes.: Measure is accurate only for Wee
Wee Walkers have every practical feature of exivnew
e shoes, yetonescostoften,
very little.
change topensThe
baby Forfeettheybaby's
groware sake
very
rapidly.
price is low asbecause
the
product
of
America's
largest
excluw
sive
infant
shoe
makers
and
are
sold
ficamn
in stores with very low selling cost. ^pAnmi
Look for them in the Infant's Wear
:
W.Department
T. Grant Co.,Co.ofInc.theS. S.Ffollowing
Kresge
W GrandCo.
Stores.J. J.McLellan
IsaacNewberry
Silver3tf andCo.
Bros..
Metropolitan
Inc.
G.H. L.R. Green
Kinney
Co Chain& Stores,
Charles Stor
Stores
Schulte-U
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AN ASTROLOGER
(Continued from page 33)
other, infrequently. for >e\eral
the University of Munich, where he each
studied philosophy. A requirement of this weeks. A friend asked ine if he was the
course was an understanding of the occult. man I would marr\-. 'Yes,' I said, 'hut
In 1915 he studied palmistry and it has he won't know it until August I' (That,
been his hobby ever since.
see. Kingsley
I knew from
chart!)"
had his
worked
out the asHe first came to this country in 1916, to youMiss
trological chart of Howard Taylor and
manage a concert tour for Richard
he would probably propose marStrauss, composer of Der Roscnkai'alicr. found rthat
iage in .\ugust. .\nd he did !
Mr. Taylor became so interested in music
For
some
vears previously, Mr. Taylor
that, Judson
during Music
the '20s.Corporation,
he was president
the
and wasof had visited the noted astrologer profesinstrumental ui starting what now is the sionally.
Columbia Broadcasting System. It was
"T disregarded her advice just once." he
at this same time that he was president laughed.
"I wanted to buy a certain
of the American Opera Company and thus automobile, on which I had .set my heart.
met his present wife — who, at that time, She told me it was a bad time for me to
was a singer, not an astrologer.
".AstroloLiy.
von
could reveal con' see.financial
that these
money
spend
nowStrange
be husband
and two'
wife.people
They should
have <litions
in a — geuer.il
way," inknown each other for twelve years, but
ter upted Mis Kinysle\-.
their marriage date was April 5th, 1934
"An\
way,"
contiiuicd
her
husband,
"I
In 1927,
olnainedFriends
a di- decided that 1 wanted that particular car,
vorce fromMiss
her Kingsley
first husband.
and bought it— regardless of her advice.
wanted to know who the ne.xt lucky man And I never had so nunh trouble with a
would be "You know how people are," car as I did with that one! I never have
He told the tale on
says I the
"Theysomeone
were else!
sure crossed
himself her
with since!"
much amusement.
that
mustastrologer.
be in love with
Myra Kingsley was born in Westport,
I told them that such was not the case. My
chart showed that I would not fall in love Connecticut, on October 1st, 1897. "I've
until 1932. That was five years to wait! always wanted to be forty years old and
I am, atMorgan
last!" she
said. Her
le"Into June
attendofa 1932,
dinnerHoward
with him.TaylorWe asked
saw now
fatherin is1937,William
Kingsley,
the

ACCOUNTANT
spare time for CP. A.
. . „Fersonalof , thetrajnms
Qnder Institute
supervisionof Accountants.
of staff ofexperience
CP. A. "s.
.
rrevioaa
including
members
American
forLaSalle
free book.
"Accountancy,
the
Profession
that
Pays." Write
Extension
University,
Dept1318-H,Chicago
The School That Has Trained Over 1,400 C. P. A.'s

To look your loveliest tonight and through all the
exciting nights of the holiday season.. .go Hollywood'.
Dress your hair as the glamorous girls of movie'
town do. ..with Hollywood Rapid Dry
Curlers. Frame your face for romance
with
soft, gleaming
of curls.
Arrange a them
at home...auraeasily,
quickly,
more becomingly .. .with the "Curlers
iiscd by the Stars."
INSIST ON
HOLLVUJOOD&&CURLCRS
3 FOR 10c AT 5c AND 10c STORES AND NOTION COUNTERS
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on't let chest
or croupy
coughs ongo
untreated.
Rub colds
Children's
Musterole
child's ofthroat
and chest
at once. penetrates,
This milder
form
regular
Musterole
warms, and stimulates local circulation.
Floods the bronchial tubeswith its soothing,
relieving vapors. Musterole brings relief
naturally
because
a "counter-irritant"
—doctors
NOT just
salve.it'sRecommended
many
and anurses.
Three kinds: byRegular
Strength,
Children's
(mild),
and Extra Strong, 40^ each.

Reduce the pain
Save your nerves
^ /# TflBLETS
AtK. A.all Hughes
druggistsCo.,or €uicinv
for freePlain,
sampleMass.to
76sendJamaica

WAKE

UP

YOUR

LIVER BILE...
Without Calomel— And You'll Jump
OutThe ofliver
Bedshould
in thepourMorning
Rarin' of toliquid
Go
out two pounds
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing
freely,
your
food
doesn't
digest.
It
just
decays
in theconstipated.
bowels. Gas bloatswholeup system
your stomach.
You
get
is poisoned
and
you feel sour, Your
sunk and the world looks
punk.
A mere
movement
the
cause
of yourbowelgrouchy,
gloomydoesn't
feelings.get Itattakes
thosethesegood,two oldpounds
Carter's
Liverfreely
Pillsandto
get
of bileLittle
flowing
make
you feelin "up
yet amazing
makingand bileup."flowHarmless,
freely. Askgentle,for
Carter's
Little Liver
Stubbornly
refuse anything
else. 25cPillsat byall name.
drug stores.
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banker. Her mother is a lady who placed
mucli faith in metaphysics.
can remember,
there
have"From
been thebookstimeonI astrology
lying about
the
house,''
said
Miss
Kingsley.
"As
child I was an avid reader, so naturally aI
read
all Mother's
on thetimesubject.
can not
remember books
the first
I went 1
to Evangeline .Adams, but I know I was
veryBrought
young. up And
I was proper
fascinated."
as every
little lady,
Myra w^as given instruction in all the
arts, particularly in music. Little wonder,
then, that she decided to become a fine
singer. She had dreams of opera and concert. When she was nineteen, she paid
Evangeline Adams one of her periodic
visits.
"You have a natural talent for music,"
Miss Adams told her, "but that is not
\our destiny. You should be a teacher."
"I was furious," laughed Miss Kingsley,
recalling
nineteen,be
all
I couldthatthinkday,of "because,
was that atI might
an Today
austereMyra
academic
teacher."
Kingsley looks far from
austere. With her curly blonde hair piled
high on her head, she radiates personality.
She is proud to be forty — perhaps because
she appears ten years younger. She is a
woman who never will grow old, because
of her natural magnetism, her amazing
vitality, and her absorbing interest in
other people.
For several years, she made music her
life, but never felt satisfied with her
progress. Each time she visited Evangeline
-Adams she was told that music should be
her avocation — that teaching should be her
life's work.
are one
fittedday.
for Myra
astrology,"
Miss
Adams "You
told her
went
home to think about that. She had more
than an elemental knowledge of the work,
and the more she thought about it, the
better she liked the idea.
She made up her mind to take more
instruction in astrology, and went out to
California, where she studied with Milton
Pierce Ropp, who, besides making a study
of astrology, maintains a bookshop in
San Francisco.
"Iestbelieve
thatinRopp
is one of and
the should
greatastrologers
the country,
betookbetter
known,"
said
Miss
Kingsley.
daily instruction from him, for about"I

Russ Morgan, Philip Morris bandleader, toots a mean trombone solo.

"/ believe that Howard Taylor has a
perfect disposition," said Miss Kingsley,
smiling. "He thinks I am always goodhumored.
That,"influences
she adds,ahead
"is ofperhaps,
because I know
time.
My
own
horoscope
isn't
a
very
good
one,
yet I have a better time out of life than
anyone I know. I have to work for
everything I get, but I am supremely
happy. A bad chart does not necessarily
mean that the owner's life is unfortunate.
So many great people of the world have
been born with bad charts. But, in having to overcome obstacles, they have
formed character. Whenever I meet a
lackadaisical, unambitious person, I know
that that person may have a beautiful
fiveFollowing
months." which, in 1925, Myra Kings- chart, but everything in life is too easy
for
him," says Miss Kingsley,
ley became a professional astrologer. She
news for those who
finds it a gratifying profession, not only feelWhatthat encouraging
has been unkind to them,
in that she has been able to help others, almost to fate
the
point
of
exhaustion ! Miss
luit that it lias greatly helped the course Kingsley has even happier
news for you
(if her own life. Understanding, of course, who
believe
life
is
too
hard.
naturally makes for harmony.
"Every person's chart runs in cycles.
"Wlien the signs are not propitious for The bad influences gradually give way to
influences. How much better, then,
a part\-. I do not entertain," Miss Kings- good
ley t(jlfl me. "When the evening looks to be prepared for the misfortunes in life,
l)ad, the three of us — Howard, Chico (that how much pleasanter to know that hapis what we call Howard, Jr.) and I stay
pines isjust around the corner! If only
liome and play a lovely game called more people would take astrology seriCaiitcroiin. When my daily chart shows
ously, there would
be morelife
contentment."
that I am to Ije in a bad frame of mind,
Certainly
the private
of Myra
I ^ay to Howard: 'Be careful, dear, zvatch Kingsley
provesone thehastruth
of this belief.to
It
is
seldom
the
opportunity
jor Mars!' And he knows what I mean.
step into a family circle such as hers, in
Mars is my dissenting planet."
"But La Kingsley never is in a bad which each lueiuber gives forth a glow of
huiuor," hastily interposes her husband. happiness and contentiuent.
"Sometimes, after a party, she and I will
"In my todaily
she smiles,
go to a favorite restaurant of ours and endeavor
give broadcasts,"
that encouragement
to my"I
start a dlsciissioii, mercdy because we listeners. It is my part in making some
think we should have a good argument!" contribution to the world's happiness."
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I'M AFRAID
HOLLYWOOD
{ContinuedOF
jiom page
25)
\\-\v York tlicre is pace and tension —
everyone's in a hurry. Everybody on the
street looks like he's two minutes late for
anI look
important
three appointment.
minutes late. I'm even faster.
"In
Hollywood,
it's just
opposite.
The incessant sunshine
makesthe the
days
longer, and it gives you the idea that
whatever you have to do can be done
later. And it can. But after years in Xew
York, I can't adjust myself to it.
"The big difference is this : Xew York
i> paced to 4-4 time — Hollywood is waltz
time. And I can't waltz!"
waltz, but
he knows
howPhilto probably
enjoy hiscan't
Hollywood
surroundings,
even if they do cast a shade of fear over
him. Our interview was conducted in the
comfortable Baker menage in Bel-Air,
one of Beverly Hills' nicer sub-divisions.
Just to show
you that
pace and him,
excitement Phil likes
alwaysthe surrounds
let me give you a picture of our conference.
It was Thursday,
Hollywood.
It was alsoma'd's
11 a. day
m., andoff thein
master
of
the
house
hadn't
had
The comely Mrs. B. had just breakfast.
left on a
house-shopping
(the allBakers'
moving), leavingtourPhil
alone hobby
with isa
secretary, three children, a nurse and us.
Phil wanted a boiled egg — a simple request for a guy in his income bracket, we
thought. But we reckoned without the
Baker household. The secretary, a lovely
girl and all that, had never boiled an egg
instarthernow.
life, The
and didn't
see whyboilsheeggs,should
nurse could
but
have you ever tried it with three healthy
youngsters crawling up and down your
anatomy? \Ve offered to boil the egg if
he'd write the interview, but we were
turned
down.boiled
We it.don't have to tell you
who finally
While the master was in the kitchen
boiling his lonely egg, we were entertained by two of his offspring — Muffet, a
charming young lady given to standing on
her head for company, and Stuart, a
: >ung man given to trying to stand on his
\id. Here, we thought, is our chance to
;t the real lowdown on this Baker guy.
With pencil poised, we set ^luffet up
on her proper end and asked her : "How
often
Her doesreplyyourwasdaddyas beat
briefyouras mama?"
it was
puzzling.
She
said
:
"No."
Throwing discretion to the winds, we
asked Muffet her age. She said she was
tliree and a half.
"And how old is Stuart?" we asked.
"Three," replied little Miss Muffet,
without
blushing. We didn't ask her
any moreevenquestions.
By that time their proud father had consuiTied his egg and was once more among
us.
He rejected
out and
play, and Stuart's
suggestedinvitation
that histo twogo
little friends go and dig in the sand.
now we're
the questionDidof
theSomoment
once back
more —to Holh'wood.
you know, for instance, that Phil Baker
first came to Hollywood to make pictures
twenty years ago? He came, but after
three months of it he begged off. The
Shangri-La stuff was getting him, and he

felt he was going soft. He told his picture bosses he had a road show engagement, so they canceled his contract. Phil
took
to
road —a the
part of his
statementthebeing
slight"show"
exaggeration.
Phil's
next
Hollywood
venture
was were
during the days when silent pictures
struggling their last struggle. He came
out with Jack Benny and they made a
screen test at Universal. The boys saw
the tost, and sneaked quietly out of town.
Phil's next Hollywood engagement was
inrather
a little
not gem
talk called
about Gift
that of
one. Gab. He'd
Butlies,now
he's
doing
The
and his picture career isGoldivyn
looking Folup.
The astute Mr. Goldwyn has an option on
Phil Baker's
futureheroservices,
all of which
means
that our
will probably
find
himself spending at least half of every
year in Hollywood.
"But I won't let it get me," says Phil.
"If I'm out here in the middle of the
winter, where all is sunshine and bliss,
I'll grabanda plane
Xew York
a few
days,
stand toaround
in a forblizzard.
Then,
if
I'm
still
alive,
I'll
come
back,
a
warmer but wiser man.
"And here's another problem. If I do
spend
lot of Houses
time outarehere,
buy a ahouse.
nice,I'llof have
course,to
but I already have two — one in Mamaroneck, Xew Y'ork, and one in Miami, Florida. And now, another in Hollywood !"
Anyway,
thosetothree
a decided contrast
the houses
small, arefurnished
room
which
was
Phil
Baker's
Hollywood
abode twenty years ago. At that time he
was invited to a party at the home of a
producer. Looking around the sumptuous
domain, he determined then and there that
one
one himself.
To sayis
that day
Phil he'd
is a have
guy with
determination
to put it mildly. He wishes for one house
— and gets three !
Phil's producers
present determination
picture
quit regardingis tohimmakeas
"that
fellow
with
the
accordion."
On the
stage his accordion always
was incidenta
to his comedy, just as it has been in his
four years of radio. Calling Phil an accordion player is like calling Jack Benny
a violinist.
"In
The
Follies,"as says
Phil, "I
hope to makeGoMivyn
my entrance
a comedian,
and bring on the pleated piano later. Of
course, you never can tell. Hollywood is
aWhy,
strange
and dayI'll I believe
anything.
just town,
the other
heard that
there
isn't a soul out here with less than a million dollars. Everyone has three swimng-po ls, and they're
champagne. miThen
someoneallgotfilled
holdwithof
me and told me the truth. He told me
about the poor guy who lives across the
street from him. His pool is filled with
champagne
speaks to —him.but it's domestic. Xobody
"So here I am in Hollywood, for a
while at least, but it's not going to get
me. I love it— but I'm still afraid of it."
it frighten
too worst,
much, Mr.
B.Don't
If thelet worst
comes youto the
you
still
have
those
three
houses.
Y'ou can
start a vaudeville circuit !

HERE'S WHAT I WANT h
GIFT BOXES

"Gosh,
here!"
says baby,
"thesewonderful
beautiful gift look
boxes
are chockful
of that
Mennen
Antiseptic
Oil and
Powder that
Mummy
on memeevery
Won't you
tell Santa usesto bring
one, day.
please?"

Upper
gift box
of Mennen
Mennen
Antiseptic
Oil contains
andPowder
two bottle
tins. of.
Antiseptic
Borated
$1
Lower
gift
box
contains
jumbo
sizes
Mennen(At Antiseptic
and PowderStores). $1.50of
Drug and OilDepartment

is

Relief
Happy
Painful
From
Backaclie
Caused by Tired Kidneys
Many blame
of thoseon gnawing,
nagging,arepainful
people
colds or strains
often backaches
caused by
intiredthe kidneys
right way.— and may be relieved when treated
Thecess acidskidneys
are
Nature's
chief
way
of
taking
and poisonous waste out of the blood. Mostexpeople
of waste.pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds
If the 15 poisonous
miles of waste
kidneymatter
tubes stays
and infilters
don't
work
the blood.
These well,
rheumaticpoisons
pains, leg may
pains,start
loss ofnagging
pep andbackaches,
energy, getting
up nights,
swelling, puliiness under the eyes, headaches and dizziness.
wait! Askby your
Pills,
usedDon't
successfully
millionsdruggist
for overforJODoan's
years. They
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HE'SContiniit'd
NO tromDUMMY
pi^'jc 11^
most (ii these ei-'Kiitimis can be greatly
allayed !iy iii-lnl;. care and ^alienee. Ricli,
nourishinL: e> e ci eanK. apidieil with the
proper nia--a!Je nKivenunt-, will dn much
to smi'Dth a\va\ and make le--~ ci in^picuous
wrinkles
feet. ofApiil\
\our
cream fromandthecrow's
inner corner
the upper
lid outward, and hack under the eye. Be
sure
to take when
in the you
section
feet appear,
are where
at the crow's
outer
corner of tlie e\e. Astringents are most
helpful
in
trc^atins'
lixise
.skin
and
under the Each time, after the puffs
face
has lu i n clr.msed, take a piece of cotton
moistened with a-trin.uent and pat around
the
e\e-.wlnii
li,ulitl>Init hri^kh'.
careful,
wcirkiiiu
aruund theAl\va\-s
e\e-, nothe
to pull or stretch the delicate skin.
your habits
wrinklesor and
feetOf arecourse,
due toif facial
weak crow's
eyes,
then no am<innt of creams will make you
slop s(|iiintin,L; sulivtitutc for glasses.
Correct \ciur faci.d liabits. See an oculist.
Occasiiinall) ( r-anic disorders cause circles
and pulT-, and in those instances only a
doctor can ad\ise the proper treatment.
Althdiiuh e_\ e Idtions and washes usually
are kept in the medicine chest and are used
for the health of the eyes, their efYect is
usually so transforming that I am tempted
to classify
Eye lotions
and
washesthem
clearas up"make-up."
cloudy, veined,
dull,
unattractive eyes quickly and effectively —
actually requiring only a few seconds to
make even bloodshot, red eyes clear and
sparkling. They offer almost instant rest
for tired, strained, smarting, itching eyes.
Exhaustive tests have proved that they can
be used daily without any harmful effect.
Everyone would like long, lu.xuriant
lashes. Howe\er, except for the use of
artilicial lashes, f)r the skillful use of
mascara, there is no short cut to achieving
this effect. The growth of the lashes is
similar to that nf the hair (only, of course,
much slower) and is promoted in the same
hrusln'nucombined
and the daily
use
ofway.an Erequeiit
eyelash ijrnwer.
with patience, isthe best treatment you can give
your lashes from the health standpoint.
The skillful use of eye make-up will enhance your eyes, just as it does Dorothy
Lamour's
deepmascara
violet blue
and black
lashes. Does
harm eyes
the eyelashes?
No, not if it is properly removed with
creams each night before retiring. Dorothy
Lamour wears mascara almost constantly,
during the day and evening, antl these
photographs of her are ample i)r<iof of that
statement! Of course, gond taste (hetates
discretion in the apjilieat ion of eye makeuj) — particularly for d.ixtiine occasions.
With these (luesiions answered, we
proceed to the five steps of eye make-up.
Step 1. Tweeze all straggly eyebrows
over the bridge of the nose and between
the eyes. Any further twcezing that is
neccssar\'
the under
side of the siuiuld
brows. heBe done
carefulfromto follow
the
natural
bony
structure
of
the
arch.
Don't
try to force the brows into unnatural
shapes or into a too thin line. The brows
lend character and p< rs,„,;iliiy to the face
and
Xow, grower
brush thewhenbro\\'s.
bit ofeyes.eyelash
you L'se
brusha
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them, to keep them in line. The brows
should he brushed first in the opposite
direction, then straight up. and then into
a sn,o,,ih even line. Nightly brushing, too,
in this manner, will soon subdue even the
most unrul\- brows.
Stcf 2. Whisk out your eyeshadow —
hut prepare to use it sparingly for the
daytime. You may go a bit more dramatic
inthe thecenter
evening.
shadowit upfromto
of the."Xpply
eyelid,thisshading
the brows and out to the outer corner of
the eyes. Never apply eyeshadow below
the eyes. Darkness under the eyes is overcome liy lightly blending a tiny bit of cream
rouge imder the eyes, working it up and
around to the temples.
Step 3. The eyes appear larger and the
lashes seem much longer when the upper
lashes curl up. (Girls who wear glasses
should take especial note of this.) The
little able
eyelash
curling gadgets are indispensbeauty aids.
Step 4. Mascara should be applied to the
upper lashes. Particularly small eyes appear larger if the mascara is applied a
bit more heavily to the tips. (Be careful
not to get a beaded effect here, for that
is too artificial for beauty.)
Step 5. Take a finely pointed eyebrow
pencil and, with short feathery strokes,
trace the eyebrows. Extending the eyebrow
line a little toward the temple makes a

frame for the eyes and gives them more
expression.
If you are seeing eye to eye with Dorothy
Lamour through these pages, you will
know that there is still one important phase
of beauty tliat has not yet been touched.
That is the expression of the eyes. Poetiand literally,
eyes have
are the
windcally,
ows of the
soul. Youthe must
a happy
disposition if the eyes are to be bright and
sunny.meaning
Depth canand befineexpressed
shades byof emotions
and
the eyes,
too, if you will train them.
There is an old trick, but still the best
one, for cultivating expression in the eyes.
I'll remind you of it in case it is forgotten
or you have never encountered it before.
It is to sit before your mirror, with the
lower half of your face covered, and talk
to yourself. Watch your eyes. Repeat the
same sentence over and over, until your
eyes speak more clearly than your words.
For example, with your face covered,
say towillyourself:
sad." At first but
the
eyes
be bland"/ andam expressionless,
gradually the meaning of those words will
reflect theiuselves in the eyes. Say : "/ am
happy,"
the same
manner.of
Graduallyseveral
work times,
up a inwhole
repertoire
expressions for your eyes. You will find,
after expressive,
a few days'even
practice,
are
when that
you your
are eyes
not
consciously striving for effect.
bow
the —doorthenis goes
closed back
. . . into his office and

IT'S MY

Suddenly you hear yelps and ehuekles —
and you peep in to find Rudy rolling around
on the floor zvith Himmel, his Doberinaii
Pinseher!

HUMBLE

(Continued
jrnm page 18)
OPINIONor a drmvin// of a inefiaphone or sax, or
soy'nui: "My Time Is Your Time." One
vor'uition oj lliis heiiu; a dyaicUui of two
people luimliiiii eaeli oilier a eloek. Variationtimes
s of Iheslarlliuii.
spellinn(hieoj came
his nameaddressed
are some-to
-Mr. fallee I'dla,- anollier lo -Mr. Kmidah I'aUair—.wveral -Rmhlx Wallxs' and
one.Many
lo -Kuduui
WalUnaIndiall'alley."
tellers from
are olnionsly
7eritlen Itiroiit/li an inlerpreler. .Most of
these Indian lellers are unylhiiui Inil
restrained in their enthnsiasm. One said:
"When
of your thebestaudienee
prodnelions
released some
in Bombay,
eame leere
one
honr before the shoio commeneed , still
some of them had to return hack l)eeause
the boanl
hani/edmarvelous
outside
the
theatre.'House
This h^ull'
shows7easyour
cnuilional power."
My ftreorile
Indiaas begins:
"I might
inlroduee
myselffromto yon
an Eastern
Tdm
fan. 7 healrrland has been it were my
lleirren. the aetors demi-gods. when 1 see
them shedding their ei'eryilay skin and
take theloinepartUrstes
i/i-eenleellthem.
aeling likeIt
good
only Cood
on maturing.
is Ihe aeling par cxeellenee that I like. I
go What
for it is. . Rudy
. ." really like? Well, his
office
is
rather
paneleddrapes
living-to
rooin, with a like
darka formal,
red carpet,
match. In the corner is an imposing desk,
behind which Rudy sits. The picture is
one of (|niet dignity and repose and, as
Rudy steiis forward to greet a caller, his
manner is (|uietly courteous. As the caller
leaves, Rudy shakes hands — gives a little

That should give you a rough idea ....

(il Im11 im1)111111
fide anyowner;otherandperson.
this
nilhail<ii11( iloi
v,. any
tliut
I1I nilpill aiinsltick.
mil liasIionds.
Interest
direot or
the
sail!
or
other
securities
stati'ilIlKLEN
liy her.MEYER. Business Mananer
and
before nic this zHh day of
1937. subscribed ALFREDA
R. COLE.
Notary
Public.in New
Nassau\orkCo..County.
1849.
Ccrtlliratc niert
Res.
N.
y.
County
Clerk's
S58.
romniission expires MarchNo.30.No.8C5I8.
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RADIO STARS
S a nf a
THE

M-G-M

MAXWELL HOUSE
(Coiiliniird from f<a<je 21)

built for tlu-m. It was Myrna Loy who
told me : "The studio spends literally millions of dollars in building the star perty, the 'salesme,value'
Gable, BillsonaliPowell,
all ofofus.itsI stars,
hate,
for instance, to be dressed up all of the
time.
nothingput better
to relax,
forget I'd
the like
lipstick,
on an than
old coat,
run
down to the corner drugstore for a soda.
Iforcan't.
It
wouldn't
be
fair
to
my
studio
me to be seen looking anything but my
best. They have invested a great deal
of money in the Myrna Loy they sell.
I've got to maintain the standard they
haveAndsetit forwas me."Clark Gable who told me :
"The studio
employsto write
the highest-priced
writers
in the world
for us, Hugh
Walpole, James Hilton, Faith Baldwin,
others. to They'll
anywhere
from
$10,000
$250,000 spend
for a play,
a published
novel, available
so that we'll
the most perfect
story
for have
our particular
brand
of talent. Their investment in each and
every star is prodigious. And quite understandably they do tonotgowant
theirairexpensive investments
on the
(or
anywhere else) and in fifteen minutes dispel
all the glamour, tear down the personality
so painstakingly pruned and tended in the
studio.
was attheirthefear.
Now and
they'veall
got BillThat
Bacher
controls
fear has left them."
so, for
it wasn't
because
didn't
wantAndradio
their stars
that they
the studios
denied many of their contract players the
right to accept many of the constant and
opulent offers radio made them. It was
because they zcoitld have no control over
■li-hat theirtheyj^layers
did onthat,thewithout
air. It their
was
because
realized
studio's protection, which is as fostering
as a stars
father's,
anxious
a mother's,
their
mightas pull
bonersas which
would
undo the work of years.
No one actual incident prompted M-G-M
to go on the air. It was a cumulative
thing. For some time the studios have
seen the writing on the wall. They have
heard the plaints of Jeanette MacDonald,
who vowed : "No radio, no new contract
with theLoys,
studio."
the
Gables,
Craw They
fords, have
all theheardothers,
wailing at the Wailing Wall. The studio
faced the situation and accepted it. They
said, inhave
effectradio.
: "VeryAllwell,
you
must
right,then,youso shall
have radio. But yo}i shall have if under
our protection. \\ e will sivc you radio
right in your own backyard. \\ c will build
you a Theatre of the Air on your own
lot. We will protect you on the air as we
have protected you on the screen. We
have given you Van D\ke, Cukor, Leonard to direct you in pictures ; we now give
youAndBillso Bacher
direct you on the air."
it was todone.
There is no mystery about M-G-M
being the first studio the sponsors sought.
The star list of M-Ci-M answers that
question. Garbo, Clark Gable, Myrna
Loy, Bill Powell, Rosalind Russell,
Jimmy Stewart, Joan Crawford, Jeanette
MacDonald, Nelson Eddy, Allan J-ones, Judy
Garland, Virginia Bruce, Loui.se Rainer,

SHOW

C Ia u s

Says— 'DEUBENERS
Shopping Bags
make
Christmas
Shopping

Spencer Trac.\-. Robert Montgomery, Franchot Tniu'. K..l.ert Taylor, Bob Benchlr>
. ."^nphiiMorgan,
Pete less hectic!"
."^nlitll.
Ted I'riu
kal\l<cr,. . .Frank
With such
a plethora
of dramatic taleiU, nui'^ical talent, comedy No.
20 Basketlyke
talent — wh\- wniilihi't any sponsor want to DEUBENER'S
sponsor what IJill liacher calls "my Trea- Carrier '10c
House?" a sponsor sought M-G-M. IVIake Your shopAndsuremany
Ford Motor Cars, Palmolive, Socony Va- safer with
ping easierthese
and
J. \\'alter
for onecuum,ofLuckytheir.Strike,
clients,
all playedThompson
hounds better-made, stronger, handier bags.
to the air-shy hare of M-G-M. When
knitFord not
Motorprepared,
Cars' deal
came up, M-G-M
was
psychologically,
as it For shopping,
ting and other uses
were, for the air. They weren't quite every day.
>ure . . . They hadn't got Bill Bacher then.
( Bill has with
signedM-G-M
a seven-years'
contract
— picture producers
producer.
No.
1 Leatherlyke
He is doing the radio program first beDEUBENER'S
cause, he sa>s; "I just don't feel that I've
Shopping
Bog 5e
done
enough
not
■'Amerira's Standard" ropes
quite quite
geared
up toradio.").
Bill They
did
theweretogearing. There were
soit.many
factors
be
around bottom. "They hold
considered, some of them as yet unre- j
a lot."voriteSold
Store. at Your Fasolved,
perhaps
irreconcilable.
It
would
j
take time to sound out the exhibitors and ,
MERRY CHRISTMAS
theatre owners. They would have to get
the reaction of the New York Office, of
HAPPY NEW YEAR!
Mr. here.
Mannix'
department
production
out
Objections
might heof raised:
Arc
SHOPPING BAG^
your stars picture people, or are they DEUBENER5
Garfield Rark, Indianapolis, ind.
radio
people?
They
might
have
trouble
with the stars themselves.
than fiction — the story
The Palmolive deal would have come ofif, Stranger
Wendy Barrie, whom Fate has
except for the fact that Palmolive would of
changed
from
society butterfly to
not give over production to M-G-M. screen and radio
star. Read this
They wanted to have complete control of
surprising tale in
the program. And as complete control
RADIO STARS for February
of
their reason
stars onfor the
was atM-G-M's
primary
doingairradio
all, and
as it is not to be imagined that Bill Bacher,
stormy, more temperamental than any six
stars combined, would tolerate outside
jurisdiction for a moment, that deal, too,
fell through.
J. Walter Thompson's
wanted
an audition.
Why, said client
Mr.
ENTIFIC
CRIME C. DETECTION
Bacher, should an audition be necessary?
IIERICA, INC..
& O. BLDG.,WestINSTITUTE
J.Virginia
T. Burntington.
A Gable, a Crawford, possibly a Garbo
to be asked to audition? Ack, ack! Any
sponsor knows the talent of M-G-M;
knows the plays Bill Bacher has produced !
It resolved itself, then, into a question
of which of the remaining >ponsors would
sign first. Bill Bacher llcw to New York. ONE SICK
He arriwd rarly ..ne ninrning. By 2:30 HEADACHE
of the -auK' (la\ he had the contract with AFTER
ANOTHER
General
h'oodstoinM-G-M
his pocketcomplete
— a contract
BUT THAT
which gives
conIS ALL OVER.
"say" wood,
on allbegan
production.
flew trol,
back-complete
to Holly
at once Heto
NOW
make pla^^ for his first broadcast. The
sponsors Min-istcd that he wait, take his
began taking the
time, go on the air in January. Not Bill! ALL- VEGETABLE Laxative.
I FEEL
grand
since
Rem-I
edy (NRmild,
Tablets
i. One NRrefreshing,
TabletNature's
convinced
"W'liat?"
he
said.
".\nd
let
all
my
en...
so
thorouKh.
invigorating.me
tluisiasm simmer until then? No! No, Dependable relief from sick headaches,
bilwe start at once. We go on the air in
that tired-out
feeling, when
causediousbyspellsorandassociated
with constipation.
November."
And
they
did.
And everyone is happy. The studio is IIIUIUUimbH druggist. Use for a week. If
U/ithnilfr
8"=' ^return oftheNRsbo.xfrom
not more thanRickpleased,
and anywe
happy,
the most
"children,"
flights, well,
of them,taking
under their
the par-air will refund purchase y« . -,
ent wing. Exhibitors and theatre owners ^^ri.?t4rR^'TSi 'i^^mm^
are happy, because they know, now, that
radio is working for their interests, not —Tomorrow Alright. ^iTMn-"**""^^
\<iWCo.,Calcndiu
L«wia-Uowe
^Iflllakapostaffe
^fc'suDples touf Sli-color
NR and Turns.
SondUosk »1I
against them. With Bill's hands on the IrBlM"_B««atifol
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controls, everything is satisfactory. He
must have pleased exhibitors and theatre
owners enormously by assuring them that
he would never broadcast on Saturdays or
Sundays.
"Because,"
he says,are"Itherealize
that
Saturdays
and Sundays
best
theatre
days."
Sponsor
Foods atis
happy, because they know,General
with Bacher
the helm
of $iO,000-worth,
his "Treasure good
House,"
they
will
get their
measure
and overflowing. The contract between
M-G-M and General Foods was based,
considerably, on good faith on both sides.
No exact stipulations were made by the
sponsors. usThey
: "Vouon must
guarantee
six didn't
Grade say
A stars
each
program."
Xo,
they
know
that
therewhich
will
either be a preview of an A picture,
automatically includes a number of the big
stars, or there will be a skit, a play, a
novelty idea, including several of the
stellar personalities. Bill Bacher, dipping
his genius-tipped fingers into that treasure
trove of Gables, Garbos, Shearers, Tracys,
Leys
who'dindeed,
be afraid
of that
Bill —has,
more ideas
thanset-up?
there
are stars in the heavens — and in Hollywo d I There will be, there arc, the previews of the big pictures ; behind the
scenes in the studio, showing how a certain
story is developed ; broadcasts from location, with Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson
Eddy on location for Girl of The Golden
IVest, for instance. He says: "Actors are
always saying they'd like to be writers.
All right, I'll give them a chance to write.
It wouldLoybe and
fun,Bill
wouldn't
to have
Myrna
Powellit,write
for
themselves a short of Thin-Mannish sketch
for the
air?of That's
give
life
stories
some ofonetheidea.
stars —We'll
the lives
of Nelson Eddy, Jeanette MacDonald,
.\llaneach
Jonesperiod
in songof . their
. . We'll
song
for
lives,havefora each
rung of the ladder they mounted ... I
could go on indefinitely about ideas, ideas
alnnit
, . ." Foods is not worrying !
Xo, ideas
no, General
The stars are happy. They have their
radio. Every one of them, with the aforementioned exception (as I write) of Garbo,
have assured Bill and have now proved to
Bill, many of them, their 100 percent enthusiasm, interest, cooperation. Xorma
Shearer, among them. Garbo will go on
the air,
with the studio's
blessing,
she
can
be prevailed
upon. And
whenif Bill
was telling me about the rapid-fire deal
in New York he said: "If that can happen,
anything can happen — I may persuade
Garbo
yet. stars
I amarc 'campaigning.'
Yes, the
happy 1 Thvy " arc paid
for their broadcasts as lh(;\- would he paid
for them off the heme lot. In some instances they are 1 1 miittrd uthcr radio
contracts. In the iii-t;iiu(s where they
already had radio ( i .ininitrnents, such as
Ic:tnctte .\Ia<T)r,nald, Xclson I-:(ldy, Allan
J.. lies, mRosalind
they commitments.
will he perit ed to continueRussell,
with these
They are happy because, as the Cukors,
the Leonards, Van Dykes have led them
through the intricacies of the sound track,
the lenses of the cameras, so Bill, the
maestro of radio, will lead them on the
air. It has been said : "How about Bill's
temperament?
it conflict
temperaments ofWon't
the movie
starswith
on the
his
program?" Allan Jones answered that
when he said, laughing : "Bill's temperament won't conflict with any other tem74

to alter in the slightest way these esperament — because
Bill's temperament
tablished personalities, is my sole aim and
tops all other
temperaments.
His will be
intention when I work with them. 1 try
theThere
only one
around
the
place
!"
is an amusing anecdote told about only to put them on exactly as they are.
Bill and his methods. One night, on the
program
will"Radio,
lend aourhelping
hand,here
too, atin M-G-M,
molding
Hollyu-ood Hotel hour, Miriam Hopkins such
new and as yet unestablished players
was coming on the air. She had been announced on the preceding broadcast ; she as, say, Betty Jaynes, Ruby Mercer, Phyllis
had been advertised. Miriam arrived at Welch, Ann Rutherford and others. Young,
the station, read the script again, decided new talent will be used on the air. Girls
she wanted some changes made in it, said who, for one reason or another, are not
that she would not go on the air unless the yet qualified to make a picture. Think of
changes were made. Pandemoniuin ! Bill the publicity value this program will have
the studio in "buildwas told, frantically : "You'd better talk for them — and for names
will bewhenbuilttheyon
to her. Bill ! She says she won't go on !" the airing" themto !suchTheiran extent
that,
And Bill's answer was: "li'hat of it?" do make their first screen appearances,
they
The
excited
chorus
continued
:
"But
she's
been announced ! Her fans are expecting will find a ready-made, radio-made audience
waiting
for
them.
Something
it
was
her !" Said Bill : "That's her business, not
mine." He sent for one of his stock never possible to do before. It is not alplayers. He asked her if she could do
ways possible, say, to find the suitable
Miriam's part. When she said that she story for Judy Garland. All right, she
could. Bill, without being in the least up- doesn't need to stand around doing nothing.
set, with that deadly calm of his which She can go on the air. When Nelson
is more devastating than the most simoo- Eddy first came to Hollywood he was on
nish storm, went ahead with the prepara- the lot for well over a year, at a salary of
tions. The music began. The announcer $1,000 a week, and doing nothing. There
was announcing. The commercial began. was no story ready for the Eddy talents.
Nearby, Miriam heard the prelude to the It was dull and discouraging for Nelson,
program. She was incredulous. But they profitless for the studio. Now such a
couldn't
couldn't
— sheAndwasn't
could not exist."
But they— didBill! Bill
could.
Miriamtherewas— condition
Andtect itsthus,
not only
M-G-M stars,
procarefully
built,does
established
there. Meek as any lamb, having met and
saluted the dictator, she stepped before the but it finds this unbeatable way, this air
mike and went on the air as scheduled. way, to build its new players, to find employment for idle ones. Studio overhead
That's
Bill!anyAndSaturday
if you night
happenwhen
into Bill
the will be, presumably,
Trocadero
radically reduced.
is there (his one evening of pastime and
"I
believe,"
was
"thatstarsClarkof
play), you will see that none of the stars Gable will be Bill
one of thesaying,
biggest
holds a grudge against the dictator for the air, as of the screen. The same qualhis dictates, which are as just as they are
ities which put Clark where he is on the
screen will put him in a similiar spot on
adamant. It's : "Hi, Bill !" here and : "Hi the
air. That virility, that ruggedness,
Bill !" there. Not a grudge in a starload.
Good for
Neit.'sit, that appeal which makes him both a man's
of And
1938,so inhere,
the for
new M-G-M's
theatre built
man and a woman's man — as Myrna Loy
the weekly programs are rehearsed, the is both a man's woman and a woman's
woman — will come over the air in his voice.
weekly
broadcasts
"played"
to
capacity
audiences. For Bill Bacher believes in I'd like to have Bill Powell as my master
radio audiences, flesh and blood audiences, of ceremonies. He'd be sleek and suave
smooth. He'd be the Thin Man on
atbiggest
all broadcasts.
the and
the air quite as definitely as on the screen.
things radio Hewillsays:
give to"Onethe ofscreen
Taylor as a master of
stars have
is thetheir
'feel'audiences.
of the theatre
they
Now again.
they Now
have I'd like to haveHis Bob
voice is strong and mascuthe instant audience reaction to their work. ceremonies.
line
and
has
an
arresting
I've
been asked whether we will quality.
pick up Bob
They won't
to wait
six months
know
how a have
picture
has clicked,
havingto Taylor in England on a special broadcast,
done two other pictures in the meantime. I don't think so. You take a lot of chances
wave. Much nicer, I think,
I don't think you'll hear many of the on the short
and pick up Bob when he returns,
M-G-M stars saying: 'I want to go back tohis wait
first
day
back
in Hollywood, perhaps.
to Itheasked
theatre,'
Bill any
somelonger."
questions. I said : I'd like to have Bob Montgomery as an
is your
in getting Gables,
the glamour
M. C,Director
too. And
like veryHe much
Bob I'd
Leonard.
has oneto
of"What
the big
stars,trick
the Shearers,
Loys have
and others, over the airwaves and into the of the most genial, most lovable of voices,
an infectious laugh, a heartiness.
homes
the listeners?"
Bill ofshook
his wild, red head. He
"They're all with me. And let me tell
this, the stars of Hollywood are not
said : "It would be presuinptuous to say you
that any radio program would try to en- temperamental. They are the easiest
hance the glamour of these big stars. It people in the world to get along with. They
would be as ridiculous as presumptuous. are the salt of the earth. They are generous of heart and of spirit, as well as of
I try to put them on the air in such a way
that nothing whatsoever is added to or purse. They bear no grudges. You've got
subtracted from the personalities they al- to interest them, that's all they ask. Aixl
ready are. With stars like Joan Craw- once you do interest them they give you all
ford, Bill Powell and the others, all glam- they've got, hold nothing back.
"Our contract with General Foods is
our, all romance already has been projected through their pictures. The thing
After pictures,
that — yes,too.I'm Butinis, audiences already know them. They for two tyears.
erested in directing
know most of the facets and phases of right now M-G-M is on the air — and I'm
their personalities, beauty, powers and with it, with every star and bit player on
potentialities. Not to change them, not
the wayCompany,
I" Dunellen. N. }.
Printed in the U. S.theA. program,
by Art ColorallPrinting
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become dorU an
„,ourho-,r has
from mel Use
doll, take a tip
, to keep your
Marchand's,as.ao
ght
hair naturally '-.
'MANHAHAN
MERRY-GO-ROUND"
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Picture

'60% OF ALL WOMEN
WERE BORN BLONDE

s your hair as light and golden as it was when
you were a child? Have you let time and lack of
care steal the radiance of your blonde loveliness?
You can still be a fascinating, bewitching blonde
with Marchand's Golden Hair Wash... a scientific
preparation designed solely to protect and restore
the sunshine of blonde loveliness to your hair.
Buy a bottle of Marchand's today. Follow the
simple directions carefully and see how quickly
it lightens the shade of your hair. . . how it brings
back the sunny highlights that are naturally yours.

Marchand's, being mildly antiseptic, is beneficial
to the scalp and does not interfere with permanent wavmt
Don't shave arms and legs! There's nothing more
unsightly than the ugly stubble of re-growth. Make
excess hair invisible with Marchand's. Odorless,
stainless and safe . . . Marchand's simply lightens
the color of superfluous hair . . . blending it to
your natural skin tones.

GOLDEN

HAIR

AVAILABLE AT ALL DRUG
AND DEPARTMENT STORES

WASH

FROm

R. J. REYNOLDS
IBakers
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TOBACCO

(right) A tempting Christmas special
— 4 boxes of Camels in "flat fifties"
— wrapped in gay holiday dress
for the Yuletide season.

frigh;, The
famous Camel
carton — 200 ciga
rettes—in this extra-special Christmas art u rapper.
A truly popular gift!

THE NATIONAL
JOY SMOKE
If you know that a man really enjoys pipe smoking,
you may be sure that Prince Albert will suit him to
a "T." More men buy Prince Albert for themselves
than any other smoking tobacco. It's the "National
Joy Smoke"— mild and rich tasting — and beautifully
dressed up to say "Merry Christmas" for you! Being so
mild, P. A. is a delight to the fussiest pipe-smoker.
CopyriKlit. I9:i7. R. J. Rovnoldn Tul

COIHPANY

of

CIGARETTES

gffiOKJNG

TOBACCO

./

MADE FROM
FINER, MORE
EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS
In choosing cigarettes for Christmas giving, remember Camels are the favorite of more smokers than any
other brand. There's no doubt about how much people
appreciate
MOREa double
EXPENSIVE
COS. A gift Camel's
of Camelsfiner,carries
greetingTOBACfrom
you. It says: "Happy Holidays and Happy Smoking! "

(left) A pound
of Prince Albert,
packed in a real
glass humidor
that keepsbac o in prime
the tocondition. The
humidor becomes
a cherishtd, perpossession! Giftmanentwrap.
(left) A pound of mild, mtrllow Prince
Albert—
the choice,
in the famous
red tin"biteless"
humidor,tobacco
plus an—
attractive Christmas gift package wrap!
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K.ARO is more than a delicious syrup.
It is a vital, energizinj^ food. It is
rich in Dextrose, the great foofl-energy
sugar. These facts are known to millions.
The Dionne "Quints" are served Karo
regularly. It is one of their most uuI)ortant foods Their glorious physical condition testifies to the elhcacy of their daily diet. Karo
is sold by grocers everywhere For energy, for
enjo}'ment, .serve
Karo every (Jav.

•■ hrr s,strr.. "|
renn'inher—
\H() (.s nrh in
\'\li()SK
ih.- nlr.l l:>,„li'iii'r^\ sii^iir...
Dexlro.-jc suf;ar
IS '-ailedby
"muscle
doctors. It is the iiatunil "fuel of the
borlv I'r div all
sfrorri Dextro.se.

World Copyright. 1938, NEA Sorv

hik" /.V Ihr .smallest
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(^iiitititplct. Alert and r.
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them all. annette i»
I4
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er"
is shy but independeimh
captures everyone's healL
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LIGHT-PROOF

FACE

THIS IS what happens when your make-up
reflects every ray of light.
Luxor

Powder

is Light-Proof.

POWDER!

SEE the difference
moditieswiththelight-proof
hght rays. powder that
If you

use

it, your

face

won't shine. We will send you a box FREE to prove it.
• At parties, do you instinctively avoid Luxor. We will give you a box to try. Or reasonable supply. Just ask for Luxor
certain hghts that you can just feel are you can buy a box anywhere without light-proof powder, in your shade. A
playing havoc with your complexion.^ waiting, and have your money back if it large box is 55c at drug and departAll that trouble with fickle make-up will doesn't pass every test you can give it.
ment stores; 10c sizes at the five-andbe overcome when you finish with
Test it in all lights, day and night— ten stores. ... Or if you prefer to try it
powder whose particles do not glisten under all conditions. See for yourself out before you buy it, then clip and
in every strong light. . . . Many women how much it improves your appearance mail the coupon below.
think they have a shiny skin, when the — in any light. See the lovely softness
Don't
postpone inyour
of this sooner
amazshine is due entirely to their powder! and absence of shine when you use lighting improvement
face test
powder;
proof powder. See how such powder or Liter you will be using nothing else.
Seeing is believing
subdues those highWith a finishing touch of light-proof lights
of cheekbones !
powder, your complexion will not con- and chin,
and nose.
ry box of the
m.m.-2-;«
PleaseIIGHT
send
meChic
a complimenta
new
ago
Ltd.,PROOF
LUXOR,
stantly be light-struck. In any light. Day
Luxor
face powder
free and prepaid.
or night. Nor will you have all that How fo get iighf□ Flesh □ Rachel
D Rose Rachel O Rachel No. 2
worry over shine when you use this kind
of powder.
proof powder
You have doubtless bought a good Luxor light-proof face
many boxes of powder on claims and powder is being distribpromises, only to find that you wasted
uted rapidly and most
the money. You don't run this risk with stores have received a
3
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Ugh! IIow she loathed that peples
headaches
seemedIt like
7tablelittlefeeling
devils— those
pounding
on herthathead.
was
hard
to
realize
constipation
could
cause
so many
troubles.
YET HOW QUICKLY THIS
NEW IDEA BRIGHTENED
UP LIFE!

A friend recommended FEEN-A-MINT — and
how quickly the sunshine came back into life!
She found, as you will too, that no other type of
laxative CAN do exactly what FEEN-A-MINT
does! Trylicious, buthis
It's det morechewing
importantgum stilllaxative.
—
You get ALL THREE of these
important benefits in FEEN-A-MINT
* NO STOMACH UPSET-With FEEN-AMINT
you don't
swallow
a heavy,
bulky
dose: there
is nothing
to burden
digestion.
. CHEWING
AIDS
DIGESTION
The
chewing alkaline
stimulatesfluids
the flow
the same
natural
thatof help
food
.

ACTS
YOU laxative
NEED IT-FEENA-MINTWHERE
s tasteless
ingredient
does
afl'ect andstomach
passes
to the notintestine
works action.
where \tItshould.
You'll
enjoynausea,
taking orFEENA- MINTafter-effects.
— there's
no griping,
weakening
Ideal 16formillion
children—
its flavor.
than
peopletheyhavelovealready
changedMoreto
it your generous
family laxative!
AtFEEN-A-MINT.
all druggists, orMakewrite
trial forpackage.
Dept.FREE64,
~ Newark,
E E N - N.A -J.MINT,
DELICIOUS
Tastes like
your favorite
chewing gum
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Tlirouyli llie doors of llial worksliop ceaselessly llowed <<irls, girls, girls . . . each with
a dream and a liope beyond reaching.
Here is one sliopgirl who lives a drama so
amazing, so rich in deluxe living, that il
will I a s c i n a t e and excite you. And
Jessie might have been you, or you, or }

* 'A

-'hers. • • /°„ .u-> said.

JOAN

CRAWFORD

SPENCER

TRACY

WITH
ALAN CURTIS • R.yLPH/M ORGAN
A FRANK BORZj/gE B^duction
A Metro -GoIdwy/-Ma^ Picture
Screenplay hy Eawr^ce Hazard
Directed by FRlkf<K BORZAGE
Produced by Josepb L. Mankiewicz

iiimjii
"HELLO, little one!" Are those
the words that usually greet you?
Are you just a "cute little girl?"
Do }-ou quiver in ignominy when
overshadowed by the tall five-footeighters, wdiose Junoesque dignity
seems to fill the room and dominate
the crowd? Do you often wish
you could add a few inches and
several pounds, so that vou might
stand shoulder to shoulder with
your bigger sisters?
perhaps,
he Some
able toda\',answer
me someone
this — whywillis
it that no one is ever satisfied with

her size? Why do all the tall
girls want to be short, the pleasingly plump long to be slender
sirens, the thin girls sigh for extra
poundage, and the shorties wish
they were taller? For, when you
really think about it, and look
around you, you'll discover that
there
verythat
few the"average-sized"
women,are and
girl who appears to achieve the effect of perfection, has done so by choosing
her clothes cleverly and judiciously
in proportion to her size, and in
harmony with her individual style.
A sweet frock,
this one, of
black velvet,
does double
duty
for formal
or informal
wear,ing or by
by dropraisline.ping thePale
neckpink lace
lines neckoutand
tiny sleeves.

6

Thousands upon thousands of
words have been ])enned and printed
about fashions for the tall, "clothes
horse" tvpe of girl. And, naturally,
a girl of this size is chosen as a
model for clothes, for the very good
reason that there's more of her to
show them ofif! But, regardless of
the fact that the American girl is
reported to be growing taller and
taller, there still are plenty left, fivefeet-two and under, who want to
and who can look every bit as smart
and make just as efllective an impres ion asthe most statuesque goddess of them all.
And, judging from the number of
letters I've had from them, these
small girls are extremely interested
in their fashion problems and are
anxious to hear from a star whose
fashion ideas will help them in their
quest
small
scale." forSo smartness
this month, "on
I havea asked
Mitzi
Gould,
who
is
a
"little
girl"
herself, to help me with this article,
which is directed straight at you
half -pints who want to know what
is the appropriate and becoming
thingof toit !wear
for your size (or
lack
)
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Mitzi Gould shows
smart winter wear

IF HANDS
COULD TALK
SAV:
THEy'D

Dusty
jobs,heatchapping
weather,
household
... all spoil
the
looks of dainty hands. Tender
skin gets red, dry, grimy-rough.
Not thrilling to any man! What
your hands need is Hinds . . .

for pint-size folk

Hinds is extra-creamy, extra-soothing to
sore, chapped hands. And now. Hinds
contains
the "sunshine" Vitamin D that
skin
absorbs!

For informal affairs, this plain
black crepe achieves distinction
with its gay, dashing accessories.
This lovely little XBC actress,
whom you hear on the Mrs. Wif/f/s
of the Cabbage Patch and TIic
Kitchen Cavalcade programs, although she is very tiny (wears a
size nine dress, if you please), still
is one of the smartest, best-dressed
of the younger stars of the air. So.
you
you don'ttohave
youngsee,giantess
wearto be
youra
clothes well.
Mitzi is one of those very rare
creatures, a native Xew Yorker.
And having been born and lived
all of her life in that great city,
famed the world over for its smart
shops, its theatres, night-clubs, restaurants and cafes ; the fashion
metropolis whose avenues constantly are thronged with the bestdressed {Continued on page 56)

(ven one application of Hinds helps chapped
hands feel smoother. Every creamy drop goes
right burn,
to work...
"skin drawn
cracks" thatsting
and
easingsoothing
that dry,
"NO CHAPPED SKIN FOR US. WE USE
feeling. . .putting back softness. Used
HINDS!"— THE DIOSNE QUINTUPLETS
faithfully, Hinds gives you Honeymoon Hands... dainty, feminine, thrillingly soft! Hinds Honey and Almond
Cream comes in $1.00, 50c, 25c, 10c
sizes. Dispenser free with 50c size
...fits on the bottle, ready to use.
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AT the very beginning of her career —
long before she became Hollyzvood Hotel's
loved
"Moonglow
ford changed
her Girl"
voice!— Frances
From a Langclear
soprano to a thrilling contralto was the
svn'prising transformation that resulted almost o\ernight. from the usually uneventful removal of a pair of obstreperous
tonsils.
That was hut the forerunner of the
many changes to follow for this young
miss from the small town of Lakeland,
Florida. Exciting changes, such as radio
work, vaudeville, musical comedy — and
then fame and Hollywood, with stellar appearances inpictures and on that perennially pojnilar Friday night hour conducted
by Louella Parsons and sponsored by
CampbcU's
Soups.means, of course, that the
All of which
most
important
in Missher Langford's
life are those thatchanges
now make
a resident
of California throughout most of the year.
But there's one thing about Frances that
has not changed one whit, and that's her
preferences in the food line. This interesting discovery is one I made recently when
I went to see her backstage at the Paramount Theatre in New York, where she
was making five triumphal personal appearances day
a to ])acked houses and sidewalk^ (Acrflowing with autograph hunters.
Yes, there's no doubt about it, when it
comes
her fa\'orite
dishes,inh'rances
herselftowith
Southerners
general,aligns
and
Floridians in particular. And so it came
about that, sitting in a. dressing-room that
was a veritable bower of flowers, I heard
in the East, from this star just back from
theWords
West, ofabout
])raise".So'thern"
they were, cooking.
too, both for
the
dishes
tlieniselves
and
for
way of ])reparing them. Ruby, who "Ruby's"
happens
to be Miss
jewelsort!)
comes
from Langford's
Texas and cook
can (and
fix upa the
of things, according to her employer, that
are liked from Florida to the Lone Star
State — and all points West. Which is no
mean
you'll admit.onNoa
wonderrecommendation,
it set me ofif immediately
8

Cojiitcsy Florida Citrus Commission
Frances
Langford,
Hotel's
stirswithup
the
filling
for the Hollywood
Florida fruit
pie, "Moonglow
shown below,Girl,"
which,
its meringue top, is her favorite dessert of Southern inspiration.
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NANCY
Dear

WOOD

The

Mother,
honeymoon

is

over!

Bringing you Frances
Langford's

favorite

recipes for delectable Southern dishes
determined quest for her prize recipes,
which :\Iiss Langford graciously procured bymail for your Radio Hostess
the readers ' of Radio Stars
and
Magazine.
54),So allheretriedyou'll
and find
testedthem
and (on
just page
too,
too "deevine." If just reading about
them, as vou're al^out to. makes you
as hungry as Frances' descriptions
you'lladdtrysome
them,special
too.
asmade
I did.me.'Andthenthereby
treats to your future menus.
We'll ofstart
withXiles
soup.hasNo,to say
not
because
whatofiFKen
about it on HoUyzcood Hotel, but
because you usually liegin a meal that
way
and' not Iwithhavedesserts
— ofyouwhich,
incidentally,
two for
this
month, not to mention a grand easyto-make candy. But of those, more
anon, for just at the present moment
we are going to discuss a delicious,
filling Sahnon Bisque — a recipe which
gives
a certainfavorite.
\\'esternThistouch
old Southern
soup topro-an
vides ahearty beginning for an otherwise slim dinner, or a warming introduction to a cold Sunday night supper. Served with crisp crackers and a
salad, it becomes a midday meal that
Francestakes of with
tells real
me she
frequentlyAndpar-so
enthusiasm.
willOuryou,main
I'll wager.
course dish w'ould be
either Fried Chicken or Chicken Pot
Pie with Biscuit Crust, if we are to
followsinceMissyou Langford's
suggestions.
But
probably already
know
how
to
prepare
the
former.
I'm This
only
giving you the latter recipe here.
particular
notice,sacrificing
concentrates on Pie,
speed you'll
— without
one jot of goodness, however, I assure
you. It owes its inspiration to the fact
that since Southern hospitality is
traditional, a hostess from below the
Mason and Dixon line simply nnist
have a into
couple{Continued
of food "quickies"
throw
on page 55)to

■V'

■3^*'

,

I
<^ vutwit'ovicl ^ CVl't tjcru!

oAd tLM\\ ^Vi f^oCf u«x$ ^ ^oyj^ '^&J^
^fAjuvA. 0^041^ tb Ttfe-l/laj?tKa fifes,
did — cuvdi
ou untCv y7U\ Lm^i^i/wotm !

That little guy Cmiw u
your Fels-Naptha Z j'iTl "^l^^^^ °" you! I tried
Jane

BANISH "TATTLE-TALE GRAY'
WITH FELS-NAPTHA SOAP!

P.S. You'll like the
new Fels-Naptha
Soap Chips, too!
9
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Patricia Wilder, winsome
youthful
of radio, is notHoneychile
a type, but
an
individual, radiating a natural, spontaneous charm.

Different
intensifiesfromyourordinary
natural"paint"
coloringlipsticks,
— neverTangee
coats
lips with ugly red grease... nor leaves smears
on teeth or handkerchiefs.
Looks Orange — Acts Rose
In the stick Tangee looks orange. But put it on
and notice how it changes like magic to a warm
blush-rose shade, blending perfectly with your
complexion. Only Tangee contains this famous
Tangee color-change principle.
Made with a special cream base, Tangee stays
on longer. ..keeps lips soft and smooth. ..free
from chapping, cracking, drying. Get Tangee
today. 39<'
Also inuse.Theatrical, a
deeper
shadeandfor $1.10.
professional
Untouched Lips lift
touched arc apt to have a ra<Ie<
parched look.
Greasy,
painted
Doa'tdon*t
risk like
thatit.paintedli/jsl.>ol
Men
WHEN the soft, haunting Music of
Tangee lovable lips
Romance floats over the ether, inspirwistful looksof and
half-stifled
sighs
frominghundreds
thousands
of women
listeners, then our own hearts ski])
Lipstick
lieats and we are impressed again by
Tl Wor/d's Most Famous
the poignancy of the music and the
fascinating title the sponsor of Eddie
ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK
Duchin chose for an hour devoted to
soft harmonies and romantic rhythm.
The name. Music of Romance, has real
meaning to women listeners, for to a
woman there is nothing more pleasing
than sentimental tunes such as these
pn)i.;rains tcature, unless it is the sound
ot
a sweet m com])h'ment
whispered
her ear. to her beauty
\'es, Micli a])])r()val is satisfying, and
I 4 PIECE MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET
Ivldie talDucliin's
seemsintoto defincrysI and FREE CHARM TEST
ize (i ir wishes iiuisic
for ])raise
ite
resolutions
to
])rove
ourselves
deII miniature
Lipstick.I Rouse
Compact.
Cremeor
siral)]e.
Rouge
and Tanqee
Pace
encloseCharm
10« (stamps
■I Check
coin). Shade
Also
sendof Powder.
FREE
Tangee
Test.
And
so
does
it
not
seem
logical
to
□ Flesh □ Rachel □ LlKht
I Powder Desired
Rachel
seek
out
this
"Romance
Kiiui,"
wh;)
I Name
creates such a luood and inspires a
.r.nO
quest for beauty, in order to get from
III
Address
him the masculine viewpoint on what
1^ CUv
state MM28 constitutes the sort of feminine charm

What

do men find

most

alluring in

the appearance
a woman

of

of charm?

Irene Rich is an example
of the charm inherent in
an older woman, who knows
the secret of eternal youth
and beauty, remaining always natural and zestful.

Eddie Duchin, whose Music of
Romance comes over MBS on
Tuesdays at 10 p.m., gives his
ideas on womanly beauty.
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BY

MARYBIDDLE

you don'tBut iisibly
comes.
not ifperspire,
you use odor
Mum. quickly
Mum
prevents odor bejore it starts, makes it
impossible to offend this way.
Poor Marion — to have overheard such MUM LASTS ALL DAY! Winter s hot rooms
talk! Ann had said: "Heaven knows why and warm clothes hold no worries if you
Marion thinks she doesn't perspire. always use Mum. A dab in the morning,
■Wearing a woolen dress should put any- and you're still fresh at night.
body wise!" And Jane added, "Mr. Wil- MUM IS SAFE! Even after underarm shavson's bound to notice, and he won't stand
ing. Mum actually soothes your skin. Mum
for Poor
underarm
odor Lucky
in anyMarion,
of us girls!"
Marion?
really. does not stop healthful perspiration.
Otherwise she might have gone on for MUM IS QUICK! Just half a minute to use.
■years thinking that a bath alone could Mum will not harm fabrics— apply it even
keep her safe from odor.
after you're dressed. With Mum, you'll
It's no reflection
yourEven
bathwhen
that never risk your job... never risk offendunderarms
need specialon care.
ing those you want for friends.
SMART GIRLS NEVER TRUST A BATH TOO LONG
But were they?... its
aoffends
girl's with
own underarm
fault whenodor...
she

that wins masculine admiration ?
After all, if we want the men to comjihment us, we should personify those
things that they find attractive,
sliouldn't
we? is it that men admire
But what
most that
aboutquestion
a woman's
Try
on yourappearance?
best beau
and
see
if
you
don't
get gave
the same
answer that Eddie Duchin
me :
"She should look natural — and well,
you
know, that
attractive!"
goes
to prove
all men (Which
are brothers
under the skin !)
Anyway, there is a lot we can get
from this admission, and when I led
Mr. Duchin on to amplify that statement, Icame out with enough beauty
advice for you to practically extinguish the breed known as "Confirmed
Bachelors !"
To begin with, I learned from Eddie Duchin that there is a big clue in
that statement "She should look natural— and attractive!" In the first
place, there is the warning that any
one feature that stands out too prominently de- {Continued on page 58)

Avoid embarrassment —
Thousands of girls use
Mum for SANITARY
NAPKINS because they
know it's SAFE, SURE.

TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION
11
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I'M 100% FOR
THIS FtAVORI

"It's brisk — It s laiif!
Refreshing as a hasty
shower! Ami goo<l? You
never tasted anything
smoother, more hiscious !
Beenian'^ flavor has
something mighty
special about it,
ifyouaskme!"
_ ^

Jackie Coogan and Betty
Grable leaving the church
after their recent wedding.

'But naturally!
Cast your eye over
that Beeman's package. See that triple wrap
— that airtight foil? Perfect protection for Beeman's delicious freshness
and flavor! No wonder
Beeman's always tastes
superbly fresh and
luscious!"

AIDS DIGESTION...
's
Beeman
12

Mrs. with
Al her
(Rubyson,Keeler)
son
Albert JolJr.,
on a visit to Palm Springs,

iflOlO
II
THIS winter, radio is due for a talent and temperament might do.
the first program they went
tussle with one of the world's most After
smiling, even bearing the baton
impetuous temperaments. The man away
that
the
tiny maestro had genially
is Arturo Toscanini, hailed by listeners and musicians alike as the great bestozved after he finished the promusician of our time. Along with
The other zvas much less smooth.
his magnificent talent, he brings to
During rehearsal, Toscanini stopped
his NBC symphonic season a repu- gram.
to reprimand a musician for playing
tation for flights
of — hislet'sway.call it- a zurong note. The musician had
determination
to have
Twice before he has broadcast played zvhat zvas in front of him and
from American radio studios — be- he argued. If the note played zvas
his score zcas ZKjrong. That
sides all his Sunday afternoon pro- zvrong.
grams with the New York Philhar- argument zvas brief.
monic-Symphony Orchestra from
Carnegie Hall. Both of the studio
Toscanini simply broke his baton
broadcasts were with the General across
the man's head and scurried
Motors Sunday evening orchestra, a to his room,
refusing to come out or
few years back, when it was engaging to have anything more to do with
guest
conductors
and
soloists
each
that
concert.
Actually, there was an
Sunday.
error in the musician's score but no
one dared bring that up at the moment. Harried executives — broadDuring reliearsal and broadcast,
casters and motor-makers
— hurried
(he studio 7vas filled zvitJi executives,
(Continued
on page 88)
nervous about what this bundle of
Behind the scenes, news and gossip of popular winter broadcasts and broadcasters
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Ransom Sherman, M. C. of the NBC
Night Club broadcast, visits Chez Paree in
Chicago for sound effects of dancing.

Andy (Charles
of theof
famous
blackfaceCorrell)
radio team
Amos 'n Andy, studying his script.

''Glare-Piroof

'

Powder

SPOTLIGHTED by that lamp — your first
thought: "What am I looking like? . . . Powder showing up terril)ly?... Lines sharpened?"
Pond's
"Glare-Proof"
Powder will
see youto
through that
test triumphantly!
Blended
catch and reflect only the softer rays of light.
Pond's shades soften your face in hard bright
light — give it a lovely soft look in any light.
Doesn't show up . . . In an inquiry among
1,097thisgirls,
moremerit
singled
for
special
than outanyPond's
other
powder!
UseningPond's
for daytime
evelights. Special
ingredientsand make
it soft, clinging, make it stay fresh
looking for hours. Low prices.
Decorated screw-top jars — 35<, 70i.
Big boxes— 10*, 20*.
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Three who make mirth and music In Miffing a
New High (RKO-RadIo). Lily Pons Is Suieffe.
the
"bird-glrl,"
as a child
In theis
African
jungles.supposedly
Jack Oakleleft (Corny
Davis)
the press agent whose fertile imagination hatched
the plot to win the support of Edward Everett
Norton (BIynn), eccentric millionaire, publicity-seeker, explorer and opera sponsor.

In the petite and lovely Lily, the producers
have an opera star who can adorn the picture
in a festoon of feathers and a brace of beads!
With her birdlike, flawless voice and her elfin
grace, she is bewitching and believable, as
the "bird-girl." It's a new high for the movies,
as well as for Lily. John Howard plays the role
of her lover (Jimmy), who defeats Corny's plot.
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RUDY

YALLEE

Rudy's recent visit to California provokes interesting and candid comment

ORFORMS are easy-to-use antiseptic suppositories that melt at internal
body temperature, and spread a protective, soothing film over delicate internal
membranes — an antiseptic film that is
designed to remain in contact for hours.
• A distinctive and exclusive jeature of
Norforms is their concentrated content of Parahydrecin—a. powerful and
positive antiseptic developed by
Norwich, makers of Unguentine.
Varahydrecin kills germs, yet Norforms are non - irritating — i/t7rt<///y
soothing. There is no danger of an
"overdose" or "burn."
THE ACCEPTED MODERN WAY The exquisite
•woman
Norforms They
essential
for the ready
inner
cleanlinessfinds
she demands.
are completely
for
use.
They
require
no
awkward
apparatus
for
application.
noaboutlingering
antiseptic
smell
aroundandThey
thefeminine,
roomleaveorsoothing
herand person.
They
are
dainty
deodorizing.
Many
alone. women use them for this deodorizing effect
MILLIONS USED EVERY YEAR Send for the new
Norforms booklet, "Ftminine Hygiene Made Easy." Or,
a box ofcomplete
Norformswithat your
today. 12Thein
«buypackage,
leafletdruggist's
of instructions.
Norwich Pharmacal Company, Norwich, New York.

Rudy for
pours
cool drink
water
the acrooning
Crosby,of
as he and Bing foregather during one of Rudy's rehearsals.
Rudy takes a candid camera
shot at Tommy RIggs, as he
broadcasts on his Thursday evening Royal himself
Gelatin hour.
is both
andTommy
that
unique child, Betfy Lou Barry.

WELL — I guess all 1 need is a
bcrct!
I mean I have gone Hollywood —
or to be more technically correct —
[ am running true to form in the
journalistic tradition.
I have always vowed that if the
opportunit}' to put my thoughts on
paper ever jjresented itself, I would
not, like a sheep, follow the lead of
every other columnist and transgress
in the following two directions :
1. To "K'ritc about the place in
zvhich I was pciuiiiig the colitiiiii.
2. To take a vacation from my
journalistic labor and have a guest
columnist.
I have already fallen victim to the
second,
first. am about to surrender to the
Howcz'cr, nmn\' of you probably
arc
grateful
for the factqualities
that — dueof
to the
blood-tliinniiig
glorious California, the hard evenings' labortoat sleep
tlie Cocoanut
Grove,to
file desire
occasionally,
take tests in Technicolor at Warner
Brothers, the desire to visit ivith a
few
who and
are
now friends
successfulof yesterday,
movie people,
J International .\'<ru's Photos

RADIO STARS
\hc general desire to relax when not
ctually on the band platform — /
>'itnd myself literally caught unaicares. with the deadline for the delivery of my monthly droolings so
hir behind me that not even Western
''nion
■I time.could bring the column to you
So 1, of necessity, azvoke my
lithful hcuchii'oman and Mother
'superior, Marjorie Diven, in New
'ark, by Standard
telephone Time
at sevenando'clock
Eastern
very
,n-ly
in
the
morning
by
any
titne.
The result of the phone call was
he column zchich appeared last
ninth, and zvhich may have been
soniczvhat of a revelation to those of
you to zvhom fan mail and my ozvn
personal life have been soinezvhat of
a mystery. IVhile Marjorie Dizrn
WIS not able to "let go" and frankly
't'Jl all." zcou't be until I liaz'c
icithdrazi'u
from the
of actiz'C
artistic
endeavor
to field
the excciitiic.
yet I think her column zvas fairly
enlightening. And to those of you
icho beliez'c that success comes from
a magic formula, her column may
really have set you back on your
haunclies.

A

Dazzling

Camera

like (2&xfcuie's , need
be Just

a dream

Skin

not

for You!

With reference to the first trans-

Because it's Germ-free and Guards
from Blemish, the Beauty Cream
used by Hollywood Stars will give
you, too, a Lovely "Camera Skin"!
10VELY Hollywood stars adhere to a
J double program for skin health. Simple diet and daily care of the skin with a
germ-free cream which cleanses, softens,
stimulates and helps protect from blemishes. They know that blemishes are
often caused by germs, that germs may
When cowboy star Gene Autry
appeared
Rudy donnedonfullRudy's
cowboyprogram,
regalia
to nnake him feel at home.
grcssion, which I am about to make,
it occurs not because I haven't
enough topics of interest and of personal opinions, but because I am
acutely aware of the fact that Hollywood— its growth as a picture and
radio center, its buildings, life, and
most of all its glamorous picture
people — is of intense interest and
importance to most of you.
Therefore, at the risk of repetition (I never read the revelations of
the Messrs. Skolsky and Sullivan and
{Continued on page 78)

Helps guard from blemishes
Cleanses the pores thoroughly
Stimulates— Contains Vitamin D
Overcomes dry skin

aggravate other complexion ills, as well.
Alice Faye follows this program and
her lovely "Camera Skin" is proof of its
success.
chooses
Woodbury's
Germfree ColdSheCream
because
it discourages
germs, keeps her skin supple and smooth,
stimulates
Woodbury's
contains
stimulating it.Vitamin
D. This
brisksskinup
the skin's youthful breathing.
For dazzling "Camera Skin" follow the
stars' two rules. Sensible diet. Daily care
with Woodbury's. $1.00, 50c, 25c, lOc.

Woodbury » Germ Tree Cold Cream
Alice Fare and Tyrone
P.nvrr in tiu- 20lh C.-nlurvF..X pirlur,-.
01,1 Chirago".
She
-a\~: "1"Inguard
my skin
fr.iin
infect
ion
with
Woodbury
Colli Cicain. This cream
is all's
I need to keep my skin protected from blemishes, invigorated, fiesh and fine."
d for trial tubes of Woodbury's Crcattts
Woodbury's ColdSoap:and7
.ill)ury's
'owder. I Facial
enclose lOji to
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How healthful Double Mint Gum
makes ^o\)L^^Dcni^^,,/gys^c^
To he lovely, charming, attractive to both men and
women you must look well and dress well. Now Double
Mint lielps you to do both. Helps make you doubly lovely.
Discriminating women who choose
becoming clothes, naturally chew
Look
Double Mint Gum . . .Every moment
Well
you enjoy this delicious gum you
beautify your lips, mouth and teeth.
Beauty specialists recommend this satisfying nonfattening confection. It gently exercises and firms
your
Nature's
. . . asMillions
womenfacial
chewmuscles
Doublein Mint
Gumwaydaily
a smart,of
modern beauty aid as well as for the pleasure
derived from its refreshing, double-lasting mintflavor. Be lovely the Double Mint way. Buy
several packages today.
Style, what you wear is important.
Double Mint Gum asked one of the
greatest designers in the world,
Elizabeth Hawes, New York, to create
Well
for you the smart, becoming dress
that you sec on this page. It is easy to make. Double
Mint has even had Simplicity Patterns put it into a
pattern for you. It's the sort of dress that brings
invitations along with the admiration of your
friends. So that you may see how attractive it
looks on, it is modeled for you by Hollywood's
lovely star, Joan Bennett.
'^ThusIt you
makesbeautiful
you doubly
lovely.
givesseeyouhowaddedDouble
charm,MintsweetGumbreath,
lips,
mnulh and teeth. It keeps your facial muscles in condition and
enhances the loveliness of your face and smile. Enjoy it daily.
Dress

^OZM^
now
appearing'^e^it'f^^t^
in "/ Met My— Lovebeautiful
Again,"Hollywood
a Waller star
W anger
production — modeling Double Mint dress . . .
. . . designed by ^^^^^ u^e^ ^/kco&Sat any Simplicity Dealer t
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Al Pearce and His Gang are
heard every Tuesday evening
at 9 p.m. EST over CBS.

The Ford Motor Car Company
recently renewed Al and his
Gang on a long-term contract.

THE entire family can listen with enjoyment to Al Pearce
and His Gang each Tuesday evening and feel assured
that there'll be laughs for all. His material isn't so
localizedon that
order to or
enjoyout itinyouHollywood.
must know Nor
what'sin
going
alongin Broadway
Pumpkin Corners, for that matter. He emphasizes human
nature instead of specific types and localities in his comedy
and naturally can't go wrong since human nature is just the
same, whether it's Broadway, Hollywood or Pumpkin Corners.
At fifteen Al was playing the banjo in an orchestra at
the San Francisco World's Fair. After that he became
more interested in being a salesman than a musician. He
sold just about everything that was saleable and achieved
most of his success selling West Coast real estate. But
that success was smashed in the crash of 1929. It was then
that Al formed his Gang and went on the air in California.
His type of program was a new idea in comedy. It caught
on immediately and soon was breaking fan mail records.
Arlene Harris (the human chatterbox), Bill Comstock
(Tiziie Lish), Monroe Upton (Lord Bilgewater), are the
best known members of his Gong. Realizing that his success
depends notformancesonly
himself,endless
but upon
Gong's with
peraswell,upon
Al spends
hourshis working
them individually to perfect their particular styles.
Al never has attempted to be the "wise guy" type of
comedian. His humor is always down-to-earth. And that's
the
the rest
of thehisprogram,
easykeynote
listeningforwhen
Al and
Gong oreas onwell.the It'sair.always
And so to Al Pearce and His Gang, sponsored by the
Ford Motor Car Company, RADIO STARS Magazine presents its award for Distinguished Service to Radio.

eir
A Jack +ooV tV,
AS I crossed the threshold of the Benn
mansion — yes, ;ua«i"/o«— here in Beverl
Hills, my ears were accosted by a
exultant cry of "Daddy!" and an answei
ing cry,
Then
therealsowasexultant,
a rush ofand " Sivecthcart!
a scuffle an
the unmistakable sounds of kissing an
hugging, and then m\ fves were accoste
by the sight of /->'/(( /,' Hcnuy riding agar
— pig-a-back this time. Or rather, carry
ing his small daughter, Joan Benny, age
three, on his broad and always excellent!
tailored shoulders.
managedI was.
to greet
an
askPapa
me toBenny
be seated.
Thenme ther
were more capers and cavortings an
"gee-nps!" and puUings of the Benny hai
by the Benny heiress, and then the :
atom with the flying fluff of yellow hai
rode Buck Benny, unlighted and perpetUJ
cigar clamped between his teeth, up th
stairs and was unloaded, I gather, int
the arms of her nurse or into the arm
Mary, confined to her room wit
laryngitis.
I awaited the return of Mr. Benny i:
the sun-room facing the back garden. I:
it were a not too Hollywoodish lookiHjsand-box, obviously meant to be play©
in, a swing which looks as though it ha^
)een swung, an apple tree which looks a
though it had been dumb. There wa
something kind of wholesome and heart
ening and also revelatory in this folks;
back garden where children play. I di'
not have to be a detective, nor yet
])sychologist,
to gather
venee
covers the life
of thethat
Jackno Benny?
private or otherwise. Else, in this spaciou
Wide World

M».
.^ne^ Benny
.

pre
unbeatable
an
e
hav
happ-^ness
B Y
. on tor
0 Y S
G t A

For Joe. ^-\rco«ee
\ove

"

ind beautiful Beverly Hills estate, which,
rom the front, looks pruned and mani:ured and exquisite, there would be no
uch place for a child to play.
And then Jack Benny joined me,
.moothing his ruffled dark hair, looking
lot in the least embarrassed at being
lught in what many men would have
:onsidered an of?-the-record moment,
•"rom which I deduced that the screen
ind radio star does the pig-a-back routine
laily and is quite as much at home on all
•Qurs,
and doll-babies,
le is onplaying
the airblocks
or perpetuating
himselfas
n gelatin (film, not J-c-l-l-o!).
ell — as" his
His radio
at-homevoice.
voice
s Jack
exactlysaidthe: "IVsame
I said : "It's about your private life,
'Ou know,
Mary's.
People
vould
like toyours
know and
whether
you are
the
-ame at home as you are on the air, or
vhether it's all just acting."
"IVell." said Jack (you know how he
iays "Well," over iV5C every Sunday
light),
"Well,
I would Yousay can
thathear
we
ire a good
deal yes,
the same.
hat much
I am.likeAndher Mary's
voice,Shetoo,
rtry
radio voice.
— ahis
—also has the same marvelous sense of
mmor, of the ridiculous, about me at
lome as she has on the air."
Marvelous say
is Jack's
Psychologists
that thefavorite
word weword.
use
he most often is the word which, sub:onsciously, we apply to life. I think it
vorks with Jack. I believe that "marvelous" is the word this boy from
A^'aukegan would believe best fits life
'Also," Jack {Continued on page 80)

Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Benny wear the same
happy
smiles
for
each other
at home
as they do abroad

The lazy, engaging huni<
of Stuart Erwin, "that gi
from over
SquawCBS,Valley,"
heard
Tuesday
at 9:00 p.m., EST, in Jat
Qakie's College broadcos

HE has never played a Great Lover on the screen an
he never will. He is no handsome hero, no Robei
Taylor, to set feminine hearts aflutter with impossibl
dreams, or masculine hearts afire with jealousy. As
matter of fact, he is equally popular with hoth sex«
Kveryhody loves him, not romantically hut heartilyhecause he makes them lau^h. Everything ahout hir
is funny, the way he looks, that air of fooHsh timidit
he wears, the shy, slow, ineffectual drawl. If he fall
n love on the screen, it is only one more thing to laugl
It, to give one more twist to his artful characterizatioi
Everybody

loves him, because he makes them laugh. But in rea

ut the country boy in unfamiliar territory.
OfF-screen, Stuart Erwin is not so very different.
Not that there is anything of the bumpkin about him —
he is, in fact, a very natty dresser, the proud possessor
of an extensive wardrobe. And he is simple only in
the sense that he is direct, sincere, utterly without i»se
or pretension. He is five-feet nine inches tall, a little
overweij^ht right now, broad-shouldered, ([uiet-mannered, with light brown hair and friendly gray eyes —
not a man to stand out in a crowd. But June Collyer
knew what she was doing, that day six and a half
years ago when she said yes.
"We started the Yuma fad," Stu said with a laugh.
"We'dgoing
knowntogether
each other
year months.
and a half,1 was
had
been
a littleabout
overa four
expecting to start work on a picture right a\\a\, but
we So,thought
liont iitTcrcd
x moon —the"
as withwe socould
manysnatch
othersa few
since,days'
^ unia
solution, but with this difference : the knot, although
as speedily tied as in many other cases, was .secure, and
nothing since has weakened it in any degree. Today
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Erwin live happily in their lovely
home in Beverly Hills, with their two small children,
life Stuart Erwin is a very

Stuart Junior, aged five, and Jiuie Dorothea, aged
two. Better known as Bill and Judy, these two are the
center of
garten nowtheir
and. parents'
every dayuniverse.
at noon, Bill
his goes
motherto iskinderthere
to meet him and take him home again.
On the subject of names, Stuart has a strange complex— it is only with extreme reluctance, after much
jjersuasion, that he can force himself to utter his middle
name,
seemandvery
terrible,
but ithea
hated toPhilip.
pass it Iton doesn't
to his son
strives
to keep
deep,
dark
secret.
The
simple
'"Stu,"
by
which
he is
known everywhere nowadays, suits him much better.
June and Stuart met on the Paramount lot and for
a while worked together in pictures. June's career began, oddly enough, at a fancy dress ball in a Westchester clubhouse. She was June ileermance then,
and quite contentedly occupied with the social whirl.
Her mother had been on the stage and her grandfather
connected with the theatre, but June had no theatrical
ambitions. However, a newsreel was taken of the
alxjvc-mentioned party and, the next thing she knew,
June was approached by a movie magnate and found
herself signing her name to {Continued on page 73)

sane

and

purposeful

individual

Tommy Dorsey and his band opening
their season at Hotel Commodore, New
York, broadcast over CBS and MBS.
They play over NBC-Blue on Fridays.

Popular NBC lights, Jack Haley (left),
Log Cabin star, Portland Hoffa, of
Town Hall, and Don Wilson of the Jack
Benny program and other broadcasts.

Lovely Kathleen Wilson, who
plays
role of popular
Claudia,
in the the
continuously
NBC serial, One Man's Family.

Maestro
dress tie
the Air.
Sherman.
26

Frankie Masters adjusts a
for Donna Dae, Dancer of
CBS airs them from Hotel
NBC with // Con fie Done.

Here's Emily Post, who

solves

EMILY POST hates the word etiquette! To her it suggests the things she abhors above all others, pretentiousness, snobbishness and an avidity for unimportant detail.
The literal minded might say the word has proved a
gold
minewarmth
for Emily
Post. But they
her own
and understanding
that are
havewrong.
turned It's
the
trick for her. There had been many books written on
the subject
Post'sthe first
of Etiquette
came
out, inbefore
1922, Emily
and made
best edition
seller lists.
It was
one of those miracles that sometimes happen in the publishing game. More volumes on etiquette were hastily put
on
was Mrs.
Post'sto that
selling.
Hersbookwaslists,
the butone it people
wanted
buy.keptForon she
had
taken a subject that was unfamiliar, and just a little
austere, and humanized it. Even writing on such an impersonal thing as good manners could not make an impersonal person out of her.
That's the unexpected thing about Mrs. Post, finding
her not only a human being, but such a thoroughly spontaneous, delightful one. Give anyone two minutes with
her
and
they'd
break through
any given
stymiethem
her and
reputation
as arbiter of etiquette
might have
throw
self -consciousness to the winds.
When people, about to meet her for the first time, confess to any uneasiness or fear that she might notice any-

considered

nr«:

°<-^
"'^ him be ^

^

By

problems

of etiquette

for us

thing they do incorrectly, her friends laugh.
"Why she never notices anything!" they say.
"And I don't." Mrs. Post says herself with a rueful
smile. "I'm far too absent-minded and I've made mistakes myself because of it. Once Anne Morgan gave a
large and very formal luncheon and, as we were leaving,
Mrs. John Erskine, who had been sitting next to me,
turned and said : 'Maybe you don't know it, Mrs. Post,
but you've been eating my bread and butter all through
luncheon !'
"I told her I didn't know it, but it sounded just like me."
It's things
like had
that any
that misgivings
make you about
wonder meeting
why in her.
the
world
you ever
Only a thoroughly human person could hurdle that repuof being the world's
foremost asarbiter
nerstatasion completely
and gracefully
Mrs. ofPostgooddoesman-it.
Her laugh comes so quickly, her words so warmly, that
even the most painfully self-conscious feel a sense of ease
with
her.overAndmaking
yet people
don't the
knowKing
her and
wouldQueen
fret
far less
a bowwhobefore
at Buckingham than they would over the thought of being
formally introduced to Mrs. Post.
"Good manners are really nothing more than an instinct for making things simple, easy and comfortable,"
she went on. "After all, politeness is only innate kind-

ELIZABETH
BENNECHE
PETERSEN
Emily on
PostTuesdays
broadcasts
and Thursdays at
10:30 a.m. over CBS
ness and a consideration for the feelings of others. Selfish, egotistical people never have that, and all the rules of
etiquette in the world will never give them really good
manners. Their instincts are wrong, and because of that
they just can't help being rude.
"Tact, that blessing among virtues, is the greatest social
asset anyone can have. Those who are born with it contribute so much to the pleasantness of life, their own as
well
as
with whom{Continued
they comeon inpage
contact.
The sad everybody
thing aboutelse's
tactlessness
84)

The strange result of a casual meeting in a London restaurant
most feted debutantes, began her screen career that she took the name of Wendy
A. YOUNG
Grill in London, some six years Barrie, rechristened herself Marguerite Wendy Barrie
Savoyof London's
the one
seated ingirl,
«:as
out of respect and admiration for the late Sir James
arresting
A chic,
mother. with
lunching
cars, Barrie and his beloved IVcndy in Peter Pan.
igo, of
motor young
purring
the typewithoneher'associates
y\T\,
Korda, as it later developed, had approached
archids, the Ritz Bar, the Lido, Cannes, a playmate of herAlexander
Life when Life is dressed in silks and sables; a young Korda.because she bore a resemblance to his wife, Maria
girl with the look of a young leopardess — tawny hair,
first picture was Wedding Rehearsed, in which
skin, eyes of translucent' jade— if there is any sheWendy's
goldenthing!
played the feminine lead opposite Roland Young. She
such
it
was
too frightfully
amusing,
She
A stranger wove his way to her table. He bowed and thought
became known "all
to American
audiences
when dear!"
she played
girl
young
The
I
ask?"
may
pictures,
in
you
"Are
said:
Jane
Seymour
in
The
Private
Life
of
Henry
th^
Eighth,
seemed amused at the asking; implied that she not only with Charles Laughton. She was scared to death of
was not in pictures but had practically never heard of the Laughton. Which may be why she gave a significant
"Would you be in- performance. She didn't know the foggiest thing about
things. The stranger then asked: The
girl had then, as
terested inhaving a screen career?"
Sheeffects
didn't shetry had
to act.
She'dallnever
try to
she has now, the capacity for never being startled or sur- acting.
achieve the
achieved
of herhadbriefto young
prised bv any of the feats of legerdemain Life can per- life, so spectacularly. She thinks now that she was
form. She answered, in effect: "Oh, but frightfully!" smarter than she knew, who didn't think that she was
smart at all.
"Because,"
she says,
best acting
complete
absence
of acting.
The "the
complete
absenceis the
of
acting
was
what
I
was
doing."
She went right on, bless you, and made tons of pictures
over there. Some of them under the aegis of Korda,
some "on loan," an old Hollywood custom. She made
Where'sGoesThisSusie
Lady?,
There
and Cash,
others.It's a Boy, Give Me a King,
It's
all
like
fiction,
less
facts. a screen
She had never dreamedstrange
of a than
stagethecareer,
career, a radio career. Not of any career at all. She was
one of The Bright Young People, one of These Charming People of the London, the Mayfair set. She went
about with
Donahue
Hutton,
crowd.
And"the
others.
One boy,"
would Barbara
not suppose
thattheir
she
could
have
been
"written
by"
Barrie.
She
could
easily
have been written by Michael Arlen, Somerset Maugham,
Beverly Nichols.
She was born in Hong Kong, China. Her father, F.
C. Jenkin, was a K. C. resident in Hong Kong. A most
extraordinary
frightfully,
dear,"is
Wendy will tellman.
you. "He
Her spoiled
mother, usMrs.
Nell Jenkin,
Irish. Wendy adores her mother, as a mother, as hef
best friend, as a charming, wise, witty and beautiful
woman.
now :I"Idodon't
about scadsI
of
money She
for says
myself.
wantgive
a lota hang
for Mummy.
want her to have everything in the world, everything she
wants.
doesn't
the world.on
She wantsOnly
onlyshea little
red want
door, everything
with a shinyin knocker
it, of ther
That's
because
didn't have
hing at allvery
whenown.
she was
a little
girl insheIreland.
She anywas
most frightfully poor. And the little girl who lived next
Lovely Wendy Barrie, whose story is stranger than fiction. door
lived
in
a
house
with
a
little
red
door,
zfith
a
shiny
1. As she appeared in the Samuel Goldwyn film, Dead End.
knocker.
Mummy
she
2. In Paramount's Millions in the Air. 3. In VV/ngs Over ever
wanted,
all sheenvied
wants her,
now.achingly.
Only sheThat's
neverallstays
Honolulu, a Universal film. 4. With Jack Haley, in the
Log Cabin Show, heard over the NBC-Red network, Sat- long
enough
in
any
one
place
to
have
it.
She's
with
urdays, at 8:30 p.m. Over
5. AsHonolulu.
Lauralee Gilcbrisf in Wings Pat, my sister, now, in the East.
people,drawmy sketches
Mummy ofandMummy
Dad ! Dad
used herto
sit"Delicious
in court and
putting
lipstick on, and then look up and, with a word or two, win
And so it was done.
Of the millions who, ridden with ambition, urged by
There were the two girls in the Jenkin family, Marneed, batter beseeching hands against the forbidding por- his case."guerite, and Patricia, three years younger than Marguerite.
tals of Pictures, this one was deliberately sought and The little girls were brought up in Hong Kong and all
chosen.
points east and west. They lived in Hong Kong, until
The young girl was to become Wendy Barrie.
Wendy was about eleven. Then they were sent to schools
The stranger was Producer Alexander Korda.
in England and on the Continent. Every now and again,
The young girl was to become Wendy Barrie, as I say. just when they were safely entrenched in a school, their
She was, then. Marguerite Jenkin, very social young father would get hungry for them and they would come
socialite, butterfly de luxe, one of the most precious of post-haste back to China, by various routes.
Wendy was, she says, a fat {Continued on page 60)
the precious play-girls of the Continent. It was after she

i«E
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aren't going to go on the air for nothing."
Right again — they certainly don't! "And
furthermore,"
elucidated, "the
ness of buying Mr.partsTaylor
and assembling
your busiown
Tf you know Deems Taylor, you know a good radio .sets is a passing fad." And so it was.Radio, however, defied his logical conclusion.
many men a inmusic
on^;' critic,
. . . You
know ana eminent
composer,
a journalist,
popular
refused to be washed up, finished. For which
radio commentator and master of ceremonies, an ItDeems
Taylor now offers honest thanks.
alile translator of French, Italian and German
For, two years later, in 1927, he became the
M)n<,'-s, a good cook, a casual carpenter, a war first commentator for the Columbia Broadcastci irr( spondent, a humorist . . . The man. Deems ingvSystem on its initial network broadcast. And
Taylor, is indeed a man of joarts. You could so great was his enthusiasm, matched by that
go on almost indefinitely, enumerating them.
of his friend, Howard Barlow, orchestra conThere is. for example. Deems Taylor, the
ductor, that they ran their program forty-five
minutes beyond its allotted time. That, too,
])rophet.
couldn't
happen today!
'T'Jadio," Inasserted
the astute
"is
finished.
two years
it willMr.be Taylor,
all washed
In the ten years since that eventful date.
Taylor has been an increasingly imIt was back in 1925, or thereabouts that he Deems portant
figure inlovers.
the radioHe world
which isradio
no
has —sui)plied
made this astounding prophecy, in an article in news to music
the old New York World. He proved it, too. scripts, dramatizations, written dialogue and
up." .said Mr. Taylor, "will get sick of librettos, acted as commentator and master of
"People,"
clam])ing
on headpieces to hear ghastly squawks ceremonies, been consultant and adviser and
liver the reluctant ether." True enough. They coordinator of music for numerous radio programs. One might even classify him as. in
did. "Besides," went on our prophet, "stars
Composer,

critic, commentator,

cook, carpenter, war

4

fid
ertain instances, a radio comedian — such is his
;ift of natural, spontaneous humor.
Currently he figures as commentator and
naster of ceremonies on the Chesterfield Hour.
vith Andre Kostelanetz. Wednesday evenings
it nine, over CBS. and on Sundays, from three
0 five, with the Philharmonic Symphony OrJiestra. He has just finished writing a book
)n music. He's Thus,
composing
new opera fashion,
for the
Metropolitan.
in his a customary
md with incomparable excellence, carrying on
several careers at once.
The one career Deems Taylor definitely
Abandoned was that of architecture, his original
joal. How, we wondered, did a musician
:hance to plan to l)ecome an architect ? Or how
did an emliryonic architect become transformed
into an eminent musician ?
"I always liked to draw," Mr. Taylor explains his early ofchoice.
father,York,
who wanted
was a
superintendent
schools"My
in New
me to choose a responsible career — ^so architecture seemed to l^e the logical answer.
"Xo, we weren't a particularly musical family— not professionally. Of coinse. there was
correspondent,

always music at home. We played and sang.
When I was eighteen, I took some vocal lessons.
"My senior year at New York University,
Reinald Werrenrath, a fraternitj' brother of
mine, who was to become a famous baritone,
was elected to do the class play. It was to be a
musical comed}'. He was to compose the music,
and another chap was slated to do the libretto.
But that lad got dropped and Werrenrath. who
already was singing professionally, was too busy
to write the music — so he asked me to do it.
And,
knowing
nothing
aboutyears
music—
even study
harmony
till two
after II didn't
graduated— I said I would. Bill LeBaron. now
I)resident of Paramount, agreed to do the
libretto.
' Theuated show
hit Iand,
that year,wasBilla and
werethough"
asked we
to dogradthe
show
for
the
next
year's
class.
We
wrote
the
class shows for four years. A Dillingham scout
looked in on one of them and liked it so well,
he got us a Broadway engagement. That show
was The Echo. Bessie McCoy played in it.
"I was all set then!" he recalled, with his
ready laugh, his eyes (Conthtued ou page 86)

all these and more

are Deems

Taylor

Casual

glimpses

of familiar faces, popular favorites

among

stars who

shine on the airways and the screen

Sracie Allen and George Burns, the Grape-Nufs
zanies, chat with Ethel Shutta (center) at The
Glass Hat, in New York's Belmont Plaza Hotel.

Charlie McCarthy, with his friend and mentor,
Edgar Bergen, greets a rival Casanova, Clark
Gable, guest star on the Chase & Sanborn Hour.

Lovely songstress Gertrude Niesen, soon to be
seen in the Columbia picture, Start Cheering,
is frequently seen squired by Craig Reynolds.

Seems to be little love here, between Georges
Renavent (left), Walter Winchell, Simone Simon.
Scene from Love and Hisses, 20th Century-Fox.

Meet

Sheila Barrett, who

has the time of her life, kidding folks

FOR over an hour a fashionable and bored audience had ones fall all over themselves to be on hand for it.
branching out into the radio field anc
watchedcraticHstlessly
as the Httle
of Washington's
Ursuline Convent
Schoolgirlsenacted
the annual aristosacred thisButtimenowin she's
her own show. Previously she's gone in foi
])lay. But they perked up when an angel — beautifully guest
appearances in a big way — Kate Smith, Rudy Vallee
l)eatific and too, too ethereal in white — floated gracefully all of the big hours — and she knows what radio is al
over their heads. She figuratively held them in her hands, about. So she's entirely capable of being the featurec
so full of reverent beauty was her performance — when, artist on the Gruen Watch show. She's doing imitations
suddenly, and without warning, the wires that held her up skits and anything that she and her pal, Kay Kenny, car
^napped with a resounding piiing, and little Sheila Barrett think up, which is plenty.
fell into and on to the audience and they, literally, held
If you've ever seen the pictures Gray-O'Reilly took ol
her in their hands !
her,
you'd
realize tothat
wasLionel
impossible
for a woman
without
make-up,
look itlike
Barrymore.
But sh<
"I'm
angel, has
that grown
day !" she
Fallenafraid
angel I orwasno,a fallen
little Shelia
into mused.
a big, can sound like him. After all, what is radio as we know
but something we hear and only hear. Therefore
big girl who does things about imitating people. Don't itit istoday
safe to assume that Sheila Barrett should be eminentl}
call her a mimic or she'll throw a fit — she despi.ses the word. successful
over the air.
"Anyone can mimic!" she thundered as she paced her
To go back — she became a playwright at twelve.
hotel suite. "Any monkey in the zoo can do that — I'm
"It was my first play and it was a pippin," she admits
an oral caricaturist, I kid people."
And as satire, it goes over with a bang. One of the high- "It had two characters and I played them both — th<
lights of the New York cafe-society season was her recent drunken father (who was a dope fiend for good measure)
opening at the Rainbow Room in Radio City. She in- and the virtuous and charming daughter, patterned on ar
because, as manner
someone ashasNoelsaidCoward,
: "She inflated
ideathen
of my
I'd yell
and asrant
thf
father, and
tear own
aroundcharm.
back and
emerge
the aslovel)
iwites intriguesthethis crowd
same sophisticated
performs unth the same disregard for conventions as
Beatrice Lillie and runs the emotional gamut with the
At IVhee!"
fourteen she entered Holton Arms, one of Washinggal.
ton's
more fashionable finishing schools, where she studied
same
ease
as
Lynn
Fontanne."
She
has
a
certain
eclat,
and her
36 stuff is so generally worth while that the smart some — "had a marvelous time" — {Continued on page 70)

The candid camera catches the Songbird
of the South — Kate Smith — in action.

"AS far as I'm concerned," Kate Smith said seriously,
"I've made my last picture. I'm not interested in Hollywood."
It was a straight answer to a straight question. And
before anyone who may have seen Kate's Hello Everybody
can point the finger of scorn and jeer "Sour grapes!" I
might add that Hello Everybody, while hardly a Hollywood epic, did make a nice piece of money, and that Kate
lias had several picture offers since.
With dradio's
West stars
Q)ast going
prouction of showsincreasing
and moretrend
and toward
more radio
into pictures, as well as vice versa, it seemed to us that
Kate Smith, one of radio's biggest names, was just about
the
only toperformer
left of Jack
top rank
wasn't Lamour,
making,
or about
make, a movie.
Benny,whoDorothy
Benny Goodman, Parkyakarkus, Frances Langford and
many others had coupled their radio successes with screen
work. But not Kate — and we wondered why.
Was itthebecau.se
wasn't some
a slimfiveglamour
girl?Hello
Or
because
pictureKate
she made
years ago,
Everybody, convinced her that motion pictures were not
for her? One way of finding out about something is to
ask, and so the question was put squarely to La Smith :

Kate rehearses with Comedian Henny Youngman for her CBS Thursday night program.

"Is Hollywood included in your future plans, and if not
I expected the customary
evasion.what
But she
it's
characteristic
Kate that yes-and-no
she said exactly
why not?"in no ofuncertain
thought,
terms, thereby leading with her
chin for the next question : "Wny ?"
"There'sagreed
no mysterious
the
reviews
that Hello reason,"
EverybodyKatewassmiled.
a poor "All
picture,
and nobodycame
knowsfromit better
than I do."
Collins,
the"Yes,"
same reviewers
allTedagreed
that Kate's
Kathrynmanager,
herself "but
was
swell
in
it."
(By
an
odd
reverse
twist
Kate
Smith's
friends
use her full name, though the world knows her as Kate.)
on, "without
verysome
late
post"Anyway,"
mortem onKate
that went
old picture,
1 11 haveholding
to tella you
of the circumstai7ces in the making of it that we think
madeanother.
it a poor picture — and those are the reasons I won't
do
"First of all, I had to continue my radio broadcasts
while we were making the picture. That meant that, on
broadcast
days, toI had
set atrehearse,
2 :30 in and
the afterno n, in order
driveto toleave
the the
studio,
be on
the air at 5 :00 — the early hour was due to the difference

"I've38 plenty to keep me busy, and the wolf from the door/' says Kate

Kate Smith's
Collins leader
(left)
confers
with manager,
her and Ted
orchestra
Jack Miller, in preparing the broadcast.
Kate, as she appeared in the Paramount
movie, Hello Everybody, produced in 1933.
Randolph Scott was featured with her.
BY

JACK

HANLEY

in time, of course. There was the problem, too, of planning the radio show, while getting up at six-thirty every
morning to be on the set, made-up, at eight and working
all
camera.
It's work
too much
work,as
whendayyoubefore
are /the
building
your own
radio— show,
as well
working in it.
the Coast
involved
terrific
wire"Besides,
charges broadcasting
; they came from
to $3,600
a week.
Of course,
the studio paid those — but, just the same, that money
every week caine out of the budget allotted to the picture,
and the money that went for wire charges was naturally
stinted on the picture production. They set a definite
sum, you know, and a drain like that means there was
necessarily less to spend on camera work, supporting
cast, and so on."
Ted Collins spoke up again, from behind the huge desk
in what is, perhaps, one of the most beautiful ofifices in
town ; the private office of Kated, Inc., the corporation in
which Kate Smith and Ted Collins hold equal shares of
stock and from which Kate draws only $200.00 weekly
salary, the rest going back into the business.
"Only aaweek
short fortimeKathryn
ago," hein asaid,
"we had an fyage
offer66)of
$15,000
(Continued
Smith. "Movies don't tempt me."

J
Why

did Tony Wons

leave the

Rumor was rife, and rumor was
0-

drizzle. A long dark limousine sped him to Grand Central
station, where his wife, his daughter, his luggage were
waiting. Having said secret goodbyes to only his very
closest friends, Tony Wons headed for a lonely little
island hidden away in Canada's vast Lake of the Woods.
He didn't come back. Three months. Six months. A
year.
what hadknows
become
of him.Nobody
As isknew
alwayswhere
the he'd
case gone
when ornobody
the
truth, rumors began to be whispered in radio circles. They
said all kinds of things about Tony, that his health was
gone,
that he'd
lived too hard,
as a
microphone
personality.
Radio that
starshe atwasthewashed
peak ofup their
fame don't
just step
out always
of the supplies
spotlightitsinto
without
a reason.
Gossip
own oblivion
reason.
A
year
and
a
half.
.
.
,
Still
the
homespun
philosopher
was missing.
On a morning in October Tony Wons came back to the
air as mysteriously as he had departed. Under new sponsorship he stepped before a microphone in the small organ
studio of the Irving Berlin Building, and quietly — it's like
Tony to do things quietly — picked up the thread of his

Tony Wons,
sopher, wasradio's
missinghomespun
from thephiloairwaves for over a year and a half.
In a workshop fitted up in a barn
in Kenosha, Wisconsin, Tony made
beautiful, exquisitely toned violins.
ON a spring morning, more than a year ago, Tony Wons,
white-faced and nervous, stood before a microphone and
broadcast coast-to-coast the last of a long series of programs for his sponsor. If his voice broke a little now and
then, if he bungled a cue or so, no one guessed the reason
why. But Tony knew. It was because that day might be
the last
which he'd ever pour his homespun philosophy
into
any onmicrophone.
Ten whole years he'd been one of the most popular
in radio — and that day might well be writing fittis
tofigures
his career.
When the final word of his script had been spoken,
when
the he
red silently
light above
window
to green,
pickedtheupengineer's
his topcoat,
his hatflashed
and
briefcase, and walked out of the building into an April

air?

And

could he ever return?

wrong! Here's the strange story!
By MARY
WATKINS REEVES

career
where he'd left it ofif.
Still just
no explanations.
So the gossip-mongers busied themselves again. Tony
Wons. they said, came l>ack from wherever he'd been
because
he couldn't
resistthethemoney.
lure ofButfame.
came
back because
he needed
how, Tony
they whispered, would his return work out? All stars fear any
I)reak in their careers which may give their public a chance
to forget them. Would it be possible for him to make a
comeback successfully?
None of the rumors — not a one of them — about Tony
Wons was anywhere near the actual truth. The real story
is one that Tony had to keep strictly to himself, for a
very good reason. This is the first moment that Tony has
felt free to give it out for publication.
We sat in his hotel suite an entire afternoon, talking
over
times,
early days
hasn't changed
a bit oldsince
then,his except
that inhisradio.
hair Heis graying
at his
temples. He's tanned and lean and vigorous, boasts that
he
feels
as
fit
as
a
college
athlete
—
thanks
to
Lake
of
the Woods.

Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
at 10:30 a.m., over CBS, Tony Wons
broadcasts. Ann Leaf at the organ.
Tony reads from his famous scrapbook, begun to while away long hours
when ill in the Veterans' Hospital.
"I had mea funny
the other
day," was
he told
me,
handing
a schoolfeeling
catalogue
on which
printed
American Academy of Dramatic Arts, founded in 1884
by Franklin H. Sargent, Netv York City.
"Twenty-five years ago." he went on, "fresh from
iMenasha, Wisconsin, I pushed my way past three secreto literallyin break
into Mr.
office.I Iknew
had
thirteentaries dollars
my pocket,
but Sargent's
in my dreams
I could be the greatest actor on the American stage. I
begged him to let me attend his school and pay him the
tuition when I'd made my mark. The old gentleman was
kinflly and he agreed. But he withdrew his offer — very
wisely, I can see now — when he learned I'd have to cheat
my schooling by holding a full-time night job to earn
my board and keep. {Continued on page 62)
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Bunny Berigan, easily one of
the
trumpeters,
has world's
never inhottest
his life,
taken a
single lesson on the trumpet.

PERHAPSstantly. If you
you're
who unconsciously
listen in conare,likeyoua lot
get ofsopeople
that you
think of radio performers as being almost unreal — a detached voice, or a pair of piano-playing hands existent
only seeing,
to the fosters.
wrists. It's
not
Then,a peculiar
too, youtrick
fall that
into hearing,
the habit andof
picturing
in your mind's
eye as short or tall, pleasant
or
grouchy,themdemocratic
or dignified.
Occasionally you might hit upon a character or disition, but more
not. fellow
It's hard
do — and
even
harder in posthe
case oflikely
a young
like toBunny
Berigan.
Know him? You've heard him on the air, no doubt.
He's the very hot trumpet player who's the white hope
of swing. Even if you haven't, so far, caught him at any
of his recent locations on the dial, you've certainly heard
him in years
worked
for thepast,
best without
in. radio knowing
bands. it— for Berigan has
Naturally, hearing such a fellow and knowing a bit
about swing musicians by reputation, he probably suggests
a flip, wise member of the much maligned younger geneh? Heyour
may five
suggest
it to your tuber,
mind's but,
eye, be-as
you benderation,near
or twenty-five
lieve
me,
he's
not
!
In the first place, he works hard every single night in
the week. In the second place, which is Forest Hills,
New York, he is happily married and the overly proud
father of two dimpled kids.
And, like
Yorkers,his hehome
wasn't
Indeed,
Fox most
Lake, New
Wisconsin,
town,bornis there.
a far
cry from the madding throngs of Manhattan — but near
Madison, Wisconsin.
Fox Lake is a pleasant little country town with several
stores, a new post-office, a town hall and three wellHow

Bunny Berigan became

attended churches. It was at one of these that Bunny
(for Bernard) Berigan began his musical career.
"I had to," he laughed, "I had to take up music. I had
always thought that it was something reserved for sissies,
until it happened that the choir ran out of its one small,
shrill voice, after the voice started hopping down into the
church cellar, right in the midst of Ave Maria. My
mother was org-anist there and she led and rehearsed the
choir — so what do you think happened?"
Bunny became the small, shrill voice, and, to his surprise, began to like his new position. Then, for the first
and only time in his career, he gathered unto himself a
swelled head.
"I must have been an awful pain," he admitted. "I
used toplay
lord marbles
it over the
kids That
until Ilasted
got so until
I wouldn't
even
withother
them.
Buck
W^ilson got fed up with my airs. After he finished with
me, I was a wiser boy and a marble player again."
But finally
Bunny'sit voice
the way
of all little
boys'that
voices,
until
was went
decided
at family
council
no
fiddle could squeak as much as his voice was squeaking, so
they locked him up in a room, with a violin which his
grandfather had bought for him.
"The darned fiddle seemed awfully tough for a young
chap like me, so I sorta left it alone. I wasn't making
myself
doing that
a Kreisler,
if youteacher
know found
what I dust
mean!"on
Bunnysickmeant
his music
Bunny's fiddle, promptly draped him over his knee and
dusted
in thehis future,
he didn't
studyto too
hard, hehimat off.
least So,
wiped^
fiddle ifbefore
he got
his
teacher's house.
With a little progress on the instrument, he was
solemnly voted into the family {Continued on page 68)

the hit of night clubs and airwaves

hey know

the thrill of

playing

the game

playing

and

it well !

Pasadena , . .
Mrs. Rufus Paine Spalding III (belou)
This charming California woman excels in
sailing, skiing, badminton .. .and is active
in charity work. Here Mrs. Spalding
pauses for a moment on her husband's
sloop, "Hurulu."
so many distinguished women, sheLike
is enthusiastic
in her
preference for Camels. "Their delicate
flavor suits me perfectly," she says.
"Camels are so mild!"

Philadelphia, ... Mrs. barclav W arburlon, Jr.
Although of an old and conservative
Philadelphia family, Mrs. Warburton
has many interests besides society. She
has a marvelous fashion sense, is an
excellent cook, and ranks high — both
in Palm Beach and Soutliainplon — as a
tennis player. As for smoking. "All I
want to smoke is Camels," Mrs. Warburton says. "Camels give me a lift!"

.Yen Y,.rk.. . Mrs. John W. Kockefeller. Jr.
Young
Mrs. Rockefeller's
time Sheis crowded
with hunting,
polo, aviation.
pilots a
low-wing monoplane. ..takes frequent
hops tendalong
Atlantic
seaboard
perhapsthea meet
at Aiken
or a toLongatIsland match. "Flying as much as I do,"
Mrs. Rockefeller
"takesforhealthy
nerves.
So I prefersays,Camels
steady
smoking. Camels never jangle my nerves!"
A few of the women
of distinguished position
IV ho prefer Camels:
Mrs. Powell Cabot
Mrs.
Mrs. J.Ix>uisGardner
Swift, Cooliilge
Jr. 2nd
CHICAGO:
BALTIMORE: Mrs. TSicholas G. Penniman III
NKW VUKK:
Mrs. Thomas M. Carn.^ie, Jr.
Mrs.
Ogden Hammond,
Miss ^'endy
Morgan Jr.
Mrs. Howard F. Whitney
PHILADELPHIA Mrs. Nicholas Biddic
Mrs. Anthony
Drexel Unghora
.^rd
VIRGINIA:
Mrs.
Chiswell J.Dabney
LOS ANGELES: Mrs. Alexander Black

N ASKED.
^ Q^JESTION OFTE te the
ia
ec
pr
1)0 ,vomen ap
Camels.
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Costlier Tobaccos
in a Matchless

Blend

a matchless blend of finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS— Turkish and Domestic.

RADIO STARS

COAST-TO

-COAST

THEthe regular
programs on
fourare coast-to-coast
I networks
here listed in
a day-by-day
time Broadschedule. The National
casting
Company
Red-Network is indicated by
NBC-Red; the Company
National
Broadcasting
Blue-Network is indicated
by NBC-Blue;
Colum-by
bia BroadcastingtheSystem
CBS; andcasting Mutual
BroadSystem
by
MBS.
All
stations
included
the above networks arein
listed
below. Findlistyour
local
and
tune station
in on onthethe network
specified.
ALL EDTIME
RECORDIS EASTERN
STANDARD
TIME.Central
This
means
that for
Standard
Time
you
must
subtract
one hour
from the
listed time.
For Mountain
Standard
Time,
two hours: and forsubtract
Pacific
Standard Time, three
For example:
11:00
A.hours.
M. EST
becomes 10:00
A.andM. 8:00
CST;a. m.9:00PST.
a. m. MST;
If, at a particular time,
no
programthereis
listed,network
that is because
isthatno time,
regularor program
for
because the
preceding
program
tinues into that
period. conNATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY—
RED-NETWORK
WFBR
Baltimore.
Md.Ala.
WBRC
Birmingham,
WNAC Buffalo,
Boston,
Mass.
WBEN
N.
Y.
WMAQ
Chicago,
111.Ohio
WTAM
Cleveland.Colo
KOA
Denver.
WHO
Des
Moines.
Iowa
WWJ
Detroit,
Mich.
WTIC
Hartford.
Conn.Ind.
WIRE
Indianapolis,
WDAF
KansasAngeles,
City, Cal.
Mo.
KFI Los
KSTP
Minneapolis-St.
Paul,
Mi
Montreal.
Canada
CBM
WEAF
New
York.
N.
Y.
WOW
Neb. Pa.
KYW Omaha,
Philadelphia,
WCAE
Pittsburgh,
WCSH
Portland,
Me.Pa.
KGW Providence,
Portland, Ore.
WJAR
R. I.
WMBG
KSD
St.Richmond.
Louis,
Mo.Va. Utah
KDYL
Salt
Lake
City,
KPO San
Francisco, N.Cal.Y.
WGY
Schenectady,
KOMO
Seattle.
Wash.
KHQ
Spokane.
Wash.D. C.
WRC Washington,
WDEL
Wilmington,
Del.
WTAG Worcester. Mass.
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY—
BLUE-NETWORK
WABY
Albany,
X.Ga. Y.
WAGA
Atlanta,
WBAL
Baltimore.
Md. La.
WJBO
Baton
Rouge,
KFDM Beaumont.
Tex.Ala.
WSGN
Birmingham,
WBZ
Boston, Mass.Conn.
WICC
Bridgeport,
WEBR Buffalo. N. Y.
WMT
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Chicago,
Chicago,
111.111.Ohi
Cleveland,
KRIS
Corpus
Christi
KVOO
Denver,
Colo. IowaTex.
Moines,
KSO Des
WXYZ
Detroit,
WLEU
Erie,W'ayne,
Pa. Mich.Ind.
WOWO
Ft.
KXYZ
Houston,
Tex.N. Y.
WJTN
Jamestown,
WREN
Kansas
City,
Kan.
WROL
Knox\-ille,
Tenn.
KECA
Los
.Angeles.
Cal.
WMPS Memphis.
WTCN
Minneapolis.Tenn.
Minn.
Montreal.
Canada
CFCF New
WICC
Haven,
Conn.
WDSU
Orlrans,
WJZ New
New. York. X. La.Y.
KLO
Ogden. Ltah
KOIL Omaha,
Blutl's, Xcb.-Council
la. Pa.
WFIL
KDKA PliiladL-lpliia.
Pittsburgli,
Pa.
KEX
Portland.
Providence,Ore.R. I.
WEAN
WRTD
WHAM
Y,
Richmond.
KWK St.Rochester,
Louis.
Mo.N.\'a.
San
Diego,
Cal.
KFSD
KGO
Cal.
KTMS San
SantaFrancisco,
Barbara,
Cal.
KJR
Seattle.
Wash.
KGA
Spokane.
Wash.
WBZA
Springfield,
Mass.
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S. D.
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ING SYSTEMBROADCASTSTATIONS
WADC
Akron.
Ohio
WOKO
Albany,
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Atlantic
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Denver.
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N. Y.
WEOA
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N.
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WDRC Hibbing,
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WMFG
KGMB
Hawaii
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Tex.
KTRH Honolulu,
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Indianapolis,
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WSUI
WMBR
KMBC Jacksonville,
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Mo.
WNOX
KnoxviUe,
WKBH
La
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KFAB
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KLRA
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Los
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WDAE
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D. C.
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RADIO STARS
MORNING
8:00
XBC-Red:
MEEDER—
orsanistWILLIAM
XBC-BIue:
N O R S E JI E N
QUARTET
8:15
NBC-Blue:
OFF
— violinistBENNO RABIN8:30
XRC-Rod: KIDOODLERS
XT5r'-Hlue:
TOXEpianist;
PICTURES
— Kuth Pepple.
mixed
CBS: LYRIC SERENADE
8:45
XBC-Red:
ANIMAL NEWS
fl.TB
c-HS: MICHEL ROSCOE —
9:00
XBC-Red: TURX BACK THE
(n.OCK—
Crittiii Alice Remsen, George
XI'.c--P.hi.-:
COAST TOJ. Cross
COAST
iiX
lU S^Milton
I T.S:A sCXnAV
MORXIXG AT
AUNT
S
U
S
A
X
•
S
—
children's
program. Artells Dickson
XBC-Red:
siMN»ker TOM TERRISS —
(1:30
XBC-Red: MELODY MOMKXTS
9:55
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
10:00
NBC-RedTHE W.RADIO
PULPIT—Dr. Ralph
NBC-Blue:
RUSSIANSockman
MELODIES
CBS; CHURCH OF THE AIR
10:30
NBC-Blue; DREAMS OF LONG
AGO
CBS: WALBERG
STRING
ENSEMBLE BROWN
11:00
NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
CBS: TEXAS RANGERS
MBS:
RE\-IEW1XG STAND—
world problems
11:05
NBC-Red:
MUZZY—piano WARD
duoALICE ANDRE:\ISEN
NBC-Blue:
—contralto
11:15
NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue: SILVER
NEIGHBORFLUTENELL
11:30
xnc-r.iii.-: m;i;AxrsT
CliS; TOLMA.IUU
FAMILY IKjWES' CAPI11:45
NBC-Red: PEERLESS TRIO
AFTERNOON
il-.nn Noon
Xi;i--l:'.l: DEX'VER STRING
giAiiTirr
NHC-Plij-: SOI'THERXAIRES
MP.S;
CIIAUI-KS f'OUR1',' Its
12 ::iO
Xlir--r..<l:
T'XTVERSITY
('IIHACM
TABLEOF
I J I ■ t 'ss 1 1:jXROUND
—l{ADIO
guest speakers
Xl;'-l;lii'
CITY
.\M SIC HALL ORCHESTRA—
ri;s:
SALT f^ilOIR
LAKE CITY
Ki:XAi1-f:
AND TABOR.MP.S: AMEIilCAN WILDLIFE
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CBS;
PHIL Patsy
BAKER—Kelly,
BeetleAl
and Bottle,
Garr,
orchestra
MBS; Bradley's
ORCHESTRA
7:45NBC-Red: INTERESTING
NEIGHBORS
JERRY BELCHERVISITED BY
JANUARY

2—9—16—23—30

CHASE AND — SAN8:00NBC-Red; BORN
Don
Ameche,
Edgar PROGRAM
Bergen, Nelson
Eddy,
Dorothy
Lamour,
Stroud
Twins,
Armbruster's
orchestra
THE PEOPLE'S
—CBS;broadcast
highlights CHOICE
MBS: BENNY
DUST REVUE DAVIS' STAR8:30
CBS;
OF 19.3S—
Harry EARACHES
Conn, Beatrice
Kay,
Barry ORCHESTRA
Wood, Warnow's orchestra
MBS:
9:00NBC-Red : M A N H A T '
MERRY-GO-ROUND
Carlay,
Pierre L
Donnie's orchestra

l'J:45 Mary Livingstone
MBS; and
MARTHA
songs
patter AND H^
NBC-Red:
ORCHESTRA HENRY BUSSE'S
CBS: CHURCH
OF THE AIR
MBS;
ORCHESTRA
1:30
NBC-Red:
TUSKEGEE
TUTE CHOIR
CONCERT INSTINBC-Blue;
NBC SPELLING
BEE— Paul Wing
CBS: FOREIGN NEWS
BROADCAST
2:00NBC-Red; BOB BECKER —
talk,
sketch MAGIC KEY OF
NBC-Blue;
RCA
— FrankMilton
Black'sJ. symphony
orchestra,
Cross
CBS;
TAINS LEW WHITE ENTERMBS; THE
RIGHT JOB— Dr.
Shirley
A. Hamrin
2:15NBC-Red; TRAVEL TALK—
Milton La Prade
MBS: PALMER
CERT ENSEMBLEHOUSE CON2:30
NBC-Red; THATCHER COLT
STORIES
CBS;
CHRISTIAN
drama,DR.starring
Jean Hersholt—
3:00NBC-Red: RADIO NEWSREEI lace— Parks
ButterworthJohnson, WalNBC-Blue: ON BROADWAY—

i.RMCO BAND
lOMANCE MELONBr--P,lue:
NATIONAL VESFoHdlck PERS—Ur. Harry Emerson
XP.iP.f.l:.lr;itnatlzatlon
THE WORLD
Yori'.S—
Xl;i'-|;iuf: VOCALIST
:MBS; LUTHERAN HOUR

DEEP SOUTH— Negro
NBC-Red:SENTSRY-KRISP
PREMARION TALLEY—
Koestner's
orchestra
NBC-Blue;
METROPOLITAN
OPERAEdward
AUDITIONS
THE
AIR—
Johnson. OFWilfred
Pelletier, conductor
CBS: SILVER THEATREdramatic
Nagel, m.c. program. Conrad
MBS:
THE program
SINGING LADY—
children's

EVENING
NBC-Red:
CATHOLIC HOUR
NBC-Blue:
ORIGINALMICROPHONB PLAYS
MBS;
30 MINUTES
IN
HOLLYWOOD
— George Jessel,
Norma Talmadge. Tucker's or6:30NBC-Red: A TALE OF TODAY—sketch
NBC-Blue; ORCHESTRA
MBS;
AND IRENE—
D'Artega'sTIM orchestra
7:00
NHC-Red:
JELL-OMaryPROGRAM
— Jack Kennv
Bennv.
Living.stone,
Baker,
Wilson,
Sam
Hearn,
AndyDonDevine,
Phil Harris' orchestra
NBC-Blue:
POPULAR
CLASSICS — PI. Leopold Spitalny's
orchestra
CBS;
VICK'SMacDonald,
OPEN HOUSE—
Jeanette
Wilbur
Evans, STAN
Pasternack's
MBS:
LOMAX—orchestra
sports
commentator
7:30NBC-Red: FIRESinE RECITALS—Helen Marshall, soprano: Sigu.v-d
Nilssen, basso DNBC-Blue:
CAST—
Peg BAKER'S
Murray, BROA
Harriet
Hilllard, Ozzie Nelson's orchestra

NBC-Red:
AMERICANMUSIC—
ALBUMMunn,
OP FAMILIAR
Prank
Jean Dickenson,
Haenschen's
orchestra
NRC-Blue;
GRAM— WalterJERGENS
Winchell, PROnews
commentator
MBS: COMMENTATORS
FORUM
:45
MBS; ADRIAN ROLLINI AND
HIS
Helene SWING
Daniels QUARTET —
10:00
NBC-Red:
RISING
STARS
—orchestra,
RichardMUSICAL
Gordon.
Smallens'
guests
CBS: ZENITH inFOUNDATION
—experiments
mental telepathy
10:30
NBC-Red;
HAVEN MacQUARRIB
PRESENTS
NBC-Blue;
CHEERIO — talk
and
music
CBS; HEADLINES
AND BYLINES—H. V. Kaltenborn.
Bob
Trout, Lewis Browne
11:00
NBC-Red; DANCE MUSIC
NBC-Blue:
PRESS -RADIO
NEWS
CBS:
ORCHESTRA
MBS; ORCHESTRA

Haven MacQuarrie

RADIO STARS
MORNING
NBC-Red:
CLAIRE
— children'sMALCOLM
stories
NBC-Blue:
NORSEMEN
QU.tRTET
S:I5NBC-Red: GOOD MORNING
MELODIES
NBC-Blue:
DER — organistWILLIAM MEE8:30NBC-Red: DO TOU REMEMBER? FRED FEIBEL — organist
CBS:
8:45NBC-Blue: LUCILLE AND
LANNV
9:00NBC-Red : W OMEN AND
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
CLUB
variety BREAKFAST
program PACBS: — METROPOLITAN
RADE
9:15NBC-Red: SUNSHINE EXDouglas,PRES — orchestra,
m.c. soloist. Jack
CBS: MORNING MOODS
9:40NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
9:45NBC-Red: LANDT TRIO
NBC-Blue:
BREAKFAST
CLUB — BACHELORS
variety
program CHILCBS:
DREN—sketch
10:00
NBC-Red:
MRS. WIGGS
THE
CABBAGE
PATCH—OF
sketch
NBC-Blue:
STORY
MARLIN— sketch OF MART
CBS:
— sketchPRETTY KITTY KELLY
10:15
NBC-Red:
OTHER
■WIFE
— sketchJOHN'S
NBC-Blue:
MA PERKINS —
sketch
CBS: MYRT AND MARGE—
sketch
10:30
NBC-Red:
— sketch JUST PLAIN BILL
NBC-Blue;
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
CBS;
TONY sketch
WOXS' SCRAPBOOK—
Leaf
MBS: GETAnn THIN
TO MUSIC
10:45
NBC-Red:DREN—sketch
TODAY'S CHILNBC-Blue:
KITCHEN
CADE— Crosby
Gaige CAVALCBS: RUTH
MBS:
ORGANC.A.RHART—
RECITAL songs
11:00
NBC-Red: DAVID HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue: THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
CBS:
AND PAUL
MBS: JACK
REMINISCING
11:15
NBC-Red:
BACKSTAGE
—NBC-Blue:
sketch THE ROADWIFEOF
LIFE—
sketch KENNEDYS
CBS:
ROMANCECAROL
— sketch
11:30
NBC-Red;
HOW TO BE
CHARMING
NBC-Blue: —VICsketch
AND SADE—
sketch
CBS: ORCHESTRA
BIG SISTER— sketch
MBS:

JANUARY

3—10—17—24—31

6:35NBC-Red; SOLOIST
NBC-Blue: CHARLES SEARS
CBS; ORCHESTRA
TIME — Ilollace
Heatherton
lESTRA
Del Casino
NKC-Blue;The EDWARD
M;icHCGH—
Gospel
CBS;
AUNT
JENNYSSingerREAL
LIFE
STORIES
MBS: MYRA
trologer. JEANKINGSLEY,
PAUL KING,ascommentator
AFTERNOON
13:00
Xoon GIRL ALONE —
NBC-Red:
sketch
NBC-Blue:
TIME FOR
THOUGHT
CBS:IST— Mary
THE Margaret
RADIO COLUMNMcBride
MBS;
SHIRE'SNORMAN
VARIETYBROKENPROGRAM
12:15
—NBC-Red:
sketch THE GOLDBERGS
NBC-Blue:
CBS: YOURC. VOCALIST
NEWScommentator
PARADE
—Edwin
Hill,
13 NBC-Rod:
:30
ALLEN
LEAKER
S
ORCHE.'JTRA
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
FARM
AND
HOME
HOUR
—
Walter
Blautu.<:.s'
orchestra OF HELEN
CBS:
ROMANCE
TRENT
— sketch RECITAL
MBS: ORGAN
CBS:
OUR GAL. SUNDAY—
sketch
MBS: THE HITMAKERS

NBC-Red;sketchDAN HARDING'S
WIFE—
NBC
- R 1 u .■ :.-ionBs
.1 A CandK patter
AND
LORKTT.V—
CHS:
IN PERSON— HiHob)I.I.Y\\
Hak.-r.OODcommentator
MB.S; UE.K BATTLE'S OR:00NBC-Red:
ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue
STROLLERS
MATINEE
CBS:
NEWS THROUGH A
WOMAN'S EYES — Kathryn
MBS;
LOOKcomedians,
NOW —
Lavalle l)ON'T
and Sands,
orchestra
Betty Winkler

EVENING
NBC-Red: SOLOIST
NBC-Blue:
U. S. ARMY
BAND—
6 :0(»CBS;
HOWARD
PHILLIPS
' N EWS
NBC-Red: RHYTHMAIRE
MBS: DANCING
STRINGS
CBS:
NEW HORIZON'S
RADIO

NBC-Red; GIRLS OF THE
WEST
MBS: ORCHESTRA
PEPPER YOUNGS
3:00NBC-Red:
FAMILY
— sketch
NBC-Blue:
ROCHESTER CIVIC ORCHESTRA
CBS: ANN LE.4.F— organist
MA PERKINS —
sketch
3:15NBC-Red:
NBC-Red: VIC AND SADE—
3:."50sketch
CBS:
JENNY PEABODY—
sketch
MBS: GOOD HEALTH AND
TRAINING
NBC-Red:
THE O'NEILLS —
sketch
MBS; VOCALIST
4:00NBC-Red; LORENZO JONES
-— comedv sketch
NBC-Blue:
c'l.UR
MATINEE
CBS:
TED
.MALONES
— Between the Bookends
4:1.1 -Red: THE GUIDINi
LIGHT—SINGsketch
CBS:
AND SWING
NBC-Red:
STORY
MARLIN—
sketch OF MARY
MBS: JOHNSON
sk.?tch.
with .(immy FAMILY—
Scribner
NBC-Red:
THE ROAD OF
LIFE
—
sketch
CBS: DR. ALLAN ROY DAFOE
MBS:
VOCAL DUO
NBC-Red: DICK TRACY —
:00sketch
NBC-Blue:
NEIGHBOR
NELL
CBS:
FOLLOW
Elsie Hitz.
Nick THE
DawsonMOON—
:10
NBC-Red:
AND THE
PIRATES— TERRY
sketch
NBCDON sketch
WINSLOW
OFCBS: THEBlue:
NAVY—
ERN — LIFE
sketch OF MARY SOTHNBC-Rcd:
JACK ARMSTRONG
—juvenile
NBC-Blue; serial
SINGING LADY—
children's
prosram GORDON'S
CBS;
DOROTHY
CHILDREN'S
CORNER
NBC-Red:
LITTLEserialORPHAN
ANNIE—
juvenile
NBC-Blue: TOM MIX
STRAIGHT
—
—CBS;
juvenile
serial SHOOTERS
HILLTOP
HOUSE —

NBC-Red:
sketch
NBC-Blue; AMOS
MUSIC'N' ANDY—
IS MY
HOBBY POETIC
— guest MELODIES —
CBS:
Jack
Fulton.
Franklyn
MacCormack.
orchestra
MBS: ORCHESTRA
(:15RADIO
NBC-Red:
UNCLE— Pat
EZRA'S
STATION
Barrett
NBC-Blue: THREE CHEERS
CBS: DEL CASINO— songs
sketch
1:30—NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue: SOLOIST
LUM AND ABNER
CBS: ORCHESTR-\
NBC-Red:
TOP HATTERS
ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue: SOLOIST
CBS:
BO-\KE C.\RTER— news
commentator
8:00NBC-Red: BURNS AND ALMartin. Noble'sHUGHorchestraLEN— Tony GENERAL
NBC-Blue;
S. JOHN.SON — commentator
JIBS; MORTON
CHESTRA— Jack GOULD'S
-Arthur ORVOICE Crooks.
OF FIRE8:30NBC-Red;STONE— Richard
Wallenstein's
orchestra,
guests
NBC-Blue:
C
A
M
P
A N A 'S
GRAND HOTEL- dramatiza;d pat — comCBS;
edy
MBS;an.lT'ICK
ORCJnu, :sTRj
NBC-Red:
FIBBER McGEE
9:00AND
sketch.
MarianMOLLY'
and— comedy
Jim Winkler.
Jordan.
Clark
Dennis,
Betty
Weems'
NBC-Blue:orchestra
PHILADELPHIA
ORCHESTRA
Ormandy.
guestsRADIO— Eugene
CBS:
LUXELDER
THEATRE
MliS;
LIGHTFOOT
SOLOMON MICHAUX — and
congregation
9:30NBC-Red: HOUR OF CHARM
—MRS;
Phil Spitalny and
his girls—
CARTOONS
Victor MUSICAL
Irwin's orchestra,
Benay

KING'S OR10:30
NBC-Red:
PUBLIC
HERO No.
1 — dramatic sketch
NBC-Blue;
NAT10X.\L
RADIO
FORUM—
guest
BRAVE NEW speaker
WORLD
—CBS:dramatizations
10:45PAGEANT
MBS: HENRY
WEBER'S
OF MELODY
NBC-Red:
ORCHESTRA
11:00
NBC-Blue:
CBS; DANCEORCHESTRA
.\ICSIC
47

RADIO
MORNING
MALCOLM CLAIRE
;" CHARIOTEERS
NBC-Red: GOOD JIOK.N'IXG
MELODIES
NBC-Blue: DICK LEIBERT
ENSEMBLE
8:30NBC-Red: DO YOU REMEMCBS: BER 7POETIC STRINGS
8:45 !lue: LUCILLE AND
lax: VFOUR STARS
CB8:
9:00NBC-Red:
WOMEN AND
NEWS
BREAKFAST
NBC-Blue
CLUB
—
varietv
CBS: MUSIC INprosiam
THE AIR

STARS

:00

_n— 18— 25

nS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
9:45NBC-Red: LANDT TRIO
NBC-Blue:
JEMIMA
ONCBS: THE BACHELOR'S
AIRAUNT
— varieties
CHILDREN—sketch
10:00
NBC-Red:
MRS.
WIGGS
THE
CABBAGE PATCH OF—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
STORY OF MARY
i\I A RLIN—
CBS:
PRETTYsketchKITTY KELLY
—sketch
10:15
NBC-Red:sketchJOHN'S OTHER
WIFE—
NBC-Blue:
MA PERKINS
sketch
CBS: MYRT AND MARGE—
sketch
10:30
NBC-Red:
— sketch JUST PLAIN BILL
NBC-Blue:
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
CBS: HOW sketchTO GET THE
MOST
OUT
OF LIFE— Emily
Post GET THIN
MBS:
TO MUSIC
10:45
NBC-Red:DREN—sketchTODAY'S CHILNBC-Blue: ALCADE—Crosby
KITCHEN
CAVCBS: PIANO
DUO Gaige
MBS:
ORCHESTRA
I 1 NBC-Red:
:00
DAVID HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue: THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
CBS: MARY LEE TAYLOR
NBC-Red: BACKSTAGE WIFE
—sketch
NBC-Blue:
ROAD OF
LIFE—CAROL
sketchTHEKENNEDY'S
CBS—
ROMANCE—
sketch
1 1 :30
NBC-Red:
M E M A Howe
K E R S'
EXCHANGE—HVICO Eleanor
NBC-Blue:
AND SADE—
sketch
CBS:
SISTER— sketch
MBS: BIG
VOCALIST
11:45
NBC-Red:
MYSTERY CHEF
NBC-Blue:
MacHUGH AUNT
— The EDWARD
Gospel
SingerREAL
CBS:
JENNY'S
LIFE
STORIES
—
sketch
MBS: MYRA
KINGSLEY, ascommentatortrologer, JEAN PAUL KING,
AFTERNOON
12:00
Noon GIRL ALONE —
NBC-Red:
sketch
NBC-Blue:
TIME FOR
THOUGHT
CBS: SWINGING THE BLUES
12:15
NBC-Red:
GOLDBERGS
—NBC-Blue:
sketch THE
VOCALIST
CBS:
YOUR
NEWS
PARADE
— Edwin C. Hill, commentator
12:30
NBC-Red:
PIANO
DUO
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
FARM
AND
HOMEorchestra
HOUR — Walter
Blaufuss'
CBS:
ROMANCE
OF
HELEN
TRENT — sketch

aire i revor
MBS:
STUDIES
SKETCHES
IN BLACK AND
AND
WHITE
12 NBC-Red:
:45
VOCALIST
CBS: OUR GAL, SUNDAY—
sketch
1:00MBS: VOCALIST
NBC-Red:
ORCHESTRA DICK FIDLER'S
CBS: BETTY AND BOB—
sketch
MBS: ORCHESTRA
1:15NBC-Red: WORDS AND MUSIC—Harvey
Ruth Lyon,
Larsen.
Hays Larry
CBS:
HYMNS
OFBETTY
ALL
CHURCHES:
CROCKER, cooking expert
1:30sketch
NBC-Blue: SUE BLAKE —
CBS:
ARNOLD
DAUGHTER
— sketch GRIMM'S
1:45NBC-Red: DAN HARDING'S
WIFE—
sketch
CBS:SON— HOLLYWOOD
IN PERBob Baker, commentator
PUN
IN
—
2:00NBC-Red:
Dr. Joseph E.RANCH
Maddy MUSIC
NBC-Blue:
BOYSCBS: ORCHESTRA
:MBS: DON'T
LOOKcomedians,
NOW—
Lavalle
and Sands,
orchestra
2:15OVER—
NBC-Blue:June LET'S
Hynd TALK IT
CBS: CHERI
THREE
NOTES AND THE
MBS: MARY WILLIAMS— so2:30NBC-Red: GENERAL FEDERATION OF WOMEN'S
CLUBS
NBC-Blue:
NBC MUSIC
GUILD
CBS:
AMERICAN
SCHOOL
OF
THE
AIR—
Literature
and
Music
2:45NBC-Red ARMCHAIR QUARPEPPER YOUNG'S
3:00NBC-Red;
FAMILY
— sketch
NBC-Blue:
U. S. MARINE
BAND
CBS:
COLONEL
JACK
MAJOR'S
VARIETY
SHOW
MBS: CERTBLACKSTONB
CONTRIO
8:16NBC-Red: MA PERKINS —
sketch
MBS: pianist
JEAN KING— vocalist
and
VIC AND SADE—
8:30NBC-Red:
sketch
CBS: HALLACE SHAW—
songs
MBS: GOOD HEALTH AND
TRAINING
8:45NBC-Red: THE O'NEILLS —
sketch
MBS: RADIO GARDEN CLUB
LORENZO JONES
4:00—NBC-Red:
comedy sketch

NBC-Blue:
CLUB MATINEE
— varietv program
MALONE'S — Betwe n the Bookends
4:15CBS: TED
NBC-Red:
THE GUIDING
LIGHT— sketch
CBS: BOB BYRON— piano and
4:20patter
NBC-Blue: from
AS England
1 SEE IT—
broadcast
4:30NBC-Red:
STORY OF MARY
MARLIN—
sketch
CBS: STORY OF INDUSTRY
MBS: JOHNSON
witli JimmyFAMILY—
Scribner
4:35sketch,
NBC-Blue:
CLUB
MATINEE
4 :45NBC-Red: THE ROAD OF
LIFE—
sketch
MBS: SONGLAND
NBC-Red:
DICK TRACY —
sketch
6:00NBC-Blue:
INSTRUMENTAL
GROUP
CBS:
FOLLOWNick THE
Elsie
Hitz,
DawsonMOON—
5:10NBC-Blue: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Red:
AND THE
5:15NBC-Blue:
PIRATES— TERRY
sketch
DON WINSLOW
OF
THE
NAVY—
sketch
CBS:
ERN— LIFE
sketch OP MARY SOTH5:30NBC-Red: JACK ARMSTRONG— juvenile
NBC-Blue:
SINGINGserialLADY—
children's
program
CBS: DEAR
dren's programTEACHER— chil5:45NBC-Red: LITTLE ORPHAN
ANNIE—
Juvenile serial MIX
NBC-Blue:
STRAIGHTserial TOM
SHOOTERS —
juvenile
CBS: HILLTOP
matic serial HOUSE— draEVENING
6:00NBC-Red: SCIENCE IN THE
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
CBS : BARRY ORCHESTRA
WOOD AND HIS
MUSIC
MBS: JOHNSON
sketch,
with Jimmy FAMILY—
Scribner
6:15
6:30NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue: ORGANIST
PRESS-RADIO NEWS
6:35CBS:
NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue:
SOLOIST FROM
CBS:
LIGHT SELECTIONS
OPERAS
6:45NBC-Blue:
LOWELL THOMAS— news
CBS:
SONGcommentator
TIME— Ruth Carhart, Bill
Perry
7:00sketch
NBC-Red: AMOS 'N' ANDY—

Ruby Mercer

NBC-Blue:
comedy sketchEASY ACES —
CBS: Fulton,
POETIC Franklyn
MELODIES —
Cormack.
Kelsey's orchestraMac■5:30Jack
MBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red:
TIES— choralVOCAL
singing VARIE7:15NBC-Blue:
KEEN,
1'RACER
OF MR.LOST
SON.S— dramatic
serial PERCBS:
HOLLYWOOD
SCREENSCOOPS—
George McCall
MBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
VOCALIST
CBS: SECOND
HUSBAND—
serial,
Helen Menken
Story
Lady HOUR—
MBS: Book
CHILDREN'S
7:45NBC-Blue:
VIVIEN DELLA
CHIESA
— mezzo-soprano
MBS: THE
CRIME CLINIC
8:00NBC-Red: JOHNNY PRESENTS RUSS MORGAN
AND
Martin
HIS ORCHESTRA
— Charles
NBC-Blue:
HUSBANDS
AND
WIVES—
Sedley
Brown,
Allie
Lowe Miles
CBS:
BIG
TOWN
—
Edward
Robinson, Claire Trevor, dra-G.
:WBS: orchestra
MELODYFred PUZZLES
ber's
Stuart
Allen,
Uttal. Him-—
8:30
NBC-Red: LADY ESTHER
SERENADE — Wayne King's
orchestra
NBC-Blue: EDGAR GUEST
In "ITters'CANorchestraBE DONE" — MasCBS: ALParkyJOLSON
Martha
Raye.
akarkus,—guests.
Victor
Young's
orchestra,
MBS: ORCHESTRA
9:00NBC-Red: VOX POP— Parks
Johnson. Wallace Butterworth
NBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRAHORACE HEIDT'S
CBS: AlWATCH
BY—
Pearce. THENickFUNLucas.GO
Hoff's
orchestra
MBS: ORCHESTRA
9:30NBC-Red : HOLLYWOOD
MARDI Butterworth,
GRAS— Lanny Walter
Ross.
Charles
O'Keete, Ruby Mercer, Ken Carorchestra penter, Jane Rhodes, Paige's
NBC-Blue: NBC
NIGHT CLUB
—Ransom
orchestra Sherman, Shields
CBS:
BENNY
SWING SCHOOL—GOODMAN'S
Stuart ErMBS:Daniels,
JAZZ NOCTURNE—
Helene
Connie
Miles.
Stanley's
orchestra
10:00
NBC-Blue: GENERAL HUGH
S.MBS:JOHNSON
— commentator
ROMANCE—
Eddie MUSIC
Duchin'sOForchestra
10:15
NBC-Blue: KIDOODLERS
10:.S0
NBC-Red: JIMMIE
HOLLYWOOD
GOSSIPFIDLER'S
O'Flynn
NBC-Blue:
CBS: DEL GAMBA—
CASINO— violinist
baritone
MBS: WITCH'S
Alonzo
Deen Cole,TALEMarie—
10:45
NBC-Red:
THE
NIGHT SERENADE IN
DANCE
I 1 NBC-Red:
:00
NBC-Blue:
DANCE MUSIC
MUSIC
CBS:
MBS: DANCE
MUSIC MUSIC

Jane Rhodes

RADIO
MORNING
NBC-Red: MALCOLM
CLAIRE
—children's
stories SHOWMEN
XBC-Blue: FOUR
—quartet
«:1.>NBC-Red: GOOD MORNING
,M ELODIES
NBC-Blue:
DER — organistWILLIAM MEE8:30NBC-Red:
DO TOU REMEMBER? GREENFIELD
CBS;
VILLAGE
CHAPEL
8:4.->LANNY
NBC-Blue: LUCILLE AND
AS TOU LIKE IT
9:00CBS:
NBC-Red: WOMEN AND
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
BREAKFAST
CLUB — variety
program
e:l.>NBC-Red:
SUNSHINE
EXP
R
E
S
—
orchestra,
soloist.
Jack
Douglas,
m.c. MAXWELL
CBS:
RICHARD
9:25— songs
3:30CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
FIDDLER'S FANCY
9:1(1CBS:
NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
H ;45NBC-Red: LANDT TRIO
NBC-Blue:
AUNT
THE
varietiesJEMINACHIL-ON
CBS: AIR—
BACHELORS
10:00NBC-Red:DREN—sketch
MRS. WIGGS
THE CABBAGE
PATCH OF—
Eketch
NBC-Blue:
STORY
OF
MART
.MARLIN—
sketchKITTY KELLY
CBS:
PRETTY
NBC-Red:
OTHER
WIFE—
sketchJOHN'S
NBC-Blue:
MA PERKINS—
sketch
CBS:
MYRT
AND
MARGE—
sketch
10:30
—NBC-Red:
sketch JUST PLAIN BILL
NBC-Blue:
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
sketch
CBS: —TONY
WONS' SCRAPBOOK
Ann
Leaf
10:45MBS: GET THIN TO MUSIC
NBC-Red;DREN—sketchTODAY'S CHILNBC-Blue:CADE—Crosbv
KITCHEN
CAVALCBS;
RUTH
CARHGaige
ART— songs
MBS:
ORGAN
RECITAL
11:00NBC-Red: DAVID HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue: THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
CBS:
FOUR
STARS
MBS:
MARTHA
and
patter AND HAL—
11:13songs
NBC-Red:sketchBACKSTAGE
WIFE—
NBC-Blue:
ROAD OF
LIFE—
sketchTHEKENNEDY'S
IROMANCE
BS: CAROL
—
sketch
I :<()
NBC-Red: —HOWsketch TO BE
CHARMING
NBC-Blue:
VIC AND SADE—
sketch BIG SISTER—
sketch
II CBS:
:4.')
NBC-Red
HELLO PEGGTskelch
NBC-Blue;
EDWARD
HUGH— The Gospel
SingerMaoCBS;
JENNYS
LIFE AUNT
STORIES—
sketch REAL

Lawrence Tibbett

JANUARY
AFTERNOON
12:00 Noon
NBC-Red:
GIRL ALONE—
sketch
NBC - Blue: TIME FOB
THOUGHT
CBS: IST—Mary
THE Margaret
RADIO COLUMNMcBride
MBS: NORMAN
SHIRE'S
VARIETYBROKENPROGRAM
12:15
—sketch
NBC-Red: THE GOLDBERGS
NBC-Blue:
CBS:
YOUR VOCALIST
NEWS PARADE
1-3:30
—Edwin C. Hill, commentator
NBC-Red:
THROUGH THE
YEARS
NBC-Blue;
NATIONAL
FARM
AND
HOME
HOUR— Walter
Blautuss'
orchestra
CBS:
ROMANCE
OF HELEN
TRENT—
sketch
MBS: ORGAN RECITAL
12:45
CBS; OUR GAL. SUNDAY—
sketch
MBS: ORCHESTRA
1:00NBC-Red: DICK FIDLERS
ORCHESTRA
CBS;
BETTY AND BOB—
sketch
MBS;
THE
SKY — MICROPHONE
Earl Harper,IN interviewer
1:15NBC-Red: WORDS AND MUSIC— Ruth Lyon,
Larry Larsen.
CBS; Harvey
HYMNSHays OF ALL
CHURCHES:
BETTY
CROCKcooking
expert ROBISON
MBS: ER,HIS
CARSON
AND
BUCKAROOS
1:30—sketch
NBC-Blue: SUE BLAKE
CBS:
ARNOLD
DAUGHTER—
sketchGRIMM'S
1:45NBC-Red: DAN HARDING'S
WIFE — sketchJACK AND LONBC-Blue;
RETTA
— songs and patter
CBS:SON— HOLLYWOOD
IN PERBaker, commentator
MBS: Bob
ORCHESTRA
2:00NBC-Red: YOUR HEALTH—
talk,
dramatization
NBC-Blue:
STROLLERS
MATINEE
CBS; NEWS THROUGH A
WOMAN'S
EYES
— Kathryn
Cravens
MBS: DON'T
LOOKcomedians,
NOW—
Lavalle
and Sands,
orchestra
2:15NBC-Blue: LETS TALK IT
OVER—
Alma Kitchell songs
CBS; JACK
MBS:
MUSICSHANNON—
FOR THE
SCHOOL
8:30NBC-Red: CARLILE AND
LONDON— Frances Carroll

Rosemary Lane

STARS

5—12—19—26

5:45NBC-Red: LITTLE ORPHAN
ANNIE
NBC-Ulue:— juvenile
T O serial
M M IX
STRAIGHTserial SHOOTERS —
Juvenile
CBS;
HILLTOP
dramatic serial HOUSE —
EVENING
6:00
SCHOOLS
NBC
-Red: AMERICA'S
NBC-Blue:
CBS; BARRYORCHESTRA
WOOD AND
NBC-Red: RHYTHMAIRES
NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
6:15NEWS
6:30NBC-Blue:
ORGANIST
MBS: ORCHESTRA
6:35NBC-Red:
VOCALIST
VOCALIST
6:40NBC-Blue:
6:45CBS; PRESS-RADIO NEWS

Dick Powell
NBC-Blue:
WALTZ FAVORITES
CBS; AMERICAN
SCHOOL OF
THE
AIR
—
Geography
.MBS:
ES IN STUDIES
BLACK ANDSKETCHAND WHITE
2:45WEST
NBC-Red: MEN OP THE
MBS; BEATRICE FAIRFAX
3:00FAMILY—
NBC-Red: sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
NBC-Blue:
CONTINENTAL
tra
VARIETIES— Stopak's orchesTIES
CBS; RAY BLOCK'S VARIEMA PERKINS—
3:15NBC-Red:
sketch
3:30NBC-Red:
VIC
AND SADE—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
LITTLE VARIETY
SHOW
CBS:
JENNY PEABODY—
sketch GOOD
JIBS:
HEALTH AND
TRAINING
NBC-Red: THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
CBS: ACADEMY OF MEDICINE
MBS: RUTGERS
NOMICS BUREAUHOME ECO4:00NBC-Red:
LORENZO JONES
— comedy sketch
NBC-Blue:
CLUB MATINEE
—variety program
CBS:
MUSICCURTIS INSTITUTE OF
4:15NBC-Red: THE GUIDING
4:30LIGHT — sketch
NBC-Red: STORY OF MARY
MARLIN
— sketch
NBC-Blue:GRESS
CONOFNATIO.N'AL
PARENTS'
AND
TEACHERS'
ASSOCIATIO.N
MBS:
JOHNSON
FAMILY—
sketch, with Jimmy Scribner
NBC-Red:
THE ROAD OF
LIFE— DR.
sketchALLAN
CBS:
ROY DAFOE BOOKSHELF
.5:00MBS:
Richmond.
Ruth Parks— Russell
NBC-Red: DICK TRACY —
sketch.
NBC-Blue;
NEIGHBOR
NELL
CRS
FOLLOW
MOON—
Elsie Hitz,
Nick THE
Dawson
5:10NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
5:15NBC-Red: TERRY AND THE
PIRATES— sketch
NBC-Blue:
DON sketch
WINSLCW
OFCRS:THELIFENAVY—
OF MARY
BOTHER N— sketch
5:30N BC-Red : JACK ARMSTRONG
NlJC-^l'ue: program
^SINGING LADY —
children's
CBS:
DOROTHYCORNER
GORDON'S
CHILDREN'S

CBS:
TIME— Doris Kerr.
HowardSONGPhillips
MBS: RADIE
HARRIS— Hollywood commentator
NBC-Red: AMOS 'N' ANDY—
7:00sketch
NBC-Blue:
ACES —
comedy
sketchEASY
CBS: Fulton.
POETIC
MELODIES—
Jack
Franklyn
MacCormack.ORCHESTRA
orchestra
7:15MBS;
NBC-Red:
UNCLE PatEZRA'S
RADIO
STATION—
Barrett
NBC-Blue: MR. KEEN. TRACER
OF
LOST
PERSONS—
dramatic
serial LOBBY — David
CBS:
El man HOBBY
MBS:
LES CAVALLIERS de
LA SALLE
NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
7:33NBC-Blue:
LUM AND ABNER
— comedy sketch
7:45NBC-Red: JEAN SABLON
NBC-Blue:
CHARLOTTE LAN— soprano
CBS: SINGBOAKE
CARTER— news
commentator
ONE MAN'S FAM8:00NBC-Red:
CBS IL:Y— sketch
CAVALCADE OF
AMERICA— guests, Voorhees'
orchestra
MBS: LAUGHING WITH
8:15CANADA
JIBS: CAMPBELL SISTERS
NBC-Blue: SID SKOLSKY—
Hollywood
news TOWN —
CBS:
TEXACO
Eddie
Cantor.
Deanna
Jimmy
Wallington.
PinkyDurbin
Tomlin. Saymore Saymore.
Vyola
Vonn. Renard's orchestra
NBC-Red:
TONIGHT— FredTOWN
Allen,HALL
Portland
Hoffa. Van
Steeden
s orrhesira
CBS:
LISTENERS'
DIGEST
Kostelanetz'
Law-—
rence Tibbett,orchestra.
Deems Taylor,
MBS: ORCHESTRA
guests
CBS: TISH
MBS:
LETS — dramatization
VISIT — Dave
:S()Driscoll, Jerry Danzig
.MBS:
MARTHA
9:45songs and patter AND HAL—
NBC-Red:P AYOUR
AVOOD
R A Lane,
DHOLLYE —guests
Dick
Powell.
NBC-Blue:Rosemary
GENERAL
HUGH
S. JOHNSON
— commentatorcrime
CBS:
GANG BUSTERS—
dramatizations,
Phillips Lord
MBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue; SOLOIST
10:15
NBC-Blue:PHONYFEDERAL
SYMCBS: PATTI ORCHESTRA
CHAPIN— songs
10:30
NBC-Blue:
CBS: DANCEDANCE
.MUSICMUSIC
11:00
MBS: ORCHESTRA

RADIO STARS
MORNING
XBC-Red:
— chil,lren-sMALCOLM
stories CLAIRE
XBC-Bluo:
t:oUTHERX
AIRES
XBC-Red.
GOOD
MOItNING
MELODIES DICK LEIBERT
XBC-Blue:
EXSEMBLE
XBC-Rcd:
DO YOU REMEMBER?
CBS: POETIC STRIXGS
9:00
XBC-Red: WOMEN AND
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
CLUB
—DEAR
vaiietvBREAKFAST
program f an
CBS: dramatizations
COI-UMBIA—
mail
9:15
XBC-Red:
SUNSHINEsoloist.
EXPR E SDouglas,
S— orchestra,
Jack
m.c.
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEW!
NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
9:45NBC-Red: LANDT TRIO
XBC-Blue:
THE
AIR— AUNT
varietiesJEMIMA ON
CBS: BACHELOR'S
CHILDREN—sketch
10:00
NBC-Red:
MRS.
WIGGS
THE
PATCH—OK
sketch CABBAGE
XBC-Blue:
STORY
OF
MARY
MARLIN — sketch
CBS;
— sketchPRETTY KITTY KELLY
10:15
NBC-Red:sketchJOHN'S OTHER
WIFE—
NBC-Blue: MA PERKINS—
sketch
CBS:
sketch MYRT AND MARGE—
10:30
XBC-Red: JUST PLAIN BILL
—sketch
NBC-Blue: sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
CBS:
GET Emily
THE
MOST HOW
OUT OFTO LIFE—
Post
MBS: GET THIN TO MUSIC
10:45
NBC-Red:
CHILDREN— sketchTODAY'S
NBC-Blue:
KITCHEN
CAVALCADE—Crosb.v
Gaige
CBS:
MBS: INSTRUMENTALISTS
ORCHESTRA
11:00
XBC-Red: DAVID HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue: THE O'NEILLS —
sketch
CBS: MARY LEE TAYLOR
11:15
NBC-Red: BACKSTAGE WIFE
—sketch
XBf-Blue:
ROAD OF
LII''!'] — I'AROL
sketchTHEKENNEDY'S
i'l;s:
I'j.mj:.s:
J.MA.Xi.'Korgansketch
recital
M;'HOMEMAKERS'
I. v' !I.\.Vi;E VIC
— Eleanor
Howe —
AND SADE
.,,1,1'nIv
CBS: BIGsketch
SISTER— sketch
1:45
NBC-Red: THE MYSTERY
CHEF
.\-|',c-i!|ur.: EDWARD Macc)',.^': ain't .l''l';.\'.\y'.'i:"1lEAL
MB.S: MYiiA
.N'tlSLE KING,
Y, astrologer, JEANKl PAUL
commentator

JANUARY 6—13—20—27
NBC-Blue:
VOCALIST
CBS:
NEWScommentator
PARADE
sketch
NBC-Red: THE O'NEILLS —
—EdwinYOURC. Hill,
J:30
4:00MBS: MUSICAL PROGRAM
NBC-Red:
VOCALIST
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
FARM
LORENZO JONES
—NBC-Red:
comedy sketch
AND
HOMEorchestra
HOUR— Walter
NBC-Blue: program
CLUB MATINEE
Blaufuss'
—variety
CBS:
ROMANCE
OF
HELEN
TRENT—
sketch
CBS: tweenTEDthe Bookends
MALONE'S— Be2:45
NBC-Red: VOCALIST
CBS: OUR GAL. SUNDAY—
NBC-Red:
THE
sketch
LIGHT—SCIENCE
sketch GUIDING
CBS:
SERVICE
SERIES
:00NBC-Red:
DICK
FIDLER'S
4:30
ORCHESTRA
CBS: BETTY AND BOB —
NBC-Red:
STORY OF MARY
MARLIN
—S. sketch
CBS:
U.JOHNSON
ARMY BAND
MBS:
sketch, with Jimmy FAMILY—
Scribner
NBC-Red:
WORDS
AND LarMU4:45
S
I
C
—
Ruth
Lyon.
Larry
sen.
Harvey
Hays OF ALL
NBC-Red:
THE ROAD OP
CBS:
HYMNS
LIFE—
sketch
MBS: SONGLAND
CHURCHES: BETTY CROCK:30 ER, cooking expert
5:00
NBC-Blue: SUB BLAKE —
NBC-Red: DICK TRACY —
sketch
sketch
NBC-Blue:
FOUR OF US
CBS
ARNOLDsketchGRIMM'S
CBS:
FOLLOWNick THE
DAUGHTERElsie
Hitz.
DawsonMOON—
:45NBC-Red: DAN HARDING'S
5:10NBC-Blue: PRESS-RADIO
WIFE
—
sketch
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
VOCALISTIN PERCBS:SON— HOLLYWOOD
Bob Baker, commentator
NBC-Blue: DON WINSLOW
OF THELIFENAVY—
sketch
NBC-Red: NBC MUSIC GUILD
CBSNBC-Blue:
ERN— sketch OF MARY SOTHCBS: LYRICVOCALIST
SERANADE
MBS:
DON'T
LOOK
NOW—
Lavalle and Sands, comedians.
NBC-Red: JACK
5:30—juvenile
serial ARMSTRONG
NBC-Blue:
SINGING LADY—
:15NBC-Blue:
LET'S
TALK
IT
children's
program
OVER JACK
— Lisa AND
Sercio PAUL
CBS: DEAR
CBS:
dren's programTEACHER— chil:30NBC-Red:
HOW KeirTO OPEN A 5:45NBC-Red: LITTLE ORPHAN
SHOP—
Alissa
ANNIE—
NBC-Blue:
EL CABALLERO
NBC-Blue: juvenile
TOMserial MIX
CBS:
AMERICAN
STRAIGHTserial SHOOTERS —
OF THE
AIR— primarySCHOOL
music
and
literature
juvenile
CBS;
HOUSE —
:45NBC-Red: ARMCHAIR
dramaticHILLTOP
serial
QUARTET
NBC-Blue:
RANCH
BOYS
MBS: BEATRICE FAIRFAX
EVENING
:00NBC-Red: PEPPER YOUNG'S
6:00
NBC-Red:
BAND
FAMILY—
sketch
NBC-Blue: DANCE
ORCHESTRA
CBS:
MATINEECONMBS: THEATRE
BLACKSTONE
CBS:
DEL
CASINO FAMILY—
— songs
CERT TRIO
MBS:
JOHNSON
sketch, with Jimmy Scribner
NBC-Red:
MA
PERKINS
—
sketch
6:15CBS:
NBC-Blue:
MBS: ORCHESTRA
HAROLD TURNER—
SCHOOL
OF EASTMAN
MUSIC AND
MBS:
STUDIES
6:25
SKETCHES
IN
BLACK
AND
pianist
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
WHITE
8:30
NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
NBC-Red:sketch
VIC AND SADE—
comedy
NEWS
CBS:
HFJINZChanning
MAGAZINE
OF
NUC-Hlue: ORCHESTRA
THE
AIR—
Pollock,
Warnow's
MBS: GOODorchestra
HEALTH AND
TRAINING

6:45NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue: LOWELL THOMAS
CBS:
SONG
Grimm,
HarryTIMECool — Lorraine
MBS: ORCHESTRA
sketch AMOS 'N' AXDY—
7:00NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue;
EASY ACES — comedy sketch
CBS:
POETIC Franklyn
MELODIES—
Jack Fulton.
MacCormack,
orchestra
MBS: ORCHESTRA
7:15NBC-Red: VOCAL VARIETIES— choralMR.
singing
NBC-Blue:
LOST KEEN.
PERSONS
—TRACER
dramaticOFserial
CBS;
HOLLYWOOD
SCREENSCOOPS—
George McCall
NBC-Red;
violinistBENNO RABIN7:30OFF—
CBS: WE.HeatterTHE PEOPLE—
Gabriel
MBS: ORCHESTRA
7:45NBC-Blue: KIDOODLER3
8:00NBC-Red:
PROGRAM ROYAL
— RudyGELATIN
Vallee.
N"BC-Blue: GENERAL HUGH
S.CBS:JOHNSON
—
commentator
KATE SMITH— Ted Colorchestra
lins. Henny Youngman. Miller's
MBS:
MUSICAL CAMERA—
Josef
orchestra,
Sylvia Cherniavsky's
Froos, Jack Arthur
8:15NBC-Blue: LIEDERSINGERS
MARCH OF TIME
news ORCHESTRA
dramatizations
8:30—NBC-Blue:
MBS:
NBC-Red: GOOD NEWS OF
1938 — M-G-M stars. Willson's
orchestra
9:00NBC-Blue:
NBC CONCERT
HOUR—
conductor H. Leopold Spitalny.
CBS; MAJOR
TEUR HOUR BOWES" AMAMBS;
ORCHESTRA
9:30NBC-Blue: AMERICA'S
TOWN
MEETING OF THE
AIR
— speakers
MBS:
WALLENSTEIN'SALFRED
SINFONIETTA
NBC-Red;
— Bing KRAFT
Crosby.MUSIC
Bob
10:00HALL
Burns, Trotter's orchestra,
NBC-Blue;
NBC
JAMBOREE
CBS;
TERTAINS
guests BUDDY CLARK ENMBS: COMMENTATORSFORUM
10:15MBS: CONSOLE
ANDA 1 pert,
KEYBOARD— Pauline
Louise Wilcher,
Sid Gary
CBS: COLUMBIA WORKSHOP
10:30
MBS;
MUSICALHENRY
REVUEWEBER'S
NBC-Red;
MUSIC
11:00
NBC-Blue; DANCE
ORCHESTRA
CBS; CAB CALLOWAY'S ORCHESTRA
ELZA— previews.
SCHAL11:15NBC-Blue:
LERT REVIEWS
MBS:' DANCE MUSIC

AFTERNOON
sketch
NBC-Blue: TIME FOR
THOUGHT
CBS: CHERI
THREE
NOTES AND THE
1^:15
NBC-Red: THE GOLDBFIRGS
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Edward MacHugh

-ouise Wilcher

Buddy Clark

RADIO
^ MORNING
IBC-Red: MALCOLM CLAIRB
-children's
stories
IBC-Blue:
-quartet FOUR SHOWMEN
JBC-Red:
MORNING
lELODIES GOOD
,'BC-Blue:
WILLIAM MEE)BR
—
organist
0
<BC-Red:
DO YOU REMEMJER?
: FRED FEIBEL— organ5
LUCILLE AND
<IBC-Blue:
-IBC-Red:
WOMEN
AND
-lEWS : BREAKFAST
"LUB —METROPOLITAN
variety program PA"BS:
1ADE
5
s'BC-Red:
SUNSHINEsoloist,
EX'RESS Douglas,
— orchestra,
lack
m. c.
- — TICHARD MAXWELL
—songs
JS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
JS: SUNNY MELODIES
0
<JBC-Red:
PRESS- RADIO
VEWS
VBC-Blue: PRESS-KADIO
VEWS
15VBC-Red: LANDT THIO
SBC-Blue:
jN theBACHELORS
air—AUNT
varietiesJEMIMA
CBS:
CHILDREN—sketch
:00
NBC-Red:
MRS.
WIGGS
THE CABBAGE PATCH OF—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
STORY OF MARY
MARLIN—
PRETTYsketchKITTY KELLY
—sketch
:15
NBC-Red:
OTHER
WIFE
— sketchJOHN'S
NBC-Blue:
MA PERKINS—
sketch
CBS: MYRT AND MARGE—
sketch
:30
NBC-Red:
sketch JUST PLAIN BILL
NBC-Blue:
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY— sketch
CBS: TONYAnn Leaf
WONS' SCRAPBOOK—
MBS: GET THIN TO MUSIC
:45
NBC-Red:
CHILDREN— sketchTODAY'S
NBC-Blue:
KITCHEN
CAVALCADR—
Crosbv
Gaige
CBS:
RUTH
CARHART—
songs
MBS:
ORGAN
RECITAL
:00
nC-Red: DAVID HARUM—
THE ONEILLS—
NBC-Red:
BACKSTAGE
WIFE — sketch
NBC-Blue:
LIFE—
sketch THE ROAD OF
CRS: CAROL sketch
KENNEDY'S
ROMANCE—
:30
- • -"-Red:
HOW TO BE
':minG
■.:ue: —VICsketch
AND SADE—

STARS

JANUARY 7—14—21—28
11:4.5
CBS: THE
AMERICAN
SCHOOL
XBC-Red: HELLO PEGGY—
sketch
AIR —Club
Vocational
XBi-Blue:
EDWARD
Mac2:.'?0OF
Guidance; Science
of the
HUCH—
The
Gospel
Singer
CBS: AUXT
.JEXXYS
KI-^AL
LIFE
STORIi:s—
sk.
i.
li
iMBS: BEATRICE FAIRFAX
MBS: MYRA
KIXCSLICV. ascommentatortrologer, JEAX V.WL. IvIXO.
3:00FAMILY—
XBC-Red: sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
XliC-HIu.>: RADIO GUILD—
AFTERNOON
)LU.MBIA COXCERT
13:00
Noon GIRL ALONE—
NBC-Red:
sketch
NBC-Blue: TIME FOR
THOUGHT
CBS: THE Jlargaret
RADIO COLUMNXBC-Red: VIC AXD SADE—
McBrifle
sketch
MBS: IST—Marv
BROKEXCBS:
SHIRE
SXORMAX
VARIETY PROGRAM
sketch JEXXY PEA BODY—
l'i:l,5
MBS:
GOOD HEALTH AND
—NBC-Red:
sketch THE GOLDBERGS
TRAINING
NBC-Blue:
VOCALIST
3:45
CBS: YOURC Hill,
XEWScommentator
PARADE
sketch
NBC-Red: THE O'NEILLS—
—Edwin
CBS: LYX MURRAY'S FOUR
12:30
CLUBMEX
XBC-Re.l:
DICK
FIDLER'S
MBS:
RADIO GARDEN CLUB
ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue:
XATIOXAL
FARM
1:00—NBC-Red:
LORENZO JONES
AXD
HOME
HOUR—
Walter
comedv
sketch
Blaufuss'
orchestra
CBS:
ROMANCE
NBC-Blue:
CLUB MATINEEvariety program
TRENT—
sketch OF HELEN
MBS:
STUDIES
AND
MALONE'S— BeSKETCHES IN BLACK AND
1:15CBS: tweenTEDthe Bookends
WHITE
l-i :45
NBC-Red:
THE
GUIDING
CBS:
OUR GAL. SUNDAY—
LIGHT—
sketch FROM
sketch ORCHESTRA
CBS.
MUSIC
THE
MBS:
GOLD COAST
1:30NBC-Red: STORY OF MART
1:00XBC-Red JOE WHITE AXD
PADRAICBETTYCOLUMAND BOB—
MARLIX—
sketch
CBS:
sketch
MBS:
JOHXSOX
sketch,
with JimmyFAMILY—
Scribner
MBS: JIICROPHONE IN THE
SKY — Earl Harper, interviewer
1:45
NBC-Red:
THE
ROAD
OF
1:1.5XBC-Red: WORDS AND MULIFE
— sketch
CBS:
SIC— Larry
Larsen,
Ruth
FOE DR. ALLAN ROY DALvon,
Harvev
Hays
CBS.
BETTY
—
5:00NBC-Red:
cooking
expert CROCKER
DICK TRACY—
sketch
MBS: HISCARSON
ROBISON
AXD
BUCKAROOS
NBC-Blue:
NEIGHBOR
NELL
l-.itO
CBS:
FOLLOW
Elsie Hitz. Nick THE
DawsonMOON—
XBC-Blue; SUB BLAKE —
PRESS-RADIO
5:10
XBC-Red:
VOCALIST
NBC-Red:
DAX
HARDIXGS
nox WIXSLOW
WIFE— sketchJACK AXD LOROFXBC-Hlu.v
sketch SOTHNBC-Blue:
ETTA
songs and patter
CBS:THELIFEXAVY—
OF MARY
CBS: SON——HOI.i.YWOOD
IX
PERBob
Baker,
commentator
MBS: ORCHESTRA
XBC-Red: Juvenile
JACK serialA R MSTROXG—
2:00NBC-Red and NBC-Blue: NBC
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
MUSIC
APPRECIATION
CBS: DOROTHY
GORDON'S
CHILDREX
S
HOUR—
Dr.
Walter
Damrosch
MBS: THE CORXER
F A I R Y I, A X D
CBS: XEWS THROUGH A
LADY— Chi Ulren's program
WOMAX'S EYES — Kathryn
Cravens
LITTLEserialORPHAN
MBS: DOX'T
LOOKcomedians,
XOW—
:45NBC-Red:
Lavalle
and Sands,
AXXIE—
Juvenile
orchestra
XBC-lihie;
MIX—
STRAIGHT TOM
SHOOTERS
2:15CBS: BOB BYRON— songs
MBS: VOCALIST
IILLTOP HOUSE-

I>

Paul Whiteman

Alice Corne-ft

Boake Carter

EVENING
NBC-Red:
EDUCATION
THE -niu.
NEWS—
dramatization IN
NH<
: ORCHESTRA
iI' HSI I'. KS.-<AYS
IN
c s c oncert MUSIC—
orchestraVlc-—
Mils
H.i.
: ■ li. \. II liXSON
Jimmy FAMILY
Scribner
:!,)NBC-Red: RHYTHMAIRES
NEWS
PRESS-RADIO
:30NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue: ORGANIST
CHS:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
MBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-R.
XKC-HiF'
CBS:
''i;s:
Si'XC,
TI.ME — Bettv
l)T:ihle. ORCHESTRA
.Inhn Pavtie
MHS:
sketch
XHC-Red: AMOS 'N' ANDY—
songs
XBC-Blue: MARY SMALL—
CBS:
POETIC ■■■raiililyn
M i:r,( ini MacRS—
Jack Fulton,
Cormack,
orchestr.i CASTLE—
MBS: poetry
KISHMOUL
songs,
NBC-Red:
UNCLEPat EZRA'S
RADIO
STATION—
Barrett
NBC-Blue:
DR. KARL
REI
LAND — commentator
CBS:
MARGARET
DAUM —
soprano
—sketch VOCALIST
XBC-Red:
NBC-Blue: LUM AND ABNEK
:30XHC-Re.I:
XBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
BUGHOUSE
RHYTH.M
CBS:
BOAKE CARTER news commentator
XBC-Red: CITIES SERVICK
COXCERT
— Lucille Manners
Bourdon's orchestra
NBC-Blue:
GRAND
STATIOX—
dramatic CEXTRAl
sketch
CBS: HAMMERSTEIX
MUSK
HALL
:.30
XBC-Blue:
DEATH
VALLE>
DAYS — dramatization
CBS: PAUL WHITEMAX'S
ORCHESTRA
MBS: ORCHESTRA
TIMEFrank Munn,WALTZ
Lois Bennett
:00XBC-Red:
Lyman's orchestra
XBC-Blue:
POXTIAC
VAH
SITY
SHOW— Paul Dumont
in.c HOLLYWOOD
CBS:
HOTEL—
Frances
Lanfrfor.i.Oswal.l
Jerry Cooper. Ken Murrav.
AnnJamison.
MBS: PaiK,: s orchestra
ITR.NBC-Red:
COURT
OF TRUE
HUMAN STORY
RELA
TIOXS—
ilramatization
NBC-Hli)'UAT.IOICH AXD
KOOI,
S1I..\\TM>;,n,v
Dor
sey's 01-. Ivs-i ii ih.- Wright
' s orchestr
,XD HALiliamatiz
B.irbara T.u.ldv
Xl:<'-HUi.
: I'.M'l. MARTIX'S
clS.^:
SoXG Crum
SHOl
—KittycGcaVciLA
Carh.sie, Fr:uik
it. Reed Kennedy, Alice CorMBS: TWEXTY YEARS AGO
AXD
drama
net TODAY—
Hii
10:30
.MiC-Rc.l:
.ITMMTE
Hoi.i.vwi : Hin1,1 El)i:i:.<l
(;( issTPFIDLER'.NBC-HUi.N'l-.KRS
MBS:
hamheri;ei;
PHOXY ORCHESTRA sviiNBC-Red:
PEOPLE Thompson
IN TH K
10:45
NEWS — Dorothy
NBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRA
CBS:
MUSIC
UBS: DANCE
DANCE MUSIC

RADIO STARS
MORNING
NBC-Red:
MALCOLM
00'
8:—children's
stories CLAIRE
XBC-Blue: SOUTHERXAIRES
8:15
NBC-Red: GOOD MORNING
MELODIES
NBC-Blue;
ENSEMBLE DICK LEIBEHT

JANUARY

1—8—15—22—29

NBC-Red:
DO YOU REMEMBER?
CBS: JACK SHANNON— songs

NBC-Red:
NEWS— Dr.RELIGION
Walter VanIN THI;
Klrl!
NBC-B!ue;
JOHNNY O BRIBI,
CBS: ORCHESTRA

NBC-Blue:
LUCILLE AND
LANNT
CBS: VIOLINIST

NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue:
OF IS,
RAEL —SATURDAY
guestsMESSAGE
and music
CBS:
SWINC
SESSION

NBC-Red:
THE
WISE MAN
NBC-Blue
BREAKFAST
CLUB
—RAYvariety
programpianist
CBS:
BLOCK—
NBC-Red:PRESS—orchestra,
SUNSHINE
soloist. EXJack
Douglas,
m.c. BROTHERS—
CBS:
DALTON
novelty trio

NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Red:
LANDT TRIO
NBC-Blue:
ON THE AIR AUNT
— varietiesJEMIMA
CBS: FIDDLER'S FANCY
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEW!
NBC-Red:
VOCALIST
NBC-Blue:
SWEETHEARTS
OFBreen.
THEPeterAIR—
May Singhi
Rose
CBS: FRED deFEIBEL
— organist
NBC-Red:
CHARIOTEERS—
male quartet SWING
NBC-Blue:
SERENADE
NBC-Red:
NBCBlue:UP—MANHATTERS
THE
CHILD
GROWS
Katharine
Lenroot
CBS: LET'S
PRETEND—
children's
program
MBS: GET THIN TO MUSIC

Ar+uro ToscaninI
AFTERNOON
13:00 Noon
NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue:
CALL TO YOUTH
CBS: CAPTIVATORS
MBS: THEPARENTS'
OF
AIR MAGAZINE
ue: SOLOIST
:his avonderful
12:30
NBC-Red:
REX BATTLE'S
CONCERT ENSEMBLE
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
FARM
AND
CBS:
GEORGE HOMEHALLHOURAND
HIS ORCHESTRA
MBS: STUDIES
SKETCHES
IN BLACK AND
AND
WHITE

NBC-Red:
ORCHESTRA
CBS: ORIENTALS

NBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRA
MBS: andMARTHA
songs
patter AND HAL-

JIMMY SHIELDS— tenor
:30
CAPERS
—NBC-Red:
orchestra, CAMPUS
vocalists MATINEE
NBC-Blue:
CLUB
CBS:
BUFFALO
PRESENTS
MBS: ORCHESTRA
1:55
•3:00

NBC-Red:
FLORENCE HALE'S
RADIO FORUM
NBC-Blue:
VOCALIST
CBS:
CHILDREN'S
AND
YOUNGORCHESTRA
PEOPLE'S CONCERT
MBS:

NBC-Red:
HOST
BUFFALO
— YOUR
orchestra,
soloistsIS
CBS:
MADISON
ENSEMBLE
MBS:
PALMER
HOUSE
CONCERT ORCHESTRA

NRC-Rr.,1:
Ff)RD RUSH AND
.'JILI-^XT
NBf-Jihi.-: SLIMMINUTE MEN—

2:15
CBS:
— organistAND
MBS; ANN
THREELEAFGRACES

NBC-Red:
ELEVEN HALF PAST
NBC-Blue: OUR RARN— chilTucker
MBS: U.dren'sS.program.
ARMYMadgeBAND

MBS — ORCHESTRA
2:45
CBS: TOURS IN TONI

INSTRUMENTAL
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NBC-Red: PRESS-RAOH
NEWS
NBC-Blue: PRESS-RADK
NEWS
CBS; COLUMBIA CHORU
QUEST

Ted Fio-Rito

7:15
MBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue: BEE
UNCLE JIM'S
QUESTION
CARBORUNDUM
BANE
—CBS:Ed%vard
D'Anna. conductor

3:45
CBS: THE DICTATORS
1:00
MBS: PIANIST
4:30
MBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red:
ORCHESTRA
CBS: ORCHESTRA
MBS: ORCHESTRA
NOTE:
As we go to press, •this
programlutelyguide
accurate, isbutabso-we
cannot
last minutebe responsible
changes madefor
by the broadcasting companies,
advertising agencies or sponsors.
5:30NBC-Blue: MUSIC AND
AMERICAN YOUTH
5:45
CBS: COOLIDGE QUARTET
EVENING
NBC-Red;
CHICO SPANISH REVUEELORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue:
MBS: ORGAN RECITAL
MBS: PIANO RECITAL
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS

NBC-Red:
NOT— Robert BELIEVE-IT-OR-I
L. Ripley. Rolfe'l
orchestra
NBC-Blue:
YOUR ORCHESTRA
UNSEEN FRIEND
—CBS:dramatization
MBS:
PAT BARNES
HIS'
BARNSTORMERS
— Helen,
Ford,
Paul
Roberts AND
NBC-Red:
LOG Virginia
CABIN SHOW
—Warren
Jack Haley,
Hull,
Wendy VerrlU,
Barrie.
Fio-Rito's
orchestra
—NBC-Blue:
commentatorLINTON WELLS
CBS:
PRESENTS)
RUSS JOHNNY
MORGANCharles
ANDMartin,
HIS
ORCHESTRA—
MBS:
CONTINENTAL
REVUE
Olga
guests Baclanova. Raoul Nadeau
8:45
NBC-Blue: NOLA DAY— S(
NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
NATIONAL BARN
DANCE
— Joe Kelly QUIZ—
CBS: PROFESSOR
Bob Trout
MBS;
MUSICAL PROGRAM
NBC-Red: SPECIAL DELIVERY— SATURDAY
sketch— Mary Eastman,
CBS;
NIGHT i
SERENADE
Bill
Perry,
Haenschen's
MBS. LOUISIANA HAYRIDBorchestra
NBC-Red and NBC-Blue; NBC
SYMPHONYToscanini,ORCHESTRA
Arturo
conductor —
CBS:
YOUR HITorchestra
PARADE—
Leo
Reisman's
MBS: HANCOCK ENSEMBLB
10:30MBS: ORCHESTRA
CBS: PATTI CHAPIN— songs
10:45
11:00
NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue: DANCE
DANCE MUSIC
MUSIC
CBS:
MBS: ORCHESTRA
DANCE MUSIC
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Cream

aid

with

to Skin

Beauty

"Smooths lines out
marvelously — makes
seem Roosevelt,
finer," Jr,
Irs. texture
Henrv Latrobe

A NEW KIND OF CREAM is bringing new aid to women's skin!
omen who use it say its regular
use is giving a livelier look to skin;
that it is making texture seem finer;
tliat it keeps skin wonderfully soft
and smooth! . . . And the cream they
are talking about is Pond's new Cold
Cream with "skin-vitamin."
Essential to skin health
Vi ithin recent years, doctors have learned
tliat one
of thehealth.
vitaminsWhen
has a there
specialisrelation to skin
not
ftlic
iiough
of
this
"skin-vitamin"
the diet,
skin may suffer, become inundernourished, rough, dry, old looking!
Pond's tested this "skin -vitamin" in
I'ond'sskinCreams
over 3 old
years.
In animal
tests,
becamefor rough,
looking
when
llie diet was lacking in "skin-vitamin."
But when Pond's "skin-vitamin" Cold
< ream was applied daily, it became
i^niooth, supple again — in 3 weeks! Then
women used the new Pond's Cold Cream

famous for her beauty here and abroad.
"Pond^s lU'H 'shin-ritaiiiin' Cold Cream is
a great (idniiuc — <i reallv scientific beauts
care. I'll never he afraid of sports or travel
drying my skin, with this new cream to put
the 'skin -vitamin' back into it."
(Right) On her way to an embassy dinner in IVashinglon.
with "skin-vitamin" in it. In 4 weeks they
reportedlooking.
pores looking finer, skin smoother,
richer
Same jars, same labels, same price
Now every jar of Pond's Cold Cream you
buy contains
vitamin"
in it.this
You new
will cream
find it with
in the "skinsame
jars, with the same labels, at the same price.
Use it the usual way. In a few weeks, see if
there is not a smoother appearing texture, a
new brighter look.

TEST IT IN
9 TREATMENTS
Pond's.ofDepu1RS-C0.
CliiUon, Conn. Cold
Kiisli Cream,
special
tube
Pond's
"skin-vitamin"
enough
9 treatments,
with samples
2 other
Pond's for"skin-vitamin"
Creams
and 5ofdifferent
shades postage
of Pond'sand Face
Powder. I enclose lOf to
cover
packing.
Copyrluht. 1938.
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SIGNIFY KISSES?

SOUTHERN

FOODS

SALAION BISQUE
1 small can salmon
1 fa;; (condetised) tomato soup
1 cup milk
1 tablespoo)! minced onion
1 teaspoon chopped parsley
1 tablespoon cornstarch
1 tablespoon salad oil
1 cup ivater
a pinch of baking soda
34 teaspoon salt
ys teaspoon pepper
Combine onion, parsley and water with the salmon, from which all bones and skin
have been carefully removed. Cook gently for 15 ininutes. Thicken with the cornstarch
blended with the oil to a smooth paste. Stir until smooth and thickened. Add baking
soda, tomato soup and milk. Heat thoroughly. Season with salt and pepper and serve
immediately. Grating a hardboiled egg over the top of the soup provides a most attractive garnish.
QUICK CHICKEN POT PIE
tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons cornstarch
small it'hifc onions, sliced thin
J/2 cup top milk or thin cream
can (condensed) chicken soup
1 (6 oz.) can chicken
can (condensed) cream of mushroom salt and pepper to taste
soup
prepared biscuit mix
A'lelt the butter, add the onions, sliced thin. Cover and cook until onions are tender
but not brown. Add chicken and mushroom soups. Blend cornstarch with the milk and
add to soup mixture. Cook and stir until smooth and thickened. Season to taste. Add
chicken meat and turn into greased casserole. Cover with biscuits made with prepared
biscuit
Bake inServe
hot inovencasserole.
(400° F.)
untilcelery,
biscuitsshredded
are donefine and
(about 20flour.
minutes).
A little
and golden
cooked brown
in the
butter, along with the onions, gives a delicate flavor. A little cooked okra, a tablespoon
(if chopped pimiento, a few small boiled potatoes, cooked rice or noodles, in fact almost
anything of the kind that you may have on hand, may be added to the gravy, together
with the chicken.
2
4
1
1

• \V hen people could not write, they used to
"make
and often
it as paper)
a sign
of gooda cross"—
faith. Hence
the kissed
cross (on
came to represent a kiss.*
Today, Campana's label on a bottle of
Italian
Balminspection
is a "markhasof safeguarded
good faith" your
with
you.
Close
confidence
in Italian Balm
from the moment
the "raw ramaterials"
enter theproduct
Campana
tories until the bottled
has labobeen
shipped to a store in your community.
Many physicians, dentists, nurses and other
professional people will tell you that with
Campana's
equipment
for
making a skin
protector
— plus scientific analysis
and control of manufacture— there's no doubt
that Italian Balm is a supe'rior skin preparation.
Why not try it-FREE?
Get a Vanity
use
Italian
Balm Bottle—
for several
days. Compare results.

Italian Balm
An Exclusive Formula — A Secret Process
•ANA SALES CO.

PECAN PIE
3 eggs, slightly beaten
3 tablespoons melted butter
lA cup sugar
2 teaspoons Angostura
1 cup dark Karo syrup (blue label) 1%. cups pecan meats
% teaspoon salt
rich pastry for 1-crust pie
Beat eggs slightly. Add sugar, syrup, salt, butter and Angostura. Blend together
thoroughly. Sprinkle pecans into a pie tin which has been lined with rich pastry. Pour
in the egg mixture. Bake in hot oven (425° F.) 10 minutes. Reduce heat to moderate
(375° F.)
continue
center
of pieandcomes
out baking
clean. 30 minutes longer or until a silver knife blade inserted in
FLORIDA MERINGUE PIE
1 tablespoon butter
cup
cornstarch
2 tablespoons flour
Yz1 cup
grapefruit
teaspoon
grated juice
rind
1% cups sugar
3
egg
whites
6
tablespoons
sugar
J4 cups
teaspoon
salt
boiling water
]4 teaspoon cream of tartar
3 egg
Mix yolk.
together cornstarch, flour, sugar and salt. Add boiling water slowly. Place in
top of double boiler and cook over boiling water for 15 minutes, stirring constantly, until
thick and smooth, and then occasionally. Beat egg yolks slightly, add a little of hot mixture to theiu. Add egg mixture slowly to contents of double boiler. Cook 2 minutes
longer, stirring constantly. Remove from heat, add butter, grapefruit juice and rind.
Blend thoroughly. Cool. Turn into 9-inch baked pie shell. Beat egg whites until stiff.
Beat in 4 tablespoons of sugar and the cream of tartar, using an egg whisk rather than
a rotary beater. Fold in remaining 2 tablespoons of sugar. Spread immediately over
the cooled filling in pie. Or put through a pastry tube for a fancier effect. Bake in a
slow oven (300° F.) 10-12 minutes or until puffed and golden brown.
PRALINES
2 cups gnnnilalcd sugar
1 tablespoon corn syrup
1 cup bn>:,'ii sugar, firmly packed 1 tablespoon butter
1 cup
boiling.sugars
icatcr
Combine
in saucepan. Add boiling 1J4
water'^'"/'■fandshelled
corn pecans
syrup. Cook over low
heat, stirring constantly, until sugar has dissolved and candy syrup comes to a boil. Cover
and cook 3 minutes. Uncover and continue cooking, without stirring, until a few drops
in cold water will form a soft ball (238° F. on a candy thermoiueter) . During cooking
skim off any scum that rises to the top. Remove candy from heat, add butter and nuts.
Stir until mixture is thick and creamv. Drop by spoonfuls on a greased cooky sheet or
waxed paper. Cool and wrap each, individually, in waxed paper. Pralines should be
round, flat and about 3 inches in diameter.
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tlK- breach (or should I say the oven?)
■or those difficuh occasions wlien company
arrives most unexpectedly. Of course, I
t.ike
you'll haveingredients
on your
pantryit for
shelfgranted
all thethatnecessary
that go into its making.
.And now for the sweets — a suhjcct
which seems to intrigue us all. and one on
which Miss Lansifurd was especially informative. Pics, it seems are her favorites
ill the dessert line.
Her Pecan Pic. when made according to
t'-r■ Mrecipe
turns
he richthatandFrances'
crunchy.cook
with uses,
a delicate.
-!.>o--.weet tlavor. Tiie pecan tree, it
-.i ins is the state tree of Te.xas so it's no
wonder that Ruhy — who hails from there —
I- -o expert in making a pie which features
this outstanding product of her native state.
That'ssuch"how
come"Pralines,
she alsosayshappens
make
perfect
Frances.to
But now
to Florida,Langford
whence
I mes
the let's
last fly
of back
our Frances
food suggestions, a dandy, which features
grapefruit in novel fashion. Certainly
timely right now, for shipments of this
- Iden fruit are heaviest during the months
January, February and March, assuring
:rchasers
of qualit\and season.
money-sav-So
prices both
at this
particular
try this Florida Mcrint/uc Pie soon!
For this pie is one that will vie
with the Pecan Pie for top honors in your
culinary repertoire, according to Frances.
Iin shouldn't
be surprised
were correct
that surmise
for I knowif she
I, myself,
found
this luscious new fla\or tantalizing and a
welcome change from the more familiar
lemon versions. Be sure to follow the
meringue directions carefully, for so much
of the success of this pie depends on the
golden brown, light texture topping.
With this recipe \ou will have a new
dessert worth\- of the state which gave
radio one of its most interesting and popular singers, and which pro\ides the world
with such a large proportion of the fruits
Frances favors and which we all realize
are so healthful — grapefruit and oranges.
The health-giving properties of citrus
fruits are not nearly as new a discovery
as radio, of course ; for, more than four
Inindred years ago, the Spanish explorers
and conquistadors carried these fruits
with them on their fabulous voyages.
.\ctiiall\-.
as closely
associated with nothe fruits
early are
history
of America
as are oranges. Diligent research has
lirought to light the fact that Columbus
introduced the sour oranye to the western
hemisphere on his second \ oyage to the
West Indies. Ponce de Leon, seeking thc
famous, and alas mythical. Fountain of
Youth, lirought oranges to the mainland,
little realizing that in so doing he was
larrying with him one of the most iml ortant aids toward the goal he sought.
It's fun
thinkcalmly
of these
sometimes, as weto cut
into things
these golden
or gay orange spheres — preparatory to
the making of our breakfast juices or dintreats —fruits
for it's
to realizeas
that nerthese
can interesting
boast of glamour
well as vitamins.

Here's inga great
way toHave
beat delicious
these risfood costs!
Franco-American Spaghetti several
times a week. Serve it as a main dish
for lunch or Sunday supper, or as a
side dish for dinner. It's marvelous to
make left-overs go further — it turns
them into nourishing, attractive dishes.
But be sure you get Franco -American. This is no ordinary ready- cooked
spaghetti! Just wait till you taste that appetizing cheese and tomato sauce, made

with eleven different savory ingredients! Your family will never get tired
of Franco-American. It's a great worksaver, too! You just heat and serve —
it's on the table in a jiffy. A can
holding from three to four portions is
usually3<^ noa portion.
more than 10c — that's less
than
Free recipe book gives 30 different
appetizing ways to serve delicious
Franco -American that will save you
time and money. Send for it now.

Franco-American
spaghetti
The kind with the Extra Good Sauce — Made by the Makers of Campbell's Soups
MAY I SEND YOU OUR FREE
RECIPE BOOK? SEND THE
COUPON PLEASE
The
Franco-American
Camden, New Jersey Food Company, Dept. 62
Please send me your free recipe book:
"30 Tempting Spaghetti Meals."
Name (print)Address
C~
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"Raw" 1Fhroat?
n
1
ck Action!
Here's l(u

Zonite Wins
Germ-KillingTestby9.3to1
If your throat is raw or dry with a coming
cold, diesdon't
precious
time on remethat are waste
ineffective
or slow-acting.
Delay may lead to a very serious illness. To
kill cold germs in your throat, use the
Zonite gargle. You will be pleased with
its quick effect.
Standard
that Zonite
9.S
times laboratory
more activetests
than prove
any other
popidar,is
non-poisonous antiseptic!
HOWZONITE ACTS— Gargle every 2 hours
with one teaspoon of Zonite to one-half
glassfits water.
treatment
you in fourThisways:Zonite
{1) Kills
all kindsbene-of
cold germs
at
contact!
(2)
Soothes
the pain
rawnes in your throat. (3) Relieves the
of swallowing, f 4) Helps Nature by increasing the normal
flow ofZonite
curative,
restoring
body fluids.
tastes healthlike the
medicine it really is!
DESTROY COLD GERMS NOW-DON'T WAIT
Don't
cold germs
Getmedicine
Zonite
atcabinet.
yourletdruggist
now!knock
Keep youatit the
inout.your
Be prepared.
Then
firstgargling
tickle orat
sign
of
rawness
in
your
throat,
start
once. Use one teaspoon of Zonite to one-half
glass
water. Gargle
We're than
confident
that
quick every
results2 hours.
will more
repay
you forZonite's
your precaution.
Always gargle with Zonite
the first sign of a cold
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LITTLE, BUT OH
{Continued from page 7)
woiiK'ii in the world, Mitzi has had an excellent background for her very decided
opinions on clothes.
-And
she
the big programs,
city, too.
For, besides"getsheraround"
two regular
she's
often
heard
on
sustaining
shows
has been vocalist with several dance and
orchestras. She has also been in a number
of Broadway plays and in productions of
the French Theatre, and from this varied
experience she has drawn her well-founded
style ideas.
First ofportantall,lookingclothes
shouldn't
be tooThis,
imfor small
figures.
of course, is true for all types. You should
never let your clothes dominate your personality. Mitzi likes simple clothes that
slie can buy lots of accessories for. With
a plain dress as a background to work with,
she finds that she can follow the latest
trends of fashion by varying the accessories
tothe hereconomies
heart's practiced
content, tothereby.
say nothing of
She thinks, too, that the most wearable,
adaptable thing any girl or woman can
have is a black velvet dress. The black
velvet party frock {Pictured on page 6)
is very simple in line and detail. The
rich, dark fabric is relieved only by the
touch of color in the pale pink lace ruffles
which outline the neckline and the tiny
puffed sleeves. The hem of this dress is
formed by shallow, scalloped lines in black
taffeta, which make a lady-like rustle,
reminiscent of the Gay Nineties, when
Mitzi dances. Shorter in front, it swings
just at her ankles at its greatest length in
back, in the new fashion. Mitzi wears
this charming frock for both formal and
informal evenings. Sweet and demure
when it's worn on the shoulders in an oldfashionedvisiblesquare
elastic so neckline,
that it there
may isbe anworninpushed off the shoulders for really grownup occasions, when formal sophistication
is the orderabout
of thetheevening.
say
anything
importanceI needn't
of velvet
this winter, for if you have been following your fashion news, you know how
much this rich, luxurious fabric is being
worn.
Mitzi's favorite "accessory dress" is her
plain blackandday-length
practical
feminine frock,
at the w-hich
same istime,so
and perfect for luncheons, teas, cocktail
parties and informal restaurant dining.
Her accessories, {Sec page 7), follow the
dictates of fashion in its demand for
jeweled accents, atid she has placed them
in an original manner that lends a note of
individuality to her costume. The sunburst
of rhincstones, set in yellow gold, at her
neck is duplicated by the pin on the cuff
of her glove ! Her small black velvet hat
has stiffened flowers of the velvet all the
way makes
'round itthevery
back,alluring.
and a short, shadowy
veil
.\s a change from black, and an exquisite foil for her lovely brunette beauty,
Mitzi has chosen the stuiuiing white and
gold lame evening dress {Picluicd on pui/c
57) for formal balls and \cry special
functions. The flash of gokl on the white
Iiackground
gives inthatevening
touch fashions
of "glitter"
so very important
this

MY!

winter. Of especial interest is the nonchalant, sophisticated line of the neck,
which is draped in the new Gypsy fashion,
off one shoulder. The skirt is pencil
straight down the front, gathered tightly
around the hips with a swirl of fullness at
the back below the knee.
Three smart gowns like these make the
basis of a grand party wardrobe for the
3'oung
lady whoseason
is looking
forward Mitzi
to a
busy social
this winter.
thinks that with the lame evening dress for
formal balls, the versatile black velvet for
less formal evenings or restaurant dancing,
and the plain black crepe for afternoons
with lots of different hats, jewelry, gloves,
and bags — she'll be all set for winter festivities.
-A.nd these dresses are perfect examples
totypeillustrate
the
of clothesforthatyouwillMitzi's
make ideas
a smallof girl
outstanding because of her smart appearance.
You will notice that her clothes are
simple in line and very neat, with no
superfluous details to detract from the girl
who's wearing them. For, being so young
and such a tiny person, it would be very
easy for her to fall into the "cute litde
girl"
she her
refuses
to be
typed. category.
Her clothesButexpress
personality,
instead of forming it for her.
The small girl must take care not to
be overwhelmed by too many frills. Flowing draperies are taboo. Rather, concise,
clear-cut lines that outline your best
features will serve to enhance your personality.
Mitzi Gould emphasizes the fact that,
if you're small, you should wear clothes
that fit well, or you're apt to look "stocky."
true side.
if you're
toThisbe aisbitespecially
on the plump
Your inclined
clothes
must fit yon. not necessarily like the paper
on
wall,orbutbulgetheyin shouldn't
sag the
on you,
the wronghang
places.or
A high waist and tight bodice, such as
shown in toMitzi's
black figure.
velvet, The
are very
flattering
the small
full,
high-waisted skirt gives a lengthening effect from waist to hem that adds a great
deal to your height.
The broad-shouldered look, gained by
the use of the puffed sleeves and corseted
waistline
of Mitzi's
dress, give
an
impression
of sizeafternoon
that is emphasized
by the slendcrness of her waist.
And her white evening gown, which fits
closely from shoulder to knee, has long,
slim lines that do a great deal toward
making her look taller than she really is.
Speaking oi closely fitting dresses brings
us to a subject which is too important to
he overlooked by any girl, no matter what
her size. .'\nd that is the framework upon
which she is going to hang these fetching,
flattering garments. Make the most of
your five-feet-or-less by drawing yourself
up to your full height, such as it is. If
you do, yiiur clothes will fit you better,
for we all know that a good posture is
the all-iniiiiirtant basis for a smart appearance. In talking about posture, I'm sort of
trespassing
Beauty's
let's assume upon
that our
good bailiwick,
friend Maryso
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/
WHENEVER - g^THE
^'^'^'^'TrED SOW THAT
wtTH CASHMERt °
TJ' WAV'.
DAINTINESS IN \
SUCH A LOVELY

Mifzi Gould wears a white and gold
lame evening dress in the new Gypsy
fashion, off one shoulder. A straight
front skirt drapes around the hips
with fulness at back, below the knees.
■
Biddle, the Beauty Editor, has you all adding inches to your height by standing tall
and straight, tummy in, head held high,
chin up. But tiny though you are, you need
a foundation garment just the same. It
needn'tfirmbe and
verytoheavy,
just out
enough
keep
Vdu
lengthen
yourtofigure
to the willowy silhouette for which you
mu>X strive in order to make the most of
tlii> season's pencil-slim or corseted lines.
I'd the
say taller
that you
gals
lia\c itin allall,over
ones,short
to start
with.
It's
so
much
easier
to
add
height
than it is to minimize it. For instance,
think of the trouble they have with heels.
Y"u need never worry that yours are too
hiyli.
suggest spiked,
that youas don't
Wear although
them too I'dextremely
this
tends to make the legs look spindly, if
the\ 're thin to begin with.
just remember, the next time you're inclined to feel envious of a tall girl's extra
heiiiht, that you'll never have to trouble
.Vyour;/)• date
pretty! head about being taller than
Just follow the fashion principles of
smart little Mitzi Gould, and never again
will you cringe under that hateful greeting:
"Jl'ya, half-pint!" Instead, it will be:
"IL-l-lo
iii'i yivcllbcautijul!
these days!"You're certainly look-

CASHMERE BOUQUET SOAPS
RICH,REMOVES
DEEP-CLEANSING
EVERY TRACELATHER
OF
BODY
ODOR. PERFUME
AND ITS LOVELY
UNGERING
CUNGS
70 YOUR SKIN LONG AFTER
YOUR BATH... KEEPS iOU
FRAGRANTLY DAIFfTYj

NOW let's see her through

bob's eves

PROTECTS COMPLEXIONS, TOO!
This pure, creamy-white soap has
such a gentle, caressing lather. Yet
it removes every trace of dirt and
cosmetics . . . leaves your skin alluringly smooth, radiantly cl
ONLYlen-cent
lO^ stores
al drug,NOW
deparlmeni,
TO KEEP FRAGRANTLY DAINTY— BATHE WITH PERFUMED
CASHMERE

BOUQUET

SOAP
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CHARM
(Contnnird
from page 11)

fSeMmje.
mai
THE WORLD'S
LARGEST SELLING EYE BEAUTY AIDS
5H

tracts from the general effect. CoiffureSj
for instance, that are so exotic that
cannot get bej ond the hair line to appreciate the brows and eyes, are definitely out.
Also,
eye or lipthat
make-up,
or manicuresso conspicuous
all a man
sees coming toward him is a pair of staring eyeSj
or a crimson splash in a face, or a pair of
hands
— make a man uneasy and therefore
resentful.
"You don't have to be any specific
said Eddie Duchin, "or a blonde, brunette
orfor redhead,
' a man'syouthful
ideal ! HoneyTake,
example, tothe bewinsome
chile of radio, Patricia Wilder, or the
equally lovely Irene Rich, who is the mother
of two grown children — or study the
smartly-gowned Gladys Swarthout, and
you will see that all are very dififereni
types,
natural,
The yet
trickeachof itis all
is to and
look attractive.'
like your-l
self, not like some one else! You must
feel like an individual, if you are to be
appreciated as one. Dare to be yourself!
Irene Rich has been herself through alii
the years, and by gracefully adopting those!
new fashions
coiffure,to make-up
dress
that are inbecoming
her, and by
carefull\- avoiding both the stodgy and the
freakish,
her
beauty
and
charm
have increased.
"But," you wonder, "to be myself do
have
the time?"
No,
indeed.to look
Not the
unlesssameyouall feel
like always
looking the same !
Whatever you do about your coiffure
will be the proper thing, provided you like
it and thoutfeellaunched
rightonewith
it ! most
Gladysbecoming
Swarof the
modern hairdresses in the past five years.
Every star in Hollywood, as well as every
debutante, society woman and stage actress has, at one time or another, copied
Miss Swarthout's "halo" coiffure in one
form or another. Therefore, Miss Swarthout heads one strong faction which opchangingorone's
ousposes
costumes
socialhairdress
events. to suit vari"If you are lucky enough to find the one
coiffure
'does' something
your
face, and which
mure important,
for yourformorale
and suhsc(|ucnt poise," Miss Swarthout exdeliberately
one
hairdrcs>plains,to"why another
whichturnmayfromsupply
variety
Init
can't
be
as
liecnmins
Gladys hacks this up. too, by keeping
those (hi-k\ rinslcts and that center part
with
siimlc, hi'^h
wave itonthateither
of heritsfurchead.
She wears
way side
for
sports,
for
concerts,
for
dinner-parties
and
to Onbed!the other hand, there is a very strong
faction which advocates frequent changes
of coiffure. A lot may be said on their
side, too. Sometimes a new coiffure gives
aoldrealandliftontowith
the spirits,
oft' new
with can
the
the new,so ifit'sthat
give an added zest to living!
Mr. Duchin says, in regard to the new
coiffures, that he has noticed a swing away
sleek "Mrs.
Simpson"
tofromthe thedelightful,
fanciful
qualityhairdress
of hair j
being drawn away from the face, and curl-
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a ill soft tendrils high on the head, on
0 back or on the sides, so that the head
a lovely picture from every angle.
From coiffure to nerves sounds like a
p, skipshould
and jump
in a beautj'herearticle,
but
rves
be considered
because
•heir effect on the appearance and perty. We. my dear beauty seekers, can•ford The
nerveslines— they
expensive
\.irv!
that are
nervestoo etch
in the
rtuttery.alliiik(ilciract
mt rnllcdfrciiu
ni.ivc-an
-.ii'id
theytheprompt,
wise charming effect. Pkiity of rest
I little time set aside each day for
■.ation, will quiet the jitteriest ones.
. one Rich, who is constantly on the go
ui leads a very full and busy life, finds
at she can refresh her complexion as
til as renew her energy with a daily rest
riod that is preceded by a simi)le rout. First, there is a thorough cleansing
' c. face
and neck,
Then, (include
there is thethe throat
application
of a
or rich nourishing cream that will
. and smooth the skin while resting.
there are these simple exercises that
calm the most over-wriiught nerves.
These exercises are not from any school,
n T-footed
are inspired
"cats."CatsYouare know,
the
felinebyones!
the most
:tly relaxed of all creatures — and
:s probably why they can claim nine
So, with these exercises, youth can
•ended nine times and indefinitely.
;:ice into bed — yawn lazily and
■ uglily
stretch
by balling
the
iiuls
into —fists
and yourself
raising the
right arm
■aishttimeback
beyond
the
head
and
at
the
pushing down toward the feet with
;t arm. Reverse. Repeat several times.

The next exercise should rock you right
to sleep before it is even finished! Stretch
straight in bed, with the arms over the
head and the hands close together so they
will pull the head and shoulders. Roll over
on the left shoulder, then on the right —
keeping the hips flat. Relax. Roll the hips
in this manner, keeping the shoulders flat.
A shower is the best method to wake up
from
a "cat
It will
feel
so tingly
anil nap."
reircslied
am! make
init the>ousparkle
<<i a M.\-\ear-nl.l m x.aii- ryev Start with
a warm >hu\\er antl gradually make the
water cooler until it is just as cold as you
can bear it without an unpleasant shock. A
brisk rub with a big thick towel should
follow the sh.iwer: then bath powder.
You will feel and look so young after
this,
will fiown
wonder! where the years and
fatigue\-ouhave
Xow, for a make-up tip to bring out the
natural you! A new and fascinating one
is that of applying two shades of eye
shadow to the lids. The first eye shadow
should be a neutral brown or gray. Contrary to all rules you have learned before,
this shadow goes over the entire upper lid
from the inner edge of the lid right over
to the outer. Your second application of
shadow ( in a shade that blends with either
your eyes or costume) is applied in the
usual way. That is from the center of the
lid up and out toward the outer corner
of the eye. You will like the deinh it
gives
lids! the eves and the delicacy to the
All thetriguingyear
'round perfumes
and feminine,
but the arewinterinweather forms a particularly appropriate
background for their mysterious fra-

IMAGINE

ME

HAVING

grances. So, I hope there will be a chorus
ofmonth.
delighted
at theyoursample
You "Ah's"
may have
choiceofferof this
any
one of the sextette of flower fragrances,
designed to complement your personality
and make-up, described here. You will
find that these essences are all so concentrated that only a tiny drop will surround
you with an aura of glamour. Therefore,
they are inexpensive to use and you may
supplement your sample with others of the
odors to complete your "perfume wardThere isGardenia
Lily O'Valley,
sweet asevenings,
young
romance,
of glamorous
Lilac, to remind you of spring, though it
may seem so distant. Carnation, w'ith a
heady,
Swctdowers,
Pea, and
derobe."murespicy
as the fragrance,
dew-drenched
I'iulcf,
feminine
and
alhiriiiLj.
Xaine
the
odor you desire on the coupon and Fll send
you this generous saniiile oft'er post-haste.
Mary Biddle
RADIO
STARS MAGAZINE
149 Madison Avenue
New York. New York
Please send me my sample of
I understand this is to beperfume.
absolutely
free.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

BAD

WELL, SORT OF. J IM DID LI KE ME,
RUTH-REALLY. BUT NOW HE
DOESNT EVEN WANT ME AROUND
'6ETTALKWISETOTOyOUR
YOURSELF,
DENTISTKID!
ABOUT
YOUR
BREATH !

"Colgate's special
penetralhig.
gets
ever.vfoam
tiny
hiddenintotween
crevice
beyour teeth
. . . emuIsiBes
and
washes caway
the deing fo d deposits thataycause
most
breath,toothdull,
dingy teeth,^ andbad much
decasafe
y. At thepolishing
same time,agentColgate's
soft,brightens
cleans
and
the enamel — makes
your teeth sparkle— gives new
brilliance to your smile!"

!f WELL,600DBYE,RUTH!
TO YOU, JIM AND I THANKS
ARE )
! GEHING MARRIED TOMORROW

STATE

BREATH!
TESTS INDICATE THAT 76% OF ALL
PEOPLE OVER THE AGE OF 17 HAVE
BAD BREATH. AND TESTS ALSO
SHOW THAT MOST BAD BREATH ,
COMES FROM IMPROPERLY!
CLEANED TEETH. I ADVISE
COIGATE DENTAL CREAM
BECAUSE...
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BECAUSE
HIS

TAKE THE SYRUP THAT
CLINGS

TO

COUGH
ZONE
Mother! When your child has a cough (due
to a cold), remember this: a cough medicine
must do its work where the cough is lodged
...right in the throat. Smith Brothers Cough
Syrup is a thick, heavy syrup. It clings to the
cough zone. There it does three things: (1)
soothes, (2) throws a proteaive film over
the irritated area, (3) helps to loosen
phlegm. The big 6 02. bottle costs only 60^.

SMITH

BROS.

COUGH

SYRUP

SORE SKIN
DUE TO IRRITATION
Smarting, tender skin
promptly soothed and
comforted by washing
with Resinol Soap and
applying
Resinol
Ointment.
RESINOL
S SKIN HEALING
60

SHE

RESEMBLED

BEAUTIFUL WIFE
{Contiiuicd from page 31)

little girl with a Mussolini jaw, and a
vile temper. She was, she insists, a problem child, a little beast! Her Mummy
dressed them both, fat as they were, in
French hand-made frocks, very brief and
frail and exquisite. And Wendy would go
storming about, tearing the fragile garments to pieces, demanding to be allowed
to wear gingham or calico or something.
Their father indulged them to the limit
of his really quite limitless love. He
would, for an instance, buy whole rows of
seats in a theatre, so that they would not
be cramped, become restless, could roam
about during the performance. Their
mother never said "Don't" to them in all
their young lives. She would say : "If
you must do this, darling — " Or. "If you
think you must have that — / wouldn't,
but
And in reaped
time, Wendy
now, For
this
wise— ■"formula
its ownsaysreward.
they
that if ait thing
good grew
enoughto believe
for Mummy,
might wasn't
jolly
well not be good enough for them. But
there was never coercion, no reproaches,
never an "I told you so." Wendy says :
now, I should
present Mummy
with
an"If,ex-convict
for a son-in-law,
very pockmarked and horrid, and should say:
'Mummy, this is Bill. This is my Bill.
He's
want in the
the nausea
world,'sheMummy
would allsay,I repressing
would
feel : 'Of course, if you zvant him, darl
i
n
g
.
.
.'
She's
wonderful,
she's
wonderful ! And because of her way really
with
us, we tell her everything, all of our problems, romances, simply everything."
Wendy didn't like little boys when she
was
little girl,
she
says. boss
She didn't
like
them a because
she girls
couldn't
them.played
She
could
boss little
and so she
mostly with little girls. She has only
rather hurried memories of her childhood.
Flashes of the China Sea, the English
Channel, of friendships made only to be
hastily broken when the calls came to
"come home." Flashes of convent life, of
long hours of prayers before breakfast,
small, stiff knees on grim, gray stone; of
morning coming through stained glass. . . .
Flashes of the blue-white .\lps ; of shopping
sprees in Paris ; of Hong Kong again . . .
No, she says, she never played with
Chinese children. Because the English
children, the American children, were kept
to themselves. For Wendy and Patty there
were nursery tea and Nannie and the
school-room and God and the King, even
in far Hong Kong.
she wasrowin with
her her
earlyfather,
'teens now
she
hadWhen
a rousing
deceased. Because nothing ever happens
to Wendy in a platitudinous way, so the
news decorously,
of her father's
not reach
her
via death
somedidsympathetic
friend or mutually sorrowing member of
the family. No. Wendy (less than a
year ago, this was) was at the Cocoanut
Grove, here in Hollywood, one evening.
When over the radio came the news that
F. r. Jcnkin, K. C, had been "found dead"
in Hong Kong. Wendy doesn't know yet

exactly what happened, or how, or wl
Perhaps she will never know. Whatev
happened, she feels, he is gone, not
return again. And young Wendy is
fatalist. She accepts all of the possil
legerdemain of life. Black Magic include
So, after her disagreement with h
father ("We were exactly alike, dear, th
was
the trouble!"),
went She
to Loh.
don and
took a flat ofWendy
her own.
had her own allowance ever since she
fourteen.
mother's
lack toof ca
restraint hadHergiven
her thewiseability
for herself. And it was when she was
London, shortly
her debut her,
there,matl"
Alexander
Kordaafterapproached
his extraordinary offer. Which is anoth
substantiation, to Wendy, of the workin.
of Fate.
For Wendy had absolutely never thoug
of a career for herself. She certain
never had dreamed of a screen career
all
thingsvery! often.
She hadn't
even gone
cinema
In school,
at thetoCotl
vent of the Assumption in England,
finishing school in Lausanne, Switzerlan
she ahadn't
beenhadallowed
go. She w.SI
not
fan. She
no screento favorites.
thought the wireless, as they call radio
England, was fun to dance to. She we
to theatres a lot and was keen about Jac
Buchanan. But always she was of tl
audience, with furs and orchids
escorts, clapping politely with whi
gloved liands. Once out of school, aft
she "came out," which she did, in vei
Best Society fashion, there were so mar
things to do. She had background, soci
position, an ample allowance. She kne
all the Best People. The map of Euroi
was her playground. Cannes, the Lid
Biarritz, Paris, St. Moritz, Vienna, Deai
ville,
Rome other
. . . people,
She wasn't
terestedLondon,
in watching
least ii
all shadows, doing things. There wei
too many dinners, dances, cocktail partie
yachting parties, house parties . . . ]
there were gray skies in Paris, well, thei
was
Lido,gotheto sunthe was
shining
on tlLido —the"Let's
Lido!"
If Londci
was boring, the season dull, there wa^
Paris, she could "run over" to Paris, ar.
did.There was in the life of the young an
very Continental Wendy much the sam
tempo as keeps at fever heat the tempo
life of a Hollywood star. There wer
phones ringing, cars calling, fittings, photc
graphs,
"on location" at ofone theor Continent
another
the gilded
there
wereplaygrounds
orchids arriving, flatten
flowers sent to her table by a strange
who wrote: "Just to tell yon that you
beautiful!"
were roinance
and anin
trigue
and There
streamlined
motor cars
yachts and country estates, and so th
young Wendy felt no need of flattery. Sh
had enough flattery to turn her sleek youn
head. She saw her image reflected
refracted in the eyes of how many ferver
"fans," who were eager to pay their heart
over the counter. There was no need of
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ireer in the lovely, crminc-lined life of
Wendy.
Then she fell in love — and got her heart
roken. Or thought it was broken, which
amounts to the same thing. She romped
with romance, with young millionaire
W illy Donahue, all over the bright spots
; Europe. It was first love, young love,
i lining and forever, of course. They were
be married. There was family opposi>n. There was the: "What, my son
irry plans,
an actress!"
But they
Kule
the two.prejudice.
Willy would
sail
>r America, have it out with the
aniily; in a week or two Wendy would
ikIIow him; he would meet her at the
pier; all would be well and they would
marry and live happily ever after. So it
was arranged.
left; weeks.
Wendy Andremained in Paris Willy
for two
Paris poured its coffers at WemlyV feet,
minks, sables, ermines, gowns, hats, lingerie,
the largesse of the looms of the fairies.
Wendy sailed for America to meet her
bridegroom. She sailed alone, with some
hundred-odd trunks to bear her company.
But the bridegroom did not meet her! That
was the end of romance, then. That was
when lier heart broke. She could hear
it breaking, there on that ship, at that pier,
on that desolate morning.
Wendy came to Hollywood. Because
her heart was broken, because she was
frightfully in debt for all those hundreds
of trunks full of gowns and furs, because
someone suggested it and it seemed as good
a thing as any to do, when nothing was
really any good.
Wendy came to Hollywood, her heart as
arid as the deserts slie crossed. And here
in Hollywood, as elsewhere, she was
"diflferent."
she would haveSheno was
truckdifTerent
with pose,because
with
pretense. She didn't go about, as many
screen seekers do, saying loudly : "Xo,
dear, I wouldn't think of going on the
acceptif ahecontract
toscreenplay! Why,
oppositeI wouldn't
Gable, not
should
ask
me,
on
his
bended
knees!
I'm
just
looking around, amusing myself — quaint
little place, isn't it?" Xo, when people said
to Wendy : "What on earth are yon doing
here?"ing forshe
answered
looka job.
Yes, incrisply:
pictures,"I'm
certainh.
I've got to get one and I'm going to get
one."
And she
she did.
\\'ithin bytenParamount.
days after
her arrival
was signed
She
sajs:
"When
I
knew
I
had
to take ina
test, I went to see Claudette Colbert
The Gilded Lily. I went to see her six
times. Then I made my test, imitating
Claudette every foot of the film way."
Wendy lived, for a time, in a large
white house on a hill in Brentwood. The
headlines about Wendy and the Donahue boy began to wander to the back pages,
simmered out, as headlines have a way of
doing. It was rumored that Wendy was
"goingit was
with" notLouisa romance,
Hayward.though
She was,
but
the
columnists did their best. It was a friendship, acontinuance of a friendship begun
in England, before ever the two young
people
foot aonfriendship
Hollywood's
shores. had
And setit was
whichbalmy
did
not kindle her heart but did much to help
her to piece together the jigsaw puzzle
pieces
her shattered heart had, she
believed,which
become.
She made more pictures — College Sean-
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COMPLAINTS, DON'T DELAY,
BUT START NOW TO FIGHT
THEM WITH A PENETRATING
FACE CREAM
BLACKHEADS?
YES
NO
These hateful little specks hide in the corrs of youruntil
nosetheyand have
chin,deep
and roots.
don't Even
show
their nefaces
one blackhead may prove your present cleansing method fails in these corners. To see
how quickly blackheads yield to a penetrating cream, send the coupon below to Lady
Esther, today.

OILY SKIN?
YES
NO
Does your skin always seem a little greasy?
Does it look moist? If this is your trouble,
then be careful not to apply heavy, greasy,
sticky mixtures. Send the coupon below to
Lady Esther and find how quickly an oily
skin responds to a penetrating cream.

TINY LINES?
DRY SKIN?
YES
NO
YES
NO
Can you see the faint lines at the corners of
Move the muscles of your face. Does the your eyes or mouth? If your skin is dry, then
skin seem tight? Can you see any little scales these little lines begin to take deep roots.
you know it they have become deep
on the surface of your skin? These are symp- Before
toms of DRY skin. A dry skin is brittle; it wrinkles. The coupon below brings you my
creases into lines quickly. If your skin is directions for smoothing out these little lines
dry now, then let me show you how quickly before they grow into wrinkles.
you can help it.
DINGY COLOR?
COARSE PORES?
YESNO
YES
NO
Your pores should be invisible to the naked If your general health is good, then your
eye. When they begin to show up like little skin should have a clear, healthy color. Very
holes in a pincushion, it is proof that they often the dingy, foggy tone is caused by
are clogged with waxy waste matter. When
clogged pores. If you want to see an amazing
your skin is cleansed with a penetrating
difference— a clearer, lighter, fresher looking
cream, you will rejoice to see the texture of skin, then let me send you, FREE, a tube of
your skin become finer, soft and smooth.
my penetrating cream.
Have you a Lucky Penny?
Here's and
how postpaid
a penny postcard
bringof you
you
FREE
a generouswilltube
Lady luck.
EstherIt will
Fourbring
Purpose
Face Cream, and all ten shades of Lady Esther Face Powder.
(You can paste this on a penny postcard)
Lady Esther, 7110 West 65th Street, Chicago, III.
Dear Madam: I would like your directions for (check)
Blackheads Dry Skin
Oily Skin
Coarse Pores
Tiny Lines
Poor Color
Please send me a tube of Lady Esther Four Purpose Face Cream, and ten shades
of Lady Esther Face Powder, FREE and postpaid.
Name
Address
City
(If you live in Canada, trrile State
Lady Esther, Toronto, Ont.) 1,39)
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74,000,000
INNOCENT VICTIMS

Each Fated for
2 COLDS THIS YEAR!
ACCORDING to eminent medical authority,
. 60% of all the people in the United
States suffer from at least two colds every year.
The best time to prevent trouble is right
at the start. If you're nursing a cold — see a
doctor!
is the will
doctor's
But theCuring
doctor,a coldhimself,
tell business.
you that
a regular movement of the bowels will help
to shorten the duration of a cold. Moreover,
toit will
colds.do much to make you less susceptible
So keep your bowels open! And when
Nature needs help . . . use Ex-Lax ! Because
of its thorough and effective action, Ex-Lax
helps keep the body free of intestinal wastes.
And
because
is so eliminative
mild and gentle,
will not
shock ityour
system. Ex-Lax
EX-lAX NOW SCIENTIFiCALlY IMPROVED
I — TASTES BETTER THAN EVER.'
2-ACTS BETTER THAN EVER!
3— MORE GENTLE THAN EVER!
Ask
for
druggist's.
economical Ex-Lax
10c andat 25cyoursizes.
Get a boxComes
todayin!
When Nature forgets -remember
THEEX-LAX
ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
/F YOU mj^r HEMTHY
GUMS AMD BmHmT££TH
m MUST VO YOUR
PAnrOFTHEJOB
AT HOME!
Dental tant.service
is imporcooperation
atCleanhometeeth,
isDentalmassage
equally
vital!
gums
twice a day with Forhan's!
Regular
massage
with
Forhan's
stimulates
gums, retards formation of tartar, makes
teeth gleam! For generous trial tube send
10^ to Forhan's, 221 Chrysler Bldg., N. Y. C.

an's
Forh
ClEA/ifS
TEETH
- AIDS GUMS
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dal. The Big Broadcast of 1936, A Feather
InWorld,
Her for
Hat. Fox.
for Columbia,
Small
She signedIt'sa Acontract
with Universal, made Wings Over Honolulu and, most recently, Prescription for
Romance, which terminated her Universal
contract.
Slie aplayed
in Goldwyn's
End, infusing
somewhat
mannequin Dead
part
with significance. Now she is free-lancfree-lance-.
"I've
been ing,a wants
freeto lance
all my Shelife,saysin : every
way. It's my proper place in the scheme
has gone on the air with Jack
of She
things."
IIalc\'s Log Cabin program, heard Saturevenings atand8:30considers
EST, overthisthetheNBCRed daynetwork,
most
iniixirtant thing that has happened to her
since — well, perhaps, since the day the
stranger approached her at the Savoy
Grill. She was asked to be on the program,
mostly because of her guest appearance,
which was her first radio appearance, on
the Chase and Sanborn Hour, with W. C.
Fields, Don Ameche, Charlie McCarthy
and the others. Mostly because, when W.
C. Fields ad libbed, she ad libbed right
back at him. She might have been thrown
into a jitter, from which no amount of
"the air" could have saved her. But she
wasn't.
She thegaveJackas Haley
good program.
as she gotShe—
and
she got
believes that the experience, the publicity,
the program gives her means more to her
than anything else she could have done.
on the anstage,
so she gets
aShe's
kicknever
out been
of having
audience.
She
thinks the radio is comfy, informal, no
dressing up, no making-up. She hopes
to sing on the air, in time. Perhaps she
has, by this time. She adores Jack Benny.
She says that he is "a scream on the air,
a saint
in real life."
And Wendy
has changed. She came to
Hollywood a rather spoiled, frightfully
extravagant, broken-hearted, superficially
cynical, rather dangerous young woman.
Beauty and bitterness can make a fatal
combination. .She has become, in the past
year or two, a conservative, economical, stayat-home girl. She lives in a small, semidetached white house in Beverly Hills. No
other star, no other player, with the excateleyp.tionShoef has
Bettea colored
Davis, couple,
lives sowhomoderbaby
THE

her, "look her over," when she is going out.
Which isn't too often. She doesn't go to
big parties, nor give them. She says : "My
best friends now are not among the 'Bigvery isbestmyfriends
are myandstandin, whogies.' Myalso
secretary,
her
husband. It's good for me not to go with
Biggies, onbecause
then I swimming
can't be tempted
tothe splurge
limousines,
pools,
Troc'ing, et cetera. I am most frightfully
extravagant by nature. I can't keep money,
dear.
I can't until
think Iof find
anything
I need, toI
hunt Ifaround
something
spend money on. I do, or did, mad things —
like having a dance floor laid in my apartment for my special tap work. Things
like that ! I've been very bad about clothes.
I'm quite
ashamed
think
what
I have
spent ofonmyself,
clothes.whenNo Imore!
I have a manager, who also is my good
friend — .Arthur Lyons. He has put me on
a budget. We eat our meals here, my
stand-in, her husband and I. When we
do go out, on Thursday nights usually, we
scurry about madly to find a place where
we "I'm
can having
get fifty-cent
dinners. None, really !
no romances.
I've found tliat romance and living in
Hollywood
out. from
I have
many
friendsdon't
who work
come over
abroad.so
I've
lived
so
much
in
the
Continental
that, when they do come, I want to go way
out
with
them.It You
can't,scenes,
if you've
got a mis'boy
friend.'
means
jealousy,
understanding, al that.
I hopeI do
to fall
in love
again,
of "Someday
course. When
I want
to marry,
have a home, have children, give up my
work. Yes, I know. I know that every
girl, man, woman in pictures has said this
very thing and many of them have married,
but none of them have given up their
careers. I can only say that / shall. After
all, I wasn't born to this, you know. It
isn't inwoodmyhad toblood.
Holly-to
olYer .'\nd
beforeI had
everwhat
I cam?
Hollywood — the excitement, you know,
dear, the tempo of the life, the flattery and
And and
so, because
favors
all that."nothing ever happens to
Wendy in a platitudinous way, she may
really fall in love again one of these days,
may really do what almost no one ever
has done before her, give up the screen —
and "live happily ever after."

GOSSIP-MONGERS
WERE WRONG!
(Continued from page 41)

"That disappointment nearly finished me.
I thought my whole world had come to
an end.
"So, the other day, I just happened to
pick up this catalogue. Now that I could
afford to go to the .\cademy if I wanted —
look'l"heat words
what itwere
says —printed
"
in bold type
and italics, so that they could not p..sMl)ly
be overlooked by prospcctiw students:
"Tlirciirlier
properihaii
age sixteen
lo beginis drainalic
loo young,studies
older
than"I'mtinrly,
loo
old
..."
slowly.feeling.
"You
know, itforty-six,"
made me said
haveTony
a funny
Not just because I have the money now and

don't have the youth. But because I don't
have tlietodreams
I'm perfectly
content
do myanylittlemore.
programs
on the
air. Three shows a week, including the
time it takes to write them, rehearse them
and broadcast them, only require ten hours
of work altDgetber. I have plenty of
leisure to make my violins and read and
exercise.
"You sec, I'm not an actor or any of the
things I thought I would be — and I'm
He leaned back in his chair, drew on
his pipe. "I guess," said Tony philosatisfied."
sophical y, "Iguess you sort of take what
life gives you, don't you?"

RADIO STARS
And
still, to Tony
irce ofit'swonderment
that Wons,
life gavea great
him,
all unlikely candidates for the job, a
Ho career. Just by chance, there was
^ piece of shrapnel that dug into his side
wartime. There was the day he lay
tionless on a cot on a train platform
1 Chicago and said goodbye to Ruby, his
wile, and never expected to see her again.
The ailment was pleurisy and he was ofT
the X'eterans' Hospital, and the doctors
couldn'thowever,
possiblyhe live.
Hy1 hechance,
pulled through.
■u a hours
year, away
proppedwithin bed,
whiled the
books,he magazines.
' >papers. He began to cut out pieces
tittle.
he'd and
read when
and liked,
he began
to writehe
his eyes
were tired
-anttento into
pastea the
things he'd clipped and
scrapbook.
' hit of the hospital, jobless, a wife and
.lighter to support, he played a hunch
andThetookstation
his scrapbook
U'LS in Chicago.
managerto thumbed
through
tile neat pages, looked up at Tony with a
i^lcam in his eye. "Fellow," he exclaimed
I ■ithusiastically.
1 .1 for a program"you've
here I got
ever the
saw greatest
! What
il
we
call
it?"
I ony rattled of? a dozen fancy names.
"Xo," said the station manager. "Just
call.\ndit Tony's
Scrafbook."
so a program
was born that was
-ive
Tonv
\\'ons
the biggest break he'd
: had.
! ie doesn't know why that should have
ii..l'1'ened tonor him.
had much
education,
very He'd
many never
advantages.
His
rents, born in Poland, came to this
itry to settle in Menasha, where Mr.
ns made his living playing church orAnthony Stephen was the youngest
iieir six children. At the age of twelve
Vft school to work in a factory, thirteen
! s a day for $3.60 a week. Alongside
worked rough, grown men, who cursed,
1 ugly jokes, fought among themselves,
i iiat sort of thing, some say, will ruin a
child or make him. It made Tony.
When he was twenty-four he met, at a
political meeting, one night, a slender,
hazel-eyed girl named Ruby Hill. The
two fell desperately in love, were engaged
for three years. They didn't know when
they'd
marry,afford
because
they didn't
see how
they could
it. Until
one afternoon,
in a day coach, on their way into town to
have dinner and see a show, they made
up each other's minds.
They got to the Municipal Bureau just
as it was closing. The judge let them
wait while he kept a dental appointment
and ate his supper, but then he did keep
his promise to come back and marry them.
The item Tony remembers most vividly
was that his cap, forgotten in the excitement, got locked up in the court house ; that
he went back home bare-headed, but proud
and happy, for all the townsfolk to see.
Tlie first few years it was tough going,
financially, for Ruby and Tony. Tony
Worked in a butcher shop, tended furnaces,
played drums in a dinky dance band, to
support his wife and baby daughter. The
trio moved to Chicago, where he could get
a better job working in an office. At last
things were working out beautifully. They'd
even lowmade
down payment on a bungain the the
suburbs.
Then the pleurisy.
Then— just by chance— radio.
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Tony zoomed to tlie top, from his modest
beginning
at ]]'LS.
Whenfamily
New into
Yorka
beckoned, he
moved his
spacious, sunny Manhattan apartment, forty
floors up in tiie sky. He gave them the
he'd clothes,
always awanted
aluxuries
car, nice
boat, them
a hometo have
in the—
country. He worked hard, and success
topped success. His published scrapbook
sold a million copies, his programs drew
fan response along with the very biggest
slidws. His income mounted.
"Pnit not as high as I often read it was,"
Tonya admitted
was
millionaire,honestly.
because my"People
book said
sold aI
million
copies
at
one
dollar
—
they
stop to find out that I got only a didn't
dime
on a copy. If vou want to know the actual
truth, I've made $250,000, all told, out of
my radio
work.
pared to what
some That's
others not
havemuch
made,combut
it's enough for me.
DO YOUR EYES
"You see," said Tony smiling, "I learned
howForto tensaveyears,
when then,
I wasTony
a youngster."
Wons was
one of the biggest names on the air. He
HAVE "it ?
loved
his
work.
He
was
well
and
happy;
• Express your personality by
his family was well and happy. Everyyour eyes — reveal their size and
thing, apparently, was going along in
brilliance with a frame of sweepwonderful fashion.
ing lashes! Kurlash in a few
And then something happened. Not all
seconds curls them, without heat
at once, but in a small way and with an
or cosmetics — adds to their apparalarming rapidity.
entour length,
gives
depth
and
glamThe first indication was that Tony sat
to the eyes. Only $1 at all
longer and longer over his typewriter. A
good stores.
Send your name, address
program that he had always written in an
and coloring to Jane Heath,
hour began to take two hours, four hours,
Dept. 5, and receive free a
five hours. And even at that, somehow, it
complete personal color chart
wouldn't be such a good program.
and booklet on eye make-up.
"What did you think of the show toTHE KURLASH COMPANY
day?" he'd ask several of his intimate
Rochester, New York, U. S. A.
friends,
the ones he knew wouldn't "yes"
him
falsely.
"Well . . . fair," they'd comment frankly.
"Seems like you'd said it all before,
Eight hours, sometimes a day and an
Copyright 1!I3S. Kurlash Co.. Inc.
though."
evening, sitting over his typewriter, just
for one script.
couldn't
thinkwasof
material,
the wayWhyhe used
to? heWhy
his
stuffs
getting
trite
and
stagnant?
Wasn't
he trying harder than ever?
What a mighty
"Read this script, please, Ruby," he'd
askRuby
in despair.
you think
of it?"at
would "What
read it.do Then,
looking
job a little
her
husband
with
honest
eyes,
she'd
answer
nickel can do "It's . . . well, darling, somehow, it's old :
Thenthat's
Tonyall."knew. The thing was hapwhen a cold has you stuff,
pening to him that kills stars quicker and
surer than anything else on earth. He
by the
throat. was getting stale, hackneyed. He was doing
same thing over and over and over.
Cure it? No. But theTony
Wons 'was slipping — he realised if
justIn ina desperate
time. ef¥ort to save himself, he
tried hiring expensive writers, the way bigBEECH-NUT
time comedians do.
COUGH DROPS
"It didn't
said Tony.
wrote
betterwork,"
or worse
than "They
I did.either
But
BLACK OR MENTHOL
whatever
they
wrote,
ft
wasn't
tliini;, somehow. I have to writemy mykindownof
can give blessed i stuff, or it falls flat when I speak it."
Tony and Ruby talked it over. In the
first place, he was tired — physically. He
relief from "throat \ hadn't
had a vacation to speak of for ten
years. And when a man's body is weary,
tickle" that comes
his
brain
is weary, too. Stars can't be
tired and shine.
from a cold.
In
the
second
he'd done
thing too long. place,
He needed
to laytheoff,sameto
64

try to forget radio completely, freshen his
ideas with a change of scene and occupation.
In the
thing andthird
do it place,
quicklyhe! had to do someTony made up his mind. His sponsored
series was about to end ; he had new offers
pending,
wouldn't
accept any
them; hisbutfanhemail,
his Crosley
rating,of
were still at peak points, but they wouldn't,
theySo couldn't,
stay beginning
there for tolongslip,. . was.
he was just
he? Weil, he'd quit radio, before radio
quitFewhimstars
! have the nerve to do a thing
like that. Most of them hang on, hoping,
trying, refusing to believe they can skid
down the ladder. But to Tony retirement
was a simple gamble. If he stayed on,
stag!iant
and repetitious,
he'd forbe asure
lose
his following.
If he quit
while,to
maybe he could come back, some day, as
strong as ever.
only 'maybe.
That was andthe nervous.
thought
thatBut made
him white-faced
Maybe . . . listeners might forget Tony
Wons. Listeners are fickle.
On Center Island, deep in the great
beautiful silence of Lake of the Woods,
he didn't even have a radio to listen to.
That was just the way he wanted it, a total
change. For neighbors,- he had only Indians
from a nearby reservation. For work, he
had building his boat, his canoe, his boat
dock, his house of native stone. He grew
strong and hearty again, with sunshine,
quiet, clean air, hard physical labor, food
from his garden, his rod and reel, his
domestic animals.
It was all very fine, exactly what he
needed. For a year. And then Tony
Wons felt the old yearning for radio
again, for the bustle of it, the thrills, the
competition, the labor, the satisfaction.
He said to Ruby, one evening, when
they sat watching the still sunset across
the
of therested.
lake : I"This
placewrinkled
has doneblueit.faceI feel
feel
full of ideas, the way I used to be. I
kno-w I could make a go of radio again —
why, I could write a script now in thirty
minutes — / Innnv it !" Just to prove it, he
got out his battered portable and wrote
several in that one evening.
"I think," he said to Ruby then, "I think
I'mHe going
New inYork
notifiedbackhistoagent
New— ifYorkI can."
that
he'd
be
available
for
a
good
him know when one came. offer, to let
A month
. . his agent
let himto
know.
Two . months
... didn't
He began
worry. I-'our months, and he said to
Ruby soniL)erly : "It looks like the jig
Tiiey moved back to their home at
Kenosha. Wisconsin, prepared to stay there.
Tony fitted up his workshop over the
barn, yot out the big block of old curly
is up." lie'd been saving, set to work at his
maple
con>uinin,L;
hobby of carving exquisitely
beautiful and excpiisitely toned violins. At
niiiht he visited with his friends, read
book>, listened to the radio, went along as
thouijh nothing liad happened.
But inside lie \va> sick and lonely with
dreatl — for fear he'd gambled and lost.
At last
came, butof itreasons,
wasn't and
the
right
offer,an foroffera number
Tony turned it down. Week after week
he waited anxiously. No news.
Until, six months to the day since he'd
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Popular favorite Lanny Ross, of the
Hollywood Mardi Gras (Tuesdays, at
9:30 p.m., NBC-Red) is a camera fan.
written his agent, his present sponsor
wired back
him. inWithin
hours Tony
was
New seventy-two
Yurk.
And no other story of his mysterious
disappearance and reappearance is true.
"Furthermore, I've learned a lesson,"
said Tony.
now on vacation
I'm goingfromto
take
at least "From
a four-month
the air every year. Don't .vou notice Jack
Benny, Fred Allen, Cantor do it? They're
wise 1 They need a rest, and it doesn't
hurt
give all
theirtheaudiences
one, too. It's
a goodto idea,
way around.
"Why are we, all of us humans, so sure
of ourselves
we think pride
we can't
done
without?thatI sometimes
myself,be
secretly, on the fact that I believe I haven't
anj' conceit — well, a minimum amount of
it, anyway. But, just the other day, in a
restaurant on Central Park, I thought
people were staring at me. I was sure
they recognized me and were staring—
until I discovered Airs. Roosevelt was
seated right behind my table!"
Tony laughed heartily. "That took me
down a peg all right! I gave myself a
good lecture when I got home. I deserved it!" today there are hundreds of
In oblivion
stars who'd be back in radio now, in pictures, on the stage,
if they'd
and courageous
as Tony
Wons.been as wise
But once returned, could he make a
comeback? That's why Tony couldn't talk
ofcompleted
the thingthe he'd
untilyouhe'dsee,entirely
job.done,
He has,
made
a comeback, now! From the first few
weeks he was on the air, his audience
response ranked right up with the topnotchers. His programs are fresher and
better than ever, his spon.sor pleased, his
star shining
heavens
than more
ever brilliantly
before. in the ether
His listeners didn't forget, after all—
and one Anthony Stephen Wons is just
inabout
radio.the happiest and most grateful man

*lst STEP
Mixing takes a inmute.

Resting3rdforSTEP
20 minutes.

4th STEP
Rinsing off completely.

This beauty-wise girl knows
that popularity goes hand-in-hand with a clear,
lovely, glowing complexion.
She protects and beautifies her skin with the new
Linit Magic Milk Mask. It costs her almost nothing,
yet keeps her face looking soft and smooth — lively
and vibrant. It's ever so easy to enjoy this marvelous
new home beauty treatment. While simple to apply,
it's almost magical in results!
*Simply mix three tablespoons of Linit (the same Linit
that is so well known as a Beauty Bath) and one teaspoon ofcold cream with enough milk to make a nice, firm
consistency. Apply it generously to the cleansed face and
neck. Relax during the twenty minutes it takes to set, then
rinse off with clear, tepid water.
HOW FIRM — how clean your skin will feel! The gentle
stimulation the mask gives your skin induces the facial
circulation to throw off sluggish waste matter and heightens
natural bloom. This is an
excellent "guide" to proper
make-up, as the bloom indicates where your rouge
should be applied. The Linit
Mask
also eliminates"shine"
65
and keeps
your make-up
looking fresh for hours.
Your grocer sells Linif
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It is ^a?'d io le/im l^af
Feminine

Hygiene

can le so mmii/, easif
'^^'^Greaseless
BUT ITseptic,ISgreasdcss,
TRUE.
are notZonitors,
only easysnow-white,
to use but antiare
completely
removable
with nowwater.
reason
alone
thousands
of women
preferForthemthatto messy,
greasying no mixing
suppositories.
ready forOdorless—
use, requiror clurrisyEntirely
apparatus.
and
ideal purpose,
for deodorizing.
this
too ! You'll find them superior for
9of More
more women are ending
the nuisance
greasy andsuppositories,
the exclusive
new
greaseless
Zonitors, for thanks
modern tofeminine
hygiene.
There
is
nothing
like
Zonitors
for
daintiness,
easy
application
and
easy
removal.
They
contain
quinine
orZonitors
harmful make
drugs,useno ofcocoathe butter
to meltno
orZonite
run. antiseptic
world-famous
principle with
favoredits because
antiseptic power combined
freedom offromits
"burn"
danger
to
delicate
tissues.
Full
in package.
$1 for Free
box booklet
of 12—
allplainU.instructions
S. and Canadian
druggists.
inatChrysler
envelope
on request.
Write Zonitors,
321 1
Bldg.
New York Cit>

How to

SECURE
and how to
KEEP.
BEAUTIFUL

COMPLEXION
flawless
com(-11HJimlar,
admirebrings
and
t t-ien «.,liiuli hliould do. For
FREE SAMPLE
STUART'S LAXATIVE
COMPOUND TABLETS
and a FREE copy of
"AIDSevtry towoman
BEAUTY"
wliat
shouldnow.do,
send name and address
F. A. STUART COMPANY
Dept. H-110
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NO

MORE MOVIES!
(Continued from pof/c 39)

musical picture, but we turned it down.
Tliere lia\e been other offers, two or three
more, turned
just within
have
been
down theforpasttheyear,
samethatreason.
Kathryn
isn't
going
to
appear
in
a
picture
for eight or ten minutes of songs, as a
radio "name" tliat will pull at the box
office. \\'e made one mistake in Hello,
Ei'cryhody."
that picture was a dramatic part,"
I "But
mentioned.
"Yes — but story and production were
weak,"an Ted
"After sheall,ever
Kathryn
has
been
actresssaid.— before
achieved
success on the air she was successful on
the stage. But the best actress can be
ruined by slipshod production and a weak
about that,
of course.
KateThere's
was anohitquestion
on Broadway
in Honeymoon
story."
Lane,
her first big show, then in Hit The
Deck and in Flying High, which is an excellent example of how a show, practically
built-to-order for a performer, as this was
for Kate, can give that performer a real
chance to show to advantage. And her
huge successes in those shows bear witness
that Kate Smith was primarily an actress
and comedienne,
best-known
voice.before she became radio's
logical,bet.
too,There
to assume
Kate would
be It's
a picture
have always
been
"fat"
characters
on
stage
and
screen
were beloved by their public ; back as whofar
as the late John Bunny, and up to Wallace Beery. And certainly few actresses
have more endeared themselves to the
world than the late Marie Dressier, who
was no sylph and whose career comprised
over forty years in the theatre and Hollywood.
That asdoesn't
Ted Collins
picked
Kate
anothermeanMarie
Dressierhas; rather,
that those examples demonstrate big girls,
with as much warmth, charm and personality as Kate Smith undoubtedly has, can
fill a niche in the visual entertainment
field, given the right chance.
"What Hollyw'ood has been ofifering,"
Kate said, "is a chance to 'start over' ;
they're willing te pay for a name that will
draw.
But to the
particularly
interesting
me ;money
I do wellisn'tenough
on the
air, and even if I were to make another
picture, I wouldn't attempt to carry on
with radio work at the same time."
"Then you mean you might, after all,
consider the right kind of offer?"
toldKateyou smiled
what Iand
think,shook
and her
I meanhead.it. "I've
That
was a theoretical assumption."
"But outfit
supposing,"
picture
offered Iyousuggested,
the right "some
story,
guaranteed a Class-A production, with a
good cast, and all that goes to make a topnotch picture. Wouldn't you be tempted?"
I frankly
said.wolf"I
have"Xo,plenty
to keepwouldn't,"
me i)usy Kate
and the
from the door. But after all, that's up to
Ted.KateHe'smeans
the that,
boss." too. Her association
with Ted Collins is practically unique, ever
since tlic day when, as an executive of a
pli(jnogra]jli recording company, he dropped
into l-lyinij High, was impressed with Kate

Smith's possibilities and stopped backstage
tomanager
talk toeverhersince,about
her
and it.
it hasHe'sbeenbeen
directly
through his efforts that Kate became one
of radio's
leading
lights.them,There's
never
been
a contract
between
but Collins
and Kate found, that first evening, that
they understood each other's ways of doing
things,
and she's
had occasion
regret placing
all never
her business
affairs toin
his competent hands. Ted, on the other
hand, resigned his position, and has devoted
himself
Kate's management.
Presidentsolely
and toTreasurer
of Kated, He's
Inc.,
while Kate is Vice-President and chief
asset. And having found the value of
Ted's guidance, Kate invariably bows to
his judgment in business matters.
That guidance has carried Kate a long
way from the days wdien a few hundred
a week in a show seemed big money ;
when a $250.00 fur coat was the height of
luxury. When she first went on the air
for CBS, during her Flying High engagement, Kate received the munificent sum of
fifty dollars for six weekly broadcasts —
for
six, not
for each.
it wasn't
long allbefore
the Kate
Smith Butwarmth
and
unstudied naturalness were getting over, and
soon the La Palina commercial was paying
big
earnings Atsince
have
to bedividends.
counted inKate's
seven figures.
the same
time she has made as much, or more, for
the various charities that she works for.
At one time Kate Smith was criticized
for her constant appeals over the air for
charity, the critic indicating that she was
seeking publicity. Kate, hurt by the blast,
stopped all charitable urging over the air,
for some time. But she was miserable about
it, and finally she spoke up on her program,
telling why she had stopped, and ended with
the defiant assertion that, no matter what
some self-appointed critic might say about
it, she found happiness in helping others
and meant to go right ahead doing it.
Those
know Kate
Smith don't
believe thatwho
her reasons
for stressing
charity
are purely ulterior ; that the underlying
motivethatis aKate
desiredoesforenjoy
publicity.
doubt
offeringThere's
a helpingno
hand ; that she gets her greatest pleasure
earning money through her efforts and
appeals for one charity or another. If one
wants to call that selfish, one may ; the fact
remains that, over three years ago, the
total of Kate Smith's earnings for charity
passed the million-dollar mark, exclusive
of personal
donations.of And
a safefound
bet
that
the recipients
the it's
money
worthy use for it ; inoney that, otherwise,
might never have reached the causes Kate
appeals for. She rounds up that money
the hard way, too; not only by radio
appeals, but by innumerable personal appearances, grati.'!, at benefits and rallies.
She is an honorary member of practically
every
charitable
and, in
addition to these,
has organization
several pet personal
charities,
too,
an
ardent
ski-er,
Kate
been offering a yearly prize of §1,000 has
for
the Women's Slalom Championship of
North America, a skiing" contest at Lake
Placid. Kate plays the Placid golf course
in 100, too, and offers a $2,000-cup for the
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c Placid Open Golf Tournament. Six
.r> ago she inaugurated National Flower
>luu-in Day, which still continues, and is
uiministcred by Katcd, Inc., which also
malices the Kate Smith Foundation Award,
1 subsidiary organization which spends upv\ards of $6,500 on dolls alone at Christmas time for underprivileged children.
\o, vice.Kate's
charities
hardly personal
lip serAnd if she
finds are
a genuine
,i>ure in them, so much the better for
of the two
reasons
>c.s That's
in radio.one After
yearsKateon conthe
\iliiw show, Kate was ready to retire,
had made plenty of money and saw no
ntive for going on making more money
-that
ic didn't
particularly
need. forItherwasvaudethen
Ted Collins
arranged
' lie tour as a change, and Kate played to
ked houses across the country. Seeing
public and hearing their applause helped
■it; then, when Kate returned, Katcd,
/ was organized. It gave her something
to work for — a business of her own. Some
tiity-odd persons are employed now, and,
in addition to Kate Smith, the corporation
manages
who has beenfor Kate's
orchestra Tack
leaderMiller,
and accompanist
seven
\cars, the Three Ambassadors, the LeBrun
Sisters and Smith and Dale, as well as
handling the enormous volume of mail her
jirograms and Hero Awards brings in.
Kate'swhenpoise,fourtoo,hundred
has developed
the
days
a week since
seemed
big money. That poise, however, is a nattiral simplicity of manner rather than sop:ii>tication. On one occasion, some time
ago, during a broadcast, Kate suddenly
looked panicky. She kept on with her song,
however, and for the rest of the program
seemed quite herself. Xot until the studio
guide
representsandthe Medical
30 years'Consultants
experience ofin
Vick Chemists
audience had filed out did anyone realize
what had occurred — and then only when
dealing with colds. It includes a few sensible health rules and just two forms of speKate'slief.laugh
out, while
freighted
with that
remedication:
Vicks VA-TRO-NOL,
She had rang
noticed,
singing,
Indians are on the warpath and cialized
the scientific
aid in preventing
many colds;
a valuable diamond was missing from its THEthe Cowboys
are ready to fight — but and
Vicks
VAPORUB,
the family standby
setting, and when the show was over began Buffalo Bill can't take part. For he has for relieving colds.
a frantic search, luckily finding it in the a cold, and Mother is afraid to let him go
out of the house.
IN YOUR OWN
welt of her evening slipper.
for you HOME-What
and your family Vicks
may
Liketheevery
motherof —howeveryto winter
— she bePlanlesscan— ordo even
Kate has had, and is having, a busy, well- faces
more — than what it did
problem
gain
greater
ded life. She's been a comedienne, freedom from colds for her family. The for thousands of people in these scientific
tests. But its splendid record in this huge
er,
she's packed
answerfromwould
I in dancer
at the and
Xew actress;
York Palace,
setting right
from work,
school,meanand less
fromtime
play.lostIt
certainly makes it well worth
ill-time high, and sang with Stokowski would mean less worry and less expense. colds-clinic
in your own home.
It would mean better health for every trying
the
Philadelphia
Symphony.
Her
proFull
details
of come
Vicks with
Plan each
and its
reII is one of the few on the air that is member of her household — less danger
markable results
bottle
of Va-tro-nol and each jar of VapoRub.
need by her own organization ex- from the a/(cr-effects of colds.
M\ely, and all her free time is spent at
ANSWER— The right answer seems
iur favorite sports at Lake Placid, with THE
to be clearly indicated by the results of an
her mother in Washington, or at the Long extensive
study— in fact, one of the
Llaud home of Ted Collins and his wife, largest everclinical
made ofon tests.
colds.They
Thiswere
studymadeincluded four series
who is one of Kate's closest friends.
under everyday living conditions, and
Tiiere's
no
dearth
of
money
or
success
;
17,353 subjects, more than 7,000
\«, li\ , then, should Kate pile added burdens included school
children. In the course of
eni her shoulders by tackling another ofthe them
total of 37 physicians and 512
iiMliuni— nio\ ies — that has so far failed nursestests,and a supervisors
part. not
The only
offito demonstrate that it can do as well for
summary of resultstookshows
her as she has, so far, done for herself? Jewer cial
colds
and
shorter
colds,
but
actually—
There could be only one reason : the
\ast army of Kate Smith aditiirers who Sickness from Colds Cut More than
w.aild like to see her on the screen, as Half (50.88%)! . . . School Absences
Well as hear her on the air. Perhaps, if Due to Colds Cut Even More (57.86 % ) !
that army asks for her vociferously enough,
perhaps if some picture outfit made insis- These results were gained by following a
t m offers of the right story, director and simple plan that any mother can easily
right in her home— Vicks Plan for
Inction, they might sell Ted Collins the follow
that Kate belongs in pictures, even Better Control of Colds. This practical home
2 BIG RADIO SHOWS:
Sun.lay 7 P. M. {EST) — famous pucst Ma
:u;h Kate isn't particularly interested.
BIG RADIO SHOWS: Su Fri. 10:,-!0.\.M.C£5r^ TONY WONS. ?ofAfealuring
as she says, "Ted's the boss — and
\ §3 / 2Ma,DONAI.n...Mon.,Wed
ColumbiaJE.\NETTF.
Nctu-ork,
t he says goes."
SED
YEARLY
FOR
BETTER
CONTROL
OF COLDS
ER^'
MILLION
VICK
AIDS
U!
Meanwhile, he isn't saying.
I
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SPOTS
AtiV STAINS
VANISH
WIT-HOUT
AHy WORK

SOME

LIKE IT HOT
(Conlinncd from page 42)

nmsicalcs put on by tlie family for the
family. It seems that the Berigans — man,
lici\s and woman — would hold in as long
asexpress
tlicx- Cduld and then
they'd orjustburst
have to
out wouldthemselves
ecme thenuisieally
instrvnnents
and — offso
the\'d ui) (in an a I'ternoe m's musical jag.
".\ly mother has ahva\s helped mc with
niv music — she taught piano, you know.
Well, with that kind of help rigiit there at
hand, itreally
wasn'tinterested
so long inbefore
myself
playing.I found
Then,
too, that set-up made it easier work, so that
I never missed kid baseball and football —
I Which
played andmakes
practiced,
bim too."
slightly unique
amongst an army of kids who blow and
scrape
and
scowl,
while
other
kids make
home runs.
Somehow all of this talk seemed to
• Gone are the days when cleanaffect him mightily, as his lazy, Irish-blue
ing toilets was a nasty job. Sanieyes traveled over his night-club surFlush is made scientifically to do
roundings. White-coated waiters staggered
this job. No scrubbing. No scourabout under trays loaded with food and
ing. No smelly disinfectants. Just
wine in an atmosphere of intense, if
pour a little of this odorless powder
in the bowl. (Follow directions on
slightly
forced,back
gaietyin —hisandlittle
yet room
his mind
the can.) Flush away filth, stains,
was obviously
and
rust. Porcelain sparkles like new.
on
iM
core's
.Idi'aiiccd
I'inliii
Solos.
Sani-Flush even cleans the hidFor the space of a moment he was penden trap thatToilets
no other
can reach.
never method
smell.
sive,ret then,
wjth ona flick
my story
cigaes, he went
tellingof meone bisof life
Germs are killed. Sani-Flush can— evidently thus linding relief from a
not injure plumbing. It is also
strangely placed nostalgia.
effective for cleaning automobile
radiators (directions on can). Sold
In high school, even as in grammar
by
grocery,
drug,
hardware,
and
scliool,
he managed by that same miracle
five-and-ten-cent stores.
to
go in for athletics and music without
10c and 25c sizes. The
noticeable loss to cither. Indeed, he occuHygienic Products Co.,
pied the chair of first tiddle (without the
Canton, Ohio.
swelled head this time) in the high school
s}niphony
orchestrairreparable
— an organization
voted to doing
damage de-to
Tanuhauser and other great composers, enSani-Flush
tirely undeserving of the treatment they
CLEANS TOILET BOWLS WITHOUT SCOURING received.
tell me." he was nigh to bursting
Have youcomment?
read Rudy ITSVcllee's
own columnOPIN-of "Theychuckles,
personal
MY HUMBLE
"that there were tremenION— on Page 16 of this issue. Don't miss it! with dous
disturl^ances at the graves of Schubert and Mozart, at the very moments we
wereBe such
playingturning-over-in-graves
their works!"
as it may
— after high school days, he turned to college. Everyone he knew was entering the
University of Wisconsin, so he decided
that he must, too. Since the family purse
didn't
run toa tuition
and ofcollege
he bought
new cake
rosin necessities,
and went
in for clul) work (when a musician w(.)rks
througli several Ixxiking offices on oneni.yht en.uagenients, lie is doing club work)
WAKE
UP YOUR and
theatre jobs about college.
"For a long time Fd realized that I
LIVER BILE...
wasn't going places as a hot fiddle player.
Without Calomel— And You'll Jump
I didn'tworkpossess
makingyesthe
thing
that the
way—knack
sweetof ninsir,
OutThe ofliver
Bedshould
in thepourMorning
Rarin' of toliquid
Go hot,
out
two
pounds
no.
Then
I
turned
to
the
trumpet.
My
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowfreely,
your Gasfood bloats
doesn'tupdigest.
It just decays
justsome
doesn't
in theingconstipated.
bowels.
your stomach.
You grand
111; letsl.ither,
a lioy who
in for,
time care
back what
had
get
is poisoned
and you feel sour, Your
sunk whole
and thesystem
world looks
punk. -Iiowii nic h.iw the valves on the trumpet
A mere
movement
the worked. ^ eali, the nn'ddle one, too — he
cause
of yourbowelgrouchy,
gloomydoesn't
feelings.get Itattakes
thosethesegood,two oldpounds
Carter's
Liverfreely
I'illsandto said \ou ]iressed it down. It wasn't hard
get
of bileLittle
flowing
to jjiek it up from there."
make
you feelin "up
yet amazing
makingand bileup."flowHarmless,
frcclv. Askgentle,
for andAnd niortilic
there—ation
to Mr.— isRipley's
eternalunnoted
shame
a hitherto
Carter's
Little
Liver
Pills
by
name
.
Stubbornly
refuse anything else. 25c at all drug .'itores.
fact:
Ihiiiiiy
lur'ujan,
easily
one
of
the
68

zvorld's hottest trumpeters, has never, in
all
his life, taken a single lesson on the
trumpet!
"As I said, I was fully aware of the
fact thatso Iwhenwasn't
so terrific
a fiddle
player,
a fellow
named asJake,
who
worked for me whenever my own little
six-piece band got a job, told me about
aneeded
biggera and
longer-established
trumpet
man that veryoutfit
night,thatI
made up my mind right then and there. I
borrowed
my office,
trumpeter's
horn andby went
over
to their
accompanied
Jake
and
several
qualms.
They
took
for my ability and that night Jake's
I wentwordon
the season's swankiest job.
"/ was scared, Jake was scared — after
all,
he'd taken
wordtheforothers
it that
the middle
valvemyfrom
— butI knew
after
aandfewthennumbers
I
got
over
my
stage-fright
it was plain, if fancy, sailing. If
they'd
known.never
. . ."found out, and probably
But they
wouldn't
have
cared,packing
after inyoung
Bunny
and his horn began
the younger
set, who wanted music so hot they could
turn off the clubhouse furnace in January,
thereby saving enough to pay for an extra
night's dancing. And again he outwitted
thoseathlete
wiseacres
say thatsimultaneously,
you can't be
an
and whomusician
by playing football for all of the two years
that
he was
wasn't abetter
bad
football
man, inbutcollege.
he was aHedecidedly
trumpet player.
From successful work with all of the
bands around the university and from
theatre work, which helped his trumpeting
considerably, he began to get the notion
that he was wasting time and that if he
was to get on in the field of music he had
better tackle New York and the namebands pretty soon. Therefore, when he
passed the second semester of sophomore
French only by dint of — for a whole
month — serenading the prof, who suffered
abominably from insomnia, he decided to
"I surmised that I might just as well
play for Broadway as for a prof who
quit.
couldn't
so I landedstruggle,
here ingot town
and,
aftersleep,
a considerable
myself
a
job
with
Frank
Cornwell's
band.
It's a musical
tough job,
York
field, breaking
let me tellintoyou.theI New
wish
someone had impressed it on me a little
more firmly, years ago, and I wouldn't have
rushedoff into
the city.
have picked
self
a little
more I'd
education
and a my-,
lot
more musical experience. I guess I was
lucky,
an awful lot of young
fellows butfallI'veby seen
the wayside.
"But that's New York, for you. No
matter what you may mean, musically
speaking, in a town as big as Madison or
Boston or anywhere, there's only one New
York and it's worth a lot of trouble to
makewarning
the grade
I suppose
use
otherhere.
youngSo guys
to takeit'stheirno
timeBerigan
about made
the biggood,city,though,
eh ?'' and Bunny
R. (for Roland)
wentHalthrough
swift
succession
of jobs with
Kemp, aTommy
Dorsey, Abe Lyman, Paul Whiteman, Rudy

lee. and the Goodman, both here and
ad.
\)y
now he and
was aa man
thoroughly
lut musician
fabled roundedfor his
uiitstanding ability to play hot. He must
ne been, because, when he opened with
wing combination at the Famous Door
52nd Street night club on New York's
- \ ingna— sort
Lane,"of hepianissimo
created acolossal.
fair-sized senI'.esides the Famous Door, 52nd Street
- several similar spots including the ce; ity-overrun "21." With the exception
'21," tothey're
all very
alikedevastat— small,
ked
the doors
withmuch
people,
ly hot air and music. The Music Goes
:ind was born on this street, and in the
musicwhowentcame'round
mdnousandDoorthe the
patrons
late and
sat
1 the chandeliers and dueled verbally
( ver the respective merits of Dorsey and
Gciodman.
But
they and
stopped
fryingit wasn't
about long
those before
gentlemen
be: hunting for people who would dis..uree with them when they said that this
new. young maestro was the best hot trumpet player in all the world.
Xot only the crowd on the chandeliers
liked Bunny, for CBS picked him to head
their
new Saturday
with which
they were night
makingS'a'iiig
a bid Si'ssion,
for the
favor of the younger crowd. Under his
leadership the hour zoomed to tremendous
popularity and with it swept Berigan, tootling madly, while people listening at home
sat on chandeliers to get the night club
effect.
Somewhere in the midst of thousands of

hot notes and his constant struggle to make
a name for himself, he found time to work
atwasJanssen's
on Broadway
here thatHofbrau
a very important
thingandhap-it
pened.never had paid much attention to the
girl"I dancers
in the places I worked at. They
all seemed alike — ambitious, hard and too
often cynical. At least, that was my
oi)inion, until one evening, when I came to
work
with aoutbad oncaseLong
of sunburn.
swimming
Island, allI'd .been
day,
and the
effects
of
the
sun
were Ijustplopped
making themselves known when
down, after the first set, at a table in the
rear.
was pretty warm
in the
place and
and
the"It combination
of heat,
sunburn
smoke w'as too much for me. I began to
feel dizzy. Just then a soft voice said :
'Here,I could
drink hardly
this.' BymakethenoutI her
was face,
so dizzy
that
but
Iyoudid know
as shethat
ordered.
Well,
sir,
I'll
she looked after mehaveall
eveningburnand
sent out
for some
suncream even
she knew
about.
The next
day I found out that her name was Donna
I marriedBerigans
her."
numberand fourPatsy.
— ma,
pa The
and two little today
girls, Joyce
the sweetest
babies inis thetheworld
and"They're
they think
their daddy
best
of all possible daddies. Joyce is a year
eld and Patsy is five. Today was Patsy's
birthday, that's why I was so late in pick\'irginia
Buting youhe andwasn't
reallyup.
sorry.Sorry."
Reports have
it that he would cancel any engagement —
anywhere, any time — if his children were

sick or even very lonesome for him.
"Donna and I are definitely agreed on
one thing. That is that she shouldn't work
We feel
that parents
you can'tarebring
properly if both
awaykidsfromup home,
working. Especially in our business, where
we'd both have to work nights and sleep
mostMusicians
of the day."
like and respect this man.
They like him for his good nature and
they
gooddoubt"cat"about
— a agood
hot
man. respect
There's alittle
musician
who can blow F over Hi<jh C, and who has
ansee easy
four-octave
If you
him lead
his band,range.
whenever
they could
play
or
broadcast,
you'd
know
that
he
loved
his work, because of one thing — he dances,
very quietly, as he conducts.
He still
"jam"Mugsy
sessions.
Togetherloves
with menhis like
Spanier,
Skin)ia\Knnis
and
Johnny
Trotter,
he'll
down several afternoons a week and playsit
hot music — without pay — solely for the fun
of it. That's a fact!
He hasn't been a leader long, but his
popularity growth has been important.
After
young manandofa twentyeight — all,
even he's
if a a moustache
bad set
of publicity pictures, taken when he was
heavier, do make him look thirty-five —
and he's got plenty of time. Right now
he's
to the Coast or Mid- West for
futurelooking
triumphs.
Bunny freely admits he's never been
able
However
young,a
full toof save
life money.
and enough
wind he's
to blow
trumpet for many years to come — so he
justIt'sisn't
all worrying.
more jam fun!
]oan Bennett with Henry Fonda
in Walter danger's success,
■I MET MY LOVE AGAIN".

CULTIVATE
CHAm
says
IN YOUR

Hands

"\

(Walter Wanger Star)

pictures," says Joan Ben^e ^^.^^ ^^^^
j
^„,o,h hands a great help- ,he sake
should cultivate ^1^.^^™ '"^^^ easy to have
" > -Jergens regularly'.
«f^"
ng hands - uCu
charmi°-rt
Hands need not Chap and Roughen
...when Lotion GOES IN
[T s WORTH WHILE to carc for your into the skin. Of all lotions tested
h.inds — prevent ugly chapping, lately, Jergens proved to go in the
edness and roughness that make best. Leaves no stickiness! Contains
hem look so old.
two famous ingredients that many
doctors use to soften and whiten
urcConstant
to wind useand ofcoldwater,
robs plus
hand exposkin harsh skin. Jergens is your shortest
't Its beauty-preserving moisture. cut to velvety, young hands that enBut Jergens Lotion replenishes that
courage romance. Only 50f^, 25(^, lOji
iiiusture, because this lotion sinks —or $1.00 at any beauty counter.

JeRSE/V^ C0T70A
FREE: PURSE-SIZE BOTTLE OF JERGENS
Set for yourself — entirely free — how eficctively
this whitens
fragrant chapped,
Jersens Lotion
,cfit> ;h— softens
aiui
rough hands.
The
Andrew Ohio.
Jergens(In Co.Onada.1638Perth.
AlfredOntario)
Street,
( incinnati,
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SHEILA

\ou
more

11 Kave
funwKen

tkeSKINis clear
from WITHIN
No MAN or woman ^vants to have a finger
poked at them or receive sympathy because of an unhealthy skin appearance.
Some skin troubles are tough to correct,
but ^ve do know this— skin tissues like the
body itself must be fed from within.
To make the food we eat available for
strength and energy, there must be an
abundance of red-blood-cells.
AVorry, overwork, undue strain, unbalanced diet, a cold, perhaps, as well as other
causes,
your red-blood-cells faster
than the"l)urn-up"
body renews.
S.S.S. Tonic builds these precious red cells.
It is a simple, internal remedy, tested for
generations
research. and also proven by scientific
It is worthy
of a bottles
thorough... trial
by taking
a course
of several
the first
bottle
usually
demonstrates
a
marked
improvement.
Moreover, S.S.S. Tonic whets the appetite
and improves digestion ... a very important
step back to health.
You. too, will want to take S.S.S. Tonic to
regain and to maintain your red-blood-cclls
... to restore lost ^vcight ... to regain
energy ... to strcngthc-n nerves . . . .nid lo
give to your skin lliat iinlural hcallh glow.
Take the S.S.S. Tonic Ircatmcnt and
.shorlly you sliould be dcliglucd wilh ihe
\\a\ \()u ltd . . . a7ul lia\e -vour friends tomplimcul you on the way you look.
At all drug siorcs in two convenient sizes.
The large si/c ai a saving in j),icc. There is
no substitute for this time-tested remedy.
No ethical druggist will suggest sometliino"just as good.^ SSs

TAKES THEM
(Continued from page 36)

and as usual ended up in a play and a fix.
That is merely to say that she played the
Mchviclwly Jacques in As Yon Like It.
says, "was
bad asin
the"Little
part, Sheila,"
awful badshe— almost
as bad
Richard Bennett. My make-up as a man
featured a luxuriant moustache, painted
on me, a la Groucho Marx. I was a beauty,
I assure you — a tall, gangling girl, sporting a moustache that melted under the
stress of her perspiring efforts and ran
intoSheila,
her mouth!"
finished with school, prepared to
come out. Her debut was to be quite a
splash — would have been, were it not for
her father's woeful lack of knowledge of
moneyJackson
matters.
For, waswhileoneThomas
t^rancis
Barrett
of Washington's most brilliant lawyers, he was easily
its most simple one when it came to turning down an appeal for money. Just a
week before the debut was scheduled to
come off, a man approached Mr. Barrett
with a sad story, borrowed a huge sum of
money from him and disappeared forever.
So
did was
MissjustBarrett's
Barrett
as glad. debut, and Miss
"So I went into stock. Gosh, that does
sound swell, doesn't it? '. . . zvcnt into
stock.' " She drained half a glass of milk
and lit a cigarette before she went on.
"My part, you see, was very important. I
walked on, said: 'Dinner is served, Madame !' and then went home. Ten dollars
a week ! You should have seen my makeup— real Chaiive Souris stuff. Much too
much white powder over all, excessive
black around the eyes and, for rouge, a
round, red spot on each cheek. As if that
wasn't
enough, open
I woulda door,
have and
to rush
to help bad
a principal
trip
her, so that she fell onto the stage! They
said I was 'over-anxious' and let me go."
discouraged.
At fifteenan
sheButsat she
downwasn't
and wrote
David Belasco
impassioned
eight-page
letter,
the
of which was that Barrett was aessence
swell
actress. He replied, asking her to come
and see him. She did so and he was very
kindly, talked to her, gave her a picture
of himself signed, "Affectionately yours,
David
Belasco,"
and was
sent too
her young,
home with
the advice
that she
and
to come hack in three or four years.
"lint I wasn't too young and I didn't
'^<j home," she says. "I did what every
\-oung
actress
I satWhenin Imanagers'
offices for
weeks does,
on end.
first got
bits with Butler Davenport on 28th Street,
I tliought I had something, but when 1 was
kept playing parts of widows with veils, 1
up and (juit.
"Then I decided that I simply had to be
inShuberts
the Greenwich
i'Ulaiieon.Follies
that thea
were working
I followed
man connected with them, for eight blocks
— until he gave me a card that would allow me to do my stuff before a squad of
Sln-.herts,
that day. who were holding an audition
"They had been watching people juggle,
dance and sing all day long, and so well
into the evening that it was nearly three
o'clock
in the
morin'ng
they
got around
to me.
I did byall the
the time
imitations

OFF

I knew and they laughed and laughed and
everyone was highly amused — so they put
meFrom
in thethen
show onas she
an ordinary
appearedshowgirl!"
on-stage
nearly every five minutes, either as a
stooge
or
a
showgirl,
let's
say,
in
a filmy
costume and stretched out to her full
six
feet on the cushions of a sultan's harem.
"I was a great foil for the comics," slie
groaned.times
"I think
I wasshow,shotI and
twelve
in every
reallykilled
do.
Don't you love it?"
had nothelinesShuberts
beyond no"yes'
and when
"no."
so She
it caused
trouble
she slid into a vaudeville skit with Harry
J. Conley, who did rube dialogue. Sheila
straightpistols
w'omanoff for
him face.
and
nowas onea good
shot blank
in her
From the Conley act it was but a step
to twelve weeks at the Palace, in Billy
Gaxton's vaudeville act. She didn't have
much to do but she was crazy about Gaxton, as is everyone, and she looked stunning in a dress lent her by the late Mary
Brown Warburton. It was a Chanel model
in red and she looked spiffy in it.
That was nothing new for her because
she always has liked clothes and always
has looked well in them. Recently the
Fashion Academy voted her one of the ten
best-dressed women (she represented the
night clubs — Kay Francis, the movies,
toetc.),wearbut thetheyhatsdidn'tshe know
wearsthatso she
well hates
and
that,
in the
looking.even
tosses
her hat
asideswank
as soon"21"as noClub,one sheis
"After the Gaxton run, which at twelve
weeks was a record, I went on in vaudeville with Walter Woolf and Verree Teasdale," she said. "I had all of si.x lines in
the
Milton now.
Le Roy
he's
Phillipskit,Reedopposite
in the movies
We —were
both as kiddish and young as the couple
we were hearsed
supposed
to represent.
rethose terribly
important Sosixwelines
all
over
the
theatre
—
upstairs,
downstairs
even in the ticket window, until finall.v—
Phil Reed brightened and said : 'I know,
let's
do tlieuimore
like \audeville,
Liint and Fontanne!'
Followed
where she"
did
do
her
imitations
in
a
"single";
that is,
alone — Fcnore Ulric, Lionel Barrymore.
ZaSu Pitts, Bert Lahr, The Garbo, Ed
Wynn, the
and theatre
h'annie folk.
Brice, one of her pets
among
Legend has it that she was in the midst
of pepping
up awhen
dead aparty
Lenorc
Ulric one,
man with
was the
so overcome
by
it
that
he
grabbed
her,
practical!}'
tossed her into a cab and hustled her over
to the Ha-Ha Club, where he knew the
manager and where she was immediately
signed up for $200 a week. It sounds very
much like Horatio Alger in tails and
whiteSheila
tie, buthadit doesn't
be trueJean—
for
already happen
worked to with
Malin at the Folies Bergere Club, had
gained a small reputation for herself and
didn't
need to abe lavender
tossed intocharacter,
a cab. Malin,
who played
once
threw a man bodily out of the club when
he "Igothadnoisy
the during
time ofSheila's
my lifeact.when I did
work at the Ha-Ha Club," she says. "I

RADIO STARS
.\ ith Dan Healy and Jack White, you
absolutely andmadyelled
— as
lit and
we all!they're
We screamed
arried on — I adored it better than
I got a real break there, too, because
lumnists began to notice my stuff and
W !ihichme isupa once
help into aa while."
little girl breaking
t" the night-club world, but she deserved
she was hcgiiining the stuff that
I the
iniiiKcliatclxcuts
laiik andliftedlileiierofseveral
imitators,
ic stuff like X(^i-1 (toward, George
and Ernst LulntMli -Ining an Old
Joe thing; .Mae W t as Juliet:
' . Fields as Othello and Fannie Brice
irhara F ride hie.
lall wonder then that she quickly
.1 mated to the Chez Paree in Chicago,
1 -Morocco and the Stork in New York,
le Clover Club in Hollywood and the
Iter clubs of London. Now it's the
ainbow- Room in Radio City and Sheila
airctt, or Sheila Barrett and the Rainiw and
Roomthe incustomers
Radio City
ime
eat —it it's
up. all the
'] !ie crowd at the Rainbow Room likes
<f'eakeasy
best. whoIt'shung
the
'-ite story Girl
of a number
type of girl
iiid the speaks in the old days. She
\ci)t in with an older man and for a
me was the life of the place. Then, as
''rank
more upandbymore,
she broke
and ended
screeching
that into
siie
irunk and common and disgusted with
I .thing and
powerful
piece.sundry — remember her? It's
"I've got a lot of plans for my air
' . "Mad
she says.
one the
thing,song,I want
About "For
the Boy,
you

WHAT
TO

LET

FOOLS

know. I want to handle it in a Southerngirl way — about a boy who breaks a date
with aI girl.
verypiece
AlicethatAdams-y.
Then
want It's
to doall the
Judith
Anderson used <n\ the \'allee show, Jean
Cocteau's
ed itI 'oiee
— onedripswoman
alone
playsBeloi
it and
fairly
with
drama
and
punch."
Typical
of
Sheila's
flair
for
showmanship and doing-thc-right-thing, theatrically
speaking, i^ lier intent to do, over the air,
also, people who support (really more than
support) the screen stars. People like
tlie Lionel Slan.lers and the Una Merkels,
who (itten eaii\ a weak picture and supl)ly nnich-needed iuinior to the screen. Yes,
she writes her own material, with an occasional bit of aid from a Mr. Shakespeare and Kay Kenny.
.Strangely enough her subjects, more
often than not, really like the imitations
she does of tliem, despite their Barrett
barbs. A press-release says that Tallulali
Bankhead was annoyed by her Barrett
imitation, but, says Barrett,
"Tallulah
laughed asandI was
laughed,
through
the imitation
doing allit.
We were at a private party and afterwards
she rushed up to me, and, without realizing it, used almost the same lines I had
used in the imitation. In her husky voice
she
said; !'()hOh,darling,
were Itsiint'ly
inarieloiis
yes, yonyonzcere!
zvas
simply
prieeless.
jhv
(/<■<//•.
it
reall\
-a'as!'died
"And
Katharine
Cornell
!
I
nearly
when Burgess Meredith introduced us for
the first time. I couldn't talk, I just
couldn't get a word out. Later, after I
knew her better, and when we'd meet at
parties, she'd say : "What haz'e you got me

WIVES

ARE

THEMSELVES

GET

doing
now —I tell
Once,she when
she
asked me,
told me!'
her that
had been
doing Goody-Goody. She laughed for a
minute — at the name I guess — then asked,
quite seriously : 'But what is Goody
Sheila says that ZaSu Pitts is the most
difficult of all her carirainrc'; ; Mae West
Goodyeasiest.
T"
the
"Although
ZaSu is the Instockher inowntradewords:
di almost
every
mimic,
mo-t
of
iheni
tail
m
|iortra\-iiig
That is because they niiss tlie leelnigher.of
frustration which is her liasic characteristic." She has satirized more than seventy-five stage and screen personalities,
with varying receptions by the individuals
themselves. Lionel Barrymore, it was reported, was delighted with his, as was
Katharine Hepburn. Harry Richman is
supposed to have gone completely crazy
over the one of him, to the extent of rehearsing her for three days on some new
On a recent Southern tour she did a
number
points. about a Southern belle lapping up
a few in a New York bar. The belle gets
tight and gives vent to a lot of you-all talk
about
her old
Gran'pappy
and
the family
mansion
and yamsand andyamsfinally,
in an orgy of showing-off, yells : "Wailah
— waifah — ha:-e yo got cny co'n likker?
Get me some!"
Then even
she turns
her
conipanioit
and shouts,
louderto than
before: "77;' only yenson fo' th' Civil Wall,
'toll, icas the! t'li' damn Yankees couldn't
hold"W their
Uhker!"
ell, sir,
I'll have you know that the
very next (lay after I did this number, the
manager of the theatre rushed into my
dressing-room and said : 'Sheila, ya gotta
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SENSATIONAL!
The 4-STAR HIT of
the season...
U N-R little purse
This
tube
iscompact
savin,tha
It s halting
ing
enemy of attract!'
RUN-R-STOP
stops
neiitly — carry itREDwith& you.
for the
HANDSOME
BLACKLookVANITY
that
protects
tube
in purse.andOnlyshoe10cstores.
— ask
for it at chain, department
GUAE.\N'TEEDas advertised
irY GOODthrrem.
HOI'SEKEKPING
RUN-R-STOP
Camille,
Inc., 49 East 21 Street, W Y

ANY COLOR
LIGHT BROWN to BLACK
Gives a natural, youthful appearance. Easy as
penciling your eyebrows in
your own home; not greasy; will not
tub off nor interfere with curling.
$1.35,
'for forsaleFREEeverywhere.
ADDRESS
SAMPLE, Depi. M. Feb.. '38.
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S FOR GRflV HfllR

take out that sketch about the Southern
dame. The Georgia Society don't like it.
They say it's a libel on Southern womanhood!' Which, of course it wasn't," she
continued, "because the character is no
more representative of Southern womanhood than is Charlie McCarthy — so natural y Irefused to take it out. The story
about the Georgia Society and me was
picked up by all the news services and,
by gum, if over a hundred reputable
Southerners didn't write and wire in, back— so in ever
it stayed."
Theing me upEnglish,
critical of their
.^.merican cousins, found Barrett good to
the taste. Her Speakeasy Girl they described as "simply fabulous," and one they
reallyicanwent
aboutabroad
an Amerchorus mad
girl over
who was
is sent
with
a dancing troupe. As she walks up the
gangplank of her ship she leans over and
calls out to a friend: "Hey! Dopey!
G'lvan
oi'cr yea?
and seeHave
de olda cup
lady ofzvhile
aivay, rvill
tea I'm
zvid
her."
With
a
year
in
London
behind
the young chorine returns and Dopeyher,is
on the dock to meet her and again she
calls out to him, only this time she says :
"Hello, there, old chap! I say, did yon
vianaye to pop over and hu've tea with
The phone rang and, slipping into a
brogue, she asked who was calling. Miss
Barrett,
she said, was out, but she, Bridget,
Mater'f"
could
take a message — shurrr!
"You haven't seen America until you
visit Central City," she went on, after
slipping
of thetheybrogue.
the
])laccoutwhere
put on"You
thoseknow,
big
shows every year — Walter Huston did
Othello out there a season or two ago.
This
A Doll's
House,year
and Jed
I wasHarris
there put
at theon same
time.
It's a lionsmarvelous
place,
tliousands
of bil-— •
of wlioosies — mountains I mean
hemming the town in. While I was tiicre,
tliey opened up the old Opera House and

found the programs from the last performance on the seats — and, word of honor,
the last man who had played the theatre
answer to a question, she pointed out
ivasIn autographed
Booth!"
the
photographs that lined
the room.
"Yes,gurrrl
that's(Ella
Ella isLogan
— she'sChevalier,
a smart
little
Scotch).
I admire him but I don't know him very
well. The Bowlings, love 'em both. Noel
Coward?
I'm crazy
about
his work.
(she bounds
the room
often,Look,"
discabout
oncertingly and always
unexpectedly),
"here's tiie wire I got from him in answer
to an invitation to last night's opening:
"'Mr. Coward is frightfully sorry
he cannot attend l\[iss Barrett's little
parly hut Mr. Coi^'ard is going to the
country Mr. Coward is.'
"And it's signed, 'Mr. Cozvard.' PreBut the strangest thing about this quite
successful girl of twenty-nine (who adis twentyseven)mits— she'swhosupposed
has takento say
New sheYork,
Hollycious?"
wood and London by comparative storm,
who is launched on a radio program of her
very own, who is a pal of both the social
great
and tothehave
literary
sparklers —complex.
is that
she claims
an inferiority
Can"When
you — Ier —approached
tie that? the mike for my
first Grucn broadcast, I nearly fainted.
Graham McXamec patted me on the back
and I think it was that kindly little gesture that saved me. Tiiat's all part of an
inferiority complex — if you didn't feel inferioShe
r to tile cupped
mike, you wouldn't he afraid
ofand it."
looked
pensive. her chin in her hands
"This morning I began worrying about
the Sino-Japanese war — I'm terribly upset aboutBarrett
it . . is." nothing if not unusual.
Miss

THAT

GUY

l.)ttc(l line.
I.illywocxl followed, and June — you rel)er, perhaps, her delicate, exquisite
;ty — instead of doing a bit in a picture
scheduled, got a marvelous break and
.ired in an important role in Four
>. She fulfilled all expectations and
- well embarked on a bright and most
nising career when affable Stu Erwin
a red on the scene and changed all that.
;nirrets?
long ago, and
June went
en..ncd the Well,
idea ofnota comeback
orkLongin ahours
picture.andButhardit wasn't
work, much
plus
liousehold cares which she takes quite
uily, and inevitable worrying over the
s during the long hours she was away
: them, convinced her that one career
■ enough.
1 don't think she ever really cared about
1 Not
r-creenas career,
Stu about
commented.
much asanyway,"
she cared
being
Mr>. Erwin, wife and mother, that is ceri:n. Anything that kept her from her
iiie. separated her from her children and
r.ade her too tired to enjoy them, was
;c nitely not worth while.
Meanwhile, Stu himself has forged
lily ahead. He not only is a clever
dian and capable actor, but he is a
. business man and. after working
r contract to several major studios,
decided free lancing ofters the best
rtunities. Most recently he has been

IIN'T
IHO

BE THE
HAS

FROM SQUAW
(C'intinucd from page 25)

working on the Fox lot. In Pigskin Parade, although his role was brief, he was
an outstanding success, his characterization of the slow-witted, barefoot football
star bringing him the acclaim of both
critics and fans. More recently he has
completed Second Honeymoon, with Tyrone Power ; and Checkers, a race track
story, with Jane Withers.
His part on the Jack Oakie program is
his first radio role, except for scattered
guest appearances. So far he has hardly
scratched the surface of his talent. But
Stu has definite ideas of the characterization he is offering and should win as hearty
a responsecustomefrom
d to from radio
screenfansfans.as he is acIt is a fact that Stu was born on Valentine's Day andas isa incomic
the habit
of referring to himself
valentine.
And
it is a further fact that, like the barefoot
football
playerof from
Squaw
\'allcy, Colthe
unusuallege, hero
the amuse
team
ofandOakic's
whose exploits
amaze you
Tuesdays at 9 :30 EST over the CBS network. Stu himself was born in Squaw
evenmountains
a dot on south
the map,
but to
be\'alley,
found notin the
of Fresno.
And he comes naturally by the slow Western drawl, the plaintive twang, which are
featured in his role.
These, however, are only a part of the
story. Stu loves the character he portrays
and strives in every way to make the

VALLEY
simple countryTheboyscript
vividoriginally
to listeners-in
everywhere.
called
for dialect, but Stu can do more with a
break in his voice, a timid hesitancy, a
muted comment, and wisely ruled out the
more obvious interpretation. He clings to
his idea of the part, too. in dialogue, avoiding inept jokes and out-of-character wiseyou can't that
see thehe
gestures cracks,andand, although
facial expressions
uses instinctively in interpreting his role
for a broadcast as much as before the
cameras,
the lost
fine inshades
of characterization are not
the new
medium and
the picture of the bumpkin, as he sees and
understands him, comes clear, over the air.
But his skill in interpreting this type is
not from association, for in spite of the
fact that it was in Squaw \"alley that he
first saw the light of day, Stu's family
moved awa,\' when he was onl}' a year old.
and not until seven years ago. on a hunting trip, did he revisit childhood scenes.
In the years between, life has been very
full and
pleasant
Stu. Too
der and very
too light
for for
football,
Stu slenwent
through high school and one year of college with newspaper work as his objective
and cherished
gave littletheatrical
thought toambitions
sports. \"ague!y
he
but did
not quite know how to go about achieving
them. Eventually, however, he decided to
spend the (Contiii\icd
remainder onof the
pagemoney
74) he had
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THEN LOIS TOLD
EDNA HOW SHE
OFFENDED
OTHERS 8V
PERSPIRATION
ODOR FROM
UNDERTHINGS.
EDNA BEGAN
LUXING HER
1
UNDIES DAIiy.
NOW . . .

Avoid Offending
Girls who want to be popular
never undies
risk "undie
whisk
throughodor."
Lux They
after
each wearing. Lux takes away
odor, saves colors.
Never rub with cake soap or use
soaps containing harmful alkali
—these wear out precious things
too soon, often fade colors. Lux
has no harmful alkali. Anything
safe in water is safe in Lux.
LUX undies daily

Bad breath is death to romance. And
bad breath is frequently caused by
constipation. Just as headaches,
sleeplessness, weakness can be produced by it, or most skin blemishes
aggravated by it !
Dr. F. M. Edwards, during his
'years
treated hundreds
womenof practice,
for constipation
and fre-of
quently noted that relief sweetened
the breath and improved well-being
and vitality. For his treatment he
used a vegetable compound— Dr.
Edwards' Olive Tablets. This laxative
is gentle, yet very effective because
it increases the bile flow without shocking the intestinal system.
Help guard against constipation.
Use Olive Tablets. At all druggists,
15^, 30^ and 60ji.

Respiratory System
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GOUGH?
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throatThisandthemakes
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cough. to again
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that the your
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and
easily
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A
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It
should
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a
safe
and
pleasant
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fordruggists.
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saved for his education on a course in
dramatic
no one with
in Stu's
family hadschool.
ever Although
been connected
tlie
stage, his parents made no objection — Stu
is the 3-oungest child, having two brothers
and a sister — and he shyly embarked upon
his new career. Four months later, he
made his first appearance in a substitute
role in ]Vhite Collars, graduating presently to the juvenile lead, which he played
for forty-eight weeks.
Edward Everett Horton signed him
then, and Stu was his stage manager as
well as an actor in a series of plays shown
in Los Angeles and San Francisco. He
was playing the lead at the Hollywood
Music Box Theatre when he was discovered by Fox Film scouts and induced to
play
"bit" fewpartyears
in .Mother
In thea next
he was Knozvs
associatedBest.in
turn with Fox, Paramount, M-G-M and
Warners, playing straight and diversified
comedy roles.
As a character actor, the years stretch
ahead of him, bright with the promise of
continued opportunity and achievement.
"Any actor can keep on indefinitely," he
insists, "if he is willing to play any kind
of part. Look at John Barrymore — he is
doing now what Lionel has been doing for
\ears. Take young Tyrone Power, too —
he'll
keep in,
on, not
because
is acting
he is
interested
just itbeing
the leading
man.
He
really
works,
that
boy
.
.
."
Stu, in spite of being a comedian, is not
particularly fond of Hollywood's favorite
pastime, ribbing. "It's all right if it isn't
carried too far," he acknowledged. Not
that
he more
can't heartily,
take it— he
can when
laugh theas
heartily,
in fact,
joke is on him, than when it is on someone
else. But so few perpetrators know when
to stop! And Stu is essentially gentle, too
tender-hearted to risk hurting anyone.
To his life of¥ screen and of¥ the air,
Stu brings the same quiet deliberation, the
same intelligence, the same purposefuliiess.
His sense of values goes deep and he has
built his life on a secure foundation. These
are the qualities June perceived when she
first met and fell in love with him, and,
because she is the same type of person,
their life together marches beautifully, in
complete and perfect harmony.
In back of their unpretentious home is
a playhouse, opening on a large, circular
patio, where they do most of their entertaining. The house itself is lovely and is
furnished with a charming blend of antique and modern furniture. The playhouse is attractively furnished, too, but in
such a cigarette
way that burns
they don't
have stains
to worryon
about
or liquor
expensive rugs or mahogany. Both Stu
and June love to entertain informally and
are among
and
hostesses.Hollywood's most popular hosts
Tliey like, too, to go to parties or to go
dancing now and then at the Cocoanut
Grove or Trocadero or other night spots,
.'^nd both are very fond of horse-racing,
going to .Santa Anita during the season
and to Agua Caliente, and of course were
among
thosethispresent
at Bing Crosby's Del
Mar track
past summer,
"There is something about it," Stu said
with a twinkle, "June gets as big a kick
I do — " expert and has made
outStuof isit asa camera
some beautiful portraits with the fine

camera June gave him some time ago, but
of late he has been too busy to devote much
time to this hobby, except for taking moving pictures of the babies on 16 mm. film.
Lack of time, too, keeps him from playing golf, butcomplished inanhe hour
thinkson more
can becourt
aca handball
than in a three-hour-and-a-half walk
around a golf course. He finds he puts
on weight sufficient
whileexercise,working,
because
of inand makes
a gesture
toward watching his diet, but not seriously.
theAviation
controls interested
once whenhimI briefly.
was up "Iwithtooka
friend — that's where the fun comes in. But
Mrs, Erwin doesn't care for it— and we
both feel it isn't fair to the children to
take such chances. Because you can't really
sayStuflying
yet."lover of dogs. His
also isis safe,
a great
private study is largely decorated with
gold and
silver Introphies
won heby has
his owned
champion Scotties,
ten years,
eighteen prize winners. Most recent to
bask in the spotlight is Mary Queen of
Scots, who was adjudged best in her class
and best in the show at the recent Los
Angeles County Fair. Stu first saw the
regal
andhersheowner
was
anythingMarybut tw'o
regal years
then. ago
In fact,
was thoroughly disgusted with her and
only too anxious to sell her. But when
June the
that purchase,
he'd like
toStu,ownhaving
her, confided
went totomake
he found that she was already sold. Disap ointed, hefailed to notice the gleam in
his wife's dark eyes or the smile that
threatened to break through as she sympathized w-ith him — and so he was completely surprised when, on their wedding
anniversary, two months later, Mary
Queen of Scots waddled in.
Stu chuckled, "And three days later
sheAlthough
presentedthey
us with pups
!" of runa couple
ways and keep a have
few dogs
at home, the
show dogs are kept at a kennel, where
they have private rooms, baths, ultra violet
ray treatments, and in general live the
lives of the kings and queens they are.
"What does June like? What does she
do?" He shrugged, grinned. "I don't
know.
She keeps
busy — And
we both
And happy,
obviously.
so thedo,"moral
tocomedian
'this little
tale
seems
to
be:
! Take Jack Benny, for Marry
instance,a
or
George
Burns
or
Joe
E.
Brown
— or
Stu Erwin, Devoted husbands and fathers,
all. Onlymarriage
of coursefor you
can't take them,
because
them
contract.
They know
what istheya long-term
want and
theyter know
it. And
still, theywhen
knowthey've
how togotkeep
it! betThere
is
glamour
enough
here
anyone, and so much more, Stu goesforquietly
about his work and when it is done, goes
happily home, like any other business man.
The penalty of being a funny man is that
you are expected to be funny all the time
and you feel Stu is a sort of comic Jekyll
and Hyde when you find him so sane and
so purposeful,
beneath his
buffoonery. It is his sincerity
thatwitless
impresses
you,
a strength of character, not concealed by
his native shyness. Yes, June knew what
she was doing, knew the full value of that
steady "/ do" ... In all the flickering
lights of Hollywood, burning out at their
brightest, some of them, the lights that
stand for Mr, and Mrs. Stuart Erwin burn
steady and true— and "give a lovely light !"
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IWEST
COAST
CHATTER
gag
men
in
tliis
town
who
sit
in
the
first
tain rings down on the Silver Theatre!
jjACK Benny had been having a series of row of an early broadcast and jot down
i I'traced
colds this
Baker, who has managed to pull
it towinter,
the factandthatthe hedoctor
uses finally
a fur gags, which are heard over the air locally hisPhil
golf score down to about 120 since he
1 1robe for a cover at night. "You're aller- before the original comic has a chance to arrived in California, was out dubbing
|gic to fur, Mr. Benny," said the M. D. do his repeat broadcast three hours later." around the fairways recently and having
Incidentally, it's the first time in sev- very poor luck with his driver. After a
.\jIgravely.
eral years that all of Fred Allen's Boston few attempts which netted an average of
susceptible "That
to it." means
" Yeh, Iyou're
know extremely
what you
the open♦ mean, doc," said Jack sadly. "Mary's the relatives
ing fallweren't
broadcastable ofto witness
Tozcn Hall
To- about 100 yards each, Phil turned to his
•ijsame
way.
She's
just
ordered
three
more
night. As a consolation to his kin, Fred caddy and reasoned : "I guess I'm standfur coats."
sent one and all copies of his opening script,
ing too close to the ball as I hit it." "Xaw,
niece,roleAnnabella,
has with this note attached : "Had a ivondcr- that ain't it, Mr. Baker," was the lad's
1 justEllabeenLogan's
given small
her first
in Our Gang
reply.
"You're standing too close to the
I Follies. Ella congratulated the five-year- fnl time, zdsht you icaj here."
ball
after
you hit it."
The
name
Buck
Benny,
already
imniorold, saying: "And noiv, you'll be a movie
ll'hcn
GeorgeYorkBurns
and zvell-deservcd
Grade Allen
$. star, just like auntie!" Annabella looked tali::ed on the air-ivaves, is destined to ivere
in
Neiv
on that
ii unhafpy. "Docs that mean I jiave to re- the
make name
historyJackon thehasturfpicked
as zvell.
for Forhis that's
ncic vacation, they zvent to see a rather poor
>i duce?" she asked.
play. As they zvere leaving the
en- Broadivay
I Mrs. Ray Noble doesn't know what to thoroughbred
tering at SantaraceAnitahorse,
this n'hich
coming he's
season.
theatre, George said: "That cast certainly
make ofas her
husband's
newly— discovered,
discovered The real reason Jack Benny bought his didn't get much applause." "No wonder,"
talent
a balmy
comedian
ncii' race horse is because he thought it said Grade. "The producer didn't give the
' of course, by that balmy Burns and Allen zvould
be a s-d'cll plug for his program.
audience aiiy applause cues."
couple. Mrs. Noble called up Grade the
At a Sunday coffee show rehearsal,
Rosalind Russell and Jimmy Stewart inother day to voice a complaint. "I don't
a
u
g
u
r
a
t
e
d
a
policy
that
should
make
a
know nhat you've done to Ray," she certain sheet of white paper a very valu- Dorothy Lamour was amazed to see a
bearing down on her, carmoaned.
used to beNowthe hemostsings
digni-in
able document in a few months. The two, couple of men wedding
fied, model"Hegentleman.
cake. Attached to
at the conclusion of their appearance on the cakerying a huge
the bathtub and puns all through break- the
was
a
card saying:
"We underSunday
afternoon
Silver
Theatre,
stand
you
are
soon
to
be married,
and
fast.'"
signed their names on a large sheet of nant you to have a sample of our wedThe most deplorable thing about Holly- heavy paper. Thereafter, each visiting
ding cakes." It was signed by a Los Anw od, according to Fred Allen, is the un- star has signed his or her name — and will
geles caterer.married
The fact
for allthatof Dorothy's
two years
scrupulous gag-stealing that goes on un- that sheet of paper be an autograph- been happily
der a comedian's verv nose. "There are hound's dream, by the time the last cur- now didn't stop the cast from making a
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Butas
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party of the wedding cake — supplemented
by
steaming
kind-of
coffee. cups of three-guesses-whatin the show
studio were
audience
of I-"irst-r(i\v
a recent .miests
Jack Heniiy
the
1
Ritz r.roilier-. Tlie three dizzy screen
coniicN nearly .unt the sliow off to a dis;!>tiMiis .-tart when they made the usually
c< imp. wed Mr. Benny laufili until the tears
started t(i roll— and just heforc the broadeast he.uan. Jack t;ot even, however, by
mtriKlnein.u the liros. Ritz, after the show,
as three of Walt Disney's stars.
Hollywood Alardi Gras uiu,ht 7vcll he
iiirknaiiicd "candid caiiwraiurii's coirc'cnlioii" — or so)ncthi)ui to that effect, for almost c-ccryoiic in the cast is a rabid Leica
fan. including Lanny Ross, Jane Nhodes,
Grandpa Sneed and Ray Paiyc. They all
theirn'licre
week'sa "loot"
to Sunday dress
LOOK FOR IfOffig briny
rehearsal,
/(ir/.v competition
takes
THESE TWO SEALS. THEV
I'liice
to
sec
zeho
icins
file
f^rizc for the
MEAN PROTECTION FOR BABY
leeck's best shootiny. To date no one has
seen atosiyn
"f>rice," butanythatlessdoesn't
seem
makeof theanyconipetitiflu
keen.
is tooof good
for the— your
lord
-*jjH "VJOTHING
IN
the
baby! and
Servemaster
him foods
of thehouse
same high
Not
long
ago,
folks
didn't
even
know
t quality you enjoy— Heinz Strained
Lanny Ross was a candid camera fiend.
Foods.packed
They'reundercooked
with todrypreserve
steam
That was before he went on the deep-sea
1^5 and
vacuum
fishing party, which was attended by a
■ flavor, color, vitamins, and minerals.
crowd of Hollywood celebs and two crack
Andest Heinz
uses only meats,
the world's
choicfruits, vegetables,
and cereals.
photographers — who went along to record
the fun on celluloid. Unfortunately, how' Make sure byyou're
givingan baby
the best
ordering
assortment
ever, both photographers turned out to
Heinz
12 Strained
Foods! of
be better cameramen than sailors and
spent much of their time below deck.
'Twas then that Lanny came to the rescue. Modestly admitting a small amount
HEINZ
of skill with a speed graphic, he got several good pictures for the indisposed
STRAINED FOODS
photogs.
There's been considerable speculating
PATE
IMX
imrl [irofit h\ I r <■-■" Evidence" fi'rrii I |YOUR
O g A going on hereabouts, due to Carleton KaandInventors
fres bookread"Patent
''|'""""""-^j'^'^j
off that
ruHy'^Promptncss. 'lowProtection"
'fees, deferred
payments. pT^j.^^"
39 years' Ucll's
Sundaybeing
coffeeunceremoniously
show. Seems shooed
that Carleton
vWfoRX^EVANS & CO., 33-B VICTOR BLDc'.lJ WASH., D. C. rehearsed with the cast all day Saturday,
then appeared ready for broadcasting on
Sunday — only to be told that Ken Niles
would be on the announcing end in the future. The sponsors' excuse was that Carleton's voice is heard on too many other programs. But itareseems
us that
dulcet tones
also toaired
on Ken
more Niles'
than
(iiie radio show.
Relieves
.1//-.S-. /-Alicard (7. h\^binson returned from
that
Xcw
trip recent
the
TEETHING PAIN
teeth
leith)'ork
scripts
for sily.ayearmed
playsto for
ujithih 1 'Minute S
Ildward
r,. She still
him to' happy,
return
tothank
the Gay
Way—wauls
but liddic's
you. While
riyhl now.
And
busy, too,
beyour baby suffers from teethpicture leork
success—
and iuradiou'Inch
work,he'sin uI:^hiys
which
ing pains, just rub a few drops of Dr. been a tween
he's thrcalciuiio lo outshine all his former
Hand's little
Teething
the sore,
tender,
gums Lotion
and theon pain
will ylorics.
Ty the
there'sTrincipals
lore iu bloom
be relieved in one minute.
on that I)ig
Townway.shoie.
in the
Trevor and Clark AnDr. Hand's Teething Lotion is the case are Claire
drews—who produces the show. Claire and
prescription
of
a
famous
baby
specialist, contains no narcotics and has
look soo<j /// loz'e.
been used by mothers for over fifty Clark
Mr. and Mrs. Ole Olson (of the Olson
years. One bottle is usually enough for
one baby for the entire teething period. and Johnsons) just celebrated their twentyfifth wedding anniversary. Such an event
Buy Dr. Hand's jrom your druggist today being practically unheard of in Hollywood, the Olsons decided to make a real
JUST RUB IT ON THE GUMS
event of it. So they were married over
again. But this time they had in their
wedding party only Olsons — twenty-oneS
D*
AN
.H
DR
year-old
Jack was hisMaya
father's
man,
Teething
Lotion
and
eighteen-year-old
was best
her moth76

er's maid of honor, while daughter Jo>
aged two, served as flower girl.
Six hundred guests and as many quart
of champagne helped to make the Eddi
Cantor ban<|uet one that the town will re
member for some time to come. To say
was a siieeess is putting it mildly. Every
one who is an>one in Hollywood turn©
out to do lionor to the banjo-eyed come
dian and liis t\vent\-five years in the enter
tainment world. Amidst all the fabulou
jewels, furs, flowers, beautiful women aiK
prominent men. Eddie Cantor looked com
parativel}'
insignificant.
But when
he stooc
up to answer
the many
complimentar;
speeches which had been made about him
luldie suddenly assumed more dignity tha:
an\<ine in the room. '77/ try to be worth
of Georye
your kindJessel
words,"
he said.
emcecd
the Cantor ban
quet, of course. Georye emcees cvcrythini
in townthaithese
gettingtheysc
)io:o
zeliendays,theyhi canfact,yetit'sJcssel
decide for ivhoni they can yet up a dinner
.Xorma 'J'almadye Jessel has gained clever,
pounds trotting around to banquets so sfte
can see her husband oecasionally.
Stu Erwin was telling us, after the
broadcast the other day, that being in th«
dog-house isn't half bad. He has fout
champion Scotties — and the purps have
shower-baths, sun-machines, private rooms
and a special playground! What brought
up the subject of being in the dog-house
was Stu's story about how he and his
young son, Billy, amused themselves last
Sunday afternoon. They went out in the
back yard and decided to have some rifle
practice.
It wasn'tsquadlongcame
before
the Bev-up
erly Hills police
zooming
on motorcycles to see what all the racket
was about. And Mrs. Erwin rushed out
and spanked young Billy good and sound
— but Stu was just too big.
One of the funniest rehearsals to run
into is at the Kraft Shoiv, when Bing
Crosby has turned the stage into a personal
tailor shop. Bing, whose radio and picture engagements keep him busy all of the
daylight hours, has discovered that the
most convenient place to hav«; his suits,
litted
is risiht.Vrri\al
at the .\'BC
rehearsals.
of thestudio,
tailor between
on the
sla.ue lor a lilting alwa\s brings about an
off'-the-reeord
scene, withindividual
the cast
cr(]\vding aroundcomedy
and suggesting
ideas on the new Crosby ensemble.
Ken Murray has launched a one-man
campaign to get Marlyn (Mama, that
man's here again) Stuart a job in the
fillums. According to Ken, Marlyn's got
what it takes. But don't go working up
any romantic connections between these
two— for Florence Heller is leading lady
in Mr. M's. private life. They set New
Year's Day for the wedding bells.
Lola Lane could hardly wait for HollyTvood Hotel to be completed, out at Warbeen (l\ ing
on a too
spending
spree ners.forShe'smonths,
and toh.isgo been
busy,
due to picture and radio engagements —
luit she Hew to New York the same day
her role was liiiished in the picture. Rosemary and Priscilla stay here, in the new
house out in the San Fernando Valley,
where they live with their mother. It's at
530 Whiteoak Avenue, in case you'd like
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.iddrcss of tlie two about prettiest gals
1 town.
Another celebration in HoUyieood this
lonth zcas the {^reinierc of the Good Xews
f 1938 shoii'. It ivas all very, zrry gala,
s was to be expcetcd tvhen tzfo such oranications as M-G-M and XBC got their
eads and their talents together. There
eere the usual floodlights in front of the
heatre, the usual mobs of autograph
unters and the usual movie and radio
tars in their best bibs and tuckers. And
ertainly never has a more impressive list
f names been dranit up for one radio
rogramdescribed
before. However,
:ho
Good Newsthereof'were1938thoseas
Show Boat ti'ith the bottom dropped out."
Perhaps no air-show has ever been just
one happy family" like the old Show
loat. Rehearsals were always fun to atend, for though the cast managed to get
n a powerful lot of work, they were never
oo busy for a lot of gaiety on the side.
Kt the final broadcast, it is doubtful if
dry — itthewas performance
all the cast
17 inyone's
ould do eyes
to getwerethrough
lefore breaking down and having a really
;ood cry on one another's shoulders.
- nja Henie never missed a Tyrone
jr broadcast — until Tyrone flew to
York that last time to see Janet
And if people say that she sits
memistaken.
and listens
the radio,
For toSonja
either they're
makes
lefinite point — or else it just happens
way — to have a date with some atractive man and be out seeing the town
\hi,n Tvrone's show hits the air-waves.

Vou can't
belting
all he do-wn
had ona Butter-worth!
Notre Dame, theAfter
alma mammy, Charlie shozved up at the XBC
studio the day follozi'ing the Pittsburgh
game, in zvhich tlie Panthers had scored
tzi-o touchdoums against the Irish. Charlie
zi-as
still szvaggering.
you bet
on Notre
Dame to win?""ButDondidn't
Ameche
inquired. "Sure," replied Buttencorth. "But
zee zvon tlirce quarters of the game, didn't
Zi'c' Pittsburgh didn't get those touchdozens until the fourtli quarter."
And Deanna Durbin will soon be the
world's
Boy Scout!
a troop only
of BoygirlScouts
down inSureSanenough,
Diego
have become smitten en masse with Deanna and have invited her to be an honorary member of their troop. What's
more,
they're
bugle inandorderdrumto
corps up,
one sending
of these a days,
initiate La Durbin with the most of style
and the least of inconvenience.
Teaiiette ^^acDonald is the latest star to
enipluy the
a singing
"stand-in."
taking
lights for
the star, Instead
as do theof
stand-ins cm the movie sets, this new species of stand-in works with the orchestra
wliile the\ 're being balanced. Grace Moore
started thi-; fanc\- custom a few \-ears ago,
Gladys .SwartliMut and Lily Pons quickly
followed >uit, and now Jeanette has finally
fallen in line and hired Zaruhi Elmassian,
a pretty gal who does chorus work.
Mr. and Mrs. Phi!- ♦- Harris can be rated
as one of the zery happiest couples in
ladio circles,
proz'ctakeit's into
no passing
fancy,
but the.hid
real tothing,
con.<idcration that the Harris' lia:\' hccn married

for lo, these past fourteen years. And also
take this into consideration — both Phil's
mother
them! and Mrs. Harris' mater live with
Two home
new inarrivals
at Andy
Devine's
ranch
Van Nuys,
California,
arc
a'ti'pair
of
droopy-eared
coon
houn's.
Lum
Abner, Andy's golfing companions and
best friends, sent back to Pine Ridge, Arkansas, for the dawgs when Andy happened to mention
always admired
the breed
for whichthatthehe'sSouthern
state is
noted. The hounds arrived in A No. 1
condition, but within a day or so were
noted to be visibly drooping. Andy was
considerably worried, and took them to
the nearest vet for consultation. Medical
attention didn't seem to help, though, and
Andy
calledhaveup aLum
to come
over and
look 'n'at Abner
the dogs.
No
sooner had the comedians spoken to them
than the dogs perked right up. They were
homesick for that old Arkansas twang.
Now Andy lets them listen every night
to the Lum 'n' Abner broadcast — and
doesn't have any more trouble at all.
X^owadays, Mary Livingstone is carrying a gorgeous diamond-studded cigarette
case — a present from Jack Benny for no
particular reason. Prominently glittering
on the face is a minature diamond-studded
bo.x of you-know-what, with the big red
letters set in rubies. Incidentally, on that
last trip She
to Paris,
buy atosingle
gown.
confinedMaryher didn't
purchases
hats
— forty-tliree in all. "I wanted to prove
to Jack that I (-(7)1 be economical, you see."
Mary explained brightly
to us.Svexsrud
— By Lois

USE Lux Toilet Soap
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FRESH-FRAORAMT
WITH A DELICATE
P£RFU/V\E
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It's Lux Toilet Soap's ACTIVE lather
that makes it a wonderful bath soap! It
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other Hollywood scribes), I shall first of
all give you my impressions of Hollywood
as it is today, in comparison with the
Hollywood I have known over a period of
eight years.
Of course Hollywood has grown and has
changed sonicivhat. To those who have
told ine that
recognize
lywo d IknewI wouldn't
three years
ago the
(whenHol-1
made Sivcet Mxisic), I can only say:
for Individual
the town hasmovie
changed
or"phooey
not at!"—all.
lots, little
such
as Twentieth Century-Fox, Warners, Columbia and M-G-M, have built many new,
large sound stages, and the city has many
new
WP.A.I
work suburban
on a riverhomes,
bed plus
that the
has usual
no river.
find Hollywood much the same.
PcHiaps the most sifinificant construction in the toccn of Ilollyzcood is the erection of the ne7i' lionies of the NBC and
CBS broodcaslin,/ systems. When J recall
a conversation
I 'ice-President
McClelland (of the"anthNational
Broadcastimj
Company) in 1932. I am innused at the
thought that the two major networks are
hnildin;! tremendous edifices in the inoi'ie
capital.
Believing then, in 1932, that I would
locate in Hollywood as a permanent residence, I asked Mr. McClelland whether
he thought, in future years, major network
programs might emanate from Hollywood.
At that time the extra cost to pick up a
program from Los Angeles was from
twelve hundred to two thousand dollars —
hut actually there were no programs of a
network nature coming from Hollywood
at all,to and
due
the infactMr.thatMcClelland's
neither Los opinion
Angeles—
nor Hollywood
contained
any
great
facturing industries or offices (withmanu-the
exception of movie making) — he doubted
that network
cz'cr Ioriginate from the programs
movie city.would
Perhaps
was
indulging in wishful thinking, but I dared
express the hope and belief — though it was
merely a belief, unsupported by any sound
reasoning — , that it was both possible and
probable that great programs would eventually originate in Hollywood.
-♦/)(, the suks-cquent years— 1933 and 1934
— due to my afpearance in picture studios
here in 1 1 oil yu'ooil , our radio program
oriqinated in a I, tile ham-like huilding on
the RKO andmo:;cthe lot.
(I'///; and
no place for
audience
nuighcst
/Primi-anit
tive moniloriiio hoolh
and soundmosteffects,
seemed, even as late as 1933. that Mr. McClel and MIS right. But from 1034 to this
hectic fall, the rest is radio history.
Today, ninety percent of the major radio
programs emanate from the cinema capital. In fact, so un-lucrative have the New
York radio studios become that four of
the New York Musicians Union's best
musiciaiK l).-i\c taken up residence in Hollywo d lo liy ti) earn llie iimi-nal salaries
which thev knew in New York studios in

past
they toranprogram,
from studio
studio,yearsfrom— when
program
leavingts ifi
one program
a little
in order
able
to start the
next early
program
in theto ad-be ^'
joining studio.
that/ say
for "try,"
a periodbecause
of six these
monthsmentheyrealize
ivUI
hair to pay the Los Angeles Musicians
Local — for each program they perform
here — a sum of money practically equivalent to ivhat they earn, a penalty imposed
on the theory that their performance here
displaces a Los Angeles musician and that
they take bread and butter out of the
mouths of men icho have been living here
forThis
years.refusal on the part of the musicians throughout the country to bow to
and recognize the law of the survival of
the fittest, is rampant throughout the
country today. Beginning, as it did, in
Chicago, it has become a Frankenstein,
and has made it almost impossible for a
man to move himself or his family to another city, because he is faced with the
bleak prospect of having practically to
cease work for six months! The Unions'^
theorize that newcomers are not likely to if.
want to chance the long period of un-P
employment
from moving— and
in. are thus discouraged W
Only today was I informed of a ruse
used by a New York musician to avoid the
usual hostile remarks on his coming tol
Hollywcjod
— he pretended
that a herosecameby
from Philadelphia
! Not that
any other name would smell as sweet, but
there was less hostility facing him when
he mentioned that he came from Ph
delphia. Several New York friends seated
near him at the time of questioning, almost spoiled his triumph, but fortunately
thev remained silent.
regimented,has Blue-Eagled,
Stalinizedof
andSo Sovietized
become the system
musical employment here, that attempts to
stagger z^'ork and effect employment for
the fourgested inHollyzcood
or five thousand
conand Losmusicians
Angeles have
resulted in rules forbidding a musician
from earning more than a certain salary
per zveck.
Likezcise,
the leader
is forbidden to accept
more than
two commercial
programs,
regardless
of
his
merit
witlistanding the fact that he may— h
sought after by three or four radio pro
grams and sponsors, regardless of the fac:
thai his ahility may entitle him to a salary
of scleral hundred dollars a week.
Thus, intentions, toansecure
attempt,
worthy for
in itsmoreinemployment
men, the fleet, the gifted, the unusually
talented musician is thereby penalized and
forced to adapt himself to the snail's pace
of thelowless
talented
and the
less fortunate
musician.
Under
guise of felan
emergency
measure,
this
situation
has become a stark, actual-♦-reality — a nightmare
for some, a Godsend for others!
This particular svstem of penalization
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r the out-of-to\vner is bad enough in
ost cities, but here it is admittedly at
J worst. Thus, in order for me to use
y original men on my Thursday night
•ogram, I find it necessary to pay to the
DS Angeles Federation of Musicians, apoximately six hundred dollars. These
e things of which the layman knows
tie or practically nothing, and which
ake it difficult lor the New York orlestra to perform in Hollywood.
/ have cxcr been of the mind that Xrw
ork has been and ahvays ivill be the
eatrieal and radio center of the icorld —
t sini(>ly because of its great number of
ofle, but because it n'Ul ahvays be the
nter of the musical comedy, operetta,
'era, vaudeville (ivhat there is left of it)
d the legitimate stage. It is from these
Ids that radio it'ill drazc ils best radiorf arming
talent. Jl'riters
ork
and Hollyivood,
but theabound
heart inofXnethe
lent field, regardless of the present day
nd in motion picture musicals to vaudelle on a modem and large scale, ivill
ways be Broadzvay.
New York will always be the proving
ound, testing field and home grounds
talent. I say this impartially, not as one
ip believes that it is New York, first,
and always — rather as one who would
be adverse to seeing Hollywood the
nter of the radio world, because I have
ways wanted to live here, and believing
I am best fitted for radio, I am more
willing to pull up stakes and perform
that radio in this glorious sunshine
tropical atmosphere.

m
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But with one exception, I fail to see how
the building of these tremendous air castles
on Sunset Boulevard can justify itself. It
only requires a new trend in pictures, a
refusal on the part of all the studios to
permit their contracted artists to appear
in radio, to cause these radio buildings to
become empty white elephants, like that
two-million-dollar paper bag factory,
which, due to a simple chemical change in
the manufacture of paper bags, stands in
the forests of the great Xorthwest like an
old, deserted, haunted castle.
The one exception is this: I think these
castles are I'cing specifically built for telczision. I have olieoys predicted that the
perfeetino of televisio)t , its effect iip,»t our
lives, eusloins and habits zoUl be incalculable, zoithoiit precedent and. aim, '.■it, horrible! / trievisiou far from perfection,
as some say. then I can only see lean \\rars
ahead for both of these ircstern netzeork
cathedrals — because — zoilh the f^rcsent use
of the same motion picture personalities
oz'cr and oi er again on the siime programs,
zoith most of the air personalities having
little or no aural microphone talent, must
er enliially come a surfeiting of an alreadyfaded public taste — <; taste that demands
something cz'cr nezu and fresh, zvith the
result that programs that are tuw emanating from this section must perforce return to the city in zchich the heart of radio
is, and zchere, by the sheer superiority of
numbers, there must be more of those zcho
have something to give to radio.
THRILL
To stop off at a little malted milk stand

LOOK

BATHING

in San Bernardino, California, to see in
the mechanical phonograph installed there,
Cyril Smith's recording of the Sow Song.
Cyril Smith himself, on a day off at the
beach at Venice ^ (California's Coney
Island),
after
giving fellows,
the "bird"to inhavea kidQUIX
ding wayOT
to IC
several
one
say to him : ■'You do it almost as well as
the fellow in the Sozv Song!"
AMAZING
But perfectly natural — that an advertising agency is like a man or woman in
love, who, as most of us kiiozv, has no
pride but zcillingly suffers almost any
abuse at the haiids of the desired one. To
see this agency, that usually and imperially
dictates its z.'ishes to the trcnil'lim, and
grateful artists zcho appear on its programs, have to stand hv breathlessly and
tremiilouslv a:caitiu<i the decision of a
great comedian, zcho decides as late as Sunday morning zchctlicr or not he zcill appear on a Sunday evening program, does
)ny heart good. Because it only justifies the
theory that I hazr so often espoused, to
zvit, that Zi'licn a thing is ardently desired,
those W'hopie. desire it knozc no pride and eat
humble
In last month's issue, my stupid inclusion of "He proved he was his best
friend
— he told anecdote,
him," immediately
the Whiteman
might haveafter
led
some of you to think that I was referring
to Mr. Whiteman. Rather, was I touching on a {Continued
subject that onis still
pagestupidly
91} taboo
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upon the Wisder Nail File to keep
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(Continued jrom pane 21)

was
savins,a bit
"heroffolks
out here.
see (luite
them.live When
they W'e
are
a\\a\-.
Mary's
mother
writes
her
letters.
\ es. there are a niimlier of similarities
between our private lives and our radio lives.
.After
all, that's
the way — afrom
stagesome
or screen
personality
is developed
basic
element or characteristic in the real person. sional
Ithinkpersonalities
\()u'll fmd
most profesare,thatactually,
pretty
nuich what they seem. You meet Gable,
and he is the Gable you see on the screen,
; Graciefrom
.'Mien's
voice
atsamehiimelusty
is not(|uality
so dififerent
her voice
on tile screen : Jack Oakie is no tragedian
ata Barrymore
home ; Eddiewhen
Cantorhe doesn't
changeprivate
into
steps from
life into the limelight. And so Mary coulfl
not be the Mary she is on the air if she
were not, in some respects, the same Mary
here at hoine.
kid a lotkidsat me.
home, Sort
too, ofMarytakesand me1.
She"Wecertainly
down and steps on me, if she feels the
routine is indicated. Every wife is the
same, I fancy. No wife can stand a man
when he's crowing or strutting, or she
thinks
It's onethe night
sainewewhen
crowed he
over.is. Like
were he's
out
somewhere and someone was being very
flattering and telling me that I was swell
in my last picture. Artists and ^]odels. that
I was a wow, the tops, and all that. I was
just standing there, taking it, very morlest
and proper, I thought. Mary was just
standing there, too, looking as if every
instant would be Cnstcr's Last Stand!
Then she said : 'Jack, don't forget to take
the"How
garbagedo you
out when
we get home !'
like that?
"Of course, I couldn't very well launch
into an exposition of the life of the country gentleman I live at home, never raising my little finger except to raise it to
one of my servitors when I want a sprig
of mint or something I So I just stood
there and said : 'Well,' and let it pass.
"But, of Even
course,without
I'm mynot script
without
my
comebacks.
writers,
I have several little coinebacks in my s\ stein. atI'mhomenot oratabroad.
all theSo,helpless
type,
either
when Mary
was working in the picture, her first screen
appearance, I just went to everyone on the
set, from the director down to the assistant
director, and got thern all to call her 'The
filamonr Girl!" She never knew I put
them lesupa little
to itbirdand tells
neverLouella
will know
Parsonsit, un!
"Matter of fact, I lielievc that I would
call ours more of the old-fashioned mar'marriage
whateverriage than
it the
is called
by themoflerne,'
Smart Set.or
In
the
sense
that
Mar\'
(she
here
now, so I can get away with this!)isn'tis more
interested in the home than in the career:
more interested in my career than in her
own: worries oidy about tlie things that
worry me — and they ;ire plenty !
"I must digress for a moment lo tell .\<)u
alioiil what a worrier 1 am. I'or my
worries are a part of the pri\ate life of
the Bennys. I am a worrier without compctilors. I worry about cvcrylliinii , things
both great and small. We can have seven

HOME

good programs in a row and I'll worr
myself
to death.Andforthen,
fear ifthetheeighth
hi- so nood.
eighth won'
get'
the laughs. I begin to .gnaw on the bone o
the ninth. .And so it goes. We had ;
bad one last Sunday. There was hardlj
a laugh in the house and I was sick abou
it. You andknow,no when
you're trying
to be
funny,
one laughs,
it suddenly
dawns
on
you.
sickeningl\-,
that
you're
not
being funny at all — just silly! So I hac
a wnnderiul week, after that, worryin
away for dear life! I worry about a bit
of fluff on the carpet, the weather : I worry
because the baby broke her doll and may
be doing -ome worrying herself: I worry
about the State of Unrest in the World,
the factwhether
that inythere
necktie
color,
are isn't
mothstheinright
my
twelve dress suits; I worry about termites
and eartlu|uakes. You can go on making
a list of worries for as long as the alphabet willBenny
hold outhigh-worry
and you'llmark.
still fall short
of the
"But,
as
I
was
saying,
Mary
a wife
and mother before she is a careeris woman.
Not that I put my foot down on a woman
having a career. I am a great believer in
the divine right of talent. If a woman
has any talent, there is no reason for her
to put it away in camphor just because
she
has the
said,picture,
'/ do.'forI was
all forI thought
Mary's
making
instance.
it was good for her. She was interested.
She got up early every morniug — and
nothing happened. The stars went right
on in their courses. She ate well and slept
well and was full of pep and ambition.
\'acuum
nursery
substitutecleaners
nursesandhave
takenschools
awayanda
woman's work in this world. So, if Mary
wants to continue in pictures, it's all right
with me. But, ma\be, it's so all right with
me because
I knowsecond
that,toinmyMary's
her
career comes
career,heart,
and
third, at least, to her home and the baby.
She is crazy about our baby and wants
more children. We both do. And if we
do
not have
probably
adopt children
two more,of a our
boy own,
and a we'll
girl.
"Yes, a good part of our 'private lives*
centers
about
Joan.
I
don't
know,
I
think
you feel more responsible for a baby you
have adopted than you would for one of
your own. .And a greater sense of delight
and achievement when that baby turns out
as, even at three, our Joany has turned
out.
a manup buying
sweepstake
ticket It's
and like
waking
the nexta day
to find
himself with $130,000 in his jeans! The
only sorrow in our private lives was, for
a long time,
that we that
didn't have any
chilflren.
I'^ir we Now,
realize even
that if we soi'row
had hadisa gone.
baby
of our own right away, we never would
lia\e hadvelous seii^eJoan.
She hasHerthesense
mostof marof Inmior.
timWhat,
now, about the controversial
i
n
g
i
s
perfect."
m.itter of hrie(lit\ \'ersus environment?
For it J.ick I i.ikie who said to me:
"I'lcnny's ju i 'grain is the best on the air.
.And it's the best because he has the most
I)erfert sense of timing of any etitertainer
any w here."
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"She always asks me where I'm going,
when I go out," Jack was saying, "and I
always tell her : 'To see my manager,
Arthur Lyons.' The other day she asked
nie again. And again I said : 'To see
Arthur Lyons,' and she whipped back at
me : 'What, agaiiiV
"So, there isn't even a little sorrow in
our
I've always
said that,
in theprivate
life oflives.
any person,
no matter
how
superficially succe.v^tul and famous, there
ishave.
something
person nowwantsthatandwe can't
There isthatnothing,
have
Joan,
that
Mary
and
I want and don't
have.
"We have little pet names for one anMary and
Mary's for
nickname
for meother,istoo. Doll.
My Lnickname
Mar\IStell(just
to
be
different)
Doll!
But
Kenny Baker I That laugh ofdon't
his
would me
get the
me laugh
down about
! I don't
mindbut hisif
giving
my car,
he turns it on my private life — on those
matters and persons sacred to me — it will
be a horse laugh of a difTerent color I
to gowason not
beinga professional
as personal
as "After
possible.all,Mary
when we married, you know. Her name
was Sadve Marks, and she had a job in
a shop in Los Angeles. Which gives us
quite a bond, as you may imagine. We
can talk by the hour about our back-ofthe-counter
Mary's
Los Angeles experiences,
and mine when
I washerebackin
of the counter in my father's haberdashery
in \\'aukegan.
ofshopthat.
Mary marriedI fiddled
her waymy outwayof,outor
from in back of. her counter. But it came
to the same thing in the end. !Mary was
just sort of passing the time until I came
along. She never expected, when we were
married, to be anything or anyone but
Mrs. Jack Benny. And I think that most
people know that her being with me on
the air was in the nature of an accident,
or an act of God, just according to the
way you look at things. She did some
vaudeville with me first. Just played a
sort of dumb dame and fed me a few
lines, you know. Of course, we had to
change that for the radio. We can't have
two dumbs on the air and we've got Kenny !
after theonvaudeville,
she made
her
first"Then,
appearance
the air with
me, one
night, because one of our players was suddenly taken ill. She only said two lines.
But in the next two weeks there were
some two thousand letters asking for Mary
to come back again. And here she is ! She
€njoys it,ously.but
too Jack
seriShe stillsheis.doesn't
first oftakeall, itMrs.
Benny. And if anyone should ask me for
the recipe for a happy marriage, even in
Hollywood, especially in Hollywood (which
no one has!), I would tell them to see to it
that their wives remain Mrs. Jack Benny!
You know what I mean ? I am still enough
of that boy from Waukegan to believe
that
a woman's
is inandthe inhome,
specifically
in theplace
nursery
the
kitchen. Mary spends most of her time in
the nursery and at the bridge table and
readingknows
books.
very welllooks
read.like,
Mary.of
She
what She's
the kitchen
course. She can tell you the color of the
curtains, and all that"
I said : "Who is the boss, really — 30U
or Mary?"
Jack smiled (he seldom laughs out loud)
and said: "Mary isn't here, so I'll tell
you that she is. If she were here, she'd
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No matter
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dimmed ifyou howwearlovely
glaring,
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natural hair y band
almostblend
defy perfectly
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away liketheir
magic."Glare-Proof finish hides them
Ask
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"Glare-Proof
Bob
Sta-Rite.
Ifcolor
he cannot
you
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lOff bymentioning
wantedsupply
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Dept.
Ml,
Sta-Rite
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Teacher
LEARN AT HOME
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Tciio 1
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all-in-one
softening,
lubricating
sloughscleansing,
off the discolored,
blemished
surface
skin
in
tiny,
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particles. Your underskin is then revealed clear,
smooth and beautiful. Bring out the hidden
beauty of YOUR skin with Mercolized Wax.
Try Saxolife
Astringent
A DELIGHTFULLY
refreshing
astrlnHent Saxollte
lotion.
TIniillne.pintantiseptic,
helpful.
In one-half
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Use Dissolve
this lotion dally.
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Jack Oakie's College is in session on Tuesdays at 9:30 p.m., (CBS). Here are
Stu Erwin (left), "Schlemiel" and President Jack Oakie, at the nnicrophone.
home with me. Little Joan has
tell you that 1 am. Which adds up to worries
very little idea of what it is Daddy does
fifty-fifty."
They have a set routine of life at home, when he bustles forth to work every morning. She says : 'Daddy going to the office
Jack told me. He rises early every morning, as early as five-thirty or six. Ije to make
buy Joany
dresses at!'
whenmoney
Buck toBenny
rides again,
doesn't have time any more to play golf And
home,
he
rides
her
pig-a-back,
as
you may
or tennis,
he hasin every
a morning
work-to have noticed . . . So, we rewrite
the
out ;has a andman socome
morning
programs
Saturdays.
Then
we
broadcast
keep his muscles aged sixteen. Then he Sundays, and Sunday nights, after the
has breakfast with the baby — the same
breakfast, year in, year out— grapefruit or broadcast, we usually go to the Troc', Mary
orange juice, with an egg. Mary always and I, or step out somewhere. Sunday
has her breakfast on a tray in bed. The nightstion iare
our way.
only nights of real relaxan a big
same l)reakfast as Jack's, without the egg.
"I
do!\t
have
time to do much reading.
Jack said:
fasting in bed."I believe
I think inthat,a wife's
for thebreakwife Mary tells me all about the new books.
in any family, breakfast on a tray keeps She reads every one of 'em. By the time
Reno away. You know how people are in I get to bed I try to read that morning's
the mornings, how they look and feel, and paper.
And sometimes succeed.
what they think. IVell.
"Mary
loves to shop.
both gross,
terribly
extravagant.
We liveWe'reby our
"Every day," Jack told me, "every day,
except
Mondays,
which
I
save
out
for
rake and
in, not
got
left.whatEverywe now
againwhatwe we've
look very
(loin.u all sorts of little odds and ends, you on
kniiw, like straightening out my bureau grim and determined and sort of saving
"We've
to watchand ourselves!'
drawers (we're both as neat as pins, Mary and
Then say:
we talk
aboutgotbudgets
household
and I), and having interviews and things; accounts
and
sundries
things like
every other day I'm with my writers, that, and that's all there and
is to it. Months
working
on theas script.
I'm always
in with them
they work,
so that sitting
I can go by and we go right on spending, until
the calendar comes around to the place
try
out
the
lines,
act
'em
out
a
bit.
Mary
never sits in on any of our writing ses- where
again the: ' Wheck,
e've you
got only
to watch
once ! we say,What
ourselves!'
live
She doesn't
what thesions.script
is allknow,
about. until rehearsal,
"Money just doesn't mean anything to
"Friday
nights
we
have
the
reading
of
our program. And after that I always go either of us. I don't mean that we'd want
to the fights. I usually go with George to have less than we have, because that
Burns, or with my manager, or both of would mean going back ; never a healthy
them. While 1 am at the fights, Mary symptom. But I mean that we're not
usually goes to a movie or plays bridge money-conscious.
Mary is the kind of a
with
Gracie perhaps.
Allen andTheMrs.George
Al" Ritz
and girl who would be content with whatever
Ida Cantor,
Burnses
I happened type
to beof making.
the
woman. She
She isn't
can buy
are very close friends of ours. We also see demanding
a lot of the Al Ritzes, the Eddie Cantors, an eighteen-dollar dress and look as well
some other girl in a dress costing two
Ginger
Rogers.whenI don't
On ashun'dred.
the evenings
Mary playandbridge.
I are not
Because she knows what kind of
going out to a movie or something, she an eightccn-dollar dress to buy and how
usually makes up a table of bridge and I to wear it after she buys it. We both
sit over there in that corner and play spend a lot of money on clothes.
rummy all by myself.
"But our happiness doesn't depend on
"Saturdays
we usually
rewrite
pro- money. Everything is in your own happigrams. Who was
it who said
that the
all good
ness, inside. And we're happy people,
writing is really rewriting? Well, who- Mary and I. We're not hilarious, the lifeever did was talking about radio scripts, of-the-party types at home. It's more a
too, whether he knew it or not. We sel- sort of rich contentment. Aiier all, everydom discuss the scriiit during the week,
When we were first marMary and. I. 1 do not bring my business tliing'sried,relative.
and I was in vaudeville, I was mak-
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ing three hundred and fifty dollars a week.
We thought that was all the money in the
world, and it just about was! Then, when
I got teenintohundred
pictures,
at first,wemade
fifdollarsand,a week,
thought
that was the tops.
"It's the same with fame, so-called. I
felt a Big Guy when I did vaudeville, and
got the next-to-the-last spot on the bill.
And when I played the Palace and got the
top spot, I thought I had touched the
dizziest heights there were to be scaled.
all a like
matteryou,of nowhether
likedare—
ifIt'speople
matter you're
what you
doing,
how much, you're
sitting oron where,
top of orthe forworld.
"We're just the same. people, feel just the
same, get exactly the same amount of kick
out of everything, as we did when we began. The only difTerence being in favor
of those beginning days. For then we
didn't have to worry so much, trying to
top ourselves from one week to the next.
"We're building our own home here in
Beverly Hills,
home places
we've —ever
owned.
We'venow.
alwaysFirstrented
the
Countess di Frasso's one time; this one
now. They're breaking ground for our
home
a matter
of fact.house.
It's
going today,
to be aas kind
of Georgian
Isn't that what they call 'em? I don't
know room
how many
It's a big and
place,a
with
for arooms.
swimming-pool
tennis court and plenty of room for the
baby's things and all that. We'll have
decorators
to help
I suppose;
I'll
guarantee that
Maryus,will
do most but
of the
work.
She's
got
good
taste
in
houses,
as
well as in clothes.
"I don't want to stay in radio, or in pictures, for more than the next five years,
for which I am under contract. I mean,
asintoantheentertainer.
I'd oflike,things.
then, toI feel
get
producing end
that, with the knowledge I have of the
stage, pictures, the radio. I ought to have
some value as a producer. I might not
know enough about the technical side of
things to be a good director. But as a
producer — well, Buck Benny should be able
to ride again.
forever, ourselves,
Mary and orI
and"Wethe can't
rest keep
of us.on topping
trying
to,
every
week.
And
you
down the fraction of an inch on can't
the air.let
There comes the saturation point, a limit,
an end to all good things. And when that
time comes, we'll have built our home,
established our family. And we'll just go
on There
being ishappy."
something very substantial about
Jack Benny. He could easily be a member of the Stock Exchange (did I say
substantial':) . a lawyer, a doctor. He is
what
is calledhima "mellow"
feel about
an air ofpersonality.
well-being You
and
good
living
and
all's-well-with-the-world.
He is a business man who sells his wares
on the air.
And never again shall I hear the ringing
words:out a mental
"Buck Beiniy
Again."
picture Rides
of that
tall, withwelltailored figure, ramping about the beautiful
Beverly Hills house with a rosy child
astride his shoulders, yellow hair blowing,
bright laughter ringing.
It is somehow gratifying to know that
the private life of the Jack Bennys is that
old-fashioned, unbeatable equation of a
man with a job, a woman in the home and
a child in the heart.
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MANNERS
FOR MADAME
(Continued from page 29)
is that the persons who offend so often
do not reaUze it. They bhthely on, hurting others and congraUilatiiiL; themselves
on being frank and sineere. It they would
only realize that by a little effort they
could change this lack in themselves, the
whole world would be better. If they
would only stop to think before they blurt
out something that will prove embarrassing or unpleasant or harmfid to someone
else, they would fmd themselves so much
better
of it. liked and so much happier because
"Tact, that
alonggo with
all making
the otherof pleasant
qualities
into the
a really
delightful stanperson,
springs
from underding. And to have true understanding,
you must know every type of person and
what that type of person likes and what
he resents.
"In the matter of condolences, for exstandamplethe, itistypeabsolutely
of personimportant
to whom toyouunderare
offering sympathy. If you are writing to
them, you must go over your association
with them and so discover the right keynote. If you are talking to them, you
must watch their expressions and not take
one step that will offend.
in theandstressto
of "People
grief. become
Some areelemental
sentimental,
these you would seem cold if you wrote
the restrained note a more reserved type
of person would bless you for.
"Do youportantwonder
that manners
I say the ismosthaving
imthing in good
the right instincts? A diamond is a diamond, worth
whetheris always
polishedthere.
or not.
intrinsic
But Its
all the
polishing
in
the
world
won't
give
value
to
a piece of glass.
"The best-mannered people are always
those who take their social responsibilities
casually.
Amongthe my
the people who exalt
trivialtaboos
side are
of etiquette,
who work themselves into a frenzy over
linicky trifles that don't matter in the least.
who sight
are soofconcerned
with People
trifles
that"Pcfiple
they lose
real value.
who fuss about eating with their left hand,
for instance, who somewhere or other have
got
to be
properthe toidea
use that
it at it's
the not
table.supposed
Why should
your left hand be paralyzed? It was given
to you for as good a purpose as your
right use
hand.
you
it toWhycarryin the
yourworld
fork shouldn't
to your
mouth ?
"It's far l)ctter to make mistakes than
to be too concerned o\ cr not making them.
Go(.>d manners are easy m;uiners. My dislike of the word ctiqiirllc is chiefly because itstresses the consciousness of manners too much. Definite rules matter so
little. The motive back of what you do is
so much more important than the thing
you"Anddo. yet the word in itself does mean
I)eha\ iorism, diplomacy, precise ethics,
ninr.ils and cvcrvlhing else that makes for
jiKasant li\iiig. It means the house you
live in and Ikiw you live in it and all the
publisher1 ,isk(.(l
to write
my"P.efore
book onmyeticjuetle,
wrote menovels,
and

now I find that etiquette, when taken in the
big, broad view it should be taken in, is
just as absorbing as writing fiction. After
all, novels are written about people, the
heroine, the hero, the villain and all the
other characters that go to make up a
book. In getting down to the fundamentals
of manners and good taste, you get down
to the fundamentals of people, too.
"It always amuses me to be regarded as
anFewarbiter,
it's really
foreignareto two
me.
things forexcite
me, butso there
or three things that drive me into a frenzy.
One
type ofandperson
who isis the
exacting
finickyI'vetotalked
the lastabout,
degree. Another is the one who goes in for
too many
little elegancies,
mincing and pretentious
wordswhoandusesphrases.
And the last and greatest of these is rudeness.
"Which brings me to my greatest abhorrence, the thing I call the great American
rudeness,
thinghostess
I cannot
stand— andandthattheis the
who underallows
herself io be served first, when there are
women guests at her table. If a woman
is going to be so rude to the guests under
her roof, then she should throw all other
rules of courtesy away as well.
"It's as bad as slapping your guests in
the face.
It'sposition
telling them
they When
are ofroyinferior social
to you.
altywaysdinesserved
withfirst.
commoners,
royalty
is
And, to my way al-of
thinking, the hostess who allows herself
to be served first is putting herself in the
high place of royalty.
"I've received so many letters from hostesses, trying to condone this rudeness by
suggesting that the reason lying behind it
is a kind one, that by serving themselves
first they make it easier for guests who do
not know how to serve themselves. This
reason is as unthinkable as the original
rudeness, and as much of an insult to her
guests, for what you are doing is saying
that your friends are inferior to you and
not as well versed in social graces as
"Back in the 'nineties, when hostesses
yourself.
really ser\ed elaborate dishes, this custom
was unknown and famous hostesses of
that day would be aghast at the thought
of being served before their guests.
"In the days of the Borgias, when
poisoned food intended for guests, dangerous to the lives or peace of their hosts,
was one of the delightful little social customs of the day, well-intentioned hosts partook of each dish or flagon first, to reassure their guests. And in the early days
of our own country, when frontier towns
were rough, and untrained help in the kitchen had little skill in keeping food from
burning, and none in proper dishing, the
gently bred hostess directed that every
dish be served to her first, so that she could
remove to her own plate any unsightly
pieces and quickly rearrange the other
pieces to make the dish more presentable
for her company. This was — and in the
same circumstances again would be — a reason of courtesy.
"But it is distinctly a rudeness, and not
a courtesy today, when poisoning has
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[lily gone out of social usage and wlicn
e is no excuse for serving any but
itable dishes. Manners change, and
uld change, as the need for change
<. Clinging to outmoded, obsolete man^ is ridiculous."
Listening to Mrs. Post's program on
get the
; air,
, of you
the wide
scopefeelof ofher hervisionpersonthat
vcts the little trivialities; less sure
-ons blow up into gigantic, frothy bubL ~. She loves talking over the networks
and loves hearing from her listeners.
"Their letters are always so warm and
human," she says with that ready smile
ofso, hers.
don'tmuch
knowmore
why personal
it shouldthanbe
but they"I are
the letters I receive from my newspaper
readers.
You can" see that feeling of kinship with
her listeners delights her. for she is such
a friendly person herself. Hers is the
simplicity of a perMHi so secure she has
never had to [)ro\e herself tu anyone.
Born in Baltimore, the dau.uhter of two
distinguished American families, she came
to New York as a child of live. Good
taste came instinctively to Emily Post.
She never had to wonder about correctness. She knew all the things well-bred
people are supposed to know. Her father
was Bruce Price, the noted architect, and
her life was much the same as any other
girl's,
positiongoverness,
and wealth.
There born
were tothesocial
German
the
brownstone house on Tenth Street, the
dancing school and parties, the coming-out
party, and her marriage at nineteen.
But there were the other things that
were different. The things that gave her
understanding and the warmth and the tolerance and kindness that are all a part of
the mature
Emilywhen,
Post.for The
bewilderment that came
the first
time
in her life, she found herself no longer
a sheltered, wealthy girl, but a mother with
two young sons dependent on her for
support, and the courage that made her
find her way throughout the doubt and
anxiety that must have assailed her. There
was her divorce, for, in a day when fashionable Xew York looked askance at any
severing of marital ties, she had the honesty to live as she wanted to live.
There was seeing her sons grow up and
seeing one of them married — and losing
one of them — the younger one, the one
who always had lived with her and who
was her constant companion. There were
the years she faced blindness.
And today you see a woman well past
her middle years, a woman who still has
the beauty of the young girl whose loveliness created a furor when she made her
debut. But you see a woman who
has so many other things that young girl
could not have had, for no young girl
is born as tolerant and courageous and
wise as this woman who made her greatest success when she was over fifty.
She was almost fifty when she wrote her
book
on etiquette.
want soto unimwrite
it at all.
Etiquette She
... didn't
It seemed
portant to her, in a helter-skelter world
torn by doubt and confusion. It was only
after her publisher had left her a book on
the subject and she saw how precious it
was, how trivial and unimportant, that she
realized there really was a need for a book
on the subject that had honesty and
breadth.

So she wrote the book, and the royalty
checks have been coming in ever since, and
now her revised edition of the book is
heading the best-seller lists again.
Buton thousands
today, even
after the
upof letters
she thousands
receives, she
still is appalled at people who stick so
closely to the rules that they refuse to
think for themselves.
"I once wrote that the groom's family
must never supply the bride's trousseau,"
she
"And about
one day
had a letter
from said.
a woman
to boI married,
saying she ili-ai']M .lilted, ^.ince this would
mean she couiil not wear her future motherlaw
wanted
> niue'iThisto unyielding
wear because
of lierto
luve fur her.
stickm.ti
the rules amazed me in these women, as
they both happened to be more than
average in intelligence and culture and soI wrote she
at once,
the
iiir\ cial
that,pri-ition.
of course,
must te'llinu
wear the
dre-is she had set her heart on.
"And when brides write in to me, askiii.Lt for help in getting the correct furnishings for their home, I have something
of
that
same
feelin.g.
should they
ask anyone
whatthe
to latest
get ?\\'hy
Why
cerned about
thing betosobecon-in
fashion?
A woman's
should
reflect
her.
She shuuld
furnishhome
it with
the things
she likes, not the things that happen to
be fashionable at the moment. My objecto anxone's byturning
over her
liome
to betionfurnished
an interior
decorator
springs from my feeling that the home
should represent the people who live in it,
notMrs.
an outsider."own home is as much a
part of Post's
herself as her graceful carriage,
her eagerness, her C|uick laugh. She loves
chintzes, and the chintzes she has chosen
for her drawing-room, her study, and the
various bedrooms in the large apartment,
are breathtaking in their loveliness.
And she is charming because she does
not concern herself about being charming
— just as her manners are so beautiful because they are so simple.
When her private telephone rang, in
the lovely study where she spends most of
her working hours, she did not wait for
her secretary but answered it herself, and
when, durint;- the conversation, she needed
some hou-ekeeper.
inl'orinatioii,andvhe when
called>hctordidHilda,
her
not
come, whistled
her
summons.
unpredictable. Mrs. Post, and not inShe's
the least
awe-inspiring.
If soine day she happened into a farm
kitchen,
the farmer's
about heranddutie-;,
makint; wite
dinnerwentandcalmly
ladling it into heavy, oddly assorted dishes
that
didn't
match,
and
ser\etl
it
from
her
kitchen table in tlie simple, unpretentious
way she always served it, the chances are
tliat .she would find Mrs. Post one of the
easiest guests she ever had entertained. For
Mrs. Post delights in people who are
themselves.
But heaven help the hostess, full of little
pretensions and formalities, agonizing over
details and fussy trifles, should Mrs. Post
happen to be at one of her oh, so formal
luncheons
lay ahave
wager
now
that
Mrs. !PostI'llwould
her right
wondering
to this day just what she did wrong.
that's howherself,
Emily that
Post she
is, sodemands
simple
andForunaffected
the same qualities in people she likes.
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1
GENTLEMEN

AS DEEMS TAYLOR
(Continued from page 33)

twinkling behind the thick lenses of his
pince nez. "I was going to be a second
\'ictor
apartment
RiversideHerbert.
Drive .I. took
. Thean only
drawbackon
was — I couldn't sell another show!"
wasn't,thathowever,
successhimof from
that
firstIt show
definitelytheturned
liuilding with wood and stone to building
with tone and harmony. Destiny, apparently, was craftily shaping a tool to its
purposes. But, being a devotee of three
meals a day. Deems Taylor took whatever
jobsHismight
had. graduating from N. Y.
first, beafter
U., was as a commercial artist. Next he
worked on a couple of encyclopedias —
Nelson's and the Britannica. Then another
fraternity brother, Frank Adams — FPA,
of The Conning Toiver — got him a job on
the Western Electric News. And, along
about this time, he heard of a prize offer
for a symphonic poem.
"I didn't know anything about symphonies, either,"
orchestration
. . .he Butlaughed.
I went "Nor
aheadabout
and
wrote a symphonic poem. It was called
The Siren Song. It won the prize — three
lundred dollars. That was a lot of meney
toanything,
me thencompared
— but, evento so,
didn't meanthe
whatit winning
[irize meant. The approval of my work
. . . Years later, the Philharmonic played
The Siren Song.
"After that, Werrenrath, who was working to raise some money for the MacDowell colony at Peterboro, wanted to produce asymphony with some baritone solos.
He told me I had to write it for him — he
had promised I would do it. So I did.
That
The Highivayman."
Alongwas about
1916, Deems Taylor and
Robert Benchley were editing the Sunday
Magazine of the old New York Tribune
— and Taylor, an ardent pacifist, decided
he ought to go to France as a war correspondent.
He wrote himself a glowing recommendation for the job and his fellow editor
signed it. The Tribune approved the idea,
however, and, almost before he knew it,
young
himself
France. Mr.
He hadTaylor
only thefound
foggiest
ideas asin
tn wliat his duties would be — which ideas
ccrt.iinly did not include \isiting the front
line trenches. Nevertheless, orders promptly
took him, very scared and most reluctant,
t(j "the thundering line of battle."
"lUit I fdund out one thing — " he says
rcminisccntly. "Everyone else, practically,
wasHe ascame
scaredhomeas Iin was!"
1917, to become assistant editor of Collier's Weekly. Always it
seemed into
to be jobs
DeemsforTaylor's
thrust
which destiny
lie hadto nobe
proper preparation.
"I w'as supposed to write editorials," he
says, with that quick characteristic smile
and
"One day
lunch twinkle.
with a fellow
who Ihadwent
the out
job onto
the photo pages. We talked things over,
and decided to swap jobs. It was all right
with the office — so I became photo editor."

He was wondering, these days, if he
woulding theagain
see war-torn
Dread-his
inevitable
summonsFrance.
to serve
country — the draft. At last his number
was up. Deems Taylor remembers the day
it was drawn — Armistice Day — November
11th, 1918! He still celebrates it.
The next year his friend, FP.\, got him
another job, as editor of The Musical Review. During this time Deems Taylor
wrote one of his most famous compositions, the Through the Looking Glass
suite, which has been played "all over the
world,
elsewhere,"
In thisandyear,
too, he made his first and
only venture into teaching — lecturing on
music in Denver. "Keeping," he chuckles,
"just one lecture ahead of the class 1 It
Later he served for a number of years
as music
critic for The New York World
was
deadly!"
—during which time he made his famous
prophecy
He
was active,astoo,to inthethefuture
theatre,of atradio.
this 'time
— writing the incidental music for Liliom,
and other plays, over a period of five
years. Getting a first-hand knowledge of
the theatre which later was to prove invaluable to him when he began to write
He began his first opera in the spring of
operas.
1926, when he was commissioned by the
Aletropolitan to do an opera for them. He
persuaded
Vincentsearching,
Millay totheydo
the
libretto.EdnaAfterSt. much
hit upon an old English theme, and The
King'slor finished
Henchman
was inborn.Paris,
Deems
the opera
that Tayfall,
and it was produced the following winter
in That
the Metropolitan's
was the year,1927
also,season.
that marked
the beginning of his radio work at CBS
He also served for two years as editor of
Musical America. In 1931 he created and
broadcast a series on the history of the
opera. And his second opera, Peter Ibhetson, was produced at the Metropolitan.
He also had charge of the Metropolitan
broadcasts, the first year that organization
went on the air.
His first commercial radio assignment
was on the Krajt How, with Paul Whiteman. That was in '33. In '34 he did scripts
and opera
dramatizations
a tentheweeks'
of
in English,for for
Chaseseries
and
Sanborn Opera Guild. He had a similar
assignment
'35, onyearSigmund
Romberg's
Sivift Hour.in Last
he did the
World
Peacezvays scripts for the Squibb program
and was its master of ceremonies. In the
spring ofprograms,
this year
doing finds
the Coroand heand
thiswasChesterfield.
season
him
with netPhilharmonic
True to the Taylor tradition of keeping
two or three careers going at once, he is
writing a new opera for the Metropolitan,
doing the libretto himself, as well as the
music. It's based on a Basque story by
Pierre Loti, called Raintintcho. "I asked
she wouldn't
do it," he said.I'm"But
Edna tojust
—she's
doing
it myself."he
And, as iflazyall !thatSo were
not enough,
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has published a book this year, based on
some of his music commentaries on radio
programs. It's called Of Men and Music.
"I wanted to call it The Tolerant Ear,"
said Deems. "But my publishers felt that
title
wouldn't
appealsound
to thelikereader.
They
thought
it would
a medical
treatise
!"
He had, he says, to do a lot of rewriting, to make his radio comments suitable
for book purposes.
"We actually have two languages," he
says. "We
and ofwe thespeak
another. Thatwrite
is theone,
essence
trouble
with
most
radio
commercials.
They're
written by advertising writers, who are
accustomed to write for the eye and not
for the ear.
advertisement You'd
aloud. It never
would read
soundan absurd,
phony.cialsAnd
that's
the
way
the
commersound. All the fake enthusiasm ! It
reminds me of something FPA said once :
'Nobody could be so glad to see anybody
as I am to see everybody!'
"We don't talk as we write," he went
on. "We use broken phrases, unfinished
sentences,
repetition.
my radio scripts,
I alwaysWhentalk I'm
them,writing
aloud.
Imadguess
the
people
in
my
hotel
think
I'm
! I pace up and down, talking to mys
e
l
f
.
I
f
I
just
wrote
the
thing,
it
wouldn't
sound right when I read it over the microphone.
"I've always written my own scripts,"
he explained. "I can't sound convincing,
reading
Only an
actor can someone
do that. else's
I may words.
be an entertainer,
but I'm certainly no actor. The radio is
the
is. always
That's
why greatest
political lie-detector
speeches onthere
the air
sound
so
phony."
However poor a prophet Deems Taylor
may be, you appreciate the soundness of his
judgment when you hear him on the air.
He is quietly sincere, human, delightful,
with that unquenchable humor that is so
rare and so refreshing. His words are a
mine of information, but always alive, always interesting. However slight your
own knowledge of music may be, you have
no difficulty in enjoying Deems Taylor.
And it's really a remarkable feat, to make
music
about it.a delight to people who know little
Radio, itself, does this, says Deems Tay"It bringshesitate
music toto goeveryone.
who lor.would
to opera,People
for
fear they might be bored, will listen to it
in their homes. That," he says, "is because there's no compulsion about it. If
they don't like it, they can turn the dial
and shut it off. They don't have to take
they todon'tit— want
it. Sofind
they're
toit, iflisten
and they
they willing
enjoy
it."
He thinks radio ought to institute a
repertory system, like that of the theatre.
Even programs
the moviesare have
"The
best
good adapted
enough it.
to stand
repetition. You hear them once — and never
again. It's aa program,
pity! There's
no law— but
againstno
repeating
of course
oneAnother
would thing
ever think
of
doing
it."
he would advocate would
be to have a sort of radio czar — a Landis
for radio
— todifferent
coordinatenetworks
its entertainment,
and
prevent
or stations
putting on similar shows at the same hour.
"Spotting
thempossible
that way
hurts everyone.
It halves the
audiences,
alienates
listeners that otherwise would eagerlj^ tune

in,'He says
Deemstoo,Taxlor.
believes,
that it would be a good
idea if there were fewer stations and
wider broadcast bands. "The bands are so
narrow,"
explains,
"that youthatcannot
hear certainhe notes
and overtones
give
their characteristic harmonies to certain
instruments — the French horn, for instance,
the oboes, the snare drums — almost any
instrument. They have to be cut down in
the control room. If they went on the
air ascastproduced,
broadband. So thethey'd
music overlap
the radiothe listener
hears over the air sounds very different
from
studiogoodaudience
hears." these
Theywhatsoundthe like
suggestions,
—anybutofDeems
Taylor
isn't
prophesying
them will be realized. Still, on that
his
record, one might prophesy that if he
should chance to be appointed czar of
radio —ablynot
wantsjob.to be !— he'd probturn inthata heswell
For
the
present,
stick to
just a few careers however,
— writing,he'llcomposing,
commenting — and finding time to indulge
a few favorite hobbies, which include
cameras, cooking and carpentry. He also, !
he says, plays, with more violence than
skill, a mean game of tennis. He doesn't
ride horses, because, he says, they're so
big — they
been
fishing.intimidate him. And he's never
He has a home in Connecticut, where he
lives about si.x months of the year. There
he builds porches, furniture, adds on
rooms, and what not. And experiments
with photography.
He was married, a number of years ago,
to a charming actress, Mary Kennedy. But
they have been separated for some time.
Their twelve-year-old daughter, Mary,
is going to be an actress.
"Katharine Cornell and Margalo Gilmore are her godmothers," Deems Taylor
saysMaryproudly.
a good
start."
already "Sohas she
had hasa taste
of theatre
life, and on the stage of the Metropolitan,
when
she appeared
in her famous father's
first opera,
Fctcr Ibbclsoii.
"She
lives
with
her
he explains.
And for the first timemother,"
the twinkling
light
disappears from his eyes. "But I see her
often."
quickly.
"She was Iwith
me for hesomeaddsweeks,
this summer.
did
the cooking and she did the cleaning, and it
worked
out are
fine."several of the gentlemen
So, here
we know as Deems Taylor — and they all
add
to a quiet
delightful
He's
slim, upslight,
— with personality.
a burning vitality
that glows in his eyes and makes an overtone for his (luiet words. You feel a
passionate sincerity, an abiding integrity
in all he says. His laugh, that comes so
is no laugh,
mere that
nervoussprings
gesture.
areadily,
deep, quiet
frem It's
his
life. There'sWhatever
no bitterness
inadjustment
him. Xo tofrustration.
comes
—understanding
it's life. And finda warm
it good.heart and a wide
What would he choose to do, when he
retires ?
"It's hard to imagine having money
enough to retire !" He smiles. "But if I
did
— I'd continue
to dooperas.
just whatWrite
I'm books.
doing,
I imagine.
Compose
Work for radio. Experiment with photography. Do some carpentry. Couk.
LiveAnd. .that
." sounds like a fairly safe
prophecy !

<C TOOTH PA5TEr<^-^PDWDER ^
CynlODENT^n

Hands you are
proud to display
with the lotion that
THOSE
who
use Chamberlain's
regularly,
are proud
theirgolden
hands,Lotion
gl.id
to have
them noticed.
Thisof clear,
liquid,
the lotion that sjtinizei, does keep hands soft
and lovely. Soothing ingredients work with
magical sw ftness. It dries quickly too, is never
sticky,
greasy,
gummy nor "messy." At all
toilet goods
counters.
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BABY

FEET

Millions
ofandbabymother
feet lets
are baby
RUINED
because
cost
a lot.tight,
irearmatter
them what
too shoe3
long.
Short,
outgrown
shoesthe nosoft,
you
paid,
will
twist
and
warp
delicate
bonea
forever out of shape.
It's
best to tobuynew inexpensive
Wee have
Walkereveryshoes,
and change
ones often.
They
feature baby needs.
Made
overfull-sized,
live-model
lasts shoes
they
are
correctly
proportioned,
roomy
that
give
real
barefoot
freedom.
They
are
goodlooking,
you cantheybe
proud of.made
They ofcostsoft,verypliable
much leather
less because
aremadeby the largest maunfacturers ^ ^
of infants'
shoes
are %paREKn'X
Jteam^
sold
in stores
whereinexclusively
selling
costand-isWear
lower. Look
for them
the
Infants'
of the
following
stores:
W.Department
T.
Grant
Co.
S.
S.
Kresge
Co.
J.
J.
Newberry
H. L. Green
Co.. Inc.Chain
if & Stores,
W Grand Inc.)
Stores, McLellan
Isaac SilverStores
andCo.
Metropolitan
G.Bros.,R.Schulte'United
Kinney
Co.. Inc.
Roebuck
Stores Sears,Uncoln
Stores,Charles
Inc. Stores

BABYCOMING?
See
doctor
regularly.
Ask yourhimHygeia
aboutNipples
breastshaped
and
wide
mouth
Hygeia
New valve inside Bottles.
nipple
helps prevent collapse.'
Tab
keeps
germ-free.
Smooth,face andnipple
rounded
inner surwide mouth
cleaning bottle
easy. make
SAFEST
BECAUSE EASIEST TO CLEAN
HYGEIA
NURSING BOTTLE AND NIPPLE

PRECIOUS

CHILDREN

IN THE WORLD
(T^oim,(4GHm£.)
^ Aren't toyour
children
precious
subject
them tooto
a coughcotics syrup
narcan harm whose
and upset
their digestions? They de- cUa^amz a
serve Foley's, cough
the delicious
non-narcotic
syrup
for children. For speedy reunsurpassed.
For
helpinglief, it'sbreak
up a cough
and speed
recovery,
it's too.superb.
Ideal
for
adults,
For speedy,
sure andduesafeto ftnmulat&d
relief
from coughs
colds,
a bottledruggist,
of Foley's
today getat your
30c. foi, tkamp
FO88LEY'S

COUGH ^SYRUP
^'^ '^

RADIO RAMBLINGS
{Continued fr pane 12)
to placate the little man.
Their efforts may have been spurred by
the knowledge that some seventy musicians
waited at a minimum fee of six dollars an
hour. Each minute of the argument cost
$70 — but Toscanini was not to be hurried
out of his anger.
He did come back to complete the rehearsal and conduct the greatest concert
of the series the next Sunday evening,
once more graciously bestowing his baton
on the sponsor. No one ever did arrive at
an estimate of what the fit of temper
finally amounted to in dollars and cents.
Toscanini is a tiny man, age has dimmed
his e\esight, he has a grand disdain for
money. He abuses his musicians shamefully,
but they remain devotedly worshipful. No
one ever
has captured
the musical
ation of America
as Toscanini
has. imaginThe General Motors executives who had
him on their program had to coax. OfTers
offirstimmense
not shake
Toscanini's
refusals.feesThedid taxes
of America
and
Italy (still his home at the end of each
American concert season) would have eaten
up most of the large fee, of course. The
offers were directed along another line.
What home,
if, at a thebeautiful
door ofnewthecar,maestro's
Italian
a very
expensive model, were delivered, all duties,
taxes, etc., paid in advance? The maestro
conducted the orchestra once that season
antl once the season following. The second
season a new model arrived and the old
one was quietly taken away. The maestro
loves
mobiles.to drive around in luxurious autoin bringingHeToscanini
hereNBC's
this expenditure
season is staggering.
is paid
around $.^0,000 for ten concerts — and that
only starls the e.vpeiise account. An orchestra of one hundred of the finest musicians
obtainable had to be assembled, )iuiny of
them hired az^'ay from important po.<:ts in
other American sympliony orchestras. An
estimate of an ai'crai/c salary of $5,000 for
the season is conscr'catii'c — ivhich means a
total of $500,000 for the band. In addition,
tu'o great conductors had to be engaged
for a preliminary series to bring the
orchestra to mid-season form before Toscanini look charge. Tbcrc Iiiis been a great
e.vconcerts.
ploilolion campaign to ail'c'crl isc the
The total may run to $(^50,000. perhaps
more — (///to/() .hnericau
/';-;';;(/ ten .Saturday
C'Oicerls
lisloier.^. Toscanini
.lusi for
purpiiscs of com parisioi , the fourteen .Saturday afleruoou .Metropolitan Opera broadca.'ils ■lecre offered to sponsor.^ at :^3F5.l)l)n
—including
dental costs. all artists. iiel-iOorhs and inciTim and Irene bought a parrot, with an
idea in mind, and spent weeks training
the bird to carry it out. They ask: "How
did you like our program?" and the bird
replies
loud laughter! It's just to
amuse thewithguests.
Al)c Lyman, whu served on the Jack
Renny iir():;rani earlier this season, ijrings
a story of Jack's jiet diversion. During a

visit to Palm Springs, .-\be and Jack went
to a movie together and, as they came out,
the manager waited to greet Jack Benny.
"Yes, the picture was good," Jack answered the manager's eager query, "but
what I really like — " (.A.nd here Jack's
conversation, as well as .Abe's recital of it,
grew warmer) "what I really like is a good
The mana^ier promised a good Western
a.s a special addition to the program next
evening,
if Jack wanted to come. Did Jack
Western."
want to come?
"Boy, we actors
got theandwholeeverything
crowd ofdown
writers,to
directors,
the theatre that night." .^be relates with
huge delight. "It was good to see one of
those
The pictures
passion isin onea bigJacktheatre."
and Abe have in
common. A picture with lots of running
and shooting, whether b\- cowlxiys, G-men
or Incidentally,
soldiers, can't
be bad.the stories, printed
remember
not long ago, about which of our recent
presidents liked to read themselves to sleep
with mystery and detective novels?
Graham McNamee has been broadcasting
fifteen years ntno and is beginning to talk
2'a(/uely about setting a time to retire. The
resonant, hearty and still youthful voice has
rolled up quite a stake for Graham, just
about enough to carry out his idea of
settling down in the good California climate to rest and rest — and rest.
The resonant,
hearty his
I'oicefortune
had asbeen
trained
to make Graham
baritone soloist, up to the day, back in 1922,
lehen he stopped in at a radio station hunting for a temporary job. Right from the
start, he stipulated that he intended to do
no singing loi radio. There zvas no difficulty
about that after a feic mouths. Radio provided him leith so much speaking, there
i^'os nci time for singing anxivax.
It lias been a profitable career, but not an
easy one. J here has been many a tune Zi'lien
Graham finished a long day at a radio
studio, hustled out to a nciesreel studio at
midnight, doTcn
snatched
a fcicstudio
hours'again
sleep ne.rt
and
hurried
to the
morning
for
early
rehearsal.
After
a
throattearing sessiioi at a football microphone,
there leoubl be a frantic dash back to fill
an ri'cning broadcast or recording date,
.bid all these years, there has been the
nerz-e-'ieracking lciisi>ni that people zvho
zeork before an audience nei'cr seem to lose
entirely,
has drii-cn himself hard
to roll up(iraliain
that fortune.
The pace has slackened, the past couple
offoolball
years, alli'gcllier
i-or llic first
lliistime,
{all. he.4 passed
touch upof
sinus trouble has kept liini aieay from chilly
foolball fields altogether.
"I've had my tough days," Graham sums
it up. "butticularly
Zi'hcncz'cr
things remind
have beenmyself:
parhard. I alzeays
'This is a lot better than that job in St.
Paul, driving a horse for .Armour's,'"
The vogue for question-and-answer programs has spread even into the midnight
dance
programs.network,
Kay instead
Kyser's oforchestra
on the Mutual
playing
the usual set of dance tunes, calls for
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Moore, star of opera, radio
■discouraged,
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hope
but
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today ing.for Address
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Valentin Parera, on her curFrontier Asthma Co.
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volunteers from the ballroom dancers and
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Station
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I any
effort ofto theconceal
a severe
cold. That is
the least
troubles,
hoivever.
He kicks aside all of radio's timid rc^ slrictii'iis
and saysexecufiz'es
-ichat lielisten
pleases,
nervous nctzcork
and i^'hile
hope
for the best. Repeatedly, the netivork has
had to (iroe a<cay radio periods for replies
by or,/(iiiicatioiis ivhich viyoroiisly chalIcioicd
Cencral's
statements.
i^as thetheliiiiht
that Johnson
had Then
to be there
forI bidden cauuse
d/
the
vetivork
altogether
bese he insisted on discussing venereal

KILLED PERMANENTLY
2675Bro.idw
ASK YOUR DBALER
ABOUrMY CON
DITION PILLS
AND MY
ARSBNIC
AND IRON PILLS
There are 23 tested ".Scrfieant's"
Dofi
1879. drugs.
Constantly improved.
Made ofGuarantee
finest
Sold
under
money-back
drug
and
pet
shops.
Ask
them
for
a
freeby
copyPOLKof "Sergeant's"
Dog Book, CORP.
or write:
MILLER
PRODUCT.S
502 C(,vr.
W. Broad
Richmond,
193S, Street
Piilk MiUrr• ProduHs
Corp. Va.
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Ne.rt day, the flood stories hurst in fnR
fury across the front pages of the nation.
"What laments.
a scoop that would have been,"
Waller

Hobby Lobby program has one distinction, new to radio. It is the only important
show in radio that has two separate broadcasts on different networks the same evening. It is heard first each Wednesday on
the Columbia network at 7:15 p. m.
(Eastern Standard Time). The program
assembles in the studio again at 10:30
for a broadcast on the Mutual netHis contract calls for delivery of a p. m. work.
the broadcasts, each exacdy
script two hours in advance of broadcast the same, Bothareof heard
in New York, the first
time, so the network executives can look it on WABC, the second
which
over to remove any potential dynamite. must puzzle listeners who ondon'tWOR,
understand
He delivers it just exactly two hours in the arrangement.
advance, seldom an extra minute. There is
a minimum time for argument.
The closest parallel to this two-in-a-day
His travels take him around the country
Rapee'sconcerts
Sunday ontaskone— conducting
and he broadcasts from various cities. In was
two Erno
full hour
chain. At
at least one city, the local network chief 12:30 p.m. Sunday, he conducts his Radio
City Music Hall symphony orchestra. His
flatly
refused He
to look
at thenoGeneral's
in advance.
wanted
part ofscript
any next
hearing was with the General Motors
argument with the General. From that orchestra
at 8 p.m., now off the air.
town, the General goes on without any
possibility of supervision.
One of the cherished properties of Phil
Portland's
great ambition
to becomeFreda Lord's
machine, Gang
a real Busters
one ivithprogram
lever, jackis pota slot
and
movie
star alongside
ber busband,
The slot machine was the solution to
Allen, seems to have been thwarted. Every- all.
a
despairing
day
of
experiments
in
thing was all set this fall for her to appear sound effects department. The action of the
the
with'
him
his inforthcoming
Irene and inMary,
one of the film,
title Sally,
roles. script called for a slot machine paying off
a
jack
pot.
They
tried
everything
to
dupThat came unexpectedly after they arrived
licate the sound — dropping coins into difin Hollywood. The original plan had called
ferent sized kettles, dropping them through
for Fred, with no mention of the rest of
a
pipe,
throwing
themright.
into a gong — and
the family. Almost on the eve of the pic- none of them
sounded
ture's
start,
Portland
had
her
chance
Finally
they
sent
for
a
real machine and
whisked right away again. The reason someone fi.vcd the mechanism
so it ivould
was not unflattering, however.
drop
a
jack
pot
of
coins
She has become one of radio's favorite if it ZL'cre properly printed.on the first play,
"dumb girls" but on the picture screen,
Newcomers to the cast usually ivalk over
they told Portland: "You just don't look and try to play it, during respites in rehearsal. The coin just drops through and
dumb enough."
nothing happens.
Walter
ll'inchell
is
remaining
tactfully
aloof from the controversy raging about
Phil Spitalny senses a note of warning
the radio commentators zvho pry into
prizvte liz'cs of fdm stars. Before a group in the current radio habit of trying to
of San Francisco nezvspapermen , Sidney crowd seven or eight great movie stars into
Skolsky recently boasted that the radio a single program. He was speaking of the
chains zooiild not dare to take any measures new Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and Warner
shows and
the program that RKOaoainst
".My buyers
sponsor,"of heradiosaid,time."is Brothers
Radio Pictures
is planning.
one of himself.
the biggest
"It
reminds
me
of the last days of
The netivorks zvonldn't dare jeopardise that
vaudeville,"
he
recalled.
business
business."
He
added,
also,
that
the
same
was falling off during the"Theatre
depression.
To
thing zeas true about Waller Winehcll.
help
business,
the
theatres
were
putting
"I asked him to IdrTc nie out of those bigger and bigger shows. I remember oneon
rcumrks after this," Jfallcr said. "Whafs week
had seven headliners, including
the use of saying they n'ouldii't dare touch Jack they
and Fannie Brice, at the
mv copy/ 'They do it every zveck, don't Capitol.Benny
It was a great show, sure. It broke
The restrictions on JValter are not sez'cre house records. But after that, what could
but he alieays resents them. He tells about you do next week?
"Vaudeville probably was disappearing,
one case of e.vdspcralint/ censorship on the
anyway. They hurt it, though, with those
ere
lust' zoinler's
in they.'"
theof Ohio
zvlley hodOhiozoiredfloods.
WalterA friend
about big shows. After a few of those, at regular
llir Ihrealening eon<lilions.
prices, people
go toThen
an ordinary
showwouldn't
any more.
the big
"I put in a line to zearn. people in the vaudeville
became an ordinary thing and
path of the flood to be ready to move," ones
Waller narrates. "J zvas broadcasting from wouldn't do record business. That meant
ihc Coast then and a long-distance phone
aboutis thetraveling
end of the
vaudeville."
same path, but
call came from Nciv York ivhen they saiv justRadio
my copy.
Phil
won't
hazard
a
guess
on what will
"'But zoe might saz'c some lives zvith come of it. He just shakes his head and
wonders what will happen to programs
that line,' 1 told the man.
" '.Xez'cr mind the saz'iour of your coun- like his girls' orchestra, which just offer
music and no seven or eight
zvas the that
ansiver
got. 'We
don't pleasant
movie stars.
zvanttry astuff,'broadcast
will I start
any panic
— By Arthur M.ason
out there.'"
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IQR^Boy!
How Grand I Feel
"XTOW I know there IS a
i\| difference
in theI used
waylaxatives
work since
the ALL-VEGETABLE
Laxative,
Nature's Remedy
(NRletTablets)
Tabconvinced me. One...NRso mild,
thorough, refreshing and
invigorating."
reliefspells
for
sickDependable
headaches, bilious
and
that
tired-out
feeling,
when atedcaused
by or associwith constipation.
iGeta25c
^^Use
skr
houanytRi
Witone
box
from
for
week, druggist.
then if you
are
morerefund
than pleased, return the box
and not
we will
the purchase price.
That's fair. Try it.
NR and Turns.Co., SendD«ak l_i
FREE:
>I Lewia-Uowe
CATARRH or SINUS
Irritation Due to Nasal Congestion
CHART
FREE!
Hall's stuflFed
Catarrhup Medicine
relieves phlegm-filled
throat,
nose, catarrhal
hawking.aad Sinus headaches
caused bybadnasalbreath,
congestion.
RaNaf
or
Vour
Money
Back.
At
all
Druggist's.
Sond
Postcard forFreeTreatm«ntChart.65yearsin business
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Dept 32, TOLEDO. 0.
You'll want to be "in the know"
on your favorite stars of radio.
Read Radio Ramblings (Page
12) and West Coasf Chaffer
(Page 75) for new and amusing
gossip.

Z^ANNOUNCIiG
TEChNIQUIr;RO/>OCAST
_|-IOLLVWO00_
Good For Kidney
and Bladder
Weakness
LOOK AND FEEL YOUNGER
All overwhoAmerica
and
women
want matter
tomencleanse
kidneys
of acids
waste
and
irritating
and
poisons
and
lead
a
longer,
healthier,
happier MEDAL
life are Haarlem
turning Oilto
GOLD
Capsules.
So
now
you
know
way to
help brinpractivity
about andmorethestophealthy
kidney
(fetting
up
often
at
nijfht.
Other
Bymptorns
arepassage
backache,
irritated
bladder—
difficult
or smartintf
—
puffiness
under
eyes
—
nervousness and shifting pains.
This
yet effective
medicine
bringsnotresults
you
IIharmless
better
in a fewHaarlem
days. SoOilwhy
get a
35f boxday-the
offeel
GOLD
MEDAL
original
and genuine-right
fromCapsules
Haarlemto"O'Jana—
Don't
accept
a
counterfeit—
Ask
for
and
get GOLD MEDAL.

IT'S MY HUMBLE
OPINION
( Continued from pa<]c 79)
— but about which there should be no
false
is the modesty
subject ofbutbadmore
breath.frankness — that
Of
course,
anyone
may
There are occasions when offend
all of atustimes.
find
it just usual
absolutely
uncircumstancesimpossible
— to rid— due
the tomouth
properly of the aftermath of eating.
Certainly
I.anihert Pharmaceutical
s nukh praise and credit
Company <!•
ti)(notice
ti-y to ImakesaidAmerica
for liaving1r\).
breath-consi
Spurred
cm
liy
practical
and financial
moti\es. the company nevertheless
has begun
a campaign that has made life for many
a heretofore-miserable-wifc or husband and
theatrical performer much more livable. It
is a commentary on American apathy and
laziness that, even after millions have been
expended in an advertising (none the less
educational) effort to bring home the fact
that there is no greater sin than to offend
in this manner, how few people have
heeded the all too true and relentless fact
that this, unquestionablv, is the Number
One Soeial Criwe!
It is to laugh when I note the re-opening of Stage Door (the play) and The
Show Is On. I can hear the old, ultraconservative producers, informing me, as
though I were a child, when I asked them
if it were not possible for a show to open
or close at the will of the producer by the
simple process of announcements through
the press — and to do it successfully. The
old-fashioned producer would have you
believe that once a musical comedy had
opened, it must run on Broadway until it
was closed, once and for all.
Even the closing-down for one week
(Holy ducers
Week)
not shown
mostduepro-to
that if ithadbecame
necessary,
unusual circumstances or an act of God, to
close a successful show, that when the
emergency had passed it would be comparatively easy to reopen and continue the
prosperous running of the show. But today producers think nothing of closing a
show like Stage Door and opening months
or even a year later — with the result that
the show grosses as much as it did before
closing. The same holds true for The
Shoiv Is On.
Likeivise in radio do the Messrs. Cantor,
Benny and Allen leair their slum's for faeations, and we find that on their reltim
to the air-iva'c'es — repetition to the effect
that people are creatures of habit to the
contrary — they are just as popular as ever.
Take Mr. Cantor, for instance, who took
several months off, came back only to
clunii/e his ,s7;<iu' from Sunday to Wednesday and 7i7;(i/ have you? Mr. Cantor is
cnjoyinii a ratin<i as high as when he left
the air leaves. That— jor stupid tradition!
NEXT MONTH SOME MORE ELEMENTALS OF SHOWMANSHIP, OR A
TOUR THROUGH THE HEBRIDES
OF CALIFORNIA!
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yours. .winning
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.• . Are
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. alluring!
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improvesinexpensive
the hands.wayDon'tto odd
neglecta real
the
simple,
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grooming.
Only greot
a fewchange
days' use
will
show
you the
for the
better.
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RADIO STARS

RHDIO
mUCHS
(SELECTED
SNICKERS
FROM POPULAR PROGRAMS)
You know, Ray, we ought
IREXE:you Tim,
there's
(|iiite
a Benny.
difference to HELENE:
get a sponsor pretty soon. Business is
between
and—
exhale—
Jack
improving.
TIM: Wait a minute, Irene. Why do
RAY: Yeah, business is improving. The
you exhale between me and Jack Benny?
can't payHi areThere
buying
again.
I don't
mention you people
(RAY thatPERKINS,
Audience,
andIREXF!:
Tack Bennv
m thewanna
>ame breath.
WOR-Mutual.)
(TIM
and
IKHXE,
Admiracion
Program.)
BERT : I bet \ ou don't know what
CHARLIE: ]Vh\\ I used to /-/ay second diagonallv means.
LUBIN:
Why,it isn't
it's a-a-a
base
zcith theBand.South /n--i</ Bloomer Girls'
BERT: No,
dat —at all. Now
Accordion
I'll
explain
to
you
what
diagonally
means.
.Suppose
I
drawed
a
line
from California
LAW)': Yi'U did. Charlie'
to New
YorkPoleCity,
and toanother
one What
from
CHARLIL:
Llaxoui
accordion
made
.^o many )■^,^^
zonnlclcs
ui mythe chest
that de
North
down
Texas.
would dat be?
my
mother
had
to
[^ress
my
shirts
icith
a
:.:,ttie iron!
LUBIN : Dat would be an awful waste
pencils. and LUBIN, Bicycle Party.)
i'C H A Proiiram.)
K L n .S BCTTERWORTH, of (SWOR
1 'ackard
TONY: I bought Alice a gorgeous
stringnowof pearls
for hera new
wedding
and
she wants
car. present
GEORGE: Well, Tony, instead of buying hercar?
the pearls why didn't you get
her the
GRACIE:
Where can youDon't
buy bean silly,
imitationGeorge!
car?
(BURNS and ALLEN, Grape-Nuts
Program.)
JERRY:
really accomplished things.
TED: NotI'vereally!
JERRYto :theYes,bone.fed, I've been working
mvself
TED : That's using vour head !
(JERRYHammerstein
MANX l^'TED
STEIX,
MusicHAMMERHall.)
AL: You see, this is still September.
Your showRemember
doesn't gowhaton youthe learned
air untilin
October.
school — Thirty days hath September. . . .
JOE: — April, June and November. All
the rest got thirty-one, except my uncle —
he
got a fifty-dollar fine and a suspended
sentence.
(AL JOLSON and JOE PENNER,
Lifebuoy Program.)
GEORGIE: Morton, do you know: It
Looks
Like Ram'r
oldMfJRTOX:
suit on. Whadda I care? I got my
(GEOR(jIE price, ll'OR-\\uWd\
Network.)
FISHFACE: Can anybody tell mc ichy
this free is tumimj red.'
FIGG: I knuio 7ohy it's turning red.
Ff.Sfl: irhy.''
areBIGG:
bare! It's hinshing bccansc its limbs
(FISHFACE and FIGGSBOTTLE,
NBC -Blue Network.)
PICK: Pat, what was your rank in the
army?
PAT: Oh, I was an admiral.
PICK: An admiral! How could you be
an admiral in the army?
PAT: I had charge of the vessels in the
kitchen.
(PICK and PAT, Pipe Smoking Time.)
92

You'relaw.under
theFRED:
anti-noise
Bub. arrest for violatin'
ACTOR: Hey, wait a minute! I ain't
You just drank a bicarbonate of
doneFRED:
nothin'!
soda, didn't you?
ACTOR:
noise
yet, haveSoI? what? I ain't made a
FRED: No, but you will in a minute.
^(FRED ALLEN, Town Hall Tonight.)
GRACIE: Well, my brother never
says: "Hello," — he says: "Honk, Honk!"
OfGEORGE:
course, tliat's
.
Your. . brother
says: "Honk,
GRACIE: Yeah — zvhen he's crossing
the
street. Von see, he doesn't zvant people
toHonk"?
think lie hasn't
an automobile.
Program.)
(BURNS
and gotALLEN,
Grape-Nuts

TOS'V: I'm a married man now and I
7cant
loife to have.
haz'c the tliuuis that other
BOTTLE:
terribly warm, sir.
marriedmy loomen
you mind Gosh,
if I sitit'sdown?
GRACIE: I knoiv 2ohat you wean, Do PHIL:
Why,
Bottle,
does the hot air
Tony — the necessities of lije. such as sable bother you?
coats,
bracelets, imported anto- talking.
BOTTLE: Er, . . . no, sir, go right on
inobilesdiamond
and yachts.
(PHIL BAKER, -♦Gulf Program.)
{GRACIE'
ALLENProgram.)
and TOW MARTIN. Grape-Nuts
DOC: Jack
it's time^for
medicine
again Benny,
. . . Nozv
first you your
take
PICK: Well, I'll try your French. this red pill and then you follozu it ivith
Parlez-vous?
this
zohite
one.
PAT: Yeah. ... I parlezJ.-ICK: M]iim,
of 'em
this time.
PICK: You parlez what?
zAiitcthetzvo
pillredfor.
PAT:races.I parlay on the first, second and What's
DOC: theIn case
one Doc?
is poison!
third
(JACK BENNV, Jell-O Program.)
(PICK and PAT, Pipe Smoking Time.)
PHIL:
oughtconnubial
to get bliss.
married and goBottle,
inBegforyou
a little
CAIORGE: You knoio. Ray. I heard
BOTTLE:
pardon,
sir?
yon on a phonooraph record last nit/ht.
PHIL: Connubial bliss! Look, Bottle,
binds women together and makes
R.IV: IOh.zvondercd
so that's-aliat
zehcremade
I zoasvie lastso what
themBOTTLE
better than
are by nature?
nil/hi.'
dicsv!
: Er they
. . . corsets.
(PHIL
BAKER,
Gulf
Program.)
{GEORGE
BURNS,
Grape-Nuts
Program.)
FRED: Today is the big birthday party.
Really? Whose birthday
TED:tonight
Now, and
I'm going
take toyoubetoona is PORTLAND:
it?
party
I wantto you
FRED:tuplets areThe
Dionne
your best behaviour. And, incidentally,
three today. babies'. The Quindon't forget to wash your face.
PORT:
Oh!
JERRY:
Oh-h-h,
it's
gonna
be
formal!
them get away?That's too bad. Did two
(TED HAMMERSTEIN and JERRY of (FRED
ALLEN, Town Hall Tonight.)
MANN, Hammerstein Music Hall.)
IRENE
: Tim,towhen
in vaudeville you used
makeyouthewerepeople
laugh
J. ICR':
.Mary.
Iyr}n
-wantsentto inc.
thankThcvyonivere
for
those
lo:'ely
ro.^-es
so much they'd fall on their faces in the
beautiful.
aisles.
MARY: Were they?
That's? right, Irene! But how
didTIM:
you know
JACK:
first time
IRENE: You told me.
c'oer seen a)'cs.thirdthat'sof the
a do::eii
. . . I've
but
Mary. I did notice that the roses zccre
(TIM and IRENE, Admiracion Pro(jiiite
limp andI kneio
droopy.youWhatzverchappened?
M.IRY:
sick so I gram.)
BETTY LOU: Yes, I know. Mister
boiled
{JACK'em! BEXNY, Jell-0 Program.)
Tommy,
my Grand-daddy
makes a lot
of moneybutwhen
he plays football.
TOMMY:
Your
Grand-daddy
makes a
PHIL: When I sneeze I put my hand in lot of money playing football? Who
told
front of niv mouth.
you
that?
BETTY:
says
Really, Phil? Why do you we're
do HARRY:'
that?
gonna Myhavedaddy.
a lot of'Cause
moneyhe when
BEETLE: To catch his teeth!
Grand-daddy
kicks off. PROGRAM.)
(PHIL BAKER, Gulf Program.)
(ROYAL GELATIN
the U. S. A. by Art Color Pr
Company. Dunellen, N. J»

'mm,
Mitt
Even after ''turning on a laugh'' 100 w
times !
a day,
Myrna Loy-MGM star-finds Luckies easy on her throat.
A word about your throat—
A word about tobacco — Aren't
"Laughing before the sound camera men who spend their lives buying
is hard on the throat," says Myrna and selling tobacco the best judges of
quality? Then remember
Loy.
scenes are
of this
sort, it's tobacco
. . . sworn records reveal that among
clear "After
that Luckies
the cigarette
for anyone who wants a light smoke independent tobacco experts Lucky
tliat's easy on the throat!" Here's the Strike has twice as many exclusive
reason in a nut-shell: the process smokers as all other brands combined. With men who know to"It's Toasted"
takes out
irritants that are found
in allcertain
tobacco!
bacco best — it's Luckies — 2 to \.
*STAR OF MGM PICTURE "MAN-PROOF"
Luckies -A Light Smoke
Easy on your throat — "It's Toasted"

WITH MEN WHO
KNOW TOBACCO BEST
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"I'd be

a very

if I'd taken

Beautiful

care

of my

Woman
teeth

and

gums"

Neglect/ Wrong Care, Ignorance of the Ipana Technique
"PINK
of Gum Massage - all can bring about

TOOTH

"^i;^V' own
"Yes,fault.
dear You
lady,know
it's your
that
—now. You used to have
teeth that glistened, they
were so white. And your
gums''Then,
were iffirmyouandremember,
strong.
BRUSH
"
there w as a day when your tooth brush showed
that
tinge toofnearly
'pink'—alla ofwarning
that
mnes first
sometimes
us.
' But you said: 'It's nothing. Why, I
imagine everyone notices the same thing
soomr or later.' And you let it go at that.
"Foolish you! That was a day important to
your teeth— important to your beauty. "That
was the day you should have decided, 'I'm
right now'!"
my dentist
going to see No
Wise Woman
Ignores "Pink Tooth Brush"
IF"pink"
you'veon noticed
that warningjff your
tinge of
tist at once. Foryour
onlytooth
your brush—
dentist can tell denyou
when there's serious trouble ahead. Probably
he'll tell you that your gums are simply lazy
—that they need more work, more stimulation
to help keep them firm and strong.
Many a child in grade school could tell
you that often the food we eat is too soft, too
well-cooked to give gums the exercise they
need. Realize this— and you understand why
modern dentists so frequently advise the
Ipana Technique of gum massage.
For Ipana is especially designed not only
to clean teeth but, with massage, to help the
health of your gums as well. Each time you
brush your teeth, massage a little Ipana into
the gums, with forefinger or brush. This
arouses circulation in the gums— they tend
to become stronger, firmer. Teeth are brighter
—your smile sparkles
with a new
*
*
* loveliness!
DOUBLE DUTY— Perfected with the aid of over
1,000 Brush
dentists,
Rubberset's
Doubleto make
Duty
Tooth
is especially
designed
gum massage easy and more effective.

IPANA

TOOTH

PASTE
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'TM JUST A BRIDE
. . . but I'm learning fasf%

Secret
-"I've
found outis that
one secret
successful
entcrtaiiiina;
to provide
plentyof
of good light."

Cost—
isn't expensive.
entire "It
evening
is less thanThethecostcostforofana
package of cigarettes."

Keep—
That's lamps
why ithandy
is a good
idea to keep
G-E Mazda
for emergencies.
Be
sure
to
look
for
the
G-E
monogram
when you huy lamps.
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RADIO STARS

Two-fisted American
college student goes
to Oxford! Oh, boy,
here's a drama that
packs a wallop every
minute of the way!

A

YAMK

AT
with LIONEL

OXFORD
BARRYMORE

Maureen O'SulIivan • Vivien Leigh
Edmund Gwenn • Griffith Jones • From an Original Story by John Monk Saunders
Directed by JACK CONWAY • Produced by MICHAEL BALCON
A METRO-COLDWYN MAYER PICTURE
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NBC blues singer, Beryl Cameron
(above) is a native of Honolulu.

One of the high spots of the M-G-M nnusical, Everybody Sing, is Fannie
Brice's Dainty, Quainfy Me, written by Harry Ruby and Bert Kalmar.

RADIO

Busby Berkeley, rehearsing Rosemary Lane in Hollywood Hotel
(Warners). Below, Nelson
Eddy tries out the trap drums.

RAMBLINGS

THIS is the year when anyone who
wants to broadcast may get on the
networks, with a httle ingenuity. A
visitor to New York lias about fifteen
ways to a national chain, through the
programs that have members of the
studio audience come to the microphone and answer questions, play
games or just talk.
Probably the simplest route is a
visit to the Hotel Biltmore ballroom
any night Horace Heidt is broadcasting. Instead of doing a straight program of dance music, Heidt walks
among the customers with a portable
microphone, asks for names and addresses and otherwise tries to get
[jeojjle into a chatty mood when the
mike conies around.

tions. The chief difficulty lies in
finding out in advance just ivhich
hotel the questioners have chosen.
Tliey can't
announceof itcranks
publicly,ivotild
because all variety
appear to broadcast eccentric messages. A call to Butterzvorth or
Johnson might get the ijiformation,
hoiK'ei'er, and a place in the front
ranks near the inicroplwnc is almost
sure to carry zvith it an invitation to
take part.

If you have an out of the way
hobby, a letter to Hobby Lobby may
get a free trip to New York and a
spot in the broadcast. Several programs use people with odd achievements of prominence in current news
headlines — Robert Ripley's Believe-ItANOTin-:R easy 7vay is with Wallace or-Not, We, the People, Radio News
Ihitleriv'orlh uJid Parks Johnson on Reel and Kate Smith with her monthly award for heroes.
their Vox I'd]) shoK' on NI'C, Tuesday nnihls (Monday niqlits for the
New
Youk, of course, has no
far West ). 'hlicy set n their niicrophone ill a hotel lohhy. a ero:ed in- monopoly on these shows. Every city
I'aridlily gathers and they draft near- has them on its local stations ; hotel
l>\ slanitees to ansieer triehy qnes- lobby interviews, (Cont'd on page 76)
Bringing you exclusive news ol the lolk whose varied talents contrihute
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to our daily pleasure and entertainment in the vast world oi radio
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A

DREAM

FOOLISH words of a popular song. But there's truth in
them. In his heart, every man idealizes the woman he
loves. He likes to think of her as sweetly wholesome,
fragrant, clean the way flowers are clean.
Much of the glamour that surrounds the loved woman in
her man's eyes, springs from the complete freshness and
utter exquisiteness of her person. Keep yourself wholesomely, sweetly clean!
Your hair, and skin, your teeth— of course you care for

Yoiirecommended
must surely rend
theseintimate
six reasons
why to"Lysol"
for your
hygiene—
give
you assurance of intimate cleanliness.
1the— Non-Caustic
. . . "Lysol",
in surfacetuallytension,
proper dilution,
is gentle.
search out and
germs.thus virIt contains
no harmful
free
caustic alkali.
4 — Economy.
. . "Lysol".costsbecause itis concentrated,
only about
cent andilution
appli2is—a Effectiveness
. . . "Lysol"
cation in theoneHygiene.
proper
powerful germicide,
active for Feminine
under practical conditions . . .
effectiveganicinmatter
the (such
presenceas ofdirt,
or- 5 — Odor . . . The cleanly odor
of "Lysol" disappears after use.
mucus, serum, etc.) .
6its— full
Stability.
strength. . no"Lysol"
matterkeeps
how
3 — Penetration
. . "Lysol"
lutions spread .because
of lowso- long it is kept uncorked.
TUNE IN on Dr. Allan Roy Dafoq ;very Monday, Wednesday and Fnday, 4:45 P. M.,E.S.T,

them faithfully. But are you attending to that more intimate
phase of cleanliness, that of "Feminine Hygiene"? Truly
nice women practice Feminine Hygiene regularly, as a
habit of personal grooming. Do you? It will help to give you
that poise, that sureness of yourself, that is a part of charm.
The practice of intimate Feminine Hygiene is so simple
and so easy. As an effective cleansing douche we recommend "Lysol" in the proper dilution with water. "Lysol"
cleanses and deodorizes gently but thoroughly.

What Every Woman Should Know .
SEND & Tins
COUPON Corp.,FORDept. 3LYSOL
I.EHN
FINK Products
R.S. BOOKLKT
Bloom6eld, N. J., U. S. A.
Send me your free booklet •'Lysol vs. Germs'^ which
tells the many uses of "Lysol".
CopyrishC 1938 by Lehn ft Fink Prodacta Corp.
7
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Boy meets grief!
One of childhood's greatest trials (and
parents', too) . . . bad-tasting medicine

Boy meets joy !
Three cheers for Mother (she's cheering,
too) ... She got delicious FEEN-A-MINT
1.4
IB,

■you
canyoudo force
real harm to delicate tolittle
systems
-•- whendoses!
nasty
Tantrumsyour andyoungsters
upsets meantakerealharsh,
grief
for them — and grief for yon as well.
Change all this instantly the modern way — with
KEEN-A-MINT. the laxative in delicious chewing
gum.
it — there'sit gives
no medicine
taste
M all. Youngsters
But even moreenjoyimportant,
them gentle,
dependable relief without unpleasant after-effects.
IH million, young and old, use FEEN-A-MINT. They
know,
tind, ofthatlaxative
— for can
children
and adults
both
— asno you'll
other type
do exactly
what
1-EEN-A-MINT
does.
Ideal for you
and your children because:
NO STOMACH UPSET- With FEEN-AMINT; there
you isdon't
a heavy,
bulky
dose
nothingswallow
to burden
digestion.
. CHEWING AIDS DIGESTION-Thechew•yj^ alkaline
ingstimulatesthe
the digest.
same natural
fluids thatflowof
help food
4 ACTS WHERE YOU NEED IT— FEEN-A>fffr
MINT'S
tasteless laxativewithout
ingredient
F\ and
passesdoesthrough
effect,it
its workthe instomach
the intestine, where
should — easily, pleasantly, comfortably.
wonder l-'EEN-A-MINT
gripe, nauseate,
'.rNo disturb
slefp!
And FEEN-A-MINT
it'sdoesn't
wonderfully
and
take!
onceeasy-and
it yourTryfamily
laxative
all druggists,fororalways.
write forAt
generous FREEtrial package. Dept.Newark.
65, FEENA-MINT.
N. J.

What you might see, any Thursday evening, In a studio of the NBC-Red
network — Rudy Vol lee, presenting a song on his Royal Gelatin program.
noying under sueh eireiimstanecs,
I CAN'T 1)elieve the Grace
Moore-El Morocco story !
than the -c'oiee of a zvoman. Mind
—
this
is
no reay meant to imply
Even
if .she
were enjoying'
her- that Miss illMoore
z^'as the heekler —
self at her
l)irthday
party, I cannot hclicve that Miss Moore, an but I ha-c'e. on sez'eral oeeasions,
artist who has, herself, faced hnn- been thrown off my lines by a loud
dreds of andiences and who con- feminine 'I'oiee — espeeially if the
sequently knowsonethe faces
terrificonestrainof possessor her eups. Like
under which
the hog-ealler, she cJiases all
([uiet, friendly people, would, thouglits and eodrdination from
cz'cn ill fiiii. hoo or hiss someone the mind of the performer in the
appearinghe fore the smart El spotlight.
Morocco crowd.
I AM not as critical as Sophie
The stupid, thoughtless ones
who shoos all of the waitmay have heen in her party — and Tucker,
ers out of the room before she
perhaps she might have restrained
them — hut an artist as critical f begins. I have become accusto the noisy audiences of
the salslightest
noisesheduring
rehear- the cafetomed variety,
as she is (as
demonstrated
but when a woat one rehearsal at which 1 was
man persists in talking — nay,
shouting — about the opera and the
|)reseiit). would never make it un- latest
in hats, then it is time to
])leasaiU for a performer, even rebuke
her publicly, if she is sober
when the ])lace was a gay night
cluh and the affair an impromptu enough to understand what is
being
said.
if any of you
])erf()rmance hy celehrities present. think I am And
too severe in my
WHICH brings nic to an oh- criticism, then try appearing bescri'alion , repeatedly home home
fore a noisy audience yourself
to ine ill years of trying to please sometime.
an aiidieiiee in the jlesh, and that
I LISTENED to George Tessel
is that there is nothing more an-
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IT'S

MY

HUMBLE

OPINION-

BY

IF HANDS COUiD
TALK, THEY'D SAY;

the milk,
empq ing
ashes, driving the car...
No thewonder
your
tender skin gets nipped by the cold.
Soon your hands are dry, scratchyrough, sorely-chapped. Like sandpaper to a man's loving touch!

BODY

V A L L E E

Rudy Vallee's own exclusive
column ol casual comments
and truly candid criticisms

today.
a pleasure
liear
someone \\'hat
with the
courage toto challenge the approved American custom of splurging the private lives
of those who have achieved something, over the front pages of our
so-called j/rxi'-fpapers !
The venerahle signers of our
Constitution little realized the loophole they left the gossip-mongers
in the much vaunted "freedom of
the press." Obviously they meant
it to safeguard true //rzv'.s- — honest,
factual or opinionative matter relative to important things affecting
our daily lives. But surely not as
an avenue for often-uneducated
and biased nitwits to advise others
on how to live their lives — and —
to thus often make the victim of
innuendo suffer financial loss or
loss of esteem.
CHALLENGE them and they
retort that the libel laws offer redres — to tchicli I say Nuts, zvith
aif capital
N. itll'liy?
even
it is libel,
takes Because,
months, often
years, to prozr it and the attendant
publicity is just zi'hat the gossip{Coutinucd on page 84)

ivERY
,'orksdrop
fastoftoHinds
gi\c
Moon soft,
Hands.smoothEvenHoimone
you
application
makes
hardworking hands more thrilling— to look at and
to touch! Use Hinds faithfully— before and afcer
household jobs, indoors and out. Hinds helps
put back the softness that biting winds, biticr
cold, household heat, hard water, and dust t.ike
away. $1, 50c, 25c, and 10c sizes. Dispenser tree
with 50c size— fits on bottle, ready to UiC.

HERE'S
HOWE!
Presenting Eleanor Howe, noted Home Economist and

director of the NBC Homemakers' Exchange program

Eleanor Howe, whose Homemakers' Exchange programs are
broadcast Tuesdays and Thursdays at I I :30 a.m., £57,
over ihe NBC-Red network.
For February festivities, try
this Peppermint Stick Ice
Cream, for which you will find
the recipe on Page 52 of this
issue.

Cotiitesy Ice Industries
HAVE you ever visited a morning
broadcast? Chances are strong tliat
you
not, given
because
fiasses have
are rarely
out forvisitors'
these
davtiniL'
And orso, another
though
nicist of ]irograms.
us at one time
have Ijccn a member of an evening
studio audience and have seen our
favorite comedian, Ijandleader or
singer, in person, giving of his or
her
l)est visible
into a and
mikeunseen
— to theaudiences
delight
of both
— few listeners, indeed, have ever
had a chance to meet their radio
favorites of the daylight hours face
to face. On the other hand, the
activities of the broadcasting studios,
beforegenerally
the evening's
of visitors,
are
hiddeninflux
behind
a veil
of impenetrable silence !
For this very reason I thought a
morning visit to the studios would
interest all those women, who, like
myself, turn on the radio while
10

working around the house, for entertainment and more especially for information on our most important
job — homemaking !
Among the most interesting and
helpful of these morning programs
is the one we are about to visit. It's
called the Homemakers' Exchange.
And that'schange ofexactly
what it is —listeners,
an exideas between
under the able guidance of Eleanor
Howe, whom I take pleasure in introducing to you here.
But wait a minute. Before meetfind
her, ing
andMissinHowe
order we'll
to do have
so weto must
go through the long, quiet corridors
of the National Broadcasting Company's eighth
floor,side
withflanked
its closedby
doors on
either
lighted signs of warning, saying "On
•

BY THE

RADIO

theWith
Air,"a "Silence,"
Rehearsal."
page boy to"Inguide
us, we
are bound for such a studio as these,
it seems — alive with activity behind
the closed portals.
However, as we step across the
threshold of the particular room
reserved at this hour for the Certified
Members of the Ice Industries, sponsors of Miss Howe's broadcasts, it
would appear at first glance that we
have entered a living-room, not a
studio at all ! A living-room such as
yours the
or street,
mine, you
or that
down
know,neighbor's
the one
"who has such good taste in furnishings." True, the walls here are covered with sound-proof boards instead
of paneling, but fire])lace
there's anand
attractive,
homey-looking
lovely
upholstered furniture. However, the

HOSTESS

NANCY

WOOD

window certainly does not lonk out
( in a street, but opens instead into the
control-room, from which two fully
authorized
"peeping
in,
intent on their
job of Toms"
relayingpeer
to you
the household hints you are listening
m to hear — as broadcast for your
special edification by Eleanor Howe,
noted Home Economist, director of
theMiss
Homcmakcrs'
Howe is atExcliaiige.
the mike, ready
to speak over the air, as we enter.
So we sit down to hear at first hand
I al)out gadgets and shortcuts, about
I unusual and economical recipes and
I interesting household hints which
have proved, and continue to prove,
liclpful both in lightening the task
and brightening the hours of homemakers, the country over.
These suggestions, hints, recipes,
etc., coine in to Miss Howe by the
thousands, and she in turn broadcasts
them or publishes them in the interesting bulletin sent out free, on
;c(iuest, to all those who ask for
ciipies. Listen in on her next Tuesday or Thursday program over
3'ou'llcopy.
disC(XBC's
iver howRed-network
easy it is to and
get your
Or, if you prefer, send me your
name
I'll ofsee things
that youwillgetyouone.learn
Whatand sort
about, you may be wondering? Well.
you'll
find52some
on pages
and interesting
53. that willexamples
answer
that particular question in a most
])ractical fashion.
There you will also see the recipe
for the ice cream, so attractively
])ictured here, as well as for the rich
(lark brown cake, whose heart-shaped
pieces add a definite note of timeliness.
Thereis isallalso
"Saladessert"
which
thata its
name impliesrecipe,
and
which, though Valentine-ish in ap])earance to fit the season, can also
])rovide in other molds a food sugfor yearto 'round
Then, gestionjust
be zrryattention.
practical,
Miss Howe has included a Lamb
.Stew and Dumpling combination that
manages to be pretty special, though
inexpensive. Nice to have something
sensible like this to fall back on when
Fel)ruar\'s festivities leave us broke!
On the ])agc op])osite the recipes
you will find a real "Woman's l^xchange"
of ideas.
I hojie
them
as much
as I do.
Alsoyouthatenjoy
you
agree with my choice out of the
hundreds of similar items that 1
f'umd in those grand weekly Homemakers' X cws IhiUcfins.
l!e sure t(j glance over her houseId hints and try her recipes as
en here. I also advise you to
I -ten in soon, in order to discover
t'>r yourself that "Here's Howe" to
make homemaking an easier and a
pkasanter task.
(Please turn to pages 52 and 53 for
Recipes and Household Hints)
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Maryof Livingstone,
costar
NBC comedianwifeJackandBenny,
suggests this silk print in the
new smoke blue for afternoons.

A chartreuse green satin dinner
dress, worn with or without its
bolero, is shown by Elizabeth
Wragge of PepperYoung's Family.

SODTHERN
SMARTNESS
FOLLOW the D Y W F H
passingandsigh
ofto
env_\try
of . ^ ^ VV L 1^
tho
Each
nds year
sun!usa
^
^'"^^
^^^'^
LEE
Y
[1
chilled Northerners take up the cry forget it all. The wise girl, with an
to the ground and an eye to the
and hasten to flee the rigors of win- ear
future, will study the clothes that are
ter. By train, plane, or boat, in autos now
being shown for trips to warmer
and trailers, they hie themselves to climates,
because these are what
the South 's sunny strands, they cruise }-ou'll be wearing }'oin-self very
light-heartedly
in
the
Caribbean,
they
visit the West Indies, Bermuda, the shortly, for spring and all during
the summer.
sun-drenched Bahamas.
Start now to lay careful plans for
But wait a minute. Just because
you may not be taking a Southern your warm-weather wardrobe. Studv
on what's
wornThenon you
the
tri|)
vcaryour
doesn't
that past
you up
beaches
and sunbeing
decks.
shouldthisclose
eyes mean
and hurry
can sally forth to do }Our shopping
this month's fashion page. Not at all! with ease and precision, vour mind
For — "Coining events cast their
sha(l<rc^'s before." When Shakespeare all made up as to what you will need,
which of the season's styles become
penned
know you
best, what your liasic color
anythingthese
aboutwords,
cruisehe ordidn't
Southern
resort fashions but, like most of his scheme is going to be.
ideas, this well-worded thought holds
Naturally, I don't have to tell you
of
the imi)ortance
stay-at-homes
true today more than ever.
which
cruise andto Southern
resortto
Even if the present economic re- clothes ha\
e risen during the past few
ces ion iskeeping you from joining
in the annual trek to the .Sontbland, years, what {Continued on page 82)
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If you want to know what to select for your early spring wardrobe
watch the fashion favorites for winter cruises and Southern wear
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Irene Rich, who stars in her own NBC program, is
noted as one of the best dressed women in radio.
Her hat, of Mexican influence, is of dark red
straw, combined with Indian blue grosgrain silk.

Perfect for town and office wear Is the tailored
black street frock worn by Jean Dickenson, of
NBC's The American Album of Familiar Music.
Gilet and gauntlets are of natural color linen.

Strong lights, hard shadows bring
out harsh angles on your face

ulare-lWflWder

STRONG,
UAKU I.KJHTS
. . andthose
everybody's
eyes on
you. Playing
a game .under
bright ovcrliead
lamps puts the prettiest face on the spot! Powder
shows up chalky . . . Highlights and shadows are sharpening your face . . .
Pond's "glare-proof"
from that
barrassment! Blended toshades
catchsaveandyoureflect
only emthe
softer
rays
of
light.
Pond's
Powder
softens
your
flatters it in sharp daylight or glitterir ^ evening face
lights.—
And doesn't show up!
In an inquiry among 1,097 girls.
Pond's got the biggest vote for
"never showing powdery."
ingredientsIt stavs
make smooth
Pond's
soft.Special
and clinging.
— flattering — for hoursi Decorated
screw -top jars — .35<, 70*. Big boxes
■ — 10<,20<.

FREE! 5 "GLARE-PROOF" SHADES
•end's. Dept. 9R.^-PP , (-linton, Conn. Please rush, free. 5 different shades
ofCityPond's "'Gl.nre-Proof(This" Powder,
enoughMayof each1, Ism.)
for a tliorough S-day test.
offer expires
..Name
_
Street
Copyrieht,
fond s Ks
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Feverish? Grippy?
SEE DOCTOR AT ONCE

WARNING!A COLD!
DON'T
NEGLECT
ColdDOWN
germs intomaythe90bronchialsand
UP into the sinuses
orand
leadverish or grippy,
to a serious
illness.at once!
Iflungsfesee doctor

Looking in on the Lombardos. After three and three-quarter hours of
rehearsal, the boys line up for a quick snack at a convenient fountain.

THE
FOR "RAW " THROAT
"FIRST
THIS
USE warn
Doctors
that colds
can lead AID"
to serious illness — to ear and sinus infection,
and
pneumonia.
So don't
take a
chance.evenTreat
the symptoms
of a coming
cold effectively and without delay! 1/ you
feel feverish or grippy see your doctor at once!
TAKE THIS SIMPLE PRECAUTION
Forthe
most efiFective"firstaid,
coldgerms
that
cause
dry with
throat.Zonite.
At the"kill
firstthesigndoes
of 3a jobs
raw
throat cold,raw,gargle
Zonite
for you: creases
(1) normal
Cleanses
mucous
membranes.
(2) Inflow
of
curative,
health-restoring
Kills coldgermspresent
asbodysoonfluids.as it(3)comes
in actual contact inwiththe throat
them.
Inninea test
to
find
out
the
germ-killing antiseptics
powers of theon
most
popular,
non-poisonous
the market, Zonite proved to be actually 9.3 times
more
aclii'eantiseptic
(hy sta.nda.tA
laboratory
tests) economy
than the
next best
compared!
This means
because you ther—suse
Zonite
diluted!
Zonite
goes
faraves you money.
Use
1
teaspoon
of
Zonite
to
one-half
glass
of
water.
Garglecine itevery
medireally 2 is.hours.
SoonZonite
your tastes
throatlikefeelsthe better
DON'T DELAY— BE PREPARED
Get Zonite at your druggist now. And at the first
sign
in yourIf youthroat,
start gargling
once. ofButrawness
remember:
are feverish,
consultat
your doctor! Don't risk a serious illness.

BANDWAGON

But no warm beds for the musiJERRY MASON
cians behind the battered steel door.
A
group of the hardest working
THE GREAT GUY
bandsmen in New York, they seem
THE sweetest music this side of to forget that none of them got to
heaven leaked out around the edges sleep before 3 :30 that same morning.
of a Ijattered steel door.
They are Guy Lombardo and his
There should have been a June Royal Canadians.
moon — honeysuckle, and great stars
WHEN the last guest left Nezv
in a silver sky, and sweet nothings
whispered into a shell-like ear. In- York's Roosevelt Grill, the preceding
Thursday night, the Lombardos rolled
Manhattan'selevated
53rd Street
— and stead,aitwasthumping
train up their sleeves, got rid of their stiff
to zvork. They reWhat's mornmore, eollars andhearsed al went
that night for the CBS
itroared
was accompaniment.
cold. A cold Sunday
ing, when all good New Yorkers program to be broadcast at 5:20 on
should 1)6 still in bed.
Sunday (Continued on page 94)
BY

ZONITE IS 9.3 TIMES MORE
ACTIVE THAN ANY OTHER
POPULAR non-po/sonout ANTISEPTIC
by standard laboratory tests
GARGLE WITH
ZONITE AT FIRST
SIGN OF A COLDI
Gargle with Zonite
14

Is up
Frank one
VIgneau
gadget,"
only
of itsplays
kind"the
in America.

Fritz Kreitzer, pianist, c
his wife to ask about thei

baby.

RADIO STARS

She looks inquiringly at the world,
and the world looks back the same
way. For Patricia is one of the babies in VVestfield, N. J., whose pictures and health records are part of
a recent study of infant nutrition.
Patricia has been having Clapp's
Baby Cereal for 4 weeks; she'll soon
get Clapp's Strained Vegetables.

Guy Lombardo. His Royal Canadians
play Sundays, 5:30 p.m. EST (CBS).

i

Relaxing after rehearsal, Liebert
Lombardo plays a pinball game.

laughing out loud to see dessert
coming — for now Patricia gets
Clapp's Strained Fruits, too. Like
all
Strained
fruitsClapp's
have the
textureFoods,
doctorsthese
advise—smo th, finely strained, but
not too liquid. Patricia has gamed
2 pounds, 5 ounces in 2 months; she
can creep, and sit up like a little
major.

Plentiful vitamins and minerals in
her
Clapp'sstrong
Foodsas
are pressure-cooked
what make Patricia
well as chubby. She's 30 inches tall,
weighs 18 pounds, 12 ounces. Like
every Clapp-fed baby in the test,
Patricia has made steady, uninterrupted progress. .And she likes her
vegetables.ter—justClapp's
flavors are bettaste and see!

16Bal.yVarieties
of Clapp'sor Str..inc.l
HahvVet,Ko(
.Soup Strained
rnstr.ii.u'.l.
Free Booklet!
NEWI . . .for older babies
Clapp's Chopped Foods
Doctors asked for them . . . even-textured foods
with
all
the
advantages
Clapp's Strained
Foods, but more
coarselyof divided.
At your
dealers' now— remember them when your baby
outgrows Clapp's Strained Foods.
Victor, youngest of the Lombardo
brothers, reads Sunday's funnies.

RADIO STARS

Benay Venuta is heard wi+h
Victor Erwin's Musical Cartoons and the Key Men, Mondays, 9:30 p.m. EST (MBS)

Make-up,be Benay
should
used tomaintains,
enhance
the features, and not as a
mask to cover up the face.

BEADTY

AND

THE

BREEZE
BY MARY BIDDLE
Benay Venuta, popular radio entertainer heard over MBS, oilers practical weather-delying aids to wellgroomed beauty "Irom loot to head"

BREEZING into the studio for a broadcast came lovely
Benay Venuta. so obviously impervious, in her fresh
beauty, to the blustering winds of February and March,
that I knew we would profit from a beauty chat with her.
By wc, I mean all of us who have not yet learned the
secret of looking like a pink-cheeked schoolgirl with old
Boreas nipping at cheeks and striving to chap and
roughen the soft contour of a lovely mouth!
Benay Venuta is dainty and well-groomed, in spite of
the fact that months spent in the warm South have made
her especially vulnerable to the stings of winter. Therefore we, who have become inured to the climate and can
stand up to the huffing and puffing of the Lion, want to
plunge into the routines that give us the beauty called
"smooth."
Instead of covering the beauty subject from head to
foot, Benay reverses the procedure and proceeds from
foot to head. This is because foot trouble may be
blamed for everything, from wrinkles to a bad disposition. It'sgive
not enough
shoes. After
You
must also
your feetto awear
littlecomfortable
extra attention.
bathing the feet, see that they are thoroughly dried. If
you arc going to go out, then massage a hand lotion into
the feet, with special attention to the back of the heels
and ankles, to prevent roughness and cha]iping. Dust the
ftct with bath powder. At night, immediately after the
warm foot bath, use a pumice stone on corns and callouses.
The daily use of the pumice stone will eventually eliminate
all such spots. A thorough massage of cold cream, to
lubricate the skin and to stimulate circulation, is the last
stej) before retiring.
(jive yourself a weekly pedicure in winter as well as
summer. Even though you are not wearing open-toed
sandals or disporting yourself on the beach, this is very
important. A pedicure gives you {Coutiuued on page 67 J
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I simply fled! Escape-that was all I
could think of! Just to get away from
the gaiety and music — that marvelous
music — of my first college prom! After
all, when you're chafed . . . dancing isn't
fun, it's agony!

"Simpleton!" said Marge, who was in the dressing-room
making
minorages!faceThisrepairs.
you weretimebornfor
in the dark
dance "You'd
came atthink
the wrong
me, too — but you don't hear me complaining! Haven't
you heard about Modess?"

"See this filler?" said Marge— cutting
a pa<i ill two. "I'Vfl it . . . it's fluffy and
soft as tlie down on :i diu k! Modess isn't
made up of cre{)ey, tloso -packed layers
— like ordinary napkins. It's so much
sojter. That's why Modess doesn't chafe!"

"Now, watch—" continued Marge,
"here's reason number two! Modess is
also
safer]" So backing
saying — from
she took
moisture-proof
insidethea
pad
and
poured
water
on
it.
Moistureproof is right! I was simply amazed!

"Did
you a*k
for Modess,
said
the maid
handing
Marge amiss?"
blue box.
"Good," beamed Marge. "And scissors
too, please
. . . reasons
Now, mywhydear,youI'llshould
show
you
two good
get in the habit of saying Modess . . ."

"Well, pet," said Marge, as we were gcttiiii,' our wraps,
several hours later, "isn't it wonderful what a difi'erence
being
can make
in a girl's
life! Byto the
— she comfortable
added — "here's
something
I forgot
tell way"
you.
\,m']\ find Modess costs /c.s.s-, in nK)st places, than any
other nationally known napkin!"

IF YOU PREFER A SMALLER, SLIGHTLY NARROWER PAD, SAY "JUNIOR MODESS"

•OR DISTINGUISHED

SERVICE TO RADIO

Each Tuesday and Saturday evening the familiar voice of Johnny, fhe
■all Boy, ushers in a thoroughly entertaining program. A perfect blend of
\usic, song and drama, featuring Russ Morgan and his program, Charles
Martin and his exciting playlets, Ray Block and the Swing Fourteen with
ranees Adair. Enjoyment plus for the most exacting listener. Besides,
ie commercials are delivered in an unusual, but convincing manner, by
•harles O'Connor.
Evidently the sponsor decided that what the listener wants is variety.
Hher programs are based on the variety idea, but lack the pace,
riginality and general excellence of the flawlessly presented Johnny
resenfs broadcasts.
"Music in the Morgan Manner" has become a positive guarantee of
elight toRussdance
Acknowledged
one ofsince
the heworld's
best tromonists,
Morganlovers.
has been
a student ofas music
was seven
years
f oge. Both of his parents, incidentally, were musicians.
The mention
of Charles
Martin's
is significant
the finesta inradio
air
ramas.
His thrill
technique
has name
no equal.
Before ofbecoming
roducer, he was a newspaperman and actor, having been a member of
vaTheLe popularity
Gallienne'sofrepertory
company. is further proof that it pays to be
Johnny Presents
ifFerent. There are many radio programs, unfortunately, following the
3me formula. But not so with the Philip Morris half-hour. They could
xclude all mention of the sponsor's name and product and yet the average
stener
easily could identify it. Which surely is a tribute to the program's
istinctiveness.
To Johnny Presents, the Philip Morris program. Radio Stars Magazine
ffers its award for Distinguished Service to Radio.

In circle, Johnny the Call Boy.
Top, Charles Martin (center)
rehearses the cast. Above, Russ
Morgan. Below, Frances Adair.

STRAIGHf
Set down, not in malice, but a
frank discussion ol certain ra
broadcasts and entertainers,
may not agree witli these unbiai
opinions, nevertlieless constm
tive criticisms sliould lie welcom

BY
i

ANNOUNCER HARRY VON ZELL
. convincingly sells the product . . ."

WILLIJl

V A L

L E

JACK BENNY (with Kenny Baker]
". . . perhaps there's sonnething in
the comics' contention . . ."

FROM

THE

COLD

WHEN Toscanini arrived -in this country aboard the
talian liner. Conte di Savoia, for his series of NBC
Toadcasts, he behaved like a spoiled brat in need of a
panking. He struck one photographer who tried to (and
lid) take a picture of him, and turning to another called
f] hem "pigs, murderers, scoundrels, criminals and assasand then
get acalmed
gun and
leins,"retired
to histhreatened
suite whento they
him shoot
down,them,
and
hen proceeded to keep David SarnoflF, chairman of the
loard of NBC, and John S. Royal, vice-president in
barge of NBC programs, waiting in the companion way
or one hour. Sarnoff, incidentally, laughed it oflf, saying :
Oh, we're just a couple of bodyguards, apparently."
Toscanini gets $40,000 to conduct ten broadcasts. NBC
Iso has spent a fortune collecting its symphony orchestra
jhich he will conduct. It seems a shame that Toscanini
oes not realize that ivithout the talented musicians which
^BC hcLs lined up for him he zvould be without a radio
ob. Furthermore, before Toscanini's arriz'al, NBC had
ther top-flight conductors whipping the musicians into
hape, so that all would be ready when Arturo stepped on
he
his baton.as Ithisseems
to mcof
hat conductor's
Toscanini isstand
not and
quitelifted
as important
display
emperament leads you to believe.
W GREAT many Jimmy Wallington fans would be better
•leased Cantor.
if his announcing weren't tied up exclusively with
jiddie

SHOULDER

on the various morning and afternoon dramatic skits continue to be the same voices.
Surely it's not necessary for radio producers to use the
same j^eople over and over again — there are loads of new
and capable actors and actresses restlessly waiting to get
on the air. Perhaps the gentlemen in charge are too lazy
to go through the bother of constantly interviewing new
people. Let them remember that voices like Harold Vermilyea's do grow familiar to the ears of the listeners.
There is a suspicion current that many production men
are better timekeepers than directors. All they apparently
want is to get the program timed properly. Presentation
of the material is secondary.
A SCORE of our best radio columnists united recendy in
the
West's recent
radio letappearance
her
first.belief
Lest that
wrongMae triumph
over right,
it be knownwas that
she appeared on the F leischmann s Yeast program before
the plaster on the studios at Radio City was even dry and
that La West read her script, none too well, through a
lorgnette. She was no improvement on her recent Chase
and Sanborn broadcast.
Listen to a bird named Uncle Happy, on the Tim and
Irene show — the man with the dead-pan voice who steals
the show. Hurry! Hurry! Hurry!

One thing radio definitely needs is— forgive the cliche —
Ilew
blood. upIt'sas bad
enough
on turning
a guest
star toon find
almostEdward
every Everett
program Horyou
une in, but it's even worse when the heroes and villains

If you're one of those people who don't like Guy Lombardo, don't tune in Sammy Kaye. The reason being that
Mons. Kaye manages to sound exactly like Mons. Lombardo, down to the last vocal boo-hoo.
Proof ^ Carmen recently tuned Kaye in and was listening 7vith aina-zement when Guy, {Continued on page 72)
H'idf Worlti Photo

JIMMIE HDLER
gets away with murder . . .'

THE STROUD TWINS Claude (left) and Clarence

Bill Comstock, whom listeners
hear as Tiziie Lish, notes applause
for his gags. Arlene Harris
(Human Chatterbox) scoffs.

Above. Bill Comstock (left)
suggests a new angle to Dick
McCaffrey,
Al'stomusic
arranger,
as
they listen
the playback.

Above, Arlene Harris, who is on Elmer Blurt fan,
enjoys aAlhearty
Al's creation.on
Below,
Pearcelaugh,
settleslistening
himself tocomfortably
the floor to enjoy Carl Hoff's music once more.

Al decides to make note of certain sound effects.
One of the most genial, easy-going men, Al Pearce
is not a product of Broadway. His program reflects
his humanness. Al was born in San Jose, California.

Bill leans down to catch each
inflection of his voice, as
Tizz'ie Lish's comments come
to him from the loudspeaker.

Dick McCaffrey (left) listens
to words and music with Monroe
Upton,actswhoasis Lord
Al's script
writer
and
Bilgewater.

Above, Pearce ponders, McCaffrey muses. All of
The Gang work endlessly to perfect the Wafch The
Fun Go By program, broadcast every Tuesday at
9:00 p.m., over CBS. Below, the playoack pleases.
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Here's Hildegarde, popular Milwaukee,
singer. Although born
personality
Hildegarde won fame in Europe
before
becoming known in her own country.
John Royal, Vice-President of NB6,
heard her sing in Paris and gave her
a contract. She made no great success,
however, and no longer sings on NBC.

Jimmie Grier and Julie Gibson bring zip and zest
to
Joe p.m.,
Penner's
broadcast
Sunday
nightsis
at 6:00
over program,
the Columbia
network.
Jimmie
orchestra leader and Julie the charming vocalist.

Alice Faye, as she appears in the star role of
You're She
a Sweetheart,
the new singer
Universal
with
music.
has been dancer,
and comedy
actress since
she was eleven years old. Is married to Tony Martin.

BETWEEN
BROADCASTS
Picturing popular players whose
?aried gifts delight radio listeners

Even closed, the cavern mouth's expressive! But you can't
blame Martha Raye for shrinking from Joe Penner's stogie!

Above, Feg Murray, of Seein' Sfars (Sundays, 7:30
p.m. NBC-Blue), entertains Pat O'Brien and Anita
Louise. Below, "Going together — " Jane Rhodes,
torch singer on Lanny Ross' show, and A! Garr,
who is the tenor on Phil Balcer's's CBS program.

Cecil B. DeMille has produced sixty-four pictures
in the past twenty-five years. Recently directed
Fredric March in The Buccaneer
for Paramount, and
produces radio's weekly Lux Theatre of the Air.
Mary Livingstone, lovely radio
life
partner of Jack Benny, shares musicandand real
a smile
with Jack's orchestra leader, Phil Harris, as the
camera catches them during a lull in rehearsal.
You've
heard
her on the
Al
Jolson and the T
Eddie Cantor ^.
shows, also in ^
H oily woo d
Hotel and The ' .
S//ver Theatre. "■
Now Paula"
Winslow
has
leading roles in
Edward G. Robinson's radio
serial of newspaper life. Big
Town (CBS,
Tuesdays, from
8:00-8:30 p.m.)

Artists, who from their own imagination hove
created a little world of mythical characters,
radio's loved
Amoshave
'n' Andy
(Freeman
and
Charles
Correll)
been on
the air Gosden
since 1929.

Walter Wincheli (left), no\ed radio and newspaper
and forEddie's,
acolumnist,
New YorkwithnightEddie
club,Davis
chat ofat Leon
a party
Mark
Hellinger, now associate producer for Warners.

Jeanette MacDonald, being of Scotch descent,
takes the bagpipe seriously. Her instructor was
Thomas Freebairn-Smith, Announcer-Producer of
CBS' Vick's Open House, in which Jeanette stars.

One of the last pictures taken of the late Ted Healy,
who, because of Good News of 1938, was destined
to become just as important in radio as he was on
the stage and screen. Dick Powell is shown with him.

ARE

ACTORS

Announcer Vincent Pelletier finds
no time to go home before the show.
So he changes in NBC's men's room.

PEOPLE?

When stars forget their dignity:
Edgar Guest, poet-philosopher of It
Can Be Done (Tuesdays, NBC-Blue),
works out his script on the floor.

In the ladies' dressing-room, Betty
Winklerence gathered
preparesto toheargreet
audithe the
program.

Sixteen-year-old Donna Dae helps
her mother with household chores,
before going to the studio to sing.

One of radio's best known actresses, star of //
Can Be Done, Joan Winters is just Mother at home.

One of life's major tragedies! Frankie Masters,
the program's orchestra leader, calls from the
balcony of his apartment to Mrs. Masters: "How
can a guy broadcast wifh a button off his shirt?"

Even an actress needs sleep once in a while!
Judith Lowry, grand old lady of broadcasting,
drops off while studying her script. Miss Lowry
is on // Con Be Done, and other radio programs.

Ruth Doering, a member of the "Masters' Voices" vocal group featured on this program vocalizes in her tub.
Or maybe that's a startled scream, as the clicking camera thrust its prying lens through the bathroom door.

Parade. ^^-gC-Red).

\0 p-"^- ^^'^
MICROPHONE
George Burns attacks the microphone on his
Monday night Grape-Nuts program. (8:00 p.m.,
NBC-Red). Along with Gracie Allen and Ray
Noble, he stages a gay battle of half-wits!

"If'stheTownmicrophone
Hall Tonight!"
Fred Allen
at
with hisAndcustomary
quipi
and biting banter. He cocks a watchful eye and
ear toward his heckling helpmeet, Portland

ii \nd here's Por+land Hoffa (Mrs. Fred Allen),
eody to dopoise
her and
best to
Fred's
ndps nimitable
givebreak
the down
Wednesday
i light (NBC) session its full quota of gaiety.

The American School of the Air, broadcast Mon(CBS), acted
presentsas
adays
widethrough
range ofFridays
topics. atH.2:30
L. Mencken
its guest lecturer on The American Language.
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May Robson, beloved "First Lady of Stage and
Screen,"
greets
her radiobroadcast
fans in the
role of Lady
of Millions,
over leading
WGN.

mde World
Lovely Yvonne, of the famous King Sisters, heard
with Horace Heidt and His Alemife Brigadiers
over the CBS network, every Monday at 8:00 p.m.

On her birthday Virginia Verrill, song star of
NBC's
the cast.
Jack
Haley Log
(left)Cabin
and Show,
Warrenentertained
Hull inspect
her gifts.

Amateur photography on an airport location.
Frances Longford, featured in Warners' Hollywood
Hotel, "shoots" her fellow player, Johnnie Davis.

Entering
in Brooklyn,
Gale
was
sent toWarners'
make-uptesting
artist studio
Dick Willis,
who applied
dark tan foundation grease-paint, with darker tones
used to narrow the jaw-line, and an evelid shadow.
GALE
On Sfage 7, amidst
scenery, batteries
of bright lights,
and other equipment. Gale found
an identification
board bearing her
description,
which
was
to accompany
her screen test.
The script for
Gale's test was
written by Irna
Phillips, author of
Today's Children,
and also was broadcast on that program.
The singing and acting of Gale Page In the
A/6C
serial, drew
Today'sthe Children,
radio
programs,
attention andof other
film scouts
and she made a screen test for Warner Bros.
GALE
A

PAGE

SCREEN

GETS
TEST

Lights set, camera ready! But before Gale
speaks, the camera records a chart identifying thetors."take"
laboratory inand
ediEach shot foris recorded
thisfilm
fashion.
34
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H6T

S"6

Hair 130
DkBrowh
Wgt
Eyes

©

'

Brown

VT 257
SE evRs

1

Hours are devoted to the studio miracle workers.
After the make-up is finished, the hair-dresser goes
to work. He dramatizes Gale's natural "widow's peak,"
deepens the waves and tightens the bob-end curls.

Dick Willis, make-up expert for Warners, Is congratulated byGale for his successful contribution to
her first screen test. He has given her artificial
eyelashes, plucked her eyebrows, enhanced her lips.
Warners' Eastern
director, Robert
Ross, watches on
assistant cameraman measure the
distance between
Galeandthecamera. She wears a
blackner velvet
dress withdinan
ermine neckline.
With the script
written by I ma
Phillips for the
dual screen
purposetestof
the
and broadcast.
Director Ross
instructs Gale in
the action.

The camera is moved
forward; microphone
and sound equipment
go into
Gale
singsaction,
two songs,as
I've Got You Under
Meniion Love fo Me.
My Skin,
Notice
the and
way Don'f
that
the camera is padded.
This is to keep the
noise it makes from
being recorded by
the sound equipment.

If you can only see six feet, it may be far enough! Ken Murray
seems to find it a fair horizon! Ken and the feet are in that
new Universal musical, You're a Sweetheart, which stars Alice Faye.
IN

THE

RADIO

SPOTLIGHl

A bad cold gave Betty Winlcler
a high-pitched voice. Said voice,
chancing
to bewanted,
just what
casting director
gavea Betty
her first chance on the air. She
stars
in NBC'sMcGee
Girl Alone,
sings
with Fibber
and Molly.

Opera diva Helen Jepson, making her film debut
in Samuel
Goldwyn'sCounty
The Goldwyn
the
Los Angeles
Fair in Follies,
Pomona.visited
The
goat is a blue ribbon winner. And Helen, too,
has proved a winner, both in opera and radio.
Dean of radio commentators, H. V. Kaltenborn first
went on the air in 1921. He joined CBS in 1928.
Broadcasts Sundays, 10:30 p.m. He began his newspaper career thirty-six years ago. Has interviewed many of the world's outstanding figures.

At nine, Marlyn Stuart won a bathing beauty
contest. Later she sang and danced on the stage.
In Earl Carroll's Sketch Book she met Ken
Murray. Came radio fame with "Mama, thai man's
here again!" Now she's on CBS' Hollywood Hotel.
Lily Pons, in costume for Lakme, one of the
petitetinycoloratura's
most famous
roles.
The
diva competently
manages operatic
three careers,
opera, radio and movies. Her newest picture for
RKO-Radio is Hitting a New High— an apt title.

"The Lucky
Lanes,"
called,
blonde
sisters
who they
have have
gone been
places
and these
done delightfi
things 1
the theatre, movies and radio. Sister Lola started it a!
dropping the family name, Mullican, and dancing and sinci
ing in vaudeville and musical comedy. She entered movie
in 1928, after a director saw her playing with Georg
Jessel in The H^or Song, in New York. Later the youngei
girls, Rosemary and Priscilla, adopted the name Lane, ai»|
becametheyfamous
with Fred Both
Waring's
Pennsylvaman
Now
also arein radio
in Hollywood.
appeared
in Warne
Varsity Show. Rosemary now shares feminine honors wl
Lola
Dick Powe
playingin Warners'
a waitress Hollywood
who looks Hotel,
like a opposite
temperamental
mov
star (Lola), causing gaiety and complications by being mt
taken for her. Can you tell them apart in these pictures!
Lola is the one in slacks. With them in the picture thinj
across the top is Director Busby Berkeley, and in ih
next one they are rehearsing a scene with Allyn Joslyr

YOU

SIMPLY

CAN'T
'EM

TELL

APART

The two lovely Lane sisters, Lola and
Rosemary, as they appear in the Warner
Brothers
38 musical film, Hollywood Hotel

i
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Four reasons for the success
of the Lanes, on the air and
in the movies — Priscilla
(left),
Mrs.Priscilla,
Lane, Rosemary
and
Lola.
youngest
of the lovely Lane sisters,
accompanied by their mother,
visited Rosemary and Lola
onHollywood
the set of Warner
Hotel, inBrothers'
which
the two girls are appearing.

CANDIDS

nightIsland
fun!
AOpening
South Sea
lass adorns two of
the
guests opening
at the
Hurricane
— Mr. and Mrs.
Norris Goff (left).
Norris is Abner, of
Lum ' n' Abner.
And Mr. and Mrs.
Andy De v i n e.
Andy Jack
is heard
the
Bennon
Sunday
night show
over NBC-Red.

RADIO STARS

Wendy
Barrie Later
was discovered
by Alexander
Korda
in England.
she canne over
here for movies
and radio. She is on Jack Haley's radio program.

Betty Srable
stars In Parannount's
Lifefime
and broadcasts
Friday nightsThrillin of
Songa
Time (CBS, 6:45 p.m.). She is Mrs. Jackie Coogan.

Two who take part in the popular Tish broadcasts,
heard each
on CBS.
Betty
Garde
f/e//J,Wednesday
who is 7;s/>,atand9:30Annep.m.Eltsner
C>4gg/e^.
A separate Tlsb story is broadcast each week.

Alice Cornett, rhythm songstress, heard with Kitty
Carlisle
and was
Frankborn
Crumit
on CBS'andSong
(Fridays at 10),
in Florida
made Shop
her radio
debut at fifteen. Her parents are church singers.
41

Andrea Leeds, who made an instant hit
in Stage Door and has a leading role
in the Follies, with Edgar Bergen and
that roguish dummy, Charlie McCarthy.

WHILE

AWAITING

TELEVISION
The screen shows us our radio favorites in action
42

Besides her dancing. Vera Zorina also
plays a romantic scene in the Follies,
with Kenny Baker, a gallant gondolier.
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COAST-TO

-COAST

THEthe regular
programs on
networksfourare coast-to-coast
here listed in
a day-by-day
time Broadschedule. The National
casting
Company
Red-Network is indicated by
NBC-Red: the Company
National
Broadcasting
Blue-Network is indicated
by NBC-Blue:
Colum-by
bia BroadcastingtheSystem
CBS: andcasting Mutual
BroadSystem
by
MBS.
All
stations
included
the above networks arein
listed
below.on the
Findlistyour
local station
and
tune in on the network
specified.
ALL EDTIME
RECORDIS EASTERN
STANDARD
TIME. This
means that for Central
Standard oneTime
you
subtract
frommust
the
listed time. hour
For Mountain
Standard
Time,
subtract
two hours; and
Standard
Time,for Pacific
three
hours.
For example:
11:00
A. M. EST
becomes 10.00
A.andM. 8:00
CST;a. 9:00
a.
m.
MST:
m. PST.
If, network
at a particular
time,is
no
programthere
listed, that is because
is no time,
regularor program
for
that
because the
preceding
program
continues into that period.
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY—
RED-NETWORK
WFBR
Baltimore,
Md.Ala.
WBRC
Birmingham.
WNAC
Boston,
Mas?.
WBEN
Buffalo,
N.
Y.
WMAQ
Chicago.
111.Ohio
WTAM
Cleveland,Colo
KOA
Denver,
WHO
Des
Moines,
Iowa
WWJ
Detroit,
Mich.
WTIC Hartford,
Conn.Ind.
WIRE
Indianapolis.
WDAF
Kansas.\ngeles.
City. Cal.
Mo.
KFI
KSTP Los
Minneapolis-St.
Paul,
Minn.
CBM Montreal,
WEAF
New York.Neb.Canada
N. Y.
WOW
Omaha.
KYW Pittsburgh.
Philadelphia.Pa.Pa.
WCAE
WCSH
Portland,
Me.
KGW
Portland,
Ore.
WJAR
Providence.
R. I.
WMBG
Richmond.
KSD
St.
Louis,
Mo.Va. Utah
KDYL
Salt
Lake
Citv.
KPO San
Francisco, N.Cal.Y.
WGY
Schenectadv,
KOMO
Seattle.
Wash.
KHQ
Spokane.
Wash.D. C.
WRC
Washington.
WDEL
Wilmington.
Del.
WTAG Worcester, Mass.
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY—
BLUE-NETWORK
WABY
Albanv.
N.Ga. Y.
WAGA
Atlanta.
WBAL
Baltimore.
Md. La.
WJBO
Baton
Rouge,
KFDM Birmingham.
Beaumont, Tix.Ala.
WSGN
WBZ
Boston,
WICC
Bridgeport,Mass.
WEBR
Buffalo.
N. Y.Conn.Iowa
WMT Cedar
Rapids.

WENR Chicago, III.
WLS
111.Ohio
WHK Chicago.
Clo\'eland.
('ori)us
l
liristi, Tex.
D.
in-.
r,
Colo.
KVOD
KRIS
Moines,
Iowa
KSO Du*
Di-lroit.
Mich.
WXYZ
WLEU Kric. Pa.
WOWO
I t. Wayne.Tex.Ind.
KXY2 Houston,
WJTN
Jamestown.
N.Kan.Y.
WREN
Kansas
Citv,tenn.
WROL
Kno.xville,
KECA
Los
.Angeles,
Cal.
WMPS
Memphis.
Tenn.Minn.
WTCN
Minneapolis.Canada
CFCF
Montreal,
WICC
New
Haven, Conn.
WDSU
New
WJZ
New Orleans,
York,
N. La.Y.
KLO Ogden,
Utah
KOIL Omaha.
Neb.-Council
Bluffs, la. Pa.
WFIL Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
KDKA
Portland,
KEX
WEAN Providence,Ore.R. I.
WRTD
Richmond.
Va.
WHAM Rocliester. N. Y.
KWK
St. Lxiuis, Mo.Cal.
KFSO
San
KGO
San Diego,
Francisco, Cal.
KTIWS
ta B;i Wa^li.
KJR
KGA
WBZA
WSYR Svracuse,rid,X.M.i^s.
WSPD
Toledo. Oliio D.V. C.
WMAL
KRGV Washington,
Weslaco, Tex.
NBC-SUPPLEMENTARY
STATIONS
(May BLUE
be on networks!
either RED or
KOB
Albuquerque.
WSAN
Allentown, Tex.Pa. N. M.
KGNC Amarillo.
WWNC
Asheville.
WSB
Ga.N.Cal.C.
KERN Atlanta.
Bakersfield.Mont.
KGHL
Billings.
KFYR Boise.
Bismarck. N. D.
KIDO
KGIR Charleston,
Butte, Idaho
Mont.
WCSC
WSOC
Charlotte. 111.N.S. C.C.
WCFL
Chicago.
WSAI
Cincinnati. Ohio
WCKY Cincinnati.
WLW
Cincinnati, Ohio
Ohio
WFLA
Clearwater.
Fla.C.
WIS Columbus.
Columbia, S.Ohio
WOOL
WFAA
Dallas.
Tex.
WEBC
WTSM
ElDuluth.
Paso. Minn.
Tex.
WGBF
Kvansville.
WDAY
Farco,
N. D.Ind.
WGL
Ft.
Wavne.
Ind.
WBAP
Ft.
Worth.Cal. Tex.
KNJ Grand
Fresno,
WOOD
Rapids.
WFBC
Greenville.
S. C.Mich.
KGU
Honolulu,
Hawaii
KTHS
Hot
Springs,
KPRC Jackson,
Houston. Miss.
Te.x.Ark.
WJDX
WJAX
Jacksonville,
Fla.
KARK I^uisville.
Little Rock.Ky.Ark.
WAVE
WIBA
Madison.
Wis.
WFEA
N. H.
KMED Manchester.
Medford.
Ore.
WMC
Memphis.
Tenn.
WIOD
Beach.Wis.Fla.
WTMJ Miami
MiKvaukco,
CBF
Montreal, (-ana.la
WSM
Nashvillr,
WSMB New Orleans,Tenn.La.
WTAR
Norfolk,
WKY
Oklahoma
City, Okla.
KTAR
Phoenix, \'a.
Ariz.
KOAV
Pittsburg,
Kans.
KGKF
Pueblo.
Colo.
WPIF
Raleigh. N.C.Cal.
KFBK .Sacrameiuo,
WSUN
St. Pet.-rsburu.
WOAI
San
Antonio, Tex.Fla.
KTBS
KSOO Shreveport,
Sioux Falls. La..S. D.

PROGRAM
KELO Sioux
Falls. Mo.
S. D.
KGBX
Springfield,
KWG Stockton.
Cal.
WEBC T.mipa.
Sup.. nor. Fla.Wis.
WFLA
WBOW
Trric
Haute.
CBL
Toronto.
CanadaInd.
KVOO
Tnls.i,
Okla.Kans.
KANS
W„
lata,
WORK Voik. Pa.
COLUMBIA
ING SYSTEMBROADCASTSTATIONS
WADC
Akron.
Ohio
WOKO
Albanv,
N.
WAIM Atlanta,
Anderson,Ga.S.Y.C.
WGST
WPG
.Ulantic
Citv,
WRDW
Augusta, Tex.
Ga. N. J.
KNOW Austin.
WCAO
Baltimore.
WLBZ Bangor,
Me.Md.Ala.
WAPI
Birmingham,
WNBF
Binghamton,
N. Y.
WEEI
Boston,
WGR
Buffalo, Mass.
N. Y.Y.
WKBW
Buffalo,
N.
WCHS
Charleston,
Va.
WBT
Chariotte, N.W.C.Tenn.
WOOD
Chattanooga,
WBBM
Chicago, III.Ohio
WKRC
Cincinnati,
WGAR
Cleveland,
Ohio Colo.
KVOR
Colorado
WBNS
Columbus,Tex.Springs.
Ohio
KRLD
Dallas,
woe
Davenport,
Iowa
WHIO
Danon,
Ohio
KLZ
Denver,
Colo.Iowa
KRNT
Des
Moines.
WJR
Detroit, Mich.
WKBB
Dubuque.
Iowa
KDAL Duluth.
WDNC
Durham. Minn.
N. C.
WESG
F,lma-Ithaca,
N. Y.
WEOA
Evansville,
WMMN
Fairmont.Bay. W.Ind.
Va.
WTAQ
Green
Wis.
WBIG
Greensboro.
N.
KFBB Great
Falls, Pa.Mont.C.
WHP
Harrisburg,
WDRC
Hartford,
Conn.
WMFG
Hibbing. Minn.
KGMB
Honolulu.
Hawaii
KTRH
Houston.
Tex.
WFBM
Indianapolis,
Ind.
WSUI
Iowa
Citv.
IowaFla.
WMBR
Jacksonville.
KMBC
Kansas
City.
Mo.
WNOX
WKBH
LaKno.wille.
Crosse..Neb.Tenn.
Wis.
KFAB Lincoln,
KLRA
Little
Rock. Ark.
KNX
Los
Angeles,
Cal.
WHAS
I^uisville,
WMAZ
Macon.
Ga. Ky.Iowa
KGLO
Mason
Citv.
WREC Meridian,
Memphis. Miss.
Tenn.
WCOC
WQAM
Miami.
Fla.
WALA
Mobile.
Ala.
WISN Mihvaiikee, Wis.
WCCO
Minn.-apolis. Minn.
KGVO • Mis-;o,i|a.
WSFA
Montu.im.Tv,Mont.
Ala.
CKAC Mondral,
Canada
WLAC
Nashvill...
T.-nii.La.
WWL
X.-w
Orleans.
WABC
Xrw York, City.
N, Y.
KOMA Orlaii.lo,
Oklahoma
WDBO
Fla. W. Okla.
WPAR
I'.itk.
Kburg,
Va.
WCOA
IVnsacola.
WMBD
Peoria, III. Fla.Pa.
WCAU
Phila.lrliihia.
KOY Phoenix.
Anz.
WJAS
KOIN Pittsburgh.
Portland, Ore.Pa.R. I.
WPRO
Providence,
KOH Reno.
Nev. Va.
WRVA
Richmond.
WDBJ
Roanoke.
Va.
WHEC
Rochester.
KMOX St. I^uis. Mo.N. Y.
WCCO
St.
I^aul.
.Minn.
KSL
Salt .\ntoiiio,
Lake Citv,Tex.Utah
KTSA
KSFO San
San Francisco.
C.il.
WTOC
Savannah.
WGBI
Pa.Ga.
KIRO I Scranton,
Seattle. Wash.

GUIDE

La.
KWKH Shreveport,
Sioux Citv. low
KSCJ
WSBT
KFPY S..uth Bend. ln<
WFBL]
WMAS
WNBX
KVI
WDAE
WIBW I ampa. !■ la.
Topeka. Kans.
CFRB
Canada
KTOL Toronto.
Tulsa.
Okla.V.
WIBX
Utica.
\"irginia.
WHLB
WACO Waco. N.Tex,.Minn.
WJSV W.Washington,
D. C.
WJNO
Palm Beach,
WWVA Wicliita,
Wheeling,
W. Va. Fla.
Kans.
KFH
KGKO Wichita
Falls. Tex.N. C.
WSJS Winston-Salem,
Worcester,
Mass.
WORC
WNAX
Yankton,
WKBN Youngstown,S. D.Ohio
MUTUAL
ING SYSTEMBROADCASTSTATIONS
KXRO Aberdeen,
Wash.
KAOA
.A.la.
Okla. Okla.
KVSO
Ardmore.
WRDO
Augusta.
Me.
KPMC Bakersfield.
WBAL
Baltimore.
Md.Cal.
WLBZ
Bangor,
Me.
KVOS Boston,
Bellingham,
Wash.
WAAB
Mass.Conn.
WICC
Bridgeport,
WMT
Cedar
Rapids,
WGN
Chicago.
111.OhioIowa
WLW
Cincinnati,
WSAI
Cincinnati,
Ohio
WCLE
Cleveland,
WHK
Cleveland, Ohio
Ohio
KGGF
Coffeyville,
Kans.
WHKC
Columbus,
Ohio
WRR
Dallas, Tex.
KFEL
Denver.
Colo.
KSO
Des
Moines.Cal.Iowa
KXO Elk
El Centro,
KASA
City.
KCRC Eugene.
Enid. Okla.Ore.Okla.
KORE
KIEM Fall
Eureka.River.Cal.Mass.
WSAR
KTAT
Ft. Worth. Tex.
KFKA
Greelev,
WTHT
Hartford, Colo
Conn.
KGMB
Honolulu.
Hawaii
WIRE
Indianapolis.
Ind.
WHB
Kansas
City,
WLNH
Laconia,
N.
H.Mo.
KFOR
Lincoln,
Neb.
KHJ Los
WLLH
Lowell.Angeles,
Mass. Cal.
WFEA
Manchester,
N. Paul,
H.
WDGY Minnea|>olis-St.
Min.l.
KDON MoiUoM-v,
KBIX
Mu~ko-rr, (-.il.
Okla.
WSM
X,i-hvill,..
WOR
X.wark,
X T.-un.
J.
WNBH
X,-w
H.'.ltor.l,
WNLC
Xew I.on.IoTi,( ,iv.(Mass.
oan.
KTOK
oklaho,,,.,
Okla.
KGY
Olvnipia. X.WaMi.
KOIL O.naha.
l..
WFIL
I'a.
WCAE Pliil.i.lc.lphia.
Pittsburgh.
WBBZ
Ponca ( it v. I'.i.Okl.i.
KALE Portlan.l.
WEAN
Providence,Ore.K. I.
KRNR
Ore.
WRVA
Richmond.
\"a.
KWK St.Ro.srburg.
Louis, M...
KSLM
Or.-. no, Cal.
KFXM .'^alem.
San Bernard.
KGB
KFRC Sail
>.i:i 1)1.-,,,
IM,::..Cal. Cal.
KVOE
KQW
KDB - : , i: ri.. ,1,1,,1 Cal.
KOL
.m.-, W,i>h.
KGFF ^llSpiingfield.
awnee.
Okla.Mass.
WSPR
KGDM
.^Mckton.
Cal.
KMO
Tacoma.
Wash.
WOL
O. C.
WBRY Washinglon,
Wairrlnirv, Conn.
KPQ Wenatclu-c,
Wash. Mich.
CKLW
Windsor-LX-troil.
KIT Yakima. Wash
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RADIO STARS
MORNING
8:00
NBC-Red:
WILLIAM MEEPER — organist
NBC-Blue:
PEERLESS TRIO
8:15
NBC-Blue:
OFF— violinistBEXNO RABIN8:30
NBC-Red: KIDOODLERS
NBC-Blue:
TONEpianist;
PICTURES
—quartet
Ruth Pepple,
mixed
CBS: LYRIC SERENADE
8:45
NBC-Red:
ANIMAL NEWS
CLUB
CBS:
MICHEL
ROSCOE —
pianist
9:00NBC-Red: TURN BACK THE
CLOCK
Griffin — Alice Remsen, George
NBC-Blue:
COAST
ON A BUS— COAST
Milton J.TO Cross
9:15
NBC-Red: TOM TERRISS—
speaker
9:30
NBC-Red:
MELODY MOMENTS
9:55
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red:
THE W.RADIO
PUIiPIT — Dr. Ralph
Sockman
NBC-Blue:
RUSSIAN MELODIES
CBS: CHURCH OF THE AIR
10:30
NBC-Blue:
OF LONG
AGO A LBDREAMS
CBS:
ERG BROWN
STRINGW ENSEMBLE
11:00
NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
CBS: TEXAS RANGERS
MBS: problems
REVIEWING STAND—
world
11:05
NBC-Red: SILVER FLUTE
—NBC-Blue:
contralto ALICE REMSEN
11:15
NBC-Blue: NEIGHBOR NELL
11:30
NBC-Red:
ANGLER AND
HUNTKH—
sports
talk Raymond R. Camp,
NBC-Blue: VOCALIST
CBS: TOLMA.IOR
FAMILY BOWES- CAPIMBS: F-MHASSY TRIO
11:45
NBC-Red : NORSEMEN
QUARTKT
NHC-Iihic:
SI'OKT
SCHAI'SBILL STERNS

FEBRUARY
•• :30 AFTERNOON

6—13^20—27
4:30
NBC-Red:
THE WORLD IS
YOURS— dramatization
NBC-Blue:
VOCALIST
MBS: LUTHERAN HOUR
4:45
NBC-Blue: RANCH BOYS
NHC-Red:
UNIVERSITY
OF
CHICAGO
ROUND
TABLE
QUARTET
DISCUSSION—
guest speakers
5:00
NBC-Blue: RADIO
CITY
NBC-Red:SENTS RY-KRISP
PREMUSIC HALL ORCHESTRA—
MARION TALLEY—
(M?S:
SAI,T
LAKE
CITY
TABNBC-Blue:
METROPOLITAN
ERXACLB CHOIR AND OROPERA
AUDITIONS
THE
GAN
AIR—
Edward
Johnson, OFWilfred
MBS: AMERICAN WILDLIFE
Pelletier.
conductor
CBS: AIR
HEINZ
MAGAZINE
THE
— Channing
Pollock.OF
Morton Bowe, Mark Warnow's
5:30orchestra
NBC-Red: OFMICKEY
THEATRE
THE AIRMOUSE
NBC-Blue:
AFTERNOON WITHSUNDAY
ED McCONNELL
CBS: CHURCH OF THE AIR
CBS:
GUY LOMBARDO AND
HIS ORCHESTRA
MBS:tery THE
SHADOW—
drama, Orson
Welles mysEVENING
NBC-Red:
TUSKEGEE
TUTE CHOIR
CONCERTINSTI6:00
NBC-Blue:
THERE
WAS
A
NBC-Red: CATHOLIC HOUR
WOMAN
— sketch
CBS
: FOREIGN
NEWS
NBC -Blue: MIDWESTERN
STARS
BROADCAST
CBS: JOE PENNER — Gene
Austin,
Grier's
orchestra IN
MBS:
.SO
MINUTES
HOLLYWOOD—
George Jessel,
CBS: POETS GOLD— David
chestra
Norma Talmadge, Tucker's orRoss
6:30
2:00
NBC-Red:
DAY—sketchA TALE OF TONBC-Red:
CHATS ' ABOUT
DOGS — Bob Becker
NBC-Blue:
SENATOR
FISHNBC-Blue: MAGIC KEY OF
FACE
AND
PROFESSOR
RCA
— FrankMilton
Black'sJ. Cross
symphony
FIGGSBOTTLE
orchestra.
CBS:
DOUBLE
EVERYTHING
CBS: BORIS
— Al Shaw, Stan Lee
STRING
QUARTET MORROS'
MBS: TIMorchestra
AND IRENE—
MBS: THE
RIGHT JOB— Dr.
D'Artega's
Shirley
A. Hamrin
JELL-OMaryPROGRAM
NBC-Red:La Prade
TRAVEL TALK—
Milton
—NBC-Red:
Jack stone.Benny,
LivingKenny
Baker,
WilMBS: PALMER
HOUSE
CONson,
Sam
Hearn,
AndyDonDevine,
CERT ENSEMBLE
Phil
Harris' POPULAR
orchestra CLASSNBC-Blue:
2:30NB(^-Red: THATCHER COLT
ICS — H. Leopold Spitalnv's
orchestra
STORIES
CBS: VICK'SMacDonald,
OPEN HOUSE—
Cr?S:
DR.
CHRISTIA
N—
Jeanette
Wilbur
drama,
starringPOETRY
Jean Hersholt
Evans,
Pasternack's
orchestra
MHS:
NEW
HOUR
MBS:
THE
WOR
A. .M. Sullivan
S. Theodore Granik FORUM —
3:00
NBC-Red:
7:30NBC-Blue: BAKER'S BROADREELlace— Buttervvorth
Parks RADIO
Johnson,NEWSWalCAST— Feg Murray, Harriet
Hilliard, Ozzie Nelson's orchestra
NBC-Blue:
ON
BROADWAY—
dramatization
CBS: NEW YORK PHILHAR.MONIC
CUKSTRA SYMPHONY OR-

CBS:
PHIL Patsy
BAKER—
and Bottle,
Kelly,Beet .
Garr,
orchestra
MBS: Bradley's
ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red:
INTERESTING
NEIGHBORS
VISITED B
JERRY BELCHER
CHASE AND SA?
8:00NBC-Red:
BORN Edgar
PROGRAM
V.
Ameche,
Bergen, —Nelsi,
Eddy, Dorothy Lamour,
Strou ,
Twins,
Armbruster's
orchestr I
SERIES
NBC-Blue:
DETECTIV
THE PEOPLE'S
—CBS:broadcast
highlights CHOIC
MBS: THE EPIC OF AMEI
8:30ICA — historical drama
NBC-Blue: CALIFORNI.
CONCERT— Gill's orchestra
CBS:
OF 19:!8Harry EARACHES
Conn, Beatrice,
Ka;
chestra
Barry ORCHESTRA
AVood, Warnow's
MBS:
NBC-R ed: MANHATTAl
MERRY-GO-ROUND
Rachi
Carlay,
Pierre Le — Kreeui
Donnie's orchestra
NBC-Blue: HOLLYWOO:
PLAYHOUSE— Tyrone Powe '
CBS: HOUR
FORD SUNDAY EVH
guests
NING
9:30NBC-Red: AMERICAN At
BUM OFMunn,
FAMILIAR
MUSIC- I
Frank
Jean Dickensoi
Haenschen's JERGENS
orchestra
NBC-Blue:
GRAM—
Walter Winchell. PRC
ne«
commentator
MBS: NEWS
Leonard
M. LeonardTESTERS 9:45NBC-Blue: WELCH PREl
SEN-rs IRENE RICH— drama
MBS: ORCHESTRA
10:00
NBC-Red:
RISING MUSICA
STARS
Richard
Gordoi
Smallens'— orchestra,
guests
NBC-Blue:
MAREK WEBERORCHESTRA
CBSZENITH inFOUNDATIO:
—pathy
experiments
mental tcli
10:30
NBC-Red:
HAVEN MacQUAF
RIE PRESENTS
NBC-Blue:
and music CHEERIO — tal
CBS:
HEADLINES
AND BlBo
LINES
H. V. Kaltenborn,
Trout, —Canham
MBS: OLD FASHIONED RJ
VIVAL
NBC-Red: DANCE MUSIC
NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADI
NEWS
CBS:
ORCHESTRA
MBS: ORCHESTRA
11:10
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
CBS: ORCHESTRA

3:30NR<^-Red: SUNDAY DRIVERS
— I'ields and Hall
XHC-Blue:Simon,ARMCO
Frank
conductorBAND—
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Harry Conn

4:00XBC-Red: ROMANCE MELOorchestra DIES—Ruth Lyon, Shield's
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL VESFoadlckPERS— Dr. Harry Emerson
MBS:
COURT
RELATIONS OF HUMAN

Mickey Mouse

Rachel Carlay

RADIO

STARS

MORNING
ited:
CLAIRE
•Itlue:
n"s MALCOLM
stories
NORSEMEN
MORNING
■ Red:
'DIES GOOD
—Hlue:
organistWILLIAM MEEI'.ed: DO YOU REMEMFRED FEIBEL — organLUCILLE AND
HC-Red:
"WOMEN AND
-:\vs
BC-Blue: BREAKFAST
A'B
—
variety
program PAiS: METROPOLITAN
PRESS-RADIO NEWS

4.i
NBC-Red:sketchDAN HARDING'S
WIFE—
NBC-Blue:
BREAKFAST
CLUB — BACHELORS
variety
program CHILCBS:
DREN— sketch
lue: PRESS-RADIO
NBC-Blue:
TLE WOOD —MARGOT
sketch OF CASCBS:
— sketchPRETTY KITTY KELLY
xr.i^-Red:
OTHER
WIFE
— sketchJOHN'S
NUr-Blue:
THE CABIN
THE
CROSSROADS—
sketchAT
(BS: MYRT AND MARGE—
sk.tch
1:30
XP.O-Red: JUST PLAIN BILL
—sketch
Xi:i:-Blue:
LAW — sketch ATTORNEY-AT'■i:s:
WONS' SCRAPp, M iK —TONY
Leaf
-MILS:
GETAnn THIN
TO MUSIC
Xl;r-Red:
THE
WOMAN
IN
WHITE—
sketch
NBC
-Blue:
KITCHEN
CAVALC
A
D
E
—
Crosby
Gaige
CBS:
MA PERKINS
MBS: ORGAN
RECITAL— sketch
:no
-Red: DAVID HARUMSTORY OF MARY
MM:iPS:A B -Blue:
BIN—
sketch
I.\U;S:
RUTH
CARHART— songs
REMINISCING
Xl;'
-Red: BACKSTAGE WIFE
— ketch
Xl:. -Blue:— sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY
'BS:
CAROL
II' • MANCE—
sketchKENNEDY'S

he Voice of Experience

FEBRUARY 7—14—21—28
11:30
MBS: DON'T
LOOKcomedians,
NOW—
Lavalle
and Sands,
NBC-Red:
TO BE
orchestra
CHARMING VIC
—HOWsketch
NBC-Blue:
AND SADE—
sketch
CBS:
SISTER— sketch
MBS: BIO
ORCHESTRA
2:30
11:45
NBC-Red:
RANCH BOYS OF
NBC-Red: BETTY MOORE—
CBS:
AMERICAN
talk
THE
AIR — History.SCHOOL
Exits and
NBC-Blue:
EDWARD
MacEntrances
HUGH
—
The
Gospel
Singer
2:45
CBS:
LIFE AI'NT
STORIESJENNY'S REAL
NBC-Red:
VOCALIST
MBS: MYRA KINGSLEY. asMBS: ORCHESTRA
commentatortrologer, JEAN PAUL KING,
3:00
NBC-Red: sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
AFTERNOON
NBC-Blue:
ROCHESTER CIVIC COOLIDGE
ORCHESTRA
12:00 Noon
CBS:
aiBS:
GIRL
MEETSQUARTET
BOY
NBC-Red:
GIRL
ALONE
—
3:15
sketch
NBC-Blue:
TIME
FOR
THOUGHT
sketch
NBC-Red:
MA
PERKINS
—
CBS: THE RADIO COLUMN3:30
12:15 IST— Mary Margaret McBride
NBC-Red:
sketch VIC AND SADE—
NBC-Red: THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
CBS: JENNY PEABODY—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
VOCALIST
CBS:
YOUR
NEWS
PARADE
MBS:
GOOD HEALTH AND
TRAINING
—Edwin C. Hill, commentator
3:45
MBS: BIDE
DUDLEY'S
THEATRE
CLUB
OF
THE
AIR
NBC-Red: sketchTHE GUIDING
12:30
LIGHT
NBC-Red:
ORCHESTRA
MBS: —VOCALIST
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
FARM
4:00
AND
HOMEorchestra
HOUR — Walter
LORENZO JONES
Blaufuss'ROMANCE
—NBC-Red:
comedy sketch
CBS:
OF HELEN
NBC-Blue:
TRENT—
sketch
CBS: DEEP CLUB
RIVERMATINEE
BOYS
MBS:
ORGAN
RECITAL
13:45
NBC-Red:
STORY
CBS: OUR GAL. SUNDAY—
MARLIN — sketch OF MARY
sketch
MBS: NORMAN
CBS:
MALONE'S—
BetweenTEDthe Bookends
SHIRE'S
VARIETYBROKENPROMBS: VOCAL
DUO
GRAM
1:00
4:30
NBC-Red: HI BOYS— instruNBC-Red:
VOCALIST
CBS:
sketch BETTY AND BOB—
CBS:
GOLDBERGS —
sketch
1:15
MBS: JOHNSON
NBC-Red: ESCORTS AND
sketch,
with Jimmy FAMILY—
Scribner
BETTY
4:45NBC-Red: THE ROAD OF
CBS:
HYMNSBETTYOFCROCKALL
CHURCHES:
LIFE—
sketch
cooking expert ROBISON
CBS:
ALLAN ROY DAMBS: ER,HISCARSON
FOE DR.
AND
BUCKAROOS
MBS:
BOOK A WEEK
1:30
5:00NBC-Red: DICK TRACY —
NBC-Red:
AND Lvon.
MUSIC— LarryHaysWORDS
Larsen, Ruth
sketch
Harvey
NBC-Blue: NEIGHBOR NELL
NBC-Blue:
SUE
BLAKE
—
CBS:
FOLLOW
sketch
Elsie Hitz.
Nick THE
DawsonMOON—
MBS:
PIANIST
CBS: ARNOLD
DAUGHTER
— sketch GRIMM'S
5:10NBC-Blue: PRESS-RADIO
1:45
NBC-Blue:
LONEWS
RETTA
— songsJACKand AND
patter
AND THE
CBS:SON— HOLLYWOOD
IN PER5:15NBC-Red:
Bob
Baker,
commentator
PIRATES — TERRY
sketch
NBC-Blue:
DON WINSLOW
MBS: THE VOICE OF EXPERIENCE
OF
the:
navy
—
sketch
CBS:
2:00
ERN — LIFE
sketch OF MARY SOTHNBC-Red:
ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue:
NAVY BAND 9 5:30NBC-Red: JACK ARMSTRONG
CBS:
NEWS U. S.THROUGH
juvenile
serialSINGING LADY—
WOMAN'S
Cravens EYES — Kathryn
NBC-Blue:
children's program
5:45NBC-Red:
LITTLEserialORPHAN
ANNIE
NBC-Blue:— juvenile
TOM MIX
STRAIGHTvenile serial SHOOTERS — juCBS: HILLTOP HOUSE — dra-

Benay Venule

EVENING
SOLOIST
6:00NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue:
U. TEACHER
S. ARMY —BAND
CBS: DEAR
children's
program
0:15MBS: DANCING STRINGS
NBC-Red;
CBS:
NEW RHYTHMAIRES
HORIZONS
6:30NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS

ORGANIST NEWS
-NBC-Blue:
— tenorPRESS-RADIO
CBS:
6:35NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue: SOLOIST
CHARLES SEARS
CBS: ORCHESTRA
ORCHESTRA
6:45NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue:
LOWELL THOMAS
—CBS:
news BARRY
commentator
WOOD AND
HIS MUSIC
MBS: ORCHESTRA
NBCRed: AMOSMUSICN" ANDY
7:00sketch
NBC-Blue:
IS MY—
HOBBY— guests
CBS:
POETIC Franklyn
JIELODIESMac-—
Jack
Fulton.
Cormack.
orchestra
MBS:
FULTON
JR. —
Washington
news LEWIS.
commentator
rett
7:15NBC-Red:
UNCLE PatEZRA'S
RADIO STATION—
BarHENDRIK W:L
NBC-Blue
—sketch SOLOIST
NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue: LUM AND ABNER
NBC-Red:
7:45ORCHESTRATOP HATTERS
NBC-Blue: SOLOIST
CBS: BOAKE CARTER — news
8:00NBC-Red; BURNS AND ALLEN— Tonv Martin. Noble's orNBC-Blue; LIEDERSINGERS
8:30NBC-Red; VOICE OF FIRElenstein'sSTONE— Richard
orchestra,Crooks.
guests WalNBC-Blue:HOTEL
C A —M JimP A Ameche.
N A 'S
GRAND
dramatizations
CBS:
PICK
AND
PAT
— commusic
MBS:edy andORCHESTRA
NBC-Red:
FIBBER McGEE
9:00AND
MarianMOLLY
and Jim— comedy
Jordan. sketcli.
Clark
orchestra
Dennis,
Betty
Winkler,
Weems'
NBC-Blue: PHILADELPHIA
ORCHESTRA
— Eugene Ormandv,
guestsRADIO
CBS: LUX
THEATRE
MBS:
ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red: HOUR OF CHARM
10:00
NBC-Red:GRAM—Maria
CONTENTED
PROKarenko, Marek
Weber
s orchestra
NBC-Blue:
BEHIND
PRISON
BARS — Warden Lewis E.
Lawes.
CBS: WAYNE KING'S ORCHESTRA
10:30
NBC-Red:
No.
1 — dramaticPUBLIC
sketch HERO RANBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
DIO
FORUM
—
guest
speaker
BRAVE NEW WORLD
—CBS:
ilramatizations
10:45MBS: HENRY WEBER'S
PAGEANT OF MELODY
11:00
NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
ORCHKsritA
CBS; DANCE MC-^l'

45
Hendrik V/illem Van Loon

RADIO STARS
MORNING
-M CLAIRE
liiMiU MORXIXG
DIi-K LEIBERT
YOU REMEJISTRIXGS
J-iXl'.|--Hluo;
>Iii:TTA JACK AND
C'HS: FRED FEIBEL — or!I:(H)
W O JI E N AND
Xl!i'-Il
XKWS
BREAKFAST
i.'ty
IC IXprogram
THK AIR
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
XRc'-Red: FRANCES ADAIR
i THE ROAD OF LIFE —
NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
9:4.-,WIFE—
NBC-Red:sketchDAN HARDING'S
NBC- Blue: AIRAUNT
JEMIMA
OX
— varieties
CBS: THEBACHELOR'S
CHILDREN—sketch
9:.>5
XBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
XEWS
10:00
XHC-Red:
MRS. WIGGS
rm; i'abbage
patch OF—
XH''-l!luo:
MARGOT
•Ii'i;.S:
I.F.W I KJD— sketch OF CAS- sk.-trllI'HETTY KITTY KELLY
10:1.-,
Xi;i'-l!,,,l:
JOHN'S OTHER
\\ I Fi :— sketchTHE
XHi--];lue:
CABIN
THH
CROSSROADS—
sketch AT—
CHS; MYRT AND MARGE
sketch
10:30
—NBC-Red:
sketch JUST PLAIN BILL
NBC-Blue:
LAW
sketch ATTORNEY-ATCBS: — HOW
TO GET THE
MOST
OUT OF LIFE— Emily
Post
MBS: GET THIN TO MUSIC
10:45
NBC-Red:
THE WOMAN IN
WHITE — sketch
NBC-Blue:
KITCHEN
CAVA
L
C
A
D
E
—
Crosby
Gaigesketch
CBS: MAORCHESTRA
PERKINS—
MBS:
1 1 XliC-Red:
:00
DAVID HARUM—
x'lii'-lilue:
THELEE— STORY
MARV MARY
MARLIN
sketch
CBS:
TAYLOR OF
11:15
NUC-Rcd:
—KkM'h BACKSTAGE WIFE
Nlii--i;|,i,.: sketch
PKPI-ER YOUNG'S
(I',\.MII-V—
—I - A III JL sket.K 1h-: X N E D Y ' S
Ui■ I ..\IAXCK—
1.-: i;lG SISTER — sketch
i ' )C <1: MYSTERY
CHEF.MacNi;i-j;iue:
EDWARD
lirmi
—
The
Gospel
SiiiK'-r
CBS:
JENNY'S
LIFE AUNT
STORIES—
sketch i;i:AL
MBS:
troloKcr,MYRAJICAN KIXGST>i;V,
PAUL KING,..scoinriientatnr
AFTERNOON
12:00 Noon
NBC-Red:
GIRL ALONE —
Kk.-tcli
Xl!<'-i;lue:
TIME FOR
■|M'i|i;hT
f11l;- \Iary
THE Margaret
RADIO COLUMNMcBrlde
'; i'; ■ l;._d:
THE
O'NEILL'S
VOCALIST PARADE—
fLdl:-i. Illl:li]-:
VOUR
i;. Hill,NEWS
commentator

FEBRUARY 1_8— 15— 22
12 NBC-Red:
:30
VOCALIST FARM
fJBC-Red:
THE GUIDING
LIGHT—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
NATIdXAL
MBS: PIANO
RECITAL
AND
HOMEorchosira
H( ICR — Walter
4:00
Blaufuss'
NBC-Red:
LORKNZ<j JONES
CBS: ROMANCE
OF HELEN
— comedy sketch
TRENT
—
sketch
MBS: STUDIES
NBC-Blue: program
CLCIi JIATIXEE
—variety
IN BLACK AND
AND
CIXE ACADEMY OF MEDII'i SKETCHES
:45
WHITE
CBS:
4:15
NBC-Red: THREE ROMEOS
NBC-Red:
THE STORY
CBS: OUR (.lAL. SUNDAY—
sketch
MARY MARLIN—
sketch OF
MBS: VOCALIST, ORCHEStweenTED
the Bookends
CBS:
MALONE'S — BeTRA
MBS:
SONGLAND
4:.S0NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
1:00NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
sketch
CBS: BETTY AND BOB—
CBS: THE GOLDBERGS—
sketch
MBS: ORCHESTRA
MBS: JOHNSON
sketch,
with JimmyFAMILY
Scrihner—
•ITAL
4:45I-lFE~sketch
NBC-Red: THE ROAD OF
CHURCH
5:00JIBS: BOOK A WEEK
ER,
MBS:coiikO
sketch
NBC-Red: DICK TRACY—
NBC-Blue:
INSTRUMENTAL
NBC-Red:
WORDS
AND LarMUGROUP
SIC—
Ruth
Lyon,
Larry
sen. Harvey Hays
CBS:
FOLLOWNick THE
MOON —
P^Isie
NBC-Blue: SUE BLAKE —
MBS: Hitz,
ORGANIST Dawson
sketch
5:10
CBS:
ARXOLD
GRIMM'S
1:45DAUGHTER— sketch
CBS: SON— HOLI-YWOOD
IN PER5:15NBC-Red:
AND THE
PIRATES— TERRY
sketch
MBS: BobVOICEBaker, OFcommentator
EXPERIENCE
NBC-Blue:
DON WINSLOW
OF
THE
NAVY
—
sketch
2:00NBC-Red: FUN IN MUSIC —
CBS:
ERN — LIFE
sketch OF MARY SOTHDr.
Joseph E.RANCH
Maddy BOYS—
NBC-Blue:
trio
5:30NBC-Red: STRONG— juvenile
JACK ARMCBS:
JIM JONES
NBC-Blue: program
SINGINGserialLADY—
MBS: SLIM
ORCHESTRA
children's
LITTLE ORPHAN
'NBC-Blue:
OVER — June LET'S
Hynd TALK IT 5:45NBC-Red:
ANNIE — juvcnil.' serial
CBS:
MBS: THE
RADIOO'NEILLS
GARDEN— sketch
CLUB
2:30NBC-Red: GENERAL FEDERATION OF WOMEN'S
CLUBS
NBC-Blue: NBC MUSIC
GUILD
CBS:
AMERICAN
SCHOOL
OF
MusicTHE AIR — Literature and
2:45NBC-Red; ARMCHAIR QUARTET
MBS: BEATRICE FAIRFAX
3:00FAMILY
NBC-Red:— sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
NBC-Blue:
U. S. MARINE
BAND BLACKSTONE
MBS:
CONCERT TRIO
3:15NBC-Red: MA PERKINS —
sketch
Stuart Erwin
MBS: pianist
JEAN KING — vocalist
NBC-Blue: TOM MIX
and
STRAIGHT
("'lis"'
'"HfLLTOP SHOOTERS
HOUSE ——
3:30sketch
NBC-Red: VIC AND SADE —
CBS: HOLLACE S H A W—
songs
MBS:
GOOD HEALTH AND
TRAINING
EVENING
NHC-Re<l: SCIENCE IN THE
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
CBS: LET'SORCHESTRA
PRETEND
6:15XliC-Red: RHYTHMAIRES
MI!S: LEN SALVO — organist
Nl;i-Red: PRESS-RADIO
C::{(l

ORCHESTRA
Horace Heidt

NUi'-Blue: EASY ACES
C. illH.lviiiK'i'ic
Sk-tc-h MELODIESri:s
.1 ■ I I r ' II Franklyn
Ma
<\i' III :IN I -M; !.J ,I .. l.^.-y's
orchestra
JR.\v I 11 1 I - ' "!i 1 iX' w sLEWIS.
commentate
XHC-Red:
']'|]:s
— choralVOCAL
singing VARH
XBC'-Hluc;
JI R LOST
. K E PEI
E^
TRAILER
OF
SOX.S—H(JLLYWOOD
dramatic serialSCREE>
CBS:
SCOOPS— George McCal!
NBC-Red: THROUGH TH
7:30YEARS
— Jan Savitt's orchei
7:1.-,NBC-Blue:
PEOPLEThompsoi
IN TH
NEWS — • Dorothy
CBS:
SIOCOND
HUSBANDserial, H(-len Menken
PRIM
7:45NBC-Red:
ROSE
— violaWILLIAM
virtuoso DELL.
NBC-Blue:
AIVIEN
(JHIESA
—
mezzo-soprano
MBS: ORCHESTRA
8:00NBC-Red: JOHNNY PRE
SENTS RUSS MORGAN AN]
HIS ORCHESTRA — Charle

Walter O'Keefe
—XBC-Blue:
dramatic THOSE
serial WE L.O\ ,
CBS:
TOWN—Trevor,
Edwarddra-'
Robinson,BIG Claire
MBS: ORCHESTRA
8:.30NBC-Red: LADY ESTHER
SERENADE — Wayne Kings
XBt'-Blue: ?:DGAR GUEST
InMasters'
"IT orchestra
CAN BE DONE"—
CBS:
JOLSON — Martha
Raye. ALParkyakarkus,
Victor
Young's
orchestra,
MBS: ORCHESTRA guests
NBC-Red:Wallace
VOX Butterworth
POP — Parks
9:00Johnson,
NBC-Blue: HORACE
HEIDT
AND
ALEMITE BRIGADIERS HIS
CBS:
WATCH
THE
FUN
BY — Al Pearce, Nick Lucas,GO
Hoff's
MBS; orchestra
OPtCHESTRA
HOLLYWOOD
0:30NBC-Red:
MARDI
t:RAS
— Lanny AValter
Ross,
Charles
Butterworth,
O'Keefe,
Ruby
Mercer,Rhodes,
Ken
•I'aige's
'arpi-nter,
Jane
NBC-Blue;orchestra
NBC NIGHT CLUB
—orchestra
Ransom Sherman, Shield's
CBS;
OAKIE'S
I>p:GE
—JACK
Stuartorchestra
Erwin, Bill COLGod\\'in.
MBS:StoH's
JAZZ NOCTURNE—
Helene Daniels, Stanley's Orchestra
nine: iXGENERAL
HUGH
— commentator
10 SXliC
:00 .11 ilLX-Sc
(■i;s
I : i:\.\-Y GOODMAN'S
SWINi;
,'<i'Hl)OL
.\IHS: Jlol
R OF orchestra
ROMANCE—
lOililiu
DiKhin's
10:15NHC-Bluc: KIDOODLERS
!:• il ,1 IM.MIE FIDLER'S
l()::w\111I'll-i|.l.\'Wi
I ;i Il,i:i,
;lii. M i\\SI.\(t
1111:.\.Mi;iissij'
HA — violinist
I,\MBS;
"M.S.
ORCHESTRA — Ijaritone
10:45XBC-Red: SERENADE IN
THE NIGHT
NBC-Red: DANCE MUSIC
NBC-Blue:
11:00
CBS: DANCEDANCE
MUSIC MUSIC
MBS: MUSIC

RADIO STARS
MORNING
-Red: MALCOLM CLAIRE
ildren's
stories SHOWMEN
-Blue: FOUR
arlet
-Red:
GOOD
MORNING
.HDIES
-Blue: AVILI-IAM MEE-Red: DO YOU REMEM■ GREENFIELD VILLAGE
IPEL
"-Blue: LUCILLE AND
.NY
: AS YOU LIKE IT
-Red: WOMEN AND
IC-Red:
PERSON
TO PERiN''.S:
— Frank
LutherENSEMBLE
MADISON
IS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS

Alistair Cooke
NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
:45NEWS
NBC-Red:
DAN HARDING'S
WIFE
— sketch
NBC-Blue:
AUNT
THE
AIR—
varietiesJEMIMACHIL-ON
CBS: DREN—BACHELORS
sketch
:55NBC-Blue: PR ESS -RADIO
NEWS
0:00
NBC-Red:
MRS. WIGGS
THE CABBAGE
PATCH—OF
sketch
NBC-Blue:
MARGOT
OF CASTLEWOOD
CBS:sketchPRETTY— sketch
KITTY KELLY
—0:15
NBC-Red:
OTHER
WIFE
— sketchJOHN'S
NBC-Blue:
THE CABIN
AT
THE
CROSSROADS
—
sketch
CBS:
sketch MYRT AND MARGE —
):30
NBC-Red:
—NBC-Blue:
sketch JUST PLAIN BILL
LAW— sketch ATTORXEY-ATCBS:
WONS' SCRAPBOOK—TONY
Leaf
MBS:
GETAnn THIN
TO MUSIC
):45
NBC-Red:
THE
WOMAN IN
WHITE
—
sketch
NBC-Blue;CADE—Crosby
KITCHEN
Gaigre CAVALCBS:
MA PERKINS—
MBS—
ORGAN
RECITALsketch
:00
NBC-Red:
DAVID
HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue:MARLIN—
THE sketch
STORY OF
MARY
CBS:
songs RUTH CARHART —
?-Red:sketchBACKSTAGE
WIFE—
NBC-Blue: sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
CBS:
CAROLsketch
KENNEDY'S
ROMANCE—
:30
NBC-Red:
HOW
BE
CHARMING —VICsketchANDTO SADE
NBC-Blue:
sketch
CBS:
sketch
:45 BIG SISTER—
NBC-Red:
HELLO PEGGY—
sketch
\BC-Blue:
EDWARD
HUGH— The Gospel SingerMac-

WW M^ww f w^^^^'www^^^"^^
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CnS:
AUNT
JEXXYS
XBC-Red:
JIEN OF THE
LIFE STORIES—
-k. ich REALasWEST
MBS:
MYRAtrologer, JKIXCSLEY.
MBS: BEATRICE FAIRFAX
EAN I'AUL KIXG
1: PEPPER
YOUNG S
:0ONBC-Re,
FA.M
AFTERNOON
l->:00 Noon
N^■AKlJ:Ti]•;s—
ilu. ; sk.c ■ 1t.Sii.i.aks
. Xh T I X E .XorchesTXL
traHe -I II.Y—
NUC-Red:
GIRL ALOXE —
sketch
TIES
CBS:
RAY
BLOCK
S
VARIENBC-Blue:
TIME FOR
THOUGHT
JIBS: GIRL MEETS BOY
CBS:IST— Mary
THE Margaret
RADIO COLUMN:15XHC-Red:
McBride
MA PERKINS —
'NBC-Red:
THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
XRi--Ile,l:
VIC
AND SADE —
NBC-Blue:
skftch
CBS:
YOURC. VOCALIST
NEWScommentator
PARADE
NBCBlue: LITTLE VARIETY
—songs
Edwin
Hill,
SHOW
MBS: MARY WILLIAMS —
CBS;
JENNY PEABODY —
sketch
\1 NBC-Red:
:30
.MBS: GOOD HEALTH AND
THROUGH THE
TRAINING
YEARS
:45NBC-Red: THE GUIDING
NBC-Blue:
XATIOXAL
FARM
AND
HOMEorchestra
HOUR — Walter
LIGHT—
sketch INSTITUTE OF
Blaufuss'
CBS: CURTIS
CBS:
ROMANCE
OF
HELEN
MUSIC
TRENT—
sketch RECITAL
NBC-Blue:
MHS: ORGAN
OPERA
GUILDMETROPOLITAN
MBS: PIANO
RECITAL
'cBS:
OUR GAL, SUNDAY —
sketch
LORENZO JONES
MBS: NORMAN
BROKEN:00—NBC-Red:
comedv sketch
SHIRES
VARIETY
PROCLUB MATINEE
GRA.M
—NBC-Blue:
variety program
1:00NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
:15NBC-Red; THE STORY OF
CBS:
BETTY
AND
BOB—
MARY VOCAL
MARLIN—DUOsketch
MBS;
1:15sketch
NBC-Red:
ESCORTS AND
BETTY
NBC-Red:
:30
CBS:
HYMNSBETTYOFCROCKALL
NBC-Blue: VOCALIST
XATIOXAL CONCHURCHES:
GRES OF I'AREXTS'
AND
ER,
cooking
e.xpert
TEACHERS'
ASSOCIATION
MBS:
CARSON
ROBISON
AND
CBS:
THE
GOLDBERGS —
sketch
-HIS
BUCKAROOS
1:30NBC-Red: WORDS AND MUMBS:
sketch, JOHNSON
with JimmyFAMILY
Scribner—
Ruth Lvon.
sen,SIC—Harvey
Havs Larrv LarTHE
ROAD
:45NBC-Red:
LIFE— DR.
sketchALLAN ROY DA-OF
CBS:
FOE
MBS: BOOK A WEEK
DICK TRACY —
:00IBC-Red:
etch
Hi--niue:
NEIGHBORMOON—
NELL
;s:
t^ii- Ftil.I.dW
llitz, Xick THEDawson
[■.'■-Ulue: PRESS-RADIO
■KS— TERRY
sketch AND THE
flu.'!
Kii.X skflrh
WIXSLOW
1.1IK KKXA\( V—M.VRY
SOTHi;.\.X AXD PIAXO
.TACK ARMSTRONG
a Vonn
—NBC-Blue:
sketch SUE BLAKE
LITTLEserialORPHAN
:45NBC-Red:
ANNIE
CBS
: ARNOLDsketchGRIMM'S
NBC-Blue:— juvenile
TOM MIX
DAUGHTER—
STRAIGHT
SHOOTERS — juve1:45NBC-Blue: JACK AND LOCBS; nile serialHILLTOP HOUSE —
RETTA
—
songs
and
patter
CBS:SON— HOLLYWOOD
IN PERBob Baker, commentator
•i :00MBS:
ENCE VOICE OF EXPERINBC-Red:
YOI'R HE.\.LTH—
talk,
dramatization
NBC-Blue:
SW 1 TllRorOli
Xc n-IM !■: TRIO
CBS:
NE\\'S
WOMAN'S EYES — KathrynA
Cravens
MBS:
DON'T LOOK NOW—
Lavalle
orchestra and Sands, comedians,
2:15NBC-Blue: LET'S TALK IT
OVER — Alma Kitchell
CBS: THE O'NEILLS — sketch
MBS:
SCHOOL MUSIC FOR THE
2:30NBC-Red: CARLILE AND
LONDON — Frances
NBC-Blue:
WALTZ Carroll
FAVORITES AMERICAN
CBS:
SCHOOL OF
THE AIR— Geography
MBS:ES INSTUDIES
BLACK AXD
AXD SKETCHWHITE

EVENING
6:00SCHOOLS
NBC-Red: AMERICA'S
NBC-Blue: ORCHE.STRA
dren's programTEACHER— chilCBS: DEAR
6:15
NBC-Red: RHYTHMAIRES
NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
6:30NEWS
NBC-Blue: ORGANIST
-i-.mNBC-Red:
NBC-Blue: VOCALIST
VOCALIST
6:35
6:40CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
6:45NBC-Blue:
LOWELL THOMAS
CB-ir^BARRy"
HIS MUSIC \\OOT> AND
HARRIS— Hol■3:15MBS: RADIE
lywood commentator
sketch AMOS 'N' ANDT—
NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue:
EASY ACES — comsketch
CBS:edy Fulton.
POETIC Franklyn
MELODIESMac-—
Jack
Cormack.
orchestra
MBS:
FULTONnews LEWIS.
JR. —
Washington
commentator
NBC-Red:
UNCLE
EZRA'S
RADIO STATION — Pat Bar7:30—NBC-Red;
COOKE
dramatic ALISTAIR
critic
LUM AND ABNER
—NBC-Blue:
comedy sketch
7:45NBC-Red: JEAN SABLON
NBC-Blue:
CH.\RLOTTE LANSING— soprano
CBS:
BOAKE CARTER— news
commentator
8:00NBC-Red:
ILY—sketchONE MAN'S FAMREVUE
NBC-Blue: ROY SHIELD'S
CBS; CAVALCADE OF
AMERICA — guests, Voorhees'
MBS: CERTBLACKSTOXE
CONTRIO
8:15MBS: PALMER HOUSE CONCERT ORCHESTRA
8:30NBC-Red: LAPY F.STHER SERENADE — Wayn.- King's orijrbin.
iWX — Jimmy
Eddie
ilaTomlin.
Vonn, SayRe-

XBC-Red: FredTOWNAllen.HALL
TOPortland
9:00XICHT—
Holfa, V'an St .■.■■1 fn's ..rrh.-<t r:i
MBS:. ORCHESTRA
9:30XBC-Blue: NBC MINSTREL
SHOW — Gene Arnold. Short's

M;c r.ltj. : CKXERAL HUGH
c,ir.,ttiat./.ali..n,s.
i;s i;a,\i; iiCsters
Col. H.— crime
NorSchwarzkopf
.\IBS: manORCHESTRA
10:15XBC-Blue: SOLOIST
XBC-Blue:
10:30H'DE
— Gill'sWALTZ
orchestra INTERCBS:
MBS; VOCALIST
ORCHESTRA
1 1 XBC-Blue;
:00
DANCE MUSIC
CBS:
MUSIC
MBS: DANCE
ORCHESTRA

RADIO

STARS

8:00 MORNING
—XBC-lied:
children'sXfALCOLM
stories CLAIRE
8:15XBC-Blue: SOUTHERNAIRES
NBC-Red:
GOOD MORXING
MELOIMES
XBC-Blue:
DICK LEIBERT
EXSE.MBLE
8:30
NBC-Red:
DO
YOU REMEMBER?
8:45CBS: POETIC STRINGS
XBC-Blue: JACK AND
9:00LORETTA
XBC-Red
NEWS : -WOMEN AND
xm-Iilue:
BREAKFAST
ri.UH—
\ariotv
progi-amUlA— fan
C]?S; 71KAR
rui-TM
9:1.-.XBC-lt..,i: I'KK; TO PER9:25SOX— Frank
9:30CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
—NBC-Red:
songs FRANCES ADAIR
CBS: THE ROAD OF LIFE—
sketch
9:40
NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
9:45
NBC-Red:
DAN HARDING'S
WIFE— sketch
NBC-Blue:
THE AIR— AUNT
varietiesJEMIMA ON
CBS: BACHELOR'S
CHILDREN—sketch
9:55

3—10—17—24
3:30NBC-Red: VIC AND SADE—
comedy sketch
NBC-Red: THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
CBS:
BANDAND
NBC-Blue:
VOCALIST
MBS: U.GOODS. ARMY
HEALTH
TRAINING
CBS:
YOUR
NEWScommentator
PARADE
—
Edwin
C.
Hill,
13:30
3:45NBC-Red:
GUIDING
NBC-Red:
VOCALIST
LIGHT—
sketchTHEPROGRAM
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
FARM
MBS: MUSICAL
4:00
AND
HOME
HOUR
—
Walter
Blaufuss'
orchestra
LORENZO JONES
CBS: ROMANCE
—NBC-Red:
comedy sketch
sketch OP HELEN
CLUB MATINEE
•NBC-Blue:
— variety program
li TRENT—
:45
NBC-Red: THREE ROMEOS
CBS: SCIENCE SERVICE
SERIES
CBS: OUR GAL, SUNDAY—
sketch
4:15
MBS: ORCHESTRA, SOLOIST
NBC-Red:
THE STORY
OF
MARY TEDMARLIN—
sketch BeNBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
CBS:
MALONES—
tween
the
Bookends
CBS:
BETTY
AND
BOB—
sketch
MBS: SONGLAND
1:15
4:30NBC-Red: SONGS MY MOTHNBC-Red:
ESCORTS AND
ER TAUGHT ME
BETTY
CBS:
HYMNSBETTYOFCROCKALL
CBS: THE GOLDBERGS—
sketch
CHURCHES:
ER, cooking expert
MBS: JOHNSON
with Jimmy FAMILY—
Scribner
4 :45sketch,
1:30NBC-Red: WORDS AND MUNBC-Rod: THE ROAD OF
,sir — Ruth Lyon, Larry LarLIFE— .■^k.-t.h

NBC-Red:
MRS. WIGGS
THE CABBAGE
PATCH—OF
sketch
NBC-Blue:
MARGOT
OF CASWOOD— sketch
CBS: TLEPRETTY
KITTY KELLY
—sketch
XBC-Red:
OTHER
WIP'E— sketchJOHX'S
XBC-Blue;
THE CABIN
THE
CROSSROADS
—
sketch AT
CBS: MYRT AND MARGE—
sketch
10:30
NBC-Red: JUST PLAIN BILL
—sketch
NBC-Blue:
LAW
— sketch ATTORNEY-ATCBS:
GET Emily
THE
MOST HOW
OUT OFTO LIFE—
l):45
NBC-Red:
THE WOMAN IN
WHITE—
NBC-Blue:ALCA.sketch
KITCHEN
CAVD
E
—
Crosby
Gaiee sketch
CBS:
PERKINS—
MBS: MA
GOOD
MORNING
FROM
CLEVELAND
NBC-Red:
DAVID HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
THE sketch
STORY OF
MARY
MARLIN—
CBS- MARY LEE TAYLOR
11:15
NBC-Red:
— sketch BACKSTAGE WIFE
NBC-Blue:
PEPPER YCfUNG'S
FAMILY — sketch
CBS:
CAROLsketch
KENNEDY'S
ROMANCE11:30
NBC-Red
:
H
O
At
M A KH.,wp
K R S'
EXCHANGE^Vli:l-;i.AXK;,n,,r
NBC-Blue:
I) S.\iJB—
comedy
sketch
CBS: BIG SISTER— sketch
11:45
NBC-Red:
THE MYSTERY
CHEF
NBC-Blue:
EDWARD
MacHUGH—
The
SingerREAL
CBS:
AUNT Gospel
JENNYS
LIFE
STORIES
—
sketch
MBS:
trologer,MYRA
JEANKINGSLEY,
PAUL KING,asAFTERNOON
12 :00 Noon
NBC-Red: GIRL ALONE —
sketch
NBC-Blue: TIME FOR
THOUGHT
CBS:
THE Margaret
RADIO COLUMNIST—Mary
McBrlde

Jose Ifurbi
NBC-Blue:
SUE BLAKE —
sketch
CBS:
ARNOLDsketchGRIMM'S
DAUGHTER—
1:45
NBC-Blue;
VOCALIST IN PERCBS:SON— HOLLYWOOD
BobVOICEBaker, OFcommentator
MBS;
EXPERIENCE
i-.OO
NBC-Red:
NBC
MUSIC
GUILD
NBC-Blue;
RANCH
BOYS
CBS;
SERENADE
MBS; LYRIC
ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue:
OVER— Lisa LET'S
Sergio TALK IT
O'NEILLS — sketch
MBS: THE
RUTGERS
2:l->CBS:
NOMICS BUREAUHOME ECO2:30
NBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRA
CBS;
AMERICAN
OF
AIR — primarySCHOOL
music
and THE
literature
2:45NBC-Red: ARMCHAIR
QUARTET
NBC-Blue;
VOCALIST
MBS- BEATRICE
FAIRFAX
3:0
NBC-Red:
PEPPER
YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
TODAY'S
PIANO
IMPRESSIONSRosa
Linda
CBS:
BEN
AND
BESSIE
MBS: BLACKSTONE
CONCERT TRIO
NBC-Red:
MA PERKINS —
sketch
NBC-Blue:OF MUSIC
EASTMAN
SCHOOL
MBS:
STUDIES
SKETCHES
IN
BLACK AND
AND
WHITE

FEBRUARY

Myra Kingsley
CBS:
CURRENT
QUESTIONS
BEFORE
THE A SENATE
MBS: BOOK
WEEK
5:00NBC-Red:
DICK TRACY—
sketch
NBC-Blue: FOUR OF US
CBS:
FOLLOW
THE MOON—
Elsie
Hitz,
Nick
MBS: PIANIST Dawson
5:10
NBC-Blue: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
5:15NBC-Red:
RABIN
OFF— violinistBENNO
NBC-Blue:
DON WINSLOW
OFCBS:THELIFENAVY—
sketch
ERN — sketch OF MARY SOTHNBC-Blue: program
SINGING LADY—
5:45children's
NBC-Red:
LITTLE
ORPHAN
ANNIE
NBC-Blue;— juvenile
TOMserial MIX
STRAIGHT
serial SHOOTERS— JuveCBS: nileHILLTOP
matic serial HOUSE— draMBS:
sketch, JOHNSON
with Jimmy FAMILY—
Scribner
EVENING
r>:00NBC-Red: DANCE BAND
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
CBS: LET'S PRETEND
MBS: HAROLD TURNER6:25
6:30CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA

6:35
XBC-Red: VOCALIST
NBC-Red:
ORCHESTRA
LOWELL
THOMAS
—NBC-Blue:
news ORCHESTRA
commentator
MBS:
7:00
NBC-Red: AMOS 'N' ANDY —
sketch
NBC-Blue:
edy sketch EASY ACES— comCBS:
POETIC Franklyn
MELODIES—
Jack
MacCormack,Fulton,
orchestra
MBS:
FULTON
LEWIS,
JR.—
Washington news commentator
7:15NBC-Red:
TIES— choral VOCAL
singing VARIENBC-Blue:
TRACER OF MR.
LOST KEEN,
PERSONS
CBS: HOLLYWOOD
SCREENSCOOPS—
George
McCall
7:30MBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red:
MUSIC FOR JIODERNS
NBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRA
CBS:
WE,
Gabriel HeatterTHE PEOPLE—
!:45
:00
NBC-Red:
PROGRAM ROYAL
— RudyGELATIN
Vallee.
CBS:
KATE
SMITH — Ted Colorchestra
guestslins, Henny Youngman, Miller's
MBS: MUSIC BY— guest conductors

8:15 George McColl
NBC-Blue;
JIMMY KEMPER'S
SONG
STORIES
MARCH OF TIME
8:30—NBC-Blue:
news
dramatizations
MBS; ORCHESTRA
GOOD NEWS OP
9:00NBC-Red;
1938
— M-G-M stars, Willson's
orchestra
NBC-Blue;
ROCHESTER
PHILHARMONIC—
Jose Iturbl
CBS:
MAJOR
TEUR
HOUR BOWES' AMAMBS;
ORCHESTRA
. 9:30
NBC-Blue:MEETING
AMERICA'S
TOWN
OF THE
AIR — speakers
MBS;
ALFRED
AV ALLENSTEIN'S
SINFONIETTA
10:00
NBC-Red;
KRAFT
HALL
— Bing
Crosby,MUSIC
Bob
Burns,
Trotter's
orchestra,
O'Flynn
NBC-Blue:
NBC
JAMBOREE
CBS; TISH — dramatization
guests
MBS; THEDeenWITCH'S
Alonzo
Cole,TALE—
Marie
10:30
CBS: ESSAYS
IN MUSIC—
Victor
Bay'sDaum, orchestra,
MarRuth Carhart.
David garet
Ross
MBS; HENRY
MUSICAL
REVUE AVEBER'S
11:00
NBC-Red: DANCE
MUSIC
NBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRA
CBS:
CAB CALLOWAY'S ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue:
ELZA— SCHAIj11:15
LERT REVIEWS
previews,
MBS; THEATRE DIGEST
guests

RADIO
MORNING
8:00
NBC-Red: MALCOLM CLAIRE
—children's
stories
» —NBC-Blue:
quartet FOUR SHOWJIEN
\ «:15NBC-Red: GOOD MORNING
MELOUIKS WILLIAM MEENBC-Blue:
DER — organist
8:30
NBC-Red:
DO YOU REMEMCBS: BER 7FRED FEIBEL — organ8:45
LUCILLE AND
NBC-Bli
LANNT
8:00
NBC-Red: WOMEN AND
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
BREAKFAST
CLUB
— variety
program
CBS:
RADE METROPOLITAN PA8:1S
NBC-Red: PERSON TO PER8:25 SON— Frank Luther
8:30CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
NBC-Red:
CBS: THE ALICE
ROAD JOT—
OF LIFEsongs—
sketch
8:40
NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
8:45
NBC-Red:
HARDING'S
WIFE
— sketchDAN
NBC-Blue:
AUNT
JEMIMA
ON THE AIR—
varieties

CBS: BACHELOR'S CHIL8:55 DREN— sketch
NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red:
MRS. WIGGS
THE
CABBAGE
PATCH OF—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
MARGOT
TLEWOOD
— sketch OF CAS—CBS:
sketchPRETTY KITTY KELLY
10:15
NBC-Red:
JOHNS OTHER
WIFE
— sketchTHE
NBC-Blue:
CABIN
THE
CROSSROADS—
sketch AT
CBS:
sketch MYRT AND M.\RGE—
10:30
PLAIN BILL
—NBC-Red:
sketch JUST
NBC-Blue:
LAW
— sketch ATTORNEY -AT CBS:
WONS' SCRAPBOOK—TONY
Leaf
MBS:
GETAnn THIN
TO MUSIC
10:45
NBC-Red:
THE
WOMAN
IN
WHITE—
NBC-Blue:ALCAsketch
KITCHEN
CAVD
E
—
Crosby
Gaige
CBS:
PERKINSVENUTA'S
— sketch
MBS: MABENAY
PROGRAM
11:00
NBC-Red: DAVID HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
THE — sketch
STORY OF
MARY
MARLIN
CBS; RUTH
CARHART—
songs
MBS:
RE.MINISCING
11:15
NBC-Red
:
BACKSTAGE
WIFE— sketch
NBC-Blue: sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
CBS:
CAROLsketchKENNEDYS
ROMANCE—

STARS
CBS; HILLTOP HOUSE— dra-

FEBRUARY 4—11—18—25
11:30
2:30CBS; AMERICAN SCHOOL
NBC-Red: —HOWsketch TO BE
CHARMING
OFGuidance;
THE Science
AIR — Club
Vocational
of the
NBC- Blue: VIC AND SADE—
sketch
2:45Air
CBS:
BIG
SISTER
—
sketch
11:15
3:00.MBS: BEATRICE FAIRFAX
NBC-Red: HELLO PEGGY—
sketch
NBC- Blue:
Mac.NBC-Red:
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FANBCMH.Y—
HUGH—
The EDWARD
Gospel
SingerREAL
Blue; sketch
R.\DIO GUILD—
CBS:
AUNT
JENNYS
dramatization
LIFE
STORIES
—
sketch
CBS:
FRIDAY
REVUE
MBS: MYRA
KINGSLEY,
as- 3:13
trologer,
JEAN
PAUL
KING,
commentator
NBC-Red: MA PERKINS —
sketch
AFTERNOON
3:30sketch
12:00 Noon
NBC-Red: VIC AND SADE—
NBC-Red:
GIRL ALONE—
CBS: JENNY PEABODY —
sketch
sketch
NBC-Blue:
TIME
FOR
MBS: GOOD HEALTH AND
THOUGHT
TRAINING
CBS:IST— Mary
THE Margaret
RADIO COLUMNMcBride
3:45NBC-Red:
13:15
LIGHT —DEEP
sketchTHE GUIDING
CBS:
NBC-Red: THE O'NEILLS—
MBS: PIANISTRIVER BOYS
sketch
NBC-Blue:
VOCALIST
4:00
CBS: YOURC. Hill,
NEWScommentator
PARADE
LORENZO JONES
—NBC-Red:
comedv sketch
—Edwin
MBS: ORGAN
RECITAL
NBC-Blup; CLUB MATINEE-

Margaret Daum
12:30
NBC-Red:
ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
FARM
AND
HOME
HOUR— Walter
Blaufuss'ROMANCE
orchestra
CBS:
OF
HELEN
TRENT—
sketch
MBS: STUDIES
SKETCHES
IN BL.\CK AND
AND
WHITE
12:45
CBS: OUR GAL. SUNDAY—
1:00sketch
NBC-Red:
CBS: BETTYCAMPUS
AND KIDS
BOB—
1:15sketch
NBC-Red: ESCORTS AND
BETTY
CBS:
—
cooking BETTY
expert CROCKER
MBS:
CARSON
ROBISON
AND
HIS
BUCKAROOS
1:30NBC-Red:
AND Lyon,
MUSIC— LarryHaysWORDS
Larsen. Ruth
Harvey
NBC-Blue:
SUE
BLAKE
—
sketch
CBS:
ARNOLD
GRIMM'S
DAUGHTER
—
sketch
1:45
NBC-Blue:
LORETTA —HOLLYWOOD
.songsJACK
and AND
patter
CBS:
IN PERSON—
Boh
Baker,
commentator
MBS: VOICE OF EXPERIENCE
2:00NBC-Red and NBC-Blue; NBC
MUSIC
HOUR —NEWS
Dr.APPRECIATION
Walter
DamroschA
CBS;
THROUGH
WOMAN'S
Cravens EYES — Kathryn
MBS: DO.N'T
LOOKcomedians
NOW—
Lavalle
and Sands,

Arthur Godfrey
4:15
NBC-Red:
THE STORY
MARY MARLIN—
sketch OF
eBLACK
n the Bookends
CBS:
MALONE'S
— BeMBS: twTED
ON WHITE
4 :.S0
NBC-Red:
ROSE— violaWILLIAM
virtuoso PRIMsketch
CBS; THE GOLDBERGS—
MBS; JOHNSON FAMILY—
4:45sketch, with Jimmy Scribner
NBC-Red:
LIFE — sketchTHE ROAD OF
FOE
CBS: DR. ALLAN ROY DAMBS: BOOK A WEEK
5:00
NBC-Red: DICK TRACY—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
NEIGHBORMOON—
NELL
CBS;
Elsie FOLLOW
HitE, NickTHEDawson
5:10NBC-Blue: PRESS-RADIO
5:15NEWS
NBC-Red: VOCALIST
NBC-Blue;
DON sketch
WINSLOW
OF THELIFE NAVY—
CBS:
OF MARY
SOTHERN
—
sketch
5:30MBS; ORGANIST
NBC-Red; STRONG—Juvenile
JACK .<!erialARMNBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRA
MBS;
THE
FAIRYLAND
5:45LADY — children's program
NBC-Rpd: .im LITTLE
ORPHAN
ANNIK—
eiiilo serial
NHC-Iiliio:
M MIX
STR.'^IGHTT OSHOOTERS
juvenile serial

EVENING
NBC-Red:
EDUCATION
THE
.NEWS—ORCHESTRA
dramatization IN
NBC-Hlu.-;
CBS; CHILDREN'S CONCERT
NBC-Red; RHYTHMAIRES
-Red: PRESS-RADIO
CBS;
:35 -Red: VOCALIST
-Blue: SOLOIST
FOUR STARS
Red:
ORCHESTRA
Blue;
LOWELL THOMAS
IS Rcommentator
A
OND GRAM
;G — newsY .M commentator
sketch
NBC-Red;
AMOS 'N' ANDY—
songs
NBC-Blue; MARY SMALL—
CBS; Fulton.
POETIC Franklyn
MELODIES—
Jack
MacCormack.
orchestra
MBS: FULTON
JR.—
Washington
news LEWIS.
commentator
NBC-Red; STATIO.V
UNCLEPat EZRA'S
RADIO
Barrett
NBC-Blue;
DR. —K.\RL
REILAND — commentator
CBS; ARTHUR GODFREY
—sketch
NBC-Red;VAN LOON—
HENDRIK WILLE.M
NBC-Blue: LUM ANDtalksABNER
songs
CBS; MARGARET DAUM —
:45NBC-Red: BUGHOUSE
RHYTHM
NBC-Blue: VOCALIST
BOAKE CARTER —
:00CBS:
news commentator
NBC-Red:
CITIES
CONCERT
Lucille SERVICE
Manners.
Bourdon's —orchestra
NBC-Blue:
GRA.ND
CENTRAL
STATION—
dramatic
sketch
CBS; HAMMERSTEIN MUSIC
MBS: CHARIOTEERS
:30NBC-Blue: DEATH VALLEY
DAYS — dramatization
ORCHESTRA
CBS;
PAUL CARTWRIGHT
WHITEMAN'S
MBS; STEVEN
NBC-Red;
W.\I,TZ Bennttt
TIME —
Frank
Munn.
Lyman's
orchestraLois HOTEL—
CBS;
HOLLYWOOD
Frances Langford. Jerry Cooi.chestra
er.
Jamison. Paige's orMBS;AnneORCHESTRA
9:30NBC-Red; TRUE STORi
COURT TIONS—<lramatization.
OF HUMAN RELAAlexander RALEIGH A.ANDL
NBC-Blue:
KOOLs orchestra.
SHOW —Edythe
TommvWright.
Dorsey
Jack Leonard,
Paul INStewart
MBS;
STUDIES
CONchestra TRAST—Ernie Fiorito's or10:00
or. FIRSTLesNIGHTEH—
NBC-Red;
dramatization.
Tremayne.
-COLA SONG SHOP
rlislp.
Frank
Ric.i .ennedy. AliceCrumCornett. Haenschen's
orchestraAGO
MBS;
TWE.NTY drama
YEARS
AND
TODAY—
10:30
NBC-Red: JIMMIE FIDLER
10:45HOLLYWOOD GOSSIP
NBC-Red; Dorothy
PEOPLEThompson
IN THE
NEWS—
commentator
11:00
NBC-Red: GEORGE R.
HOLMES
— Washington commentator
NBC-Blue
ORCHESTRA
CBS:
DANCE
MBS: DANCE MUSIC
MUSIC
49
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i:30
NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NEWS
XHC-Blue: PRESS-RADIO
CBS: SYNCOPATION PIECE

MORNING

8:00
NBC-Red:
—NBC-Blue:
children'sMALCOLM
stories CLAIRE
SOUTHERNAIRES
8:15
NBC-Red:
MELODIES GOOD MORNING
NBC-Blue:
ENSEMBLE DICK LEIBERT
8:30
NBC-Rcd:
DO YOU REMEMBER?
CBS: JACK SHANNON— songs
8:43
NBC-Blue:
LORETTA JACK AND
CBS: VIOLINIST
9:00
NBC-Red: THE WISE MAN

FEBRUARY

5—12—19—26

NBC-Red:
FLORENCE
HALE 8 RADIO
FORUM
NBC- Blue: VOCALIST
CBS: CINCINNATI
SERVATORY OF MUSIC CONMBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red:
FORD RUSH AND
SILENT SLIM
NBC-Blue:
male quartet MINUTE MEN—
NBC-Blue:
OUR Madge
BARN— chilMBS: dren's
U. S.program.
ARMY BANDTucker
AFTERNOON
2:00 Noon
NBC-Red:SERIES
ABRAM CHASINS'
MUSIC
NBC-Blue: CALL TO YOUTH
CBS: CAPTIVATORS
MAGAZINE
OFMBS:THEPARENTS'
AIR

B. A. Rolfe
NBC-Blue:
BREAKFAST
CLUB— variety
program
CBS: RAY BLOCK— pianist
0:15
NBC-Red:
SON— FranltPERSON
Lutiier TO PER
CBS:
DALTON
novelty trio BROTHERS—
0:40
NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
9:45
NBC-Red: LANDT TRIO
NBC-Blue:
JEMIMA
ON THE AIRAUNT
— varieties
CBS: FIDDLER'S FANCY
0:55
NBC-Blue: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red:
VOCALIST
NBC-Blue:
SWEETHEARTS
OFBreen.
THEPeterAIR—
May Singhl
de Rose
CBS: FRED FEIBEL — organist
10:15
NBC-Red:
male quartet CHARIOTEERS—
NBC-Blue:
SWING SERENADE
10:30
NBC-Red: MANHATTBRS
NBC-Blue:UP — Katharine
THE CHILD
GROWS
Lenroot
MBS: GET THIN TO MUSIC
10:45
NBC-Blue: THREE ROMEOS
MBS: TEX
Lonely
CowboyFLETCHER— The
50

NBC-Blue: METROPOLITAN
2:00OPERA
NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
CBS: MADISON ENSEMBLE
MBS: MUSICAL PROGRAM
2:30
ANN
LEAF — organist
ORCHESTRA
CBS: MERRYMAKERS
DIES
NBC-Red: GOLDEN MELOMBS: NORMAN
BROKEN SHIRE'S
VARIETY PROGRAM
NBC-Red: VOCALIST
R NATIONAL

NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
CBS: STORY OF INDUSTRY
MBS: ORCHESTRA

Norman Brokenshire
NBC
CONl
NHC-r.lu-;
A T I HOUR
ONAL
FARM
AND XIIUMI':
CBS:
GEORGE
HALL
AND
HIS ORCHESTRA
MBS:
STUDIES
N ri
SKETCHES
IN BLACK A AND
WHITE

NOTE:
As we go to press, this
programlutelyguide
accurate, isbutabso-we
cannot be responsible for
lost minute changes made
by the broadcasting companies, advertising agencies or sponsors.
NBC-Red:
CALLING ALL
STAMP CONSOLE
COLLECTORS
CBS:
MOODS
NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA

NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
CBS ORIENTALS
CBS: VOCALIST
MBS: LUNCIIEO
1:.30
NBC-Red:
— orchestra, CAMPUS
vocalists CAPERS
NBC-Blue: CLUB MATINEE
CBS: BUFFALO PRESENTS
MBS: ORCHESTRA

EVENING

5:4.-)
NBC-Red:
ISH REVUEEL CHICO SPANNBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
CBS: COLUMBIA'S CHORUS
MBS: ORGAN RECITAL
QUEST
MBS: PIANO RECITAL
6:25CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS

BOX
NBC-Red:
SPORTS QUESTION
NBC-Blue: ALMA KITCHBLL
NBC-Red:
NEWS— Dr.RELIGION
Walter VanIN THE
Kirk
NBC-Blue: JOHNNY O'BRIEN
:00
NBC-Red:
KALTENMEYER'
Kamman
KINDERGARTEN
— Bruce
NBC-Blue:
MESSAGE
OF
RAEL —SATURDAY
guests and music
CBS:
SWINO
SESSION
MBS:
SEMBLEPALMER HOUSE EN
MBS: ORCHESTRA
1:30
NBC-Red: LINTON WELLS—
commentator
NBC-Blue:
UNCLE JIM'S
QUESTION
BEE
CBS:
CARBORUNDUM
BAND
■— Edward
D'Anna. conductor
NBC-Red: JEAN SABLON
MBS: ORCHESTRA
8:00
NBC-Red: BELIE VE - IT - OR
NOT — Robert L. Ripley, Rolfe'
orchestra
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
CBS:
COLUMBIA WORK
SHOP
MBS:
PAT BARNES — AND
HIS
BARNSTORMERS
Hendricks. Paul RobertsMarcella
NBC-Red:
LOG Virginia
CABIN SHOW
-Jack
Haley,
Warren
Hull.
Wendy Verrill
Barrie
Fio
Rito's
orchestra
NBC-Blue:
NBC SPELLING
BEE— Paul Wing
CBS:
PRESENTS
RUSS JOHNNY
MORGANCharles
ANDMartirHIS
ORCHESTRA—
8:45
NBC-Blue: NOLA DAY — songs
9:00NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue: NATIONAL BARN
DANCE— Joe Kelly
CBS:
Bob TroutPROFESSOR QUIZ—
MBS:
JOHNcommentator
STEELE — Euronean news
NBC-Red: SPECIAL DELIVCBS
: SATURDAY
NIGHT
.ERY—
sketch— Mary Eastman,
SERENADE
Bill Perry. Haeiischens orchestra
NBC-Red and NBC Blue: NBC
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA
Arturo Toscanini.
conductor —
CBS: YOUR HIT PARADE —
11:00
NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue: DANCE
DANCE MUSIC
MUSIC
CBS:
ORCHESTRA
MBS: DANCE MUSIC
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InthisNewCrmm

^ ^

What makes one woman^s
skin so smooth — vital
looking? Another's dull
and dry, even rough?

(above) Mrs. Goetet at
an informal musicale.
(lower
In theArt,
Museum left)
of Modern
looking at the famous
"Bird in Flight."
Mrs. Goelet's home is in
New York, it here her apfto her friends.
and art
is well knownpreciation omusic
whenever you have a chance.
Pat it in especially where there
are little rough places or where
your skill <eeni> dull, lifeless. In
a few ueeks, -ee if your skin is
not smoother, brighter looking!
Same jars,
same same
price labels,
Now contains
every jarthis
of Pond's
Cold
Cream you buy
new cream
with "skin-vitamin"' in it. You will find
it in the same jars, with the same labels, at
the same price.

Uft^S. f^qc/en %e/et
Blonde,
petilc,ihc n ilh a (lelieate fair skin. "Pond's Cold
Cream icilh
ilaniin' has done wonders for my
shin..\,„rirsnr, ikin-i
and fresher luok, ?r roufih or dry — seems to keep smoother
1< )DAY, we know of one important
u lor in skin beauty. We have
■ariietl that a certain vitamin aids in
crping skin beautiful. The important
~ki(i-vitamin" about which we are
■ai iiing more and more every day!
Aids skin more directly
'\ rr foiir years ago. doctors found that this
itaiiiin, when applied right on the skin,
it more directly! In cases of wounds
ml11(1 hotter!
hurns, it actually healed skin quicker
Pond's found a way to put this "skinitamin"
Cold three
Cream.years!TheyIn
>lr<l it — into
duringPond's
more than

animal tests, skin that had been rough and
dry
of "skin-vitamin"
deficiencyagainin
the hecause
diet became
smooth and supple
when Pond's Cold Cream containing "skinvitamin"' was
this improvement toapplied
k place indaily.
only And
3 weeks!
W^omen report benefits
Today,
Cream— women
the ne« uiio
I'oiui ans Coldusing
CreamPond's
with
"skin-vitamin" in it — lliat it does make
skin smoother; that it makes texture finer:
that it gives a livelier, iiiorc glowing look!
Use this new cream just as before — for
your nightly cleansing, for the morning
freshening-iip, and during the day before
make-up. Leave some on overnight and

mRAomNAny
AT LOCAL STo!nes
Wi.h
While .hey las.
Pondlars
purc0X.haseiarof ofa regu
3.Ar only
Ceom.geMoDAN
Cold
YA,botlleargeofinlr
t"
oduc
Wexlraal
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HOW TO KEEP A
HUSBAND HAPPY
(7H
DARLING. THAT WAS A
DELICIOUS DINNER —
YOU'RE A MARVELOUS
COOK/

JLt's a wise bride who has discovered the FrancoAmerican way to make left-overs go further
and tastewhatbetter.
have over
to worry
about
to doNowwith youthe don't
meat left
from
Sunday's
dinner.
Just
combine
it
with
FrancoAmerican Spaghetti, and your husband will be
amazed at how you can turn out such a marvelous creation onsavory
a "bridesauce,
and groom
That delicious,
with itsbudget."
eleven
ingredients, makes Franco-American Spaghetti
combine wonderfully with other foods.
main dish,
too.Franco-American
Children love itSpaghetti
for lunch.is grand
It is justas apacked
with
Dourishment,
and
since
Franco-American
usually
costsa
only
ten
cents
a
can,
this
means
that
you
are
getting
tempting,
dish forIt less
portion.
And
how itnourishmg
does save work!
is allthan
readyH toa heat
and
serve. Franco-American is no ordinary ready-cooked
spaghetti — taste it once and you'll never be without it.
Get some at your grocer's today !
Franco-flmerlcan
SPAGHETTI
Made by the Makers of Campbell's Soups
MAY I SEND YOU OUR FREE
RECIPE BOOK?
SEND THE COUPON,
PLEASE

The Franco-American Food Company, Dept. 63
Camden. New Jersey. Please send me your free recipe
book: "iO Tempting Spaghetti Meals."
Name (print)
•
Address
—

RECIPe"^:
E'S
LAMB STEW
HOW
ELEANOR
3 tablespoons butter
3 potatoes, cut small
ck or
3 carrots, sliced
\Y2 poundsshoulder)
lamb {cut jr
slicedflourthin
23 onions,
tablespoons
3 to 4 cups boiliuc; ivalcr
I'j teaspoons salt
'4 teaspoon pepper
J4 cup cold water
Melt Inittcr in frying jjai Cut lamb into 1-incli cubes and brown in hot butter. W^
well browned, transfer meat t
irge saucepan. Rinse out the frying pan with 1
boiling water, pouring over the meat. Add salt and pepper. Cover and simmer ur
meat is tender (approximately 1^. hours). Add vegetables and cook until tender (abc
20 minutes longer). Mix flour and cold water to a smooth paste. Add slowly to ste
simmer 5 minutes, stirring frequently. Add more boiling water if necessary. Dr
dumplings
into cover.
tlie boiling
and cover closely. Boil gentlj' for 15 minutes withe
removing the
Serve stew
immediately.
PARSLEY DUMPLINGS
1/j cups flour
3 tablespoons shortening
V/2 teaspoons baking powder
cup milk, approximately
■}4 teaspoon salt
V/2 tablespoons parsley, chopped
Mix and sift together all dry ingredients. Cut in tiie shortening. This mixture n
be kept in ice refrigerator, in reserve for future use. Then, wlien desiring to ms
dumplings, remove mixture from refrigerator, add milk and parsley, mixing lightly,
form soft dough. Drop by spoonfuls into rapidly boiling Lamb Stew. Cover tight
and cook, as specified, for 15 minutes without removing cover.
•SAL.A.DESSERT"
ST. VALENTINE'S
1 cup pineapple zvedges
2 packages cherry-flavored
gelatin
1 cup
pitted canned
whitehalved
cherries
1 pint boiling Miter
8
inaraschino
cherries,
cold -a'aterquartered
4 niarslimallows for garnishing
121 pint
nwrshjnalhws,
Dissolve cherry gelatin in boiling water. Stir imtil dissolved. Add cold water (I
2 cups of juice from the canned cherries and water combined. Chill mixture until
begins to set. Fold quartered marshmallows, pineapple wedges and white cherries inl
partly congealed mixture. Turn into one large heart-shaped mold, or 8 to 10 individu;
heart-shaped ones. Place in ice refrigerator and chill until firm. Meanwhile, cut remainin ;
4 marshmallows into halves through the rounded side, using scissors dipped frequent!
in water. Then, with these scissors, also cut four or five tiny pie-shaped wedges froi
each marshmallow half, to form flower-like petals. Just before serving, unmold th ■
gelatin and garnish with flowers made of marshmallow petals, with a halved maraschin
cherry with
in thea center
with curlyandendive
or shredded
lettuci
Serve
dressingof each
made "flower."
of equal Garnish
parts ofplate
mayonnaise
whipped
cream, colore
with maraschino juice.
PEPPERMINT STICK ICE CREAM
1 tablespoon gelatin
2 egg yolks, beaten
1 pint milk
Y teaspoon salt
1 pint li'hipping cream
2 teaspoons vanilla extract
1 cup sugar
V> cup crushed peppermint candy
Soak gelatin in J/ cup of the milk. Heat the remaining milk with the whipping crean
and when hot add the soaked gelatin. Stir until gelatin has dissolved. Add sugar am
beaten yolks. Blend carefully. Add salt and vanilla extract. Pour mixture into freezing
container of ice cream freezer. Assemble and cover carefully. Pack mixture of crackec
ice and rock salt around the freezing container — using 3 parts of ice to 1 part of sail
by volume. Turn crank until mixture becomes too stiff to turn any more. Take out
dasher, l-'old in crushed peppermint candy. Pack down evenly with a spoon. Cover ice'
cream with wax paper and replace cover. Pour off excess water from ice and salt and'
replenish the mixture. Cover and allow to harden for at least 1 hour before serving.
"DARK DEVIL" CAKE
2' '. squares
unsivcetencd
cooking
chocolate }i1 e<jg
teaspoon soda
cup butter
J/4 cup sour milk or cream
' 1'. cup
boiling
water
1
teaspoon
vanilla
(')(/' sugar
1 ' cK/'.s- sifted flour
boiling
Place chocolate and butter in upper part of double boiler and melt over Stir
m
sugar. Remove from heat.
water. Add H cup boiling water and blendmilkwell.or Add
cream. Add with the vanilla to first
sifted flour. Dissolve soda in the sour
mixture. Beat egg and add. Beat together until smooth. Turn into square greased loafin
tester inserted
(375° F.) 30 minutes or until abecake
pan and bake in moderate oven wire
cake rack. This cake may cut into heart-shaped
cake comes out clean. Cool on
for chocolate-sprinkled
cutter) to serve as a base
knife (or a heart-shaped
pieces with aStick
Cream as illustrated on the first page of this article. Or it may
bePeppermint
cut into squares Iceand topped with your favorite frosting.
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{Continued from page H)
SERE'S HOWE!
HERE'S HOW
—To decorate a cake attractively,
without bothering with a frosting:
'lace a lace paper doily over the top
I the cake and spread over it a gen■ w amount of sifted powdered sugar,
down lightly witli cake server
atula and gently lift off the doily.
- leaves a lovely pattern in snowy
.liito on the hrown of your cake.
— To fix up a home-made mayonnaise
hat has curdled: Simply add 1 or 2
Mispoons of undiluted evaporated
Beat, and all will be well in a
Tlie same may be done with
led Hollandaise, only in this case
-auce is added slowly to the evaprated milk, while beating constantly.
— To take shortening out of a can
•ith ease:
kitchen orspoon
a low Just
flameholdforyour
a second
two
r dipping it into the can. The
i tening then slides into and out of
■ >])oon easily.
—To give scalloped potatoes a grand
ew taste: Use a can of cream of mushjom soup in place of part of the milk
illed for in the recipe.
— To truss fowl without much bother:
r\- using a crochet hook instead of
iK-cdle. The cord can be causht with
10 hook and pulled throutih tlie sides
i the opening in criss-cross fashion.
— To flavor soups or stews with
tiion, whole spices, parsley, etc., withut directly adding them to the con:nts of the pot: Buy an aluminum tea
ill at an}' dime store and drop the
a ball full of chopped onion or what.(.r you wish into the soup or stew
1 the making.
— To make a gelatin dish in a hurry:
uljstitute cups of cracked ice from
modern ice refrigerator for 1 cup
liquid called for in the recipe. Add
u ice to the already dissolved but
ill hot gelatin mi.xture and you will
Jeasurprised
works. how well this "quick trick"
— To restore smoothness to cream
lat has been overwhipped: Just pour
bit of cold sweet milk into the overliil)ped cream, stir lightly and the
cam
on. will regain its whipped perfec— To melt a small amount of butter
a jiffy: Use the bowl of a ladle which
ill prove to be just the right size
id which has a handle long enough
keep hands away from the flame.
—To make pastry shells that retain
leir shape after baking: Use two pie
iti-, of the same size. Grease the
itM.le of one and the inside ot the
lu r. Put tiie pricked pastry over tlie
la^od back of the one pie plate, frill
e edges and lightly place the other
1 over it. Bake in that "upside down"
•sition, then, when baked, turn tins
?ht side up, remove the top one and
ere side
you upwillinhave
a full-sized pie shell
;lu
the tin.
{Continued on page 104)

• "iWy stars, Mrs. Fox! A doy:'s been chasing yonr baby? I'll tie an
empty Johnson'' s Baby Powder can to that honnd's tail some day.
You poor little chap — so hot! Watch me get you cooled off...''

• '^Ifa-a-ah! Hoii 's that, pretty good, eh? I make that noise tvhen
Vm hot and cross. It ahvays fetches the Johnson''s Baby Potvder,
Mother's sloiv today— Vll give her another blast. Wa-a-ah!''

• '^Here it comes. Foxy— a nice sprinkle of downy, cooling Jfohn'
son's. Got any rashes or chnjes? Any prickly heat under your
chin? Johnson's will soothe 'em before you could say Tally-ho!"
• "One ^ood feel of Johnson's
to make Johnson's Babyson'sPowder
Baby
Baby Powder, and you know it's —no orris-root . . . Other aids to
finer and softer than other pow- baby's comfort: John and Baby
ders—that's why it keeps a baby's Soap. Baby dream.
Oil for tiny babies.
skin
in
such
perfect condition
Antl perfect condition
is the way.'"
to shut out skin infections. Only
the finest imported talc is used

JOHNSON'S

BABY

POWDER

RADIO STARS

Two who crashed movies
via
Fred Woring's
hot radio.
trumpeter,
Johnnie
Davis, and Frances LongfordHollywood
are in Warners'Hotel.
mu-

LOOK YOUR BEST
IN>^>Kr LIGHT
You can, if you use £t^/tt-^/ioof powder!
•Luxor
You face
can powder
now get modifies
powder that
is light-proof.
the light
rays that
powder particles ordinarily reflect. It solves the
old
"shine".
Your complexion
not problem
constantlyofbeing
light-struck,
by day or byis
night. Those
unbecoming
bones, chin, and
nose are highlights
all subdued!of cheekAn Important Discovery
Any
shade appearance
of light-proofthanpowder
will carefully
do more
for your
the most
selected shade of powder that picks up every
ray of light. It will keep that lovely softness
under lights that would otherwise make your
face shine like an apple.
buyTheany makers
ponder ofuntilLuxor
you have made
thisDon'ttest.will
powder
send you a box
free, forlight-proof
your own
demonstration. Make up as usual, in any light,
but finish with this new powder. Then see if
you dercandoes find
not any
soften!light this remarkable powLUXOR PROOF FACE POWDER

THIS
IS what phappens
see
of powder
with
thattheis effect
light-proof
and
fleets make-u
every ray ofthatlight.re- modifies
the light rays.

"'^ '-'s
go.light-proof
Chica
LUXOR.
Please sendfreeLtd..
trial
of Luxor
powder
and boxprepaid.
D Flesh □ Rachel □ Rose Rachel □ Rachel No. 2
Name
Street
City -Slate...
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Dorothy Lamour, Charlie
McCarthy's heart-throb,
isrealHerbie
Kay'swas wife
life. She
vocal-in
ist with his orchestra before they were married.

WEST

COAST

FOR a scene in Girl of tJic Golden
West, which Jeanette RlacDonald and
Xcl.son J^ddy
at Metro,
Jeanette
had toaretiremakinga revolver
at her
l)londe
leading"
man.
Nelson
didn't
fall at her feet, hnt a stnffed i)eacock
did. .Mr. E. had i)l(.)tte(l with a prop
l)oy, who threw tlie ])ird.
EI)(;.\R P.l-RCd'.X and Charlie
AFcCartlu- arc l-aui (jciillcjncii around
town ■n'liii look cynicid ivlicn the ne7C
deprt-ssKin is mentioned . And they
ean leell afford to. J-or this montli
tJiev appeared at a Los Amjeles
theatre forleith$?linil
a Tore//,
plus'(juarpereentdjjes.
a fi()5(lll
weekly
anlee. . Ind jiisl a year ago the hoys
z<.icre (jlad to get $250 a week at a
Los Angeles theatre.
AN Eastern visitor was listening to

CHATTER

the rehearsal of the Jack Benny show.
Afterwards he went up to Jack and
said in an awed voice: "Say, that's a
swell program." "Think so?" asked
Jack,
yawning.
"Well, We
wait were
until just
you
hear the
real show.
going over the cuts now."
Ro.SEMARY and Priscilla Lane
arc
as ingenions
purty.
Discovering
severalasfatthey're
and slippery
frogs in the pool at their new Encino
ranch home the other day, the girls
decided to give a haked frog-leg sup])cr at the tlu'ni
ranch.were]n\ited
to "chew
leg"
Paigea
and hiswithwife.
Ken Xiles,Raymond
Jerry Cooper
and Wayne .Morris. Most excitement
of the evening, however, was not the
frog-legs,
Priscilla's
ment that hilt
she would
soonannouncebe Mrs.
Wa\ne .Morris.

From the Hollywood corner of radio come rare reports of wliat stars I

RADIO STARS

iVegotadate!
so I'M BATH I A/ G
WITH FRAGRANT
CASHMERE

BOUQUET

SOAP...ITSTHE
LOVELIER WAV
F
^ffHl

, offemdiaig!
TO AVOID

Here's Eddie Cantor's Vyola
Vonn, known as Mile. F'ifl on
his
She'sCalifornia.
nineteen
and program.
from Southern
BY

LOIS

S V E N S R D D
JUST before the Cantor shozv left
for the East, Barbara Jane IVallingion, fonr-inonths-old daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James IV., was christened
at an elaborate service. Godfather
was Eddie Cantor, ivhile Dcanna
Durbin and mothers.
Glcnda
godBarbaraFarrell
ivore were
the same
christening robes that Iicr proud poppa
had worn for his christening exactly
thirty years before.
AMOS 'N' ANDY claim they have
the fastest getaway in radio. Here's
Charles
whichtruth,
he
swears is Correll's
the truth, story
the whole
etc. Last Friday night he tore out
of the NBC studios as soon as Andy's
last word had been spoken, jumped
in his car, and headed for home. Six
blocks away from the studio he turned
{Continued on page 59)

TO KEEP

are up to on the air and oil

CASHMERE

FRAGRANTLY

DAINTY— BATHE

WITH PERFUMED

BOUQUET

SOAP

RADIO STARS

RADIO'S

NEW

TABLE

TENNIS

Sharbutt (right) congratulates Baruch, as Guy Lombardo presents the
award, a gold trophy donated by Lambert Brothers, New York jewelers.

Andre Baruch, of CBS, started slow- Former champion Dell Sharbutt gave
ly but soon solved Sharbutt's style. Baruch a hard fight for the title.

1

SPEC/AL 3 DAY
TflfAL OFFBR
e toYourcover3-DaycostTesttjf Package
packtni? ofandKc
Dept. 1392, 27 West 20lh St..
SEEDOL
Kelpamalt:^^

After the battle ended, victor and
vanquished enjoyed a light repast.

Announcer John Reed King, of CflS,
was the referee for the match.

RADIO STARS

CHAMP

The Hole! Roosevelt Grill was the scene of radio's Table Tennis championship,
Announcer Andre Baruch defeating Announcer Dell Sharhutt, former champion

Dell Sharbutt (left) won the first two games decisively. Baruch won the third and fourth and then went on
to a close victory in the fifth game. The match was held under the sponsorship of Radio Stars Magazine.

IF

IT'S

LOVE

SHE

WANTS...

A girl is mighty

foolish

to risk ''MIDDLE-AGE'' SKIN!
BECAUSEoil...PALMOLIVE
olive
a specialIS MADE
blend WITH
of
olive
andooodpalmforoils!dry,that's
why
it's
so
lifeless
skin. it softens, smooths,
refines CLEANSES
skin TElfTURE. ITS GENTLE
LATHER
SO THOROUGHLY,
too!
leavesCLEAR!
SKIN
RADIANTLY

YES! I'M GUARDING MY HAPPINESS!
that's why I USE ONLY PALMOLIVE,
THE SOAP MADE WITH OLIVE OIL
TO KEEP SKIN SOFT, SMOOTH, YOUNG!
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RADIO STARS

When Edward G. Robinson began his radio serial Big Town (CBS Tuesday,
8 p.m. EST), he abandoned the gangster act which brought him film fame to
play Sfeve Wilson, hard-boiled managing editor. Here Eddie and Jane
Bryan learn a song for the Warner comedy, A Slight Case of Murder.

• 'I'liat's A\hat liappens to
4 out of 5 women — "Lore
attheyFirsttry Sight
when
Italian' — Balm.
They eontinue using this
famous skin softener in
preference to anything
they've ever used hefore.
It's a lasting attraction.
And little wonder. Italian Balm has a genuine right to a warm j»la< e in a woiium's heart.
It's a \ery Inexpensive skin iirolo lor l<> i/sc —
yet tests of the largest sell in;; lotions proM- lliat
Italian Balm contai ri- lli<- M OS T expensive ingredients ofany <>t\iii ni till -(• popular brands.
Try Italian Balm _\our»eU — as a prote«:tion
against chapping and dry, coarse skin
texture. See how quickly it softens and
smooth- >o,,r -kill. You'll Ie<-1 llu- differenc- 1.1 <)M, Ml Mm; ;.lt,-r applying it.
7V.S/ Italian Halm hefore you huy it. Send
for FREE Vanity Bottle. Mail coupon today.
Italian Balm
Famous for Skin Protection and Economy
CAMI'ANA SALKS CO.
213 I.iiK'oliiway,
Illinois
CeiitlcmcnBatavia,
never Bottle
tried Italian
Bal.n. Plea.e.en.l
nie: I have
VANITY
FREE
and postpaid.
• Addre
I City —

, Campana. Lid., JfG-213 Caledonia Road. :
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Tffi SflMEWlT SINISTER ROBiSON
Sinister only on the screen, Edward was born Emanuel Goldenberg in
Bucharest, Roumania, in 1893. He has a B.A. degree from N.Y.U. and an M.A.
from Columbia. Speaks seven languages. He and actress-wife Gladys Lloyd
have one son. Between scenes he tells Allen Jenkins a big fish story.

RADIO STARS
WEST
on the car radio and was stunned to hear
in orchestra playing The Perfect Song.
Hnimm," he mused, "those boys certainh
li.ive just
our then
themehe song
pretty tones
pat. "
And
heard down
the familiar
of Bill Hay saying: "Good Night," for
Amos 'n' Andy I
Very gala was the opening of the new
ll'aruers — Lucky series, with all the Who's
Who's
the
premierein ofHollywood
the show,turning
which outtookforplace
out on themade^\'arner
lot.forAfter
the show,
everyone
a beeline
the Trocadero,
where the combined bankrolls of the Bros.
Warner and the Lucky Strike stockholders
afforded an evening's fancy entertainment.
JVHEX Phil Harris appears on a Benny
shoiv, garbed in one of his loud sport
coats, he usually takes his ribbing about
his
tastes program
with 'fairPhil
goodlostnature.
But after
a recent
his composure.
Some
cameramen
li-ere
making
movies
the broadcast and were trying to clear theof
stage for action. A director noticed an
intruder zccaring a long green slicker and
called: "Will the gent in the loud raincoat
'care the stage." Self-conscious, Phil
thought the remark n'as aimed at him and
retorted: "I don't mind being asked to
leave but, by heck. I zcant you to knonthat this sport jacket is not a raincoat!"
VIRGINIA VERRILL celebrated her
J\Jow f/us new

COAST CHATTER
C Continued from pane 55)

Charles Bu + terworth (leff) and
Phil Baker get together at the mike.
Phil was Charlie's guest artist.
twenty-first birthday the other day with a
party at her home between two Log Cabin
broadcasts. And what was left of the
cake and cocktails, Virginia served to the
orchestra and cast after the second show.
The audience was surprised, to say the
least, at seeing Virginia appear wearing
no less than six corsages — because she
couldn't decide which was prettiest.

Cream

Ai.ict; F.WE really means that about not
' iijj;
radio star
any more.
Alreadyoffered
she's
iicda down
thousands
of dollars
y >ponsors in return for her warbling via
the air-waves. Alice says being a movie
star is avocation enough — the vocation, of
course, being Mrs. Tony Martin.
FRED ALLEN, that New England
Yankee zvho thinks Hollyzvood a bit overdone, gets avi'ay from the film capital
he gets adrove
chance.
Last iveck-end
heiKhcncvcr
and Portland
to SivJa
Barbara
for dinner — a hundred ii
"t the
stupendous and gigantic ;
hen
they satrant,doicn
at thea table
(7 q-^tu-;ofrestauFred dreiv
long sigh
utter
content, picked tip the menu. Then cried:
"Holy smoke! It says 'coUosaV olives!"
Since Jack Benny started talking about
his Maxwell on the air, mail has been
pouring in from all parts of the country
from other Maxwell owners. One man in
Bloomington, New Jersey, offered to drive
his 1925 Maxwell — still in good shape —
to Hollywood and sell it to Jack for a
mere ^1000. If Jack will come and get it,
however, the fellow will let it go for ^100.
The best-spirited movie set in town,
these days, is Sally, Irene and Mary — and
it's all on account of Fred Allen, whose
quips fall(Continued
fast and onfuriously.
page 63)We were

wifk

"SMN-VUMIN'
e/ocf more j^ryour sAin
fAan ei^erie^re
The "skin -vitamin" is now in a beauty cream!
Four years ago doctors barely suspected that
a certain vitamiia was a special aid to the skin.
They applied this vitamin to wounds and burns.
And found it actually healed them quicker!
This is the amazing "skin-vitamin" which is
now in Pond's Vanishing Cream.
Pond's Vanishing Cream was always great for
smoothing your skin for powder, and overnight,
too. Now the use of Pond's "skin-vitamin" Vanishing Cream actually nourishes your skin!
The
regular
use ofclearer.
this cream will make your skin
look richer, fresher,
Same jars, same labels, same price
This
Creamsameis
in thenewsamePond's
jars, "skin-vitamin"
with the same Vanishing
labels, at the
grice. Remember, the vitamin it contains is not the
'sunshine"
the orangejuice
vitamin.vitamin.
But theNot vitamin
that tf/T
especially
aids
skin
health
— the nrp. "
cious "skin -vitamin" I
Holds Powderpre-\\

'NOW IT
NOURISHES,
TOO . . .
my ..."
skin says
looksMiss
richer
Geraldine Spreckels

always Now
praisedit isPond's
terhaveexposure.
grand
rtainly^'lto krknc
Pond's. KubH
Dept. special
9RS-VP Clinlon.
Conn.
tube of
Pond's Cream,
"skin-vitamin"
Vanishing
treatments, withenough
samplesfor of9
2min"otherCreams
Pond'sand "skin-vita5 different
Test it in shades of P(»nd'8 Face
Pow9 Treatments
lOf to cover
postageder. Ienclose
and packing.

perfect rondil
Name
Street
CityCop:

•right. 193S, Pond's Extract Company
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DrScholls
for EVERY
FOOT
TROUBLE
Hollywood's
Secret of
Graceful Posture

Awkward posture ^y^^
and foot
fatiguetrouble
from painful
could ^Sr^
Sally,
and Mary
movie, the production
-first being
easily ruin the careers of
Thanks Irene
a Million.
In theis Fred's
current second
20th Century-Fox
Hollyw
famous
Stars.
They
use
he
is
a
so-called
manager,
promising
everything,
doing
little.
ood'swhen their feet hurt.
Dr.Do SchoU's
as louses,
manybunions;
of thetired,Starsaching
do. If feet;
you have
corns,
calfoot and leg pains; sore, burning orrheumatic-like
itching feet;
Athlete's— Foot;
ingrown FootnailsComfort
— or any Remedy
other footor
trouble
Dr. forSchoU's
Arch
Support
it
will
give
you
quick
ALLEN
IN
at Drug, Shoe, Department and lOt! Stores.relief. Sold FRED
CORNS — SORE TOES
Dr. SchoU'spainZino-padi
instantly reand remove
Thin, lievesoothing,
healing.corns.
End
cause
—
shoe
friction
and
pressure
—prevent
and tender corns,
spots.sore toes, blisters
CALLOUSES
SchoU's Zino-pads.
special
size
forDr.
callouses,
relieve
quickly,
safely
loosen
andStoppain
remove
the
hard,
dead
skin.
pressure
the sore spoc ; soothe and heal. on
BUNIONS
Dr. bunions,
SchoU's Zino-pads,
special
sizeto
for
give instant
tender
ot
enlarged
joints
;relief
remove
shoe
pressure
on
the
sore
spot.
Thin, protective, healing.
SOFT CORNS
Dr.
SchoU's
Zino-pads,toes,
specialrelieve
size
for
corns
pain
in onesorebetween
minute
; take pressure
off
the
spot;
quickly,
safely
remove soft corns.
ACHING, TIRED FEET
Dr. SchoU's
Fool forBalmtired,is a aching
soothingmuscular
application
feet,
soreness, tenderness
and
burning
sensation
caused
exertion
and fatigue. Analgesicby
and counter-irritant.
EASES FEET
Dr.
SchoU's Kurotex,
a velvety-soft,
cushioning
plastet; relieves
corns,
callouses,
bunions,
tender
spots;
prevents
blisters.
Flesh
color.
Easily cut to any size or shape.
Our
hero
he'll
make
Marya says
(Marjorie
Weaver)
big
stage
TENDER FEET
Dr.
SchoU's
Foot
Powder
relieves
star.
Fred
is
from
sore,
tender,feet.hot,Soothing,
tired, chafed
perspiring
healing,or
Boston; Marjorie a
comforting
irritations.
Eases new or totightskinshoes.
promising
newcomerKy.
from Louisville,
DrSchol/s
FOR ALL FOOT TROUBLES
REMEDIES-PADS-PLASTERS-ARCH SUPPORTS
I Mail in Envelope or Paste Coupon on Penny Postcard
II pads
FREE forFoot
also Dr.sample
of Dr.Inc.,SchoU's
Corns.Book,Address
SchoU's,
ChicagoZino-"'
lAJdrett

Fred's admiring public wishes he would
divide his talents
permanently
betweenas
radio and screen
his co-star Alice
Faye (Sally) has done.
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Make

a ^^^start

and swing over to a

cigarette

mighty Allen is a vaudeville and
s ge veteran, but acting with Louise
\ ypsy Rose) Hovick is a new thrill.

Fresh Start made a Fresh Star
Salesgirl in a department store, Joy Hodges
made a fresh start. Landed in the movies!
Starred in " Merry-Go-Round of 1938"!
Now charms Broadway in "I'd Rather Be
Right"!
.Toy'sfresh
freshjoystart
made a new star
who
brought
to millions.

ino+her ace connedian, Jimmy Durnte, joins in the fun. Portland
ioffa,
air porter, wasFred's
to be inlifetheandpicture,
too,
ut these plans were changed.
air star becoming a picture
ir is no longer news, except
len it's Town Hall's head man!

YOU'LL
missruta oflotoldin habits
life if and
you
stay in the
never risk a FRESH start. Take
your cigarette, for instance. If your
present brand is often dry or soggy,
don't stay "spliced" to that stale
number just because you're used to it.
Make a fresh .start by .swiiifjing over to
FRESH, Double-:\l( ll()\v Old (iolds . . . tlie
cigarette that's tops in tobacco quality
. . . brought to you in the pink of smokcondition Cellophane
by Old Gold's
weathertight,ingdouble
package.
That extra jacket of Cellophane brings
you their
Old Gold's
prizeflavor
crop tobaccos
with
all
rich, full
intact. Those
two gate crashers, dampness and dryness, can ni xcr nniscK' in on that douhlescaled, cliniatc-proof O.G. package.
It's never too late for better smoking!
Make a I'RESH start with tho.se always
FRESH Double-Mellow Old Golds.

Here's why the O.G. package keeps 'em fresh
Oiilor
.iM.kfL
Opens C.-llopluin.from llie Uollom,
at llicJacke
Toi
The Inner
sealins tlx- Ii<
P. I.oiill.nd C
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iVe

longed

TO mS

YOU

THRILlI
^GETTING
TO THRILL
YOD

Listeners scarcely realize the
tireless toil, research, imagination and skill that create the
thrills on the Johnny Presents
program. Above, Clem Wile.
M.en are /;//;VU7tv/ -by natural loveliness,
so why risk a painted look? Unlike ordinary
lipsticks, Tangee intensifies your own natural
coloring
neverleaves
coats redyoursmears
lips with
grease...— nor
on ugly
teeth redor
handkerchiefs.
Tangee looks orange in the stick. But it
magically changes on your lips to a warm
bhii::h-rose shade, blending perfectly with your
complexion. Only Tangee has this famous
Tangee magic color-change principle.
Tangee's
creamno cracking,
base soothes
and
softens
lips. special
No drying,
no chapping.
Get
Tangee
today.
SQ**
and
$1.10
sizes.
Also insionTheatrical,
al use. See coupona deeper
below. shade for profesUntouched—
Lip»
li
untouched are ayt lo have fta
faded, parched look.
Greasy,
Zips—
Don-l
risk painted
that
Men
don't
like painted
it. look.
Tangee lovable
Inlen»ifie9
natural lipscolo)
ends that painted look.

After delving into many books
and manuscripts for material,
Mr. Wile, research expert for
Charles Martin, confers with
him on a new Thrills playlet.
Now the idea begins to shape.
Martin, once a newspaperman
and an actor in Eva LeGallienne's
company,rivaledhastechnique
developed
an unin these dramas
for Johnny Presents.

Lipstick
Tl World's Most Famous
EHDS THAT PAINTED LOOK
BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES! There U only
TangeeTANGEE
— don't NATURAL.
let anyone switchyou you.
Be more
sure
toone
prefer
coloraskforforevening
wear, ask for //Tangee
Theatrical.

4 PIECE MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET
I and FREE CHARM TEST
I The George W. Luft Co.. 417 Fifth Ave, N. Y. C.
I miniature
Please ru.sh
"Miracle
Set" containing
Lipstick,Make-Up
Compact.
Creme
Rouge . Also
and Tangee
Face
I Rouge
encloseCharm
10* (.stamps
I. coin)
.send Powder.
FREE Tangee
Test. or
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Betty. Mandeville,
Martin's
efficient
secretary,
takes downCharles
the drama
as he dictates
it to her and then types the finished script.

to t>uge 64
(Please <Mri
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COAST

CHATTER

Betty Grable and John Payne,
whom
you'veis heard
in CBS'
Song
Time. Betty
Mrs, Jackie
Coogan.
chatting with Fred the other day, while
the make-up man was dabbing on the
grease-paint. "Just one more stroke," said
the beautifier, "and you'll look as good as
Jack Benny." "Yeah," murmured Fred,
"I'd need a stroke for that."
TELEVISION is going to upset plenty
of radio
budgets.
For it's
ing how actors'
frequently
the lilting
voicesurprisof a
college co-cd zcill belong to an elderly lady
and a husky football pla\vr will turn out
to have the voice of a tic-elve-year-old boy.
At a Log Cabin Jamboree rehearsal, the
other day, ive ivatchcd Jack Haley trying
out several people for the role of a thin
man in a circus sequence. Jack listened
to half a dozen radio character players before selecting one. "Skinny" zvas Jack
Smart, -who tips the scales at 260 pounds.
MOST of these radio comics depend entirely on gagmen to whip up their bright
ideas for them — but not Ken Murray.
He's one who pops with original ideas
every
the day.he F'rinstance,
the
other minute
Saturdayof night
had a housewarming in honor of that new Beverly
Hills
home about
whichthehe's
building.
Everything
homebeenis completed
except the fireplace, so Ken asked every
guest to bring an autographed brick along.
And during the evening a bricklayer
showed up and put together the "autograph book."
George Burxs and his brother, Willie,
who assists in writing the Burns and Allen
shows, are having a feud over who can arrive at the broadcasts with the biggest,
blackest cigar. Willie was ahead until
John Conte, brought
the program's
new
announcer,
George handsome
an enormous
Stogie with a wing spread of no less than
(Continued on page 65)

Hollywood

has

a name

(^omMa.^^,
complexion

for it:

a flawless

like June

Lang's

Cold Cream lias done for
\ ou, too, can win clear "Camera Skin" Woodbury's
with this germ-free beauty cream June, it can do for you! Keep your skin
firm,
resilient.
Lessen the risk of blemwhich helps protect from blemishes
ishes. And skin-stimulating Vitamin D
MANY Hollywood stars follow two quickens the skin's youthful breathing.
simple rules of complexion care.
It's easy to have a clear, glorious
Sensible diet . . . and daily use of a beauty "camera skin" if you adopt the beauty
cream that helps guard from blemishes. rules of the stars. Thatch your general
You'll be convinced of the soundness
care. ColdChoose
cream.Woodbury's
$1.00, 50^, germ-free
25f, 10c.
of this beauty plan when you see June health.
Lang's flawless "camera skin". What Try the Facial Cream under make-up.
Cleanses the pores thoroughly I
s— tains Vitamin D |
Stimulate
mes dry skin \
OvercoCon
Germ-Free Cold Cream
"I
guard from blemishes
{HelpsJune
Lang and Dick Baldwin
in the 20th Century-Fox picture "Shanghai Deadline".
June
the screen
star, a says:
blemish"For
is a minor
tragedy. Woodbury's Cold Cream
keeps my skin smooth."
.Si /!(/H. for
Trial Inc..Tubes
Woodbury's
Creams
John
Woodburv.
6787 of.Mfrcd
Cincinnati,
Oliio
(In Canada) Jolin H. Woodbury,
Ltd., Strcpt,
Perth. Ontario
Please
send
me
trial
tubes
of
Woodbury's
Cold
and
Facial
Creams;
Woodbury's
7 shadescosts.of
Woodbury'sguest-size
Facial Powder.
I encloseFacial
10c to Soap;
cover mailing

IVoodbury§
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RADIO STARS
(Continued from page 62)
Betty also arranges transportation for guest stars. Carl
Erickson, "human guineapig," comes
Colo.,
to appearfrom
in theDenver
show.
The cast is on call for rehearsals, day or night. Barbara Weeks is summoned from
bed for a final rehearsal.

L. 1

"GIVE IN"
MIDOL

W:"GO

,
ON !"

With the script
girl beside him,
Charles Martin
rehearses Orson
Welles inqhi)
and Frank Redick
in their roles.
The show goes on
at 8 p.m., fSr,
Tuesdays,
Red network,N5Cand
DON'T live in dated dread of periodic a/ 8:30 p.m., fSf,
functional pain, or let the calendar regu- Saturdays, over
late your activities. For doctors have dis- the CflS network.
covered that severe or prolonged pain at
such times is not natural to most women.
And unless you have some organic disorder requiring a physician's or surgeon's
attention, Midol in all probability can
make your days of menstruation as carefre as any other.
Midol is offered for this sole purpose.
It acts quickly. In all but unusual instances it brings definite relief. Two tablets
should see you through your worst day.
So, get Midol and "carry on". Druggists
have it 6?i the counter. Handy purse-size
tin, 50C — and well worth it when periodic
suffering mint be relieved.

ON THE COUNTER AT DRUGSTORES
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The final rehearsal before the broadcast is one of
tense concentration. Dynamic writer and director
Charles Martin prompts and inspires each individual.

RADIO STARS
WEST

COAST

CHATTER
(Continued from page 6i)

Claire Trevor is heard on Dig
Town, Edward G. Robinson's CBS
newspaper serial, Tuesdays, 8 p.m.
a foot and a halt and a diameter of more
than two inches. George would have
smoked it, too, except for the fact that
Gracie threatened to call the police.
ALLAN JONES has the distinction of
oivning the swankiest dressing-room on the
movie lots.zvallsIt'sanda frailer
— air-cooled,
mirrored
chromium
fittings. zvith
And
since joining the Good News of 1938 show,
Allan noiv has the distinction of owning
the grandest dressing-room among the
radio stars. For he has the trailer brought
into the alley behind the El Capitan
Theatre, from zvhich the program is aired,
and there reclines between rehearsals.
NEVER in the history of Hollywood
have such crowds jammed famous Hollywood Boulevard as the night Charlie McCarthy rode on the Santa Claus float.
From hisspoke
perchto onthe Edgar
Bergen's
knee,a
Charlie
thousands
through
loudspeaker.
"Now,"
he
said,
"I
want
you little boys out there to write to Santaall
Claus. And all you little girls — ahem, you
can write to me!"
At rehearsal the other day, we fell into
a conversation about cooking, with Gracie
Allen. And she gave us her exclusive
recipe for a cake to send to any relatives
in jail. Mix three cups of flour, six eggs,
a cup of sugar, and a pint of milk into a
thick batter. Stir thoroughly and put in
greased pan. Then fold in two hack saws,
a file and a small pistol. Bake for two
hours, and send it to the convict — along
with the name of a good dentist.
IRENE
RICH'S
beautiful Angora
rabbits.hobbySinceis raising
the bunnies
are clever at tricks, Irene thought it would
be a good idea to get some pictures of
them for publicity purposes. So a studio
photographer came out to her home and
spent the whole afternoon trying to pose
the rabbits. They refused to do a single
trick. Then they stood on their hind legs
to ivatch the photographer leave the house
— and turned somersaults afterxvards.

WHICH

COLOR

WILL

YOUR

LUCKY

STAR?

SUNSET

^4

I ■ , -- --| . -I

BE

N;' I J - I ■

See how one of these ten thrilling new face powder colors
will win you new radiance, new compliments, new luck!
Doesn't
make youthathappy
to getglance
that second
look fromit others—
interested
which buy
your these
lucky colors
star. to find which one may be
says: '"You look stunning!'"? For I will send you all ten, free and postheard Bea complipaid, because I'm so anxious to help you help
mentBut onmaybe
your you
skin haven't
in a month.
honest yourself.
with yourself— have you? If not— did you ever ,
, ,
- ,
,
wonder why?
'■ef me help you find your color
But don't be too quick to blame yourself- "W'hen my gift arrives-try on every shade. Try
when maybe it's not you, but your face pow- each one carefully. Then STOP at the one and
der
at fault.
know hidethatyour
the what
only color
"I amI make
yours. your
See
wrongthat's
powder
color For
can you
actually
I do which
for you.whispers,
Look how
best points instead of bringing them out and eyes shine. And how dreamy soft I leave your
giving you a lift.
skin!" You'll see how the color seems to
"Why,
my face
powder
isn't
like Forthat,"there's
you spring
say.
But
how
do
you
know
it
isn't?
like,
so from
much within
a part. .of. it's
you., so natural, so lifeonly one way to find out. See with your own
eyes the electrifying change that comes over nave you a lucky penny?
your skin color.
when you apply a lifelike, friendly. luck.
Here'sIthow
pennyyoupostcard
bring youall
flattering
will abring
free andwillpostpaid
Where
is
this
transforming
color?
It's
in
ten
shades
of
Lady
Esther
Face
Powder,
and
one of the ten glorifying new shades of Lady a generous tube of Lady Esther Four Purpose
Esther Face Powder. But you don't have to Face Cream. Mail the coupon today.
I
(I '.
oil can paste this on a penny postcard) (10) |1
I Lady Esther, 7110 West 65th Street, Chicago, Illinois
|
to find my also
"lucky"
of faceFourpowder.
me your 10 new shades ij
II freeI want
and postpaid,
a tubeshadeof your
PurposePlease
Face send
Cream.
I Name
I Address
I City
.State
65 !
^
(If you live in Canada, u-n'ie Lady Esther, Toronto, Oni. )
|
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^My SKIN
now invites

"CHECK

YOl

SCRIPTS, EVERYBODY!"

a close-up

naturally
glo^vs
A SKIN that
diant health
hrncalh
... itbespeaks
is alive .ra-. .
stays
fresh!
So,
be
good
to
your
within and it will be good to you. skin from
The reason for this is quite simple . . .
skin tissues must have an abinidance of redblood-cclls to aid in making the skin glow
... to bring color to \ <iur checks ... to build
resistance to germ attacks.
It isto soloseeasytheir
for these precious
red-bloodcells
Worry,
and undue
strain vitality.
take their
toll.overwork
Sickness
literally burns them up. Improper diet retards the (k'\clo])mcnt of new cells. Even a
common cold kills them in great numbers.
Science, through S.S.S. Tonic, Inings lo
you the means to regain this blood stu ni^ili
space ofandtinrelasting.
. . . tiic attio})
ofwithin
S.S.S. a isshort
cumulative
Moreover, S.S.S. Tonic whets the appetite.
Foods taste better . . . natural digestive juices
are stimulated and finally the very food you
cat
more value. A very imixnl.inl step
backis toof health.
^ ou, too, will want to take S.S.S. Tonic to
rcfain
lo in.iiiii.iiii
vour .rc<l. .Ijlood-cells
. . . toandlestoic
h)si weight
to icgain
nerves . . . and to
energy ... to s 1leiiglhen
natural health glow.
giveTake
to yourthe skiS.S.S.ihalTonic
treatnieiu and
shortly you slioidd be delighted with the
way you feel . . . and have your friends compliment you on the way you look.
S.S.S. I onic is especially designed to build
slurdy
lic.ilih
redblood-fcllv and b\it isrestoring
time-trieddeficient
and scientifically proven.
At all drug stores in two convenient sizes.
The large si/e at a saving in price. There is
no substitute for this time-tested remedy.
No ethical druggist will suggest something
"just as good."
(p) S.S.S. Co.
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The last few minutes
before any radio show
goes on the air are
hectic ones — k/e, the
People,
perhaps
more than
usual,evenas
many who take part
are unaccustomed to
the microphone. Ail
scripts are given a
final check, at the
signal. ,4fcove, Gabriel
Heatter (center), the
program's
takes
a lastdirector,
look at
his script, with his
brother Max, his business manager (left)
and son Bud, who works
on scripts with him.

We, cast
the Thursdays
People,atis7:30
broad-p.
m., EST, over the CBS
network, presenting six or
more people who have
journeyed
New YorkGa-to
relate theirto stories.
briel Heatter is well qualihis job
as direc-by
torfiedofforthis
program,
a long career as newspaperman, editor,
author,
commentator,
announcer.
Above,
production
chief
Hubbell Robinson (left)
and Maestro Mark Wornow
check music cues. Announcer Horry Von Zell (left)
underlines words in his
script to be emphasized.

RADIO STARS
BEAUTY

AND

THE BREEZE
{Continued from page 16)
loise and makes your step lighter. Follow
he same procedure lor the pedicure that
.ou do for the manicure — the only difference is that the toe nails are filed straight
icross and to a blunter edge than the oval
;ips given the finger nails. An occasional
iil pedicure is as good for the toe nails
iS it is for the finger nails.
Steam heat and rough winds. Benay con;inues, make the skin all over the body
;caly and dry. but she knows how to aleviate this. Use bath oils when you bathe.
If you are an addict of the shower, follow
t with an all-over rub-down of hand lotion
>r oils. Be sparing with the bath powder
ind'
cologne
the winter,
hey eau
both dehave
dryingduring
tendencies.
Just asa
ight touch of each before dressing.
You may not ordinarily notice elbows.
Benay says, but if they are ugly and disrolored, they are immediately apparent. A
.voeful state of affairs for us who have
)een neglecting ours I However, the fault
:an be remedied. A most efficient treatnent is with olive oil and lemon cups. Cut
I lemon in half and scoop out all pulp and
;eeds.
halvescupswithforolive
Prop theThen
elbowsfill inthe these
half oil.
an
lour or so. You can use this time to shape
.our eyebrows or massage your face, if you
)lace the cups on a fairly high table. Your
jumice stone may well be used on the el)ows, after bathing them. Always put
lourishing cream on the elbows when you
ipply it to the face. The cream will keep
;lbows soft and supple.
And now we are up to our necks with
jeauty advice. The poor necks, that are
;o often overlooked when we begin beauifying!and Don't
just apply
:ream
nourishing
creamsyourto cleansing
the face,
ind stop at the chin. Continue right on
lown to the neck and even out on the
shoulders. An aging, wrinkled, or crepey
leck can detract from the loveliest of
iaces,
and itthese
is only
will
<eep away
evils.dailySo care
bind that
up your
lair securely and slip straps away from
.he shoulders and give your neck the same
apward and outward massage that you do
:o the face. Creams >hi)uld be liberally
ipplied about nose and mouth and around
he eyes, to prevent wrinkles. Benay says
ihe leaves cream on these areas all night.
a special
Benay's,
mdMake-up
she hasis some
veryinterest
definiteof and
constructive theories on its application. Benly insists that make-up is still abused and
s used to cover up the face and not to enlance the features. Consider the occasion,
Jie time of day, the lighting, before ever a
I powder or rouge pufif is touched to the
face, she advises.
Daytime make-up should be applied so
sparingly that it would take a searching
:ye to discover that the faint, radiant glow
s not nature's
own. asA well
creamasrouge
Drotect
the cheeks,
give will
the
Tiost natural appearance under sunlight.
Lip.stick in the same shade should be ap)Iied with regard to the natural line of the
{Continued on page 102)

I
1

|

Jfl Oiliness results in unflattering shine. Dermatologists identify excessive oiliness as Seborrhea. Germs aggravate this condition. Woodbury's Powder retards germ-growth, helps subdue nose shine.
BEAUTY editors have written reams
about Shiny Nose. Every girl who
owns a mirror has pleaded for longerclinging face powder. Yet what's been
, done to conquer Shiny Nose? Something
l startling! \^ oodbury s Facial Powder is
j now genn-free and helps overcome nose
shine as it glorifies your skin !
Shiny Nose May Be Aggravated
by Surface
Germs that makes
Dermatologists
say the oiliness
your nose shine is often due to Seborrhea.
Germs aggravate this condition. Your
innocent-looking powder puff may be
spreading harmful germ-life to your skin.
Now you realize the beauty need for
germ-free powder that will convey no
germs to puff or skin. Tested with 19
other leading brands. W Oodlnu y's. alone,
proved germ-free both beiure use and
after contact with a germ-laden puff.
Give your complexion a seductive
bloom with Woodbury's Powder, a surface loveliness that brings no aftermath
of oily shine. The seven glorious shades
are as natural as life and as young as
you'd like to appear! Windsor Rose, for

instance, a blend of creamy-pink and ivorypeach, is becoming to almost every skin.
This flattering powder comes in the
smart blue box at 11.00. 50c, 25f, 10c.
Complete
make-upand with
Woodbury's
Germ-proofyourLipstick
Rouge.

SendH. for
7 Thrilling
Shades
John
Woodbury,
Inc., 9187 Youth-Blend
Altre.l St., Cincinnati.
Ohio
(In Canada) John H. Wo..,ibuiv, Ij.l.. Ontario
Please send me 7 sh.Ti.-< .>l W !l , . 1 , , ,1 Powder; trial
tubes of two Woodbury-- H ,
-n.-sLsize Woodbury's Facial Soap. I . n. 1.-. U: , ,1, r Killing costs.
Ci'}
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MIKEMEN
BY JACK HANLEY
Confidential notes on announcers of popular network programs

TAKE THE SYRUP THAT
CLINGS

TO

COUGH
ZONE
If there is anything that common sense dictates, it's this:
coughcoughmedicine
its work
wherea the
is lodgedshould
...rightdo
inCough
the throat.
That's
why
Smith
Brothers
Syrup is a thick, heavy syrup. It
clings to the cough zone. There it does three
things: (1) soothes sore membranes, (2)
throws a protective film over the irritated
area, (3) helps to loosen phlegm. 60^.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton J. Cross at honne with their Doberman Pinscher.

SMITH
COUGH

BROS.
SYRUP

"';«Tm"' PSORIASIS
^DCRmOIL
l>un
lake ii zt
(or
theI mi,stubborn,
embarrassing
seal; Apiny
disease
Psoriasis.
Don-sUlnlnK
Dermoil.
Tliousands
do.
often afiTn (,i.,i<fiil
ofusers,
suffering,
i .ii'
i i ii
scales
have
Kori';.
graduallythe thrill
dlsapiHarjojed
of a Ii im.-,.I
byor money
a positiveis refunded
agreement
tie sent FREE to thosewiiliw
tortes. Box 6, Northwester

MILTON J. CROSS (NBC)
As one commentator
wrote: sincere;
"There isa
siiiiit-iliiiif/
jrioiiily, soinelhitui
Cross'
Milton
in
cnniestncss
juissioiialrThat voice was Milt's introduction
voice."
to radio, but as a singer ratlier than as an
announcer. Though he still sings occasional y, the pleasant, balanced Cross diction
is heard mostly introducing the musical
broadon the Saturday
othersMetropolitan
efforts castsofof the
Opera, The
of RCA. Sunday night General
Key
Maijic
Mi'lors ])i-Dgram and the XBC Symphony.
Cross started in radio back when a mike
was
"tomato
lookedtlienit.
That called
was ina 1921,
wlniican"
JerryandCowan,
master
of
ceremonies
of
H'JZ.
heard
sing over the station and t uncer. liiinA
the idea of becoming an
i"ht Milt
few montlis later ("wai
swimming in a Y. M. C .\.
(,ldrst n
staff.
Horn in ixnnt
New York in 1897, Cross has
been musical all liis life. At ten he was
.V/.'t a
iKiv soprano, sin^'inu in rburrli ; ;,t Dc Witt
Chnton liigh Sriinul he :i|,iH-arnl ,n the
Opera Croup, sang Cilbert and Sulhvau.

He has sung with the Paulist Choristers,
Protestant Church choirs and in a Brooklyn
Synagogue. Studied music at Damrosch
Institute, and his diploma makes him Supervisor of Music in the New York schools,
but he never worked at it. While singing
in a Fifth Avenue church he met Lillian
Fowler, organist. They paid no attention
to Dr. Harry Emerson Fosdick, being
occupied witli looking at each other, and
.shortly afterward were married. They still
are, and Mrs. Cross confines her playing
to accompanying Milt, at home. They had
a daughter, Gale, whom they lost four
years
ago the
at theAmerican
age of Academy
eight.
In 1929
of Arts^.'
and Letters awarded Cross a medal fot^
diction, its first award. Listeners perhapffwill remember him for the popular Shimbet^
Hour, in which he sang the Slumber Son^
sigiiatme. He still is the only person
allu\M(l to sing the number.
C riiss likes to announce classical programs, opera and himself
symphony,a Metropolitan
and usually
does. Considers
alumnus, having appeared as a super in
Canncn,
schoolto days.
(if
children,in high
so Coast
Coast onHe'sa fond
Bus,
Sunday mornings, is a pleasure to him. It
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READING TIME LESS THAN 2 MINUTES

Know

AND WELL WORTH EVERY WOMAN'S TIME

the

TRUTH
about

sanitaiy

napkins!

Is there a way for you to secure greater
Comfort and Security?
Suppose your needs differ on different days
, . . what can you do?
What kind of deodorant should you use
for Positive Protection?
Mrs. Cross was Lillian Fowler, organist in a church where Milton
sang. She still accompanies him.

Every woman owes it to herself to read the
frank answers to these intimate questions!

-I'lest
new programs.
in its thirteenth
one offeet,radio's
Crossyearis— six
two
nches tall and weighs two hundred and
lem, we developed 3 types of Kotex
i.L;ht pounds; likes riding, handball and
A SKtary
yourseit'
a saniinmiing but has little time for them. ±\.
napkinwhatyou kind
wantof and
we . . . for different women, different
- to eat, too, but no fancy dishes. Used believe you'll say one that can't chafe, days. Only Kotex has "All 3 ". . . Reguiioke rather awful cigars but now can't fail, can't show. So, naturally,
lar Kotex, Junior Kotex, Super Kotex.
11 1 smoke at all. He is owner of a this
We sincerely believe that these 3
was our goal. With the introduciarni near Woodstock, Vermont, that grows
tion of Wondersoft Kotex*, we were types of Kotex answer your demands
poultry, maple trees and goats, but he lives confident
we had achieved it!
for sanitary protection that meets
n Riverside Drive, New York, with Mrs.
r(Ks, Tell von Hoegen, a Doberman
But to be honest, even though your exact needs, each day. We urge
I'iiischer
canariesandthatclaims
sing Wondersoft Kotex did create new you to try "All 3 "next time, and see
witli
him.dog.Isandslowthreemoving,
standards of comfort and safety for how they can bring you the greater
he's
slow
thinking;
dislikes
ad
libbing
mike. Broadcasting is simple now, heat wast women, it did not completely comfort and security you seek.
thinks, compared to the days when he satisfy every woman! Fortunately, we
Try all 3 types of Kotex, then
wedged his considerable bulk into the found out why. . . We discovered that judge for yourself. The proof is in
you will decide
linimi)ter's
box at thefromManhattan
Ih ii^e and announced
there, or Opera
when one-size napkin will not do fur every the wearing! Perhaps
you want one type for
l.c (lid the Stadium Philharmonic concerts ■a-oiuan, any tnore than
one-size
hat,
dress
or
pair
todav, another
for toand had to do all announcements and fillmor ow — or ma\be
all
ni>
shoes. And for many
and alone.
likes it. He takes his work seriously of
vcoinen, one - size napkin
3 typesIt for
times.
is ourdifferent
honest
rr ill not do for every day,
DAVE DRISCOLL (WOR-Mufual)
opinion that only by tryl)a\e Driscoll, sports commentator, for a woman^s personal
' - aster and part of the WOK Special needs may differ on difing "All 3 "can you see
iics Stafif, has one unique claim to
hoxv perfect modern saniferent days.
as probably the only person in radio
To meet this probtary protection can be.
- the President of the United States
. ommercial. Dave, who conducts the
Quest is the new positive deodorant powder developed
feature
Jerry— the
Danzig,
especially for use with sanitary napkins. It is soothing,
■1I'isit
in radio
while with
at college
Uncompletely efTective! Only 35c for the large size.
of Minnesota — by winning an
'U on IVCCO, Minneapolis, for airing a baseball game. At twenty-one
s general manager of KGDE, Fergus KOTEX"^
SANITARY
('Trade Marks Reg. U. S. Palenl Office) NAPKINS
(Continued on page TO)
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(Continued fi ant page 69)
GOOD NEWS TRAVELS FAST!
Falls. Minnesota, where he did selling, announcing", script out
writing,
producing,He directing, and swept
the studio.
even
douhlcd as night-control operator.
Tlunigh he has a farm in Minnesota,
went to school there and spent all possible
time there, Driscoll was born in Maplewood, New Jersey, in 1909, and lived most
of his early life in Forest Hills, His father
was born on April 7th, his mother on
.Vpril 8th, and Dave on April 15th, His
main ing,hobby
is sports
he's nuts coming
about huntparticularly,
and ;baseball,
by it
naturally, for his dad was business manager
of the Brooklyn Dodgers baseball team,
and the Brooklyn National Professional
Football League team. At school, Dave
played semi-pro baseball and hockey and
coxered
York Sun.Big-Ten football for the New
He feels that the man who conceives a
show is apt to do a better job than one who
Now millions praise
is merely an announcer, and he conceives
and develops his programs, working on
the new
many in which he does not appear at the
mike; sort of Special Features producer.
Whileing thedoing
the Let's
durSCIENTIFICALLY
America
Cup Visit
Races program,
preparations,
Dave
fell
overboard
from
the
Jl'OR
launch
as it was approaching the Endeavour II,
where a visit was scheduled. Most exciting
IMPROVED
special feature broadcast, however, was the Dave, aside from being a sports, new
Hindenburg disaster, which he covered and
special broadcaster, is probabi veil,
from
Lakewood.
EX-LAX
only
person
who onhasa commercial
put a Presi tosdlindiea
The incident of the Presidential broad- the
dent
of the
U.S.A.
To MILLIONS of people, Ex-Lax was the
cast happened when Dave was on KGDE.
lines, fii]
perfect laxative. They thought it couldn't In 1933, President Roosevelt, returning
bedouble
improved.
now here'snews!
the big. .news!
from Honolulu, landed at Portland ; was
double B
news! And— important
. The— making
there was no money for wire charges. Dav iinderta
tour
of
inspection
of
the
dam
sites
laxativein they
be better
soon..^a ■
Better
thesesaidthreecouldn't
important
ways: is better! now in construction. The train was passing arranged with a local power company t aiter
twenty-five miles away (Dave learned by pay one hundred dollars for the broadcastTASTES BETTER THAN EVER!
but
they
would
pay
only
if
the
Presiden
wiring Stephen
Early,makethea President's
Ex-Lax now has a smoother, richer choco- secretary)
and would
brief stop.
Dave onandit. his engineer hustled to th
late taste. You'll like it even better than before. The station was a little 200-watter and spoke
ACTS BETTER THAN EVER!
train'sof wire
stopping
place with
a mike
coil
; preempted
a phone
boothandnea
Ex-Lax is now even more effective. Empties
the station, hooked the amplifier to th
the
bowels
more
thoroughly,
more
smoothly,
telephone line and talked the railroai
in less time than before.
officials into stopping the train so tb
MORE GENTLE THAN EVER!
President's
would beDavenearputhim.
Ex-Laxfor isthetoday
remarkably
gentlescarcely
that,
the
train wascarsighted,
in aWhei
lonj
except
reliefso you
enjoy, you
distance
call
to
the
station
and
did
"color'
realize you have taken a laxative.
^tuff until the President appeared on tb
platform. Then, taking no chances, hi
Noto yourself
matter what
laxative
you're
using, youimproved
otce tt
ducked
below the car rail, announced
to
try
the
new
Scientifically
Ex-Lax. At all druggists in lOo and 25a boxes.
"The
Unitedof States!"
shoved President
the mike ofup thein front
Mr. Rooseam
velt. who, perforce, spoke over it. Thi
NO TEMVEK CUMSOHPUU
phone
were sixThe
dollars,
and Davi
TEETH IN MYFAMtLY/ WE ALL
collectedcharges
the hundred.
President
ha(
been on a commercial !
USE rOMIAMiAND MASSAGE.
Dave is single, looks more like a footbal
FORHAN'SINCnEVIENTFOR
HAS A SPECIAL
player
an announcer,
prize."ir
with histhanturkeys.
Usually and
has wins
a cigar
his face or his hand, and likes best covering
♦ \THECUMSINir
hunting.hunting, because he likes duck
duck
^KEm
This family has regular
^
li ■^
ANDRE BARUCH (CBS)
tj^™'
dental serviceand they do
^B/^^fe
-^''j < massage
their part atwith
homeForhan's
by gum
^9Wmm
If you call for Andre Bernard Jean
■^^^ ,■ carefully twice each day.
Jacques Rousseau Octavins Illine Baruch
Brushing teeth, massaging gums with
de la Pardo, Andre Baruch will answerForhan's makes
teethgumsgleamfirm,with
newr
that being his full name. This Columbia
brilliance,
helps make
healthy.
announcer was eleven before he spoke a
For generous sample send 10^ to Forword
of English, having been born in Paris.
han's, Dept. 321, New Brunswick, N. J.
Under stress of emotion, he still breaks inFrench on occasion. He doesn't do it at
Dave Driscoll, who is featured with the tomicrophone
any more,ofhowever.
He is
one of the descendants
Jean Jacques
Forhan's
IB
Jerry
Danzig
on
the
Lef's
Visit
proCLEANS
TEETH • AIDS GUMS
grann, Wednesdays, 9:30 p.m. on MBS. Rousseau and a nephew of Bernard Baruch.
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Thirty-one
to the
United
States now,
as a Baruch
child andcame
studied
art
and music at Pratt Institute and Columbia
University. After graduating. Baruch tried
commercial art for a while, and while
studying he won an art scholarship that
took him to the Beaux Arts, in Paris.
His first radio appearance was in 1925.
while at school. He was passing the Half
Moon
ConeyOn Island,
Jl'CGl'in
was thenHotel.
located.
impulsewhere
he walked
and asked for a job and was made pianist
and announcer. He paid his own way at
Columbia University by part-time drafting,
announcing and posing. His main conflict
used to be between art and music. Torn
between them, he did neither. \Mien he
returned from Paris, he applied to CBS
for a job as announcer, and has been one
ever since. On his first appearance before
a CBS mike, he was so nervous he developed a strong French accent; there is
no trace of accent in his speech now, however. His knowledge of French came in
handy during the making of Le Temps
Passe, three special half-hour recordings,
in French, of The March Of Time, for
Radio Luxembourg, a French station. In
addition to French and English, Andre
speaks fluent Spanish and Italian, and can
manage Dutch, Flemish and Portuguese as
well.
makes cryptic
"doodles"
on his scriptA
to Heindicate
inflections
and emphasis.
small u means //// voice; a vertical line
after a sentence means stop; two vertical
lines, full stop, for change of thought. An
underlined word means sock, for emphasis ;
double underline, sock, for extra punch, and
so on. And when he runs across a jagged.

Andre Baruch and John Reed King resting between games of badminton. Andre
is a sports enthusiast, having won medals and trophies in many matches.
wavy, horizontal line that peters out, it
means Andre must lift his head, smile, put
the sparkle in the eye and turn on his
personality.
Unlike many announcers, Baruch is
against cupping the ear when broadcasting.
He likes his hands free — one to hold the
script and the other to gesticulate. When

.said pretty little Barbara B. HERE'S

9 out of 10 Screen

WHAT

he had to get up for an early morning news
broadcast daily, he used to set two alarm
clocks for si.x a. m. and phone the night
man
in the Press Department to call him in
the morning.
He had a bushel of medals and trophies,
won at various sports, but they were all
(Continued on page 8S)
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Stars use Lux Toilet Soap

EVANS REPLIED
REMOVE cosmetics thorghly with Lux Toilet
says arethischoked
lovely that
star. CosIt's
ores
Skin
develops— dullness,
tiny
blemishes, enlarged pores. ACTIVE
lather guards against this danger
keeps skin smooth.
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Pretty girls soon
learn which colors say, "You look
heavenly
today"—
away they
go
for Rit! Those
rich,andluscious
shades
are a joy to behold— and delightfully
easy. Kit's newformula contains "neomerpin" — makes color saturate the
fabric, quickly, beautifully, evenly.
Really, YOU'LL "DYE" LAUGHING.
%
The title above does not refer to lovely Virginia Clark, who is Helen
Trent in the CBS serial, The Romance
of Helen Trent, heard Mondays
through Fridays at 12:30 p.m., •■ootn
EST.: Miss Clark, formerly a singer, now is
one of radio's better knownLittleyoung
Rock,dramatic
Arkansas.actresses. She was born in
■ccord

TUw^/c J!yOA\ "l)ifje."- Acu| RIT !

Shipped
Direct
from Our
Mill
U307o/o4o7o ^
on
Hew
payyour
hunarcdlluyHome.
rlollars
more. 'frumtl our mill at
whenDon't
huildsc\cral
a liomel
ityoudirect
our
lowyoufactory
price.
We slilp
ttie materials
iut-to-(it.
ready
to
erect.
Paint,
glass,
hardware,— Wolumber
nails,
all includedI'l In furnished
the price —— also
no extra
chances.
complete
building payInIhe
freight.
vrltc
struct
Ions.
No
•aved
them —39'/,ra(
prices.
Easy terms
Handsome Big r'C tv
^5 Hi
C Hi
C
CATALOGUE
40'

'iud
illcd I u fi n the nc.vl
lake lliat
Ma:
JUST how accurate is the Crosley rating? If you asked ten people out of a
hundred what they did last night, would
you consider
thathadyoudone?
knew what
the remaining ninety
The Crosley
people call a selected list of phone numbers and ask what program they're listening to, and by that determine the popularity of the show. Your guess is as good
as theirs.
A wiiii.F, back, wlicn B. A. Rolfe played
dance mu>.K at an unhdly rate of speed on
a cigarette pro-jrani, it was understood that
the sponsor so desiied it. Nuw lie is cm the
Bob Ripley, Bclin '-ll-^Or-Xol sli,,\v. 'i1ns
time lots of i>enii J are cuiiiplainni.t; that
his music is out ste p with the i)rogram.
Not ill the matter if lenipii, hut in atniosphere. Where th^ sjxjt calls for weird,
mysterious
music,to you're
apt Why
than
not to be treated
a lively more
one-step.
not a symi)honic orchestra instead of a
dance band?
R.Miro 'a'nuld he I'astly improved by livice

as iiiaiiy reliearsal.s- and half as many comWHISPER "Hollywood" in the average
person's ear and he immediately sees
visions of Taylor, Mouse and Garbo emoting before cameras. But today the word
has a different meaning, for the movie
capital is going in for radio programs in
a biggish way — programs described by
Eastern radio men as Hollywood Clama "clambake,"
meansbakes—the
show is lousy.in radio jargon,
OXI-: man. recenily returnetl from the
Coast,there.
sa\ s :In"It'sthe allfirstso place,
damned they
artificial
out
look
down on radio and act accordingly. They
lock the studios during rehearsals and the
movie people act ill-at-ease with a radio
script
their hands."
THFYill resent
Eastern radio technicians
hilt they could do zvith a few, apparently.
In.
Lux Radio
Theatre's Clark
presentation
of the
Cimarron,
for e.raniple,
Gable
made no less than three slips — something
lie never does in his movies, because retakes take care of all that. In radio this
condition could be remedied by making the

RADIO STARS
aclors learn their scripts by heart — it icould
' ^oda fine
Broadzi'ay
around
reading play
fromivhcrc
scriptstheasactors
they
' the air!
ONE Hollywood show had a fellow
named Fields on it, who was mighty comical, but attempt
he's beenat offreplacing
for somehimtimewithanda
a feeble
pair known as the Stroud Twins, has been
the sponsor's
onlyyoumove.
If you
haven'tto
heard
the twins,
should,
if only
realize that one Stroud is bad enough but
that two are just twice as bad, and you
praise
heaven they
theyemploy
aren'tan quintuplets
Why? Because
antiquated, I
long-worn-out method of attempting humor— one of them uses big words and the
other fails to understand. Coupled with
this creaky business is a tone of voice that
is irritating after three seconds' hearing.
television's
approach bydoesn't
insure
Hollywood
broadcasting,
any means.
It's going to require actors to learn lines
and it isn't going to be able to pay movie
salaries.
F.^xcY the exhibitors' delight at the competition provided by the Messrs. MetroGoldwyn-Mayer
and zvhen
ll'arners
their
ozun movie products,
theyforofficially
invite the customers to stay home and tunc
in.
DO you know why there was no Eastem announcer at the Rose Bowl game?
It all goes back to the time Graham
McNamee went out to report the annual
classic. Graham is notoriously goodnatured and so, when the local boys
handed him a sheaf of papers describing

what a beautiful day it was, he obligingly
read them, even though it was raining cats
andWaaaal!
dogs'. The papers, and all and sundry,
panned him unmercifully the next day,
saying: "Let's have no more of those felAnd that's men
why,likeevenBillthough
the
East haslers!"first-rate
Stern and
Ted
Husing, you won't hear them from
out there.

A R.\Dio columnist reports that he had to
go to the studio to find out what Tizzie
Lish.
Pearce'showl
show,withwas laughter
doing thatat
made onthe .\\audience
the same copoint
every
week.
Tizzie.
disvered, was making a comic curtseyhe that
sent the on-hand customers rolling into the
aisles with laughter — making us turn the
dial
hastily, at least five points to the right
or left.

LAST year they discovered a child-actor
who didn't show off in the studio lobby.
LIKE the poor, the studio audience alzvays
zvill be with us. Certain actors claim that
they need a studio audience, and a studio
audience
the sponsor's
big chance to hand
out free istickets
to his dealers.
And yet, curiously enough, the actors and
sponsors get
mi.red up
in their
ematics. Theallaverage
studio
holdsmath400
people, millions are supposed to be listening
at home — so, the sponsor and the actors
play to the studio audience, thus meriting
a rank of 00.
groundcessation
your teeth
wasYOU'VE
an absolute
of thewhen
showthere
for
the space of a minute, while the studio
audience roared with laughter because a
comic
his head. You've
also crowd
gone
in for stood
molaron crunching
when the
in the studio went wild because the comic
said: "That was no lady, that was my
wife."
Yourwasreaction,
that
the studio
filled withprobably,
stooges.wasPeople
who
attend
broadcasts
aren't
necessarily
stooges, but they do sometimes feel that
they should applaud heavily, since they
got in without paying.

THE listener, gentlemen, is important.
AN amusing incident happened the
night that Gary Cooper was guest star on
a cigarette program. At one point of the
broadcast he stopped speaking to clear his
throat, and then, at another not so distant point, he told how kind the cigarettes
are to his throat.
xow that Maestro Arturo Toscanini is
safely
on the conductor's
XBC, perched
presumably
batonstostand
at re-at
hearsals, itmight bebreaking
interesting
inspect
the storm that preceded his arrival in the
States.
First there was a cablegram, then there
were rumors. The cablegram (allegedly
sent byvised someone
adSir. T. that connected
by coming with
here CBS)
he would
throw hundreds of people out of work. The
rumors went on to lift that estimate by
saying that 500 had been laid off because
one small Italian gentleman was taking a
boat for the U. S. .A.
to XBC,to pay
it wasn't
allActually,
a case ofaccording
robbing Peter
Arturo.at
Fifty people, says XBC, were laid off.
but that (Continued
had nothing onto do
pagewith74) music. It

I PAY
TOM

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
COMBATS BAD BREATH
' — "Colgate's special
■ }:I penetrating
gets intocrevice
everyfoam
tiny
hidden
be^— — tween
your
teeth
. . . emulsifies and
'->^ caving
washes away deposthe de. its that food
cause most
bad breath, dull,
dingy teeth, and much tooth decasafe
y. At thepolishing
same time.agentColgate's
soft,
cleans
and brightens
the enamel — makes
your teeth sparkle — gives new
brilliance to your smilel"

THE

CHKK-

TAKES

HER

NOW-NO BAD BREATH
BEHINDsmile:
HIS
SPARKLING

AND
HOME!
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Hygiene

[^ea modern method
Why add to the problems of life by worrying about
old-fashionedIf youor embarrassing
methods of feminine
hygiene?
doubt
the effectiveness
of your
method,
or
if
you
consider
it
greasy,
and
hateful, here is news that you willmessy,
welcome.
Thousands
happy,is modern,
enlightened
women
joy amethodof that
effective
— killsnowgermsen— and, equally important — dainty!
ZONITORS ARE GREASELESS
Zonitors
offer a newand kind
of suppository
small,
GREASELESS!
Whilethat
easyis
toZonitors
applysnow-white
and completely
removableantiseptic
with
water,
maintain
long,
effective
conmixing.deodorant.
No clumsy apparatus. Odorless
— and tacant. No ideal
Zonitors
make
use
of the because
world-famous
Zonite
antiseptic principle favored
of its antisepticcatepowertissues.and freedom from "burn" danger to deliFull
in package.
$1 forFreebox booklet
of 12— inat
allplainU.instructions
S. and Canadian
druggists.
Chryslerenvelope
Bldg., onN. Y.request.
C. Write Zonitors. 3311
SNOW WHITE
Each in indiv/doa/ gloss viol.

'"s^E^.^^"
MEN
WO
Write me today for amazing opportunity to earn extra money without
canvassing.
Harford, Dept. C-87, Cincinnati, 0.

^nd CALLOUSES
Qu/ck/y removed wiff)
MOSCO
ar». At drusKlsts. (Jet a jar today.
FREE S>%IVIPLEr
Moss Co., Rochester,
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Andy
the "gravel
voice,"p.m.,
who EST,
adds NBC-Red)
to the mirthandof Jack
Benny'so
SundayDevine,
night ofJell-0
show (7:00
has made
number of movies in the past five years, originally planned to be a cowa handsome
lifeguardDevine,
at Venice,
marriedboy, andandoncehaswasa son,
Timothy Andrew
known California.
as Tad, whoHe'sis
the apple of his eye.
was economy. Tlie rent went up in January sand,ider thlike
at. you and me, NBC had to conin, the "house"
bandwiiEX
ivill television
(jo out of comes
the ivindoiv.

as funny on the air, themselves, as are
the
comics who use their material — so they
contend.
Well, one of them tried it. Harry
'em.
Conn, who for many years did Jack
Benny'sfunny.
scripts, among others. He wasn't
very
The lines were Jack Benny's lines — and
sounded all wrong in Conn's mouth — so
perhaps
contentionthere's
that it'ssomething
all in theinwaytheyoucomics'
read

THE New Harry Conn show — Earaches
Of 1938 — is proof of something.
It has long been known that gag writers
sit over stale beer, complaining that they
don't
get enough
credit fortheytheirsay,highly
Me, I think it's fifty-fifty.
important
work; anyone,
can
WHO is the IVOR announcer who says:
read the lines they write and make people
laugh. Besides, they should get as much "This is the Bamberger Broadcasting
money as the comics. They could be just

RADIO STARS
"oti' that,likeno amatter
or it's
wheregetting
a littleso iiieideitt
shootingii'hciior
traimvreck
occurs,
it's
only
a
matter onof
s before a gang of men descend
the scene and intcrviezv any participants
able to talk, and all available spectators.
They're there to gel people for the )irti'
t\pe of program — the one that features the
people who make the ueivs.
TIME was when they talked gratis, for
le fun of it, until someone got smart and
figured that someone could and should
pay for his words. Then an even smarter
fellow got in touch with an agent, who
him much more than he deserved for
his little talk.
So now, when the Such-and-Such Flier
takes
the arails
pasture,a leap
Zeke offtakes
goodintolongZeke's
look back
and
runs
back
to
Maw,
yelling:
"C'mon
Mazv!
Pack yor tippet! I jest saw a wreck, and
by Nellie zi'c're a-goin' tew th' city tezv
broadcast an' pay off thet pesky mortgage!"
RADIO is growing zi'hen a Maxz^rll Anderson zcil zcrite for it.
SPEAKING of commercials, which we
has it ever occurred to you to do
anything but complain about them? Have
you sat down recently and thought about
them — compared them?
Compare the old-time, high-pressure
methods of blackjacking the customer into buying a bottle of bitters, and the ease 14
with which Harry Von Zell or Dell Sharbutt convincingly sell the product of the
sponsors.
AND, speaking of Von Zell, which we
v.'erc,
did you knowThatthathe heandis Budd.
a modeloftrain enthusiast?
Stoopnaglc and Budd, get together at eacli
other's houses to run model railroads and
fight over who's going to push the buttons? It's true, and a closer study of radio
people's
reveal
many morehobbies
who getprobably
excited would
over HudsonType Lionel locomotives and such.
YOUR fai'orite radio program sounds different zchen it conies from the nc.vt apartment and you need .deep.
RADIO'S commercial commentators,
like Hugh S. Johnson, Dorothy Thompmurder.and Jimmie Fidler, get away with
They're all on commercial shows and
when member,
one of them
attacks, member
let's say, isa cabithe cabinet
at a
to reply to him even if he says:
"Sure, Harry, c'mon over next week and
I'll let you answer me back right over my
how." Cabinet member Harry can't
do that,
pear on because
a programhe can't,
that iswithout dignity,
on the apair
to sell pills.
ll0^:.\
-tine ■ • • ' £.,ct a'
I T he can appear with dignity and even
c, if Air.
it's inThursday
him. on nights
the Tozvn
Meeting
('/I' The
at 8:45.
Here both sides speak and those in the
audience may even rise and ask a question,
ii they so desire. The listener is taken care
"I. too, for, by writing in and enclosing
till that
cents,wenthe on.may obtain a transcript of
all
idea,insane.
in a z^'cltcr
ofit's
ideasonethatterribly
border sane
on the

of f;:„xv.e

.tine

tS

use?

ot
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EXPLAINS WHAT |
YOU SHOULD KN owl
ABOUT
I
FEMININE HYGIENE
A SIMPLE EASY WAY
Proved47 Years
by MoreUse Than
"T^EMINIXE
V how nnu hygiene"
h depends
upon
these istwoknown
worcis!about
Yet
how little
them!
That is wliy we ask you to consult your <loctor. Or, send tod:iy for a free copy of "'The
Ansiicr"
franklyt lie discusses
vital subject. Italsowhich
explains
simplified thisBoro-PhenoForm method of feminine hygiene which more
and more modern ^\ i\ es are adoptinj;.
For over 47 years Boro-Pheno-Form has
proved to thousands of satisfied users that it is:
1 the
Simple
One dainty
has
same— special
Junctionsuppository
of solutions.
2 Convenient
—
Complete
in
itself.
A'o
nii.rinij, measuring or airlnrard accessories are rcqnirrd. Odorlex.'i, too.
3 Safe —sues.Utterly
to delicate
tisNo dangerharmless
of orerdosc
or underdose. Soothing.
Your druggist carries Boro-Pheno-Form complete with directions.
H_'sENO-_F^
_-erPre
pPi
jJ)lr.
BDr.pPierre
Chemical
Co., Dept.
162 N. Franklin St., Chinno.
111. 14-C
Please send ine a trei' cojjy of "The Answer."

Relieve
Pain In Few
NEURITIS Minutes
To relievematism.theNeuralgia
torturinpr
pain
of
Neuritis,
Rheuor Lumbago in few minutes,
sret
NURITO, Does
the Doctor's
formula.
No opiates,
noworstnarcotics.
the
work
quickly
—
must
relieve
pain to your satisfaction in few minutes or
money
at Druggist's.
Get
trustworthyback NURITO
today onDon'tthis suffer.
guarantee.

VEGETABLE
LAXATIVE
What a Difference!
F you think all laxatives act alike . . . just
_ try the ALL-VEGETABLE laxative.
Nature's
... so mild,
thorough, Remedy
refreshing (NR
and Tablets)
invigorating.
Dependable
relief
for sick
headaches,
bilious
sp(?lls
and
that
tired
-out
feeling,
when
caused by or associated with constipation.
lA/i4'li
Alii- Dick get a 25c boxUseof for
NRs from any
fflllllUUtnibildruggist.
ifand
you wearewill
not refund
more than pleased, returnone theweek;
box
the purchase price. V/
That's
Try it ///2
—Tomorrow
NR fair.
Tonight
Alright.—
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Charlie Correll (left), who is Andy, and Freeman Gosden, of radio's popular
team,andAmo^Henry.
' n' Andy.
They 19th,
earned1929,
theirthey
firstbegan
moneytheir
in radio
back broadcasts.
in 1924, as
Sam
On August
Pepsodenf
Now they've changed sponsors, but ore still heard nightly at 7 P. M., E.S.T.
talk lines
in his
prcif>ranis for amateur uiventors, places to Lou's
voice. baby
To guard
against
that,ownhe manly
marks
talk about your domestic tnuibk^. etc. The one
role
with
red
pencil
and the other
v()f>uc began last year, but this season the with blue. He always has the
two
pencils
audience is gettiuK its big chance to com- with him at rehearsal.
pete with Jack Benny, Fred .\llen, and
His progress has been less rapid than ]
others, at entertaining the radio audience.
Bergen's with Charlie McCarthy. Bergen
happens
to be one of the cleverest and
RCnV IWLLRE'S latest protege.
Toinniv Khan, off static, is one of the most most amusing writers in radio and Tommy
to turn out big-time mateuiinhhiislrclv likahlc voiinii men that pn>- is notrial quiteableso rapidly.
Like many another
,;nnn had. lie is 11,, hhishine/ violet,
hut III , nii:;-i-siilioii lie is tiuiel. iniassu min 11 . comedian, he has had difficulty in findand litis mil hern Inn much iuipressed leilli ing exactly the right writer for his peculiar type of script.
his Kc.i' uiipnrliiuee since he u;is sualclied
ANOTHER comedian worried about
frniii
chsi
iinlv
hv
llic
I
'allcc
li.nir.
Ciilihc I'allcc's olhrr d,>iihle-: o,eed <//.?this year is the great Jack Benny.
eorcry. luhjar Hcr<icn. l oniuiy uses no doll wAllriters
season, he has fretted about the quality
or dummy, as he coiidiicis diahujucs 'c^'ilh of his scripts. They do seem to be slipping
his second
l.ou. h'imis
just
stands voice,
alone little
at a llctt\microphone
a)id thi^I'oryear,
\eai-stoo.Jack relied on just one man,
switches from one voice to another.
Ilarrx t"(jnii When they parted two years
TOMMY RIGGS is afraid he might ago, Jack was able to get together an
get mixed up and read one of Betty organization that filled re(|uirements ex-
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actly. A pair of high spirited \onngsters
worked with Jack on getting a script toand then Hollywood's
man, Algether,Boasberg,
was called great
in at gag
rehearsal tofit in a good, as they say in the
trade, belly laugh, wherever it .seemed to be
needed.
hasSincefoundBoasberg's
no one deatli.
who last
couldspring,
sit inJackat
rehearsal and tm-u out the luliy laughs with
just the proper
spirit.seem
That'sto ,uet
why through
Jack's
programs
this season
* the thalf
hour
without
any
particular
high
for a listener to laugli over in remcence.
IMPRIISSl-D by the great siiins the
past couple of seasons hare bron<jht him,
Benny Goodman has settled dox^'n to be:i\n(i one of the most inditsfrioiis of bandIrrs. Industry is not a habit that comes
up to
the,;.vyeveto ofBenny's
his greattemperament.
success as Right
a swingster,
Benny icflj the most casual, easy going and
dilatory of bandleaders.
Even his first big chance on a major netxvork sonsprogram.
Dance,himofgreatly.
three seaago, failed Let's
to impress
He
alu-ays
presented
good
reasons
for not
lidding more neiv tunes to bis repertoire
for thatcludeprogram.
reasons The
ncz'crtruth
ind the real one,Thehoiccicr.
leas Benny hated the bother of rehearsing
more new tunes than ti'(7.( abs(ilitfely necessary
THE change in Benny Goodman came
when RCA-Victor, sensing the coming
popularity of hot swing bands, put a
strong campaign behind Goodman and
made his records best sellers. The Goodmail Sning Quartet was created within the
band and Benny went to work, determined
to build and hold his leadership in the
new style.
Surviving from the early days are
Benny's
easy grin
good-natured
habit
of
shrugging
awayandanything
that seems
troublesome. Now and then, hard work
siiil is included in the items to be dismissed with a shrug, but as a rule Benny
drives himself tirelessly through long rehearsals and sessions with his orchestra
t Continued on page 76')

Al ice Frost, young dramatic actress,
stars on countless radio programs over
all the networks. In private life she
is Mrs. Robert C. Foullc. She was
born on August 1st, 1910.

No girl who offends
with underarm odor succeeds
in her job — or with men . . .
Afor new
job— new
new want
chances
romance!
How friends—
Ann did
her
new boss to like her! Bachelors as nice as
Bill S were very hard to find!
Ann was pretty— Ann was smart!
"Someone
of,"club.
Bill thought.
So he asked I'dAnnbe proud
out to his
The night was glamorous and the
music
was very
good—first
but Bill's
with the
dance.interest
Ann died
had
thought a l^ath alone could keep her
sweet— and one hint of underarm odor
was enough for Bill. Others in the office

noticed, too. Ann lost the job she wanted
—the job that might have led to love.
It's foolish for a girl in business— a girl
ineasylove—
risk Mum!
oftending!
It's so
to stayeverfreshto with
Remember,
a—but
bath Mum
only takes
care odor
of odor
that's past
prevents
to come!
MUM IS QUICK! In just half a minute,
Mum gives you all-day-long protection.
MUM IS SAFE! Mum can't harm any kind
ofskin,fabric.
won'tshaving.
irritate your
even And
after Mum
underarm
MUM IS SURE! Mum does not stop healthful perspiration, but it does stop eteiy
trace offendsoJor.
Remember,odorno cangirlever
who winofwith underarm
out with men. Always use Mum!
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RADIO
RAMBLINGS
(CoiiliiiKcd fl page 77)
arrangers. Stardom in radio is a glamorous life, but it's seldom an easy one.
ALL the recent trouble about ALic
West's "Adam and Kve" skit, and her
vulgar lo\e-inakin,L; dialonue with Cliarlir
McCarthy, is an exanipte of why radio
must inipi.-e -ueli a strict censorship on
itself. The>e had ta^te hroa<lca>ts are infrequent hut the uproar o\ er tlieni alwa\ s
is tremendous. The radio censor lias a
difficuh problem. It he does censor, he risks
adeluge
great public protest. If he doesn't, a
him. of angry mail may descend upon
ONE recent case ■i^'Jiere ceitsorshify caused
trouble zcas General Hugh Johnson's. The
General,
you may
renieniber,
z^'anled lo
speak on social
disea.ws
on his commercial
program
last
.\'o:
ember.
.
It
the
last
minute,
the -,eliide speech zeas banned and
the
General reas left leithout anything for his
program. The public storm lehicli that
caused disturbed XBC officials so much,
they
Dr. Morris
Tishbein
choosefinally
a timein-cited
and deliver
a speech
o)i theto
same subject. That closed the i)icidcnt —
with the c.vcnse that only a physician
should discuss such topics on the air.

Phil Baker abandons his accordion
of vaudeville days for the piano.

ANOTHER famous case cut Genera
Smedlcy Butler off the air when he Ic
the word "hell" slip into an account o
a battle as he spoke at a banquet a fev
ago. Alscandal,
Jolsona became
the centei
ofyearsa national
decade back,
wher
he made a jovial remark about Clara Bov
and later found obscene implications h«
had not intended. Alexander WooUcott
addressing a New York luncheon clut
one day, was unaware that his speech wa;
being broadcast over a local station. Ht
told
hour cutof offsmoking-room
storiesnearly
withoutanbeing
the air.
-♦ONE of the strangest of these incidents
occurred on a minor station in upper New I
York State. The station had run a wire
into one of the town's hotels to pick uji
dance music. For convenience, the conboard. nection was made through the hotel switch'
A nii>take•Beione night connected the statiiiu
with,
not thean ballroom,
a con-!
versation between
inebriated butgentleman
and a woman guest of the hotel. He was
trying to make a date and the girl protested she was undressed.
"Fine," answered the man, "Fll be right
up!" — and tonishing
listeners
even broadcast,
more asmaterial forhearda radio
station manager cut it off
until a
the air.
Mi
the hot iI
novelty song Hist
spreadDu overSchoen,"
the netivorks
queer
history.
Tivo
lately, lias a Sholem Secunda and Jewish
Jacob |i
playwri zvrote the song, in the first place,
Jacobs,
gh
and fittedts,it into a ]'iddish musical comedy

I
Complexion

ARMAND, Dcs Moines, Iowa
With eager anticipation, I send ten
cents for yourBLENDED
generous CREAM
trial sizesandof
ARMAND
WIND BLOWN ROSES POWDER.
Name
Address.
. StateCity
I buy cosmetics at the following store:

Guard Against Dry Skin —
with Armand Blended Cream
Every woman recognizes ( often envies ) the irresistible
allure of a complexion that glows with natural beauty.
Tragically, too often, such a dry, weathered skin keeps
many a girl from enjoying the spot light of flattering
male attention. But Atmand — creator of cosmetics that
glorify
naturalCREAM.
loveliness — has the answer — ARMAND
BLENDED
The delicate oils of this amazingly delightful cream
gently aid to soften harsh, dry, weathered skin. Soon,
often in two weeks, you scarcely seem to know yourself
in the mirror, your skin seems transfoimed, delicately soft
and supple. The fluffiest, softest, creamiest cream ever
made, Armand Blended Cream contains no wax nor
grease, a new type of cream, with a fragrance of fresh cut roses.
gives convenient
you the effectandofeconomical.
five facial aids in one jar, hence
isIt both
Armand invites you to try this exciting cream which
has endeared itself to thousands and thousands of women everywhere. Your favorite cosmetic counter has it
awaiting your command. Priced at $1.00, 50 cents, 25
cents, 10 cents. If you prefer, send the coupon and ten
cents for a generous trial size of Armand Blended Cream
and
Blown Roses Powder — both essential to fresh,
radiantWindloveliness.
p

R
m
p
n
FINE COSMETICS

D

Created by Armand to glorify natural Loveliness!

RADIO STARS

POWN WITH
PIRTAND
GERMS !
WITHOUT
WASTY
SCRUBBING

Al Jolson, Junior, poses with his proud father, Al, Senior. His mother is that
popularandyoung
screen airs
star.hisRuby
Keeler
Senior,
singer
comedian,
variety
showJolson.
Tuesdays,Al,8:30
p.m.,noted
EST, "Mamnny"
over CBS.
for the trade on Neiv York's lower {and
foreign)
EastsongSide.zvasTheforgotten.
shozi.- had its brief
rxm and the
That zvas ten years ago. Last summer a
pair of Negro hot piano singers came
across it and took it Zi'ith them for an engagement at Grossingers, a fashionable
Jeivish summer resort in the mountains
near New York. It went zvell tjiere and
they kept it in their routine, still singing it
in Yiddish, zvhcn they landed a zvinter job
in a Broadivay night club.
Broadicay immediately snapped it up. A
couple of Tin Pan Alley songzvrights added
American touches. Tzi-o obscure Jezvish
gentlemen from the East Side suddenly
found themselies authors of one of the
season's
hozvever, soldgreat
theirsmash
rightshits.forThey
thirtyhad,dollars!
The song has a strange appeal. Along zvith
the sziringy lilt of the usual song hit, it
retains the haunting minor key characteristic of Jezvish music.
MOVIE moguls have not done as well
as they expected with their venture into
radio. The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer program that succeeded Show Boat promptly
launched itself into chaos. The first few
programs were confused, excited hours,
which left the listener feeling this was

something he might like, if it were only
arranged so he could figure out what was
going on. There always seemed to be so
many things happening at once.
Directors were fired, cast was changed
and the show settled down after a few
weeks. It became moderately entertaining,
as satisfactory
as most
radio's
important programs,
but itof cost
the less
sponsor
three or four times as much.
THE Warner Brothers program for
Lucky Strike had a less hectic beginning
but it had the same fault. It was not a bad
little varietx- show but it cost so much more
than the very popular Vallee or Crosby or
Kate Smith hours.
One of the XDC vice presidents had a
remark that summed up the situation.
'"What's scttiim into tliis radio crowd?" he
wanted
kn.iw. "Tlicy with
spendallyears
fortunes tncxperunenting
sorts andof
radio shows. Then, just as they seem to be
learning how to produce pretty good programs, they turn the whole thing over to a
crowd of movie people and pay a tremendous price for shows by beginners in
the radio business."
HERE'S{Continued
a name youon might
jot down on
page 80)

• Sam-1' LU^ii i- made to do a job
you hate.
It cleansscrubbing.
toilets scientifical y— without
You
don't even have to touch the bow 1
with your hands. Just pour in a
bttle of this odorless powder. (Follow
directions on the can.) Flush
the toilet and the job is done.
Stains vanish. Odors go. Germs
are killed. The hidden trap that no
other method can reach is clean.
Sani-Flish cannot injure plumbing connections. It is also effective
for cleaning
tions on can) .auto
Sold radiators
by grocery, (direcdrug,
hardware,
and
five
-and
ten-cent stores. 25c and
10c sizes. The Hygienic
Products Co., Canton, O.
CLEANS TOILET BOWLS WITHOUT SCOURING
CATARRH or SINUS
Irritation Due to Nasal Congestion
CHART
FREE!
Hall's Catarrh Medicine relieves phlegm-61led
throat,
stuffed
up
nose,
catarrhal
hawking.and Sinus headaches caused bybadnasalbreath,
congestion
ReH«fCar<HorFro«TreatmentChart.65yearsin
or Vour Money Back. At all Druggist's.business
Sond
Post
F. J. CHENEY & C0„ DepL 33, TOLEDO. 0.

Use CAMILLE RUN-R STOP to save
your stockings
and prevent Cream
embarrassment. Adrop of Run-R-Stop
stops
achance
run or tosnagruinl?trmant»tly
belore
it has a
vour
stocking.
HANDand BLACK
tects SOMEtube inRED purse.
Only 10c.VANITY
Ask for proit at
chain, department and shoe scores.
Guaranteeda$ advertised
by Good therein
Housekeeping
R U NINC. -— 49REast- 2 STO
P
CAMILLE
1st Street.N.Y.C.
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RADIO RAMBLINGS
( Coiiliinicd front page 79)

Comf)lete every slianj|3oo witli your own shade
of Nestle Colorinse. It rinses away sliamf)Oo
tilni; glorifies tlie natural color of tlie liair while
blending in grey or faded streaks. Colorinse
makes your hair soft, lustrous and easy to wave.
Colorinse is cjuick. easy and simf>le to use.
Pure and harmless; not a dye or bleach. It
costs so little, too — only a few {pennies for
each Colorinse. Two rinses for i Oc in lOcent stores; 2jc for live rinses at drug and
Sandra and Ronnie Burns, aged three and two, respectively, with their proud i
parents, George Burns and Gracie Allen (Burns) of the Monday night show, I
NBC-Red network at 8 p.m., EST, with Tony Martin and Ray Noble. j

NEW! Smart, long, tapering
nails for everyone! Cover broken, short, thin
with XUXAILS.
Can nails
he worn
any
length and polished any desired
shade. Defies detection. Waterl)roof. Easily applied; remains
firm. No effect on nail growth
or cuticle. Removed at will.
Set of Ten. 20c. All 5c and 10c
stores.
NU-NAIL COMPANY
5249 W. Madison St., Chicago
NU-NAILS
Arfificial Fingernails
80

\iiiir
Ma.viiirnextSiillii'a
her iliiicinn
and pads:
take nalicc
liiiu
il on the radio. Ma.vine is a eal ,-,/ sonnstress i^'illi a unique style oj siiin flint/, not
quite
sieiiifi,
anypopular
other
elassi lieat
hin . toreli.
Sini/uu/ ballad or •lit
Xeiiro :ial
son,!, she is one of III
lies ill the spirit
siniiers, hut her real fhirite ballads.
W ithout
she briniis to old far
(iiiv sumiestion of hr lesque, Ma.vine adds
•iiui into sueli soik/s
aas 'subtle
toiieli
of
,v<
ally,
l,.Hh L.mioiKl, M\ Dai-lin- Nellie (irav,
Tri'i
or Annie ],ai ■ie.
//.•;■ reeio-ds o\
<est
sellers.
those s /;,;;v
heroine
-ine has been on the air o.
iLlht
ilarly on W A\\C\ Satiir
Swi ("'lull prmirain. Her radio future i
o prediet. beeanse sponsors shy aiea
olored siih/ers for fear of aiitai/on
the
.\'outh. definitely
h'iijhl now.forhoicei'er,
destined
the plaesh
eolored sinoers left vaeaiit by th
lent of l-.thel Waters.
EVERY once in a while, someone comes
around with the news, astonishing to
Broadway, that Rudy Vallee actually does
his own writing for his column in Radio
Stars. Ghost writers have become so customary for celebrities, the man who acwrites the articles he signs is consideredtually
a curiosity.

Rudy
is so serious
ing, he woidd
not evenabout
turn his
the own
task writover
to a ghost for the month of the Vallee
trip to England
during
the
Coronation
excitement last spring. The English stay
was packed with engagements in theatres,
night clubs and radio, but Rudy took time
out to write the column and make sure it
got ica
on ahead
a ship
that would arrive in Amerof deadline.
Tins isluitnotit ]>olite,
pickinRtiimliles—
does seeni
odd onthata man's
A. L.
Alexander,
radio's
most
fanions
counselor
t(i pe(i))le wlio are in trouble, should find
Innisell'
a dixorce
trouble of
his uwn. in\(il\i-d
I lis wife insiaited
Reno prt)CeedingS
just as Alexander returned to the air Oil
llu' (.loirt
of 1 1 IIsinee
man J\'elations
aflei'
an absence
tlu^ demise dramas,
of his
(,ood II ill Court last sprinn.
OA /;' of the inosi successful sony ivriten
til is yearzvho
is a lias
A'cjt/been
Yorkicritiny
radio editor,
Nici
Kenny,
about radii
sinee back in its pioneer days. Nick is no
nejeeoiiier to songicriting ranks, but his
siaigs usually ho'eereil doieii belo'a.' the hit
elass. ',K-ere
Ills main
yearsandof
u'ork
Love effio-ts
Lettersafter
in theten Sand
(irandfalher's
Clock.
.
///
of
a
sudden,
this
season, he cooined into prominence xvith
three of the season's biggest hits in quick

RADIO STARS
.•ss'uvi. Carelessly. Cal)iii of Dreams
• There's a (.old Mine in the Sky.
KENNY'S songs have one great handi.ip. Guy Lombardo won't allow his or■hcstra
play hethemlikesunder
any circutn.tances, towhether
the songs
or not.
When orchestra leaders plug his songs,
(vonny often reciprocates by mentioning
he leaders in his column in the New York
"<aily Mirror.
"If I played
Guy protests,
someone
would thesaysongs,"
I was playing
them
;o get mentioned in your column." Guy
v«on't
budge
from
that
stand.
He
is
very
stubborn about some of his ideas. "Two
things this band doesn't need," he often
remarks, "are a girl vocalist and a press
lit.ii;cnt"
her. — and he won't budge from those,
-♦yoli have heeii woiuleiins wliat hapI'cl \o Ranioiia, since lur (|iKirn 1 witli
il Whitemaa and disaiipearaiice irom
■crican radio, she has been speiidiuR tlie
- )n in England. Ramona has become
; popular there, both as a radio songicss and in personal appearances.
^[ost of her radio work fur En.!ilish
■idiences
has been
conimer-as
:1 programs,
much inmoreEngland's
renumerative
■ule than the >trictly non-advertising
i.idcasts of the British Broadcasting
• iioration.
These stndios
programsand aresentrecorded
ihn in London
to the
erfnl stations in Luxemburg and
inandy,
to
be
broadcast
to
British
cnces.
-♦\'iTH
only
tii-o
mciiibcis
of the MctrnM)( Ol<era able to land ict/iilar
weekly
nains this season, it is good to see
both of them arc among the comtlively small delegation of American
.^^lis in the Met. Richard Crooks, the
leading .A}iiericaii tenor, still holds his
Monday ez'Oiiiig XBC program, for which
he has sung for years. Laiv'rcnce Til>bett,
heard infrequently the fast couf^le of seasons, returns to his old stand as star of
the
JVednesday evening Andre Kostelanet::
broadcasts.

Henrv Fonda
starring
in Walter—
Wanget's "I Met
My Love Again".

"""^^

"TWO GIRLS WERE RIVALS for the
title of Beauty Queen of the Ice Carnival. Peggy told me how anxious she
was to win . . .

helps

win

beauty

girl

crown

"SHE WAS VERY ATTRACTIVE, but
I noticed that winter wind and cold
had chapped and cracked her lips —
spoiled her beauty . . .

" PEGGY WAS CHOSEN Queen of
"I TOLD HER that I'd heard many famBeauty . . . and she always insists that
ous beauties of the stage and screen
MARION TALLEY stands as a good
mention a special lipstick with a rich,
it was my advice about this lip-protecexample of how difficult it is to come back | protective Beauty-Cream base . . .
tion that won her the crown ! . . . . "
in radio, once there has been a slip from
prominence. Not so many years ago, this
young American soprano was the most faINDEED, I'M GRATEFUL TO HENRY FONDA
mous singer in America, a member of the
FOR TELLING ME ABOUT KISSPROOF LIPSTICK.
Metropolitan Opera, in demand for conNEVER AGAIN, IN WINTER OR SUMMER, WILL
cert and theatre engagements, the toast of
I BE WITHOUT ITS PROTECTIVE BEAUTY CREAM
musical America. At the height of all this,
she decided to retire on a fortune her
BASE TO KEEP MY LIPS SOFT AND SMOOTH.
brief career had brought.
KISSPROOF IS A GIRL'S MOST PRECIOUS
A LITTLE more than a year ago, Marion
BEAUTY SECRET.
Talley decided to return to all her old
glory and accepted a radio engagement.
This is the second year of her new career
Kissproof Lipstick in 5 luscious shades C
but the girl, once an idol of all the land,
department
remains obscure as far as radio is conMatchot itdrugwithandKissproof
rouge,stores2 styles. . \J\J^
cerned. She is singing better than before
— Lip and Cheek (crennel or Compact (dry)
but her program gets ininor attention.
Kissproof Powder in 5 flattering shad
There was one occasion when wire trouble
Generous trial sizes at all 10c stores.
knocked it off the air over the whole
eastern half of the United States. Not a
telephone call of inquiry about her absence
was reported.
Kissproof
Radio creates ncic stars so rafidly, there
J^yLcU>lM£. LIPSTICK Ci4/Lc/ ROUGE
is not much time left for one who already
has risen, waned, and tries again.
iCLNARIO HUNRY lONU
—BY ARTHUR MASON.
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Skin

Reueals

Ihrilling Beauty
when cleanseci
this utterly different way

REMARKABLE,
oatmeal
powder,
called LAVENA,silky-fine
cleanses,
soflms
and
soothes the skin— all at the same time! Helps
remove
unsightly
blackheads
and
excess
oils.
Takes off dirt and make-up completely, leaving
the skin gloriously refreshed, smoothmg it to
velvety
softness.
not
dry the
skin! Non-alkahne, Lavena does
Prevent Winter Roughness
Lavena protects skin against dryness, chapping
and roughness due to cold winter winds by its
neutral cleansing, gentle softening and soothing
properties. Use daily and keep skin clean, fresh
and smooth
year 'round.fragrant!
No soapAmazingly
or cold
cream
needed.toallDelightfully
economical
use !
Sprinkle Lavena in the bath water to help
prevent distressing skin irritation known as
"winter itch."
Good Housekeeping Approved
Over 4 million packages already sold! Get
I^ivena
drug,Dept.
department
stores.
Or write from
Lavena,
6^. 141 orWest10cJackson
Blvd., lutelyChicago,
for
liberal
trial
package,
absofree. Copyright 1937. by the Lavena Corporation

SOUTHERN
SMARTNESS
( Colli iuiied from page 12)

Nineteen-year-old Edith Heller is a new torch singing star, heard over the
Mutual network. She is blonde and blue-eyed and five feet, six inches tall.

with every department store and shop, from
the most exclusive right on down, having
its South Shop, its Beach Bazaar, its
Cruise Corner — or what have you ! Because
ofcruisebound
this you'll friends,
have the inadvantage
over your
more ways
than
one. For the manufacturers make careful
analyses of what sells well in cruise clothes,
and when their regular spring and summer
lines are made up, only the smartest models
are kept and repeated, thereby making
your selection problems much simpler.
Another point in your favor is that you
will pay much less for the same dresses,
because they naturally are higher in price
MILLIONS DO THIS
now. When fewer are sold, the people who
liiiy them are ready to pay more. So, even
FOR ACID INDIGESTION
if you're going to be a Sally-sit-by-the-fire,
YES— TUMS, a remarkable discovery (■(inie
us and from
let's see
style
hints along
we canwithgarner
the what
Southern
brings
amazingsourquick
relief gas,
from andindigestion,
heartburn,
stomach,
con.irdrolicswill)ol arc
four noted
lii\-clyforladiestheirof taste
the air-in
stant burning caused by excess acid. For TUMS ww.ucN,
work ablyon fasttheto true
basic principle.
Actconditions.
unbeliev- clothes.
excess acid
Acid pains areneutralize
relieved almost
at once.
TUMS
'J'ruly fascinating are the active sports
contain ante dnotocontain
laxatives;
harmful
drugs. Guar- outfits,
no sot/a.no Over
1 H billionTUMS
bathing suits, and play clothes inalready
used—
proving
their
amazing
benefit.
rhided
in a Southern wardrobe, but we'll
Try
TUMS
today.
Only
10c
for
12
TUMS
at
ski]) those
all druggists. Most economical relief. Chew like mure
in the till
mond.a later date, when you're
candy mints. Get a handy 10c roll today, or the
three roll
economy
package
with
metal
conInstead,
let's
first the
costumesfor
tainer for only 25c.
these radi(j starseonsider
are going
to wear
shore excursinii^ and when not engaged in
active sports, fni tlu^e .ire niMst important
to us at preseiil, lieing muic prae'tical and
look al the sliure-g.iing c.)>tunie chosen by
Jean 1 )ieki iisoii, X/lC's young prima donna

of Jean
1 hr . Iwill
inrriciiii
of Familiar
step.-Ubiiiii
into the
tender Music.
to go
ashore in something dark, cool, and smart,
with summery touches given by light trimmings and accessories.
She's all readyin her
for
a comfortable
day of sight-seeing
simpl_\-tailorcd black street frock with
natural color linen gilet, youthful round
neck, and elbow-length sleeves. Her
gauntlets are of cool natural linen to
match the gilet. On her dark hair she
wears a flattering leghorn-type straw,
whose wide brim will keep of? Southern
suns. The black taffeta trimming ties in
a sch(ji)l-girl bow in back.
As for you, you will board the bus or
subway in a very similar costume, worn
under your coat and with dark accessories
and
till it's
wear the
dresshatalone
and warm
with enough
stiinmer toaccents.
So \()U sec, a costume like this is not
oidy good for Snutliern sightseeing, but will
prove excellent this spring and all next
summer for the business girl. Cool-looking
and
dark, and
and office
therefore
it's perfect
for town
wear. smart,
The dress
itself,
being dark, will not show soil. The linen
gilet
is
easil_\removed
and
laundered,
that v.jii will look fiesli and cool even onso
the'file
hottestiiumher
"I the -.I-.l;
<la> the average
of things
woman tries tn cram into one little feminine
handli.ag is the subject of jokes of long
>laii<liiig. We liave heen accused of stuffing
our luiisrs with as many a>sorted articles
as a -mall hoy manages to put in the

RADIO STARS
pockets of his knickers. The kit-bag that
11 . HI carries is ot marble-hide, in the same
or as her linen accessories, and is smart
well as practical, for it will hold as mucli
wislies
"stuffing."
hi- she
it she
can without
put all unsightly
the cosmetics
and
ni.ike-up aids that are needed for a whole
(lay of strenuous sightseeing, and even find
room for some of the small souvenirs that
-he will pick up en route.
You'll findif you
a smart
bag likedinner
this
invaluable
have roomy
an important
(late immediately after office hours, with no
time to go home and change. For you can
till it with your make-up, a few cleansing
ti-sues,
everj-thiiig, infresh
fact, gloves
to makeandyoustockings,
look as though
you'd just stepped from a bandbox.
and-Another
for you,"must''
too, isforthe thelightcruise
silk wardrobe
spectator
in iiit worn by Mary Livingstone, who's the
wife
r.eiiny,ofas iXBC's
well as popular
his co-star.comedian. Jack
Mary's
lovely
cool-looking
dross is in one of the new springafternoon
colors,
smoke"
blue,
with
an
appropriate
smokering pattern in white. Incidentally, Mary,
\ ou may know, is net a very big girl,
1 the lines of this dress, the built-up
i-tline and V-neck, have a lengthening
I ct most flattering to the small figure.
Why not choose a frock like this for
first it.spring
many
..-OS•ir for
W ornprint?
now You'll
under find
yourso winter
.oat. it will seem like the first breath of
• ring
to youit and
to those
who seeandit onall
.1. Wear
during
the spring

next summer with dark or light accessories
for hot days in town, for country club
afternoons, for informal evenings.
A menfew,
wostart very
rusiiingfew,theultra-ultra
season by smart
appearing
in straw hats, just as soon as the new year
starts. But most of us haven't the boldness
to try them on our public till we're sure
that spring is really here. And it won't be
long now
So let's her
say hello
to lovely
Rich
and ! admire
gay red
straw.Irene
Irene,
who
is
the
star
of
her
own
A'SC
program,
noted asSheone has
of thebeenbest-dressed
women inis radio.
quick to
adapt
the vogue
for which
the Indian
LatinAmerican
infiuence,
will beandstrongly
felt in all branches of fashion for the coming spring and summer.
The sombrero of the humble ^[cxican
peon
becomesadapted
a smartfor"chapcau,"
when init
is cleverly
fcniinino wear
Irene's new cruise hat of dark red straw,
conil)ined with deep Iinlian-hlue grosgrain
silk. It is charming, worn with Irene's
summery linen spoi't-- dre--, hut would he
equally smart with >(iiir -luing print and
all but the most taih.red -iiit-.
wondering
we're
everProbably
goint: toyou've
,L;et to lieen
the lo\el\
satin ifevening
gown worn by I'",lizahetli Wragge, whom
you hear daily as I'cii'jy in I'rppcr Young's
Faiiiily. So let's hurry along to the
".glamour" clothes of the cruise girl.
For she
the wants
Captain's
dinnerherandverygalabest,nights,
when
to look
this
lovely blonde XBC actress has chosen a
smart, rich-looking satin dress in char-

treuse green, a perfect color with summer
tan.
Worn
dinner dress,with
and thewhenbolero
the jacket,
jacket isit'sre-a
ntoved it becomes a formal evening gown
with low square decolletage and widish
shoulder straps, finished of? at the bodice
edge with flat, casual bows.
This is the type of evening dress that can
be worn at any time of the year and, with
or without its charming jacket, for any
type of occasion. Especially, if your budget
allowswrong
you with
only one
gown, Chartreuse
you can't
go
one party
like this.
looks well with a summer tan, but it also
sets oflf a white skin that hasn't been exposed to the sun's rays since your vacation
last year. And it's a color that can be worn
equally
well classic
by blondes,
brunettes,
tians. The
simplicity
of the orlines,tithe not-too full Ilia- skirt, will -tay in style
ju-t a- loll- as the stiird\ satin, known for
Its !oim-\\(.aring cpialities. holds up.
■^-IH ikiiiLi ot lines, note how this gown
linonu s l .li/alieth, who is quite the opposite
t\pe troni jietite. brunette Mary Livingstone, being a tall, statuesc|ue blonde. Her
necklitio
is s(|uare(lless
instead
\'-shaped.
and
tall.of .Vnd
the short
makes her
bolero,
with look
put 0(1 slee\es, was made for
niininii/es
her
height.
theAndtall s,,,uirl,littleas ,
ta\hat -at-lionies,
hope toyou'llgo
\ou don't 1 have
agree
South with
to enj'iiie'y southern clothes, and that
you've gotfrom
lots these
(It ideas
for >our spring
wardrolie
sniartl>-dressed
stars
of the stone,
air,IreneJean
Mar\- Wragge.
LivingRich Dickenson,
and Elizabeth
Luli
with John COLUMBIA
Boles in "SHE
^^ARRIED Deste
AN ARTIST'-a
PICTLIRE.

"Ha

nds

says
"HANDS EXPRESS EMOTION and
beauty,"ceive thesayscareLulinecessary
Deste, "and
shouldthemreto keep
exquisite. This rule applies as much to
home lifeuglyas chapping,
to professional
prevent
keep life,"
hands Girls
lovely—
with Jergens Lotion!

)happed, Rough Hands soon Soft and
>mooth when Lotion goes INTO THE SKIN
ping. In no time, Jergens makes
l/'OUR
JL chappedHANDS
when get
water,rough
wind and
and coarse red hands attractively soft,
old rob the skin of moisture.
white and young-looking.
Two fine ingredients in Jergens
But Jergens Lotion easily replaces
he lost moisture because it goes into are the same as many doctors use to
he skin. Of all lotions tested, Jergens soften and whiten. For exquisite
IOCS in the most completely. Leaves hands — use Jergens. Only 50c, 25c,
lo stickiness. Quickly soothes chap- 10c, §1.00 — at all beauty counters.

FREE: PURSE-SIZE BOTTLE OF JERGENS
.Sec for yourself — entirely free how elfccnvcly
this whitens
fragrant chapped,
jergens Lotion
goa in — softens
and
rough hands.
The
Andrew Ohio.
Jergens»In Co.Canada.1659Perth.
AlfredOntario)
Street,
Cincinnati,
Stnet^
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RADIO STARS
Smooth Your Skin
New Hollywood Way
WITH THE SAME CREAM
THE STARS USE
Here's
New
Cream Thaf
wifh Amazing
Skin Softening Emollients
That's
Thrilling
All America

IT'S MY

HUMB
{Continued LE
from page 9)OPINION

TAYTON'S
CREAM
Floats sAway
Dirt. Skin,
Dis, Rough
Smooths ol—ves derDrySoftens.
Stays On Powiic Boots Mallory
The Lovely star with
Eric Linden in Here's
Flash
Casey, Cream
says — "I
use Tayton's
cleanse
and keep myto
skin smooth and youthful looking." Discovery
Test This Thrilling Beauty
UNDER MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Make
your. .skin
smooth and
alluring
like prethe
Stars cious
do.
. TAYTON'S
CREAM
releases
triple-whipped
emollients
that
cleanse
and
also
dissolve
dry,
scaly
skin
cells
that
cause
roughness,
your powder
flake off, dryness.
skin to
shine,
parched
and old.to Lubricates
Flusheslook
glands.
Helps
bring
outblackheads.
new. live,Rouses
fresh oilskin.
Thousands
praise Drug
it. GetandTAYTON'S
CREAMCleanse
at your
10c
store,
Dept.
Store.
with
also smoother,
u.se it as fresher
a nightandcream.
If looking
your skinafterit,is
not
younger
first application your money will be refunded.
Also test TAYTON'S
glamournamefaceand
Sendnew your
Taytonuse.Company^
Dept. B, 811 Wfst
FREE der the stars

You've heard Maxine's unusual voice on Phil Spitalny's Hour of Charm,
Mondays at 9:30 p.m. EST on NBC-Red. Some have called her a low contralto, but Phil says she's a woman baritone because she can sing Low C.
which represents the investmanger zvants. And if the victim wins, motion mentspicture
of a company and the work of many
the damages ozmrdcd are usually small.
Jesscl remarked, a hit ruefully, it seemed , people (thereby affecting returns on it),
not the motion picture makers
thaf he could not go on. criticising the why should
have the right to criticise the shampoo
scaitdal-nwngcrs, because, Jie said, Iiis pro- then
which Fidler sells or the products which
gram
7eas
dedicated
to
entertainment
and
not to crusading.
any columnist ballyhoos?
TO me, this should be food for thought
say.s : "Don't .see Such-andto a sponsor who is really looking for .S'uehIF — I'idler
it's a iio-koocI pictiii-e!" — why, then.
something different in a program. One iMi'l it fair to .say: "Don't buy Fidler's
who does not fear the scandal type of slianijioo !" ? I think Jessel has here a
effective remedy.
newspaper and who dares speak the truth, most
would have a dynamite program, that dared
J'eisc.nally,
I feel that
Fidleras isanyone
prohto take these intruders to task and to con- ;il)ly as ci instructive
a critic
vince
them
that
they
are
not
to
sit
in
judgand
rcpi-csents
a
.i^ood
pulse
of
the
public's
ment on the rest of us.
feelings, hut, as lie is sponsored by a
Jessel has evolved a most startling theory sliani])0() c(iniiiany, I think that -perhaps
Jessel's
about the radio gossip columnist. Jessel llienry
is most fair.
reasons: if Jimmie Fidler, who is sponsored
■onimentator\VIIIlRn.4S
a
teJl^i/e^
OUflLITY
COSTS
NO
MORE-i
by
a
shampoo
company,
has
the
right
to
NAIL flLES •TWSEZERS 'NAIL CLIPS • SCISSORS ' criticise — perhaps wholly unfavorably — a best e.vemplified b; S/colsh'v—leo
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with
EYEBROW CONTROL
For charm and beauty, it's most important to
keep your eyebrows trim and shaoely And it's
easy.
too. Justoutlines
"tweeze" away thoseTweezers
stray hairs
and
heavy
especially
constructedwithwithVCigder
raised shoulders—
and carefully set jaws for positive grip.
Don't neglect this essential beauty care! Gel
'^'igder
Tweezers todaylOc at any drug orlO-cent
store

RADIO STARS
'.-icioiis c.v/'osr. u ciiicl and never
faces seen
of the
bim men.
before.I'd say that tiiey'd
'IIS rein ofscans
tlioiu/hito inlakehis oXKritiiui.
iiiriittilor
sadistic 'I'liis
(/<•M/S-rROXOVXCni): Leo-nore, for
:! in pointing out flati-s in l^ictiirrs — I.e-nore.
Mod-dren, for modern ichich
ti'/;ir/i do not seriously affect the
■■ire. A ficlure audience enjoys illusion should he /"ronajniced ; inod-dern.
■lieh. after all. is the art of the motion
COURAGE: For a producer to name a
show Hooray For What, which is Ed
Wynn's
might have
said,
ONE remark by Jessel pleased me greatly. had it big
not success.
been soCritics
generally
excellent:
Inthatreplyinnuendo
to the gossip
columnist's
statement
"Right!
Hooray
for
what?"
And
Harry
and gossip increased the Cohn certainly stuck his chin out when he
\ alue of the picture, he brought out the fact named a picture The Awful Truth. Too
that Chaplin, Talmadge and many others easy for the critical fraternity to say: "Ain't
had made pictures that grossed six millions it!" or "I'll say it's awful!"
of dollars, of which no portion was due to
PULL OVKR! The police have a
innuendos or gossip — for the simple reason
that there were no gossip-mongers in those racket, I'm told, in one American city.
days!
put ciut ,1 pulilication. a hiNtury <>i
He also dared suggest that the publishers 'rbe\
tlic city's pmHcc i.ircc since its inception.
of the scandal-sheets hope that one question lit
W
hen
tlic\ \i<u
tell \ a.iu ticket,
t.i ■■pullthey
uverl'^.
i;iviii,L;
makeiiistcail
you
uiil never be asked in legislative session,
and that is whether the public is acutely buy a ciip\ "i this hdcik.
My
iiitorniant
was
uciini;
down
Main
interested in the private lives of their favorites— or — whether, as I have always main- Street at about tliree a.m., when a cop
tained, that basically the public demands drew alongside his car and said: "'Pull
good performances first and then — and ii\erl You went past that last stop sign.'"
then only — some interesting and clean in- "I)i<l 1.'" asked the innocent man. "Yeah.''
formation concerning the artist himself.
answered the c^p, "an' it binks as though
IWSSIXG one of the little poverty- you've liouglit a Ijook."
THE man thoniiht that the co/^ meant
stricken, home-made, hot chestnut stands
• Broadway, near the Paradise Restau- that he had got a ticket, which seemed like
the
next step, wlicrciif^oii the c/' produced
:.\ Ibycouldn't
help butIt smile
at a reniark
its owner.
was bitterly
cold an enormous maiiaciiic, about the si:.c of
111 evidently business had been bad all Fortune hut much thicker. "U'aut tn luiv
day, and so he growled to two fellows It.'" uskcd the cop. ■■U'cliy says my friend.
not exactly crazy. I bought it for
passing by with their ladies : "Aw, c'mon ! "I'm
Buj'
chestnuts
. ain'ttheweamused
both three dollars a)id, iusf as I was about to
from some
the same
union?". .From
dri'i'c oft', the policeman stuck his head in

the zeindoxo and said: 'You'll like it, it's
liot viy picture in it!' I could haze murdered him, gladly!"
Anotjicr
acquaintance of mine got a
ticket, too. But his cop n-as decent. He
gazr him a receipt for the book he had
had to purchase and adz-ised him that,
■zehenczrr he Zi'as stopped again by a cop,
he had only to sliozo him the receipt, zvhcreupon the cop zcould let him go.
NEXT week, however, he went out without the receipt — and sure enough — he had
to buytion ofanother
them! book. He's making a collecaction toon restrain
the part Kate
of \'aughn
de THE
Letli legal
in seeking
Smith
from tile use of tiic phrase First Lady of
Nadio. comes as a result of the failure to
(lelliie
terms,
'i'herewascanthesurelx
no doubt
that Miss
(K I,et!i
tirst beoutstanding
natural sino^.,- ,,f s,,iius tli.it big-time radio
knew. And while tlu t iitenauinient world
could l.Mast of Helle 1-laker, Mari-n Harris
and others, Aliss de Leth was the tir-t
woman to achieve great iinpularit.\ on the
ether. \\'hen I was still a student in ccpIlege
Graham
McXanieeshe,\\ereMilton
the bigCross
threeandat the
downtown
jr.iz studios.
Miss Smith did her tirst d last-to-coast
broadcast in 1930. Prexinus to that she
had been the singing hit cjf Flying High,
and it was about that time that Ted Collins, her present manager, heard her and
thinking that he recognized great talent
asked me if she was all that he thought
she
concurredlater,heartilx',
I metwas.Ted I months
be wasandablewhento
(Contin}icd on page S6)

PflRK&TILFORD'S New Perfume Sensation
Every moment sparkles with gay romance ■aKen you wear
Adventure jjeriume. Spicy, provocative, lingering — its caressing fragrance wkispers of love, tKe supreme adventure!
Begin today to live witk a new, into.xicating glamour
— kevcd to tkc tkrill of Park & Tilford s Adventure.
Smart tuckaway
cent stores

PfiRK
(f TILFORD
FINE
PERFUMES
FOR
HALF
R CENTURY

F A O E
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Paul Whi+eman has returned to the air on Fridays at 8:30 p.m. EST
on CBS. His pianist-conductor, Ray Bargy, is pictured here with him.
'DISFIGURING
BLEMISHES
NOW SO EASILY
to me spells it de Leth and not de Leath.
iiic that she was on her way up to Shall
we Leth it that way?
CONCEALED! ^
one of the greatest names radio
Ckin blemishes need no
hasomiiifi
ever known.
RIDICULOUS: California butchers
^ longer be enibarnissing.
L'ntolfll,,-,'.-..l,.a,n.
imnibors•.ItliisMtnof sninrt
CERTAINLY . in llic strict technical ThanksgivingTime.time boycott Oregon tur
girls
■\pc.
sense. .Miss dc l.clh was the first. But the kc\'.This. .is. supposed
pIos...T..M,f.,lu-;,v,l,.-n,nir
a United States
Icrni. I'irst I.ady, nsnally connotes the mast and it would seem toasbe though
any sud
orcli-;ir-lo.,l:inf', luvr]nii)i;-rr
iinl'orlani lady of the i)resfiit and no one
pini]A' . l,ii il,i,K,rk-. fir.-kl.'s srars ;ui(l all
rivalry isas plainly
asinine.Florida
It's almost
can
dis/uile
.Miss
.Smith's
riiijit
la
that
clnldish
that
between
and Cali
Color:i ' I'.ii- . \\ ,1 t. rpronf -uuii't easily riili
cl<iini. I s/^cah. not ,aily of i/reat IniI'lie
esteem
Init
of
sheer
Ciireraiic
and
raliiu/
fornia,
aiul
that's
saying
something.
Wha
C'rcMiji
or
.<iir
k
si
at
Dcpartnicut
and
L(-a(
are
we
coming
to,
anyway?
Druj; Stores. lOr. size at Ten Cent Stores.
in radio snrreys. fiiit .Miss de l.clh demurs. .<ayin<i that she and hair been
MAKE THIS SIMPLE TEST
MILLnNNIl'M Pennsylvania
■. The Amishmcn
\pply
HIDK-IT
on apply
the blemish.
Let dry. usiufi tlie title in annoiinccmeiils anil /vil>- Mcnnonites
(rcligio
Dust Now!
with Secpowder,
usual
make-up.
licity
since
\'>.U. whereas it ;eoi,ld seem seels) nianifesiof their
how
completely
ivilliniincss to:
blemish has been conthat
it
ioas
Kate's
broadcast
leith
the
1.
Kciiiilale
their
crops
according
Dii.sly clear and marvelflawless
/'resident's leilc that sioii/estcil that licr (,oi-ernnienl rest rielioiis.
You'll nev- I
irvoursklnlooks.
be without HIDE-IT
toiiiiloiidiKatelists and
ciintained
firstas ladies,
2. (.'oiilribule to Social Security.
led tail
as\\\nwell
I will
do. k'noieIi/ladly
ha7-e
J. Check off their dues to Unions.
little or no doiibl
that they
and i/enerously relinquish all claims to one
Vet tliey proudly refuse Goi'crmnen
money offered them for phm'ing-undcr am
'a'ha is one of radio's true pioneers.
restriction
! )'es. they actually re fust
III accept
this money!
N. B. to all keen observers reading this crop
Clark
Mlllnerme Co.,frce.SUjry
Dept. 15-C,
666 St. Clair St., IChicago
column! You were just about to reach for
I'lea.scsi-nd
K(iijklef.M.-irkedc;irl."
enclose
IfX(f
-anada
l.Ocj
for
sample
■Illdc-U
'
□
Cream
□
Slick.
these people must be the salt oi
Check shade: □ Light Q Medium □ Brunette □ Sun Tan. pen and paper to write me, saying that I theTRULY,
. . . when contrasted with the re!
Kamt
Town
had misspelled
name.herself
My of usearth
money-grubbing and greedy lot, the
answer
is that a Miss
letter defromLeth's
the lady
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must indeed be veritable angels!
< iL'R present system of taxation decrees
! ". . . those best able to pay shall pa\
greatest
taxes."permitted
Kven though
;:ixed
are NOT
a greaterthose
say
ihe selection of statesmen — have XO
\(.' whatsoever in the disposal of the
;ies thus
obtained
nor any
ment
of that
for —which
theygreater
are useden- 1
I he man who, last year, surrendered
ilreds of thousands of dollars to
;-liington, has no more use of the high. on which iiis money was spent than
ine else and, if he happens to live in
nhattan. he is about to be obliged to
:i(l lifty or seventy-five cents every time
wants to park his car so he may go into
Mre and buy something (new regula.s), even thougli he may have actually
tributed several thousaniN of dollars
ilie construction of the street.
'ileshil^.
SWELL I ziith
see a
eannotfridchelpeverybut time
feel I proud
,;; tliccomekiioivledgc
that
viy
last
year's
intax 110 doubt bought that proud tiiast.
I- !hat that series of oiie-iiight engagements
played a year ago proi'ided for those
•(• si.v-inch guns. I honestly feel the
:r pride that the man feels ix.'lio visits
;ivuDiasiuin
mater. n-ilh zi'hich he endoxi-ed his
7/ / must eonfess that I beeome incited ivhcn I read that a P.JV.A. artist.
■/ paid zvith my hard-earned dollars,
■< his paid-time to paint a mural in
i ll he depicts a former hut living Presi■ of these United States as Satan, a

irmcr ehicf e.veeutive of this union as a
I 'I'i'/V and one of the most loyal and jnird^■orkiiig public servants the State of Nfti'
)'nrk hasGozrrnor.
ever knozi-ti,
Alfredto beE. lost
Smith,in
former
as about
'lie fiery pit of Hell.
BY what
are the
funds
to be right,
used toI ask,
ridicule
suchtaxpayer's
men.
PER'/ 1. IPS: EmTTLiuh.-i,! in liis esti•,:,:te ../ President h',„>sc:vll says: "No
':.-!tit<nii se::sez^-ords,
iif liiinhT."
• luis '■'her
that theWhich
presentis
■'■'<l not become a dictator be■puted great sense of humor.

Lovely Evelyn Kaye, violinist with
PhiltheSpitolny's
of
Hour ofAll-Girl
Charm Orchestra
Program,
Mondays. 9.30 p.m., EST, NBC-Red.

MISUNDERSTANDING: One unsuspecting customer of the Royal Hawaiian
Hotel in Hawaii asked for a package of
Kool cigarets. There was a considerable
delay and he was about to call the captain
and make a fuss when the boy returned with
a tray covered with a napkin. "Took you
long enough,"
grumbled
"Gotta
be cool," said
the boythewithcustomer.
a smile.
They were cool all right, for under the
napkin was a package of Chesterfields,
packed in ICE!
I WAXI KU tn describe, briefly, some of
the more interest int; points of a recent
(lance tour thrcuigh tlie northern part of
California but time presses so I will
touch, in tlie next issue, on some of the
hazards tlint attend such a venture and on
siinu- lit tlic ^tranLtc and lovely tilings that

they'll tell you about
Brothers speak out frankly. They'll tell ^^^^
you how men frown at stocking faults
. . . runs, ugly wrinkles, snaky seams.
M B
Why not guard against these — rate
fll^B
high on S.A.*? It's easy with Lux. ^^^^^ ^ g[ ^
SAVES ELASTICITY. Lux saves the
[stocking appeal]
elasticity of silk — lets threads sf re fc/i
without breaking so easily, then spring
back into shape. Runs are fewer —
and stockings retain flattering fit.
Avoidharmful
cake-soap
rub^'ng
soaps
with
alkali.
Theseandweaken
elasticity and rob you of S.A.*
*S. A. = stocking appeal.
Cuts down

runs

- saves

S.A.
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J^uXij J—ill I a It
Introduces
NEW BEAUTY
cr-^me10 polish
inVTithher thetrialnew,kit smart
lor only
cents.
Revel
in
the
fashion-risht
of Rust. Robin Red. Old shades
Rose.
Thistle.
Kit
containsCloverine,
bottle ofTulip
nailRed.polish,
polish cureremover,
nail
\»hite,
manistick, cotton — all for 10
Kit is
oncents.saleLadyat 5Lillian's
and 10 Trial
cent stores.
Approved by Good Housekeeping.

MIKEMEN
(Continued from page 71)

If
Special 3c Trial Offer
For single ger.eroits trial bottle send this
ad and 5c stamp to LADY LILLIAN,
Dept. M-10,114'' Washington St.,
Boston, Ma IS. Specify shade you prefer.

WIN?
or
LOSE/
Honds hold romance! Are
yours alluring . . . soft . . . white?
Or do you lose out because they
are
red and rough . . . unpleasant
to touch?
Get a jor of Barrington hlond
Cream, mode for the speciol purpose of keeping your hands as lovely
and attractive as your complexion.
Barrington really does improve
your hands and furthermore it maintains the improved condition. It is
a very inexpensive but definitely
helpful way to odd real charm to
your general effect of good grooming. Use it for a few days and it
will
prove (tntlitstheworth
At fjruo,surely
df^pnrtmtnt
hf^tter to5 andyou.tit
NORTH AMERICAN DYE CORPORATION
Barrington
HAND CREAM

Al Donohue (left), orchestra leader, and Nelson Case, during a program.
Nelse is one of NBC's tallest, youngest and handsonnest announcers.
destroyed when Iiis home in Brooklyn
burned some time ago. That, incidentally,
was a test of coolness before the mike.
Just before hethe received
Lucky Strike
Ncz^'s message
Parade
broadcast,
the phone
that his house was on lire, but went on
with the program.
He was a backstroke champion in France,
captain; plays
of lastbadminton
year's victorious
team
well, and CBS
won golf
the
championship at the Radio Stars Table
Tennis Tournament, playing against Dell
Sharbutt. He almost lost his neat moustache
once, in a golf game against Nick Lucas;
moustache against twenty dollars.
He likes humor, particularly Thorne
.Smith, and is something of a fashion plate.
But when he arrived in New York he was
wearing one blue and one brown sock. As
a hobby he likes home decoration, harking back to his art training, and he aspires to an e.xecutive position in radio.
He is single now, and for several years
shared haclielor quarters with Melvin
.Mien and Ralph Edwards. But at Christmas, ly.y, he became engaged to Beatrice
Wain, who sings on the RCA program,
and will be married to her in the spring.
Andre Baruch, nephew of Bernard
Baruch, and descendant of Jean
Jacques Rousseau, was born in Paris,
France. He learned English as a child
and has lost his accent connpletely.
His first radio job was at a local station in Coney Island, where he was
he's CBS.
one
ofpianist
the andbestannouncer.
announcersNow for
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A petal-like smoothness

Tryin' bowa Room
little— truckin'
the RainNelson at Case
and
NBC singer Durelle Alexander.
NELSON CASE (NBC)
Case, one ofannouncers,
XBC's youngest,
and
handsomest
is a tallest
California
Native Son, first seeing the matchless California daylight on February 3rd, 1910.
While still in high school he was a singer,
orchestra leader and radio performer, besides working on the Loin/ Beach Sun,
which Mr. Case, senior, published. His
interest in radio was aroused by an assignment to theup /withCoi'cr
and he wound
a jobRadio
on thesection,
local
station, as occasional baritone soloist. At
seventeen he was chief announcer on KFI,
NBC affiliate. When he applied for the
job it was as a singer ; he had been crooner
and pianist at KGER, and was told to stick
around until five-thirty. While waiting,
Nelse vocalized and practiced his songs ;
then, much to his amazement, he was
shoved in to announce a dance program,
cold, many
emerging
into
jobsantheannouncer.
same way,He'sand fallen
says
he's been very lucky.
As a youngster.
Case's
was
primarily
in the theatre.
He interest
loved to sing
to an audience, or to act in the spotlight,
and perhaps one reason radio appealed was
because of its entertainment angle. It is
the one thing that Case feels at home in and
that holds all his interest.
After six months at KFI . during which
he was "on continental
stand-by"
the forfirsta transbroadcast, heon left
better
(Continued on page 90)

from top to toe
WOMKN s.AY it's the Niiwher 0>ie care
the entire body needs — this combination ofthe Linit Magic Beauty Mask
and the Linit Beauty Bath.
This beauty treatment costs almost
nothing,
yet it the
is awhole
wonderfully
way to refresh
body andeti'ective
at the
same time stimulate and clarify the complexion.
First make the Linit Magic Beauty Mask:
*Simply mix three tablespoons of Linit (the
same Linit that is used for the bath) and
one teaspoon ot cold cream with enough
milk to make a nice, firm consistency.
Apply it generously to the cleansed face and
neck and then step into your tub into
which a handful or so of Linit has been
dissolved.
WHILE the velvety smoothness of
the Linit Beauty Bath is caressing
your body, the Linit Magic Beauty Mask is
gently inducing facial circulation to throw
oti" sluggish waste matter. Relax for twenty
minutes, then step out and dry off. Rinse
the mask from your face and neck with
clear, tepid water and pat thoroughly dry.
How refreshed — ^how vibrant your
whole body will feel! Hours of fatigue
seem to vanish in a few minutes.
You will find that the Linit Magic Beauty
Ivlask leaves the face and neck with a petallike smoothness, a velvety "film" that is
an excellent powder base. This helps to
heighten the allure of your make-up and
keep it fresh-looking for hours longer.

in

2nd STEP

3rd STEP
Resting
lor 20
4th STEP
Rinsini; off con*plctcly.

RADIO STARS
(Coiitiinicd from page 89)
job on a local station. In a couple of
months the station closed, and he decided
to go to San Francisco, looking for greener
pastures ; landed instead as radio director
of the Pacific Southwest Exposition. By
this time the family had decided that Nelson should complete his education, so he
went to William and Mary College, in
X'irginia,
majoringbridge
in music
languages.
Over
a sorority
table and
he met
pretty
Sarah Lee. descendant of General Robert
E. Lee, and soon she was Mrs. Case.
Then another offer fell in his lap from
a Hollywood station, where he was heard
hy an NBC executive and given an NBC
^taff job in San Francisco. For three
years Case aired leading shows on the
I'acific Coast, Then,
playingin roles
in some
ihcm
1934, came
the callof
lo Xcwhimself.
York.
Mr. and Mrs. Case live in Jackson
Heights, Xew York, now, and Nelse gives
piano lessons to Virginia Lee and Nelson,
Sallow complexions and pimply
skins are often not a matter for cosmetics. For most skin blemishes are
aggravated by constipation.
Constipation can be a serious
handicap. It can cause mental dullness, early fatigue, headaches, sleeples nes , los of appetite.
Keep regular. If more than a day
goes by,This
use famous
Dr. Edwards'
Tablets.
laxative isOlive
the
choice of millions. It does not shock
the intestinal system. And it stimulates the secretion of bile without the
discomfort of drastic or irritating drugs.
Get Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets at
your druggist, I5j5, 30ji and 60jf,
100% Improvemeiit Guaranteed
build,
Btrengtheo
organs—
n«tWe \c\lh
/<'«s(m»— thebut «ti«n(
byvocalfundamentally
Sound
and %\i\Q\nif
BcieDtifically
and abaolijlety
ouaranW«correct
to improve €2>'rri«e«
an^smtrma. ,
woojerfuTvorcebook—
eeot
to aorone onder INSTITUTE,
178eDtfree.''L«^
ODless siffned byWHYpareot.yoa
1 PERFECT 64VOICE
E. Lake St.. ChicagoStudio 7213
GRAY
n HAIR
^ ^ GONE
FR
BOTTLe\;
T EE
(TES
Your hair takes on new
color and lustre when you
comb this famous clear, colorless liquid
through it. Gray streaks vanish. Desired
color comes: black, brown, auburn, blonde.
Leaves
soft, lustrous
curledtoo,or
waved. hair
Countless
women — useeasily
it. Men
for gray streaks in hair or mustache. Get
full-sized bottle from druggist on moneyback guarantee. Or test it Free.
Test it FREE
~ Welocksendsnipped
Free completehair.Test
Package.Try
it on mail
single
See
results 6rst. Just
coupon. Give from
color of hair.
I ZiMARY
GOLDMAN
11 GoldmanT. Bldg.,
St. Paul, Minn.— ,j
Name
'
Street
|
City
State
j
Color of your hair7
I
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NEW
STARCH
IH CUBES
exact
. Each cube, an
gloss
est
fin
of
unt
amo
Trch-No guess. No waste^
ly.,"'No^
smooth
-^^
olvee i-lum
Cubpses todissmak
cut
e
tim
g
nin
scorch. Iro

MOVIE HAIR
STARS
AUTOMATIC
CURLER
★

STOP
During rehearsals you will often
find Announcer Dell Sharbutt
connmuning with the studio piano.
Nelson Case, Hour of Charm announcer. Durelle Alexander
started with Paul Whiteman. She
Is ambitious to become, someday,
a star of the stage.

Your Rupture

^«' Learn
Why Worries!
worry
any longer?
about andoursuffer
perfected
inven,1/ tion tforure in men,
all forms
rupwomenof reducible
and children.
Support
fitted with
cushion assists
Natureautomatic
in a naturalair
strengthening
of themadeweakened
muscles. Thousands
happy.
Weighs butanda fewsanitary.
ounces, isNo inconspicuous
springs
hard pads.
salvesstiff
plasters. orDurable,
cheap.No Sent
onor
,
_
Beware
of
imitations.
Never
soldandin
stores
or
by
agents.
Write
today
for
full
information
Free Book on Rupture. All correspondence confidential.
BROO KS COM PAN Y, 229 State St., Marshall, Mich.
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Jr.,'I. their
feet
blond twoand cliilclren.
amiable, He's
and over
alwayssixplays
iners, at bridge, with his wife, even
jgh he played very badly the night he
t her. He likes tennis and golf, both
which he has frequently covered for
io, though he has little time to play
A-, In 1933-4 he played with the San
ancisco Blues against Stanford and the
I iii\ersity of Southern California, just
before coming East. He makes a special
point of always sounding as natural as
possible on the air, and has no use for affected styles. And he writes fiction as a
hobby, as well as arranging music, at
which he is expert.

Dell Sharbutt studies his script
as the commercial cue approaches.
DELL SHARBUTT (Free-Lance)
Dell Sharbutt, ace free-lance announcer,
whose deep, mellow voice is heard on
Hobby Lobby, Coca-Cola Song Slwf>,
Bond Bread's Guy Lombardo program,
Tim and Irene and IVe, The People, isn't
quite voice
sure that
he didn't
arrangepcre,for washis
bass
himself.
Sharbutt,
a ^lethodist minister, with a beautifully
modulated voice, though not a very deep
one. There was an old gentleman of sixtyfive, a friend of the family, who used to
visit the Sharbutts twice a year, and young
Dell used to listen with fascinated awe to
his deep, rolling, organ-like voice that set
the whole house trembling. Dell asked
him how he could have a voice like that,
and was told: "Think before you speak —
keep
voice hisdownvoicethere."
did —
and atyour
thirteen
changed,Dellemerging a deep bass.
Dale Carnegie, who is a neighbor of
Dell's,
has offered
him aforhalfhis interest
his
business
in exchange
voice, butin
the voice is paying Sharbutt dividends on
the various programs where it charms
listeners. Sharbutt, in person, is no disappointment, either. Only twenty-seven,
he is tall, with wavy blond hair, blue eyes
and a pleasant boyishness that removes
any suggestion of heaviness from his voice.
His radio career started at IVPAP, in
FortwonWorth,
Texas, Dell's audition.
home, where
he
an Ahvater-Kent
He
sang ballads and popular songs until he
started announcing, which proved so suc(Continued on page 92)

For Mother deals with COLDS the modern direct way
. . . with specialized medication
AFTER ALL, it is plain common sense to at bedtime. No "dosing" — no stomach upsets. Best of all, no long waiting for relief
XX. fight the miserable symptoms of a cold
not
only
promptly—
u/ienyouyoufeelfeelthem.
them—In to begin. For VAPORUB attacks the disbut
also
direct—
u'/iere
ciirect — right where you
dealing with different types and stages of feel them'.tressingIt symptoms
through
the skin
colds, so much depends on the proper use like a poultice,actsanddirect
on the irritated
at the proper time of specialized medication. air-passages with itsdirect
medicated vapors.
the first warning
Th „ double action loosens phlegm — reWhen Colds At
sneeze or sniffle, or the ..eves
lieves irritation and coughing — helps break
THREATEN slightest
irritation in local congestion
the nose — quick! — put Relieves While You Sleep. Long after
a few drops of Vicks restful sleep comes, VapoRub keeps right
VA-TRO-NOLupeach
on working. And often, by morning the
nostril.
worst of the cold is over.
VA-TRO-NOL
is
specialized
medication
Proved in Clinical Tests
for the nose and upper throat, where 3
Among 17,353 People
out
start. Itagainst
aids Nature's
own
first ofline4 colds
of defense
colds. Used
Both Va-tro-nol and VapoRub have been
inor time,
it
helps
to
prevent
many
colds—
provedhomes,
for you—
use in
to throw off head colds in their early doubly
millions
and ever
byby oneeveryday
of theon largest
stages.
series of ofclinical
tests
made
colds.
Clears Stuffed -Up Heads. Even when For full details see the special folder —
your head is all clogged up from a cold, —"Vicks
Controlpackage.
of Colds"
which Plan
comesforinBetter
each Vicks
Va-tro-nol brings comforting relief. It
clears away clogging mucus, reduces
swollen membranes, and helps keep sinuses
VICKS
open. It lets you breathe again.
And Va-tro-nol is so convenient, so easy
VA-TRO-NOL
VAPORUB
to— use
use—it atearly.
home or at work. Keep it handy
Used at the first throat,
1st rubbed
chest,on amithe
bctck
If
first
signs
have
If a Cold
been strikes
neglectedwithout
— or a
a cold
cold
STRIKES
;4*^Aj ENDsooner
Helps
warning
—
use
VAPORUB, theVicks
safe,
external treatment.
Just
on
throat,massage
chest, and itback
2 BIG RADIO SHOWS:
MILLION VICK AIDS USED YEARLY FOR BETTER CONTROL OF COLDS
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Excite men^s admiration
this new, easy way
% To give
hair sparkling
sheen, lustrous
highltiagman,
hts, andyour
thesimply
clean,
soft,Admiracion,
feminine
lookthe that
enc
h
a
n
use
different
Oil Shampoo. Try it just once. See how gloriously
it lathers, how quickly it takes away all dirt, dandruf and dulling
filmit—leaves
how easily
ithairrinses
away in
clear
— how
yourmanageable,
— radiantly
clean, water
velvety
soft,
wonderfully
ingly beautiful! And remember, Admiracion allurdoes
Dotdryaot
It's theandnewlovelier.
OIL shampoo
that
leaves ageyouryourhairhair.younger
At any
drug, department or 10^ store.
Should y ou prefer an oil shampoo that
mates no lall>er, aik for Admiracion
Olive Oil Shampoo in the REO package
^
ag* n
packio
new GREENDC
n DmIn iR
FOAMY Oil SHAMPOO
GIRLS AND BOYS I

A serious young man on the air, Announcer Ben Grauer enjoys a bit of
clowning
Bob Waldrop
in a free
first radio
ence waswith
in dramatic
broadcasts
with moment.
the EmpireBen'sBuilders,
RealexperiFolks
and Ray Knight's productions. Waldrop is another of NBC's announcers.

GIVEN
NO MONEY
GIRLS'
AND BOYS'
^Send NameWATCH!
and Address
MICKEY
MOUSE WRIST
HlK
<
a
h
(
..iriirii
,j.jri
-YOURS
for
Simply
Givine
Away
FREE ( olured
our Wellchaps,KnownsorosWHITE
CLOVERINE
SALVEPictures
aacda with
for bums,
etc ,
easily
sold
to
friends
at
iiSc
box
(with
picture
FRKK)
ttmiit.n» |,er .al.loit.
Sl'KCIAL—
of 40 Bijt» for re.u,,u.i8 onlyand
Kifft. WriteChoice
WILSONO ir 4L*iid
CHEM.year. CO.,Be INC.
Dept.tofjaylO-K,for Salvo. TYRONE. PA.
MOIST-THROAT"
relieved CoughMETHOD
Quickly

When youthecatch
cold and
throattinyfeelsglands
dry or
clogged,
secretions
from your
countless
your
throatphlegm.
and windpipe
often
turn
into sticky,in
irritating
This
makes
you
cough.
PertU8,sinnatural
stimulates
these soglands
again
pour
out
moisture
that tothe
annoying
phlegmtheirisissoothed,
loosened your
and cough
easily relieved!
raised.
Quickly
your
throat
A cough
shouldattention.
not be neglected.
It should
have
your
immediate
Do
as
millions
have
done!
Pertussin,and a grownups.
safe and pleasant
herbal remedy
forUse children
Many physicians
have
prescribed
30 years. It's safe and
acts
quickly.Pertussin
Sold atforalloverdruggists.
PERTUSSIN
The "Moist-Throat" Method of Cough Relief
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Later Ben finds time for coffee and a sandwich with Curtis Arnall, who
plays the role of Pepper in the popular NBC serial, Pepper Young's Family.
tcssful that he gradually let his singing
drop. He's studying again, now, with a
Metropolitan Opera coach ; it's more of
a iiobby,
l::nd
in thehowever.
Met. HeHe candoesn't
reach expect
Loiv G,to
and in a pinch, A-jlat, which is wa-a-y
down.
At sixteen, Dell was hass soloist in a
eliiireli ; \ ,il\\;i\s loved music and used
to iila\' the clariiiel, organ and saxophone.
.At school, in Texas, lie went in for debating and won an exteiiiporancf)us speakstate-wide
finalsing atcontest;
the astate
capital round-robin
each year. with
He
was captain of the school debating team.
So, in spite of his love for music, Dell

studied law at Texas Christian and was
in a fair way to becoming a lawyer. Radio
killed that, and he's rather glad, for law
was a little too dr}' for him.
After a year and a half at IVPAP, Dell
Sharbutt worked a while on KTAT of
the Southwest Broadcasting Company, then
became chief announcer of KOMA, Oklahoma City, a CBS affiliate station, in
1931 he moved to Chicago, where he
stayed two years, until a talent scout for
the Michigan State Network made him an
attractive offer of a fine job in Detroit.
Dell took it, but he was unhappy there,
so he gambled, packed his things and came
to New York cold, with only a letter of

RADIO STARS
i vndiictioii to Herb Rosenthal of Colliia. Within three days Dell was a
V announcer, and in six months he had
. Ive commercials a week: Isham Jones
Chevrolet, Jack Pearl for Frujidaire,
Haiiniiersteiii Music Hall and Bayer
iriii, among them,
i lo took outside jobs to eke out a still
ill income, and found himself paying
V Artists Bureau more in commissions
these jobs than they were paying him.
case the pressure, he asked to be re\ed of his sustaining, and when he was
! c lused. he left Columbia to free-lance.
Many tried to dissuade him, but he stuck
it. turning down an agency offer, and
ilocsn't regret it now.
been who
married
yearsGusto
Uri1 Ic'sBell,
used almost
to singtwo with
Ainheim and who has doubled for Joan
I'l^ndell. Jean Harlow and others in pict^,s but
she's retired
domesticity
a pretty
South toCarolina
girl, now.
and
rest of the family consists of Stinky, a
ich terrier with a sense of humor. They
him their problem child.
BENNETT GRAUER (NBC)
r.cn Grauer, announcer for J er yen's.
,,ker W'inchell, Magic Key, Scaliest
)il'lioiiy.
Behind Prison
!rs.
LuckyWarden
Strike Lawes'
Hit Parade,
Grand
( i iitral Station, Mystery Chef and many
iher programs, walked into XBC in 1930
r a dramatic audition and walked out an
ouncer. At the ripe age of thirty now.
inny" back
Grauer
was aIt stage
cran
in 1921.
startedandwhenscreenhe
- selected, at the age of eight, to play in

The "ridt man," Hank Ross (leff) blows a "hot lick" for CBS Announcer Paul
Douglas. Hank plays the saxophone for the Saturday Night Swing Club.
a film production as s kid actor, and he did
so well he wa^ inuai. L-d tor rc-uhu- work.
appearing with rh<.<h ;kHara.
Blackand Carlyle
oilier former
well.
Pauline
l-rc<kr
■s at the old Fox
silent
>crec'n
favurii
Studios at Fort Lcc "Bov —jer>e\'.
vou have
Thedaa
Bara one dav said Xew
oice ; it's lost in pictures. You
glori

should go onso hethe did.
stage. " It seemed
good
in Penlike
rod.a
at the idea,
Globe Theatre, appearing
for his debut,
along
with Helen Hayes and Helen Chandler,
also kid performers.
Grauer was born on Staten Island ; at
six his (Continued
family movedon page
to 96)
Morningside
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THE
BANDWAGON
( ( oiitiiiucd from piuic 14)
afternoon. They do this every leeck.
Before Uny
llie einl
Friday 'morning
session.
nnikesof the
reeordiin/s
of each
niinilwr. Listen ng to the flavJmeks. he
pieks
out
eierv
flaie.
iisnall\<
oniits
or adds
ol least one song.
Saturday night at the Grill supplies another example of the Londnvdo thoroughThe eustoiners
t'lie
entire ness:Sunday
programdon' isI knoto
phiyedit. athutleast
four times that night, (iny generally is
SET a dainty dish of Heinz
Strained Foods before the king
reeogni::ed as the most skillful songpieker in the eoiintry. By obser-oing the
—your
coo the
his flavor,
royal
approval!baby.
HeinzHe'll
preserves
reaefion of daneers — young, middle-aged
and old — Lombardo can tell if a nezv numthe bright
color ofmeats,
the world's
finest
fruits,
vegetables,
and cereals
ber H'ill be a hit, or if an arrangement is
by cooking
with Vitamins
dry steam—andpacking
ason good
as henights,
loajits isit the
to he.testing
'Tlie hihorGrill,
under
vacuum.
minSaturday
erals are retained in high degree.
atorv for more S(m<i hits than any other
Play safe by serving Heinz Strained
daiiee-sfot in .Imeriea.
Foods. Choose from 12 delicious
AT ten, Sunday morning, the Royal
kinds. You pay no premium for their
Canadians begin their final all-day rehearextra quality!
sal. If you stand in the wings and watch
LOOK FOR THESE
TWO SEALS. THEY
them
work,
the Gadget
— the
latest
additionyou'll
to thenotice
Lombardo
family.
MEAN PROTECTION FOR BABY
A FliW years ago, a German invented a
new musical instrument. A cross between
a harp and a mandolin, it is played by
striking a piano-like keyboard (the picture
HEINZ
(in pa^e 14 gives you an idea of how it
loiiks). The inventor made just 200 of his
instruments;
198 disappeared throughout
STRAINED FOODS
Europe. Two got past the U. S. Customs.
Guy bought one and Mark Warnow, the
otiier. A few weeks ago, sad to say,
Mark's fell off its stand and was broken
beyond repair. Guy now lias the only one
left
what into America.
call it, butHethestill
boysdoesn't
in the know
band
have nicknamed the little stranger T,he
Gadget. If you listen to the Royal CanFrankin approxiVigneau
tinkling adians,
the you'llkeyshearof pianist
the Gadget
mately every fourth number,
Tlic Gadget is one of the few strangers
ever to enter the Lombaro fold. No Royal
Many Men and
Canadian
(|nit or been lired. For
Women Now say five searsevertherelias was
no addition until
Brother
now tweiity-si.x.
Laxative
RT'S
STUA
and
joined\'iclor,
his brotliers.
Wlien Guygrewbeganup
his present scries in 1936. he enlarged his
COMPOUND
band. The two additions bronght the
— thelaxative
vegetable
often and
tielps mineral
to
meinliersliip to thirteen. Guy says it is a
good number to stiek by.
QUICKLY
CLEAR THE SKIN
GUYFAVORITE
LOMBARDO'S
BANDS: FIVE
of the aggravated nationconditions
due to improper
trom the intestinal
tract. elimiWould
you
like
to
clear
y,ur
skin
of
embarrassinn,
Andre Kostelanetz, Wayne King,
cxat'Kenitr;!
liy imHal Kemp
proe :I n c.rupti'in^
m , tr,,;,itliat,ii,:.in:iy
,| I.-- Ih>1 n aKi;ra\afcrl
t r:ifl r .\itriitiiin
Tommy Dorsey,
Eddie Duchin,
less
rii.i
.
!
.
1
1'-l
up
remark..
'
,
•
,
■
n
.
<
' • a . i..,'kvK;
■ I I-:'.
' . t-'l.iy. "ill
THE SONG HE LIKES BEST TO
beLaxati...
ai. .\'.iir■ ilru;!Ki.-.t
Or.
CONDUCT:
if yourefnirl-.i
pr.-fc-r. j:.,.
s.m,-1 f-,r
FREE
SAMPLE
Simply write yourcardnameand andsendaddress
on a penny post
Song of India
to
—
F. A. Stuart Co., Box H-109. Marshall, Michigan
Prove
)iow theeentleskinandof eflloieiit
lahlets often
areiKuravated
to byhelptesteruiitions.
clear
this typethese
of embarrassing.
'THT last
obser-i'ation
yon make
at a:
f.nmluirdo
hroadeast
is probably
the oddest
/■;,■/,-/■,• the ^:.^l> sho70. Guy plovs a eoniSTUART'S coMPouN.
pletc prerieu' pmgram. Tzoiee eaeh Sun94

tor those so popular hairdresses that call for
BIG curls, we offer you a new Hollywood
Rapid Dry Curler with which, at home, you can
fashion coiffures that are the vogue. The new
Hollywood Giant.. 3 inches long and Vz inch
wide . . . makes large curls, either soft or tight,
that rollwoodover
* HollyCurlers orleadunder.
in popularity
because they dry more quickly and
form better, more lasting curls.
They
don't
cramp
or pull . . . and
slip
easilynew
without
the
curl.*off The
Giants spoiling
are 5(1 each.
Other Hollywood Curlers are 3 for
10^. Trytonight!
"the Curlers
by the
Stars"
Insist Used
on original
ATHOLLVUJOOD^i^CURLERS
NOTION COUNTERS AND 5c AND 10c STORES
Banish Gray Hair
(bktf look older
than your years?\
so that
easy noto man
get ridor
-■■TT ofISgrayNOW
woman
needhairRight
look inolder
than
their
years.
your
ownuse
home
can prepare
a betteryou remedy.
Simplyand get,
from
any
drug
store,
a
box
Barbo Compound, an ounce ofof
Bay Rum, one-fourth
Glycerine.
Mixor these
inounce
a half-of
pint mix
of water
yourComb
druggist
will
it
for
you.
this
colorlesstimes
liquida week.
into your hair
several
You will beural-loamazed
natking and youthfulhow gray,
faded,
becomes.
Nor willstreaked
this colorhair wash
out,
color theor scalp,
or Toaffecttakepermanents
waves.
off
years in 10 days, try Barbo today.10
\\\ Wherever it occurs and however I//
|ITCHINGf
\V irritated the skin, relieve it ||j
^1^^^ quickly with soothing
Resinol

CHICAGO East
SCHOOL
OF NURSING III.
Ohio
Plca.seDept.send233.free100booklet
and Street.
16 sampleChicago.
lesson pa
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M', Since September, 1936. he has askcil
!s,• (/nests
requestexception,
iniiiiberthethey'd
/() hear.zvltatWithout
an.v:i, r the
(/ivensame.by both
audiences
has ah>.'ays
The song requested
of the
;y.JThenationally
Si. Louisfamous
Blues for
! its sn'cet music
HOME-WORK
CHIEF problem of many musicians in
iew York is practicing. Seems that most
f the boys live in hotels or apartments,
^nd city-dwellers usually resent the sounds
f a little home-work on the sax or drums,
oming through the next wall. But Gene
Crupa, the gentleman who beats the drums
or Benny Goodman, has solved his probi-m.
Gene is considered the nation's ace
Irummer. To stay that way he practices
egularly every morning — but not on noisy
raps. He has invented a substitute that
ooks something like an Indian drum.
Vlade of rubber, cylindrical in shape, about
:wo feet long, its reaction to drum-sticks
s exactly the same as Gene's regular
parchment-covered
>ne difference. Hit instrument.
as hard as youThere's
like,
t doesn't make a sound.
THE MAGIC WAND
'ME few years back, big-time baiid-> decided to recognize all the colIioys wlio took time out from Shake•cUercollegiate
to lead a band.
thc>- organized
dance Soorchestra
contest,
i hat same > car, undergraduate Hal
i\cmp was leading a band on the Universitv
n' Xortlilected as Carolina
campus. collegiate
His was orsethe outstanding
chestra. In recognition of the Kemp
victory, B. A Rolfe and Vincent Lopez
gave him a baton. It may be a little
j battered and worn now, but Hal still uses
I life.
it. Xo other baton has ever entered his
'HalIncidentall.v,
that
used to wavethisoveris the
the same
Duke stick
of Windsor. You may have heard of the then
habit Heof coming
toPrince
listenoftoWales'
Kemp pleasant
in London.
always
ended up by asking Skinny Ennis to move
out from behind the drums. The Prince
really shook a mean drum-stick.
-♦TALKING of batons. Glen Gray, of
Casa Loma, is using one this season for the
first time. Glen is president of the Casa
L'ntilsection
recently,
heLomasat Corporation.
in the saxophone
nightthough,
after
night, ichile Mel Jansen conducted. But
Mel began to yearn for the simple life. He
resigned, journeyed to Neiv Philadelphia,
Ohio,
and isTavern.
noiv proprietor
of Mel's
Casa Loma
It was then
that
the Board of Directors decided Glen
should leave the saxophone chair and lake
isoversivell.the baton. He thinks his nezi' job
STARS ARE BORN
GREAT things are going on in the
New York CBS recreation rooms. All those
important people who never manage to
share a star's spotlight have uncovered
hidden talents. The discovery
is resulting
m a CBS home-grown talent swing
orchestra. Here's the outline of the new band:
Announcer Andre Baruch, piano. Jimmy Rogan, the young man who takes care
of the Gang{Continu
Bustersed sound-eff
on pageects98) and who,
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They contain
Parahydrecin!
The
in Nor-hyformsantiseptic
is <i}ih\drousedpara
droxy iiurc//tr ttnla cresol—
called
"/iiirahydreiin"
short. Millions
know howfor
soothing it is to delicate
tissues; and how dependably antiseptic
conditions
of under
use. Nor-the
forms haveodor—
no tell-tale
medicated
are deodorizing ineffect.
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NORFORMS have revolutionized feminine hygienemade it simple, convenient, easy! These antiseptic suppositories are completely ready for use. There's
nothing to mix or to measure. You don't have to
worry about an "overdose" or "burn." No apparatus
is needed to apply Norforms. They are the dainty,
modern way to inner cleanliness.
Norforms melt at internal body temperature, releasing
a concentrated yet non-irritating antiseptic film that remains
in prolonged and effective contact. This antiseptic— P./ rr/Aj*dreciii— is found in no other produa for feminine hygiene,
Norforms are positively antiseptic and non-irritating.
MILLIONS USED EVERY YEAR
M.uh i:,isy."
Or,
Send a forboxtheof newNorforms
Norformsat your
booklet,
"ff«//«;«t'
buy
druggist
s tod.i
ni.K.il
Company,
plete
with
leaflet
of
instructions.
The
Norwi
.1
p.uk.i.ye,
comNorwich, New York; Toronto, Canada; maker

NORFOR
I
KNOWN TO PHYSICIANS A9
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mWYOUCAN

MIKEMEN
(Continued fiom pai/c 93)

r)F
you have nodvill.mencross.frici
^ letcourse
yourself
^^en
like
lively.become
))epijy girls- ni' l^
;u-(I'iiikliain's
lakiufi lliat (iinedirrcreiK-c. X egetalilc
Tliis
Cilllhl
lielps In,N
L's and
siiotlirs
to reallv
h()"smiliiif;
years onetiini
lias I (i ano
howh ortof)viMfio disorders
functional
witlia bottle
Pinkhamfroms ( vour
'oniixicuK
Let
it
help
Vol"
-get
drup
gist TODAY without fail.
VEGETABLE COMPOUND
ITCH
• STOPPED IN A HURRY BY D D D **
Are you tormented with the itching tortures of eczema,
rashes,
athlete's
foot, eruptions,
externally
caused skin
afHictions?
For quickorandotherhappy
relief,
use cooling,
antiseptic,
liquid
D.D.D.
PRESCRIPTION.
Greaseless
and
stainless.
Soothes
the
irritation and swiftly stops the most intense itching. A 35c
trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it — or money back.

Indispensable
Now is theforEvetiingWear
time for romance!
, —must
parueskeep— dates!
You
simply
your
skin
alluringly
lovely
all
evening.
I seas a powder base or
plete
make-up.
Suitable
face, not
back,rubneck,
arms.for
Will
off orandstreak.
Stays on for hours. Shades:
peach,
brunette,drugsuntan.
50('
at rachel,
all stores.
leading
department
Trial sizeandat
all lOi counters, or mail coiil/on.
N. Y.or C.
I|MINER
EnclosedS,40BE.
find lOc20 -ST..
(stamps
coin) for J!
'trial
bottle Miner'* Liquid . —
Make-Up. ■ i!
NAME
i I ADDRESS Shade ,'

Three of the Safurday Nighf Swing Club talk things over. Left, Announce
Paul Douglas; center, Producer Cashman; right, Bandleader Leith Steven:
With Cashnnan, Paul inaugurated the Swing Session, which was the forerunne
of the present CBS Swing Club broadcast at 7:00 p.m., EST, each Saturday
Heights, Manhattan, and stayed there.
Bunny went to P. S. No. 10, Townsend
Harris Hall and City College, emerging
with a B.S. degree in 1930. As a child
actor he created the Ccniuiic Bassctt role in
Pciirod, stage and screen : plax ed on Broadway in Hi'llv ill Buy. Muyhiiic, a revival of
.Macterhnck's
Bliw Bird, Intlictlieoriginal
(hictidii
of J'roccssiniial.
moviespro-he
t.M.k part in D. W. Griffith's The Idol
Dancer,
and That
starred
inForgot,
the samefollowing
director's
'I lie Toieii
God
with
a iKTsonal
appearance
tour of theup
l-'.ast.srhiiiil
At ciilk-ge
was ofdramathe critic
the
paper,Beneditor
literaryof
niagazine. and won the 19.^0 Sandham Prize
for
I'lxtemporaneous
.Speaking over a field
of two
hundred.
Xdw a.ldressiii
lie's knnwn as a lightning ad-lihher.
Willi.;.,1a Radio
iiK'cliiigArti-ts.
(if the held
Amer-in
ic.in
k..ler,-,non
a h.ilel l.allnKii 1, a lingc rat ran across
Ben'stherefeet.areL'n]ra ■rtnrhcd, (jrauer said: "I
see
in tin's
ton," from
and
has uiiinii,
hniadcast
went on ta]]^ill!. s II.'
blimps, boats, ]i nies and ntlier ...kl spots;
rating am.ni'j ll ;■ tup few 111" the >(iniiger
aniioiiii.-.Ts. Lik ■nt, due 111 a full .schedule,
ridin.uoiil\.■in.l.Salnnl
i.;. .l \ lys to indulge in them. A
has
hachclor,
Ben's
hohhy isliiscollecting
rare hooks and main
first editions,
library
numbering over two thousand volumes.
When
can
find himhe'sat not
a bookworking,
auction.youHe usually
specializes
in "firsts" of F. Scott Fitzgerald and
Arthur ,S( linit/.k r.
Diiie, when finishing a broadcast of
Great Moiueiit.s of History, a gray-haired
old actor came up to him, said : "Aren't you
my child of 1921?" Ben was.

Paul plays valet to Leith Stevens
Leith's professional career started o
the age of nine. He has been the
dominant spirit of many of the fine
musical programs heard over the
CBS network. Leith was born ir
1909, in Mount Moriah, Missouri

RADIO STARS
of so many announcers, was accidental.
At the opening of IVCAU in Philadelphia,
he wandered into the studio to watch the
inaugural ceremonies. Celebrities cluttered the place, and the announcer, through
some mix-up,
thought
Davis
and invited
him toPaulspeakwasoverOwenthe
mike. He ad libbed a few appropriate
pleasantries and left. But the experience
made an impression on him, and a few
months Irter he returned for an audition,
W'hich
was successful, making him a stafT
announcer.
During his two years with IVCAU, he
announced all types of programs, including
aleftdaily
ten-minute sports talk. Then he
York.IVCAU and came on to CDS in New
While perhaps best known as "your
His favorite hobbies are baseball by day
ing commentator." Paul Douglas does ;i
•pular coast-to-coast broadcast six day>
and swiii.s; at night, and both of them are
week for Chesterfield, during the season,
confined lo observation and commentary.
m. c. on the Hal Kemp show, and anHe has played football and basketball, but
■unces the Andre Kostelanetz and Whitebaseball holds first place. During the
an programs.
last World's Series in Xew York, Douglas
When Douglas was four he disappeared
didn't know he was to do between-innings
cm home, and was found four backcolor as an assignment, and bought $80worth of tickets for the series. He gave
away, clutching
football.
«nrds interested
in sportsa ever
since. He's
His The Three Marshalls, a trio heard them away to friends. In contrast to his
me is in Philadelphia and he w-ent to over NBC, came up fronn Birmingham, swing and sports announcing, Douglas also
^est
High School,
the H. & H. ChihhcnS Hour. He's
study at Columbia Uni- does
Yale.Philadelphia
After six months
his fatherthendied,on Alabama,versity,toand presently
found a radio six feet tall, weighs one hundred and
id, faced with the prospect of three and job. They
ninety-five
he's lazyin and
reads
are
Peggy,
Kay
and
Jack,
considerably,pounds,
being says
interested
economic
work and
at college,
Paul His
de- and they are sisters and brother. problems
dedhalfto years'
come home
go to work.
as well as lighter things. He
smokes Russian cigarettes and usually has
•st
selling construction
ent job
for was
a Philadelphia
concern. equipThat show. Invited to attend a rehearsal, Doug- a broad, friendly grin on his face. He
sted a year. Then he went into show
las was made stage manager of the show,, used to insist that his hobby was being a
jsiness, playing in stock and vaudeville, which never hit Broadway, though the bachelor, but that's all changed now. He's
hrough a friend he had a letter to Owen experience was valuable.
married, and lives in New York with
'avis, who was then in rehearsal with a
Paul's introduction to radio, like that his wife.
vUL DOUGLAS (CBS)
\> a lad. Paul Douglas once played
iiiis ill a summer hotel and that started
•merest in swing music; an interest
never died. Years later, when he
CBS announcer, he was talking to
i^ ohan and Ed Cashnian of Columbia
out swing, and they decided that the
5t way to keep swing alive was to ingurate a radio Stciiig Session. That
is the genesis of the Saturday Night
Ang
which whistling
sets the "alligators"
; StudioClub,audience
with enthusi-in
n, and swingsters all over the world
tening in with bated breath and tapping
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THE
BANDWAGON
(Continued from pai/c 95)
with Emery Deutsch, composed Stardust
on the Moon and When a Gypsy Makes
His Violin Cry, will slap the bass viol.
On the vibraphone, young Mr. Sullivan,
who left Paul Whitenian to become a
sound-effects expert. Production man
Bobbylen Wolfe,
Ray, saxophone.
piano. Announcer
AlOne of John
the 53rd
Street Playhouse page-boys, drums. Hal
Davis, of the press department, accordion.
Announcer Bert Parks will take care of
the vocal choruses and Les Lieber, of tha
press department, adds a sax.
vour own
wear
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FOR
CHEST
COLDS
'istressing cold in chest or throat should
never
neglected. It generally eases up
Di bewhen
quickly
soothing, warming Musterole
is Better
applied.than a mustard plaster, Musterole
gets action
because it's NOT just
a salve.
It's
a "counrer-iVr/fanf"—
penetrating,
and helpful in drawingstimulating,
out local
congestion
pain. for 25 years. Recom*
Used by andmillions
mended by many doctors and nurses. All
druggists. In 3 strengths: Regular Strength,
Child ren' s (mild) , and Extra Strong, 40fi each.

ASTROLOG
READING NOW ONLYIAa
Intereslms
order to stiow you really
how in-is, Togi
Alplia,offersnotedAstrology
American
Philosoplier,
now
a lOOO-word
tor only 10c.you Tliis
reading isreading
based
upon
your
Zodiac
suu
sign
and dis-to
(•usses your healtli,
inclination
in relation
occupation,
vocation,
temperament,
loveetc.,matters,
marriage,partnersliip,
partnerstiips,
by Astrolog.v.
10c asyearof
inindicated
coinbirthor
stamps,
day,Sendmonth,
tor yourclosgiving
interesting
reading.
Also
infor postage.
refunded e 3cifstamp
not satisfied.
AddressMoney
Yogi
Alpha,-wishesBoxia reading,
AM, Dept.82-B.San
Diego,
Cal.
If a friend
send 20c for two
readings.
Coming! Next month, more
of our interesting new department, STRAIGHT FROM
THE COLD SHOULDER
HOW
—REMOVE
without using

TO
CORNS

pads or knife

Just drop Freezone on any tender, touchy
corn. Quickly it stops aching. Then in a
few days you can lift that old, bothersome
corn right off with your fingers. A bottle of
Freezone costs a few cents at any drug
store and is sufficient to remove most hard
corns, soft corns, and calluses. Try it.
FREEZONE

RADIO STARS
Duke ElliiKjton, Cab Calloicay, Benny
Goodman, Louis Armstrong, Ray Scott,
Fletcher Henderson, Kay Thompson, Bunny
Bcrigan. All these artists usually command $500 up for an appearance. They apon the more,
Swing noClubless.for $18 each, union
scale.pear No
FAMILY TIES
EMIL COLEMAN, the veteran bandleader, has what he calls a musical family. He has six brothers — all of them in
the music business. Two of them play
in his orchestra. Another, Joseph, is director of the famed Perole String Quartet. His son, Harry, who just graduated
from Bucknell, is now Emil's arranger.
And Emil's
wife, a former
star, op-a
erates the Metropolis
Operaopera
Company,
repertory company which Emil owns. Just
to keep it in the family.
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BUT don'tVictor
put any
faith conductor
in the law ofof
heredity.
Arden,
Musical Moments, is very proud of his
sons. Jack, eighteen, and Bob, sixteen. They
hadn't
they werepassed
placed the
at thetoddling
piano forstage
their when
first
lessons. Now Jack, enrolled at Colgate,
wants to study medicine. Bob plans to be
a lawyer. Asked if they want to be bandleaders, they sniff and return a "iWo.
Jest thegoeskids.to show, it doesn't pay
tothanks."
eddicate
WEST IS EAST
MANHATTAN'S
reputation
as the been
last
step
in artistic success
has long
boomed. But the local Chamber of Commerce can point to Chicago and its radio
stations as very important stepping-stones
tc fame. More name hands made their
first dive into the big-time zchile playing
in the Windy City than in any other of
America's
garden-spots.
Kemp, Kay
Kyser, Benny
Goodman, Hal
Jan Garber,
Anson Weeks, Guy Lombardo, Ben Bernie,
Horace Heidt. Wayne King — all acknowledge Chicago as the place ivhicjt pushed
them from the small-time to fame and
riches.
HITTING A NEW HIGH
NEWEST
to Phil
Spitalny's
feminine Houraddition
of Charm
orchestra
is a
ten-year-old miss from Pittsburgh. Blonde,
blue-eyed, her name is Mary Ann Bock.
Phil found her when he made a personal
appearance
in MaryotherAnn's
home oftown.
Unlike the thirty
members
the
Spitalny band,
she
doesn't
play
an has
instrument. She was hired bacause she
the most unusual voice the maestro ever
heard. When she sings, it sounds like a
whisde — and she reaches a note higher
than any on the piano keyboard. She's
heard once or twice on every program —
which means that she gets about ^100 a
whistle. Nice work if you can get it.
BANDS ACROSS THE BORDER
KEN SISSON, who once wrote arrangements for Al Goodman, Andre Kostelanetz and Harry Salter, now conducts the
orchestra for one of the biggest commerprogramsinintheCanada.
Ken !is the only
U. S.cialcitizen
entire band
BOOLA-BOOLA
T uesday night Swing School's
mainTHEpurpose
in life is to appeal to collegians and collegiate-minded audiences.

^ Chances are you 'were fair as a child . . . but time darkens
any shade of hair. Take a hint from these smart -women
who kno-w the charm of sunny blonde hair. Marchand's
will lighten your hair harmlessly and naturally. You'll
be amazed to find yourself the fascinating person Nature intended you to be.
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RADIO STARS
DO YOUR

BOB

PINS

THE
BANDWAGON
{Continued from pa;/c 95)

with Emery Deutsch, composed Stardust
on the Moon and When a Gypsy Makes
His Violin Cry, will slap the bass viol.
On the vibraphone, young Mr. Sullivan,
who left Paul Whiteman to become a
sound-effects expert. Production man
Bobby Ray, piano. Announcer John Allen Wolfe, saxophone. One of the 53rd
Street Playhouse page-boys, drums. Hal
Davis, of the press department, accordion.
Announcer Bert Parks will take care of
the vocal choruses and Les Lieber, of th^
press department, adds a sax.
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istressing cold in chest or throat should
never
neglected. It generally eases up
Di bewhen
quickly
soothing, warming Musterole
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applied.than a mustard plaster, Musterole
gets action
because it's NOT"— just
a salve.
It's
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and helpful in drawingstimulatini,
out local
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mended by many doctors and nurses. All
druggists. In 3 strengths: Regular Strength,
Children's(mild),and ExtraStrong,40^each.
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10c asyearof
inindicated
coinbirthor
stamps,
day,-Sendmonth,
for yourclosgiving
interesting
reading.
Also
infor postage.
refunded e 3cifstamp
not satisfled.
AddressMoney
Yogi
Alpha,wishesBoxl4ll,Dept.82-B,San
Diego,
Cat.
If a friend
a reading, send 20c for two
readings.
Coming! Next month, more
of our interesting new department, STRAIGHT FROM
THE COLD SHOULDER
HOW
—REMOVE
without using

TO
CORNS

pads or knife

Just drop Freezone on any tender, touchy
corn. Quickly it stops aching. Then in a
few days you can lift that old, bothersome
corn right off with your fingers. A bottle of
Freezone costs a few cents at any drug
store and is sufficient to remove most hard
corns, soft corns, and calluses. Try it
FREEZONE

RADIO STARS
vc Ellington, Cab Calloivay, Benny
nhnan, Louis Armstrong, Ray Scott,
u lier Henderson, Kay Thompson, Bunny
n/an. All these artists usually coni<:d $500 up for an appearance. They ap:r on the Swing Club for $18 each, union
:lr. No more, no less.
FAMILY TIES
EMIL COLEMAN, the veteran bandloader, has what he calls a musical family. He has six brothers — all of them in
fhe music business. Two of them play
in his orchestra. Another, Joseph, is director of the famed Perole String Quartet. His son, Harry, who just graduated
from Bucknell, is now Emil's arranger.
And Emil's
wife, a former
star, op-a
crates
the Metropolis
Operaopera
Company,
repertory company which Emil owns. Just
to keep it in the family.
RUT don't put any faith in the law of
livTedity.
\'ictor Arden,
Musical Moments,
is very conductor
proud of hisof
-ms. Jack, eighteen, and Bob, sixteen. They
bafln't
ilicy werepassed
placed the
at thetoddling
piano forstage
their when
first
lissons. Now Jack, enrolled at Colgate,
wants to study medicine. Bob plans to be
lawyer. Asked if they want to be band<lers, they sniff and return a "No.
Jest thegoeskids.to show, it doesn't pay
I ):uks."
cddicate
WEST IS EAST
rcf^utatton
as the been
last
stepMANHATTAN'S
in artistic success
has long
boomed. But the local Chamber of Commerce can point to Chicago and its radio
stations as very important stepping-stones
tc fame. More name bauds made their
first dive into the big-time ivhile playing
in the M''iiidy City than in any other of
America's
garden-spots.
Kemp, Kay
Kyscr. Benny
Goodman, Hal
Jan Garber,
Anson Weeks, Guy Lombardo, Ben Bcrnie,
Horace Heidt, JVayiie King — all acknoivledge Chicago as the place which pushed
them from the small-time to fame and
riches.
HITTING A NEW HIGH
NEWEST
to Phil
Spitalny's
feminine Houraddition
of Charm
orchestra
is a
ten-year-old miss from Pittsburgh. Blonde,
blue-eyed, her name is Mary Ann Bock.
Phil found her when he made a personal
appearance
in MaryotherAnn's
home oftown.
Unlike the thirty
members
the
Spitalny band,
she
doesn't
play
an has
instrument. She was hired because she
the most unusual voice the maestro ever
heard. When she sings, it sounds like a
whistle — and she reaches a note higher
than any on the piano keyboard. She's
heard once or twice on every program
which means that she gets about $100 a
whistle. Nice work if you can get it.
BANDS ACROSS THE BORDER
KEN SISSON, who once wrote arrangements for Al Goodman, Andre Kostelanetz and Harry Salter, now conducts the
orchestra for one of the biggest commerprogramsinintheCanada.
Ken !is the only
V. S.cialcitizen
entire band
BOOLA-BOOLA
Tuesday night Swing School's
mamTHEpurpose
in life is to appeal to collegions and collegiate-minded
audiences.

*An^
OU/O
time darkens
LOVELY

and

dulls blonde

hair!

SOCIETY

DEBUTANTES

. . .

GLAMOROUS
KEEP

WOMEN ...WERE
OF ALL BLONDE
BORN
BUT

HOLLYWOOD

BEAUTIFUL

ACTRESSES

. ^...hniid

^ Chances are you were fair as a child . . . but time darkens
any shade of hair. Take a hint from these smart women
who know the charm of sunny blonde hair. Marchand's
will lighten your hair harmlessly and naturally. You'll
be amazed to find yourself the fascinating person Nature intended you to be.

MMHMD
GOLDEN
HAIR WASH
AT

ALL

DRUG

AND

DEPARTMENT

STORES

RADIO STARS
I'M MAD !
I WANTTH£
BABY POWDf R

C
ANTISTHEAPTT'IS

BORRTeD POVWDER
c/kititeftic
by more doctors
Recommanyended
other baby powder
,hon

J^cnny Goodman, iii. c. Dan Seymour and
Martha 7'illon ii'ork tirelessly to that end.
But of all the /\-ople on that colle(/iate pro(iram. "Poetor" Seymour is the only one
ha-ein.i a eolleye deiiree. . Amherst, '35.
CURIO
AMONG the uniquely talented gentlemen in New York music circles is twentyBlondes! Brown Blunder
five-year-old Les Lieber. During the past
year, Les has caused a furor with a ten- AT LAST! k
cent piccolo. Swinging it on the Swing
Club, he has caused gasps of unbelieving
admiration. But the dime whistle is only NEW5HAMP00I
a sideline with the young man. He makes
a living by working in the press depart- FOR ALL BLONDES !
A New Ec7sy Way *o Bring. . .OutKeeptheIt Fu//
Soft, Radionf
Fiuffy,
about mentallof thetheColumbia
CBS stars.network and writing Loveiiness of iXonie Hair
Lustrous.
graduate of Chicago Univcrsitv. 1ielioiKir
got to iMirope by placing a sax in
tlic si iip'.s band. In April, '36, he went to
work in the Paris office of the New York
correspondent. After
Ttme.' .-, as a foreign
li.nirs
liis sax in a Parisian jam
hand. hei'orplayed
two francs he bought his piccolo
a street peckller (you can get one at
\e-and-dinie) and learned to play it
in European train compartments,
g.-itlieriiig newspaper stories for

ns^ Blonde Hair Shampoo and Sr
mItin'Kpackaec.
Scpar;
lustre!'shampoo
Get' tie'l^\yilh""BlomJex

KILL THE HAIR ROOT

ents
frombring
growing
again,pri.
^Thehairwill
iianently,^
safely,^
r Tare.therelief
'iv^hlGr^Method^posiitful
happiness,
and greater
Barked
rsmindof successful
usesuccess.
all over
Send ihe6c
/-V Soi'ember. mG, ]ie returned to
Remove Supeprofessionals.
ated Booklet.
Free for Asthma
Ameriea.Whilebeeause
he eouldn't
f^lay artieles,
golf in
Mahler Co.. Dept. 36C. Provi dence, R.'l.
Paris.
^eorkin;/
on magazine
he and his fieeolo auditioned for the Swing Good For Kidney
Club. They -a'on. Ben Bernie added his
During Winter
and Bladder
a/'proral and put them on his program.
Then Les joined the CBS press departleep
ment.
Noze.
in
addition
to
his
publicity
Weakness
the very la.breathe;
cause
IS im-if ■teork. he aelii'ely assists in producing tlie
' diseaseof theis :
life Swing t'lub. Despite liis viany accom- LOOK AND FEEL YOUNGER
16g your
Frontier
plishments, though, he is one young man
whetherthe
All overwlioAmerica
and
ied.\ 3remarkable
. Nu
women
want matter
tomencleanse
under
who 1^'ouldn'l mind zchistling for his
kidneys of acids
waste
and
irritating
and
poisons
supper.
for
a
lifelinie
and
tried
everything
you
could
UNTIL
NEXT
MONTH
learn
of idwithout
even if hope
you arebututterly
for' do relief;
and
lead life
a long^er,
healthier,to
discouraged,
not
abandon
send
happier
are
turning
ALL out. The BANDWAGON'S first
today ing.forAddress
this free trial. It will cost you nothGOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil
trip is over. If you've any questions or
Capsules.
fVontier
Co. 70-C
Frontier
now you knowmorethe healthy
way to
452 Niagara.\sfhina
(Street.
Buffalo,
New Bide
York suggestions — just send them along.
helpSo bringabout
kidney
activity
andnight.stopOther
gett
i
n
g
u
p
often
at
symptoms are backache, irritated bladder— difficult
or smarting
passage—
ness and shifting
pains.puffiness under eyes— nervousThis harmless yet effective medicine brings results
—you'll
feel
better
in a fewHaarlem
days. SoOilwhyCapsules
not getto-a
PLATTER
S5('
box oforiginal
GOLD MEDAL
day-~the
andacceptgenuine—
right fromAsk Haarlem
ingetHolland—
Den
t
a
counterfeit—
for and
GOLD MEDAL.
PATTER
DON'T BE AN
"Ext
ra"... BE A
BOOTS MALLORY
Grand National
A LOT of swell things are being handPictures
ed out these days on those black platters
Star....
known
records. orIf even
you'reif just
a recordascollection,
you starting
already
STAR!
have one — maybe we can save you a lot
No man admires an un>
of trouble.
attractiveoratioskin.
adn — makeCapture
your skin
]•()!-; example, it wil! take a lot of
lovely with the lotion that
V /
Boxes reconl-hreaking |o l)eat Hal Kemp's vercleanses, tones, softens and
reduces large pores. Grand
sion of /'incerhouse (Victor). It's exciting,
it's
uni(|ue
—
and
it
sounds
as
Hal
used
to
powder
base,and
too! $1
50^
sound when he was fighting his way to the
at Drug and Dept. Stores
ITROUX
top. And, if it's swing you're after,
Introductory purse size
Bob Crosby's
at forleading
iOc stores
Stars of stasre and screen pre- there's
tune, butVieni,
Bob, J^icni
modern(Decca).
repreSend
free sample,
descriptive
folder.
fer Sitroux Tissues (pro- A well-worn
sentative ofthe old Dixieland style, makes
For generous
enclose
Alma
Woodward,
Dept.
3, 4206c.
nounced
"Sit-true.")
So
soft,
it
an
item
for
any
collector.
On
the
other
yet so much stronger, they
Lexington Ave., New York Ciry.
is I.iltle Rock Getatvay, where Bob
hold together! Care for YOUR side
Zurkc, ranking with Teddy Wilson as a
complexion
with
Sitroux
Tissues. Get a box today !
pianist,
really massages
Benny Goodman
recorded the
Lochkey-board.
Lomond
100

RADIO STARS
(\'ictor),
the vocal
to Martlia
Tilton. Theassigned
little blonde
swingstress
did
the best job she's ever done. Turn over
and
you
have
Ca»icl
Hof
—
which
could
have been a lot better.
XOT S'u-iiig. but very cntcrta'miiH] is
Pccca's
recordedIVillie
by Mil>ii HcrthDipsy
at theDoodle,
electricasorgan,
(the
i ion) Swifh, I'iaiio. ami OWeil Styencer
the dniiiis. But s-cciitfj and more than
ilertaining is Lcs Lieber's Nobody's
sweetheart Now and Who's Sorry Xow?
: Ilrunsti-iek). It's a first edition of the
and zvho
his zcrote
m li'histle.
Get it.'
, .•y
llnton,
Dips\- Doodle,
has Lorry
made
• record (Victor) of tzco more of liis comjndK^tions—The.
Abba Dabba.Campbells
Right noiv.AreLarrySwingin'
is being
treated
to
a
very
Botli numbers are good nice
but hisNBCAbbabuild-up.
Dabba
is very slightly — slightly, mind you — remicent of Raymond
Turkey nisand
others ofScott's
zchatTwilight
the upperin
crust call theDANCE
"impressionist
school."
MUSIC
WHEN your favorite station has signed
off for the night and you'd like to try a
bit of dancing in a rug-rolled-up livingroom, are
the insmooth
of Guy Lombardo
order. rhythms
His Summertime
disc
(Victor) is good Lombardo. And so is
RULES
Copy this g!rl and send us your drawing — per- This contest
the reverse — /'// See You in My Dreams.
open only
haps
you'll
win
a
COMPLETE
FEDERAL
. . . Nothing sensational, but smooth as
COURSE FREE! This contest is for amateurs, to amateurs, 16 years
honey and correspondingly easy to dance
Professo if you like to draw do not hesitate to enter. old orsionalmore.
to are other
Leo Chance
Reisman's
Give Happened
Love Ancommercial artists
and ThisLet'sNever
and
Federal
students
are
Prizes
for
Five
Best
Drawings
—
FIVE
Before (Victor). Lee Sullivan does the
COMPLETE ART COURSES FREE, in- not eligible.
vocals. Glen Gray bids a temporary
eluding
drawing
outfits.
(Value
of
each
1.
Make
drawing
of
girl
adieu to swing and does a very, very
course, $215.00.)
danceable job on two Decca platters. The
5 inches high, on paFREE! Each contestant whose drawing
first is You Took the Words Right Out
per 6 inches high.
Drawlettering.
only the girl, not
shows sufficient merit will receive a grading
of My Heart and the second, Thanks for
the
and advice as to whether he or she has, in our
the Memory. Kenny Sargent treats the
estimation,
artistic
talent
worth
developing.
choruses nicely.
2. Use only pencil or
Nowadays design and color play an important
VOCALS
part in the sale of almost everything. Therefore 3. No drawings will be
SKIPPIXG over to tlie vocal departthe artist, who designs merchandise or illustrates returned.
ment,covery
we'll turn
on to amade
disadvertising has become a real factor in modern 4. Print your name, ad(someonetheelsespotlight
has probably
industry. Machines can never displace him. pen. tion ondress,backage andof drawing.
the discovery e'er this — but we haven't!).
occupaMany Federal students, both men and girls who
It is aspace
trio — left
and sotheyempty
sound byas the
if they'll
tiiat
Boswelltill
5. All drawings must be
are
now
commercial
designers
or
illustrators
Sisters. The name — the Andrews Sisters.
capable of earning from $1,000 to $5000 received by Feb. 28th,
Judgment is based entirely on their Dccia
1938. Prizes will be
yearly have been trained by the Federal awarded
recording of Bei Mir Bist Dii .Schou and
for drawings
Nice Work If You Can Get It. Elegant !
Course.
Here'sRead
a splendid
opportunity
toyour
test best in proportion and
your
talent.
the
rules
and
send
neatness
by Federal
while we're
on discoveries,
is ever
drawing to the address below.
aAndrevelation
to listen
to Deanna it Durbin.
Schools Faculty.
The little miracle girl sings beautifully in
It's Raining Sunbeams and La Traviata
(Decca). Too, it's nice to have languorous
FEDERAL
SCHOOLS
^ INC
Langford's
Decca version
Once
InFrances
a While,
and FareweUMy
Love.ofHarry
Sosnick conducts a swell accompaniment. it^ti Dept. 3998, Fed cral Schools Building, Minneapolis, Minnesota
SERIOUS
.{NY good record collection should
De Luxe PERFUME
have its serious side. Recommendation of
Gives you SUPERB QUALITY
tjic month is the Bach album, prepared by
for only 10 cents!
Leopold Stokoivski and his Philadelphia
Symphony
Orchestra.
M-401
in
the
J'ictor
Musical Masterpiece Series, it presents five
recordings of Stokowski adaptations of
ZL'Orks
one of the greatest composers
U'ho everby lived.
. . . UNTIL next month, that's enough
to keep your turn-table turningl
(Look for this department
in April Radio Stars)

RADIO STARS
BEAUTY

AND

THE BREEZE
(Continued from page 67)
WHATHA

DIFFERENCE

IN EYE MAKE-UP
r^ULL, "tired-looking"
eyes ruincan't
the most
•L^
"eye make-up."
hide
themperfect
with arched
brows or Youmascara.
But
when eyes become red, veined, tired-looking
due to late hours, reading, fatigue, exposure
— a few drops of Eye-Gene can make them
clearer, whiter, in seconds! Eyes look larger,
sparkling, refreshed. Utterly different in action from boric acid or old-style lotions. A
new formula of two noted eye specialists.
Especially soothing to those who wear
glasses. Fastest selling eye lotion of its kind.
Get the large economy bottle at any drug or
department store — money refunded if not
satisfied. Or get purse size at any 10c store.
EYE-GENE
BECOME AN EXPERT
Bookkeeper
New, Jobs
belleT bookkeeping
opening
every
day.
— opportunities
and
better
jobs.
We train notyouthatnecessary.
topayget wellthemC.P.A.
— andlead
keepto still
them!cover
Previous
training
instructors
everyt
h
i
n
g
f
r
o
m
the
ground
up.
Inexpensive.
Write
for
book and special terms. No obligation. Address; free
Chicago, III.
ffr^s/i Away
GRAY
HAIR
AND LOOK 10
YEARS YOUNGER.
nd BUOWN-

wavliic
f)f 1
out.
Ingof natur.il
sp<.^IrriDli
f <l I
ISIiOW N
FOR TESTCo.BOHLEThe
Kenton-SEND
Pharmacal
306PleaseBrown
itone
Bldg.,Bottle
Covington,
Kentucky nnd
sc-nd
me
Test
of isBROWNATONE
interesting
booklet.
Enclosed
a 3c stamp to cover,
partly,
cost
of
packing
and
mailing.
Check
wanted; Brown n Dark Brown to Black
□ Blondeshadeto Medium
Name _
Address
City
■ Print Your Name and AddressState
>
102

lips. The .shape of the lips may be changed
somewhat hy keeping; the lip rouge a little
within the natural line, l)ut the hps should
never he changed hy .i;oing outside of the
natural line, unless you are to he under
artificial lights, as the deception is too
aiiiiarent. otherwise.
Several shade.s of powder, in fact a
shade tor each light, are necessary if you
are to look your best at all times. .\ud do
stop to think that the powder shade you
liked SO well in the fall or early winter
is no longer correct in February and
March.
Your summer tan has coniijletely
er.
faded by now, and your skin is much fairWhen it conies to eye make-up. Ik-nay
very shesadlywouldshakes
head usandnever
admitsto
that
like her
to advise
use it in the daytime. But many of us
hai'C to use it, and the rest of us are so
improved byHowever,
it that when
she won't
go tois that
extreme.
mascara
applied
for
daytime
wear,
it
should
diluted with water to a very thin washbe and
brushed very lightly on the lashes. A
\ery pale,mis ible ontransparent
perall occasions. eyeAll shadow
powder isshould
be carefully brushed from the brows and
they may be discreetly touched with a pencil. Of course
wee bitafternoon
more make-up
in order
for aformal
affairs,is
where artificial lights will prevail — and of
course the evening permits still more leeIt is awfully hard to keep the hair looking half
decent
cold, and
windythe weather.way
Electricity
in thein hair,
wild
breezes, take their toll from the best of
waves. No wonder most of us become so
discouraged that we half-heartedly run a
comb over the head and decide "to put
up
way until
No
reasonwithforit"this,thisthough,
Benay spring
says, !if you
give yourself oil shampoos and brush the
hair regularly to keep it lustrous and pliant
— and sleep in a hair net. Don't shudder
— hair nets aren't the ghastly things they
sound — very attractive little caps are available, that will make your wave last so
much longer that they pay for themselves
in no time.
deciding upon a
liffnrc :autions care ei'tain hair-do is
Just
to a bi'cause
friend, is ver\' glamoris, ,n whv it will
Beiiar yourdres.s.
own The
fealir
womn lopiilar arc simpage or a too nmw face !
neck
till' a^eThefactor
consideris inmoststyling
the
hair.
oldertowoman
flattered
by loose waves and a close to the head
coiffure that is swept softly back from the
face.
Now, after Benay's hints for fortifying
beauty some
againstcosmetic
the breeze,
I'll tell
you
alwut
discoveries
I have
come upon this month, so that you may
write me for the names !
i^CanlDiucd on page 103)

CORNS

COME

BACK

BIGGER-UGLIER
OLD-FASHIONED
home paring
It means risk of infeaion
and onlyis dangerous!
afTecis the
surface
a cornmore— leaves
root*ever!to come back
bigger, ofuglier,
painfulthethan
Don't take
chances.
Nowwithout
you candangerous
remove paring
corns
quickly,
and easily
orof millions
other safely
unscientific
methods.
Follow
the example
and
play
safe
with
new,
double-action
Blue-Jay. The tinyby medicated
Blue-Jay
plaster
stops
pain
removing
pressure,
then(excepin 3
short instantly
daystionallythestubborncorncases
liftsmayout require
root
anda all
second
ap. quick-acting.
is easy to use—for invisi
scientific
—plication )Blue-Jay
6.in Canada.
Atble.allSafedrug—
and
department
stores. Same25<i price
BLUE-JAY CORN PLASTERS
DRAT If/ I SHOOLP^
4HAVJE:OILpurOH SOME
3-lN-(
ONF
THI5 LOCK
/J

3-IN-ONE oil is specially blended
tofromkeeprust,moving
parts clean,Usefreeit
and lubricated.
regularly
on hinges,
locks, sewingmachines,
tools. Athardware,
drug, grocery and 10< stores. /J
3-IN-ONE

Many

OIL

Never

SUSPECT

Cause of
Backaches
This Old Treatment Often Brings Happy Relief
onceManythey sufferers
discover relieve
th:it thenagging
real causebackache
of their quickly,
trouble
mayThebe kidneys
tired kidney.s.
are
Nature's
chief
way
ofMosttakingpeople
the
excess
acids
and
waste
out
of
the
blood.
passFrequent
about 3 orpints.scanty
a daypassages
or about with
3 pounds
of waste.
smarting
and
hurning shows there may be something wrong with
yourAn kidneys
bladder.or poisons in your blood, when
ofor acids
due
to excess
functional
disonler-s,pains,may legbe pains,
the cause
of nagging
backache,kidneyrheumatic
loss
ofne.sspepunder
and theenergy,
getting
up
nights,
swelling,
eyes, headaches and dizziness. puffiwait! Askby your
druggist
Pills,
usedDon'tsuccessfully
fortheover1,5formiles
40 Doan's
years. They
give
and miUions
will helpwaste
tubeshappy
Husii relief
out poisonous
from yourof kidney
blood.
Get Doau's X'ills.

RADIO STARS
(Continued from f^yc 102)
Sister,

can

spare
you
NICKE

CBS Conductor Fritz Reiner
First is a liquid make-up that is simply
■harming. It is a powder that comes in
ints to blend with every complexion. This
)owder eliminates the shiny nose, chin
md forehead, because it practically stays
n forever. Why, jou can even ajiply it
0 neck, shoulders and arms when dressng for the evening, and you'll find it
lasn't rubbed off in your coat while goini?
0lancing.
the ball — or on your partner's coat while
The same company makes another cosmetic that should be dubbed "the beautyaver," as it conceals those horrid biemshes that just will pop out before a speparty or date. It is a cream and may
be used as a foundation for powder and
make-up,
too, particularly
if you don'tbecoming.
think your
freckles are
Do
send for the name now. so you may always
have a supply on hand.
Then I have a booklet for you — an illustrated booklet — that not only describes,
but shows you. just how to give yourself
three different facial masks at home. These
masks are inexpensive, easy to prepare
and apply, and do wonders tor the skin.
They cleanse, tone and invigorate the fkin
and give the complexion a firm, radiant
bloom. I believe you will find, after trying this mask just once, that you want it
to be a part of your regular beauty routine
and not a special party occasion touch !
Next. I have a free sample offer for
ou this month. Just enclose a three-cent
stamp with your name and address and I
will send it to you post-haste. This is
pore cream, that shrinks and cleanses
the pores and is an excellent blackhead
treatment. This cream contains camphor
and three special medicinal powders, so
it also is effective in treating blemishes
and eruptions ! You should apply it thickly to the face and allow it to remain on
overnight, if it is to do its best work. Results are noticeable after the first application. But I Send
won't fortellyouryou free
any sample
more
about it here.
and prove to yourself just what it docs.
Mary Biddle
RADIO
STARSAvenue
Magazine
149 Madison
New York, New York.
I amlikeenclosing
would
a sample aof 3('the stamp
cream and
for
cleansing and refining the pores.
Name
Address
City
State

a

,o YOU KNOW what one
D ickel can do for your
kitchen and cupboard shelves?
It will buy 9 whole feet of the
smartest shelving (not just edging) that you can get at any
3
price. Millions of thrifty women
have turned dark closets and
cupboards into beauty spots
with durable, decorative, non-curling Royledge!
Royledge calls for no tacking, no laundry. Lay it flat on
the shelf, fold down the beautiful, embossed edge, and it
stays bright and clean for months. Any S-and-lOt*, neighborho d or department store has stunning new Royledge
designs and colors to match your other equipment, at 5<*
for 9 ft. Spare that nickel, the first time you shop! (There
are 10' sizes, too.) Roylace, 99 Gold Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
NOTE: — When you need Doylies, buy ROYUES
... decorator-designed ; radio advertised ; 5c & lOc packages!

Throat

tickle

isnt funny when
it comes from a cold.
But try

one

package

of

BEECH-NUT
COUGH DROPS
BLACK OR MENTHOL
and get the quick
relief that
their
soothing ingredients
can give you.

MAKES
IRONING
EASY
This modern way to hot starch
mixing,
bother
asendswith
lumpboiling
starch.and Makes
starching easy. Makes ironing
easy.
It
restores
elasticity
that soft charm of newness. and
No
sticking. Noscorching.Youriron
fairly glides. Send for sample.

TRY
THIS
FREE

ITHAN
THE HUBINGER
CO., No.U
517. Keokuk, la.
K YO
j Your free sample of QUICK ELASTIC, please,
Ij and '"That Wonderful Way to Hot Starch."
103
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TEETH^iiz^
HERE'S
(Conliinied fromHOWE!
par/c 53)

WAKE
gums. Also comes in No. 1 texture for teeth eosy-to-bryten.
Get lodent today— mode by J
a Dentist tosafely.
clean teeth y/
lODENT
~«\| TOOTH PASTE n-J
POWDER js:^

John Nesbitt, of The Passing
Parade.

UPYOUl

LIVER BILE..
Without Calomel— And You'll Jump!
OutThe ofliver
Bed should
in thepourMorning
Rarin' oftoliquijj
GI
out two pounds
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowlj
your Gasfood bloats
doesn'tupdigest.
It just decasl
ining thefreely,
bowels.
your stomach.
Yo 1
get
is poisonej
and constipated.
you feel sour, Your
sunk whole
and thesystem
world looks
punl j
A mereIt takes
bowel those
movement
doesn't
get at th j1
cause.
good,
old
Carter's
Liver Pills to get these two pounds of bile Littl
flow |
ing
freely
and yetmakeamazing
you feel in"upmaking
and up."bileHanrflo\ I'
less,
gentle,
freely.
For
a
free
sample
of
Carter's
Little
Live
Pills,
free Makes
book entitled
"TheGood,"Interestin
Story also
of What
Carter's,
27for Park
Place,You
N. Feel
Y.Liver
C. Or askaddres
you
druggist
Carter's
Little
Stubbornly refuse anything else. ©193a.Pills.
c. p. 25<inc

HERE'S HOW!
Will not fade, chip or peel ^ /
This is the nail polish that's copturing feminine
America
by storm, loteen
fashion's
smartest
largegives
size you
forit only
YOUR Dt/shades in aSUPPLIED,
COUPOh10c.
:: MARATHON
LABORATORIES.
r)I-:PT.
M-.1-H
100 MADISON ST.. NEWARK. N. J.
; I cnclose 10c for the lorge size Loteen Polish |os checked),
GeroniumRed L_ OldRose
C IndigoTan
Z Burgundy
iii NAME
LZi Flome
Rust _.1 Robin
Red Bonona
□ Coronation
Red
i ■ ADDRESS
LH-TEEfl

mxiiiWA

Sensational ^ fj^ f O^^et
SEND COUPON
FOR ^LIPSTICKS
AND REIUVIA
MASCARA CREAM
It's our treat! Let us ser
you
3 full trial
sizes \^of'*thef
famous
FLAME-GL'O.^
FREE
. Indelible
. . each in aLipsticks""
different fascinating shade,
Triple
so you can discover the color most becoming
towe you.willToalsointroduce
send youour anewest
tube achievement,
of REJUVIA
Mascara
Cream,
with
brush.
It's Guaranteed
Waterproof
Harmles ! Just sendand 10cSmear-proof;
in stamps toperfectly
cover mailing
costs. For beauty's sake, send coupon TODAY!

\ .siaWP* ^
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10< AND 20c
>ATA )0«LEADING
STORES

— To lift out cooked cauliflower without breaking it: Place the cauliflower,
before
a wirea saucepan
frying basket.
Lower cookin.s',
the l)askctin into
filled
with hoilinK
salted
water.
Cook uncovered until tender.
— To make cup cakes or muffins of
even size: Use an ice cream scoop when
puUin.Q the batter into the pan. The
same socip is .ilso excellent for serving salads, \ i. i^L tables, cotta.ue cheese
and other lliin.ys made more attractive
b.v having a definite shape.
— To prevent cup cakes and muffins
from sticking to the bottom of the pan:
Cut out a bunch of wax paper rounds
just big- enou.yli U> lit the bottom of
\()ur cups and keep tlu'ni on liand in a
wa.v paper lia.u. Then put one of these
rounds in eacli cup before .Qreasinp; and
])oiu-ing
in thewillliatter,
contents
when baked
comeandouttiiewith
case.
— To remove baked potatoes from the
oven with ease and without burned finpotatoesbakin.g.
in tiieThen,
cups of
muffin gers:tinI'lacebefore
witha
the help of a i>ot hobler only, all tile
potatoes can l)e takeMi out at one time
instead of separately.
— To make sandwiches with bread
that is too fresh to cut: Chill bread in
ice refri.gerator for an liour. The lower
temperalure makes it easier to slice.
— To remove baked fish from the pan
quickly and without breaking: Place a
l)iece of clean imisliii or cheeseclotli
in the bottom of the pan. Then wiien
fish is baked it can lie lifted out and
turned over on the serving dish.
— To make attractive St. Patrick's
Day tablenations,decorations:
ake white
carplace stems in ;i'! bottle
of green
ink and then i>lare flowers in refrigerator for some time l)efore using. They
take on a dainty green tint.
— To bake a batch of cookies in record time
when onlyOH one
(CuiiliiiHcd
page or105)two bak-

ANY COLOR
LIGHT BROWN to BLACK
Gives a natural, youth
ful appearance. Easy as
penciling your eyebrows in
your own home; not greasy; will not
rub off nor interfere with curling
$1.35,FREEforSAMPLE.
sale everywhere.
State original
hairIVI-38.
coin
Brookline
Chemical
Co.. Dept.Mass.
79 Sudbury
St., Boston,
FARR^S FOR GRflV HfllR
I WANT YOl
Work
for "Uncle
Start $1260
to $2100 aSam"
year
MKN—
educatio
u.sually WO.MK.X.
sufficient.Common
Many 1938
an
pointinents
expected..
Sliort
Write
todaylistsureof positions
for free and32tioiir~
-piuful
boolt.
witli
particulars teUing how to qualify fu
N. V

^ERCOLIZED
Mercolized Wax will make your skinWA
smoother,
clearer,
younger-looking.
Thiswithlovelyall cream
sloughs
off
the
outer
layer
of
skin
its
superficial
blemishes, in tiny invisible particles. Then you sec
the underskin
revealed
in
all
its
fresh,
clear
ness. Bring out this hidden beauty and keeploveliyour
skin young-looking
Mercolized Wax.
Use SaxolitewithAstringenf
Daily
A DELIGHTFULLY
refreshlnjthelpful.
astringent
lotion.
antiseptic,
SaxoliteChoose
in Tinfiling,
one-half
pint witch
hazel. Dissolve
Phelactine
Depilatory
For
hair stores
quickly. everywhere.
Easy to use.
At removinft
drug and unwanted
department
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(Continued from page 104)

Lum and Abner, with Charlie, the
singing dog on their NBC progrom.
sheets are available: Roll out the
cs. cut them and arrange them on
of waxed paper cut to the size
!he cooky sheet. Then, when one
• h of cookies has finished baking.
c:u\ remove the cookies — paper and
•rom ofthe cookies
pan and onplacethethebaking
next
rful
-:Kct. all ready for the oven.
— To make extra-delicious peanut butter sandwiches: Moisten peanut butter
with orange juice in proportions of 2
■ r ,1 tablespoons of juice to each ^
cup of peanut butter.
— To make molded ice box cookies
without buying expensive cooky molds:
Remove both ends of small soup cans
with a can opener which cuts evenly.
Grease the insidcs of the cans before
packing in the cooky dough. When
thoroughly chilled, the firm dough will
slide out easily anil slice into perfect
rounds.
— To make inexpensive and attractive
candle holders for birthday cakes: Use
large gum drops. Make holes for the
candles with the metal end of a pencil
from which the eraser has been removed— being careful not to press the
metal
"cutter"
the
gumdrops,
as you entirely
want to through
leave a base
for the candle. With an attractive
color scheme worked out, these holders
are charming — and good to eat, tool
— To extract onion juice: Simply cut
onion in half and squeeze on a reamer
as you would do to get orange juice!
— Topes: keep
of reciPlace thea "successful"
recipes you filethink
you
are
going
to
like
in
a
"trial
box"
pasting them in your scrap book before
or on
filing cards for your kitchen filing case.
(All Radio Hostess recipes you will
notice, are printed in filing card size,
for your convenience.) Then, when a
recipe has been tried and approved, it
can be included in the permanent collection, possibly with notations on the
side
turnedasoutto towhose
be! "favorite dish" it

1 hrilliiig iiioinonts that every girl longs for. dreams
about. Why not make them real? Why not invite
adventure and romance, entice the man of your
heart, be fragrantly alluring with Blue W'altz Perfume? Itssubtle, intoxicating odeur whispers your
charm, gives you new confidence in your own loveliness. Just try it and see ! Ask
for Blue Waltz Perfume.
*
Blue
10c at 5 and 10c stores.
BLUE WAITZ PERFUME • FACE POWDER • UPSTICK • BRIIUANTINE • COIOGNE

The new GRIFFIN A. B.C. liquid Wax
in black, tan, brown and blue. Just
spread it on witn swab in bottle. If
dries in a jiffy to a shine.
—Or, GRIFFIN A. B.C. Wax Polish
in the jumbo tin, black, brown, tan,
ox-blood and neutral — it's waterproof.
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RHDIO
inUGHS
(SELECTED
SNICKERS
FROM POPULAR PROGRAMS)
JACK: Stu, exactly where were you
born
STL': Somewhere in Oregon.
JACK;
Don'tI was
vnu know
what town?
STT: Xo.
in a trailer.
It the
car
had
Ik-vu
a
little
faster,
I'd
have heen a
native Caiilornia:i.
\i)n'rL- Incky it wasn't too fast;
yonJACK:
STUmight: Itha\ewasbeenso afastMexican!
the stork could
hardhcatchOAKIE
up with and
us. STUART ER(lACK
WIX, Camel Caravan.)
CIl.lRl-'r.S:
The landlady's
plcntx
of trouhlc bctzcccn
her husbandharing
and
ilic tiinutcc.
c;'L.in]'S:
von mean?
CIlAKLllS: ]]'hat
Jircrydo time
she zvatejies
oue—ihe other <ioes out!
((7/./.VL/;.v' BUTTERIVORTH and
GL.-inVS
Gras. ) GEORGE, Hollyzvood Mardi
GRACIE: My poor Unkie! He plays
the accordion every night and cries like
a baby.
GEORGE: Why does he cry? Does he
play sad music?
GRACIE: No — the accordion keeps
pinching his stomach!
(BURNS 8C ALLEN, Grape Nuts Program.)
Your honor, w^e're ready to
openMANthe : case.
JUDGE:
Just a minute. Is the defense
readv
?
PHIL: Yes.
JUDGE:
MAX: Yes.Is the prosecution ready?
JUDGE:
the jury readv?
VOICES: Is Yes!
JUDGE:
All
Clerk, open the
case and hand out right.
the bottles.
(PHIL BAKER, - Gulf Program.)
HENNV:
My landlord.
zi'ife zvas She
having
argjiinent
zvilh the
asbedan him
if he had an\ references. The landlord
said: •■Wait a minute, zehal do I need a
reference tor? This ain't a job?' She said
U> him: ■'■()li, yeah? Wait till you try to
colled
the rent!''
(IJJ:\X)'
Frogran:.
) )'0UXGM.'1.\', Kate Smith
KENNY: Oh, Dr. Benny!
JACK: Yes, Dr. Baker?
KENNY: I wish you'd give me something, I've got an awful stomachache.
JACK:
Well,yourself?
you're a doctor — why
don't
you
KENNY: treat
Not me, I charge too much!
(JACK BENNY, Jello Program.)
HARRY: Hello, Zeke, those sure arc
funny-looking socks you have on. Just
getTED
'em?: No, these are the same socks I
been wearing for seven years I just had
half(HARRY
soles and VON
rubber heels
on 'em.TED
ZELLput and
BERfiMAN, Town Hall Tonight.)
CHARLIE: Nozv that you mention it,
it's
of you toto dofeela kind
that zvay
aboutazi'fully
it. It good
is a chance
and
noble deed.
EDDY: To do a kind and noble deed,
I would give until it hurts.
106

CHARL.IE: That's the spirit. Would
you gi:\- a dollar?
EDDY:
.\'o, Give
but Eduntilgiveit ahurts!
quarter. You
CH.IRLIE:
can't(CJIAKIJE.
stand much McCARTlIY.
pain, can \ou? Chase &
Sanborn I'lograni.)
BOB: Say, Eddie, if the Van Buren
Junior
of Agriculture
to give College
me a degree,
will youeversaydecides
some
Latin for me, too?
EDDIE: If you are ever so honored.
Bob,BOB:I'll Honest,
make your
speech in Greek.
Eddie?
EDDIE: Honestly, Bob. Because any
reasons for your getting a degree will be
Greek to me!
(BOB BURNS and EDMUND LOWE,
Kraft Program.)
TED: A woman comes in and says:
"How
much That
is thatdress
dressis over
JERRY:
$175. there?"
TED is: that
I wantdress?
something cheaper. How
much
JERRY: Oh, that one? $45.
TED: Too expensive. What can I get
for a dollar ninety-eight?
JERRY: A picture of me in tights!
(TED HAMMERSTEIX and JERRY
MANN, Music Hall of the Air.)
GIRL: Chainicey says that zAih my
voice I sJiKiild stand out on the stage.
JOE:
out in theWith
allev!your voice you should stand
(JOE PEN'XER, Cocomalt Program.)
WARREN:
tened to the showSay,lastJack,
week, mytoo. father lisJACK:
Oh,
did
he.
like me? And didn'tWarren?
he thinkDidn't
I washe
funny?
WARREN: Well — yes and no.
no?JACK: What do you mean, yes and
WARREN: Yes, he didn't like you, and
no,(JACK
he didn't
think andyou WARREN
were funny.HULL,
HALEY
Log Cabin Program. 1
CLERK: The State of New York
versus John Oakie. The prisoner will step
to the bar.
JACK:
I'm notfellows
thirsty.in the
STU : Say,I will,
look butat those
bleachers.
Bleachers! That's the jury, in
theJACK:
jurv box.
STU:
Oh what are they in for?
JACK: Three dollars a dav !
(JACKCaravan.)
OAKIE and STU ERVVIN,
Camel
K/iN: Do you knozv the most famous
OSWALD:
dance
team.' Oh yeah! Adam and Eve.
REN : .'Idain and Eve? What dance did
thevOSItmake. ILP:jam, .us?
The l>i<l .Apple!
{KEN MLRRAY and OSWALD.
Campbell Soup Program.)
CHARLIE (smgs):
So we dedicate this song to him,
But he does it for a lark,
Don Wilson endorses cigarettes,
"Two
in the Park."
LANNY: cigarettes
Wait a minute,
Charlie, that
should be "Two Cigarettes in the Dark."

Don't tell me where Wl
sonCHARLIE:
gets his cigarettes!
(CHARLES
BUTTERWORTH, HoU|
wood Mardi Gras.)
New"^'ork with
you? taking the zvall
GEORGE
: You're
GRACIE:on it. Yeah, it's got all my phoi]
numbers
Why offdidn't
you just tal|
theGEORGE:
i)hone numbers
the wall?
(il\
AC
II':
I
couldn't,
George,
they weil\
written in ink !
(BURNS
&
ALLEN,
Grape
Nuts
Pn|
gram. )
IlENNY: I noticed that my uncle ml
looking uncle?"
Z'cry sad, so said:
I said"Hcnny,
to him: Eve
"Whatl
'K'rong
;'».[
had a ver\ toughHe break.
My cfiauffcur
aieay
zvitlioiil
mv
zvife?"
(lUiNNY YOGNGMAN. Kate Smit^
Program.)
theJACK:
troubleWell,
with Schlep,
you? what seems to b|
SAM: I don't know, doctor. One minulj
I'm hot,
the next wet.minute I'm cold
then
I'm wringing
JACK: Well, those are alarming symi|
toms. When did you first notice them?
SAM: This morning when I took
shower.
(JACK BENNY, Jello Program.)
ALICE:pappy
(crying)
—pappy—
! Oh, pappy, oh papp.ij
\\\\LTER: What is it, daughter? Donjl
tell me that city slicker has been chasinj]
ALICIA:
and this morninil
you
again. me Yesclearpappy,
he chased
up to the hill and ove!|
theWALTER:
fields.
What happened, Elviry]
WhvALICE:
aire yewHe cryin'?
didn't catch NBC.)
me!
(WALTER O'KEEFE,
CLARK: Strictly betzveen us, Charlie
to nJiat do voii atlril'iite xotir great succesi
<7,v „ Ga.uino:-:i? Will you tell me?
( '/I Ah' TIE-: Well. noie. I . . . Really .
( T. IK'K: Come on, Charlie. You can bii
frank with we.
CHARLIE.:
Yes, 1 knozv, but — doe.^
Garho
tell Dietrich?
(CHARLIE McCarthy and CLARKi
G.IBLE. Chase & Sanborn Program.)
of GIRL:
town. I'm sorry, the manager is out|
JOE: When will he be back?
GIRL: Just a moment, I'll ask hii
JOE: Oh, so that's the way it is? AIll
right —if you
wouldn't
work HwJ
fori
him
he wastellthehimlastI man
on earth.
station's
tell
him Inosaidgoodso. — and he's a bum. You{|
GIRL: Is that all?
JOE: have
Oh, another
yeah — and
ask him if I can
please
chance.
(JOE PENNER, Cocomalt Program.)
JACK: Here's a letter from the movie
studio where I work. It says : "Twentieth
Century-Fox is proud of >'ou, Twentieth
Century-Fox needs you. Twmtictli Cciitury-Fox
can haveWarren,
you!" this
.Siyned,
Metro(Joldvvyn-Mayer.
is terrible.
Isn'tonthere
any way
I can find out how I
did
the show
last week?
S. A. by Alt Color PrintiiiK Company. Dundlcn. N. J.
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..AND

MEN

CAN

AWFUL

BE

SUCH

GOSSIPS

TOO!

ing it never irritates the skin. And Mum
is completely harmless to fabrics— safe to
apply ISevenQUICK!
after One
you'rehalfdressed.
MUM
minute is all it
takes for a dab of Mum under each arm!
care of past perspiration— xh^t they still To be a girl men like to have around, use
need Mum, to prevent odor to come.
Mum every day and after every bath.
MUM LASTS AIL DAY! All day or all eve- FOR THIS IMPORT.iNT USE. TOO
ning long, Mum's protection is sure.
Thousands oj licmi ii tise M;/)); jar S.iuilary Napkins because tijey knaic Mum is so i^i.iille. so sure!
MUM IS SAFE! Mum does not stop healthful perspiration. Even after underarm shav- Don't risk embarrassment! Always use Mum!
HOURS AFTER YOUR BATH MUM STILL KEEPS YOU SWEET

Let's face the truth about
UNDERARM PERSPIRATION ODOR
MEN DO TALK about girls behind
their backs— although they won't
admit it. Is a girl pretty, a good sport,
a smooth dancer? The answer quickly
goes the rounds!
They talk about other things, too.
About the girls they hate to dance with
—the girls they simply won't take our.
For a girl must be more than pretty and
smart. She'll never make a hit with men
unless she is truly suee(~nke to be neiu:
Unpopularity often begins with the
first hint of underarm odor. This is one
fault that men can't stand — one fault
they
Yet trusts
any girl
offendca7z't
this forgive.
way, if she
her may
bath
alone to keep her fresh!
Smart girls—
don't takes
take
chances!
They popular
know a girls—
bath only

Mum

TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION
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MAKE HIS
EASY CHAIR
REALLY
EASY!

LIGHT CONDITION WITH
New and Brighter
G-E MAZDA LAMPS
It s simple to do. And
you can begin to light condition
at surprisingly little cost.
Put a new G-E bulb in your
three-light I. E.S. Better Sight Lamp
... 100 -200 -300 -watts only 65<.
Then watch the man in your
family relax as he reads. See that
your I. E.S. bridge and table lamps
ihave a 100-watt G-E bulb . . . 20<.
Brighten up your kitchen with
a 150-watt bulb for only 25<.
And for general use, 60-watt G-E
bulbs, or smaller . . . only 15^.
Buy
G E bulbs
wheretheyounew seeand thisbrighter
emblem19i8displayed.

GENERAL^ELECTRIC
MAZDA LAMPS

LESTER C. GRADY, Editor ETHEL M. POMEROY,
Associate Editor ABRIL LAMARQUE, Art Editor
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RADIO STARS

When Dick Powell left the
Hollywood Hotel air show
Warners promised hinn another radio job. He waited
a long time, but is now M.C.
on Your Hollywood Parade,
the Lucky Strike-Warner
program. Rosemary Lane,
who appears with Dick in the
picture, Hollywood Hotel,
is a prominent cast member.

The program Is broadcast
each Wednesday, at 10 p.m.
EST, from Sound Stage 9 on
the Warner lot. Dick began
his career singing with an
orchestra, as did Rosemary,
who is a Waring graduate.
A different guest star Is
Invited each week, not always from the Warner ranks.
Gary Cooper, star of The
Adventures of Marco Polo,
and currently working In
Bluebeard's
with
ClaudetteEighth
Colbert,Wife
was
one of the first guest stars.
(Continued on page 8)
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How long has it been since you tried a completely different way of
fixing your hair? AVith your ringlets brushed high like this, we bet he
would look at you with new interest . . . with an adoring new gleam in
his eye! A beguiling hair-do has been known to change a woman's
whole life! Why don't vou try it?

Maybe you're one of them! One of the
women who still buy the same brand of sanitary napkins you started asking for years ago!
Then thing
ladybetter— now
here's! Modess
grand news!
There'ssopersomeis so much
...
so much .w(/f'r...it is changing the buying habits
of women everywhere! Why don't you trv it?

An artist loolting at you might advi-e you to wear some of the very
colors you think are unbecoming! A fixed notion about certain colors
has made many a woman miss being the sparkling, vivid pcr-oii -he
could be. Some new shade migkt do wonders for you! \Miy don t
you trv it?

Get a box of Modess today -and discover the Now — remove the uoisture- proof backing
amazing difference! Cut one of the pads in from a Models pad Drop water on it! See
embarrassment. Only
two. See . . . feel . . . the fluffy, soft-as-down why you need never f ^:\T""certain-safe"
feature!
filler. Compare this with ordinary pads made Modess give^ yon lii
er
comfort
and securitv
Yet
—
for
all
its
grea
of crepey, close-packed layers. You can easily
see why Modess never becomes stiff and rasp- — Modess costs less, in most places, than any
ing in use . . . never chafes.
other nationally known napkin!

IF YOU PREFER A SMALLER, SLIGHTLY NARROWER PAD, SAY "JUNIOR MODESS"

RADIO STARS
(Continued from page 6)
n^ClA,
PLEASE
PLAY WITH ME!

Maybe more
you'retimelikewiththishisfather.
knewoftenhe heshould
spend
child butHe too
just
didn't have
the energy.
He was had
faggedstolen
out. hisill-tempered, headachy.
Constipation
pep
and nothing he tried really seemed to set him right.
NOW HE'S SO GLAD HE
TRIED THIS NEW IDEAS

Pa+ric Knowles, Olivia de Havilland, Be+te Davis and Basil Rathbone played
hooky from their sets to run through the lines for their radio sketch.

What a luckyommended
day itFEEN-A-MINT!
was for himHe was
whendelighted
a friend with
recthis
pleasant,
easy
way
to
take
a
laxative—
found
it
tastedtantjust
delicious
chewingthorough,
gum. Moreand imporstil , helikefound
it gentle,
trustw
o
r
t
h
y
.
0H'//find
}
—
as
he
did—
that
no
other
type
of laxative
can do16 million
exactly modern
what FEEN-A-MINT
does
I No wonder
folks prefer it!
Here's why you'll prefer
FEEN-A-MINT
(Above) Suggested changes in script are always considered carefully by
NO STOMACH UPSET-With an
airalteration
show's producer.
Rosemary
who Munroe,
acts as well
sings, talks
an
to Program
whileas Voice
Directorup
DirectorLane,Paul
FEEN-A-MINT
swallow toa
heavy, bulky
dose;youtheredon'tis nothing
Dudley Chambers waits for her to itart practicing the evening's songs.
burden
digestion.
CHEWING
AIDS DIGESTIONThe chewing
the flowthatofhelp
the
same
natural stimulates
alkaline fluids
food digest.
ACTS WHERE YOU NEED ITFEEN-A-MINT's
tasteless
laxative
ingredietont does not
stomach
Itwherepassesit should.
the affect
intestine
and action.
works
FEEN-A-MINT won't gripe or nauseate you. or disturb sleep.flavor.
It's grand
for children,is too.
love its
delicious
FEEN-A-MINT
truly They
the laxative
you shouldwhatusea inwonderful
your family. Try itFEEN-A-MINT
! — find out for
yourself
makes! At all druggists, or
for generous FREE
trialFEEN-A-MINT,
package. Dept. 60,
Newark. N. J.
DELICIOUS
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If a stenograptier's
abused
hands
could
talk,

they'd

Office jobs are terribly hard on your
hands. Typing one minute ... filing
the next... washing carbon smudges
off your fingers a dozen times a day.
First thing you know, your skin is
all
dry, chapped,
...rough,
red, and andugly!"sandpapery"
What your
hands need is quick-acting Hinds
Honey and Almond Cream.

say

(Below) Affer one of the broadcasts,
Eddie Cantor registers his approval
to Dick, Tom McAvity and Jack L. Warnerright)
(
, one of the Warner Brothers.

Go ablehomehands.
everyYounight
smooth,
kisscan! with
. . . Even
one application ofHinds Honey and Almond Cream
helps bring your skin soft enchantment.
Hinds works fast . . . helps put back the softness that ofHce work, harsh soaps, hard
water, and blustery winds take away. Contains the
"sunshine" Vitamin D— and Vitamin A, too. $1.00,
50c, 23c, 10c sizes. Dispenser free with the 50c size.
Hinds
Cream

Honey
for

and

Almond

Honesnnoon

Hands
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Perennially popular Chinese foods, recommended by Orchestra Leader Russ Morgan, ol Johnny Presents!

Turning from "Music in the Morgan Manner" to dinner in the Morgan manner, Russ shows
Singer Bernice Parks his way of handling chop-sticks, at a popular Chinese restaurant.
IT all started out tn he ju^t another
"hacksta.^e" interview, up at NBC's
l)ii4gest .studio, after the Saturday evening broadcast of the I'liilip Morris
show.
But fullevenof surprises!
a cookin;^ (..litor's
life
can he
So, hefore tile eveniuL; was oxer, 1 found
nivself
travelini;
froni Radio
China z'ia
Broadway.
With C'ity
almostto
the speed that the delit^luful "Music
in thejustMorgan
manner") had
(to traveled
which I
had
been listenin;.;
through
space.
And
while
the
music's
invisil)lc voyage had earned new
apj)reciation for that genial maestro,
Russ Morgan, and new friends for
his sponsor, the results of my trip
took the noteworthy foi iu of some interesting Chinese recipes. These
vf)u'll
find should
on i)ages
54 —ofa
fact which
win 52
the and
acclaim
any housewife interested in serving
unusual and tempting meals aufl in
giving those distinctively "different"
parties that make such a hit with one's
guests.
Certainly with all eyes on China,
right now, such meals and parties
should prove more popular than ever
before. For, at the present moment,
with thenentlyP'ar
figuring
promiin theF.astdaily
news,so Chinese
10

cooking is sure to step into the limelight and more and more people will
come to realize that these delicately
seasoned dishes richly deserve the
I)opularity
enjoy with
those who they
have already
tried them.
Whichall
makes it especially nice that, with the
help of the somewdiat simplified Chinese recipes given here this month,
you, too, can now ])rei)are and serve
delicious A'ersions of these justly
famed foods in your own home.
Then no longer will you wonder why
gourmets the world over give to
China's
honors ! cuisine the very highest
It was Russ Morgan liimself who
was resiionsihle for the imaginary
trip which resulted in my securing
these
vovage
to the reci|)es.
land of the(Jiu"
Creatculinary
Wall took
tiie
form (jf a sp<-cial tour which he conducted with tlu' same outward calm
and inward d\namie urge that characterizes li s li,-,nd-lca(ling. Xor did
he wail long aftei- his broadcast to
start out with a group of "fellow explorers" intow. "Johnn)-," in his red
bellho|)'s
uniform,
had just
peared behind
the curtains
of hisdisa])own
little stage; the tones of his familiar
and appealing vcjice were still ringing

in our ears in that well known chant
of his:
Call for wasPhilip
and
the audience
still Morris!";
filing out
of the studio, when Russ, with chnner
on his mind, literally rushed us out
and away. Down the elevator and to
his waiting car we hurried, chatting
merrily in transit.
"Tell you about my favorite
foods?" to
replied
run, in
answer
my Russ,
very on
firstthequestion.
"Why tell you about them, when we
can cat them?" he went on. "And
we"\e just enough time before my rebroadcast
the West
Coast,"
stated, as weforsettled
back for
a quickhe
dash crosstown to a destination then
still unknown to me.
"\'ou see, I'm |)articularly partial
to
on,
whenChinese
I askedcooking,"
where weRuss
were went
to dine.
"So I figuri'd we could both talk and
sample Chinese foods in a restaurant
I know of where that style of cooking
Which explains how this particular
quest
the stars
fa\-orite
dishes
your
favoriteforradio
landed
us, ofin short
is I'ips.''
order,
h'oo'sthough
Den — but
a popular
eating ats|)otRuby
which,
a step
from the white lights of Broadway,
serves dishes as Chinese as anything

RADIO STARS

BY

NANCY

m

SAW A mm

\i the

bed.

WOOD

k iiii Ijiiiie-. — hut tlu're was an unwelcome
it rattled no thains
il It liid in the sheets, tlie curtains, tlic linens,
ghi)>t insawClary's
Guests
it witli<;u(.'>thorroroc but didn't dare mention it — until Cousin Flo
saw the giiost in tlie bed.

Russ Morgan, heard Tuesdays
(NBC) and Saturdays (CBS).
you could hope to find in Chinatown.
Here we were joined by petite Bernice Parks, charniiiii;- young singer
featured
Russ appearance
.Morgan's orchestra on hiswith
])ersonal
tours.
This
young
lath',
it
developed,
quitea
an authority on ( )ricntal fare isand
veritaljle expert with chop-sticks. So,
with Aliss Parks as guide and mentor,
we settled down to the complete enjoyment of a meal fit for a Alandarin,
featuring dish after dish with strange
names and fascinating, yet elusive,
flavors.
These dishes, of course, had their
savor and the charm of their novelty
further enhanced by the manner of
their service. Several features here
deserve more than a passing mention.
In the first place, there was the ajiix-al
of thefor ga\-,
chinaa —cover
deep ;
bowls
serving,colored
each with
smaller bowls for the indi\idual
diners and small handle-less tea cui)s.
But even more important was the appearance of the food itself and the
fact that ever\thing that was supposed tobe hot was tiding hot ! These
two features are something that we'd
do well to emulate, whatever tvpe of
food we choose to serve. And these
{Continued on page 55)

The very next morning. Cousin ]"lo told Mary -"It's tattle-tale gray
that's
thingsto
perfectlyhaunting
clean. your
If youclothes.
want toYourchaseweak-knecil
out that soap
mean doesn't
dingy wash
shadow—
banish tattle-tale gray — change to Fels-Xaptha Soap."

/

^<|^

And ihct wcs the end of the ghost in the guest room. Thanks to
Fcls-Xaptha's richer (/nhlen soap and lols of gentle tiapiha, Mar\' now
getsH// the dirt out of clothes. The sheets shine so whltc^and everything
smells so fr.-h ai .1 su,.et IVicnds say il '. a I hnlllo sleep at her house!
\ NEW! Try
I Fcls-IN'aptha
I Soap Chips, too
11
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Raw

Throat?

Here's Quick Action!

Zonite Wins
Germ-KillingTestby9.3to1
If your throat is raw or dry with a coming
cold, diesdon't
precious
time on remethat are waste
ineffective
or slow-acting.
Delay may lead to a very serious illness. To
kill cold germs in your throat, use the
Zonite gargle. You will be pleased with
its quick effect.
Standard
that Zonite
9.3
times luhoratory
mure actiretests
than prove
any other
popular,is
non-poisonous antiseptic!
HOWZONITE ACTS— Gargle every 2 hours
with one teaspoon of Zonite to one-half
glassfits water.
treatment
you in fourThisways:Zonite
(l) Kills
all kindsbene-of
cold germs
at
contact!
(2)
Soothes
the pain
rawnes in your throat. (3) Relieves the
of swallowing. (4) Helps Nature by increasing the normal flow of curative, healthrestoring body fluids. Zonite tastes like the
medicine it really is!
DESTROY COLD GERMS NOW- DON'T WAIT
Don't
cold germs
Getmedicine
Zonite
at yourletdruggist
now!knock
Keep youatit the
inout.your
cabinet.
Be prepared.
Then
firstgargling
tickle orat
sign
of
rawness
in
your
throat,
start
once. Use one teaspoon of Zonite to one-half
glass
water. Gargle
We're than
coiifident
that forZonite's
quick every
results2 hours.
will more
repay
you
your precaution.
Always gargle with Zonite at
the first sign of a cold

When
PatsyJack
Kellyandvisited
one seized
of Jackthe Oakie's
broadcasts,
Stu Erwin
oppor- •
tunity to have a little fun at Patsy's expense!
RADIO
BY

RAMBLINGS
ARTHUR

MASON

and he supervises their affairs. The
mail
taelcle ishuttoohe 7-oluniinous
likes to lookforat him
all theto
queer p/'esents his listeners send in,
whether the ijift is amusing, valuable
or just trash.
GETTING in to see him is almost
impossible; reaching him by telephone
is only slightly less miraculous. Once
an interview or phone connection is
established, however, it probably will
last a long time. The Major is a
rambling conversationalist, not given
to terse disposal of any matter.
His income is not what it was in
the
best days of the amateur hour,
J I 'ST (iron
ml o corner
is a [private
kilclicn.
in case
I he Major
t/els when nearly two dozen amateur units
were
profitably touring theatres.
liuni/ry and doesn'l waul to (jo out. The out,
gross income still runs over
'I'hat
'happens
often
heeanse
he
is
a
^1,000,000 a year, though, which is
tremendous -.eorl.'er. -ceoiits to attend not
so bad for a business founded on
to every little detail hiniself.
the
radio talent of people who have
He sits all (lax listening to a adit ions
practically
no talenton forpageradio.
o-eer
a
loud
speaker,
'f'here
are
still
( Continued
1S5 )
a couple of units tourinj/ the eoiuitry
NOT so mucli is iieard al)out Major
I'owe.s any more, but his amateur
enter])rise still flourishes on a big
liusincss basis. His offices fill a
whole floor of a sizeable Manhattan
oflice building and, in addition, he
uses a large studio on another floor
for conducting auditions.
The roomMajor's
own office
anteis decorated
with and
so many
l)aintings, it looks more like an art
gallery than a workroom. The Major
always fixes uj) his offices like that —
as many pictures as can be crowded
into the wall s])ace.

Last-minute news notes and candid comments on network doings

lo Al Pearce (Al Pearce and his Gang)
Publisher Delacor+e presented our award
For Distinguished Service to Radio.
Strong light . . . hard on your face

ularent)ofP(mdei

AFTER THE MOVIE or tlieatre— the midnight ■
Glittering lights everywhere. Even your
kitchen light blazes hard on your face!
Does it show up faults? Sharpen your face?
your powder that chalky look?
Try Pond's under the brightest lights. See h
softens
face. and
Pond's
shades
blended your
to catch
reflect
onlyarethe"glare-pro
sol
light. Pond's Powder gives your face a soft 1
any light. And doesn't show up!
True skin tones, uniformly
blended. A shade for every type.
Special ingredients make Pond'i
Powder cling — fresh looking, flat
tering for hours. Decorateii scrcu
top
lOp, jars
20fi.— 35p, TOp. Big bo.xes —

Neat little Natalie Park, of Bughouse
Rhythm and Hawthorne House, gives Donald Duck a lesson in microphone technique.

RADIO STARS
be sure
of yourself
with a clear SKIN
from WITHIN.

A SKIN' that
glowsbeneath
naturally
diant health
... itbespeaks
is alive .ra-. .
stays fresh! So, be good to your skin from
within and it will be good to you.
The reason for this is quite simple . . .
Taking time out from his radio and movie work, Rudy is still
skin tissues must have an abundance of redseen going places with brunette actress Gloria Youngblood.
blood-cells to aid in making the skin glow
if)
... to bring color to your cheeks ... to build
resistance to germ attacks.
It is so easy for these precious red-bloodcells to lose tlicir \ilality. Worry, overwork
and undue strain take their loll. Sickness
literally hums ihcin up. Improper diet retards the (lc\elopinciu of new cells. Even a
IT'S MY HUMBLE
common cold kills them in great numbers.
OPION
BY RDM VMIEE
Science, through S.S.S. Tonic, brings to
you the means to regain this blood strength
within a short space of time . . . the action
of S.S.S. is cumulati\e and lasting.
Rudy displays his new studio mascot to Bing Crosby (left)
Moreover, S.S.S. Tonic whets the appetite.
and Peter Lorre. It is one of a shipment of live lobsters
Foods taste better . . . natural digestive juices
which came to Rudy, via air express, from a Maine admirer.
are stimulated and finally the very food you
cat
more value. A very important step
backis toof health.
You, too, will want to lake S.S.S. Tonic to
regain and to maintain your rcd-blood-cells
... to restore lost weight . .
regainto
and
energy ... to strengthen nerve
give to your skin that natural health glow.
Take the S.S.S. Tonic treatment and
shortly you should be delighted with the
way you feel . . . and lia\e \(iur liicnds compliment you on the way you look.
S.S.S. Tonic is espc<ially designed to build
sturdy health by restoring delicient redblood-cells and it is lime-tried and scienlifically proven.
At all drug stores in two convenient sizes.
The large size at a saving in jjrice. There is
no substitute lor this lime-tested remedy.
No ethical druggist will suggest something
"just as good."
©S.S.S.CO.

RADIO STARS
Jin observing eye and a keen mind

I.iihngraph by Robert Ricgs fni

lind much to be said, on many
mailers -and Rudy says
IF you read the story on rackets in
Reader's
Digest. December.
1937. youoi
will be interested
in my expose
one in which the would-be racketeer
was frightened out of his wits.
IN myTheatre
dressing-room
the Para-a
mou)it
in Los atAngeles
suave voice spoke to me over the
phone. "This is Judge So-and-So
speaking," if said. "We judges and
laxi'yers are trying to raise funds to
fight venereal disease in school children, li^ill you purchase tickets to
the amount of fifty dollars for an affair to be held at the Ambassador f"

Bus used by Rudy and his
band for a tour of dance
dates on the West Coast.
THIS, of course, was too good an
opportunity for me to resist expressing my indignation against all racketeering, and I assume California is
no different, in this respect, from any
large state. I launched into a tirade
against racketeering and the misuse of
innocent
names.annoyed
But he failed,
however, judges'
to become
at my
criticism — criticism which any California lawyer would have felt called
upon to resent, as a mere matter of
pride — and thus convinced me that he
could not be a judge of that state.
THE request that he send his
around next day with tlie tickets resulted in a glorious opportunity to
send the weak-kneed underling scurrying back to his nefarious employers
— for when we told him that we con{Continued on page 80)

Enjoy the refreshing flavor Hawaii gives
Dole Pineapple Juice ... so ideally protected by the exclusive Dole Fast-Seal
Vacuum-Packing Process.
Hawaii in Pineapple Co., Lid., also paekers of "Dole Pineapple
Sliced, Crushed, Tidbits, and the new "Royal Spears."
Honol. lu, Hawaii, U.S.A. Sales Offices: San Francisco, Cal.
Gems."

Pineapple Co.,
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Instead of coffee-and, Arline grabs o malted and a fan magazine, before heading for
the studio. She broadcasts Mondays through Fridays at 10:00 a.m. £57 over Columbia.

The West Coast broadcast at 4:15 is the
some
next morning's
to theit.
rest ofasthethecountry.
Rehearsalsshow
precede

Like any other girl, she
and her date go to the
movies. She was in films
before she was I 5, made
her stage debut at 2'/2,
her radio debut in 1929.

Because
she doesn't
much
outdoor
exercise, get
she
keeps slim with doily routines. Arline'sbutworkher may
be different,
life
is like any working girl's.

RADIO STARS
All is not glamour for the radio working girl! Arline Blackburn, star of ttie CBS serial
Pretty Kitty Kelly, leads a natural and unpretentious life, follows a day-to-day routine

ON

THE

MOVIE

LOTS

IT'S
:tiom rAiic
pod ENERGYfkifpry—
ACTION
CALLS FOR
FATIGUE
coil avMd bom \
"
H you eat foods which\yield
energy
N
T Odelicious
quickly. but
Baby
Ruth
Ahc
is alsoit ao pure,
concentrated
food offBaby
energizing
goodness.
That's because
Ruth Is rich
in Dextrose,
the
you need
for energy.
issugar
utUixed
by active
peopleAndas Dextrose
energy,
when needed, rather thwt stored as fat.
Actlv* people need energy every day —
Boby Ruth Is their caady.
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and Doubly Lovely with
refreshing Double Mint gum
How
Easy to do . .just read below Schiaparelli Double Mini
w,HEN EVER you eiijoy healthful, delicious
Double Mint gum, the gentle natural
chewing exercise stimulates sleepy face muscles,
relaxes tense lines and brightens your teeth. This
all helps to keep your face young and attractive,
your smile more winning. And now, presented here
is this youthfully lovely new scarf dress just created
for you in Paris by the great Schiaparelli and made
available by Double Mint gum in a Simplicity pat- Take apron off dress and
tern. In this way Double Mint gum helps you look use as handy platochek.
as smart, streamlined and charming as Hollywood's
beautiful star, Anita Louise, left, of famed Warner
Bros.' Pictures, who is modeling this dress ... So
you see how simple and easy it is to keep young
and doubly lovely with Double Mint gum. Enjoy
it daily. Begin today.
Millions of women daily buy this popular
double-lasting mint-flavored gum. Beauty specialists When in need of a bag,
everywhere recommend it. It is non-fattening, aids knot scarf-apron thusly.
digestion and sweetens your breath . . . Daily chew
Double Mint gum to keep young and lovely. Buy
several packages today.
Picture yourself in this new
SCIIIAPAKELLI Double Mint gum scarf dress
from Paris, modeled for you in Hollywood by the ever
doubly lovely star, ANITA LOUISE of Warner Bros.,
whose next picture is "THE SISTERS."
Made available to you by Double Mint gum in
S I -M I» L I CI T Y Pattern 2 740. A t nearly all good
Di-pariment, Dry Goods or Variety stores you can buy this
More Double duly! Thi.^
/Millern. Or, write Double Mint Dress Pattern Dept.,
is a Double Mint dn;ss.
419 Fourth Ave., New York City.
s-oc

DISTINGUISHED
SERVICE

TO

RADIO

If all script shows were as well written, produced and acted os Second
Husband, starring Helen Menken, it is possible that nnusicol programs
would not be enjoying such overwhelming popularity. Having in the cast so
talented ond enthusiastic an actress os Helen Menken, it is quite understandoWe
why the program is tremendously successful. She has injected her energetic spirit
not only into her fellow workers, but into those responsible for the script ond
production, as well.
Miss Menken was on outstanding favorite on the legitinrvote stage before devoting
her time exclusively to radio. She is best remembered for her roles in Seventh
Heaven,
Scotland
and The
Old
Maid. OnThree
the W'ne
air, sheFools,
loses Congai,
none of The
the Captive,
charm withMary
whichof she
p>erforn>ed
in these
Broodwoy successes.
No radio actress rehearses more conscientiously or takes her broodcosting more
seriously than Miss Menken. Naturally, her fine efforts are fully realized as "Brendo
Cummings"
in Second
Husband
which, incidentally,
concerns
problems
a woman having
two children
encounters
when she marries
for thethesecond
Vime.which
It is
presented by Bayer Aspirin on Tuesdays at 7:30 pjn. f 57 over the Columbia network.
To Helen Menken, o truly great radio artist, Radio Stars Magazine presents its
Award for Distinguished Service to Radio.

ROBERT MONTGOMERY
(Now working in Wooden Wedding for M-G-M )
". . . radio suffers from
stupidity, even more
than the movies do."

STRAIGHT from!
THE

COLD

SflOOLDER!

t

BY WILLIAM L. VALLEE
WALTER WINCHELL, columnist, movie actor and commentator,
stands accused by this department
of foisting stale news on his radio
In his Sunday night stint he appublic. pears on the radio horizon through
a welter of Morse Code (which he
doesn't
muchan let's-goto-prcss understand),
stuff and with
air of
badly-restrained excitement at the
prospect
of all the hot news he's
alxiut
to confide.
But how many times have you
heard Brother Winchell wax ecstatic
over iiits of so-called news with
which you were already familiar?
Perhaps
never time
thought
it
before,you've
but next
you about
tune
him in, make a mental note of how
many
items arepretends
not the they
last-minute
notes Winchell
are.
As for timeliness, Walter, why not
doul)le-check yourself. You jolly well
know that these things may make us
lose faith in you.
PEOPLE complain that radio
performers aren't built up the way
movie or
starshear
are,enough
and thatabout
you them.
don't
know
The reason for this is really quite
simple. Movie personalities are
signed to long-term contracts, running from si.Y months to several
years. On sonathe
other hand,
radio forper-a
lities are signed,
as a rule,
period of thirteen weeks. Naturally,
the sponsor and advertising agency
.my:
use inHarry
doingf He
too
much "IVhat's
for JohntheJames
may not be with us at the end of
thirteen zveeks, and zvhy build him up
forPROGRAMS
someone else?"
still aren't rehearsed
enough! For proof of this, listen in
to the unpardonable blunders that
the high-priced, widely-touted name
stars make every day and night in
the year. If they were more familiar
with their scripts, this wouldn't hapWHEN able and smooth-voiced
Cecil li. DeMille, of the Lux Radio
Theatre, announces tliat its programs
consist of "old favorites," he isn't
kidding.
pen.

f
> let down, not in malice, but in
tie lieliel tliat honest criticism
nay bring a constructive lorce
0 bear on the development

ALLEN PRESCOTT
(NBC % Wife Saver)
". . . dispenses kitchen
helps wrapped liberally

in wit."

]| radio programs ol tomorrow
THE WOMEN OF THE MONTH IN
RADIO
(The reason for this special section
■s that a woman, in certain capacities,
s a definite phenomenon on the air.
4s a rule there are no lady announcers, no lady dance bands (with
one or two notable exceptions),
therefore tliese women, through
their worth or, conversely, their lack
of it, desen'c mention.)
1. HELEN ME^NKEN— ^ firstrate actress doing a first-rate job in a
medium that is not exactly a hisparadise.lives
Whenhershe's
air she trionic
actually
part onto the
the
extent that fellow actors, trying to
match her pace^ are fagged out after
working with her.
2. FANNIE BRICE— who has
put the M-G-M show, Good News of
1938, on its feet with her deft comedy
and her very funny "Baby Snooks."
And Baby is giving the Messrs. Bergen and Riggs a good nm for their
money! you,
I>oesn't
voice
remind
justBaby
a bit,Snooks'
of Donald
Duck's?
3. MARY MARGARET McBRIDE (ex-Martha Deane) — a
000-a-year spieler who wouldn't rate
two cents
year from
department. Her ainferior
voice this
is matched
by her inane, chatter-box style of delivery, al of which is not as spontaneous as you would believe from
hearing
it.
can'tbutimagine
such
stuff being You
written,
every word
is written out.
4. IREENE WICKER— and what a
world of difference between Wicker
and McBride! Miss Wicker adds
clever impersonations to a beautiful
speaking voice that's as soft as eiderdown; manages to sing cutely and
deliver a worthy program.
5. LOUELLA PARSONS— on the
other side of the ledger is Miss Parsons of Hollywood. Miss Parsons
manages to get movie names to
donate their services gratis to her
awe-inspiring soup program without
committing the fatal error of following suit. Miss Parsons possesses
a voice that runs a close second to
that of Miss McBride, if you can
follow that- (Continued on page 94)

WALTER WINCHELL
(The
". . . Jergens
his items Journal)
are not
the last-minute notes
he pretends they21 are."

AT

REHEARSAL

"GOOD

HEWS4F
OF

FOR

1938"
1938"

Over the air you hear the sound
of a horse-drawn truck. This is
how it's done. In a box of sand
and gravel, rubber clappers simulate the hooves. Heavy wooden
wheels and chain give the creak
and rattle of the truck as the
sound effects men operate them.

Spencer Tracy and Joan Crowford, co-stars of
M-G-M'srehearse
Mannequin,
its leading
Curtis,
for a and
broadcast
fromman,
the Alan
film.

"Queen of Swing," Judy Garland, thirfeen-yeorold M-G-M
singingThursday
star, hasnight
been broodcosts.
heord on
several
of these

In a rehearsal interlude, Robert Taylor ond
George Jessel join Fannie Brice in a smoke.
Fannie's Baby Snooks is a hit of the show.

Ted Pearson, announcer for the Good News of
1938 program, made his radio debut in 1929, as
a singer. He was born in Arlington, Nebraska.

In his first
radio stor
seriesof for
years, Lawrence
Tibbett,
boritone
the two
Metropolitan
Opera,
sings with Andre Kostelanetz and his orchestra

Jock
and sink
Miltona putt.
Berie'sJock,
brother
Phil
watch Oakie
Bob Burns
Bob and
Milton appear in the film, Radio City Revels.

Four
film folk and
air entertainers,
oppeared
together
one ofseems
Eddie notCantor's
night fannous
CBS programs.
Rubinoff
is making hiswhoviolin
talk, but
Eddie onCantor
to likeWednesday
what it is
saying! Tony Martin and Alice Faye, air-guests together for the first time since their marriage, are
enjoying it! Tony and Alice appear together in the new 20th Century-Fox Film, Sally, Irene and Mary.

Above,
announcer, Andre
picks upBaruch,
a quick the
shine,program's
while givirtg
his commercials a final polish and going-over.

Down in a basement
"prop" f/e//^,
room, »Jack
the Three
Ambassadors,
Mart Sperzel
Smith
and Marshall Hall, confer about a sortg.

Varied activities at the CBS Playhouse just before Rate Sniith's
In the control room. Production Chief Sylvan
One of the
Tap
I
inger
(/e//)
works
with
Agency
RepresenSmifh
tative Tom Lewis and Producer Ted Collins. Straeter,Hour
to

Thursday night program begii
pretty choristers of the Kafe
begs
Ted
fasten the
the choir
back director,
of her frock.

During the past year more than sixty television
demonstrations have been given by NBC, who have
spent vast sums pioneering in the field of program material and with the color response of facial
make-up and costume fabrics. (Left) The Iconoscope (television camera) nearest you is used for
close-ups. The other is mounted, so as to be moved
forward or back. Make-up (above) is greatly simplified, due to changes in the Iconoscope. Lester
Gabba (lowest leff) , artist and designer, introduced
his mannequin,
Cynthia, showing
at NBC's small
All-Fashion
Television demonstration,
accessories.
m

Rosemary DeCamp, gifted
and glamorous young film
player, plays the role of
Juoy Pride, nurse to Dr.
Christian (Jean Hersholt),
in the CBS serial. Dr.
Chrisfian, broadcast each
Sunday at 2:30 p.m., EST.

Attractive
tition-haired
charmer,
DorothyOurLowell
ploys the title
role in the
CBS serial,
Gal
Sunday, at 12:45 p.m., EST, Mondays through Fridays.

Lovely Frances
and lissomCarlon
star ofis ///orney->4/-Low
fA/fl^CBlue).
heard Mondays through
Fridays at 10:30 a.m., EST, opposite Jim Amect^.

Fisherman, flier, swimmer, rider, golfer, handball Mr. and Mrs. Jack Benny hand their tickets to
champion — Richard Crooks, tenor star of Metro- the doorman, as they attend a preview. Jack's
politan Opera and Monday eve Firestone program. and Mary's NBC Jell-0 show is a Sunday treat.
Two sets of twins, the Brewsters of movies and the Strouds of radio, step out
at a Hollywood night spot. (Left to right) Claude Stroud, Gloria and Barbara
Brewster, Clarence Stroud. The boys are on NBC's Chase & Sartborn Sunday show.

Two whose names ore familiar — Publisher
William Randolph Hearst and Director
Cecil B. DeMille of Lux Radio Theatre.
hil, rnatu,nnl Photo

Betty Fumess, M-G-M star, and Johnny Green, composer and
orchestra leader, who were married a few months ago. Green
wrote the music for the Columbia picture, Sfari Cheering.

Above, three celebrities ot Santa Anita
racetrack. (Leff) Spencer Tracy (M-G-M);
(center) Bing Crosby (Paramount) ; and Jack
Holt (Colunnbia). Bing's Kraft Mus!c Hall
IS heard Thursdays. 10 p.m.. EST (NBC-Red).
(Right) Town Hall Tonight gets a last
polish in a conference room at Radio City.
Fred Allen (under the hat), Announcer
Harry Von Zell, Bandmaster Peter Van
Steeden (standing) and Program Adviser
Shor get together to talk things over.
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RADIO
MORNING
8:00
XBC-Red:
WILLIAM JIEBDER— organist
XBC-Blue:
PEERLESS TRIO
8:15
XBC-Blue: BEXNO RABINOFK — violinist
8:30
XBC-Red: KIDOODLERS
TOXEpianist;
PICTURES
—XBC-Blue:
Ruth Pepple,
mixed
quartet
CBS:
SALOX MUSICALE
8:45
XBC-Red: AXIMAL XEWS
CLUB
CBS:
pianist MICHEL ROSCOE —
9:00
XBC-Red: TURN BACK THE
CL'
GrifflniClv — Alice Remsen. George
XBC-Blue:
TO Cross
COAST
OXCBS:A WIXGS
BUS— COAST
Milton
OVER J. JORDAN
9:15
XBC-Red:
speaker TOM TERRISS—
9:30
XBC-Red: MELODY MOMENTS
9:55
CBS: PRESS-RADTO NEW!

MARCH

6—13—20—27
orchestra,
Linton AVellsMilton J. Cross,
CBS: BORIS
STRING
QUARTET MORROS'
MBS: THE
RIGHT JOB— Dr.
NBC-Blue: RUSSIAN MELODIES
Shirley
A. Hamrin
CBS: CHURCH OF THE AIR
10:30
NBC-Red:La Prade
TRAVEL TALKMilton
NHC-Red ; MADRIGAL
SINGERS
MBS: MUSICAL PROGRAM
NBC-Blue:
DREAMS
OF
LONG
AGO
2:30
CBS: WALBERG
NBC-Red:
STRING
ENSEMBLE BROWN
STORIES — THATCHER
dramatic serialCOLT
CBS:
DR.starring
CHRISTIAN—
11:00
drama,
Jean Hersholt
NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
POETRY
HOUR
NEWS
—MBS:
A. JI.NEWSullivan
NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
CBS: TEXAS RANGERS
RADIO NEWSMBS: problems
REVIEWING STAND—
3:00NBC-Red:
REELlace— Parks
world
ButterworthJohnson, WalNBC-Blue:
11:05NBC-Red: SILVER FLUTE
dramatizationON BROADWAY—
CBS: NEW HARMONIC
YORKSYMPHONYPHILNBC-Blue: ALICE REMSEN
ORCHESTRA
MBS: ON A SUNDAY AFTERNBC-Blue: NEIGHBOR NELL
chestraNO N— varieties. Stokes' orNBC-Red:
ANGLERR. Camp,
AND
HI'NTp:rtalk— Raymond
sports
NBC-Blue: VOCALIST
CBS: TOLMAJOR
FAMILY BOWES' CAPIJIBS: MUSICAL PROGRAM
NBC-Red: NORSEMEN
QUARTET
NBC-Blue:
SPURT
SCRAPSBILL STERN'S
AFTERNOON
12:00 Noon
XBC-Red:
PHONY NBC HOME SYMSOUTHERNAIRES
—NBC-Blue:
MBS:Negro male
DR. quartet
CHARLES M.
CORBOIN
1'2:30
NBC-Red:
UNIVERSITY
CHICAGO
ROUND
TABLEOF
])ISCUSS10N
—RADIO
guest speakers
NBC-Blue:
CITY
MUSIC HALL ORCHESTRA—
N WILD

Frank Black,
"Magic Key" conductor.

XBC-Red: — piano
AL AND LEE
REISER
CBS:
CHURCH OFduo THE AIR
:30NBC-Red: TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE CHOIR CONCERT
NBC-Blue:
THERE WAS A
WOMAN—
sketch
CBS:
FOREIGN
NEWS
BROADCAST
MBS: GOTHAM STRING
QUARTET
:45

Feg Murray of "Baker's
44 Broadcast."

STARS

SUNDAY
:30—NBC-Red:
Fields and
Hall,DRIVER?
France;
Adair
NBC-Blue:
Frank
Simon,ARMCO
conductorBAND4:00
NBC-Red: ROMANCE MELODIES — Ruth Lyon, Shield's
orchestra
NBC-Blue:
VESPERS—Dr.NATIONAL
Harry Emerson
Fosdick
MBS:
COURT
OF
HUMAN
RELATIONS
4:30
NBC-Red:
THE WORLD
YOURS— dramatization
NBC-Blue:
VOCALIST
MBS: LUTHERAN HOUR
4:45
RANCH BOYS
QUARTET
5:00NBC-Red: RY-KRISP PREMARION TALLEY—
Koestner'sSENTSorchestra
NBC-Blue:
METROPOLITAN
OPERA
AUDITIONS
THE
AIR
—
Edward
Johnson, OFWilfred
Pelletier, conductor
CBS:
HEINZ
MAGAZINE
THE AIR— Channing Pollock,OF
orchestra
Jlorton Bowe. Mark Warnow's
5:30NBC-Red: MICKEY MOUSE
THEATRE OF THE AIR —
chestraDisney, Felix Mills' orWalt
NBC-Blue:
AFTERNOON WITHSUNDAY
ED McCONNELL
CBS:
GUY
LOMBARDO
AND
HIS ORCHESTRA
EVENING
6:00NBC-Red: CATHOLIC HOUR
NBC-Blue:
SENATOR
FISHFACE
AND
PROFESSOR
FIGGSBOTTLE
CBS: JOB PBNNER — Gene
Austin, 30Grier's
orchestra IN
MBS:
MINUTES
HOLLYWOOD—
George Jessel,
chestra
Norma Talmadge, Tucker's or-

NBC-Blue: POPULAR CLASSICS — H. Leopold Spitalny's
orchestra
DOUBLEStanEVERYTHING
—CBS:Al Shaw,
Lee
MBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red:Benny,
JELL-OMaryPROGRAM
LivingKenny Baker,
Wil7:00— Jackson,stone,
Sam Hearn,
AndyDonDevine.
Phil Harris' orchestra
CBS: VICK'SMacDonald.
OPEN HOUSE—
Jeanette
Wilbur
Evans,
MI Pasternack's orchestra
NBC-Red:
INTERESTING
NEIGHBORS—
interviewer Jerry Belcher,
NBC-Blue:CAST—FegBAKER'S
Murray. BROADHarriet
chestra
Hilliard, Ozzie Nelson's orCBS:
PHIL
BAKER—
BeetleAl
and Bottle, Patsy Kelly.
Garr,
orchestra
MBS: Bradley's
ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red: BORN
CHASE AND — SANDon
Ameche,
EdgarPROGRAM
Bergen,
John
Carter,
Dorothy
Lamour,
orchestra
Stroud Twins, Armbruster's
NBC-Blue:
DETECTIVE
SERIES
THE PEOPLE'S
—CBS:broadcast
highlights CHOICE
MBS:ICA— historical
THE EPICdrama
OF AMER8:30NBC-Blue: CALIFORNIA
CONCERT— Gill's orchestra
CBS:
EARACHES
OF 1938—
Harry
Conn, Beatrice
Kay,
chestra
Barry
Wood,
Warnow's
orMBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red;
MANHATTAN
MERRY-GO-ROUND
Rachel
Carlay,
Pierre Le — Kreeun.
CBS; NING
FORD
HOUR SUNDAY EVEMBS; CHORAL CONTRASTS
AMERICAN
AL9:.30NBC-Red:
BUMMunn,
OF FAMILIAR
MUSIC—
Frank
Jean Dickenson.
Haenschen's
orchestra
NBC-Blue:GRAM—Walter
JERGENS
Winchell. PROnews
PRB9:45NBC-Blue:
.SENTS IRENEWELCH
RICH — dramaMBS; ORCHESTRA
10:00NBC-Red: RISING MUSICAL
STARS—
Alois Havrilla,
lens' orchestra,
guests SmalNBC-Blue: PAUL MARTIN'S
ORCHESTRA
ZENITH inFOUNDATION
—CBSexperiments
mental telepathy
10:30
NBC-Red:
HAVEN MacQUARRIE PRESENTS
NBC-Blue:
and music CHEERIO — talk
CBS: HEADLINES
AND BYLINES—news commentators
MBS: OLD FASHIONED REVIV'AL
11:00NBC-Red: DANCE MUSIC
NBC-Blue; PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
CBS: ORCHESTRA
MBS: ORCHESTRA
11:10
NBC-Blue;
ORCHESTRA
CBS: ORCHESTRA

RADIO
MORNING
:r-Rcd: MALCOLM CLAIRE
liikiien's stories
!(?-Blue:
ARTJIT NORSEMEN
NBC-Red:
HI BOYS
MiC-Blue:
1)1;R
— organistWILLIAM MEE\BC-Red: DO YOU REMEMCBS: FRED FEIBEL — organNBC-Red: WOMEN AND
NBC-^Blue:
CLUB
— variety BREAKFAST
proRram
CBS:
COLUMBI.\ —
tan mailDEAR
dramatizations
PRESS-RADIO NEWS
;:iOCBS:
NBC-Red
ALICE JOY — songs
CBS:
sketch THE ROAD OF LIFE—
NBC-Red:
WIFE— sketchDAN HARDING'S
CBS: DREN—BACHELOR'S
CHILsketch
9:55NBC-Blue: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red:
MRS. AVIGGS
THE
CABBAGE
PATCH—OF
sketch
NBC-Blue:
MARGOT
OF CASWOOD — sketch
CBS: TLEPRETTY
KITTY KELLY
—sketch
10:15
NBC-Red:
OTHER
WIFE
— sketchJOHN'S
NBC-Blue:
AUNT
JEMIMA
ON
THE
AIR
—
varieties
CBS:
sketch MYRT AND JIARGE—
10:30
NBC-Red:
JUST PLAIN BILL
—sketch
NBC-Blue:
LAW — sketch ATTORNEY-ATCBS:
WONS' SCRAPBOOK —TONY
Leaf
MBS:
GETAnn THIN
TO MUSIC
10:45
NBC-Red:
THE "WOMAN IN
WHITE—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
KITCHEN
CADEMA— Crosby
Gaige CAVALCBS:
PERKINS
MBS: ORGAN
RECITAL— sketch
11:00
NBC-Red:
DAVID HARUM —
sketch
NBC-Blue: sketch
STORY OF MARY
MARLIN—
CBS: RUTH
CARHART — songs
MBS:
REMINISCING
11:15
•
NBC-Red:
—sketch BACKSTAGE WIFE
NBC-Blue: sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
CBS: CAROLsketchKENNEDY'S
ROMANCE—
11:30
NBC-Red:
HOWsketch TO BE
CHARMING
—VIC
NBC-Blue:
AND SADE—
sketch
CBS: BIG SISTER— sketch
11:45MBS: JIUSICAL PROGRAM
NBC-Red:
BETTY decoration
MOORE —
talk
on interior
NBC-Blue:
EDWARD
MacHUGH—
The
Gospel
CBS: AUNT
JENNY'SSingerREAL
LIFE
STORIES
MBS: MYRA KINGSLEY, ascommentatortrologer, JEAN PAUL KING,
AFTERNOON
12:00
Noon GIRL ALONE —
NBC-Red:
sketch
NBC-Blue: TIME FOR
THOUGHT
CBS:IST— Marv
THE Margaret
RADIO COLUMNMcBride
MBS:
FRIENDTHE BOY AND GIRL
12:15
NBC-Red: THE O'NEILLS—
sketch

STARS
8:15NRC-Blu
LIEDERSINGER3
8::{0
OF FI.REi'VOICE
li.ird Crooks.
MarI
Wallensteln'a
'Iri;iA —.M JimP A Ameche,
N A •S
' ; r s.iti, dramatiza-

MARCH 7—14—21—28
NBC-Blue:
FOE DR. ALLAN ROY DACBS:
CBS:
YOURC. VOCALIST
NEWScommentator
PARADE
—MBS:EdwinRADIO
Hill,
MBS:
BOOK
GARDEN
CLUB
Margery
Graham A WEEK—
12:30
NBC-Red:
ORCHESTRA
:00
NBC-Red: DICK TRACY —
sketch
NBC-Blue: NATIONAL
FARM
NBC-Blue: NEIGHBOR NELL
AND
HOUR — Walter
Blaufuss'HOME
orchestra
CBS:
FOLLOW
CBS:
ROMANCE
OF
HELEN
Elsie
Nick THE
DawsonMOON —
TRENT—
sketch RECITAL
MBS: Hltz.
ORGANIST
l'J:45
MBS: ORGAN
CBS:
sketch OUR GAL. SUNDAY—
NBC-Red:
TERRY AND THE
MBS: JOAN JIERRILL — songs
PIRATES
NBC-Blue: — sketch
DON WINSLOW
OF
THE
NAVY
sketch SOTHCBS: — LIFE
OF —MARY
ERN
sketch
JIBS: :HE HAPPY GANG
JIBS:
THREE
GRACES AND
PIANO
1:15NBC-Red: ESCORTS AND
5:30NBC-Red: JACK ARMSTRONG
BETTY HYMNS OF ALL
CBS:
Juvenile
serialSINGING LADY—
CHURCHES:
BETTY CROCKNBC-Blue:
ER,
cooking
expert
children'sSTEPMOTHER
program — sketch
MBS:
CARSON
ROBISON
CBS:
AND HIS BUCKAROOS
MBS:
VIRGINIA FAIR
ENTERTAINS
1:30NBC-Red: WORDS AND MU5:45
NBC-Red:
LITTLE
ORPHAN
SIC— LarryHaysLarsen, Ruth Lyon,
ANNIE — juvenile
Harvey
NBC-Blue:
TOMserial MIX
NBC-Blue:
SUE BLAKE —
sketch
STRAIGHTvenile serial SHOOTERS — juCBS: ARNOLD
GRIMM'S
CBS: HILLTOP
DAUGHTER—
matic serial HOUSE — draMBS: MYRAsketchKINGSLEY,
MBS:
astrologer,
sketch, JOHNSON
with JimmyFAMILY—
Scribner
commentatorJEAN PAUL KING,
1:45NBC-Blue: JACK AND LOEVENING
RETTA
— songs and patter
CBS:SON— HOLLYWOOD
IN PERNBC-Red:
Bob
Baker, commentator
NBC-Blue: SOLOIST
U. S. ARMY BAND
MBS:
THE
CBS: DEAR
chilPERIENCE VOICE OF EXdren's programTEACHER—
MBS: DANCING
STRINGS
2:00NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue:
NAVY BANDA
NBC-Red:
TOP HATTERS
CBS:
NEWS U. S.THROUGH
ORCHESTRA
WOMAN'S
CBS:
NEW HORIZONS
Cravens EYES — Kathryn
MBS:
DON'T
LOOK
NOW—
Lavalle
NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
orchestra and Sands, comedians,
NBC- Blue: WALTZ SERENE\V.«
NADE
CBS:
MBS: PRESS-RADIO
ORCHESTRA NEWS
2:30NBC-Red: RANCH BOYS
:35NBC-Red: JOAN EDWARDS —
CBS:
AMERICAN
SCHOOL
OF
THE
AIR— History, Exits and
Entrances
2:45NBC-Hed: VOCALIST
NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
MBS: ORCHESTRA
LOWELL THOMAS
—NBC-Blue:
news commentator
3:00NBC-Red: PEPPER YOUNG S
CBS:
DORIS
RHODES— songs
MBS:
ORCHESTRA
FAMILY—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
ROCHESTER CIVIC COOLIDGE
ORCHESTRA
CBS:
QUARTET
NBC-Red: AMOS 'N' ANDY—
MBS: GIRL MEETS BOY
sketch
NBC-Blue:
IS MY
HOBBY—POETIC
guestsMUSICMELODIES
CBS:
^NBC-Red: MA PERKINS —
Jack
Fulton.
Franklyn
Mac-—
Cormack.
orchestraLEWIS. JR.—
3:30NBC-Red: VIC AND SADEMBS:
FULTON
Washington news commentator
sketch
NBC-Rcd:
THE
GUIDING
LIGHT —VERA
sketch BRODSKY —
CBS:
NBC-Blue:
THREE CHEERS
CBS: ARTHUR
MBS:
ORCHESTRAGODFREY
—NBC-Red:
sketch SOLOIST
LORENZO JONES
NBC-Bluc:
LUM AND ABNER
—NBC-Red:
comedy sketch
NBC-Blue:
CBS; SING CLUB
AND MATINEE
SWING
4:15NBC-Red: STORY OF MARY
MARLIN—
sketchDUO
MBS:
VOCAL
CBS: BOAKE CARTER— news
:00
NBC-Red:
RUSH
HUGHES—
NBC-Red:
BURNSin. Nnl,lc
AND sAL-,.rcommentator
CBS:
THE GOLDBERGS —
chcstra LEN—Tony .Marl
sketch
NBC-Blu.>MKI.OHV
IT/.MBS: JOHNSON
ZLES— Hii.l>i\ Clark. i'-r.^hia
sketch,
with Jimmy FAMILY
Scribner —
4:45NBC-Red: THE ROAD OF
GOULD S ORLIFE — sketch

Dennis, Betty PHILADELPHIA
WinklL-r, .irchestra
NBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRA
—
Ormandy.LUXguestsRADIOEugene
CBS:
MBS: ORCHESTRA THEATRE
NBC-Red:Spitalny
HOUR andOF his
CHARM
9:30—Phil
girls
.MHS: Mf.'^K'AL
CARTOONS
Victor
Erwin's orchestra.
Benay—
Vfiiuta
10:01)
NBC-Red:
CONTENTED
GRAM— Maria
Karenko. PRO
Opa!
Craven, Marek Weber's orchestra
NBC-Blue:
BEHIND
PRISON
Lawes.
BARS — Warden Lewis E.
CBS:
WAYNE KING'S OR
10:30
CHESTRA
1NBC-Red:
— dramaticPUBLIC
sketch HERO No
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
RA
DIO
FORUM
CBS: BRAVE — guest
NEW speaker
WORLD
—dramatizations
10:45MBS:
WEBER'S
PA(?EANTHENRY
OF MELODY

Nan Grey, Kafby in "Those
We Love."

Virginia Clark, Helen in
"Romance of Helen Trent."

Dorothy Lowell, Sunday, in
"Our Gal, Sunday."
45

RADIO STARS
MORNING
8:00NBC-Rid: MALCOLM CLAIRE
—Xr.r-Hiue:
children-s CHARIOTEERS
stories
8:ir>XHr-Kta: HI BOYS
XHC-Klue;
EXSEMBLE DICK LEIBERT
8:30XBC-Red: DO TOU REMEMBER? POETIC STRINGS
CBS:
C5 R A C E AND
8:4.->XBC-Blue:
SCOTT
CBS: Y FRED FEIBEL— organist
9:00
NBC-Red: WOMEN AND
NEWS
XBC-Blue: BREAKFAST
CI.l'B
varietyINprogram
CHS: —MUSIC
THE AIR
' SciX
xi!!--!!.
li: PERSON
— Flank
Luther TO PER' 'cBS: ri4i:SS-RADIO NEWS
3:30
—NBC-Red:
songs FRANCES ADAIR
CBS:
sketch THE ROAD OF LIFE—
9:40NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
!l:4r>
XBC-Red:
WIFE
— sketchDAN HARDING'S
I BS: DREN—BACHELOR'S
CHILsketch
9:55
NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red: MRS. WIGGS OF
THE
sketch CABBAGE PATCH—
NBC-Blue:
TLEWOOD —MARGOT
sketch OF CAS•CBS:
— sketchPRETTY KITTY' KELLT
10:15
NBC-Red;
OTHER
WIFE
— sketchJOHN'SJEMIMA
NBC-Blue:
ON
THE AIRAUNT
— varieties
CBS: MY'RT AND MARGE—
sketch
10:30
NBC-Red:
—sketch JUST PLAIN BILL
NBC-Blue:
LAW
sketch ATTORNBY-ATCBS: — HOW
GET Emily
THE
MOST
OUT OFTO LIFE—
Post
MBS: GET THIN TO MUSIC
10:45
NBC-Red:
THE WOMAN IN
WHITE— sketch
NBC-Blue:
KITCHEN
CAVALCADE—Crosby
Gaige
CBS:
MALOUISPERKINS
—ENTERsketch
MBS:
RICH
TAINS
11:00
NBC-Red:
DAVID HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
THE STORY OF
MARY
MARLIN—
CBS: MARY LEE sketch
TAYLOR
11:15
NBC-Red:
BACKSTAGE
WIFE
—.sketch
NBC-Hlue:
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY
—
.sketch
CliS— (■ A ROLsketch
KENNEDY'S
HO.MANCE—
11:30
NBC-Red:
HOMEMAKERS'
KXi'HANGE
— ICleanor
Howe
XH'
-Iiluo: VIC
AND SADE—
I I : 'J ■.I ' ; SISTER— sketch
XHi
CHEFMac11 NBC-Blue:
:!.■> -H< d: MYSTERY
HUGH
— The EDWARD
Gospel
SingerREAL
CBS:
AUNT
JENNYS
LIFE
STORIESKINGSLEY.
— sketch asMBS: MYRA
commentatortrologer. JEAN PAUL KING,
AFTERNOON
12:00 Noon
NBC-Red:
GIRL ALONE —
Bkelch
NBC-Blue:
TIME FOR
THOUGHT
CBS:IST— Mary
THE Margaret
RADIO COLUMNMcBrlde
12:15
NBC-Red: THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
NHC-Blue: VOCALIST
CBS::
NEWScommentator
PARADE
— EdwinYOUR
C. Hill,
46

MARCH

1—8—15—22—29
4:00
LORENZO JONES
VOCALIST
—NBC-Red:
comedy sketch
FARM
CLUB MATINEE
AND
HOME NATIONAL
HOUR — Walter
—NBC-Blue;
variety program
CINE
Blaufu.s
CBS:
ROMA
CBS; ACADEMY OF MEDIHELEN
TRENT
—
sk.
.
4:15NBC-Red; THE STORY OF
MBS: STUDIES
SKETCHES
IN BLACK AND
AND
WHITE
MARY MARLIN — sketch
2:45
4:30MBS: SONGLAND
NBC-Red: THREE ROMEOS
NBC-Red;
RUSH HUGHESCBS: OUR GAL, SUNDAY—
sketch
sketch
CBS: -THE GOLDBERGS—
MBS: VOCALIST
MBS; JOHNSON
4:45sketch,
with JimmyFAMILY—
Scribner
NBC-Red;
LIFE
— sketchTHE ROAD OF
MBS: ORCHESTRA
MBS; BOOK
1:15NBC-Red: ESCORTS AND
Graham A WEEK—
5:00ilargery
BETTY HYMNS OF ALL
sketch
NBC-Red: DICK TRACY —
CBS:
CHURCHES;
BETTY CROCKNBC-Blue; THE FOUR OF
cookinK expert
MBS; ER.Tom
MICROPHONE
IN THE
CBS:
FOLLOWNick THE
SKY—
Slater, interviewer
Elsie
Hitz.
DawsonMOON—
1:30NBC-Red: WORDS AND MU5:10USMBS: ORGANIST
S
I
C
—
Ruth
Lyon,
Larry
LarNBC-Blue;
PRESS-RADIO
sen,
Harvey Hays
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
SUE BLAKE5:15NBC-Red:
sketch
AND THE
PIRATES — TERRY
sketch
CBS:
ARNOLD
GRIMM'S
DAUGHTER—
sketchKINGSLEY,
NBC-Blue;
DON WINSLOW
MBS:
MY'RA
OF
THE
NAVY—
sketch
astrologer. JEAN PAUL KING,
CBS; LIFE OF MARY SOTHcommentator
5:30ERN— sketch
1:45CBS; HOLLYWOOD IN PERNBC-Red:STRONG— juvenile
JACK ARMMBS; SON— BobVOICEBaker,OFcommentator
EXPERINBC-Blue;
SINGINGserialLADY—
ENCE
children's
program
CBS;
STEPMOTHER—
sketch
2:00NBC-Red: FUN IN MUSIC—
MBS; VOCALIST
AND PIANO
Dr. Joseph RANCH
E. MaddvBOYS
NBC-Blue;
NBC-Red:
LITTLE
ORPHAN
CBS: FOUR CLUBMEN
— Juvenile serial MIX
5:45ANNIE
2:15NBC-Blue;
juveni *^j|*^j"^'^.j,Qp
NBC-Blue;
HOUSE —
STRAIGHT TOM
SHOOTERS
OVER — June LETS
Hynd TALK IT
CBS: THE O'NEILLS— sketch
dramatic
serial
2:30NBC-Red; GENERAL FEDMBS;
sketch, JOHNSON
with JimmyFAMILY—
Scribner
ERATION OF WOMEN'S
CLUBS
NBC-Blue:
NBC
MUSIC
EVENING
GUILD
6:0NBC-Red: SCIENCE IN THE
CBS:'
SCHOOL
NEWS
OF THEAMERICAN
AIR— Literature
and
NBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRA
2:45Music
CBS:
NBC-Red: ARMCHAIR QUARMBS: LETS
MUSICALPRETEND
PROGRAM
TET
MBS: BEATRICE FAIRFAX
JOAN EDWARDS—
songs
6:15NBC-Red;
3:00NBC-Red; PEPPER YOUNG'S
MBS: LEN SALVO — organist
6:30NBC-Red;
FAMILY— sketch
PRESS-RADIO
NBC-Blue;
U. S. MARINE
NEWS
BAND
NBC-Blue:
ORGANISTNEWS
MBS; MUSICAL PROGRAM
CBS; PRESS-RADIO
NBC-Red:
MA PERKINS —
ORCHESTRA
6:35NBC-Rcd:
sketch
NBC-Blue;SELECTIONS
SOLOIST FROM
CBS;
3:30NBC-Red: VIC AND SADE—
LIGHT
OPERAS
sketch
CBS: HOLLACE SHAW—
songs
LOWELL THOM6:45NBC-Blue;
AS— newsORCHESTRA
commentator
MBS;
3:45NBP-Rrd; THE GUIDING
j,!i;irr—
sketch HEALTH AND
7:00NBC-Red: AMOS 'N' ANDY—
M; .;..()D

Elizabeth Reller. Betty, in
"Betty and Bob."

Alice Frost, Ruth, in

NBC-Blue:
comedy sketchEASY ACES —
CBS: Fulton,
POETIC Franklyn
MELODIESMac-—
Jack
Kelsey'sLEWIS,
orchestra
MBS:
FULTON
JR.—
?:15Cormack,
Washington
news commentator
NBC-Red;
VOCAL
VARIETIES— choral singing
NBC-Blue; MR. KEEN.
TRACERSONS— dramatic
OF LOST
serial PERCBS;
HOLLYWOOD
SCREENSCOOPS—
George
McCall
r:.30MBS; ORCHESTRA
XBC-Red; DICK GASPERRE'S
ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue;
PEOPLEThompson,
IN THE
NEWS
— Dorothy
7:45XBC-Blue: VIVIEN DELLA
8:00CHIESA — mezzo-soprano
NBC-Red:SENTS RUSSJOHNNY
PREMORGAN
AND
HIS ORCHESTRA
— Charles
Martin
NBC-Blue:
THOSE
WE
LOVE
—CBS:
dramatic
serial.
Nan
BIG Claire
TOWN—Trevor,
EdwardGrey
Robinson,
dra-G.
matization
8:30NBC-Red: LADY ESTHER
SERENADE — Wayne King's
orchestra
NBC-Blue; EDGAR GUEST
In
"IT orchestra
CAN BE DONE" —
Masters'
CBS;
JOLSON — Martha
Raye. ALParkyakarkus,
9:00Young's
orchestra, guestsVictor
NBC-Red;Wallace
VOX POP
— Parks
Johnson,
Butterworth
NBC-Blue; HORACE
HEIDT
AND
HIS
ALEMITE
BRIGARS — L y s b e t h Hughes.
Yvonne DIEKing
CBS;
BY — AlWATCH
Pearce. THENickFUNLucas,GO
Hofl's
orchestra
MBS:
ORCHESTRA
9:30NBC-Red: HOLLYWOOD
MARDI Butterworth,
GRAS — Lanny Walter
Ross,
Charles
O'Keete,
Ruby Jane
Mercer,Rhodes,
Ken
Carpenter.
Paige's
orchestra
NBC-Bhie;
ALIAS
JIMMY
VALENTINE— dramatic sketch
CBS; LEGJACK
COLE— Stuart OAKIES
Erwin. StoU's
orchestra
MBS;
JAZZ
NOCTURNE—
Hplene Daniels, Stanley's orchestra
10:00XBC-Blue:
GENERAL HUGH
S. JOHNSON — commentator
CBS:
BENNY
GOODMAN'S
SWINGHOUR
SCHOOL ROMANCE—
MBS:
Eddie Duchin OFs orchestra.
Del
Casino
10:30NBC-Red; JIMMIE FIDLER'S
HOLLYWOOD
GOSSIPviolinist
NBC-Blue; GAMBA—
CBS; HOWARD PHILLIPS—
baritone
MBS: ORCHESTRA
10:45NBC-Red; DALE CARNEGIE
— How to Win Friends and Influence People
NBC-Red;
11:00
NBC-Blue: DANCE
DANCE MUSIC
MUSIC
CBS: DANCE MUSIC
MBS- MllSir

Vivian Fridell, Mary Noble
in "Backstage Wife."

RADIO STARS
MORNING
.\ nr-Re,l: MAI.COLM CLAIRE
-> hihlron's FOUR
stories SHOWMEN
NHC-Blue:
quartet
;ir.—xnC-Red:
HI BOYS
NBC-Blue:
I>KR — organistWILLIAM MEE;:!0NBC-Red:
DO YOU REMEMUKR? GREENFIELD
CBS:
VILLAGE
CHAPEL
LUCILLE AND
: NBC-Blue:
1.-)
I.ANN i-METROPOLITAN PACHS:
NBC-Red: WOMEN AND
NEWS
NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST
:15CLUB — variety program
NBC-Red: PERSON
TO PERLutherENSEMBLE
CHS: SON"— Frank
MADISON
:30CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
NBC-Red: ALICE JOY — songs
CBS:
sketch THE ROAD OF LIFE —
NBC-Red:
WIFE
— sketchDAN HARDING'S
CBS: BACHELOR'S CHILPR ESS -RADIO
NBC- Blue:
CAS\ X) O D —MARGOT
skeKITTY
tc h OFKELLY
CBS: TLEPRETTY
—sketch
10:15
NBC-Red:
JOHN'S OTHER
WIFE
— sketch
NBC-Blue:
AUNT
JEMIMA ON
THE
AIR
—
CBS: MYRT varieties
AND MARGE —
sketch
10:30
NBC-Red:
JUST PLAIN BILL
—sketch
NBC-Blue:
LAW — sketch ATTORNEY -AT CBS: —TONYAnn Leaf
WONS' SCRAPBOOK
MBS: GET THIN TO MUSIC
10:45
NBC-Red:
THE
WOMAN IN
WHITE — sketch
NBC-Blue:
KITCHEN
CAVALCADE—Crosby
Gaise
CBSMA PERKINS
— sketch
MBS: ORGAN
RECITAL
NBC-Blue:MARLIN
THE — sketch
STORY OF
MARY
CBS:
RUTH
CARHART—
songs
11:15NBC-Red : BACKSTAGE
WIFE — sketch
NBC-Blue:— sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY
CBS: CAROL
KENNEDY'S
ROMANCE—
sketch
11:30
NBC-Red:
HOW
TO BE
CHARMING
— sketch
NBC-Blue:
VIC
AND SADE—
sketch
CBS: BIG SISTER— sketch
11:45
NBC-Red: HELLO PEGGY —
sketch
NBC-Blue:
EDWARD
HITGH — The Gnsnel
Sineer MacCBS:
AUNT JENNY'S
LIFE STORIES—
sU. trh REAL

MARCH 2—9—16—23—30
MBS: MYRA
KINGSLEY, asWEST
NBC-Red: MEN OF THE
commentatortrologer, JEAN PAUL KING
:00MBS: BEATRICE FAIRFAX
AFTERNOON
NBC-Red: PEPPER YOUNG'S
NTHOUGHT
B C - B 1 u e : T ]:me FOR
CBS:
THE Margaret
RADIO COTAIMNIST—
Mary
McBride
ilBS:
FRIENDTH BOY AND GIRL
13:15
NBC-Red
sketch
THE O'NEILLS —
NBC-Blue:
CBS:
YOURC. VOCALIST
NEWScommentator
PARADE
—'.-.Ml
Edwin
Hill,
MBS: lU'TCERS
NOMICS BCttKAUHOME ECONl:c-K..,l: X.\TION.\L
i-AMPUS KIDS
NBC-BIu.-:
FARM
AXU
HO.MEorchestra
HOUR — Walter
Blaufuss'
CBS:
ROMANCE
OF
HELEN
TRENT—ORGAN
sketch RECITAL
12:MBS:
NBt -Red: ORCHESTR.\
CBS: OUR GAL. SUNDAY—
sketch
MBS: VOCALIST
1:00CBS: BETTY AND BOB—
sketch
MBS: THE HAPPY GANG
1:15NBC-Red: ESCORTS AND
BETTY HYMNS OF ALL
CBS:
CHURCHES:
BETTY CROCKER,CARSON
cooking expert
MBS:
ROBISON AND
HIS BUCKAROOS
1:30NBC-Red: WORDS AND MUSIC—Harvey
Ruth Lyon.
Larry LarNBC-Blue:
SUEHavsBLAKE
—sen.
sketch
CBS:
ARNOLDsketchGRIMM'S
DAUGHTER—
MBS:
trologer,MYRAJEAN KINGSLEY.
PAUL KINGas
NBC-Blue:
LO
RETTA
— songsJACKand AND
patter
CBS:— HOI>I,YWOOD
IN PER
SON
Bob Baker, commentato
.MBS:
ENCE ^-OICE OF EXPERI
2:00NBC-Red: YOUR HEALTH—
talk,
dramatization
NBC-Blue:
CBS:
NEWSSWINGTIME
THROUGHTRIOA
WOMAN'S
Cravens EYES — Kathryn
MBS: DON'T
LOOKcomedians,
NOW—
Lavalle
and Sands,
orchestra
3:15NBC-Blue: LET'S TALK IT
OVER— Alma Kitchell
THE O'NEILLS — sketch
2:30CBS:
NBC-Red:
C.\RLILEvocalist
AND
LONDON
— piano
NBC-Blue:
WALTZduo, FAVORITES AMERICAN
CBS:
SCHOOL
OF
THE AIR—
Geography
MBS:
ES INSTUDIES
BLACK ANDAND SKETCHWHITE

MONIES
CBS:
MBS: LEITH
GIRL STEVENS'
MEETS BOYHARNBC-Red:
MA
PERKINS —
:15sketch
VIC AND SADE —
:30NBC-Red:
sketch
NBC-Blue: LITTLE VARIETY
SHOW
CBS:
DEEP
RIVER BOYS
:45NBC-Red: THE
GUIDING
LIGHT — sketch
NBC-Blue:
METROPOLITANOPERA
GUILD
DISCUSSIONS
CBS:
MUSIC CURTIS INSTITUTE OF
MBS: GOOD HEALTH AND
TRAINING
:00NBC-Red: LORENZO JONES
— comedy sketch
NBC-Blue: program
CLUB MATINEE
—variety
'NBC-Red:
THE
JIARY VOCAL
MARLIN—DUOSTORY
sketch OF
MBS:
NBC-Red: RUSH HUGHES—
:30commentator
NBC-Blue: NATIONAL CONGRES OF PARENTS' AND
TEACHERS'
CBS: THE ASSOCIATIONGOLDBERGS —
sketch
MBS:
JOHNSON
sketch, with JimmyFAMILY
Scribner—
NBC-Red:
THE
ROAD
LIFE— DR.sketchALLAN ROY DA-OF
CBS:
FOE
MBS: BOOK A WEEK— Margery Graham
:00NBC-Red:
DICK TRACY —
sketch
NBC-Blue: NEIGHBOR NELL
CBS:
FOLLOW
MOON—
Elsie Hitz, Nick THEDawson
NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
:10
NBC-Red:
AND THE
PI R.A.TES— TERRY
sketch
NBC-Blue:
DON sketch
WINSLOW
OF THE IFENAVY—
tchOF MARY
SOTHer:
MBS: PIANIST
NBC-Red: JACK ARMSTRONG
LADY—
:30Xl'!C-P,Iu.-:''siXGlNG
chiMr.Mi
s i^ri.srram
C 1 ;s : STi:-juv
r.MOTHER — sketch
'XBC-Red: LITTLE ORPHAN
CBS:
HILLTOP
HOUSE —
dramatic
serial FAMILY
MBS: JOHXSON
—

EVENING
NBC-R.
d : ORCHESTRA
A .M E R I C A ' 3
N r.. - I :iuc:
d!CCS■ 1, - i>EAR
programTEACHER— chll-\ll;s. ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red: TOP HATTERS
ORCHESTRA
:30
NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue: PIANIST
NBC-Red: JOAN EDWARDS
NBC-Blue: VOCALIST
WOOD AND
XBC-Red:
sketch AMOS 'N' ANDY—
NBC-Blue: EASY ACES — eom-

CBS: HOBBY LOBBYElman
MBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red:VAN LOON
HENDRIK
WILLEM
— talkABNER
LUM AND
—NBC-Blue:
comedy sketch
:45
NBC-Red : Henry
CHEER
AMERICA—
Burbig, UP.
Ray
Murray,
Frank
Novak's
orchestra
NBC-Blue:
SCIENCE
ON
THE
MARCH
CBS: BOAKE CARTER — news
commentator
ILY—sketchONE JIANS FAM:00NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue:
ROY SHIELD'S
CBS: CAVALCADE
OF
AMERICA
—
Voorhees"
orchestraJIUSICALguests,
MBS:
PROGRAM

)WX
— Eddi.
Tomlin.
Say
rbin, Jimnv
MMY KEMPER

MBS; ORCHESTRA
Lew
9:30CBS:
Lthr. BEN
BuddyBERNIE
Clark,— Jane
Pickens
MBS: LETS VISIT — Dave
ry Dan
10:0(1
ORCHESTRA
lue: SOLOIST

Arline Blackburn, Kitfy, in
"Pretty Kitty Kelly."

Charles Correll, Andy of
"Amos 'n' Andy."

Betty Olson, of "The
Escorts and Betty."

NBC-Red: DANCE
DANCE -MUSIC
MUSIC
NBC-Blue:
CBS:
DANCE
MUSIC
MBS: ORCHESTRA

RADIO STARS
MORNING
XBC-Red:
—XBC-Blue:
children'sMALCOLM
stories CLAIRE
SOUTHERNAIREf
XBC-Red:
XBC-BIue: HIDICKBOYSLEIBERT
:30ENSEMBLE
XBC-Red:
YOU REMEMBER? POETICDO STRINGS
CBS:
;45
XHC-Blue: GRACE AND
XHC-Rpd: WOMEN AND
XK\VS
Xni--Rlu,.: B R E A K F AST
»:30CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
XBr-Rpd: FRANCES ADAIR
CH.S:^THE ROAD OF LIFE—
DAN HARDING'S
9:55DREX— sk
NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Red:
THE
CA]
sketch
XBC-BIue:
OF CASWOOD—MARGOT
sketch
CBS: TLEPRETTY
KITTY KELLY
—sketch
XBC-Red:
JOHN'S OTHER
\\Tt.-p'_sketch
NBC-Blue:
AUNT
JEMIMA ON
THE
AIR—
CHS: MYRT varieties
AND MARGE—
JUST PLAIN BILL
ATTORNEY -AT MOS
Post
MBS: GET THIN TO MUSIC
10:45
XBC-Red:
THE WOMAN IN
A\-NHC-I'.lur:
HI']' !•:— sketch
KITCHEN
CAVA
L
C
A
D
E
—
Crosby
Gaige— sketch
CBS:
MAGOOD
PERKINS
MBS:
MORNING
FROM CLEVELAND
11:00
XBC-Red;
DAVID HARUM—
sketch
XBC-Blue:
THE sketch
STORY OF
MARY
MARLIN—
CBSMARY
LEE
TAYLOR
11:15
NBC-Red:
— sketch BACKSTAGE WIFE
NBC-Blue:
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILYCAROL
— sketch
CBS:
KENNEDY'S
ROMANCE—
sketch
11:30
•ER
XBC-Rfd; IIOMEMAKERS
inor Howe
iN(;eND SADEskctch
CBS: BIG
11:45
NBC-Red:
THE
MYSTERY
CHEF
NBC-Blue:
MacHUGH—
The EDWARD
O..S,..
CBS: AUNT
.IKXNY1 Sint,"-r
S REAL
LIFE
STOPJ
KS—
skr-tch
MBS: MYRAtrologer, JEKTXGSLEV.
AX I'AUL KINO.asAFTERNOON
12 :00 Noon
NBC-Red:
GIRL ALONEsketch
TIME FOR
NBC-Blue:
THOUGHT
CBS: IST—Mary
THE Margaret
RADIO COLUMNMcBrlde
2:15
NBC-Red: THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
NBC-Blue: VOCALIST

MARCH

3—10—17—24—31
3:45NBC-Red: THE GUIDING
LIGHT
sketch HEALTH AND
MBS: —GOOD
4:00TRAINING
LORENZO JONES
—NBC-Red:
comedy sketch
CLUB MATINEE
—NBC-Blue:
variety program
CBS:
SERIES SCIENCE SERVICE
4:15NBC-Red: THE STORY OF
MARY
MARLIN—
CBS: DEEP
RIVERsketchBOYS
4:30MBS: SONGLAND
NBC-Red: RUSH HUGHES —
commentator
CBS: THE GOLDBERGS—
sketch
>'BS: JOHNSON
—Fannie
E
Brice, as Baby
with Jimmy FAMILY—
Scribner
4:45sketch,
Snooks.
NBC-Red:
THE ROAD OF
LIFEsketch
CBS:
CBS: CURRENT QUESTIONS
12:30
MBS: BOOK
A WEEK—
BEFORE
THF SENA''"^
Margery
Graham
NBC-Red: pianoAL duoAND LEE
5:00NBC-Red: DICK TRACY—
REISER—
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
FARM
sketch
AND
HOMEorchestra
HOUR— Walter
NBC-Blue: FOUR OF US
Blaufuss'
CBS:
FOLLOW
CBS:
Elsie Hitz.
Nick THE
DawsonMOON—
TRENT—ROMANCE
sketch OF HELEN
12:45
5:15
NBC-Red:
RABINMBS: ORCHESTRA, SOLOIST
OFF— violinistBENNO
NBC-Blue:
DON WINSLOW
OF
THE
NAVY—
sketch
CBS:
ERN— LIFE
sketch OF MARY SOTHMBS: THE HAPPY GANG
5 :30NBC-Red: JACK ARMSTRONG
1:15NBC-Red: ESCORTS AND
BETTY HYMNS OF ALL
NBC^-I31ue:^s7NGING
CBS:
children's
program LADY—
CBS: STEPMOTHER—
sketch
CHURCHES:
BETTY CROCKER,
cooking
expert
MBS: MICROPHONE IN THE
NBC-Red:
LITTLEserialORPHAN
SKY— Tom Slater, interviewer
ANNIE
—
juvenile
NBC-Blue: TOM MIX
1:30NBC-Red: WORDS AND MUSTRAIGHT SHOOTERS— juveSIC—
Ruth
Lyon,
Larry
LarCBS:
HILLTOP HOUSE— drasen,
Harvey Hays
NBC-Blue:
SUE
BLAKE
—
sketch
CBS:
ARNOLDsketchGRIMM'S
DAUGHTER—
EVENING
MBS:
KINGSLEY,
astrologer.MYRA
JEAN PAUL
KING,
commentator
NBC-Red
: GEORGE R .
1:45NBC-Blue: VOCALIST
HOLMES — Washington commentator
NBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRA
CBS:SON— HOLLYWOOD
IN
PERCBS:
PRETEND
MBS: LET'S
ORCHESTRA
MBS: BobVOICEBaker, OFcommentator
EXPERIENCE
ORCHESTRA
:15NBC-Red:
2.00NBC-Red: NBC MUSIC GUILD
MBS: HAROLD TURNER—
NBC-Blue:
BOYS
CBS:
LYRIC RANCH
SERENADE
pianist
NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
2:15NBC-Blue: LET'S TALK IT
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
:30CBS:
OVER
—
Lisa
Sergrio
PRESS-RADIO NEWS
C THE O'NEILLS — sketch
NBC-Red:
JOAN EDWARDS
2:30
:35NBr--R|up' voCAT.TS'I
SCHOOL
2:45NBC-Red: ARMCHAIR
QUARTET
NBC-Blue:
VOCALIST
MBS- BEATRICE
FAIRFAX
3:00NBC-Red:
I'EPPER
YOUNG'S
FAMILY—RAYsketchBLOCK'S
CBS:
VARIETIES
MBS: ORGANIST
3:15NBC-Red: MA PERKINS —
sketch
NBC-Blue:
EASTMAN
SCHOOL
OF MUSIC
MBS:
STUDIES
SKETCHES
IN
BLACK AND
AND
WHITE
8:30NBC-Red: VIC AND SADB—
comedy U.sketch
CBS:
S. ARMY BAND

George leader.
Hall, orchestra

6:45NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue: LOWELL THOMAS
MBS: RADIB
HARRIS— Hollywood commentator
7:00
NBC-Red:
AMOS 'N' ANDY—
sketch
NBC-Blue: EASY ACES— comedy
sketch
CBS: Fulton,
POETIC Franklyn
MELODIES—
Jack
MacCormack.
orchestraLEWIS. JR.
MBS:
FULTON
Washington
news commentator—
''NBC-Red:
TIES— choral VOCAL
singing VARIENBC-Blue:
MR.
TRACER OFserial
LOST KEEN,
PERSONS
—dramatic
CBS:
HOLLYWOOD
SCREENSCOOPS—
George
McCall
MBS: ORCHESTRA
7:30YEARS
NBC-Red: THROUGH THE
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
CBS:
Gabriel WE,HeatterTHE PEOPLE—
7:45MBS: ORCHESTRA
8:00
NBC-Red:
PROGRAM ROYAL
— RudyGELATIN
Vallee.
MARCH OF TIME
—NBC-Blue:
news dramatizations
CBS:
Ted Colguests KATE
Miller'sSMITH—
orchestra
MBS: lins.MUSICAL
JOSEF
CHERNIAVSKY'S
CAMERA
8:15
NBC-Blue:
JIMMY KEMPER'S
SONG
STORIES
8:30NBC-Blue: VOCALIST
ORCHESTRA
GEORGE OLSEN'S
8:45MBS:
NBC-Blue: ROCHESTER
PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA
9:00NBC-Red: GOOD NEWS OF
1938— M-G-M stars, Willson's
orchestra
NBC-Blue:
MILESTONES
IN
AMERICAN
PhilharmonicMUSIC—
OrchestraRochester
CBS:
MAJOR
BOWES'
AMATEUR
HOUR
MBS: ORCHESTRA
9:30
NBC-Blue:MEETING
AMERICA'S
TOWN
OF THE
AIR— speakers
MBS:
ALFRED
WALLENSTEIN'S SINFONIETTA
NBC-Red:
KRAFT
10:00HALL
— Bing
Crosby,MUSIC
Bob
Burns, Trotter's orchestra,
CBS:
IN MUSIC—
Victor ESSAYS
Bay'sDaum, orchestra.
Marguests
garet
Ruth Carhart.
David
Ross
MBS:
HOLLYWOOD
SERENADE
10:30
NBC-Blue: NBC JAMBOREE
CBS: HOLLYWOOD SHOWCASE—Lud Gluskin's orchesMBS : HENRY WEBER'S
11:00MUSICAL REVUE
NBC-Red:
MUSIC
NBC-Blue: DANCE
ORCHESTRA
CBS:
CAB CALLOWAY'S ORCHESTRA
11:1.5
NBC-Blue:
ELZA — SCHALLERT REVIEWS
previews.

Radie Harris. Hollywood
commentator.

RADIO
MORNING
!C-Red:
MALCOLM
'lildren's
stories CLAIRE
(■-Blue:
uartet FOUR SHOWMEN
. -Red: HI BOYS
\l•-Blue:
— organistWILLIAM MEEr-Red: DO YOU REMEMsVfRED FEIBEL — organLUCILLE
XXKWS
RC-Red : WOMEN AND
XBC-Blue:
BREAKFAST
CLUB
— variety
program
CBS;
RADE METROPOLITAN PABS: PRESS-RADIO NEW;
PRESS-RADIO
.Xnc-Red:
DAN
WIFE
— sketch HARDIXGS
<-BS;
CHILLiP.EN — BACHELOR'S
sketch
10:00
XBC-Red:
MRS. WIGGS
THE CABBAGE
PATCH OF—
sketch
XBC-Blue:
TLE WOOD —MARGOT
sketch OF CAS—CBS:
sketchPRETTY KITTY KELLY
10:13
XBC-Red:
OTHER
WIFE — sketchJOHN'S
NBC-Blue:
AUNT
JEMIMA
ON
THE
AIR
—
varieties
CBS:
sketch MYRT AND MARGE—
10:30
NBC-Red:
PLAIN BILL
—NBC-Blue:
sketch JUST
ATTORNEY -AT LAW
—
sketch
CBS:
WONS' SCRAPBOOK —TONY
Leaf
MBS:
GETAnn THIN
TO MUSIC
10:45
NBC-Red:
THE WOMAN IN
WHITE
—
sketch
NBC-Blue:ALCADE— Crosby
KITCHEN
Gaige CAVCBS:
MBS: MAORGANPERKINS—
RECITALsketch
11:00
NBC-Red;
DAVID HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue;
THE sketch
STORY OF
MART
MARLIN—
CBS: RUTH
CARHART
— songs
MBS:
REMINISCING
11:15NBC-Red : BACKSTAGE
WIFE — sketch
NBC-Blue:— sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY
CBS; CAROL
ROMANCE—
sketchKENNEDYS
11:30
NBC-Red:
HOW
TO BE
CHARMING
—VICsketch
NBC-Blue:
AND SADE—
sketch
CBS: BIG SISTER— sketch

Mary Sothern, Mary, in
"The Life of Mary Sothern."

STARS

Tudaus
MARCH 4—11—18—25
11:45
NBC-Red: HELLO PEGGY—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
MacHI-GH—
The EDWARD
Gospel
Sinper
CBS: STORIES
AUNT
JEXXY
S REAL
LIFE
—
sk.
tch
MBS: MYRA
KIXGSLET. ascommentatortrologer, JEAN PAUL KING,
AFTERNOON
12:00
Noon GIRL ALONE—
NBC-Red:
sketch
NBC-Bluo:
TIME FOR
THOUGHT
CBS;
THI-: RADIO
COLUMNIST—Marv
Marsaret
MBS: THE BUY ANDMcBride
GIRL
FRIEND
12:15
Anne Seymour, Mary In
NBC-Red: THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
VOCALIST
"Story of Mary Marlin."
CBS;
YOUR
NEWS
PARADE
2:30CBS; AMERICAN SCHOOL
—MBS;
EdwinRADIO
C. Hill,
commentator
GARDEN
CLUB
OF THE Science
AIR — Club
Vocational
13:30
Guidance;
of the
NBC-Red:
ORCHESTRA
Air
NBC-Blue;
NATIONAL
FARM
2:45
.A.ND
HOME
HOUR
—
Walter
MBS:
BEATRICE
FAIRFAX
Blaufuss'
orchestra
CBS;
ROMANCE
3:00
TRENT—
sketch OF HELEN
MBS: STUDIES
NBC-Red:
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY— sketch
SKETCHES
IN BL.\CK AND
AND
NBC-Blue:
RADIO GUILD—
WHITE
dramatization
CBS; U. S. MARINE BAND
12:45
CBS: OUR GAL. SUNDAY—
sketch
3:15sketch
XBC-Red: MA PERKINS —
MBS: JO.\N MERRILL— songs
1:00NBC-Red:
CARLILE
AND
3:30
sketch
XBC-Red: VIC AND SADE—
LONDONBETTY
— piano ANDduo BOB —
CBS;
sketch
CBS: ANN LEAF— organist
MBS: THE HAPPY GANG
3:45NBC-Red;
GUIDING
1:15NBC-Red: ESCORTS AND
LIGHT—
sketchTHE
CBS;
DEEP
RIVER
BOYSAND
BETTY
MBS:
GOOD
HEALTH
TRAINING
CBS: BETTY
CROCKER —
cooking
.expert
MBS:
CARSON
ROBISON
4:00—NBC-Red;
LORENZO JONES
AND HIS
BUCKAROOS
comedy sketch
NBC-Blue:program
CLUB MATINEE—
1:30NBC-Red: WORDS AND MUvariety
CBS:
MUSIC
SIC— LarryHaysLarsen, Ruth Lyon.
GOLD CO.A.ST FROM THE
Harvev
NBC-Blue:
SUE BLAKE —
4:15NBC-Red: THE STORY OF
sketch
CBS:
ARNOLDsketchGRIMM'S
MARY
MARLIX ON— sketch
DAUGHTER—
MBS: BLACK
WHITE
MBS:
MYRA KINGSLEY
4:30-XBC-Red: RUSH HUGHES—
astrologer,
commentatorJEAN PAUL KING
commentator
1:45NBC-Blue: JACK AND LOR
CBS: THE GOLDBERGS—
sketch
ETTA —HOLLYWOOD
songs and patter
MBS: JOHNSON
CBS:
IX
PER
sketch,
with JimmyFAMILY—
Scribner
SOX — BobVOICE
Baker, OFcommentator
4:45NBC-Red: THE ROAD OF
MBS:
EXPERI
ENCE
LIFE
—
sketch
2:00NBC-Red and NBC-Blue: NBC
FOE
CBS; DR. ALLAN ROY D.AMUSIC Dr.APPRECIATION
MBS; BOOK
HOUR—
DamroschA
Margery
Graham A WEEK—
CBS;
NEWSWalter
THROUGH
WOMAN'S EYES — Kathryn
5:00
Cravens
NBC-Red:
DICK TRACY —
sketch
MBS; DOX'T LOOK NOW—
Lavalle
NBC-Blue:
NEIGHBOR
orchestra and Sands, comedians,
CBS;
FOLLOW
MOONNELL—
Elsie
XickTHEDawson
2:15CBS: THE O XEILLS— sketch
MBS; Hitz.
ORCHESTRA
5:10NBC-Blue;
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
' XBC-Red;
VOCALIST
XBC-Blue;
DOX sketch
WIXSLOW
OF THELIFE NAVY—
CBS:
ERX— sketch OF MARY SOTH5:30NBC-Red: JACK ARMSTRONG—juvenile
serial
NBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRA
CBS:
STEPMOTHER
MBS: ORGAN
RECITAL— sketch
5:45NBC-Red: LITTLE ORPHAN
AXXIE
XBC-Blue:— juvenile
TOMserial MIX
STRAIGHT
SHOOTERS —
CBS:
'hilltop
HOUSE — draFrank Luther, of "Person to

EVENING
1::\VS—
EDUCATION
dramatization IN
• ol:CHESTRA
lLI)lti:X S CONCERT
il li.iiir.w's orchestra
NBC-Red: RHYTHMAIRES
30
-XBC-BIue: ORGANIST
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
:35
XBC-Re.l; PI.\XO TIMEXBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
XBC-Blue:
LOWELL THOMAS
— news commentator
MBS:
GRAM
SWIXG —RAYMOXD
news commentator
:00
NBC-Red: AMOS 'N' ANDY—
sketch
songs
NBC-Blue: MARY SMALL—
CBS; Fulton.
POETIC Franklyn
MELODIES—
Jack
MacCormack.
orchestra
MBS:
FULTOX
LEWIS,
JR.—
Washington news commentator
NBC-Red: ST.-\.TION
UXCLEPat EZRAS
RADIO
Barrett
NBC-Blue;
DR. —KARL
REILAXD
—ARTHUR
commentator
CBS:
MBS: ORCHESTRAGODFREY
—sketch
NBC-Red:
HENDRIK
WILLEM V-A.N LUM
LOON—
NBC-Blue:
ANDtalkABNER
CBS: MARGARET DAUM—
NBC-Red;
RHYTHM B U G H O U S
NBC-Blue:
TIXO ROSSI:00
NBC-Red:
SERVICE
CONCERTBlacks
—CITIES
Lucille
Manners,
Frank
orchestra
NBC-Blue:
tJRAXD
CEXTRAL
STATIOX—
dramatic
sketch
CBS;
MUSIC
HALL HAilMERSTEIN
STUDIES
IN
CON:30MBS:
chestra TRAST— Ernie Fiorito's orNBC-Blue:
DEATH VALLEY
DAYS — dramatization
ORCHESTRA
CBS:
PAUL
WHITEMAN'S
MBS: COMMENTATOR
tra
XBC-Red. WALTZ TIME—
Frank Munn. Lyman's orchesNBC-Blue; V(^CALTST
CBS:
HOLLYWOOD
HOTEL
—
Frances
Langford.
Jerrv
Cooper.ray,AnneOswald.
Jami.son,
MurPaige sKen
orchestra
XBC-Blue:
THEY'RE
IX KXGLAXD—
HowardSAYING
Marshall
L. ALEXAN9:30XBC-Red;DER'S TRUEA. STORIES
— dramatization
MBS; BAMBERGER
PHONY' ORCHESTRA SYM10:00
NBC-Red:
FIRST NIGHTER—
dramatization,
Tremayne.
Barbara
LuddyPAULLes MARTINS
NBC-Blue;
nRcni:.-<TR.\
CH.'<: ' l M A . U.A S' iNCSIloP
10:30
NBC-Red:
HOLLYWOODJIMMIE
GOSSIPFIDLER'S
10:45
NBC-Red:
PEOPLE
IN THE
NEWS— Dorothy Thompson.
11:00NBC-Red:
DANCE
MUSIC
NBC-Blue;
ORCHESTRA
CBS:
MBS: DANCE
DANCE MUSIC
MUSIC

RADIO STARS
MORNING

NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
CBS:
MBS; SYNCOPATION
ORCHESTRA PIECE

NBC-Red;
—NBC-Blue:
children'sMALCOLM
stories CLAIRE
SOUTHERNAIRES
XBC-Red: HI BOYS
XBC-Blue:
ENSEMBLE DICK LEIBERT

MARCH

5—12—19—26
6:45NBC-Blue; ORCHESTRA

CBS: JACK SHANNON— songs

NBC-Red:
NEWS— Dr.RELIGION
Walter VanIN THE
Kirk
NBC-Blue: JOHNNY O'BRIEN

CBS: VIOLINIST

NBC-Ked:
KALTENMEYER'S
Kaniman
KINDERGARTEN
— Bruc»
NBC-Blue;
RAEL— guestsMESSAGE
and musicOF ISSESSION
CBS; SATURDAY SWING
MBS; ORCHESTRA

NBC-Red: THE WISE MAN
NBC-Blue:
BREAKFAST
CLUB — variety
program
CBS: RAT BLOCK— pianist
SUNSHINE EXCBS: ETON BOYS

9:46
NBC-Red: LANDT TRIO
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red: VOCALIST
SWEETHEARTS
OFNBC-Blue:
May Singhl
Breen,THEPeterAIR—
de Rose
CBS: FRED FEIBEL — organist
10:15
NBC-Red:
male
quartet CHARIOTEERS—
NBC-Blue:
VIENNESE ENSEMBLE
10:30
NBC-Red: MANHATTERS
NBC-Blue:UP— Katharine
THE CHILD
GROWS
Lenroot
MBS: GET THIN TO MUSIC
10:45
NBC-Blue: SWING SERENADE
MBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red:
FLORENCE
HALE'S
FORUM
\RO-Blue:RADIO
VOCALIST
<SIOCVATORY
l;s CINCINNATI
OF MUSIC CONMl;,s VARIETY PROGRAM

NBC-Red:
AMERICAN MUSIC
YOUTH AND
NBC-Blue: OUR BARN— chilMBS: dren's
U. S.program,
ARMYMadgeBANDTucker
1I:4S
NBC-Red: VOCALIST
50

Abram Chasins of "Chasins'
Music Series."
AFTERNOON
12:00 Noon
NBC-Red;
ABRAM CHASINS
MUSIC SERIES
NBC-Blue:
CALL TO YOUTH
CBS:
CAPTIVATORS
NBC-Blue:
SOLOIST
MBS:
WORLD THIS WONDERFUL
12:30
NBC-Red; ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue;
FARM AND NATIONAL
HOME HOUR
CBS;
GEORGE HALL AND
HIS ORCHESTRA
MBS:
STUDIES
SKETCHES IN BLACK AND
AND
WHITE

NBC-Red; ORCHESTRA
CBS- ORIENTALS
1:16
CBS;
RHYTHMAIRES IN THE
MBS:
MICROPHONE
SKY— Tom
Slater interviewer
1:30NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue: CLUB MATINBt
CBS; BUFFALO PRESENTS
MBS; ORCHESTRA
1:55
METROPOLITAN

NBC-Red; ORCHESTRA
CBS:
WALTZES OF THE
WORLD
MBS; ORCHESTRA
4:00
NBC-Red; SONGS
CBS; ANN LEAF— organist
4:30
MBS- ORGANIST
MBS; ORCHESTRA.
5:00
NBC-Red: GREAT PLAYS
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
CBS; STORY OF INDUSTRY
MBS ORCHESTRA
NOTE:
As we go to press, this
programlutelyguide
accurate, isbutabso-we
cannot
be
responsible
last minute changes madefor
by the broadcasting companies, advertising agencies or sponsors.
CBS. ORCHESTRA

NBC-Red;
CAMPUSENSEMBLE
CAPER.CBS;
MADISON

EVENING

NBC-Red.
rOUR HOST
BUFFALO — orchestra,
sololstfIS
CBS:
MOTOR
CITY
MELODIES
MBS; MUSICAL PROGRAM

NBC-Red.
CHICO SPANISH REVUEELORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue;
CBS: COLUMBIA'S CHORUfc
MBS- ORGAN RECITAl
QUEST

NBC-Red: GOLDEN MELODIES
CBS- MERRYMAKERS

6:25
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWt-

NBC-Blue; BEE
UNCLE JIM'S
QUESTION
MBS ORCHESTRA
7:45
songs
NBC-Red: JEAN SABLON—
NBC-Red: BELIEVE - IT - OR
orchestra
NOT— Robert ORCHESTRA
L. Ripley. Rolfe'«
NBC-Blue:
CBS:
COLUMBIA
WORKSHOP
MBS:
PAT BARNES — AND
HitBARNSTORMERS
Marcella
Hendricks. Jimmy Shields
NBC-Red;
JACK
HALEYb
LOG
CABIN—
Virginia
Warren
Hull.orchestra
Wendy Verrlll.
Barrle.
Fio
Rito's
NBCNBC SPELLING
BEE —Blue;
Paul Wing
CBS: JOHNNY
RUSS
MORGAN PRESENT.AND HIS
ORCHESTRA — Charles Martin
MBS: CONTINENTAL REVUE
—guests
Olga Baclanova. Raoul Nadeau
»:00
NBC-Red:
ORCHESTRA BARN
NBC-Blue; NATIONAL
DANCE— Joe Kelly
CBS: PROFESSOR QUIZBob Trout
ORCHESTRA
»:30MBS:
NBC-Red;TRAITS— dramatization
AMERICAN PORCBS;
SATURDAY
NIGH 'J
SERENADE— Mary Eastman
Bill Perry. Haenschen's orMBS: SYMPHONY ORCHES
chestra
TRA
NBC-Red
NBC-Blue; N B(
SYMPHONYand ORCHESTRA
CBS YOUR HIT PARADIC10:45
CBS; NAN WTNN — songs
NBC-Red; DANCE MUSIC
NBC-Blue: DANCE MUSIC
CBS:
MBS ORCHESTRA
DANCE MUSIC

RADIO STARS

IS new

L^ream

rSkin-Mt

ivi

amin

ing
cleans
yA
that also
zream
hes
the
nouris
■ikin is a great
achievement^^
Mrs. Arthur Richardson

Granddaughter of the late C. OLIVER ISELIN
"I am delighted with the new Pond's Cold Cream. Now that we
can
have the
'slvin-vitamin'
Cold Cream,
I wonder
how benefits
women ofwerethe ever
satisfied toinusePond's
cleansing
creams
that did not also nourish!"

"A NEW KIND of cream is bringing
mnre direct help to women's skin. It
is bringing to their aid the vitamin
\\liii h helps the body to build new skin
— the important '"skin-vitamin."
\\ ithin recent years doctors have learned
iliai cine of the vitamins has a special relaiiiin to skin health. When there is not
ciKiuf^h of this skin-vitamin" in the diet,
tile >kin may suffer, become undernouri-li< i|. rough, dry, old lookingl
Essential to Skin Health
I'inul s tested this "skin-vitamin" in Pond's
(^o arns during more than 3 years. In animal tests, the skin became rough, old lookin:; when the diet lacked "skin-vitamin."
1^11 1 when Pond's Cold Cream containing
-kin-vitamin" was applied daily, it became
MiHu.th, supple again — in only 3 weeks!
Now women everywhere are enjoying the
(above) Entertuining in the white drawbenefits of Pond's new "skin-vitamin" Cold
ing room of her New York apartment.
Cream. They are reporting that pores are
(center) Mrs. Richardson greeting
looking finer, that skin is smoother; best of
friends after the opera.
Tun* in on "THOSE WE LOVE," Pond'f Program, Tuosdoyt, 8:00 P. M., E.S.T., N.B.C. Bluo Natwork

ail. that the use of this cream gives a livelier, more glowing hmk t<i tiit-ir skin!
Use Pond's new ' Vkiii-vitamin" Cold
Cream in your regular way — to cleanse at
night and to freshen up for make-up in the
morning and during the day. Whenever
you get a chance, leave a little on. This new
kind of cream now nourishes your skin.
Same jars, same labels, same price
Now every jar of Pond's Cold Cream you buy
roiilaliiin il. (Ml w ill iirw
liMil itcream
in thewith
same"skin-vitamin"
jars, with the
saiHf lalicl-, al the same price.
TEST IT IN
9 TREATMENTS
Hil)e
"skin-vitainin"
i,I'oii(l'8
Dcpt.'mS-CR,
f-h"«kin-vitaniin"
for <>of Irciilmciits.
with sampleR CoM
of 2
i.l n Face Powder.Creams
I encloseami lOf5 different
n,to C.Jcover

Extract Company

RADIO STARS

To help Prevent

COLDS

When George McCall (left) of Hollywood Screenscoops visits Announcer
Jimmy
Wallington
on Eddie Cantor's
comedianandwonders
who's
who. Both
are six-feet-two,
and haveprogram,
identicalthe coloring
moustaches.

and Bad Breath

Use
PEPSODENT
ANTISEPTIC
. , .tUe, 10-Seco4iA
In Germ-Killing
Power ... One bottle
Pepsodent Antiseptic
equals three bottles of
ordinary kinds

Even when diluted with 2 parts
water, still kills germs in seconds.. Lasts 3 times as long!
MAKES YOUR MONEY GO
3 TIMES AS FAR!

CHICKEN SOUP
(to be used also for Chow Mein and as stock for Chop Suey)
1 small chicken (3 pounds) yi cup thinly sliced mushrooms
V/i pounds pork {or veal) hones ^ cup thinly sliced white meat of chicken
2 quarts cold ivater
1 egg, beaten
(Chinese
Remove neck 1andteaspoon
wings of"Broivn
chickenSauce"
and split
chickenBean
as forSauce*)
broiling. Place chicken
in stewing kettle, add 3 cups cold water. Bring to a boil. Boil 10 minutes, then take
chicken out of broth and with a small, sharp knife remove all chicken meat from bones.
Discard all fat, skin and gristle. Cut meat into very thin slices for use later both in soup
and in making Chicken Chow Mein (see recipe on page 54). Return chicken bones to
the broth remaining in kettle. Add pork (or veal) bones and the neck and wings of
the chicken. Add 5 cups more cold water (making 2 quarts liquid in all). Bring to
a boil and continue boiling gently 3 hours, removing any scum as it rises. Strain
through double cheese-cloth, allow to cool and remove any fat. Reserve a cup of this
stock for Chow Mein or Chop Suey. Reheat remaining stock to boiling point. Add
sliced mushrooms and chicken meat. Cook 15 minutes. Season to taste with salt and
white pepper. Thicken slightly with a little cornstarch moistened with cold water.
Cook until clear, stir in Brown Sauce and serve immediately.
*This Broivn Sauce, though not as zvidely distributed as Soy Sauce, may be purchased in
some grocery cuid delicatessen stores. Broivn sugar makes an acceptable substitute.
CHINESE RICE
1 cup rice
IK' cups ivater
1 teaspoon salt
Wash the rice most thoroughly in several waters until all loose starch is removed
and last rinsing water is absolutely clear. Place in a heavy kettle — preferably one that
has a rounded bottom. Add water and salt. Place over moderately hot flame to come
to a boil. When it comes to a vigorous boil, place over lowest heat and allow to cook
irry shnvly for 30 minutes without removing cover. At the end of that period all water
should be absorbed. Turn off heat and let rice fluff and dry out for 10 minutes longer.
FRAGRANT TEA
Use approximately 1 teasiioon of tea for each cup of boiling water. Place tea in a
healed cliina teapot. Pour <ner it tlie boiling water, which should be freshly boiled, not
taken from a long-boiling kettle. Allow water to stand on tea leaves 4 to 5 minutes,
dcijending upon strength desired. Rinse a second teapot with boiling water and strain
tea
int(jonthistiiefrom
the first teapot. Tea, when once brewed, should not be allowed to
remain
tea leaves.
(Recipes continued on page 54)
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Everything

was

Life's Little Close-ups; Can Your Complexion Stand Them? It Can if You Use
Luxor Powder . . . It's Light-Proof! This is the Greatest Make-up Improvement in Years
• Every change of light is a challenge to a We especially invite all women who think Luxor powder is offered in several shades,
they see
haveif aLuxor
"shinypowder
skin" todoesmakenot this
test among which you will easily find the one
woman's
your make-up
subdue
flatter you complexion.
one minute —Does
and betray
you the and
best suited
to yourimportant
own individual
ion. But more
than anycomplexshade,
next? Then give thanks for this discovery! all shine.
Luxor face powder is light-proof. It modmore
important
than
the
soft
texture and
You can gef it anywhere
ifies light rays instead of reflecting them.
fine
fragrance
of
this
powder
is
its
light-proof
With a finishing touch of this powder, Large size box of Luxor light-proof powder quality. You will find that this powder— in any
your complexion will not constantly be light- 55c at drug and department stores; 10c size shade—
will positively subdue those highlights
struck. In any light. Day or night. Nor will at the five-and-ten stores. Or, clip coupon that have always been .
you have all that worry over shine when you for a complimentary box free and prepaid. such a problem.
use this kind of powder.
Seeing is believing: Make this test
LUXOR S
FACE POWDER
Look at the photographs reproduced
SEE the effect of powder
sjpwhat
happens
with
here. See what havoc the light plays
LUXOR, Ltd.. Chicago:
that iisfies light-proof
with unprotected make-up. See the
the light rays. and modflight.that reflects every
Please send me a complimentary box of the
improvement in the second piaure—
new
Luxor light-proof face powder free and
with light rays modified and softened
MM '
byyourlight-proof
powder.
A
test
before
prepaid.
□
Rachel
□ Rachel No. 2 □ Rose Rachel
own mirror will be even more
□
Flesh
□
Brunette
convincing. Then put it to the real
test of all kinds of light, day and night.
You will soon discover you can
trust this powder under all conditions.
Address
It is light-proof, and it is moistureproof Note the complete absence of
with that same lovely softness
P. 0...
atshine,
all times.
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THOUSANDS
MARVEL
THEIR

TO

SEE

SKINNY

BODIES FILL OUT
As these Wonderful New
IRONIZED YEAST Tablets
Add 1 0-25 lbs. in a Few Weeks
TS
SCIE
ov-e thatIS
haveredNT
discthou
le
sands of peop
are thin downandonlyrunbecauseghthey Vita
don't
get enou
anddailironyInfood.
themin irB Wit
hout
lyou may
these vita
elements eti
te
lack notapp
and
get
the
ld-bui
most ingbody
good
out
t youtheseeat.ele-of
•whaOnce
are prop-as
erlynowmentssupplied,
they
are in
these
amazing,
new
I
r
o
n
iz e d
Yeast
tablets,
the
improvement
that
aoften
shortcomes
time inis
astonishing.
Thousands
report
wonderful
gains
ofinnew10a few
topep,
2,j weeks
pounds
—
complexions
naturally
clear
and
fresh—urala new
natnessattractivethat wins
friends
everywhere.
build
quicksot;
[1Why
chc-mists they
li.ui> fniinil
that nni-up nf sotho riclii'st
special
English

POPULAR

CHINESE
{Continued from page 52)

RECIPES

EGG ROLLS
CRUST:
y2 cup Pillsbury's flour
y2 teaspoon salt
Yz Clip %^vtci--clicstniit flour, or1 cup
rice icater,
flour
1 et/g, zvell beaten
approximately
FILLING:
Yz cup cooked shrimp*
1 small mild onion
Y2 cup cooked crabmcat* Y> teaspoon salt
Yi cup mixed Chinese vegetables** a dasli of pepper
1 stalk celery
1 ('.'/,(/ yolk, beaten
I
First make egg roll crust. deep
Combine
flours and salt, add the beaten egg an
fat forthefrying***
enough water Grease
to makea asmall
pancake-type
of batter,
onlypour
it must
very thin.
together'
thoroughly.
frying pan.
Into pan
just beenough
batter Beat
to cover
the
entire bottom of pan with a very thin film. Cook on one side, turn and cook on the
other. Remove from pan and cool. Combine the sea foods with the mixed vegetables,
the celery and onion. Chop very fine. Season with salt and pepper. Take one egg
roll "pancake" for each person. Using a pastry brush, brush the entire top surface of
each
a spoonful
the "filling"
mixturewithin the
center pancake
of each.withTurnbeaten
two egg
ends yolk.
of eachPlace
pancake
to the ofcenter.
Brush again
yolk. Fold over other two ends, envelope fashion, to form a closed pocket for the filling.
Place prepared egg rolls in a frying basket, lower into deep hot fat and cook for 5 minutes
or until crisp and golden brown. Remove carefully from fat with pancake turner or
spatula. Place on unglazed paper to drain. Serve hot.
*Canncd or fresh.
**Thesc "mixed vegetables" come in cans.
***Atcorn.Ruby
for deep fat frying, they use a fine quality vegetable oil made from
I zvasFoo's,
informed.

CHICKEN CHOW MEIN
3 tablespoons vegetable oil
Y22 cup
bamboo Soy
shoots**
tablespoons
Sauce*
cup finely
chicken*onion
11 finely
slicedcutSpanish
1
cup
chicken
stock*
2
tablespoons
cornstarch
1 cup finely shredded celery
2 tablespoons water
8 mushrooms, sliced thin
; cup finely sliced water-chestnuts**
crispdesired***
Chinese noodles**
tablespoon
Melt fat in skillet.1 Add
chickenOyster
and Sauce,
onion. ifCook
gently until onion is a pale
golden brown. Add shredded celery, sliced mushrooms, water-chestnuts and bamboo
shoots. Cover and cook for 10 minutes, stirring frequently. Add Soy Sauce and soup
stock. Thicken with the cornstarch moistened with the cold water to a smooth paste,
Cook and stir until smooth and thickened. Heat Chinese noodles in open pan in hot
oven. Place an individual serving of noodles on each plate. Top with a serving of
Chow Mein. Side servings of rice are also recommended. Additional Soy Sauce should
be passed separately.
*The chicken referred to here is the parboiled chicken described in the soup reci,
given
page ^2.broth
Cannedalsochicken
substituted . instead
howcz'cr,offortheconvenience
Cannedon chicken
may bemayusedbe successfully
soup stock. and speed,
building, lii-allh-liuiliiii]- iIimukm, , ut all liuir.
bean atsprouts
and noodlesand aredelicatessens.
put up in cans, and
Soy **l\'ater-chcstnuts,
.Sauce in bottles, andbamboo
are toshoots,
be found
most groceries
Try it without risking a cent
***// Chinese Oyster Sauce can be procured it "iniprores the flavor," says the Ruby
Foo chef. Hoivcver, since it can only be purchased at a Chinese food store, the chef suga possibleresults.
substitute. Or this extra seasoning may he omitted
entirelygestsand]]'orcestersliire
still assureas excellent
PORK CHOP SUEY
To start thousandsSpecial offer!
2 tablespoons Soy
pound p. tenderloin
•eoclnble
oil
1 teaspoon salt . Sah
lablcspn, ill
1 teaspoon vinegar
a pinchon sliced thin
1 teaspoon
Chinese Broiai Sauce, or
(listdiuKKists.
pacliam- Ironizori
— or inoni-y
refundfd.
AtDept.all
hiroc
brown sugar
Yeast
Co.,
Inc..
stalhs
cc
i. Atlanta. Oa.
•Icrv. finely .dircdded
2 tablespoons cornstarch
iniishrno nis, sliced thin
2 tablespoons cold water
IMPORTANT
cup dnn. iicd bean sprouts**
cooked rice, tea
lenlcr-chcstnuts**
cup
.si,soup ilslock*
■up
1
tablespoon
if desired***
Beware of subinto tlic very thinnest slices.
Fry in Oyster
hot fatSauce,
to a golden
brown,
stitutes. Be sure takingCutcareporknottenderloin
to scorcli. Add tlie various fresh and canned vegetables specified. Cover
you get genuine and cook 5 minutes. Add soup stock and cook 5 minutes longer. Mix Soy Sauce, salt,
vinegar and Brown Sauce. Add, with the water, to the cornstarch to make a smooth
IRONIZED YEAST. mixture.
Cook and stir until smooth and thickened. Serve with hot rice and tea, passing
ON EACH TABLET additional Soy Sauce separately. Add Oyster Sauce to cooked mixture, if desired.
LOOK FOR "lY
*See footnotes to Chow Mein recipe above.
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(Continued from page 11)

Johnny the Call Boy (his real name
is John Roventino), of Johnny
Presents,
with theRussshow's
popular
bandleader.
Morgan.
same two features are A-1 requirements if
you liope to achieve success for any Chinese
dish you may happen to fix up at home.
Pile lukewarm Chop Suey or Chow Mein
in haphazard fashion on just any old plate,
and the hest thing you can then do with it
is to chuck it right out. But serve it attractively and seemealthatwillit'shave
hot, twoand ofyour
Chinese-inspired
the
features that were especially noteworthy
about that marvelous dinner I so thoroughly
enjoyed with Russ Morgan at Ruby Foo's.
We particular
ate our way
"from Isoup
to nuts"
that
evening,
assure
you.
Though I understand the Chinese would
have reversed the order and ended the
meal with soup! But, after all, we do not
wish to go about these things in too strange
and unusual a fashion : preferring, rather, to
adapt for our own needs and uses those
Oriental customs and flavors that are sure
to appeal to us because of the very fact
that they are somewhat similar to our own.
So, with this idea in mind— and while the
photographer was snapping the pictures you
see on pages 10 and 11 — I set out bravely
on a recipe foray.
But have you ever tried, by the way. to
get a chef to talk in terms that such folks
aswell-nigh
you andimpossible,
I can understand?
take my wordWell,for it'sit.
And when said chef is Chinese in the bargain, then, indeed, your cooking troubles
begin
! But, forspurred
on byfare,
Russinspired
Morgan'sby
enthusiasm
Chinese
Miss
Parks'
discriminating
choice
and determined on my own accountof dishes
to secure some not-too-complicated directions
for all of us to follow, I persevered. The results, of course, are those recipes that
appear on pages 52 and 54 — all duly tested
and with the ingredients given in the proper
(C 0)1 tinned on page 105)

HAPPY the woman whose husband meat into something that tastes like
still adores her after ten years of the creation of a French chef Francomarried hfe! She has kept his home neat American combines wonderfully with
and comft)rtabIe; she has fed him well other foods because of that inimitable
— but when evening comes she still has and savory sauce of cheddar cheese, sunpep enough left to go to the movies and ripened tomatoes and other delicious
have a grand and glorious time.
seleaed ingredients.
Franco-American has become AmerOne of the thingswhich will make your
housekeeping much easier is Francoica's largestflavor,
sellingreasonable
spaghetti because
delicious
price andof
American Spaghetti. This delicious spaghet i isall ready to heat and serve. It high nutritional value. It belongs on
is on the table in a jiffy— your whole your
each pantry
week. shelf and on your table often
familyfort inwill
a great
theselove
daysit—of and
highit'sfood
pricescom-to
-American is entirely diflferent
know that it costs only 3 cents a portion. fromFranco
ordinary ready- cooked spaghetti
Give the children Franco -American — get some
today and see how true this
for lunch with milk and fruit. Other days is. Your husband
will say you're a fine
for dinner serve Franco-American as a
cook and after a day's work you'll have
main dish or use it to make that left-over pep
enough left to enjoy yourself
FrancO'/lmeficon spaghetti
The kind with the Extra Good Sauce — Made by the Makers of Campbell's Soups
MAY I SEND YOU OUR FREE
RECIPE BOOK? SEND THE
COUPON PLEASE
The Franco-American Food Company, Dept. 64
I Camden , New Jersey
. Pleasesendfreerecipebook: "JO Tempting Spaghetti Meals."
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WEST

Go singing on
your way tomorrow in a dress made
new, joyous, flattering with one of
Kit's glowing shades that says your
taste is grand. Kit's new formula
contains "neomerpin" that makes
color saturate the fabric quickly,
evenly, beautifully. So easy— you'll
"DYE" LAUGHING!

RELIEF
10
Go to your nearest ten cent store and
insist on CRO*PAX Corn Pads, waterproof, with medicated discs for safe, sure,
quick relief Accept No Substitute.
PrfC nUghlly higher in Canada ^ —
CRO*PAX PRODUCTS, CIEVELAND. 0. f^l?^^
AT YOUR 5 & 10c STORE ^Is^S''
CRO
P^X
FOR EVERY FOOT AILMENT
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COAST

CHATTER

Between scenes of kad\o City Revels, Milton Berle, Director
Ben Stoloff and Jack Oakie do an imitation of Bob Burns
OS he looked in his last "take" of the scene just played.
MINETTA ELLEN, the mother in One
Ma)i's
I'aiuily,
and Never
acts inforcharacter
even when
off looks
the air.
a moment at rehearsals are her hands idle. For
she crochets afghans in every spare minute
— afghans which are raffled off for the
benefit of the blind here in Los Angeles.
HERirS one to figure out : Martha Raye
is i.'carin;/
world's —niosi
solitaire on her flicrin/i-jini/er
and (laa.zlin,i
that n'cddiiuj
ring lUiddy ll'eslniore i/az'e her not so long
ago
her right
hand!H'asIt'srunning
all a mystery.
For. onIhinigh
Martha
around
leilli sei-crol men after her divorce, she has
iinw (iiiietly settled dozen to life ii'ith her
mother in a Bei'crly Hills apartment house.
Her only eompajiions are her mother and
secretary, and not onee has she been spotted
in a night club for the past fezu months.
JACK BENNY was looking so morbid
at his broadcast the other day that Mary
Livingstone asked what in the world was
ailing him. "It just looks such a hard
year
moaned areJack.
how ahead,"
human beings
going"Itodon't
haveseea
chance in the show business, between
Charlie McCarthy, Snow White and the
Seven
Dwarfs." worry, Jack," said Mary
"I wouldn't
comfortingly, "sometimes you don't act
human, either."
interviewer,
wasJANET
showingBAlRD,"the
off a lovelyNBC
jeweled
compact

After
LuckyPowell
Strike's
show, Dick
givesradio
his
autograph to an eager fan.

Topical tidbils and tidings ol your lavorites among Hollywood'

RADIO STARS
BY
LOIS

SVENSRHD

I'M TEACH

IMG

/I LOVEUER
TO

Mary Carlisle hitch-hikes on
Bing
Crosby!
They're Rhythm.
in the
Paramount
film, Doctor

AVOID

GIRLS
WAY

offending!

. ^«AC£ Of

.thb^Q^^^Vap that

around the studio recently. It was a gift
from Lucien Lelong, who had been
prompted to give it to her because, he said,
Janet's interview was the only one he'd
ever
ofT hisundergone
life span.that didn't take seven years
THERE arc rumors to the effect that
Sadine Conner zvill be the nczv star of
Vick'stheOpen
House. times
Nadineduring
has Jcanctte
stepped
into
role several
MacDonald's
absence
(once,
shhh,
Jcanctte
had a sore throat!) It is no secret that
Jeanette does not regard radio as her best
medium and thinks pictures give her the
best chance to exploit her talents — and also
(five the biggest salary in return.
ARLENE HARRIS gives her husband,
a doctor, credit for her success on the air.
For she tries out on him all her scripts
for the Al Pearce show. If he likes them
— she throws them away! For her husband likes Arlene to be dignified — which
is anything but what Al Pearce wants her
to be.
THE horse-raising bug has bitten Lu)n
n' Abner,
with Lnm
the rest
the four
film
and
radio along
colony.
now ofhas
horses and Abner six. They say the most
fun in owning them, though, is to ride
them. And we believe the boys — for certainly no two people ever seemed to enjoy
the sport more. Both of them are dressed
(Continued on page 76)

Y Io^^ 1";DAINTY— BATHE WITH PERFUMED
TO KEEP ONL
FRAGRANTLY

popular Stars of films and radio

CASHMERE

•KEEPS A GIRL

THEN. CASHMERE
LINGERING
PERFUMEBOUQUET'S
CLINGS
TO YOUR SKIN ! LONG,
AFTER YOUR BATHj
IT GUARDS YOUR
DAINTINESS IN
SUCH A LOVELY WAY! ^>

MARVELOUS FOR COMPLEXIONS, TOO!
You'll want to use this pure, creamywhite soap for both face and bath.
Cashmere caressing.
Bouquet'sYetlather
is so
gentle
it removes
dirt andandcosmetics
so thoroughly,
leaving
your and
skin alluring!
clearer, softer . . .
more radiant

at drug,ten-cent
department,
stores
BOUQUET

SOAP
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SPllL-PROOF
CONVERTIBLE COMPACT
You'll
"gift" Convertible
from Lovely looseLady
—powder
this treasure
beautifulthis4 Itsculor
deceptiveConipact.
fur it actuallydaintiness
liolds everis pleasantly
so much
more thepowder
— ends frequent
botlier
and
distressing
bugaboo refill
of powdersoiled,
messy
purses. Yet FREE
it's yourswithforyourthe
asking—
ABSOLUTELY
purchase
of a 10c or 20c box of Lovely Lady
Face Powder.
Best
of
all.
you'll treasure eventhatmoreLovely
the
newfound
Lady bringscharmyou.andForloveliness
Lovely Lady Face
Powder
is
superior
far
beyond
its
price—
the equal of powders costing up to five times
asLady's
much. newIts secret
is "BALMITE",
Lovely
and exciting
base — •
truly
anA achievement
in thesoft-blend
artblossom
of powder
magic.
magic
that
brings
to
the
true
loveliness
of
your
natural
skin
tones,
flatters you in any light and prevents
"shiny-nose" 3 to S hours longer.
Enjoy Lovely
the thrillLady
of faceFacepowder
perfection
enjoy
Powder.
Five sizes
en-—
chatanting ten
shades tocentchoose
fromeverywhere
— trial
available
stores
larger sizes at Drug and Department Stores.—
<lon'tCompacts
delay, try isit now
before theClipsupply
ofHut Cift
exhausted.
this
(..iiil.i.n NOW - there's a double-feature
LOVELY LADY
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago
CUP HERE

What made the halcony sway? Why did the organ play at midnight?
News of music, ol the King ol Swing, ol hatoneers and their hands
"LADIES and gciitlciiicii. applaud
as niucliyour
as yon
stamp
feci,like.
and But
trv please
not to don't
keep
time to the music too x'igorously"
the first
thing you'd
hear
if THAT'S
you attended
a Benny
Goodman
Ijroadcast. Announcer Dan Seymour
doesn't tell you the reason for his
request.
a goodhis one.
he
decidedBut toit'smake
little Until
talk,
every
member
of
that
CBS
Playhou.se audience tapped his or her feet.
As the trum[)ets blared faster, as
Gene
Kruiia's
drumstapped
beat all
louder,
1200
of shoes
the
faster i)airs
and louder.
Vocalist Martha Tilton crochets in her spare time.
THAT was fine, until one night
Benny began to play his killer-diller but still it gets you. Among oth
and someone looked up at the bal- tilings, il got Benny Goodman an r
cony. He blinked his eyes and looked
esliiiiatcd at ' $100,000 a yea
again. And the second look resulted come
THERE are a lot of people
in
Mr.
Seymour's
pre-broadcast
speech. What did he see? He saw, seventeen altogether — who make th
believe it or not, the balcony sway!
$100,000 possible. There's Har
And when a balcony gets rhythm, the James,
the Goodman and the nation'
situation becomes dangerous!
first gentleman
trumpeter,youfor hear
example.
He*
the
im])rovisin
SWING is like that. If you listen, and blasting away on most of th
{Continued on page 78)
it gets you. Maybe you don't like it,
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Trombonist Vernon Brown (left) end
Saxophonist Hymie Schertzer are
famed experts in matching pennies.

Detective fiction is his meat!
Goodman's pianist, Jesse Stacey,
spends his spare time reading.

PEAS
AS TWO
ALIKE
TBLL THEM APART!
YOUCH\ TO ME,
r/nA DOCIN
B(/
MARY, TESTS INDICATE THAT
MARY,
YES, MARY AND AAARGIE
LOOK 1 NOW WHAT I BUTFORGIVE
76% OF ALL PEOPLE OVER THE
I THINK I KNOW.
EXACTLY
ALIKE-BUT
IT'S
EASY
TO
AGE
BAD BREATH.
SUPPOSE
MARGIE? J LAST NIGHT I HEARD I TESTS OFALSO17 HAVE
TELL THEM APART THESE DAYS! |
SHOW THAT MOST
YOU OUGHT!
BOBBY MEANT
THAT, HIMTO SAY
BAD
BREATH
COMES
SEE A DENTIST
IMPROPERLY CLEANED FROM
TEETH.
ABOUT YOUR BREATH ! I APVInE
COLGATE
RElALIsE.DENTAL CREAM]

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
COMBATS BAD BREATH
"Colgate's foam
special
peuetrating
gets
• crevice
into everybetween
tiny hidden
your
teeth . . . emulsifies and
washes away the de, caying food deposits
that cause most bad breath, dull,
dingy teeth, and much tooth dey. At thepolishing
same time,agentColgate's
soft, casafe
cleans
and brightens the enamel —
makes your teeth sparkle— gives
new brilliance to your smile!"
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WIVES TELL HUSBANDS MY,

Now millions know it's a better
laxative in every way!
EX-LAX

now

SCIENTIFICALLY
IMPROVED
It'sto gelling
. flashing
from family
family around
. . . from. . wife
to husband
...
from friend to friend. Ex-Lax, the laxative
they said could not be improved, now is better
than ever! Regardless of your experience with
olher laxatives, you owe it to yourself to try
the
Improved Ex-Lax. You'll
be innewforScientifically
a pleasant surprise!
TASTES BETTER THAN EVER!
Ex-Lax now has a smoother, richer chocolaie taste. You'll like it even better than before.
ACTS BETTER THAN EVER!
Ex-Lax is now even more effective. Empties
the
bowels
in less
time more
than thoroughly,
before. more smoothly,
MORE GENTLE THAN EVER!
Ex-Lax is today so remarkably gentle that,
except for the relief you enjoy, you scarcely
realize you have taken a laxative.
drugfiistsEx-Lax
ntrlc ha
siz.-s. The
IAllmprovfd
famous
Utile hlup l>i,in
n,l 2.-,,

^ IndispensableforEveningWear
^T^^ Dances
Now is— theparues
time — fordates!
romance!
You
''^^ simply
must
keep
your
skin
allurmgly lovely all evening.
B^"^ plete
L se as make-up.
a powder base
or for
Suitable
face, not
back,rubneck,
arms.
Will
off orandstreak.
Stays on for hours. Shades:
peach,
brunette,drugsuntan.
50!< at rachel,
all stores.
leading
department
Trial sizeandat
ail 10'.' counters, or mail coiil/on.
'MINER
N. Y.or C.
I EnclosedS,40BE.
find lOc20 -ST..
(stamps
com) for J!
[trial
bottle _
Miner'* Liquid Make-Up. iJ
NAME_
[address - 5hade \
6f)

HOW

BENAY

HAS

RADIO STARS
CHANGED!

• "Wm.
You pups
got out
a htid. . .Oh,
rtish you
all right.
Don't doknow
as I ever
saw
anybody
worse have
broken
feel fine,
yoi/?...HeW,
you don't look so goitd! )<>ii ought to see yourself in the mirror

Once upon a time, songstress
Benoy Venuta was o temperamental star, a self-indulgent person.
Perhaps it was her marriage to
Dr. Kenneth Kelley which brought
about a change. At any rate,
Benay now finds life a grand adventure, with new poise and new
interests. I. Once Benay used
to lie abed till noon. 2. But now
she rises early and keeps fit with
daily exercise. 3. Formerly, even
the morning coffee was a baffling
undertaking. 4. Now she cooks a
tasty meal and finds it fun. 5. Letters were a dread chore and unanswered correspondence piled up
to mock her. 6. With a new typewriter, she now answers all her
mail promptly and with pleasure.
(Continued on page 63)

• "Funny — your tail looks O.K By Jove, I see it all now! Your
mother'' s been stingy ivith the Johnson's Baby Powder — giving you
little dabs in the rear instead of good all-over rubsT'

• "Listen— slick around at bath-lime ami get in on my Johnson''s rubdown, I'ofi'// feel like a different dog— so slick that rashes and chafes
and prickly heat can^t get a toe-hold!'^
_
• "Some poivfler.s are harsli ami srralrhy—bul Johnson^s is as sojl as
an eider-down
pillotc.bestIt protection
keeps niy skin
jusi infections.
perfect!", Mothers.
, , Smooth,Guard
perfect skin is its own
against
your baby's skin with Johnson's Bahy Powder, the kind made oj finest
imported talc— no orris-root . . . Bahy needs Johnson's Baity Soap and
Baby
Cream
loo— and
soothing,
staiidess,
and when
cannot liny.
turn Johnsi>ii's
rancid. Baby Oil. It's safe and

Copyright 193S,BABY
Johnson & Johnson POWDER
JOHNSON'S
61
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Amazing New Lotion Discovery
startles
women
withtheit'sreason
beautifying
results.
And contains
here's
this
new lotion
milk-oils— that
scientists
declare
are
very
similar
the natural oils of the human skin.to
When a shortage of these natural oils
leaves the hands red, rough and feelingstoreliketheirburlap
help resatin MILK-OILS
smoothness quickly!
Try this revolutionary,new type lotion
just
. . . you'llhands.
learnAskthe forscientific
secretonceof lovely
Duart
Oil-of-Milk
Lotion
Drug or 10 cent stores. at25cDepartment,
& 50c sizes.
LOTION
"'"Calif.
TSt.,"San"Francisco,
Duart,
785 AMarket
RPlease
DU
Enclosed
is
10c.
Duart Oil-of-Milk Lotion.send me a bottle of

Guaranteed to contain pure Oils extracted from
rich dairy milk, with other lotion ingredients.
iT'S YOUn UOB^
AS WELL AS MiNE
TO_KEEP TEETH
AND GUMS
) HEALTHY
Dentaltant.service
is imporDental cooperation
^ ' at home is equally vital!
Regular massage with
Forhan'smation ofstimulates
tartar, makesgums,
teeth retards
gleam! forFor
generous
trial
tube
send
lOf!
to
Forhan's,
Department 421, New Brunswick,
N. J.
Forhan's
m
CLEANS TEETH • AIDS GUMS
62

j-'hnti.^ h\ Jack Hanley
9. Once easily bored, Benay would try to kill tinne with a game
of solitaire. 10. Now many hobbles keep her busy and interested.
Friends admire her fine needlepoint. II. She used to, "for no
reason
take ancooloccasional
highball.
But
no more.at all,"
Now Benay
a glasssays,
of fresh,
milk is more
to her 12.liking.

RADIO STARS
MY, HOW

BENAY

HAS CHANGED!
(Continued from page 61)
7. Benay (whose hour variety program isheard each Saturday over
MBS) often, in the old days,
would fly into a temperamental
frenzy and startle her co-workers.
8. But not now. Benay has learned
the value and satisfaction of workina with people, without friction.

fJ0
'

*eyedpicture-book
baby witliinany
is little darkhiizabethi Along
of her
contemporaries in a pleasant New Jercommunity,
contributing
healthsey and
growthshe's
records
to a study herof
infant (lift, I.;i-ir iiiDnth <lic started
Clapp'^ r,rL-,ii ,111.1 nnlv a few
day> .i;;ii >lu ^tnlcL up a ^rc.it friendship with Clapp's Strained Spmach.

Just a luxury, that rccliiiiii;,' position
slu-'s s ([Uitt.upduring
alonemeals,
now.forI here
luxur\abU-, too,to sitin
the \ ariety offered by her Clapp menus
—four soups, three fruits, seven vegetable^, and cereal! All vitamin-rich, bepressure-cooked.
Elizabethcause they're
has gained
mure than aResult:
pound
and grown ,'4 of an inch every month.

13. She and her husband no longer go out each night. 14. They
spend happy hours at home, and
share an interest in photography.

Creeping for a month now, and still
gaining last, she s a happy, hearty little consumer of all the foods that babies oughtbetter.
to like..\ndClapp's
Foodsthereally
do taste
they have
texture that baby specialists recommend
—fineh -strained, but not so liquid that
aoverbabythe marks
bottle. time, with no advance

Unstrained,
I.l\er
Soup;
16 Varieties of .cl'
Clapp's
Baby
l?i..th Strained
loni.itoes,
Soup Strained
ts. Carrots,
\,.,.U S.n
i.w..i;i.ii>liN .iiul records of 12
.uul v.ilu.ihle diet informaH. a .pp. Inc., Dept. QSA.
Blvd., Rochester, New York.
NEW! ... for young ctiildren
Clapp's
Foods foods
Doctors asked
for themChopped
. . . even-tcxtured
with
.ill
the
advantages
of
Clapp's
Strained
Foods, rtmemher
lint more them
coarselywhendivided.
nowyour .Atbabydealers'
outgrows Clapp's Strained Foods.
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"Smart GIRL-you know I
can't hang on to a grouch
when you tempt me with
Beeman's. Now there's
real flavor — fresh, lusty
flavor that wakes up your
taste! Smooth on your
tongue yet chockful of
fresh pep.
Of course it's this ingenious airtight package that
keeps
Beeman's
so extraI
fresh and
flavorsome.
say — we ought to keep
Beeman's on hand all
the time!"

AIDS DIGESTION.
's
Beeman
64
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One
of the
world's
happiest
Jean
Hersholt
Ismen,
thoroughly
contented
with
his family, his life
and hisditionwork.
In adto his hobbies
ofandpainting,
sketching
book collecting,
Jean now gets a lot
of fun with his new
movie camera. Born
in Copenhagen,
Denmark, July 12, 1886,
Jean Hersholt has
been under contract
more than twentyfour of his twentyfive years in the films.
Nine months after arriving in Hollywood,
he married his Danish
sweetheart.
(Leff)
At a broadcast, with
Betty Jane Tyler.

RADIO STARS

Like

ROCHELLE

you, too, may

HUDSON

have

a lovely (^cmMU^km

The cream Hollywood stars use
stays germ-free, helps guard skin
from germ -infection and blemish
Here's how
stars of exquisHollywood keepthetheiryounger
complexions
itely clear. First, plenty of rest and a wellbalanced diet. Second, external skin care
with Woodbury's Germ-free Cold Cream.
Care for your skin with Woodbury's
Cold Cream, and soon you'll be on the way
Woodbury^
Germ-Free Cold Cream

Mr.
Hersholt's isnewheard
radioSundays,
program,at
Dr. Christian,
2:30 p.m., EST. over CBS. His latest
picture is Happy Landing, with Sonja
Henie and Don Ameche for 20th-Fox.
{Continued on f^a(/c 66)

to a "Camera Skin" as lovely as the stars'.
Woodbury's Cold Cream is germ-free. It
discourages germ-growth, thus helps prevent ugly blemishes. And because it
contains skin-stimulating Vitamin D,
Woodbury's urges the skin to breathe
quickly, to stay alive and vital.
Follow Rochelle Hudson's two simple
paths to beauty. Nourishing foods; and
daily
Cold
Cream.skin
Sl.OO,care50^,with256,Woodbury's
m.
blemishes I
Helps
from thoroughly
eansesguard
the pores
s Vitamin D Ij .
Stimulates
— Contains
Overcomes
dryy skin J
ROCHELLE HUDSON with
Robert Kent in the 20th Centurv-FuN picture "Mr. Moto
Takes a Cliatue"'. She says:
"W .lo.lluii > "s Cold Cream
keeps my skin free of blemishes and other skin disorders."
Send
Trial Tubes
Woodbury's
Creams
John
H.forWoodburv,
67«8of Alfred
(In Canada)
John II.Inc.,
Woodbury,
Ltd., St..Perth,Cincinnali.
Ontario Ohio
I'l. a .■ ~,-n.\ nic trial tubes of Woodbury's Cold and
1 ,1, Lil (..1r, arii~:
=11. -1V -izeFacialWoodbury's
-li.ul.-^
\\...Hll)uri
Powder. 1 Farial
enrloscSoap;
10c lo7
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T
•HIAVDOE N'TO
SCRUB IT
TO KEEP
IT CLEAN

Sam-Flush
is atoilet
'scientific
powder
— made injtoureendplumbing
-scrubbing.
cannot
connections.It
It is easy to use. Just sprinkle a
little in the bowl. (Follow directions
on the can.) Flush the toilet — and
that's all!
purifiesthatthe nobowlother
and
theSani-Flush
hidden trap
method
can
reach.
It
kills
germs
and banishes the cause of toilet
odors. Stains and incrustations are
flushed away. The toilet gleams
like new. Sani-Flush is also effective foratorscleaning
(directionsautomobile
on can). radiSold
by
grocery,
drug,
hardware, and
five-and-ten-cent stores.
25c and 10c sizes. The
Hygienic Products Co.,
Canton, Ohio. V^'iPi
CLEANS TOILET BOWLS WITHOUT SCOURING

Thousands
ixomenof rejoice
the
modern of way
femininein
hygiene. Dainty! Uasy! New!
This new way comes ready to use. No
fussing,
no applicator.
It mixes
with
body fluids;
remains inkil/s
long,
effective,
antiseptic
contact;
germs,
yet
washes away completely with plain
water.ant. ItOdorless—
and
an
ideal
deodorno quinine
or harmful
drug,
nocontains
cocoa
to meltZonitors.
or run.
Ask your
doctorbutterabout
Zoni
tors
are
small,
snowwhite.
greaseless,
in individual
vials. and
Get acome
box today.
Si for boxglassof
12—
only
each.
At
U.S. and
Canadian druggists. Full allinstructions
in package.on request.
FREE booklet
in plain
envelope
Write
Zonitors,
3411 Chrysler Bldg.,N.Y. C.
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Jean Hersholt proudly
shows his camera to Betty
Jane Tyler, Rosaline
Greene, Irene
Hubbard
i
(left) and
Helen
Claire.

3^

Rosaline and Betty sit
for the Camera Bug!

RADIO STARS
"FERRETS OF FRESHNESS"... Paramount's talent scouts, Boris Kaplan and Edward Blatt

They spend Fortunes
to find
FRESH

FACES

Y

added another to
Jean's collection
large andof
famous
pipes. Jean's friends
say he'd
to appear
play, and
has
been like
offered
a partinina one.
But
his radio and movie commitments,
it is said, will prevent his even taking
a vocation for some months to come.

FRESHNESS! It's the very life of
Money's
the Hollywood!
hunt for fresh
plays noand object
players.in
When a star goes stale, his light goes out!
But when a cigarette goes stale, it
should never be lit at all! For every drag
you take on a stale cigarette is a drag
on you. Freshness is the life of cigarette
quality, too. Old Gold spends a fortune
annually to put an extra jacket of Cello-

phane on its every package. You pay
nothing extra for it . . . but it brings you
a world of extra enjoyment. The full
rich flavor of fresh-cut, long -aged tobaccos; prize crop tobaccos at their best.
Buy your Old Golds where you will
... in damp climates or dry. They're as
good where they're sold as where they're
made rette. .can .beandmade!
that's as good as a ciga-

Oulcr (Vilophano .Tnrkot
()p.ri> fi-mn llio li.,ttmii
Soalint: IIm- Ti.|.
The Inner .Jacket Opens
^^^.tthe Top ^
TUNE IN on Old Gold's Hollywood Screenseoops every Tues. and Thurs. night. Columbia Network. Coast-to-Coa
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CopuriaM 79.38, Tkr Kmhmh Co., Inc.

\ GRAY
^>

HAIR
takes on new color
(FREE Test Shows Way)
No matter whether your hair is all gray or
only
with gray, And
you canit istransform
it withstreaked
new radiance.
so easy.
Merely combliquid
Marythrou-jh
T. Goldman's
water-white
your hair. clear,
Gray
strrinds take on new color: black, brown,
auburn, blonde. Will not wash or rub
off
on clothing
Hair stays
— takes
wave or. . . curl.
Thissoft, lustrous
way
SAFE.
Sold
on
moneyback guarantee at drug and
department stores everywhere.
Test it FREE~Wc8endTe8t
Packafte.
Apply
ped
from
hair. .Seetosinftlelocksnlpfirst. No
risk.
Noexpense.
Justresults
mailcoupon.
— 2342
MARY
— .
GoldmanT.GOLDMANBldg., St. Pau
City.
Coloi
68
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^ LOOK
at your eyes
• Today's
demand
that
the
eyes playfashions
a big part
in feminine make-up. An off-the-face hat,
a mysterious veil must set off sparkling, well-groomed
KuRLASH
in a few eyes!
seconds curls
your lashes in a sweeping curve
—longer
makesandthemdarker,
appearmakes
naturally
eyes
seem ous!larger
and
more
Only SI at all good glamourstores.
Send your name, address and
coloring to Jane Heath. Kurlash
consultant.
and
receive free Department
a complete E-1,
personal
color chart and a booklet on eye
make-up.

In RKO's
kad'io and
CityVictor
Revels,Moore,
with
Helen
Broderick
Bob Burns finds a tender moment.

Just a great lover, at heart, Bob
tries out his amatory technique
with Miss Broderick, in this film.

RADIO STARS

HOW CAN YOU 1..V 1- vour makeup matches?
Tlic-re's ne\('r
anv
Sure
it's ritilitVilliior arlu? Marvelous
Matchej
doubt
Mak.'up. For llir I'Dwiler, rouge, and lip-liik...llie cv,. inak p. too., are in cotuplete
l olor liariiiony. Ami lliis makeup matchesyou
...fur it s ki'\ ( il to your personality color, the
I oiorlhat ne\ er changes, the color of your eyes !
BEAUTY EDITORS, fashion experts, artists and
colorisis agree this new matched makeup is
right with your skin tones, your hair, your
type. Stage and screen stars, lovely women
everywhere, have changed to Marvelous Eye-

Matchedimmediate
Makeup newbecause
them
beauty.they find it brings
THE PRICE IS LOW . . . start to build your
matched set now. Buy that lipstick you need...
or rouge, face powder, eye shadow or mascara
...in Marvelous Eye-Matched Makeup. ..only
55d each (Canada 65c). Your drug or department store recommends this makeup, advises:
If your )/ BLl'K
BKOW \ . . . icpnr
,r,,.r Dresden
Pnri,i„n type
type
^
OR.W
trear
Patrician
typetype
eyes
are
|
'|
^ZKL
....
iic<ir
Continental
TONIGHT. ..you, too, can be a queen of hearts,
— iry tliis matched makeup that matches you!

"f. :T^1 ' Mail
Makpu,.,coupon
keyed NOW
to J our foreyes Marvelous
! See how
KicuAKu
M,'"*<■''<■■•
' ' Hi dnut.
thut nijic'lies
. . . and luatclies makeup
you.
//W
* Dept.
693I enclose
Fiilli 10Avenue,
NewhelpYorkcoverCity
4-38
cents
to
mailing
costs.
Send
Tryoul
of Marvelous
Alakcup
. . checked
. harmonizing
powder,my
rouge/ MyandKiteyeslipstick
for
my
type,
as
below:
are Nnme
□ Blue □ Brown ,\ddre».
□ Grav n ILizel Tiiv Si.ne

RADIO STARS
SECRET
of soft smooth

skin

Frequently heard on the air, recently master of ceremonies
of GooJ News of 1938, young M-G-M star, Freddie Bartholomew
enjoys listening to his radio. But now it's out of order.
FREDDIE

FIXES

HIS

RADIO

"Well," thinks Freddie, "I can soon fix that!" But now he
finds himself bewildered by the snarl of wires and tubes.

THRILLING NEW BEAUTY and .porkie
for your feeth. lodent No. 2 is specially compounded for teeth hard-to-bryfen. Removes
stubborn stains— even smoke stains. Minty in
flavor— pure— smooth. Mode by a Dentist to
clean teeth safely. Also made in No. 1 texture
for teeth eosy-to-bryten. Try lodent today!
lODENT
^o-i TOOTH PASTE no2
.s7?o'IS!|.H a/i^o POWDER .^i"^.
70
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Maybe
Freddie it's
goestheto condenser.
work with
hommer and screw-driver.

1

There seenn to be a lot
of spare parts. Freddie
decides to ask for help.

—you have the natural glow that blush-rose, blending perfectly with
Tangee gives! Men detest painted
your complexion. Goes on smoothlips . . . but thrill to the rosy softness
ly—leaves no marks on teeth or
handkerchiefs . . . lasts for hours.
of Tangee lips. Its magic colorchange principle intensifies indispecial cream base soothes
vidual coloring ... becomes a part Tangee's
and softens lips. No drying, crackof your lips, not a greasy coating.
ing, chapping. Get Tangee today.
L,ooks Orange— Acts Rose
39^' and $1.10. Also in Theatrical,
Tangee looks orange in the stick . . . a deeper shade for professional use.
but changes on your lips to a warm
See coupon below.
Untouched
left
untouched— Lipsare
apt to have a faded,
parched look.
Greasy, painted
/i>> — Don't look.
risk
that
Men painted
don't like it.
ngee to vabtenatural
lips
BEand theSUREnew silk-sifted
ALSO, toTangee
try the famousPowder.
TangeeTangee
Bouge Compact
—Ta IntensiBes
gives
color, ends that
}our
cheeks
a thewarmsuper-naturalsheerglowFace
that looks
like yourFaceKougeveryPowder
own
color,
while
texture
of
Tangee
hiends with vour ow n skin tones for a smooth 6atlerin" finish.
4 PIECE MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET
and FREE CHARM TEST
The George W. Luft Co., 417 Fifth Avenue. N. Y. C.
Please
"Miracle Rouge
Make-UpCompact,
Set" containing
sampleFaceTangeerush
Lipstick,
Rouge
and
Powder.
I enclose
(stampsCharm
orCreme
coin).
in Canada.)
Also send
FREE IOCTangee
Test. (15<
□ Flesh □ Rachel

r
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GUEST

STAR
GROOCHES
BY NANETTE KUTNER
<now
would have felt good and sore.
SYL\'L\
SIDNEY Ethel
was gypped,
Jean HarKnv
blackmailed,
Barrj'inore
neg\', also over a year ago, James
lected. John Holes lost iiKiiic.v. James
eiwiled something of a furor b
Cagiiey was held up; Mitzi Green . . . C'agiiey
refusing to appear gratis on a popular pro-:
hese are hut a few guest star catastrophes. gram.
The fact that his fellow stars did,
SO. ottcniiou Mr. Rudy Vallee. Mr. made no difference to fair-minded .Vf
.</ Crushy. Mr. Laiiiiy Koss. Miss Kale C'aguey. "It's a hold-up," said he. "If
illi et al ! .Utcntiou sponsors, ad men you
free, they
zvrite zvrite!
nasty,
ISdtni't
al'outl>roadeast
yon. Well,
let them
d I'rt'iidi-asltiiti coijij^aiiii's! Have you thin,77//;"
I
leon't
go
on.
iiuest
stars
should
he
paid
wondered
lehatof yoU:'
\oiir li'uih-pneed
theii-.lohn
ser-eiees.
ll'hy.
it's an tooutrage!
seonsidered
really tliiuh
Hare from
you fioI
hear
Holes
<eas
obliged
forfeit
that
Ihey.
leho
travel
Hollywood's
of natural rouge.
make-upMovie-has
l-j^rofiraai to another, must liaie ae- a I'leo-I looisand-dolhir singing engagement
been
the choicesecretof hand-made
d.
irom these varied radio e.vl^eri- In .San h'raneiseo. in order to appear for
land
knows
there's
an
amazing
difference,
for this costly rouge imparts a natural warmth
euees. the I'esI standards of eoniparison . nothing on a Ilollyieood [urogram!"
and vitality not found in ordinary machint-prisstd rouge. and
oinild. th.rouyh united eonstruetii'e
Now,
Ruth Rogers
of hand- eriiieisiii. help to In'tter your air ratings/
made French
rouge tobrings
you atthehalfsuperlative
the price quality
you ordinarily
pay. Women everywhere say that the rich undertones, the
AFTER all, the very word guest should
natural
super smoothness, surpass the quality of mean
something beyond a paid enterthe mostglow,
costlytherouge.
in one's home is treated
Remember this secrft. Ask for Ruth Rogers Rouge, only politely, tsoainer. A guest
why not the guest on your pro20c in full-size containers. Ruth Rogers Rouge comes in
Let your regular radio star, a
eight exciting shades matched to Ruth Rogers Lipstick, Benny, a grams?Cantor
or a Fred Allen, find
It is sold only by F. W. Woolworth Co.
reasonable fault, and the following week
ADD GLAMOUR TO YOUR BEAUTY WITH
his
complaint
is
unfailingly
remedied. But
RUTH ROGERS RELATED AIDS TO LOVELINESS
as soon as a guest star completes his oneCLEANSING CREAM • TISSUE CRL,\M • r.lCE I'OWDEK • ROUGE
time
shot,
program
officials
turn their
LIP STICK • SKIN I-OTION • ,\srK[NC[NT • LIQUID MAKE-UP backs. Nobody asks the guest what
he or
she thinks, because they figure that on the
next broadcast someone else will be featured in that spot, anyway. They forget
that the new guest star will have to face
much the same problems as the old one,
and they could have made the broadcast
It's a hold-up!
easier for all, had they listened.
AT that time everyone in radio look d
RELATED AIDS
TO LOVELINESS
.iskancecientatcourage
Cagney,
the only
star his
withrights.
suffito stand
up for
I am glad to say his remarks bore fruit
'jER'/2 Price
because, now, nearly all guests are paid.
m
0j
V Only
' m10ci
Easya Day
Terms.
r^I to■/•sorry
Jean g(.)lden
Harlowtimes,
couldn't
lived
becausehaveJit|
,seealth,these
over
Mftt-'sNO OrirLoffice
Price
allS>natantiaru
moacIfl4|on^
was Jean, with
that glorious, almost mi-l
SEND<Aup-to-dat*
MONEY
-»-believable frankness of hers, who whis-j|
pered just one word as she walked, gratis,\
colora Send post-card lor lowcBt price
into
a big broadcast. It was " Blackmail !"l
SPECIAL
PORTABLE
BARGAINS
—
FEATHEKWEIGIIT—
Latest
Model
Portablo—
up^to-d«t«
■ee^now offered Bt_ amozJn(C_ low price. Fully
get paid.
iOir guest'
■estill
thisha, ■eighjusttheyijiiit'le
L omplaints
andl
ioho
7eill
listen
to thcin.l'Wi
lien find no lie
tiele.
Perhaps
it
zoill
givel
then ,/ ,hane . not only to air their griev-l
\
v. I'llt to remedv I hem.
"WE are pretty helpless," George Raftl
ETHEL BARRYMORE: " . . . neglecfed
said to me.in "IBoston,
was makingsuddenly,
a personallj
appearance
outl
THE first time the full implication of X){ a clear sky, they saidwhenI had
ANY COLOR
to go onj
the guest star system dawned upon me the air for a fifteen-minute interview.!
LIGHT BROWN to BLACK
was a year or so ago, when I watched a When I protested, when I said I had beenM
Gives a natural, youthlien Hernie iii'ogram. luhcl ISairyniore told nothing about it, the theatre mana-l
ful appearance. Easy as
was broadcast
the guest Miss
st.'ir. Harrymoie
.'\ few lioiirshurtbefore
ger pointed to the papers. The news wasi
the
hcr already
penciling your eyebrows in
featured in all the radio columns.|
■•p.brrwEKN
to
let
I'.ernie
down,
she
arSo
he hollered: 'You can't disappoint!' |
your own home; not greasy; will not leg. Refusing
r
i
v
e
d
a
l
the
studio,
in
a
vvlieel-cliair.
,\nd
acts, instead of eatinfflj
rub off nor interfere with curling. she <|iiietly went through her job. Directly
d to the radio statiofl
after the hi oadcasl, all its ineinbers were dinner, 1 was r who
$1.35,FREEforSAMPLE,
sale everywhere.
State
original
hair
color.
collided with
suddenly busy about their own affairs, while other
Brootiline
Chemical
Co., Dept.Mass.IVI-48.
car. Myesci 1 es were shattered frc
73 Sudbury
St.. Boston,
.\li-s llarryniore, utterly helpless, was left bv /■;a ])olice
ike
a
prisoner, I
by bersilf, sitting in that wheel-chair. And this accident Ini
FARR S FOR GRflV HfllR if yini or I had been iUhel liarrymore, forced to go oil.
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1
7EORGE RAFT:

forced to go on.
"AT the stiTtioii, a iicz.'spal^cr i^-ojnaii
•anded
the iiitcri'ici^'.
ninutcs mc
of sfmii/ht
dialiuiuc A'o;^'
is loofijtccii
lomj
nd monotonous jor iviymu'. It is an azofnl
Ot of talk. I'm ciiouuh oj a slioioniaii to
■nouthat. Butsuch1 azcas
^ to coninue. although
lontj.obliucil
dull uitcyviciv
light easily cause listeners to tune we off
or life. And the questions and anszoers
yped in that script leerc stiff and unatural.
didn't fitI me.
ke vty They
personality.
did didn't
numauesoundto
omproniise. I suggested that the girl ask
questio)is.
said:around
'I'll ansz^'cr
tyle it'o.v
or tivist1 them
and ask them
you
hemased,
questions.'
They
all
stared
and 1 had to reassure thematasme.to
ty past viaster-of-ceremonies experience,
'hick incertainly
thoroughly cometeiit
the art made
of ad melihbing.
"I'VE been on twice with Crosby," said
!aft. "We
And sketch,
once I and
appeared in ajustShelltalked.
dramatic
nee with Lux. I think that Lux shou d
0 away with those intermissions. It
■reaks right into the continuity. The
cript loses its intensity. Besides, an hour
1 too much, too long a time to ask anyody to concentrate. That's why I believe
1 half-hour programs."
SYLVIA SIDNEY seemed angry
bout her experience as a guest star. At
rst
she didn't
want meto say
anything
. Then
she made
promise
not toabout
reeal
the
name
of
tlie
program
ized. It was a dramatic one. she criti"U.XDEKSTA.XIK 1 like radio." said
liss Sidney, her Utile face inlciiscly eariist.
"I loved
that itShakespearean
Ithough
I do think
foolish for an series,
actor
>ips.attempt
Shakespeare
the
John Barrymore, ofunless
course,he's
is per'Ct. I listened to him do Taming Of The
hrew, and laughed my head off."
"BUT what about your grievance?" I
iterrupted.
"Well,dramatic
it's this.hours.
I signed
to do one
dose
I thought
I wasof
etting a lot of money for it. At least it
aunded a lot, for just one hour. But,
fterwards, I figured I lost money on the
eal. I was gypped! They didn't tell me
d have to spend five days rehearsing!"
"Five days?" I echoed.
"Five days," she repeated. "We'd start
t eleven in the morning and work right
Sirough until five in the afternoon, stop-

•^Oiliness results in unflattering shine. Dermatologists identify excessive oiliness as Seborrhea. Germs aggravate this condition. Woodbury's Powder retards germ-growth, helps subdue nose shine.
YEAR IN, YEAR OUT, Shiny Nose goes on
{ unchecked, despite the constant
dabbing of protesting powder puffs.
But now at last something has been
done to overcome nose shine! Woodbury
provides you with a germ-free powder
which adds glamour to your skin!
Germs Tend to Aggravate
Shiny Nose
That glistening shine may indicate a skin
condition dermatologists call Seborrhea.
Germs can make it worse! Then Shiny
Nose becomes a chronic nuisance.

How important to use face powder which
cannot spread infection-germs to skin or
puff!
wear germ-growth
Woodbury's onFacial
Powder,As ityou
inhibits
your
skin. The only powder among 20 leading
brands tested that proved germ-free both
before and after use.
This exquisite beauty powder instantly
gives your skin a color-awakening loveliness, warding off harmful germ-life and
embarrassing shine!
All seven shades are enchantingly natural. The newest, Windsor Rose, softly
blends with the skin's clear undertones.
Woodbury's
. . . andbox.discover
itsTryflattery!
In the today
new blue
Si. 00.
50^ 25c,also10(.germ-proof,
Woodbury's
and
Rouge,
comeLii).ti,
in fourk brilliantshades. Smart make-up foryour skin !
Send for 7 Thrilling Youth-Blend Shades
John H. Woodbury, Inc., 9188 Alfrid St., Cincinnati, Ohio
(In Canada) John II. W ....dhiin-, I.lil.. Pcrlli. Ontario
Street .
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Wc askedin women
evcr)-whcrc...m
homes,
beauty shops,
in stores
and
oflices...and
they
"Givesoft,us
a curler that will makesaidlarge,
natural-looking
curls."
So
we designed the HOLLYW OOD GL(\NT.
picmriJ hirt iinictii.i! size. Curls made
on this big cylinder look softer,
more natural. They comb without
becoming frizzy. And they give the
large, full curls so favored in the
new hair st) Ics. The HOLLYWOOD
GIANT is easy to use.. .rolls smoothly, dries quickly, withdraws with2 for 10^•
at dimeout spoiling
storescurl.and They're
notion counters.
H

^

li''

ACTUAL SIZE

LLVUJOOD
CURLERS
AT 5c AND 10c STORES & NOTION COUNTERS

Benny can arrange the time without those
last-minute mishaps, then others should be
ableri-:RHAPS
to do it." its becan.'ie he EngUsh
and not so used to onr zeavs. perhaps
Its I'eeaiise he must l>e essentially nicthodieal, but Herbert Marshall is amazed ai
the zchole business.
"I SUBSTITUTED for Don Amechc
on the Chase and Sanborn program, am
they frightened me to death! They nevei
rehearsed the whole thing together. Firs
there would be a bit with me announcing
or I would introduce Bergen, or then
might be a bit for the musicians. Every
body worked separately, nobody continui
j
ously.until
And weI actually
didn't hear
gram
went theon entire
the air.pro
"I must hand it to them — they did .
wonderful job. It was like putting to
gether
of a picture puzzU
a few minutes
one-thirty
while but," andtheMr.pieces
Marshall
that much
wepinghadfor coffee.
If I hadat spent
have
been
easier
on
thelaughed,
nerves "itof wouI<
thei
time on anything else, I would have earned guest star if just once they
had run straigb
triple the money."
FROM Sylvia Sidney I went to Mitzi through the show."was present when I quer
Green. The first time I had seen Mitzi in iedMARSHALL
his compatriot, Gertrude Lawrenct
person was at a Vallee program of several
years back. I reminded her of it.
/.\ that spine-touehing voice of hers sh
"OH, yes," said that young lady, zvho trilled : "lii'erv time I appear on a pro
inw is in lirr cifihtccnth year. "That zcas
wars ai/ii. /'rv hceii on three times zeilh
'I'allee. I /<<rv</ diiin,/ Tom Sawyer on
his hour. 1 did it ivith Coof/an."
ABSURDLY young for all this experience, Mitzi is definitely not blase. She is
in love with show business and with everything that goes with it, the screen, the
stage and radio.
"I HAVE been on quite a few proRranis," she admitted. "With Joe Cook,
James
man andMelton,
Lanny Jack
Ross. Benny, Paul White'T
liked
working
with Benny
It's
fnn working with him.
He is best.
the only
one of all the radio stars who really seems
at ease. Aud he does something that no
one else does. He knows hozv to arrange HERBERT MARSHALL
the time. Maybe it's because he ad libs.
But anyway, with him there are no lastsomebody grees me a script and I
minute cuts. And those cuts arc discon- grain,
left standinq there — literally in mid-ai\
certing,
especially
for
a
guest
star.
It's
It's
impossible
to act into the proper moo<
simply awful to have rehearsed a song J here is no preliniinnrx
biiild-iip. Vou
one way all afternoon, and then just five liist
supposed
til
thin,/ cold. Eac
minutes before you go on, to be told to proi/rain on zehielido 1 the
z'c appeared has bet
cut eight
bars.a guest
That'sstar.my biggest
objec-if like a zvst music hall, a z-audcvillc shoz
tion to being
I feel that
11' hat radio needs jor its finest stars is
rez'iie. a real reznie. There is all the di
ference in the zeorld. you knozv. The d(
some zoise producer puts one on the at
ni I'c the first to apply for a part. Vaud
z-ille hurls your talents. On the oth
hand, a r, ■."//(• helps. It is a frame, Hi
the setting for a jezeel. A rez'ue is a plat
nil III selling, and that's zehat I zvaiil!
OF them all. Burgess Meredith is tl
most serious. No doubt that is why he
such a good actor, this Meredith who,
his time, has covered every phase of rad
from
his twoprogram,
years as toa "regular"
on tij
Red Davis
that memorabi
night when he stepped before a Columb
microphone
and created another Hamh
L'lam
Ic Olizrr Bean for his own pr
HI
opened NBC's new ClevelaJ
MITZI GREEN: "... Benny knows ho\
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TYPE

THAT'S

BURGESS MEREDITH: "/ believe in it.

"That was on a \'allee sliow," said
Meredith.
He gives radio credit for expert cutting. "Oliver Bean and the Lux programs.
They do a wonderful job, even iinproi'e
the plays."
HIS fault-findiufj is zcith the exeeutives
zvho employ writers.
"All actor is only as i/ood as his script."
said Mr. Meredith. ".\'o uTi/rr should
feel
he has.-bid
to write
to the radio
audience,
lehethcr\lowii'
his parliciilor
job
is condeiisini/ mi adaptation or creatin<i a
sketch especially for the air, his manuscript
must he 'well leritten."
MR. MEREDITH has several suggestions
concerning radio writers.
"No writer should do a series. It is
impossible mendous
for amount
him ofto work
turn out
that trecontinuously.
He gets strained and worn out. Naturally,
this condition shows up in his work.
"At present the writer is terribly underpaid. He receives less money than anyone else in radio. Why, some programs
pay as little as forty dollars a script, some
only ten. This is ridiculous!
"I THIXK," slid Air. Meredith,
"radio'sNBCbiggest
steptwoforward
when
liought
originaloccurred
radio
scripts from Maxwell .Anderson. And
when the Columbia Workshop jiroduced
The Fall Of The City, hy Arcliiliald MacLeish. The fall Of The City was written
especially for the air, and it did what a
radio script should do, things suitable for
its own medium."
sho-wtoyouhearthat theBuc::sound
Meredith
talkTO just
of hisdoesn't
own
voice,
I'll
let
you
in
on
soinethinii
impressed nie more than aiiytliiiiii lie which
could
hare
about possibly
The Fall saiil.
Of TheII 'hen
City, hewhenfirsthe heard
read
and zvas stirred l<y that script. Tun/ess
Meredith, to prorc what he thinks of oood
writinc/. to proie the importance of hariii,/
the best authors on the air. took himself
down to the Columbia li roadcost ino .System, and offered Ins usually hiah^priced
services for that proi/ram — jor nothiiuj!
"Because I beliei-e in it!" he said.
AND so long as radio finds actors like
that, so long as guest stars can be that
much in earnest, that helpful, I think it's
time their host stars paid more attention
to them and their opinions. Don't you?

Let one of these lO new face powder colors bring out the dancing
light in your eyes — breathe new
life, new radiance into your skin!
How often have you admired the girl who can
'■put
. . . win
more herself
than heracross"
share onof every
dates occasion
and attention?
In every group there seems to be one whose
luck is unlimited. ..I know, because I've seen
it happen — Why not be that lucky type yourself? Why not win new confidence, new poise
and a more radiant personality?
But to do all this, and more, you must find
your
one toandtryonly
luckyof color.
That's whynewI
want you
all ten
my glorifying
face powder shades... so you will find the one
thatForcanone"docertain
things"color
for can
you. breathe new life,
new mystery into your skin... give it flattering
freshness . . . make it vibrant, alive! Another
color that looks almost the same in the box,

sunsei
Dark brunette
may fail you horribly when you put it on.
Find your one and only color/
I want you to see with your own eyes how
your lucky color can bring out your best
points — help bring you your full measure of
success. That's why I offer to send you all
ten of free
Lady andEsther's
flattering
powder
shades
postpai<l.
They face
are my
gift
to you.
When they arrive, be sure to try all ten
colors. The very one you might think least
flattering
may be light
the onlv
colorhair
thatandcan eyes
unveil the dancing
in your
. . . the one shade tiiat can make your heart
sing send
with mehappiness.
will
the couponThat'snow.why I hope you

j
(You can paste this on a penny postcard)
(u)
I Lady Esther, 7110 West 65th Street, Chicago, Illinois
I
find my also
"lucky"
of faceFourpowder.
me your 10 new shades
I freeI want
and topostpaid,
a tubeshade
of your
PurposePlease
Facesend
Cream.

|
|
I|

j Name
I A ('dress
I City
State
(If you lit'" in Canada, write Lady &t/i<>r, Toromn, O.K. )

|

j
j
j
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Excite me}i's admiration
the Admiracion way
•withYouclean,
can't soft,
blameyouthful
men forhair
preferring
girls
— such qualities enchanta man!So guard _)'o//rloveliness
with isAdmiracion
— the allnewothers.
Oil shampoo
that
different from
Its rich,
creamy lather whisks away dirt, dandruff
and dulling film — rinses away completely
inmanageable,
water — leaving
your beautiful.
hair clean,
alluringly
And soft,
remember, Admiracion does not dry nor age
your
hair
—
leaves
it
fresher
and
younger!
At drug, department, 10/ stores.
Should you prefir ati oil shampoo that
makes OilnoShampoo
lizt.'/cr. atk
Olive
in theforREDAdmiracion
package.
flDmiiiicion
FOAMY OIL SHAMPOO

D on't let chest
or croupy
coughs ongo
untreated.
Rub colds
Children's
Musterole
child's
throat
and
chest
at
once.
This
milder
form of regular Musterole penetrates,
warms, and stimulates local circulation.
Floods the bronchial tubes with its soothing,
relieving vapors. Musterole brings relief
a "counter -irritant"
—naturally
NOT justbecause
a salve.it'sRecommended
by many
doctors and nurses. Three kinds: Regular
Strength,
Children's
(mild),
end Extra Strong, 40^ each.
CHILDREN'S

COAST
CHATTER
( C onl 'uiHcd from pane 57)

The senoritas go for him! Nelson Eddy in a scene from the M-G-M film, The
Girl of fhe Golden West, in which he co-starred with Jeane+fe MocDonald.
ASHMEAD SCOTT may whip out
within an inch of their lives, every time
they mount their horses. They have scarlet those forty-five-minute Your Witness
satin shirts, embroidered cowboy hats, scripts in a single day, but they're litera- ]
A national magazine has just of- |
carved leather boots and the fanciest Wes- ture.
fered the author a pretty figure for the I
tern saddles they've been alile to find.
rights
to reprint the murder-dramas as I
/ ///■ Xonis Goffs ithr Ahncrs) arc c.vdetective
pi\ lit\iiII jt)iir-yci\r-old
(I blessed ("■mlsnu,in (iary.
April. Yes.
'I'lwynamed
now
THAT fiction.
new cowboy twang in Jack '
lui:;iilli-i- iitirv ( oiipcr. <i7(.' litis mure minie- Oakie's voice on his weekly airings these
days,
can diversions.
be put downFor toweeks
his betweensakes in llollyienod lluiii any oilier slar.
broadcast
now the
FROM a hill-billy act to a featured "l)rcxy" has been riding the range at a
popular dnde ranch in the desert near Palm
singing
on Jackthe Oakie's
six monthsspot— that's
record program
of Jo Staf-in Springs. Incidentally, just one week-end
ford. She's the only girl singer in the in F.ilni Springs would almost be a guarOakie College Glee Club. Jo had no
antee that you'd see all your radio favoryearnings to make good on her own. Not, these i(lays.
tes. It's the celebrities' hanging-out place
at least, until last September, when she
acquired gether.
a Forhusband
and aHuddleston,
"career" to-a
nOIil^y BREEN found that it really
hubby John
pays III do a i/ood deed. On Nezv Year's
member
of
Georgie
Stoll's
"Sophisti-Cats"
Day. lipluibby,
on the College broadcasts, convinced Maes- !/ii;e
llie biowho's
tjamea inrabid
orderfootball
to sing fan,
for
tro Stoll that his bride was a sure-fire
swing-singer. That his predictions were the children oj one of Los Angeles' hospiImaiiliie Bobby's andgleefound
when ahespecial
came
right was evidenced last week when Jo out oftals.the
stepped from the chorus to solo with moloreyele hospital
escort, proi'ided by MayorYou're amanentSweetheart.
Now
she's
a
perShaw, 'a'aiting to rush him to the Pasafixture on the Oakie series.
dena Rose Boivl. He arrived just in time
for
llie kiek-off — and everyone else in
RUI)^'
MERCER,
whose
glorious
voice
lias thrilled listeners to the Packard show, Southern
California had been on the road
will be heard no more on the air. For she's for hours lo fight traffic to the Bowl!
ar.ciitcd
offer to
MARLENE DIETRICH endeared herstar
ill I lie.Metr(i-(iol(lwyn-Maycr's
Deserl Son,/. kiili\\ determined
self dtoienceDoug
— andonthewhich
auto make a siieiess, aiul .'i rr.il mie. of her
— at the Fairbanks,
Lux TheatreJr. show
relhiloid career. .And t(i that end she's she appeared.
For Doug became so rattled
willing ti] «ive tip liotli ni)eratie and broad- that he got his
whole script mixed up.
lastinj; oppoi tnnilies in tlie fnttirc.
The Glamour Girl calmly got down on the
floor
and
hunted
for the lost pages, while
/7".V laik ,S,)ratt .and his wife who have
the Jack (),iL-ie's e,<ol: on I he rer,/e of liini- Doug tried to read his lines over Lionel
shoulder.
iiiij inder luiliee.
I eiii/n
tirden,ordered
llie ■rrr\hv slenMrs. Oakie.
has I been
her Atwill's
■'lU'l'I'ON . button, who's got the butdo, lor lo double iij^ on ihe l olories in her
'" is Mento theEverett's
song when
off
diel.
doe lor.
U'Ol,hashiio,ordered
his /',/-a the air ton.around
CBS studios.
For she
henbs . 1,1,1
eeer.hub's
enbiiniiei
oirlli.
sirul diel oj lean meals and reaelables. So collects buttons. Has 10,000 of them to
tlic eoidc does doiilde duty, and i/lowers.
date — everything ranging from her great-.
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J■lis,
- great
- grandmania's
w edtliiig-drcss
to those
from the dresses
of such
lis
ladies
in
liistory
as
Martha
Wash11, Carrie Nation, Sarah Bernhardt,
all kinds from the uniforms of soldiers
ast and present wars, West Pointers
Australian aborigines. She has some
w ith rare jewels, for which she's turned
1 exorbitant sums. As long as she's
i:ig a living on the air, Mcnto won't
.After that, she'll settle down to a
•ious life, living off her buttons!
lUL WHITEMAN'S
uimous
Cocoanut Groveengagement
in Los An-at
put an end to all those rumors that
■ype of music had lost fazor zvith the
'ic.
in LosandAngeles,
Holod For
and everyone
points north
south came
.'c Ambassador Hotel to dance to his
!. i.fii-, orout just
sit and
listenraveto init.years.
Paul
turned
to beto the
biggest
GETTING tickets for any radio broadcast in Hollywood is no joke, but getting
any for the Good News of 1938 show is
practically an impossibility. For, now
that Robert Taylor has taken on the cmceeing, the tickets have been asked for i
months in advance. But Barbara Stanwyck doesn't have to worry. Bob arranged
for a "season ticket" for her before signing on the dotted line. Incidentally, those
in the know say that as soon as Barbara
gets this latest trouble with Frank Fay
ironed out, she will become Mrs. Taylor.
' ^ Benny
spite ofdidthenotrumors
to thehiscontrary,
transport
cast to
Francisco for their broadcast there in
t antiquated Maxwell which the gang
pn -ented to him at Christmas. The car,
at : resent, sits in a garage behind the XBC
III 11 \ wood studios, when Jack is not driving it around the block for laughs. Phil
Harris says Jack's Maxwell is like one of
Ben Bernie's horses — the last of its race.
n ALTER
O'KEEFE,
the father
tz.'o
young
sons, claims
that zvhen
he hasofthree
more
boys,
he's
going
to
get
his
icife
change her name to Ida and open an antiqueto
shop.
SUPERSTITIONS of the Phil Baker
cast: Phil never smokes the first cigarette
of a new pack before a broadcast. Harry
"Botde" McNaughton tries never to break
any bottles, since they have a special significance in his career and name. Just
before broadcast time, Lucille Ball always
goes to a little coffee shop, where she
had her first cup of coffee after coming
to Hollywood. Al Garr will never shave
himself on Friday. Oscar Bradley, fivefoot-one orchestra leader, always insists
that there be at least one man in the orchestra who is shorter than he. And
Beetle never says anything nice about anybody.
NO one's happier around town than Dick
Powell, now that he's back on tlie air-wa\-es
I again.
you know,any didn't
to leave For
that Dick,
soup program
more want
than
: the sponsors wanted him to. It was all the
studio's
— theas Brothers
Warneron figurI ing
they idea
might
well capitalize
such
' a good thing themselves. It took them long
j enough to get the show ready for the impatient Dick, but now that it's under way,
I everybody's goodnatured again.
L

"ON A RECENT FLIGHT from the
East, I heard a girl across the aisle
confiding her troubles to the
plane's stewardess . . .

"SHE HAD LOST her job — was
returning that
homehera failure.
couldn't
believe
work hadShe been
unsatisfactory.. .

"ALTHOUGH YOUNG and well dressed, she had let unsightly, rough, chapped lips spoil her looks. All men — even
employers! — like to see a girl looking
her best, with smooth, lovely lips . . .

"I TOLD HER, before we landed, about
a special lipstick with a protective
Beauty-Cream
base that
praised by many screen
and I've
stageheardbeauties.
The other day I had this letter from her..

issproot Lipstick in 5 luscious shades Cf^ \ '* \ A.fiAV^^^'^^
. OU^
deportment
\ drugwithondKissproot
rouge,stores2 styles
J^VI Cheek (creme) or Compact (dry)
Powder in 5 floftering shades
Generous trio! sizes of oil 10c stores.
issproof.
<:^7^ulBX<Jyl£. LIPSTICK <Z.4A^ ROUGE
SCENARIO BY RICHARD ARLEN
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beauty for

THE

BANDWAGON
(Continued from paiic rS)

your hair . . . wLlk
ikis new
4 Purpose
Rinse y\
Lovalon,doestheall 4these
Purpose
Rinse
tour
things foryour hair in one quick, easy operation:
1. Gives lustrous highlights.
2.3. Tints
Rinses theawayhairshampoo
film.
as it rinses.
4. Keeps hair neatly in place.
Use Lovalon after your next shampoo. See
the life and sparkle and healthful, youthful
glowLovalon
it givescomes
your inhair.12 different shades. You
can match and enrich the natural color of
your hair or make it brighter or deeper.
Lovalon does
not dye
It's a pure,
vegetable,
odorless
hair orrinsebleach.
very
few hair toiletries
approved
by— oneGoodof theHouse^^pP^ keeping Bureau.
t^^Xm^'^ Package of 5 for 2 5fi
dept.at Here are the Goodman Bridge fiends. Left to right, they are: Trumpetei
2nd size
RtVv '^'■'JgTrial
^ ^.^H
^tj^B^
T^^^^^ ^^ stores.
iW^^HB
10^
stores.
(Or,
any
Griffin, Saxophonist Babe Russin, Trombonist Red Ballard (kibitzing)
vH "'»?y«fBli>
\ good beauty shop Chris
Bass Violinist Harry Goodman and Len Vanderson, Benny's secretary
hair.)
trumpet solos. In between times, he writes Tiltini. the Goodman vocalist. Benny foiim
LOVALON
music. He and Ben Pollack produced her this .uimnicr when he u'os in' Holly
■()()(/ making a picture and working witi
I'cckiii'.Life
AndGoesHarryto aandParty.his present boss Jack
the 4 purpose hair rtnse created
Oakte on their mutual program
Martha was singiug in the Oakie Chorui,
EVERY titne he finishes a hot rhorus, Benny heard and auditioned her. That
Do This For
James exhibits all the symptoms of having lun^i a star was bom. ♦
run a hard race. Repeatedly warned by
BLACKHEADS
A FEW years older than Benny i
his doctor not to hit those high notes so Brother
Harry, who plays the big has
They Fall Right Out! consistently, he keeps right on blasting violin.
Some critics think Harry is swell
BLACKHEADS
persist
because
away.
Harry
treats
himself
like
a
prima
they
literally trapped
Others don't agree. But that makes ni
your
skin!areLocked
by a You
filmin donna, thotigh. Before the broadcast, he difference
Benny.
There'sGoodman
one observe:
of sluggish,
surfacethereskin!
watches his diet and his rest as carefully w ho really tocounts
: Mama
think
can't
wash
them
awayl
But
you
can
releaseCreme
them IGolden
Peacock
as Lily Pons ever does before stepping on Harry sure can slap
that bass.
Bleach
will
lift
away
the
stage
of
the
Metropolitan.
the film of coarsened surface
UP in one comer of the handstand is the
areY„ur'"<iscd'."
away,
fallinoutl
Surlu. cskin!
plnu'les,
t....— inT'hey'"i.!K'e
fact,ownall .Mad
particles.
We
Pruinnicr—Cene Krupa, considered
blemishes
theBlackhiads'
surface
discover
your
BENNYFAVORITE
GOODMAN'S
BANDS THREE
finer
skin—
smooth,
utterly
clear,
alluringly
white!
All in iust h days! Discover C;oldeii Peacock Bleach mav
the
finest
slick-lap/^cr
in
America.
]'ou
not
kmrio.
Ilminih.
that
Lionel
HampCreme!
At drugPeacock
and de[)artment
stores Pari.^
— or Ten.].
send
1. Red -Norvo
60c
to Golden
lnc.,D.'pt. D-2U6,
ton, the yoiino colored lad who plays vibra2. Duke Ellington
phone in the Goodman (Juartet, ranks Z'cry
3. Count Basie
CATXRRH orslNTS close to Gene in the drum dii'ision.
Irritation Due to Nasal Congestion
HIS FAVORITE TUNE
KRUPA pract ices on his rubber drum
CHART
FREE!
ICS all his rehearsing in
but
Don't Be That Way, by Edgar
Lionel now is as good
Hall's
Catarrhup Medicine
relieves
phlegm-filled
front Hampton
.if a mirrord<; s. 1st,
throat,
stufifed
nose,
catarrhal
bad
breath,
hawkis a musician. He
at thealsoSavoy
Sampson, who
wrote Stompin'
ing.and Sinus headachescaused by nasal congestion, a slick-juggler n ini)hewlicncvc
r
he
gets
the
ReHefCardor Your
Money Back. At all Druggist's.business.
Send also plays the jii: head of tliat <lei)artmcnt
Post
f or FreeTreatmentChart.65yearsin
chance.
But
.still
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. DepL34j TOLEDO. 0. is the Quartet pi
son.
CORPORATION— LIMITED
DOWN in the front row is Hymie Sonny Dunham has long been famous
Schertzer, the first alto saxophonist. as the musician who was not only one
trumpetersForbutyears,!
also
Schcrtzer, more than anyonedy else,
is re- of theof country's
the best best
trombonists.
UNITED STATES
sponsible for the distinctive W'l
Goodman one
Sonny was a member of the noted Casa
style. The greatest fun in life to him is Loma
Then he decided to
^START
, -^^S1260-/mTO COVERr<MEr7^
his work. Let him get a good solo to play resign.Corporation.
$2100 YEAR
The report is that he received
Men — Women
/
rT-Ti
and
he'll
begin
rolling
his
eyes
and
for his share of Casa Loma stock,
Many 1933 o ' o
You try smiling some time with ^18,000
Appoinlmentj
nook smiling.
Be that as it may, he organized his own
Now « H
,
i■r.rntnt
—Qualify
Hurry
huw
to a sax mouth-piece between your lips.
Mall
Coupon
i
:
i
/
i
orchestra
— and proceeded to lose most o£
Today /" Address
.Ndnn
SURE.
AND then there's little blonde Marlha his money.
78
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GLEN GRAY and the boys needed a
,)(/ trumpeter and Sonny decided to go
;:k to his old job. So Sonny is back —
• not as a member of the honored coration. Unlike his fellou'-zcorkers, he is
a Casa Loma emploj^ee and is paid
a salary at the end of each z^Tck.
FOR SALE: A BAND
A new branch of the nin-ic iiidu~try has
sprung up: the sale of entire ilancc hands.
The procedure is quite simple, Frank
'liley, for example, built up a very good
Iiestra. Buddy Rogers bought it lock,
ck and barrel. When yeiu hear Buddy
\v.
he's organization
leading the ex-Dailey
men.Orxille
Tiie
;uilar
of the late
;\;iapp belongs to Georce OFen. The up
.and old
coming
of \\'o()d\the
IshambandJones
outfit. Herman
And thenis
there's
Joe
Haymes.
who
spends
most
his
time building up orchestras so he canof sell
them.
WHEN THE ORGAN PLAYED
Lew White, once the most popular of
organists, now works for CBS. From 7
p.m. until 1 a.m., he sits at the console
in the New York studios, never playing
a note, just waiting in case something
happens to a scheduled program. If there
is a line break, or some other rare broadcast interruption, Lew plays a few bars.
BUT one night rcwiitly he played a
zvhole half hour proiinnn. lie didn't expect it. the ncfz.'ork otfu-iuls didn't expect
if.
And the
it, either)
zeerelisteners
zcoitiu:/(zdio
to heardidn'tthe expect
music
of Tommy Dorsey. They heard Lezc White
instead. Here's the story:
THIRTY seconds before air time at the
Commodore Hotel, the scene of the broadcast, aworried engineer approached Tommy with the news that the microphone for
vocalists was broken. The regular band
mike was working, though, and he thought
they'd
get through
half hour
But Dorsey.
eternallythecareful
that allhis right.
band
always sound at its best, refused to go on
the air without the necessary microphone.
Not even a radio engineer can find a solo
mike with half a minute to go. A hurry-up
call to CBS headquarters and Lew White,
with no preparation and no music, was
asked to provide a 30-minute program.
at THAT'S
midnight. why you heard the organ play
THE U'EARIXG OF THE BLUE
In the
yearsaxoph<r,ies
1927, tzco ofin Fortune's
children played
the Yale University dance arches! ra. They sat side by
side. One zeas a senior; the other a freshman. The senior oradnated. not a jeie odd
jobs,
,'rche.<lra.
bit andorganized
then found o:c:i
he could
nnthesai!>/
nmrea
money by talking. lUhen the frosh graduated, he and his saxophone zeeni to zeoi-k
for Vincent Lopez, Paul Ash, Buddy
Rogers and Abe Lyman. Then he found
hehimself
could iiozv
sing. under
He's doing
prettyofzi-ell
for
the name
Barry
Wood. The gentlenmn zeho sat beside him
isVallee.
doing z^rll, too. His name is Rudv
WHAT'S IX A NAME
Glen Gray's
fellowon bandsmen
(Continued
page 97) call him

IS PART OF LOVELINESS
The charm of attractive womanhood is made up of many things.
Above all, a quality not to be measured merely by birthdays . . .
a quality of fresh, sweetly fragrant daintiness, which proper care
can assure at any age. With more accuracy than romance, let us
call it frankly . . ."cleanliness". It means even more than bathand-laundry cleanliness. It means that unsullied personal immaculacy which is the most compelling charm of a lovely young
girl, and of truly happy wives. For no husband fails to notice,
and resent, any neglect of intimate feminine cleanliness. Yet
too many women never realize that the freshness, which is so
natural in youth, requires constant care as maturity advances. A
cleansing douche with "Lysol" disinfectant, in proper solution
of water, is the frequent and regular feminine hygiene habit of
fastidious modern women. They know that "Lysol" in solution
cleanses thoroughly, deodorizes — dependably. Many hospitals
use "Lysol"; many doctors recommend it for feminine hygiene.
Complete directions are on every bottle ... at any druggist's.
You must surely read these six reasons
why "Lysol" is recommended for your
intimate hygiene — to give you assurance ofintimate cleanliness.
1dilution,
— Non-Causlic
. . . "Lysol",
in the proper
is gentle.
ful free caustic
alkali.It contains no harm2 — Effectiveness
"Lysol"practical
is a powerful
germicide,
activein. .llieunder
conditions,
effective
presence
of organic
matter (s\ich as dirt, mucus, serum,
etc.) .
3—spread
Spreading
. of. .low"Lysol"
solutions
because
surface
tension,
and thus virtually search out germs.
4concentrated,
— Economy . costs
. . "Lysol",
because
only about
one itcentis
anfeminine
application
hygiene.in the proper dilution for
5—disappears
Odor . . after
. The use.
cleanly odor of "Lysol"
6—strength
Sfobilityno .matter
. . "Lysol"
keepsit isitskept,
full
long
no matter how often how
it is uncorked.

For your
cleansing douche
4

What Every Woman Should Know
SEND THIS COITON FOR -LYSOL" BOOKLET
LEHN &■ FINK Pr...).i. t^ (:.,r|..
Dept.4
S. .\. which tells the
S.-n.i meR.S..
free Bl..omlk-l.l.
booklet ••LysolN. J.,is. t".Gcrmi"
Street
Copyright 1938 by Lehn & Fink Products Corp.

Dr. Dafoe every Mon., Wed., and Fri., 4:45 P. M., E. S. T., Columbia jS'etwork
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IT'S MY (Cnntinned
HUMBL
from E
pane 15)OPINION
NO>N

says
TOBY WING
Popular Molion Pu lur,- l>l,n„
"You're
rifjht,Jolene!
Styling thinmeans
g in sliceseveryand
Hollywood is the
Style
Center."
WIN ADMIRATION
WITH JOLENE* SHOES
Flatter your feet hy choosing shoes that have
real
movie
glamor
—
shoes styled
Jolene
in Hollywood, and inspired
by thehyoriginal
footwearselves.creations
hy theof stars
themSe the wide worn
selection
new Jolene
Fashion Footwear
today.
turiunsecnearest
dealer,You"ll
write / be thrilled!
Boulevard^
Hollytvot
Distributed Nationally by

In the NBC studio in Hollywood, Boris Karloff (left) shows Rudy his portrait inthe likeness of Frankenstein, painted by Rolf Armstrong (center).

tcniiilatcd takins liiiii to the District Atlie disapiieared with the
speeil lit torney's
tlie nllice,
wind!
SACRILEGE
/)/. Ins says
I'ooh thai
on theIhrJ'ali.aii.
Thomasof B.a
Moriioii
caiioiii:::oti,ni
Catholic Saint Is ncorr rolirorsnl [r:rii
thoiioli II is a most olahorair . rrcniony ) .
STUDY AT HOME siih-c "Ilcinn purely rcliaions rxriascs. the
iilca oj rchciii-sal is rcpiiiiniint ."
as rcpiianant
V WSendforonrfor valuable
Training chnnJl'ST
h-fiorrs
should /•<■ tothr iiood
/r,/, and ofdri'iuit
pntLeadcr»hi[,"
books free.
them NUW.l:.4-nnt,-oai.d' Law'•Kv..!..,.,...''
BlMi iiUlt LASALLE
liiui the name of the chnrrh out in ffiait
EXTENSION, Dept. I il8.LChicaga in
mmSwLASA
(laily-colorcd and comnicicial Xcon
li;lhts.
EQUALLY as repugnant is the idea
Don't pare corns
(according to the press, high church au-they come back
thorities ARE taking steps in this direction) of churches resorting to Bingo
Nights
and
Bank Nights, in the manner
BIGGER-UGLIER
— even to the hiring of prounless removed Root* and All of the theatre
f
e
s
i
o
n
a
l
s
t
o
stage these affairs. The old•of Old-fashioned
homeand parins
means
risk
fashioned lawn party on the ground had
serious
infection
it
only
affects
the
surface
of a cornmore— leaves
root ever.
to comeSo the sweetness of home-made food and
back biKKer,
painfulthe than
when ofthethechurch
5» don't
takeorchances
with remedies.
danscrous Remove
paring simple
methods
unknown
gamesfun —of butchance
Bingo relies
type
cornsdouble-action
root and allBlue-Jay
with themethod
new, toon fill
its coffers, I say it is a sad state
that ends moving
painpressure.
instantly
Thenliftsbyinoutre-3 of affairs.
short
root days
andally thestubborn
all corn
(exception'rill''.ii iljiiUriy
and raffle
casesapplimay cuinlui
W illi some
degreeatofleast
dignitymayand.he
require
a).Thetinymedsecond
ition
allliMii.i:li
lliey
are
a
tyjie
of
chance
of foricated
Blue-Jay
plasterissafe.easy
tune, tliey have been acceiiU'l ;is the best
touse.25Cfor6.
method
of
reaching
tlie
cunurc^alion
Same Canada.
price tai)i)ing them all for tlie good of and
the
church.
But a church— Ihe House of Cod— that
hits an iniiiiense placard ad'eertisiii;/
"BIXCO IlliRIi TOXICIIT" calls doivn
upon it sell a rehuke for had taste!
SPORTS
ANNOUNCERS — ATTENBLUE-JAY CORN PLASTERS
TION!
The word is "Bruin" (brew-in) — not
80

"brunc". And it's "Notr-a" not "Not-er"
for "Notre Dame."
K\'I'"X tlimiiih siinic of you sports announcers arc ai)|iarenlly not concerned with
the inipro\
cnicnt thinh
of yourof own
pronunciation. \du niiisi
tlie tremendous
inllucncr you haxe on American speech
and on all of llic Inindreds of thousands
wlio liaiit; on \dur wiirds. The faults of
AuK i iran iiroimncialion and diction of
tlic fnlurc will he niion your heads.
AMAZING
//' >hree Italian restaurants visited in
1-lollyieood there <eere no hread sticks!
The propi-iel(0-s claim there is no demand
for them — hence this important staple of
Italian oood eatiiuj is lackinii in Coast
restaurants.
Why should there be different long
distance
in Los Angeles and New
QUERY dialing
York?
To dial long distance in New
York, InoneNewdialsYork
211.411In isLosinformation.
Angeles it's
411.
i;i-',l'()R 1'^ he.uinninn a resume of some
of the unusual tliin<.;s that impressed me
(liniiiL' our lour of dance dates in Northern California, may I i)oint out, for the
hendil ..f tlmsr inUrested in the fundamentals of show inanship, some of the
faclois, ha/anls ;uid other things which
must lie taken into consideration by anyone who ])roi)oses to embark upon a tour
of one-ni,i;lit dance dates? To the layman
this field is a com])lete mystery.
I'IRS'I'. there is the matter of booking
the dates themselves. In the final analysis,
the location of the date, the remuneration,
the hours and all factors perlainin;/ to the
date leill he dependent upon the popularity
of the hand at that particular time.
A PROMOTER who ordinarily would

RADIO STARS
never book a band on a Monday evening,
will break his rule if the band is treuu-ndously popular. A promoter who
\>ouId never guarantee more than ^500
guarantee ^1500 or $2000 when the
'■iTid is known to be a record-breaking
tcss. A promoter who ordinarily would
or book a band which had played fifty,
-i\enty-five or a hundred miles distant
I lie night before, will take a chance when
the band is ardently desired by the townspeople. A promoter who is the Simon
Legree type of man (who believes in
quantity and not quality and who ordinarily insists on long hours — such as
eight to two or eight to three) will gladly
accept a contract which states that the
band will play from nine to one, when
he has no other choice with a successful
bmd.
-•- affecting dance
SOME of the hazards
cs are. of course, the elements them\ es — cold, heat, rain, snow, windstorms
-liecially when the rain or snow begins
proximately two hours before the beginning of the dance date. That, of course,
being the time when people leave their
homes to go to the dance. Some of them
travel anywhere from fifty to a hundred
miles to come to the dance. So. when
lliey look out of the window or door and
see
snowing,
they're
only that
too itaptis raining
to decideor that
the fireside
is too warm to leave.
PERHAPS the greatest obstacle to a
ccssfid danee engagement is the rainy
cold evening zvhen a thin layer of ice
nis on the roads — making it impossible
people to li'alk. drive or ride at all.
\-as just
this breaking
type of Iiazard
i^'Iiichinpre-an
itcd
us from
tlic record
Ohio city, during a recent theatrical engagement there.
THEN there are the usual poor nights.
In all show business, Sunday — Monday —
Tuesday — Wednesday are bad nights. Saturday isalways the best night. Everyone
sleeps Sunday morning, except the poor
drug clerk and those engaged in ecclesiastical duties. Sunday is the worst day for
night clubs — though sometimes excellent
for one-night dance stands. Blue Monday,
however, everywhere — except under unusual circumstances — is the lowest ebb of
show business. Tuesday is a little better
and by Wednesday things have begun to
pick up.
I THIXK the greatest competition I
ever received was the night Ringling
Brothers'
BaileyofCircus
and I
both playedBarnum
the little& town
.Manchester,
New Hampshire. Ordinarily tlie Manchester Ballroom was one of the best spots
onroommy foritinerary.
really wewasn't
the two ofButus.there
Although
did
well — the circus did better and it would
have been
had
been infinitely
out of better
town forthe\'allee
nightif thehe
Messrs. Barnum & Bailey came in I
Of lale there hair arisen many neivfaugled sports, such as night baseball, night
jootball, night Softball—
all of zchieh, in
summer and early- ♦ fall, may spell the
difference betiveen success and failure with
one-night engagements.
DURING our recent visit to Columbus,
Ohio, we found almost an entire news-

READING TIME LESS THAN 2 MINUTES

AND WELL WORTH EVERY WOMAN'S TIME

FACTS

about
Here

sanitary

napkins!

are the questions
women
asked:

iT^** /s there a way for me to secure
4^,
greater Comfort and Security F
^
^^^^

Suppose my needs differ on
different days . . . what can I do ?
What kind of deodorant should
I use for positive protection?

Here

are the answers

to your questions!

'IXT'OMEN know that the ideal To meet this problem, we developed
' ' sanitary napkin is one that can't 3 types of Kotex . . . for different
chafe, can't fail, can't show. So, nat- women, different days. Only Kotex
ural y, this was our goal. With the in- has "All 3" . . . Regular Kotex, Junior
troduction ofVVondersoft Kof ex,* we Kotex, Super
- Korex.
were contident we had achieved it!
We sincerely
believe that these 3
9
Bur to be honest, even though Won- types of Kotex answer your demands
dersoft Korex did create new standards for sanitary protection that meets your
of comfort and safety for 7>i()st women, exact needs, each day. We urge you
it did not completely satisfy every to try "All 3" next time, and see how
woman! Fortunately, we found out they can bring you the greater comfort
why . . . W e discovered that o>/e-size and security you seek.
Try all 3 types of
napkin will not do for
Kotex, then judge for
every voowan, any jnorc
than one-size hat, dress or
yourself.
The proof
in the wearing!
Perhapsis
pair of shoes. And, for
you will decide you want
many rvowen, one-size napone type for today,
kin ■will not do for every
another for tomorrow —
day, for
a jnay
woman's
or maybe all 3 types for
sonal needs
differper-on
different times.
different days.
Quest is the new pnsi/ive deodorant powder
that is completolv effective im sanitary napkins. Only 35c tor the larp,e size.
KOTEX"^ SANITARY NAPKINS
(* Trade Marks Reg. U. S. Patent Ojjice )
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ducc withsteadily,
Dieteneeasily,
— ands.ifely.
lose
weight
Accepted
by
the
Council Medical
on FoodsAssociation
of the
American
Dietene
is
aCver'^'J
f
reducii'i
beciuser
weigl ; 1- ; >
hi'g'h" :
da need!form,Uii-icne
dered
makes c Easy to use.
pure food
drink.
Simply
replace
and
lunch with Dietenebreakfast
meals and
catnot your
usual dinner.
Ycu will
feel
starved
or
irritable.
Dietene
less
than themeals
mealscosttheymuchreplace!
DIETENE
1
If vourto store
cannot supplv
send
gl.OO
DieteneCo.,
MplsOffer.Miyou,limited
ato15-ounce
can. postpaid.
U.
S.
Please
cive
store
for
future purchases. RS 433 /Au^^j
Name
Address
flSl
City State ^.^B
Name of Store

_

paper filled with full-page advertisements
concerning a final play-off game between
two night baseball teams which were champions in their respective localities. It
probably affected our gross to the extent
of fifty percent! The thousand-odd people
who attended our dance at this place,
where we normally pulled in 2000 or more,
were there mainly because they were
staunch and loyal friends who look forward to our appearance there each year.
THEX there are such things as the
premieres of pictures. The dehut of a
sensational one- or t\\ o-iuilhou-doUar supersuper anil
ciilii.^sal
— oneandfeaturing"
tairc
Rnotisiiicture
— (iahle
CrawfordAs-—
Shirley
'J'eiiiple
or
a
hit
musical,
hurt the appearance of a visiting will
batid.often
77//: iiiDst natural competition, of
course, outside that of l.odiie. Fratenial,
.Society and Mililai-y affairs s/'oiisoi-ed by
llie toien's
is the aft'caraiice
of a
ri:\il
l^i'l^idarciticeiis
dance— hand.
This, naturally,
is a iiornud tyj^e of conipelilion and the
best man usiudly leins. although it someti)nes haf^f^ens that neither comes out lOcII.
THE dance hall owner (or promoter,
as we have been calling him) usually insists that our night-before appearance be
played at least one hundred miles away
from his dance hall. Obviously he wishes
to draw from miles around and if his
clientele has been to the other place the
night before, unless they are unusually
enthusiastic, the following night will not
find them at his place.
THEN there is the question of advertising. Ihave played dance engagements

"NAILS

AT A MOMENT'S NOTICE

^

Easily
applied,or ciiUt
rt-maiiis tit m No,.i^ iicrt
r ,n
nail
N I ofKtowt!.
Ten. 20c. .Ml1.-. Ko,i,ox
ami 1(1. .,im will
.ii ,
NU-NAILS FINGER N AOS
NU-NAIL CO. 5249 W. MADISON
ST..HAVE
CHICAGO. ILL.
IF YOU

^^GRAY
and DON'T HAI
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a
^
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MIXTURE....
1 ' ^¥ then write today for my
^
FREE TRIAL BOTTLE
Asa
fl '
forty v^irs' European
Amt Gre,
ri
'I-5tnt awitli
proud
tmparter
for
hair oftonumy .Color
Wonderlul'y
GOOD
, andgraydandruff;
it can'ta darker,
U-.-ivc
Etains.
A
'
i
ii
c
ii.tlic
hair
bf-comes
morefreeyouthful
color. I want
totellint;All
convin. cAbout
-.o,, 1 •■i nJing
myARTHUR
trial
bottlcand
Hair.
RHODES,
Hair ColorbookExpert,
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Al
Singerfilm.
in 1927
was Jolson's
the first Jazz
dialogue
Now
he devotes himself only to radio.
where the iiromoter did little orall amoiiiit
vcrtisifig — or, at most, look a sni no adof newspajier sjiacc aitk<l, prrl a|l^. l.y a
radio annouiu'ciinnt — and yet 11 yeeny,U.
under those cotnlitii m^, lu ttken ;
/ KXnjV ol ,'lhcr enooocnu nts where
I bore fu-rsonally ann,.nn, cd ,1 o cast
burs,l.,y c. cniioi. thus reacliino at I1 a 1 thirty
f-cr. cut of the rado: audience o nioter
has
llcular tojon, ami u-licrc the /'/■< that pars/^ent hundreds <•/ ibdiors in nohile
full-l^age
tire
hcics/'apcr adcerl isenient s . auto the dance
c.cers and ',ebat-nnl—ond still
has been j'raclically a bust.
THIS sometimes occurs when there is

no competition of any kind, at least none
discernible to the eye — when even the
weather was perfect. In such cases there
isfansonlyin one
count our
that answer
town —on youtwo canhands.
city or town has in the
past been nnahlc to tunc in the radio program of the banil which is visiting it, this
more than any other factor luay make
or break:rI':the band's success on its visit.
Our broadcast readies the J J' est Coast at
five o'clock. Pacific .Standard lime, duriut/
the leintcr.Which
and atmeans,
four ofo'clock
the snuimer.
course,during
that
pciif^lc are just finishing work and are
driving home in a tired state of mind.
Knowing
7ee probably
ha-ceCoast
not asas
nniny
radiothat
listeners
on the West
I zeoidd like to ba'ce and that most radio

Gertrude Berg, author of The Goldbergs, plays Molly in that seriaL
listeners have come to regard mc as a
master of ceremonies — a light comedian —
,( singer and, perhaps, last of all, the director ofan orchestra — 7 Iiad no illusions
about the success of our tour through the
northern part of California.
I AM never particularly unhappy when
we do not find ourselves even at the bottom of a dance-band rating. The radio
audiences have come to think of me as
the director of a variety show and my
orchestra as a sort of pit band accompanying guest artists and occasionally playing
rhythmic music.
UXI.IKE Bemiy (i.Midfiian, who burst
upon the jxipulace with ,i siiccissfiil dance
band, our dance rcpiilalinn lias iliniinishcd
as ijur variety po])iilarity has increased!
INAPPROPRIATE
I'crbaps ynu. loo. noticed that irry
appropriolc music — that gay. scintillating,
happy and fiiilcdike music played during '
the horrible and bbmd-eurdling bombing'
of .\ankiiig. during a recent nca'sreel. I
FRIGHTENING
!
On observing the wild abandon andj
completely carefree manner in which those:
young
kids,atwhothe were
to dance here
the'
Big Apple
swankpaid
El Morocco
in New York, danced it— I was provided
with much food for thought.
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THERE are tliose who say that it was
either the World War, prohibition or perhaps radio that was responsible for the
apparent wiUhiess of yoiitli today. Then
there arc those wlio say tliat the youth
of today is no more wild tlian that of
our graniliatiR i '-' day. But, having a
prettyandact txn
ui au- hciw
iiu nim-y
of the
young
girls
ccii the
ageswayof twelve
and seventeen acted in my town when I
was a young boy, I am actually astonislied
and almost frightened at the violence with
which the youth of today enters into Sluig,
Big Affic and dancing
-♦- in general.
IVHEX it is a young croivd that has
been drinking too freely of corn, ivhitemule or other kinds of nm' and strong
stimulants, the c.vplanatiou is not difficult.
But these boys and girls at the HI Moroico
of a Su}iday ci'cniiig z^'crc completely
sober.
THEY had stood in the doorway for
hours, watching an impromptu show. On
the faces of some were expressions of
indifference to the performance — bordering on boredom. In the eyes of others
was the glistening interest of youth, or was
it the anticipation of the moment when
they themselves would be called upon to
perform?
AT any rate, once they were introduced and the floor was theirs, there was
no doubting their enthusiasm, their energy
and their complete absorption in the task
that lay tibefore
onably the wrongthem.
word."Task''
That istheseunquesboys
and girls never would have stopped, except that it was necessary for the entertainment to end so tliat guests might
dance, would have been quite apparent to
aword
keenI observer.
is the what
only
can use that"Abandon"
would connote
was then in my mind.
/ HAVE seen picliires of African savages and Indian redineu in the throes of
joy in their oien dances, but the contat/ion,
enthusiasm and apparent enjoyment of these
is as nothing compared zeith the modernday white youth zehen engaged in the
artistic (or inartistic) rendition of a nezv
dancing fad.
I HAVE heretofore commented on the
seriousness with which dancers in the main
took themselves and their work. Perhaps
it is that the Goddess of Terpsichore, herself, is such an exacting taskmistress and
such a delightful one, that those who are
talented in her art lose themselves so completely in the gay, wild and frenzied
abandon of the more crude and rough
forms of dancing, that cannot help but
make its devotees of the moment wild, uncontrol able savages.
I WOXDER if the boys and girls I saw
there that evening at the El Morocco,
with their peculiar costumes, hairdress and
manners, are typical of the American youth
of today?
GOOD PHRASES
"/ loz-e my zeork and I don't care zehat I
become doing it."
"Many a man ivho thinks he has reformed
has only evaporated."
"His morals and inhibitions are (ml\

They Still Talk Behind Her Back
BUT NOW THEY SAY:

She is "Miss Popularity" of her set because she knows the value of a beautiful
complexion. She is the glamour girl who
keeps her skin looking youthful with
the help of the Linit Beauty Mask.
Why not try this gentle, quickacting facial treatment which helps
to stimulate the skin, and eliminate
"shine".
Here's how quickly the Linit Beauty
Mask is prepared. *Simply mix three
tablespoons of Linit (the same Linit that

is so popular as a Beauty Bath) and
one teaspoon of cold cream with enough
milk to make a nice, firm consistency.
Apply it generously to the face and neck.
Relax during the twenty minutes it takes
to set, then rinse off with clear, tepid
water and pat the face and neck dry.
You will enjoy pleasant facial smoothness after the Linit Beauty Mask treatment. Itleaves a velvety"film"that is an
excellent powder base and heightens the
allureof make-up. Your grocer sellsLinit.

2nd STEP
Applying takes

3rd STEP
Resring
for 20

4th STEP
Rinsingpletely.
off com^
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EVERYONE KNOWS
OFFICE WORK IS
HARD ON THE HANDS

To keep your hands

hrackctcd by his bad loohs."
TIP
Always try to see the last show in a theatre
that has four or five shows daily. By the
last show, I mean the one that winds up
the week before the new show comes in
the next day. Invariably the performers,
especially, and the orchestra on the stage,
bored to the point of monotony by the
repetition of their show some thirty or
more
during the week, "cut capers"
on thetimes
last show.
DL'RIXG my long apprenticeship at tlie
P>ro(ikl\n and Xew York Pai'anionnt
'riK'atri'>. (liiinu fom- and fi\-c shows a day,
it was always ni>- wont ( wc changed Friiniiniing)I had
to "cross
comedian
for day
whom
acted up"as the
straight-man
during the week. Especially the old vaudevillian type, accustomed to the straight
man (or stooge) standing on one particular
side of him. Certain comedians, who
worked for years witli the stooge always

upon the right, arc so completely flabbergasted, upon discovering the straight man
attheirthelines.
left, as to completely forget all of
LIKEWISE this type of comedian ivho
Itas !>een doing Iiis act for anyzvhere from
five to twenty years, ivhcn given any
ansiK'cr other than the one he naturally
e.vpecls. is throzon into utter confusion by
the une.vpeeled one.
AMONG those with whom I had the
most fun in crossing up in the last show
in their week with us, were Joe Penncr,
Jack Oakie, Johnny Burke, Sammy Cohen
and many others.
\\'ELL. I'm off to Hollywood to do a
movie, which will — I hope — meet with your
apiiroval
w hen youwillseehave
it— soto our
tour and
other discussion
be continued
next month.
SEE vou then!

Soft and White
... a getlittlea jar
ot Barrington Hand
Cream and
use
ofis this
cream
Whether
it Barrington
officeremarkable
work,
orwonderful
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in transforming
rough,
red
handspleasant
into soft,results
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t
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h
a
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that
are
smooth,
to theat(Editor's
ll'e thought
the readers oftheRudy
be intertouch, lovely to look at.
ested in theNote:
folUmnng
letter. Unfortunately
rodeoVallee's
picture column
zi'ould zvoiild
not reproduce.)
Barrington
Hand
Cream
is
very
inexpensive,
and
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cent jaror onis convenient
handy
in desk10 drawer
kitchen shelf.to keep
Sold
drug, department and the better 5 and 10
Eastern Holding Ranch, Alaine fair-grcninds than there had ever
cent instores.
Woodstown, New Jersey. been before in its history. Rudy came with
I I
NORTH AMERICAN DYE
his bunch. .Again he rode entry. He acted
Mr. Lester C. Grady,
as one of the judges in the contests and,
...Use .rv— \
Editor, R.\Dio St.\rs,
after
an hour of rodeo, we stopped the
HAND
Dell Publishing Co., Inc.
show and turned things over to the Master
149 Madison Avenue,
Crooner.
Barrmgfon CREAM New York City, N. Y.
On the rickety old outdoor stage, opDear Sir :
Another NADCO Product
posite the grandstand, that boy — and you
Enclosed find an authentic photo of Rudy know he is just a boy at heart — put on a
Vallee, all decked out in cowboy, rodeo, show that was worth two dollars of any
contestant style and, on the night the photo man's money, just for standing space. All
was taken, Rudy rode with the 82 cowboys, his folks entered into the spirit of the
cowgirls and Indians at the .//: Ranch thing and fairly outdid themselves. When
manicuring!
finished,
Rodeo, showing on the Fryebiirg, Maine, it was dents
rai.sed athose
clieerstaidlikeold aMaine
bunchresi-of
fair-grounds.
And he did more than that, bless his Confederate war veterans when a band
<ind heart. Our rodeo was the big at- strikes
Then upwePi.vie.
went on with the balance of
tr,ictii)n in front of the grandstand at the
fair, two years ago. Rudy was spending a the rijdeo and Rudy got in the saddle and
bit of a vacation at his Maine camp, on the judged the contests fairly and impartially.
banks of a beautiful lake a few iniles from
His gesture in putting on that show was
Fryeburg. We learned he was out there a fine one — it was a tribute to his fellow
citi/ens
up there in the big woods and a
and sent our Indian band out to serenade
liim. Rudy came up out of the hike, where gestme, also, that won for him the staunch
he was bathing, and led the l)aiul. Then he fi-ienilshi]) of every t ow hoy, cow girl and
ser\ed refreshments, whicli the Indians Indian in the outfit. One si\-foot cowboy,
greatly api>reciated. We in\ited him to "Slim" "Welsh by name, chief "ramrod"
attend the rodeo that night.
on Colonel Eskew 's .//: Ranch, down near
"Can I wear my Wild West clothes?" he Garland. Te.xas, walked u]) to Rudy and
asked, with all the enthusiasm of a si.xteen- said: "Mr, Vallee, that last song you sang
year-old boy. "I have an entire outfit, jest
up. myI ain't
that
way choked
since I nie
usedright
to hear
motherfelt sing.
presented nie by California friends."
You can call on me for anything — if you
"Of
course
you
can
wear
them
and
we'll
finiiish ynii a good horse to ride in the want anyone killed, I'll sui'c do it for you
and it will be a downright pleasure. Son,
entry,"
Rudy wecamereplied.
to the rodeo, all dolled up you're fit to ride the river with, as we
in
chaps, silk
shirt, * high-heeled
ni l kcrcliiel
and .Stetson
hat and rode boots,
entry sayAnddown"Slim"
meant every d word
in Te.xas."
of it.
with Colonel
Jim
b'skew
of
Garland,
D Te.xas,
AMIZE
C'VIT
/\
Very
owni-r f)f tlie rfideo.
FINGER
//: truly
Ranch yours,
Rodeo.
ing the show we had Rudy talk over
N A I I CLEANSING PADS theDuiloud
sjieaker and he told the folks if Herbert S. Maddy,By Herbert S. Maddy.
ihcy
wcjiild
come
back
Saturday
night,
he
You'll
enthuse
about
these
handy
new
ready'prepared pads which remove old
would bring his entire bunch of musicians Woodstown, X. J.
nail
polishThese
in a jiffyunique
— noliquid.no
and entertainers to the rodeo and have
I h.ive seen thousands of pictures of Mr.
no muss.
pads also con-fuss,
tain
and oilsbrittleness.
to condithem put on a show in connection witli the \'allee, but never one of him as a cowboy,
tion yourVitaminnails"F"against
Western sports. Said his folks were all until the one I enclose was taken. That
Get
handsome
jar of pads
today
coming to speiul the week-end with him. Ouincy, .Mass., photographer was on the
and astart
manicuring
the easy
Well, Mr. ICdilor, believe it or not, the grounds, taking pictures in the afternoon
way that saves your time,
of the harness races, so we pressed him
night news
there leaked
were out,
more andpeopleon Satui'day
on that into service.
STArRITC CO., SHELBYViLLE.ILL. good

RADIO STARS
RADIO
RAMBLINGS
(Cpiifinued from paqc 12)
SEEING Edward G. Robinsonafterrusha
enthusiastically from his studio all
that
broadcast, you wonder whether
enthusiasm over his radio work can be
and stage did notto
genuine. The movies
alwavs give him ageless masterpieces the
act in. hut they were usually amongRadio,
better products of their season.
however, is casting Robinson in just about
the same caliber of play that the much less
pretentious afternoon programs use. He
primitive gangster melodrama, npgets
roaring, a lot of yelling and shooting and
all there istheto them.
and that'scommends
telephonin
Robinsong— loyally
good
work his script writers are doing for his
show. But he is a man of wide culture,
and musical enthusiasms.
greathardliterary
It's
not to be curious about what he
this program— even
think
does
really the salary isof very
though
good.
THIS Chrisimas siory is lu-Iatcd hiif it
took quite a while for it to haffcn. Guy
Lomhardo sent an old friend an expensive
watch for Christmas and decided registered
mail zvould be the most conirnient zcay of
deUverimj it. The friend zcas not in zchen
the postman rang.
A notice ivas left that registered mail
awaited him and it threw the man into a
dither. He had visions of a summons, jury
duty or la-wsuit. He made up his mind to
duck that piece of mail as long as possible.
Repeatedly the postman called zvith it. The
door
did nottheopen.
ansicering
bell. Guy's friend had ceased
Guy zi-as a little puzzled zchen the pack■■ic finally
camehadhack
him. OneHe more
zvas
certain
the man
not tomoved.
attempt zvas nmde to deliver it by special
messenger and this time the package did
not come back. The friend did, though,
with a .theepish explanation zvhich immediately became one of Guy's favorite stories.
AROUND the Lux Radio Theatre
studio in Hollywood, eavesdroppers who
don't
Cecil that
B. DeMille
must justgo
away recognize
with a notion
they have
seen and heard the greatest liar in the
world. His conversation is simply incredible— except for the fact that the
things he tells about are true.
He talks in terms of millions. Staggering sums run in and out of his casual
stories of when his company was struggling,
years ago. Or his stories may run on about
the greatest names in Hollywood, all mentioned with a matter-of-fact air which
makes the whole thing sound impossible.
Remember,
it's astories!
fat, middle-aged
telling these tall
Leisurely, man
easy
going and a little on the windy side, certainly not a figure to look or sound like
one of the important leaders of a great
industry
DeMille,
who
loves to —sitthat's
back Cecil
and talkB. about
old times
and whose stories must take wild turns
because that is the kind of a career he has
had. No director ever averaged a larger
sum per picture than DeMille.
(^Continued on page 86)
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MILLIONS

LOVEIY WiNDOW

SHADES

NOW

SWITCHINGTO
DOW
HADES

REVOLUTIONARY
window fibre
shade— —is
developed
fromnew
cellulose
causing
awhere. sensation
among
women
This amazing new material everycalled
Clopay Lintone permits greater window
shade
beauty
.
.
.
yet
a
full-size
36"
x 6'
shade lionscosts
Years hang
of usestraight,
in milof homesonly
show15c!Clopays
won'tsistcurl,
wear two yearsandandfraying.
more. ReNo
wonder pinholing,
millionscracking
of women now replace
shabby
soiled
shades
with
lovely
new
Clopay Lintones and get 5 gorgeous

shades for what they used to pay for ONE!
Clopays
a wide15cvariety
charm-to
ing colors.comeCostin only
each, ofready
attach to old rollers in a jiffy with patented
gummed strips. No tacks or toolsneeded .See
them today at all leading 5c and 10c stores.
Clopay WASHABLE?!

SIZES AVAILABLE:
15c CLOPAY L hi tones
36" X 6' and 48" x 7'
3 5c CLOPAY
36" X 6'L/Wo;/e>X'ASHABLES
up to 54" X T
Sensational Clopay window shade material
is now coated on both sides with a special
oil finish. This makes possible new Clopay
WASHABLE
These100%
amazing
lowcost
shades areshades.
actually
washable
with
plain
soap
and
water.
They
won't
stain, water-mark, or streak. Astounding
resistance to pinlioling, cracking, and fraying Yet
. , WASHABLE Clopays, with their
richly-beautiful, linen-like appearance cost
only 35c each, complete on roller! See them
today
all leading
and 10c stores. For
FREE incolor
samples,5c write
CLOPAY CORPORATION
1 3 58 YORK STREET • CINCINNATI, OHIO
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{Continued from page S5)

Feed
your Foods
tiny totandHeinzsee
Strained
how eagerly he eats!
He'll
like thetheirtastynatural
He'll
appreciate
flavor color!
Heinz cooks
in— never out. Choicest fruits and vegetables arvitamins
e prepared
scientificallyThereto preserve
and minerals.
are
12 delicious Heinz Strained Foods from
which to choose. You pay no premium
for their extra quality.
GUARD YOUR BABY'S HEALTH —
I^^^ LOOK FOR THESE SAFETY SEALS

Kate Smith just loves to cook. She
bakes cakes, and serves them to
lucky week,
guestsafter
in her
dressing-room,
each
her CBS
broadcast.

WHILE Cecil B. DeMille is the subject, there is one question that might be
disposed of. He does not actually produce
and direct the Monday evening radio
drama to which his name is attached. He
#HEINZ
is there to lend the aura of his name and
STRAINED FOODS
the ingratiatingly pompous style of his
bctween-acts remarks. Tiiat's his whole
(Look for PLATTER PATTER
Radio abounds in those harmless decepIn May Radio Stars)
tions, added to make a program a little
job.
more glamorous. Ben Bernie, for instance,
does not lead his own band in rehearsal or
broadcast. For the past year, he has not
even had a hand of lii.s own. He hires a
band, leader and all, for radio.
During rehearsals, Ahc Lyman never
conducts. He sits in the control-room and
yells his instructions to a leader, who docs
tlie actual work with the nuisicians. For
the broadcast, Abe gets out on the podium,
Relieves
lialon in hand.
All singers sing for themselves but a
TEETHINB PAfN
number of tliem have actors to read spoken
S
lines. Usually that is because the sponsor,
not the singer, wants it that way. Actors
seldom
1ki\c "ghost
l\a<lio, unlike
movies, singers,"
does not however.
cast an
from ofteething pains,your
just baby
rub a .suffers
few drops
Dr. actor in a sniguig role unKss he can snig.
Hand's little
Teething Lotion
the sore,
nXr. radio fhciiniiiciioii—qcltnui slarx lo
tender,
and theon pain
will wnri:
Inr nolhiua. lusl for llir s,ike of
be relieved in gums
one minute.
hrn,ul,osliu,i--lias
oliiiosi ilisa f^/'carril. lite
Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is the
prescription
of noa famous
three siirrirors.
■III,7 lieli iirl:.',n-l's liorr I'lislInlh-uiM,,!
cialist, contains
narcoticsbaby
and spehas iiulini,,,/
; Illpol-hllll
slors iii s, eiiex Irmii 1 ImI.-I.
ll,eir
been used by mothers for over fifty
years. One bottle is usually enough for
■ex,
,/e/liii,i
star
oml
senj^l
leillil.oiella farsoux. w!,o leritex a
one baby for the entire teething period.
iiinrie laliiniii. 1
them to
enoie. hi three yeorx. then ivilex
Buy Dr. Hand's Jrom your druggist today XVn,li,o:r,l
ore arcfew heard
who
■il,
althoiii/!i
prot
\sts
liore
rrlii.
JUST RUB IT ON THE GUMS
fri-olelv.
Ix C eon lie Jessel 7vho js d 01 lit)
Ins,]iinllier
frJ
for the
Mutual 11, l-.e.nh Ihix seox.i years
D*S
DR.HANLotion
Teething
niiiiiy frie iilx, he eon siunn ;.on //<■
an has
endlessso
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Walke
Many a mother,
with the best
intentions,
is RUINING
her Jl^JeMi'v^i'horthit
has been outgrown,
baby'ssive feet
by
buying
expenshoes
and
then
failiug
to
discard
when
thpij arc ontfiron'n. The X-Ray shows howthemterribly
little bones are warped and twisted in outgrown
shoes.
Save baby's
feet towithnew inexpensive
Wee Wallcers
Walker
Shoes
and change
onesneeds.
often.TheyWee
have live-model
every
feature
baby
arepropormade
over
lasts,
hence
are
correctly
tioned,
full-sized,
roomy
shoes
that
give
real
barefoot freedom.
Good-looking,
pliable manufacleathers.
Because
are madeexclusively,
by thesoft,largest
turers ofthey
infant
and ^
are
storesshoes
loiv sellinn
cost soldthe inprice
iswitliveryverylow.
Look guximSt
*„5^*
for them in the Infants' Wear DepartW.H. L.T. Green
Grant
ment
ofMetropolitan
theCo.,Co.following
stores:
'^^mtP'^
Inc.S.Chain(FS. &Kresge
W GrandCo.
Stores,J. J.McLellan
IsaacNewberry
Silver
andCo.
Bros..
Stores,
Inc.)
Stores
G. R. Kinney
Inc.StoresSears,
Roebuck
CharlesInc. Stores
Schulte-Co.,United
Lincoln Stores,

NURSING MOTHERS?
Consult
doctorNipples
regularly.
Ask aboutyourHygeia
and
Bottles.
Nipple, andbreast-shaped,
easily
inverted
thoroughly
cleaned. Patented tab keeps nipgerm-free. New
valvepleprevents
collapse.inside ^

SAFEST because
easiest lo clean
Relieve Baby's Cough
the
Way!inl li-is tinj
Moist-Throat
catch feels
cold
throat
I. tlieililcgm.
secrecmgli.
these
Uo ifinal
as millions
donel
fromremedy
yourhaveforrespiraa s.ilc ainl pleasant
licrl)al
chil(InII'l tiussin
n I'rrlandiisMii
urowniips.
over 30 Many
years. physicians
It s safe andhaveacUproscribed
Quickly.
Sold at all fordrui^gists.
PERTUSSIN
The "Moist-Throat" Method of Cough Relief

RADIO STARS
.c;(/'/>/_v of faiiifliis c/ucsts. glad to help a
, \>on
hcst. companion get a radio shoK' off his
The third is a program kept alive by
i!s a/.s-' iiffection — the Saturday Night
Swiii.L; L'liih.
the Columbia
network'.
dlwaxs
has a 0)1eouple
of the famous
szcingIt
:iien up there, ecstatically tooting or thiinip•ug azcay. just for the sheer fun of the
thing. The union requires that at least
inininiuiu fees be paid, so Tommy Dorsey
or Paul U hiteman icill pocket a check
for $18. do a job that zcoiiUI cost another
program some thousands, and go azcay
[^leased that there is a spot in radio zdicrc
Mving
music'ssicinging
"cats" all
can thegetzvay.
together and
l O to tozvn,
BENNY GOODMAN'S recent swing
concert in Carnegie Hall settled nothing
except that swing addicts will like their
brand of music, no matter where it is
played. The concert did accomplish one
thing, however. It set New York music
critics into a good lively lather about this
young upstart who had dared invade the
august old concert hall, most famous and
stately in the land.
Carnegie and other New York concert
halls have been invaded by jazz and swing
orchestras before — Paul Whiteman, Ferde
Grofe and others. Those leaders, however,
always brought with them some significant
new attempts to make serious music out of
swing.
Rhapsody
in BlueSo had
its start Gershwin's
in one of those
concerts.
did
Grofe's Mardi Gras, Grand Canyon and
other suites, and the All Points West dramatic song which achieved some popularity
a year ago.
THE difference was that Goodman came
in with no artistic notions. He just played
the sort of music he would use at a ballroom, one popular song after another, and
that's
whatof set
musicgood-natured
critics on edge.
A couple
them,the with
condescension, conceded that this was not so
bad, this swing, and Goodman was a good
clarinet player. Otliers merely wrote a
short routine piece, denoting their lack of
interest. The rest went into long essays
about the shortcomings of this primitive
music. It was odd. reading such fanc\words as arpeggios, glissandos and braz-ur^is
— all applied to what Benny himself would
callHowever,
simply a not
"hotonelick."of these critics recalled that eight years ago in this very
same Carnegie Hall was introduced a song
which became a bigger popular hit tune
than
anything Goodman
pla^-ed.
The conductor
tliat nighthaswaseverToscanini,
no less, leading the great Xew York Pliilharmonic-S\-mi)h(iiiy (}rchestra. The piece
was Ravel's
Bolero,
which he
introduced as a good
symphonic
itemIiadto round
out a heavy program. He and tlie orchestra were dumbfounded when an audience stood up and cheered. TIk- next seasim
itorchestra
was on intliethemu^iccountry,
rarlo a. >i rival
ever}- todanceSt.
Louis Blues.
THIS Arturo To.'icamni. by the zoay. has
kicked up zcry Utile of flic c.vpcctcd luss
during
scos^ni
XBC's nothing
syniplioiivto
orchestra.his .He
has zcilh
had almost
fuss
about.
In additi.ni
lo hiring
' the
greatest
musicians
z^'ho conid
he lured
aii'ay from other orchestras. XBC has tried
(Continued on page 103)

BEAUTY
FROM

SECRET

SOCIETY
TO
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60% OF ALL WOMEN WERE BORN BLONDE...
But time darkens and dulls any shade of hair!
Think! Does this mean you? Follow the advice of these
lovely women who know the charm of radiant blonde hair. Use
Marchand's Golden Hair Wash, as they do, to restore your hair to a
golden, sunny blonde shade. Buy a bottle of Marchand's today . . .
follow the simple directions . . . and double your attractiveness, overnight. Remember, only with Marchand's will you get
Marchand's
results.withMarchand's
scientific
It will not interfere
permanents isor aharm
the hair preparation.
in any way.
MMCilNBS
J^AJ-'A

JI.J* 4^ Cr AWB

GOLDEN
HAIR WASH

P,E PAHTM t N T ST O R ES

RADIO STARS

Designed by
Vera Adrienne,
this evening
gown of pearl
taffeta
skirta
gray boasts
and a fitted
chiffon bodice,
outlined with
pink flowers.

sHo/ir-cuTs TO BCAury
ciEnnsincpRDS
Carry them in purse or
compactand torefresh
remove skin
make-up
.P AGRANDncwidea! Little pads
of cloth saturated with a
refreshing cleansing lotion.
Carr>' them in their smart com" afterpact
to themotoring
dance, theatre
office . . . ideal
shopping,
or sports.or
They're
handy
as a hanky
. . . indispensable
asloc.a
Iip>-stick.
Tr>'
them!
Compact
and
15
Pads
Refills of 60 Pads 25c.
REmOU-O-PODS
Removes nail polish
slick and quick!
Prevents drying.
Youtten nails
merelywithdabone your
pad
and
off comes
polish — nail
slick and
and cuticle
quick!
Especially
treatedthe tonaillubricate
and ientto. . . nothing
prevent peeling
So conven-no
to spillororcracking.
waste. Contains
acetone
—
non-dr^'ing.
Daintily
perfumed
and
no objectionable odor. 15 Pads loc.
AT MOST 5c and 10c STORES
// unobtainable send direct. (Add 5c to each item for
postageSt., andDept.packing.^
Clark-MiUner
50-D, Chicago.
Sent onlyCo.,in 666U. S.St.A. Clair
TRIFLES

MARE
BY

PERFECTION
WENDY

LEE

How Maxine, Hour of Charm
•streaks
At homeof gray
— quicklylustrous
and safely
youof blonde,
can tint brown
those
shades
orit. black.
A smalltoharmless.
brush andActive
BROWNA7
Guaranteed
coloringONEagentdoesis
purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Economical and lasting—appearing
will not wash out.with
I mpartsamazing
rich,
beautiful,
speed. Easynatural
to prove by tintingcolor
a lock of your
own
hair.
BROWNATONE
is
only
50c—
at
all
drug
toilet counters — always on a money-back guarantee.or

USE MERCOLIZED WAX
This
simple,cream
all-in-one
.soirening,
lubricating
slout^hscleansint^,
off the discolored,
blemished
skin isin then
tiny, revealed
invisible clear,
particles. Yoursurface
underskin
smooth and beautiful. Bring out the hidden
beauty of YOUR skin with Mercolized Wax.
Try Saxolite
Asfringent
ADELIGHTFUI,I-Y
rcfrcshlnii
astrinaent Saxolite
lotion.
Tlnallne.pintantiseptic,
helpful.
In one-half
witch hazel.
Use Dissolve
this lotion dally.
Choose
Phelactine
DepHatory
For removing superfluous hair quickly. Easy to use.
Al drut fni department stores everytchere.
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MAXINE

contralto, plans costume details

"TRIFLES make perfection, but — perfection is no
Tlni.s .spake the pliilosopher, and I want you to bear
his words in mind when you start out on your annual
s])rini;
to which
lieen looking
trifle." shop|)inoforward,
1 kiKjw, tour,
all the.se
long you've
weary months.
But
don't
let
}(iur
impatience
to
btiy
something
new
run
away with you.
Listen to what Vera Adrienne, talented young
AnuTiean desii^ncr, has to sa\' on the subject !
'"I'.cfdre _\(m r\v\^ liu\ so much as a handkerchief,
take ;i tour ol llu- lu si shups. < ibser\e carefully what
the nicest de] lartnienls are shdwing. Study the color
charts of the new shades and figure out what is the
most becoming to y(>\i.
"'i'his is uKJst imi)ortant. b'irst, decide on your color
sclieiiie, and then be sure that \()U carry it out to the
Ici.sl detail. One jarring note of color can com]:)letely
ruin an otherwise ])erfect ensemble.
"If }ou are going to achieve that perfection of dress
to which every woman as])ires, you've got to see the
picture that
as ago whole,
it's only
by attention
the
trifles
towardandmaking
up this
perfection,to that
behexe !"me, Adrienne knows whereof she
) ()UAnd,
will succeed
speaks! This youthful {Continued on page 90)
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LOVE

With women, Romance
comes advise:
first .Guard
. . that's
why I
always
against
COSMETIC SKIN this easy way"
"Lovely skin wins romance— and holds
it,"
charming
"So
don'tsaysrisk this
Cosmetic
Skin.young
Guardstar.
against
itpores
as I docause
with dullness,
Lux Toilet tiny
Soap."blemishes,
Choked
enlarged pores — Cosmetic Skin. Before
you renew make-up, ALWAYS at bedtime, protect your skin with Lux
Toilet Soap's ACTIVE lather.

9 out of 10 Hollywood

Screen Stars use it

RADIO STARS
Smooth Your Skin
New Hollywood Way
WITH THE SAME CREAM
THE STARS USE
Here's Thai
New
Creom
with Amazing
Skin Softening
Emollients
That's
Thrilling All America

TRIFLES

MAKE PERFECTION
(Cciitiinicd from f>a(ic 88)

girl street
who falls
love
with"Thea black
dress sowithdeeply
a red inbolero
jacket, and Iiu>-s it, alth(.)ugh she has no
black
her en-be
semblingaccessoiies,
to brown luuiii.g
hitherto,conl'med
can never
regarded a^ a smart and chic dresser. How
much wiver it wmild have been if she had
decided ;il the luginniii.g of the season to
stick to one basic coloi- and then follow
through in searxes, hats and frocks, all
blending
a harmonious
If you inareto make
])laiining
your siiringpicture!"
wardrobe to be a "knockout," then follow this
e.xcellent piece of advice from Aliss .^drienne, who goes on to tell us the type of
clothes Maxine is going to wear — to the
theatre, on pleasant walks along Rockefeller Plaza, lunching at the Colony, for
supiiers in the wee hours of the morning
at InReuben's,
to her Adrienne
broadcasts.suggests
the way and
of colors,
for the brunette a bright blue with shocking jiink trimming and accessories for
street wear. Mer furred suit would be in
chartreuse rilibed wool, with a blue fox
jacket. If you are a honey blonde, try
combining acpia and yellow, or if a light
brunette, perhaps turquoise and wine. Old
gold
and sagegirlgreen
dark-skinned
with are
light lo\-ely
hair. on the
It is not until after she has decided on
the Color that Maxine chooses the style
and cut of her costumes. Many women do
just the opposite, sometimes with very sad
results. The radio star believes that color
comes before style, although style is
basically more important. For instance,
she points out. black needs subtle and pronounced drapery and line, whereas shocking pink, cxelamen, fiiclisia, or other striking Coll li s are ill themselves so attractive
and eye-calcliing that the line must be
This s])riiig will see the outburst of a
numlier of i.iiilasiic vogues, such as the
pirate di ess, huge llower hats, ruffly feather
toc.|ucs, \eils falling to the shoulders and
slit to ie\eal only the eyes. So I want to
caution >du to be very careful, for unless
you
are styles
the tyiie
wear large
these
extreme
and■ who
have can
a budget
enough to permit ytm to discard them at
the end of their short lives as fashion
highlights,
be wise
to pass
them by.
And Wra you'll
.\diieiine
agrees
heartily,
for
she
has
luwer
idiindly
siiiipoi-ted
fads. .She prefers to follow the extreme
general
trend, modified to suit the iiersonality of
the wearer, and also to chime in with her
liai tii iil.ar mode of lix ing.
suggests that,
not.\diieiiiie
an accoiiiplislK'd
artist,even
if youif you're
know
just the slighti-st bit about line and drawing, you can easily sketch your ideas and
put them down on paper with pencil or
India ink, or perli;ips ;i line crayon, coloring in the right lil.aees. Seeing your idea
on
paper will sometimes make you change
that,
before
each
costunu'
was
Maxine knew the color oi the your original scheme, or suggest new
ling blouse, the style of the jewelry,
The swankiest of the important dressthe type of coilTurc needed for the I)ossibilities.
makei s always do this. Hcfore a stitch has
liarticukir hat lo vn
been
sewn or a single pin placed in the
the eiiseinhle. Sh,- .a
i^'hiilc, and not in its sei)arate units.
"toile" (the soft cheesecloth-like fabric

(k--i,mici' 1k:i(N
the sclionl
ut expert
cnutiiricrs
who waiulcr
finiii Pahii
Beach
to W'aiiciU' 111, \'iiyiiiia, U< Cannes and to
fa-.hii>ii scr\iix' to motion picture and radio
star-, liein-^^e^, dehliie-, nialnin'., the titled
folk, the .XiiuTir.ni ari-loeral-. the hrilliant
ONM'S
YTEA
TACR
iiieinlier.\l her olsalonthe inlamed
Xew •■Inteniatioiial
Yoik, which isSet."
her
Floats sAway
Dirt,
Dish.-ad(|itarlers.
she
receives
from
olves Dry, Rough Skin. Paris, the Tyrol and London, cahlcs
with an
Smooths — Softens. Pow- unerring e>c picks the fa^.llionsandwhich
will
der Stoys On
"click"
and
the
ily-liy-ni<;ht
laiK
desliticd
to
burn
out
fast
and
never
even
reach
the
Joyce Compton
table. She itsually wairks in
The Lovely star with cutting-room
yellow cotton smock printed with
Stuart Erwin in "Small atinyclever
insect.s, and with a huge bee pin at
Town
says— to"I
use Tay Boy"
ton's
Cream
the
neck
—
perhaps to be in keeping with
cleanse"
and
keep
my
skin smooth and youth- the fact that
ful looking."
proverbial
bee. she's alwa\ s busy as the
Test This Thrilling Beauty Discovery
.\drientie
pointsElectric
to Maxine,
star
UNDER MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
of the General
Hour lo\el.\of i burin
Make
\.
skin
smooth
and
:
lirogram,
as
an
outstanding
example
of
Stars tn(Id -whil
. . T.WTci.N".'^
cnv.
ciou.s
emollionls
also
(lis e.\o (iiy.poiiscaly
skin .•lis lha skm to (li t- sing to enhance her figure and her
roughness.
shine, lookolackheads.
paicheci and old. Lubricates
ilr\ Helps
ness.
Flushes
Sleiider"
mass offeatures,
wavy
black
hair, and
li(|uidtall,eyeswith
and aiii(|uant
bring out new. ]i\e,Rouses
fresh oilskin.L;lands.
Thousands
prai.se Drug
it. GetandTAYTO.X'S
CREA.M
at your
10cit. Ma.xine is one of XBC's beautiful glamour
store.
Dept.
Store.
Cleanse
with
also smoother.
use it as a nightandcream.
If looking
your skmafteris girls, whose favorite hobh\- is cli
not
she sets the stvles for her comiac
first
application Iresher
your money younger
will be refunded.
Spitalnyititred
.\ll-(;irl
of whiiis
singer. liatid,
Maxine
l ied, since no girl may sign a coni
this uni(|ue organization
givesduration
bet- wfitten
the
of herpromise
engagemeiit with
lint .Maxine lia^ many offers, and
IS Its all wondering bow long it wi
e weakens 1
storv reads like

UlINX
MASCARA
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1 which tlie pattern is made), tliey
a complete sketch of the design,
iiig it front and back, with the proper
-sorics
If itwith
is aandthree-piece
1, it is included.
sketched both
without
oat. The sketch is then submitted to
licnt, so that she maj- see the complete
cdcan ensemble.
thiswhole
way, costume
correcbe made andIn the
iiied at one time, thereby avoiding any
c-cutting and re-sewing that might other,\ise be necessary.
The sketches on pages 72 and 73 will
jive you an idea of the care and attention
:o detail which go into Adrienne's designs,
[t's a shame
you can'tdrawings.
also see theThe lovely
rolors
of the original
cape
suit is of royal blue sheer wool, the lining
jf the cape and the edgings being of shockng pink taflfeta. Notice that Adrienne has
ncluded in the sketch the matching shoes,
lat and purse. The wide-skirted evening
?own is of pearl gray in two fabrics. The
lillowing skirt is of crackling taffeta with
itted godets, while the chifTon bodice is
ileekly fitted in a corseted effect which
leeds no shoulder straps. The flowers
ilong the shoulders are sweetheart roses,
shaded from pale pink to deepest coral.
\drienne also suggests the matching hair
)mament. Glamorous, indeed, is the seducive evening gown with low scrolled girdle
ind swirl of a cape. The gown is in honey
)eige which does wonders for the skin,
md the cape is lined with Kelly green
;atin. Not shown in the sketches is a
itunning dinner dress ensemble which
\drienne suggests for the girl with the
iquid figure and well-coifTed head. It is
railed the "Yo-Ho" outfit and is a modified

of study to turn out such gems. But you
can, with careful thought and a supply of
coloredcrete pencils,
yourself
a con-is
idea of whatcreate
your forspring
ensemble
going to be.
Here are
some fashion
"newsies"
from
Adrienne
: Under
your spring
redingote
wear a silk dress printed with trunk labels
from foreign countries, suggesting adventure and romance. Instead of your rhinestonefulclip,
militaryribbon.
medal Ifor you
a colorLegiontryof aHonor
are
tired of wearing flowers in your coiffure,
take a tip from Maxine. who reveals that
her most effective idea was that of pinning
three
velvety
her hair.
If yougreen
want four-leaf
to make clovers
yourself ina
strikingly different sports belt to wear
with your sweaters, and one that will cost
practically nothing and look like three
dollars, do this — go to your five-and-ten
and buy yourself two dog collars in the
same
or in contrasting colors, buckle them
Just a cool drink of water for a
and presto
thirsty lass — Rosemary Lane, of together
brass-studded
belt. ! you've a good-looking
Warner Brothers' Hollywood Hotel.
You can't go wrong in assembling your
spring wardrobe if you follow the advice
given you here by Adrienne, the talented
buccaneer costume which is effective but designer,
and Maxine, whom she has
not too theatrical-looking. Tlie skirt has chosen as one of the best-dressed stars of
an unusual front drape and extremely low the air. Just remember to picture yourdecolletage, resembling a harem dress.
self in the completed costume, make a preliminary sketch of what you have in mind,
Along the neck of the blouse are embroidered colorful spangles in a half -moon and be sure that what you have selected
design. The sleeves are corded above the is appropriate for you. If you are not
sure that a dress or hat which has
elbow, to suggest a pirate's casually rolled- quite
caught your eye will give you the service
up sleeves.
and
enjoyment
I'm such
not inferring
that all asof then pass it by. you would like to expect,
youOf cancourse,
produce
perfect drawings
these. It takes a great talent and years
In other words, "When in doubt — don't!"
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^hy Lotion that GOES /N soon overcomes
Roughness, Redness and Chapping
ingredients in Jergens soften
^ yiND,
COLD AND WATER moisDRY Two
and whiten so wonderfully that
r the beauty-proteaing
P out of your skin. Then your many doctors use them. Regular use
^ Js easily roughen, look old and prevents cruel chapping and roughnes —ke ps your hands smooth,
^ But you easily replace that lost
n sture with Jergens Lotion which young-looking, and worthy of love.
e -lively goe5 into the parched skin. Only 50c, 25C, 10(*— or $1.00— at
all drug, department, and 10c stores.

FREE:RB
PURSE-SIZEsl
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See
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yourselfBN
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JLaL JLllL
Introduces
NEW BEAUTY
inWithher thetrialnew,kit smart
for onlycr-ine polish
Revel
in
the
fashion-right
ofThistle,
Rust. Robin Red,TulipOldRed.shades
Rose,
Kit
containsCloverine,
bottle of nail polish,
polish cureremover,
nail
white,
manistick, cotton s— Trial
all forKit 10is
on saleLady
at 5Lillian
and 10 cent stores.
Approved by Good Housekeeping.

BEAUTY
BY

AND
MARY

GRACE

BIDDLE

Gracie Allen, ol the Grape-Kuts duo, otters some extremely
practical suggestions lor establishing beauty routines
(iI\.\CII^ .\1^L]'~X, heard over tlic radio, is a delightfully nonseiLsical ix'rson with not a serious (or sensihle) thought behind
the hal)\- \<)ice and childlike chatter. ]^ut Gracie Allen in person
has some extrenielv ])ractical ideas on heautv to pass along to you.
(iracie l)elie\es l)eauty in a woman is a desirable and helpful
(|uality. It isn't \ain to wish to l)e good looking — to have a clear
skin and healthy a])pearance. I>eaut\- is a duty — wherever it can
lie created. 1'herefore. Gracie is raising her daughter to be
beautiful. It is the task of childhood to form good habits — and
(iracie is giving her child every hel]) and encouragement in

Special 3c Trial Offer
For single gentrous trial bottle send this
ad and stam^ to LADY LILLIAN,
Dept. M-II, 1140 Washington St.,
9 Boston, Mass. Specify shade you prefer,
MOVIE
STARS
AUTOMATIC HAIR
CURLER
*B£AUT/Wl HAIR . . . IN A.\
JIFFr . . . WITH ONf CURLCR ^ V*' |

^

Gracie teaches her smol
adopted daughter, Sandra,
to feel
and enthusiasm forpride
gracious
habits.

SITROUX
AT
Stars of stage and screen preYOUR
fer Sitroux Tissues (pronounced "Sit-true.")
soft,
yet so much
stronger.So They
hold together. Care for YOUR
XOceHt complexion
with today
Sitroux! TisSTORE!
sues. Get a box
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George Burns and Gracie
Allen in their Hollywood
home. Like charity, beauty
begins at home, says Gracie.
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forming and building up valuable babits of beauty.
Just ask little Sandra, Gracie's three-and-a-halfyear-old daughter, if you have any lingering doubts
about this. Sandra will quite frankly tell you :
"Mother
about Sandra
the hair-brush
You see,is most
Gracieawful
Allen firm
believes
is not too!"
young to follow a simj)le l)eauty routine and form
those habits of personal care that will make her a
well-groomed and attractive young lady when she is
grown-up. Sandra's lustrous liair, shining with
"that well-brushed look," and her soft, clear complexion and her graceful little figure all prove that
her baby beauty is enhanced by this thoughtful care.
Very little experience with a lively youngster is
sufficient to convince me (and you?) that it takes
both sides of the hair-brush to persuade the little
darling beauty is even skin deep ! So, now that
Gracie has found a i)eaceal:)le solution to this "wash
behind
your ears"
it should bigbe sisters.
recorded for
all
harassed
mothersproblem,
and troubled
The method used by Gracie to arouse little
Sandra'squiteenthusiasm
of appearance
work
as well and
with pride
any child.
Gracie will
has
appealed to that instinct common to all children — the
urge to imitate grown-ups.
Impress upon the child, by example and conversation, that it is quite an interesting part of being
grown-up to be well-groomed. Then, if the child

0

has its own accessories available and is allowed to
use these by herself, you will find she has walked
whole-heartedly and unsuspectingly into the trap !
Of course, says Gracie, there are days when your
patience is tried because the little dear just plays
with her hair-brush instead of actually brushing.
This is the time to be especially cautious and not
scold, or the good work will be undone. Ignore the
naughtiness. Get out your own hair-brush and brush
your hair properly, while you chatter about the
lovely soft waves that are encouraged by a long,
even brush stroke. She will probably fall into line
immediately. However, if she does not, then repeat
the same treatment the next time.
The very
young
lady'sreasons
shampooing
is done
Mother,
for the
obvious
of thorough
cleans-by
ing
and
less
water
splashing.
Children's
hair
be shampooed with the mildest of soaps and should
here,
certainly, the soaps should be of the liquid variety.
"Lemonize" the clear, warm water for rinsing, by
adding the strained juice of two lemons. If desired
—clear
it iswarm
not necessary
— give the hair a final rinse in
or cool water.
The tooth-lirushing habit is greatly encouraged by
pleasant-tasting
or powders
the small
size,
not too hard,toothpastes
toothbrushes.
Theseandbrushes
are
specially made for children. Two brushes should
always be in use — and they (Continued on page 100)
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She avoids dull
*middle

age^^ hair
with

GOLDEn
GLinT
# A ruthless marauder destroying your
youth and charm is drah, lifeless hair.
Keep yours youthful and radiant with tiny glints and
highlights. Golden Glint it after every shampoo.
There's
just oneadapted
Goldento Glint
formulaof which
be easily
and quickly
all shades
brown, canblonde
and
dark hair, and gives it a lustrous, natural color emphasis.
Golden Glint, approved by Good Housekeeping, is inexpensive to use. Begin today! Ask for Golden Glint at drug
or department stores (25c). Special 10c package at 10c
stores. Ask for the special shampoo package containing
the Golden Glint rinse (25c at drug and department stores) .
NEW! Silver Glint. Replaces yellowish cast of white
and very gray hair with snowy loveliness; gives a silvery
sheen to platinum and very light blonde hair. At 10c stores.
GOLDEN GLINT COMPANY, Inc., Seottle, Washington
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STRAIGHT

FROM THE COLD
I Continued from page 21)
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From
Painful Backache
Caused by Tired Kidneys
Many blame
of thoseon gnawing,
nagging,arepainful
backachesby
people
colds or strains
often caused
tired
kidneys
in the right way.— and may be relieved when treated
Thecess acidskidneys
are Nature's
takingSlost
exand poisonous
wastechief
out ofwaythe ofblood.
people
of waste.pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds
15 poisonous
miles of waste
kidneymatter
tubes stays
and infilters
don't
workIf the
well,
the blood.
These
poisons
may
start
nagging
backaches,
rheumatic
pains,
leg
pains,
loss
of
pep
and
energy,
getting
up nights,
swelling, puffiness under the eyes, beadaches
and dizziness.
Uon't
wait! Askby your
druggist
Pilb,
used
successfully
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fortheover15formiles
40Doan's
years. They
give
will helpwaste
tubeshappy
flush relief
out and
poisonous
from theof kidney
blood.
Get Doan's Pills.
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6. ETHEL BARRYMORE— the possessor of the most charming laugh to be
heard on radio. She is so accomplished as
an air actress that she makes listening to
anything she figures in, a distinct pleasure.
Would that she were quintuplets!
7. DOROTHY LAMOUR— an extremely good-looking girl with a rather nice,
albeit sexy, singing voice. Miss Lamour,
unfortunately,
much better
of anthanactress,
even though sheisn't
is doing
well
in both the movies and the radio.
ORI'STES PERKINS, a man who
fancit's
liimself as
: "This
Lowell Thomas
has athewit,verysayslatest
news
on the air. It must he the newest because
even he stumbles when he reads it!"
LISTIiX carrfiilly lo Paul Wlulemans
hand on llw ( iR-sterticld slinzi.' — hear those
strings?
IVhy, ifyouyousay,had isheard
that soPaulodd?
odd
because
last It's
summer
you zvouldn't hai-e heard fiddles. Ji'liy.
again?
Paul willunil
dcnilcd llirni,
I'nat mid
I he
band mightBecause
soutid hcllcr
in Texas he left Ihcin oul and liked the
result.
have gone
tlial u'ay,strings.
only
hisHe'd
sponsors
said onno, thetheyairwanted
They got them. Ajter all it's their pro-♦gram.
THERE really shouldn't be the stigma

attached to the word "sustaining" that
there is. You're aware, of course, that a
sustaining show is one without a commercial sponsor. The performers are paid,
but none too well, by the station itself.
And yet, despite the tendency to decry
them,
shows. there are some first-rate sustaining
For example, Allan Prescott has been
The Wife Saver for five years, dispensing
kitchen helps wrapped liberally in wit.
He has had no sponsor, yet last October,
he pulled in 27,000 letters. Some of the
big commercials must admit that's not at
all bad.
Then there's the much-loved Nellie
Revell, who interviews a variety of people
from near and far. She has been at it
for years and with such success that she
is able to call for, and get, a thousand
letters any time she wants them.
Still another is the CBS American
School of the Air, perennially popular
with children and adults alike.
These are but a very few. So, the next
time someone tells you to listen to suchand-such
being smug.a sustaining show, try it and stop
// is bandied about that the ivoman,
it'hose baby was lulled to sleep and horrible
nightmares by the syrupy accents of Tony
Wons, is considering a neju introduction to
her bedtitne stories. Like this: "IVons

RADIO STARS
upon a time
SPEAKING of letters, some of tlic Iiipr
sponsors have no way of telling whether
anyone is tuned in to a show costing $20,000
or more. Possibly not a solitary soul is
listening to it! That is why prize-giviiii;
has become so popular. The sponsor offers
this or that when you write in lor it. Tiic
number of requests automatically register
how many people heard the program the
night the announcement was made. This is
a certain way of telling, and the $20,000
doesn't seem like a complete waste.
OA'' featuring
a recentParks
Sunday
Radioand Xewsreel
shoti;
Johnson
JVallace
Buttcni'orth, Energine zvas mentioned
thirty-f'u-o times in thirty minutes. And
in addition, for the benefit of the listeners,
Zi'ho are considered sufficiently stupid, the
name
nvs spelled
our c/rease
spots! tti-ice. We d rather keep

Here's where Fate stepped in and even
registeredWeeks,
at young
Hughes' bandleader,
hotel, for
Anson
the popular
was broadcasting from there. Lo and behold! One night the regular announcer
of this program was taken ill. Our hero
stepped up and said, modestly: "I can
The funny part of it is that he did do
it,
do and
it." there followed a regular job with
the radio station, a trip East and one
West with hard work and Fate and lots of
odds and ends all mixed up to make the
figurative omelet that now is Rush Hughes.
HAVE you ever visited someone who let
a radio — with a program of chatter — run
full-blast back of your ear while you tried
to carry on conversation? If you don't
have to, don't call on tliat kind.
ROBERT MONTGOMERY— he of the
movies, most especially Night Must Fall —
ii'(7.r«
eloquent in a statement to the press.
IF, when you tune in the Borden show
Robert, in effect, states that radio is great
featuring Rush Hughes, you say to your- training for film youngsters. They have to
self: "That name sounds familiar. Where pay strict attention and really learn their
have I heard it before?" — don't despair, lines, since there are no retakes to fall
because here's the answer. He's the son hack on and, besides, radio is a great naof Rupert Hughes, the well-known writer.
tional build-up for the kids.
.-Ill of Zy'liith is made ez'en more interNot that he trades on his father's name,
for that is one thing he's never done. But cstiiiii
J'x tlic fact that Robert just doesn't
that'sleftbetter
proved heby the
that,things
after like radio. lie has said that the ;)ior(t\f
he
Princeton,
threwfactsome
sufrrrcd cnouolt froni stupidity, but thai
into a knapsack — it was a pigskin bag, but radio suftcrcd from it cz'cn jjiore, and thai
"knapsack"
sounds more
of llw l arious air shows don't
and
hit for California.
For adventurous
some odd rea-— t!ie producers
zolial it's all a'^i'ul. .hid here zve see
son he soon ran out of cash, but instead knoze
the illuminating spcctacli of a man recoinz-ery about
thing hethesaysbenefits
he despises.
of writing one of those "Dear-Pop-please- mending
What hethe says
of air
send-me-fifly"
letters,in ahehotel.
got himself a training,
job
as a night clerk
hozvezrr, is zrry true, but hardly

to be confined to the children (comparatively speaking) of the screen. Practically
all of the so-called grozun-up movie stars,
guesting grams,at couldfatstudy
fees on radio's various proRobert and profit bythethem.facts submitted by
They might even study their scripts.
ISN'T it common sense to suggest that
the wise sponsor advertise his air show in
newspapers and magazines?
Most of the well-established shows do
it as a matter of course, but all too many
new ones open unannounced, and so the
average person, who is much too busy to
study over a long list of radio programs
(in which
the sponsor's
name isoverlooks
very care-it
entirely.
fully omitted),
consequendy
IF, as Phil Spitalny says, women make
as good musicians as men, wliy, then, is
his all-girl Hour of Charm orcliestra reputedly the most-rehearsed on the air?
A FAN wrote Joe Rines, the alleged
maestro-comic, saying that he zvas second
in her cstinialio>i only to .Mo)is. Charles
McCarthy. Rines .-iays that in the future
he's going to cultivate a zooodcn e.vpression.
THEmuch
only ismantheat newly-acquired
NBC who doesn't
talk
Dr.
James Roland Angell, lately of Yale UniEducation.versity, at present NBC's Director of
In answer to all questions as to his plans,
the canny Angell, who roped in several
millions of dollars for Yale, for the most
part says that he is studying conditions,
for the present.
{Continued on page 9(5)

AJiAHMtjuhe
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Elverv moment sparkles wltK gav romance when vou wear
Ad venture (>erfume. Sf)icy, j>rovocative, lingering — its caressing fragrance wKisjjers of love, tke sujjreme adventure!
Begin today to live with a new, Into.xicating glamour
— keyed to tKe tkrill of Park & Tilford s Adventure.
Smart tuckaway
size at all tencent stores . , .
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People
with "go"
most popular.
Yet arethe always
secret theof
abounding energy is often merely a
matter of keeping regular. For tiredness, headaches, sleeplessness, loss
of appetite, mental depression can
all be caused by constipation.
Truly, proper elimination is allimportant to your well-being. So if
more than one day goes by without
it,
assistTablets.
Nature.This
Use laxative
Dr. Edwards'
Olive
is extremely mild. And Olive Tablets are
marvelously effective because they
stimulate
liver's secretion
of bileor
without thethediscomfort
of drastic
irritating drugs.
Let Olive Tablets help safeguard
your welfare and pep. 15(5, 30(5 and
60c at all druggists.
Wear this
Dress
c';;.,'c\°roMAKE
All
youlatedo isstyleto weardresses,
it. or$23
choiceshowofWEEK
100
other
and
friends.
You
can
earn
up
to
$23
inpleasant
a weekto
taking
their
orders.
It
is
easy,
worlcrequires
no house-to-house
canvassing. And no investment
or experience
areage necessary.
Sendforyourfree name,
address,
and
dress
size
details
of this
amazing
offer. spring
See theandcomplete
of lovely new
summer portfolio
dresses.
F*SHIOII FROCKS. Inc., "^b Cincinnati. 0.
BE SAFtTwORmN
PUPS AND TOY ^
BREEDS WITHi
SERGEANT'S
are 23 Trusted
tested 'since
Scrftca 1879.
n t s" ConDoii
Medicines.
stantly improved.
Made ofGuarantee
finest drugs.
Sold
under
drue and
pet money-back
shops. Ask them
for a freeby
copyPOLKof '*Serfteant*8**
Dog Book, CORP.
or write:
MILLER PRODLCT.S
504 Copr.
W Broad
Richmond,
iS3«, Street
Polk MilUr• ProdurU
Corp. Va.

(Coiitiinicd jroul f'at/c 9?)
Perhaps it's Dr. Angell's predilection
toward the study of psychology that is influencing his wise answers and which will
eventually make him invaluable to his
employers.
Rumor says that six months will elapse
before much action in his department
takes place. Meanwhile, the good Doctor
might consider the task of educating some
of the radio performers themselves — if he
isn't frightened by -♦a tough assignment.
THOSE radio polls : Fred Allen landed
in eiglith place in one or another of them,
so Portland
Hofifa
suggested,
Fred's
Ipana
.-^how. that
he could
perhapson improve
Iiis rating if he made the studio audience
lau.uh more. So she passed out funny hats
and
\'on Zell
and Fred
that,faces
as ato final
gesture,
they andslaminsisted
each
other \vitli folded newspapers. The result
was that the studio audience howled and
we, tlie listeners, got a chance to use our
inia.cinatinns and to enjoy the thuds of the
The smart .Mien, who really ad libs all
papers.
throu.yh the show, is too wise to do anytliins lil<e that seri(5usly as other comics,
.\1 Jolson, Juidic Cantor, have done and
do. He was only kidding.
./.V Indiouafoli. radio station hits a new
■ado.x'ical. This ivircless
hii/h ill thill, IS /><; call
stcilii'ii has ji'i- its letters. WIRE.

leazr Gone With The Wind and fill in for
some fat lyric soprano who fainted dead
away in <S G. Small zvonder then that they
ivork in short shifts and go off on frequent
vacations to places ivhcre there are no red
and green lights!
BUT the unusual twist to this is the
fact that they are, more often than
not, musicians of a very high calibre.
Super pianists, like Walter Gross of CBS,
often oblige with a few bars of this carryover music. Many have worked up to
good pianistic jobs with a starting job
like this. But the people who do this
work all of the time are, as mentioned,
of a very high calibre. Take the time
the music from a highly-touted symphonic
orchestra was piped into New York headquarters from one of the chain stations.
The music ended five minutes too soon,
and so the stand-by laid down Gone With
The Wind and matter-of-facdy took up
one of the concert themes as her piano
selection. The next day the critical
brethren united in swearing that she was
as good as anyone heard on the symphonic
concert.
She still waits for a green light, but she
has finished Gone With The Wind.

IT would
swell toway
hear ofJoe saying
Cook's things
bland,
naive,
shrillbe-voiced
at work on the air-waves again. Give us
Cook,
plus those zestful zanies, Stoopnagle
out.
and
Budd, and we'd _^be as happy as all getAND speaking of radio polls, this is
THE radio actors' answer to this dethe
that those
they aren't
fair.timeEvenandtheplace
creamto ofsaythem,
taken
partment's criticism of last month (that
amongst radio editors, fail to classify peo- the same peoi)ie, such as Irene Hubbard,
ple and organizations thoroughly enough act on all of the programs), is that they
to make it clear what is being voted on. have to live.
For example, take Guy Lombardo and
would ourselves
pay us enough
so "Ifthatoneweprogram
could devote
to it.
Bennyest ground
Goodman.
There's notbetween
the slightfor comparison
the it?"
we'd
be
as
happy
as
clams
—
but
who'll
do
-♦
they
ask.
sweet, flat-sounding Lombardo aggregation and Goodman's swing outfit. Yet
THAT'S not to be answered here but,
time and time again they'll bob up in
you start feeling sorry for them, let it
polls in the same column — sometimes with lest
Lombardo ahead, sometimes Goodman. be known that they average some $75 a
Another example might be the men who week — zvhich isn't bad money at all.
are singers in their own right and those
BUT while they're putting away $75
who merely sing with a bunch of "cats" —
hard, if not well-nigh imsurely
they divisions
shouldn't or,be better
compared.
Let's a week, it'spos iblstill
have more
still, fewer
e, for a capable young actor or
actress to get a break with either a radio
UNSUNG — but often heard — are the station or the advertising agencies which
polls.
put on the commercialhaveshows.
dinetworks' stand-by pianists.
their The
pet lists
ThesePollock
altogether
peopleLeaf
— likeof of actorsrectors andandproducers
actresses and, when they
Muriel
of NBCvaliant
and Ann
a type, they simply turn to them.
CBS, who
who sitperforms
the organfor— aaregreen
the want
Let's say they're too busy, or too lazy, to
ones
at a pianoon waiting
light to flash on. When it does flasli, they the
interview new
— but Radio
let's admit
that
systempeople
is wrong.
does need
go into a piano solo nicely calculated to new whole
blood but the only answer the radio
round out the time left over from Professor
people make is a shrug of the shoulders
Whoosit's
too short,
speech. with
The and
solo,
of course,
has totoobedullin keeping
a vague: "That's all we can do . . ."
the tone of the Professor's talk.
THIS
actor situation — like the writer one
set anywhere
tlieNaturally
credit theythey(l('><don't
rvc, csiiccialiy
when near
you (same thing) — will bother radio a lot some
consider the risk they run — of going mad. day. Wait and see.
M Il.'l NW H I I.E, some child actors ivho
THINK
it—ivaitiiu;
fijty-seven
minutes
to playofthree!
Why, they
barely got their start in radio have grown up and
firmly settled in the movies — like Tom
i/rt the digits loosened up and take on a are
Brorvn. Or a little less grown-up but still
feeling of "Whee ! we're off !" when an- from the air-zvaves — the Mauch Twins and
other light flashes
they'replaythrough
Billy Halop—he of Dead End, in both the
for another
hour or onso,and
till they
a feiv stage
and movie versions.
minutes
more.
And
of
course
there's
the
THEY had to start.
uiie.Ypected, ivhen they hurriedly have to
—*~
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THE
"Spike."
Spikeone
better.ButHisBenny
boys Goodman
have two goes
nicknames
for
him.
Tiiey
call
him
"Pops"
or
"Junior"
— it depends on their mood.
ALL IS NOT GOLD
Early last fall, Hal Kemp answered the
siren call of the Gold Coast. He and his
band trekked Hollywood-wards to add the
cinema to their other activities. But a
lot of things happened to Hal in the land
that isn'tportant,
all Skinnay
sun Ennis,
and gold.
imdrummer,Mostsinger
and
one
of
the
band's
personality
boys,
resigned to sign a movie contract. Skinnay
also has an idea about forming his own
orchestra. Then Paul W hi tern an replaced Hal on the Friday night Chesterfield program. And now it is reported
that there is to be no immediate work for
the Kempians, after all.
AULD LANG SYNE
Fate can play some mighty fuiiity tricks.
A jew years hack, o)ic of the hififiest names
on the air icai'cs mis Frank Knight. Remember him as an ace Columbia announcer.'
More than si.v years ago, Frank announced
the program that presented three great personalities on their first sponsored program.
The three,
their icayGeorge
up radio's
ivere
Guy onLombardo,
Burnsladder,
and
Gracie Allen.

BANDWAGON
{Continued from page 79)

Richard Crooks, famous Metropolitan Opera tenor, star of the Monday night Firestone programs, was
born in Trenton, N. J. in 1901. He
has sung concerts the world over.
THAT
program— and was
FrankGuy'sdid first
all hisimportant
announcing.
Then, a few more years, and Knight left
CBS. Fame faded. In show business,
memory
doesn'tGuylastoflong.
But no one
has
ever accused
that familiar
failing.

Si>, (111 these late evenings, when you tune
in the Mutual Broadcasting System to hear
the Royal Canadians — well, you know
whose voice you hear above the strains of
Auld Lang Syne. It is Frank Knight's.
HISTORY REPEATS
Considered the greatest saxophonist in
America is Chu Berry — the gobble-pipe
expert, who pipes every time you tune in
Cab Calloway. But Chu (pronounced
"shoe") is best known to listeners, perhaps,
through his songs. He composed Christopher Columbus. Then he decided to tear
a leaf from the same history book which
inspired
saga ofwith1492.his He's
his musicalhis history
latest continued
creation:
Queen Isabella.
DISCOVERFR
One of the iniporta)if reasons for Mark
JVariune's
successa isbreak.
liis icillingness
to give
unknozen lolcnt
He is credited
zcith dereloping Gertrude Xicscn and I'irginia
Vcrrill. Xc.vtaretoconsidcicd
K ostchiiict::'tlic. best
his
dance arra)igcnicnts
in the business. He )io2c has ticcl-cc men
on his arranging staff — ten of iiVio;); he
discozwed himself. .-Ill of them zccre young
and
u)iknozcn.
.1 nineteen-year-old
student
is his latest
prodiav. He college
is Ben
Baron,
zi'ho
altcnmtes
betzveenHeMark's
and Xezi' York L niz'crsity.
first office
came
{Continued on paqe OS)

MIDDLE-AGE''
SKIN?
DONTTRYTO
SCARE
ME...
WHX
I'M
WELL, NO WONDER YOUR POWDER
"FLAKES"!
LET YOUR
SKIN
get so dry,you've
lifeless,
coarselook! ng.
.
.you've
actually
"middle-age"skin! got

ONLY

22!

THAT WAS A NARROW ESCAPE ! FROM
NOW ON I'm using only PALMOLIVE,
THE SOAP MADE WITH OLIVE OIL TO
KEEP SKIN SOFT, SMOOTH , YOUNG- !

BECAUSE PALMOUVE IS MADE WITH
OLIVE OIL. . . A SPECIAL BLEND OF
OLIVESO AND
OILS!LIFELESS
THAT'S SKIN.
WHY
ITS
GOOD PALM
FOR DRY.
IT SOFTENS, SMOOTHS, REFINES
SKIN TEXTURE. ITS GENTLE LATHER
CLEANSES SO THOROUGHLY. TOO!
LEAVES SKIN RADIANTLY
CLEAR!
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MAKE THIS TEST

So Easy Now to
Conceal Permanent
and Occasional
Skin Blemishes
TNcanONEmakeminute's
you
an ugly time
blemish
disappear
sight 1a You
can concealfromit under
veil
ofthatmarvelous
"Hide-it"'
will
not
rub
off,
peel
or
crack.
cannot Water
affector it.perspiration
Lasts all
day until removed. So, why
tolerate mark,a conspicuous
birthscar, vaccination,
brown spots, freckles, pimples, bruises or any discoltion? Get "Hide-it."
Comes in orafour
matching
shades.perfectly
$1 at
leading department and
druglOestores.
Allen CenI Sloies

HIDESide-il
SKIN BLEMISHES
Clark-MillnerCo.,666St.ClairSt.,Dept.
1Check
encloseshade:
10c (Canada
for "Hide-it."
□ 15-CreamD.Chicago
astick
□ Light 1.5c)
□ Medium
□ Brunette
□ SunTan
Name
Address City
State

{Continued from page 97)
fo Ifarnoiv's attention ivhen he nn-ote the
lyrics forbrother)
t-a'o Raymond
Scott {Mark's
yoini,,cr
tunes: Swing,
Swing.
AIother-in-Law.
and
Reckless
Night On
Board An Ocean Liner.
SWIXG AXD PAY
1927 seems to have been an auspicious
year for collegians. That was the year
Szeinii and Si^'ay Saniniy Kaye was a track
champ at Ohio University, Athens, Ohio.
On the side, Sammy worked his way
through school with his first dance band.
One of the most profitable Kaye working
places was the Varsity Casino. So profitable, in fact, that just before he graduated
Sammy owned the Casino. Now, Maestro
Kaye's young nephew is also working his
way inthrough
Ohio University
— andCasino
he's dog it by managing
the Varsity
for
his band-leading uncle.
THE BIG STICK
Conductors' batons vary as much as the
music their bands play. Probably the
smallest is Don Voorhees' pencil. They
grow up in gradual stages of development
until you see Jimmy Lunceford's — the
pappy of them all. In over-all length,
Jimmy's is exactly 32 inches!
A SOFT ANSWER
One of the best stories now being fold
in radio circles concerns a famous Neiv

. York orchestra and its publicity representative. Seems that the band had just
finislicd its air shoio and the representative ii'olkcd out into the lobby. Curious
about the reaction to the program, he asked
one of the young men attached to the studio
hoiv he liked it. E.vpccting the usual answer, the press agent Zi.'as stunned lehen he
heard: "I thought it was pretty bad. As
a matter of fact, it was terrible."
B.^RELY recovered from his shock, the
agent asked the frank youngster if he knew
who
angry he: was. To his "No," came the
"Young man, I am so-and-so's publicity
representative ! And I can get you fired !"
Slowly
came the studio employee's an"No."
swer: "Do you know who I am?"
"Thank Heaven !"
P.S.: ATTENTION TINY GARMENTS
DEPT.
If you've
been Ward,
wondering
pened to Helen
the what's
young haplady
who became so well-known as Benny
Goodman's
vocalist,
here's
your
answer.
Hers is the fate that all good little singers
hope will befall them some day. She left
Benny to get married — to get married to
a gentleman reputed to have some
^5,000,000. And, as we go to press, one
of the best swingstresses of them all is
planning to swing — a cradle.

MEND
THINGS/
China

How to

SECURE
and how to
KEEP...

(>^BEAUTIFUL
COMPLEXION
EVERY woman wantslovelyto skin.
liave a flawless
comadmirebrines
and
love licaiiiy. pletUrion, acreamy,
auty makes you moreMenpopular,
"e?n.Tl-. !•■, ' ■ : II" 'i: I II ' I,' ■' ■"'\'l I\"Klea-utiful?
C0:MPOf.M.
I ■ t h.-ir 1,,...ii,,,iinK
•• ..riy booklet
FRKB
and
v.iiKoiiiI .\l;l,l.
,,l,ii,,,t-on,
To Beauty** . . . what every FREE
woman SAMPLE
;,liouM <Io. I'or
STUART'S LAXATIVE
COMPOUND TABLETS
and a FREE copy of
"AIDSevery towoman
BEAUTY"
what,
should do,
Send
to
F.
A.
STUART
COMPANY
Marshall, Mich.
Oepl.H.llO

Long one of the outstanding musicians in Cleveland, Maurice Spi+alny,
brother of Phil Spitalny, now is musical director of KDKA, in Pittsburgh
SiriNG YOUR PARTNER
Swing has been cnr.u-d and p. I. hut
J'ictor goes the liniil in glorifying il in its
Svm])iisiuni of Swing album — a ncccs.sarv addition to any .<;wing-fans collection.
.Made lip of four Iwclvc-inch records, the
alhnni's hcsl nuuibcr is Hunnv Heruion's
vers,
Can'toj ( the
irl Started
With swing
Vnu.
Also nilin njIt IS1 nnc
most famous
igements of all time — Benny Good
n's tioo-side recording of Sing, Sing,

Sing. And high above the average is
Tommy Dorsey's Stop, Look and Listen
;;;«/
Bcalc Street
Blues and Eats JJ'aller's
Honeysuckle
Rose
THIS T. Dorsey is quite a lad: His
new translation of Tittle White Ties
{ Victor) edges over to the terrific side.
But my greatest kick came from Connie
Bosvvell's fantastically swell swing treatment of Home on the Range and .hhirtha

^!?*CfaA
a familiar
operaticbyaria.
ac(tnpaniment
is supplied
Bob Her
Crosby
id his Bobcats — seven skilled operators
•lected from the full Crosby band. Their
yle is called Dixieland — every man for
mself. The Bobcats howl to great ad|iDecca).
Ullage in Stuiithlin' and Fidgety I'cct
_^
NEW band of the month is Brunswick's
larry James'. Harry is the Goodman
■umpeter we told you about. He organ:ed his own recording orchestra and iniuded a few of Benny's boys. The result
, good in Jubilee and Can't I? And his
-umpet trumpets triumphantly in Life
ioes to a Party and When We're Alone.
iminy Lunceford's 'Frisco Fog i Decca)
■ good, but it sounds a bit like Powerouse. The reverse side — Annie Laurie —
lakes you wonder what became of Annie!
/.V Loch Lomond (Decca) Woody Hcr\an shows zchy all the soothsayers point
0 him as a co)i:er. I zeasn'f too e.veitcd
bout Count Basie's Out the Window
ChickMeWebb's
Jive
ndDecca)
Rock butIt For
(Decca)Strictly
are good.
Ilia Fitzgerald rocks it on the latter platter
a Holiday,
•utcithnotgreat
for case.
the ladsEvery
makingDay'srecords!
Cab
Mllo'way's version (Vocalion) strikes me
letter than Fats Waller's (Victor).
SWEET
AXD song
LOW—
The biggest
hits FOR
of thisDAX'CIXG
season are
heinoii'sparkling
numbers
from
Walt Disney's
IVhite. Guy Lombardo presents
two of
hem in the never-failing Royal Canadian
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style. Carmen sings With a Smile and a
Song and the trio does tricks to Whistle
While You Work (Victor). Shep Fields
does both numbers on a Bluebird release.
Maybe you'll like his ripples. I didn't.
ONE of the smoothest bands on record
(the pun is intended) belongs to Ambrose. His Swing Patrol and Medley of
Hebrew Dances i Decca) is superior stuff.
But Ted Fio Rito's Reflections and Egga
Dagga I Decca ) isn't. Horace Heidt's Sail
Along Silv'ry Moon and Rosalie I Brunswick) double and triple in brass. In addition to his brass, Horace has a soprano,
a baritone, a tenor and a glee club expres ing the vocal of the latter. Rosalie
gets a thorough work-out. Sammy Kaye,
another of the musical stylists, swings and
sways with Sweet Like You and I'm
Laughing Up My Sleeve i Vocalion). A
good sample of the maestro's work — if
you like the maestro's work.
THE Big Apple is practically applesauce by nozi\ but the -walta liirs on. Rudy
I'allce
and the Madonna
Yankees add
proof in their
My M(5onlight
(Bluebird).
And
.Ian Carbrr, as alzv'ays. (lii'es his impression
of (iiiy Li>nil\irdo playing Avalon and
Stanhi-t ' Brunswick). But if you leant to
hear a really good imitation, get Reggie
Childs'Loves
SweetYouStranger
The Onea
Who
(Decca).and HeI'mproduces
carbon copy of Hal Kemp.
VOCALS
By all odds, the best vocalizing on recent
releases is Maxine Sullivan's Darling Xellie
OUT ON
A PARTY

Grey and The Folks IVho Lire On The
Hill (Vocalion). Her accompanying orchestra isdirected by Claude Thornhill —
her manager and one of Andre Kostelanetz'
pianists.
Boswell's
You
Took The Connie
Words Right
Out work
Of My inHeart
and Outside of Paradise (Decca) makes
you wonder why in tiic world a network
sponsor
signedof her
Frances
Langford,hasn't
another
the e'er
giftedthis.lady-birds,
does
by Fm Gettin' Sentimental
Over very
You badly
(Decca).
TOMMY
'Victor)
rates
attentionDORSE
in theY'SvoiceWhodepartment.
As in the famous Marie record, Jack
Leonard sings the regulation lyrics and
the boys in the band talk back to him.
He sings "Who-o-o-o," for example, and
they
and I'll tell
It's a say:
lot of"You
fun.tellTheme Foursome
is anyou."interesting novelty quartet. The boys sing
Chinatown, My Chinatown and Sweet
Georgia Brown i Decca) — and then, all of
a sudden, you hear an ocarina fighting it
out with a clarinet.
Charlie
McCarthy's
little True
playmate,
Dorothy Lamour,
has recorded
Confession
and Moon of Manakoora (Brunswick).
Xice enough to listen to. but it's a doiigoiic
shame
you can't
her! Dunstedter.
With the organ
background
of seeEddie
Bob
Crosby's on
big Inbrother
pleasant
baritone
The Bing
Missionuses Byhis The
Sea
(Decca).
He
also
contends
There's
Gold Mine In The Sky — u'hich, if youa
know Zi'cekly radio salaries, seems to contain a lot of truth.

IT CAIMY/V^AKE A/IUCH
DIFFERENCE -llL TAKE
CHANCE ON THIS SOAP

Save

Stocking Appeal —
it's spoiled by
constant runs, holes,
^isty seams, wrinkles

elasticity

• • •

it's the secret of S. A.
A run — and at the most embarrassing moment!
"He" is bound to notice that you've lost S. A.
You needn't have constant runs, ugly wrinkles
or snaky seams. Just use Lux. It saves elasticity, so threads give instead of breaking easily
into runs. Stockings fit better, too.
Cake -soap rubbing and soaps with harmful
alkali weaken elasticity — rob you of S. A.
for stockings
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CORN
Ended
In ONE
Minute

PAIN

No other method does
as many things for you as
Dr.
! Instant
from SchoU's
pain; insiant
endingreliefSoof
shoe
friction
and
pressure.
soothinK. healinft and protective
you
won't
even you
be conscious
of
your
when
walk,
golf
orfeetdance.
New orsore
ti^httoeswork,
shoes
are
eased
and
corns,
and
blisters prevented.
Corns,
Corns orCallouses
callousesSoon
soon Lift
lift Out
out
when withyou theuseseparate
Dr. SchoU's
Zinopads
Medication,
included in every box.
Madeshapes
THrNand
THICK,
sizes
and
for alleverywhere.
conditions.in FREE
Cost
but a trifle. Sold
sample
of
Corn
size
also
Dr.
SchoU's
FOOT
Booklet—III.write Dr. SchoU's.
Inc., Chicago,
DrScholls
Zino-pads
a Dr. Scholl
Remedy,FootAppliance
IThere
or Archis Support
for Every
Trouble
HAIR KILLED FOREVER
KILLED PERMANENTLY
r.V ii'i or ro D.'plus postage.Broadway
r-^T ,N .Y-CM
LECTROLYSISCO.,4-H.2675

Their Haryest Years'
Made
HAPPY.'
CONSTIPATION
WORRIES SOLVED
WITH THE VEGETABLE LAXATIVE
rs
yea
R
FO
d theny
they
have usema
dependable ALdyL- VEGETAs)BLE laxative, Na-g
Reme
pin
Tablet to aidhining kee
them fit.ture'sSo vigomilratid,(NR
Dependabroulegh,reltiefrefres
ng.llstho
healind-in-g,
froed-moutsickand
us
bilio
,
fee
tir
tha
and
s[)e
aches
when caused by or associated with constipation.
r get a 25c box of NRs fn)m any
for one return
week,
then
not^druggist.
more thanUse pleased,
the boxif you
and arc
we will
refund the purchase
price.NRThat'sfai
It—
iff5 ^J^^^a^
TomorrowTonight
Alright.
100

BEAUTY

AND

GRACE
{Continued from page 93)

Lovely
0
No Matter How
Walter O'Keefe's radio career
began in 1930, with Paul Whitennan. Now he's on Hollywood
Mardi Gras, with Charles Butterworth and Lanny Ross. Tuesdays,
at 9:30 p.m. £57" on NBC-Red.
should be clianged frequently. Of course,
here the good habit of brushing the teeth
at least twice a day, and after meals if possible, isformed.
Vi)v a young lady reluctant to take baths,
much interest can be given to the daily tub
—so essential to good grooming — through
attractive and amusing bath accessories.
The most popular of these with the youngsters are theEvennewthefoamy
bubbling
batiisofteners.
grubbiest
of young
ladies will fall for a tubful of millions of
bubbles and will make a game out of a
task often shirked. Attractive bath powders, that come in pretty boxes and are not
too smaller
strongly fry.
scented, often make a hit with
the
A little bit of cold cream occasionally
fits very neatly into the beauty routine for
the very young. Windburn, chapping or,
in theful to summer,
painsensitive sunburn,
skins butarealsonot areonlydrying.
Albolene, so much used for infant care, is
now made and sold in solid form and is an
excellent lubricant with many purposes.
l'".very little girl must have a liiistick—
don't
most ofini])(irtant
aid. faint
15ut, — init'sthea case
the veryi)cauty
little
girl, the Hjjstick would be colorless. Howc\cr, if you purchase this lip protective
cream in li))stick form, the very young lady
is nuicli more apt to think it fun to use —
"just
Mama baredocs."knees and hands that,
The like
chapped
alas, have i)een bare and gloveless wlien
they should have been covered, require the
same kind of soothing hand lotion that
keeps Mother's hands so satiny smooth.
will siunild
love hervery"verysoonown"
ofDaugiiter
lotion and
he inbottle
the

Look—
itYou
all can
he

'

'

RUN-R-STOP
you emspoiled bysavesa run!
bar as ment aswell as money.
Just a drop will stop a run or
snag permanently.
Handsome
VANITY
proteas tube
in purse. REDAsk & forBLACK
it at
chain, department
and
stores. Only lOc
Guaranteedas advertised
by Goodshoetherein,
Housekeeping
RUN-R-STOP
CDirC —White
we willin asendnew youconvenient
a handy purse-size
ofthein.Nail
rnCC
. Simply case
struction
sheet from a package of form
Run-R-Stop
tomailDept.
If
CAMILLE INC. — 49 East 2 1st Street, New York
^
BECOME AN EXPERT
ACCOUNTANTt
Executive
C.thoroly
P.OnlyA. 'aat16,000eara
£2,000
toPublic
Thousands
of firmsWe need
ant.4
in the Accountants
U.S.
trainandthem.
youaccounting
home Certified
in Bpare
time$16,000experienco
forAccount*
CP.a year*A.
examinations
or executive
positions.
Previous
unnecessary.
Personal
training
under
supervision
of
staff
of
C.
P.
A. 'e,
including
members"'Accountancy,
of the American
Institute ofthatAccountants.
for free book,
the Profession
Pays." WritO
LASALLE
EXTENSION,
Dept4318-H
Chicago
The School That Has In its Alumni Over 1,450 C.P.A.'s
Why

Blonde Hair Requires
A Special Sliampoo
.trous
beauty, theattractive
alluring sheen
ilf.ihlc
Newand
I'.i .iu!ehairHairso Shampoo
andTrySpecial
[irs to use and is absolutely safe
I liif-T,
lovelier,combination
gleaming with
111 new
packagefas[ISC, sold at all stores. Urge size
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I of using a bit, each time after she
Aashed her hands.
ic eventual condition of the nails — par■Kiilarlycare.of theTeach
cuticlethe— ischilddependent
<ail\
to push upon
the
iioic back, after she has washed her
because you will find that she is
uig off ragged, cracked cuticle with
•iceth, otherwise — a very bad habit, in- acie feels she can't talk too strongly
a nail-biting, which seems to follow so
after thumb-sucking, as a major
1cm. and one almost as hard to cure,
i; fact, she tells of one friend who never
ilid cure herself of this habit and now. a
erown woman, wishes that her mother had
lone something concrete about it when she
was a child. Even a tiny little girl will
il 're her own manicure kit and the pride
I'ossession will arouse interest in the
arance of the fingernails. This is just
,; the best way of handling the nailu habit you can find. If the biting still
iinies, however, you should use one
10 bitter lotions on fingertips, and gloves
. le hands while sleeping,
used to be considered a big joke to talk
boy whoa mother
didn't has
washbeenbehind
. arsa —little
but when
lax
t the problem with either a little boy
little girl, it proves to be no laughing
rr. She will one day discover a ring
,rinie around the collar or sweater, that
ai|uires actual scrubbing — accompanied by
i:orrific yowls from the protesting child!
It is never too young to learn that the
neck and shoulders are to be cleansed just
.1- the face (a lesson that lots of grownhave yet to learn!). So, right now
e time for daughter to form the habit
nsidering the neck every bit as con-i'uuous
nose! bother
All of and
this important
sounds likeas atheterrific
and waste of precious minutes to a busy
mother and housewife, but Gracie Allen
assures you that over a period of time the
results are hours and nerves saved — as
well as a dainty little miss !
The matter
of daughter's
is supervised by Mother.
It is a weight
wise mother
who doesn't count too much on daughter
"outgrowing"
decidedGracie
tendency
to bea
over
or under that
weight.
believes
physician should be consulted and that
Mother should
b\- seeing
that
daughter
has the cooperate
proper number
of calories.
Mother should always closely supervise
daughter's
too. Awhentask thethatyoung
borders on theposture,
Herculean,
wriggler is in good spirits ! But it is much
easier for a very young lady to learn to
sit and stand properly than it is to change
years of bad habits when she grows older.
And allstillthe Mother's
is not ofdoneher!
After
training work
and guiding
youngdaughter,
she
must
follow
beauty routine, too. Gracie Allen her
says own
she
never allows herself to forget that she
must look fresh and attractive for her husand family.
The>-their
not pride
only e.xpect
of her,bandbut
they enjoy
in her. it
Just a few moments, before Daddy conies
home, spent in slipping on another frock,
cleansing the face and applying a new
make-up, flatters the family and gives a lift
to^
Mother's
Theof briefest
glimpse
into theownhappyspirits
home! life
Gracie,
George, little Sandra and Ronnie, proves
how
right are Gracie's Beauty
Secretsabsolutely
!

PAliS

NEW...
STOPS

CREAM
a which
safely DEODORANT
PERSPIRATION

.

Arrid is the ONLY deodorant
to stop perspiration with all
these five advantages : —
1. Does not rot dresses, does not
irritate skin.
2. No waiting to dry. Can be used
right after shaving.
3. Instantly stops perspiration for
1 to 3 days — removes odor from
perspiration, keeps armpits dry.
A pure,
white, greaseless
less vanishing
cream. stain5. Arrid is the ONLY deodorant
tobeenstopawarded
perspiration
which Seal
has
the Textile
of Approval
of
The
American
Institute of Laundering
for being HARMLESS
TO FABRIC.
; Send 10 Produces.
cents (stamps
or coin)
ofTRIALArrid.JARFeminine
55A Park
Place,forNewgenerous
York. sizeN. jarY.
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HEARST RADIO EDITORS'
ANNUAL POLL
Conducfed by J. E. (Dinfy) Doyle

"KEEP NAILS SHAPELY
THE (iy^^^ way: . . . .
Men love to see d girl's fingertips
^ ,\ well-groomed.
always
lovely-to-look-at Keep
with them
the daily
use
,4'\\ teeth
of a Wigder
Nail
File.
The
triple-cut
file faster, more smoothly; the
special Improved Cleaner Point
safeguards the tender skin under the
nail. Ask for the WIGDER Nail File!
On sale at all drug 1/^
and 10-cent stores lv^<

Coming! Next month, more
of our interesting new department, STRAIGHT FROM
THE COLD SHOULDER
^Scratching
///REl
RELIEVE ITCHING SKIN (?<//cA/y
Even the most stubborn itching of eczema, blotches,
pimples,
rashes yields
and other
externally
caused skinathlete's
eruptions,foot,quickly
to coolinR,
antiseformula.
ptic, liquid D.D.D.
PRESCRIPTION.
Dr.Soothes
Dennis'the
original
Greaseless
and
stainless.
irritation
and
quickly
stops
the
most
intense
itching.
A 3.5cmoney
trial bottle,
at allfordrue
stores,PRESCRIPTION.
proves it — or
your
back. Ask
D.D.D.
Good For Kidney
and Bladder
Weakness
LOOK AND FEEL YOUNGER
All over America
and
women
want matter
tomencleanse
kidneys who
of acids
waste
and
irritatioK
and
poisons
and
lead life
a lonifer,
healthier,to
happier
are
turninft
GOLD
MEDAL Haarlem Oil
Capsules.
So brioKabout
now you knowmorethe healthy
way to
help
kidney
itettinjf up activity
often at andnitrht.stopOther
eymptoms
arc
backache,
irritated
bladder—
difficult
or smartrntr
— pufTinesB under eyes— nervousness and shifpassatre
tinf; pains.
This harmless yet effective medicine brings results
—you'll
feel
better
in a fewHaarlem
days. .SoOilwhyCapsules
not fretto-a
&5( box of GOLD MEDAL
.Xr!^"
a"<J
genuineright from Haarlem
Inget
Holland—
Don't
accept
a
count«rfeit—Ask
for and
GOLD MEDAL.
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Gracie Allen, rated No. I Comedienne in this poll, with George Burns
(left), Ben Blue and Bob Hope (right). All are in the film, College Swing.
2— Nelson Eddy
AWARD TO "FORGOTTEN MAN OF RADIO
3— Richard Crooks
Edgar
Bergen
BEST
COMEDY TEAM
IN 1937"
BEST
PROGRAM
1 — Burns and Allen
1 — VARIETY
Biiig Crosby
2 — Fibber McGec and Molly
2 — Charlie McCarthy Hour
3— Jack Benny and Mary Livingston
HoIlyivood
Hotel
BEST1 —CHILDREN'S
REST3— DRAMA
PROGRAM
Ireene WickerPROGRAM
(Singing Lady)
1— DcMille Radio Theatre
23—— "The
LoneGordon
Ranger"
2— HoUyzvood Hotel
Dorothy
Columbia Workshop
BEST NIGHT-TIME SERIAL
BEST3—CLASSICAL
MUSIC
"One Man's
Family"
1 — Sunday Nights at Carnegie Hall
231——— Amos
'n' Andy
2 — Sunday Evening Hour
Tlie
Easv
Aces
TV. ORCHESTRA
Philharmonic Hour
BEST1 —DAY-TIME
SERIAL
BEST3— SWING
Vic and Sade
12 —— -Benny
Goodman
2 — The Goldbergs
Glen Gray
"Today'sANNOUNCER
Children"
3 — Tninniv Dorsev
BEST3—1 —SPORTS
Ted Husing
BEST1 — sweet"
ORCHESTRA
2
—
Clem
McCarthy
Guy
Lonil'ardo
2— IJ^'ayne King
3— Bill Stern
3— Richard
Himher
ALL AROUND ANNOUNCER
MASTER
OK CEREMONIES
HarryWilson
Von Zell
Major Crosby
Boives
21—— Don
21 —— Bing
3
—
Ken
Carpenter
3— Don Ameche
ALL AROUND MUSICAL SHOW
LEADING
1— ^fredCOMEDIAN
Allen
1 — Andre Koslelaiictz
2 — Jack Benny
2 — Saturday Siving Club
3
— American Album
3 — Edgar Bergen
BEST1— COMMENTATOR
Ed-win C. Hill
LEADING
'CO.MEDIENNE
1 — Gracie
Allen
2 — Loivcll Thomas
2— Marian Jordan (Molly)
3
—
Boake Carter
3— Fannie Brice
BEST1— COMMENT
A TOR (MOVIES)
FEMALE VOCALIST (POPULAR)
Waller Wiuchell
1— Kate Smith
2 — Jininite Tidier
2 — Frances Langjord
3— Eha Schallert
3— Connie Bnswell
FEMALE VOCALIST (CONCERT)
OUTSTANDING STAR OF 1937
1 — Grace Moore
Charlie McCarthy
2— Lilv Pons
OUTSTANDING PRO(;RAM IDEA
3—
Janiette
MacPonald
Lobby"
.MALE1 — VOCALIST
MOST"ITobby
Bing Crosby(POPULAR)
OhioIMPRESSIVE
Flood ReliefBROADCAST
2 — Tony Martin
OUTSTANDING ED U CA TI ON A L
3 — Kenny Baker
Columbia School of the Air
MALE VOCALIST (CONCERT)
OUTSTANDING NON PROEESSIONAL
1 — Laivrencc Tibbett
iMrs. Eleanor Roosevelt
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RADIO
RAMBLINGS
(Continued from l^age 87)
hard to anticipate ftrrv possible zi'Iiim of
the little maestro. They treat hint icifh
the reverence usually reserved for a deity
and it seems to keep him in good humor,
week in and week out.
NBC wanted to take some action pictures
of their little god, but he zvould allow no
photographers in the studio at rehearsal
or broadcast. Rather than tamper with his
peace of mind, the executives iccnt to the
expense of drilling a hole through the back
wall of a studio. A candid cameraman
peers in through this little slot and takes
his pictures. Toscanini conceded this ivould
he all right, so long as he did not see the
cameraman.
As a matter of fact, a cameraman might
have proivled around inside the studio all
through a rehearsal or broadcast zvifhout
being noticed by Toscanini. He becomes
tremendously immersed in his conducting.
Besides
is almost that,
blind.the old man (he's seventy)
No one nvnted to take the risk. There
was just a chance the old man icould see
the photographer and no one knew idtat
might happen then.
NEW YORK has one station unique in
radio anywhere. This station plays classical
music right through its schedule, just a
brief interlude now and then for news or
New

a serious speech. It has been doing that
for years and gradually has become one
of the important stations of the New York
area. Some commercial announcements
are permitted but the product advertised
is usually something like books or phonograph recordings of operas.
THE liistory of the station is as strange
as its unique policies. The beginning came
ten years ago when one of the leading radio
engineers.
\'. cNperinients
L. Hogan, inwanted
radi.i ■-tali, inJohn
ii>r lii^
variousa
phases >>i railio. Oitcrating a station was
expensive but be was collecting large fees
and was willing to stand the expense.
He was granted an out of the way wavelength on a trial basis. He used phonograpb records tor most of liis broadcasts
and. because be detested jazz, be bought
only records of the greatest symphonies,
operas and chamber music. .\ few people
happened to catch the broadcasts on their
radios and began dropping cards and notes.
That surprised tbe experimenters but they
were busy with their problems and paid
no attention.
THE volume of letters increased, all
commcndiua the station but curious ahoiit
this classical music that poured out i^nth
notion.coinincrcial
no c.vt'Iaiiaiu.^f the a)iiiou)icciiiriifs.
call letters. \V2XR.
New
York.
.Xeiespapcrs
iin-cstioatai
ami began
lerifing stories about this engineer
leho
teas e.rperimenting in sound and ivanted
the
sounds to be those of symphony orchestras.
liicntually Hogan ivas persuaded that
his station might pay for itself with a fezv
dignified commercial announcements, cut-

ting dozen the cost of his experimental
zeork. That is zehat it is doing note, zvith
a Zi'hole office and broadcasting staff running itand playing the records. Its microphones get into concert halls, it has a
small orchestra of its ozim and advertisers
send
opera singers and string quartets to
its studios.
Hogan has consented to just one change.
The call letters, \V2XR. had a technical
sound, so they zcere changed to WQXR.
The nezcly introduced Q zeould not confuse
the
it sounded
much oldmoreW'lXR
like alisteners
real radioandstation.
THE right side of the stage of Fred
Allen's studio is always filled with a crowd
of spectators, a little self-conscious at sit'way up high,Thein chairs
full view
studio ting,audience.
used ofto thebe
there, teurs
a couple
of
years
ago,
for
Fred had on his program thebackama-in
those days. The amateurs were abolished,
but for a couple of weeks no one remembered to tell the porters the chairs would
not be used.
Actors on the program noticed and
began bringing their friends, instead of
going through all the bother of begging
tickets. The porters still have not been
told about the chairs. Fred is a litde
amused at the thing each week, but he
says
nothing. He loves to see rules violated
City.
in the strict and formal precincts of Radio
FIBBER McGEE has been struggling
valiantly to keep bis program standing up
in spite of the absence of Molly, but it is
doubtful bow long be will be able to carry
( Co)}ti)iued on page 104)
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with
does More f^an£i^er
for your skin
ing new is this precious "skin-vitamin" is
someth
Y e in beauty
TODA
creams! now carried right to the skin.
possibl
A thing not dreamed of only a It nourishes the skin! This is
not the "sunshine" vitamin.
ago!
f>-«' )ueyears
of the vitamins has been Not the orange-juice vitamin.
It is the vitamin that especially
found
to
be
a
special
aid
to
the
>kiii. This vitamin is now known helps to maintain skin beauty.
111 heal wounds and ugly burns Same Jars . . . Same Labels . . .
—infrctions
cpiicker!in wounds!
It even ()revents
Same Price
a
jar
of
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getting in Pond's Van- vitamin" morrow.Vanishing
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with
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labels,
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says: "I've always felt I couldn't do without Pontl's VaniHiiins
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and overnislH- Now. it's siinpU nuiKieal.
away skin flakiness and making have trie<l it say they're "just In 3 weeksbeforeit haspowder
made my 8kiii seem finer, livelier I"
skin smooth for powder. Now crazy" about it.
this
famous cream brings added
IWI's.Conn.De|>t.9RS-VR
benefits.
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Rush special Cliiilube
fO" . of Poml's new "skin-vitamin"
Use it as you always have.
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^
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After a few weeks, just see how
much
better
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—
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and
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M£N£OVE

IF mVuyou will
are take
happyyouandplaces.
jirppyIf auUyou liill
fvin,
are oflively,
the\-BCT,^\iU ifinvite
to tiances
and parties.
you areyoucross
and lifeless
and always
tired out,
be interested
you. Mento
don't
like liien
"qiuetwon't'They
girls.
toin parties
enjoyof themselves.
wantMen girlsgo along
who are
fvill
pep.
For tlu-ee
generations
onetlirough"
womanwithhasLydia
told
another
liow
to
go
"smiling
E.Nature
Pinkhani's
Vegetable
Compound.
It helps
tone
up
the
system,
thus
lessening
the
discomforts
women must from
endurethe infimctional
the tliree disorders
ordeals ofwhich
life:
1. Turning from girlhood to womanliood. 2. Preparing for motherhood. 3. Approaching "middle
Make a not« NCW to get a bottle of famous
age."
Pinkham's
TODAY
from your druggist. EnjoyCompound
life as Nature
intended.
VEGETABLE COMPOUND
KILL THE HAIRROOT

SEND COUPON
FORi^LlPSTICKS,
AND REIUVIA
MASCARA CREAM^
It's our treat! Let us send
you 3 lull trial sizes ol^lhef
famousIndelible
FLAME-GL"©Triple
FREE . . . each in aLipsticks
different fascinating shade,
so you can discover tne color rtiosi becoming
towe you.willToalsointroduce
send youour anewest
tube achievement,
of REJUVIA
Mascara
Cream,
with
brush.
It's Guaranteed
Waterproof
and
Smear-proof;
perfectly
Harmles ! Just send 10c in stamps to cover mailing
costs. For beautv's sake, send coupon TODAY!
TRIPLE "indelible

(Coiuinucd from f'age 103)
on without losing listeners. They were
a great combination, McGee with his
oh\i(iiisly counterfeit swagger and liraggadociu
Mnliy's Without
heavy-handed,
voiceti anil
domination.
Molly insistentto buffet
McCke around, the whole comic style of
the program is changed — and not for the
better. The miscellaneous stooges McGee
has been using are no adequate substitute. WAKE
UPYOUi;
luallhthese
may lines
permitappear,
her to orreturn
byMt)lly's
the time
her
LIVER
BILE...
absence may extend indefinitely. She has
been heard on the air only a couple of Without Calomel— And You'll Jump
Bed in thepourMorning
Rarin' of toUqui«Gc
months of the jtast half year. Details of OutThe ofliver
lier illness lia\e not been revealed but it is bile into yourshould
bowels daily.out Iftwothis pounds
bile is not flow
ins thefreely,
your Gasfood bloats
doesn'tupdigest.
It just decayYoi
>aid
to
be
mainl\nervous
exhaustion
and
in
bowels.
your
stomach.
insomnia.
get
constipated.
Your
whole
system
is poisonei
you feel sour, sunk and the world looks
punk
ROBIIKT T.IVLOK has hranclicl out andAmere
bowel
movementdoesn'tgetatthecause
those
good,
old
Carter's
Little
Liver
as a T.Tv iicccf<lal'li' iinislrr of ccrniiouics Itto takes
two pounds of bile flowing freely Pilli
ant
on the Thursday cvcuuui M clro-Cohh,'xn- makeget these
you feelin "up
yet
amazing
makingandPillsbileup."byflowHarmless,
freely.25cAskgentle
foi
Carter's
Little
Liver
name.
at
Maxcr
sli,w.
//,•
,.rv////,ioh
'r,rriifly for /i.v- reasons— first . the flounilcr- druR- stores. Stubbornly refuse anything else. al
iiKi
pro,
Irani
was
dosi^cratcly
in
need
of
a
eoudiietor with aiittioritative name and
manner: seeond. to o-c\'reonie some of the
"pretty
tliat iokes)
has beenon
fastened hoy"
lalomirefutation
:eith derisire
Tayhn:
His neio radio role /^resents him as a
Iiearty, jienial yiiniui man. without undue
t'other about I'eiiifi eomieal or ghimorous.
The froi/ram
arraiifiement
has Taylor.
lOin-ked out zvell for
the
and for
OF all the interview programs on the
networks this season, the most enterprising
Charlie Butterworth concentrates at
seems
to beon Jerry
Interesting
Hollywood Mardi Gras rehearsal.
Neighbors,
NBC, Belcher's
Sunday nights.
He
hops all over the country, seeking striking
locations as well as striking personalities
for his broadcasts. Some samples are an
old
witches' ajailChinese
in Salemjunkandanditsitspresent
proprietors;
crew;
and some old habitues♦ - of the press gallery
in the Capitol at Washington.
SLOWLY and patiently, he has built
that program from nothing, starting a
couple of years ago as a man who seemed
to be all through on big time radio. Jerry
came up to New York from Texas, with
Parks Johnson, five years ago, with the
first inan-in-the-street interview program
to get a coinmercial contract on the networks. Itstill is running as NBC's Tuesday night J^ox Pop.
TUT two Te.vas boys frosfered for a
eoiipleratedofthem.years
then had
a ijnarrel
One and
of them
to havesepathe
proiiram and il happened to tie Johnson.
leariiKi Jerry Telelier as just a radio annoiineei- from Te.vas, stranded in New
York 7eith no job.
JERRY managed to persuade NBC that
hehomecouldeach
take week,
a microphone
into someone's
sit and chat
with the
family and make quite a program of the
conversation. They allotted him fifteen
minutes a week and a small salary to try
his idea. The program got little attention
at first, but Jerry persisted. There is no
great dramatic turn to this story, because
Jerry persisted and persisted, gradually
caught an audience's fancy; the audience
grew and finally Jerry landed a commercial show with a good contract.
His Sunday evening program this season
is one of the livelier new half-hour shows
of the year.
Kurpri'se Mich
ybii, |I
Sta., Dept. 604, Detroit,
Lake Labor*.
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HOSTESS
(Continued from Page 5?)
order of their use.
Most of these ingredients, fortunately,
can be procured in cans and bottles, with
tittle orHid.no That
trouble,feature
right was
in your
neighone own
I specified
unmistakable firmness. However. I
cct that some of the substitutions that
1 Ii italughtmentorsit wise
to make incaused
Oriento writhe
secretmytorment.
' :: they
had tothese
admitsubstitutions
that it might
to indicate
for thebe
:it of those who could not hope to find
r._al Chinese grocery store in their own
home town.
•hereActually,
though, the
are adaptations,
ratherdishes
than suggested
originals.
But as such, they are practical and tasty,
and deserve widespread acceptance.
Here, then, you have both a Chop Suey
I and a Choiv Main recipe, whose principal
I ingredients can be found on your own groshelves, but
flavor will"Chow
stem
)I cer's
unmistakably
from whose
the Orient.
Meiii."
by
the
way,
means
"Fried
Xoodles,"
:i< informed; although the term, as we
it, is generally employed to describe
nixture of meats (or fish) and vege- which we serve zi'ith the noodles.
Suey, on the other hand, is a similar
; V lure, served with rice instead of noodles.
However, noodles or no, a Chinese meal
wi:hont rice would be unthinkable. So I
giving
directions
for preparrice in you
the true
Oiineseherefashion,
which
ires flaky, tender grains — each separate
and never soggy. Tea, also, is a Chinese
dinner "must," so here you have the simple
tea-brewing directions given by the chef.
This same gentleman also parted with his
prize recipe for Egg Rolls — those crispy,
fried morsels filled with various chopped
I foods, which are served as a first course by
\.\merican connoisseurs of fine foods. Since
these call for water-chestnut flour (or the
almost equally hard-to-procure rice flour),
I'm afraid
only those
you who
acces to a Chinese
food ofsupply
store,have
or who
have a pull with your local Chop Suey
parlor,
can hopeconsiderable
to make them.
they'reof
really worth
effort. ButThink
the extra
satisfaction
you'll
have,
too,
ing something your friends may never servhave
tasted and certainly never have attempted
to make !
let's finish
withAndsoupnow,— alike
clearthebutChinese,
thick broth
that we,up
of course, will serve as a first course to
act as a "smooth" introduction to the Chow
Mein or Chop Suey to follow. For those
who insist upon a sweet, I suggest fruits
and preserved ginger as the only acceptable dessert. Tidbits of canned pineapple,
impaled on gay colored toothpicks, are especially attractive and taste just right
after
meal "in ofthesoupMorgan
A mealthisconsisting
and EggManner."
Rolls,
Chop Suey with rice, or Chow Mein with
noodles, fragrant tea and the golden fruit
just suggested— a meal of Oriental inspiration, as!served at Ruby Foo's — near
Broadway

Yesterday, romance was distant . . . today, love is singing
in her heart. That's because she discovered the secret of
allure — the magic fragrance of Blue Waltz Perfume — the
haunting, flower-like scent that no man can resist. HYou,
too. can win adoration. Dab the exquisite bouquet of Blue
Waltz Perfume on your hair, your throat — and the very air
about you will seem transformed by the witchery of your
charm. 10c, at 5 and 10c stores.
BUxglUali

g

COMMERCIAL ART
• ILLUSTRATING
• CARTOONING but
you haveto draw.
t^ If so
no!PeriKips
tlie ability
'sime'^'"914?"
The^'abili'ty
tocareerDra« in offers
reireuticfor fre
pleasure,
and
a
protit.ihle
Art.
Write
book,STUDIO
"Art for Pleasure
and Profit". SCHOOL
State aae. occupation
WASHINGTON
1115— 15th324E.
STREET.
N. W.. WASHINGTON.OF D.ARTC.

AND RELIEVE PAIN QUICKLY
Just put a few drops of Freezone on that
aching
com and
make the
ful discovery
manyyou'll
thousands
havewondermade.
Pain is quickly relieved. And soon the com
gets so loose you can lift it right off with
your way
fingers.
You'll pain
agree andthatremove
it's a quick,
easy
to relieve
hard
and soft corns, even corns between the toes.
Any druggist will sell you a bottle of
Freezone for a few cents. Try it.
FREEZONE

The new GRIFFIN A. B. C.
Liquid
in block,
brown Wax,
and blue
. . .tan,
No
dauber, no brush, no polishcloth — injustbottle.
spreadIt dries
it on
with ingswab
toleathers.
a shine — recolors faded
GRIFFIN
B. C.
Wax-or,Polish
in the A.jumbo
tin,
all
popular
colors,
for the nearest thing
to ashineprofessional
of home.
BoHle or Tin
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RHDIO
LHUGHS
(SELECTED
SNICKERS
FROM POPULAR PROGRAMS)
WARREN
: Why,
survey.
it rightyes,hereJack.
in myThere's
pocket.a
lACK: I have
A snrvcv?
\VARRKX:
Yes.howThey
accurate chock of just
many have
peopleanHsten
in to each
show,
and
they
are
rated
accordingly. The rating AB means excellent. CD
means good. GIJ means fair, and so on.
JACK:
WARRKX:What'sPU my! rating?
ree.)(JACK H.VLEY, Log Cabin JamboGRACIE: My ^tlicr, site's a practical
joker.
GF.ORGF.: I sec .. .. . And so there's no
such thimi as a freckle
cream?
GRACIE: Why no — lioic can yon get
cream,
zchen
you
can't
even
milk a freckle?
(BURNS & ALLEN, Grapc-Xnts
Progrant.)
-*PHIL: Thanks. Say, wait a minute! I
gave
you a ten-dollar bill. How much was
the sandwich?
VOICE: Twenty cents.
PHIL: Weil, you only gave me four
dollars and eighty cents change.
VOICE: Well, I thought you said I
should get something for myself.
PHIL: Yeah— and what did you get?
VOICE: A pair of shoes.
(PHIL BAKER, Good Gulf Program.)
TED
: Didn't? you buy any presents for
vour relatives
JERRY:
say I did.
bought
Aunt
Gertrude an I'll
umbrella,
and I for
her my
husband,
my ingUncle
Joe,
I
bought
a
razor
and
shavTED brush.: A razor and shaving brush? Has
he got a mug?
JERRY: Yeah— mv Aunt Gertrude!
(TED HAMMERSTEIN and JERRY
MANN, Hammerstein Music Hall.)
KEN: What do you mean, the name of
tile song is a part of an auto? You ntean
Oil-' . . . I've Got That OIL Feeling?
O.SWAI.II:
O-o-h, no! I (jot it— it's
four-ichcci
hrakes.zAiccI
KFX: Four
brakes?
)'cah—Four Wheel Brake
TheOSWALF:
\e:es To Mother!
(KEN MURRAY and OSWALD)
TED:
You're
ridiculous. Haven't you
ever studied
the classics?
JERRY:
Have
TED: Of course!I? You know Carmen?
JERRY:
What's she been doing
lately?
(TED HAMMERSTEIN
and JERRY
MANN, Hammerstein♦ Music Hall.)
ALICI':: Oil, .Mr. I'i'-kc you're wonderful! Ihope ynu don't think I'm after jour
ten
dollars.! I'd love you if you only
had million
nine million
(ALICE FROST, NBC.)
GEORGE: NoHe's. .in. injail,a nudist
}mh? camp.
GRACIE:
GEORGE:
Nudist
camp?
Aren't the
p,.F, for him?
' '
^ . . hilt lltc\ ivnn't he
a'
camp.suit!They're
lo.-i ... . , .• ii.ni illin aa in,blue, listsen/e
(Ill
R.\'S
&
ALLEN,
Grape-Nuts
Program.)
BOTTLE: . . . and I was busy packing
my k-trunk.

HARRY: Packing your what?
BOTTLE:
My k-trunk.
HARRY: Your
k-trunk! Bottle . . .
thereBOTTLE:
is no "k"Oh,
beginning
the word
Mr. Von
Zell trunk.
...
you're spoofing. It's k-trunk . . . the "k"
is HARRY:
like in "boat."
Bottle . . . there is no "k" in
"boat."
BOTTLE: Oh, Mr. Von Zell! . . .
Kanoe?
(BOTTLE and HARRY VON ZELL,
Good Gulf Program.)
PICK:
What's the Aideawordof
usin'
a big Campaign!
word like campaign?
youPATcan't: Stjuirtainly
even spell. I can spell campaign.
-♦
Here— I'll spell it for you . . . C-A-M . . .
PICK: Cam . . . Where's the pain?
PAT
to me !Time.)
(PICK: Standin'
and PAT,rightPipenextSmoking
TED: Wcqctable
JERRY:
Ever catcoop?
hash? What's that?
TED: Yes.
M.4NN: Sitiiic thiiui—onlv looser!
(TED HAMMFRSTEIN and JERRY
MANN, Hammer St etn Music Hall.)
BOB: . . . Aunt Poody says: "Well,
that's
straw!"of She
thoughtthea last
husband
minesays:
would"I never
stoop
to such a low, mean trick as to rob the
baby's bank."
She there
says: was
"JustpurtywhennearI
counted
it yesterday,
enough to git that new hat I been lookin'
^' (BOB BURNS. Kraft Music HaU.)
Your brother
thatGEORGE:
he had a wooden
leg? didn't know
GRACIE: Well, he knew that he was
having
what it trouble
was. with it, but he didn't know
wasGEORGE:
rheumatism. He probably found out it
GRACIE: No— termites.
(BURNS and ALLEN. Grape-Nuts
Program.)
BOTTLE:
have a lot of entertainers on litis You
proc/ram.
H.IRRY: A lot of enlcrfainers? Where?
BOTTLE: There! (points)
HARRY:
That's VON
the audience!
(BOTTLE Bottle!
and HARRY
ZELL.
Good Gulf Program.)
HONEY: I was down to the beach at
Coney
it's nice
BOB: Island.
Yeah .Gee,
. . what
did there.
you do?
HONEY: Oh, I just sat on the sand,
thinking of nothing and wondering where
youBOB:
were. Uh huh. Well, if you call me
tomorrow,
I'll go you
down how
to theto
beach withHoneychile,
you and teach
swim.
HONEY: No thanks, Mistah Hope.
timeBOB:we Why
were not,
to theHoneychile?
beach youThelet last
me
teachHONEY:
you. Yeah ... but I learned my
lesson!
(BOB HOPE and HONEYCHILE,
NBC.)
TED of: opera?
Carmen i.s an opera. You've
heard
JERRY: Heard of it? Why, I sang in
the six bits from Lucy . . . Cafeteria Rusty

and in the opera taken from Di
atCan,Eight.
TED: From Dinner at Eight?
JERRY: Yeah . . . Aida.
(TED HAMMERSTEIN and JERI
MANN, Hammerstein Music Hall.)

Well—youI mug!
don't need
takeMAMIE:
me nozchere,
I can youfindt
dozen
guys eitough.
to go out zvith me, if 1 o)f
look hard
GRACIE: Well, you certainly look ha
enotiqh.
(GRACIE ALLEN, Grape-Nuts Pr
gram.)
PHIL:. . .I'll
you wasonea crow
of Aeso|
fables.
Oncetellthere
and
happened
upon
a
bunch
of
frankf
and ate them. So the crow felt e
good
and abegan
Soon upon
the no
attracted
fox, towhocrow.sprang
crow and ate him up. Now, Junior, w
do you learn from that?
BEETLE: Don't open your mouth whi
you're
of bologna!
(PHILfullBAKER,
Good Gulf Program I
BETTE: Mr. McCarthy, with your ac
ing,CHARLIE:
you should goOh, far.thank you!
BETTE: The farther the better.
CHARLIE: Thank y , Oh ! Uh
bow far can I go Miss Davis?
(BETTE DAVIS and CHARLIE MB^^.
CARTHY, Chase & Sanborn Progran^||#^
PICK: No, you crazy fool . . . t
C. I. O. is a union . . . you knon' zt'h
unions is, doesn't you?
P.IT: Squirtainlv
. . .zAtat?
I lozrs to eat 'c
PICK:
Loz'cs andto eatunions.
PAT:
Steak
(PICK and PAT, Pipe Smoking Tim,
AL: Parky, what are you doing carr
ingPARKY:
that vase?That's not a vase. That's
Greek urn.
>^
AL: What'sFifteen
a Greekdollars
urn?
PARKY:
a week aill

"/AL
JOLSON and PARKYAKARKulI |1
Rinso Program.)
KENNY : Oh, look ... a butterfly flel
outMARY
of Jack's
pocketbook.
: That's
a moth.
JACK
MARY : :What's
That oneso funny
had a about
beard a! motl
(JACK BENNY, Jell-0 Program.)
PICK: All riglil . . . you're the com
sioncryou in. .your
office
and. . .I'mdoorcomin'
sec
opensyou!
creaksi .
door .diiils .. door
. . Ilcy.
F.l'F: 'Fake \oiir hat off, you . . . nc\
lake Yoiir mask off.
PICK: Mask off? That ain't a masi
ijolF.l'F:
on. llial's
my yotir
face! face?
'Fhal's
PAT: Then for Heaven's sake, get
mask!
TICK: What's
Yeah. ' zvrong zvith my face? li
PICK:
/'.// ■ Whafs zvrong? . . . Boy. I oti]
zcisli I had hiccups, so I could look at yA
and(PICK
gel scared!
and PAT, Pipe Smoking Time

Eleanor Fisher
0

Typical A I
9

Radiant Eleanor Fisher — chosen from thousands of America's most dazzling
beauties in a great magazine's nationwide search for "Miss Typical America!"
— Her crowning reward now a chance at Hollywood heaven in Paramounc's
new romantic achievement, "True Confessions!"
Of supreme
in helpingof herlong,to win,
were Miss
beautifulof
eyes,
framed importance
with the glamour
romantic
lashes.Fisher's
The charm
beautiful eyes, with natural-appearing long, dark, luxuriant lashes can be
yours too, instantly, with but a few simple brush strokes of Maybelline
Mascara, in either Solid or Cream-form. Both forms are harmless, tear-proof
^and non-smarting.
Do as America's loveliest women do — form graceful, expressive eyebrows

^»

with Maybelline's smooth-marking Eyebrow Pencil.
Framemistyyourtinteyesof with
glamour Maybelline
— accent their
sparkle with
faint,
harmonizing
Eye color
Shadow,and blended
lightlya
on upper lids.
Guard against crows-feet, laugh-lines and wrinkles around the eyes —
keep this sensative skin soft and youthful — by simply smoothing on
Maybelline Special Eye Cream each night.
The name Maybelline is your absolute assurance of purity and effectiveness. These famous products in purse sizes are now within the reach of every
girl and woman — at all 10c stores. Trv them todav and see what an amazing
difference Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids can make in joi/r appearance.

THE WORLD'S LARGES
SELLING EYE BEAUTY AID

CLAUDKTTR COLBERT
Co-starring in Paramount's
•'Bluebeard's Eighth Wife'

\

From

Laughs

in 30

to Tears

Seconds

Claudette Colbert tells how the throat
strain of emotional acting led her to Luckies
"Emoting to order" is a real strain on the
throat. That's . why an actress thinks twice
before choosing a cigarette. Miss Colbert
says: "After experimenting, I'm convinced
that my throat is safest with Luckies."
Ask a tobacco expert why Luckies are so
easy on the throat. He'll undoubtedly explain that the choice tobacco Lucky Strike

buys, makes for a light smoke. And he may
add
the exclusive
process
takes that
out certain
irritants "Toasting"
found in all tobacco.
Here's the experts' actual verdict. . .Sworn
records show that, among independent tobacco
experts not connected with any cigarette
manufacturer, Luckies have twice as many exclusive smokers as all other brands combined.

ShowTAa^"- WITH MEN WHO KNOW TOBACCO BEST- IT'S LUCKIES 2 TO 1
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RUDY

YALLEE'S
AMAZING

CONFESSION

EDDIE
CANTOR

RADIO STARS

unhappy .^f\ood com-

m/r/t?r fe/Zyou^
"a Lovelier Smile
A GAY, friendly smile, revealing
sparkling teeth, is so appealing.
The girl who has a lovely smile can't
help but win! Tragic that so manj' girls
lose this charm through carelessness —
tragic that they neglect the warning of
"pink
toothandbrush"
let teethspoil
thattheir
are
lustreless
dull —actually
o-xn good looks!
If yoiive seen a tinge of "pink," see
your dentist. It maj^ be nothing serious,
but let him decide. Usually, however.

would make you more attractive!
gums tend
to become firmer, more rehe'll
tell youdeprived
that it'sofonly
anotherby case
sistant totrouble.
of gums
exercise
our
modern, creamy foods. And, as so many
Change to Ipana and massage — and
today! Let this very practical
dentistsanddo, resistance
he'll probably
more change
dental health routine help jou to have
work
— theadvise
healthful
stimulation of Ipana and massage.
For Ipana, with massage, is especially firmer gums, brighter teeth— a lovelier
designed to help keep gums healthy, as
well as keep teeth sparkling. Every DOUBLE DUTY— Ask your druggist for
time you brush jour teeth, massage a Rubberset's Double Duty Tooth Brush,
little e.xtra Ipana into your gums. .As designed to massage gums effectively
circulation in the gum tissues increases, as well as to thoroughly clean teeth.

pa

na3
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Cruel Words
...but she knew
she deserved them

iIlM

LESTER C. GRADY, Editor
ABRIL LAMARQUE, Art Editor

She knew that frequent headaches and lack of pep
had
get on hershenerves.
But she howdidn'thardquiteto
realizebegunhow toirritable
had become,
Ret alongandwiththreatened
— until oneto break
night their
her fiance
lost his
temper
engagement.
She waslieve thatfrightened,
but shecondition
still could
hardly
her
constipated
was
back
ofbe-it
all. ThenA friend advised —
and the world looked
brighter

What a wonderful thiiiK for this .cjirl that on a
friend'sfamous
advicelaxative
sht- gotin I'EEN-A-MINT
This
chewingitpromptly!
gum re-—
lieeffectively,
ved her constipation
anddelicious
theShetroubles
gently,
and
easily.
found,
asdocaused
youexactly
will
too,
that
no
other
type
of
laxative
CAN
what FEEN-A-MINT does. FEEN-A-MINT is so
thorough, so dependable — so different.
You get ALL THREE of these
important benefits in FEEN-A-MiNT
NO STOMACH UPSET — With FEEN-AMINT there
you don't
swallowto afurther
heavy, bulky
dose;
is nothing
an already
overburdened
digestion. burden
CHEWING
AIDSthe DIGESTION—
chew
ing stimulates
flow
sameThe natural
it alkaline
fluids that
help offoodthe digest.
ACTS WHERE YOU NEED IT— FEEN-AMINT's
laxative Itingredient
not
affect tasteless
passesit should
todoithes
intestine
andstomach
does itsaction.
work where
— easily, pleasantly, comfortably.
FEEN-A-MINT
or nauseate
you— wonthist
disturb
sleep. Yourwon'twholegripefamily
will appreciate
modern
laxative—
children especially.
16 million —peo-do
ple
have
already
changed
to
FEEN-A-MINT
>'OJ<rfolks a favor and get FEEN-A-MINT today! At
,all druggists,
writepackage,
for generous FREEor trial
.67, FEEN-A-MINT,
Newark, N. J.
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BROADCASTING
IT'S MY HUMBLE OPINION
THE RADIO HOSTESS
ii
Iji
NONCHALANT AND HANDSOME
RADIO RAMBLINGS
AWAY FROM THE MIKE WITH THE MAJOR
FOR DISTINGUISHED SERVICE TO RADIO
STRAIGHT FROM THE COLD SHOULDER
IT JUST HAS TO BE GOOD!
IN THE RADIO SPOTLIGHT
CANDIDS
MARTHA AND THE TEMPERAMENTAL "MIKE"
CANDIDS
KEEP YOUR EYE ON THE SHUTTLECOCK!
BIRTHDAY PARTY
BETWEEN BROADCASTS
BANDLEADER'S HOLIDAY
FATHER AND SON
EGG ARTIST
COAST-TO-COAST PROGRAM GUIDE
BEAUTY AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
THE BANDWAGON
WEST COAST CHATTER
INDOOR SPORTS AND OUT WITH JANE PICKENS
SOUNDS IN THE NIGHT
SWING SINGER
MANNERISMS AT THE MIKE
HEADING THE EASTER PARADE
DOG SHOW
SIGNS OF SPRING CLEANING
PLATTER PATTER

6
8
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12
14
19
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40
42
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54
58
60
62
68
70
72
74
76
86
100
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They're yours.. in a heart, ^'^i,^-'^'
, V
A'^'^J^""'''''''''^
{'/ ^
/ N

wallopiny love story !
The King and Queen of the Screen, with the star
®'
'CaptainsthatCourageous',
you o-tingling!
love and
adventure
v/ill set yourbring
nerves

5
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—by the lure of Tangee lips with their appealing ro^y softness. They detest a "painted
look"
no paint—
coats
the lips! Tangee
with uglycontains
red grease.
It givesnevera lovely
glow that best suits your natural color —
whether blonde, brunette or red head.
Tangee looks orange in the stick... but
changes on your lips to a warm blush-rose
shade, blending perfectly with your complexion. Itsspecial cream base keeps lips soft
and smooth. Try Tangee. 39^ and SI. 10. For a
natural matched appearance, use Tangee Face
Powder and Tangee Rouge.
Untouched
untuuched
are apt— Lips
to liuvelifta
fadc'fJ, parched look.
Greasy,
paintpainted
edlips—
Don't
Men
donriskt that
like it. look.
Tangee lovable lips
enda that painted luuk.
Lipstick
Tl World's Most Famous
ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK
BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES! There U only
one
Tanf^ee
— don'l IrtNATURAL.
anyone siiifch
sure
to Oik for TANGtK
// you you.
preferfie more
'fort

4 PIECE MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET
and FREE CHARM TEST
The George W. Lutt Co.. 417 Fifth Ave.. N. Y. C.
PIea.se
rush "Miracle
Make-Up, Creme
Set" Rouge
of sample
Tangee
Unstick
, Rouge Compact
and
Face
Powder.
Wt (.stamps
coin). Test.
(15*
In Canada.)
AlsoI enclo.se
send FREE
Tangee orCharm
Check
Shade
of
□
Flesh
□
Rachel
□
Light
Powder Desired
Rachel
name
iPleMO Print)
A(ldre$s
CItv
State MM58

Rudy, in Hollywood to make Golddiggers
in Paris, chats with Betty Grable Coogan.

IT'S

MY

HUMBLE

On
the set
Bluebeard's
EighthCooper.
Wife,
he meets
Ernstof Lubitsch
and Gary

RADIO STARS
Rudy airs his views in print on
ONLY
a variely ol subjects. His com-

NO

NICE

GIRLS

OTHERS

WANTED

NEED

APPLY

ments aresincere and to tlie point
\ AM amused l)y the well-meant,
\vell-intentii)ned remarks of various
writers who comment on the tact that
X'allee is still "tops.""
se "' iters zvisli
OBJ' I OU Wh
SLyY '-st
theill?
/ i confer on iiie the dubious coinplil being a favorite, of hav:iit ofvivstil
: sur ed and having lasted. But
user of such a phrase lias, of
:rse. uncseonsciously accepted a niaprenii that long ago I should
de. n h an
':\-jcefal
by ,thethazca
d len
t ysi
remark
a certaiSuc
thing
person is still successful, connotes
on
iti
pos
t
c
jsi sup
tlia it, or he, Zi'as
ed to last or be successful
■ expect
J , ; v long.
It is, therefore, with some joy that
I have been able to confound those

BY
V U

R

U

n

L E E

Y

Just one hint of
underarm odor, and a girl
misses out with men
Eleanor's got everything— at least that's
what mengirlthink.
yet she's
the
prettiest
in theAndworld...
nor thenot very
best dancer. Why then is she so popular? Why is it always Eleanor who
dances every dance?
Any could tell you onereason why !
Eleanor is always sweet, nice to be near...
Eleanor never risks underarm odor!
Eleanor
would but
tell Iyou:
dailyAndbath,
of course,
never"I take
thinka
it's enough! A bath takes care only of
past perspiration— it can't prevent odor
NO WORRIES FOR THE

who have been predict iui^, month
after month, year after year, that I
cannot continue to be popular with a
certain portion of the public — when
apparently I have been. My feeling
is, perhaps, one of egotistical joy,
but ne\ertheless a pardonably savage
one.
When I find more ap]iarentl\- that
I am no longer poinilar — which, in
the opinion of these critics, will be
best evidenced by the non-renewal
of contracts — then at last these inPROTECT
ME
MY 8ATH
CAN'Tdividuals may exultingly rub their
ALL
EVENING,
SO
I
ALWAYS
hands together and crow: "I told
USE MUM !
-♦you so !""
If you believe that tny amusement
at their use of the word "still" is as
yet unjustified, then reflect for yourself. Try to recall a single instance
of
the
"still" ever
been
used inword
connection
with having
Al Jolson,
For Sanitary Napkins —
Eddie Cantor, Sophie Tucker, Harry Ko H arries or embarrassRichman, Belle Baker, Paul Whitement when yon use Mum
man, and so many other successes in this way. Thousands do, be{Continued on page iS4)
cause it's SAFE and SURE.

to come. Underarms must have special
care. So after every bath, and before
everySimply
date, and
I always
Mum!"makes persurely.use Mum
spiration odor impossible. Protect joiir
charm, your popularity — with Mum.
MUM IS SURE! No matter how long or
how late you dance, trust Mum to keep
you fresh. Just a dab under each arm—
and you're safe.
MUM IS QUICK! Just half a minute to use.
Apply
after you're dressed. It
will notMum
harm even
fabrics.
MUM IS SAFE! Mum does not stop healthful perspiration, but it does stop every
trace of odor. Even after underarm shaving, itactually soothes the skin!
GIRL WHO USES MUM

HERSeif: —
I CANTO EASILY
HAS KEPTTELLMETHAT
.■i MUM
SWEET. JIM HATES
0000TO SAY
NI6HT

TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION

THE
RADIO

HOSTESS
BY NANCY WOOD
Charlie McCarthy and Edgar
Bergen are entertained at
a superb Swedish dinner hy
(L. to R.) Host bandleader Bob Armbrus+er, Charlie in
all his glory, Mrs. Armbruster and Edgar Bergen prepare to do justice to Mrs. A.'s superlative lennon pie.

ivir. and Mrs. Bob Aroibruster

in order. But, presuming upon a
"I WANT to meet Charlie Mcitor's soul,ofbecause
it resulted
collection
knockout
recipesin ofa friendship of long standing, I stood
C
a
r
t
h
y
!
"
You still hear it every plucc you go Swedish inspiration and unusual apmy ground,
and as heard
Bob didn't
peal !Said recipes, by the way, appear any
in Hollywood, where, like folks the
signs of having
me the show
first
country (jver — from city penthouses to on page 56, and should be of real time, I repeated my request with even
more
emphasis.
shacks in the remotest hamlets — they value to any housewife interested in
"Meet Charlie?" replied my couracclaim Charlie as "the man of the serving grand dishes. They are just
"different"
enough
to
banish
monotteous victim with a smile, "easiest
Unfortunately, however, those
ony, without being too great a strain thing imaginable
! Just come out to the
year."
house tonight for dinner. He and
Hollywood
hostesses
who
plan
to
aseither
on
the
pocketbook
or
the
cook's
sure the success of tlicir
Bergen will be there, around j
shin-digs b\- sociallv ])re"Well !" I replied with my
senting the red(Hil)tal)lc McCarthy to their guests, have
most
doubting-Thomas sort
but the slimmest chances of
of
"to
what,facial
exactly,expression,
do you credit
succci'(l
i
ng
:
for
Bergen
make> il a rule t(_) refuse all
this feather in your social
such invitations for liis
caj) ? Something original in
young "ward." Imagine,
the"No,"
line ofwascostume
parties?"
the reply,
"just
then, my delight and surchalk up one for Swedish
prise when, through a series
of fortunate circumstances,
Then, as Mr. Armbruster
I recently had an opportuwent
on his way, I recalled
ancestry."
nity
to
"meet"
these
two
at
that both Edgar Bergen and
the home of the Armbrusters.
Bob's wife, Gerda, are of
Swedish parentage. Both
Bob is Armbruster,
you'll
It was a Swedish dinner except for the Lennon Puffthe_\
Pie,
recall,
the orchestra leader
even
which, in any nationality, is as delicious as it looks.
native speak
tonguetheir
withparents'
ease.
of Charlie's
program.
And, I thought hopefully,
ever, it is not
as a Howradio
)th
doubtless
also
share
a
real
skill, so be sure to try them.
persf)nalitythat
and I aswish
an accomplished
musician
to introduce
It all came about, as I started to tell inte t in Sweden's exceptionally fine
Maestro Armbruster to you here. No, \'ou, through that very phrase with cookery. So this was probably to bci
Swedish dinner, I decided. A veryl
nor evencracksasoverthehisbuttunusual
of Charlie's
I began this article: "I want to aspecial
name wise; but which
occasion, no doubt, to whichi
meet
Cliarlic
McCarthy!"
A
simple
Charlie
would probably contribute hisi
rather as the host of as gay and un- staleiiienl of an incontro\'crtiblc fact
mischievous
])resence and thereby pro-!
with
which
I
greeted
Bob
Armbruster
usual adinner
party
as
I've
ever
attended. The sort of evening which on a glorious s])ring morning when I vide that best of all appetizers,
lingers long and pleasurably in any bum])ed into him on the I'oulevard. laughter !
At least that was my guess, and it!
and atliat
jMX'occupied
expresguest's memory. And one that, besides Music,sion])ipe
indicated
orchestra
re- proved to be a good one as you al-i
being
in
the
nature
of
a
social
"scoop,"
hearsals, and not conversation, were ready know. So I set out that evening!
particularly delighted this food ed-
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inJ, NfatilJa, pick up your
MATILDA: There! That's whv the bride's h
SUSAN: Xev
ing
plentv
of
grief,
Susan
—
look
what's
in
skirts
and
run!
I
don't think that dog likes
her hex of groceries! old ladies.

Edgar finds the silver In Charlie's
pocket. He was just starting a collection, since everyone else had a hobby.
on a most welcome assignment to do
my
culinar\-Stars
duty Magazixe.
as Radio Hostess
for Radio
Charlie and Bergen had not arrived
when I got there. In fact, after some
time had passed
they stillwise
hadn'tto
appeared,
it wasandthought
phone them, since we feared that Bergen, just back with Charlie from a
flying trip to Frisco, might have forgotten the engagement. Depressing
thought !
"\\'hat !"mistakable
camevoice atback
the Charlie's
other end un-of
the ?line,
"isn'theard
that ofguysuch
Bergen
yet
Never
a lackthereof
consideration. Well, you look around
the corner and I'm sure you'll find
himAndtearing
sure over."
enough, before you had
time
to
say
"Dorothy
they both were at the Lamour,"
door. Edgartherein
the casual attire so highly favored in
Hollywood for almost all occasions,
but Charlie dressed in impeccable evening attire.
"Couldn't get Bergen to climb into
dinner clothes," stated Charlie on entering. Right here I think that I should
make one important point clear, and
that is that you'll just have to think
of Charlie as we did, not as Bergen's
dummy but as his "diminutive little
chum"
rascal. — and a thoroughly alive young
"Yes, I really must apologize for
Bergen," Charlie went on. "But then
I see Bob didn't dress for dinner,
either.
just like
Skinny Well,
Dugan, well,
I fear.they're
Xo finesse,
no
eclat. We'll just have to overlook it.
Yes that's {Continued on page 57)

MATILDA:
you buys
knowthatit'sleaves
that
weak-kneed But,
soap Susan,
the bride
dirt sticking in her clothes. She'll never get
rid
tattle-tale
the ofright
kind ofgray—
soap toif weuse.don't show her

SUSAN: But the dog! . . .
MATILDA:
a 'fraidy-cat—
I'll take
care
of the Don't
dog. Yoube take
that lazy soap
out
ofFels-Xaptha
the bride's Soap.
groceries and put in our bar of

SUSAN MWe're only We're only trying to be
helpfulto
trying to show the bride
washes.
how
get whiter

MATILDA:
Fels-Naptha's
golden
soap Yes,
and doggie.
lots of naptha
get clothesricherSO
clean, tattle-tale gray simply has to scamper.

BANISH "TATTLE-TALE GRAY" WITH FELS-NAPTHA SOAP
They do wonders! Try the new Fels-Naptha Soap Chips, too!

RADIO STARS
...NONCHALANT

Unguentine takes the fire out of
a burn and the burning pain out
of a cut; it relieves the itching of eczema . . . and pro- ''Bfe'
vides lasting antiseptic
protection. It is the anti
septic in soothing form.
Never, never be without
an adequate supply of Unguentine. Big tube "yOtf;
economical family size
jar, $1. At drug stores.

RADIO STARS
ANDSOME
Bob's ality
pleasing
personon therunnor
air
has
blasted the
that
he is a handsome "ham."

Promise yourself the breath taking

Beauty of a (^^^im ^km "
Like Heather
Angels
Give your complexion this germ-free
care which helps safeguard lovely
"Camera Skins" from needless faults
WHEN a blemish appears, do you just
add a shade more make-up to hide
the flaw? But you can't be indifferent to
the germs that may be the cause!
Young Hollywood stars are faithful to a
two-way beauty plan. Simple foods, lots of
(Below)
ness beforeHisthenervousmike is rest; and daily use of Woodbury's Germgone, but he Insists on
Woodburys
his scripts being right.
Germ-Free Cold Cream

free Cold Cream, to keep the skin clear.
"How sensible", you'll say, when you
admire a "Camera Skin"' like Heather
Angel's. Then include Vi oodbury's Cold
Cream in your plot to be a lovelier woman!
This cream helps protect your skin from
blemishes. No blemish-germs defile its
purity! Woodbury's invigorates skin, too.
It's rich in skin-stimulating Vitamin D.
For "Camera Skin", follow the stars!
This beauty cream, $1.00, 50(5, 250, 10c.
Cleanses the pores thoroughly I
ns Vit
Stimulate
— mes
Contaidry
D _J|j
inn hes
Ovesrco
skami
mis
{Helpsguard from ble
Heather Angel and Allan
Lane in the Republic picture
''The Duke Comes Back". She
says: "Naturally I want clear
cameraCreamskin.has Woodbury's
Cold
given me a
flawless complexion."
Send H.forW ooilhurv,
Trial Tubes8789 ofAlfr.-.lWoodbury's
Creams
John
Ohio
(Inrioasp
Canada)scn.lJohnmo 11.trialInr..
W tnl.es
m.dburv,ol WI.i.l ,Slrrct.
IVrih. Cinrinnali,
Onianoand Facial
ILumV
C.I.l
Creams;
\\oodb^lr^■s
7 shadescosts.of
W oodbur)'spui-M-bizo
Facial Powder.
I enclose110c Ilo S.,,,.;
cover mailine
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^Ike (Mmdwi dad-CALL IT OFF
MIDOL
j^:

LET THEM COME
(Above)
and
Cesar Socialite
Romero Helen
rhumba M.to Barker
music
by Xavier Cugat. (Below) This is
Betty Bennett, the other half of
Bennett and Wolverton. She began
two years ago as one of a trio.

RADIO

RAMBLINGS
DO you still let pain take precedence to
pleasure certain days each month? If you
do, you should know doctors have discovered severe or prolonged periodic functional pain is not natural to most women
— and that thousands of women have discovered itis not necessary. For unless there
is some organic disorder demanding a
physician's
or surgeon's
Midol
helps most women
who tryattention,
it.
Why not give Midol a chance to help
you — freetoas others?
render Midol
dreadedis made
days asfor carethis
purpose. It acts quickly, and in all but
unusual instances brings relief. A few
Midol tablets should see you comfortably
through your worst day. Your druggist
has Midol in convenient purse-size tins.

ON THE COUNTER AT DRUGSTORES
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BY ARTHUR MASON

RADIO STARS
\lani,
; )\\' isthatwellMolly,
the Fibber
McGcc theand story
Mollyof proon herof way
to recovery,
the
liiess that kept her out of radio all this season may be
;t>ld. Insomnia and a spell of ill health led to a very
-i vere nervous breakdown. Poor >\Iolly was unable to
-liake ofif a mood of deep melancholy, so intense that she
i)ccame wasirrational
at times.
period
absolutely
necessary.Complete rest over a longHer illness was no secret to their friends in radio and
its journalistic branches, but none of them brcathrd a
■word of it. Besides being partners in a radiu ;ut, lluy
are a devoted couple, this Jim and Marian ionlaii.
neath the Fibber McCcc swa.yger, Jim's bean was breaking. If Jim wanted the cause of his bravc'l\- cunci'aled
unhappiness ke]:>t out nf ncws])apers and magazines, his
friends eagerly sprang to that task.
Molly will Udt rejdin the radio act for months, although
she might be able to try it again now. Her rest will continue at least until this fall, to make sure her recovery
is complete.
CHARLIE
departure
radio one
to theof
more
lucrative MARTIN'S
Hollyzvood fields
bringsfrom
up again
radio'sthemost
stories.
Charlie,
has
been
authorludicrous
of the thrill
dramas
heardyuuon knotv.
the Philip
Morris
program
zcith
Russ
Morgan's
orchestra
twice
a
meek during the past year.
The dramas usually have a basis in fact, ami Charlie is
constantly on the track of people who know of suitable
incidents around which to i^'cai'c some of the driimas. ^1
strolling mine of those stories is .lames Street, who writes
tales of the South for I'arious niagacines.
A friend arranged an appoint- (Continued on page 16)
Sparkling
sunlight puts
your powder
to the test...

'T'HOSE first bright mornings search out every little
fault of your face! — Powder showing up — features
sharpened! Are you afraid of looking "all powdery"?
Not if you soften that sunlight — with Pond's "glareproof"
shadesgiveare ablended
to reflect
only theshades.
softer Pond's
rays ofPowder
light. They
soft lovely
look
to your face in any light. And do not show up "powdery."
Use Pond's daytime and under evening lights. True skin
tones,anduniformly
ingredients
soft
clinging b|ended.
for hours. Special
Decorated
screw-topkeepjars,Pond's
35jf,
70fi. Big boxes, lOff, 20jf.

Nam.
Siree
City.

5 "GLARE-PROOF" SHADES
5,i>r Clinton.
Cmen<i i.PleaxeniHli
igliofearh
rhie Powder,
offer expir
8 July 1. 19;fo

Marlynfame"Mama,
here ofagain"
won
throughthatherman's
mimicry
Betty Stuart
Boop,
Garbo and Crawford. She's still with Ken Murray.
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AWAY
THE
CHRYSLER CDRPDRATION
PRESENTS
MAJOR BOWES ORIGINAL
AMATEUR HOUR

FROM
MIRE

WITH
I
THE

MAJOR

Use This Antiseptic
Scalp Treatment
Skin specialists generally agree that effective
tyeatment must include (1) regular cleansing
of scalp;
(2) killing germs
that spread
infection; (3) stimulating
circulation
of the scalp;
(4) lubrication of the scalp to preventdryness.
To Accomplish This Is Easy With
The Zonite Antiseptic Treatment
Just add 2 tablespoons of Zonite to each
quart of water in basin . . . Then do this: —
1. Massage head for 3 minutes with this
Zonite solution. (This gives hair and
scalp an antiseptic cleansing — stimulates scalp — kills all germs at contact. )
2. Lather head with any good soap shampoo,
using same Zonite solution. ( This cuts
oidirtI andandgrease
in hairscales.
and scalp
dandruff
J — loosens
3. Rinse very thoroughly. (Your head is now
clean — your scalp free from scales.)
4. If scalp is dry, massage in any preferred
scalp oil. ( This relieves dryness.)
RESULTS: By using this simple antiseptic
shampoo treatment regularly (twice every
week at first) you do what skin specialists
say is necessary, if you want to rid yourself
of dandruff itch and nasty scalp odors. We
belisve that if you are faithful, you will be
delighted with results.
TRIAL OFFER— For a real trial bottle of Zonite, mailed to you postpaid, send lOfi to Zonite
512 New Brunswick, NewU. Jersey
S. A.

||!^ ZONITE Is
9.3 Times More Active
fhon any other popular, non-poisonous
antiseptk-by standard laboratory tests
14

The Major spends his mornings dictating letters
to his secretaries. There are 45 rare paintings
in his office, 5 clocks, 6 radios and a phonograph.

The
is custombuilt, Major's
equippedcarwith
writing
desk, bar and thermal unit.
His license is Maryland I.

Having jotted down notes
for the next day while being driven home, he forgets
work and plays solitaire.

k inside glimpse ol Major Bowes'
oll-lhe-air lile, showing what he
is interested in and what he does,
besides conducting his Amateurs

^^^^^

^

f
f

His four+een-room apartment,
atop the Capitol Theatre, is
full of priceless paintings
of which he is justly proud.

Kotex stays Wondersoft — for
it's cushioned in cotton.

* Kotex
can't chafe, can't fail,
can'
t show.

"k Kotex can be worn on either
side — no risk of using a pad
with a non-absorbent side.

k You get full value for your
money . . . the most efficient,
comfortable sanitary service that
18 years
duce. of experience can pro-

* Only Kotex offers three types
— Regular, Junior and Super —
for different women on different
days.
Formerly an auto racer, he
now
to
keep uses
fit. anHe "Exercycle"
starts his 12hour day with a morning ride.

Use Quest* with Kotex ... the new positizr deodorant powder developed especially for
sanitary napkins — soothing-, coiiipletely effective and only 3 5c for large 2-ounce size.

YOU GET WHAT YOU PAY FOR— WHEN YOU BUY
SANITARY NAPKINS
KOTEX*

( 'Trade Mart, R,i. u. S. Paum Offc.)
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your skin never says
"Winter" when you use
Armand Blended Cream
J ^
>>
;:..3

ABEAUTY SECRET REVEALED!
For dry skin, the aftermath of winter,
use Armand Blended Cream, by
Armand, creator of cosmetics that
J glorify natural loveliness.
This fluffiest of creams, rich in delicate oils, gently aids to soften harsh,
dry and weathered skin. Surprisingly soon, your skin is clean, soft
and supple, glowingly fresh, relaxed
and refreshed. A modern type of cream,
with the fragrance of fresh cut roses, it is
^ free
and grease.
can
use itfrom
five wax
different
ways, forYouin one
jar, you have the effect of five facial
aids, both convenience and economy.
Spring is in the air. Now is the time
to banish winter from your complexion. Armand Blended Cream
can help you do it. Four sizes, $1.00,
50c, 25c and 10c, at your favorite
cosmetic counter. The coupon bebring Blended
you generous
sizes oflow willArmand
Cream trial
and
its companion in beauty, Wind
Blown Roses Powder.

RADIO RAMBLINGS
( Coiitiiiiicd from l^afic 13)
incut bettcccii Martin and Jimmy, and to catch the sun and then working in
movie studios all day. Not for
Jimmy told a couple of the stories. Charlie sunless
those boys!
sat in oiniuo'AS siloiu-o and Jinimx bctjan to
be anm'ved. l-inally Martin stoke.
of Kay may
Kyser'shaveKoUcgc
ofFOLLOWERS
Musical Knoieledijc
been
the radio
hiisiiiess.'
You l)u//le(l about the program's changing its
i '.''/:iiiiehkn.':e that
one thiiio
we iierer
when a sponsor bought the show
o!e is ht-.narism. Both of those iiMiiie
recently and moved it out of its midnight
sfo'-ies von /.lid n,e hare been lenlten in a hour.
Aloving into an early evening netrooLI luree
here inlurninv lodesk."
work spot, the program became Kay
It teas
Jamesnoht.Slieefs
be silent.
kainpiis Klass.
Charlie /'lodiieed the book and Jinunv kyser's
] he ex]ilanation is simple. The new
lulted tun: to the lille fane. There, in si)onscir
Lucky .Strike. For two years
eba; type. :oas the name of the author: the rivalwas cigarette,
Camels, has been
broadcasting
Jack
Oakie's
College.
no one wanted
any With
conAFTER all their years of battling Chi- rivalry sofusion.keen,
Now that Oakie is off. Kyser
windy winters,
Amos to 'n'
Andy takes the place of ]'our Hollyzoood Parade
have nowcago'sdevoted
their career
following
College.the name of I\fav Kvscr's Musical
the sun — and taking their radio program under
right with them. They have moved their
permanent headquarters to Hollywood to
keep under the warm California sun. They radio
FRHDwriterAJJ^EX
loho has'Zasbeentalking
doing about
well ina
don't even stay, however, to brave the the n lories lately.
mild
chills
of
Hollywood's
rainy
season.
he's a big man in J-Jollxzeood now."
As time for that rolls around, they pick Fred")'cs.drawled,
''a very big man. Probably
up their microphone and head for Palm
the
biggest
joke thief they liafc out there."
Springs, out in the desert a few hours
away, where it remains dry and warm all THE Rudy Vallee hour still is one of
winter. They have another home there, the most popular programs on the air, but
and nearby a complete radio studio has it has slipped farther back in the rankings
been equipped solely for the daily adven- this season than ever before. Possibly the
explanation may lie in the unusually long
tures of Amos 'n' Andy.
in Hollywood
designs
filmdom's stay it had( Continued
on pagethis18)winter.
gold.They Nohaveuse nomoving
out on
to California
1-

^

L1

fiRmnno

ARMAND, Des Moines, Iowa
With eager anticipation, I send ten
cents for yourBLENDED
generous CREAM
trial sizesandof
ARMAND
WIND BLOWN ROSES POWDER.
Name.
City_
. State_
I buy cosmetics at the following store:
ible after Oct. 1, 1938) ms

Bandleader Richard Himber Is surprisingly expert as a card manipulator,
especially before an appreciative audience. He's also a practical jokester.
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Popular
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Smash

Hit!

Millions of Books
T>^^^^^Q
"|
lOr'^X
CanNowBeHadat^UOUUJVO
1308 Facts About Poisons
14 What E>er> Girl Should
1513 Statistics:stand ThHowem to Under19 Nietzsche's
Philosophy. Du- TAKE your pick of the Little Blue Books listed on 1516
1514
Edison's
Inventions
rant
Facts toAbout
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this page at the rate of 20 books for $1, plus Ic per 1523 Uow
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89 Aristotle's Philosophy. Du1531 CanToday?
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Jesus
4253 Origin
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book
for
carriage.
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vours
now!
Order
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vs.
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How
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Dictionary
U. S. Slang
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the sprightly
keys to thenewhour's
hasOnebeenof the
talentssuccess
and
ideas it has uncovered and introduced to
radio. Other programs simply sat back
FRESHNESS/
and debated about unconventional performers, but the Vallee show brought them
right
in
a trial.
New abundant
York's theatres
and nightfor clubs
offered
ideas.
Hollywood has no such material — or
.that's what the world wants
very little of it, at least. The directors
did not want to make it merely another
program of movie guest stars, so during
in Movie Stars.. and Cigarettes
its Hollywood stay, the program leaned
mainly on old vaudeville troupers, hanging around Hollywood in semi-retirement
or out there on the chance of an occasional movie bit. They don't fit into either
radio or the Vallee hour's youthful, fresh
spirit very well.
XOW tliat Norman Cordon has become
one of tlie important Metropolitan Opera
*4t
haritoms. it mislit not be too impolite to
aboutnetwork
the reminiscent
a\von(U-r
Columbia
executive thoughts
who had ofa
little experience with Norman just four
years
ago. Xorman
had a brief
on Columbia,
and the hadexecutive
tried series
to be
fatherly and kind as he summoned the
young baritone to the office.
"Norman," he said, "while you're still
young,
try tocareer
get outfor ofyourthis
businesswhyand don't
make youa real
self? Iliate to say this, but you never will
be Just
any asortyearof later
successtheasname
a singer."
Cordon apHer Freshness Wins
peared on the Metropolitan
roster.
A favorite of the Loiulon
n.lCn srasoii radii) serins to drcnv in
stas!<'. Ilia
frcslint'ss
caufiln
till- exLiipino's
!■Slicof awasParaiiioiiiit
(iiic rslahllslicd ri'iiwdy acl llnit seems ideal
talent
smut.
wliisked
for
fill- iic'ii' iiicdiiiin — and then enmeshes
to Hollvwooii aiHl slarfiom in
the perjonuers in difn-iilties that threaten,
"The
(iay
I
)cs|„-,
a<lc,."
"Aiiyto destroy
eareer.Helen
Last Broderiek,
season it uiastivoVic-of
thiiiK Coi-s. ' •■An isis and
tor Moorea and
Models - "One iiainy Afl.Tnooii."1 hi- -l-'ifiht
for ofNOiirI iiis Lady."
the jiiniiiesl persons I'li staoe or sereen , and
And
frrs|iTi,-ss
young
a deplorable failure in radio. This year it
star winsfresli ai)i)laMse!
is Jael: Haley.
He has liie dehonoir. jarial air that
should he perfeel on radio. He has en(ia(/ed lerilers loilh siieeessjiil records in
both movies and other radio programs.
The eonihinalion has turned out one of the
THE jear of (joina stale keeps lialf
year's
least mirthful
pnu/rams.
of Hollywood awake nights.
A reeeiil
scene in radio
his studiii
illustrates
For tlie l)riglite.st star becomes a
Iioio the proi/rnni is fltninderiiii/.
falling star . . . once freshness fades.
'■filial does a hen say lolieii'she lays an
cg;i." the joke I'egan. and some one ciieklcd.
That'.s ecjiially true of cigarettes.
".I square cog.'" leas I he ne.vl line.
Stalenes.s often makes a "has been" of
that."She says. 'Ouch!'" loas the snapper to
a cigarette that ought to he in the
Most comedians would drop that without
prime of stardom. Staleness can transform the mildest cigarette into a harsh
asuchstruggle.
Haley's
show that small
day wasones,in
for laughs.
irritant and rob it of all flavor.
that hesirails
prolesled
:ehcn C'l'cn
the XHC censor
deparlmeiil suggested that lie drop the joke
That's why we run no ri.sks with our
Ih-eaiise it had a trace of rulgarity. The
delightful young star . . . Old Gold.
compromise setllemeiit was as ludicrous as
Every i)ack of Old Golds carries its own
theHearounient.
freshness right with it . . . iloiihli/ sealedwas ,ilhr;eed lo keep the joke but
in by ^jackets of .stale-proof Cclloj)hane.
instead of "C)//i7i," he promised to say,
At the peak of freshness, wherever
-ffoo. woo."
and whenever you smoke it, every
THE most expensive, and probably the
Here's why the O.G. package keeps 'em fresh
Old Gold gives a perfect performance
most soningenious,
practical Himber.
joke of theBuddy
seabelongs to Richard
in the role of America's most appealing
Clark
works
with
Himber's
orchestra
cigarette. The price of one pack admits
the air and in movie shorts, and the twoon
you to this year's biggest smoking liit
carry on an endless duel of jovial, friendly
. . . "Old Gold Freshies of '38".
insults. At previews, Clark would invariably give out aon loud
as
TUNEThurs.
IN onmghXs,
f)l<l Gold's
Holly .Network,
woorl S< reen«oop«,
Tue.s.
CopyrlKht, 1938. by P. LorlMaJ'd Co.. Inc.
{Continued
page razzberry
97)
and
Columbia
Coasl-to-Coast
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No bandleader ever enjoyed a more loyal and enthusiastic following
than Benny Goodman, whose Swing School is presented each Tuesday at
9:30 p.m. EST by Gomel Cigarettes over the Columbia Broadcasting
System. No mafter in which section of the country it's heard, Benny's
unique style of swing music receives long, loud and record-breaking
ovations
led bytothedetermine
younger what
dancing
set which,goodyou'll
readily
best
qualified
constitutes
dance
music.admit, is
Radio, unquestionably, is responsible for the amazing popularity of
Benny Goodman. Dancers hearing him on the air, naturally storm the
spot where they can see and hear him in person.
His Swing School is a program which appeals not only to swing addicts,
but to dance lovers in general. The reason is simple enough. The
Goodman style awakens and stimulates the desire to dance, to be
gay and hove fun. It offers a chance to express oneself.
Personally, Benny Goodman is an unassuming, easily embarrassed fellow who looks quite unlike what you'd expect of the "King of Swing."
But beneath
rhythmic sense
and
ability tohispickdeceiving
musiciansappearance
who can bestis Benny's
interpretkeen
his individual
style
of dance music. He works harder than any man in his band, has complete mastery of the clarinet, besides a thorough knowledge and sound
judgment of dance music.
To Benny
joy andRadio
happiness
he's brought
to theits
millions
and Goodman,
millions of for
dancethelovers.
Stars Magazine
presents
Award for Distinguished Service to Radio.

/\<x

EDITOR.

STRAIGHT;
In which roses and raspberries are
AL JOLSON has extremely bad
radio manners.
As an example, consider tlie treatment of John Barrymore when that
gentleman appeared on the mammy
singer's
stint. accustomed to
We areradiosomewhat
verbal fisticuffs being exchanged over
the air waves, but there are limits to
the amount of kidding that can be
indulged in before the borderline of
decency is reached. And Jolson, Raye
and I'arkyakarkus wiiizzed right by
those limits when they had the unfortunate Mr. Barrymore witliin
range of their guns. He was unmercifully jibed at for ulkgrd bags under
eves, double chins and the other paraassociated with dissipationphernalia
and oldusuallyage.

FRED ALLEN
". . . he's good in
the same ways at
the same times
week in, week
out . . ."
ED. G. ROBINSON
". . . in an onlyfair piece, Big
Town, hisance isperformnearly
perfect . . ."
MARY ASTOR
". . . one of the
very
whose fewvoicewomen
rests
comfortably on

FROM

THE

handed out to air programs and
Jolson makes a habit of exchanging
banter with
his well
"gtiests,"
but or-In
dinarily itis fairly
restrained.
this instance, however, his procedure
lacked both humor and good taste.

COLD

SHOULDER

personalities, in surprisingly frank lashion BY WILLIAM L. VALLEE
Apart from all of this, but surhysterically
look
atthisa sample
gag. Alfunny
kills bit,
the let's
audience,
prisingly like a clap of thunder on a
and squelches Parkyakarkus at the clear day, is the fact that Jolson —
same time, with this z'ery funny line : amidst a horde of movie-people denouncements ofthe redoubtable Jim"You couldn't xvhip a pint of cream
mie Fidler — has just written a song
with an outboard motor!" Later, after entided
Ami I Do Mean You.
half
of
the
audience
has
been
carried
We're not
with Mr.
Let's
examine
his through
humor under
our J.microout, exhausted from laughing, the inAS an example of really funny
estimable Mr. Parkyakarkus— digging
scope. For his allegedly funny material he collects a sizable fee, there- up the old fashioned he and she type carrying-on, tune in Uncle Jonathan,
day but Wednesday, at 3:15
from its long-undisturbed any
besidesfore itisweworthy
have ofto our
listenscrutiny
to it. — and of joke
IV A AT. Orth Bell plays Jonathan
— forces
"Mr. Joslyn"is tolikeaska on
First: He has been writing letters grave
and a bevy of humorous characters.
him why
his grandmother
to a little girl whom he suspects of
It's that
all Parkyakarkus
can He writes his own stuff and he's
do to tell him
his grandmother
putting on airs. Her name is Jessica, ferry-boat.
a ferry-boat because she has guaranteed.
so he can't resist the opportunity to resembles
Cuteness should be restricted to the
trouble getting into her slip. Someone
panic
his
audience
by
adding
"ica"
to
every word. Thus, a line would read: might tell the sponsor that he's not cradle and pretty girls, where it rightfully(Continued
belongs, and not
"Jessica hasica beenica naughtica getting his money's worth. And tell
on appropriated
page 79) bv
andica Alica is soreica!" Passing over Al to hire better writers. . . .

The Old Maestro confers with
*hree of his script writers.
(Leff) Albert Miller and Park
Levy. (Righf) Allen Lipscotf.
Jane Pickens, soloist on the
Bernie show and fornner prima
donna of the Ziegfeld Follies,
^akesasnock between numbers.

Jane can toss
off an aria, or
render a blues
song with equal
skill. She first
won fame as one
of the singing
Pickens Sisters,
from Georgia.

Announcer Ralph Edwards, born in
Merino, Colo., began in radio in San
Francisco. He once autographed a
biscuit for a dining-car waiter.

A concert violinist at fourteen,
later in vaudeville, radio lifted
Ben Bernie to the heights of fame.
A good friend. A swell guy. Yowsah!

When you hear that smooth broadcast, Wednesday evenings at 9:30,
EST,
you'd
never suspect
how nnanyit!
headaches went
into building

Lew
than for
ten monkeys,"
knownLehr,to "cwazier
movie fans
his comic
Newsetfes,
splutters
his nightmare nonsense
on the Bernie
show.

Romantic rumors fly about
Janet Gaynor and Tyrone
Power, who are often seen
together. Will they marry?

IN

THE

Who's this behind the mask?
Nelson Eddy menaces fair
Jeanette MacDonald, in The
Girl of the Golden V/est.

A threat to Sonja Henie?
Kate atSmith,
Lake seen
Placid,on isthe"'
o
skilled, graceful skater.*'"
RADIO
At Watch the Fun Go By,
Dinty Doyle (right), newsAl
Pearce paper
in columnist,
a heartyjoins
laugh.

Dorothy Lamour shows a
lei of white and golden
blossoms, sent her from
Java by a Javanese ruler.

Once singing m.c. of Hollywood Hotel. Dick Powell
then did the same role
on Your Hollywood Parade.
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When President Franklin D.
Roosevelt broadcasts, he
faces a besieging battery
of cameras and microphones.

H

T

Diminutive baritone Ray
Heatherton's favorite hobby is riding. He also likes
tennis, boxing and swimming.
{Vide IVttrld

"Ilovely
don'tDorothy
want toLamour,
be a glamour
says
still a girl,"
bit daied
by her success in movies and on the air.

CANDIDS

She is married to Gene Raymond now. But,
"I'm superstitious about discussing my
happiness,"
says Girl
Jeanette
making up for The
of theMacDonald,
Golden West.

An armful of innocence for Jack Oakie!
The baby lamb made its debut with him in
Radio City Revels, so Jack has qdopted it.
Jack has made over half a hundred movies.

Wistful wizard of Waukeegan.
Worrier Jack Benny! He writes
most of his lines himself, but
he still worries about it all.

Phil Harris, whose manly charm
is Jack
Benny's
with
his
mother.
His despair,
wife is Marcia
Ralston formerly in the movies.

Voted the most versatile
man in his class at Yale,
popular tenor Lanny Ross
is a candid camera fan.

But with
the script
calls forgrimace,
"Mike,"
so,
a scornful
Martha fiercely yanks him back.
THE

She tries a gentle ballad, in
soft,
"Mike"
remainscaressing
aloof tones,
and but
unyielding.

TEMPERAMENTAL

Now down to the floor they go!
"Mike" writhing and twisting
Martha cajoling, persisting.

"MIKE"
le
floor,
amid
"Maybe — if I'd whistle — " thinks Martha, as a last resort. Down on tl she makes
a
the cobra-like coils of the recalcitrant and temperamental "Mike,"
last desperate effort to put over her song. "Maybe 1 ought to betemperc
amental, too!"

Helene Is just learning,
biri' puh up a good fghf.
She's developing a n\Hy
backhand to baffle Joan.

Joan's timing may be a
bitheroff.feetbutand she's
on
has a fast
lot
of pep and endurance.

THE
Smokingif Helene
wouldn'tand beJoanin
order
were nr>ore serious about
playing a better game.
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!
Joan's the winner! Th<
girls rehash the mate!
while preparing to ge
back to tneir rehearsals

On the 35th anniversary of the old Hollywood Hotel,
Warner Bros, gave a party at the Trocadero for the
cast of the film, Hollywood Hotel, the CBS air-show,
and stars of long ago. Hobart Bosworth watches as
Beverly Roberts signs the guest book. William and
James Cagney, Dick Powell and Joan Blondell (above). ^

Edmund Goulding, master of ceremonies, introduced
famous folk of the past. One was Carrie Jacobs
Bond, who once sang for her room and board at the
hotel. (Leff) James Cagney and Jack L. Warner, (Below)
William Farnum, Lola Lane, Jack L. Warner and Jean
Hersholt foregather to chat of old times and new.

BIRTHDAY

Above are Rudy Vallee, Frances Longford, Jean Acker
Valentino, Louella Parsons, who introduces the film
guest stars on the Hollywood Hotel radio program,
and Jack L Warner. Later Frances Longford song o
song of her own composition. Must We Say Goodbye?
Dick Powell, Rosemary Lone and others olso song.
Hugh Herbert, who is in
the film, Hollywood Hotel,
chots with Joon Blondell.
Looks OS if they might
be ploying "Hondies!"
(Below, left) Rudy Vollee congratulates Hugh Herbert
on his work in the movie. (Right) Louella Parsons
listens to Announcer Ken Niles, as the celebration
is broodcost from coast to coast over the Columbia
network. Anrvong old favorites present were Flora
Finch, Mary Corr, Betty BIythe and Herbert Rowlinson.

PARTY

Here is Peter Paul
Loyanich,
old
pianoten-yeargenius
and protege of Jose
Iturbi, shown with
Peter nnade his
New York debut at
Town Hall recently.
Mary Lou, who would
be the "best bet" in
any
beauty contest,
is featured
vocalist
on the H ol lywood
Showcase, broadcast
over CBS, Thursdays.

BANDLEADER'S
HOLIDAY
What does a band leader do in his spare time? Eddy
Duchin finally finds the time, between his radio and
dance engagements, to make the rounds in New York

(Below) Music also is one of
their shared hobbies. And
across the page the two work
with a microscope projector.
Bob's firstvrhom
wife,heyoung
Bob's
mother,
met while
touring with a carnival, died
1'ust
began toLastachieve
ame asandhe fortune.
May
Bob married Harriet faster,
who had been his secretary.
Acme Photos

1
EGG

ARTIST

An unusual hobby, bu
an interesting one an<
easy to learn, this of paint
ing portraits on egg-shell
says Graham Dale, 23-year
old art student, who starte<
making his "eggatoons
while still in his 'teens

Before he begins to paint
he drains the eggs. Or
dinary water-colors blur or
an egg-shell, so Dale had
to develop his own paints
as well as instruments. The
latter include a variety o\
odd-shaped brushes, stylus
points and calipers. He
gets real hair from the corner barber shop, for the
hair and eyebrows. Ears
are fashioned of cardboard
composition. Cellophane is
used for eyeglasses, which
hove celluloid frames. He
can
out anbut"eggatoon
in anturnhour,
sometimes
works longer on a more
painstaking portrait.

After appearing on Dave
Elman's Hobby Lobby, Dale
made
"eggatoon"
Elman, anshown
here en-of
larged. Beyond is a photograph ofElman. J\\e Hobby
Lobby,
started
the Mutualwhich
network,
now onis
broadcast over CBS each
Wednesday at 7:15 p.m.,
fS7",andon iVORai 10:30,

^\..bM+

what

between

IS +his
Camels

di-ff erence
and

other

you

no+ice

Cicjarettes

...Kathleen Williams asks Alma Nicoll,
debutante daughter of De Lancey Nicoll, Jr.,
of New York and Middleburg, Virginia.
And here is Mi>^ XicolFs answer:
"Do I find Caiiii'l^ different from other cigarettes? Yes, (definitely! Fur in-taiice, aftrr hours in the sadiile, \m quite weary.
Srnokin- (;ain.l> gives me a ,]rl i^ihll ul -lilV! And Camels
ncMT jangle mv ner\ i-s — anol lirr way tlu-v are different! I
smoke as many Cami-ls as I jilea^e . . . and they never tire my
tasle. Camels are mild ... gentle on my throat. And so you
see,It inis not
so many
ways, that
Camels
agreearewith->> me."
sur[irising
smokers
. iiilni-ia^tic about
Camels. Camel spends millions more. \i ar alt. r \e-.ir. to assure
a finer, more delicate quality for Camel smokers.

A

THE Nicoll family have occupied positions of prominence
here since Mattlna- Xicoll crossed to these shores in 1664.
Alma Nicoll (above, light) is a fine horsewoman. de\oted to
the life of the Long Island and Virginia hunting country. She
has traveled in England, on the Continent, and in the Near
East. At right, Miss Nicoll poses before dining out. She is
typical of the younger crowd in her enthusiasm for Camels. "At
all
the parties,"
"I notice
Camels
are Camels
serve<l.
Between
courses . she
. . and,says,of course,
afterthat
dessert,
I smoke
— 'for digestion's sake!' Camels add to mealtime pleasure."

«>«» ^

- TMt
Among the many distinguished ivomen
ivho find Camels mild and refreshing:
Mrs. Nicholas Biddle, Philadelphia . Mrs. Pow.ll Cabot,
Bo.v/ori . Mrs. Thomas M. Carnegie, Jr., .Ve« York . Mr«.
J. (;,ir.liu-r Coolidge 2nd, Boston . Mrs. .•Vnlhony J. Drcxel 3rd,
l'hihi,l,l,,hia
Mrs. Chiswell
Dubney Langhornr,
VirginiaW.
Mrs. .Nicholas G.. Penniman
III. Ballimore
. Mrs. John
Rockefeller, Jr., New York . Mrs. Rufus Paine Spalding III,
Pasadvna . Mrs. Louis Swifl, Jr., Chicajio . Mrs. Barclay
Warburton. ll., Philadelphia . Mrs. Howard I .\M.iln._v,.\'eii lor*

ONE SMOKER
TELLS ANOTHER.
1938. R. J. Reynolds T.>l»
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COAST-TO
THE
programs on
the regular
fourare coast-to-coast
here listed in
I networks
a day-by-day
time Broadschedule. The National
casting
Company
Red-Network is indicated by
NBC-Red; the National
Broadcasting
Blue-Network is Company
indicated
by NBC-Blue;
Colum-by
bia BroadcastingtheSystem
CBS; and
Mutual
Broadcasting
System
by
MBS.
stationsnetworks
included arein
theAll above
listedstation
below.on the
Findlistyour
local
and
tune in on the network
specified.
ALL EDTIME
RECORDIS EASTERN
STANDARD
TIME. This
means that for Central
Standard oneTime
you
subtract
hour
frommust
the
listed
time. Time
For Mountain
Standard
two hours: and forsubtract
Pacific
Standard Time, three
hom-s.
For example:
11:00
A. M. EST
becomes 10:00
A.andM. 8:00
CST;a. m.9:00PST.
a. m. MST:
If. at a particular
time,is
no
programthere
listed,network
that is because
is no time,
regularor program
for
that
because the
preceding
program
tinues into that
period. conNATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY—
RED-NETWORK
.Atlanta.
Ga.Md.
WSB
Baltimore.
WFBR
WBRC
Birmingham.
.Ala.
WNAC
Boston,
Mass.
WBEN
BuRalo. X.111. V.
WMAQ Chicago.
Cleveland.Colo.Ohio
WTAM
KOA Denver,
Des
Moines.
Iowa
WHO
WWJ
Detroit,
Mich.
Hartford,
Conn.
WTIC
KPRC
Te.x.
WIRE Houston,
Indianapoli=.
WJDX
Jackson,
Miss. Ind.
WDAF
Kansas
City.
-Mo.
.Angeles.Tenn.Cal.
KFI Los
WMC
KSTP Memphis.
Minneapolis-St.
Minn. CanadaPaul.
Montreal,
CBM
WEAF
Xew
York.
X. Y.
Xew
Orleans,
WSMB
WOW
Omaha.
-Xeb. Pa.La.
KYW
Philadelphia.
WCAE
Pittsburgh,
Portland,
Me.Pa.
WCSH
KGW
Portland,
Ore.
Providence, R. I.
WJAR
WMBG
Richmond.
St.
Louis,
Mo.V'a. Utah
KSD
KDYL
Salt
Lake City.
San
Francisco.
Cal.
KPO
WGY
Schenectady,
KOMO Seattle,
Wash. .X. Y.
KHQ
Spokane,
\Vash.
WRC
Washington, Del.
D. C.
WDEL
WTAG Wilmington,
Worcester, Mass.
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY—
BLUE-NETWORK
WABY
.Albany,
X.Ga. Y.
WAGA
WBAL .Atlanta.
Baltimore.
Md. La.
WJBO
Baton
Rouge.
WSGN
Birmingham,
.Ala.
WBZ
Boston.
Mass.
WICC Bridgeport, Conn.
ii

-COAST
WEBR
WMT
WENR
WLS
WHK
KVOD
KSO
WXYZ
WLEU
WOWO
KXYZ
WJTN
WREN
KECA
WIVIPS
CFCF
WICC
WDSU
WJZ
KLO
KOIL
WFIL
KDKA
KEX
WEAN
WRTD
WHAM
KWK
KFSD
KGO
KTMS
KJR
KGA
WBZA
WSYR
WSPD
WMAL

ButYalo. X. Y. low
Crd.ir
(1:1. a;;-,Ra[)id3,
111.
I( l.Arland,
!,!- .mo. 111.Ohio
DiD.jsiivrr,
Colo.
.Moiii.Micli.
s. Iowa
Detroit.
Erie.
Pa. Ind.
Ft.
Wavne.
Houston, Te.\.X. Y.
Jamestown.
Kansas Citv, Kan.
Los .AnL'ek-s. CalMi nipliis. T.-nn.
SlImTri'lh
Can..!lV
Xew
llav,-n.
Xew
>rkans.X.Cmin.
La.
Xew <York.
Ogden.
Utah Y.
Omaha,
Bluffs. Xeb.-Coun
la.
Philadelphia,Pa.Pa.
Pittsburgh.
Portland.
Providence.Ore.R. I.
R.iCh.ster. X.\'a. Y.
Riclimond.
St. L..U,.,
M.,.Cal.
.San
Dieu-.
San
Francisco.
Cal
Santa
Barbara,
Seattle. Wash. C a
Spokane.
Wash.
Springfield.X. Mass.
Syracuse.
Toledo.
Ohio D.Y. C.
Washington.
NBC-SUPPLEMENTARY
STATIONS

KOB
WSAN
KGNC
WWNC
KERN
KFDM
KGHL
KFYR
KIDO
KGIR
WCSC
WSOC
WCFL
WSAI
WCKY
WLW
WFLA
WIS
WCOL
KRIS
WFAA
WEBC
KTSM
WGBF
WDAY
WGL
WBAP
KMJ
WOOD
WFBC
KGU
KTHS
WJAX
WROL
KARK
WAVE
WIBA
WFEA
KMED
WIOD
WTMJ
CBF
WSM
WTAR
WKY
KTAR
KOAM
KGHF
WPTF
KFBK
WSUN
WOAI
KTBS
KSOO
KELO
KGBX
KWG

.Albuquerque.
-Allentown.
Pa. X. M.
-Amanllo,
Te.x.
-Asheville.
X.
Bakersrteld,
Cal.C.
Beaumont.
Tex.
Bilhngs.
Mont.
Bismarck.IdahoX. D.
Boise.
Butte. Mont.S. C.
Charleston.
Charlotte.
X. C.
Chicago.
Cincinnati,111.Ohio
Columbus.
Ol-ii,:,
Corpus Tex.
Chnsti.
Dallas.
Duhith.
Minn.
ElEvansville.
Paso. Tex.Ind.
Fargo.Wayne.
X. D.Ind.
Ft.
Ft. Worth. Tex.
Honolulu.
Hot
Springs.Hawaii
.Ark.
Jacksonville.
Ha.
KnoxviUe.
Tenn.
Little
Rock.
.Ark.
Louisville.
Ky.
Madison,
Manchester.Wis.
Medford.
Ore.X.Fla.H.
Miami
Beach.
Milwaukee,
Wis.
Montreal. Canada
X.i,liville.
Tenn.
Oklahoma
Xi>ri..lk.
\"a.City. Okla
Phoenix,
Pittsburg, .Ariz.
Kans.

STARS

PROGRAM
WEBC
WFLA Superior.
Tampa.Haute.
Fla.Wis. Ind.
WBOW
Terre
CBL
Toronto,
KVOO Weslaco,
Tulsa, Okla.Canada
KRGV
Tex.
KANS
Wichita.
Kans.
WBRE
WORK Wilkes-Barre.
York. Pa. Pa.
COLUMBIA
ING
SYSTEMBROADCAST.
STATIONS
WADC
WOKO
WAIM Atlanta. Ga.
WGST
Atlantic City, >
WPG
WRDW
KNOW Augusta.
Austin, Tex.Ga.Md.
WCAO
WLBZ Baltimore.
Bangor, Me. .Ala
WAPi
WNBF Boston,
Binghamton.
X. Y.
WEEI
WGR
Buffalo. Mass.
X.X. Y.Y.
WKBW
Buffalo,
Va.
WCHS Charleston,
Cliarlotte,
.X.W. C.Tenn.
WBT
WOOD
Chattanooga,
WBBM Cincinnati.
Chicago,
111.
Ohio
WKRC Cleveland, Ohio
WGAR
Colorado Springs,
Colo
KVOR Columbus,
WBNS
Ohio
Tex. Iowa
KRLD Dallas,
woe
Davenport.
KLZ DaN
WHIO
Denver.
Colo.
Ohi
.Moines.
KRNT Des
Detroit.
Mich.low
WJR
Dubuque,Minn.
Iowa
WKBB
Dulutli.
KDAL
WONC Durham. X. C.
WESG
Evansville. Ind.X".
Elma-Ithaca.
WEOA Fai
WMMN
WTAQ
KARM Green Bay, Wis.
X. C.
WBIG Greensboro,
KFBB Great Flails. Pa.Mont
WDRC Harrisburg,
Hartford.
Conn.
Hibbing.lapo Minn.
W. \";
WMFG Honolulu.
Hawaii
KGMB
Houston. Tex.
KTRH
WFBM
WMBR
KMBC
WNOX
WKBH
KFAB
Rock. .Ark.
KLRA
Los
-Angeles,
Cal.
KNX Little
L.niisville.
WHAS
Macon,
Ga.Kv.
WMAZ
City. low:
KGLO Mason
WREC
Memphis, Miss.
Tenn,
WCOC Meridian,
Miami,
Fla.
M.ibile,
.Ala.
WALA
WQAM
Wis.
WISN Milwaukee.
WCCO
KGVO Minneapolis.
Missoula,
Mont.Min
Montgomery,
WSFA
CKAC Montreal, Canad;.Ala
WLAC
WWL
WABC Oklahoma Ci
KOMA
WDBO
WPAR
IV.iria, 111. Pa.
WCOA
WMBD
WCAU Phila.lelphia,
Ariz.Pa.
Pittsburgh.
KOY Phoenix.
WJAS
Pittsheld, Mass.
WBRK Portland.
KOIN Providence.(Ire.R. I.
WPRO
.nd. \ a.
Ricl Xev.
KOH Reno,
WRVA
WDBJ
WHEC
KROY
KMOX
WCCO
City, Utah
KSL
lio,
isco,Tex.Cal.
KTSA
KSFO
WTOC
WGBI
KIRO

KWKH
KSCJ
WSBT
KFPY
WMAS
WNBX
WFBL
KVI
WDAE
WIBW
CFRB
KGAR
KTUL
WIBX
WHLB
WACO
WJSV
WJNO
WWVA
KFH
KGKO
WSJS
WORC
WNAX
WKBN

GUIDE

Shreveport,
La.
Sioux
City.
Iowa
.South
Bend.Wash.
Ind.
Spokane.
Springfield. Mass.
Springfield.
Svrdcu-^.-.
X. \"t.Y.
Ta.-Mni.i. Fla.Wa-h.
Tampa,
T.ipeka.
Kans.
Toront,..
Canada
Tucson. Ariz.
Tulsa,
Utica, Okla.
X. Y.
\-irginia.
Wacn. Tex.Minn.
Washington.
D. C.
W.Wheeling,
I'.ilm Beach.
W. Xa.
Wichita,
Kans.
Wichita
Falls, Te.x.X. C.
Winston-Salem.
Worcester.
Mass.
Yankton,
Youngstown.S. D.Ohio
MUTUAL BROADCAST
ING SYSTEM STATIONS
Aberdeen, Wash.
KXRO
Ada. Okla.Okla.
KADA
KVSO Ardraore,
WRDO
Bakersfield.Me.Md.Cal.
KPMC -Augusta,
WBAL
KVOS Bangor,
WLBZ
Me.
Bellingham,
WAA8
Boston,
Mass.Wash.
WICC Bait
Bridgeport,
Rapids,Conn.Iowa
WGN Cedar
WMT
Chicago,
111.Ohio
Cincirmati,
WLW
Ohio
WSAI
WCLE Cincinnati,
Cleveland,
Ohio
Ohio
WHK Cleveland,
Coffeyville. Ohio
Kans.
WHKC
KGGF Columbus.
Dallas. Tex.
Denver,
Colo.
KFEL
WRR
Moines,Cal.Iowa
KSO Des
KASA ElElk Centro,
Citv. Okla.
KXO
KCRC
KORE
KIEM Fall River, Mass.
WSAR
Worth,Colo.Tex.
KTAT Ft.
Greeley,
KFKA
Hartford,
Conn.
WTHT
Honolulu.
Hawaii
KGMB Indianapolis,
i nv. Ind.
WIRE Kan-a,
WHB
KHJ
WLNH
KFOR
WLLH
Us--i. I'.ial
WFEA
WDGY
KDON M n
KBIX .Mu< , Tenn.
Cal.
Okla.
WSM
WOR Xa..l
Xew ord. Mass.
WNBH
Okla
WNLC
Xew
KTOK Okla
KGY Olvn
KOIL
Oma
la,
Xeb.
WFIL
delphia.Pa.Pa.
WCAE Phik
Pitts burgh.
WBBZ
KALE PoiK
Port .1 Citv. Okla.
WRVA
Rich
WEAN I'n.v
T.
KRNR
KWK
KSLM MR - 1
KGB
KFXM KFRC sKQW
KOL KVOE
KGFF
KDB
KPq KGDM
WSPR
KMO
WOL
WBRY
CKLW
KIT \ a

RADIO STARS
MORNING
5:00
NBC-Rod:
WILLIAM MEEDER — .organist
NBC-Blue:
PEERLESS TRIO
S:15
NBC-Blue: BENNO RABINOFF— violinist
8:30
NBC-Red: KIDOODLERS
NBC-Blue:
TONEpianist:
PICTURES
—quartet
Ruth Pepple.
mixed
CBS: SALON- MUSICALE

Lyn Murray
8:45
NBC-Red: ANIMAL NEWS
CLUB
CBS:
pianist MICHEL ROSCOE —
9:00
NBC-Red:
TURN BACK THE
CLOCK
Griffln — Alice Remsen, George
NBC-Blue:
TO Cross
COAST
ON A WINGS
BUS— COAST
Jlilton
CBS:
OVER J. JORDAN
9:15
NBC-Red: TOM TERRISS—
speaker
•J: 30
NBC-Red:
MELODY MOMENTS
H:55
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red:
THE W.RADIO
PULPIT—Dr. Ralph
Sockman
NBC-Blue:
RUSSIAN
MELODIES
CBS: CHURCH OF THE AIR
10:30
NBC-Red: MADRIGAL
SINGERS
NBC-Blue:
DREAMS OF LONG
AGO
CBS: WALBERG
STRING
ENSEMBLE BROWN
1 1 :00
NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
CBS: TEXAS RANGERS
MBS:
REVIEWING STAND—
world problems
1 1 :05
NBC-Red: SILVER FLUTE
—NBC-Blue:
contralto ALICE REMSEN
1 1 :15
NBC-Blue: NEIGHBOR NELL
MBS:
pianist PAULINE ALPERT—
11:30
NBC-Red:
ANGLER AND
HUNTER—
sports
talk Raymond R. Camp,
NBC-Blue: FELIX KNIGHT—
songs
CBS: TOLMAJOR
FAMILY HOWES' CAPIMBS:
THERichard
STORY Blondell
TELLER S
Hru KE—
46

«^ www ^^F^^^w^w^^
APRIL 3—10—17—24
3:00NBC-Red: RADIO NEWSNBC-Red: NORSEMEN
REEL—lace Parks
ButterworthJohnson, WalQUARTET
NBC-Blue:
NBC-Blue:
SPORT
SCRAPSBILL STERN'S
dramatizationON BROADWAY—
CBS: NEW HARMONIC
YORKSYMPHONYPHILORCHESTRA
AFTERNOON
MBS: ON A SUNDAY AFTERl'i:00 Noon
chestraNO N— varieties, Stokes' orI'HOXY NBC HOME SYMXHC-Red:
3:30
Mil'
SOUTHERNAIRES
-MliS:X L,Tolilue:male
quartet
—NBC-Red:
Fields andSUNDAY
Hall,DRIVERS
Frances
> ■< >HBOINDR. CHARLES M.
XHC-Red:
UNIVERSITYTABLEOF
i'HIi\A.GO
1.XHC-Rlue:
'ISCUSSION—ROUND
guest speakers
CITY
MU.SIC HALL RADIO
ORCHESTRACBS: SALT ERNACLE
LAKECHOIRCITY
AND TABORGAN
1:00
NBC-Red:
AL duoAND LEE
REISERCHURCH
— piano
CBS:
OF THE AIR

3:45MBS:
hillbilly TRAIL
music BLAZERSNBC-Red: ROMANCE MELODIES— Ruth Lyon, Shield's
orchestra
NBC-Blue:
VESPERS—Dr. NATIONAL
Harry Emerson
Fosdick
4:30
NBC-Red:
THE WORLD IS
YOURS — dramatization
NBC-Blue:
ERA— Josef MUSICAL
CherniavskyCAMMBS: LUTHERAN HOUR
4:45
NBC-Blue: RANCH BOYS
QUARTET
5:00
NBC-Red:SENTSRY-KRISP
PREMARION TALLEY—
Koestner's orchestra
5:30
NBC-Red: MICKEY MOUSE
THEATRE OF THE AIR—
Walt
chestraDisney. Felix Mills' orNBC-Blue:
AFTERNOON WITHSUNDAY
ED McCONNELL
CBS:
GUY LOMBARDO AND
HIS ORCHESTRA

1:15
NBC-Red:
ORCHESTRAHENRY BUSSE'S
1:30NBC-Rpd: TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE CHOIR CONCERT
NBC-Blue:
THERE WAS A
WOMAN
— sketch
CBS:
FOREIGN
NEWS
BROADCAST
1:45
CBS: POET'S GOLD— David
NBC-Red:
DOGS — Bob CHATS
Becker ABOUT
NBC-Blue; MAGIC KEY OF
RCA
—
Frank
Black's
symphony
orchestra.
Linton WellsMilton J. Cross,

David Ross

NBC-Rerl:
STOR 1 KS— THATCHER
.1 r:i ni .-i tic serialCOLT
CBS: III'.,
c- |( i(.J.;,,,
I .s T Hersholt
1 A N—
drama,
si:,rij„i,MBS: M.Xi;w
I'c)|.;tky HOUR
—A.
.Suliivi.ii

EVENING
:00
NBC-Red: CATHOLIC HOUR
NBC-Blue: AND
SENATOR
FISHFACE
PROFESSOR
FIGGSBOTTLE
CBS:
JOE
PENNER
—
Austin,
s orchestra Gene
MBS:
snGrierMINUTES
IN
HOLLYWOOD—
George Jessel,
Norma Talmadge, Tucker's orchestra

6:30NBC-Red:
DAY'—sketchA TALE OP TONBC-Blue:
HAVEN MacQUARRIE
PRESENTS
DOUBLEStanEVERYTHING
—CBS:Al Shaw.
Lee
MUS:
TESTERS —
Leonard NEWS
M. Leonard
JELL-OMaryPROGRAM
—NBC-Red:
Jack stone,Benny,
LivingKenny Baker,
Wilson,
Sam
Hearn.
AndyDonDevine.
Phil Harris' orchestra
7:30NBC-Red: INTERESTING
NEIGHBORS—
interviewer Jerry Belcher,
NBC-Blue:CAST—FegBAKER'S
Murray, BROADHarriet
chestra
HiUiard, Ozzie Nelson's orCBS:
PHIL
BAKER—
BeetleAl
and Bottle. Lucille Ball,
Garr, Bradley's
orchestra
MBS:
ORCHESTRA
8:0
NBC-Red: BORN
CHASE AND — SANDon
Ameche,
EdgarPROGRAM
Bergen,
John
Carter,
Dorothy
Lamour,
orchestra
Stroud Twins, Armbruster's
NBC-Blue:
DETECTIVE
SERIES
CBS: ST. LOUIS BLUES
MBS:
GREATEST
STORIES THEIR
— dramatization
:30NBC-Blue: CALIFORNIA
CONCERT— Gill's orchestra
CBS: CALLYNGAZETTE
MURRAY'S MUSI9:00NBC-Red: MANHATTAN
MERRY-GO-ROUND
Rachel
Carlay.
Pierre Le — Kreeun,
Donnie's orchestra
CBS: NING
FORDHOUR SUNDAY EVEMBS: HAWAII CALLS
9:30
NBC-Red:
AMERICAN
OF FAMILIAR
MUSICAL-—
Frank BUMMunn,
Jean Dickenson,
Haenschen's
orchestra
NBC-Blue:
JERGENS
GRAM—Walter
Winchell. PROnews
commentator
MBS: THE BROWN SISTERS
9:45NBC-Blue: WELCH PRESENTS IRENE RICH— drama10:00
NBC-Red: RISING MUSICAL
STARS
— Alois Havrilla.
lens' orchestra,
guests SmalNBC-Blue:
PAUL
MARTIN'S
ORCHESTRA
10:30
NBC-Red:
CHESTRA CLOTIERS ORNBC-Blue: CHEERIO — talk
lEADLINBS AND BYNBC-Rcd: PIANO DUO
NBOBlue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
CBS: ORCHESTRA
MBS: ORCHESTRA

RADIO STARS
MORNING
C-Red: MALCOLM CLAIRE
liildren's stories
;<--Blue:
ARTET NORSEMEN
-Red: HIWILLIAM
BOYS MEE;—-Blue:
organist
-Red: DO TOU REMEM' FRED FEIBEL — organXBC-Red: WOMEN AND
Ninvs
XHC-Blue:
BREAKFAST
!,UB
— variety
program
.S:mail
DEAR
COLUMBIA—
dramatizations
PRESS-RADIO NEWS
-Red: PRESS-RADIO
NBC-Red:
WIFE — sketchDAN HARDING'S
<BS:
CHILlliKEN — BACHELOR'S
sketch
](i:00\BC-Red: MRS. WIGGS OF
HE■ tch CABBAGE PATCH—
;i;-Blue;
MARGOT OF CASKWOOD
S; PRETTY— sketch
KITTY KELLY
>,ietch
NBC-Red:
OTHER
wife:
— sketchJOHN'SJEMIMA
XBC-Blue:
(CBS:
'N THEMYRTAIRAUNT
—AND
varieties
MARGE—
sketch
i::iO
NBC-Red:
JUST
PLAIN
BILL
—sketch
NBC-Blue:
ATTORNEY -AT LAW
—
sketch
MBS: GET THIN TO MUSIC
1:45
NBC-Red:
THE WOMAN IN
WHITE—
sketch
XBC-Blue:
KITCHEN
C
A
D
E
—
Crosby
Gaige —CAVALCBS:
MA PERKINS
sketch
MBS:
BILL
LEWIS
— baritone
1 ;00
NBC-Red: DAVID HARUM—
.-ketch
NBC-Blue : sketch
STORY OF MARY
MARLIN—
CBS:
CARHART— songs
MBS: RUTH
REMINISCING
'.NBC-Red:
—sketch BACKSTAGE WIFE
NBC-Blue: sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
NBC-Red: HOW TO BE
CH.\RMING
NBC-Blue: —VICsketch
AND SADE—
.'■ketch
CBS:
BIGMUSICAL
SISTER—PROGRAM
sketch
-MBS:
ll:lo
NBC-Red:
BETTY decoration
MOORE —
talk
on interior
NBC-Blue:
EDWARD
HUGH—
The
Gospel
SingeriNIacCBS:
LIFE AUNT
STORIESJENNYS REAL
MBS: \'OCAHST
AFTERNOON
-Blue: TIME FOR
>UGHT
THE Margaret
RADIO COLUMN—<:: Mary
THE BOY ANDMcBride
GIRL
■Red: THE O'NEILLS-

APRIL 4—11—18—25
4:00
NBC-Blue:
VOCALIST
MBS: RADIO GARDEN CLUB
LORENZO JONES
—NBC-Red:
comedy sketch
12 NBC-Red:
:30
NBC-Blue:
CLUB MATINEE
ORCHESTRA
CBS:
COLUMBIA
CONCERT
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
FARM
HALL
AND
HOME
HOUR
—
Walter
MBS:
ED
FITZGERALD
Blaufuss'
orchestra
4:15
CBS:
OF HELEN
NBC-Red:
STORY OF MARY
TRENT—ROMANCE
sketch RECITAL
MBS:
ORGAN
MARLIN— sketch
12:45
4:30MBS: VOCAL DUO
CBS: OUR GAL, SUNDAY—
sketch
NBC-Red: RUSH HUGHES—
commentator
1:00NBC-Red: VOCALIST
sketch
CBS: THE GOLDBERGS —
CBS:
BETTY
AND
BOB—
sketch
MBS: JOHNSON
sketch,
with Jimmy FAMILY—
Scribner
MBS: THE HAPPY GANG
1:15
4:45
NBC-Red:
THE ROAD OF
NBC-Red:
ESCORTS AND
LIFE
—
sketch
BETTY
CBS: HYMNS OF ALL
MBS: BOOK
Margery
Graham A WEEK—
CHURCHES:
BETTY CROCKcooking expert
MBS: ER,HISCARSON
ROBISON
5:00sketch
NBC-Red: DICK TRACY —
AND
BUCKAROOS
1:30
NBC-Blue: NEIGHBOR NELL
NBC-Red:
AND Lyon.
MU5:10MBS: ORGANIST
SIC— LarryHaysWORDS
Larsen, Ruth
Harvey
NBC-Blue: PRESS-RADIO
NBC-Blue:
SUE BLAKE —
sketch
5:15NEWS
CBS:
ARNOLD
GRIMM'S
DAUGHTER—
sketch
NBC-Red:
TERRY
AND THE
MBS:
ORCHESTRA
PIRATES—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
DON sketch
WINSLOW
1:45NBC-Blue: JACK AND LOOF THETHREE
NAVY—
MBS:
GRACES
AND
RETTA
songs and patter
CBS: —VALIANT
LADY —
sketch
MBS: THE VOICE OF EX2:00PERIENCE
NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue:
U. S. NAVY BAND
MBS:
DON'T LOOK NOW—
Lavalle
orchestraand Sands, comedians,
2:15
CBS: THE
O'NEILLS—
sketch
JIBS:
WORLDorgan
TR.^VVELER—
voice and
2:30
NBC-Red:
RANCH BOYS OF
CBS:
AMERICAN
THE
AIR— History,SCHOOL
Exits and
Entrances
2:45
NBC-Red: VOCALIST
MBS; TEDTWEEN THEMALONES
BOOKENDS'"BEKay Thompson
NBC-Red: JACK ARMSTRONG
juvenile
serialSINGING LADY —
NBC-Blue:
children'sSTEPMOTHER—
program
CBS:
sketch
MBS:
VIRGINIA
:45TERT.\1NS— songs FAIR ENNBC-Red:
LITTLEserialORPHAN
ANNIE— Juvenile
NBC-Blue:
TOM MIX
STRAIGHTvenile serial SHOOTERS — juCBS: HILLTOP
matic serial HOUSE — draMBS:
sketch, JOHNSON
with JimmyFAMILY—
Scribner
EVENING
6:00NBC-Red: SOLOIST
NBC-Blue:
U. S. ARMY BA.ND
CBS: DEAR
children's programTEACHER—
3:00NBC-Red; PEPPER YOUNGS
MBS: D.\NCING
STRIN>;.i
(!:15NBC-Red: TOP HATTERS
FAMILY—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
ROCHESTER CIVORCHESTRA
ORCHESTRA
CBS:ICMA.XH.\TTAN
MATINEE
PRESS-R.\DIO NEWS
MBS:
fi:20CBS:
duo GIRL MEETS BOY—
CBS:
NEW HORIZONS
3:15
NBC-Red: JI A PERKINS —
6:30NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
sketch
NEWS
NBC- Blue: WALTZ SERENADE KOAKE CARTER— news
CBS:
commentator
NBC-Red:
GUIDI.NG
songs
JOAN EDWARDSLIGHT
sketchTHE
6:35NBC-Red:
.MBS: —GOOD
HEALTH A.XD
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
TRAINING

NBC-Red:
ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue:
LOWELL THOMAS
—.sketch
new.M commentator
CBS;
LUM
AND ABNER —
JiP.S; ORCHESTRA
sketch
NBC-Red: AMOS N' ANDY —
NBC-Blue:
HOBBY— guestsMUSIC IS MY
CBS;
POETIC Franklyn
MELODIES—
Jack
Fulton.
MacCormack,
orchestraLEWIS. JR.—
MBS:
FULTO.N
Washington
news commentator
NBC-Red:
UNCLE— PatEZRA'S
:15rett
RADIO STATION
Bar-

Ted Molone
NBC-Red: SOLOIST
NBC-Blue;
VOCALIST
CBS; EDDIE CANTOR'S
7:45SHOW
NBC-Red: MELODY IN RHYNBC-Blue;
VOCALIST
THM
8:00
NBC-Red: BURNS AND ALLEN—Tony Martin, Garber's
orchestra
NBC-Blue:
PUZZLES—BuddyMELODY
Clark, Fredda
Gibson,
Salter's
orchestra
CBS:
MONDAY
NIGHT
SHOW
— Lou Holtz. Kay Thompson.
Ted Husing, Himber's orches8:15NBC-Blue: LIEDERSINGERS
8:30NBC-Red;
VOICE Crooks.
OF FIRESTONE— Richard
Marorchestra,garetguests
Speaks. Wallenstein'a
CBS: edy PICK
commusicAND PAT—
MBS; and—RAYMOND
commentator GRAM9:00SWING
NBC-Red:
FIBBER McGEE
AND
MarianMOLLY
and Jim— comedy
Jordan. sketch.
Clark
Dennis, Betty Winkler, orchesNBC-Blue: PHILADELPHIA
ORCHESTRA — Eugene Ormandv.
CBS: LUXguestsR.A.DIO THE.-VTRE
-R OF CHARM
9:30MBS
and hisBenay
girls
.rohestra.
CARTOONS—
■r> pno.... Opal
i orchesKINGS ORBC-Red; PUBT^IC HERO No.
MBS:
WEBER'S
PAGEANTHENRY
OF MELODY
47

RADIO STARS
MORNING
NBC I; ; MAI.mLM CLAIRE
xbc-h;uc\ chauioteers
8:15XBC-Red: HI BOTS
NBC-Blue:
EXSEMBLE DICK LEI BERT
8:30XBC-Red: DO TOU REMEMBER?
CBS: POETIC STRIXGS
8:45XBC-Blue: GRACE AXD
SCOTTY
CBS: FRED FEIBEL — organist
9:00NBC-Red: WOMEN AXD
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
BREAKFAST
CLUB—MUSIC
variety
CBS:
IXprogrram
THE AIR
0:15NBC-R.Hl; PERSOX TO PERFrank Luther
9:25SOX—
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS

Tom Sla+er
9:40XBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
XEWS
9:45
NBC-Red:
WIFE— BACHELORS
sketchDAX HARDIXG'S
CBS:
CHILDREN-— sketch
9:55NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red:
MRS. WIGGS
THE
CABBAGE
PATCH OF—
sketch
NBI'-Blu.-:
MAKOOT
CASTLi;\V(IM;|;TTV
>' il.>— vk.kitty
i.-h OFKELLY
CHS
S OTHER
1 JEMIMA
OX
'J
J
1
I
.
,\
I
K
—
.
a
rieties
CBS: MYKT AXD MARGE —
sketch
10:30
NBC-Red:
PLAIN BILL
—NBC-Blue:
sketch JUST
ATTORNEY-ATLAW
—
sketch
CBS:
HOW
GET Emily
THE
MOST
OUT OFTO LIFE—
Post GET
MBS:
THIN TO MUSIC
10:45
NB"--!;'-'!:
WOilAN IN
WHI' TH}-:
■' Hi:x
NHCAVAI.'
i;ait-esketch
Cl;.-.
.
.
'
i.
I
XS—
MBS
Iv^LI.-^
JliUll
EXTERTAIXS
11:00
NBC-Red:
DAVID HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
THE — STORY
OF
MARY MARY
MARLIN
CBS:
LEE sketch
TAYLOR
11:15
—NBC-Red:
sketch BACKSTAGE WIFE
NBC-Blue: sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
11:30
NBC-Red:
K vrH A NGE—HOMEMAKERS"
Howe
NBC-Elue:
VICEleanor
AND SADB—
Sketch
CBS: BIG SISTER— sketch
48

APRIL 5—12—19—26
1Xl«"-R.a:
:4r)
CHEF
XHUiUi—
Hi"- Blue:'l"heMYSTERY
EDWARD
Gospel SingerMacCHS: AUXT
.IKXXY'S
LIFK
STOP IKS—
sketch REAL
MBS;
Ml'SU-Al.
I'ROGRAM
AFTERNOON
::00 Noon
XBC-Red:
GIRL ALONE —
sketch
XBC-Blue:
TIME FOR
THOUtJHT
CBS:
THE Margaret
RADIO COLUMXIST—
Marv
McBride
MBS:
FRIEXDTHli BOY AXD GIRL
O'XEILLS—

Lysbeth Hughes
XBC-Blue: VOCALIST
12:30
XBC-Red:
VOCALIST FARM
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
AND
HOMEorchestra
HOUR— Walter
Blautuss'
CBS:
ROMANCE
OF HELEN
TRENT—
sketch
MBS: STUDIES
l'>:45
SKETCHES
IN BLACK AND
AND
WHITE
XBC-Red: THREE ROMEOS
CBS: OUR GAL, SUNDAY—
sketch
1:00NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
CBS:
BETTY AND BOB—
sketch ORCHESTRA
MBS:
1:15NBC-Red: ESCORTS AND
BETTY HYMNS OF ALL
CBS:
CHURCHES:
BETTY CROCKER,MICROPHONE
cooking expert
MBS:
IN THE
SKY— Tom
Slater, interviewer
1:30NBC-Red: WORDS AND MURuth Lyon,
sen.SIC—Harvey
Hays Larry LarXBC-Blue: SUE BLAKE —
skf
CHS:
ARNOLD
i)Ari;irri;H
— sketch GRIMM'i
AIHS:
I iltlMlESTUA

2:00NBC-Red:
IN MUSICDr. Joseph FUN
E. Maddy
TALK IT
OVIOI:
.Inn''OXIOII
lUlul LS— sketch
CBS: 'Jill';
MBS; ltE\'KUIES
2:30NBC-Red: GENERAL FEDERATION
CLUBS
NBiM:lue:
NBCOF WOMEN'S
MUSIC
GUILD

NBC-Red:
ARMCHAIR QUARTET
:\1BS: MUSIC FOR THE
SCHOOL
}:00FAMILY—
NBC-Red: sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
NBC-Blue:
U. S. MARINE
BAND
:MBS: LEN SALVO— organist
J:15NBC-Red:
MA PERKINS —
sketch
MBS; JEAN KIXG — vocalist
VIC AND SADE—
J:30XBC-Red:
sketch
songs
CBS: HOLLACE S H A W—
J:45NBC-Red: THE GUIDING
LIGHT—
-MHS; GOODsketch HEALTH AND
NBC-Red:
LORENZO JONES
— comedy sketch
CLUB MATINEE
—NBC-Blue:
variety program
CINE
CBS: ACADEMY OF MEDI:15MBS; ED FITZGERALD
NBC-Red:
THE — STORY
MARY SONGLAND
MARLIN
sketch OF
:MBS;
NBC-Red: RUSH HUGHESCBS: THE GOLDBERGS—
sketch
MBS:
JOHNSON
sketch,
with JiminyFAMILY—
Scribner
:45
NBC-Red:
THE ROAD OF
LIFE—
sketch
CBS:
QUESTIONS
BEFORECURRENT
THE HOUSE
MBS:
Margery BOOK
Graham A WEEK—
DICK TRACY—
:00NBC-Red:
sketch
THE FOUR OF
USMINBC-Blue:
ORGANIST
NBC-Red:
AND THE
PIRATES— TERRY
sketch
NBC-Blue:
DON WINSLOW
OF
THE
NAVY—
sketch
MBS: HAROLD TURNER —
pianist
JACK ARM:30NBC-Red: STRONG—juvenile
NBC-Blue: program
SINGINGserialLADY—
children's
CBS: STEPMOTHER—
sketch
IN WONDERLAMBS:XD —ALICE
dramatization
NBC-Red:
LITTLEserialORPHAN
ANNIENBCBlue:Juvenile
T OSHOOTERS
M M I —X
STRAIGHT
juvenile
serial
CBS:
HILLTOP
HOUSE —
dramatic
serial
MBS:
sketch, JOHNSON
with JimmyFAMILY
Scribner—
EVENING
6:00NBC-Red: SCIENCE IN THE
NEWS
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
CBS:
MBS: LET'S
MUSICALI'UETEND
PROGRAM
6:15NBC-Red: VOCALIST
MBS: LEN SALVO — organist
6:30NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
CBS: BOAKE!VOCALIST
CARTER — news
NBC-Red:
ORCHESTRA
6:35NBC-Blue: S( -I.fjlST
6:45NBC-Blue: LOWELL THOM-

CBS:
SELECTIONS
FROM
LIGHT
OPERAS
MBS: ORCHESTRA
7:00sketch
NBC-Red: AMOS 'N' ANDY—
XBC-Blue; EASY ACESCBS*: ^POETIC INIBLODIES—
Jack
Fulton.
Franklyn
MacCormack.
Kelsey's
orchestraJR.—
MBS;
FULTON
LEWIS.
Washington
news
commentator
7:15
NBC-Red:TIES—choralVOCAL
singing VARIENBC-Blue: MR. KEEN.
TRACERSONS— dramatic
OF LOST
serial PERCBS:
HOLLYWOOD
SCREENSCOOPS—
George McCall
MBS: ORCHESTRA
7:30
ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red: DICK
GASPERRE'S
NBC-Blue:
PEOPLE
IN THE
NEWS
— Dorothy
Thompson,
commentator
CBS:
SECOND
HUSBAND—
serial,
Menken — news
MBS: Helen
HEADLINES
VIVIEN DELLA

Dale Carnegie
8:00
NBC-Red:SENTS RUSSJOHNNY
MORGAN PREAND
HIS
ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue:
THOSE
■— dramatic serial, WE
Nan LOVE
Grey
CBS:
TOWN—Trevor,
Edwarddra-G.
Robinson.BIG Claire
8:30NBC-Red: LADY ESTHER
SERENADE —EDGAR
Wayne GUEST
King's
orchestra
NBC-Blue:
In "IT orchestra
CAN BE DONE" —
Masters'
CBS:
JOLSON — Martha
Raye, ALParkyakarkus,
Young's
orchestra, guestsVictor
8:45MBS: MUSICAL PROGRAM
9:00NBC-Red: VON POP— Parka
Johnson,
Butterworth
NBC-Blue:Wallace
HORACE
HEIDT
AND HISDIERS — L ALEMITE
BRIGAy
s
b
e
t
h
Hughes.
Yvonne
King
CBS:
BY— AlWATCH
Pearce,THENickFUNLucas,GO
orchestra
ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue; ALIAS JIMMY
9:30VALENTINE—
sketch
CBS; BENNY dramatic
GOODMANS
(J'Flynn
SWING SCHOOL
Hoff'i
MBS: THEDeen
WITCH'S
Aliinzo
Cole,TALE—
Marie
NHC-Blue;
NBC
JAMBOREE
10:00MBS: HOUR OF ROMANCE—
Edily Duchin's oichi stra
NBC-Red; JI.M.MIIO
FIDLER'S
10:30
HOLLYWOOD
CBS: HOWARD GOSSIP
PHILLIPS—
baritone
MBS: ORCHESTRA
10:45
NBC-Red; DANCE
NBC-Blue:
DANCE MUSIC
MUSIC
CBS;
MUSIC
MHS; DANCE
DEVELUI'MKNT
OF

RADIO STARS
MORNING
\ HC-Red: MALCOLM CLAIRE
cMiC-Blue:
hildren's FOUR
stories SHOWMEN
;r-Red: HIWILLIAM
ROTS MEE:;r-Blue:
II — organist
■ '-Red: DO YOU REMEMlue: LUCILLE AND
METROPOLITA
;C-Red: WOMEN AND
9:15NBC-Red: PERSON TO PERSON—Frank
LutherENSEMBLE
MADISON
9:35CBS:
CBS:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
9:30NBC-Red: ALICE JOY—
songs—
CBS:
THE
ROAD
OF
LIFE
sketch
9:40NBC-Red; PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
9:45NBC-Red: DAN HARDIXGS
WIFE
sketch
CBS: — BACHELORS
CHIL9:55NBC-Blue: DREN—sketchPR ESS- RADIO
NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red:
MRS. WIGGS
THE CABBAGE
PATCH—OF
sketch
NBC-Blue:
MARGOT
TLEWOOD — sketch OF CAS—CBS:sketchPRETTY KITTY KELLY
10:15
NBC-Red:sketchJOHN'S OTHER
WIFE—
NBC-Blue:
THE
AIR— AUNT
varietiesJEMIMA ON
CBS:
sketch MYRT AND MARGE—

Nan Wynn
10:30
NBC-Red: JUST PLAIN BILL
—sketch
NBC-Blue:
ATTORNEY-ATLAW
sketchTHIN
MBS; — GET
TO JIUSIC
10:45
NBCRed:
THE
WOMAN
IN
WHITE — sketch
NBC-Blue:
KITCHEN
CAVALC
A
D
E
—
Crosby
Gaige
CHS: ORGAN
MA PERKINS
— sketch
MBS;
RECITAL
11:00NBC-Red: DAVID HARUM—
NBC-Blue:
THE — sketch
STORY OF
MARY MARLIN
CBS:
THE LARRY
STEWARTVINCENT
SISTERSAND
NBC-Red— sketch
: BACKSTAGE
WIFE
NBC-Blue: sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
11:30
NBC-Red:
HOW
TO BE
CHARMING
—VIC
sketch
NBC-Blue:
AND SADE—
sketch
CBS: BIG SISTER— sketch
11:45NBC-Red: HELLO PEGGY—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
EDWARD
HUGH— The Gospel
SingerMac-

CBS:
comedy LUMsketchAND ABNER —
7:00NBC-Red:
sk.-tch AMOS N' ANDY —
NHi'-i;h). KASY ACES— comAPRIL 6—13—20—27
CBS:
AtTNT
JENNY'S REAL
LIFE
MBS: STORIES—
ELINOR sketch
SHERRY —
songs
3:00NBC-Red:
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY— sketch
AFTERNOON
NBC-Bluo:
CONTINENTAL
VARIETIES— Stopaks orches12:00NBC-Red:
Xoon GIRL ALONE —
sketch
NBC-Blue: TIME FOR
THOUGHT
CBS: IST—Marv
THE Margaret
RADIO COLUMNMcBride
MBS:
FRIENDTHE BOY AND GIRL
1-3:15
NBC-Red:
VIC AND SADE —
sketch
NBC-Blue; LITTLE VARIETY
NBC-Red:
THE O'NEILLS —
sketch
SHOW
CBS:
DEEP
RIVER BOYS
NBC-Blue:
MBS: RAOULKTDOODLERS
NADEAU —
^NBC-Red:
THE
GUIDING
LIGHT—CURTIS
sketch INSTITUTE
CBS:
OF
NBt^-Red: NATIONAL
CAMPl'S KIDS
MUSIC
NBC-Blue:
FARM
:MBS; GOOD HEALTH AND
AND
HOMEorchestra
HOUR — Walter
TRAINING
Blaufuss'
CBS:
ROMANCE
OF HELEN
4:00-XBC-Red: LORENZO JONES
i'>:45
TRENT—
sketch RECITAL
MBS: ORGAN
— comedy sketch
CLUB MATINEE
—NBC-Blue;
variety program
NBC-Red:
ORCHESTRA
MBS; ED FITZGERALD
CBS:
OUR
GAL,
SUNDAY—
sketch
4:15NBC-Red; THE STORY OF
1 :00CBS:
BETTY AND BOB—
MARY VOCAL
MARLIN—DUOsketch
sketch
MBS;
MBS: THE HAPPY GANG
1:15NBC-Red: ESCORTS AND
4:30NBC-Red; RUSH HUGHES—
commentator NATIONAL CONBETTY HYMNS OF ALL
NHC-Blue;
CBS:
CHURCHES:
BETTY CROCKGRES OF PARENTS' AND
ER,
cookinsr
expert
TEACHERS'
MBS:
CARSON ROBISON AND
CBS:
GOLDBERGS —
sketch THE ASSOCIATIONHIS BUCKAROOS
MBS;
JOHNSON
sketch, with JimmyFAillLY
Scribner—
THE
ROAD
4 :45NBC-Red:
LIFE—
sketch A WEEK— Mar-OF
MBS: BOOK
gery Graham
5:00NBC-Red:
DICK TR.\CY —

Mario Cozzi
NBC-Red:
AND LarMUSIC—Harvey
Ruth WORDS
Lyon. Larry
sen.
NBC-Blue:
SUEHaysBLAKE
—sketch
CBS:
ARNOLDsketchGRIMM'S
DAUGHTER—
MBS; ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue:
RETTA — songsJACKand AND
patter LOCBS:
sketch VALIANT LADY —
MBS; VOICE OF EXPERIENCE
YOUR HEALTH—
2:00NBC-Red:
talk,
dramatization
NBC-Blue;
SWINGTIME TRIO
MBS:
DON'T
LOOK NOW—
Lavalle
orchestraand Sands, comedians,
2:15NBC-Blue: LET'S TALK IT
OVER— Alma Kitchell
CBS;
O'NEILLS— sketch
MBS: THE
REVERIES
2:30NBC-Red: BREVITY MATINEE
NBC-Blue:
WALTZ FAVORITES AMERICAN
CBS:
SCHOOL OF
THE
AIR
—
Geography
MBS:
Ti^S IN STUDIES
BLACK ANDAND SKETCHWHITE

NBC-Red; TERRY AND THE
PIRATES— sketch
NBC-Blue:
DON WINSLOW
OF
NAVY— sketch
MBS;THEPIANIST
ARMSTRONG
— iuvenile JACK
serial
5:30NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue:
SINGING LADY—
children's
program
CBS; STEPMOTHER— sketch
NBC-Red:
LITTLEserialORPHAN
ANNIE — juvenile
5:45NBC-Blue:
T O il MIX
STRAIGHT
SHOOTERS — juveCBS: nile serialHILLTOP HOUSE —
jms';'^
sketch, JOHNSON
with JimmyFAMILY
Scribner—
EVENING
6:00NBC-Red;
AMERICA'S
SCHOOLS
NBC-Blue; ORCHESTRA
CBS; DEAR
programTEACHER— chilMBS: dren's
ORCHESTRA
^'x'BC-Red: TOP HATTERS
ORCHESTRA
CBS: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
6:30NEWS
NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
NBC-Blue: ORGANIST
CBS:
BOAKB CARTER— news
commentator
NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
6:35NHC-Blue:
VOCALIST
6:45

7:15NBC-Red: UNCLE EZRA'S
RADIO
— Pat Barrett STATION
NBC-Blue:
MR. KEEN, TRALOST PERSONS —
dramaticCER OFserial
CBS; HOBBY LOBBY— David
ORCHESTRA
:30MBS;
XnP-Rod: HK.XDRl
LEM \'AX Ln. IX—
;:45
iZZI—
WILNBC-Red
'
AMERICA—
Hir T!
Murray, ;Frank
chestra
NBC-Blue;
SCIEX'/i: <jX THE
MARCH
CBS: ADULT EDUCATION
PROGRAM
NBC-Red:
ILY— sketchONE MAN S FAMNBC-Blue:
REVUE
CBS ; C .\ V AROY
L C A SHIELD'S
D E OF
AMERK'A
—
guests,
Voorheea'
oroh.
MBS; straU. S. M.\RIXE BAXD
5:30NBC-Red: RALKKIH AXD
KOOL SHOW— Toinniy D.,rWright, Jack " Leonard, Paul
.MBS:
ch-_sira
H'l^-n-- JAZZ
Daniels, NOCTURNE
Stanley's or-—

Grace Moore

MBS; ORCHESTRA
CBS: BEN
Lew
BuddyBERNIE
Clark.— Jane
9:30Lehr,
Pickens
MBS:
LET'S
VISIT
—
Dave
Driscoll. Jerry Danzig
NBC-Blue:
CHOIR SYMl'H(
10:00
CBS:iXETTE
GAXG BUSTERS — crime
H. NorNBC-Blue: SOLOIST
10:30
NBC-Red: DANCE
DANCE MUSIC
MUSIC
11:00
NBC-Blue:
CBS:
DANCE
MUSIC
MBS: ORCHESTRA
49

RADIO STARS
MORNING
8.00
MALCOLM
—NBC-Red:
children's
stories CLAIRE
NBC-Blue: SOUTHERNAIRES
NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue: HIDICKBOYSLEIBERT
8:30ENSEMBLE
NBC-Red:
DO YOU REMEMBER?
8:43CBS: POETIC STRINGS
NBC-Blue: GRACE AND
»:00SCOTTY
NBC-Rpd : WOMEN AND
NEWS
:BC-Blue:iriety
BREAKFAST
CLUl
program
9:13CBS: AS YOU' LIKI
NBC-Red: PERSON TO PER9:25 SON—Frank Luther
9:30CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
NBC-Red:
— songs FRANCES ADAIR
CBS: THE ROAD OF LIFE—
sketch
9:40
NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADI
NEWS
9:43
NBC-Red:
DAN
WIFE— sketch HARDING'S
CBS: BACHELOR'S
CHILDREN—sketch
9:53
NBC-Blue: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red:
MRS. WIGGS
THE CABBAGE
PATCH—OF
sketch
NBC-Blue:
MARGOT
TLE WOOD — sketch OF CAS—CBS:sketchPRETTY KITTY KELLY
10:13
NBC-Red:
JOHN'S OTHER
WIFE— sketch
NBC-Blue:
AUNT
JEMIMA ON
THE
AIR—
CBS: MYRT varieties
AND MARGE—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
LAW
sketch ATTORNEY-ATCBS: — HOW
TO GET THE
MOST
OUT OF LIFE— Emily
Post GET
MBS:
THIN
TO MUSIC
10:45
NBC-Red: sketch
THE WOMAN IN
WHITE—
NBC-Bluc: ALCADE—Crosby
KITCHEN
CAVGalge— sketch
CBS;
PERKINS
MBS: MA
GOOD
MORNING
FROM
CLEVELAND
11:00
NBC-Red:
DAVID HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
THE sketch
STORY OF
MARY
MARLIN—
CBS: MARY LEE TAYLOR
11:15
NBC-Red:
— sketch BACKSTAGE WIFE
NBC-Blue:
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY— sketch
11:30
NBC-Red:
HOMEMAKERS
EXCHANGE—
Howe
NBC-Blue: VICEleanor
AND SADE—
comedy
CBS: BIOsketch
SISTER— sketch

APRIL 7—14—21—28
2:45NBC-Red: ARMCHAIB
11:43
NBC-Red: THE MYSTERY
CHEF
QUARTET
NBC-Blue: VOCALIST
NBC-Blue:
EDWARD
MacHUGH—AUNT
The Gospel
SingerREAL
MBS: TEDTWEEN THEMALONES
CBS:
JENNYS
BOOKENDS""BELIFE
STORIES—
sketch
3:00NBC-Red: PEPPER
MBS; VOCALIST
YOUNG'S
FAMILY— sketch
NBC-Blue:
PIANIST
AFTERNOON
CBS;
RAY
BLOCK'S
VARIETIES
12 NBC-Red:
:00 Noon GIRL ALONE —
MBS: ORGANIST
8:15NBC-Red: MA PERKINS —
sketch
NBC-Blue: TIME FOR
sketch
THOUGHT
NBC-Blue:OF MUSIC
EASTMAN
CBS: IST—Mary
THE Margaret
RADIO COLUMNSCHOOL
McBride
MBS:
THE
BOY
AND
GIRL
FRIEND
8:.30NBC-Red:
VIC
AND SADE—
comedy U.sketch
12:15
CBS:
S. ARMY BAND
NBC-Red: THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
3:45NBC-Red: THE GUIDING
NBC-Blue: VOCALIST
LIGHT— sketch
12:30NBC-Red:
MBS: GOOD HEALTH AND
AL
AND
LEL
REISER
— piano
duo FARM
4:00TRAINING
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
AND
HOMEorchestra
HOUR— Walter
NBC-Red: sketch
LORENZO JONES
—comedy
Blau£uss'
CBS;
ROMANCE
OF HELEN
CLUB MATINEE
—NBC-Blue:
variety program
TRENT-sketch
12:45
CBS;
SERIES SCIENCE SERVICE
NBC-Red:
CONCERT
ENJIBS: ED FITZGERALD
SEMBLE
CBS: OUR GAL. SUNDAY—
4:15
sketch
NBC-Red:
THE STORY
1:00
MARY MARLIN—
sketch OF
NBC-Red:
ORCHESTRA
CBS: ETON
BOY'S
MBS;
SONGLAND
CBS:
BETTY
AND
BOB—
4:30
sket
MBS: ch THE HAPPY GANG
NBC-Red: RUSH HUGHES—
commentator
1:15
NBC-Red:
ESCORTS AND
CBS: THE GOLDBERGS—
sketch
BETTY
CBS:
HYMNS
OF
ALL
MBS: JOHNSON
sketch,
with Jimmy FAMILY—
Scribner
CHURCHES:
BETTY CROCKER,MICROPHONE
cooking expert
4:45
MBS:
IN
THE
NBC-Red:
THE
ROAD
OF
SKY—
Tom
Slater,
interviewer
LIFE—DANCE
sketch TIME
1:30
CBS;
NBC-Red:
WORDS
AND
MUMBS:
BOOK
A
WEEK—
Margery Graham
SIC—Harvey
Ruth Lyon,
Larsen,
Hays Larry
5:00
NBC-Blue:
SUE
BLAKE —
sketch
NBC-Red:
DICK TRACY—
sketch
CBS:
ARNOLD.sketchGRIMM'S
NBC-Blue: FOUR OF US
DAUGHTER—
MBS:
ORCHESTRA
1:45
6:10NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NBC-Blue:
VOCALISTLADY —
NEWS
CBS: VALIANT
6:13NBC-Red: EENNO RABINOFF — violinistDON WINSLOW
NBC-Blue;
OF THEORGAN
NAVY—RECITAL
sketch
NBC-Red:
NBCRANCH
MUSIC BOYS
GUILD
MBS:
NBC-Blue:
CBS: LYRIC SERENADE
5:30NBC-Red: JACK ARMSTRONG
—NBC-Blue:
juvenile serial
SINGING LADY—
children'sSTEPMOTHER—
program
CBS:
sketch
MBS; ALICE
IN WONDERLAND—dramatization
6:45NBC-Red: LITTLE ORPHAN
ANNIE— juvenileNBC-Blup;
TOMserial MIX
STRAIGHT
nile serial SHOOTERS— juveCBS: HILLTOP HOUSE— dra-

Lud Gluskin

Eleanor Howe
50

2:15NBC-Blue; LET'S TALK IT
OVER—
LLsa ONEILLS—
Sergio sketch
CBS: THE
MBS:
REVERIES
NBC-Hed; IKCI'
VOCALIST
NBC-I'.lii.-:
A.NU PAT
CBS:
OF TIIP;AMERICAN
AIR — primarySCHOOL
music

EVENING
«:00NBC-Red: GEORGE R.
HOLMES — Washington commentator ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue;
CBS:
PRETEND
MBS: LET'S
ORCHESTRA
«J:30NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
6:15MBS: HAROLD TURNER—
pianist
NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NIUNBluc:
ORGANIST
CBS; BOAKE CARTER — news

— songs
«:35
NBC-Red: JOAN EDWARDS
6:45NBC-Blue; TUNE TWISTERS
NBC-Red:
ORCHESTRA
LOWELL
THOMAS
—NBC-Blue;
news commentator
HARRIS— HolT.00MBS; RADIE
lywood commentator
NBC-Red: AMOS 'N' ANDY—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
EASY ACES— comedy sketch
POETIC Franklyn
MELODIES—
'!:30CBS:
Jack
Fulton,
MaoCormack, orchestra
FULTON
LEWIS,
JR.—
7:15MBS:
Washington news commentator
NBC-Red: VOCAL VARIE
— dramaticOFserial
TRACER
LOST PERSONS
CBS; HOLLYWOOD
SCRBENSCOOPS—
George McCall
MBS; ORCHESTRA
YEARS
NBC-Red:
THROUGH THE
NBC-Blue; ORCHESTRA
CBS;
WE,
THE PEOPLE—
Gabriel
MBS: Heatter
HEADLINES — news
MARCH OF TIME
—N"BC-Blue:
news dramatizations
CBS: KATE SMITH— Ted Collins.
Miller's
orchestra
MBS: ALFRED
W ALLEN
STEIN'S
SINFONIETTA

Ruth Carhart
8:30NBC-Blue: VOCALIST
MBS:
CHESTRASAMMY KAYE'S OR8:45NBC-Blue: MILESTONES IN
AMERICAN
— Rochester
PhilharmonicMUSIC
Orchestra
NBC-Red;
GOOD
OF
9:001938— M-G-M stars.NEWS
Willson'*
orchestra
CBS; MAJOR
TEUR HOUR BOWES' AMAU:30
NBC-Blue;
AMERICA'S
TOWN
MEETING
OF THE
AIR
— speakers
MBS:
ORCHESTRA
10:00
NBC-Red:
HALL
— BIngKRAFT
Crosby,MUSIC
Bob
Burns, Trotter's orchestra
CBS:
ESSAYS
IN
MUSIC—
Victor garet
Bay'sDaum, orchestra,
Marguests
Ruth Carhart
David Ross
MBSHOLLYWOOD SERENADE
10:30
NBC-Blue: NBC NIGHT CLUls
— Ran.som Sherman, Kogen's
orchestra
CBS: HOLLYWOOD SHOWCASE— Lud Gluskln's orchesMBS; tra, guests
HENRY WEBER S
MUSICAL REVUE
11:00NBC-Red; DANCE MUSIC
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
CBS:
CAB CALLOWAY'S ORCHESTRA
^^NBC-Blue;
ELZA SCHALLERT REVIEWS — previews,
MBS; THEATRE DIGEST
guests

RADIO
MORNING
NBC-Rod:
—children'sMALCOLM
stories CLAIRE
—NBC-Blue:
quartet FOUR SHOWMEN
''NBC-Red:
HI BOYS
NBC-Blue:
DER — organistWILLIAM MEE8:30NBC-Red: DO YOU REMEMBER? FRED FEIBEL — organCBS:
8:45NBC-Blue: LUCILLE AND
LANNY
9:00NBC-Red: WOMEN AND
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
BREAKFAST
CLUB
— variety
program
CBS:
RADE METROPOLITAN PA9:15NBC-Red: PERSON TO PERSON—Frank Luther
9:25CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
9:30
NBC-Red:
— songs—
CBS:
THE ALICE
ROAD JOY
OF LIFE
sketch
9:40NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
• :45
NBC-Red:
WIFE
— sketchDAN HARDING'S
CBS; BACHELOR'S
CHILDREN—sketch
9:55NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
1U:00NBC-Red: MRS. WIGGS OF
THE CABBAGE PATCH —
sketch

Marge of "Myrt and
NBC-Blue: —Marge"
MARGOT
TLEWOOD
sketch OF CASCBS:
— sketchPRETTY KITTY KELLY
10:15
NBC-Red:
OTHER
WIFE — sketchJOHN'S
NBC-Blue:
AUNT
JEMIMA
ON
THE
AIR
—
varieties
CBS:
sketch MYRT AND MARGE—
10:30NBC-Red: JUST PLAIN BILL
— sketch ATTORNEY -AT NBC-Blue:
LAW
sketchTHIN TO MUSIC
MBS: — GET
10:45
NBC-Red:
THE WOMAN IN
WHITE— sketch
NBC-Blue:
KITCHEN
CAVA
L
C
A
D
E
—
Crosby
Gaige— sketch
CBS:
MA PERKINS
MBS:
ORGAN
RECITAL
11:00
NBC-Red: DAVID HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue:MARLIN—
THE sketch
STORY OF
MARY
CBS:
RUTH
CARHART—
songs
MBS:
REMINISCING
11:15
NBC-Red
: BACKSTAGE
WIFE— sketch
NBC-Blue: sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
11:30
NBC-Red:
HOWsketch TO BE
CHARMING—VIC
NBC-Blue:
AND SADE —
sketch
CBS: BIG SISTER— sketch

APRIL 1—8—
11:45
NBC-Red: HELLO PEGGY—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
HUGH— The EDWARD
Gospel SingerMacCBS:
AUNT JENNY'S
REAL
LIFE
STORIES
MBS: VOCALIST— sketch
AFTERNOON
12:00
Noon GIRL ALONE —
NBC-Red:
sketch
NBC-Blue: TIME FOR
THOUGHT
CBS: IST—Mary
THE RADIO COLUMNMBS; THE Margaret
BOY ANDMcBride
GIRL
FRIEND
13:15
NBC-Red:
THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
MBS: RADIOVOCALIST
GARDEN CLUB
13:30
NBC-Red:
ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
FARM
AND
HOMEorchestra
HOUR— Walter
Blaufuss'ROMANCE
CBS:
OF
HELEN
TRENT—
sketch
MBS: STUDIES
SKETCHES
IN BLACK AND
AND
WHITE
12 CBS:
:45 OUR GAL, SUNDAY—
sketch
CBS:
sketch BETTY AND BOB—
MBS: THE HAPPY GANG
NBC-Red:
ESCORTS AND
BETTY
CBS: BETTY
CROCKER —
cooking
expert
MBS: HIS
CARSON
ROB I SON
AND
BUCKAROOS
1:30
NBC-Red:
AND Lyon.
MUSIC— LarryHaysWORDS
Larsen, Ruth
Harvey
NBC-Blue:
SUE
BLAKE
—
sketch
CBS:
ARNOLD
GRIMM'S
DAUGHTER
—
sketch
MBS: ORCHESTRA
1:45
NBC-Blue:
ETTA
songsJACK
and AND
patter LOR-—
CBS: — VALIANT
LADY
sketch
MBS: VOICE OF EXPERIENCE
2:00NBC-Red
and NBC-Blue: NBC
MUSIC
HOUR — Dr.APPRECIATION
Walter Damrosch
MBS: DON'T LOOK NOW—
Lavalle
orchestra and Sands, comedians,
2:30CBS: AMERICAN SCHOOL
OF
THE Science
AIR — Club
Vocational
Guidance:
of the
Air
MBS:
WORLD
TRAVELER—
Voice
and
organ
2:45
MBS: TEDTWEEN THEMALONE'S
BOOKENDS""BENBC-Red:
PEPPER
YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
NBC-Blue: sketch
RADIO GUILD—
dramatization
CBS: U. .S. MARINE BAND
3:15
NBC-Red: MA PERKINS —
sketch
NBC-Red: VIC AND SADE—
sketch
CBS:
QUESTIONS
BEFORECURRENT
THE SENATE
:45NBC-Red: THE GUIDING
LIGHT—
sketch
CBS:
MBS: DEEP
GOOD RIVER
HEALTHBOYSAND
TRAINING

STARS

15— 22— 29

Irene Noble+te

Rush Hughes
4:00
LORENZO JONES
—NBC-Red:
comedy sketch
NBC-Blue:
CLUB MATINEE —
variety program
CBS:
MUSIC FROM THE
GOLD COAST
4:15MBS; ED FITZGERALD
NBC-Red;
THE — STORY
OF
JIARY
MARLIN
MBS: BLACK
ON sketch
WHITE
4:30NBC-Red: RUSH HUGHES—
commentator
sketch
CBS: THE GOLDBERGS—
MBS:
JOHNSON FAMILY—
4:45sketch, with Jimmy Scribner
NBC-Red:
LIFE — sketchTHE ROAD OF
MBS:
Margery BOOK
Graham A WEEK—
5:00
NBC-Red: DICK TRACT—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
NEIGHBOR NELL
MBS: ORCHESTRA
5:10NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
5:15
NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue: VOCALIST
DON WINSLOW
OF THE NAVY — sketch
5:30NBC-Red: JACK ARMSTRONG— juvenile
serial
NBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRA
CBS:
STEPMOTHER
— sketch
5:45NBC-Red: LITTLE ORPHAN
ANNIE
—
juvenile
serial
NBC-Blue:
MIX—
STRAIGHT TOM
SHOOTERS
juvenile
serial HOUSE — draCBS: HILLTOP
ic serial
MBS: matJOHNSON
sketch,
with Jimmy FAMILY—
Scribner
EVENING
6:00
NBC-Red;
THE
NEWS ORCHESTRA
—EDUCATION
dramatization IN
NBC-Blue:
CBS: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
FOR
FUN—
6:0.»CBS: ardMUSIC
Barlow's orchestra How6:15NBC-Red:
RHYTHMAIRES
6:30
NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue: ORGANIST
CBS:
BOAKE
6:35commentator CARTER— news
<!:45NBC-Red:
PIANO TIME —
guest
pianistsSOLOIST
NBC-Blue:
NBC-Red:
ORCHESTRA
LOWELL THOMAS
—NBC-Blue:
news commentator

CBS:
LUM AND ABNER sketch
MBS: MUSICAL PROGRAM
7:00NBC-Red: AMOS
sketch
songs
NBC-Blue: MARY SMALL —
CBS: Fulton.
POETIC Franklyn
MELODIES—
ANDY—
Jack
MacCormack.
orchestra
MBS:
FULTON
LEWIS.
Washington news comme
JR.
NBC-Red:
UNCLEPat EZRA'S
RADIO
STATION—
Barrett
.NHO-Blue:
STORY —BEHIND
THE HEADLINES
Caesar
Searchinger
CBS: ARTHUR
MBS:
ORCHESTRAGODFREY
7:30
NBC-Red:VAN LOON—
HEXDRIK
WILLEM
talk CONNBC-Blue;
DINNER
CERT
igs
CBS: HOLLACE SHAW —
NBC-Red:
BUGH OU
RHYTHM VOCALIST
NBC-Blue;
NBC-Red;
CONCERT —CITIES
Lucille SERVICE
Manners.
Frank Black's
orchestra
NBC-Blue:
GRAND
STATION — dramatic CENTRAL
sketch
MBS: STUDIES
IN CON-orTRAST—Ernie
Fiorito's
chestra.
Sylvia Froos
DEATH VALLEY
8:30NBC-Blue:
DAYS — dramatization
ORCHESTRA
CBS:
PAUL
—MBSGerald
Barry OFWHITEMAN'S
— TOPICS
THE DAY
NBC-Blue:
REVl'E— TimROYAL
and Ir.-np.CROWN
Undo
Hanpy. I'.raham .McXaiu.-p.
CBS:
HOLLYWOOD
HOTEI.
—
LouellaJerrv
Parsons.
Frances
Langford,
Cooper.
AnneOswald,
Jamison.
Ken
Murray.
Paige's orchestra
9:30NBC -Red: A. L. ALEXANDER'S TRUE STORIES — dramatization
NBC-Blue:
NBC SPELLING
BEE— Paul Wing
MBS: BAMBERGER
PHONY ORCHESTRA SYM10:00
NBC-Red;
FIRSTLesNIGHTER—
dramatization.
Tremayne.
Barbara
Ni:i'-Hln.- Lud,lvI'AUL MARTIN'S
vGSHOP
10:30
NBC-Red:
HOLLYWOODJIMMIE
GOSSIPFIDLER'i
NBC-Red:
PEOPLE
IN THE
NEWS
— Dorothy Thompson,
commentator
NBC-Red:
DANCE
MUSIC
NBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRA
CBS:
MBS; DANCE
DANCE MUSIC
MUSIC

RADIO

STARS

MORNING

6:15MBS: IMUSICAL PROGRAM
CBS: I-RESS-RADIO NEWS

:BC-Blue: SOUTHERXAIRES
XBC-Red: HI BOTS
XBC-Blue:
ENSEMBLE DICK LEIBERT

APRIL 2—9—16—23—30

CBS: JACK SHAXXON— songs

NBC-Red:
TION
BOX SPORTS
ORCHESTRA

XBC-Blue:
LOR
ETTA JACK AXD
CBS: VIOLIXIST

NBC-

XBC-Red: THE WISE JIAX
XBC-Blue:
BREAKFAST
CLUB — variety
program
CBS: RAY BLOCK — pianist
XBC-Red: SUXSHIXB EXPRESS
CBS: ETOX BOTS
CBS: FIDDLERS FAXCT
9:45
XBC-Red: LAXDT TRIO
CBS: PRESS-RADIO XEWS
10:00
XBC-Rf-d; VOCALIST
XT' - nm. SWKKTHEARTS
10:15
XBC-Red:
male
quartet CHARIOTEERSXBC-Blue: VIEXXESE EX
SEMBLE
10:30
XBC-Red: MAXHATTERS
XBC-Blue: UP—THE
CHILD
GROWS
Katharine
Lenrnot
MBS: GET THLX TO MUSIC
MBS: ORCHESTRA
CJIS.
ATOKVi;iXi-IXXATI
OF MUSIC (JOXSERVMBS: VARIETY PROGRAM
NBC-Red: MUSICAL TETE-ATETE
NBC-Blue:
male quartet MINUTE MEN—
NBC-Red
AMERICAN: MUSIC
YOUTH AND
NBC-Blue: OUR BARN— chilTucker
MBS: dren's
U. S.program,
ARMYMadgeBAND
-XBC-Red: VOCALIST

NBC-Red: PRESS-RADl
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADI
NEWS
CBS: SY'NCOPATION PIECl
MBS: "JAM AND JIVE"

Professor Quiz
AFTERNOON
1>:00 Noon
NBC-Red:
ABRAM CHASINS'
MUSIC SERIES
XBC-Blue: CALL TO YOUTH
MBS:
PARENTS'
OF THE AIR MAGAZINE
VBC-Blue: SOLOIST

"Uncle Jim" McWillloms
5:30
XnC-Red: ORCHESTRA
CBS:
WORLD WALTZES OF TUB
MBS: ORCHESTRA
CBS:
ANN LEAF— organist
MBS:
HOUSE INTERNATIONAj
4:15
NBC-Red ORCHESTRA

XBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
XBC-Blue:
A T I HOUR
ONAL
FARM AND XHOME
CBS:
GEORGE HALL AXD
HIS ORCHESTRA
MBS: STUDIES
SKETCHES
IN BLACK AND
AND
WHITE

NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue: CLUB MATINEE
CBS: BUFFALO PRESENTS
MBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Re.
I: CAMITSFXSIOMIiL
I'ArEI
CBS: MAIMSdX
MBS: HKXAY VENUT.
PROGRAM
NBC-Re. 1 :
BUFFALO
Tpy .\iEi
CBS:
DIES MOTi
MBS: MUSICAL PROGRAM
NBC-Red: GOLDEN MELODIES
CBS: MERRYMAKERS

>sBC-Red: ALISTAIR COOKE
NBC-Blue: UNCLE J I
QUESTION
BEE
MBS:
ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red: JEAN SABLONORCHESTRA
MBS:
PAT BARNES AND
HIS
B.\RNSTORMERS
Marcella
Hendricks, Jimmy —Shields

5:00NBC-Red: GREAT PLAYS
NBC-Blue:
CBS: STORY ORCHESTRA
OF INDUSTRY
WliS: ORCHESTRA
CBS: RHYTHM AIRES

NBC-Blue:
RAEL
— guestsMESSAGE
and musicOF IS
CHS: SATURDAY SWIN

NOTE:
As we go to press, this
program guide
accurate, isbutabso-for
we
cannot lutely
be responsible
last minute changes made
by the broadcasting
companies,
advertising agencies or sponsors.

NBCJACK HALEY'I
LOG Red:
CABIN—
Wairen
Hull. Virginia
Wendy Verrill
Barrie
Fio
Rito's
orchestra
CBS:
JOHNNY
PRESENTS
RUSS MORGAN AND HIE
ORCHESTRA
MBS: MUSICAL PROGRAM
NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
NEC-Blue:
DANCE— JoeNATIONAL
Kelly BARK
CBS: PROFESSOR QUIZ—
Bob Trout
MBS:
ORCHESTRA
CBS:
SATURDAY
NIC
SERENADE
— Mary Eastman
Dill
Perry,
Haenschen's
chestra
MBS: SYMPHONY ORCHES-

OSTRA
Y KAYE'S OR-

NKC-Red and ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue: NBC
SYMI'H(.)XY
CBS: YOUK HIT PARADE

EVENING
:00
NHC-Red:
ISH REVUEEL CHICO SPANNBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
CBS: COLUMBIA'S CHORUS
MBS: ORGAN RECITAL
QUEST

SPECIAL TALKS PRO'•E\ XCE
MUSIC
Ii;STRA
' A MUSIC
XCE MUSIC
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"KEEPS MY SKIN FINER . . . Pond's new Cold
Cream keeps niy skin finer and softer iii
spile of all nn
Joan Belmont. Mrs. Kllswortli N. Ba

P

"SMOOTHS OUT TIRED LINES . . . Pond's
new 'skin-vitamin' Cold Cream gives
my skin a livelier, more glowing look
- — smoothsThe outCountess
tired lines."
de la F.\laise
IT'S WONDERFUL TO HAVE Slir
grand nourisliirif: cream and
cleansing
new Cold cream
Cream indoesone.soPond's
much
more forMrs.
my skin."
a. J. Dre.\£L, III

Today— more
women
new

and

more

are using this
cream with

'Skin-Titamin'
THE first announcement of Pond's "skin-vitamin" Cold
Cream brought almost immediate response. Hundreds of
women tried the new cream.
And steadily your demand has increased for this new cream
that brings to women such important new aid to skin beautv.
For years, leading doctors have known how this "skinvitamin" heals skin faster when applied to wounds or burns.
And also how skin may grow rough and subject to infections
when there is not enough of this "skin-vitamin" in the diet!
Then we tested it in Pond's Creams! In animal tests, skin
that had been rough, dry because of "skin-vitamin" deficiency
"SKIN YOUNGER . . . The new Pond's Cold Cream with
in diet became smooth and supple again — in only 3 weeks!
'skin-vitamin" has made my skin smoother and younger,
Use this new cream in vour regular wav for cleansing and
the colour fresher — within
a few weeks."
Lady just
Margaret
Douglas-Home
before make-up. Pat it in. Soon vou. too, will be agreeing that
the use of the new "skin-vitamin" cream does bring to your
TEST IT IN 9 TREATMENTS
skin
something
active look!
and essential to its health — gives it ar-zio |
liveher,
more glowing
I, Dept. 9RS-CS, Cliiitou, Conn. Kushspecial tubeof Ponds
vitamin"
Cold Cream, enoughCreams
for 9 treatments
samples
3 ditTetenlwith
Same jars, same labels, same price T//H
iii'rFacePond's
Powder"skin- 1vitamin"
enclose 10c to coverand postage
and shades
packing.ot
Now
every jar
Pond's Cold Cream
you buy
new cream
withof"skin-vitamin"
in it. You
will contains
find it in this
the
same jars, with the same labels, at the same price.
TWI* in on "THOSE WE LOVE," Pond's Program, Mondays, 8:30 P.M., N.Y.Time, N.B.C.
cue am!

Copyriglit. 1938. Pond's Extract
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1
. . . BEAUTY

AT

YOUR

Are your hands as beautiful as Lucille Manners'? They can he, if J

After polish has been applied,
buffing increases the lustre.
Lucille's lovely hands accompany her Cifies Service songs.
BY
IN a hurry ? Thought you'd
risk it "just this once"?
Too bad !. . . Now your new
dress is SPOILED and
Kleinert's Dress Shields
would have saved it!... Why
risk your dress even once
when a pair of Kleinert's
Dress Shields — for as little
as 25( — will save you not
only embarrassment but the
cost of your dress. Better buy
a pair NOW— at any good
Notion Counter.

and up

Prices slightly
higher onCoastthe
andPacific
inCanada.

T. M. Rcc. IT. S. Pat. Off.
DRESS SHIELDS
TORONTO • NEW YORK • LONDON
54

MARY

BIBBLE

"ONLY
few," said Lucille
Manuers, aaslucky
she energetically
buffed
her
nails,However,
"are bornall with
beautiful
hands.
the rest
of us
can make our hands apjiear beautiful.
It doesn't make much difference, today, what size ov shajK- the hands are.
It is the way they are cared for that
Cfiunts. Nor would it he truthful
to sa\- that the hands of famous beautics aie always white and useless,
since they are usually suntanned in
the sunnner and ca])able of running
a career
The
handsand wea home all year 'round.
admirearewellThe moons lend
gsmooth
r o o mande dfirm
—
shapeliness to
and beautifully
the
Don't
paintnail.
over them.
T h is w a s
manicured."
such a heart-warmin_<^ and interesting
statement that T ])ersuaded Lucille to
work with me on a sim])lilied ])rogram
which tips,would
|iut beauty ofat efifort
3'o///- fingerwith a mininium
and a
maximum
of
]>lcasm-e.
The stress that is laid on grooming
these days makes it imperative that
all of us should have clean hands and
nicely manicured nails, but ex])erience
has taught us that adding the extra
"umph" to their beauty is a more com])lex affair than
occasional ses- Don't file your
sions with the -nails to sharp
soap, water and points. Ovals are
nail file! more fashionable.

RADIO STARS
FIHGERTIPS
you'll lollow her suggestions

Don't fail to soften cuticle
before using the orange-stick.
"Cleanliness is the beginning of
beautiful hands," emphasized Lucille.
"I mean, by that, proper cleansing. A
dash of water and a spot of soap, followed by a perfunctory pat with the
towel, robs the hands of beauty. The
hands should be thoroughly washed
with soap (twice in succession if they
are the least bit grimy !), a nail brush
used, and the hands rinsed thoroughly
with clear water to remove all traces
of soap. Then dry the hands carefully. ]Most of the roughness, redness
and dryness that detracts so from the
complexion of the hands is due to
careless drying. A hand lotion or
cream is the solution."
You don't have to worr\' what loto use,
out oftion oracream
hundred
handsas ninety-eight
suffer from
dryness, not oiliness. For the daytime,
select one that will leave your hands
smooth, soft and protected. If the
hands are inclined to be moist or
clammy, a few drops of liquid deodorant will be helpful — or a bit of Eau
de Cologne on the palms. At night
all hands are ready for a rich nourishing cream massaged in with a "pulling
on gloves" movement. Wear gloves
all night to keep the cream from rubbing off.
A little fresh lemon juice added to
your over-night cream will give it
bleaching qualities and help the skin
maintain its normal, slightly acid condition. Atwo-ounce jar of cream requires only a teaspoonful of fresh,
strained lemon juice.
Of course, the hand treatment
should extend as far as possible up
the arm, even to the elbow. Fashion
calls for sleeves above the elbow
with round, (Continued on page 91)

Somebody's coming with a bowl and
a spoon. Jerry knows what that
means — he's been having Clapp's
for a month.
He's Jerone
ofBabytlie Cereal
sinall citizens
of a New
sey conimimity who is contributing
pictures and growth records to a
study
of Vegetables
infant feeding.
Strained
will goClapp's
on his
diet list soon.

Jerry's mother doesn't have a worexcept For
that he's
his growing
blond hairsteadily
won't
lie rydown.
and putting on some good solid
pounds. Besides Clapp's Vegetables,
Jerry
beenandhaving
StrainedhasSoups
StrainedClapp's
Fruits
lately. Smooth, finely strained, but
not tootexture
liquid—that
thesedoctors
foods approve.
have the
exact

Vitamin-rich sure-cClapp's
preso ked tohold inFoods,
food value,
have built Jerry into a hefty little
rascal, weighing 23 pounds. His
steady progress is typical of all the
Clapp-fed
babies from
in thefood
test. dislikes.
And so
IS his freedom
Clapp's Foods reallj'do taste better!

16 Varieties
CLipp's orStrained
Baby Foods
—Baby
Soup ofStrained
Unstrained,
Venerable Soup, Beef Broth, Liver Soup; .Apricots,paPrunes,
Apple
Sauce;
Tomatoes,
As, Spinach, Beets, Carrots, Green
Beans; Babyragus, PeasCereal.
Free Booklet! Photographs and records of
12to Clapp-fed
diet facts.
Harold H babies.
Clapp.Valuable
Inc . Dept.
OSY. Write
777
Mount Read Blvd., Rochester, N. V.
NEW "... for older babies
Clapp's
Chopped Foods foods
Doctors asked
for them...even-te.\tured
with
all
the
advantages
of Clapp's AtStrained
Foods,ers' now—butremember
more coarsely
dealthem divided.
when your baby
outgrows Clapp's Strained Foods.
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POPEAR

SWEDISH

RECIPES

SMORGASBORD (HORS D'OEVVRliS)
SC.\XD1XA\'1AX GRILL
Cut
slices
of
rye
bread
into
"finders,"
right length
width American,
to hold a
-ardine. Toast lightly on both sides.
Place aeachslicetheof cheese
(Swiss,andGruyere,
or any iirelcrred cheese that slices well ) on each piece of toast. Top each with a smoked
Xorwegian sardine. Sprinkle with a lew chops of vinegar or lemon juice. Place under
broiler flame until cheese starts to melt and sardine skins start to "crackle." Serve hot.
EGGS GERDA
Cook 6 eggs 10 minutes in boiling water. Peel. Cut each egg in half crosswise
(not lengthwise). Remove a thin slice from both ends of eggs so that they will stand
ujiright. Slip out yolks, add to them 2 teaspoons anchovy paste, ^ teaspoon sugar, salt
and i)epper to taste, and mayonnaise to moisten. Pound well until thorouglily smooth
and iilended. Stuff egg whites with this mixture. Stand eggs upright on a bed of very
finely shredded red cabbage. Top each with a rolled anchovy, each held in place with
aeatnis
tiny colored ruffled toothpick, which serves as a garnish and facilitates serving and
HAM TARTLETS
1 cup cooked ham, chopped fine
12 //;/_v [wastry shells
2 i''/(/.t.
sliyhtly
y> cup arated cheese
tnis/^ooii
pepperbeaten
% teaspoon H'orcestersljirc Sauce
Good Homemaker
! (i teaspoon
pozi.'der pastry very thin. Cut into small rounds. Fit each round
Roll out bahiiig
rich, well-chilled
14 cup size
wUk procurable. Prick pastry with a
over the back of muffin cups of the very smallest
fork andpan.
bake Combine
8 minutesslightly
in verybeaten
hot oven
(475' pepper,
P.). Remove
shells carefully
to a and
flat
eggs with
baking powder,
ham, cheese
and your Husband's baking
Worcestershire. Add milk, mix well. Fill shells with this mixture. Bake in hot oven
Pal, too
(450^ F.)alsountilwithfilling
(aboutnight10 supper
minutes).
DON'T work so hard over your home that Delicious
saladisforcooked
a Sunday
treat. Serve hot as hors d'oeuvres.
you're
exhausted
when
your
husband
wants
out! andLearnyou thewilllabor-saving
KOTTBULLAR
of doingto gothings
be astonishedwaysat
the time you save.
I pound round steak, ground 4 times
y2 teaspoon nutmeg (scant)
Imagine a delicious, nourishing food that j pound pork, (/round 4 times
toumto ketchup
tuhlespoons
French salad dressing
all your family will enjoy, that costs only 3 J cup cracker (or fine bread) crund>s y,2 cup
cents a portion, and that you can put on the 1 teaspoon salt
21 small
cogs. I'caten
table, piping hot, in less than ten minutes! n teaspoon pepper
onion, minced fine
That's ready-cooked
Franco- American
—America's largest
I cup boiling icater
selling
spaghetti.
Combine the ground meat and bread crumbs. Add seasonings, ketchup, salad dressGive it to the children for lunch, with milk
ing,
beaten
eggs
and
minced
onion.
Blend tfigctlier thoroughly. With floured hands,
and fruit. It will keep them going strong all
meat into small balls about llic si/c of golf balls. Roll in flour and fry
afternoon. Other days for dinner serve Franco- shape prepared
until brown on all sides. .'\dd hulling water, cover tightly and cook gently for
American Spaghetti as a main dish, or use it in15 butter
minutes. Remove meat balls to hot platter. Make gravy of liquor remaining in pan,
to make left-overs go further. This delicious thickening
it slightly with a little flour which has been mixed with water to a smooth
spaghetti combines wonderfully with other
foods,
of its eleven-ingredient
with itsbecause
unforgettable
and savory flavor. sauce paste. Season to taste, pour over meat balls and serve immediately.
RED RICE RING WITH VEGETABLES
Franco-American is entirely different from
ordinary ready-cooked spaghetti. Get some at
To 2 cuijs boiled rice add 4 tablespoons cho[)pcd pimicnto, 1 teaspoon Worcestershire
yourgrocer's
today
!
Serve
your
family
delicious
sauce, I teaspoon grated onion, J/^ teaspoon salt, a few grains i)epper. IMend in % cup
meals and have time for your husband, too! salad
oil. Beat 2 eggs well, add ^ cup milk and combine with rice mixture. Turn into
very well greased ring mold. Stand mold in a pan of hot water. Place in moderate
(.i5(l creamed
I".) and bake beans.*
1^ hours.PlaceUnmold
large circular
platter. Fill
Franco-Zlmerican ij\en
ring
with
smallofonto
bundles
hot asparagus
tips center
atBetween
equalof
intervals
around tlie lima
rice ring, laying
a strip
pimientoof across
each bundle.
SPAGHETTI
asparagus bundles place either sliced tomatoes or slices of hard cooked egg. Garnish
M ule by the Makers of Campbell's Soups
attractively with sprigs of paisley and serve immediately.
*.ls a main course dish, instead of as a meat accouipanimenf, the center of the rice
ring may be filled zeith creamed sea food isiihnon. sliriinp. crab meat or lobster).
LEMON PUFF PIE
1 cooked, rich, pastry shell
4 egg yolks, slightly beaten
1 taldespotnr cornstarch
541 Icnom.
cup hot rind
7oatcrand juice
4 ,-,/// ivliilcs. beaten stiff
teaspoon salt
V
liriiwncd.
Mi.x cornstarch with one
hot and
oven egguntily .Iks
lis;! (ii adually addCool.hot water.
Turn into top of
i.ilf liak-e
of tlicpastry
sugar, shell.\ddin salt
until thick (about 10 minutes), stirring
loui)le
boiler
and
co<jk
over
boiling
\\a
The
FRA.sro-AMEPJf.AM
Food
Company,
Dept.
65
Camden, New Jersey. Please send me your free recipe constantly. Remove from heat, add le
md
juice,
cool
slightly.
Beat whites
book: "50 Tempting Spaghetti Meals."
until stiff, beat in one half of remaining
cup sng
.ugar. I'Old in the rest of the sugar
Name (print)til
the
jirepared
lemon
mixture,
lightly.
half ofPilethisremaining
egg whiteeggmixture
Turn intoCombine
baked pieoik'shell.
white •ringue lightly on top. Bake in
Address
F.) until firm and lightly brovsned (about 15 iiiinutes). Chill before
serving.
City
slow oven (345'
How

to be a
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\'M GOING

HOSTESS
(Continued from f-auc
what we'll have to do. Mrs. Armbruster.
You and I. alone, will have to 'uphold the
social amenities.' as Clarence Stroud would
say.FromOr that
wouldpointhe?"on it was a riot of fun,
with Charlie the center of attention. He
occupied the seat of honor at the head
of the table, as you can see from our photograph. He threw the maid into utter
confusion with his merry quips : exchanged
puns with our host and complimented our
hostess on the excellence of the dinner.
But not even the company and the continuous laughter could make me entirely
neglectlook my
duties,foods
or cause
overthe grand
that mewereto being
served. So, shortly, you will find the complete menu which I managed to write
down between laughs, and for which the
recipes — later procured from ^Irs. Armbruster— are presented here, also, as previously promised.
our Swedish
menu, you'll
notice. I'm
bothIn the
and American
namesgiving
for
some of the dishes, but in every instance,
one name or two. only a trial can do any
of them justice. Or begin to convince you
how easy they are to make. This, then,
was our delightful meal, with explanations
of the various unusual treats that we enjoyed, given in detail further along. In
this
way
think you'll
a pretty
idea of theI recipes
before gettrying
them, good
and
you can then decide whether or not you
wish to include just one or two of these
Armbruster dinner favorites on one of your
regular dinner menus : or serve the following meal — prepared in honor of Edgar
Bergen — exactly as it was served to us,
course by course:
Smorgasbord
(Stccdish Kottbullar
Hors D'Ocuires)
(Meat Balls)
RedXewRiceDillRingPickles.
with ^'egetables
Relishes
Swedish Bread. Sweet Butter
Kalsallad
(Cabbage Salad )
Lemon PufT Pie
Coffee
The SmorgasDord — that most popular and
widely accepted of all Swedish food suggestions— was arranged on the buffet for
all to help themselves before dinner. The
choice of fine viands, accompanied by bread
and butter, was a staggering one. Sliced
cold meats, cheese (particularly the popular
Swedish goat cheese), pickles, fish, eggs and
salads tempted one to forget that a full
course dinner was to follow. Among the
most tempting of all the edibles were three
for which I secured recipes — Ham
Tartlets and Scandinavian Grill, both
served hot ; and Eggs Gerda. as pretty and
tasty a combination as you could imagine.
Try them, all three, for your next buffet.
Why yes,
recipes
! of course I'm giving you the
The little meat balls that followed were
of a smoother, firmer consistency than the
(Continued on page 90)

TO A dance!

THAT'S
WHY
I'M
BATHING
WITH FRAGRANT
CASHMERE BOUQUET
SOAP...
it'sWAY
the
LOVELIER
TO AVOID
offending!

THIS LOVELY PERFUMED SOAP
DOES MORE THAN MAKE YOU
SWEET AND CLEAN ! FIRST,
ITS DEEP-CLEANSING LATHER
REMOVES EVERY TRACE
OF BODY ODOR...

AND THEN. LONG AFTER
YOUR BATH, CASHMERE
BOUQUET'S
LOVELY,CLINGS
LINGERING
PERFUME
TO YOUR SKIN. ..MAKES
YOU SO MUCH MORE
GLAMOROUS !

HOW
NICE TOPERFUME
KNOW THIS
ALLURING
IS
KEEPING YOU FRAGRANTLY
DAINTY ! CASHMERE
BOUQUET SOAP CERTAINLY
IS THE LOVELIER WAY
TO AVOID OFFENDING!

-/

MARVELOUS FOR COMPLEXIONS, TOOl
You'll want to use this pure, creamywhite soap for both face and bath.
Cashmere
Bouquet'sYetlather
is so
gentle
and caressing.
it removes
dirt and cosmetics so thoroughly,
leaving your skin clearer, softer...
more radiant and alluring!

NOW ONLY
, department, ter
TO KEEP FRAGRANTLY DAINTY— BATHE WITH PERFUMED
CASHMERE

BOUQUET

SOAP
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Famous Hollywood Stars take no chances
with their feet, for faulty posture and ugly
footAt theblemishes
can easily ruin
their careers.
them use first
DR. warning
SCHOLL twinges
S for theyof foot
knowpain,thatmany of
When Your Feet Hurt You Hurt All Over
Follow tired,
the Stars!
have arches,
corns, burning
callouses,or
bunions,
aching Ifnails
feet,you— fallen
itching
feet,
ingrown
or
any
other
foot
— go at once to your Drug, Shoe, Department trouble
or 10c
Store and get Dr. SchoH's Relief for it.
CORNS— SORE TOES
Dr.
Zino-patis
instantly re- ■-Vl
W/J
lieveSchol/'s
pain
and remove
Thin,
soothing,
healing.corns.
End
cause
—
shoe
friction
and
pressure
—prevent
and
tender corns,
spots.sore toes, blisters
CALLOUSES
SchoU'i Zino-pads,
special sire
forDr.
callouses,
relieve
pain
safely
loosen
andStoppressure
removequickly,
the
hard,
dead
skin.
the sore spot ; soothe and heal. on
BUNIONS
Scholl's Zino-pads,
special
sizeto
forDr.
bunions,
give instant
tender
or
enlarged
joints
;relief
remove
shoe
pressure
on
the
sore
spot.
Thin, protective, healing.
SOFT CORNS
Dr.
Scholl's
Zino-pads,toes,
specialrel
for
corns
painthein onesorebetween
minute;
take pressure
off
spot;
quickly,
safely
remove soft corns.
ACHING, TIRED FEET
Dr. Siholl's
Foot forBalmtired,
is a aching
soothingmuscular
application
feet,
soreness, tenderness
and
burning
sensation
caused
exertion and fatigue. Analgesicby
and
EASES FEET
Dr.
Scholl's Kurotex,
a velvety-soft,
cushioning
plaster;relicves
corns,
callouses,
bunions,
tender spots;
prevents
blisters.
color.
Easily cut to any size Flesh
or shape.
TENDER FEET
Dr. Scholl's
sore,
tender, Foot
hot, Powder
tired, chafec
perspiring
healing
comfortingfeet.lo Soothing,
skin irritations
IT.
THE
BANDWAGON
DrScholls
FOR ALL FOOT TROUBLES
REMEDIES-PADS-PLASTERS-ARCH SUPPORTS
By JERRY MASON
rMail in Envelope or Paste Coupon on Penny Postcard!
'FREK Foot Book, also sample of Dr. Scholl's Zino-j
jpadsforCorns. Address Dr. Scholl's. Inc.,Chicago,Ill. 1 A verbal jam session about todays leading orchestras and their
\Nami
j
lAddrf,,
maestri, with this month's laurels going to the Tommy Dorsey lads

RADIO STARS
IF you travel thirty-eight miles out of New York City to
a little town in New Jersey called Bernardsville, and walk
into one of the local grocery stores, you'll see a sign that
will surprise you. It reads : "Tommy Dorsey Eggs."
The 140 chickens roosting in the Dorsey hen-houses
' idrsey,
thoseas eggs.
And, conducts
in case an
youorchestra.
didn't know. Farmer
a sideline,
FARMER
DORSEY.
he'sanother
not busy
z.'itli He
his
chichciis
a)id liis
orchestra, zclien
has still
actiz'itx.
builds model trains. Practically the entire third-floor of
his eighteen-room farmhouse is given over to tracks. si(/nals, engines, freight cars. He has four railroad systems:
a freigiit line, a work train, a stream-lined passcuncr
service and the usual passenger line. Right no:c. hct:.\'ci>
tours and dance-sets. Engineer Dorsey is trying to design
a lay-out for four lines that zcill zi'in him the thousand
dollar monthly price azcarded by the Model Railroad
Builders' Association.
IN between times, as I said, Farmer-Engineer Dorsey
conducts an orchestra. And it is an orchestra which I'd
like to go on record as calling the best band in the land.
The reasons? It can swing — swing that is as colorful, as
original, as exciting as any produced. It can play sweet
— smoothly, softly, uniquely — something that most top
swing bands have never been able to do.
Those two probably account for this very interesting
fact: Phonograph records made by the Dorsey outfit
outsell all other orchestra platters. Tommy sells twentyfive percent more records than Benny Goodman, for instance. You can judge the popularity of a band by the
number of people who will plunk down cold cash to get
one of its recordings.
THE important reason for (Continued on page 98)

mAT'S
THAT

Upon learning that Buddy Rogers was forming a new swing band, Tommy invited him to
New York, presented him with a new trombone.

BECOME
NICE

MAN

OF
?

VES, TESTS INDICATE THAT 76% Of ALL
PEOPLE OVER THE AGE OF 17 HAVE
BAD BREATH. AND TESTS ALSO SHOW
THAT MOST BAD BREATH COMES
FROM IMPROPERLY CLEANED TEFTH.
ADVISE COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
BECAUSE

ial
ingsfoaspec
trate'
m gets
lg
a^^"Copene
en
intoat
every tiny
nhidd
ice
wee
your
bet
crev
teeth ... emulsifies and
dewashes awafoody thesits
caying depo
that ycause h,most bad breath, hdull,
ding teet and much toot deate'nss
, Colg
y. At thepolisame
g agen
shintime
t clea
soft, casafe
meland brightens the ena
makes your teeth sparkle— gives
new brilliance to your smile!"

RADIO STARS
To help Prevent

WEST

COAST

CHATTER
COLDS

BY LOIS SVENSRDD

and Bad Breath
Jane Rhodes, aged sixteen, has
sung on radio for seven years.
Now she's in pictures as well.

'
Use
PEPSODENT
ANTISEPTIC

In Germ-Killing
Power ... One
bottle Pepsodent
Antiseptic equals
three bottles of
ordinary kinds

Even wben diluted with 2 parts
water, still kills germs in seconds. . Lasts 3 times as long!
MAKES YOUR MONEY GO
3 TIMES AS FAR!

yAmos
'n Andy
move to Palm
in winter,
and broadcast
fronnSprings
there.
[L to R.) Grace Moore, Madame Valendesigner,
out andtino, dress
Gloria
Swonson,Gladys
her Swarthclients.

A GOOD time
always had hy
at the Good Nczvs
of
rehearsals.
The1938other
day it
looked like the show might not
go on because everyone was
havinggood athattime.
was
the too
afternoon
FannieIt
Brice, Robert Taylor, Allan
Jones and Frank Morgan spent
on all fotn^s practicing that
"Woof -Woof" scene. Everything would finally get under
way,
according
script,dropwhenan
Fannie or Frank towould
irrelevant remark which would
again disrupt proceedings.
Fannie was wearing tin curlers
in her hair. "Though why I
try to improve on myself,
heaven
knows," she
said.look"Curled or uncurled,
I still
like
{Continued on page 93)
Fannie Brice."

RADIO STARS
Notes, amusing and otherwise, on
air stars' doings in Hollywood.
What they are up to, on the air
and oil, plus personality paragraphs about a number of lavorites
• "yoii poor bdby lamb! Still got on long ivoolen underivear! And your
mother says she can't help it, you have to uear it. Dear— dear ! You'd
think you iiere a black sheep, the way they treat your'

• "Wiait—see that beautiful tcoman over there in the apron? Well, that^s
my mother! You only have to mention in her hearing that you're somewhat
hot and sticky, and she reaches for the Johnson's Baby Powder. .
Walt Disney rode to fame on
a mouse. Now he's on the air.
Tommy Riggs, turned film actor,
still airs his Betty Lou skit.

• '^ISext thing you knoiv, something soft and downy goes tickle-tickle
down your back—whee-ee! After that, you can say phooey to rashes and
chafes and prickly heat, and play Run, Sheep, Run with the best of them!"'
• '"Did yon fi'pr notice hotv smooth Johnson's Baity Powder is?
That must he why it keeps my skin just perfect!" Perfect skin coitdilion is a halty's Itest protection against skin infections. Mothers.
So guard your hahy^ skin with Johnson's Baby Powder, the kind
that's made of finest imported talc— no orris-root ... . ilso important for the bath-ltasket: Johnson's Baby Soap and Baby Cream,
and Baby Oil for tiny bnbies... safe, sooth- ^ p
/in
ing. stainless, and it cannot turn rancid. T^T^^-Tf^
JOHNSON'S

BABY

POWDER

LIGHT-PROOF
FACE

POWDER

The make-up improvement
fhat has proved a sensation

Jane Pickens, singer
on the Ben Bernie
show Wednesdays at
9:30 p.m. EST, CBS,
steers her Packard
whenever she is outdoors going places.
Try Luxor Powder. It's lightproof. Your face won't shine.
Try it! We will send you a box
for a DIME.
• At parties, do you instinaively avoid certain
lights that play havoc with your complexion?
All that trouble with fickle make-up will be
overcome when you finish with powder whose
particles do not glisten in every strong light.
Seeing is be/ieving
With light-proof powder, your complexion
will not constantly be light-struck. In any
light. Day or night. Nor will you have all
that worry over shine.
We will send you a box of Luxor for ten
cents. Or you can buy a large box anywhere
without waiting, and have your money back
if Test
it doesn't
it in please.
all lights, under all conditions.
See how it improves your appearance. See the
lovely softness and absence of shine. See how
such powder subdues those high lights of
cheekbones and chin, and nose.
A large box of Luxor light-proof powder
is 55c at drug and department stores; 10c
sizes at the five-and-ten stores ... Or mail
coupon below enc'osing a silver dime.
II iv^^^
/"'^^ Chicago
LUXOR. Ltd. M. M. 5-38
I Send^^^vl.^^'^'''^
a trialI box
lighr-proof
der,me postpaid.
encloseof Luxor
10c (silver
dime). powI
□
Flesh
a
Rachel
□
Rose
I
□ Rachel No. 2 □ BrunetteRachel
I Name
I Sl.&No
I P.O
Slate
I
r This offer not good tn Canada)
I—
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Indoors, Jane finds
a run In her stocking before leaving
to broadcast. That
is anything but fun
Photos by
in any girl's
life.
Jack Hartley

But a run on the
roof of her apartment, outdoors, is
Jane's method of
keeping In good
physical
This
is a shape.
daily
routine with her
in clear weather.

RADIO STARS

A bit domestic, she steers
a carpet sweeper at home.
INDOOR
AND
JANE

SPORTS

OUT

WITH

PICKENS

When it rains, she uses a gymnasium running machine instead.
(Continued on page 64)

Always worth stopping for

The use oi ihcvvint; puni pivc; your moutli, teeth and
gums bcnelKial excKisc. Bccth-Nut Or.il.i;cne is specially
63 keep
made
for thisandpurpose.
teeth clean
fresh It's firmer, "chewier".. .helps
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Indoors, Jane uses Ice on
her face as a beauty aid.
Though she requires very
little beautifying, she
contends that ice closes
the pores,tringent
actsand imparts
as an as-a
new freshness to the skin.

Outdoors, it's more fun
to use the ice for skating. Jane and her sister,
Grace, are both quite
proficient
at theandart.
was with Grace
HelenIt
that
she
first
sang
trio. When Patti grew inup,o
Have you had
the fun and adventure of changing
drab frocks to gay ones, making
lingerie sparkle? Then hurry out for
Rit— its amazing new formula contains "neomerpin" . . . makes cloth
soak up color evenly, beautifully,
uithout hoiling. You'll find dozens
of uses for Rit, all so easy you'll
"DYE" LAUGHING!

she
tooklatter
Gracie's
and the
becameplace,
the
Pickens Sisters' manager.

INDOOR

SPORTS

AND

OUT

WITH

Jane likes to play ball
with Terry, her wire-haired
terrier,
whenseems
she's
home. Terry
to en-at
joy
the
sport
even
more
than his lovely mistress.
But a game of catch in
the
gym gives
more
exercise.
Jane herindulges
in golf too, when her
hectic schedule permits.

MY DENTIST TOLD ME
THAT HEALTHY GUMS MEAN
BRIGHTER TEETH !FOnHMi
AMP MASSAGE HELP ME KEEP
J\/IY GUMS HEALTHY/
Even my dentist was
delighted at the
ement inimmy
teeth and my provgums!
Forhan's gum massage
makes teeth brighter and helps make gums
healthy. For a trial tube, send 10< to Forhan's, Dept. 521, New Brunswick, N. J.
Forhan's
im
CLEANS
TEETH • AIDS GUMS

RADIO STARS

Is this

You'll say "YES'' when you find your lucky color among
my 10 thrilling new face powder shades! See it bring
you new radiance — breathe new life into your skin!
Wouldn't
Your compliments
Lucky Day sure that your special color is among them.
if you foundyoua say
way this
to winwas extra
— extra attention — extra admiration? A way
My gift fo you
that can bring out the sparkle in your hair — I've helped many others, and I'll gladly help
the dancing light in your eyes?
you,
you'llyousendall ten
me ofyourthe name
and
address.too.1 11If mail
glorifying
The tering
prizeshade I'm
talking
aboutthatis the
of face
powder
can one
createflat-a new shades of Lady Esther Face Powder free
and postpaid.
new "you"".
your asonewellandas only
"lucky"
When my gift arrives — try on every shade.
color.
For you. .know
I do that
the
wrong powder color can actually hide your Try each one carefully. Then STOP at the
one and only color which whispers, "I am
best points instead of bringing them out and yours,
see what I do for you. Look how I make
giving you a lift.
your eyes shine. And how dreamy soft and
Perhaps you"re saying —"This doesn"t con- radiant I leave your skin!" See how the color
powderAre color
seems allyouright."'
But arecern me.youMy sure?
you certain
have seems so natural, so lifelike, so much a part
found the face' powder color that is 100% right of you. Have you a lucky penny?
for you— the one that is so true that it blends
into your skin — so natural that it seems as if Here's how a penny postcard will bring you
the color comes from within? The day you luck. It will bring you FREE and postpaid
find that color will indeed be a lucky day for all ten shades of Lady Esther Face Powder,
tube of Lady Esther Four-Puryou.
so anxious
have youI amtry and a posegenerous
all 10That's
of my whyfaceI'mpowder
colors.toBecause
Face Cream. Mail the coupon today.
(You can paste this on a penny postcard) C^^)
Lady Esther, 7110 West 65th Street, Chicago, Illinois
to find myalso"lucky"
powder. Please
send me your 10 new shades
freeI want
and postpaid,
a tubeshade
of yourof face
Four-Purpose
Face Cream.
Name
Address
..State
City
65
(If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Toronto, Ont.)
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TttE€ASI€ST
WAYTOKEEP
A TOILET
CL€AN
IS THE
BEST WAY

Singing into the mike
is old stuff for Jane.
She's been doing it
for over five years.
The habit's so strong
that, outdoors in the
snow, she uses a ski
pole as o substitute.
INDOOR
SPORTS

No AMOUNT of unpleasant scrubbing and scouring can keep a toilet
bowl really clean. Because you cannot reacb tbe hidden trap, under
the bowl. Sani-Flush is made
scientifically to clean toilets better
— and without any work.
Just shake a bit of Sani-Flush
in the bowl. (FoUow directions on
tbe can.) Flush the toilet, and the
job
Sani-Flush
odor.is Itdone.
removes
stains. Ithaskillsno
germs. It cannot injure plumbing
connections. Sani-Flush is also
effective for cleaning auto radiators
(directions on can). Sold by grocery,
drug, hardware, and five-and-tencent stores. 25c and 10c y'^^^
sizes. The Hygienic Prod- j|?^y2i^
ucts Co., Canton, Ohio.

CLEANS TOILET BOWLS WITHOUT SCOURING
STUDY AT HOME

STOPS
SU/EEPER9 FROM
DISTURBING, r
sleepers/ j

AND

OUT

WITH

JANE

PICKENS
Dressing for on evePickens
slips ningintodate, aLa fragile
excuse for a sandal.
But In the wide open
spaces
donswhich
skis
and ski she
boots,
are far from dainty.
Work over, Jane
spends
quiet night
with hera mother,
who
takes
her for ofa "ride"
at a game
cards.

RADIO STARS
I KNOW THIS
CREAM DEODORANT
WILL COME OFF
ON My DRESS
tonight!

New
goes
But the next morning, the
electric horse takes Jane
for a more strenuous "ride."

Cooling

ICE Deodorant

on like a vanishing

checks

perspiration

cream—

instantly

outarmfussodoror and
bother,
you've for
checked
IT'S HERE
LAST! Theofperfect
andampness
1 to 3underdays.
swer to theAT complaints
fastidious
women about old-fashioned cream deIt
leaves
no
greasy
film
to
c ome oflF on
odorants. An ICE DEODORANT that
clothes
no smell
mustyof pure
"giveaway"
vanishes without leaving the slightest your
odor. Its
own —fresh
alcohol
trace of grease or stickiness ! Yet checks evaporates immediately. Xo wonder 80°6
perspiration the minute you put it on! of the women who have tried it prefer it
The new Odorono ICE is based on an to any other deodorant they have ever
entirely
principle.
It's skin!
actuallyDainty
cool- used! Don't risk offending. The new
ing and now
refreshing
to the
Odorono Ice is only at all Toiletand easy to use. Smooth it on — it lique- Goods Departments. Get a jar TODAY!
fies and vanishes you apply it! With- • "Safe and effective — cuts down clothing
damage,
nseil Association
accordiiit; toofdirections,"
says The when
National
Dyers and
Cleaners, after niakinf; intensive laboratory
tests of Odorono preparations.
SEND I0< FOR INTRODUCTORY JAR
RI TH MILLER, The Odorono Co.. Inc.
I)ci>t.5-E-8',
191 Hudson
St.. New MonlrcaO
York Cily
(In1 Ciinada,
ad.lre.ss
P.inO.Canada)
Box
enclose
lOt
(ISf
to
cover cost of
ofpostage
Odoronoand Ice.packing for generous introductory jar
ODO-RO-NO Ipp
NON-GREASY Jl ^^*J
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'limtich

Want a lipstick
that^s permanent?
. . . keeps your lips soft too?
Then here is the lipstick for you . . . The
color stays on, yet this new kind of lipstick
keeps your lips smooth, youthfully moist.
ROMAyriC CALIFORMA COLORS
WINE is a dark vibrant color for brunettes
with dark skin. SPANISH is a daring red
styled forDESERT
the complexion
flashing
senorita.
FLAME ofis aa brilliant
youthful color for blondes. CINEMA a new
shade styled in Hollywood for wear under
artificial light.
Large regular size for 60c at all Drug and
Dept. Stores and 25c size at Dime Stores.
DUART
lipsticls

Zaie Dillon, SuNew York Sound
Effects perDivision,
visor ofNBC's
explains the gear
panel to Patricio,
used
for made
innitating
his daughter.
It's
sounds
by
heavy machinery.
Here side
areworkings
the in-of
acrank
splashturns
box.theA
wooden paddles
over water, which
istic asplashing
produces
realnoise on the air.

HAVE YOU FAILED ro renZv^ ugly steins?
Use lodenf No. 2. Specially compounded by a
Dentist to safely remove stains from teeth
hard-to-bryfen.
teeth to a beautifulSpecially
lustre. made
Mode toalsopolish
in No.doll1
texture for teeth easy-to-bryten. Try lodent
today! Enjoy its pure, minty flavor.
lODENT
TOOTH PASTE
«fr™'JS!« a/so POWDER .^i^.

When
you heardooran
automobile
opened
closed
duringa orprogram,
this is what is
used.
materialA special
is put
inside the box
to
prevent a too
hollowsoundfrom
being recorded.

RADIO STARS

This is called a chain windlass
machine. As the crank is turned,
heavy chains make noises like
those of a docking ship or ferry.
• If you should enter tlie lalxiratory
of the CBS sound effects department,
^Oiliness results in unflattering shine. Dermatologists identify excesyou would be startled by an array of
strange objects. Such things as piles
sive oiliness as Seborrhea. Germs aggravate this condition. Woodof rocks, a huge cured steer hide, a
bury's Powder retards germ-growth, helps subdue nose shine.
cell door, or a small switchboard.
• These were experimented uixjn or
invented by some of the sixteen-odd EVER since Eve, women have com- Vital, then, to use face powder that is
plained about Shiny Nose . . . until
sound effect engineers, whose business
from harmful germ-life! That's how
it is to find articles which will du- Woodbury skin scientists perfected a germ- free
Woodbury's Facial Powder helps inhibit
plicate, on the air, certain everyday free face powder, which helps subdue this ugly germ-induced shine. In tests, Woodnoises. Many of them were engineers age-old enemy of beauty!
bury's was the only one among 20 leading
before picking this radio field, and
that was germ-free before use and
Germs May Aggravate Shiny Nose brands
their past training is invaluable from
after contact with a germAll very simple how noses come to shine still
the mechanical .-^tandjxjint.
laden germ-free
powder puff!
Cellophane! Dermatologists say the
• They often s])eak of "sound per- like
excessive oiliness that makes the nose shine
You'll love the shades of this exquisite
This refersit tois the
of sound, spective."
whether
closeposition
by, a is often due to a condition called Seborrhea. beauty powder, too. Seven in all. covering
short distance awav, or far ofif. Each Germs tend to aggravate this unwholesome the whole range of -kin l\]ir-. Sn- the new
must be represented differently.
Windsor Rose, stxiod in Pa^l^. i;luriously
skin condition.
• Field w
to perflattering to almost every woman.
'lerengineer
feet noise imitai ii nis.
)licale the
spent days trying t(
Woodbury's Facial Powder comes in the
beats as a
new blue box at SI. 00, 50c. 25<*, lOi. And
minute dift'erence in
Tliev
are
horse was ridden ])ast
to complete your make-up, try Woodbury's
Germ-proof Roxige and Lipstick.
not
satisfiedonwithfor thefivedoor
they've
beenyetworking
years,
and
Send for 7 Thrilling Youth-Blend Shades
are still experimenting.
John 11. Woodburv. Inc.. 9189 Alfred St., Cincinnati, Ohio
(In Canada) John H. Woodbury. Ltd., Perth, Ontario
• Anonea\-erage
program
can engineer,
manage
with
sound mike
and one
Please
metwo7 Woodbury's
shades of Woodbury'sCreams;
Facial guest-size
Powder;
trial
tubessend ofFacial
but some shows use as many as five.
W oodbury's
Soap. I enclose Beauty
10^ to cover mailing
cosla.
• Great credit is due the sound men
and the effects they produce, for it
is their work which adds illusion and
City-realism to most of today's shows.
Street
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9

SWING
SINGER
Jerry Colonna, of College Swing,
demonstrates the latest methods
of
found
the swing
perfectsinging.
number I.forHe's
his voice.
2. Boy, has he got volume, or something! 3. Now it must be soft and
sweet, just so. 4. Anything wrong?
Could it be a sour note? 5. High
C must be hit with a vengeance,
and gestures. 6. A steal from the
birdies'
Another
miss!
8. But hewhistle.
finishes 7.with
a flourish.

^\/^ "DON'T rush me,
woman! I'm in no party
mood — but I'll brighten up
in a hurry if you'U share
that package of Beeman's!
You know that flavor's a real
joy reviver. It's got a frisky
freshness, a tingly tang — in
short, it's great.
If you don't know, the package is sealed airtight to keep
all that luscious freshness
inside. I'll stop on the way.
We need a fresh package."

AIDS DIGESTION...
's
Beeman
70
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HELP

WANTED... WOMEN!

"Lysol" gives greater assurance
of intimate cleanliness
WOMEN
. . . you
... are
foolish. .to. anyriskwoman
offending
by neglect
of personal daintiness, \oiir happiness
and even the securit\ of vour home mav
rest on a dependable method of intimate
feminine hygiene. Use the "Lysol" method.
Often the very nicest and loveliest
women are at fault. No one warns you.
The offense is too personal. Yet so many
women would benefit by giving this subject honest thought. Ask any experienced
family doctor.
The fact often is — your fussiest bathing,
your loveliest l)eauty aids, just cannot
make you completely clean, suctily nice.
People may notice; your husband surely
will. And may think you are carelessly
neglectful. To be sure of not offending,
use the wholesome, efficient method many

doctors
and nurses
— "Lvsol"
in the proper
dilutionrecommend
with water.
You can buy "Lysol" disinlVetant in
any usedrugon store
with detailed direi tions
for
everv— bottle.
.S/.v reasons nhy "LysoF' is recommended/or your intimate hygiene — to give
you assurance oj intimate cleanliness.
Non-Caustic
• • ■ ' Lysol",
in thefreeproper
is1—gentle.
It contains
no harmful
causticdilution,
alkali.
2—icidr.EfFeclivenes$
■
■
.
-Lvsol"
is
a
powerful
germai lixe uiiilor pracllral (■cinditi,.ns. effective
in the pr<-s.-ii< of urpanir matter (-^ii. li as dirt,
mucus, serum, etc.).
3of— low
Spreading
. "Lysol" andsolutions
spread because
surface. ■ tension,
thus virtually
search
out germs.
proper dilution for feminine hygiene.
5after
— Odoruse.. . . The cleanly odor of "Lysol" disappears
6matter
— Stability
• • "Lysol"
keepsnoitsmatter
full strength
how . long
it is kept,
how oftenno
it is uncorked.
What Every Woman Should Know
THIS Products
COUPON Corp.
KOR "LYSOL" DOOKLET
LEHNSEND& FINK
Dept. S R. S. Bloomfield, N. J., U. S. A.
Send mc free booklet "Lysol vs. Germs" which tells the
many uses of "Lysol."

FOR FEMININE HYGIENE

Strfel
CilyCopyriKtit 193« Siau
Dy l^nn d± Finlt Products Corp.
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David Ross makes
himself comfortable at the mike.
He draws up one
leg until his
he ischair.
half
out
He's ofreading
poetryshow.
on voice
a David's
Poet's
sonorous
won
Gold the
him
Academy
Award for excellent mike diction.

■^ic askedin women
everywhere.
..in
homes,
beauty shops,
in stores
and
offices.
..and
they
said
"Give
a curler that will make large, sotr,us
natural-looking
we designed the HOLLYWcurls."OODSo GLWT.
piained hire in actual size. Curls made
on this big cylinder look softer,
more natural. They comb without
becoming frizzy. And they give the
large, full curls so favored in the
new hair styles. The HOLLYWOOD
GIANT is easy to use.. .rolls smoothly, dries quickly, withdraws with2 for luc
at dimeout spoiling
storescurl.and They're
notion counters.

MANNERISMS

ACTUAL SIZE

H

LLVUJOOD
CURLERS
AT 5c AND 10c STORES & NOTION COUNTERS

New Modern Method
safer— quicker— easier!
Now you can remove corns easily, quickly.
old-fashioned
paringpainlessly
that only without
affects thedangerous
surface, leaves
the root
toaction
comeBlue-Jay
back bigger,
uglier.
The
new,
doublestops
pain
instantly,
and
its gentle medicated action, removes corns,thenrootby
and all,born incases just
short days
(exceptionally
stubmay 3 require
a second
application).
Blue-Jay
is
a
tiny
medicated
plaster.
Easy
to
—invisible.
scientific, quick-acting. 25fi foruse6.
Same
price inSafe,Canada.
BLUE-JAY CORN PLASTERS
72
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Announcer Bert
Parks has a peculiar nervous
mannerism upon
addressing the
mike. He smooths
an unruly eyebrow with two
fingers while
he grasps his
script with the
free right hand.

Frank Gallop,
announcer for the
Philharmonic and
American School
of the casAir
broadts, is a papertearer and crumbier. He's notsent-minabded about
it,
though.
He
just
tears used pages.
Andre Baruch,
announcer for Kate
Smith's program,
likes to twirl a
key
ringhis while
reading
lines.
His is the
only
dangerous
ism, for themannersound
is aptried toby thebe mike.
car-
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Dan Seymour, who announces on
Goodman's programs,
has
aBenny
hair-smoothing
mike habit.
THE

MIKE

;KI Featured in
Ha! Roach -MGM Pictur
"MERRILY WE UVE"

Ralph Edwards'
is a
common
one. Hemannerism
runs a finger
under his collar as he talks.

MISSINGmight
OUT beona jobs,
liinr'
There
reasonon. . dales,
. misfit onmakeup
...tliose unrelated cosmetics that clash, that
can't
together Eye-Matched
... or on you.
Easy topossibly
correct look
— withwellMarvelous
Makeup.
For
here's
.
.
.
MAKEUP THAT MATCHES . . . face powder,
rouge, and lipstick . . . eye makeup, too ... in
color harmonized sets. And here's makeup
that
you color,
. . . fortheit'scolor
keyedthatto never
your
true matches
personality
changes, the color of your eyes.
NOW YOU CAN BE SURE your skin, your hair,
your
eyes look theircolor
loveliest, for
because
following
you! you're
Stage
and
screenNature's
stars, beauty plan
editors, fashion
ex-

MARVELOUS EYE-MATCHED mW

perts endorse Marvelous Eye-Matched Makeup. Thousands of women who have tried it
agree PRICE
it's theISwayLOW
to immediate
THE
Start nownew tobeauty.
build
your matched set. Buy that lipstick . . . rouge,
face powder, eye shadow, or mascara ... cupin
Marvelous Eye-Matched Makeup . . . only 55ceach (Canada 65c). Your drug or department
store recommends this makeup, advises:
/- BI.UE .... trenr DRESDE.N type
If your J GUAY tvear PATRICIAN type
' are )\ bROW.n
HAZEL . . . tcear
treor Parisian
CONTINENTAL
eves
type type
YOU'RE EAGER for success... in work, in life,
in love ! Invite it . . . wear makeup that
matches . . . makeup that matches you!

k,'?uMMcl ^Umct

IT.„•. Nov
I). |.i.YorkM.
MM-S-3S
City
Its;irvclous
lo h. lpftlakeup
coviT . mniling
costs.
. .harmonizing Senit
powder,my
ck for niy type, as checked below:
□ Blue □ Brown Address.
^ih/mmmfia LIPSTICK-POWDER- ROUGE 55^*^»^ □ Gray □ Hazel City-
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Margery Kelley's
black
cartwheel
with violas.

Calling all
CHEEKS!
Attention toiletry
.' Go atcounter.
once to Getyoura
favorite
box of Po-Go Rouge, Brique
shade. Touch it to your cheeks
and see how well you look!
Po-Go's a remarkable rouge. Costs only
55c, vetfeathery
it's hand-made onin and
Paris. It's soft,as
fine,
easily as powder,— goes
then lasts and blends
lasts'.
And that Brique shade is unusually
flattering
!
Blonde
or
brunette,
you'll
call
your cheeks perfect when you use Po-Go,
Brique.
Try55cit!(stamps
If your will
storedo)can'tdirectserveto
vou,
send
GuvT.Gibson.Inc..565FifthAve.,N.Y.C.
The perfect shade, BRIQUE — only in

55^

HEADING

THE

EASTER

Flowers and fruit give colorful touches to spring bonnets
Jean Yewell pins her colorful corsage on the lapel of hersnnart suit.
Vivian del la Chiesa's choice is a
straw pancake hat in a soft violet
shade, set off by cerise flowers.
Elizabeth Wragge, NBC actress, is
in favor of red poppies atop a
chin-strap bonnet of green felt.
ONE SICK
HEADACHE
AFTER ANOTHER
I began
KEEL grand
takingsincetheI
ALL-VH;GETABLE
Laxative, Nature's Remedy (NRTablets). OncNRTabletconvincedme
... so mild, thorough, refreshing, invigorating.
Dependable relief from sick jfieadaches, bil'f.-i [,< ]! . rinrl that tircd-out feeling, when
''r: r,r ,i--oci;itcd with constipation.
UUilhniit
QicL Ktta2.'jcboxof
NRsfromanyIf
VVILIIUULnibn.iruggist.
not
more
pleased, returnUsetheforboxa week.
and we
win refund than
purchase
price.
That's
fair.
Try it— NR Tonight
— 1 omorrow Alright.
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RADIO STARS
EASTER ! From the time you were
able to walk, Easter and spring have
meant one thing above all others to
\ou — a brand new outfit and a new
iiat! Remember how, even when you
were a tiny thing, you went forth
bravely in your new finery to march
in the Easter parade, rain or shine,
snow or sleet? For it wouldn't have
seemed like Easter at all if you
couldn't wear \ our new clotlies or, at
least, that splendid new Easter bonnet !And you might as well accept
the fact that you'll never outgrow this
attitude.
Easter ! The season when the feminine contingent from five to seventyfive puts aside
humdrum, upon
everyda)problems
and all
concentrates
the
one question which is uppermost in
the mind of every woman at the first
sii^n of spring — the Easter bonnet !
Women everywhere — young and
old, in classrooms and offices, in sho])s
and kitchens — ha^•e a far awav look
in their eyes, a slight frown creasing
their loxcly brows, and it's a sure liet
the\ I'rewant
thinking:
"What Akindstraw
of aorhata
do
this spring?
felt? A sailor, turban, bonnet or cart\vliccl ? \\'hat color shall I choose?
Wliat sort of trimming?" But there
are
they'vebonnet
all definitely
settledtwoon.things
The Easter
must be
in the latest {Continued on paqc 82)
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effec.WelV-°^°<, restore her

PARADE
BY

WENDY

LEE

% OF ALL WOMEN WERE BORN BLONDE!
But time dulls the radiance of any shade of hair
60
If your hair is darker now than it was when you
were a child, there is new loveliness in store for
you. Let Marchand's Golden Hair Wash restore
the natural sunny highlights of your hair. It is as
though a miracle takes place... your whole personality isspot-lighted. Try a bottle of Marchand's
Golden Hair Wash today ... follow simple directions... and double your attractiveness, overnight.

Betty Glenn wears gobs
of cherries on a pert
white toyo bonnet type.

AT

ALL

DRUG

AND

GOLDEN
HAIR
WASH
DEPARTMENT STORES

D'S

MiaiN

RADIO STARS

Don't
buy Baby
Shoes by
Guess

cancorrect
be sure
ofYoutheprovided
size,
you
buy
Wee
Walker
Shoes.you,If simply
it is inconvenient to bring baby with
bring
along
anstanding.
outline ofThebaby's
stockinged
foot,
while
store,
with
the
aid needed.
oftaken
the
measure,
will
give
you
the
exact
size
WARNING:
Walker
Shoes. Measure is accurate only for Wee
Wee Walkers have every practical feature of exivnew
e shoes, yetonescostoften,
very little.
sake
change topensThe
baby Forfeettheybaby's
groware very
rapidly.
price is low asbecause
the
productinfantof America's
» ^
shoe very
makerslowlargest
andsellingareexclusold %rtttmg
fieamt\
insivestores
with
cost.
Look for themof thein the
Infant's:Wear T^^jir
^auC andCo.
W.Department
Grant Co..Co.Inc.S. S.Ffollowing
Krcsge
J. J. Newberry
H. L.T. Green
W GrandCo.
Silver
Metropolitan
Chain&Sears,
Stores.
Inc.<Stores. Isaac
G.Bros..R.SciiulteKinney
Co.,
Inc.
Roebuck
United S:ores Lincoln
stores.Charles
• Stores
below use^

Genghis Kahn, Great Dane,
belongs to rhythm singer
Betty Grable
her new
husband,
JackieandCoogan.

This Beautiful, Lifelike
NEWEST SENSA- NO "mONEY
and \ve'll repro- "^ll/*

I MEAN IT ! I WANT
THE BABY POWDER
THAT FIGHTS GERMS

loRJ^TED POWDER

A radio ton gave Marion Talley
this huge, snow-white Samoyed, a
Siberian sled-dog, named Taz. He
accompanies her on daily walks.

Martha
who's heard
the
A!
JolsonRaye,
program,
is moreon than
fond of her sad-eyed Irish setter, also a swimming enthusiast.

RADIO STARS

Robert L. Ripley has many valuable posses ions inhis Mamaroneck, N. Y., home, but
he prizes his cocker spaniel above all.

"Dainty

Girls

Trouble, B. A. Rolfe's wire-haired fox terlove for
music. rier,Hehas acquired
and B. A. his
oftenmaster's
have song-fests.
{Coiitiiiitcd on page 78)

Win

Out"

Active youlather
makes
sure
-leaves skin
reallv sweet
-pelicately
fragrant
HOLLYWOOD'S beauty bath makes you
sure of daintiness. Lux Toilet Soap's
ACTIVE lather carries away from the pores
stale perspiration, every trace of dust and
dirt. Other lovely stars such as Bette Davis,
Irene Dunne, Joan Blondell tell you that
they use Lux Toilet Soap as a bath soap, too,
because it leaves skin smooth and fragrant.
9 OUT OF 10 HOLLYWOOD SCREEN STARS USE LUX TOILET SOAP

RADIO STARS

n SHORTCUTS
U^TO BfAUTYh
ciEnnsinc phds
Fac
i\on-drying h
Little rated
padswith aof special
cloth satunondrying
carry
them inlotion.
purse You
or pocket
for aingrefreshins,
facial after skin-soothshopping,
motoring
... at the
or office. Softensor sports
skin. Removes
grime perfectly. Excellent powder
11hieagreeas they're
handy as a hanky
Hefills
ofa 60lipstick.
Pads, Compact
25c. and
REmOU-O-PHDS
Removes
Polish
Lubricatesi\ail ISails
AYounewmerely
nail-beauty
yourtreatment!
ten nails
with a Twin dabSisters
Reniov-OPad
and
off
comes
the
polishslick ami <iuick! Lubricates
nail
or cracking. Daintily perfumed.
Convenient
— nothing
to si)ill andAt leading
w aste. Connon-drying.
five
and tentaiATns no acetone,
cent
Try them!
15 Pads lOc.
MOSTstores.r,c AND
10c STOUI.S
// unoblainahlr. srn,l ,lir,-rl. ( WW [n- la cnrh ilrn, fi,r
postaqeSt., (mil
. Clark iicnt
Millnironly< '.o.J'il'tt',
Dcpl.0pnikitui)
J-l.,Chica,ni.
in L . H.SI.A.Clair

Helen Lynd, CBS songstress,
believes in pets in pairs.
A terrier-fancier, she has
a wire-haired and an Irish.
Erno Rapee, famous Hungarian conductor, is proud of
this Gernnan police dog,
who is quite camera-wise.

UJHfIT ft
POWDER PANIC
SHE IS /

Bob Burns has been trying
to teach his collie-shepherd to hunt, but the poor
animal seems to be gun-shy

X
YOU
simplyin thiscan'tdayweara
haid-liase women.
powder Aandhanl-husc
escape
criticism
beautiful
powder inisanother
bound .to. .ofshow
up hard-liase
chalky in powders
one liRhlaredusky
because
made that way.
lively
Lady because
Face Powder
is winningBALMITE,
new friendsan
byexquisite
thousands,
it contains
new
SOFT-BASE—
blends
out
to harmowith allorthese
variations
looks nizechalky
muddydailyin any
light. in light — never
The one powder for important occasions — when you
mustTry know
that you're
just gloriously
beautiful!
it!and— today.
Choose
shade.
how
evenly
smoothly
Lovely—your
Ladyfavorite
goes on—
howSeesilkysoft
it
feels
to
your
skin
and
really.
how
much
toniet
it
banishes
troubleJP#fc
^
it! At any
some
shine. Vou'Uthis adore
any •y^Jfc
10c store
coupon
you.
Lovely— takeLady,
Chicago,withIII.
' l,'^^
this lcolorSpill-pr(X)fC()riii':;
coupon to any lOcstori • r
rTake
beautiful
absolutely
FREE
c
h
a
s
e
o
f
10c
orFace20c Powder.
boxwithof purnewIf if (
LovelyaskLady
out,
for
store
manager—
he can get yours for you. »•

Gabriel Heatter, besides being an authority on news,
is one on dogs. He and his
Scottie are best friends.

^^^^^^

RADIO STARS
"Bole Carnegie, ti7io is a bifi man note, full
af ideas about zcinniitg friends and influfiicing people.
This eomplaint is about sonielliinii he
said on his sha'riny cream program. .Mr.
Carnegie, one night, suddenly launched into
tt» ecstatic account of the H'orth of the
froduct his shozi- sponsors. This teas perfectly legitimate, but he ■a-ent on to say that
the
company
know that
he nvsso going
to talk
about didn't
the cream.
He Zivs
cracy
about it him.H'lf that the zcords just sprang
from his heart or throat and, by George,
he teas surprised!
That is being cute. Radio programs such
as these arc calculated right don'n to the
tiniest time-fraction, zvith room for nary a
spontaneous comment. They must be, if
they are to come out on time. You may be
definitely sure that nothing u'as said on that
shoiv
vliich onhadn't
been set
dozen in black
and zvhite
a score
of mimeographed
copies. Anyone less velvet-glozrd than I
would say that Carnegie zvas lying to his
audience.
An interesting note comes to hand — it
says that Carnegie simply cannot remember
the name of a constant radio associate,
and at rehearsals he persistently gets the
man's name
wrong.
must give
haveanbeenair
before
Carnegie
heardThathimself
talk on "Four Ways To Remember
Names."
NELSON EDDY once worked for tlie
advertising firm of N. W. Ayer and Son,
in their Philadelphia office. He labored in
the publicity department but his boss said

STRAIGHT
THE

FROM

COLD

SHOULDER
( Continued from page 21)
he sang too much, so he fired Nelson Eddy.
.■it the conclusion of one of the Edzvard
G. Robinson Tuesday night dramas — those
only fair pieces played perfectly by Edward
G. and Claire Trevor — he asked sez'cral
people standing about if they thought his
just-performed
It seems that shozv
in the zi-as
shozv credible.
the tough guy
had failed to testify in a case that mistakenly involved a friend, because at that time
the tough guy had been eating crumpets
into aknozK'
restaurant
he didn'ttozvant
mob
about it.andCrumpets
him, the
he said,
z,\-rc like boo.:,' lo so)nc men. It zvas fantastical y stupid— crunipcts, my eye!
Rolnnson claimed he thought it zeas perfectly plausible.
IF YOU want a ticket to see the Campbell
Soup show, you've got to send them six
labels. That's the nearest approach to
selling a ticket that anyone's arrived at
It would be encouraging to spy one small
clians^e
yet. in certain (jf uur big. expensive
show-.
Ml- tMo
it's beenoncethe they
dull found
habit
of spoils.I- 11and Iwiig
producers,

a routine that made someone laugh or apto most
it everlastingly
thereafter,plaudwith, to stick
only the
minute variations.
Take the Fred Allen shozv. Prove to
yourself that you knozv the routine of the
shozi- a byquarter.
thinking There,
for, let'syousay,remembered
a minute
and
that the shozv opens — every zveek — ifiV/i a
erozi-d of assorted characters zvho are
dropping ez'crything to tune in the shozc.
Fred confides
Hodge
vation,
the screen
is letWhite's
down forlatest
the obserTown
Hall Nezvs, that sees nothing, shozvs all,
and zve're
into Allen
a set Art
formula
that and
includes the off
Mighty
Players
"guest stars" who, by a miracle, are
changed weekly. Not that Allen isn't the
best ofzcays
the at
comics,
but he's
the
same
preciscfy
the good
same intimes,
Zi'eek in, zveek out. He isn't hittiii' 'cm
zvhere
Allen they
has ain't!
made a few additions, such as
the Man You Didn't Expect To Meet,
who is a person with an unusual occupation; Lucille and Lanny; and orchestra
leader
Peter wasVanlostStceden's
return ofbreak.
the
music that
at the station
They'repects to pleasing
additions
and
Fred
make more use of Van Steedenexas a stooge, but after a few weeks they, too,
will become a fixed part of the show.
W ALTER O KEEFE was just as bad
on his last show. He had sad-voiced men
who appeared every week, a newsreel and
a liorrible and unfunny weekly skit perlornied by what he called "draniateurs."

PRRK&TILFORD'S New Perfume Sensation
Every moment sparkles witK gay romance wKen you wear
Adventure {jcrfume. Spicy, provocative, lingering — its caressing fragrance whispers of love, tke supreme adventure!
Begin today to live witk a new, intoxicating glamour
— kcved to tKe tKrill of Park & Tilford's Adventure.
Smart tuckaway
size at all tencent stores . . .

Pft RK
£r Tl LFO
RD
FINE
PERFUMES
FOR
HALF
fl CENTURY

P A O E N
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Dry Skin Softened
New Hollywood Way
WITH THE SAME CREAM
THE STARS USE
Here's That
New
Cream
with Amating
Skin Softening Emollients
That's
Thrilling
All America

ONM'S
YTEA
TACR
Floats sAway
Dirt. Skin.
Disry, Rough
Smooths o—lves derDSoftens.
Stays On Pow* EVELYN DAW
The LovelyCagney
star with
Jimmy
"Something to Singin
About,"
says—
"I useto
Tayton'sand
Cream
cleanse
keep and
my
skin smooth
Test This Thrilling youthful
Beautylooking."
Discovery
UNDER MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Make vour skin smooth and alluring like the
Stars do.
. . TAYTON'S
CREAMthat releases
precious .triple-whipped
emollients
and
also dissolve
skin off.
cellsskincleanse
thatto shine,
cause
roughness,
vourdrv.
powderscaly
to flake
look
parched
and
old.
Lubricates
dryness.
Flushes
blackheads.
Houses
glands. Helps
bringGetout TAYTON'S
new. live, fresh
skin.atoilThousands
it.
CREAM
your it,10calsopraise
store.use
Drug
and
Dept.
Store.
Cleanse
with
itfresher
as a night
cream. Iflooking
vour skmafteris notfirstsmoother,
and
younger
apphcation vour money will be relunded.
FREE

The new GRIFFIN A. B. C.
Liquid Wax,
In block,
brown
and blue
... tan,
No
dauber, no brush, no polishcloth — Injustbottle.
spreadIt dries
it on
with ingswab
to a shine — recolors faded
GRIFFIN
B. C.
Wax-or,Polish
in the A.jumbo
tin, all popular colors,
for the nearest thing
to ashineprofessional
of home.
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These were amateurs reputedly picked at
random from the audience. Amateurs,
yes ; picked at random from the audience,
no. Kalher, they were selected in advance,
usually from friends of the band or organization. Xelson Hesse, O'Keefe's manager,
and
Walter's brother, were regular performers.
might
do Alien.
icell to0'Kcc\c
considerandtheplenty
matterof ofothers
flexibility,
.hid
if
.lllen
can't
think
of
a
uciv
formula,
he might at least stick Hodge White in
last.
THE WOMEN OF THE MONTH
IN RADIO
THE following ladies were exceptional:
GOOD, .lean Dickenson — a coloratura soprano zelio is}i't annoying. Most people
don't through
appreciate
the work
coloratura
goes
to make
those anoises.
This
girl zi.'01-ked her zmy up through the medium
of Lily I'ons and Hollywood Hotel. Further
proof that she is good is the neit'S that
she has heen re-signed by her American
Albumteen Of
Familiar Music shoiv for thirmore ivccks.
BAD. Allie Lowe Miles. She herds a
bunch of women together and holds a
little radio clambake which she laughingly
calls a club meeting. Into these meetings
she manages to inject a dozen or three
commercials in a sweetness-and-light voice
that seems to say: "My, my, how did that
commercial
here?" Theraisegoodthe ladies
who attend, getandinobligingly
roof
whenever the sponsor's products are mentioned,
can't
be
so
dull
as
to
fail
to
realize
that they arc baing exploited. But then, of
course, they do get a chance to talk over
the air!
GOOD. Mary Astor. One of the very
few women who has a voice that rests
comfortably on the ear-drums. It is pitched
low and has a vibrant, sincere quality that
definitely discourages the reproving twist
of the wrist at the dial.
(9.V one of his Sunday Avmco shoxvs soon,
Maestro Frank Simon is going to play the
cio-nnatiou music tvritten by Sir So-andSoone for
the I'lll's
the
that Fdward
nci'cr came
off. Thecoronation—
music has not
heen played in Fngland . . . An English
teacher at the Herlitc .School of Languages
zeas eiioageit to teach Tino Rossi, the singer. Finglish lyrics. The first song he
I'rought her was Bei Mir Bist Du Schoen,
nnd she had to dig up a shipping clerk
toto teach
. , .the.Irlisls
pleuiliiigher zeilh
listenershouldn't
to rushsloop
out
and
hay
their
sponsor's
product
that
Ihev can slay on the air. . . . .AliceSO Cornel , of the Coca-Cola shozv. sings at the
r.nu'cry .\!ission, regularly. . . . F.ddy Duchiu has heen oii'ino .lose llurhi lessons in
hoi aiiaouiicenieal
piano. . . . There's
a hit ofHollywood
hiniior in
the
thai precedes
coniinenlnfor
(George
.McCall's
airing.
sponsor '<K'ants it understood that heTheis
not responsihle for rchat McCall says.
Funny because McCall, unlike the vitriolic

SHOULDER

/•idler, goes in for mild, press-releasy chatter. . . . I'hil Faker wants to stay West
because he thinks the moi'ies have a crying
need for him. . . . S. S. Van Dine is writmurder-mystery
movie isforreturning
radio's
Gradeing a .{lien.
. . . Ray Noble
to England in April for the summer, arid
soJan oneGarber
of tliezvillworld's
stoogesto isreplace
gone.
probablybestattempt
him. . . . Be prepared to see lots of shoivs
go off the air this summer if business
hasn't picked up by spring. . . . Jimmy
Durante theis asa>iie.
"guestHeartist"
sounds
couldzvhousealzvays
fresh
material. . . . Arlene Harris, of the Al
Fcarcc shozv, is probably the only radio
artist
zc'/ioindoesn't
her lines
nothinguseflat.a script. She learns
RADIO has a curious, hypocritical way
of dubbing the extra performers hired to
work
a show,
They're
more onguests
than "guest
you arestars."
the guest
of theno
man you work for.
That's why it's so silly for radio people
to "oh" and "ah" at the perfectly divine
way Josephine Doakes gave up her parties
to rush over and help Al or Bing — when,
in all probability, her agent had to fight
for two hours to get the paltry ^2,000.
When is a guest not a guest? When
Lyn
Murray'sappearance
seven-piece
chorusstarsmadeon
their eighth
as guest
Al
Pearce's
show,
they
fell
the
visiting class with a bang. Al out
was ofalmost
entitled to permanent possession, and we're
entitled
to say thetheyprogram
weren't! guests — they
were haunting
Hollyzvood sliozvs are going in too
heavily for vicarious mention of local
spots
much andto Pomona
us. The
Brozvn that
Derby,don'tthe mean
Trocadero
may be the big tiling in California, but to
the country-at-large they mean little.
BIOGRAPHY IN BRIEF
ARCH OBOLER: He has been writing
scripts for the air for the past four or five
years with more than considerable success.
His most notorious effort was a piece
called Adam and Eve, and it was played
by a blonde named West and an actor
named Ameche, with sound ef¥ects by
irate
FCC. listeners and program notes by the
He is a Chicago boy who took up the
pen
he wasby ten.
Hewithdidn't
take when
theefforts,
world
thoseexactly
pristine
but hestorm
did gain
some
local
fame as a naturalist.
This activity aroused his father to take
up a stout paddle that he had lying around
for just caution,
suchsinceantheemergency
— a wise kept
preyoung naturalist
a small colony of turtles, tortoises, frogs,
toads, salamanders and snakes in his bedro m. It was the little dears' foraging
cxi)C(lili(ins
bed that
prompted theinto
activePapause Oboler's
of the paddle.
Like most people, Oboler studied just
exactly the opposite of what he intended
doing after school. He majored in engineering, ended up writing. He modestly

RADIO STARS
~:"
or should I say. ended
writing?"
:le. ■! has
a collection of two hundred Arch
■ier short stories and a novelized biogly of the late Tex Rickard. Also a
ilo of a lot of top-notch air script work
; first got liini national notice when he
one tor iM-c.ldic Hai-tholonicw, Billy
ip and ],e;icr Jay (it was called Rich
I . that proved instantly successful over
He did aa popular
icI'lcischiiiaiiit
Rich seriesHour.
that offered
definite
trast to a long and spooky series of his
■ keptfor the
!;ng
more.Mid-West frightened, but
He collects
ca;!>c
he sa\s A'A'C"
names paizetor hoys'
his names
charactershehard to find. He is about twentvof theto Universit}ot C lit-1v', aandgraduate
is married
Kleaiiur Hellord.
.. L liicago co-ed. w ho consented to a hoiicytiioon to be spetit touring haunted houses.
You hear his work on all of the best
Liranis. His latest piece was a Lmcoln
>■ called Blight World, for Walter
-ton.

also to the efforts of Dr. Joseph E. Madcly,
who teaches a comparatively small class
of 200,000 via the radio, and Mr. Ernest
La Prade, who invites people and groups
sitting at home to play along with him
while he and his orchestra delineate the
Hi- is one phase of the more-or-less
baliliiiu ])roblem of radio educational activities that has been well solved.
.4 friend of ours — throuah the kindness

- icas just a year ago that Richard
'her, zi'ho insists on being called "Mr ."
\- a tune laHcd Farewell To Swing.
:n-i-oi:ipaiiied it icitli a rousing predicthat "sieing"
dead. atTheCarnegie
seance
'cssor
Goodman z^'os
conducted
' must hai'c given him a ghostly chill.
THAT worthy maestro, Erno Rapee,
says that in his 14,000 mile musical hike
over the country, he found that our leading
symphony societies are: 1. Growing; 2.
Financially sound; 3. Appreciated; 4. In-

The Stroud Twins are still bad.
EDDIE Cantor makes an imiiassioned
Joe Penner may be quite the clown on ])lea to the Boy Scouts oi America to rethey're Jimmy
the backlioiie
of theto
the air, but he's far from it in the nation, andmember thatpermits
Walliiigton
kitchen, since he's an excellent cook. slip in effeminate, lavender hits.
Radio listeners to .1/r. Ilendrr: IVillcm
debted to radio for this happy state of
affairs.
Tan Tool, should l\- g-oleliil tor f-a'o
things — his interesting . inlelleetiial discourses, and his inability to draw pictures
It's due not oiil_\ o the big svmphonic
?heban,ss put mi h \TC and CBS. but oirr the air.

}is unlucky dogs had to he
■heck
the solid comfort of a big
/' hand and slit>f>ers o)i
'•sn.: to fyass II f> the jami/i; i/,')/ crozeds and, of
Then, pe
■ so:e th.e fight films
wt day i
up on zehaf U'C had
•ard the night before. That's radio for

Most

proposals

happen

in the

/

SPRING
SUMMER
WINTER
above chart is based on a recent survey
among a representative group of young women. However, romance may come at any
season to the girl who is truly charming.
removes

Be especially careful
about daintiness NOW
Romance is in the air now I So be careful to
avoid the fault that A/7/,s romance . . . perspiration odor from underthings.
Everybody
weatlier.
Undiesperspires,
absorb especially
odor . . .inbutwarmwe
needn't offend.
AVOID OFFENDING: Lux lingerie after erery
wearing. Lux whisks away perspiration odor.
Keeps colors and fabrics new looking, too !
Avoid soaps with harmful alkali and cakesoap
rubbing.
has noin
harmful
alkali.Lux Safe
water, safe in Lux. Buy
the economical big box.

odor— keeps colors lovely

RADIO STARS
DON'T

BE A

HEADING

THE EASTER
{ Coiitiiiiit-d from piuic 75)

.'ityle and it imist he licci miing I
Somctiiiu's. Ill jiast wars, the choosms
of a new ^jinnu bat ha> been ditticult and
the stvir- hard to wear. I'ail tins way. the
iinh- (hllu-iihv 11 iiieel will he m reMstnm- the leniiitau.in ,)l hiiviim mie dl evervthnm-! hor tavliion has sealed iuw\ hemhts
m hnimnm us heant\' nl eolm- and llatterniL;
lines,
lur e\\r\"
Wdiiianm.-danu
til Imd itthea Mni|ile
enlur ein\aHer
inihinali"iis
and
.styles most ht'eninniL; Id her induidnal s(.lt.
Indeed,
the word what
Ital sL'eiiis
prosaie
term
to desenhe
we 11a \er\he weanns
proudly on onr heads this h,aster. But —
eall them hats, ehapeanx. ereations, or
make u]) a new word il you like — the
( roam or >ti( k >
niilhner\- ereators haye outdone tliemselyes
Drufi i'^tore.-i. lOc
111 qiyint; ns yeril^d)le contections of beauty
from wbieb to choose.
MAKE THIS SIMPLE TEST
The bats shown on page 74 by five lovely
Applv
the blemish.
Let dry.
Dust HIDE-IT
with powder,on apply
usual make-up.
XBC stars, are just a few of the gay and
Now!
See
how
completely
flattering
styles few your Easter parade. I
blemish ceald.1 has been conhave selected this particular quintet, not
ously clear
and flawless
only to illustrate the variety of shapes, but
You'll nev- ^
orvoursklnlooks.
be without HIDE-IT!
also to point out and emphasize the importance of color and use of flower and
fruit decoration to give a colorful effect.
Margery Kelley, NBC actress, has chosen
flowers for her color accent. Her large
of black croquille straw has a
Clark-Millner
Co.,free Dept.
15-E,
666 St. ClairCJirl."
St., IChicago
Pleasesend
me l.ic)
Storysample
Booklef'Markcd
enclose cartwheel
crown
of white violets, and a bandeau of
iiirI -.i-:iii:iila
for
•'Hide-if
Ofream
O.^Uck.
I, -it;"l( □ LiRh! □ Medium □ Brunette Q SunTan. the flowers
outlines her forehead under the
brim. Howard Hodge designed this hat,
which Margery ties securely under her
chin with a Idack grosgrain ribbon. She
carries out the flower motif with one of the
new flower
clijisat intheyellow
and black
brilliants fastened
neck gold
of her
crepe aftei iKion dress.
The nooncartwheel
is ])erfect
afterand informaltypeevenings,
and forMargery
plans to wear hers right on through the
summer, making it the basis for many
smait black and white costumes. The chin
strai>. a flattering device which is l^ecoming
more and more jjopular. ser\es a practical
jiurpose here. You all know what hapijens
Alluring
a big hat
ofto breeze
! when there's the slightest bit
The cartwheel is extremely flattering to
Hands with
all btit a slender face. However, only girls
the NEW
of a\era,Ge height or over should wear an
extremely w ide-brininied hat, as it tends to
make
the shorter girl look too s(|uat, like a
LADY
walking mushroom, in brief!
If you don't like ties tinder the chin, wear
LILLIAN
a ])aiieake
VivianThisdella
with
the
rilihon inlikeback.
NBC Chicsa's,
radio singer
CREME NAIL POLISH
has ehosen her spring chapeau in a soft
Are
you Try
sure the
your newnailsstay-on-a-week
are as lovely as they
shade of violet, with cerise flowers forming
can
the crown. The grosgrain bandeau which
Lillianbe? Greme
Nail Polish and revel inLadyits
ties
in the back is cerise, too.
fashion-ri^hc
shades.
Ask
for
Lady
Lillian
Rust,
RobinTulipRed.Red,Oldor Windsor
Rose, Thistle,
The hairdressers want you to i)ile your
Cloverine,
Rose.
The
trial
kit
shown
contains
Nail
Polish,
Remover,....Nailall White,
Manicure
and
hair newest
up high,hairandstyle,
if you're
to adopt
this
you mustgoingbe sure
that
10 cents
and isStickon sale
atCotton
5 and 10 centforstores.
your hat will show it off to best advantage.
Approved by Good Housekeeping
N'ivian's hair is <lressed in a moderate form
othiyhtheas "piled
high"undermode,thisbuthat.could
SPECIAL 3c TRIAL OFFER
she likes
The bepan-as
cake, or plateau silhouette, is generally
For single generous trial bottle send
beccjming to either hair style and to all
this ad and 3c stamp to LADY
LILLIAN, Dept. M-12, 1140 Washtypes
faces. have flowers on you this
ington St. , Boston, Mass. Specify shade
You of must
you prejer.
sijring.
don'tYewell
want suggests.
them on Jean,
your
hat, then Ifdo you
as Jean

PARADE

who
Campbell's
Orchestra,
followssingsthe with
EasterRoy vogue
tor flowers,
too,
but she places her corsage on the lapel of
her smart tailored suit. Especially designed
tor her by Treiiel, the colorful bouquet is
made ot deeii pmk i|uince blossoms, African
daisiis, httle white s])ngs of budlea, and the
spik\, liriL;hl orange and blue bird-ofparadise
a breath ofthat
spring!*
( )l courseflowir.
. 1 in 1 notnilv su-ueslint;
you
wear <i corsage ol h-esli llowers every day,
(unless von ha\'e youi" own garden, and
then there s no excuse). \ our l)est beau
may voluntarily send a corsage on
Easter Sunday, or perhaps Mm can wheedle
him into it, but the rest ol tin- time, when
such tokens of affection are not available,
exercise your ingenuity in making up your
own bouquets of artihcial flowers which,
by the way, are now so natural looking
that you- have to smell them to see if they're
real ! Andbecause
even they
then come
you'llall beperfumed,
fooled
sometimes,
each with its individual aroma.
Jean Yewell's turban, in two bright
shades of heavy creix', is cleverly draped in
aenvious.
way to Worn
make with
the best-turned-out
matching glovesrajah
and
the bright posies, it provides the required
color accent for her brunette beauty and
her dark tailored suit and white blouse.
If you're
looking forandtheeasyperfect
allaround
hat, comfortable
to wear,
you can't go wrong with a turban. But,
if you have an especially round, full-moon
face, then ski]) it !
Instead, look for something like the hat
chosen by Elizabeth Wragge. Betty, who
is Peggy in NBC's Pc/^l^cr Young's Family,
has
taken andthe will
termhead"Easter
bonnet"parade
quite
literally,
the Easter
in her charming bright green felt bonnet,
designed by Sally Victor. The crown is
topped by bright red silk poppies, whose
green stems trail gracefully down the back.
Spring Betty's
zephyrs head,
won't blow this
bonties itlittle
securely
undernet off her
chin witlrfor ashegreen
grosgrain
ribbon.
And, incidentally, you will note that even
though it may be slightly chilly on Easter,
both Betty and \'i\iaii della Chiesa are
jirepared with their new h.ium marten verybrief boleros with three-(|uarter sleeves.
This newest type of fur garment will dress
up a spring suit, add a flattering touch of
warmth to a spring street dress, and later
on will serve as the perfect summer evening w ra]) ! What more could you ask of
one little bolero?
Flowersa aren't
only tomeans
for
lending
colorfulthetouch
yourusedspring
ensemble. If you want to be very unusual,
try a bunch of fruit instead, Betty Glenn,
young NBC actress, wears a white toyo
bonnet with gobs of cherries hanging down
the side. This hat, designed by ForbesCasey, has the minute crown that carries
out this season's verdict of "down with
hats !" Tile crown, which is flattened to
the barest minimum, is circled with a
narrow band of black velvet.
This is another type of hat that can be
worn with any style hair-do, and the shape
is charming above a delicately oval face

;
f
\
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ikoIt with
Bettj-'s.so elaborate
You will readily
trimmingsee astliatthisa
iild not be worn very often before
. cryonc would recognize you blocks away.
It. underneath its present weight of
crries, it's
reallytriminings
a basic hat,
readily
adaptable
to other
of feathers,
Howers or fruit, and would even be charming without anything.
Many of you will fall so in love with a
certain
hat that around
you'll build
spring ensemble
it. If your
this isentire
tiie
case, I only hope that the hat you become
enamored of will be suitable for your type ;
tiiat if you're tall, you'll choose a brimmed
model ; if you're short you'll take one
home that won't dwarf you by its bigness
I surely, much as you liked 5"»o:t' White's
-even
littlewould
pals, you
like one,
you?)wouldn't want to look
The new up-swept brims are especially
liecoming to short girls, giving an illusion
of height and allowing you a brim without
its seeming to press you down into the
pavement.
The insailor,
spring's ofoldforms,
favorite,so
will be found
a variety
that
it canGibson
be wornGirlby sailor,
all types.
There's
the tiny
particularly
fetching when trimmed with a veil which
ties under the cliin in a large how, good
for the half-pint. Tall girls w ill favor the
."Spanishbeing
sailorshown
with with
its wide
hrini,strap
gentlyto
tilted,
a chin
hold it firmly on the head. Lovely Lucille
Manners, XBC singing star, lia> a navy
Mue regulation sailor of rough paillasson.
-imply trimmed with a blue grosgrain
:tibon. Lucille wears this slightly back
her head, with the veil coming down

Announcer Thomas Freebairn-Smi+h and Conductor Josef Pasternack at a
spaghetti party recently given by Jeanette MacDonald, who cooked the food.
under her chin and tied in back, givmg her the wide-brimmed hat. If you're only
going to h:i\e one hat )r this costume.
a charming little-.uirl look.
If \-oirrc liuNiiiL; \iiur hat to go with
your cosuinii-, he -urc that it fits in with
the s])irit of your en,--enihle. For a tailored so (|uickly. If y(
suit, choose a turban, a rolling breton. a strikin.u' trimming,
sailor, or tri-corne. Ha\e your colored remove it later on :
Buyinu your K:
trimmin,gs,
by all means,
don't let them
be too elaborate.
Hrc-Mcrhut ensembles,
the going
to he ,i_;rc:it f
costume suit, fur-trininied coat, or tuxedo ing it will W ev -tars will put you right
coat worn with a fur scarf, call for the the tips from thcM I ".aster parade !
various forms of the bonnet, the pancake, at the head of the

I WAS
you

SO

PROUP

TONIGHT,

OF

^

DARLING/j

HOW WISE! THE WIFE WHO GUARDS
AGAINST ''MIDDLE-AGE'' SKIN!
WHAT HAVE YOU DONE TO YOUR
NOT ONLY DRY, BUT LIFELESS
AND COARSE-LOOKING/ I REALLY
COMPLEXION,
SO MUCHJ
LOVELIER, SO LATELY?
SOFT AND IT'SSMOOTH
WAS
GETTING "MIDDLE-AGE"
SKIN
IHOWREMEMBER,
AGO,
THEN
SAID MAYBE
UPSET YOUA FEWWEREWEEKS
BECAUSE
USING HELEN
THE WRONG
SOAP. ISHEWAS
YOUR SKIN WAS SO DRY,
CHANGINGTOAND. TED ^
SUGGES
PALMOLIVE,
IS MADE
m fBSCAUSE
WITH OLIVE PALMOLIVE
OIL... A SPECIAL
BLEND^
;
OF
OLIVE
AND
PALM
OILS,
NATURE'S
■L\ ?■ FINEST BEAUTY AIDS.' THAT'S WHY
IT'S
FOR DRY,
LIFELESS
SKIN. SO ITGOODSOFTENS
AND REFINES
SKIN TEXTURE/ CLEANSES SO
THOROUGHLY, TOO... LEAVES

HUSBANP'S RIGHT! IT PAYS TO USE ONLY
PALMOLIVE, THE SOAP rAAOE WITH OLIVE OIL
TO KEEP^KIN SOFT, SMOOTH, YOUNG/

RADIO STARS

IT'S MY {Continued
pane 7) OPINION
HUMBfront
LE

CviTAMIZED
g\
T^W CLEANSING PADS
You'll enthuse about
these remove
handy oldnew
ready-prepared
pads which
nail
polishinThesea jiffyunique
— noliquid,
no muss.
pads alsonocon-fuss,
tain
and oilsbrittleness.
to condition yourVitaminnails"F"against
Get
a
handsome
jar
of
pads
today
and start manicuring the easy
way that saves your time.
STA-RITE CO., SHELBYViLLEJLL.
REMOVE
HAIR without
razor, liquid pc c
paste or powderRemover
CLw'
is hairthe
I safely.
arms, legsUsf dto faceremove
— quickly
Odorless. Baby Touch. better
(111- sKin sou. White and restores youth and beauty toleavesthe
l^rfive""--^."Touch
Baby .'„ror'o?-$,.00
Touch Mittens (Two
sid( 35c each.
trlttl,".
^t;"es Pads.
BABY TOUCH HAIR REMOVER CO.
125 Olive.
St. Louis. Mo.

Many

Never

SUSPECT
Cause of
Backaches
This Old Treatment Often Brings Happy Relief
sufferers rolieve
nagging backache quickly,
onceMan,v
may
betheytireddiscover
kidneys.thut the real cause of their trouble
The acids
kidneys arewa.steNature's
chief w.r.- (,r f-l ini;i.i ople
the
excess
pa.<-s
about 3 and
pintsscanty
a dayoutpassat."
or ofal).til',1
istc.
Frequent
or
'
iind
burning
showsor there
be i i n : i nji with
yotir kidneys
bladder.ormaypoisons
of acids
when
dueAnto excess
functional
kidney disorders,in your
may beblood,
the cause
ofof nagging
backache,
rheumatic
pains, swelling,
leg pains,puffiloss
pep
and
energy,
getting
up
nights,
ness under the eyes, headaches and dizziness.
Don'tsuccessfully
wait! Askby your
druggist
PilLs,
used
fortheover1.5formiles
40 Doan's
years. They
give
and millions
will helpwaste
tubeshappy
flush relief
out poisonous
from yourof kidney
blood.
Get Doan's Pills.

Harmony
for two — ofTito1938,
Guizar
and Mitchell
director between
of Parannount's
The
Big Broadcast
do sonne
impronnptuLeisen,
harnnonizing
scenes.
Tito
seems
to
have
forsaken
radio
for
pictures.
He's
now
scheduled
to be in
St. Louis Blues, which also will feature George Reft and Charles Butterworth.
There are many physicians and surgeons
who say "yes," that when a tonsil is badly
infected, filled with pus, it should be removed. The other school is equally
vociferous in its belief that under no
circumstances should a tonsil be taken
out of the throat. That school says that
they are there for a purpose, i.e. to act
as a filter to prevent dust, bad air and
impurities from going into the system.
This school contends that if one had a
boil filled with pus, on the arm, one would
not remove the arm itself.
But perhaps the most serious part of
the problem is the question of whether
the removal of tonsils affects the muscles
of the vocal cords, thereby shortening the
vocal register. I have often wondered
whether or not my voca! range might be
superior to what it is today had I not
had my tonsils removed some sixteen
years
This ago.decision confronted a young lady
singer whom I know, and when she appealed to me for advice I sent her to
physicians representing both schools of
thought. I felt that the final decision
should be hers.
TO A BUDDING MASTER OF
CEREMONIES
A! .TI lori , I 1 audiences are receptive,
even rnlhusi.i - 1 ic. al)..ut such stock words as
"swell," "tern lie." etc., one may secure the
PROBLEM
respect and attention of an audiA MOMENTOUS decision, facing all admiration,
ence by the use of good English and good
of us who live by our vocal cords, is
whether or not tonsils should be removed. grammar.
There are those who would have you

ttte field of entertainment. Perhaps the
simple wardexplanation
tome is that I for
was hostile
one offeeling
the first
to demonstrate the power of radio; that
the circumstances attendant on my success
were so unorthodox that it is difficult for
my confreres in the entertainment world,
and those of the Fourth Estate, to reconcile themselves to the fact that one so
apparently untalented, so irregular in type,
should, through an entirely different
method and procedure, become popular
with amain so. portion of the public, and reMEMORIES
LOOKING through an old diary (it was
more (if an addres.s himk th.an a diary), 1
ran across the names <il Tdinniy Dorsey
and I'.nnny Herisan ; the f.irmcr listed
nndrr "1 1( .nihi me," the hitter nniier "tnimpel." hi.side their h.nne ad<hesses tlieir
ahihly ilassihcation was hsled as "Donhle
Those were the days when tine boys
played for me as instrumentalists (an<I
lirs"l-rate
littleleaders
realizingof
thai
Ihey ones
were tliey
hoth were),
[n heeome
twu outstanding .American hands.
A FIRST THRILL
When I received my first hook of cheeks
zvith
my nameA." printed on each one — simple
but gratifyin;/.

RADIO STARS
helieve tliat. in these modern times, only
the "folksy"
or comment— with thetypeuse ofof introduction
omnibus* words
such
asthe "swell"
and
"terrific"
—
finds
favor
with
public.
*Mcaiiiii(i thai titcy take in everything
and are used in place of many other n'ords:
stecll shnzi\ m'cll girl, s^vell food, stwll
music, s^i'cll perfume, sivcll car, szvell
name, and so on. when they might much
belter hazr used: delightful shou', charming girl, delicious food, intoxicating perfume, powerful car, thrilling game.
Personally, I am of the belief thai the
same audience which i)assively accepts this
type of introduction,
has tlie
increased respect and paradoxicallx-.
admiration for
individual who dares jihrase his thoughts
in good grammar and words of more varied
.md exact meaning.
In other
audience
at Loew's
State
Theatrewords,
mightthe have
apiiarently
ac. epted the introduction previous!}- made by
.1 master of ceremonies and sijokcn as fol'^iws: "This, Ladies and Gentlemen I it's
ilwayswhich'Ladies
and Gentlemen'
1 ) , stage.
is a
tune
we introduced
from this
W'e think it's swell, and your terriiic raves
about
haveaudience
made itwould
a hit."have increased
This itsame
respect and admiration for the man or
woman who dared to speak something like
this: "This composition (note the absence
.duethetocustomary
'Ladiesconstruction
and Gentlemen'
I) .
its unusual
and intriguing qualities, together with your enthusiastic reception of it, has become the
most popular song of today."

I AM listening at this very moment
tohas anwritten
introducer
man who
some who
of thesays:most"A terrific
hits
in years, take a bow, will ya, Al?"
THl-'.Rl" are those who would have you
belief' that t' iday it is not wise to use
the
King'-wil l'n':!ish.
to anyhim-individn.il
l i- capableMyof plea
expressing
self ini U'Lii ntly, colorfully and in a
graniniaiii I'orrect fashion, is not to be
ashanud m' y,iur knowledge of better
grammar an-l I'n-li-li hicin-c of an apparrnl ikniand !(ir "lulls-;," and slangy
speech I
TIP TO SONG WRITERS
(AMATEUR)
Too many amateur song writers have
been encouraged by the fact that their
friends left the theatre after the hometown musical jilay Ininiming llieir scjngs.
especially tlie la>t one. Up'in investigating
till- plicnnniiMinn lliat tlie audience invarialily
liunis nr wln-ile- upon leaving the theatre,
it is fuund tliat the la-t -ong heard seems
to impre-- it-elf indelilil)' npnn the andioh>er\ atii Ml. The last musical compo>ition
we have heard seems to linger longer.
UNIMPORTANT NOTE
IT is not particularly important, hut it
might be interesting to loioie that many
,<i the musicals y-w/ .v,-,-. especially those
pnuhiccil hy li'aoicr Ih-otlicrs. have oficc
doors
bearingespecially
the namesthoseof xeho
actualhavell'anicr
c.recutiz'cs,
Xcie
York offices. Sometimes they are used

correctly and accurately, but sometimes
they denote the office of the man in an
entirely different profession, but belonging
to the organisation.
There haz'c been seirra! Warner Brothers productions 'where the actual writers
of
the them
picture's
the ones
played
for songs
the manxvereenacting
the n'ho
role
of producer or director.
In one oftwoAliceof Faye's
20th writers,
Century-Fox
pictures,
the song
idio
ivrote the songs in the film, demonstrated
them to her in the story.
So, note cnrcinllv the names 'ohich appear or
' ' 'you
know
. Itfives. , ,
; 'K.
GOOD "VARIETY" HEADLINE
"CLOSE Tab On Gab" — meaning close
supervision of the commentators who have
been
publicexecutives.
the "low-down" on
studios,giving
artiststhe and
INCONSISTENCIES
.\THLI-:TK'S.
in general,
stniid
ii.r cleaiiliiie-and all have
that i-always
hue,
clean indoor
and nnlile.
w iiy i- itcupthat,pre-at
mc}St
athletic\'et,conferences,
sentations and meeting- n. it .actually for
the performance of the game it-eli. the bad
ventilation rivals that of poorly-ventilated
night clubs?
Only recently I attended the awarding
of a cup to an outstanding football player.
The windows were closed tight iti the
gymnasium where it took place. Nearly
everyone (Co}itinued
was smoking.
The air was blue
o)i page

HOLDS POWDER^

Now-with

it MUSHES

the active

Skin,too

A CREAM that is powder base and nour- P n d ' s Va n i
kin-vilaishing cream in one! The new Pond's Cream
Vanishing
llit is lioliling
women. Cream is a revelation to many skin ShilM(lUI'i>ll
It is positively not a grease cream ... It
use "I always did love l*<md'i itihinf: Cream for powder base. But
positively does not come out again in a your
helps topowder!
make skinIts finer
now asfzreaseless
nourishin*;ere
is t<>€> prrfect for woriis. Such a
light,
"goo" ... It holds your powder faithfully and lovelier, fresher.
on your face at niKht:"
. . . And — it contains that blessed "skinSame
jars,
same
labels,
vitamin" which nourishes the skin and im' _ TEST IT IN 9 TREATMENTS
mill'same price . . .
proves its texture!
fOK I'oM.i'- iVpt 'MIS \s. CI, „,.„,. (■
The new Pond's Vanishing Cream with
Pond'scontains
Vanishing Creamjaryouof buy
"skin-vitamin" in it is grand as ever for Now every
melting awav little roughnesses and smooth- this new cream with "skin-vilaing your skin for powder. And is never dry- niiu" ill il. \ (HI will find it in
ing! Use it for overnight after cleansing and the same jars, with the same SBND
in the daytime under your powder. Now labels, al the same price.
Tuna in on "THOSE WE LOVE," Pond's Program, Mondays, 8:30 P.M., N.Y.Time, N.B.C.
Copyright. 1938, Pond's Extract Company
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The Roseleigh
workshop is equipped
with tools for all
manner of purposes.
Jack must hurry to
finish those bird
houses for spring.

Out comes the old
fishing tackle, and
a broad smile on
Jack's face. Soon
the trout will be
mind
biting will
and wander
Jack's
from his air work.

Marion Barney, who
plays Mother
Young,
vacuums
furniture
with a vengeance.
The whole Young
Family, it seems, is
ready for spring.

Energy-yielding foods fortify the body again$f
s candy bar,
fatigue. Baby Ruth, the big, deliciou
1 concentrated energy food; it is rich in pure
Dextrose, called "muscle" sugar by doctors. And
pure Dextrose is utilized by the body as energy,
stored as fat. That's
when needed, rather than
d candy of
why Baby Ruth is the preferre
, active people
athletes
movie stars,
ere. It's chock-full of
everywh
energizing goodness.
CO., OnO SCHMMIMO, Pr«J
CU«TI« UNDYCHICAGO,
laiNOK
D'Sy
HOLLYWOO
S RITE
FAVO
CANO
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because her soft, young
hair enchants him
• In courtship or marriage — a girl is irresistibleyouthful
when shehair,has asalluring
hair — lustrous,
only Admiracion
gives you. New, and entirely different,
Admiracion is the only Oil shampoo that
lathers. Its rich, creamy foam floats away
all dirt, dandruff and dulling film . . . rinses
away
in clearclean,
water soft,
— andmore
leavesmanageable
your hair
delightfully
and more radiantly beautiful than ever before! Get Admiracion today at drug, department and 10/ stores.
Should
you
prefer
an oilforshampoo
that
makes no lather, ask
Admiracion
Olive Oil Shampoo in the RED package.

While Rudy was on the Coast, Prisciila and Lola Lane watched him sign th(
fannous Hollywood Hotel register. Noticeoin that
page Rudy
S5) writes with his left hand
( Continued fi
with the resultant smoke, and the acrid STUPID
and pungent odor, M-hicli is a result of its
THE sign inside a New York taxi:"Rel
bciiis
dioxide.e.xpelled from the lungs with carbon On Frankly,
Your Brakes Insteadto Ofchoose,
Your IHorn!'
wouk
Fur years, miners, on entering a coal rather rely ifon Imyhadhorn.
To me the wisi
mine, have taken along a canary in a cage. driver is he who uses plenty
of horn
The canary, being extremely sensitive to
Father Knickerbocker's anti-noisi
bad air containing gases, reacts instantly. despite
and accidents,
who depends
less onat hi'.
I have often believed that I could have campaign,
Many
especially
in
been used as a human barometer to warn brakes.
tersections,
might
be
avoided
if
each mo
people
when
the
air
they
were
breathing
torist
would
let
the
other
know
by
genWOW! MY STOMACH
was unsuitable. So sensitive a throat and
erous use of the horn that he is approachFEELS
LIKE IT'SACIDON
nose lining have I, that it is only necesing. To be honest, I have often wondered
FIRE FROM
sary
to
take
a
sniff
or
two
to
conjecture
why
automobile
manufacturers put horns
INDIGESTION
in cars any more. Most of my friends
the probable effects of a room's air.
rarely use them, much to my annoyance
and disgust. The horn has a specific
Envi -zdu-ii the exposure is sliorl-Iired .
and I decry this stupid taxi
hreathin:/ had air has a delelerioiis ejlect purpose,
HERE,
CHEW
A
injunction.
COUPLE OFTUMS.
upon
system.
THEY FIX ME UP
lire tothea hitman
room filled
-.oitli. Inhot,hour's
smohy.e.i'posim- CRIME
QUICK WHENFEELSMY
pure air has resulted in alno'st the eomTHE headlines in the California papers
STOMACH
plete
loss
of
my
sin.jiiuj
voiee
on
several
concerning the bombing of Detective RayLIKE THAT.
nd— in charge of the clean-up of vice
U e ,ire told at'out the bad air at the here moin
Southern California — and subseJ 'ers, lilies Conjerenee cohere, for the most (|uent revelations, conclusively demonstrate
part, old fossils lelio had oi'er-eaten and the fact that organized crime is really orHERE'S AMAZING RELIEF
imiol'ed freely of leiiies. made matters
FROM ACID INDIGESTION
worse hy pnll'iui on pipes, eioars and eioaI am indebted to one of my fan clubs
for the gift of a book at Christmas time,
YES — TUMS, a remarkable discovery rettes until it ioas impossilde to see a man ganized.
brings
amazing
quick
relief
from
indigesjive
feet
aieoy
heeause
of
the
lark
of
renwhich
more perfectly than anytion,burning
heartburn,
con- tihition. I'heir empty heads. already tliing Iexpresses
had previously read, the organized
stant
causedsourbystomach,
excess acid.gas,ForandTUMS
drained of blood lohieh had rushed to the crime sitnatinn
with
which our country iwork ablyonfasttheto true
basic
principle.
Act
unbelievstomaeli to aid in diiiestimj the e.veess
excess acid
conditions.
Acid pains areneutralize
relieved almost
at once.
TUMS contents, leere addled enoiuih. toil the imcontain ante dnotocontain
laxatives;
harmfulIH billion
drugs. TUMS
Guarpure air put tlie tinishuiii touch on their
CorixTXf]'
RILEY
w histo
no soda.no Over
siinimary
oj the fall
of the COOPER
United States
already
used
—
proving
their
amazing
benefit.
Try
TUMS
today.
Only
10c
for
12
TUMS
at
Of
ciiiirse.
zk'c
wniihl
e.vpect
this
condihalf-a:eohe
minds.'
the
racheteer
and
criminal.
Here's
all
relief.today,
Chewor like
Crime, h.as written the finest epic of Toits
on at a smnhes
World I'eaee
C onference.
candydruggists.
mints. Most
Get a economical
handy 10c roll
the food tiand
cost them
nolhimj, The
and kind, further than that, he has had the
three roll
ecf)nomy
package
with
metal
conthev were onlv em/ai/ed in parceliiu/ up courage to lay the fault at the door of
tainer for only 25c.
the world.
are truly to blame. And that
HANDY r-C-^Sr^E»?rXAV^rcpi^^
But one would naturally e.vpect that, no those is'loho
yours, Mr. & Mrs. Public, because
matter zehat miohl be the ease clsczvhcre, door
CARRY }t 'In, \
of
your
apathy
scenes id athletic ci'ciits wniild be models crime in general. toward racketeering and
He mentions names, specific instances,
1,1 hyuieiiic perfection— but I joimd that
thev were not!
cities and officials. He dares to charge
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thcin. in )io uncertain terms, ik'HIi tc/iaffi < /
fault or crime that may be accurately laid
at their door. It is, indeed, as the publisher
says, a complacency-destroyincj book for Stunning
self-satisfied and smu(j American citiacns.
ivho believe the United States is ivell
policed and free from crime. This book,
its fast-moving description of every type
of z'ice and crime knoum to the depravity
Shelving
of man, should shake to the foundation
Ci'ery honest and righteous, lazv-abiding
reader. _^
IT is a pity, indeed, that our PWA and
WPA Projects could not be enlarged to
accomplish something much more worthwhile than many of them have to date.
L you 5*
By aiding in the distribution of this book ST
ALMOSTIL
EVERYTHING
buy costs more
to millions of people throughout the counthese
days
.
.
.
but
you can still trim and
try; by compulsory teaching of it in
protect shelves with beautiful Royledge
grammar or high school, they would ac/or i7 nickel! And this strong, double
complish more than all the money spent
edge shelving lasts a whole season,
upon that hapless slogan, "Crime Doesn't
doesn't frazzle, curl up, catch dust or
Pay,"
has
ever
done.
In
the
language
get
No laundry
costs either
of Cooper, who is an authority on his
once limp.
up, stays
up.
subject, crime doesn't pay for the punk
Your
nearest
5-and-lOo,
neighor the small fellow who hasn't the whereborho d ordepartment store has
with-al to secure an expensive lawyer; to
slews
of
smart
new
Royledge
tamper with the jury and to fix all of
patterns and colors, decorator
those who can be fixed. But for the big
shot, who is able to do all these things,
approved, at 5(* for the 9-ft.
package.
(10c sizes,
crime does, indeed, pay.
lioiis of thrifty
womentoo.)use Milit...
many who could afford extravROSCOE ATES tells of his experience
agant,
fussy
shelving.
Try
Roylin an English theatre during a performance
edge once; you'll never change.
he li'as giving. It seems that Roscoe, on
Roylace, 99 Gold St., B'klyn, N.Y,
noticing anyone ivalking out during his
act, ahivys yelled at them as they zvalkcd
up the a'islc': "Hey! (I7ir;v (/.> you thi)ik
you're
going.'But^'oiion can't
out o)i
luc
like that!"
one zcalh
ociosion.
to his
intense endtarrassnioit. z^'luvi Iw had hurled
his usual phrase all in fun at a man and
xvoman going up the aisle, tlic man turned
and
in anhaveapologetic
tone: "I'mand sorry,
sir, said,
but ive
three children
tJiey
are icaiting for us to put them to bed
early, but another night zee zvill leave them
Zi'ith a neighbor and come back."
TURNABOUT
THE annoyance of Mr. Richard Watts
(New York Herald-Tribune dramatic
critic) on seeing, under his own name
in his ownbynewspaper,
review I of honestly
a showwritten
someone a else.
thought the review was better than Mr.
Watts' own review of that show.
Most embarrassing of all, it was a mistake made by an employee of his own
paper. Perhaps Mr. Watts now knows
and appreciates how the layman feels
when he finds something in the newspaper
written about himself which is completely
untrue and about which nothing can be
done.
ABSURDITY
SIGN in a California gasoline station :
"Don't Pay Cash — Pay On Your Own
Terms."
Such an icHotic statement as this is comparable, inits a-inine stupidity, only to the
plowing under and destroying of crops.
DON'Tyourforget
that I tolookmyforzvard
reading
reactions
opinions,to
zvhich may not coincide zcith yours. After
all, the very title of this column tells its
After many encouraging experiments
own storyme— "It's
HumbleStarsOpinion!"
Address
care My
of Radio
Maga- HQC hopes for success this spring in
zine. Adios !
broadcasting its "talking parrots.'
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•streaks
At homeof gray
— quicklylustrous
and safely
youof blonde,
can tintbrown
those
shades
orit. black.
A smalltoharmless.
brush andActive
BROWNcoloring
ATONEagentdoesis
Guaranteed
purely vegetable. Cannot
affect waving
of hair. Economicalandlasting—
willnotwash
out. Impartsrich,
beautiful,Easvnatural
amazing
speed.
to proveappearing
by tintingcolor
a lockwithof your
own
hair. BRO'WNATONE
50c — at allguarantee.
drug or
toilet
counters — always onis only
a money-back

NAILS
AT A MOMENT'S NOTICE
everyone
ICover broken,
short,
with
Nu-Nails.thinCannailsbe worn
any
length
anydcsired and
shade.polished
Defies
detection. Waterproof.
Easilygrowth
applied ; remains Removed
firm. No effectwill.on
nail
Set of Ten, or20c.cuticle.
All 5c and lOc atstores.
MADISON ST.,
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. BUT
ISN'T ALL
MASCARA
JUST ALIKE?
No.r
WINX IS
DIFFERENT!
FINER TEXTURE
LOOKS MORE
NATURAL.. KEEPS
YOUR LASHES
SOFT AND SILKY!
For more beautiful eyes, be sure fo
get
mascara, Look
eye shadow
and WINX
eyebrow— pencil.
for the
GREEN PACKAGES.
Approved by Good Housekeeping Bureau.
At oil drug, department and \ 0i stores.
UJINX
MASCARA

START

51260

to $2100 YEAR

Ready
In

es ironing Eas
Nothis "married
look" to collars this
and cuffs
readystarched
powdereasyin way.
a littleJustcoldcream
water . . . then
addmixed
hot.
That's
all.
A
wonderful
invention.
Your
iron
fairly glides. Send now for free sample packet.
THANK YOU
! THK HUIilNGER CO., No. 518, Keokuk, la. I

RADIO HOSTESS
{Conthtncd from page 57)
usual "hamburgers" with which we are,
all toochange,
familiar.
You'llas find
aalas,
welcome
therefore,
well these
as a
tastv main course dish
W ith the meat was served a most colorlul Rice Kuig which also featured several
\e.2ctal)les. The Swedes are great on color,
I was told, and pride themselves on the appearance (it their food as well as on its
hue (|ualitv. Nothing but the best is considered good enough
for meone'sas the
guests,"
Mrs. Arnil)ruster
mtormed
dinner iiniyr( s-,ed. A fact which the meal
itsell ciiiitiniied to prove bevond any posi he salad, tor instance, which was
served mi se])arate plates along with the
meat course, combined red and white calibatjc to add an effective color contrast tn
the appeal ot the crisp, finely shredded
vegetables and the smooth, tasty salad
dressing. Here is the recipe :
KALSALLAD
(Cabbage Salad).
Select two small firm heads of cabbage,
one white, one red. Cut both heads in
quarters and shred very fine into separate
bowls. Cover with ice water and let stand
f(ir an hour. Drain well, dry thoroughly
between folds of clean towel. Melt 2
tablespoons butter over hot water. Add 2
teaspoons flour, 1 teaspoon salt, teaspoon
white pepper, 1 tablespoon sugar and J-j
teaspoon dry mustard. Blend well. Beat
the yolks of 3 eggs with 7.5 cup cream.
Add slowly to mi.xture in double boiler.
When thoroughly blended, add 3^ cup
(scant) vinegar. Cook over boiling water
until thick, stirring constantly. Cool.
Aloisten white and red cabbage, separately,
with tliis dressing. Serve in lettuce cups,
one with white cabbage, another with red
for each person. Or mold white cabbage
into a ring, filling the center with the red
cabbage and sprinkling both with finely
chopped chives or parsley for an especially
attractive appearance.
The dessert — also pictured on page 8
— was in the nature of a concession to more
.\merican traditions, since it was in the
form of a pie. But whatever its nationality,
the feather-light, lemon-flavored filling
supplied
meal. just the right touch to top off the
When the pie made its proud appearance, Charlie decided then and there that
he wi^^lied to be photograiihed eating it.
But, alas, in the course of so doing he
idAcred himself not only with meringue,
but with confusion. I^or it was noted that
lie liad no fork! No, nor any spoon for
his ccjffee. In fact, all silver within his
reach had mysteriously disappeared. Then
it was that Bergen approached him (I do
wonder if Edgar is a sleiglit-of-hand artist
as well as a ventrilocpiist ! ) and with the
photographer
righta there
snap theof evidence, removed
goodlyto supply
the
Arqibruster flatware from inside the coat
of his young friend's dress suit !
"Charlie, Charlie," said Bergen, "did you
take"Well,
these?"you see, Bergen, well now . . . .
well, yes, I did!" came the familiar, hesi-
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yi NY COLO R
LIGHT BROWN to BLACK
Gives a natural, youthful appearance. Easy to
use in the clean privacy of
your own home; not greasy; will not
rub off nor interfere with curling.
$1.3 5,FREEforSAMPLE.
sale everywhere.
State original hair color
79 Sudbury St., Boston
Co., Dept. M-58
FARR S FOR GRnv hair;
BANISH DANCER of LOOSE WIRES with
HfPUSH
JUSTRITE
CLIPS
fSAFE
Keep andlamp,neatradio,— offtelephone
wirei
the floor with
JUSTRITE
PUSH-CLIPS.
:olors
to match lamp
cords or woe
Good For Kidney
and Bladder
Weakness
LOOK AND FEEL YOUNGER
All overwhoA merica
and
women
want matter
tomencleanse
kidneys
of acids
waste
and
irritating
and
poisons
and
lead life
a longer,turning
healthier,to
happier
GOLD
MEDALare Haarlem
Oil
Capsules.
So
now
you
know
the
way
to
help
about andmore stophealthy
kidneybring
activity
getting up oftenbladder—
at night.difficult
Other
arepassage
backache,
irritated
orsymptoms
smarting
— puffiness
under eyes — nervousness and shifting
pains.
This harmless yet effective medicine brings results
—you'll
betterMEDAL
in a fewHaarlem
days. SoOilwhyCapsules
not getto-a
35p box offeel
day—theGOLD
original andacceptgenuine—
right fromAsk Haarlem
ingetHolland—
Don't
a
counterfeit—
for and
GOLD MEDAL.
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tating,
yet brasli reply.
figuredscores,
that
since Arnibriister
collects "Imusical
Mrs. A. collects antiques, the Radio Hostess collects recipes and you collect >;i.v
salary, I ought to collect something. So
I'mThisstarting
collect forsilver!"
was theto signal
us all to leave the
table and adjourn to the living-room for
music and still more laughs. And here we
have to leave our gay dinner companions —
Edgar Bergen and Gerda Armbruster discus ing the books of Selma Lagerof, with
Bob Armbruster supplying an appropriate
Scandinavian background by playing his
favorite Greig concerto; while from his
perch onskal!
^the piano Charlie frequently
shouted
"Just to keep things Swedish, but not too
serious,
you aknow,"
he informed
I bade him
reluctant
goodbye me,
and when
went
off with my collection of tine recipes and
pleasant memories.
BEAUTY

Like the true, sweet fragrance of lilac
a springtime
breeze,stirs
thereromance.
is that'
about■wafted
LilaconRuds
J'erfume which
Created )iy Duchf-^ of Paris, it is young, tender as
first love. Each fxquisile drop makes you seem
fresher,
add- toTryyour
more, it (lainliei
lasts and last^^.
Lilacdesirableness
Buds I'erfiime—what's
today.
On sale at J and lOc starts. lOc.

AT YOUR

FINGERTIPS
{Coiitiinicd jroiii page

'AMS

smooth arms and hands to set them oft.
Now that the romantic influence is so thoroughly upon you, it would be too, too bad
to spoil the picture ! The creams or lotions
used after washing should be applied to
4f famous perfumes 'Singapore Ni^KtS' Gardenia' Mischief • 10c each.
wrists and lower arms. Finishing preparations should be used to keep unattractive
"shininess"
from even
arms texture.
and elbowsLastandof give
them
a smooth,
all,
same rich nourishthe
of
applyingquantities
DEUBENER'S
cream that you massaged into your
No. 20 Basketlyke
hands at night.
1
Even elbows, which are so far gone that
Carrier
— 1 Oc
they
seem
"rusty."
respond
to
daily
gentle
massage with a pumice stone. Have one
near your tub and use it each time you
^Nlakes it, Oh — so easy
bathe. Follow this with an application of
to shop for that Easter
cream or lotion.
outfit. And these attracA combination bleaching and softening
treatment for elbows is the lemon cup and
Carriers
olive oil method. Cut a lemon in half and
theive, snappy
distinctive
basketin
scoop the pulp and juice out. Then fill
weave design not only
these cups with olive oil. Place elbows
look right but save you
in the cups and let them soak for fifteen
or twenty minutes. This treatment may
So use' fmoney.
ul for sewing
be repeated beneficially as often, each week,
as you have the time and patience for
or
knitting
too.
administering it.
Join the growing
The actual manicure is a real pleasure
throngs who
of smart
ifin all
are available
and
women
carry WINDOW SHADES^I5«'"".
goodnecessary
condition."tools"
The essential
materials
yf-AKS
of 15c
use inwindow
millions shades
of homesdon'tshowcrack,
that
are emery board, orange-wood stick, cot^ ClopaY
them.
ton, cuticle remover, polish remover, liquid
don't
pinhole,
wear amazingly.
And linen-like
the new
Lintone
finish
gives
them
a
lovely
polish, and a cuticle oil or brittle nail
texture
looksof like
S1.50nowinstead
cream. To this may be added nail scissors
wonder that
millions
women
replaceof 15c.
shabbyNo
ENER'S
(for an extreme hangnail only), nail white No.
DEUB
shadesful, with
15c
Clopays
.
.
.
and
have
1
Leatherlyke
durable new window shades for lessbeautithan
and a buffer.
the cost of cleaning old ones. See Clop.ws in
Of course, the lazy way to keep your
oc
and
10c
and neighborhood stores everywhere.
Shopping Bag -5c
fingertips beautiful is to have a professional "America's
NEW! WASHABLE Shades, Only OCa
Standard" Shopmanicurist do them once a week. But why
ping Bag.give
The extra
ropesweararound
a
V way tohas both
been found
toof apply
a special
oil- ^ V
not be ambitious and try doing it all your- the bottom
finish
sidesMakes
amazing
Clop.W
and
Lintone
material.
new (.„_„|.,_
RnM.r
self with the thoroughness and finish of an carrying capacity. Look for
OPAY WAS
Ci.oPAY
WASHABLE
Shades. possible
Can actually
the
Deubener
name
on
bottom
expert? Besides, you won't be so inclined and get extra vaUie at YOl R
streak,
curl
or
watermark.
Yet
cost
only
be
scrubbed
with
soap
and
water.
Llon't
to neglect touchings
the when"in-between"
re- Favorilo Store.
you care formanicure
your nails
35ceachcompIeteonrollcrs.for36"x6'
\W
size.
Many
attractive
colors,
enriched
by the lovely
yourself.
you manicure
have readcountless
correct DEUBENER) SHOPPING BAGS !: "'(^T^
3 stamp
for colorLintone
samplestexture.
of lx>lhSendtypes3c
instructionsI'mfor sure
a home
oftatiUshade.
Corpor.xtion,
Garfield Park, Indianapolis, Ind,
York Write
Street,Clop.w
Cincinnati,
Ohio.
times in beauty articles, and full directions
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Will Your
Stand

Hands

This Test?

If Not . .
You need to get acquainted with
Barrington Hand Cream, a delightful cream made specially to
keep your hands soft and white.
Beautiful hands are essential to
good holdgrooming.
Don'thands
let houseduties keep your
rough
or red when a few seconds regular
care with this wonderfully successCream can keep them
soft fulandh-landattractive.
NORTH AMERICAN DYE CORPORATION
Use

Barrington cream
Another NADCO Product
100% Improvemeiit Guaranteed
■We;indtcith
bond,
strengthen
orgaDB —. .
teaaona—correct
hattheimprove
byvocalfundameotallp
and nnoino
scieDtiSeally
ailtnt
ex^rcutea
d ■peaking
abBolately
ouarantee
Binffinn
laatitofree.
1007c Learn
. ■ any. Write
jnderfnl voicevoicebookat-Bent
WHY yfor

come with every bottle of polish you buy.
■■l>o,!-lsr
So.
Lucille and I are not going to give you
a list of "l><)'s" here, but rather a list of
Don't pushing
fail to soften
cuticlethethoroughly
before
it backthefrom
nail with
your orange-wood stick. Failure to do
this will cause you to bruise the delicate
matrix
of thethenail.littleIt white
is bruising
that causes
spots theto m'atrix
appear
on the nail. Such spots cannot be removed, but may be hidden by a dark polish
until tlicy ha\e grown out. The cuticle
may be softencil soalKing the fingertips
in ^oap.^■ water or, better still, warm oil.
lion'tinstrument.
scrape underneath
nailsbruising
with a
metal
Instead, theavoid
or spoiling the nail shape by using an
orange-wood stick covered with cotton.
Don't cut the cuticle. Use a cuticle re(This "don't"
has probably
been
dinned intomover. your
ears many,
many times,
but it is too important to ignore.)
Don't Thefile nails
the nails
the
sides.
protecttootheclosely
cuticle onthere.
Don't
file
your
nails
to
sharp,
daggerlike points. The oval is more fashionable,
as well as more flattering and practical.
Don't
your handswearare extremely
idle most oflongthe nails
time.unless
The
nail length best suited to active hands is
just beyond the fingertip. Very long nails
don't wear well when the hands are constantly inuse, so keep the nails a conservative length.
/)();;'/ cover the "moons" at the base of
the nail. They lend grace and shapeliness
to theleave
nail.a Ifspaceyou free
do not
then
fromhave
polish"moons,"
where
they should be. This rule should be observed in all cases, but especially when a
dark polish is used.
Don't jiggle the finger when applying
the polish. Rest the hand flat on the dressing-table or hold it firmly in front of you.
polishfreetoof theold nails
theyDon't
are apply
absolutely
polish,before
soap
or oil. Just before you put on your polish
apply a bit of polish remover to the nail.
This will take ofl: any of the substances
that would shorten the life of your polish
and cause it to peel.

Don't,as atoften
any astime,
fail to orchange
polish
necessary,
give your
your
fingertips their thorough, weekly manicure.
Don't overlook the importance of a daily
nightly)of application
or(orsoftener
some kind. of cuticle cream,
Don't
let
your
enthusiasm for jewelry
rings. you to "load"
cause
your fingers with
Don't
wear
large
and
unusual
bracelets if your fingers and
handsrings
are and
not
nicely shaped, for the jewelry will call too
much attention to these details.
The polish shades this spring are so new
and so difl'erent that, unless you use the
"natural" shade, you can no longer pick a
color at random and find it suitable. You
must use your sense of color discrimination. Study your hands to see which colors
are most becoining ; clear reds, corals, or
the dusty grape shades. Then try these
colors against your spring frocks, so the
most harmonious shade may be applied.
Every woman should have a variety of
shades
in hermost"polish
wardrobe."
Lucille's
effective
method of exercising her hands to keep them always
supple and limber is one which a great
many girls use regularly — typing! Lucille
types all her own personal correspondence
and finds that the dexterity demanded by
this simple procedure has given her fingers
a strength, poise and character which could
not be gained from even the finest of
creams and lotions. So, all of you girls,
get out the typewriter or your old fivefinger piano exercises. If you have neither
of these instruments available, then, with
the fingertips resting on a flat table-top,
exercise on an imaginary piano or typewriter.
When all of the beauty aids placed at
your fingertips have been applied to your
fingertips,
too, canas boast
ful hands. theii
Handsyou,as lovely
those beautiLucille
Manners uses so gracefully and efTectively
in accompanying the expressiveness of her
lovely singing
voice,addhersoeveryday
conversation, and which
immeasurably
to her personal charm and attractiveness,
because they are used naturally and cared
for exquisitely.

9.
GET A o^/e^WAVE
THIS QUICK, EASY WAY
inexpensive
...Wave-Set.
to give yourself
a soft,
thyourDr.waveEllis'longer.
Thisquickly,
superior
and
Sold
everywhere — getIt driesa bottle
today!
Dr.
Ellis
Sales
Corp.,
112S
Penn
Avenue,
Pittsburgh,
Office: Toronto,
Ontario)Pa. (Canadian
AT ALL 5 & 10
AND DRUG STORES

IC'r WAVE- SET
9Z

Announcer Bob Trout with Professor Quiz, one of Saturday's best programs.
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WEST

COAST

CHATTER
(Continued from t^a(ic 60)

KOBIiRT
sIkk.'S
villi/ like theTAYLOR
Arroic Collaralz.vys
lad. But
hciorcup
• all hour's rchrarsal hiis ooiic by. Bolt's
•s • ■ ■ '■.';',■</,
tlh-iiit.hisami tiefiiialty
is fluiiii
vv atlcr
the
o . ; arc rallail up. . Isk aiiv:aho's eirr wrkrd 7ailh Bah. and
y'll
he's topsandjor appearin,/
i/ood nature,ou
.^■pitetellofyourehearsino
radio shirias and ticttina up at si.v
:k jor studio xeork erery day. the
: aylor disposition remains unruptled. ICIien
. he finds time to see Barbara .Slanieyek
1 Iremains one of the mysteries. But rumor
■ says they're still in earnest.
BOB TAYLOR really got even with Jack
Benny on the Jell-O show the other day.
\ over
Havingthe suffered
plentyduetat onJack'sa former
hands,
violin-cello
J broadcast, he decided to make Mr. Benny
squirm a little. So when the show went
on the air, and Bob was supposed to kiss
J Mary Livingstone, he took full advantage
• of the opportunity. The kiss lasted twentyeight
seconds — by -the
count.
♦ - time-keeper's own
THE charming Bronio-Scltzer broad1 headache.
caster is the
prop man's
biggest
He NEC
never knows
what Harriet

Here's a Queer
to Become

Mr. and Mrs. Edward G. Robinson.
He's always better than his material.
Parsons will want in the way of a microphone. And neither docs she. Sometimes
Harriet jireftTs to drlivrr her talks while
standing at an ujiright mike: other times
she likes to sit in an (.a-y chair and talk
into a "goose-neck" nnlo-, and sometimes
she draws up a strai.ulit-liack chair to a
table mike. Then she may decide to nse
all three. The prop man has finally decided to have three microphones set up
for every broadcast so Harriet can drift
from one to another. "It isn't temperament," declares Harriet, "it's just that I
can't make up my mind."

Way

for

Many

'""//: CANTOR is a firm heUever in
the doctors' orders. "They're smart
'he first place," he says," and in
ihe seeond yon pay 'em good•••;■.money
/« 7 put forup
their adi'ice,sequentlsoy, zehen zvhy
not folloiv
it?" Eddie
Conthe iiiedie:\s
ordered
lo v - ■ , '
. ilay. follow(' >
• ooinij to his
I'usmess. But iclun the doctors didn't
knoie is that Eddie's business came to him.
( ntil naor , ; v , ' ' -i- his bedroom zvas
filled
ri-s. mu.ueians and
I'liriolis ,
' ,• i-,/,s7 for his new
show, re!u■,o^:lo oi::oeiitly leilh the Star,
leho presided from his bed.
WHEN The Big Broadcast of 1938 was
previewed, W. C. Fields took all honors.
Not only on the screen, but after the show
* when autograph fiends passed up the other
stars present and swarmed around Bill.
Fields agrees that he's a new man since
following the doctor's orders and giving
up demon rum. But says he still hasn't
given up lemon meringue pie and, what's
more, doesn't intend to.
INXIDEXT.AIT.Y, you'll be seeing more
and
more that
of .Mr.
He's just
signed a
contract
gi\esI'ields.
an Eastern
manufacturing company the right to turn him out
in miniature. The famous Fields schnozzle
will be a red rubber eraser, one halt for
ink, the other for pencil. ".\nd that," says
W. C. Complacently, "is fame."
MARLEXE DIET RICH- S neieest act is
one of szcectucss and liijht. Since her Para-

Skinny

Girls

V

Tuniicnuno
THOUSANDS uaiic
HAVE niernucDcn
DISCOVERED tuat
THAT ^^^^^n^
BY ADDING TWO SIMPLE ELEMENTS TO
THEIR DAILY FOOD THEY EASILY GAINED WEIGHT AND
Naturally Alluring Curves
process source.-;
from one olof
THERE'S
real
hopescrawny-looktoday for costly
the richest
thousands
of thin,almost
Yitaniiii i:
ling girls who have
despaired health-building
—
the
special
yea.-^t
fof
havingandthe happy
naturallypepattracin makingrichEngli.sli
Itiveevercurves
that used
ale. This yea.stthen
is hiRhl,\concentrated,
comI1often
bring
"glamour,"
popularity
bined in a new forniul.i
and success. For new food discov- with pasteurized
Englisli
eries
have
helped
thousands
of
ale
yeast
and
three
kuids
others to quickly gain just the
pounds of fiiTn flesh they needed, of blood-strengthening
new health, strength and joy in life. Thevel ou.sresult
these mar-Yeast tablets
new islionized
How it is done
which
liave nli'eadv
helped
thousands
of
the
thinnest,
unattractive
You
see,
scienti.sts
have
discovered
who needed thesemostelements
quicklygirlsto
that
great nuniber.s
of peopletheyaredo thin
and rundown
only becau.se
not gain
just
the
norm.xl
pleasing
curves
needed,
get
^'itamin
B andtheseironvitalin they
pep and
new naturally
glamour. clear .skin, new
theirsufficient
dailyyoufood.
"Without
elements
may
lack
appetite
and
not getwhatthe youmosteat.body-building
this Yeast
money-back
test
out
when elements
in good
such Make
Get Ironized
tabletsthe from
your
casesofproperly
these two
simpleButthefood
druggist
todav.
If
with
very
f^rst
are
supplied,
quick
gains
vou dmrt tn .at better
inastonishing.
weight, strength, and pep are often package
and
get
ni.nr
. -ifhjmx\,.nnM-nt.l,.iiaiul
b.'nefit
from
vouifiiod
t
f.'.l
. Today
can getin these
misster, with moreconvinced
strengththatami Ironized
pep—bet-if
ing food you
elements
the newexactIronized
Yeastarewillnot give
you the pounds of
least tablets. They're made by a new ^you

normally
you will
need-be
the price refunded.
ofattractive
this firstSoflesh
package
promptly
start today.
To
thousc Offer
healthstartrightSpecial
cial
offer.
I'ureli.iseata eiiie,
paekas;.' ,
ized
Yeast
on tlie oftablets
boxtliis.andiiaracraph.
mail itlaitto Weus witli
aseal
clipping
send vou a fas<-inatini,' le w liook willou
health,
"Xew results
Kaets Alx.ut th.'Your\.r>T.^dv."
Iteinianber,
package
— orIronized
money with
lefunded. At lirstall
druggists,
Dept. 35, Atlanta, Ga.Yeast Co., Inc.,
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"KEEP NAILS SHAPELY
THE (VLfcUA^ WAY" ....
Men love to see a girl's fingertips
well-groomed. Keep them always
lovely-to-look-at with the daily use
of a Wigder Nail File. The triple-cut
teeth file faster, more smoothly,- the
special Improved Cleaner Point
safeguards the tender skin under the
Ask for the WIGDER Nail File!
On sale at all drug
and 10-cent stores I^C

Eddie Cantor, and wife Ida, leave California for New York, temporarily.
mowU ivonhlcs. she has cvidcnily decided in Southern California, with some 2000
that it fays l<) be human. ]]lieii appearing on inhabitants and most of them radio and
the Cha.se and Sanborn show. La Dietrich movie ranch-owners.
posed 'cuillin;/ly for studio stills and candid
cameras, and hesto-a'cd zvarni smiles on
THE according
most "specialised"
musicia)is
cvcryluidy present, including the press. She radio,
to Walt Disney,
are thein
cz'cii jonjot the (ihnnour </al business in members of Donald Duck's "IVebfooi
her c.'sluine. Slie ioore no hal and a simple,
featured on the Mickey Mouse
dark dress leithout a siiujle star sapphire. Se.vtet,"
Theatre of the Air. "Certainly they're the
ermanently,
safely,
IliHiMIHi^'I'll
most
specialised,"
Walt, defending .his
proper care. The Mahler Method
SIMPLICITY of attire seems to be the latest brain-iijave.says
"They have to he, to
vogue among radio stars for the moment. get sicing rhythms out of some old pipe,
At the Lux Theatre the other evening, Joan lyaby rattles, wafer-filled bottles and ivooden
Crawford wore a black crepe suit, with only
a simple white collar as a decorative note.
Ginger Rogers, the following week, had on
WHEN their dad's birthday rolled
last month, Sandra and Ronnie
a gray jersey dress of the shirtmaker type, around
blocks."decided
with a bright scarf at the neck and no hat, Burns
to do something extra-special
by
way
of celebration. So they made
while
Madeleineshow,Carroll's
Lux Theatre
was of dress,
green onwoolanother
with him a birthday cake. Fallen in the middle,
only a narrow pigskin belt and beige hat but brave with candles and an inch-thick
to relieve the plainness of her costume. Of layer oft the
icing,breakfast
the caketablemadeon itsthe appearThat
'come
hither"
complexiot\,
irresistible
to
men
.
.
.
festive
envied by all girls . . . heretofore exclusive with screen all the programs, Hollywood Hotel is the day. ance aThe
children
watched
stars, can be yoius with the NEW
one on which the stars seem to "dress up" George and Gracie eachcarefully
a large,the
most. Perhaps
the "Orchid
has soggy slice, but insisted that down
INERV
something
to do with
this, forRoom"
each star
all they cared
for
was
buttered
toast.
who
appears
as
guest
is
gifted
with
a
treMAK6'UP
mendous corsage of purple orchids, which
A startling new make-up that imparts need considerable "dressing up to."
SAM "SCHLEPPERMAN" HEARX
natural
satin-smoothness
to
your
almost incapacitated Jack Benny at a recent
skin . . .velvety, . , luminous . . . lasts
broadcast
when he leaned over and pointce
IT'.S
.STir.T.
"Mayor
Jolson."
Yes,
Al's
hours. Useof ityourand own.
have a "star's"com- been re-dec ted to liead the t')\vii of Encino out three women
sitting in the front row "
plexion
broadcasting studio. All were wearin
for tlie tliiid siicees^ive ye,-ii\ Al's already the
the
latest
Parisian
spring chapeau.K, top
maiiafie<l to j^c-t i)a\-ed streets ;ind lijilitinR
for the town, and now Ik's tr\ in,L; to w.infjle hea\ y w ith feathers and flowers. "Sa: ,
asounds
post-office
from tlienuicli
<;ii\iiiinieiit.
.Sam,laughs
"how'swhen
a poorwomen
comediagi\.
like pretty
of a hick I'jicino
town, Jack,"
supposedhissed
to get
but in reality it's one of the choice spots us all that competition ?"
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^^^^il^j^lf REMOVED WITH
'ARATION
^^^■"
OIL
PREPARAT
ION
CAS
N■^■^
COR
Say
cnodliye
clumsyJcorn-pads
andYOR
liquid,toNOXACOR.X,
relieveswarts.
paindangerous
fast andsixrazors.
dries
upA newthe pestiest
corns,
callus
and
Contains
gredients including aspirin
pure castormade.oil, Absolutely
iodine, and the Easy
sub-indirectionsstance froinm which
package. 35cis boiile
saves untoldsafe.misery.
Druggist
"
if it fails toreturns
remove money
corn.
NOXACORN
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PHIL
BAKER'S pridein andhis joyback-yard,
used to
the szi'itnmiiuj-pool
it. w noYork
more visited
— not since
that
friend
hint. He took a from
look
the diminutive dunking place, and said
iiiiirinyly: "Gee, zdtat a swell bird-bath!"
RAYMOND PAIGE is still spending all
his spare time down at Santa Monica with
his eight-meter championship sloop, Prelude. The other day he entered a race, and
one of his crew had a rather unique experience. The race, it seems, is supposed
to start and finish with the same crew of
six men. This particular day the weather
was on the rough side, and one sailor in
the prow was pitched out, unnoticed by all
except a Swede in the stern of the craft.
As the boat overtook the unfortunate
floundering one, the Swede held out a big
hand and hauled the other man in by the
scat
of the pants.
de idea?"
he shouted,
shaking"Hey,
him vol's
up good
and
plenty. "You know veil, py golly, that we
got to finish dis race with you on deck!"
RAY fecPAIGE'S
entliusiasm
intious to Dick Powell,
for the proved
other day
he went out and bought himself a racing
yacht.
he's challenged
race off Already
Los Angeles
Harbor. Ray to a
-♦DICK, by the way, is happy over everything these days. The main reason, of
course, being that Pozvell heir on the way.
Another cause for happiness is that all
those troubles
radio sponsor
and
studio
seemed n-ith
to be hissmoothed
over. And
for another thing, Dick has throzvn aivay
his glasses — after years of wearing them.
He's found a new' system of eye exercise
which he's convinced can do azvay zvith
anyone's specs.
THINGS are in bad shape at the Winslowe
home when
(she's appeared
practically
every Paula
important
radio show,on
chiefly Big Town, Lux Radio Theatre,
Tyrone Power's show and the West Coast
Thrills) breaks into a sad part in the script.
For Paula still has her Southern mammy
asexcept
cook —during
and she's
cook, too,
the ansad excellent
parts. Then
she
goes into hysterics, and sobs until Paula
comes
chicken.home. It's very hard on the roast
JOE PEXXER and his wife have become
so fond of 13-year-old Bernard Sharkey,
who presented Joe with that award from
23,000 Gotham youngsters, that they
wanted to adopt him. Bernard stayed at
the Penner home while in Hollywood, saw
all the sights in town, even to night clubs,
premieres and Palm Springs. Just before
leaving for home, Bernard confessed that
what he liked the very best was the banana
splits and beating Joe at billiards.
DIDJA KNOW: That Jack Benny and
Mary Livingstone are letting daughter
Joan Xaomi have the final say-so regarding nursery furniture in their new home
. . . that
Harris'
disciplinary
method
is toPhil
threaten
his best
orchestra
with a
series of one-night stands . . . that Frances Rush Hughes, dark and handsome young commentator, was greeted by Helen
Langford's pet raccoons are infanticipating Kleeb and Ruth Sprague, of the NBC staff, on arriving in San Francisco.
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THE AWFUL PRICE
YOU PAY
FOR BEING

QUIVERING nerves can make you old and
haggard looking, cranky and hard to live
— canhealth,
keep you
and rob you
ofwithgood
good awake
times nights
and jobs.
Don't
let
yourself
"go"
like
that.
Start taking a good, reliable tonic, made especially
for
women.fits haveAndbeencouldbetteryou proved
ask for than
any whose
benethe famous
Lydia
Vegetable
Let E.thePinkham's
wholesome
herbs Compound?
and roots of
Pinkham's
Compound
help
Nature tone
your system, and thus calm shrieking
nerves,up
"help lessen
distressyou from
orders and give
more female
strength.functional disFor over 3 generations one woman has told
another how to go "smiling thru" with Pinkham's Compound. Why not let it HELP YOU?
VEGETABLE COMPOUND
Relieve
Pain In Few
NEURITIS Minutes
To relievematism,theNeuralgia
torturinpr
pain of inNeuritis.
Rheuor Lumbago
few minutes,
pet
NURITO, Does
the Doctor's
formula.
No opiates,
novorstnarcotics.
the
work
quickly
—
must
relieve
pain to your satisfaction in few minutes or
money
back NURITO
at Druggisfs.
Get
trustworthy
today onDon'tthis suffer.
guarantee.
SEND COUPON
FOR ^LIPSTICKS,
AND REJUVIA
MASCARA CREAM
It's
you our
3 lulltreat!
trial Letsizes ol th
famousIndelible
FLAME-GLOB
Triple
FREE . . . each in aLipsticks
different fascinating shade,
so you can discover the color most becoming
towe you.willToalsointroduce
send youour anewest
tube achievement,
of REJUVIA
Mascara
Cream,
with
brush.
It's Guaranteed
Waterproof
and
Smear-proof;
perfectly
Harmles ! Just send 10c in stamps to cover mailing
costs. For beauty's sake, send couponTODAYI
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QUICK WAY TO
REMOVE CORNS
no cutting ... no pads

RELIEVE CORN PAIN QUICKLY
If you want to remove those aching corns
just get a bottle of FREEZONE from any
druggist. Put a drop or two on the corn.
The pain is quickly relieved. Then in a few
days the corn gets so loose you can lift it
right
off withof FREEZONE
your fingers. costs a few cents
A bottle
Humorist Arthur Godfrey never works move
at any most
drug store and is sufficient to rC'
Try it!hard corns, soft corns and cal
from a script, never bothers to re- luses.
heorse any of his programs and once
the show gets under way no one knows FREEZONE
where it's how
going,it will
whatstop.
it's about, or
DON'TSTRAIGHT
MISS NEXT
FROM MONTH'S
THE
COLD SHOULDER!
MORE
STARTLING
THAN
EVER
.plans
. . that
next summer
Paul \\'hiteman
to conduct
the Philharmonic
Symphony Orchestra in the Hollywood Bowl
. . . that Deanna Durbin has achieved
Hollywood immortality. Her footprints are
now in the Grauman's Chinese Theatre
forecourt,
rest of the
famous . .along
. that witli
Jean theHersholt
spendstown'shis
spare time at rehearsals sketching members WHILE YOU SLEEP
of tlic cast in cliarcoal . . . tliat Jack Hasty,
writer of Dr. Chnslkin series, reads over VVliether
you liavefadea few
les or many,
themfreckout
750 small-town newspapers a month for
anda gently
while
vou
sleep.
Get
jar
of
Nadinola
true-to-life happenings . . . that George quickly
Freckle
Cream
today
and
apply
at bedtime.
Dav
AicCall used to be a lion-tamer with the day skin becomes clearer, Iresfier.
Usuallyblemisl;
freck; 1
in 5 to Cream
10 days.is Ruaranteed
So do other
Al G. Barnes Circus . . . tliat Rosemary disappear
Nadinola
Freckle
by
a
fanii
DeCamp, nurse of Dr. Christian, and
with Only
36 years'
in thiscountertype <
skin
treatment.
60c ate.xpenence
drugOr send
and toilet
Frances Langford are meeting soon to try laboratory
10c
size
at
Ten
Cent
Stores.
•
a
dime
fortn.u
p.ickage to NADINOLA, Dept. 154, Paris, Tenii.
for the Hollywood
pioiisliip.
They bothWomen's
break Golf
100 onChamthe
course . . . that Marion Talley has turned
down a Broadway stage offer, a play based
on the life of Gilbert and Sullivan. She
hkes radio too much . . . that Lanny Ross
IS really Launcelot Patrick Ross . . . tliat
linimv Wallington is practicing jiu jitsu
lioldsbeen
on themadecasta ofdetective
the Cantor
show. inHe's
just
lieutenant
the
Santa Monica police department . . . tliat
FOR BL0NDE5
you have to wear dark glasses around Ken You Keep the
.\iles. on account of his sports coats . . .
tiiat Icanctte MacDonaldLrailiiui
has niaior
LusIf men- Brilliance,
tion
I i n etres and
s Lovethis
.liiir
thai
Shampoo
Blonde Gives
Hair
For a WHOLE
nil
WEEK!
married, ii
Dull, Bettieen-Slianipoo Look!
has j,,c ,,n a weekly A Ends
tlial Mrs.
•^inqle
new type shampoo instantly
alh)\\ance
at the iK'w Columbia reniDie-. thew.ivhdull,ujthJingythisoilamazing
andand dust-laden'
him thatand leaves
blonde
I)
in
Ilullvwood
cost
P.rna.lcastii
hair
lifeless,
niouse-ci)lored
■'old"
enables
th.,tand-JL atSTa SH.AMPOOED"
look,looking,
allNewweek.Blondex
Done give,youma
.\7.'t" is (Ictc-rmincd to tolew keep
minutes
cost
of
but
a
few
pennies.
$2,110(1.(1011
;
ilio cost just as much your
hair thatonlyglorious,
lustrous,All shimmering
radiance
have their
shades ofStan
blondes
find Newthat
lUnnscs are expecting usually
. . . that
Blonden comes
leaves combination
theirin childhood
hair lighter—
today.
New
package—lovelier
shampoo withBLONDE.X
separate
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BEST GRAY
REMEDY
IS MADE
/

HAIR

WHYolderletthanprematurely
hair with
make a yonbetterlookrem-far
yourapplied
years?gray
Now.
edy,costing
mixed andonly
incents,
the privacy
of oryourwoman
own
home,
a
few
any
can get rid of this social and business manhandicap.
your druggist
ounce
of Simply
glycerin,getoneMixfrom
ounce
rum, andone-fourth
of Barbo
Compound.
thesemixofinbayitone-half
pintaThisboxof water,
or
your
druggist
will
for
you.
colorless
liquid
will impart
a natural-like
color does
to faded,
gray
h-ir.
This
color
will
not
wash
out,
not
affect
permanentsorwaves,
will not color
the scalp,
to the beauty, luster,
youth
ofinyourandadds
looksoftness
ten yearsandyounger
ten hair.
days
BtartIf youwithwant
Barboto today.
YOUR Choi

RADIO
RAMBLINGS
I L ontinucd from f'aoc /M
Himher made his first appearance on the
screen.
1 Their latest short was being shown, and
right on schedule Clark gave out his razzberry. Immediately the figure of Himber
on the screen bristled, pointed a finger and
yelled: "So that's what you think of me,
Buddy Clark. Well, here's what I think
you," and gave out a loud razzberry
inof return.
The sequence was intended only for the
preview, of course, and was cut out of the
regular theatre version. But to get that
joke in, Himber had kept his orchestra an
extra hour or two, paying the entire band
full union rates. And the studio had incamera crew.dulgently kept its expensive technical and

line!- l\-i)ig
said program,
about it,
musical
. lias undergone a
ctwi [■:,■■,• ,,.., ,/. ... / iT nearly ten years
it zvent on and on 'witli virtually the same
cast. A'Oiv not a single one of the old
company remains.
LitciUc Manners replaced Jessica Dra:.7;(i has dropped out of radio
- ,
111. Rosario Bourdon
I , to Frank
Newton, Mass
: 's ij::,iric' recently dei\:rrc:! ;'• :•• A". •jj' (Ai/.'/./ni slcppcd in as
stif^,",'!-/!!::! :,<,-olisl !■> Ihc feminine star.
FIX
i.wtli.'it'sspringboard
ioh on that tohoursuccess.
used
to The
be anmoleuiifailin^i
THINGS/
In succession, Franklxn all
Baur,
James
a mcd to
Melton and Frank Farker ri-iee
<>i! the
rudi.' stanl.nn after a little the standing
h,air.
Crah.am
l,a.^
;/<.s-/
i;/',
thase three had zehen the}, St toak that
same job.
At Hardware,
Dnig&lO
c.Stores ■■^^--r^ert'^"^
I tousH^ « hw^^^^^^^
THIS past season has pushed two of
radio's
minor comedians
well up
more important
ranks. The
two into
are, theof
course,
O'Keefe and
Bob Hope.
ECZEMA and Burning
Hope Walter
had prolonged
difficulties
getting
quickly subdued and healmq
his
bearings
in
radio,
wandering
a good
of the anqry skin aided uuIthResinol
deal before he struck the proper tone for
his own radio delivery. He was a very
T^afTiDlefreeResinol-A,Balto.,Md.T»
fresh, smart-alecky young man when he
landed his first regular radio program with
Frank Parker three seasons ago. He was
a little week
too fresh
a livingroom
in andto have
week around
out. Bob
has
HAIR KILLED FOREVER managed
to curb that without losing any
of the buoyant high spirits that are his
great gift on a stage or at the microphone.
When the late program of the Warner
Brothers was not doing well in its early
2675 Broadway,
weeks. Bob was called in and the program
took on the liveliness it had lacked. It
ran out its scheduled time as one of the
highlights of the week.

RELIEVED.. ..ITCHING STOPPED
For quick relief from itching of eczema, rashes, pimples, athlete'susefoot,cooling,
and other
externallyliquidcausedD.D.D.
skin
eruptions,
antiseptic,
Prescription.
Greaseless,
stainle.ss,
dries3oc fast.
Stops
the
most
intense
itching
in
a
hurry.
A
trial
bottle, at drug stores, proves it — or money back.
D.D.D. PA£^c/uU>tUxyvt,

In spite of all that has been written
about bad breath, thousands still
lose friends through this unpleasant
fault. Yetsultant bsour
with itsonly
read breathstomach
is frequently
the result of constipation. Just as
loss of appetite, early weakness,
nervousness, mental dullness, can
all be caused by it.
So keep regular. And if you need
toOlive
assistTablets.
Nature,This
use mild
Dr. Edwards'
laxative
brings relief, yet is always gentle.
Extremely important,
stimulation
it gives thetoo,flowis theof mild
bile
Jrom the liver, without the discomfort
of drastic, use
irritating
why
millions
Olive drugs.That's
Tablets yearly.
At your druggists, 15p, 30p, 60c.

arched eyebrows
enhance INELY
the loveliness
of the
eyes ers . . . ..specially
Rely on HENCO
designedTweez-for
plucking, thinning and training
... in eyebrow
.platform
. . Skildesigned, care
withinside
pointsfully(corrugated
I to
give tinpositive
grip finger-rest
without cut-on
g
t
h
e
hair,
and
handles.
individually tested.Each
HaveHENCOpairaTweeiers
pair
of al-inexpensive
ways at hand.

HENCO
and
WALTER'S
of course,
wlieii
lie steppedbiginspurt
for came,
Fred Allen
last Ask
Nail for
Files(20c)
(lOe)....Tweeiers
.at. Manicure
drug and
summer. Tiiat was the first time he had Scissors
5
&
10c
stores.
had a chance to work without a great THE HENKEL-CLAUSS CO.
many arbitrary restrictions from a sponsor.
Fremont, Ohio
He and Charles Butterwortli became an Fine Cullery
for 50 Years
c.xctUent team this winter.
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NEW! STARCH IN CUBES

THE

BANDWAGON
(Coiitiiiitrd from page 59)

Just count \^-^
cubes for %
perfect starching
EXACT MEASURE

llie rise of the Dorsey outfit is Tommy himthe kind
is, his self.bandBecauseis he's
the kind
of a ofbanda guy
it is. he
LAST S.-picinhcr. Bc'iiiiy (;n.Hl,nan jcw
doing a snics of onc-ii'mltt sUmd.s on his
'Miy
hackin toBaltiuiorc
Xcio )'ork
IloUyioood.
He ivas
lohcnfrom
somclhiiig
hapCuts my
pened to one of his tromhoiic phiycrs. Tryironing time
ing to find
a solution.
Bonnyaskedf'uiallv
Tommy
in Xczc
York and
him called
if he
could find a troniJ'onist and send him dozen
to Baltini(0-e in time to plav the dance that
Tommygooddidn't
bother searching
for
anight.
musician
the
(ioodina)!
band. Heenough
took tohissit-in
men zeith
second
QUICKER, EASIER
trombonist, put him on the train for Baltimore and found a substitute to play in the
Dorsey orchestra that night.
STALEY'S
STARCH
TWO years ago September, Tommy organized his band. Most of his men have
IN CUBES
been with htm from the beginning. He
cares
nothing
about the reputation or
A. E. Stalev Mfg. Co., Decatur, ML background possible
members might be
able
to
supply.
If they have talent, he
ASK YOUR GROCER
wants them. For example, his new trombonist. Earl Hagen, is exactly eighteen
years old! Freddie Stulce, one of his
GIRLS! MORE
saxophonists, made a trip East with the
Southern Methodist University band, asked
MILEAGE FROM
Tommy for a job — and got it!
YOUR STOCKINGS
HIS chief arranger, Paul Wetstein, is a
Phi Beta Kappa graduate of Dartmouth.
He sent Tommy a few samples, and now
he's turning outin some
of the many
finest states.
swing
arrangements
all these
There's
nothing
like
RUN-R-STOP
to
give
more
wear
per
pair!
As
soon
as
^vv-Ttt^
Edythe
Wright
was
a
sophomore
in
college
aR-STOP
run or snag
apply
RUN-— ;t{J:L_z^
when she substituted one night for the
saveappears
your
stockings
^f^^^Sl
9^^
save
you tomoney.
Permanent
— will
Frank Dailey's
wash
out.
HANDSOME
aregular
summersinger
resort.in Tommy
happened band
to hearat
&notBLACK
VANITY
protects RED
tube |||lnW
her,
and
she
went
to
work
immediately.
indepartment
purse. — lOc
.^sk
for
it
at
chain,
RUlra^
and shoe stores. |BSIB
Guaranteed
by Good therein.
Housekeeping 1^ /\*»^
ALL this collegiate influence may be reas advertised
sponsible for the fraternity-house atmosRUN-R-STOP
tidy pu
phere surrounding the Dorsey band. The
best ez'idence of it cojncs Toitlt spring. The
FREE—
JilJ,
form.
Simply
mail
the
instruction
sheet
from
a
si.vtcen menibers of the organircation divide
pa. kaqe of Run-R-Stop to Dept. M.
CAMILLE INC.-49 East 21st Street, N.Y.C.
into tieo sections. One is called Bud Treeman's (he's king of the tenor .sa.v) "Giants."
The other is kno:en os Tommy Dorsey's
".Midgets."
The and
idea ivhen
behindtheallboys
this start
is a
If you have one single
baseliall game,
sieinging
their
bats
—
well,
after
all,
they
GRAY
HAIR
really can sicing their saxes and trumpets
mail this Free Test
and trombones. You ean't expect too iniieh!
Now — before others think of you as
FACES ON THE CUTTING"older"
is the timeMillions
to touch
up those
ROOM FLOOR
first gray— streaks.
— both
men
I thought you might be interested in
and women — have discovered this way
parts
of a letter written by Raymond Scott
to color fading strands. Just combing
from Hollywood. The missive was proclear liquid through
duced just after he and the Quintet
hair brings color:
finished work on Happy Landing, the last
black, brown, auburn,
Sonja Henie picture:
blonde. Entirely SAFE
"We'll probably go down in Hollywood
. . . Hair stays soft and
history as being billed in more pictures
lustrous. Get a bottle
that
we weren't in than anyone else in
from your druggist on
Hollywood.
money-back
guaran"For
instance, we got swell billing in
tee.
Ali Baba (Eddie Cantor's last picture), but
Test it FREE
were
practically
unseen behind beards.
WePackage
ll sendFree.
CompleteTest
Selznick was so pleased with the bit of
Snipon lock
recording
that
we
did
for Nothing Sacred
from
hair.Try
first
this.
No riskT. Goldman
this way. Company,
State colorDept.
of hair.
Write
that we received marvelous billing again,
Mary
108
Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.
even though we weren't photographed.
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A1ERC0LIZED?^^;^CREAM
/7KEEPS YOp SKIN
Mercolized Wax Cream flakes off the surface skin
in tiny, invisible particles. Reveals the clear, soft,
smooth,
young looking
underskin.beautifying
This simple, allin-one
has beencleansing,
a favoritesoftening
for over and
a quarter century cream
with
lovely
women
theskinworldwithover.Mercolized
Bring outWaxthe Cream.
hidden
beauty Use
of your
Saxolite Astringent Daily
"yHIS tingling,
anriseptic
astringent is delightrefreshing
and helpful.
in fully
one-half
pint witch
hazel andDissolve
apply. Saxolite
Try Phelactine Depilatory
For quickly
hair from face.
Sold at removing
cosmetic superfluous
counters everywhere.
"■P

PSORIASIS

W^SM_ suffered
or what youbookhaveon
tried. Beautiful
Wflv^^ Psoriasis and Dermot
do. Grateful
often
afterrepoye
suflfering.
Test'" PLAINLY.
yourseii.
INTSpotNAME

Tot 9^

Tvvt aie*nMt

GoCRO*PAX
to your nearest tenPads,
cent store
and with
waterproof,
medicated discs Corn
for safe, sure, quick
relief.
Price sUglMy liigher
in
Canada
Accept No Substitute /^^^^*\
CRO^PAX PRODUCTS. CLEVELAND. O.L,J^Z^
AT YOUR 5 & 10c STO R E ^^^^5:^=^^

RADIO STARS

STARS of Stage and screen, and fastidious girls everywhere, prefer
Sitroux
soft
as a flowerTissues,
petal, yetbecause
so muchthey're
stronger
they won't
"comebetter
apart"
the hand.
Give
your skin
carein with
these
delightful, fine-quality tissues. Look
for the attractive gold-and-blue box!
^ Ai Your 5 and lOft STOREIJ
Do This For
BLACKHEADS
They Fall Right Out!
BLACKHEADS
becausein
they
literallypersisttrapped
your
skinl areIvocked
by a You
film
of sluggish,
surfacethereskin!
can'trelease
wash them
themIGolden
away! Peacock
But you
can
Bleach
will liftsurface
away
the film Creme
of coarsened
skin
—
dissolving
it
in
tiny
invisible particles.
Blackheads
are released.
away,
fallinout!
Surfaceskin!
pimples,
too — inThey
fact,flake
all
blemishes
the surface
You discover
your
finer
skin
—
smooth,
utterly
clear,
alluringly
whiteown 1
All in iust 5 days! Discover Golden Peacock Bleach
Creme!
At drugPeacock
and department
stores^-or
send
60c
to Golden
Inc., Dept E-208,
Paris. Tenn.
If You Do Not Aoree With
JERRY MASON'S
opinions in
THE BANDWAGON
LET'S HEAR FROM YOU!
RADIO STARS, 149 Madison Ave., N.Y.C.

WAKE

UP

YOUR

LIVER BILE...
Without Calomel— And You'll Jump
OutThe ofliver
Bed in thepourMorning
Rarin' of toliquid
Go
bile into yourshould
bowels daily.outIftwothis pounds
bile is not flowing'
freely,
your
food
doesn't
digest.
It
just
decays
in the bowels. GasYourbloatswholeup system
your stomach.
You
Bet
is poisoned
and constipated.
you feel sour, sunk and the world looks
punk.
A mere those
bowel movement
doesn't Little
get atLiver
the cause.
old Carter's
toIt takes
get these twogood,pounds
of bile flowing
freely Pills
and
make
you
feel
"up
and
up."
Harmless,
yet amazing in making bile flow freely. Askgentle,for
Carter's
Little
Liver
Pills
by
name.
25c
at
drug stores. Stubbornly refuse anything else. all

because feetmosttoopjctures
are number,
three or
four"Andthousand
Jlong, our
Powerhouse, had to be cut out of Love and
Hisses. But if many thousands of feet
don't
have presentation
to be cut out,
you Quintet
may see ina
favorable
of the
Happy
Landing."
And there you have an inside picture
ofin Hollywood.
what goes on — or should it be "out" —
WUXTRA! WUXTRA!
At long- last here is the truth about
"singing
has feuding
it that asKayto
Kyser andtitles."
Sammy Rumor
Kaye are
who stole the idea from whom. But the
truth, at least as the Sammy Kaye side
presents it. is this :
In 1"27, as you may remember, Sammy
\\a- Ku'liiig a collegiate dance band at
(iliii) L'ni\iTsity.
That that
year,record,
Gus Arnheim
niailc
a record. On
for the
first time in tlie memory of musicians, Gus
tried a new trick. He had one of his vocalists sing thenouncemtitle
songoneastime
an and
anent. He usedof ita that
forgot about it. But Sammy heard the
record, thought the idea was swell for liis
orchestra, and immediately began to use the
singing title technique.
Then Mr. Kaye graduated and took his
band out into tlic cold world. Kay Kyser,
already an established and popular orchestra leader, heard the unknown ex-collegiate band, liked their unique title announcement idea and adopted it.
The discussion as to who started the
whole
thing didn't
to much until
Kaye rivaled
Kyseramount
in popularity.
But
now it's a favorite feud subject.
So
that's
Sammv's
side.
Got
an
answer,
Kay?
THOSE DAYS ARE GONE FOREVER?
A'ozivdays
you ofIicara nezc
no talk
the
sudden
discovery
star about
on a sustaining program, and the immediate contract for a sponsored program that is
offered him or her.
But ill the early days of radio the story
Teas dif/ereiit. There zeasn't a big name
you
mention that
becomeDozcney
a star
z'ia iiiiild
the sustaining
route.didn'tMorton
zeas
C'l^S's
first
great
personality.
He
zeas
presenled on an afternoon sustaining program, the makers of Camels heard him,
and Morton became star of the biggest program tliat the then-nezc Columbia nctzvork
had
road. sold. Bi>ig Crosby folloived the same
And Do'umcy. incidentally, H'as responfor putting
1 girl
singer
on thesibleair.
When radio's
he gaz'e Xo.
up his
sustaining
program
begin president
the neiu commercial,
ll'illiain S. toPalcy,
of CBS, asked
him to select one of the three possible girl
singers to fake over his afternoon spot.
Mart picked Kate Smith.
ATTENTION: FOREIGN
DEPARTMENT
England's favorite bandleader is Bert
Ambrose.
Also, most
Americans'Thefavorite
British bandleader
is Ambrose.
usual
way, both here and there, to express approval of him is to say: "He sounds as
goodIt asmaythe interest
best American
you toband."
know that
Ambrose is one of dance music's pioneers.
He began playing rag-time over twenty
years ago, competing with such gentlemen
as Vincent Lopez, Emil Coleman and Paul

New

beauty for

your hair . . . wUk
{Ills new
A Purpose
Rinse
Lovalon, the 4 Purpose 5 ^ V
Rinse does all these four
things foryour hair in one quick, easy operation:
1. Gives lustrous highlights.
2. Rinses away shampoo film.
3. Tints the hair as it rinses.
4. Keeps hair neatly in place.
Use Lovalon after your next shampoo. See
the life and sparkle and healthful, youthful
glowLovalon
it givescomes
your inhair.12 different shades. You
can match and enrich the natural color of
your hair or make it brighter or deeper.
Lovalon does
not dye
It's a pure,
vegetable,
odorless
hair orrinsebleach.
very
few hair toiletries
approved
by— oneGoodof theHousekeeping
Bureau.
Package of 5 for 25^
at drug and dept.
y at
stores.
"Trial(Or,sizehany
\0i stores.
hair.)
good
beauty shop
will Lovalon
your
LOVALON
the 4 purpose hair rtnse

"My

Secret

of

TOBIN
Mak
Eye GENEVIEVE
p"
Lovely e-U
Star of Stage
and Screen

TO MAKE EYES
— USE
\X FIRST
E, N
R, NEW
CLEA
WHITLOTIO
I LARGER LOOKING!
D()X'T
step
in ovc forpct
make-upthe . most
. . clear,important
white
says
filmofeyes,"
star.
Dull, Cicnc\]i\e
tired eves Tohiii,
can ruinpopular
the effect
the
most careful
eye make-up
make-up. with
That'stwowhydropsthou-of
sands begin eye
Eye-Gene,
eye were
specialist's
formula.
makes eyesan that
reddened,
veined,It
dulled hy late hours, reading, fatigue, exposure, so clear and sparkling white . . . and
therefore larger looking! Try Eye-Gene.
Double eve beautv! Purse size at all Fi antl
10c stores. F.ouiomy si/.e at all drug stores.

EYE-GENE

RADIO STARS
Whitenian. Where did he do it? Why,
right in New York City at the Grand
Central Palace. For, you see, Ambrose,
anEngland's
American!favorite British bandleader, is
OH, PROMISE ME
All the rumors li:i\c 1>cen safely laid to
rest, and now it can Ik- t.il.l with safety.
On May 28.announcer^
Andre P.anR-li. one of L'olumbia's
tahle
tennis ace
champ, will takeandas cmient
his lawlully
wedded wife lovel\- P.ca Wain. Larry Lhnton's iiarticularly talented vocalist.
ON THE SENTIMENTAL SIDE
Oih- of ihc hi,!, US', inoiiicnls lu the life
of ail (Wi7;,',f,';-<! I,;i,l,-r is Ilis ,'f',-nii!,i iiii/lit
at a iu-Zk' s/','!. parliciil,n-lv Ti'/;.-;; that .t/'o/
isRecently,
Xczc )■,.;•/;•.?
zrry \\-U'in,ni
ullm h\,i,ih.Kc
the Kiii'v
, >r, 7;. Iy,„„n.replaced Al llouahue in the K„inl'.-w l<,>,,iu.
But men
on openiiu!
niolit. heh'lihy
iiuike
his
party heeaiise
Ji,ni e,'iii,lii't
the Ihi. .liter
iniieh zcild seiirryiiiii, a siil'slifnle :\',is i,>iiud.
Al Donahue returned to the ro,<j oj l<odi,>
City for one nii/hl — to conduct J\uhy Xeicinan's orelieslra.
STRICTLY STAG
Who saidTakemen a can't
alongnames
withoutof
women?
look get
at the
some of the important baton-wavers who
refuse to hire girl vocalists: Guy Lombardo,
Sammy Kaye, Glen Gray, Cab Calloway,
Ray Noble and George Olsen.
Don't job,youas think,
Perkins,Secretary
that it
is your
our onlyMissfeminine
of Labor, to do something about this?
HOME-MADE
The Kidoodlers arc the four young men
whose work with toy instruments deserved
an investigation. Here are the results of
that looking-into. It will show just what
you should keep away from the children.
To make music, the Kidoodlers use : A
hicvcle bulb-horn — cost, $.50; a siren—
$.15: desk bell— $.49; raspberry horn— $1
(so expensive because it's adjustable for
other sounds) ; baby's bell rattle— $.10; toy
piano (key of F) — $.98; toy dinner bell
—$.05; toy washboard— $.25 ; thimbles—
$.05; cuckoo— $.25; kazoo— $.10; toy clarinet— $.39 : toy cymbals, edged with stove
bolt.s— $.94.
thinkof that's
give you
a Well,
rough Iidea
what inotigh
goes onto when
the
Kidoodlers take the air.
THE NEW MAESTRO
Hot Bcrnic
doesn't these
I'olherdays.viucliThe about
leadini/
his orchestra
Old
Maestro is devotinii himself In cnnedy and
son,/. .11 F.rans. his ,issist,iiit . is dinmi
just
ai'oni,reerall the
the liernie
h,il,'ii-ie,i:'iii,i
is I,)
he done
,orhestr„there,,ii their
ll-edn,:ul,iy
ni,,ht
l'r,„i,l„isls.
.In,
I
.lane
I'ickens. leiiiimiie slur ,<\ Unit shn.c. in nililiiion I,. ,h:i„o her ,.-,eii e.u.il a rran,,einen ts .
pra,li.,ill:: ...'inliieis Ihr ,n,liestra herself
■cell, 11 It , ■•nies tune i,'r her l,i siiio.
'J he rej^irt is that lien much prefers
irini/ just an e.veeutii'c.
"HORSE
TRADE" of the month conOddest coincidence
cerns Tommy Dorsey and Red Norvo.
Dave Tough, the Dorsey drummer, left
Tommy to join Norvo. Maurice Pertill,
the Norvo drummer, left Red to join
Dorsey. modoreTommy
Hotel to golefton New
a roadYork's
tour. ComRed
100

customers in the world: Andre Kostelanetz,
Rudy Vallec,
Henderson, OzzieFreddie
Nelson, Rich,
JimmyFletcher
Lunceford.
THE BANDWAGON
Cary has to make a different type baton
for each of these conductors. He offers
them a choice of nine varied hand grips —
r
from a black, hard-rubber handle to a
light-weight cork grip. The biggest one
heincher.
makes Paul
is Jimmy
Lunccford's
Whiteman's
comes thirty-sixnext with
thirty-two inches.
Andre Kostelanetz is Cary's most exactcustomer.
batonsby
costs ing^1.20
— moreEach
than oftheAndre's
price paid
any other leader — and he orders a dozen
at a time.
Cab Calloway leads every other stickwaver in breakages. His baton casualties
p.veragc two a week — a hundred a year.
The explanation for that, though, is not
temperament. Cab sometimes splits batons
f
as part of his act.
Cary'swhogreatest
was hands
with theto
leader;
liked difficulty
to use their
conduct. Freddie Rich was one of those
until Cary
him the lightest-weight
baton
in the made
profession.
Cary began his present profession as a
hobby.
He triedthe theperfect
world'smedium
finest forwoodshis
until he found
craft. Now he makes all his batons from
Martha Raye and Bob Hope reverse the wood of birch trees. His closest comwood-carving field is a chap
the accepted order in College Swing. who madepetitor in the
a fortune out of a second-hand
tree.
A
tree
called
Charlie McCarthy.
left a tour to follow Dorsey into the
Commodore.
Who said orchestras aren't just one big,
happy family!
PLATTER PATTER
NEW DISCOVERIES
You may have noticed how, suddenly, a
IN DANCE TEMPO
lot of big-name bands were missing from
spotlight this month belongs on
the late evening air-lanes when you tuned ArtTheSliaw,
whose band has everything
in for dancing. The reason is siinple :
As the Bandieatjon has noted, Chicago Benny Goodman's has. In a few months,
I
think
it
will
have a great deal more.
has
ians. always
But a been
montha orhot-bed
so ago,of agood
rulingjaz.-.!jwas Brunswick presents the new Shaw band
with Art's magnificent clarinet in Whistle
passed
that allwould
Chicagohavehotels'
]]'liile Von Work and One Song. In
dance bands
to paybroadcasting
one hun- sweet
swing temi)0 is their Good Night
dred
dollars
a
week
for
the
privilege
—
and,
wham ! off went the bands.
.Iniiel and There's a X eie Moon Over the
As a result, the networks began lis- Old Mill. \'ery good. ... But still tops
tening to orchestras in every city in the among all recording orchestras is T. Francountry. New talent, new names, new orcis Dorsey's. Edythe Wright's You
ganizations from Buffalo, ^Memphis, .San Couldn't
Be T,>ok
Cuter atbacks
Leonard's
Let Me
You Jack
(Victor).
The
Francisco, and any other likely spot, are .lust
being given their break. The cliances are Dorsey Bi,i Pipl^er and .S'niokc From a
good that within a year, because of the Chimney are i)robably the best versions
Chicago ruling, there will be at least hve you'll
ever hearyouof those
For contrast,
mighttwotrynumbers.
listening. .to.
new name bands "discovered."
Horace
Heidi's
Toy
Trumpet
and
History
UNITY
SieeetlistenSzein'n
(Brunswick).
to Shaw
and Dorsey Mr.
and Heidt
learn
One of the I'ovs of radio listeniiifi has ofasliould
little history.
alieays
heen
the
Andre
K
,Kstelanel
.^J
,>rehestra. I here tire iiiinier,'iis e.vpla iiat iinis
.S'TITL supplying the best in Di.vicland
f,,r
Iheni ihe
luree Knstelaiiel.'J
I'eeii the hiolie.ieelleiue.
standards .Iinon/i
he sets rhythm is B,>l> L'r,isby. T,ir a perfect c.v1,0' Ins iiieii. ,111,1 the unity leitli leliieli ainl^le <'/ hisl\anii>art
zeork ,ietStreet
Peeca's
nctv and
12Parade
thex ici'i t:. I ittiiui th.it hist e.vphinatii'ii ineh S(Jiith Bines.
Both numbers are xvritare free "\ .linlre's iiiiisi, i,ins : .l,,hnn\ ( ali . Iten)og by'I'own
meinbers of that band from Di.rie.
,/uitar: llerl'
l\iiil I'rinl::.
ei,,liii;
ll'.ill. . . . Harry James turns in still another sivell
pian,i;
(Jiii,/ley.t;issilriiiiis
: andI'lid.hdiiiny
Imjrani. so.v. .It ,nie time, all pee le, irked job on One o'clock Jump and It's the
togetherunder,is ,itheeery
siieeessliil
s.u iety
,o-eh- Dreamer in Me (Brunsivick) . A'cw reacstra
direeiiioi
oj l.niil
L ,ileniaii.
sons tehy James
is the
best
trumpeter.
. . . The
King industry's
zeho is called
CURIO
Puke — last name, Illlington — offers Black
The oddest job in the music industry is Butterfly and Harmony in Harlem (Brunszeiek ) in his best manner. . . . Cootie Wilthat
A. Cary. He Heis theturnstrade's
liams and his Rug Cutters cut up in
numberof Isaac
one baton-maker.
out
thousands of the birchwood wands an- Jubilesta and Pigeons and Peppers {Vonually for many of the most particular ealion). Don't let the titles scare you.
riinlcd in the U. S. A. by .\it Color I'rinliiig Company, Dunellen. N. J.
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COAST'TO'COAST^^

NAIL

POLISH

COLOR

SENSATION

J&n^ it, SAYS
L
JOAN BENNETT
Joan
Star of Production.
"I Met My
Love Bennett,
Again," aCharming
Walter Wanger
I'VE adopted
gorgeous
my very
own,"as her
exclaims Missthis
Bennett,
knownnew forGlazo
her shade
flawlessfortaste
as well
beauty. "Tropic is the most exciting nail polish creation in years!"
TROPIC brings flattering warmth to every skin-tone— a subtle accent
GLAZO'S
to smartTROPIC
spring costume
colors. And,
because it is Glazo's new Perfected
Polish,
wears perfectly
for days!
New Glazo gives you these three conclusive
TROPIC is sweeping the country! Warm, provocative, glowing— it is
points of superiority:
the essence of spring— a prophecy of exciting new clothes, new places.
J days
LONGandWEAR—
the Newpeehng,
Glazochipping
wears foior
days without
As Joan Bennett says: "Find out for yourself what fun it is to wear!"
heavierforfora polish
extra "coverage."
itfading
meets! Slightly
the demand
that really
Your approval of Glazo's shades will include not only Tropic, but also
clings to the nails !
the new Congo, Spice and Cabafia. Vary them with fashion-approved
A EASE OF APPLICATION— every drop in
Thistle, Suntan, Old Rose, Russet, Dahlia, Flame, Shell and Natural.
the bottle
on easily,
evenly. .It will not
streak
or rungoes; dries
quickly.
Lead Fashion— Wear TROPIC Now
« BRILLIANT
LUSTRE—
won't fade in sun or water.
Your favorite toilet goods counter— in every city and town from coast-tocoast— is featuring Glazo's latest color sensation. See how TROPIC adds
new beauty to your hands and a new zest to your life !
Glazo's Perfected Polish
gives all
3 points
excel- :
For a perfect manicure, apply TROPIC after using Glazo Polish
lence toihcic
new ofibjJci
Remover and Cuticle Remover. Extra-large sizes at all drug counters, 25^.
TTtOPlC —lo rely with
all spring costume
CONGO
-perfectcolors.
for
bright
shades
SPWX— wearand itprints.
with
GLAZO
CRBRNIi—gay
with
grey, pasjels and all blues.
beige, yellow, green, black.

Chesterfields are made of
mild ripe tobaccos . . . rolled in
pure cigarette paper . . . the best
ingredients a cigarette can have
For You,,, there's MORE PLEASURE
in Chesterfield's milder better taste

Copyright 1938, Licoi IT & Mvi us TouAtco Co.
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BRICE'S

SECRCT

OF

HOW

TO

KEEP

SMILING

WHEN

YOU'RE

SWEET

AS A FLOWER

You'll be pursued . . . admired . . . adored, if you have the exciting, tempting fragrance of Nature's own flowers!
Just as the perfume of flowers calls to the bee ... so does the
perfume of Lander's Blended-Flower Talcs whisper a love call
that tiveawakens
masculine hearts . . . and makes you utterly seducand desirable.
Try the exquisite Lilacs and Roses Blend. Every morning dust
your whole body with this lovely powder . . . smell sweet all
over ! Instantly, you feel flower-fresh, glorified, inspired . . . you
know that you can win love !
And Lander's Blended-Flower Talc does more — it guards your
refinement . . . makes a man long to protect you because you're
sweet as a flower. He knows you're refined. His love for you is
sacred and he dreams of you as his wife to adore forever ! Get
Lander's Blended-Flower Talc today. Perfumed with a blend
of true flowers. The large can only 10<f each at your 104 store.

ANOERS
FLOWER TALCS
^m^^
UlACS AND ROSES • GARDENIA AND SWEET PEA • CARNATION AND IIIY
OF THE VALLEY • LAVENDER AND PINE • ORCHID AND ORANGE BLOSSOM
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A NN

TOOK

/OAN

PLAYED

Underarms need special care that
a bath alone can't give!
CLEVER JOAN. Popular Joan! No matter how warm the evening— or how
late the dance, Joan always has partners
galore. Joan dances every dance.
For she never takes chances with
underarm odor— the one fault above all
others men can't stand. She realizes that
a bath takes care only of past perspiration—that itcan't
odoralone.
to come.
So Joan never
trustsprevent
her bath
She follows her bath with Mum— to
be sure she's safe from underarm odor.
Mum makes the freshness of your bath

A

CHANCE

SAFE

WITH

ON

A

BATH

A BATH

last all evening long. Don't risk the loss
ofothers.
daintiness,
charmsingle
for
Alwaysdon't
use spoil
Mum,yourevery
day and after every bath!
MUM IS QUICKI Just one-half minute
is all Mum takes to apply.
MUM IS SAFE! Even the most delicate
skin finds Mum soothing. And Mum is
harmless to fabrics.
MUM IS SUREI 'Without stopping perspiration. Mum banishes every trace of
odor for a full day or evening.
ANOTHER USE FOR MUM- Use Mum
for Sanitary Napkins, as thousands of women
do. Then you're always safe, free from worry.

ALONE

PLUS

lAUIA

So easy to usa Mum !
As simple as applying a touch of face
cream. And — proof
of— more
Mum snurses
gentleness
use
Mum
than
any
other
deodorant. Their
know underarms
need special care!

Mum
fakes the odor out of perspiration
3
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NO DOUBLE FOR DICK
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Unguentine is the first thought in first aid
...it doesn't hurt a hurt, but soothes it
and
There's bandage
no hurt
either,relieves
when thethe pain.
Unguentine
comes
doesn't dry
and stickoff,tofortheitwound.
Yet Unguentineis positively
and effectively antiseptic. Rub L
it into the skin to relieve the
itching and burning of ec2ema; spread it thickly on a
bandage for burns and
injuries. The standard tube
is only 50^ ; the economical
family size jar, $1.00.
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IT'S MY HUMBLE OPINION—
DUNKING DOUGHNUTS WITH GEORGE AND
GRACE
FOR DISTINGUISHED SERVICE TO RADIO
STRAIGHT FROM THE COLD SHOULDER!
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FANNIE BRICE'S SECRET OF HOW TO KEEP SMILING
CAN you PICK THE WINNER?
BETWEEN BROADCASTS
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MY, HOW TIMES HAVE CHANGED!
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY, EDGAR!
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"LIVING OUT OF A SUITCASE"
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MAKING A PLAY FOR BEAUTY
A ONE-MAN SHOW ... EH?
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RADIO STARS

Out of the inferno of war came three men and a
woman — to live their lives, to strive for happiness, to seek love . . . The most heart-touching
romance of our time, brilliantly re-created upon
the screen, from the world-renowned novel by
the author of "All Quiet on the Western Front".
ROBERT

MARC-ARET

TAYLOn
SULLAVAN
FRANCHOT
ROBERT
TONE
^ ^

YOUNG

in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's Vivid Drama of Today

with GUY KIBBEE- LIONEL ATWILL- HENRY HULL ^
A FRANK BORZAGE Production • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture fffMf
Directed by FRANK BORZAGE
•
Produced by Joseph L Monkiewicz
Screenplay by F. Scott Fitzgerald and Edward E. Paramore
5

RADIO STARS
PLATTER PATTER
BY JERRY MASON
LIGHT-PROOF
FACE POWDERI

THIS is what
happens when
your
reflectsmake-up
every
ray of light.

SEE
differencethe with
light-proof
powder that
modifies
the
light rays.
Luxor powder is light-proof. If you
use it/ your face will not shine.
Trial box sent postpaid for a dime!
• At parties, do you instinctively avoid certain
lights that you can just feel are playing havoc
with your complexion? All that trouble with
fickle make-up will be overcome when you
finish with powder whose particles do not
glisten in every strong light.
Many women think they have a shiny skin,
when the shine is due entirely to their powder!
Withder, youra complexion
finishing touchwillof not
light-proof
constantlypow-be
light-struck.
In
any
light.
Day
or
will you have to worry over shine. night. Nor
Seeing is believing
You have doubtless bought expensive boxes
of powder on claims and promises, only to
find
that you
the money.
run much
risk wasted
with Luxor,
becauseYouyour don't
first
box will cost you only ten cents!
Test it in all lights, day and night— under
all conditions. See for yourself the lovely softabsence See
of shine
you use lightproofness andpowder.
how when
it subdues
those
highlights of cheek-bones and chin, and nose.
'--^>, ,I Send
LUXOR,
Chicago
mepowder,
a Ltd.,
trial box
of LuxorI enclose
light- !|I
proof
postpaid.
^^-^
10c
(silver
dime;.
O Flesh
Rachel2 D□ Brunette
Rose Rachel
□ Rachel□ No.
I P.O
Statt
I
{This offer not good in Canada)
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BEST news of the recording month is
Morton Downey's return to the black
platters.
Decca insigned
him and
out
two records
the style
that he's
madeturned
him
the
air's
Number
One
Tenor.
The
first is
]Vhcn Day Is Done and End Of A Perfect
Day. The other, Love's Old Sivect Song
and
like Home
them. Siveet Home (Decca). You'll
SWING YOUR PARTNER
is the outfit
that takes
tlrstJimmy
f^laccDorsey's
in the jitter-bug
diz'isioii.
Best
I'f liis ne'-a< lines arc Doctor Rhythm and
On tlie Sentimental Side (Decca). Smoke
From A Chimney backed by My First
Impression of You are very rhythmic jobs
. . . Thomas Dorsex offers Shine On
Harvest :\I<)on and ' Oh Promise Me
( / 'ictor).
too, ivith
in hisJack
AnnieLeonard.
Laurie
and
More Shining,
Than Ever,
My. my — ti'/w/ a musical family these
Dorseys are . . .
Unique and very authentic is the work
of Bert Shefter and his Rhythm Octet in
two
originals,andTamin'
Devil and .The. .
Aeroplane
the BeeThe(Brunswick)
Still leader in his class is Bob Crosby.
Particularly when he produces something
like Jusl Strolling (Decca). On the back
is Kay Weber's
An
exhibition
of whatIt'sthatWonderful
Dixieland ...rhythm
sounded like originally is to be had in
Please Be Kind and oooOH! BOOM!
(Bluebird). The music is by the Original
Dixieland Band.
An elegant performance is Cootie WilEchoes of Harlem
and Webb
Have isa
Heart liams'
(Vocalion)
. . . Chick
glorified on a 12-inch Decca of Hallelujah
and
/ Jl'antglorify
To Bethose
Happy.
He and Ella
Fitzgerald
two reliables
...
A band that has been a little neglected is
the
outfit. their
They Definition
shouldn't
be, ifHudson-DeLange
you can judge from
of Szving and Off Again, On Again
(Brunswick) . . . B. Goodman turns in a
very
job on]VayOne (Victor)
O'Clock . Jump
Dunt nice
Be That
. . Andanda
Quintet that is just as interesting as
Benny's Chamber Music Department is
Adrian
RoUini's.
They'reto exhibited
Tvc Hitched
My Wagon
a Star andin
True Confession (Decca) . . . The instrumentalists get a break in Bunny Berigan's
Piano Tuner Man (\'ictor) and Louis
Ai-ni,',tiiinf.;'s
Player's
(Decca). BothTnimpcl
are swell.
BuimyLament
plays
Heigh-Ho on tlie other side and Louis does
Siveet As A Song . . . Discounting the
fact that Connie Boswell started it, Larry
Clinton's
MarthaI isDwelt
still interesting.
So is
his
/ Dreamt
In Marble Halls
(Victor) ... If you want to hear what a
composer does to his own tune, get Mike
Riley's oooOII! BOOM! Still under the
'round and 'round influence, lie couples it
with
You're Giving Me The Rnn-A-Kound
(Decca).
CHANGE YOUR MOOD
It's easy ivilh Guy Lombardo's Ti-Pi-Tin
and
Sail ToareDreamland
Just Let's
as danceahle
his The Old(Victor).
Apple

Tree and In The Neighborhood Of Heaven
. . . The
Casa Lomain rhythm-salesmen shoivsmooth
to advantage
This Is My
Night To Dream, sung lovingly by Kenny
Sargent, and My Heart Is Taking Lessons,
taught by Pee Wee Hunt (Decca).
time somebody
about
theIt'smusical
tricksters didwhosomething
spoil melodies
with instrumental gymnastics. Probably
the worst offender is Horace Heidt. Any
ofBluehis Barron
record;, isareanother
good — ofor these
bad — lads.
examples.
He
imitates every style from Lombardo to
Dorsey. Hear At A Perfume Counter and
Did An Angel Kiss You? (Bluebird), and
you'llRichard
see whatHimber
I meanattempt
. . . toThen
and
give Heidt
their
impressions of favorite bands. Heidt in
Guess Right (Brunswick) and Himber in
Parade of Bands (Victor). As far as I
can discover, both records are merely
parades of bad music.
VOCALS
His new Dr. Rhythm cinema gives Bing
Crosby the chance to chant My Heart Is
Taking Lessons and On The Sentimental
Side (Decca). And Bing chants charmingly . . . Novel are the tunes (most of
which are banned from the air) from
Pins and Needles, the Manhattan musical
success. Nita Carol and Alan Holt, of the
cast, sing One Big Union For Two, Sunday In The Park, Sing Me A Song With
Social Significance and Chain Store Daisy
(Bluebird).
The best feminine work of the month is
Mildred Bailey's. With Husband Red
Norvo's band in the background, she preIt's Wonderful She
and Ahvays
Alzeays sents(Brunswick).
also doesandplenty
all right by / IVas Doing All Right and
Love Is Here To Stay . . . Good swing is
to be had with Delores Jackson and the
Three Rhythm Maniacs on Honeysuckle
Rose and Szcing, Cats, Swing (Decca) . . .
Raising feminine standards, too, is Midge
Williams. Hear for yourself with The
Greatest Of My Life and Good Night
Angel (Vocalion).
FOR sensational
you seriousNBCcollectors,
(The
maestro)Toscanini's
offering
of Beethoven's Sixth Symphony is recommended. Victor Album M-417, the orchestra is the British Broadcasting Company's . . . Sir Thomas Beecham conducts
the London Philharmonic in Mozart's 40th
Symphony
It's a comfine
performance (Columbia
. . . Reginald316).
Foresythe,
poser of the far-famed Serenade To A
Wealthy Widow, has recorded Two Hymns
To Darkness (Columbia), his own work
... A great violinist offers two favorites:
Fritz Kreisler with Tambourine Chinois
and Caprice Viennois (Victor) ... A
record you should own is Paderewski's
interpretation
of Haydn's
and
Variation in F Minor
(Victor)Theme
. . . Waltz
Of The Kiss and Waltz Of The Flowers,
two more favorites, are played by the
Milan tiful
Symphony
... A Album
beaurecording is(Columbia)
the Columbia
X-90 of the Bach Concerto in D Minor
for two violins and orchestra.
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"Once
a' lady ifofI felt
leisure
nothing
do hut goI wasto parties
like —itwith
. . . take
it easyto
if I didn't. But those days are gone forever! It was
II the cards, I guess. You know the saying — 'Friia.\ s child is loving and giving . . . Saturday's
jhild works hard for a living.' That's me!"

Ifmore
you'dcomfortable
like to know
whycutModess
. . . just
a pad
1 two. Feel that filler! It's like the
own on a duck! So soft and fluffy—
iitirely different from napkins made
f crepey, close-packed layers."

"Now I model clothes — at a shop
where I used to buy them ! .\nd whew !
— the weary miles we models trudge!
Up and down . . . back and forth
. . . shoulders back, 'tummy' in,
head high!"

"And — how much safer! Prove it for
yourself. Take the moisture-proof backing from inside a Modess pad and drop
water on it! That will show you why
you need never worry again about ruining a dress ... or being embarrassed."

"Naturally
'certainfrom
days'theareother
worsemodels
than how
others.to
But I soon learned
make those days a lot easier! They introduced me
to Modess — and, believe me, when you're on your
feet all day, a napkin that doesn't chafe makes
a world of difference!"

"Then — if you're earning your own living and have to
count
do . ein
. . here's
more goodforallnews.its
Modesstheis pennies,
easy on astheI pay
elopt-lsomeHonc-tly—
greater comfort and security - Mode>s cDsts no more than
any other nationally known napkin! So — take a tip from
me and buy yourself a box of Modess today."

IF YOU PREFER A SMALLER, SLIGHTLY NARROWER PAD, SAY "JUNIOR MODESS"
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I. Dick Powell refused a "double" for his steer-throwing sequence in
Cowfcoy From Brooklyn. First he jams the steer's head against his thigh.

THE MODERN METHOD
Norforms are ready for use.
There's nothing to mix, nothing to measure. You don't have
worry
aboutNo anapparatus
"overdose"
ortoneeded
"burn."
to apply
Norforms.is
They are the modern way to
feminine hygiene.
IORFORMS have revolutionized feminine hygiene— made it simple, convenient
and easy. These antiseptic suppositories are
very easy to use... much more convenient
and satisfactory than the old methods of
achieving inner cleanliness. They leave no
embarrassing antiseptic odor around the room
or about your person.
Norforms melt at internal body temperature, releasing a concentrated yet nonirritating antiseptic film that remains in
prolonged and effective contact. This Antiseptic—anhydro-para-hydroxy-mercuri-metacresol — called Parahydrecin for short — is
available in no other product for feminine
hygiene. Norforms are positively antiseptic
and non-irritating.
MILLIONS USED EVERY YEAR
.Send forgiene the
new Norforms
HyMade I'M^y."
Or, 12buy inbooklet,
a boxpackage,
of"Feminine
Norforms
your leaflet
dru>;Kist
s today.
completeat
with
of instructions.
The aNorwich
Pharmacal
Company,
Norwich, New 'Vork; Toronto, Canada;
makers of Vnnitentine.
NORFORMS
© N. P. c. i»sa

Known to Physicians as "Vagiforms"

3. (Above)
He keeps
twistingisand
pullingIt down
head.
4.
(Below) Finally
the animal
downed.
takes athelotsteer's
of strength.
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"I'll stayI with
Mrs. I'd"Frankly,
if I makeup."
were you Toand heneir:
"Blc«« makeup."
Mrs. Brown
Brown.
neu ther havechildren,
any dates."
correct Mary,
that iniset
her°i2ir
tip about
RL"S:^
H0MEBI
J[JSIA

2. Next he takes the steer by the
horns, pulling one In toward his
body, pushing the other away.

NO
FOR

DOUBLE
DICK!

When it comes to taking
the bull by the horns,
Dick Powell is right there
5. Nor does Dick need help with
his singing.
There's
finerscreen.
voice
heard
in radio
or onno the

PERHAPS YOU, TOO, are missing out on fun by
wearing misfit makeup . . . unrelated cosmetics
that clash, that can't possibly look well to. . or onMarvelous
you. Yet Eye-Matched
it's so unnecessary
with thegethernew
Makeup.. . .
For here's . . .
MAKEUP THAT MATCHES . . . face powder,
rouge, and lipstick . . . eye makeup, too ... in
color -harmonized sets. And here's makeup
that
. ,. . fortheit'scolor
keyedthatto never
your
true matches
personalityyou color,
changes, the color of your eyes.
NOW YOU CAN BE SURE your skin, your hair,
your
eyes look theircolor
loveliest, for
because
following
you! you're
Stage
and
screenNature's
stars, beauty plan
editors, fashion
ex-

approve Marvelous
Make-it
up.pertsThousands
of women Eye-Matched
who have tried
agree it's the way to immediate new beauty.
THE PRICE IS LOW. Start now to build your
matched set Buy that lipstick ... or rouge,
face powder, eye shadow, or mascara ... in
Marvelous Eye-Matched Makeup . . . only 55(i
each (Canada 65c). Your drug or department
store recommends this makeup, advises:
GRAY .... trear PATRICIAN type
IANEN TAL
type
BROWN . . trrar
DRESDINEN
icear PARIS
1BL
type
CONT
. . . trear
HAZELUE....
STEPPING OUT TONIGHT? Don't risk misfit
makeup! Be lovelier. . . be happier. .. in makeup that matches. . . makeup that ICHARD
matchesHUDNyou!

MARVELOUS EYE MATCHED MM? iydc^
Mail couponi(/ndt0NOW for Marvelous
Makrnp.
keyed. you'll
to vourbe eyeswithI *Seemakeup
how
miicli
lovelier
that
matches
.
Dept.YorkM, City .and matches jou.
(mRichard
Fifth Hudnl'T.
Avenue, New
1 rnclose 10 cents to help cover m tiarmonizin^
iling costs. Send
powder,my
Tryout
of Mar\eIou!»
r*nige andKit lipstick
for my Makeup
type, as. .c leckcd below :
LIPSTICK-POWDER- ROUGE-,

□ BlueMyeyeaar
□ Bro
□ Gray □ lU,

CityAddres
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HOSTESS
BY

NANCY

WOOD

Tips and recipes by Dale Carnegie
on how to please male guests
You can win any male guest with an
old fashioned chocolate cake like
this. Men like the simpler dishes.
(Left) Dale Carnegie in his diningroom. CSe/ovvj With his dog, Rex. Charm,
naturalness and the serving • of good
food, he says, make a perfect hostess.

i

"IT has been said that eating is one of the mosi
enduring satisfactions of Hfe! And I'm inclinec
to agree. Furthermore, I've found it to be ;
fact thathfe,everyone's
tastes,he throughout
entire
reflect thefoodthings
most enjoychi
The ashelpfully
eating
a child." informative person whom !
was just quoting is Dale Carnegie, author of tha
edifying best-seller. How to Win Friends an.
Influence
self-sameforDale
Carnegie
of course,People.
whose The
broadcasts
Colgate
ove
the
NBC
Red-Network
every
Tuesday
at 10:45 EDST have been followed withevening
sucl
keen interest by ambitious men everywhere.
This time, however, Mr. Carnegie was m
counseling the men folk, to whom his succetalks are generally addressed. Instead, at ni;
urgent request, he had stepped out of his usua
role in order to give some constructive advice ti
the ladies. Advice which, as it happily turne^
out, concerned itself mostly with hospitalit\
that is, with the right and wrong way to enter
tain. And since I realized that, through tli<
very nature of his work at the Institute he headMr. Carnegie knows a great deal about men
tastes, preferences and dislikes, during our in
terview at his house I concentrated upon ques
tions designed to show how we gals in our rolt
of hostess-in-the-home can "impress" our masWhether
they areor our
I'riends,culineourguests.friends'
husbands
our husband'.own husband-to-be !
So here
we have
it— house
a man'sshould
eye view
of the
things
the lady
of the
and should
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not do when there are guests for
dinner or the evening. The opinions,
moreover of, one who, starting out
as a farm boy in Missouri, has carved
for himself an important career just
through
studying
to one another
and people's
to their reactions
environment;and in advising them how to
make the most of their opportunities.
Do you, when you entertain, make
the most of your oi)p()rtunities ? Do
vour guests acclaim the naturalness,
the charm and the tact you show as
a hostess? Can you win friends and
influence people through your gracious hospitality ?
It
isn't
nearly the
so many women
seemdifficult
to maketaskit that
out
to he, either, according to Dale Carnegie. Don't
get me wrong,
though ;
neither
minimizes
the importance
entertaining nor the amount of
(.nort entailed. It is simply that he
feels wefocused
don't have
picturejudging
quite
clcarlv
in ourtheminds,
li\ the way we go at it.
But haslet'sto see
whatlineMr.of Car: L;ie
ofiferjustin the
conictive suggestions. Suggestions
.un "across
the table" in thesuburban
diningroom
of his unpretentious
home and made with a delightful
rase, and a notable memory for incidents, facts and quotations, as well
as with the ingratiating smile which
vou see pictured here. Incidentally,
as a host he practices what he
jireaches —thewhich
not
always
case I've
with found
peopleis who
specialize in advising others!
"Hospitality," according to our
'j:mde and mentor, "should not be
thought of as depending entirely
upon the quality of the food that is
-erved!"
to say
thatI'llMr.interrupt
Carnegiehere,hadhowever,
some excellent
leas along the food line, too, and
at his housekeeper, Hilda, was most
iierous about giving me recipes for
i> favorite
find
printed
here ondishes,
page which
52. Allyou'll
of which
'hings we'll come to in good time, in
<ir rightful place and given their
ojjcr emphasis. But for the present
>e will concern ourselves with the
incstion of making our guests feel
-olerecompletely
home" is that
the
question of"at eating
a lesser
•'usideration.
"Remember that your duties as a
stess,"at the
continued
Mr.doorCarnegie,
hegin
very front
where
our greeting should convey how
nuch you
a])preciateon anyone's
{Continued
page 82) leaving

Two little play suits climbed the hill —
One on Jack, and one on Jill.
Look at Jill's — so bright and gay!
But Jack's is full of tattle-tale gray.
For Jill's mom knows what Jack's does not—
That lazy soap just hasn't got
The pep to wash clothes really clean.
And that's why Jack's things look so mean.
If Jack's mom were as wise as Jill's,
She'd quickly cure her washday ills.
She'd get the golden bar today
That chases pesky tattle-tale gray.
Fels-Naptha
Soap is dirt
whatmust
she'dfly!buySo full of naptha,
Then white as Jill's, Jack's clothes woidd be,
And as for mom, she'd shout with glee.
BANISH "TATTLE-TALE GRAY'*
WITH FELS-NAPTHA SOAP!
(NEW! Try Fels-Naptha Soap Chips, too!)
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JOAN BENNETT
charming star of I Met My Love Again
CONGO is fascinating. . . utterly feminine. .in tunewith Fashion! Congo
is Glazo's newest nail polish success
— an enchanting deep orchid-rose
picked by stylists to harmonize with
the season's blues, grays and beige.
Wherever you go you'll see Congo.
It's a color men admire, too. Accent
your costume with this latest, pershade. And
rememberTROPIC.
Glazo's. .
other fectsmart
new colors:
SPICE. ..CABANA. Each is a gem of
beauty. You'll love their variety!
GLAZOS NEW
1. LONGER WEAR— lasts for days and
days without peeling, chipping or fading!
Meets the demand for a slightly heavier
polish that really clings to the nails.
2. EASE OF APPLICATION — every drop
goes on evenly. Will
not streak or run.
3. BRILLIANT LUSTRE— won't fade in
sun or water.
Get Glazo's new,
exciting colors —
CONGO, SPICE, CABAf5A and TROPIC —
at all drug counters,
in extra large
sizes at 25^
GLAZO
12

Paul Whiteman has string instruments in his orchestra by request
of
his
sponsor,
thoughsports
he'd jacket!
rather
not. Note the fancy
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Helen Menken, winner of Radio
Stars' nnedal for her acting in
Second Husband, shows it to the
cast, producer and announcer.

Edgar
at
home,Bergen,
had awhofinelefttimeCharlie
with
Dorothy Lamour at the annual
Turf Club Ball in Los Angeles.
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PORE-POCKED

NOSE!

Andy Devine makes a face to
match his very unique voice.
(Below) Tommy RIggs with his
leading lady, Dorothea Kent.

Watch the Pores on Your Nose!

On the Amazing Dr. differhouse set, Edward G. Robinson
lunches hastily on tea-and.

Largest Pores on Your Body — A Stern
Test of Your Cleansing Methods
Gorgeous
the whole
effect those
ruinedlarge
by PorePocked Nosefigure—
! All lovely
becausefaceshe— but
carelessly
permitted
nose
pores
to
fill
up
with
dirt
and
waste
matter
and
become
coarse
and
unsightly !
You must keep these pores C-L-E-A-N ! Not merely surface clean. You
need that deep under-layer cleansing that penetrates the mouths of your
pores and lifts out hidden dirt that may have accumulated for months. It
is this dirt that causes trouble. It becomes embedded and grimy— may breed
tiny skin infections or result in blackheads, bumps and coarse, rough skin!
Lady Esther Face Cream penetrates this under-layer dirt. It breaks up the
embedded packs in the mouths of your pores and makes them easily removable. Just look at your cloth when you wipe Lady Esther Cream away. You ll
be astounded at the amount of dirt that was hidden away! In just a short
time nessyourand beauty.
skin is glowingly clean and smooth — alive with vibrant freshMake this Free Test
Let me prove, at my expense, that Lady Esther Cream will cleanse and
soften your skin better than any method you have ever used. Just mail
the coupon below and I'll send you a generous sample of Lady Esther Face
Cream,
I'll also send all ten shades of Lady Esther Face
Powder. /ree
Mailandthepostpaid.
coupon now.
(You can paste this on a penny postcard)
Lady Esther, 7110 West 65th Street, Chicago, Illinois ,431
sendalsome ten
yourshades
generousof Face
supplyPowder,
of LadyFREE
Esther and
Four-Purpose
FacePlease
Cream;
postpaid.
NameCity
State
{If you live in Canada, u rile Lady Esther. Tor
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IT'S

MY

HUMBLE

A recent visitor's view o! Hollywood and bam

UNSIGHTLY

HAIR

SPOILS YOUR CHARM
Rinse It Off This
Quick, Easy Way!
This season's shorter skirts . . . sheer
stockings , . . and modern bathing suits
. . . keep
women'sare legs
in thesmooth
spotHght.
See
that yours
always
and
feminine. Avoid unsightly hair!
Simply spread NEET (like a cold cream)
on unwanted hair. Then rinse off with
water — that's all. NEET
removesgently,
hair safely
invisibly close to the skin
-iirface. It leaves your
u rns and legs satin-(.looth. NEET— used
millions of women
is easier and safer
an shaving.
Avoid Bristly
Razor Stubble
NEET leaies your NEET eliminates brislegs like velvet tly re-growth that follows shaving — sharp-edged stubble that
may snag stockings. NEET ends danger
of cuts — prevents razor-roughened skin.
For lovely legs and arms — with no unsightly hair— get NEET today!mentAt your
or departstore. drug
Generous
trial
size at all ten-cent stores.
Just Rinse Off
NEET Unsightly Hair
14

Before returning to New York, Rudy dined with Jack L
Warner, of Warner Brothers, and girl friend Judy Stewart.
TO understand Hollywood one should understand what
it is saying. To the average person this may be a bit of
a problem, inasmuch as the speech of the film capital is
further complicated by studio jargon, which is as simple
as Greek to the uninitiated.
I have been around the studios a great length of time
in a visiting and working capacity, and yet it was only tlie
other day that I discovered the meaning of a word peculiar
to Hollywood — a word that would be peculiar anywhere —
His leading lady In Golddiggers in Paris, now finished,
Is Gloria Dickson who is the fiancee of Perc Westmore.
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OPINION
itorming tours, as seen
lY

RUDY

V ALLEE

uIiDclunit."
\iul, curiously enough, I didn't
' le onto its meaning in a chat
"grips"I saw.
or "props,"
rstudio
in a movie
It meansbuta
:ry motion picture and is based
L rather simple question phrased
aiher bad grammar. In other
N. "Who did the killing?" "Who
1 ?■" Which, naturally, in certain
would be phrased as, "Who
it?" But three words are two
nany for busy picture people, so
"whodunit" and
Islally
for becomes
movie mystery.
I ERE arc three other ivords
: a lot into Hollyzvood
I'd vast
like
explain
you, becausethattheir
(ierence
predated.in meaning isn't generally
They are Previezi' — Opening — PreSpecifically, a Preview is an unan)unced
picture's outside
title doesof not
)pear on (the
the marquee
the
eatre) peek by an audience at a
and new
aboutbeen.to be
leased
— butpicture
which that's
has not
In
eicers
main,an itopportunity
affords the topicture's
prosee what an
erage audience thinks of their efrt. Usually these previews occur
me time during the evening after
e main scheduled feature has been
ejected. (Continued on page 68)
idy, studying a song, went "slightly
jllywood" in dress while out there.

The beauty cream of young Hollywood Stars is Germ-Free — helps
keep skin clear of blemishes
LIKE many glamorous film stars, Fay ray
J has a simfile beauty program to thank
for her radiant "Camera Skin". First, nourishing foods and plenty of rest. Second,
daily use of Woodbury's Cold Cream.
Her beauty cream retains its germ -free
Woodbury

purity as long as it lasts. On the skin,
itself, Woodbury's
thus
lessens
the risk of inhibits
blemishesgerm-life,
and faults.
The soothing oils in Woodbury's Cold
Cream help give the skin the softness of
velvet. And skin-stimulating Vitamin D
enlivens the skin, speeds up its breathing.
WhvTiot put Fay Wray's beauty program
toColdworkCream
for youronlycomplexion?
SI. 00, 50p,Woodbury's
25p, lOp.

§ Germ-Free Cold Cream
FAY WRAY in the Universal
Secret",picture
with "The
Kent Jury's
Taylor. Slie sa\ s: "Tlie clearer
the
skin,
the
brighter
the
star. Besides cleansing,
one's skin deserves its
own beauty
diet. Woodbury's Cold Cream
is part
of my skin's daily diet."
SendH.forW oodburv.
Trial Tubes
Woodbury's
Creams
John
Inc.. 6790of Alfred
Si., Cincinnmi,
Ohio
(In Canada) John H. Woodbury, Ltd., Perth. Onlario
Please
send
me
trial
tubes
of
Woo<Iburv"s
Cold
and
Facial Creams;
7 shadesFacialof Woodbury's
guest-size
Woodbury's
Soap. I encloseFacial10( Powder;
to cover
Helps guard from blemishes
Cleanses the pores thoroughly— Stimulates Strcrl—
—Contains skin-stimulating Vitamin D
Overcomes dry skin
Cily —
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DUNKING
YOUR

doughnut;

ROMEO?

LOVE theAT pulse-stirring
FIRST SIGHT—
and Romeo
forget
fragrance
that Julietcouldn't
wore.
George Burns told wife Gracie Allen to "Go dunk a doughnut," so she invend
a "stringing along with you" technique to pep up the great indoor spi.

TODAY'S
ROMEO— theCAN'T
RESISTfragrance
the magic
lure of Djer-Kiss
exquisite
that
becomes yours when you wear Djer-Kiss Talc.
START your day the Djer-Kiss way! Bathe
your entire body with this delightful
talc each morning. Djer-Kiss keeps you
dainty and refreshed all day . . . Helps you
stay cool, for it actually lowers body temperature. Clothes feel more comfortable . . .
Makes you alluringly fragrant. Use DjerKiss generously, for the cost is surprisingly
small. Buy it today at drug and toilet goods
counters— 25c and 75c sizes. Liberal 10c
size at all 10c stores.
TheSachet,
same Eaudelightful
fragrance
in Djer-Kiss
de Toilette
and Face
Powder.

George is disgusted about this. But Gracie says: "Didn't you once tell
to use a monkey wrench on a greasy nut, and isn't this doughnut greas\

YOURS FREE— the exciting new book,
"Women Men Love— Which Type Are You?"
— full of valuable hints on
how to make yourself
more alluring. Just send
post card with your
name and address to
Parfums Kerkoff, Inc.,
Dept. Z, New York.
genuine imported talc
scented with Djer-Kiss
perfume by Kerkoff, Paris.

CP/ionoimced "I>earKiAs)
TALC
KERKOFF • PARIS

Because her brother told her the doughnuts were tough, Gracie brought
her boxing gloves. George, looking strained, shows how a gentleman does

RADIO STARS
with

George

and

Gracie

AN

EXPERIEIED
could

have

WOMAN

told her!

Grade
tries have
chop-sticks
Do
the Chinese
a word next.
for this?

.est she be light-fingered like
er brother, Gracie uses a weight.

nippingtheaway,
says she's
aving
holesGracie
for a dough-net!

Neglect of intimate cleanliness may rob the loveliest
ivoman of her charm . . . Use "LysoV^ for feminine hygiene
ONE lesson life teaches a woman is
septic douche. Directions for use are
the need for complete intimate on each bottle.
daintiness.
5/.V reasons for using '■'^LysoV- for
A man wants to think of the woman feminine hygiene —
whose love and companionship he seeks 1— Non-Caustic . . . "Lysol", in the proper
as his dream of feminine loveliness . . . dilution, is gentle ana efficient, contains no
fresh and exquisite at all times. But, harmful free caustic alkaU.
without realizing it, there are times 2— Effectiveness
. . "Lysol"
powerful
active . under
practicalis aconditions,
when even perfumes, baths and beauty germicide,
effective
in themucus,
presence
of organic
matter
(such
as
dirt,
serum,
etc.).
aids may fail to make you attractive —
if you neglect the practice of feminine 3— Spreading . . . "Lysol" solutions spread because of low
hygiene.
experienced
doctually
search outsurface
germs.tension, and thus virtors knowMany
that this
neglect hasfamily
wrecked
the happiness of countless marriages. 4— Economy. .. "Lysol" is concentrated, costs
only about one cent an application in the
Don't risk offending in this most proper dilution for feminine hygiene.
personal way. Be sure of complete 5— Odor . . . The cleanly odor of "Lysol"
disa[)pcars after use.
exquisiteness.
Follow
the "Lysol''
method of efficient
feminine
hygiene. 6—no Stability
. . . "Lysol"
strength
matter how
long it iskeeps
kept, itshowfulloften
it is
uncorked.
Ask your own doctor about "Lysol"
disinfectant.
you "Lysol"
try lysol Hygienic Soap for bath, hands
has been usedHein will
manytell hospitals
and Also,
and complexion. It s cleansing, deodorant.
clinics for years as an effective antiWhat Every Woman Should Know
THIS Products
COUPONCorp.,
FOR -LYSOL" BOOKLET
LEHNSEND& FINK
Drpi. 6-R. S., Bloomlicld, N. J., Cermi" which tells the
Srnd me free booklet "Lysol I'j V. S. \. ■
many uses of "Lysol."
FOR FEMININE HYGIENE

1 & Fink PiodncU Corp.

RADIO STARS
CANDID!

They give you FRESH

Faces

They Keep Stars Fresh!
^^^lo keeps your favorite
mo vie sta r looking so FRESH P
Why, it's those
make-up!
They geniuses
give youof
FRESH FACES on the screen,
as Old Gold gives you
FRESHXESS in cigarettes.

HOURS
waiting
lot". lights.
Dust
and dirt.
The "on
heat the
of Kleig
Yet a screen star ... to retain her charm
and appeal . . . must be utterly fresh the
instant she steps before the camera.
Cigarettes face that freshness problem, too. They travel far to reach you;
and along
the waydust.they're
by dryness, dampness,
Yet abeset
cigarette
...
to retain its charm and appeal . . . must
be utterly fresh the instant you put a
match to it.
Hollywood spends a fortune to guard
the freshness of its stars. We spend a
fortune to guard the freshness of our
star . . . Double-Mellow Old Gold.
We put an extra jacket of costly
moisture-proof Cellophane around every
Old Gold package. Thus, double-wrapped
and double-sealed. Old Gold's mellow
prize crop tobaccos are protected from
staleness. Every Old Gold reaches you
exactly
we make canit .be. .made.
and that's as
fine as aascigarette
TUNEThurs.
IN onnights,
Old^Gold's
Hollywood
Screenscoops,
Tucs.
and
Columbia
Network,
Coast-to-Coast

Amos 'n Andy, pioneer radio
stars, recently celebrated
their tenth air birthday.

Mercedes McCambridge, 21 and,
known as Mercy,
heard on numerous NBCis dramas.

Here's why fhe O.G. package keeps 'em fresh
Outer Cellophane Jacket
OpensSealing
front thethe TopBottom
The Inner
at theJacket
Top Opens
Sealing the Bottom

Just like any average girl,
The
Alice laundry.
Corne+t
does Songshop's
her personal

DISTINGUISHED

The accordion which
Phil uses was especially manufqctured
for him in Italy.
Strangely enough, it
works "backwards."

Phil Baker is heard
every Sunday evening at 7:30 EDST
over the Columbia
Broadcasting System. He started his
radio career on St.
Patrick's
1933 and wasDaya hit.in

BoHle is actually
Harry McNaughton,
an Englishman who
was a favorite in
England before coming to America.
He's
Phil
since been
his airwithdebut.

Ever since March, 1933, when he made his first appearance before a microphone, Phil Baker, thanks to
his personality, originality and material, has been one
of radio's few outstanding comedians. He originated
and
"stooge"
type Inof fact,
comedyhis
on thepopularized
air, just astheheheckling
did in the
theatre.
characters of Beetle and Bottle are almost as well
known as himself.
And simply
Phil's unselfishnes ingiving sure-fire
laughbecause
lines toofothers.
. He started his stage career as a musician. He
the accordion,
although
he neveron took
a lessonhe
inplayed
his life.
Good fortune
first smiled
Phil when
teamed with Ben Bernie in vaudeville. Their act was
tremendously successful. But it was not until he left
Ben
did a famous.
"single" that his great gift of humor
reallyandbecame
Phil,
decidedly
a family
father
three
children. Mrs. Baker
is tneman,
formeris thestage
star,of Peggy
Cartwright.
Phil's humor is never offensive. He knows how to
get laughs without resorting to off-color material.
Radio listeners depend on him to cheer them up. And
he never lets them down. His purpose in life is to
make people happy and he has succeeded brilliantly.
To Phil Baker, of the Good Gulf Program, Radio
Stars Magazine
Service
To Radio.presents its award for Distinguished

Editor.

KEN MURRAY AND OSWALD
". . . they still fall short — not because of bow
they say lines, but because of what they say . . ."

BOAKE CARTER
". . . disconcerling is his practice of switching
fronn massacres in China to Huskies in bowls . . ."

IF swiftish Glenn Cunningham were to stop ahruptly, in
the midst of one of his record-breaking mile runs, and
exiiort the spectators to buy Purple Pills For Power, it
would be practice
no less ofdisconcerting
than massacres
is Boake inCarter's
irritating
switching from
China
to Huskies in lx)wls.
Careful Carter !

was strait-laced and dull! So was Minsky's ....
LET pianist Alec Templeton take unto himself the
Decoration of the Order Of Originality, first class, for
his vocal and pianistic imitation of a short wave broadcast
not coming over so well. His mimicking of the peculiar
sound elTccts coincidental to poor short wave reception
was superb.

setsFROM
— dirtv London
jokes. comes something foreign to L'. S. radio
CP until now the MoUe-Vox Pop broadcast has kepi
Via WOR. the London Palace Of
to lightbut questions
in good
taste,
the other that
night zi'cre
they slipped.
Varieties presented a number of inferior vaudeville artists of the type
Slipped
when
IVally
Butterzvorth
BY WILLIAM L.
who contributed to the demise of that
asked a young man if there ivere any
black sheep in his family. Apart
institution in this country. In this
VALLEE
company was comedian George
from being impertinent, a question of
this order zvould be apt to embarrass
Robey, whose stature abroad is
some people to the extent of causing
equivalent
to
W.
C.
Fields'
here.
Robey went in for double entendre so much that finally pain. Let producer Morry Hamilton zi^'otch over his '
he found it necessary to complain that people alzi'ays took charges more closely.
his jokes the zvrong zi'ay. To prove it, he told the one
THE best W. C. Fields imitator, barring none, is Hearst
about the couple who registered at a hotel as man and radio
editor, Dinty Doyle.
wife. The man asked his alleged zvife a question as he
was signing the register and she answered: "Yes., sir." SCRAWLS FROM THE BACKS OF
But, Robey explained, they really were married. Hozvever
the explanation came after the audience had snickered, OLD ENVELOPES
enjoyed the salacious hint. That particular gag ivas dirty
Morris,in Eleanor
Jarrett's
Tarzan,After
was
enough to be used in an Earl Carroll blackout years ago. onceGlenn
employed
the NBCHolm
Special
Eventsfilmsection.
a decathloti liis heart was in such bad condition that at
Then he told the one about the old maid who arrived intervals he would iK^come pale and ill. have to be rushed
at a neighbor's house just as they were giving the baby a to a doctor . . . Let's thank joe Penner for using sweetbath. Said the old maid: "If my memory serves me right voiced Gene Austin . . , John Harrymore. through frequent and varied appearances, has justified a demand
that's a boy . . . ."
And someone said the British Broadcasting Corporation that he be given a program of {Continued on page 74)
Wherein salaams and slams are justly accorded the good and bad in air entertoinment. There's no chip on our commentator's shoulder. He states only facts

Fannie's childhood desire
to play Topsy in Uncle
Tom's Cabin inspired her
to create Baby Snooks for
the stage 1 7 years ago.
BY

GLADYS
HALL

FANNIE
OF

HOW

BRICE'S
TO

KEEP

SEtfiET
SMIUNG

Her air version of Baby Snooks makes America langh even when
Fannie doesn't feel mirthful herself. Keeping her grin is an art

Eleanor Holm, swimming champion, radio singer
and Tarian's latest film mate, announced her
engagement to Billy Rose while still Mrs. Art
Jarrett. But Fannie hasn't yet divorced Billy,
editor's Note : Marital upheavals are enough to get
my woman down, bul not Fannie. Three times she's
riednotandbeen
threedimmed.
times she's failed, \et the Brice smile
las
Not many people know that she ivas once married
a barber named White, and that the union
erminated in 1912.
Her next venture was more difficult to laugh off.
n 1919 she married notorious Kicky Artistein. loved
•im blindly though he was unworthy of such love,
^ame screaming headlines of a five million dollar bond
obhery, and Nicky disappeared. For two years Fannie
elievcd him innocent, though she did not know where
She was in the Zicgfeld Follies at the time,
nd Fannie s smile, like the show, had to go on. Not
ntil she sang My Man from the stage did her public
ealize what kept her fortified against despair. After
vo years. Nicky returned to New York and volunmly surrendered to the police. In October. 1925,
e was condemned to Leavemi'orth, where he remained
or tzvo more years. ■ Fannie waited for his release,
■ied to resume life with Nicky, but things were not
le same. In 1927 she sued for a divorce, charging
'uelty.
Around 1930 Fannie became the zvife of Rill\ Rose,
'oducer of spectacular shows. They were seemingly
ippy until recently, when a strange announcement
■"^■iired
in the papers.
-was that toEleanor
sivimming
champion,1 1 intended
marry Holm,
Bill\.
Fannie was taken completely unazcare.
.So was Eleanor's husI

Show producer Billy Rose married Fannie about
eight years ago. Previously she was wed to a
barber named White, whom she divorced in 1912,
end to Nicky Arnstein, from 1919 until 1927.
band. Art Jarrett, who immediately sued for divorce.
If this state of affairs disturbed Fannie, it zvas not
at all evident. She continued with her screen and radio
work and the smile zvas no less bright. Though they
are separated, neither Fannie nor Billy has started
divorce proceedings as we go to press. Rumor has
it, however, that Fannie may surrender the title of
Mrs. Billy Rose in the near future. Still, the smile
carries on. Herewith, in an exclusive inteniezv
7vith Gladys Hall, Fannie explains ii.<h\:
"I KEEP SMILING," said Fannie almost
sharply,
anyone orto has
feel
sorry for"because
me. AndI can't
this bear
is a secret,
been up to now. It's the secret of why I
keep smiling. How I keep smiling is anstory, ever
we'll seen
come meto cry.
that later
No oneotherhas
No one...
ever
will.
I'd
kill
anyone
who
their arms about me and gave me put
a
'Gee, I'm sorry for you, kid.' Just
let anyone
try to pity
even
embarrassed
when me!
otherI'm
people
cry.
I
never
kni)w
where to look or what
to do or what to say.
(Continued on
page 56)

CAN

YOU

THE

WINNER?

PICK

Frank Parker becomes a
beauty jadge, but do you
agree with his choice?
Turn to page 79 and see
If long legs
any
criterion
of are
beauty,
this young lacfy need
have no serious fears.

9. Virginia Torrell, NBC
singing
and dramatic
starlet, although
only fifteen,
is a veteran broadcaster.

llert l.awson
1. visited
Jack Benny
recently
Phil Harris
at the
Palomar and played a few
numbers with Phil's band.

5. Lanny Ross just celebrated his 32nd birthday.
With him are Mrs. Ross, Phil
Baker and Rosalind Russell.

2. Kate Smith, with Jack
Miller and Ted Straeter,
gives a cake at each broadt to a lucky ticket-holder.

6. Don Ameche and his wife
are race-track enthusiasts.
Here they are at the Turf
Club at Santa Anita, Cal.

3. Allan Jones with two of
his prize thoroughbreds,
Smokey and Big Boy. Raising horses is Allan's hobby.

7. The famous mother of
George Jesse I, rarely
seen in public, dines with
her son in Hollywood.

4. Nan Wynn and Claire
Sherman, featured CBS
artists, indulge none too
strenuously in wrestling.

8. Eddy Duchin and Benny
Goodman, outstanding
bandleaders, enjoy a laugh
over a tricky musical score.

RADIO

RAMBLINGS

Behind the nation's milces with news
and notes by your aireporter

Jack Benny worries over hii
scripts, rehearsals and eaci
program. When one is over,
starts worrying about tl
next. Ad-libbing by himsel'
and cast puts him in stitches
BY

ARTHUB
MASON

Marie Louise Quevli, freheard oncompeted
Continentalquently
l^or/e//es,
in the Metropolitan Opera
Auditions of the Air. Now
she wants an opera career.

WHEN you licar of all that money coniint,' in. you wonder what tlic ra(hr) and movie stars
do with it. Here's a sample — a little cxce])tional, to he sure, hut it s an idea:
Jon inllallXewwasYork
])aidduring
$2,000 anrecently
one appearance
Kate Smith'sHe ])ro.(^ram
interval lorhetween
pictures in onHollywood.
has two
agents, one for husincss and one for lefjal affairs, each of whom gets ten
])ercent oftract, his
his Deductions,
movie conhe had earnings.
to surrenderThere
half went
of his$400.
outsideUnder
salaries.
so far, total $1,400.
He had to travel from Hollywood to New York and in the
de lu.xe style that movie stars use. "The cost would he around
$300, round trip, with extra fares, meals on the train,
Kenny Baker never hesietc.Appearances
He couldn'tmustgo heto kept
just up.
anysohotel
in Xew
the few
days York.
spent
ta+es to show his disin rehearsal and hroadcast were another $100. That
ap roval fo Boss Benny.
left Mr. Hall $200 profit for his appearance on
The young tenor is now
the Kate Smith show, which made him one of
a rising picture player.
the lowest-i)rofit actors of the whole cast that
week, in spite of all his movie reputation.
Imagine u'liat he said 7\.'heu the income
fax
)nen{California,
came aroundA'cti'to York
lez'y onandthatfederal)
$200.
(He had to pa\ rent in Hollyz<:ood. too.)
HERE'S another reason why radio
programs
can'tweek.
get anyone
want
for a certain
An NBCtheySunday
afternoon program titled Radio
Newsreel came across a Philadelphia
schoolboy named Donald Duck.
The kids in school all teased the
boy and he seemed material for
an amusing radio interview. NBC
lj| has a rule that all interview prosa p>ects must be approved in adI vance.
This case seemed simple, so the
young ea)neman blithely
from Radio
reel
up to NewsNBC
tcith the clipping about the little
hoy named Donald Duck.
"IV ell," zi'as the cautious reply,
"Walt Disney has been very cagey
about alloiving use of the .Mickey
Mouse name. Maybe you better get
Mickey
.Mouse is in the .Xe-u' York
his approval."
phone
book so the young man telephoned the number.
".Mickey .Mouse, good morning," said a
young lady. It was a little confusing but
the young man asked questions and finally
was connected with an executive on another
floor. There was some hemming and hawing
about ivhether a Philadel phia schoolboy named
Donald Duck 7\>as entitled to the name, ei en if
it 7vas his own. Finally decision catnc that the
Mickey Mouse office would not object if Mickey
Mouse's sponsors on the radio, the Pep.sodeni
Company, didn't mind.
The sponsors were telephoned in their New York office
and the young man was referred to the Chicago office. He
knew an answer to that one. His company had a Chicago office,
too. He dumped the whole thing in its expansive Middle- Western
lap. The Chicago office started phoning and found the whole difficulty
vanishing like nothing. Of course, the Pepsodent Company didn't mind!
The Philadelphia boy's name was Donald Duck, wasn't it?
man upin toNewall conditions
Ycjrk took and
all thegranted
chaptershimof permission
his story hackto togo X ahead
IK'. Thev
agreedThehe young
had lived
and
arrange an interview with the little hoy. aged seven, named Donald ( Continued on page 70)

Tommy

Dorsey

finds it's wise toj
THE

BOYS

musicians!
fit as fiddles for

IN

TRIM

Don't let him frighten
you. It's only sox player
Freddie
Stulce swingin'
on
the parallel
bars..

the best in swing
(Right) Skeetson the
Herfurt
saxophonist,
chin
bar,
looks inas aif big
he needs
rescuing
way
Btake-Zwrifac
All photos
atY.M.C.A.
West Sidof
NewYork.N.Y

A

MY,

HOW

Jean Colbert,
who is featured
on the MBS program Twenty
Years Ago and
Today, shows how
a typical
can girl ofAmeri1918
began a day.

I. The 1918 Jean
awakes
a longsleevedin cotton
nightie and
hairribbon.
2. Modestly, she puts on
a heavying. 3.silk
She stocksings
a morning hymn.
4. Squeezing into
a tight-waisted
skirt
5. Allwasn't
set foreasy.
the
day, tireina lachic19 at18.

TIME!

mm7

HAVE

CHANGED!

I. Today Jean sleeps in
silk. 2, She wears sheer
stockings. 3. In a gay
striped blouse, her day
starts with a rousing
swing tune. 4. Man-tailored suits are quite
stylish and cigarettes
are no longer forbidden.

A few years ago Lucille Manners worked as
a stenographer to earn voice-lesson money.

RADIO

Three CBS singers, Nan Wynn, Barry
and Howard Phillips, are swimming enthus

SPOTLIGHT

showing them enjoying their work, moments of relaxation and time for play
Film actress Judith Allen (right) was guest
Doris RhodesNowfirstshe sang
withCBSHenry
orchestra.
has two
solo Busse's
spots.
of Betty Bennett and tiny Jackie Heller.

Louis Biamonte,make
"Toots"
and Ed bottles.
Powell,
saxophonists,
musicMondello
with medicine
THE

BANDWAGO

THE band busines is a highly competitive one, but there is a certai
leader who is the favorite of the majority of the boys. Strictly, h
isn't a dance
are the
best you'
hear.
He alsomaestro,
knows yet
how histo dance
swing arrangements
out on a chorus
of Beethove
Andre Kostelanetz is the name, and he will go to any length to ge
the perfect musical eflfect. That's one of the reasons for his succes
On a recent broadcast, for example, he played an arrangcmen
called "Movie
worked
a zveckMusic."
to deviseUnusual
them. effects were needed and Kostelanet;
One he used was a small, red rubbeij hose. He had a saxophonis
pinch the end of the hose, blow into the other end and
of Popeye, The Sailortnan. He created another effect
with six medicine bottles filled to varying heights with
water. The three saxophonists abandoned their play the tunorthodox instruments, blew into the bottles and out
came another tune. The shopping for those effects
was done at the comer drug-store.
One sound he uses, though, hurts the sensitive
Kostelanetz ear. It is produced by an obsolete instrument called the "rothophone,"
anaemic saxophone
and a flute. aHecross
saysbetween
it shouldan
be called a "rotten-phone" — but its wheezy tone is
a good one.
Andre thinks the best effects are usually the easiest
ones. He ends his orchestration of Good Night, Ladies,
for example, zmth the slam of a door — a real one.
One of his most famous tags goes with Church Mouse
on a Spree. He went around to a 53rd Street hardivare store, bought two mouse-traps — one for a spare
— and had Violitiist Ocko snap the steel catch into a
microphone to end the number.
-*~
He polished off his arrangement of Raymond
Scott's Powerhouse
a whistle.
was toa
whistle
he bought inbya sounding
ten cent store,
but heIthad
buy five of them before he got the one that hit B
above high C.
Sometimes he needs the sound of a boat whistle.
Every radio sound eflfect department has an instrument that sounds exactly like a boat whistle. But
Kostelanetz went down to the waterfront, stopped at
a marine supply store and bought the one he wanted.
B Y

JERRY

MASON

Bernie Ocko, violinist, snaps a mouse- Walter Gross, nnaster pianist, blows Guitarist John Cali toots a whistle
trap to end CAurc/> Mouse on o Spree.
into a bag for an explosive effect.
for Kostelanetz' Cosey Jones number.
Entertaining notes on American music-makers, with special emphasis this
month on Andre Kostelonetz and how he obtains his unique sound effects
One Kostelanetz musician makes a living by the skin
of his teeth. He is Bernie Ladd, zvho plays the "dental
blocks" for certain arrangements. The dental blocks are
morethe than
Ladd's unth
molars
and bicuspids
innothing
front of
microphone
his fingernails
or a tapped
pencil.
By changing the shape of his mouth, he changes the pitch
and can even play a recognizable tune.
One of the more famous Kostelanetz arrangements is
that of Casey Jones. Andre paints a musical picture of
the sad and sudden departure from life of Engineer
Casey. After the big kettle drums indicate the fatal
crash of engines there is silence. A silence which is

^ndre is proud of this piano-brass section invention. The
iono cover is removed, cylinders inserted under a heavy
loth, and six men play into the openings of the cylinders.

broken by a typical Kostelanetz touch — the "tweet" of
birds, produced by courtesy of the sound effects department. The idea, of course, is that Casey is on his way
to heaven.
At the moment, Andre is very proud of another invention of his.
discovered
new a vr&y
use his
brass section
and He's
a piano.
Lookinga like
Rube toGoldberg
drawing, the invention works like this : The cover is
Hfted off one of the baby grands. Six long, hollow cylinders are placed on top of the strings. Six members of the
brass section line up (see picture), each to a tube, and
play their instruments directly {Continued on page 72)
All fihotos by Blake 7-.veifach

1

HAPPY
The thirty-fifth birthday of

When the cake was served,
moppetered himself
McCarthy
covand Bergen
with embarrassment and
icing. (Above, right) Don
Ameche, Charlie, Bob
Hope and Ken Murray
watch Shirley Ross hand
their presents to Edgar.

Ken Murray, instigator of
the surprise party given
at
Hills
home,Edgar's
gave Beverly
Mrs. Bergen
the honor of cutting the
cake for her famous son.

BIRTHDAY,
EDGAR!
entrilopist Bergen was celebrated in fine style by eigbty friends and Cbarlie

Nadine Connor, called from Hollywood to sing as As she unpacks In her room, doubts assail Nadlne.
guest on The Songshop, tossed clothes In a bag. Her departure was so hasty that she's "certainly
planed In to New York and registered at a hotel,
forgotten something" and "hasn't a thing to wear!"
LIVING

OUT

OF

A

SUITCASE...

After
an arduous
rehearsal,
a beauty Now
dress forthatthehasprogram.
not collarnap Is followed
by aafternoon
manicure and
phone discussion
buttonto trouble
Nadine It's
floored,
so it
with Gustave Haenschen, maestro of the Songshop. must be a missing stocking. She forgot spares!

Mi
If/
(3) The one bag seems to
hold plenty! Nadlne is
puzzled about what to
wear to rehearsal. Shall
it be the turquoise or
the figured organdy one?
turquoise,
so(4)nowIt'sthethesongbird
proceeds to iron out a few
of the travel wrinkles.

"Putting
on the face"
is(7)next,
for studio
audiences are frank critics.
Nadine is now using her
real name, though for a
while she was known as
Peggy Gardner and Olga
Bogdanova. She has an
apartment in Hollywood,
but spends much time on
her mother's ranch in
Compton, California.

1

'A

(8) Nadine
didn'tsuitcaseforget
this
gown, and
living hasn't hurt it. With
a zip
the zipper
she's
all
set ofto make
the women
in the audience gasp with
envy, and to fascinate the
listeners with her voice.

Visiting bandleaders helped celebrate
Abe
Lyman's
20th anniversary
in showat
business
by joining
his orchestra
the Casa Manana. Freddie Rich at piano;
Clyde McCoy, trumpet; Jimmy Dorsey,
clarinet; Russ Morgan, trombone; Abe
at the drums; Will Osborne conducting.
Lucille Bremer, one of the famous Radio City Roclcettes, gave
Guy Lombordo and Del Sharbutt
some tips on precision dancing
when she was their air guest.
Ruth, the circus elephant, was
delighted to see actress Gail
Patrick, who visited her with CBS
commentator George McCall.

RADIO STARS

COAST-TO
THE
programs-coaston
the reg^ilar
fourare coast
networks
liere -tolisted
in
a day-by-day
schedule.
The
National time
Broadcasting
Company Red Network is
indicated by Broadcasting
XBC-Rcd: the
National
Company Blue Network is
indicated
XBC-Bluc;
the Columbiaby Broadcasting
System by CBS and
the Mutual Broadcasting
System
hy MBS.included in
All stations
the above networks are
listed
below.on the
Findlist your
local station
and
tune in on the network
specified.
ALL TIME RECORDED IS EASTERN
DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME.
This means that for
Eastern Standard and CenDaylight Time,
you
must tralsubtract
one hour.
For Mountain Daylight
and Central Standard Time,
subtract two hours. For
Pacific Daylight
and
Mountain
Standard Time,
subtract three hours. And
for Pacific Standard Time,
subtract four hours. For
example:
11:00
EDST becomes
10:00a.a. tvi.m.
EST and COST; 9:00
A. M. MOST and CST :
8:00 A.M. PDST and
MST: 7:00 a. m. PST.
If, at a particular time,
no network program is
listed, that is because there
is no time,
regularor program
for
that
because the
preceding
program
continues into that period.
NATIONAL BROADCASTCOMPANYRED ING
NETWORK
WSB
Atlanta,
Ga.Md.
WFBR
Baltimore,
WBRC
Birmingham,
Ala.
WNAC
Boston,
Mass.
WBEN
Buffalo.
N.111.Y.
WMAQ
Chicago,
WTAM
KOA Cleveland,
Denver,
Colo.OhioIowa
WHO
Des
Moines.
WWJ
Detroit,
Mich.
WTIC
Hartford,
Conn.
KPRC
Houston,
Tex.
WIRE
Indianapolis;,
WJDX
Jackson,
Miss.Ind.
WDAF
Kansas
City,
Mo.
KFI Los
Angeles,Tenn.Cal.
WMC
Memphis.
KSTP Minneapolis-St.
Minn. CanadaPaul.
CBM Montreal,
WEAF
New
York, N. La.Y.
WSMB
New
Orleans,
WOW
Omaha,
Neb. Pa.
KYW
Philadelphia,
WCAE
Pittsburgh,
WCSH
Portland,
Me.Pa.
KGW Portland,
Ore.
WJAR
Providence,
R. I.
WMBG
KSD Salt
St.Richmond.
Louis,
Mo.Va. Utah
KDYL
Lake
City.
KPO San
Francisco, N.Cal.Y.
WGY
Schenectady.
KOMO
Seattle,
KHQ Washington,
Spokane, Wash.
Wash.D. C.
WRC
WDEL
Del.
WTAG Wilmington,
Worcester, Mass.

-COAST
NATIONAL BROADCASTCOMPANYBLUEINGNETWORK
WABY
Albany,
N.Ga. Y.
WAGA
WBAL Atlanta.
Baltimore,
Md.La.
WJBO
Baton
Rouge,
WSGN
Birmingham,
Ala.
WBZ
Boston,
Mass.
WICC Bridgeport,
Conn.
WEBR
Buffalo.
N.
Y.
WMT
Cedar
Rapids, Iowa
WENR
Chicago,
WLS
Chicago, 111.
111.
WHK
Cleveland,
KVOD
Denver,
Colo.OhioIowa
KSO
Des
Moines,
WXY2
Detroit,Pa. Mich.
WLEU
Erie,
WOWO
Ft.
Wayne.Tex.Ind.
KXYZ Jamestown,
Houston,
WJTN
WREN
Lawrence,
Kan.N.Cal.Y.
KECA Los
Angeles.Tenn.
WMPS
Memphis.
WTCN
Minneapolis,
Minn.
CFCF
Montreal,
Canada
WICC
New
Haven,
Conn.
WDSU
New
Orleans,
WJ2
New York.
N. La.Y.
KLO
Utah
KOIL Ogden,
Omaha,
Neb.-Council
Bluffs. la. Pa.
WFIL
Philadelphia.
KDKA
Pittsburgh.
KEX
Portland,
Ore.Pa.R. I.
WEAN
Providence,
WRTD Rochester,
Richmond. N.Va. Y.
WHAM
KWK
St.
Louis.
Mo.Cal.
KFSD
San
Diego,
KGO
San
Francisco,
Cal.
KTMS
Santa
Barbara.
Cal.
KJR
Seattle,
Wash.
KGA
Spokane,
Wash.
WBZA
Springfield.
Mass.
WSYR
Syracuse,OhioN. Y.
WSPD
WMAL Toledo.
Washington, D. C.
NBC-SUPPLEMENTARY
STATIONS
(May beBLUEon networks)
either RED or
KOB AUentown,
Albuquerque,Pa. N. M.
WSAN
KGNC .Amarillo,
Tex.
WWNC
Asheville,
N.Cal.C.
KERN
Bakersfield.
KFDM
Beaumont,
Tex.
KGHL
Billings,
Mont.
KFYR
Bismarck,IdahoN. D.
KIDO
Boise,
KGIR Charleston,
Butte. Mont.S. C.
WCSC
WSOC
Charlotte,
WCFL
Chicago,
111.N.OhioC.
WSAI
Cincinnati,
WCKY
Cincinnati,
Ohio
WLW
Cincinnati,
OhioC.
WIS
Columbia, S.Ohio
WCOL
Columbus,
KRIS
Corpus
Christi,
KGKO Dallas.
Dallas-Ft.Tex. Worth,Tex.Tex.
WFAA
WEBC
KTSM Duluth,
El Paso, Minn.
Tex.
WGBF
EvansviUe,
WDAY
Fargo,Wayne.
N. D.Ind.
WGL
Ft.
Ind.
WBAP
Ft.
Worth,Cal. Tex.
KMJ
Fresno,
WOOD
Grand
Rapids.S. C.Mich.
WFBC
Greenville,
KPFA
Helena. Mont.
KGU
Honolulu,
KTHS Jacksonville.
Hot Springs,Hawaii
Ark.
WJAX
Fla.
WROL
Knoxvillc.
Tenn.
KARK
Little
Rock.
/\rk.
WAVE
Louisville.
Ky.
WIBA
Madison, Wis.N. H.
WFEA
KMED Manchester,
Medford,
Ore. Fla.
WIOD
Miami
Beach,
WTMJ
Milwaukee,
Wis.
CBF
Montreal,
Canada
WSM
Nashville,
Tenn.
WTAR
Norfolk,
Va.
WKY
Oklahoma City,
City, Okla.
Okla.
KTOK
Oklahoma
KTAR
Phoenix.
Ariz.
KOAM
Pittsburg.
Kans.
KSEI
Pocatello.Colo.Idaho.
KGHF Raleigh,
Pueblo.
WPTF
N. C.

PROGRAM
GUIDE
KTSA
San
Antonio.
Tex.
KFBK St.
Sacramento,
Cal.Fla.
KSFO
San
Francisco,
WSUN
Petersburg.
WTOC
Savannah,
Ga. Cal.
WOAI
San
Antonio,
Tex.
WGBI
Scranlon.
Pa.
KTBS Sioux
Shreveport,
La.
KIRO Seattle. Wash.La.
KSOO
Falls.
S.S. D.D.
KWKH
KELO
Sioux
Falls, Mo.
KSCJ .Shreveport.
Sioux City.
KGBX
Springfield.
WSBT
South
Beiul. Iowa
Ind.
KWG
Stockton.
Cal.
WEBC
Superior,
Wis.
KFPY
Spokaii.-,
Wasli.
WFLA
Tampa.
Fla.
WMAS
SprinKfi.-ld.
Mass.
WBOW Toronto.
Terre Haute,
Ind.
WNBX .Syracuse,
Springfu-ld.X. \ \t. .
WFBL
CBL
KVI Tampa.
Tacoma. Fla.Wash.
KVOO
Tulsa.
Okla.Canada
WDAE
KTFI
Twin
Falls,
Idaho.
WIBW
Topeka. Kans.
KRGV
Weslaco, Kans.
Tex.
CFRB
Toronto.
Canada
KANS Wichita.
KGAR
Tucson,Okla.
Ariz.
WBRE
ilkes-Pa.Barre, Pa.
KTUL Tulsa,
WORK WYork.
WIBX
Utica.
N.
Y.
WHLB
WACO Virginia,
Waco, Tex.Minn.
COLUMBIA
BROADCASTWJSV
Washington,
D. C.
ING SYSTEM STATIONS
WJNO
W.Wliccling,
Palm Beach.
WWVA
W. Va.Fla.
KFH Wicliita,
Kans.
WADC
Akron,
Ohio
WSJS
Winston-Salem,
N. C.
WOKO Anderson.
Albany, N. S.Y.C.
WORC
Worcester,
Mass.
WAIM
WNAX
Yankton.
S.
D.
WGST
Atlanta.
Ga.
WPG
Atlantic
City.
WKBN Youngstown. Ohio
WRDW
Augusta, Tex.
Ga. N. J.
KNOW Austin,
WCAO
Baltimore,
Md.
MUTUAL
WLBZ
Bangor,
Me. Ala.
ING SYSTEMBROADCASTSTATIONS
WAPI
Birmingham.
WNBF
Binghamton.
N.
Y.
KXRO
Aberdeen,
Wash.
WEEI
Boston.
Mass.
KADA
Ada.
Okla.
WGR
Buffalo,
N.
Y.
KVSO Ardmore,
Okla.
WKBW Charleston,
Buffalo, N. Y.W. Va.
WRDO
WCHS
KPMC Augusta,
Bakersfield.Me.Md.Cal.
WBT
Charlotte.
N. C.Tenn.
WBAL
Baltimore.
WDOD
Chattanooga,
WLBZ
Me.
WBBM
111.Ohio
KVOS Bangor.
Bellingham,
WKRC Chicago.
Cincinnati,
Boston,
Mass.Wash.
WGAR
Cleveland,
Ohio Colo. WAAB
WICC
Bridgeport,
Conn.
KVOR
Colorado
Springs,
WMT
Cedar
Rapids,
WBNS
Columbus,
Ohio
WGN
Chicago,
III.OhioIowa
KRLD
Dallas,
Tex.
WLW
Cincinnati,
woe
Davenport.OhioIowa
WSAI
Cincinnati,
Ohio
WHIO
Dayton,
WCLE
Cleveland,
Ohio
KLZ
Denver,
Colo. Iowa
WHK
Cleveland,
Ohio
KRNT
Des
Moines,
KGGF Coffevville,
Kans.
WJR Detroit,
Mich.
WHKC
Columbus,
Ohio
WKBB
Dubuque,Minn.
Iowa
WRR
Dallas,
Tex.
KDAL Duluth,
KFEL
Denver.
Colo.
WDNC
Durham.
N.
C.
KSO
Des
Moines.Cal.Iowa
WESG
Elma-Ithaca,Ind.N. Y.
KXO
ElEnid,Centro.
WEOA
Evansville,
KCRC
Okla.Ore.
WMMN
Fairmont.
W. Va.
KORE
Eugene.
KARM
Fresno.
Cal.
KIEM Fall
Eureka.River,Cal.
WTAQ
Green
Bay, Wis.
WSAR
WBIG
Greensboro.
N.
C.
KTAT
Wortli.Colo.Mass.
Tex.
KFBB Great
Falls, Pa.Mont.
WHP
Harrisburg,
KFKA Ft.
Greelev,
WTHT
Hartford.
Conn.
WDRC
Hartford.
Conn.
KGMB
Honolulu.
Hawaii
WMFG Honolulu,
Hibbing, Minn.
WIRE Kansas
Indianapolis,
KGMB
Hawaii
WHB
City, Ind.
Mo.
KTRH Houston,
Tex.
WFBM
Indianapolis,
Ind.
WLNH
Laconia,
N. H.
KFOR
Lincoln,
Neb.
WMBR
Jacksonville,
Fla.
KHJ Lowell,
Los Angeles.
KMBC Kansas
City, Mo.
WNOX
Knoxville.
WLLH
Mass. Cal.
WKBH
LaLincoln,
Crosse,Neb.Tenn.
Wis.
WFEA
Manchester.
N. H.
KFAB
WDGY
Minneapolis-St.
KLRA
Little
Rock, Ark.
Minn. Cal. Paul.
KNX
Los
Angeles,
Cal.
KDON
M.mtercv.
WHAS
Louisville,Ga. Ky.
KBIX Nashville.
Muskocee. Tenn.
Okla.
WMAZ
WSM
KGLO Macon,
Mason
City,Tenn.Iowa
WOR
Newark.
X. J. Mass.
WNBH
New
Bedford.
WREC
Memphis,
WCOC Meridian, Miss.
WNLC
New
London,City,Conn.Okla.
KTOK
Oklahoma
WQAM
Miami, Fla.
WALA
Mobile.
Ala. Wis.
KGY
Olympia.
Wash.
WISN
Milwaukee,
KOIL
Omaha,
Neb.
WFIL
Philadelphia,
Pa.
WCCO
Minneapolis.
Minn.
WCAE
Pittsburgh,
Pa.Okla.
KGVO
Missoula.
Mont.
WBBZ
Ponca
City.
WSFA
Montgomery,
Ala.
CKAC
Montreal,
Canada
KALE Portland,
WLAC
Nashville,
Tenn.La.
WEAN
Providence,Ore.R. I.
WWL
New
Orleans,
WRVA
Richmond, Ore.
\'a.
WABC
New
York,
N.
Y.
KRNR
Roseburg,
KOMA Orlando.
Oklahoma Fla.City, Okla.
KWK
St.
Louis.Ore.Mo.
WDBO
KSLM
Salem.
KFXM -San Bernardino. Cal.
WPAR
Parkersburg.
W. Va.
WCOA
Pensacola,
KGB
WMBD
Peoria. 111. Fla.Pa.
KFRC San
San Diego,
Francisco,Cal. Cal.
WCAU
Philadelphia.
KQW
San Jose,Ana,Cal.Cal.
KVOE
Santa
KOY
Phoenix.
Ariz.
WJAS
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
KDB
Santa Barbara,
Cal.
WBRK
Pittsfield. Ore.
Mass.
KOL
KOIN Providence,
Portland,
KGFF Seattle.
Shawnee,Wash.
Okla.
WPRO
R.
I.
WSPR
Springfield,Cal.Mass.
KGDM
KOH Reno,
Nev. Va.
WRVA
Richmond.
KMO Stockton,
Tacoma. Wash.D. C.
WOBJ
Roanoke.
Va.
WOL
Wi^hinqton,
WBRY
rburv, Wash.
Conn.
WHEC
Rochester. N.Cal.V.
KROY
Sacramento,
KPQ Wilkes-Barre,
W.W.u.ii.uchee.
KMOX
St.
Louis,
Mo.
WBAX
Pa.
WCCO
St. Paul,
CKLW
KSL Salt
Lake Minn.
City. Utah
KIT Windsor-Detroit.
Yakima. Wash. Mich.43

RADIO
MORNING
8:00
XBC-Red:
organist JOHN WINTERS—
NBC-Blue: PEERLESS TRIO
8:15
NBC-Blue: VOCALIST
8:30
NBC-Red:
KIDOODLERS
NBC-Blue:
TONEpianist:
PICTURES
—quartet
Ruth Pepple,
mixed
CBS: SALON MUSICALE
8:45
XBC-Red- ANIMAL NEWS
CLUB
CBS: SIDNEY RAPHAEI^
9:00
NBC-Red:
TURN BACK THE
CLOCK
Griffln — Alice Remsen, George
NBC-Blue:
COAST J.TO Cross
COAST
ONCBS:A WINGS
BUS-Milton
OVER JORDAN
NBC-Red:
speaker TOM TERRISS—
9:30
NBC-Red:
MELODY MOMENTS
CHS: TRESS-RADIO NEWS

6:30NBC-Red: A TALE OF TODAY—sketch
CBS: PHIL
COOKS ALMANAC—John
orchestra Reed King. Block's
MAY 1—8—15—22—29
2:00NBC-Blue: MAGIC KEY OF
RCA
— Frank Milton
Black's J.
symphony
orchestra,
Cross.
Linton
Wells
NBC-Blue:
RUSSIAN MELODIES
CBS: BORIS
STRING
QUARTET MORROS'
CBS: CHURCH OF THE AIR
MBS:
Jacob THE
TarshishLAMPLIGHTER—
8:15NBC-Red: VINCENTE GOMEZ
NBC-Blue:
DREAMS OF LONG
AGO
CBS: AUBADE FOR STRINGS
NBC-Red:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
CBS: TEXAS RANGERS
MBS:
REVIEWING STAND—
world problems
11 :05
NBC-Red: SILVER
NBC-Blue:
ALICE FLUTE
REMSEN
NBC-Blue: NEIGHBOR NELL
NBC-Red;
ANGLERR. Camp,
AND
HUNTERtalk— Raymond
sports
NBC-Blue:
FELIX KNIGHTCBS: TOLMAJOR
FAMILY BOWES' CAPIMBS:
STORY Blondell
TELLER'S
HOUSE—THERichard
NBC-Red: NORSEMEN
QUARTET
NBC-Blue:
SPORT SCRAPSBILL STERN'S
AFTERNOON
NBC-Blue:maleSOUTHERNAIRES
—Negro
MBS: DR. quartet
CHARLES M.
CORBOIN

Jacob Tarshish

NBC-Red:
UNIVERSITY
CHICAGO
ROUND
TABLEOF
DISCUSSION—
guest speakers
NBC-Blue:
RADIO
CITY
MUSIC HALL ORCHESTRA—
soloists
CBS: SALT ERNACLE
LAKECHOIRCITY
AND TABORGAN
MBS: AMERICAN
WILDLIFE—talk
NBC-Red:
AL duoAND LEE
REISER—
piano
CBS:
CHURCH
OF THE AIR
NBC-Red:
SILVER
NBC-Blue:
COMMANDSTRINGS
PERFORMANCE
CBS:
FOREIGN
NEWS
BROADCAST
MBS:
MUSICAL PROGRAM

Josef Cherniavsky
44

STARS

8:30CBS: DR. CHRISTIAN—
drama, starring Jean Hersholt
3:00NBC-Red: RADIO NEWSREELlace— Parks
ButteiworthJohnson, WalNBC-Blue: VOCALIST
CBS:
HOWARD
BARLOW'S
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA
MBS: ON A SUNDAY AFTERNO N— varieties. Stokes' orche

NBC-Blue:
ROSE
— viola WILLIAM
virtuoso PRIM.
MBS: MUSICAL PROGRAM
4:00NBC-Red: ROMANCE MELODIES — Ruth Lyon. Shield's
orchestra
NBC-Blue:
VESPERS—Dr. NATIONAL
Harry Emerson
Fosdick
MBS:
NEW
POETRY—
A.
M.
Sullivan
4:30NBC-Red: THE WORLD IS
YOURS— dramatization
NBC-Blue:
VOCALISTHOUR
MBS: LUTHERAN
5:00NBC-Red: RY-KRISP PREMARION TALLEY—
Koestner'sSENTSorchestra
NBC-Blue:
THERE WAS A
WOMAN— sketch
5:30NBC-Red: MICKEY MOUSE
THEATRE OF THE AIR—
Walt Disney. Felix Mills' orchestra
CBS: GUY LOMBARDO AND
HIS
ORCHESTRA GREATEST
MBS:
STORIES—THEIR
dramatization
:45
NBC-Blue:
THEY'RE
IN LONDON—
HowardSAYING
Marshall, commentator
EVENING
NBC-Red: CATHOLIC HOUR
NBC-Blue:
JOSEF CHERNIAVSKY'S MUSICAL
CAMERA
CBS:
JOE
PENNER—
Atwell. Gene Austin, PaulaRoyGayle.
Pollack's
orchestra
MBS:
30
MINUTES
IN
HOLLYWOOD — George Jesael,
Norma Talmadge, Tucker's orchestra

6:45
MBS: CHARIOTEERS — male
7:00quartet
NBC-Red:Benny,
JELL-OMaryPROGRAM
—Jack
Livingstone.
Kenny Baker,
Wil— sketch
son,
Sam
Hearn.
AndyDonDevine.
Phil
Harris'
orchestra
CBS: MANHATTAN MOTHER
THE Granik
WOR FORUM—
S.MBS:
Theodore
NBC-Red: INTERESTING
7:30NEIGHBORS—
interviewer Jerry Belcher,
NBC-Blue:CAST—FegBAKERS'
Murray. BROADHarriet
chestra
Hilliard, Ozzie Nelson's orCBS: PHIL BAKER — Beetle
and
Bradley's orchestra
MBS:Bottle,
ORCHESTRA
8:00
NBC-Red:
CHASE AND — SANB(JRN
PROGRAM
Don
Ameche,
Edgar Bergen.
John
C':uter. Dorothy
Lamour,
orchestra
Stroud Twins, Armbruster's
NBC-Blue:serial
SPY AT LARGEdramatic
CBS: ST. LOUIS BLUES
CHESTRA
MBS: SAMMY KAYE'S OR8:30
NBC-Blue: MESONGS
WE REMBER—Gil 's orchestra
CBS: CALLYNGAZETTE
MURRAY'S MUSIMBS: HAWAII CALLS
9:00NBC-Red: MANHATTAN
MERRY-GO-ROUND
Rachel
Carlay,
Pierre Le — Kreeun.
Donnie's
orchestra
NBC-Blue:
HOLLYWOOD
PLAYHOUSE — Tyrone Power,
CBS: NING
FORD
HOUR SUNDAY EVEguests
THE MARINES TELL
ITMBS:TO YOU
9:30NBC-Red: AMERICAN ALOF FAMILIAR
MUSIC—
Frank BUMMunn,
Jean Dickenson.
Haenschen's JERGENS
orchestra PRONBC-Blue:
G
R
A
M
—
Walter
Winchell,
newB
commentator
MBS: THE BROWN SISTERS
9:45NBC-Blue: WELCH PREtization SENTS IRENE RICH— dramaMBS:
I'ERS
— HOLLYWOOD
George Fischer,WHIScommentator
10:00NBC-Blue: PAUL MARTIN'S
ORCHESTRA
CBS: TGRAND
ION— dramaticCENTRAL
sketch STA10:30
NBC-Red:
CHESTRA CLOTIER'S ORNBC-Blue:
and music CHEERIO — talk
CBS: HEADLINES
AND BYLINES—H. V. Kaltenborn.
Bob
Trout. Erwin Canham — news
MBS:
OLD
FASHIONED
REVIVAL
NBC-Red: PIANO DUO
11:00
NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
CBS: ORCHESTRA
MBS: ORCHESTRA
Blue; ORCHESTRA
11:10NBCCBS: ORCHESTRA

RADIO
MORNING
a:00
NBC-Red: MALCOLM CLAIRE
—children's stories
NBC-Blue:
QUARTET NORSEMEN
8:15NBC-Red: DOC SCHNEIDER
AND
HIS TEXANS
NBC-Blue:
DER — organistWILLIAM MEE11:30
NBC-Red: DO YOU REMEMCBS:
ist FRED FEIBEL — organ8:45
NBC-Red: WOMEN AND
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
CLUB—
variety BREAKB'AST
program
CBS:
COLUMBIA—
fan mailDEAR
dramatizations
9:15
NBC-Red:
SON—FrankPERSON
Luther TO PER«:30NBC-Red: LANDT TRIO
CBS: THE ROAD OF LIFEsketch
«:45
NBC-Red: DAN HARDINGS
WIFE — BACHELORS
sketch CHILCBS:
DREN—sketch
«:55
10:00NBC-Red: MRS. WIGGS OF
THE CABBAGE PATCH—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
AUNTvarieties
JEMIMA
ON
THE AIR—
CBS:
— sketchPRETTY KITTY KELLY
10:15
NBC-Red:
JOHN'S OTHER
WIFE—
NBC-Blue;sketchMARGOT
TLEWOOD—
sketch OF CASCBS:
sketch MYRT AND MARGE—
10:30NBC-Red: JUST PLAIN BILL
—sketch
CBS: HILLTOP
— draatic serial THINHOUSE
MBS: mGET
TO MUSIC
10:45NBC-Red: THE WOMAN IN
WHITE — sketch
NBC-Blue:
KITCHEN
CAVALCADE—
Crosby
GaigeMAXWELL
CBS;
RICHARD
—MBS:
tenor-philosopher
BILL LEWIS — baritone
11:00
NBC-Red:
DAVID HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
STORY OF MARY
MARLIN
—
sketch
CBS:
RUTH
CARH ART—— Gene
songs
MBS:
REMINISCING
I.avalle
11:15NBC-Red: BACKSTAGE WIFE
— sketch
NBC-Blue:
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY— sketch
11:30
NBC-Red:
HOW TO BE
CHARMING
NBC-Blue: —VICsketch
AND SADE—
sketch
CBS:
SISTER—PROGRAM
sketch
MBS: BIGMUSICAL
11:45NBC-Red: BETTY MOORE—
talk on interior
decorationMacNBC-Blue:
HUGH
—AUNT
The EDWARD
Gospel
SingerREAL
CBS:
JENNYS
LIFE
STORIES
MBS: VOCALIST
AFTERNOON
12:00 Noon
NBC-Blue:
TIME FOR
THOUGHT
CBS:IST— Mary
THE Margaret
RADIO COLUMNMBS: THE BOY ANDMcBride
GIRL
FRIEND

STARS

MAY 2—9—16—23—30
12:15
NBC-Red: DICK TRACT —
NBC-Red: THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
sketch
NBC-Hlue: NEIGHBOR NELL
NBC-Blue:
CBS:
THE VOCALIST
GOLDBERGS —
CBS: DEAR
dren's programTEACHER — chilsketch
MBS: RADIO GARDEN CLUB
5:10
12:30
NBC-Blue:
NBC-Red:
ORCHESTRA
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
CBS:
ROMANCE
OF HELEN
TRENT—
sketch RECITAL
MBS:
ORGAN
6:15
12:45
NBC-Red:
AND THE
CBS:
PIRATES
— TERRY
sketch
sketch OUR GAL. SUNDAY—
NBC-Blue:
DON— sketch
WINSLOW
OF THE
NAVY
1:00NBC-Red: VOCALIST
CBS:
NEW
HORIZONS
MBS:
CBS: BETTY AND BOB—
PIANO THREE GRACES AND
sketch
MBS: THE HAPPY GANG
1:15
DRAMATIC PRONBC-Red:
ESCORTS AND
6:30NBC-Red:
BETTY HYMNS
GRAM
CBS;
OFCROCKALL
NBC-Blue:
SINGING LADY—
children's
program
CHURCHES:
BETTY
CBS: MUSICAL
STEPMOTHER
— sketch
ER,MICROPHONE
cooking expert IN THE
MBS:
PROGRAM
MBS:
Tom Slater, interviewer
5:45NBC-Red: LITTLE ORPHAN
1:30SKY—
NBC-Red:
AND Lyon,
MUANNIE — juvenile
SIC— LarryHaysWORDS
Larsen, Ruth
Harvey
NBC-Blue:
THREEserialCHEERS
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
FARM
AND
HOME
HOUR
—
Walter
EVENING
Blaufuss'
orchestra GRIMM'S
6:00
CBS: ARNOLD
DAUGHTER
— sketch
NBC-Red:
SOLOIST
MBS:
ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue:
U. S. ARMY NEWS
BAND
CBS:
PRESS-RADIO
1:45CBS: VALIANT LADY —
MBS:
DANCING
STRINGS
sketch
MBS: THE VOICE OF EX6:15
PERIENCE
2:00NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
CBS: MA PERKINS — sketch
MBS:
DON'T LOOK NOW—
Lavalle
6:30NBC-Red: DAILY SPORTS
orchestra and Sands, comedians,
COLUMN—
Douglas SERE2:15CBS: THE O'NEILLS — sketch
NBC-Blue: PaulWALTZ
NADE
MBS:
CBS:
BOAKE CARTER— new?
voice WORLD
and organ TRAVELER—
commentator
MBS: THE SOPHISTICATED
2:30NBC-Red: RANCH BOYS
LADIES— trio
CBS:
AMERICAN
SCHOOL
OF
THE
AIR— History. Exits and 6:35NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
Entrances
MBS: HAROLD TURNER—
2:45NBC-Red: IN THE MUSIC
ROOM
CBS: LUM AND ABNER
sketch
3:0UNBC-Red: PEPPER YOUNG'S
MP.S: ORCHESTRA
FAMILY—
sketch
NBC-Elue;
ROCHESTER
CIVICMANHATTAN
ORCHESTRA MATINEE
CBS:
NBC-Red: AMOS 'N' ANDY—
7:00sketch
MBS:
duo GIRL MEETS BOY—
NBC-Blue: guestsMUSIC 19 MY
HOBBY—
3:15NBC-Red: MA PERKINS —
CBS: JUST ENTERTAINMENT
sketch
MBS:
FULTONnews LEWIS.
JR.—
Washington
commentator
3:30NBC-Red: VIC AND SADE—
sketch
CBS: KATE SMITH — commentator
3:45NBC-Red; THE GUIDING
NBC-Blue:
THE DEVIL
TAKE
LIGHT-NA.Xsketch
THE HINDMOST—
Dr. Joseph
CBS:
WYNN—
songs AND
MB.S:
C.ciOD
HEALTH
Jastrow
CBS:
ARTHUR
GODFREY
TRAINING
7:30NBC- Red: SOLOIST
4:00NBC-Red. LORENZO JONES
—NBC-Blue;
comedy sketch
NBC-Blue: ROSE MARIE—
CLUB
MATINEE
song
.stylist
CBS:
CBS:
('.\NTOR'S GoodCAMEL
HALL COLUMBIA CONCERT
CARAW-VX—
man's
MBS: ED FITZGERALD— talk
Quart. -t, B<-riLi.nnv
(.Idi-.loii, W.tiior
4:15NBC-Red: STORY OF MARY
7:45
MARLIN— sketch
NBC-Red: MELODY IN RHYTHM
4:30MBS: VOCAL DUO
NBC-Blue: CONCERT ENNBC-Red: RUSH HUGHES—
SEMBLE
8:00NBC-Red: BURNS AND ALLEN— Tony Martin. Garber's
4:45NBC-Red: THE ROAD OF
orchestra
CBS:
YOUKay SAID
IT!— Ted
Lou
LIFE
—DANCE
sketch TIME
Holtz.
Thompson.
CBS;
MBS: BOOK
Husing. ORCHESTRA
Himber's orchestra.
MBS:
Margery
Graham A WEEK—

NBC-Red: VOICE Crooks.
OF FIREMar8:.'iOorchestra, STONE—Richard
guests
garet
Speaks,
Wallensteln's
WE LOVE
—NBC-Blue:
dramatic THOSE
serial. Nan
Grey.
Owen well,
Davis,
Donald Jr.,
WoodsRichard CromCBS:
comedy PICK
andRAYMOND
musicAND PAT—GRAM
MBS:
SWING — commentator
8:45MBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red:Spitalny
HOUR andOF his
CHARM
9:00—Phil
girls
CBS:
THEATRE
—drama.
CecilLUXB. RADIO
De Mille.
guests,
MBS: ORCHESTRA
9:30ERNS
NBC-Red: MUSIC FOR MODMBS: MUSICAL PROGRAM
10:00
NBC-Red:GRAM—Maria
CONTENTED
Kurenko. PROOpal
Craven. Marek Weber's orchesCBS:
WAYNE KING'S ORCHESTRA
10:30
NBC-Red:
No.
1 — dramaticPUBLIC
sketch HERO RANBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
DIO
FORUM
—
guest
speaker
BRAVE NEW WORLD
—CBS:dramatizations
10:45
PAGEANT
OF MELODY
MBS: HENRY
WEBER'S

Cecil B. DeMille

RADIO
MORNING
XBC-Red:
—XBC-Dlue:
children'sMALCOLM
stories CLAIRE
CHARIOTEERS
M;.--11
POC S:rHXElDER
AM. HIS,i; TEXAXS
X}5C-Blue:
KXSEMBLE DICK LEIBERT
;,S0
XBC-Red: DO YOU REMEMBER?
CBS: POETIC STRINGS
XBC-Blue: VASS FAMILY
:00
X-BC-Red: WOMEN AND
NEWS
XBC-Blue:
BREAKFAST
CLUB —MUSIC
variety
CBS:
INprogram
THE AIR
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
:30NBC-Red: LAXDT TRIO
CBS: THE ROAD OF LIFE—
sketch
XBC-Re.l:
WIFE— sketchDAN HARDING'S
Cl;s:
CHILDREX— BACHELOR'S
sketch
XBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
XEWS
10:00
NBC-Red:
MRS. WIGGS
THE CABBAGE
PATCH—OF
sketch
NBC-Blue:
AUNT
JEMIMA
OX THE AIR — varieties
—CBS:sketchPRETTY KITTY KELLY
10:15
NBC-Red:
JOHN'S OTHER
WIFE— sketchMARGOT
NBC-Blue:
OF CASTLEWOOD
—
CBS: MYRT sketch
AND MARGE —
sketch
10:30
NBC-Red:
— sketch JUST PLAIN BILL
CBS:
HILLTOP HOUSE —
dramatic
MBS: GETserialTHIN TO MUSIC
10:45
NBC-Red:
THE WOMAN IN
WHITE — sketch
NBC-Blue:
KITCHEN
A
L
C
A
D
E
—
Crosby
Gaige CAVMBS:
TAINS LOUIS RICH ENTER11:00
XBC-Red:
DAVID HARUM—
sketch
XBC-Blue:MARLIN—
THE STORY
OF
MARY
CBS: MARY
LEE sketch
TAYLOR
11:15
NBC-Red:
— sketch BACKSTAGE WIFE
NBC-Blue:
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY — sketch
11:30
NBC-Red:
EXCHANGE—HOMEMAKERS'
Howe —
NBC-Blue:
VICEleanor
AND SADB
sketch
CBS: BIG SISTER — sketch
XliC-Red: MYSTERY
CHEFMacXUC-Hlue:
Hr<;Jl
— Tho EDWARD
Gospel
SingerREAL
CBS:
Ai;XT
JEXXY'S
LIFE MUSICAL
STOFtlES — PROGRAM
sketch
MBS:
AFTERNOON
12:00
Noon TIME FOR
NBC-Blue:
THOUGHT
CBS:IST— Mary
THE Margaret
RADIO COLUMNMcBrlde
MBS:
FRIENDTHE BOY AND GIRL
12:15
NBC-Red:
THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
VOCALIST
CBS:
sketch THE GOLDBERGS —
12:30
NBC-Red: VOCALIST
CBS:
TRENT—ROMANCE
sketch OF HELEN
12:45
NBC-Red:
ROMEOS
CBS: OUR THREE
GAL, SUNDAY—
sketch

STARS

Tuesdaus
MAY 3—10—17—24—31
4:15
MBS:
STUDIES
NBC-Red:
THE STORY
SKETCHES
IN BLACK AND
AND
WHITE
MARY SONGLAND
MARLIN—
sketch OF
MBS:
1:00NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
CBS: BETTY AND BOB—
NBC-Red: RUSH HUGHES—
sketch
MBS: VOCALIST
MBS: ORCHESTRA
1:15NBC-Red: ESCORTS AND
4:45NBC-Red: THE ROAD OF
BETTY HYMNS OF ALL
LIFE — sketch
CBS:
MBS:
CHURCHES:
BETTY CROCKMargery BOOK
Graham A WEEK—
ER,
cooking
e.Kpert
MBS:
MICROPHONE
IN
THE
SKY— Tom Slater, interviewer
1:30NBC-Red:
AND LarMUNBC-Blue: THE FOUR OF
SIC—Ruth WORDS
Lyon,
USCBS:
sen.
Harvey
Hays LarryFARM
LET'S PRETEND
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
5:10
AND
HOMEorchestra
HOUR — Walter
NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
Blaufuss'
CBS:
ARNOLD
6:15NBC-Red: TERRY AND THE
DAUGHTER—
sketch GRIMM'S
MBS:
ORCHESTRA
PIRATES — sketch
NBC-Blue:
DON WINSLOW
1:45CBS:
sketch VALIANT LADY —
OF THEHAROLD
NAVY— sketch
MBS:
TURNER —
6:30
FUN
IN
MUSIC—
2:00NBC-Red:
NBC-Red:
DRAMATIC
PRODr.
E. Maddy sketch
GRAM
CBS: Joseph
MA PERKINS—
NBC-Blue: program
SINGING LADY—
children's
CBS: STEPMOTHER- sketch
NBC-Red:
LITTLEserialORPHAN
ANNIE — juvenile
2:30NBC-Red: GENERAL FED5:45MBS:
JOHNSON
ERATION OF WOMEN'S
sketch,
with
JimmyFAMILY—
Scribner
CLUBS
NBC-Blue: NBC MUSIC
GUILD AAIBRICAN SCHOOL
EVENING
CBS:
OF
THE AIR — Literature and 6:00NBC-Red: SCIENCE IN THE
Music
NEWS
MBS: HAROLD TURNER—
NBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRANEWS
pianist
CBS:
MBS: PRESS-RADIO
MUSICAL PROGRAM
TET
6:15NBC-Red: VOCALIST
MBS:
SCHOOL MUSIC FOR THE
MBS: ORCHESTRA
6:30
:00FAMILY
NBC-Red:
DAII^Y
NBC-Red:— sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
COLUMN
— Paul
DouglasSPORTS
NBC-Blue:
U. S. MARINE
NBC-Blue:
VOCALIST
BAND
CBS:
BOAKE
CARTER—
news
MBS: LEN SALVO — organist
NBC-Red:
MA
PERKINS
—
NBC-Blue:
LOWELL THOMsketch
AS— newsSELECTIONS
commentator
MBS: JEAN KING — vocalist 6:45CBS:
FROM
LIGHT
OPERAS
3:30NBC-Red:
MBS:
ORCHESTRA
VIC
AND
SADE—
sketch
CBS: HOLLACB SHAW—
songs
7:00NBC-Red:
'N' ANDY —
MBS: MUSICAL PROGRAM
sketch AMOS
NBC-Blue:
ACES —
8:45NBC-Red: THE GUIDING
comedy
sketchEASY
CBS:
JUST
ENTERTAINLIGHT—
sketch
MENT
MBS:
GOOD
HEALTH
AND
TRAINING
MBS:
FULTONnews LEWIS,
JR.—
Washington
commentator
4:00NBC-Red: LORENZO JONES
7:15
—NBC-Blue:
comedy sketch
NBC-Red:
TIES— choralVOCAL
singing VARIECLUB MATINEE
—CBS:varietyACADEMY
program
NBC-Blue:
MR.LOSTKEEN.
OF
MEDITRACER
OF
PERCINE
SONS— dramatic
nett
Kilpatrick serial, BenMUS
i'n /.<:KRALD— talk

Paul Douglas

Bennett Kilpatrick

CBS:
HOLLYWOOD
SCREENSCOOPS—
George McCall
MBS:
ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red:
BYPEOPLE
CANDLELIGHT
NBC-Blue:
IN THE
NEWS
— Dorothy
Thompson.
CBS: SECOND
HUSBAND—
serial,
Helen Menken
dramatization
MBS:
HEADLINES — news
NBC-Red:
SWING TIME AND
DANCE TIME
NBC-Blue:— mezzo-soprano
VIVIEN DELLA
CHIESA
8:00
NBC-Red: SENTS RUSSJOHNNY
MORGAN PREAND
HIS ORCHESTRA—
Johnstone's
"Thrill
of
the Jack
Week"
NBC-Blue;
WALTER
KELSEY
AND HIS ORCHESTRA
CBS:
BIG Claire
TOWN—Trevor,
Edwarddra-G.
Robinson,
matization
MBS: ORCHESTRA
8:30NBC-Red: LADY ESTHER
orchestra
SERENADE
— WayneMartha
King"
CBS:
JOLSON—
Raye, ALParkyakarkus,
Young's
orchestra, guestsVictor
MBK:^'rHE GREEN HORNET
8:45MBS: MUSICAL PROGRAM
9:00Johnson,
NBC-Red: VOX POP—
Parks
Butterworth
NBC-Blue:Wallace
HORACE
HEIDT
AND HIS ALEMITE BRIGADIBRS-^Lysbeth Hughes.
CBS: WATCH THE FUN GO
Holf's
gY— Alorchestra
Pearce, Nick Lucas.
MBS:
ORCHESTRA
MBS: JOHNSON FAMILY—
9:30sketch, with Jimmy Scribner
NBC-Red: FIBBER McGEB
AND MOLLY-Jim Jorda^^
Mills' orchestra
Winkler.
L'!!'^
GOODMA
BENNY
CBS: Dennis,
N'S
SCHOOLBetty
SWING
ERWIN'S MUMBS: VICTOR
SICAL CARTOONS
10:00NBC-Red: BELIEVE-IT-ORNOT— Robert L. Ripley, Rolfe's
orchestra
NBC-Blue:
NBC
JAMBOREEHal
CBS: TIME
TO Maxine
SHINE—
Kemp's
orchestra,
Gray.
Bob Allen
10:
NBC-Red: JIMMIE
10:30
HOLLYWOOD
GOSSIPPIDLER'S
CBS: HOWARD PHILLIPS—
O'Flynn
baritone
MBS: THEDeen
WITCH'S
Alonzo
Cole,TALE—
Marie
NBC-Red:to WinDALEFriends
CARNEGIE
—How
and Influence People
NBC-Red: DANCE
MUSIC
NBC-Blue:
11:00
CBS: DANCEDANCE
MUSIC MUSIC
MRS:
DKVELOI'.MENT
OP
MUSIC

Hal Ker

RADIO STARS

MORNING
NBC-Red:
MALCOLM
—children's
stories CLAIRE
NBC-Blue:
—15 <iuartet FOUR SHOWMEN
■JBC-Red:HIS TEXANS
DOC SCHNEIDER
AND
NBC-Blue:
WILLIAM MEBDER
—
organist
10MBC-Red: DO YOU REMEM-

^BS^: GREENFIELD VILLAOB
CHAPEL
ifBC-Blue:
AND
.ANN
r LUCILLE
'BS; ETON
BOYS
UBC-Red:
WOMEN AND
s'EWS
«BC-Blue
: BREAKFAST
:LUB
—
variety
program— organ'BS; FRED FEIBEL

*BC-Red:
PERSON
TO PER;ON
LutherENSEMBLE
:BS: — Frank
MADISON
3:bs: press-radio news
0
JBC-Re.l:
LANDT TRIO
;bs:
ketch the road of life —
0JBC-Red: press-radio
jews
JBC-Red:
VIFE
— sketchDAN HARDING'S
;BS: BACHELOR'S
CHIL)REN—
sketch AND HAL
IBS:
MARTHA
—
ongs and
patter
;BC-Red:
MRS. WIGGS
■HE
PATCH—OP
ketch CABBAGE
;BC-Blue:
AUNT
JEMIMA
ON
•HE PRETTY
AIR— varieties
:BS:
KITTY KELLY
-sketch
15IBC-Red: JOHNS OTHER
(•IFE—
sketchMARGOT OF CAS;BC-Blue:
LEWOOD
— sketch
BS:
MYRT
AND MARGE —
<etch
BC-Red:
JUST
PLAIN BILL
-sketch
BS: GET
THIN TOHOUSE
MUSIC—
BS:
HILLTOP
-amatic serial
BC-Red:sketch
THE WOMAN IN
•RITE—
BC-Blue:
KITCHEN
CAVAL\DE—
Crosby
3S:
RICHARD Gaige
MAXWELL —
nor-philosopher
BS: ORGAN RECITAL
0BC-Red: DAVID HARUM—
etch
BC-Blue:
THE — sketch
STORY OF
ARY
MARLIN
$S: MUSICAL
PROGRAM
3C-Red
: BACKSTAGE
IFE:
— sketch
3C-Blue:
PEPPER YOUNG'S
MILY — sketch
JC-Red:
TO BE
(ARMING VIC
—HOW
sketch
^JC-Blue:
AND SADE—
itch
•■S: BIG SISTER— sketch

Kay Kyser

MAY 4—11—18—25
11:45
NBC-Red: HELLO PEGGY—
NBC-Red:
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
EDWARD
MacNBC-Blue: sketch
CONTINENTAL
HUGH—
The
Gospel
Singer
VARIETIES
— Stopaks orchesCBS:
AUNT JENNY'S
REAL
LIFE
STORIES—
sketch
MBS: ELINOR SHERRY —
songs
NBC-Red; MA PERKINS —
sketch
AFTERNOON
MBS; MOODS IN MUSIC
12:00
Noon
:30NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue:
TIME FOR
skftrh VIC AND SADE —
THOUGHT
XHi--l;lu-: M.\UHTc-E SPICBS: IST—Mary
THE Margaret
RADIO COLUMNMBS:
THE BOY ANDMcBride
GIRL
FRIEND
MBS: ORCHESTRA
1-2:15
!:45NBC-Red: THE GUIDING
NBC-Red:
THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
LIGHT—
sketch INSTITUTE OF
NBC-Blue: KIDOODLERS
CBS: CURTIS
MUSIC
CBS;
sketch THE GOLDBERGS —
MBS:
GOOD
TRAINING HEALTH AND
12:30NBC-Red: CAMPUS KIDS
kOONBC-Red; LORENZO JOXE3
CBS;
ROMANCE
OF
HELEN
— comedv sketch
TRENT—ORGAN
sketch RECITAL
NBC-Blue; program
CLUB MATINEE
MBS;
—variety
1-2:45
MBS; ED FITZGERALD — talk
1:15
NBC-Red;
ORrHESTRA
CBS: OUR GAL, SUNDAY —
NBC-Red:
THE — STORY
OF
sketch
MARY VOCAL
MARLIN
MBS:
DUOsketch
1:00CBS: BETTY AND BOB—
1:30
sketch
NBC-Red: RUSH HUGHES—
commentator
MBS: THE HAPPY GANG
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL CONGRES OF PARENTS'
ESCORTS AND
NBC-Red:
TEACHERS'
ASSOCIATIONAND
BETTY
MBS:
TED
MALONES
CBS:
HYMNS
OF
ALL
TWEEN
THE
BOOKENDS'"BECHURCHES;
BETTY CROCKER,
cooking
expert
NBC-Red;
THE
,:45
MBS: Tom
MICROPHONE
IX THE
LIFE—DANCE
sketch TIMEROAD OF
SKY—
Slater, interviewer
CBS;
MBS:
BOOK
A WEEK — Mar1:30NBC-Red; WORDS AND MUgery Graham
:00NBC-Red:
S
I
C
—
Ruth
Lyon,
Larry
LarDICK
TRACY —
sen. Harvey NATIONAL
Hays
sketch
NBC-Blue:
FARM
NBC-Blue:
NEIGHBOR
AND
HOME
HOUR
—
Walter
CBS:
DEAR
TEACHER
—NELL
chilBlaufuss'ARNOLD
orchestra GRIMM'S
dren's program
CBS:
DAUGHTER—
sketch
MBS: ORCHESTRA
1:45CBS: VALIANT L A D Y —
TERRY AND THE
sketch
:15NBC-Red;
MBS:
PIRATES
sketch
NBCBlue; —NAVY—
DON sketch
WINSLOW
ENCE VOICE OF EXPERIOF
THE
CBS:
EXPLORING
2:00NBC-Red: YOUR HEALTH—
MBS; PIANIST SPACE
talk,
dramatization
CBS:
sketch—
NBC-Red; DRAMATIC PROMBS: MA
DONTPERKINS
LOOK — NOW
Lavalle
NBC-Blue; SINGING LADY—
GRAM
orchestraand Sands, comedians,
children's
program
CBS; STEPMOTHER—
sketch
2:15MBS:
CBS: THE
O'NEILLS — sketch
NBC-Red:
LITTLE
ORPHAN
REVERIES
ANNIE—
juvenile serial
MBS:
2:30NBC-Red: BREVITY MATIsketch, JOHNSON
with JimmyFAMILY—
Scribner
NEE
NBC-Blue:
WALTZ FAVOREVENING
ITES
CBS:
SCHOOL OF
THE AMERICAN
AIR— Geography
MBS:
ES INSTUDIES
BLACK ANDAND SKETCHWHITE

Frankie Masters

Don Voorhees

NBC-Blue: LITTLE VARIETY
SHOW
CBS;
MBS; PRESS-RADIO
ORCHESTRA NEWS
NBCRed: TOP HATTERS
ORCHESTRA
6:15CBS:
DORIS RHODES— songs
DAILY
6:30NBC-Red;
COLUMN—
DouglasSPORTS
NBC-Blue: Paul
ORGANIST
CBS:
BOAKB
CARTER—
newB
commentator
NBC-Red: LOWELL
VOCALIST THOMAS
6:45XBC-Blu-:
Cl;S: I-IM AXD ABNER —
MB.S; UKCHESTRA
sketch AMOS 'N' ANDY —
NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue:
edy sketch EASY ACES — comCBS; JUST ENTERTAINJIENT
MBS; FULTON LEWIS. JR. —
:15Washington news commentator
NBC-Blue: MR. KEEN, TRALOST Bennett
PERSONS Kil-—
I'OIXTSCER OF serial,
dramatic
CBS: AMERICAN VIEWpatrick
MBS: ORCHESTRA
SCIENCE ON THE
T:45NBC-Blue:
MARCH ADULT
CBS;
EDUCATION
PROGRAM
ILY—sketchONE MAN'S FAM8:00NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue:
ROY SHIELD'S
REVUE
CBS;
CAVALCADE
OF
AMERICA
— guests, Voorhees'
orchestra
MBS: U. S. JIARINE BAND
NBC-Red; RALEIGH AND
8:30sev's
KOOL orchestra,
SHOW — TommyEdythe
DorWright,
Jack Leonard, Paul
Stewart
mg
NBC-Blue;
HARRIET
PARSONS— Hollywood
commentaCBS: BEN BERNIE — Lew
tor
MBS: JAZZ NOCTURNE —
Lehr
Helene Daniels, Stanley's orJIMMY KEMPER
NBC-Red: TOWNAllen,HALL
TOPortland
9:00Hofta, VanNIGHT—Fred
Steeden's
orchestra
CBS:
GRACE
MOORE
—
Kostelanetz' orchestra, Deems
Taylor,ORCHESTRA
guests
MBS:
'mBS:
JOHNSON
sketch, with JimmyFAMILY
Scribner—
UNDER WEST9:30NBC-Blue:
ERN SKIES WORD GAME —
CBS:
F.MBS:P. A.THE
VISIT — Dave
DriscoU.LET'S
Jerry Danzig
10:00NBC-Red:SICAL KAY
KYSER'S
CLASS AND
DANCEMUXm--Hlue;
J'Hi iNETTE CHOIR SYMtdramatizations.
I!S: GANG BUSTERS
Col. H.— crime
Norman
Scliwartzkopf
MBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue:
MINSTREL
SHOW — GeneNBCArnold,
orches10:30
CBS:
EDGAR
GUEST
IN
"IT
tra
CAN BE DONE" — Marlon
Francis, Masters' orchestra
NBC-Red: DANCE
DANCE MUSIC
MUSIC
NBC-Blue:
11:00
CBS:
MUSIC
MBS: DANCE
ORCHESTRA
47

RADIO STARS
MORNING
NBC-Red:
—NBC-Blue:
children'sMALCOLM
stories CLAIRE
SOUTHERNAIRES
NBC-Red:
DOC SCHNEIDER
AND
HIS TEXANS
NBC-Blue:
ENSEMBLE DICK LEIBERT
:30NBC-Red: DO YOU REMEMCBS: POETIC STRINGS
NBC-Blue: VASS FAMILY
:00NBC-Red: WOMEN AND
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
BREAKFAST
CLUB
programIT
CBS: —AS variety
YOU LIKE

MAY

5—12—19—26
— variety program
CBS: SCIENCE SERVICE
SERIES
4:15MBS: ED FITZGERALD— talk
NBC-Red:
THE STORY
OF
MARY ETON
MARLIN—
CBS;
BOYS sketch
4:30MBS: SONGLAND
NBC-Red: RUSH HUGHES—

CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
:30NBC-Red: LANDT TRIO
CBS: THE ROAD OF LIFEsketch
NBC-Red:sketchDAN HARDINGS
WIFE—
CBS: BACHELOR'S
CHILDREN—sketch AND HAL
MRS; MARTHA
—

NBC-Blue:
JEMIMA ON
THE
AIR— AUNT
varieties
CBS: PRETTY
KITTY KELLY
10:15
NBC-Red:
WIFE—
sketchJOHN'S OFOTHER
NBC-Blue:
CASTLEMYRT
WOOD —MARGOT
sketch
CBS:
AND MARGE—
sketch
10:30
—NBC-Red:
sketch JUST PLAIN BILL
CBS: HILLTOP
dramatic serial THIN HOUSE—
MBS: GET
TO MUSIC
10:45
NBC-Red:
THE WOMAN IN
WHITE—
NBC-Blue:ALCsketch
KITCHEN
A
D
E
—
Crosby
Gaige CAVMBS:
GOOD MORNING
FROM CLEVELAND
NBC- Red: DAVID HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Blue:MARLIN
THE sketch
STORY OF
MARY
CBS: MARY LEE— TAYLOR
NHC-U'-d:
K\\„\ve
E RS'
E X C H A N G KH\' -OI '!•'M: 1AM
. •K1 1M1 o JrA SADE
NBC-Blue:
—
comedy
8ki-l<
li
CBS: BIG SIS'l'KK--sk-trh
^*NBC-Red: THE MYSTERY
NBC-'niue:
HUGi: \r\"r
Th.- EDWARD
Gospel
SingerMacCB'^.IK.N'NY'S
LIFK sr'>i:iKS
sketch REAL
AFTERNOON
i2:00
Noun T 1 M E FOR
NHC-HIue:
THOUCJHT
CBS:IST— Mary
THE RADIO COLUMNMBS: THE Margaret
BOy ANDMcBride
GIRL
FRIEND
12:15
NBC-Red: THE O'NEILLS—
Bketch
NBC-Blue:
CBS: THE VOCALIST
GOLDBERGS —
Bketch
12:30
NBC-Red:
LEE
REISERROMANCE
— pianoAL duoOFANDHELEN
CBS:
TRENT—MUSICAL
sketch PROGRAM
MBS:

Ken Carpenter
12:45
NBC-Red: THREE ROMEOS
CBS:
sketch OUR GAL SUNDAYNBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
CBS:
BETTY AND BOB—
sketch THE
MBS:
HAPPY GANG
1:15
NBC-Red:
BETTY ESCORTS AND
CBS: HYMNS OF ALL
CHURCHES;
BETTY CROCKER, cooking expert
MBS:
IN THE
SKY— MICROPHONE
Tom Slater, interviewer
1:30
NBC-Red:
AND MUSICHarvey
— Ruth AVORDS
Lyon,
Larsen.
Hays LarryFARM
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
AND
HOME
HOUR—
Blaufuss' orchestra Walter
CBS: ORCHESTRA
ARNOLD
DAUGHTER
— sketchGRIMM'S
MBS:
CBS:
sketch
MBS: VALIANT
VOICE LADY—
OF EXPERIENCE
2:00
NBC-Red:
NBC MUSIC— sketch
GUILD
CBS:
PERKINS
MBS: MAORCHESTRA
CBS: THE O'NEILL S— sketch
NBr-Hluc:
DOT AND SCHOOL
PAT
CBS; AMERICAN
OF
AIR — primary music
and THE
literature
2:45NBC-Blue; VOCALIST
MBS: VOCALIST
3:00NBC-Red: PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY— sketch
NBC-Blue:
PIANIST
CBS:
RIETIESRAY BLOCK'S VAMBS; THREE O'CLOCK REVUE
3:15NBC-Red: MA PERKINS —
sketch
NBC-Blue:
SCHOOL OF EASTMAN
MUSIC
3:30
NBC-Red:
VIC
AND SADE—
comedy
sketch
CBS:
S. ARMY BAND
MBS: U,ORCHESTRA
3:45NBC-Red: THE GUIDING
LIGHT—GOODsketch HEALTH AND
MBS:
TRAINING
4:00
NBC-Red:
LORENZO JONES
—NBC-Blue:
comedy sketch
CLUB MATINEE

NBC-Red:
LIFE— sketchTHE ROAD OF
MBS: BOOK
Margery
Graham A W E E K—
NBC-Red;
DICK TRACY—
sketch
NBC-Blue;
FOUR OFSALERNO
US
MBS: LAWRENCE
CBs1"lET'S PRETEND
:10
NBC-Red:
BY BONNIE STUARTSONGS
NBC-Blue;
DON WINSLOW
OPMBS:THEORGAN
NAVY—RECITAL
sketch
5:30NBC-Red: DRAMATIC PROGRAM
NBC-Blue:
SINGING LADY—
children's
program
CBS;
STEPMOTHER
— sketch
5:45NBC-Red; LITTLE ORPHAN
ANNIE—
Juvenile serial
MBS; JOHNSON
FAMILY—
EVENING
NBC-Red:
GEORGE com-R.
HOLMES
— Washington
mentator
NBC-Blue;
ORCHESTRA
CBS;
MBS: PRESS-RADIO
ORCHESTRA NEWS
6:15NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
6:30MBS: MUSICAL PROGRAM
NBC-Red: — PaulDAILY
COLUMN
DouglasSPORTS
NBC-Blue:
ORGANIST
CBS; BOAKE CARTER— news
commentator
MBS; THE SOPHISTICATED
LADIES— trio
6:35NBC-Blue: TUNE TWI.'^TERS
6:45NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue;
LOWELL THOMAS
—news commentator
CBS;
RHODES—
MBS: DORIS
RADIE
HARRIS— songs
Hollywood commentator

-Red: AMOS 'N' AND
NBC-Blue: EASY ACES— c. edy
CBS;
JUST ENTERTAI.
MENTsketch
MBS:
PULTONnews LEWIS.
Washington
comment;JI
7:15NBC-Red:
TIES — choralVOCAL
singing VAP.
NBC-Blue: OF MR,LOST PERSi
KEE
—TRACER
dramatic serial
CBS;
HOLLYWOOD
SCREl
SCOOPS—
George McCall
MBS: ORCHESTRA
7:30NBC-Red: VOCALIST
NBC-Blue;
VOCALIST
CBS:
Gabriel WE,HeatterTHE PEOPL
MBS:
HEADLINES — n
dramatization
NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
7:45NBC-Blue;
CADETS QU.
TET ORCHESTRA
MBS;
MARCH OF T)
—NBC-Blue:
news dramatizations
CBS;
KATE SMITH—
Ted
lins. Miller's
orchestraWALL
MBS;
ALFRED
STEIN'S SINFONIETTA
8:30NBC-Blue: VOCALIST
THE GREEN HORI
—MBS:dramatization
8:45NBC-Blue: MILESTONES
AMERICAN
Philharmonic MUSIC—
OrchestraRoche
GOOD
NEWSPa
9:00NBC-Red:
1938
— Robert
Taylor.
Brice,
Frankguests
Morgan.
Willsl
orchestra,
CBS:
MAJOR
BOWES'
TEUR
HOUR
MBS: THE HARMONAIRlA
9:15
Msketch th Jimmy Scribi
NBC-Blue:
A M E ROFI (
9:30TOWN
MEETING
AIR — speakers
MBS:
SINATRA'S — MQ3})
LIGHTRAYJackRHYTHMS
Froos,
Arthur
NBC-Red:
KRAFT
10:00
HALL — Bing Crosby, M
Burns. ESSAYS
Trotter'sIN orchet
CBS:
MUSJ
Victor
Bay's
guests
garet RoDaum, orchestra,
Ruth Cart
David

10:30
NBC-Blue: NBC PROMI SE
CONCERT
CBS;
MBS: AMERICANS
HENRY ATWEBB
CONCERT REVUE •
11:00
NBC-Red:
DANCE MUSIC i3
NBC-Blue:
CBS:
DUKEORCHESTRA
ELLINGT
ORCHESTRA
11:15NBC-Blue; ELZA
LERT REVIEWS — preyl
MBS:^ THEATRE DIGBSI it.

Frank Morgan

RADIO STARS
MORNING
NBC-Red:
—NBC-Blue:
ohildren'sMALCOLM
stories CLAIRE
— <iuartet FOUR SHOWMEN
NB.'-Red:
DOC SCHNEIDER
AM>
HIS TEXANS
NBC-Blue:
DEH—
organistWILLIAM MEESONBC-Red: DO YOU REMEMBER? FRED FEIBEL — organCBS:

MAY 6—13—20—27
11:30NBC-Red: HOW TO BE
CHARMING—
NBC-Blue:
VICsketch
AND SADE—
sketch
CBS: BIG SISTER— sketch

NBC-Red: WOMEN AND
NEWS
NBCBlue:
BREAKFAST
CLUB
— variety
program
CBS:
RADE METROPOLITAN PA-

NBC-Red: HELLO PEGGY—
sketch
NBC-Blue: The EDWARD
MacHUGH—
Sinper
CBS: STORIES—
AUNT Cost...]
JKXXY
S REAL
LIFE
sk.-tch
MBS: VOCALIST

CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
NBC-Reil:
CBS: THE LAXDT
ROAD OFTRIOLIFE —
sketch

AFTERNOON
2:00 Noon
NBC-Blue:
THOUGHT TIME FOR
CRS:IST— Mary
THE RADIO COLUMNMBS: THE Margaret
BOY ANDMoBrMle
GIRL
FRIEND

NBC-Red:sketchDAN HARDING'S
WIFE—
CBS BACHELOR'S
CHILDREN—sketch AND HAL
MBS: andMARTHA
—
Borgs
paitt?r

NBC-Red:
MRS. WIGGS
THE
PATCH OF—
sketch CABBAGE
NBC-Blue:
AUNT
JEMIMA
ONCBS: THEPRETTY
AIR —KITTY
varieties
KELLY
— sketch
:1S
NBC-Red:
JOHN'S OTHER
WIFE—
sketchMARGOT
NBC-Blue:
OF CASrLEWOOD
—
CBS: MYRT sketch
AND MARGE—
sketch
NBC-Red: JUST PLAIN BILL
—sketch
3BS:
HILLTOP HOUSE — dra•naiic
UBS: serial
GET THIN TO MUSIC
:4S
■JBC-Red:
THE WOMAN IN
WHITE—
sketch
•JBC-Blue:
KITCHEN
VLCADE
—
Crosby
Gaige CAV-—
:BS:
RICHARD
MAXWELL
eniirphilosopher
JBS: ORGAN RECITAL
JBC-Red:
HARUM—
ketch DAVID
JBC-Blue:
THE sketch
STORY OF
lARY
MARLIN—
IBS:
CARHART— songs
IBS: RUTH
REMINISCING
15TBC-Red: BACKSTAGE
VIFE— sketch
IBC-Blue: sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
"AMILY—

Anne Jamison

NBC-Red:
THE O'NEILLS —
sketch
NBC-Blue:
CBS;
THE VOCALIST
GOLDBERGS —
sketch
MBS: RADIO GARDEN CLUB
12:30
NBC-Red:
ORCHESTRA
CBS:
ROMANCE
TRENT—
sketch OF HELEN
MBS:
STUDIES
SKETCHES IN BLACK AND
AND
WHITE
12:45
NBC-Red:
CARLYLE
AND
LONDONBETTY
— piano
duo BOB—
CBS:
AND
sketch
MBS: THE HAPPY GANG
NBC-Red: ESCORTS AND
BETTY
CBS:
cooking BETTY
expert CROCKER —
NBC-Red:
AND Lyon.
MUSIC— LarrvHaysWORDS
Larsen. Ruth
Harvey
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
FARM
AND
HOMEorchestra
HOUR— Walter
Blaufuss'ARNOLD
CBS:
GRIMM'S
DAUGHTER—
sketch
MBS: ORCHESTRA
CBS: VALIAXT L A D Y —
sketch
MBS:
ENCE VOICE OF EXPERI2:00CBS: MA PERKINS— sketch
MBS: DON'T
LOOKcomedians,
NOW—
Lavalle
and Sands,
orchestra

A i
Maurice Spitalny

Fredda Gibson
2:13
CBS THE
O'NEILLS- sketch
ilBS:
WORLD
voice and
organ TRAVELER—
2:30
CBS:
SCHOOL
OF THEAMERICAN
AIR — Club
Vocational
Guidance;
Science
of the
MBS
HAROLD TURNER:00
NBC-Red:
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FA .M I LY— sketch
NBC-Blue:
RADIO GUILD —
dramatization
:15CBS: U. S. MARINE BAND
NBC-Re MA PERKINS —
sketch
NBC-Red: VIC AND S.\DE—
sketch
CBS:
KATE SMITH — commentator
MBS: ORCHESTRA
LORENZO JONES
—NBC-Red:
comedy sketch
NBC-Blue:
CLUB MATINEE—
variety program
CBS: EDCHICAGO
VARIETIES
MBS:
FITZGERALD—
talk
NBC-Red:
THE STORY
OF
MARY BLACK
MARLIN—
MBS:
ON sketch
WHITE
NBC-Red:
commentator RUSH HUGHES—
MBS: TEDTWEEN THEMALONE'S
BOOKENDS""BE.NBCRed:
THE
ROAD OF
LIFE —FOUR
sketch CLUBME.X
CBS:
MBS:
BOOK
A
Margery Graham WEEK—
NBC-Red: DICK TRACY—
sketch
NBC-Blue: NEIGHBOR NELL
CBS:
MUSIC FOR
FUN— Howard Barlow's
orchestra
NBC-Red:
NBC- Blue: VOCALIST
DON WINSLOW
OFMBS: THEMUSICAL
NAVY —PROGRAM
sketch
NBC-Red: DR.V.MATIC PROGRAM
NHC-Bhu- ORCHESTRA
CBS: STEPMOTHER— sketch

EVENING
XBC-Red: EDUCATION IN
THE NEWS— MAURICE
dramatization
NBC-Blue:
TALNY'S
ORCHESTRANEWSSPICBS: PRESS-RADIO
6:13NBC-Red: RHTTHMAIRE3
6:30
NBC-Red:
DAILY
COLUMN
DouglasSPORTS
NBC-Blue:— Paul
ORGANIST
CBSBOAKE
CARTER
— news
commentator
6:35MBS: ORCHESTRA
6:43NBC-Blue: SOLOIST
NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
LOWELL THOMAS
.sketch
CBS: LU.M .\.XD .AB.XER —
MBS: MUSIC.-VL PROGR.AM
sketch
NBC-Red:
AMOS 'N'
-XHC-HluD.\Y—ANDYsons
I'HS: jrSTxru.A
EXTERTAI.X
7:13
NBC-Red:
UNCLE EZRA'S
RADIO
STATION—
Barrett
NBC-Blue:
STORY PatBEHIND
THE
HEADLINES
— Cesar
Saerchinger
CBS:
MBS: ARTHUR
ORCHESTRAGODFREY
7:30songs
NBC-Blue: THE FOUR OF US
CBS: HOLLACE SHAW —
:00
-XBC-Red:
CITIES
SERVICE
CONCERT
Lucille
Manners.
Frank TIIK
Black— CHOST
s orchestra
I'BS:
OF
.lAMlX SWEET— dramaticBEX-se1:30NBC-Blue: DEATH VALLEY
DAYS — dramatization
ORCHESTRA
—CBS:
speakerPAUL WHITEMAN'S
MBS:
• :00 TOPICS OF THE DAY
NBC-Blue:
CROWN
REVrE
TimROYAL
and Irene,
Uncle
H.iiiiy.— ■•.i.iiiam
McNamee.
Fr. (M,, Cil.si.n, Geoi ge Olsen's
CHS:
LouellaHOLLYWOOD
Parsons, Parker.
FrancesHOTEL—
Langford.
Frank
Anne
Jamison.
Ken Murray, Oswald,
Paige's
orchestra
MBS: ORCHESTRA
L. ALEXAN9:30NBC-Red:DER'S TRUEA. STORIES
— dramatization NBC SPELLING
NBC-Blue:
BEE— Paul Wing
MBS: BAMBERGER
PHONY ORCHESTRA SYMNBC-Red:
FIRST NIGHTER —
10:00
dramatization.
Barbara Luddy Les Tremayne.
NBC-Blue: PAUL, MARTIN'S
ORCHESTRA
CBS:
Reed COCA-COLA
Kennedy. AliceSONGSHOP
Cornell.
Haenschen's
MBS: TWENTYorchestra
YEARS AGO
AND
TODAY
—
news
dramatization
10:30
NBC-Red:
HOLLYWOODJIMMIE
GOSSIPFIDLER'S
10:45NBC-Red: PEOPLE IN THE
NEWS — Dorothy Thompson,
commentator
CBS: AMERICAN VIEWPOINT
11:00NBC-Red:
DANCE
MUSIC
NBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRA
CBS:
MBS. DANCE
DANCE MUSIC
MUSIC
49
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MORNING
8:00
—NBC-Red:
children'sMALCOLM
stories CLAIRE
NBC-Blue:
SOUTHERNAIRES
8:13
NBC-Re,l:
DOC SCHNEIDER
AND
HIS TEXANS
NBC-Blue:
ENSEMBLE DICK LEIBERT
8:30
NBC-Red:
DO YOU REMEMBER?
CBS: JACK SHANNON— songs
8:43
NBC-Blue:
LORETTA JACK AND
CBS: VIOLINIST
9:00
NBC-Rh(1: the wise MAN
NliC-Rlu.-: T. ii E A K FAST
c'l.rB—ETON
\arH-tyBUYSiu-..h:i:iiu
CBS:
9:1.)
NBC-Red: SUNSHINE EXPRESS
RICHARD MAXWELL
—CBS:
tenor-philosopher
9:30
CBS: FIDDLERS FANCY
9:40
NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
9:43
NBC-Red: LANDT TRIO
9:35
NBC-Blue: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red: VOCALIST
SWEETHEARTS
OFNBC-Blue:
Breen,THEPeterAIRde —RoseMay Singhi
CBS: LEW WHITE— organist
10:13
NBC-Red:
male
quartet CHARIOTEERS—
NBC-Blue: VIENNESE ENSEMBLE
10:30
XH.--i;.-.l: MUSIC INTERNAXli'-lilu.-:UP—THE
CHILD
cHloWS
Katharine
Len(HS: JEWEL COWBOYS
.MiJS: GET THIN TO MUSIC
10:45
NBC-Blue: SWING SERENADE
11:00
NBC-Rf'l: FLORENCE
HALKS RAIHO
NBC-lilij.
\ A rl-ORUM
O H N DE
LEATH
:-..llL-:CBS:
CINi
IXXATI
ATOKV OF .MUSIC CONSERVMBS: VARIETY PROGRAM
11:15
NBC-Red:
FORD RUSH AND
SILENT SLIM
NBC-Blue:
male quartet MINUTE MEN—
11:30
NBC-Red:
ELEVEN H A L F - P A S T
NBC-Blue; OUR BARN— chilTuclter
MBS: dren's
U. S.program,
ARMYMadgeBAND
50

NBC-Blue:
BUILDER THE MASTE
SCHEMES THAT SKI
—MBS:
dramatization
MAY

7—14—21—28

Pat Barnes
AFTERNOON
NBC-Red:SERIES
ABRAM CHASINS'
MUSIC
NBC-Blue:
CALL TO YOUTH
CBS: CAPTIVATORS
MBS:
PARENTS'
OF THE AIR MAGAZINE
NBC-Blue: SOLOIST
MBS: THIS WONDERFUL
WORLD
NBC-Red; ORCHESTRA
CBS;
GEORGE HALL AND
HIS ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red; ORCHESTRA
CBS: ORIENTALE
MBS; STEVE SEVERN'S PET

Sammy Kaye
NBC-Red:
CALLING ALL
ST AMP COLLECTORS
NBC-Blue: CLUB MATINEE
CBS: CHARLES PAUL— orMBS:
ganist ORCHESTRA
CBS: GERTRUDE LUTZI AND
JOHN
STURGESS— songs
MBS; ORCHESTRA
4:30
NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA

NBC-Red: GREAT PLAYS
NBC-Blue;
ORCHESTRA
MBS; ORCHESTRA

CBS: RHYTHMAIRES
NBC-Roil:
BUFFALO YOUR HOST IS
NBC-Blue:
FARM AND NATIONAL
HOME HOUR
CBS: BUFFALO PRESENTS
MBS; ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red:
EVERYONE MUSIC FOR
CBS: MADISON ENSEMBLE
MBS: VARIETY PROGRAM
NBC-Red: CAMPUS CAPERS
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red: GOLDEN MELODIES
CBS:
MERRYMAKERS
MBS: BENAY VENUTA'S
PROGRAM
NHC-Rrd; SWINGOLOGY
XHi--r.|,i-:
RENDEZVOUS
WIT'll I!ICARDO
riiS:
WALTZES
OF THE
WORLD

NOTE:
As we go to press, this
program guide
accurate, isbutabsocannot lutely
be responsible
forwe
last minute changes made
by the broadcasting
companies, advertising ogencies or sponsors.
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
CBS: ORCHESTRA
MBS;
CHESTRASAMMY KAYES OREVENING
NBC-Blue: TUNE TWISTERS
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
6:03
CBS; COLUMBIA'S CHORUS
QUEST

NBC-Red:
DAILY
COLUMN— Paul
DouglasSPORT
NBC-Blue:
PRBSS-RADI
NEWS
CBS: ORCHESTRA
MBS: "JAM AND JIVE"
6:35
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA

7:30NBC-Red: ALISTAIR COOK
NBC-Blue: UNCLE J
QUESTION
BEE
CBS:
SATURDAY
SWIN
SESSIONORCHESTRA
MBS:
7:45NBC-Red: JEAN SABLONi
CBS: COLUMBIA W
SHOP
MBS:
FIORI
STUDIES ERNIE
IN CONTRAST
Sylvia Froos, Jimmy Shields
ORCHESTRA
ORCHESTRA t |
MBS: PAT BARNES AND H
BARNSTORMERS
Hendricks, Jimmy —ShieldMa
INK SPOTS
NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue:
DANCE
— JoeNATIONAL
Kelly QUIBAH
CBS: PROFESSOR
NBC-Red: AMERICAN PCI
TRAITS—
dramatiZHl ionNIGH
CBS:
SATURDAY
SERENADE
— Mary Eastma
Bill Perry,
Haenschen'
chestra
MBS;
ORCHESTRA
10:00
NBC-Red; NBC SYMPHON
ORCHESTRADESIGN FOR MI
NBC-Blue:
10:30
NBC-Blue: THE FAMIL
10:45
CnS: SPECIAL TALKS PRt
GRAM
NBC-Red; DANCE MUSIC
NBC-Blue; DANCE MUSIC
CBS; ORCHESTRA
MBS;
DANCE MUSIC
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MRS. VICTOR DU PONT, III

THE NEW

CREAM

WITH

"SkinltammJ

really

FREDERICA VAM)F.RBILT WEBB
now MRS. DA VID S. GAMBLE, Jr.

"Pond's new Cold Cream isnever be
scientificof sports
beauty orcare.
afraid
travelI' drying my
skin, with this new cream to put the
'skin-vitamin'
back intoRoosevelt,
it."
Mrs.
Henry Latrobe
Jr.

" Jtelpyi iki*t mct^e. . . .
ANEW CREAM that puts the necessary
"Pve always been devoted to Pond's.
Now
with more
the 'skin-vitamin,'
it helpsit
"skin-vitamin" right into skin! — The
mv skin
than ever. Keeps
vitamin which especially helps to build new
bright and fresh looking all through
skin tissue — which aids in keeping skin
beautiful!
the gayestFrEDERICA
season." V.4NDERBILT WeBB
now Mrs. David S. Gamble, Jr.
Since Pond's new "skin-vitamin" Cold
Cream was announced, hundreds of women
have tried it!
'Qeti, iJzitt tealUf, cUcut . . .
"Pond's Cold Cream gels my skin
In this advertisement we are repeating
really clean. Now it nourishes, too,
the words of some of the first to try it —
and keeps myMrs.skin Victor
so muchdu softer."
Po.\t, in
"A great advance" — "Keeps my skin better
than skin
ever" finer
— "Gives
— "Keeps
my
and better
softer color"
in spite
of all
my sports."
Exposure dries
Suppose you see what putting the "skinout oftheskin"skin-vitamin"
...
vitamin" directly into your skin will do for
Exposure is constantly drying this "skin- it? In animal tests, skin that had been rough
vitamin" out of the skin. When there is and dryciencybecause
"skin-vitamin"
in the dietof became
smooth defiand
not enough of this "skin-vitamin" in the
diet, the skin may suffer — become under- supple again — in only 3 weeks.
nourished, rough and subject to infections.
the new Pond's Cold Cream in your
Tuna in < "THOSE WE LOVE," Pond's Program, Use
Monday!, 8:30 P.M., N. Y. Timo, N.B.C.

MRS. HENRY LA I KOIW, ROOSEVELT, JR.
regular way for cleansing and before make-up.
Pat it in. Leave some on overnight and whenever you have a chance. Do this faithfully for
2 or 3 weeks. Some women reported enthusiastically within that time!
Same jars, same labels, same price
Now every jar of Pond's Cold Cream you buy
contains
in it. Youthiswillnewfindcream
it in with"skin-vitamin"
the same jars, with
the same hihels, at the same price.
TEST IT IN
9 TREATMENTS
ncpl. OK.-^-CT.
o\l>-C^. CC;lini..n. Conn.
Pon.l-x.
ncnt.
KubH epet'ial
Xwhp
PonilV ''»kin-%
Cold
Cream.
enf>ugh"skin-vitamin"
for 9ofIreatniente.
willianilitaniin"
namples
of 2
otlicr
Pon.I's
Creams
5 different
shades
Face
Powder.
I
enclose
IW
to
cover
postage ofandPond's
packing.
n
ND fo
Na SE
StreetGiy_
Copyright, 1938. Pond's Extract Comcuur

RADIO STARS
DANDRUFF?
DALE

CARNEGIE'S RECIPES
JIFFY WAFFLES
2 nips sifted cake flour
Yi cups
teaspoon
4 lcasp(>i>}is baking /fozvder
milk, saltappro.viuiately
2 eggs V/2 cup
1 Icaspoon siiyar
butter, melted and cooled
Sift together cake flour, baking powder, sugar and salt. (Meanwhile have btitter
melting.) Add one cup of milk and beat until smooth. Add eggs, one at a time, to the
melted and cooled butter. Beat together thoroughly, then add to flour mixture. Beat
well. Gradually add remaining Y2 cup milk. Cook in preheated hot waffle iron. This
wafile batter should be quite thin, so, if necessary, add a little more milk than suggested.
4 Minute Treatment
FRIED CHICKEN, HILDA
Have tender frying chicken separated into pieces. Clean, singe and wash. Dry well,
Stops Dandruff Itch sprinkle with salt, pepper and paprika. Sprinkle with a little flour. Melt 4 tablespoons
fat in deep iron frying pan or skillet. (Half butter, half vegetable shortening is an
And Kills Nasty Scalp Odor excellent combination.) When fat is very hot, add chicken pieces and brown well on
all
sides. Reduce heat, cover pan and cook until chicken is tender — approximately 1
Dandruff is the sign of a diseased,
hour. RemoveAddchicken
to heated flour,
platter.brownPourslightly.
off^ excess
aboutand2
unclean scalp. Through neglect, the tablespoons.
tablespoons
Slowlyfataddin pan,
1 cup leaving
milk. Heat
tiny sebaceous glands (oil glands) fail stir until smooth Ij^
and
thickened.
Add
seasonings
to
taste.
Pour
gravy
over
chicken
to work as they should and become serve in separate bowl. This chicken is delicious served with the waffles given above.or
clogged with scales and dirt. The
scalp becomes infected by germs and
HASHED BROWNED POTATOES
fungi, and the condition spreads.
Peel 4 medium sized potatoes. Using a coarse shredder, shred potatoes into cold
Skin tive
specialists
generally
agree
that
effec( They may be diced or chopped fine, instead of shredded, but since they must
treatment for dandruff must include bewater.
very fine, a shredder is the quickest method.) After 10 minutes drain potatoes and
(1) regular cleansing of scalp; (2) killing wipe
dry
folds of clean towel. Meanwhile, brown a medium sized onion, minced
the germs that spread infection; (3) stimu- fine, in 3 between
tablespoons butter. Add potatoes. Sprinkle with salt and a little pepper. Cook
of the scalp;
tion lating
of scalpcirculation
to prevent
dryness.(4) lubrica- until potatoes are tender (about 20 minutes) stirring frequently. Then cook 5 minutes
lunger, without stirring, to form a brown under-crust. Fold like an omelet and serve.
The Zonite Antiseptic Scalp
Treatment Does These 4 Things
OLD FASHIONED CHOCOLATE CAKE
WHAT TO DO: Massage head for 3 minutes
with this Zonite solution — 2 tablespoons 2Y2 cups sifted flour
IYa cups sugar
Zonitetion fortoshampoo
1 quart ofwith
water.anyUsegoodthis soap.
same Rinse
solu2 teaspoons double-acting baking powder
egg yolks,
beatenor sour milk
13 cup
buttermilk
Yi
teaspoon
soda
very thoroughly. If scalp is dry, massage in Yi teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon vanilla
any
preferred
scalp
oil.
(For
complete
details
3 egg zchites, stiflly beaten
butter or other shortening
of treatment, read folder in Zonite package.) Y2 cup
Sift flour, measure. Add baking powder, soda and salt. Sift together three times.
It is ment
vitally
important
to
use
this
treatCream
butter
(or
other
shortening)
thoroughly.
Add
sugar gradually, creaming together
regularly ( twice every week at first) until light and fluff^y. Add well beaten egg yolks ; beat
thoroughly.
Add flour
to keep dandruff under control and keep alternately
with
the
buttermilk
or
sour
milk,
beating
each addition
until mixture
smooth.
germs from spreading. Because reinfection Add vanilla. Fold in egg whites lightly but thoroughly. after
Bake in two greased and lightly
constantly
takes
place
from
hats,
bed-pillows,
combs and brushes.
floured 9-inch layer cake pans in moderate oven (375° F.) 25-30 minutes or until a cake
If you're
faithful, you'll
with and
the tester inserted in cake comes out clean. Cool. Cover with the following frosting:
way
this treatment
leaves beyourdelighted
scalp clean
SOFT CHOCOLATE FROSTING
healthy — free from itch and nasty scalp odor.
At all U. S. and Canadian drug stores.
4 squares u)isiveetened cooking chocolate 4 tablespoons flour
a pinch of salt
TRIAL OFFER — For a real trial bottle of Zo- 1/4 cups milk
nite, mailedBrunswick,
to you postpaid, send 10(*
1 cup sugar
2 tablespoons butter
612 New
Newto Zonite
Jersey
1 teaspoon vanilla
Place chocolate and milk in top of double boiler. Cook over boiling water until
chocolate has melted. Beat with rotary beater until blended. Combine sugar, flour and
^alt. Add a little of hot chocolate mixture, mix to a smooth paste. Gradually combine
with remaining chocolate mixture in top of double boiler. Continue cooking over boiling
water until smooth and thickened, stirring constantly. Continue cooking 5 minutes longer,
stirring occasionally. Add butter, cool. Add vanilla and spread between layers and on
top and sides of cake.
RICH CUSTARD PIE
rich pastry for 1-crust pie
Ys
cup sugarvanilla
1 egg ivhitc, slightly beaten
Y> nutmeg
teaspoon
1 cup thin cream
Y4 teaspoon almond extract
3 eggs, slightly beaten
Line a small pic plate with rich pastry fitted loosely into plate. Cut an extra long
strip of pastry, place around rim of pie. Alake a deep fluting around rim with
flcjured fingers. Prick pastry several places with tines of fork. Bake 5 minutes in hot
Remove
ZONITE Is oven
white, (450°
beforeF.).
adding
filling.from oven, cool. Brush entire shell with slightly beaten egg
FILLI.VG: Bring cream to a boil. Beat eggs slightly, mix with sugar, vanilla and
9.3 Times More Active
salt. Slowly add the cream. Blend thoroughly and pour into pie shell, prepared as directed
than any other popular, non-poisonous
antiseptic-by standard laboratory tests
above. Sprinkle
Bake (about
in moderate
oven (350"
until knife
custard
filling willwithcomenutmeg.
out clean
30 minutes).
Chill F.)
thoroughly
beforeinserted
serving.in
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"Look
then
'T BELIEVE that practically every
J. girl or man has a chance, sometime during romance days, to make a
happy marriage. Unhappy marriages
simply show how many let the right
chance slip . . .
"Try this
someone
you plan:
like, seeWhenthatyouyoumeet
get
plenty of snapshots. This is a natural
and easy thing to do — romance and
snapshots go together like music and
moonlight . . .
"And shots.beThen,sure
when toyousaveyour
think yoursnapbig
moment has arrived, get out the snapshots of all the others. See what they
say to you. See if the faces and scenes

at

those

snapshots

. . .

decide"
says DOROTHY
DIX,
famous adviser on life and marriage

don't awaken memories that make
you right
pause. chance
Perhapsthatyou'll
the
has recognize
gone by
temporarily, but can be regained."
Whether you're
or inexperienced—for day-in expert
and day-out
picture
making — use Kodak Verichrome Film
for surer results. Double-coated by a
special process — it takes care of reasonable exposure errors — increases your
ability to get clear, satisf^dng pictures.
Nothing
And
certainly else
there isis"just
nothingas good."
better. Play
safe. Use it always . . . Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, N. Y.
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"SWING IT, sister! Truck
on dozvit!"
youras boyfriend al lastcried
winter,
you
whirled gaily through an
astounding series of intricate
steps to the mad, spirited
r h }• t h m of s w i n g . You
shagged and big-appled,
trucked
Suzy-O'd
the
best and
of them.
And with
you
loved it ! 'Cause it has been
fun !
But, while swing and the
shag are entirely too fascinating to be put aside com])letely, aren't you just a little
tired of them now? Don't
}-ou feel romantic these lovely
spring days, these balmy
spring for
evenings?
Do.i'tsentiyou
yearn
a littlelessmore
ment, a little
clarinet?
Wouldn't you — instead of
having your partner swing
Soft spring music and waltzes call for
demureness and charm. This gown of
Helen Claire's is a full-skirted white
printed organdy with balloon sleeves.
Helen's on Dreams of Long Ago.

WALTZING

Jean Yewell, NBC vocalist, favors the
romantic dots
peasant-type
dress.fabricFestive
colored
fleck the sheer
and
grosgrain ribbon outlines the demure
neckline, sleeves and three flounces.

FASHION

4

Ireene Wicker, The Singing Lady,
looks picturesque In a white Swiss
organdy. The bodice Is edged
with Irish lace and shoulder straps
are of narrow black velvet ribbon.

INTO

BY WENDY

LEE

you roughly away and scream
hoarsely:
rather have "Swing
him lioldit!"you—
lightly, lead you through
graceful steps to music less
jjrimitive, more polished, and
whisper tender sentiments
into yourto notice
ear? Give
him a
chance
and remark
u])on the color of your eyes,
your flawless complexion,
your lovely soft gown. Waltz
yourForwaytheto romance
waltz is! here
again ! More than a hundred
years old, and still going
strong, the favorite dance
music of our great-great
grandmothers still i>ersists in
jjojiularity.
mosthasbeautiful romanticThemusic
been
written in waltz-time. The
must famous operettas have
been built around the waltz.
The love songs that have
lasted through the years, the
old favorites that everyone
knows, are soft and sweet,
too beautiful ever to die.
(Continued on page 83)

The high hair-do of crinoline days
Is a charming complement to the
new waltz mood. Jean Dickenson,
of The American Album, holds
her upswept curls with o rose.
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ta charm

shows
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Men- women, too, for that matter— are
attraaed to a charming smile and smart
clothes — a winning combination that
healthful, delicious Double Mint
gum enables you to have. The daily
enjoyment of this double-lasting,
mint-flavored gum provides beneficial
chewing exercise which beautifies your
lips, mouth and teeth, increasing the
loveliness of your smile. You look your
radiant best — a person people want to
know. Try it today. . .Left, Double Mint
gum introduces a new creation of
Valentina whose clients from New York
to Hollywood rank among the best
dressed women in the world. Double
Mint has put this charmingly becoming
dress into a Simplicity Pattern for
you.
then,way
is Double
Mintyougum's
doublyThis,lovely
of helping
win
admiration and popularity.
Keep yoMMttg—he doubly
lovely the Double Mint way. Remember
also Double Mint gum aids digestion, relaxes tense nerves, assures a sweet inoffensive breath. Buy several packages today.
Left, exquisite Double Mint gum dress
produced in New York by vale.'V'tixa,
original creator of modern classic design
— modeled for you in Hollywood
by the gorgeous star of stage
and screen, gloria s\va.\'so!v.
Made available to you by Double Mint gum
in SIMPLICITY Pattern 2784.
At nearly all good Department, Dry Goods or
Variety Stores yot/ can buy this pattern.
Or, write Double Mint Dress Pattern Dept.,
419 Fourth Avenue, New York City.

ji ^

^CHEWING GUM ^

j
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from page 23)SECRET
FANNIE (Continued
BRICE'S

College Girls
ILead the Way
in discovering TAMPAX
It is natural that enlightened college women should lead in adopting Tampax, the new internal
absorbent for monthly sanitary
protection.
It means
fort, assurance.
Learnsafety,
about comthis
riiedically- endorsed, revolutionary
product— and tell your friends!
• CURIOSITY IS AROUSED
"I've heard about this
Tampax . . . It's so comsupplypactwillthatgoa inmonth's
your purse.
Wonder how it works—"
• THE TRUTH DAWNS
"Well, it's rather startling at first! . . . Perfected by a doctor. For
use internally! . . . You're
not awareof its presence."
• IT'S THE CIVILIZED WAY
ijf^^'y^U "Whyed years
wasn't
inventago?thisPatented
applicator. No belts, no
pins, no pads, no odor . . .
.J^" '■\ You ride, dance, swim."
• ANY WOMAN CAN USE IT
-r^j ".any. .costume
and feel . at. .ease
35(* ina
month's andsupply
drug
stores
notion. . .counters."

TAMPAX
Incorporated
T"" "Medico'
N>w Brunswick,
N. J.
MM-e
Please send me introductory size package of Tampa:
Enclosed is 20t (stamps or coins).
Gly
56

1 (iMii't want to embarrass other people that
way. I don't want to embarrass myself.
So. tlic closed,
only time
beliind
lockedI ever
doors.cry is when I'm
"I
get
the
blues,"
said
do. And when I feel themFannie,
coming"sure
on II
always
hope
it
will
rain
so
I
can
get
'em
good. I have a good cry all by myself and
then I go into my bathroom and slap cold
water on my eyes and take a good look at
myself
and I gotta
can't take
myself seriously
any laugh.
more. II know
now
that
nothing
lasts
for
long,
not
even the
blues.
"This Fannie,
business asof we/loicfaced
to keep
smiled
one smiling,"
another,
"well, here's my Number 1 Formula : Keep
z\.'orkiii(i
you'llgivekeepanyone,
sinili)i(/.
That's mythe
best
adviceandI can
including
self. I've been giving it to myself ever since
I was a kid and
gave sidewalks
my impromptu
entertainments on the
of New
York.
I'm
still
taking
daily
doses.
Know
the times I find it hardest to keep smiling?
The days when I haven't accomplished
anything,
something
like goingevendownif it's
townonlyanda little
finding
a new
hat that's
becoming
to
me.
That's
thing accomplished, something done. someAnd
I'm telling you that I do 'whistle while I
work.' Most of us do.
"Of course," grinned Fannie gaminishly,
"we can't all have the Brice breaks and
take
our pennies
out of bread
producers'
mouthsof
by earning
our daily
alongside
Clark Gable or Bob Taylor or Allan
Jones in the movies. But that isn't necessary. itNecessary?
"I mean
when It's
I saya luxury!
that if I've got
any 'secret' of how to keep smiling it's to
keep busy, keep working. You may think
aspreach,
you inreadmoom
: 'Oh,pitchers
it's easyand forall.herWhoto
wouldn't keep smiling with a job like
that
!' Nowgetlemme
I could
just tell
as you
boredsomething.
running
around a set in a studio or control-room
in a broadcasting station as you do running
around after a vacuum cleaner. You do
anythingonous if long
enoughit aandchance.
it'll getSomonotyou give
what
I mean is, keep working at whatever job
is your job. This may not be the answer
you'd like me to give, but it's the true one.
If you're a housewife and feel the blues
comingbox or on,
goingmending
and cleanor out
get get
at the
get the
out icethe
winter clothes and go moth-hunting or go
down town and buy a new hat. Whatever
your"Andjobdon't
is, dodo itthings
— and that
you'llwipekeepthesmiling.
smiles
(jff. Don't go around trouble-shooting,
looking
smile-erasers.
"I don'tfor say
that we're Iputdon't.here witli
ready-made laughter in our hearts, the most
of us. I think we gotta make our own
laughter
we go along.
any set ofas muscles,
if you It'skeeplikeat training
it long
enough
you'll
develop
'em."
(And and
by the
way, deceive
don't letyou.
Fannie's
"ain'ts"
"gottas"
She
just
drops
into
her
professional
vernacular
intentionally.)
course,"
Fannierealwasanswer.
saying, "aI guess
sense
of "Ofhumor
is the

you're bornnowithone itexcept
or you're
not. can
.\nd gi\it
something
yourself
you, not even the medical profession ca
give you a shot of humor in the arm c
monkey-shine glands or those things,
got it, and no credit to me because I w?
born with it, not being able to help m)
self, one way or the other. And a seii!
of humor means courage, though it ma
not seem modest for me to say this ju
after admitting I got it. But it does,
means
you've
got therightgutsin toits laugh
tough job
of living
teeth, aiti
sometimes its teeth are fangs."
Born laughing,
she's had
laughing,
has Fannie,
even toaslearn
you toandke<
Or
haven't
we?
Well,
if
we
haven't,
a chance to learn how from one ofheretl
greatest
funsters heart"
of our time.
No but
"clow
with a breaking
Fannie,
member,
Fannie sings il/yis Man.
And sir
isn't laughing then, either in her heart <
on
her lips,Fannie
I'd layis aSnooks,
bet on who
that.makAi
remember,
you laugh every Thursday night over NB
when she appears on the Good Nezvs
1938 radio program. And somewhere
between the Fannie who sings My Man at
the Fannie who is Snooks is the Fanrj
who laughs while she lives ... |
"It's great," Fannie was saying, the
shuffling cards just because her restlej
hands must be doing something, "it's gre
while you're climbing to the top. It's eai
to laugh then. Because you're young tb
and
don'tto have
teach They
youthknct"
secretyouof how
keep to
smiling.
it. Laughing is easy on young moutf
And even if your heart gets busted wb
you're young, well, sure it hurts, but
mends easier, too. It's when you get toof:t
top that it's tough. That fame you've be,
reaching
it don'tyou mean
much
you
get it,for,because
keep soforgetting
got it. You get used to anything, HI
said, working with a vacuum cleaner;
working
with movie
"And here's
anotherstars.
thoughtIt's: all
Don'c
blue, don't quit smiling if you don'
to the top. Don't go around thii
you're an 'undiscovered genius.' Becati|
there's no such a thing as an undiscover
genius. If you got it, you give it ai
you're
if yougetting
haven'tmopbe.g
it you discovered.
stay put and And
no use
about
If you Find
haven'tout got
you gotit.another.
whatoneit isthira
keep smiling . . .
keep out You
of a rut.
less"I secret.
can'tThat's
keep another
smiling pr'n
wh
you're in a rut. What's there to smile abou
Who's there to smile with ? I don't stay t
long
I can'tin any
move,one itplace.
takes You
too may
much say:dougt'B
All
right,
you
can
take
a
zvalk,
You can probably go to a movie.can't
You yoc
read a book about some other place,
keep changing my routine, too; at home,
my work, like giving birth to Snooks,
keep making new friends, spending tii
with my old friends like Ann Penningt
and Bea Lillie. I go trout fishing. I ke
reading new books, hearing new mus
seeing new{Continued
movies, learning
on page to60) play nt
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New

Havem

to

I
Southern

NEW

ENGLAND!

A delightful ride to a delightful vaca- riding. And remember . . . low fares in
tionland! Step aboard a luxurious air- these luxurious coaches are always friendconditioned New Haven coach, sink back
ly to vacation budgets!
in a deep, comfortable seat and enjoy a
summer be free of traffic jams, highcare-free
trip thatitself!
actually becomes part This way
hazards! Travel the steel highway
of the vacation
on one of the nation's safest railroads
Relax under the spell of cool, clean, con- where it's always clear track ahead and
ditioned air . . . read or rest if you wish; a swift, smooth ride to your favorite
New Haven's fine, modern coaches are summer resort.
scientifically lighted, silent and smooth
"C'TJ'P'p' 1938
GuideGives
to southern rates,
New fares,
England.
Completely
informative,
to go,Summer
howRoomto go.
schedules,
etc. Limited
supply.illustrated.
Send forTells
your where
copy
NOW! Address:
596, South resort
Station, Boston,
Mags.
THE

NEW

HAVEN

RAILROAD

RADIO STARS
ONE MOTHER TELLS ANOTHER!

MAKING

A

PLAY

FOR

Now millions praise
the new
SCIENTIFICALLY
IMPROVED
EX-LAX
FOREx-Lax
YEARS,to millions
of mothers
have constigiven
their children
to relieve
pation .. . "It's just the thing for youngsters,"
they said, "so gentle and effective, and yet so
easy to take" ing—.Ex-La.x ha.s been
And Scientifically
now the word Improved!
is spreadAmerica's
laxative isways:
even
bcttenhan most
before!popular
Betterfamily
in 3 important
TASTES BETTER THAN EVER!
Ex-Lax
has a even
smoother,
chocolate flavor.nowIt tastes
better richer
than before!
ACTS BETTER THAN EVER!
Ex-Lax is thoroughly
now even more effective! Empties
the
less bowels
time than before. and more smoothly in
MORE GENTLE THAN EVER!
Ex-Lax is today so remarkably gentle that,
except
for the
enjoy, you scarcely
realize you
haverelief
takenyoua laxative.

Helen Lynd, CBS songstress, selects swimming as her favorite recreationexercise. Time spent in the fresh air and sunlight is healthful in itself,
besides the body benefits derived from the great variety of strokes.
BY

MARY

THESE four beauties from radioland informed me that Mr. Longfellow
might well have foreseen the life of a
feminine radio star when he wrote :
"Art
long,bustle,
and time
is fleeting!"
Life isis one
they affirm,
from
rehearsals to practice or study, fittings
and interviews atid a million and one
Ask for the new Srienlifically Imprnved Ex-Lax at other duties. Finding time for satisdruggist's.are Theh<-lterbox isthanthe ever!
same ast Oralways,
but
theyour contents
and 25c.
factory beauty routines and a full
personal life takes much careful
budgeting and skilful juggling of
minutes.
"We solved our problem," they
confided,
for beauty.
Active sports"bykeepplaying
our figures
in trim
and
they
are
real
fun
and
You may be quite sure thatrecreation."
I listened
eagerly from this point on. For,
though I am not a radio star, and
you are not radio stars, we all are
intrigued by ways and means of
solving the curve and poundage
problem
pleasantly.
time
for exercise
sometimesFinding
seems the
as hard
to us as it does to the stars. After
working at a desk, or around a house
all day, we want recreation, not
routine. It takes real moral stamina

RIDDLE
to do the one-two-three at sucl
times. toward
So, let'sthechange
attitude
exerciseourhour,menta
am
make it a time for beneficial pleasuDi
instead of dull routine.
Rig yourself up a ping-pong tablej
It doesn't have to be a sumptuous ont;
and the set may even come from thil
syndicate store. You will enjoy i
just the same. Ping-pong is grea
fun and gives you real exercise fron
head to toe, as you will find out afte
a very few minutes of play. Leg
thigh,among
waist,those
arm, called
and wrist
muscleb;
are
into play
this game. Bending and stoopini;
reaching and stretching, the laz;
muscles are toned and pepped up an(
body.
grace and suppleness brought to th(
Marlyn Stuart takes her ping-poni
seriously and plays with verve. Whei
she can't find a partner, she exercise
to make her body more agile for th(
game. Knowing these exercises ar(
going to help make her proficient a
a favorite sport as well as help he
figure, she puts real interest in thci
execution {Continued on page 86

Keep fit and have fun at the same time by gettingi

RADIO STARS
BEAUTY-

I HOPE

HE LL PROPOSE
TONIGHT!
THAT'S WHY
I'M
BATHING
WITH

FRAGRANT

CASHMERE

BOUQUET

SOAP... it's the
LOVELIER WAY TO
AVOID offending!

Ifour exercise in sports

NOW ONLY
y- -r» ^ /^"/^ ^^^^ °' d'ug. deparlmeni, len-ceni stores
P yk^t^/l^i'?zZ<^ ^izUiZy
WITH PERFUMED
CASHMERE
BOUQUET
SOAP

RADIO STARS
{Continued from page 5(5)
games. I go slioppiiig for antiques (my
liohby) and for paintings. I almost bought
a (".augiiin
may tomorrow.
tried
to knowtoday,
something
about a lotI'veof
things : antiques, music, painting, books,
people, so I'll have some thoughts to keep
me coniiiany
if I'm
never
have been,
yet. ever alone, which I
"I
keep
myself
surrounded by laughmakers.
around meI have
all thepeople
time.who make me laugh
"Also )iiakc other folks laugh and you'll
hnu/hif yourself.
It's sure-fire.
that
you tell someone
a funny You
storyknow
and
hetheresplitslooking
his sides
laughing,
you
don't
like a pall-bearer. You stand
join
in and split your sides, too. Laughter is a
retroactive thing. It takes two to make a
quarrel. Well, it takes two to make a
Fanniefor keeps
herself
"surrounded,"
voucii
that. For
all the
while we wereI'll
lauoh."
talking, phones kept ringing, people came
in and out, familiarly, well accustomed, I
could tell, to coming and going in Fannie's
house . . . someone called "Doc" was
lounging
in thecame
doorway
; Fannie's
pretty daughter
in from
U. C. L.very
A.,
where she is taking some special courses,
to show her mother some snapshots . . .
u bclline
ncil
in Black,Eyebrow
liluc,
Eye
Shadow,Maybelline
Blue-Gray,
F in Blue,
Green. Viole

Phil Rapf, who writes Snooks scripts
and looks young enough to play with
Snooks, came in and then and there he and
Fannie rehearsed the next Snooks broadcast for us, Mr. Rapf taking the part of
"Daddy" — and maybe you think the room
didn't
ring then
. . .almost
that "zi'hy,
Daddy"to
of Snooks
seeming
too much
bear, watching Fannie twist her mouth into
tiiose brattish
someone saidit
that
Snooks "whys."
(FannieAndpronounces
"Sehnooks") is universal because both
parents and children howl with laughter,
the children knowing very well that they
say "why?" and say it just like that; and
the parents knowing only too well that
they are asked "why?" five hundred times
athatday. . and
like
. and answer
someonetheelse"whys?"
said thatjustSnooks
can go on forever because there is no
phase of everyday life which Snooks can
not enter, children being the little bollweevils
theyeverything
are, blessand'em,Snooks
boringbeing
and
prying into
Everychild.
. . . and after a time I went on talking
with Fannie right over, under and around
the
calls because
and theI ever-increasing
circleplione
of friends
perceived that,
though
Fannie
was
indeed in"surrounded,"
Fannie was but swimming
her natural
element, which is crowded and noisy and
warm, and that Fannie could talk just as
well, better, in a crowded subway at the
ru.sh hour than she could seated a deux in
a veddy private limousine . . . and this,
I am sure, is one of the main answers to
the question of how Fannie keeps smiling,
this warm living in the warm thick of
many
friends hearts
. . . and many interests of many
FannieSnooks
was saying
to me,
"is
not"Snooks,"
exactly new.
has been
a long
time a-hcirning. Snooks is a composite of
all the kids I've watched in my life. And
I always watch kids, stand on street corners and watch 'em, get a big kick out of
'em. That's another recipe for perpetual
smiling, watching kids. Wlien they eat ice-

Of course you want the natural appearance oflong, dark, curlinglashes— what
woman doesn't? Well, there is no longer
any possible excuse for blank, unattractive eyes or scraggly lashes when
Maybelline Mascara is so reasonably
priced. A few simple brush strokes of
either the solid or cream-form will give
your lashes radiant beauty instantly.
Harmless, tear-proof, non-smarting,
and keeps lashes soft and silky. Velvety
Black, Midnight Blue, or rich shade
of Brown. Vanity size, in beautiful
metal case or tube, 75c. Purse sizes
at all 10c stores. Beautiful eyes are
yours for the asking when you ask for
Maybelline Mascara. (^^^
LARGEST
SELLING
60

Maybelline Eye
Fashion decrees, and make-up experts
agree that you must now harmonize
your entire eye make-up. Match your
Eyebrow Pencil and Eye Shadow with
for
yourMa.sca.ra.{ornaturalness
— this is the
newest note in beauty, and in no way
can you achieve this better than with
Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids. The exquisitely smooth-marking Maybelline
Eyebrow Pencil forms lovely, graceful
eyebrows — and a subtle touch of colorful Maybelline Eye Shadow will work
wonders for the sparkle in your eyes.

EYE

BEAUTY

Crows-feet, circles, and crepey lids
detract so much from any woman's
appearance. Help keep smooth and soft
the tender skin area around the eyes
by using this beneficial Special Eye
Cream. Apply it faithfully every night
for most pleasing results. Liberal
introductory sizes at ten cent stores.
AIDS
IN
THE
I WORLD

RADIO STARS
cream in a store, ever notice how one keeps
an eye on the other hoping to lieaven the
other
won'tleft?
eat And
it alltheso kid
there'll
a few
last licks
who bewatches
another kid eating an apple, scairt breathless that athere
be nokidcoretold. .by.?
Or take
look ain't
at a gointer
dressed-up
his Monimer to 'keep nice until I come
down,'
and the kid
lookcomes
of agony
his face
when another
up toon him
and
gives him the razz . . . Snooks is all of
these kids, your kids, my kids, the kids that
have kept me smiling all my life, ever since
I was a kid myself. And then. too. when I
was a kid I had one pet ambition and it
was to play Topsy. Snooks is a white
Topsy, see what I mean?
"I laugh with my kids, too." said Fannie,
"and that's a secret a lot of women never
learn,
is something
strainedI'mand afraid.
false in There
the relationship
betwe n agood many mothers and children.
"I made up my mind when my girl and
boy were born" ( Fannie's daughter is
eighteen, her tall, dark son, sixteen) "that
I wasn't going to be the mothery mother
type.
haven'teven
been.whenI always
told them
funny Istories,
they were
kids,
and
I'd
warn
them
not
tell
their
on me. See, I wanted them to begoverness
on my
side. I didn't want them to talk to others
about tothings
felt them
they tocouldn't
about
me. they
I wanted
talk to talk
me
about
things
they
felt
they
couldn't
talk
about to other people. If you want to
keep smiling, smile with your own kids,
I'm meaning it.
"I'm really miserable," laughed Fannie,
"when I'm perfectly happy. It's dull to be

Johny Green, songwriter and bandleader, married Betty Furness last
November. She's still in films and they're still very much in love.
and Paul Muni ... I like anyone I
perfectly happy. There's nothing to want, Davis
nothingof totwoget things,
excited about.
always feel is being theirselves . . . Watch kids,
one
though, I'mgloriously
keep you smiling. Watch the human
miserable or miserably happy, no in- they'll
race, ofallamusing,
sizes, ages,
the colors
human andrace.types. It's
betweens. When you're in love is one of sort"Veah.
I've
kept
smiling
and I've tried
the
times you're
it's worth
it. gloriously miserable. But
tell you
and alsobecause
how. no And
keep why
on smiling
one I'm
can
"So there it is. Just keep working and togointer
ever hurt me any more. I can still get
you'll
keep
smiling.
Don't
get
into
a
rut.
Have a lot of interests like your Aunt plenty good and hot and sore but never
Fannie ... I cook and sew and go to the hurt again because I'll never let myself go
movies ... I like Spencer Tracy and Bette
again . . . never . . ."

60 'WAY!
youVs
GOT
BAD
BREATH!
DON T CARE IF YOU DO
TELL MAMA ON ME,
IT'SAUNTTRUe'CAROL!
AND I'CAUSE
BETCHA
MR. NED THINK5 SO,TCO^

NED «/1S BEEN
AVOIDING AAE
LATELY,
SIS. DO
VOU SUPPOSE
■\\\P<\COULO
BE
THE REASON?

6 WetKS LATiR-THANKSTO COIGATCS
l€AM
€NTPA1BRC1
ATSATD€BA
COMBtG
CATfl j
(^CO
n\
ATTA 6IKL,D0nY\
I'M GONNATELLi AND TELL HER THAT
s
e'g
MAMA
ON YOU. \f AUNT
CAROL'STO JUST
^^I^N ^1 "Y
specouialseepe, neCotrlgatatin
AUNT CAROL!
PROMISED
BE
fn - foa
een- > f ^'T^ \ MRS.NED, WILL YOU?
denm cregetvics esinto bethetwhid
th ing
^
yonarury cle
teeans
that meordthi-s fail to reach . . .
j
od
I removes the decaying food depositsthatc^7/«emostbad breath,
dull, dingy teeth, and much tooth
decay.
Besides, agent
Colgate's
safe polishing
gently soft,
yet
thoroughly cleans the enamelmakes your teeth sparkle! "

WELL,I
APOLOGIZE
FOR OOTTV,
-BUT
I THINKCAROL
YOU
5Wi3t/^D
YOUR
N DENTIST SEEABOUT
i YOUR BREATH

TESTS SHOW
MOST FOODBAD DEPOSITS
BREATH
COMES
FROM THAT
DECAYING
IN HIDDEN CREVICES BETWEEN TEETH
THAT ARENt CLEANED PROPERLY.
I ADVISE COLGATE DENTAL CREAM. ITS
SPECIAL Pf/vfr^/^rwe foam removes
THESE odor-breeding
THAT'S WHY. DEPOSITS. AND

.1
...AND NO
TOOTHPASTE
EVER MADE
MY TEETH AS
BRIGHT AND
CLEAN AS
COUSATE'S!
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Even if you never dyed a
dress
before,
do it nowRit and
don't
be timid . . .— because
banishes
uncertainty and is so simple to use
it's really /««. Kit's new formula contains "neomerpin" which makes the
fabric literally soak up the color , . .
gives rich, luscious, flattering shades
WITHOUT BOILING. Ask for Rit
. . . and you'll "dye" laughing!

Bm//r TEETH MEAN A LOT TO
ME! THATi WHY t MASSAGE
MY GUMS ITWITH
HAS fOUHAN'S^
A SPECIAL
INGREDIENT
FOR THE GUMS
She
knows
that with
it is
vital
to cooperate
her dentist
at home!
Massage gums and clean
It makes
Forhan's.
withkeep
twice dailyhelps
teeth brilliant,
teeth
gums firm
and
healthy. For a trial tube, send 10<lo Forhan's, Dept. 6Z1, New Brunswick, N. Js GUMS
an'
CLEANS
TEETH
• AIDS
Forh

It takes nine people, aside from the two girls who have speaking parts,
to help George McCall put on his bi-weekly Hollywood Screenscoops show.

A
ONE-MAN
SHOW
George McCall (center) conducts a final script reading with his staff before
going on the air. Announcer Wen Niles, at his right, is quite amused.

At each show Grace
Stafford talks on
Hollywood fashions.

Vicki Washington,
George's secretary,
plays Miss Thomas.

George airs the program whipped into
shape by his aides.

RADIO STARS

There are two producers, two lawyers,
assistant, announcer and technicians.

.

.

. EH?

McColl's "one-nnan" show is on CBS
Tuesday and Thursday, 7:15 p.m. EDST.
New

Odorono

a Vanishing

ICE

goes

on like

Cream... checks

underarm perspiration I to 3 days
IMAGINE the convenience and com- clean, fresh odor of pure alcohol, which
fort IAn K'K deodorant that is abso- evaporates ininit'diatel.\ . Jnst one more
lutely <;r< a-.( lcss — and that checks per- reason wli.\' so many women who have
tried it prefer Odorono ICE!
spiration at(iiuc!
Ma<i<- on a new principK'. tlie new
WitliO<iorono ICI-; MMleli,-iitf\illy (-asy
Odorono let; vanishes as yon pnt it on! to ai)ply. so elfei ti\ e and ^o ^urc — you
I,<'a\cs your underarm leeliiifi cool and need ne\-er ha\-e a not her moment "s w orry
rel'icNliedaratio'n ismade
And. toIx'causo
this new prep-it over perspiraticm o(hu- or uusitihtiy
clieck perspiration,
stains. Only .'i.k- for tiie new Odorono
ICE aatjaranytoday!
Toilet-Goods Dej)artnient.
keeps yiiur underarm always dry — re- Get
[\v\
cs
you
oi
all
I'earof
odor
and
dampness
for as nnich as 3 days.
• •'Safe and cifp.-tixe cuts .louri elotliiiis;
And Odorono ICE has only its own .laniaKO, when uso,l .Mr..,,l,,m In . lire.-t ioas,"
.says Tlie .National A .^. .. [^i t lun >A Dyers and
Cleaners, after niakini; intensive lahoratory
tests of Odorono Preparations.
SEND lot FOR INTRODUCTORY JAR
HI TH MII,I.i:i{. Til,' 0,l,.n,mi ( >... Inc.
6-K-8*
Y.irk Cil.v
(InDept.
address(15*Hn.lMin
P.in().Canada)
BoxSt.,4<7.N'l-wtoMontreal)
I Cnnada,
enclo.sc 10*
cover cost of
postaKC
.Tnil
paclving
for
Rcnerous
inlrodurtor.v
jar
of Odorono Ice.
N » nic

ODO-RO-NO
COOLING — NON-GREASY
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■■ ^^mJ
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CHARACTERISTICS
A

cheer Quupicwith
k —
stick of Beeman's ! There's
nothing like that delicious Beeman's flavor to
drive off a grouch — that
fresh zip and tang is a tonic.
Do you know why it tastes
so refreshing? That airtight
package keeps the flavor
fresh and delicious as the
day it was made! Now don't
be selfish — I'll have a stick
of Beeman's too!"

AIDS DIGESTION...
's
Beeman
64

CHARACTER

OF

ACTRESS

Paula Winslow,
veteran maticCoast
actress,drahas
decidedistics. Fcharacteror example,
eccentric hats are
a great weakness.
a(Left)
familiarAlthough
figure on
the golf links and
tennis courts, Paula
has a particular
passion for table
tennis, plays often.
what one wouldcall
(Right)
Paula isn't
ashe
"fussy
but
hateseater,"
rhubarb
and always makes a
face when eating it.

1
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lends
a helping

\

hand

TALL LUKAS
Favoriie actor of
stage and screen.

"AFTER A MATINEE of my latest
roadway show, a friend brought his
sister to my dressing room to see me . . .

"SHE WANTED TO BE an actresswas understudying the star in another
play. She had talent, but . . ."

"GIRLS MUST LOOK their best to
win success. Although pretty, her
lips were rough and dry. When she
asked my advice about her career . . .

"I TOLD HER that I thought she
would benefit by using a special lipstick praised by many stage and screen
beauties. Later she phoned me ... "

Ever since childhood, Paula has
feared the dark. Her heart-beat
always quickens when she must
enter a dark room by herself.
{Continued on page 66)

HELLO. MR. LUKAS! LAST NIGHT
I MADE AND
A BIG
HIT CREDIT
IN THE FOR
STAR'S
ROLE!
I GIVE
MY
PERFORMANCE TO THE KISSPROOF
LIPSTfCK YOU TOLD ME ABOUT.
ITS BEAUTY-CREAM BASE KEEPS
MY LIPS SOFT AND SMOOTH..GAVE
ME CONFIDENCE BY MAKING ME
Mssproof Lipstick in 5 luscious
shades at drug and dept. stores O L/C\LOOK MY BEST!
atch it with Kissproof rouge, 2 stylesD ond Cheek (creme) or Compoct (dry),
ssproof Powder in 5 flattering shades,
rous trial sizes at all 10« stores

T{issproof%<
SCENARIO
BY PAUL LUKAS LIPSTICK (Z.</lc/ ROUGE ^^^|^^
c^yicljilUyU

RADIO STARS
R S T NIT E 'm

CHARACTERISTICS
{ Coiitiinii-d from page 0.^ )

FROM

HOLLYWOOD

. . . Sanitary Protection
without pads, pins, belts
From Hollywood, world ^tt 4flQ^
st\le center, comes the ^S^lr ^•
modern method of sani- J|jj|K ^1^^^^
protection !Hollv-Pax I^^H H^^H
affords hKisible sanitary
V
l^rotection, banishing tell- /t/O P^A/^^
tale r^i^ls and belts. A Of QPOJ^
highly absorbent cotton 1^%^
tampon worn internally, rZ.'jf
Holly-Pax
can't chafe
and
is so comfortable
its presence is not felt. Because
it absorbs internally, there
is no possibility of odor. .!!^p/i^//i/p/f/ff^f
Its low cost of 25c for a ^^z^-^''
complete month's supply ^^S^'*
makes
it theof most
econo- ^'^E^
mical form
protection.
.Ask for Holly-Pax
de- ^I^T
partment,
drug andat five
WMiand ten cent stores. Or ■■V'
send coupon for introduc- C/M^'^^^
tory package. P ^
PaulatheWinslow's
one forShe"whodunit"
more ofmysterious
they
are
better shea great
likes them.
possesses stories.
a largeThelibrary
crime stories.
(jollij-l^
THE
WIX COMPANY
M68
Minneapolis, Minnesota, or Hollywood, California
For the enclosed 10c (stamps or coin) send me regular
size package of Holly-Pax under your special ofler.
Name
Address
City
State

VEGETABLE
lAXATIVE
What a Difference!
F you think all laxatives act alike . . . just
try the ALL-VEGETABLE laxative,
Nature's
... so mild,
thorough, Remedy
refreshing (NR
and Tablets)
invigorating.
Dependable relief for sick headaches, bilious
spells
and
that
tired
-out
feeling,
when
caused by or associated with constipation.
Wit
kniif
Dick
get
a
25c
box
of
NRs
from
any
nilllUUlllldndruggist.
Use return
for one theweek;
ifand
you wearewillnot refund
mf)re than pleased,
box
the purchase price.
That's
Try it
—Tomorrow
NR fair.
Tonight
Alright.—
66

Paula'shermost
characteristics
are LuxherRadio
beautyTheatre
and and
success.
heard
on Bigprominent
Town, Good
News of 1938,
many You've
others.
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Boston debulantc. lovtJv
Nicole Good lit I. usdM
Marchand sGoldcnlL.n
Was/i to keep her hair
blonde and lustrous.
le owns a tiny statuette of an Italian
onk, which brings her good luck.
lula is quick to admit that she loves
>ker, nnuch preferring it to bridge.

'oOF ALL WOMEN

WERE BORN BLONDE!

Don't Let Time Darken Your Hoir
H.iir like spun <»(>itl...liiglili<<lils niul siimn tints tli<it me. in
Noutli anti loveliness ... as rclrcsliing as Spring — all tlic
result of Marchnntl s Goltlen Hair Wash. Try Marcliaiul s
today. Restore and brigliten tlie natural radiant sliade ol
your lialr. A scientilic pre[)arati(in dcsignotl solely to lighten
and beautify all sliades ol li.iir. Mar( li.ind s inipro\es texture ol the hair and will not iiitcrlctc with [x rinancnts.
A HINT TO FASTIDIOUS WOMEN
Make dark hair on arms and legs unnoticeahic with
Golden hair...
Hair Wash.
lightens skin
the
<Marchand's
olor ol superfluous
blendingMarchand's
it to your natural
tones. Sini[)le . . . safe . . . odorless ... no regrow th problems.

^ MARCHANDS
GOLDEN HAIR WASH
AT ALL DRUG
AND DEPARTMENT STORES
Mi

<\
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It is /larJ io ie/iepe f/ia^
Feminine

Hygiene

IT'S MY {Conliniicd
HUMBL
jroin E
page 15) OPINION
After this preview the picture will not be
shown again for some time, since it is
usually
after the audience's reaction
has beenaltered
obtained.
.\n Opening is the first night or the first
sliowing of a fihii at a motion picture theatre when it begins its steady run there.
That is to say, when it is booked for six
days
showing.or more, following its first-night

can le so aamiy, easi/
^^^Greaseless
BUT septic,
IT ISgreaselcss,TRUE.
antiare ivith
notZonitors,
only
easysnow-white,
to use
butreason
are
completely
removable
water.
For
tliat
alone thousands of women now prefer them to messy,
greasying no mixing
suppositories.
ready forOdorless—
use, requiror clumsyEntirely
apparatus.
and
ideal
for
deodorizing.
You'll
find
them
superior
for
this purpose, too !
•of More
andsuppositories,
more womenthanks
are ending
the nuisance
greasy
to
the
exclusive
new
greaseless
modern forfeminine
hygiene.
There isZonitors,
nothing likeforZonitors
daintiness,
easy
application
and
easy
removal.
They
contain
harmful
drugs
—
no
greasy
base
to
melt
or
run.no
Zonitors make
use favored
of the world-famous
Zonite
antiseptic
principle
because
of
its
antiseptic power combined with its freedom from
"burn" danger to delicate tissues.
in package.
SI for Free
box booklet
of 12—
atin Full
allplainU.instructions
S. and Canadian
druggists.
envelope
on
request.
Write
Zonitors,
361 1,
Chrjsler
New York Bldg.
City.
Each in ind
ua\ g/ass \

flate" r'""^ OrJ '^'"''^ your
'13S i
'aio I

A Premiere Is a plieiiontenon that originated in Hollyz^utood and is fypiea! of the
nioz'ie capital. If is comparable to an opening, only on a z'ery much more grandiose
scale. 7eith an attendant orgy of showoffs
shoicing
off. jezi'cls.
It's a carnival
minks,andsables,
ermines,
e.votie andof
e.volically e.vpensi-ee perfnnies. flozeers —
all rythat
carat oneloz\dy
time.ladies-'
It is,frailto bodies
be morecane.vaet,
an opportunity for the elite of filmdom to
meet and eolleetii'ely pan or praise the
completed artistic effort of a great -many
artisans oz'er a period of many zeeeks. It
is. furthermore, a Roman Holiday for the
toze)ispeople. zeho stand or sit for hours
on sidezealks outside the entrance of the
theatre just to get a fleeting glimpse of
their faz'orites in the film zcorld.
To me, the building of bleachers and
tiers of seats (not at all unlike those of a
circus) outside the theatre's entrance is
the height of nothing at all. It is this act
on the part of the movie moguls which
shows that they enjoy the adulation and
cheers of massed humanity.
Were these audiences quiet and respectful and perhaps the least bit awed, the occasion might be a dignified and laudatory
one. But as it is, with increasing years of
viewing their favorites closer than people
of any other town in the land, these crowds
have come to be almost offensive. They
make wisecracks and jibes and keep up a
running fire of commentary about those
who are entering or leaving.
But the most sickening of the entire
proceedings are the stupid microphonic
mouthings and dolorous dribble that
emanate from the mouths of the glamorous
film stars themselves. One would think
that some of the film tycoons, especially,
would have been smart enough to memorize a sharp, effective speech which could
easily have been written for them by any
one of their publicity men.
.-Ifter listening in for a half hour to one
premiere, I found myself so nauseated by
the repetitious speeches that I zvas forced
to dial out.departments
It is anuLzin,!
that permit
the studio.^'
publicity
zcnild
stars
to shozu so phii)dy
the inabilitytheirof
some of them to speak intelligently, over
a coast-to-coast nclz^'ork, to millions of
people lehosciously,haz'e
to bclicz'e,
uncon-of
that theycome
are the
originators
the smart, intelligent things they say in
their piclui-es. Ilozeez'er, the successful
qualityandoj their
films redeems
lieze.
the hysterical
fans them.
listeningI be-in
on such an ez'ening can forgiz'e even such

i

rot, nauseating as it is.
A bouquet should be tossed to h'Orv
Shearer, Douglas Fairbanks. Jr., ai
members of their party, zeho. zehen ask,
to speak into the microphone . zeere sma
cnouqh
honor. to decline (/racioiislv that dubio
AND while we're still on the subject ■
Hollywood, let me tell you about a ntj
invention that will probably have a fa|
reaching effect on the public, Hollywo<|
and life in general.
It is called
Number
One), theand"Cinematone"
I witnessed the(Mc fill
demonstration of it at my favorite eatiti
place. It is an apparatus about seven fej
high, built in tiers of boxes. It feat
a slot into which one inserts a dime, whe
upon he may see and hear several mome
of motion pictures.
The company expects to put out sev^
thousand of these machines in
months. Which prompts me to ask: Jii fc
how will this affect the movie theat
whose audience is already dwindling?
THE Got
world'sTogether.
worst song title — Tt
Dreams
ARE you the type of person zvho, as ,
sits, at home listening to a radio, think.
"Gosh, I'd like to be in this busines.
What a soft life! What fun!"? Bccaul
if youaboutare.onlygiz-eoneheedangleto ofzvhata performer
I have
say
routine.
Unfortunate, indeed, is the perfo
who must rehearse and broadcast on tt
same day. Obviously, if one is require
to rehearse for an hour — or perhaps t*
or three — to secure the proper balant
between the singer and the orchestra itsel
it is unfair to the singer.
The voice, after all, is an extremely del
cate pair of vocal chords and is only tc
ready to show signs of wear and tear an
the resultant fatigue. Therefore, is it ac,
small
wonderherself
that such
individual
himself
in badan voice
during fin<|
tH "■^
broadcastor itself?
Of course, the world demands result
not alibis, but it is unfortunate that all t(
often the audience fails to know some i
the story beiiind a poor performance. 1
amend
thatittois "apparently
poor"faultperforii
ance since
in no wise the
of tl
artist himself.
This is a problem in the elementals '
showmanship. It is a difficult problem ft
which there is, probably, no solution,
After a had night on the train — due pei
haps to a bad road-bed. an incompete
engineer or unusual zveather conditionsperformer alights at, ,wy, si.r or sez
a.m. at the station of the tozen ivhere h
is to appear that eicnuig. He is met
a brass band; the management for zvhoi
he is to perform; the management's pre.
ideas wot'
zvill involve
the performer;
zvith iveird and.
just bursting
agent,
likely, members oj the press, half-asleel
and
Anyzvhere
fifteenattniiith\
vies touchy.
to an hour
jhav be from
consumed
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tatioii. quite f'ossibly in the bitter cold of
in this may
quitebef>rol>ahlc
;rwniiiig.
cold, theAndperformer
called onbit-to
articipatc in :
One. Any amount of crasy publicity
funts resulting from the ivcird ideas the
forcmentioned press agent n-as bursting
.nth.
Ttco. Photos snapped in '.vrious poses
ailing for a big smile 0)i the face of the
erformcr — a smile a trifle forced 'ichen
e thinks of the ham and eggs he isn't
iting.
All ofandZi'hich
there may
ictures
storiesso inthat
the cirning
papersbe
-free publicity for the management ivho
•erformer.
too apt to forget that he on'cs it to the
-♦Then come the interviews themselves,
ther atEachthepaper
stationseeksor toatsecure
the subject's
otel.
its own
ipecial type of yarn. This demonstrates
le fact that there will be as many interiews as there are papers. Interviews may
jnsume anywhere from five minutes to an
our, or even longer, with more pictures
I various domestic acts, such as shaving,
ressing, eating.
Then, if there is no rehearsal in the
[ternoon. the management is apt to have
ther ideas to make tlie town aware of the
erformer and his engagement at the
ijou Tlieatre. These ideas may take the
)rm of a visit to a luncheon given by the
otarians, Kiwanis, Lions or others. Or
1 appearance at a local department store
here, for an hour or two, the performer
permitted to autograph his records or

COURSE
BUT

CM

MO,
BUT HE HASN'tA
TELEPHONED.
ANP
THE LAST TIME WE
WERE OUT TOGETHER
HE PID NOTHING BUT
RAVE ABOUT JANE,
AND HER
"schoolgirl
complexion"/

and sound c(|uipnu'nt, and a big, submarine-like bus with sleeping quarters, a
small ablekitchen,
an unbelievamount of lavatories
room and and
comfort.
These
three, together with my own personal car
and aniitlu r for my two secretaries, began
the tri]) Xnrth,
At Fresno, California. I ran across a
gourmet's
Omar Khayyam
Restaurant ,delight,
ichosetheproprietor,
George
M ardikian , is a true artist, a genial host
and a fine friend. He '.v ii man zi'ho would
Hum cat.
He
israllicr
the co.'^Liciiinci- i>i pcrlr
ni.in- inciluls
inr unusual
(/m7,,-.v
,niv
<'llicr
.-nok
in
the
leorld, at Icis! il iconld scan that icay.
Both Kiplcy and the laic O. O. Mclntyre
hai'C mode /nli/i-iniaacs In his shrine of
gastronomic dcliglils. It really teas difficult I I leave tins l.ircly liltic lii:cii, nestling
in the mountains where the summers are
blistering, but the zeinters very delightful.
Perhaps the strangest sight encountered
after Fresno was that California phenomenon I discussed at the beginning of this
article, the arc-light premiere. But this
time, instead of being the customary motion picture, show premiere or grocerystor; opening, it was two rival gas stations.
Situated on opposite corners, they displayed not only the usual assortment of arc
lights, big stationary lights playing into
the sky, but also huge bouquets of flowers.
It was a most unusual sight — with the
gasoline pumps taking the bows!
The most significant thing, to me, about
{Continued on page 80)

YOUNG

'MlPDLE-AGE^

ALMOST
WHERE'SDAYS?
BILL
THESE
HAVE you TWO
HAD A SPAT?

books. Then, quite likely, a tour of the
town, a trip to a iiospital, a college, or
some other outstanding institution of
which the town is proud.
thingsatarethe perhaps
conducii'ell'ltile
to a these
big gross
bo.v-office.
the
managcmciil lias never thought of their
effect (in thr inrlurmer! As a result he
may .f/i/' .wi/ the stage zvearinq a
drawn,
His ':'«icr (ulirities
may be
so
tired,lui.j.iavd
jroiii jucc.
the iihcssoiil
forced on him. that it i.v ,;// he con do to
gi'c'c a decent performance.
The many adoring young ladies who
may have kept the hapless artist at the
station, the store, the luncheon or the
hospital for hundreds of autographs are
the first to express keen disappointment
when
evening's
performance is below
par inthequality
and brilliance.
Too often, indeed, do we kill the goose
that lays the golden egg!
FOR the past several issues I have
promised to tell you about our tour through
the Hebrides of Northern California. I
herewith keep that promise. A while back
I recounted some of the hazards that face
a traveling dance band, such as weather
conditions, competition, and playing in localities where one's radio program cannot
beactual
pickedoperation
up. Nowof alet's
see atour
littleweof had
the
six-day
booked following our three weeks at the
Cocoanut Grove.
For this tour of the strategic cities of
the West Coast we found it necessary to
use two trucks to carry our instruments

GOT

SKIN
ME/

WELL, MEN ADORE LOVELY
COMPLEXIONS-AND YOURS IS SO
DRY, LIFELESS, COARSE- LOOKING
LATELY! REGULAR '"MIDDLE-AGE"
SKIN.' MAYBE
IT'S THAT NOTSOAP
you're
USING...
CHANGE
TO WHY
PALMOLIVE ?
T I I WHY WOULD
'^vv<''^ \J IMAKE
PALMOUVE
SUCH A
Pi DIFFERENCE ?
■.r..v.!3.
11

BILL RAVES ABOUT MY COMPLEXION
NOW THAT I USE ONLY PALMOLIVE,
THE SOAP MADE WITH OLIVE OIL TO
KEEP SKIN SOFT, SMOOTH, yOUNG-j

BECAUSEOIL. ..APALMOLIVE
IS MADEOF WITH
OLIVE
SPECIAL BLEND
OLIVE '
AND PALM OILS, NATURE'S FINEST
BEAUTY
THAT'S SKIN.
WHY IT'S
SO GOOD
FORAND DRY,AIDS/
LIFELESS
IT SOFTENS
REFINES
SKIN TEXTURE
CLEANSES SO THOROUGHLX TOO...
LEAVES COMPLEXIONS RADIANT/

RADIO STARS
RADIO RAMBLINGS
( C ivitiiuicd jrom pane 29)

WE'LL PROVE IT'S FOOLISH
TO PAY MORE THAN 20c FOR
ROUGE OR LIPSTICK
Because Ruth Rogers is sold only at F. W.
Woolworth Co Stores, more of your money
goes into beauty-giving ingredients, less into
excessive selling costs. That is why smart
women are saving as much as $20 a year by
using Ruth Rogers Rouge, Lipstick and Related Beauty Aids. * These same women
have found Ruth Rogers offers a new approach to beauty at sensible prices. Now Ruth
Rogers makes this startling /ree offer to prove
to you that quality need not be expensive.
^^(MADE
HOLLYWOOD — SoWSTORES
Oh/j at
}l\ F. W. INWOOLWORTH
HOLLVUJOOD'S
RELATED AIDS TO
Cleansing
cream;skintissue
face
powder;liquid
lotion;crea <
Iringent;
make-up.
Here are t^'" f

a Tegular-f!^^^^, ^m-

me1 NaAddress,
i CityJu/y Rodio
WHAT IT FEELS
LIKE TOSforsBE
Featuring Phil Bal<er A FATHER

NEVER

OFFEND!

BE "SURE" OF YOUR BREATH
Use "Sure"
new breath
purifier
that thehelpsamazing
in romance,
social
contacts,
offensive
breath bacco,odorsbusiness.
frometc.Removes
onions,
garlic,
tococktails,
Just
use
one
onsweet.the Also
tongueremoves
and your
breath
willdrophe
odors
from
hands.
Fi t3 purse or ;on
pocketmoney— sold
back g
U DROP
DOES THE
TRICK!
A ""^
70

Still Opsn • Write at On

Duck. This was
day.< after our story
started.
The- little boy had hern eninu/ed for an
appearaiiee on anotJier proorain. We, the
People, just the day before.
The young
man hefelt
so bad,
it's toa
pleasure
to report,
finally
was able
persuadethe little
bring
boy Donald
to New Duck's
York parents
for Radioto
Nervsreel and snub We, the People. It
seemed a great triumph to the young man.
But little Donald was frightened in the
studio and made more trouble for the
announcers than bis interview was worth.
The young man who bad bunted little
Donald down was warned to be more
careful about the type of children be
chose in the future.
DURING the new Monday evening Lou
Holtz
with watchfully
Richard Hiniber's
orchestra,program
Lou stands
to keep
applause from breaking out in the middle of
the band numbers. Dick Himber always
was on the violent side in his conducting,
but lately he has taken to dancing to the
tunes as he leads his musicians.
In spite of being on the portly side,
Dick's
dancesaudience
get into admires
such frenzied
steps,
the studio
and starts
applauding. Lou or an announcer shushes
that
because
it's bewildering
to anoutaudience
at home
to have
applause break
in the
middle of any band number except one
of Benny Goodman's.
around uwrc
TIlIJinSION still
eoriiers lluni seven eross-eyed men in a
ro'ie eonhl iiavioate. but its seeoud eousin,
■■luu simile." has suddenly leaped into
prominenee.
the reoular
broadcastinn stationsSomehareof been
ex pennienting
zoith it after their proi/rani hours.
In case you have not been paying
enough attention to catch the difference
between television and facsimile, here it is:
Television is reproduced on a set which
shows motion pictures on the end of a
small tube or on a screen in the livingroom. The facsimile set prints, one letter
or corner at a time, a news story or picture on a roll. It's something like ticker
tape. The idea is to turn on your set
when you go to bed and have a newspaper
printed by the time you get up.
Like television, its drawback is financial.
Aside from the original cost of the set, the
addition to the electric bill would be nearly
enough to finance messenger boys bringing
several copies of the morning paper to the
door.
Men may be around selling stock. Be
careful about that.
lance.
at
.\L PF.,\RCI-:'S
ever saw — large, genial cheeks I,thatfo suddenly end and turn at right angles into a
chin dwarfed by comparison. He is an
expansive smiler. The cheeks spread out
nnich broader than usual and tlie cliin
shrinks into almost nothing.
.M himself is amused by the idea of any-

one having such a queer physiognomy. Tli
face is not unattractive — very likable, o
the contrary. He hooted away that ide
one night when I suggested it and ha
been hooting ever since.
//•" it's no; too late -leJien yon run oeros
these lines, sieiteh your radio some Thitrs
day at 'J: SO p.m. {lilJSl } to the Blu
netieork of the Xational Broadcastin
Company. (Tin- Blue is the one zcithoi,
J'allee and Crosby). The program j
.America's
Towna zcild,
Meeting
of thesessio
Aii
lehieh has nnide
uproarious
outTlieof aseeret
debateis ei'ery
zccek.
in tlie hist fifteen minute,
zehen the audienee asks questions an
heekles the speakers. The debate is hel
in a large hall, but a question from zm
baek in the bale,)ny ran be pieked up. Th
mierophonc has a large reflector behind i
The reflector is focused or aimed at th
man in the back seat and the effect is sim
lar to speaki)ig into the mike at close rang.
Tlie topics of these debates arc usuall
political and economic, but alieays highl
contnri'ersial. So are the speakers. Th
audience in that last quarter hour is th
real shoze. though. .Vo matter zchat you
Z'iezes. you zeill either get into a lather t
anger or feel your heart zoarming at th
idea ' of siich topics being yelled ozrr th^
radio.
probably alternate for zveek
in latherYou'll
and zvarmth.

ABOUT the time Lent ended, I caug|-|
that good Catholic, Fred Allen, leaninl
back after a meal with all restrictions ofl
"It must be a pleasure," he sighed,
be a tape worm on a night like this."
TALKING pictures, as you may remi
her, were a sort of by-product of rai
coming when electrical engineers had n
gotten down to monkeying with loi
speakers. 'de The
great radio market
the
yapping■e'sforanothe,
them a decade ago when talkin
pictures were just getting under way.
Th.
nozv, zvhic]
I by-product
am investigating.
On
'iv
e:e has
father,a nicrophone
to be set
•'s
bed.
If
the
baby
crie.
bab
01 he, It oz a loud speaker in th
' hazrnt i/one ' into this part of
u engineer friend tells m
,noighly—but
I niioht just asan: zoell
set. hookThatit right
zvay, inf
yo
ir regular radi
nidn't iorget to , rn on the loud speakei
up. the mike could sti,
Ifter
beI'cdroom
handy/.(//:zehere
inV an<ir<no.the
unotitrusiz'c
cornerto ofprett
th Iri
girls go into
up just before dinner. That is, of coiirsl liji
// your zeife doesn't catch you.
The last part of this idea is somethin
Nelson Eddy once tried. Eddy just bough
the
wholeinvolved.
thing for that, though — no bab
alarms
JUST a year ago, Fredda Gibson wa
out on tour singing her hot and catcli
rhythms in small towns. She had made
couiile of recordings and that was her closes
;il)proach to big-time showing. The record
ings went so-so generally, except for on
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ght wlicn a man from a music publishing
luse brought them around to convince
ick Hiniber this new song was a good
e for the Himber orchestra.
Dick
n'hethcr hehoivusedhe
e songdoesn't
or not,remember
but he remembers
lied:
"Who's
that
singer?"
He had a program she just filled into,
ce he had signed her to a contract. She
heard zcith a lot of orchestras on hirge
tworks /;(>:i'. mainly ;,'itli Ccor(/e Olscn's
an XBC neti.ork l-riday nights.
The funny part of it is, Himber still
ves about that Gibson girl, but on his
n program this spring the sponsor
oked another girl, Kay Thompson.
MAXY
the singers
radio out
has tocon-be
buted to ofmovies
have turned
ry bad actors and were responsible for
lie bad pictures. By way of reversing
; joke, perhaps, the movies have taken
lie other singers, already rejected by
lie, and dumped them right back into
dio"s
high are
salaried
ampleslapthisasseason
Nelsonstars.
Eddy Two
and
)roth}- Lamour.
Eddy had not been rejected altogether
radio before his trip to Hollyxcood
•ce years 'ago, but he 'was n'orking as
e of radio's minor si)igers. His barizvas called
"promising"
mle voice
and that
ivas about
the sizenozvof and
his
nding. Operetta movies suddenly
lisked him into prominence as an agrcc'_v
melodies,
ck handsome
to radio hesinger
came ofto light
consider
large
ers from gentlemen who might scarcely

have admitted him to the office to discuss man after he arrived on Hollyivood Hotel.
Mo^t of the comedians nowadays play
a job just a year before. The croivning
primarily to the microphone and leave
paradox theof Eddy's
that noiv
dislikes
type of story
admireris zvho
regardshe applause signals to an announcer or prohim as a romantic figure. He is a singer,
gram director.
he insists, and demands recognition for the
nnXNY GOOD^L■^X is beset li-ith the
voice
that radio once refused to lake z-ery troubles
seriously.
that go ivith making important
pcis"ualities out of individual niembers of
Dorothy Lamour was on the verge of his hand. The viembers of his siving
being stamped a radio failure when movies quartet and siving trio are being apcame along. NBC had conducted a publicproached byBroadivay promoters ivith adity campaign and kept her on the air in a
vice to "Quit Goodman and get out into
program of her own for several months. the big money leith a luin.d of your ozcn."
No sponsor was interested. Then, after her Gene Krupa. the dnnnnicr. was first to go.
movie success, she joined the Charlie Mc- A contract luoiiul liini to Goodman for anCarthy Sunday evening program at a
other yc.ir. hut nc-cy z.ol-.cd thnt and set
salary much larger than NBC had asked, Kntpa free. .S'/./r/i)/,; ,i ncic hand is aheavs
even when they were most optimistic about a hazardous undciOakiiio . nrcohing heavv
her prospects.
preliminary expense on. I posshnlily of operating at a loss for o tc:c months leliilc the
EDDIE C.\XTOR is the only comedian hand is in its experimental stages. And
there
is
no assuror.cc that the band zvill bcwho still indulges in violent antics for the
studio audience. As fashions changed, he cione pop]ihir. even Ihoui/h a popular and
has moderated his manner and no longer competent foiurc such as Krupa presides.
wears costumes, but he still rolls his pop
.\e-certhelcss. the possihUity of Inge
eyes and occasionally jumps right off the profits jnakes )niisiciinis restless. Goodfloor into the arms of announcer or stooge. together,
man is ZL'orried about holding his band
Park\akarkus still takes an occasional
punch at Al Jolson and Jolson punches
back as they exchange their jokes.
JESSEL'S nasal singing never
AW the other comedians who used to didGEORGE
sound well on radio, but this year, apparently
of his defects, he has
leap around microphones during broad- chosen to set unaware
it off in its worst light. In
casts have either disappeared from radio
or decided to conduct themselves quietly his Sunday afternoon Mutual network program, he sings with a group of typically
in the studio. Ed Wynn, who used to
stamp arountl the studio, has gone back to slick-throated radio singers. He usually goes
the stage. Milton Berlc found no radio a little flat about half way through a
effect oftenon becomes
program this }ear and went into pictures. chorus. The(Continued
page 81)grotesque.
Ken Murray was a much quieter young
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ANY CHILD j)j
COULD K€EP
ugh A CLTOI
EALET
N
"^^W? AND PURE

No MORE scrubbing toilets. No
more smelly disinfectants. You
don't even touch the bowl with )»
your hands. toSani-Flush
is made
scientifically
Just dash a clean
little toilets.
in the bowl.
(Follow directions on the can.)
Flush
toilet and
all there
isOdors
to it!theareStains
and that's
spots
banished.
Germsvanish.
are
killed. The hidden trap that no
amount of scrubbing can reach is
purified. The bowl glistens like new.
Sani-Flush can't
injureeffective
plumbing
connections.
It is also
for
cleaning automobile radiators (directions on can). Sold by grocery,
drug,
hardware,
cent stores.
25c and
and five-and-ten10c
sizes. uctsTheCo., Canton,
HygienicOhio.
Prod-

CHANS TOIIET BOWLS WITHOUT SCOURING
LUCKY
NAME PLATE
D ET
FOR CANARY
CAGE FT If
t IT
H
Handsome
Good
Luck
in colors. Lettered withCharm,
your
onCanary's
side ofname.
cage. Fastens
Simply easily
mail
box top
from French's
Bird
Seed
or French's
Birdto: Grave!
and
Canary's
name
R.T. French Co., 2281 Mustard St., Rochester, N. Y.

How
To Shampoo
Blonde Hair to Keep It
Golden and Lustrous
halfKOlclen
requires
special raretheIfmostyou attractive
would preserve
UsBlendelovely
hzlr
will and
fade allurlnK,
or beauty.
darkenwashEven
withItage.
ToNewkeepHlondei.
your light
hair
charming
with
amazing
blonde
hair
Shampoo
and
Special
Rinse.
Costathe
but a fewlarly. It keeps
pennieshairto uselighter,
and islovelier,
ahsolutelygleaming
safe. Usedwith regufaslustre, glorious highlights.
Get NewwithBlondex
day. ciNneawtingcombination
packagi — shampoo
separateto72

THE

BANDWAGON
{Continued from page 37)

into the opening of the cyHnders. A micro- Saturday Night Swing Session and ot
phone is inserted beneath the heavy cloth few guest appearances. Everyone agr
which covers the tubes and the strings, and that some program should snap him
picks up the sound as it bounces off the Most think he zvould be a "natural"
piano sound-board. The results are eerie, Benny Goodman's Tuesday Swing Sch(
But none of these Evans enthusiasts kn
uniqueheard
soundsbefore.
the like of which have ne'er that
been
Red has been on the Goodman sh
almost
times. No,
you didn't
him playa dozen
the ocarina.
It seems
that hl
That's
one
nf
the
chief
Kostclaneta
assets: He knoivs more about taking ad- is from the South, and he is the voice
vantaiie
of the tricks of radio than any the
Southern planter you hear during
commercials!
other conductor.
Who said Hollyivood is screwy?
Andre gets a great kick out of his
realistic and unusual musical effects. But PERSONAL: BOB CROSBY
he enjoys himself even more when he Dear Bob:
describes his ^155,000 string section with
Just a few minutes ago I heard your 1
its Maginni, Stradivarius, four Gaglianos
sing In the Shade of the N
and a Guadagnini, and boasts that one of brother
Apple Tree. By luck, I have a copy
the best effects he ever had was that of your
recording
same number. J
the ten cent store whistle which sounded a for fun, as soon ofas the
Bing finished, I listet
perfect B above high C.
to your version.
Please don't think I'm taking too
a liberty, but I hate to see you not taki
ANDREFAVORITE
KOSTELANETZ"
FIVE
full
of yourButvoic'e.
Bing i
BANDS
tops asadvantage
a pop singer.
you could
him a darned close race — and there
1. Guy Lonihardo
plenty of room for another Bing. As
2.
Paul Kenil>
U'hitenian
3. Hal
is now, you're using your voice just
4. Raymond Paige
any average band vocalist might. Yo
vocal equipment is swell. But in compi
5. Beniiv Goodnmn
ing the two Crosby renditions, I dot
think you are giving yourself the breal
NO RUNS, NO ERRORS— ONE HIT I know how carefully you are steerii
One thing that helped Larry Clinton get away from any charge of imitating Bin
but there's
blameif allbut theMr.storiai
the public recognition he deserves was his Mrs.
Crosby, nobody
Senior.to And
nutty swing composition, Dipsy Doodle.
With the smell of baseball in the air, the I hear about Bing are true, he'll be
all the way.
story of how he came to write that tune there rooting for youSincerely,
deserves telling :
Again, pardon my presumption — at
Last fall, Larry, a rabid baseball fan,
journeyed out to the New York Polo good luck.
Grounds to watch his favorite ball club, FOLLOW-UP TO FATE
the Giants, and his favorite pitcher, Carl
A couple of months ago the Bandzvag
Hubbell, fight it out in a World Series
game with the Yankees. Carl was in great tried to show you what an odd thing fa
form until the third inning, when the was when it told about the coincidence th;
Yankees proceeded to knock him out of found Rudy Vallee and Barry Wood si
the box. Maestro Clinton was very upset ting side by side as they played sax for tl
about the boos and cat-calls that greeted Yale University Band.
Hubbell's Hewithdrawal
the his
pitching
But, knew
apparently,
the ofall-seeing
mound.
wanted tofrom
express
own wagon
only half
it. For,Bamall
admiration for Hubbell and decided to write playing the saxophones in that same grou;
a tune about it.
were Peter Arno, the now famous cai
He thought and thought and thought — toonist, and Art Shaw, one of the be
and finally got an idea. Hubbell is famous saxophone-clarinet men in the professioi
for throwing a ball which, when it breaks
at the home plate, does exactly the reverse TAINT FAIR
of what the batter expects it to do. The
You'll remember when The Music Gofj
baseball trade called this Carl Hubbell's 'Round zvas the scourge of the natioi »
After
it faded into the beyond, Farley an
"Diljsy
Doodle
Ball."
So Larry Clinton wrote a tune called
its composers, dissolved their part
tlie Dipsy Doodle. .As a concession to Tin Riley,
and Mike Riley formed his owl
Pan Alley, he changed the mood from nership
band.
Recently he zvrote another twv
baseball to love. But he retained the idea
called
oooOH
! and hoped to rizv '
of cvcryfhing coming out in reverse — the 'round and! BOOM
'round success.
which
hcli)ed
make
it
a
hit.
And
that's
a
story true — me help so.
He tookit eagerly
the songandto accepted
a publisher,
grabbed
the H''c
that Riley imposed: It would no
DON'T GET ME WRONG— I LOVE becondition
given to another band to play for c
RADIO
month. Mike zvas convinced that he hat I
Lewis
"Red"
Evans
is
famous
among
a
smash
he hoped
to achieve
a na- I
musicians as the best szving ocarina player
tionalhitname and
for his
orchestra
by becominC
in New York. He's been heard on the associated zvith it. But he had to wait q J

month to get a uetzvork line for his band.
He kiicti' if a uaiiie radio orchestra began
playing
chance. it during that time, he'd lose his
So Mike sat tight and zivited. Meanwhile, though. Benny Goodman heard about
the tune. He learned the )mnu' of the publisher and requested the .f-D///. I)<\tpitc the
agreement zcith Riley, i^/in is tin- publisher,
who can refuse Kinii iiootliiian So Benny
got OOoOH ! BOOM I, put it oi; the air and
is credited by most listeners zeith introducing it. And iimc, Mike Riley is afraid
to play his ozcn song on the air because
he knozcs nine people out of ten icill say:
"He'smanjust
like all the rest of the Goodimitators."
NAME IT AND YOU CAN HAVE IT
Those genii who name Pullman cars and
shades of feminine hosiery have new rivals
— the bandleaders. Feeling that they
must give the listener something to remember them by, the maestri have gone to a
lot of trouble thinking up titles.
One of the first was Shep Fields and his
Rippling Rhythm. Now you have such
melodious phrases as: Jerry Blaine's
Streamlined Rhythm; Bert Block's Bell
Music; Blue Barron's Music of Yesterday
and Today; George Olsen's Music of Tomorrow; and Frank Dailey's Stop and Go
Music.
But leave it to Horace Hcidt to add the
Snal
originally
H. Heidt's
Sweet touch.
Swing. ItHewasthought
too many
other
3ands were swinging sweetly. So his new
slogan is Sweeter Swing.
Gilding the lily or something?
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HISTORY MAKING
Newest girl singer to undergo a network
build-up is Doris Rhodes, CBS' latest
singing
"find." Upsymptoms
to this point,
Doris has
never exhibited
of mike-fright,
but the studio moguls are keeping a weather
eye on licr. for Miss Rhodes has a record.
A tiw \(,;n> ago, she was singing at
Hully\\(jnl'>
ColonyBrothers
Club. producer,
Mervyn
LeRoy,
noted ultra
Warner
heard and signed her for tlie feminine lead
in Golddiggers of 1937. On the appointed
day, Doris appeared, made-up, stepped out
on the set, took one look at the cameras —
and
has itthethatKlieg
she's lights.
the first
girl fled.
to runHistory
away from
FOREIGN DEPT.
Most Americans yen to visit the isle of
Bermuda. Oitee you <iet there, the
Belmont-Manor Ho'tel is one of the best
dance sa.vophouist
spots. But broke
yeeeiUly.histhe/,'./.
hotel.hibaud's
first
important
ofloir
was
scheduled
for
ereniiui and a siihsfltute could not hethattound.
All h'ohed hhi.lc until the eraeh Ilcnmula
Clipper fie:o into Lmen iron, the V. S. A.
Jimmy
ll'olher.
of the
stopped I'y
at the eo^pil.^t
hotel, heard
aboutplane,
the
disaster and promised to tahe care of it.
1-or the ne.rt tieo niohls. until the
Clipper fiezo bach, th.e Beliiunit-Manor had
a I'cry fine siihstitiite to.itino the iiohblepipe.
SeeuLS <>fthatreuiiieii.
Pilot il'alher is an c.vsa.vopliouis!
ON THE TOP
On May 5th, Emil Coleman, familiarly
known as Society's Bandleader, begins an

WHO

CHARM

KNOWS

THIS

engagement
at Manhattan's
Hotel—
Pierre. Coleman
is to play onswanky
the roof
New
York's
tallest
roof-garden.
Most
the musicians, who are thinking of theof
hot New York summers and are envious
of Coleman's good fortune, don't know
one thing. Emil is cursed by a very annoying phobia: He cannot, under any
conditions, look out of tall buildings.
CLAIM TO FAME
Leith Stc\ens is now one of Columbia's
better
because
he's the
lad whoknown
holds conductors
the baton over
the Saturday
Xight Sieiuo Session. But Leith, truth
to tell, \\a^ Miiyinally hired because he was
a fine ila--sii al nnisician.
Here i> the liaik.u round which prepared
him for lii^ iire-< nt Saturday evening
chores: Piano j-eln ■lar>liii) at the Horner
Institute of Music: piaim reeitals to pay
expenses: accompani>l i^r t!ie kite Mreiame
: w iniiei-Sclnxil
ni a (jffelloMusic;
w ship
atSchumann-Heink
the famed Juilliard
and conducttjr of the Chicago (hand Opera
Company. ( Xote to jitter-hugs: Keep
your eye on this Toscanini cat.)
THE FEMININE TOUCH
Although it's been I'liil Spitiilny :eho has
glorified
the all-.lmeriean
nirl miisieian.
several other
leaders ir, Inor
a little
feminine infiuenee of their lith
inilsou. for example. /;,
the
rule-book and has .Mar<iit lie onus as his
coiieert-niistress. He also has a zvoman
ziolliiisf and cellist.
I'cli.r Mills, conductor of the Mickey
(Continued on page 79)

SECRET

Lovely women are like flowers — and flower jDerfumes
are tke very essence of feminine af)|5cal. The girl wKo
wins her man — and kcejjs liim! — knows tke lure of tkese
odeurs. Park & Tilford f)resent3 "Lilac," tke kreatk of fragrant sjirlng; and "Ckerisk," a new floral odeur as 8{}icy as a
cocjuette's glance. Let klossoni-time surround you — always!
Deligktful, delicate, lingering —
sweet "Lilac" and s{)icy Ckerisk
are now at all ten-cent stores
in smart tuckaway ■
sizes
I C

AND
PERFUMES
73
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STRAIGHT

ANY ONE CAN PUT IN
TALON
SLIDE FASTENERS
One,
two, dothreeit . by. . they're
in ! Any
one can
following
the
simplified instructions that come
with every Talon Slide Fastener
you buy in a chain store. Foolproof, flexible, they launder perfectly and make the smartest,
smoothest closings for your own
and
children'sfornewmodernizspring
clothes.yourWonderful
ing last year's dresses, too!
TALON
REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.. TALON. INC.
SLIDE FASTENERS
As little as 15c— at
Woolworth Co TheH.W.L. T.Green
Grant& Co.
Co.
S.J.F. J.S.W. Newberry
Kresgre
The
McLellan
Stores
Corp. G. C.ScottMurphy
S.McCrory
H. KressStores& Co.
Burr Co.
Co.
and other variety chain stores.
.AZso—
Sears, Roebuck
Company
Montgomery,
Ward && Company
Seniation&L
SEND COUPON =r*A1
FORi^LIPSTICKS,
AND 2 FLAME-GLO
ROUGE COMPACTS
It's
our treat!
you
trial Letsizesus Triple!
of the
famous3 fullFLAME-GLO
Indelible
Lipsticks
. . . each in a differentFREEfascinating shade, so
you canTo discover
the colornewest
most becoming to
you.
introduce
we will also
send our
you two newachievement,
shades of
Flame-Glo Dry Rouge Compacts, each comwith its ownthatpuff.givesYou'lla natural,
like theyouthful
creamy
smoothplete texture
glow
yoursendcheeks10' .in. .stamps
that staysto cover
on because
clings!to Just
mailingit
costs. For beauty's sake, send Coupon TODAY!
TRIPLE "indelible
^^^^
lOc,AT 20cLEADING
and 25e
S & 10* STORES

FROM THE COLD
{€ owtinucd from page 21)

his dwii. IK- can he comic (Jolson appcaraiu-c — //c'/y.w llolcl appearance),
cntcrtaiiiiiiii ( an .\rcli Olioler skit Lo, The
I'oor htdum!)
and heavily
(the
XBC
Shakespearean
series).dramatic
What more
could anyone asi< for? . . . Ben Grauer
would be in the movies now if he were
taller.
boy studios
he lived and
near worked
Paraniount's
Astoria,.\sX.a Y.,
there
often. Older, he found he wasn't quite tall
enough.
Radio'salways
gain. takes
. . . Jean
XBC singer,
her Ellington,
shoes of?
when she broadcasts, regardless of whether
there are two or two hundred in the studio.
She's sn|>erstitious.
77//.V dcporhuciit. a while back, reported
that on the luiergine Xewsrcel shoic, annouiu-er Jack Costello. I'arks Johnson and
Jl'ally
zeordit
EnergineBiitten.'orth
thirty-tieo mentioned
tiines ami the
spelled
twice, .i check-up on a later slioie notes
mention of the product name e.Kully jortyoite limes in thirty minutes!
THE Magic Key program is proof of
NBC'sit holds
showmanship,
out,
up nicely.as, week in and week
It's also smart enough to anticipate entertainment trends for the reported 24,500,000 receiving sets in this country. It
wisely took on, for example, Linton Wells,
able newspaper writer and author of Blood
On The Moon, as a roving reporter, thus
creating something new under the sun and
over the air. Wells, who is a crack interviewer, sounds, incidentally, exactly like
Charlie Butterworth.
Frank Black liandles his symphony orcliestra as it should be handled, with equal
emphasis on jazz and the classics. Ben
Grauer and Milton J. Cross (he has a good
singing voice) are more than adequate at
their announcing jobs, and the RCA plugs
aren't too awful.
But all is not f^erfectiou ci'cn here, in
lehat is a nclioork's Oicn idea of a radio
show
inslance.
en,/aoeil— foito simi
on itCharles
recently.Knlhnaun.
l\e(/ardless
of his well-kn,,wn operatic ahility. Knlliiiann can't sin;; a liohl number as a liiiht
numt'cr, but must strain and Ih-lloio as he
attacks
the for
notes—
literally.to Isn't
it /-r..v.f/7)/i'
these"attacks"
opera people
sine/
easily.' They make it all sound so difficult.
Then,as too,
the skit
always
successful
as itdepartment
was in the isn't
case
of a fluffy sketch written by Patricia
CoIIinge for Margalo Gillmore and Richard
Whorf. This particular effort was a happy
compromise between no less than William
Shakespeare and Noel Coward, and the
treatment accorded it by the Coward-ish,
"r"-rolling actors was delicately satirical.
Rather less worth-while efforts were two
Irish playlets performed on two occasions
by theWhitford
comic-singing
and
Kane. InMissthemSarabothAUgood
Miss
AUgood seemed to be meeting her lines for
the
first time
piecesprevious
didn't radio
hang
together
at allandwell.the Her
appearance on another show in a wellseasoned, stage-learned Abbey playlet, was

SHOULDER

a contrast by its smooth performance.
EDGAR BERGEN, the live one of the
pair, looks like a dummy because his face
is. by training, blank and expressionless.
But Ciiarlie
— they— hassay an"B.McC."
fore McCarthy)
animated now
turnip(Be-of
a face that suggests a very-inuch-alive brat!
.SOMICI'IMB.S il zeoidd seem as though
the slii/htly
;;r/uv/ /,■.?'
.Special
lii'entsefforts
departments
ijo
wacky
in their
to find
somethiui/ neio. Their routine coverage
of floods and presidential doings is both
competent and intcrcsfini/. so it follozvs
that their personnel must be composed of
men with grown-up )ninds. But tvhen
XBC's
Abe mice!
Schccter. . . dishes up something
like singing
there's took
his recent
Egyptian
effort.
Mr.ThenSchecter
conveyance
to Egypt,
where videda himduly-impressed
government
with a car in which to meet prothe
Sphinx and to cast an eye over the Pyramids. Schecter may have done a lot of
brooding over the past, but the resultant
show, the first broadcast from the interior
of a Pyramid, was remarkably flat and
commonplace.
We were allowed to hear Egyptians singing at their work, but what the singing
meant wasn't explained. A young scientist,
with a painfully Harvard accent, said
things of no interest. And at no time
did a workman turn up a find as he plied
shovel and pick. This could have been
pre-arranged with little injury to truth
and considerable bolstering to dramatic
values. The broadcast itself, from the
Pyramid's mendously
interior,
treimportant did
thing:prove
Now one
we know
that there's an echo inside the Pyramid!
THE WOMEN OF THE MONTH IN
RADIO
The following were exceptionally:
GOOD. Radie Harris — A newspaper girl
who knows Hollywood and how to make it
talk — as witness her recent interview with
character actress Elizabeth Patterson.
irOR could do something about the muffled
fanfare which introduced tiie program. It
was almost comic, and Miss Harris deserves better than that.
BAD. Ida Bailey Allen—and she could
he so good! Instead, she ties her stuff up
-with so much continuous advertising that
a nice, homey quality about her comes over
as an over-eommerciatiaed commercial.
GOOD. Lisa Sergio — NBC woman announcer with a pleasing voice and, therefore, an exception.
GOOD-BAD. Martlia Raye— good when
professor
slie sings, Jolson.
bad when slie wisecracks with |
TIIIiRli'.S an old adage to the effect that
ij you leant to find out what's really what,
yiai'll not only ask the general, but also the
high private in the rear ranks. This applies
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I questions about radio vnisic: Don't ask
Toscanini. ask a "house
-*- man."
A house man is a musician who is
tsigned shows
to certain
sustaining
lercial
as a regular
dailyandjob,combut
ho must also stand ready to play anything
om Brahms to Stuff Smith on puttingit-cigarette notice — and to play it well,
hey know what's going on, too.
NBC house men are as apt as not to tell
)u that: "CBS does it better than we do.
ver there they rehearse a half-hour susining show for two hours. Here at NBC
e reliearse the same length show for
teen minutes and talk over the numbers
e don't have time to run through. Main
ouble with NBC is that it's too big, it's
p-heavy."
Or again they're aft to be li'orrying about
BC:
our vice-presidents
ough."They
They don't
get anfayaverage
of $10,000 a
ar,
and
that
isn't
a
great
inducement
Uege-trained. theatre-and-music experi-to
ced men."
-♦They have opinions too — sometimes exessed in a breezy musician's jargon
corny" or "from Dixie" for "old-fashned" and "E Flat" for "bad") — such as:
Job Crosby has the best band on the air.
ark Warnow
'good-aroo.'
oodman
gets a(.CBS)
lot ofiswork
because Alhe
)rks cheaply. Toscanini is a great conbut it's going
when knocked
he walksa
Itictorof rehearsal
becausesomea man
md over accidentally." These are quotes
•not my opinions.

They're
bound upthatin their
their
wives socomplain
their work
table that
talk
is confined to music and radio. And after
dinner, instead of playing cribbage, they sit
around listening in. They have been able
to make sonic ^150 a week up, but a new
union ruling, likely to go into etTect, will
cut that down to a maximum $100 a week
—starve.
and that a five-day one. They won't
THE Columbia Workshop, a pioneering
group which specialises in good air plays,
surpassed itscH 7i7jr;i it put on a piece
called Xii;lil Patrol, /;.v Stuart Haickms.
In it, Cl',Sandbrokedispensed
azcay from
air-drama
precedent
entirely
with
}nusieal accompaniment (zchieh often clogs
up action), substituting the recurring footofPatrolman O'Hare, the play's centralstepsfigwe.
The repetitious footsteps lent an eerie
quality and did much to aid in making
Night Patrol a tccll-acted , leell-ieritten,
well-produced drama of Nczv York's East
Side,
to the stage and screen's
Dead comparable
End.
Praise should also be accorded the
Workshop for The Ghost Of Benjamin
Sweet, said ghost being the nicest ghost
in months.
ONE of radio's biggest headaches is its
quest for good comedians. It's a truism
that it isn't difficult to make people cry but
hard as all get-out to make them laugh.
Recently two new ones appeared on the
air and their presence cast a glow of satisfaction to both right and left.
These two, Lew Lehr and Robert Bench-

lay, brought something new to radio sets.
They're both original, clever fellows, and
while Benchley is more subtle than Lehr,
Lehr has a command of dialect that comkeep again.
them on the
air we may pensbeates. Ifthey
able can
to laugh
On the other hand, there are Ken
Murray ofandcomicOswald,
school
versus members
stooge. of the old
Making allowances for their unhappy
proximity to Louella O. Parsons, they still
fall short of a passing mark— not because
of hozv they say lines but because of what
theyConsider
say. They
deliver good
this canexample.
Oswaldmaterial.
asks:
"What would you do if a girl refused to
kiss you on the lips?" Murray answers:
"Iit incanthose
take dime
it on joke
the chin!"
books. You've seen
Or listen to this one. Oswald claims
that blue blood runs through his veins.
Murray quips right back: "Your Father
mustCatchhavethehadMessrs.
a transfusion
!" and Lehr
Benchley
touching stuff like that with a ten-foot
BIOGRAPHY IN BRIEF
poleBILL
! STERN, NBC sports announcer,
is different from Ted Musing in at least
one respect.
doesn'tt oiVr.
make Hyouusingazvare
a rich
andStern
melodious
docs.of Busing
is painfully c-l-c-a-r, Stern is no less clear,
but
aren'tof conscious
it. Vonis fair
are
more youazi'are
its message,of ichich
enough. Stern is also less well-known
than Musing
— as yet. on page 78)
{Continued

//i

It is amazing proof
that MAVIS guards
your daintiness
Tomorrow moS?1fl5^m)wer your body with Mavis Taicum. It's the
easy, quick, delightful way to guard against giving offenseand you con prove it by making the undies test at night.
When
you undress,
your this
undiesmeanscarefully.
them dainty
and sweet!examine
Think what
to your You'll
peace;fir
mind — the freshness of your undies proves that all day loiis|
you've been safe from giving ofTense.
And think how the daily Mavis habit will save you laundry
work! No longer need you wash out your undies every night.
Instead — by using Mavis Talcum every morning — you can keep;.
your undies immaculate for an extra day, at least.
Mavis Talcum has a special protective quality — it prevent^ MAVIS
excess perspiration and thus, guards your daintiness. Get pro-j^
tective Mavis Talcum today - at all drug, toilet goods and 10^ TAICUM
counters. Generous quantities-10^, 25^, 50?, $l.v.viVAUDOU,lNC.
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WEST
COAST
WILL YOU HAVE CURLS in the morn
ing? ^'ci. " It.ux-li'ti.ir.
thcv .ue ket-'ps
■■ct vMthvourNe«le
Superfullv Tr.:^
curled .ind rer!cLtlv
in pl-HChairlorbeautidays.

CHATTER
BY LOIS SVENSRUD

i
■s TOwell-groomed.
GO PLACES,
your II
You
canwithdepend
;t,thattheis long-lasting,
never stickyquick-drying
or flaky. II
Sufierset is the suf)erior wave-set lotion tliat
smart women f)refer. It moulds tKe liair in
smooth waves and curls; dries in record time;
leaves the hair soft and clean. There is no
greasy or flaky def)Osit. Superset waves last longer, too - your hair is alw.-»ys at its best.
Choose either hind of Suf)er8et - the reo.
ular (oreen) or the new No. a (trans|-iarent and
extra fast-dryin")- Get the larye bottle with
the comh-difi nech at all i 0-cent stores . . lOc
rested an J apf.roi-eJ h Goo J Homehc/>„rj; Bureau
Cy ijEAAajB y^Avmc lotion
HOTCHA! [GET
THE BABY POWDER
THAT'S ANTISEPTIC

ors
doctder
ommer^ded by
more pow
Rec
hv ^^
than anyJ ^ _______

THAT terrific publicity build-up
of
a "Double
or Nothing"
between
the Stroud
twins romance
and the
Brewster twins took a beating when
Mrs. Claude Stroud appeared on
the
a matter
of fact,
she's
beenscene.
quietlyAsliving
in town
for some
time, and she and Claude have been
married these past nine years.
Rumors followed that Mrs. Stroud
was starting di^'"'"^^,proceedtorch
singer, NfiC
was '"g^'
,)''^
Beryl Cameron.
Honolulu.
in
born programs come J"^ ^hem dinHer
ap'"S .^^'^andot'^^r
from San Francisco. evening
parently perfecth' happy about everything.
HOU'EJ'ER, there's still truth
ill the fact tliat Clarence thinks the
Brcivstcr Gloria
gals arezcithtops.
He's every
been
dcliifjing
floxvcrs
day since tliat tonsillitis attack and
never misses taking out Barbara.
HOLLY
WOOD HO
TEL
w a
thrown into
dither the othei
c....when
i-.
rr-:i_j
-i Ahj
day
raye tailed
show
up f
rehearsals. Frances Langfor<i
quickly
had toTuttle
learn was
the rushed
Faye sonintc
and Lorene
her dramatic role. Failing to show
up is a trick that Alice has nevei
pulled before, so they knew then
must be a very good reason baci*
of it. There was — Alice had jus
been rushed from the set to the hospital. Seems she had been exist
ing on a lamt
chop
tuce and
leafa let
fo:
The Janet Gaynor- several days ii
Tyrone Power duo order to trin
still has gossips down the torso
guessing.
They're work
She's now
back ama
always together,
Irene Rich
broadcasts her Sunday
dramas wood,from
Hollythat
lerthe city
made hci
ua 'star.
iiui.
,
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CHEW

WITH
SE

PURPO

Madge Evans, bandleader Ozzie Nelson, Cora Sue Collins and Harriet Milliard rehearse for a Bakers' Broadcast.
being a good girl, taking on all the
required vitamins.
WE wouldn't be a bit surprised to
hear Dorothy Lamour purring, instead of singing, into the mike these
days. For she's about the happiest
gal
town nowGrove
that Herbie's
set forIt
that inCocoanut
engagement.
was all arranged by Dorothy, you
know, even to inveigling Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy into appearing atthe same time in order to
give the management a sure-fire
set-up.
THE cast of the Sunday coffee
show is looking foncard to a ga\<
time the end of this month. For that
new house of the Herbie Kays
should be ready for a house-warming.
It's
a dream
house, Dorothy
havingreally
longed
for a Prench
Colonial
home (Continued
all her life.on She's
page doing
SS) the
One
of airdom's
Barbara
Stanwyck, nnost
and popular
comedianguests,
Jack
Benny converse before a broadcast.

lly
Each pie<:« individua

ipped
E
N
E
AliL
ous new
ciO
OR
a de

|

uct
T prod
H-NU
ECfavorites
Ifandyougivefeelusonethe ofname.
yourBE
radio
is being neglected, don't hesitate to write
RADIO STARS
149 Madison Avenue, New York City

DO
WAX

YOUR
PUT A

NAILS

SPLIT?

CUSHION

ON YOUR NAILS
• STOP Polish from Splitting
andnailsDri|ing
Your Nails
Are your
problem?
they
break
and
split?
Do atheyserious
lookamazing
shabby newandDo toiletry
ncolected?
Then
you'll
welcome
this
that
isan revolutionizing
the
manicure.
Not
a
polish.
Not
oil.
Sav-A-Nail Forms Protective
Oushion between Nails <in</ Polish
It goessensitive
on easilynailandsurface
quickly,and completely
the
shielding covering
it from
You'll
be thrilled with the results,
theharshfirstpolishes.
time
you
use
Sav-A-Nail.
Polish
Looks
Smarter
Smooth protective base actually accentuates pDllsb

—andbrightens
its color
to itsprovefascinating
iheeii
One —trialaddstowillmake
Sav-A-Nail
the onebrilliance.
thing
manicure ii■
success.
Endorsedyou byneedleading
beautyeverysalons.
I-Hinute Treatment Encouroges
Nail
growth demand
for lorely,
longProtect
Nails
Smart
manicures
long nails.
your
nails Simply
with
Sav-A-Nail.
Give
them— dries
a ch.ince
grow.
brush
on
Sav-A-Nail
instant-to
ly. Then apply polish.
End
your
Troubles
Todai|
Get yourcounter
bottleofNail
ofall Sav-A-Nail
today, 1 atiOc
the toilet
goods
5-10
cent
stores.
not826
soldS. InFlower.
your town
send
I
Oc
to
Natone
Los Angeles. Californii
A Real Dollar Value for a Dime

SAV-A-NAIL
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(Continued from f<apc 75)
Of Slrni. tlu- mail. Ilils liiiich is known.
He .\',/,v
in 1907,
iireieroni
up toill brRochester.
a man. useX. a)'..racor
and
I
DO AS
Iand
iiradiuite from Peniisylraiiia .Militarv Aeadeiiiy. lie and
madepolo.
three This
lettersdidnt
there,deter
'jootlmll.
him
ACTRESSES
DO hasehall
from ,/ettin;, a band together, alter finishiioi sehoe^l. to tour liurope. The tour failed
EP SKIN I beeause the producer stuck si.v blondes in
I TO KE
I the act and that took the music off tinCLEAN
boys'
sec ashima
lehen minds.
he tried Hollyieood
to net zeorkcouldn't
there so,
result,
he
toed,a
roundabout
"Z"
series
"One of the first beauty tricks I learned as radio jobs in si.v cities. When he foundof
a professional actress was Albolene Solid that he loasn't (jetting anywhere in radio
for cleansing, —Virginia copeland.
he tiai'c it up as a bad job.
Turning mm' to the stage, this versatile
Why dotressoes use Albolene
many ac- felloiv
began as assistant stage manager
the Ro.vy Theatre in Nczv York, then
Solid? Because they for
know it is a special manager and ended up as stage director for
kind of cleansing both the big Mu.^ie Hall and Center Theatre
cream. Extra pure. just about to open in Radio City. This until
Extra cauefficient
... be- about l^S.^ lehen he finally got a chance
se itwas originally
to do a sports broadcast with Graham
madeMadefor hospitals.
of delicate McXamee. This was satisfactory to all
and sundry, so when McA'amee deserted
oils, Albolene
trates asdeep aspenedirt sports to de-c'ote more time to the big eomcan. Loosens
even
mercials. Dill became an official member
of NBC, entitled to report the best athletic
heavy stage make-up amazingly fast. Leaves pores events.
clear as a baby's.
Your skin feels gloriouslv refreshed—silky and soft.
He IS free feet ten, has dark eyes and
hair and a quiet, competent manner that
HOSPITAL PROVED. Rememmakes
you like him on sight. He is Stern
ber—this isthe same Albolene
Solid that has actually been
but he isii t stern. Because he played the
used in leading hospitals for
sa.vophoiie on that liitropcan-blonde trip he
over 20 years!
fancies himself an e.vpert on the subject of
fes ional pounJar,
d tin, 500.
only Pro$1.
swing— which he is. He practices his sports
talks IviiKi ill a bathtub, but puts them on
m the regular way. Likes to drive a ear
fast
and because others do, too, spent si.v
ALBOLENE
months III a hospital. .Si.v months spent
mostly trying to figure out an improved
SOLID
supercharger that would permit more
CLEANSING CREAM
speed. He's married and she's not in show
business. They're happy.
If you
haven't between
tasted Stern,
If you don't agree with William
spread
generously
tzeo slicestryof himhis
Vallee's
Straight
From
the
Cold
Shoulder department, write us!
Sunday Sport Scrap.s. / 'cry tasty.
SOMETHING definitely should be done
about the song-credit business. The announcer says: "The Assong,
Love
Me In September
You Will
Did You
in Skowhegan? was from the picture, Charlie
Kindled Romance In Her Hearth! All of
which wastes time and patience.
Naturally we know that it is a means of
gaining publicity for a picture or show,
l)ut
it's hard
to take
after ei'cry
the forty-one
It's our
k.iiergine
credits.
Suppose
number
you
3 fulltreat!
trial Letsizesus ofsendthe I
I)laycd on the air had to be identified?
famous REJUVIA LipHowever,
tlie
lieight
of
something
ocsticks"None
Better
Made"
FREE... each in a different fascinating shade,
when an heard
announcer
song
you can
discover the
color mostachievement,
becoming
you havecurred jii^t
was said:
from "The
the Music
toso you.
To introduce
our newest
weGlo willDry alsoRougesend Compacts,
you two neweachshades
of Flamecomplete
with Bo.v Revue of 1922." Just what good is it
its
own that
puff.gives
You'lla natural,
like the youthful
creamy glow
smoothto lioing to do that show?
texture
your
cheeks10c. . in. thatstamps
staystooncover
because
NOTn from the Stroud department. One
Just send
mailingit clings!
costs. reader,
a Mr. .loseph Obcrt, writes in to
For beauty's sake, send Coupon TODAY!
.wy that he likes them.
HOW the little crystal set has grown!
It's a far cry from the days when we
right-on-our-toes people had radio sets
which we tuned into the middle of a squeal
to get KDKA so we could boast about it
next day — to now when Chancellor Hitler
delays his appearance at a political meeting
to stay by his radio listening to another
chancellor speak. "Who'd a thunk it?"

BABY

FEET

Millions
baby outgrown
feet are RUINED
becausetight,mother
lets baby otwear
shoes.youShort,
outwhat
shape.warpgrown shoes,the nosoft,matter
and
delicate
bones paid,
foreverwillouttwistof
Wee fWalker
shoes
so inexpensive
to neware ones
They youhavecan
everyaffeatureord to change
baby full-sized,
needs.
They often.
are correctly
proportioned,
roomy
shoes
that
give
real
barefoot
Theyat arelow good-looking,
flexible, soft.freedom.
cost
tioDistributed
n-wide stores maintaining
a lowthrough naprofitgladly
policy.orderThe thestores
have youor fitxim\
, ^
will
size listed
and style
want.
See them
— compare
them —Forin
the
infants'
wear
department.
sake accept S.no Kresge
substitute.
W.baby's
Co.(F & WJ. J.GrandNewberry
H.T. L.GrantGreenCo. Co., S.Inc.
Stores, Co.

WORLD'S FINEST RADIO

WAKE

UP

YOUR

LIVER BILE...
Without Calomel— And You'll Jump
OutThe ofliver
Bed should
in thepourMorning
Rarin' of toliquid
Go
out two pounds
bile intofreely,youryourbowels
daily. Ifdigest.
this bileIt isjustnotdecays
flowdoesn't
inpet theingconstipated.
bowels. GasfoodYourbloats
up
your
stomach.
You
is poisoned
and you feel sour, sunk whole
and thesystem
world looks
punk.
A
mere
bowel
movementdoesn't
getat
thecause.
Itto takes
those
good,
old
Carter's
Little
Liver
get these two pounds of bile flowing freely Pills
and
make
you feelin "up
yet amazing
makingand bileup."flowHarmless,
freely. Askgentle,for
Carter's
Little
Liver
Pills
by
name.
25c
at
drug stores. Stubbornly refuse anything else. all
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FRANK

PICKS

THE WINNER
NEW

• ■ ■ a CREAM DEODORANT
u hich safely

STOPS

Arrid is the ONLY deodorant
to stop perspiration with all
these five advantages: —
1. Does not harm dresses, does
not irritate skin.
2. No waiting to dry. Can be used
right after shaving.
3. Instantly stops perspiration for
1 to 3 days — removes odor from
perspiration, keeps armpits dry.
k. A pure,
white, greaseless
less vanishing
cream. stain5. Arrid is the ONLY deodorant
to stopawarded
perspiration
which Seal
has
been
the Textile
of Approval
of
The
American
Institute of Laundering
HARMLESS
^
I for
TO being
FABRIC.

It was hard to decide, but Frank
chose Betty O'Brien as victor.
{Continued from page 73)
Mouse shoii, has Izi'O members of the fair
sex working for him; one on the harp, the
other on the violin.
But the one zvoman aki-ays among fifty
or more men is Verlyle Mills. She is
harpist for most of the big Xeiv York
orchestras. She usually has a volunteer
chaperon tciV/i her, though. He is Bill
Heart. He happens to play sa.v in most of
the bands in n'hich Verlyle ivorks. He
also happens to be her husband.
HOW IT STARTED
you see Farm,
Shirley you
Temple's
of When
Sunnybrook
hear Rebecca
a very
interesting song. It as called Toy
Trumpet and it was written by Raymond
Scott.
Toy Trumpet is considered one of the
best of the Scott compositions. It was
written in December, 1936, when Scott and
the members of his Quintet were working
for CBS in an early morning novelty
orchestra. The six men remained in the
studio after the program one morning.
Ray began to play around on the piano,
Dave Wade came in on the trumpet and,
first thing they knew, they had a song.
During the composing period, some
porters strolled in to clean up. They were
the first outsiders to hear the song. They
all liked it very much and told Ray they
thought he had a hit there.
MAIL BOX
Adam F.: There are two "best" sa.xophonoists in the music business. Calloway's
Chu
Berry,a close
with second,
Goodman'sis generally
Bud Freeman
running
considered top tenor sax man. Jimmy Dorsey
is hailed as king of the alto sax.
The Tommy Dorsey Three Esquires are
Jack Leonard, Allen Storr and Earl
Hagen.
Marie Pfaar : Rumor has it that Fred
Waring zcill be back on the air in the fall.
Hozi'd'cr,
indefinite. his radio plans are still a little
Michael Allen: No, Victor Arden's
Musical Moments is not on a network,
But
Arden's
is heard
on more
stations
than program
most of the
networks
combined. His transcribed series goes to 365
stations.

PERSPIRATION

.

10%....
ARRID

i

// forall white sV^o^

|
j
i
j
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i< FACIAL REFRESHMENT
Take a Twin Sisters Cleansing Pad
^
■^^'^
from
its slim compact and enjoy the
prandesfminutefaciar'youeverhadl
If'-^ ^ •y Best
of all, you can have one anytime,
shoppiEachng,
afterdance!
!at. . . especially
place
any
f)J^/
^O'^^ pad
or sports;
the office
is saturated
with aor special
lotion
non-drying sotoft the skin. Leaves face cleansed, retoned 25c.
for new make-up. 15 Pads
10c. ReliUsfreshed, ofand60 Pads,
ciEnnsinc pnps
^BEAUTIFUL FINGER NAILS
simpledab. . . totenremove
^ Sonaileasy.
polish. .soI Just
nails
<^:,
with
one
Twin
Sistersenamel,
Remov-O>^ Pad and off comes
sUck
and quick
I
Lubricates
nai
I
and
ticle to prevent
peeling ornon-drycrack-cuing.
Daintily
perfumed;
ing. Convenient — nothing to spill or
waste.go Try
— .
never
back them
to theoldonceway.and15 you'll
Pads /I »"H);4t)
wvw
REmou -O-PHDS
Removes Nail Polish
AT MOST 5c AND 10c STORES
//postage
unobtainable,
send direct.
(Add 5c to each SI.itemClair
for
and
Clark-Millner
St., Dept.packing.)
30-r Chicago.
Sent onlyCo.,in 666U.S.A.

IF you'repationblue,"
pep, outmatters
of sortsworse.
due Win
to consti, don't and
risk nopep
making
normal energy
the way millions
of othersbackdo
—laxative!
with FEEN-A-MINT,
the
delicious
chewing
gum :
It gives you all three of these great benefits
NO STO.MACH UPSET - With FEEN-AMINT; there's
you don't
swallow
a heavy,
bulky
dose
nothing
to burden
digestion.
CHEWING
AIDS
DIGESTION-The
chewing
stimulates the flow of the same natural
it alkaline fluids that help food digest.
ACTS WHERE YOU NEED IT - FEEN-Atasteless laxative action
ingredientpasses
does
not theinterfere
ir toMINT's
intestinewithandstomach
does its work butwhere
it
should— easily, pleasantly, comfortably.
■you'll
bless
FEEN-A-MINT's
gentle,
thorough,
dependable results. FEEN-A-MINT is marvelous
for childrenor too.
love Get
the ataste.
Won'ttoday
gripe,
nauseate,
disturbTheywrite
sleep.
package
your
for generous
FREE N.trialatJ.
package.druggists,
Dept. (JSor FEEN-A-MINT,
Newark,
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(Continued from page 69)
the entire tour was the feeling of being
in another world, isolated almost comone's East.
place in the hurlyburly lifepletely offrom the
I enjoyed the simplicity of atmosphere
and a feeling of being in a place far
removed from the life I have known for
the past ten years.
From Fresno, north, we might — as far
as temperature and architecture were concerned— have been playing Massachusetts,
Connecticut, or Rhode Island. Yet from
Fresno down, it was unquestionably
tropical. I believe we made many friends
for ourselves on this tour and it most
certainly is something I shall look forward to doing again some time soon.
We were indeed fortunate not to have
been caught by the tremendous floods that
swept over Southern California. If we
had
our happy
might been,
have I'm
been afraid
an entirely
differentending
one !
IT never fails — that those with the least
participation in a radio program (or any
other effort, for that matter) seem to
make more mistakes and give the most
trouble. In one of our recent broadcasts,
a small boy of ten, who had exactly three
tvords to say in a dramatic sketch, persisted in dropping a heavy card, on which
those three ivords were lettered, several
times throughout the broadcast. And to
add insult to stupidity, he gave vent, for
no reason, to a sudden shout during the
most tender part of one of the finest
perorations on Lincoln I have ever heard.
All of which reminds tne of the story
told by musicians of the cymbal player
who was brought from the East to the
Middle West for a symphony engagement,
because this particular symphony called
for the cymbals at one spot and this particular cymbal player had a way with the
cymbals. There were many preparations
and goings-on in connection with shipping
this man Westward. Money was allotted
for his train ticket, board and lodging and
the usual union fee for the engagement.
The man arrived at the hall, stood rigidly
at attention all through the symphony
until the moment came when he was to
clash the cymbals together and make the
evening
musicalthinking
success of— only
he didn't.
He was aeither
something
else
or so anxious that he was too bound-up
to respond. At any rate he missed his cue.
This story is supposed to be true!
ON Monday,,
Marchabode
the Itwenty-first,
vacated
the beautiful
leased whileI
working on Golddiggers in Paris. It
might interest some of you to know that
the previous tenants were Mr. George
Arliss and Mr. Edgar Rice Burroughs.
So perhaps you can see why my dreams
have been
my ofsubconscious mindtroubled.
has heardPerhaps
the echoes
such
British expressions as, "my word" and
"by echoing
jove!" throughout
Or perhapsthethelongcallsnights.
of Tarzan
...
NEXT month's tete-a-tete will come
from the East. Or perhaps from glorious, sun-kissed Miami, where I intend to
repair a constitution somewhat worn-out
after eight
steady bright,
weeks before
cameras and those
glaringthe studio
lights.
So long. . . .

method! Make-i
HOLLYWOOD FREE wi
10c
statii
lollywood
purchase.
Lipsttckl
Choi< Mask
wood
Mask
Rouge,
Match
heavenly
^ gl'P MASK
for5Hollywood
thrilling cheek
Mask
velvet-soft
creates YOUIand Atcling5 and 10c
LIPSTICK
EXPECTANT?
Consult
beforehimandyour
afterdoctor
babyregularly
comes.
Ask
about
easily
cleaned
Hygeia Nipples
Bottles.nipple
New
patented
ridge andprevents
collapse.
Tab takekeepschances.
nipple Insist
germfree.
Don't
onnipple.
Hygeia, the safe nur- ^
sing bottle and '

»^

SAFEST became
easiest to clean
ENDS UGLY ODOR OF
PERSPIRATION

Instantly checks perspiration odors 1
to 3 days.stantly— won't
SmoothrubonoffNIL
— dries inpi
Perspiration acids
can't— non-greasy.
harm your J|L
be used after shaving, or on sanitary npA^
napkins — won't irritate . . . Today — ^flT C<*
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^ERCflLIZED2%;CREAM
Make skin.
your skin
Flake offunderskin
the stale,
surface
Revealyoungthe looking.
clear, beautiful
by using Mercolized Wax Cream regularly. Give
your ing,skinsoftening,
the combined
benefits
of cleansing,in clearsmoothing
and
every
application
this thesinglehidden
cream.beautifying
Mercolized
Wax
Cream
bringsof out
beauty
of the skin.
Use Saxolite Astringent Daily
THIS tingling,
antiseptic
astringent Is delightfully refreshing
and helpful.
In one-half
pint witch
hazel andDissolve
apply. Saxolite
Try
Phelactine
Depilatory
For quickly
hair from face.
Sold at removing
cosmetic superfluous
counters everywhere.
eieoM FALSE TEETH

RET
woiks
like magic
- soaks teeth
pure today!
and clean
- no brushing.
Get ^: |
RET
and sample.
ten cent
stoies-or
sendAt 10call lordrugliberal
,^:i%y;7^T^?^:;S«^ 1
RET PRODUCTS CO., Cleveland, Oh
Good For Kidney
and Bladder
Weakness
LOOK AND FEEL YOUNGER
All over America
and
women
want matter
tomencleanse
kidneys who
of acids
waste
and
irritating
and
poisons
and
lead life
a longer,
healthier,to
happier
are
turnintr
GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oi.
Capsules.
So now youaboutknowmorethe healthy
way to
help
kidneybring
activity
and
atop
getting up oftenbladder
at night.
Other
Bymptoms
arepassage
backache,
irritated
— nervousdifficult
or smarting
—
puffiness
under
eyes
—
ness and shifting pains.
This harmless yet effective medicine brings results
—you'll
betterMEDAL
in a fewHaarlem
days. SoOi!whyCapsules
not getto-a
85e
box offeelGOLD
day—theDon't
original andacceptgenuine—
right from
IngretHolland
a counterfeit
— AskHaarlem
for and
GOLD —MEDAL.

'"^.'Sr PSORIASIS
DCRinOIL

{Continued from pa(]c 71)
Odd that this otherwise ingratiating
One whiff....
comedian
allowedallto these
persist in his should
radio have
vocal been
ambitions
then a tiff .'
years. An old friend of Jessel's, in charge
of a program where the comedian was making amarkguest
star help
appearance,
that might
to explain.made a reAs Jessel started singing in rehearsal,
significantroom.glances were exchanged in the
control
"I know it's terrible," the old friend protested, "but he's such a nice guy and does
such nice things, I'd go out and jump in
the river before I'd say a word to him
about it. Let him sing!"
GARGLE....
THE Lombardo League of Kenosha,
takes a Jiff i
^^'isconsin, begins a denunciatory letter :
"So
you failretains
to understand
how Carmen
Lombardo
his popularity
as a
singer? That is just where you differ
fromI hope
millions."
the Lombardo League will not
be mad at Guy and Carmen, too, but they
don't have a very good opinion of Carmen's voice either. Guy says : "Carmen
can't
lick," theand band
Carmen
His
other sing
tasksa with
keepagrees.
him busy,
and for years he has wanted to quit his
job as soloist. Whenever he does, however, so many protests roll in, he gets
back to his vocalizing again.
PEPSODEMT
Another paragraph in the Lombardo
ends their rift I
League letter seems to give a good reason. "One kiwics,"
the implies,
letter says,
"he
is everything
his voice
friendly,
charming, generous to a fault and sincere
in his
every ofword."
voicegives
does somehave
an
honesty
sentimentHis that
thing of that impression.
Incidentally, this Lombardo League is
one of the most remarkable of fan clubs.
It has its own publication, a little paper
that prints nothing but news of the Lombardos, their records, stage appearances,
broadcasts and personal notes.
RADIO'S szviiig crews have become a
gang of copycats, particularly the singers.
1 BOTTLE
.•Is soon as one of them makes a success
•i'ith a song out of the regular popular
music routine, all the others hasten to sing
PEPSODENT ANTISEPTIC
the same
girl in a made
A'ezv a York
uiijlit
club,song.
Ma.rineA Sullizan,
sucEQUALS 3 BOTTLES
cess zeith sxi'ing I'crsions of Loch Lomond
and Annie Laurie. Immediately cirry one
OF ORDINARY KINDS
of the szi'ing bands grabbed her idea. They
didn't even bother to find other songs.
They
stuck
to
those
tivo.
Connie Boszcell had an amusing stving _ Even when diluted with 2
idea
her treatment
of the Martha.
aria, M'Appari,
still kills
fromin the
grand opera,
That H parts water,
in seconds . . .
might have been e.vpccted to start a vogue HM germs
Lasts
3
times
as long!
for swinging a lot of familiar grand opera
selections. Not at all. The szvingsters
M
MAKES
YOUR
just sing that same one and try to copy
MONEY GO 3
Connie. So far^ the idea has not turned
out
zi-cll
in
this
particular
case.
M'Appari
TIMES AS FAR!
happens to be an aria that requires a pretty
good voice and range to set it off zvell,
even in a szcing version. A^ot many of
radio's singers can copy Connie in those
tico respects.
PEPSODENT '
ANTISEPTIC
DON'T MISS NEXT MONTH S
RADIO RAMBLINGS
ARTHUR MASON UNCOVERS A STARTLING STORY ABOUT RADIO CITY

keeps your
MOUTH and BREATH
SWEETER
HOURS LONGER

RADIO STARS
THE
When

emotions

are stirred /

Work
play,thatand make
summer
weather When
aren't
the onlyandthings
you perspire.
vou
cry
or
get
angry
or
excited,
especially
those intimate moments that mean so much,in
perspiration becomes more active.
Beauty, charm, personality — all the feminine attributes that win a man's affectioncanCareful
be completely
odor.
women marred
use DEWby under-arm
— the modern
deodor.int. Stops perspiration and keens the
under-arm dry regardless of what you do. Be
as gay and active as you please without
thought of perspiration odor. Be confident of
your daintiness.
Use DEW to guard frocks from ugly perEnjoy the assurance that
DEW gives. Get a bottle today.
ins/tant

• Bestow
ut- pocket
your ...purse
or
most
care ontheyour
and have
hands, with the a HENCO triplehelp of HENCO cut Professional
Beauty
. . . ing
File - ontable.
your Their
dressNever beAidswithout
aNailHENCO
^^mm^ •'"ily
use beFile for
(in i'lillM
iflSuSKk
comesapleas'
sheath)
ant habit.
THE HENKEL-CLAUSS CO., FREMONT, OHIO
rine Cutlery for ."SO Years
Ask for HENCO Tweezers and Nail Files (lOe)
. . , Manicure Scissors (20c) ... at drug and
5 & 10c stores.
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HOSTESS
{Continued from ptu/c 11)
the cuinfort of his own home to visit you
in The
Vdurs."next step, he said, is making the
guest comfortable in your house. But
without fussing over him, for folks hate
to think that they are putting you to a
lot of trouble. It is one thing, you know,
to make someone feel like an honored
guest by providing the best you have in the
line of food, service and entertainment,
but you don't want to give the impression thatdoing
you'veit e.xhausted
and bankrupted
yourself
!
"Don't overlook the fact, either," counsels
Mr. Carnegie, "that people are interested
inand themselves
noon and
after dinner.morning,
Particularly
after night
dinner—
when there is a mellow, friendly feeling
that promotes conversation and encourages
confidences. So tell your readers that the
hostess who is not prepared to be interested
in what the guest has to say is bound to
be a failure, however good her cooking!"
"As for the food and refreshment part
of it," he went on, "by all means let's keep
them
never yet
beenmenablewantto
figure simple.
out are
whyI've
foods
that
allwomen
tricked think
out with
sauces
and whipped cream. So, cross of¥ your
list immediately
sort of what
concoc-it
tions which makealla ofmanthe wonder
is, or what's in it— with a sneaking sushe isn'tdesserts
going ifto thelikeguest
it any-of
way ! picion
Nothat fancy
honor
is
a
man
;
that's
the
height
of
But give stance.
himOr ana good
forfolly.
inold custard
fashionedpie,chocolate
cake, rich and yellow looking without doo(I.kIn, fuss or fangles about it. Start off the
nual with corned beef and cabbage or stew,
ormy if favorite,
that's too fried
plebeianchicken
for you,
how cream
about
; with
gravy? Serve waffles with the chicken, or
hashed browned potatoes ; but serve it by
all means, instead of putting before a man
some creamed concoction in a patty shell.
Remember
not what
like
but whatthatyourit's guest
likes youthatyourself
should
concern you most when entertaining. If
his tastes these
beforehand
you'll
doyou alldon't
rightknow
by following
suggestions.
For
it's
the
good
old
standbys,
cooked
simply, seasoned sensibly and served hot,
home style, that make a hit with the opposite sex, unless I'm quite mistaken."
"Well, Mr. Carnegie, I agree with
you,"
was
immediatewasreply.
the
next step, my
of course,
to getSogood
recipes for these dishes (given on page 52).
As ] told you, they were provided by
Hilda who, in the eleven years she has
l)ccn
Carnegie's
housekeeper,
has
learned Mr.
to prepare
the foods
he likes exactly as he likes them. Incidentally, I
Mispeet that that is pretty much the same
way lliat they were prepared in his i)()yhood days on the farm. Custard Pie and
CluKolate Cake . . . like Another used to
make. This is the sort of food to serve
In men. Jf you don't believe me and you
w'ln'tserve
takeone.\Ir.
Carnegie's
wordnextfortimeit,
ju.st
of these
treats tlie

YOU
simply thiscan'tdaywearof abeautiful
hard-base women,
powder Aandhard-base
escape
criticism
ix>wderinisinanother
bound to show up chalky
in one light —
dusky
made that way. . . . because hard-base powders are
Lady because
Face Powder
is winningBALMITE,
new friendsan
byLovely
thousands,
it contains
exquisite
new
SOFT-BASE—
blends inoutlightto —harmonize
with
all
these
daily
variations
never
looks chalky or muddy in any light.
The one powder for important occasions — when you
mustTry know
that you're
beautiful!
it! — today.
Choose justyourgloriously
favorite shade.
See how
evenly
and smoothly
Lovely— andLadyreally,
goes on — how silkysoft it feels
to your skin
how much
longer
it
banishes
troublesome shine. You'll
it! At any oj.
10c store—
this adore
coupon
LovelytakeLady,
Chicago,with111. you.
scoupon toany
10c Com
I color convertible
Spill-proof
utely
lOc orFREE
20c boxwitliof
toreFacemanager
Ladyyours
for Powyou.
500 TRICKS
Mystify and Entertain I 500 Amazing
Pocket and Parlor Tricks, from 25c
up. Write lor FREE Cataioj. Big
Catalog Stage Magic 25c,
LVL€ DOUGLAS I^Tr, DRLLflS TCX.

Bean 25cBcctUa
send
a
50c to One-Spot Co.. tfkridge, Md. *
Hi
V^'^l f PREPARATION
REMOVED
i!WITH
^•^^■•■^■^
.Say
toNOXACORN.
clumsy
('(jm-pads
razors.
ACO
newKcniilliyo
liquid,
relievesandTOR
paindangerous
fast andOIL
dries
CAS
S callus
RN
upcrcdients
the pestiest
corns,
andoil,warts.
including
pure castor
iodine,Contains
andsafe.thesixEasy
sub-Ins
t
a
n
c
e
f
r
o
m
which
aspirin
is
made.
Absolutely
directions returns
in package.
35c boule saves untold misery.
DrugKist
money
if it fails to remove coro.
NOXACORN
HAIR KILLED FOREVER

Relieve
In Few
Rheumatism Pain
Minutes
To relievematism,theNeuralgia
torturing
pain of inNeuritis,
Rheuor Lumbago
few minutes.
Bet
NURITO, Does
the Doctor's
formula.
No opiates,
noworstnarcotics.
the
work
quickly
—
must
relieve
pain to your satisfaction in few minutes or
money back NURITO
at Druggist's.
trustworthy
today onDon'tthis suffer.
guarantee.Get
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there arc Riiests for dinner, and prove it
Try SITROUX TISSUES, girls! to your (iwti satisfaction.
The ("tisiaid Pic, liv the wav, has one
[hey're delightfully soft . . .
and Stronger"
As f,
a K"" I
an\when ] tevle.l tlie leeipe.

. . . says lovely
GLENDA FARRELL
Warner Bros. Star
irslereol prefer
stage andSitroux
screenTissues!
. . . beautiful
women everySo delicately
soft,
;ir touch is like a caress — yet so much stronger,
!yat'sholdwhytogether;
won't
"come
apart"
in
the
hand!
they're
for IN THE BLUEansing
thecomplexion
skin. Whyso ideal
not
care
YOUR Farrell
the— with
way AND-GOLD BOX
enda
does
AND Vii
IROUX tissues (pronounced \Qt SIZES
[T-TRUE") Get a box todav
YOUR FAVORITE 5 and lOd STORE
FRECKLES
ISAPPEAR
n't freckles.
worry Here's
over aun-new
itly
'gently
to remove
themsleep.quickly
while
you
Simply
ly Xadinola
Freckle
Cream
over
:and
arms
at
night.
Thenin 5 watch
kles
disappear
usually
toin- lOdavs.
Your skin is
red,
freshened
,
becomes
sat
:kle Cream is guaranteed by a smoot
laborath. cryN ADwi 1tXOL.A
h over
-•ears'
in this lOctypesizeof atskinFivetreatment,
yI 60cStores.atexperience
toilet
counters;
and Tento
•
Or
send
a
dime
for
trial
package
DINOLA, Dept. 155, Paris, Tenn.

^CRAY
1
4^ 10
HAIR
vtd LOOK
liiaAS lj(Hin^\
'I kshomeof gray
— quickly
and
safely
youof blonde,
can tint brown
those
to
lustrous
I ack. A small brush andshades
BROWNATONE
does
I• lyuaranteed
harmless.
Active
coloring
agent
vegetable. Cannot
affect waving Impartsrich,
of hair. Eco-is
II icalandlasting—
willnotwashout.
tiful,Easynatural
color
amazing
to proveappearing
by istinting
a lockwith
ofallyour
"tI J.: BROWNATONE
only
50c—
at
drugownor
counters — always on a money-back guarantee.
Ilelp Kidneys

[ n't Take Drastic Drugs
;1 .1'
r. i. AiI , I n:;.I I. ,.i i ll.r
i . • .I'assagCS.
Back•■Hni-aiy, I,I .Iiniif*.
K.shI
tn.ublcsworking
with
Cystex.
Cystex..U.-I1starts
ii<iAi.icsiriDtioii
must
prove
entirely
satisfactory
in
1
week.is
the
medicine
you
need
or
money
back
Telephoneprotects
your druggist
Uiirantee
you. Copr.for 1937CystexThe (Slss-tex)
Knox Co.

ahout the Fried Cliioken. It's just ji.md
fried chicken, s,, 'iKiuoh said! The same
is true nf the Ifashed P.rowned I'otatues,
only tliat in Hilda I finally found someone who really conld tell me how to make
theni. I've heen looking for those direcfor yearsyouandto now
found
them tions
I want
share that
in inyI'vesuccess.
Or
maybe
you're
the
kind
of
gal
w'ho
turns
up her nose at such simple fare. Well,
tip-tilt it all you will, only don't forget
that you're out to "win friends" through
yourAs hospitality,
how tofavorite
do it.
for our lastandDalehere's
Carnegie
recipe, waffles, the great ease of their mixing distinguishes these as well as their oldtimey goodness.
Simple foods, these Dale Carnegie favorites, every one of them. "But foods with
emotion in them," according to ^Ir. Car"foods inmiddle
keepingclass
withhomes,
the atmospnegie,
here of most
without
any
'funny
business'
about
them."
Yes, foods as sure to make a hit as will
the brand of natural, cordial hospitality
that Mr. Carnegie advises you to dispense ;
and suggestions as helpful as those he has
given to all of us, men and women .'dike,
on //,):e /,) Win Vvicnds and Influence
Pi-iiplc at home, as well as in business.
(Complete recipes on page 52)
WALTZING
INTO FASHION
(Continued from page 54)
Yes,ion hasthewelcomed
waltz isthehereopportunity
again ! And
fashto create
romantic, feminine evening frocks in keeping with this most graceful of dances.
The 1938 spring versions of these waltz
frocks, whicli you will see featured everywhere, are lovely to behold. -Spurred on by
Paris api)rovaI, American designers are
creating all manner of piclnres(|ue summer
party dresses, many of tiiem in new luxiu-y
materials,
in the mood
wah/. have
I'or
their inspiration,
theseof the
desigiuTs
reached into the past and borrowed from
its most romantic eras the billowing skirts,
fitted waists, balloon sleeves, demure -oroffslioulder .lerolletayes, the flattering touches
gandies, dimities, \diUin-\s, batistes and other
cotton sheers— whicli iiave been used to
fashion these d.iinty frocks, stay crisp and
fresh and hold their sh.ipe. Nevertheless,
they are not unconi])idniisingly stitT, but
fall in gentle folds, so that you look
newly-tul)bed and immaculate, and appealingly feminine at the same time 1 To say
that you're a dream walking, a vision of

FOOT

ITCH

ATHLETE'S
Send CouponFOOT
Don't Pay Until Relieved
According to the Government Health Bulletin
No.
E-28, atStates
least are
SC^c being
of theattacked
adult population dis-of
the United
ease knowntheas Athlete's
Foot. betweenbythethe toes.
Usually
disease form
starts
Little
waterv blisters
and the skin cracks
and peels.
After a while
the itching
becomeslike in-to
as though
you would
scratchtenseoffand you
all thefeelskin.
Beware of It Spreading
Often
travels
allfeetoverbecome
the bottom
the
feet.theTheThedisease
soles also
of your
red
andtheof
swollen.
skin
cracks
and
peels,
and
itching
worse
worse. as possible, beGet ridbecomes
ofverythis contagious
disease andas quickly
go toofyourthe
hands caoruse it iseven
to the under andarm it ormaycrotch
legs.Most people who have Athlete's Foot have tried
all kinds of remedies to cure it without success.
Ordinaryments,germicides,
antiseptics, salve or ointseldom do any good.
Here's How to Treat It
The Trichophyton.
germ that causesIt buries
the disease isdeepknownin theas
Tinea
tissues .shows
of the itskintakesand15is minutes
very harditself
toboiling
kill. toA test
made
the germ,
so you can see why theofordinary
reme-kill
d
i
e
s
a
r
e
unsuccessful.
H. F. was developed solely for the purpo.se of
treatingtratesAthlete's
Foot. It is a.just
liquid thatthepene-afandparts.
driesIt quickly.
peels off You
the tissuepaint
of the skin
where thefected germ
breeds.
Itching Stops Immediately
As .soon asis youimmediately
apply H. rolioved
F. you willYoufindshould
that
the
paintitching
the infected parts witli
11. K. night and
morning
untilthree.vourto ten
feet days,
arc well,
f'sually
this
takes itfrom
although
in severe
cases
longer
cases
less
time.
H. marvel
F. ma.v
will atlake
leave
the
skinorwayinsoftmild
and
smooth.
You
will
the
quick
it
brings
you
relief;
especially if you are one of those who have tried
for yearsH. to F.get Sent
rid of Athlete's
without suc''^^^
on FreeFoot Trial
Sign
and
a bottleand ofmail
H.F. thewillcoupon
be mailed
you
immediately.
Don'tpay sendthe
any
money
and'don'l
postman
money,time
P^i.s leanything
any
un-If
s I . F. anyis helping
you.don't
does
we know
youfor will
//v " i/^W
beittreatment
glad help
to atsend
us
the end of the
ten /\ ' Mlj jj^i
days.
That's
hoxv
much
faith
weand have
F. Read.today.sign. / '.'"JsT
mail intheH. coupon
t---------------GOREPerdido
PRODUCTS.
^^.^ii^ ~M ■'
[; 829
St.. NewINC.
Orleans, lo.
i-ortlmK
tn (hti'c'iions.
If send
at ihe'cml
(Uiys
■I iii-c
Kcttinc
better1 willI willreturn
$1. loIfportion
I «ni my'feot
notof cn-the ■I.
tii-cly
satlsfled
theyou
unused
I■■ hottlo
to
you
within
15
days
from
the
umo I receive
I
"■
I NAME
II
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ANDREA LEEDS in the GOIDWYN FOLLIES

milky way to soft skin
Famous beauties have bathed in milk for
centuries. Now science knows why. Milk
contains certain oils very similar to those
which normally keep your skin soft and
youthful. But no longer need you bathe in
milk to enjoy its fabulous beautifying
powers. Duart brings you genuine milk-oils
in a new-type
creme,
softening
to drybeauty
skin. Try
Duartmarvelously
Creme of
Milk
and
learn
the
secret
of
the "milky
way"
to a satin complexion. At drug,
department,
and 10c stores and beauty shops.
DUART
CREME OF MILK

Corns Come Back Bigger, Uglier
- unless removed Root* and All
•Corns
Don'tcometakebackchances
by paringmorecornspainful
at home.
than
ever,
unless removedbiEser,Rootuglier,
and All. End that corn
for
good Pain
with stops
this new,
double-action
Blue-Jaythe
method.
instantly,
by
removing
pressure.
Then(Exceptionally
the corn liftsstubborn
out. Rootcases
and All
in 3
short days.
quire a second
application.)
Blue-Jay
is maya tiny,re-in
modern,
scientific
corn
plaster,
held
snugly
place
Wet-Pruf ofadhesive.
Try Blue-Jay
25t forbya package
6. Same price
in Canada.now.
FREE OFFER:freeWeto will
be glad
tohassenda corn,
one Blue-Jay
absolutely
anyone
who
prove
that it ends
pain
instantly,
removes
the corntoto Bauer
comp
l
e
t
e
l
y
.
J
u
s
t
send
your
name
and
address
&2 500
Black,South
Division
of The Street,
KendallChicago,
Co., Dept.J-9o,
Dearborn
III.
Act
quickly before this trial offer expires.
BLUE-JAY CORN PLASTERS
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lovelines.'i. is putting it mildly !
Just inlookwhite
at theimported
picturesque,
gown
Swissstory-book
organdy,
worn byasIrcene
W icker, Lady.
NBC'sThestorybodice
teller,of
known
The Siiu/iitg
this gown is edged with Irish lace and the
shoulder straps arc hands of black velvet
nbhon. On her arm is a picture-book hat
designed by Sally Victor, a big hat in pink
pupie
sky-blue wings and
tinv iniiktrimmed
and bluewithflowers.
A hclle of the crinoline days would have
1 charmed by this becoming white
i;own,
it's just
as charming
today with
for
iiardcn andparties
or garden
weddings
the picture hat, and without, it is ideal for
terrace dinners and dancing evenings.
Every Sunday morning, you hear Helen
Claire on the NDC Blue-Network in her
program, Dreams of Long Ago. And Helen
herself looks like a dream of long ago in
her printed all-white Swiss organdy waltz
dress. The skirt is Hvcnty yards around
the bottom ! The balloon sleeves, demure
collar and black velvet bows are as romantic as the old-fashioned gold bracelets
Miss Claire is wearing. They belonged
to her grandmother, a belle of the old
South. Helen's full-skirted, full-bloused
dress is from
well thesuited
for waltzing,
beingadapted
costume
of that devotee
of theson Girl,
waltzwhose
of the
early song
1900's,wastheWaltz
Gibfavorite
Mc Around Again, Willie! Her prim,
shallow-crowned hat of leghorn straw is
trimmed in black velvet, to go with the
hows
hair. that set ofif her dress and her blonde
These tiny bows and bits of velvet are
hack in fashion again, to give that sentimental, old-fashioned effect. Pin them on
you anywhere— in your hair, on your
shoulder straps, at your waist, scatter them
on the full skirt of your waltz gown. Emphasize aslender wrist with snug bracelets
of velvet, the hows tied on the back of
the wrist. Or call attention to a lovely
white neck by tying a long ribbon of black
velvet around it, the bow nestling at the
nai)e of your neck, the ends hanging down
the hack. Pin a cameo or tiny bunch of
forget-me-nots or pink roses to the band at
your ing,
throat.
find the result
charm-if
flatteringYou'll
and unusual,
especially
your frock has a wide, low decolletage or
is worn off the shoulders.
l ashion's new romantic mood has also
siiu-ht its inspiration in faraway lands,
irnni tlic costumes of the peasant and
gyp^y. inill skirts, gay colors and muted
Jean Yewell's
evening strains
gown
atones
perfectmakecomi)lemcnt
to the dreamy
of the Viennese waltzes, and in contrast to
the alhwliile frocks of the others, this one
is (lotk'<l with color. Jean, who is the
charming
Roy Campbell's
Royalists onsoloist
the NBCwithnetworks,
finds that
her brunette beauty is set off by the festive
confetti dots in red, green, blue and yellow
that fleck the sheer fabric of her gown,
and hy the grosgrain ribbon in matching
colors that outlines tlie demure neckline,
short puff sleeves and the three deep floun.skirt.bestAndinJean's
lovely
figureces of theis atveryitsfullvery
this gown,
hloused at the bosom, fitted from bust to
lower hip, which emphasizes a slender
waist and hipline.
Yon can express your new waltzing
mood not only in your gown, but also
through your coiffure. Very much in

Darling, your hair's
so LOVABLE!

Not a fly-a-way hair in sigh
. . . yet she shampooed that
hair only a few hours ago.
• Does your present shampoo leave yo
hair
bodiless?mop.^*
Make Then
you think
a dried-out
try theyou've
new g<
shampoo
used that
by beauty
It's
oil
shampoo
FOAMS!specialists.
Water can
hot, cold, hard or soft. Wonderful for d
coarse or heavy hair. Oily hair benefits tc
Science
combat clean
excessih
oiliness says
with youoil. should
For lustrous,
that
stays set, askThree
for Admiracion
Oil Shampoo.
stamps FOA*/
bring
sanjple. Admiracion, Harrison, N.J.
Should
you lather,
prefer ask
an oil shampoo that
makes
Olive OilnoShampoo
in theforREDAdmiracion
package.

The Ihintwr Hair-l\emor}
QUIGKTONE
fJelicfife/y i'ru^ranc '
DEIMLATOR
I'OWDER
A sofe — effective — deligh I
method of removing superflui
hair Leaves
ond retarding
furihersmoigr .•
th.
skin velvely
Send lOc for tWa/ size t(.
PHARMATONE, Inc., 220 Fulton St.,N.Y.
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OH TWO NEW
HOLLYWOOD
CURLERS
...with spring end holders
If you like curlers with spring
nd holders, you will like these
new HOLL'i'W'OODS. They are
gned so that they hold hait
ds securely yet do not crimp
nd will slip off easily without
spoiling the curl. Two sizes. ..with
2" and 2h" curlingsuperior,
surfaces.patented
They
give
featuresyou thatall the
make HOLLYWOOD
CURLERS so easy to use, so quick
to dry, so pleasing in results. Sec
the complete HOLLYWOOD line
at your varicry store. ..from the new
Giunt that makes big soft curls to
the little Midget that is so useful in
controlling short, bothersome ends.
Insist on HOLLYWOOD Curlers
. ask for them by name.
yujooD
is
CURLERS
AT 5c AND 10c STORES AND NOTION COUNTERS
ILL THE HAIR ROOT
directions
Method
poslthee. ThehairwillMahler
frombring
growing
again.
iKiiuui
happiness,
of/earsmindof relief
and
greater
success.
Backedthe
successful
use all over
Also
used
by
professionals.
Send
ps TODAYe Superfluous
for Illustrated
Booklet,6c
Hair Forever."'
Dept. 36F. Providence,
R. I.

From
Gainful
Caused by Backache
Tired Kidneys
I Many of those gnawing, nagging, painful backaches
I■eUople kidneys
blame —on andcoldsmayor strains
are oftenwhencaused
be relieved
treatedby
I the right way.
The
kidneys
are
Nature's
chief
way
of
taking
ss acids and poisonous waste out of tlie l)lood. Mostexople
waste.pass about 3 pmta a day or about 3 pounds
15 miles of wkidney
tubes stays
and infilters
don't
IIf>rklesethewell,
aste nagging
matter
the blood,
poisonspoisonovis
may
start
backaches,
rheuI iticniL'hts,
pains,
leg
pains,
loss
of
pep
and
energy,
getting
swelling, puffiness under the eyes, head• nd dizziness.
wait!
Askby your
druggist
Pills,
essfuUy
millions
fortheover15formiles
40Doan's
years.
They
r>y relief
and
w ill helpwaste
of kidney
liush
out
poisonous
from
the
blood.
I Down's Pills.

Bob Taylor, well dressed man in
phone booth. Who's he calling?
vogue is the upswept coiffure, the high
hair-do of crinohne days, which has come
in witli the revival of tlie waltz. Lovely
Jean Dickinson, SBC soiirano of The
American Album of Familiar Music,
achieves a distinctive coiffure by sweeping
her hair up from the sides to the top
of her head into a cluster of curls held in
place
velvet forrose.
it's
perhapsbynota sopinkpractical
everyWhile
day, this
charming new hair style is a must for evening, and is especially charming above a
quaint, old fashioned off-shoulder neckline.
If your features have the cameo-like perfection ofJean's,
then thefor upswing
was certainly
designed
you! coiffure
And now, what can these modern adaptations ofthe styles of long ago do for you
as an individual
? First
of all,
they'reLowextremely flattering
to your
figure.
cut, off-shoulder necklines and brushed up
hair make the shoulders look alluringly
feminine, the neck slender and gracefully
long (remember to keep your chin up!).
The bloused silhouette adds fullness to a
chest tliat's a bit too flat. The figure that's
slightly
perfect, is"hippy."
flattered but
by aotherwise
tight-fittingwell-nigh
bodice,
while the imperfect proportion of the hips
passes unnoticed beneath a gathered, full
skirt. And that goes for legs, too! The
folds of a wide billowy skirt will conceal
iegs andthattoaren't
be,
which alla you
swingthink
skirttheyonlyshould
calls
attention.
Aside from tliese practical points, these
little tricks for beauty of foriu, there's the
general effect. The old-fashioned style
of glamour is still as effective as ever, and
you'll find that you look your prettiest in
these flower-fresh waltz frocks. Not only
will
that way,romantic
you'll feel
too.
Gentleyouandlookdemure,
and it,graceful, sweetly feminine and alluringly romantic, the fragile loveliness of you will
be irresistible!
Wiiat might be called a "survey of roone of surthe
findingsmance"ofwas made
this recently,
researchand(which
prised no one !) was that more young men
pop the question in the spring than any
(illur time of the year. If it's a proposal
vdu're after,
be sure
costume
i)icture,
for that
this ispinktheenters
color your
that
men simply can't resist. If you're looking
for romance, you'll certainly find it this
spring
if you Sofollow
fashion's
Irniininity.
get into
step andtrendintotoward
tunc.
Waltz your way into fashion and into romance with a lovely, graceful waltz gown !

K
THERE'S MAGIC
in your eyes I
• Bring ont the enchantment of
your
eyes—with
reveala frame
their depth
and
brillianre
of sweeping lashes! Kurlash works this
magic in 30 seconds, curls lashes
so they look long, dark and alluring. No heat, cosmetics or practice needed — $1 at any good store.
Learn — absolutely free — what
shadesing to ofyoiieye— ^make-up
are becomapply
them skilfully!learnSendhowyourto name,
address and coloring to Jane
Heath, Kurlash beauty consultant.
Dept. E-6; she will send you a
personal
color-chartin eye
and make-up!
complete
instructions
^ THE KURLASH COMPANY, Inc.
jr^ Kocliester.X.Y. Canada, Toronto 3
Thr Kurhl.^h Co.. Inc.
STUDY AT HOME
■ludinjr fourte.
■ %-aloable
'"Law TrainingGet
books free. Send for Leadership''
them NOW, and ■'Evldenco '
' LASALLE EXTENSION, Dept.63111.. Chicago

TEETH

,

Bryten?
STAINS smoke
DISAPPEAR
stubborn
— QUICKLY-even
withSpecially
lodent No. 2
Tooth Paste
or stains
Powder.
pounded
by
a
Dentist
to
clean
bryten teeth safely. Polishes your hard-toteeth to
glistening beauty. Also made in No. 1 te>
ture for teeth easy-fo-bryten. Try lodentenjoy its purity and delicious minty flavor.

lODENT
No^/ TOOTH PASTE no^2
.«7?;ir;;r» also powder -JS
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New

beauty for

your hair . . . with
4 Purpos
e^£|^|
Rinse

V
Lovalon,doestheall 4these
Purpose
Rinse
four
things for your hair in one quick, easy operation:
1. Gives lustrous highlights.
2. Rinses away shampoo film.
3. Tints the hair as it rinses.
4. Keeps hair neatly in place.
Use Lovalon after your next shampoo. See
the life and sparkle and healthful, youthful
glowLovalon
it givescomes
your inhair.12 difiFerent shades. You
can match and enrich the natural color of
your hair or make it brighter or deeper.
Lovalon
not dye
vegetable, does
odorless
hair orrinsebleach.
— one It's
of thea pure,
very
few hair toiletries approved by Good Housekeeping Bureau.
Package
ofand5 fordept.
25f*
atstores.
drugTrial
size at
10(* stores. (Or, any
good
beauty shop
will
hair.) Lovalon your
LOVALON
the 4 purpose hair rtnse

N° ^'-■'^^^d by a"
pcctedblem-sh^SoeaJ^
b,nhceal
mark,pimples.
scars nr ,,^,^^.,1.^ny
Unaffected %„xible-wp"
t
v;.u
d.scolorauonl
tespiralion.
c?ack
or
Pf
'^^^^^r^^Four
flesh
moved
"'your skin. Use
\LIKE TO TRY IT? Send coupon .ind HJc (Canada
ilSc)
CLARK-MIIXNER
CO . fXpt
I5-F,
K6ftieck.St.caditint
ClairtoOLiKht
St.,
Chicago.
(or UCieam
or U^iick]
□MediumIII., □BruncUc
DSunTan.
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MAKING

A PLAY

FOR BEAUTY
(Continued from page 58)
is a Stand
limbcring-up
exercise
good
forFirst
the waist.
erect. Raise
tlie hands
over the head, then, bending from the waist
and keeping the knees straight, reach for
the floor. At first your fingertips will
probably only reach a point midway beand floor,andbutit don't
few daystween knees
of practice
will beworry.
easy toA
touch the floor with the palm of the hand.
Stand in one spot and run hard. Then,
hop from one foot to the other. Stand
with arms over the head and sway from
side to side from the waist. These are
exercises that give the body balance and
grace. They train the body to do your
will. Needless to say, a good many stubliorn pounds will fall away after a few
weeks of regular exercising.
All wrist exercises are worthwhile, for
they promote poise and grace for the
bands. The youthful hand is the one that
moves from a flexible wrist. Describe
circles
the hands
from forth
the
wrists. by
Wavemoving
the hands
back and
from the wrist.
Swimming is the sport Helen Lynd
finds most enjoyable. Outdoor swimming,
she says, is particularly healthful as it
gives her an opportunity to spend hours
in the fresh air and vitamin-giving sunlight. Swimming develops the body and
swimming reduces ! This sounds contradictory, but it has been proven that swims trulyarethenotgreat
"regulator"nearexercismei.ngIfiyou
conveniently
the
ocean,
pool
or
"old
swimming
hole," your
you
can still practice swimming and shape
figure on land ! Here are the exercises :
Down on tlie floor. Lie on your right
side with right arm extended straight up
liy the head. Scissor-kick rapidly several
limes.
'I'urn over
the othershould
side andbe
scissor-kick.
This to exercise
followedon bythe tlieliack"flutter
executed andby
lying
with kick"
hips elevated
rapidly kicking the legs.
You may practice the breast stroke by
standing erect and going through the exact
motions, as though you were really in the
water. Rcjicat several times.
Tlie overhand stroke may also be practiced at home, in similar fashion.
liadmiiitoii, tennis, roller-skating, bicycling are all favorite sports of the stars.
These sports, when actively engaged in,
do wonders about sculpturing the figure,
jogging the
and stirring
up a cir-of
culation thaliver
t promotes
a new clarity
complexion.
The
one-two-three
take on a new glamour when youexercises
know
that wliile improving llie figure they are
also conducive to proficiency at a fascigame or sport.
Even natingwalking
(and we take so many
steps every day we sometimes forget it is
pleasurable!) can and should be trained
for! Take exercises that correct posture
faults and give balance, smoothness and
grace
to theerect
walk.with head up, balance the
Standing
body Ijy placing the left hand against the
wall and the right hand on the hip. Then
swing the right leg as far forward as pos-

The least little thing can break the intiof a "close-up."
don't mate
wearcharmglaring,
conspicuousPlaybobsafepins.—
Blend-Rite "Glare-Proof" Bob Pins (made
exclusively by Sta-Rite) are dull textured
—fourwon't
in yourwithhair.anyTheyhair.come in
colorsshineto blend
Smoothly finished on the inside, BlendRites slide in with utmost ease. "Tensiontite," they hold the hair in place securely.
Ask
Blend-Rite
Proof"yourBob dealer
Pins byforSta-Rite.
If he "Glarecannot
supply
lOj* mentioning
wanted you
(brown,sendblonde,
black or gray)colorto |
Dept.
M4, Sta-Rite Hair Pin Co., Shelbyville, Illinois.
Hair Pin
STARITE Bob Pin

of extra charge
Your
of Man'a
orordered
Lady'schoice
WristWatch
FREE
withduring
every
Ring
thison
SALE
and
paid
forplan.
ourLady'seasy ormonthly
Man's King,
with simulated
think
least
diamond
thatat you'd
$200. cost
Nothing
extra
included
FREE.It's
for
the watch.
Men's
* GOLD STANDARD WATCH CO.
Ladies front^witb
1939 "ShucKproi
dainty allmoi'the" #
plate
Dept. C-32G, Newton, M«' *
Guaranteed
bVA
paid to my daf 11I
Sl.OOO.OOOFACTORir. • ^'13 centspostage
enclosed.
of„it"b^™^inrs".e''£HS«
paper wound rounds □n Ladies'
Men's ModelModel
I ■■||

ANY COLOR
LIGHT BROWN to BLACK
Gives a natural, youthful appearance. Easy to
use in the clean privacy of
your offown norhome;interfere
not greasy;
rub
with will
curlin,ni
$1.3 5,FREEforSAMPLE.
sale everywhere.
State Co.,
original hair color
Brookline
Chemical
79 Sudbury
St., Boston,DeptMasj.M.68
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RADIO STARS
sible. Tiien as far backward as you can.
Hold the leg straight while you swing it.
backabout
kick swinging
is most important,
so don'tas
CORNS
beThe lazy
back as hard
possible. This is one of the best hip
Relief
reducersgraceful.
and it also will help to make your
walk
In ONEfl
Walking
a straight line is not only good
Minute '
practicelinesforthat
"toesmoststraight
ahead" but
ovcrci
unattractive
habitalsoof
walking with tiie knees far apart. When
tlic knees are held far apart the walk appears to he waildliiis and licavy.
Tlie jerky, ji,L:,L;ly walkei' is most unattractive and the tra,ued\- is lliat such a walk
can he so easily corrected. Short steps
are
responsible
for this awkward walk.
Aching louses,
corns,throbbing
painful
calPractice an extremely long .step in i>rivate.
bunions,
The
head
siiould
always be held erect.
sore toes — allareinstantlyreThe drooping head (and rounded shoulders
lieved when youTheyapplyendDr.gripping
SchoU's
Zino-pads.
that
accompany
such
a head position) is
shoepressure
on thenerves;
sensitive
spot; ventsoothe
irritated
prea mark fideofnce are expressed
timidity. inPoisethe and
corns,
sore
toes
and
blisters.
head self-contiiat is
Make new or tight shoes fit with
held
high
!
slipper-like ease ! Safe, sure.
Corns,
Callouses
Soon
Lift
Out
So practice
walking.
Corns or callouses soon lift out
slump
into careless
habitsDon't
even let
whenyourself
there
is no one around to see you.
when
you theuseseparate
Dr. SchoU's
Zinopads
with
Medication,
Frances Langford and many of the stars
included in every box.
find it most delightful to walk in the rain
Madeshapes
THINforandall conditions.
THICK in sizes
and
Cost
when they are properly dressed for it. \\'hy
but a trifle. FREE sample (Corn
don't
you buttrygood
it? for
Youtheshould
find it too.
not
size)
Dr. SchoU's
only fun
complexion,
Bookletalso
— 111.address
Dr. SchoU's,FOOT
Inc., M
Chicago,
Speaking of complexions brings us to the
"surprise"
for one,
you
this
month.sample
This ofifer
offer Iis have
for, not
hut
six
free
samples
of
a
lovely
face
powDrScholls
tier. Six different shades with which you
can blend the one shade that flatters your
complexion
most perfectly. You will have
Zino-pads
enough powder, too, to add a bit of a
a Dr. Scholl
Remedy,FootAppliance
|orThereArchis Support
for Every
Trouble 1| darker shade from time to time as your
cnniple\ion begins to take on its first tan.
MIU/ONSJIIIVAYS IVF/IR
Most of us, I think, are inclined to take
our face powder for granted. Yet, if you
wniiM .inl_\ ,sto]) and analyze the things
>on (k-ire \ our powder to do for you (and
t-!!?!^ pedb AS
tlie tliini^s the proper powder will do for
yniii, then you would soon realize that the
choice ni a face powder deserves real conHOUSE -O"stockings
nliiShoeHi j
sideration. You expect your powder to
A most practical mon
ey
go on smoothly and e\eidy and cling inand mending time-saver
definitely without caking. It should hide
small imperfections and \ariations in the
-^tf/osiery Counters 20 V
skin coloring
textuie,
the sanie
time
he such and
a tine
uust \i't
thatat \onr
own
skin tones r.adiate tlnough tlie jiowder with
a natural glow. Then, of course. \ on expect
der to iirotect \-nur skin —not irriclog tilehe pores'
(Juiteyour
an order
So,tate ititor would
well worth
while I
ite some real attention to yuur cli^ice
powder — and when wouhl _\-ou find
■r chance to iiegin th.m right now,
with a new powder and si.x lovely shades
with whicii to experiment?
Mary
RADIO Biddle,
STARS MAGAZINE.
149 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
Please send me, absolutely free,
samples of the six shades of face
powder. I am enclosing a 3<f stamp
for mailing costs.

YOUR FINGER NAILS
WORK HARD ALL DAY. ..

SO KEEP THEM NICE
THE CUi^cLeA-.'HICf
upon the Wisder Nail File to keep
nails GR
smooth and
shap
the
n insist
D ely.womeNote
L-le-cut OO
tWELtrip
teethME
for fast, even filing,the special Improved Cleaner Point
that safesuards the tender skin under
W the nail. Ask for the Wigder File!
On sale at all drug andlO-cent stores

SUGGESTION
Do
voice?you Behavesuretrouble
to see-anth
the your
next speaking
issue of
RADIO STARS
MAKE S25-S35 A WEEK
ina. Equipment
MmluiM.ii:irhl pavnunl>
Wiiiiii-n Is tn
School
not CHICAGl)
renuirrditnluiiiilt.;i.\
Write HlJno\
SCHOOLOhio
OF NURSING
East
PleaseDept..-eriii236.liee100houklel
ami lbStreet,
sampleChicago.
Icssun III.pages.

Don't Let a
Appearance
The Smart
Run Out on You
in .vour stockinK
J fliesolI runoutinwellappears
of thedressed
window.
That's
why—
thousands
carry
RUN-R-STOP
their
purse.
Onewomen
drop stops
permanenlh.
not wash out. Ask for
ita runat shoe
druK,
chain, Will
department
and
stores.
Only 1 Oc lOc
complete
with
purse
Guaranteedasailvertiied
by Good vanity.
Housekeeping
therein
RUN-R-STOP
I'.iiii
bath
that
NEW FREE OFFER „1iitv
Ttallure.
h"V-°nV.°.'^
m.,kc
Send will
tOc
lor
1 11 I SI.-,
Mi .1 i \,iil
i .11w also
h.iii.UH \ lui,,
Whitesendin FREE
new.
CAMILLE INC., 49 E. 2 1st Street, N. Y. C.
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BUT
ISN'T ALL
MASCARA
JUST ALIKE?

^K^'-^
. .^
NO/
NX
WI
IS
DIFFERENT!
FINER TEXTURE
...LOOKS MOReI^^^v
NATURAL.. KEEPS J "^Sj^
^"
YOUR ANDLASHES
SOFT
SILKY!

For more beautiful eyes, be sure \o
get
mascara, Look
eye shadow
and WINX
eyebrow— pencil.
for the
GREEN PACKAGES.
Approved by Good Housekeeping Bufeo
At all drug, department and 10^ stores.
UlINX
MASCARA

Gives Sr^^^^S^^Ul
Luke mag«<^'NATURAL! EVERYONE NOW
RAVES OVER AAV COMPLEXION
WHY DON'T YOU TRY IT ?
SMART GIRLS know that the correct shade of
rouge flatters ... the wrong shade detracts. Why
guess? causeWhite
Rouge changes
is alwayscolorcorrect.
That's suit
beWhite Rouge
to precisely
your skin the moment you apply it. Blends to your
own true shade . . . the one becoming color for
you. Nopro f . rouge
like it. Water. an application
lasts
the day. At leadmg dept. and
drug
stores
50c.
Trial
size
at most ten cent stores. loc

WHITE-ROUCE
Your Skin Determines Its Color
aarlc-MilIncrCo.,666
Clair
St. .Dept.
30-F.Chicago,
Send
me
generous
trial St.size(Sent
of White
for postage and handling.
in U. Rouge.
S. only.)I enclose
AddTtii
--.
C\ty
State

WEST

COAST

CHATTER
{Coutlnucd from page 77)
decorating herself.
tellingthatthisdayone when
on Cecil
B. THEY'RE
DcMille. still
It was
the
heavens opened and the furies let loose in
Southern California. A rehearsal for Lux
Theatre was on with DeMille concentrating
on a scene with Fay Wray, when a sudden
thunder clap shook the building. "That's
enough of that," shouted DeMille, over
the roar, "cut out that noise and let's try
JEANETTE MacDONALD is making
the
most of her short vacation from the
again."
cameras.
She and Gene are spending every
afternoon on horseback, discovering new
trails around the Santa Monica canyons.
Their mornings are devoted to training
Blackin Knight,
Gene's Learning
pet horse, tofortakejuinping
spring shows.
the
jumps,
too,
is
Michael
Xewfoundland which Gene— that
gave 180-pound
his wife
for a wedding present. Michael is the
same dog that Jeanette thought was just
ato "cute
her. little cocker" when first presented
ROMANCE IN RADIO
Tliose in the knoxv say that Ethel Shutta is The
still telephone
leodin;! lady
in George
Olsen's
life.
eontpany
could tell
you
the same thing, for the two run up nightly
bills
another,
going
to jointalking
Georgeto inoneXeie
York llthel's
very shortly.
Barljara Stanivyck hasn't missed one
of
RobertPozvcr
Taylor's
broadcasts
..
Tyrone
and Janet
Gaynoryet.are . still
Inseparable, even though Sonja's back in
town.d .Sonja's
set for man
They will
Met beIn Richard
College
her leading
Greene, that English lad ivhom the publicitybinationdepartment
ofTyrone claims
Power isanda "happy
Robert comTayl
o
r
"
.
.
.
.
Xan
Grey
still
thinks
jockeyis
from her home town of Houston,thatTexas,
the szi'cllest guy in California. . . . Lona
■indre anil Bill faye are serious about it.
Bill is .llice's brother and Lona's one of
her closest friends. . . . Buddy ll'estmore
thinks
Whitney'sannouncer
as cute asof they
comeT.leanore Gilmore,
Dr.
Cliristian, will nmrry his hii/h-school Siveetheart,
U'eller.
Trances Grace
Eoiigford
and this
.1,01 month.
Hall are. .to-.
gether constantly. . . . Claire Trevor and
Clark .hulreies. producer of Hig Town,
are heading straight for Yuma. . . . And
Rudy I'allee's favorite girl friend is still
Judy .S'Icwart! . . .
DURING the rehearsals for the
M-G-M show, the cast indulges in doughnuts and that good-to-the-Iast-drop coffee.
One warm day, there were so many flies
haunting the rehearsal stage as a result,
that the producer yelled for a prop boy to
bring the fly spray. But Robert Taylor had
better ideas: "Leave 'em alone for a few
minutes," he advised. "If they're good
maybe you can pick up their options!"
JACK BENNY showed up at rcliearsal
the otlicr day with a cigar holder measur-

DRY SKIN SOFTENED
NEW HOLLYWOOD WAY
With Same Cream
The Stars Use
CREAM
TAYTON'S
Floats
Away
Dirt, Skin.
Dissolves, Dry, Rough
Smooths — Softens,
der Stays On Pow^ lovely
EVELYN
The
star withDAW
Jimmy
r^itney
in
■'Something
Sin^' .\bout."
— "I anust
Tayton's
Cream tosayscleanse
yuutliful looking.
Approved By Bureau
Good
Housekeeping
Test This Thrilling Beauty Discovery
UNDER MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Make
soft and
alluring
like
the starsyourtriple-whipped
do.skin. . smooth,
. TAYTON'S
CREAM
precious
emollients
thatthatreleases
cleanse
and
also
dissolve
dry,
scaly
skin
cells
cause
roughness,
your and
powderold.
to flakeLubricates
off, skin todryness.
shine,
look
parched
Flushes
glands. praise
Helps
bring out blackheads.
new, live, freshRouses
skin.oilThousands
it. Tryfits likeit.theGivemovie
your stars
skin these
new
beauty
benedo.drugGetstore.TAYTON'S
CREAM at youruse 10cit asstorea ornight
Cleanse
with
your
skin isit,notalsosmoother,
softer and cream.
younger Iflooking
after firstfunded. Iapplication,
your
money
will
beorderref
your
dealer
is
out,
send
your
with 25c to us, address below.
New glamour
lipstick
and face
stars
use.
laljel
from
25c powder
Jaryourof name
Tay.the
ton's address
Cream Sendandto Tayton
3c stamp
with
FREE and
St.. Los Angeles,
Calif, Company
and generousDept.trialD. ies of powder and also lipstick will be sent
^ttdJojijfi'
Reduce the pain
Save your nerves
^ No narcotics
iiUcorv
#KEEP POSTED
on program changes
by using ....
RADIO STARS'
COAST -TO -COAST
PROGRAM GUIDE
Poge 43
BLONDES
X More
Fascimtim
With
FAIR SKIN
don'tletdull.
blomisliod,
freckled
skin
ruincharml
bruiiotrtcs
Gentle movesGolden
Peacock
Bleach
Creme
. . pim. .re-. .
dull
film
holding
surface
freckles,
ples flawless,
and blackheads
almostlooking,
overnight!alluring
Gives sldii.
you
clear,
younger
At all toilet goods coimters.
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IRATIONS
PERSPTO
THREE DAY
T
^sScREaJ DEODORANT
i.\r ■ y""
the arm and odor
perspiration . MONEY
MORE FOR YOUR
THE
TO BEBEST
HAD

HAIR ON FACE
ARMS, LEGS and BODY
REALir GONE!
Simple.
Leaveseachno
trace
of Quick.
hair.ZIPWith
package
Epilator,of
you
get aofdollar
bottle
JORDEAU-a
^roowfore BOUOUET
refreshing
fragrance.
.00 value for only $1.00.A
E P L AT 0 R GoodstoresorsendSI.OOto
Madame Berth 562 FiFth Ave., New York
1 WANT YOl
Work
for to'Uncle
StartWOilEN.
$1260
$2100 aSam"
year
.MEN—
Common
usually
sufficient.
42.766Shorteduratlon
appoint
nients
1937
Gov't
year.
Write with
todaylistsureof positions
for free and32hours
paKefull
book,
particulars telling how to qualify f'"In Our Next Issue
HORACE
and his BRIGADIERS
inmelodrama
anHEIDT
especially
uf the posed
good oldmystery
days
DON'T MISS IT.

There
are 23Trusted
tested "Sergeant
Dog
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Madesince
ofGuarantee
finest
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under
money-back
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and
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shops.
Ask
them
for
a
freeby
copy
Dog Book, orCORP.
write:
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•.Cor, Va.
506 W Broad Street • Richmond,
Copr. 1938, Polk MiUrr Prodii
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inp;
inclies. \\'liat
world
coulda good
be thefive meaning
of this,in the
wondered
tlie cast in unison? "Just came from the
doctor." Jack explained. "He advised me
to stay as far away from cigars as possible."
PHIL BAKER and Kenny Baker are
both cxt>cctaut jathcrs these days. This
will he the fourth rhihl for the I'hil Bakerssee.>nd
hut the blessed
first Uiilti'e
It's
llie
event Califoruian.
for the Kenny
linkers.
KENNY'S favorite way of spending leisure hours is touring the town with his
father,
Horton Churchill,
ace
news photographer
for a Los who's
Angelesandaily.
There was a time when Kenny hankered to
follow the same profession. And according
to his dad, who should know, he has the
makings
crooner. of as good a cameraman as a
LANNY ROSS is seriously thinking of
turning his photography hobby into a
money-making
ardent
amateur proposition.
snapper in He's
town the
and most
has
a collection of pictures that many a professional would be proud to claim. The
other day Lanny turned the tables on
Radio heStars'
Strock,
when
went cameraman,
out to the George
Ross home
for
a layout eraman
of pictures.
Lanny
had
our
camposing all over the place, and
George admits that Lanny certainly knows
his stufT.
INCWEXTALLV
. the ofRossthe "estate"
ainoni7
the most modest
homes inis
the film colony. Out Beverly Hills xvay.
it's a snmll house surrounded zcith pleasant iiardens. but not a single .ncimmintjpool to its name. There's a badnunton
court,
though,
because
the favorite
recreation
of Mr.
and that's
Mrs. Ross
— zvhen
the horse-racing season is tlirough.
NOW that Jack Benny has rated mention as one of the country's best-dressed
men,
critical Jack
of hisspotted
cast's
garb. he's
At aeven
recentmorebroadcast.
Phil Harris sporting an unusually loud
sport tern
coatwovenwithin anone
red, too
gray subtly.
and green
Withpat-a
"you-poor-dope" look, Jack sidled up to
Phil and said: "It's a lucky thing that
there's at least one man on this program
who knows how to dress." "Yeah, I sure
do," was Phil's reply.
HELPFUL HINTS FOR PROSPECTIVE
RADIO SCRIPTERS
Luin and .'ll>ner have now found that
they work best at the typewriter when
in a kitchen. Rush Hughes dt)cs his fifteenminute script in sections, then puts the sections together just before his XBC broadcasts. Phil Baker never puts capital letters in the first draft of his script, but has
his own speeches in caps in the final draft.
Fred ;\llen writes his scripts out first in
a tiny handwriting that practically requires
a microscope to read it. Jack Benny dictates his scripts while pacing the floor.
His secretary, Harry Baldwin, crouches
with pad and pencil ready to jot down any
good
ideas.typewriter
Amos 'n'andAndy
their one
take take
turnsturns
takingat
turns up and down the room.
od story ill the father of
When it zvas necessary
TllT.Rf.'S
play the role of Papa
^ liahy .Snooks.
I /() hai'e some

Luhnnmph by Rosa

Drink Dole Pineapple
Juice
from inHawaii.
I ou
will revel
its flavor.
It's the pure, natural, unswe tened juice of Dolegrown
Hatmiianpineapples.
Pineapple Co., Lid.,
also
pacliprs
of
"Dole Pineapple
Gems," Sliced, Cmslied,
Tidbi(s,
and the new "Roral Spears."
IlomJulu.
U. S. A.Saies
Offices:Hauaii.'
San Francisco,
Cal.
GLUE
THINGS/
Wood, Paper
Leather
Celluloid
Plywood
Porcelain
Tile, Glass
China
At Stores
Dnig&lOc.
10^

IRON BBAUTIFULLY
Here 8 that modern waySPEEDILY
■4-1^ noil V /
mixing,
boiling
and
bother
as
with
lump starch.
I.Y Re-.
TliHh'h'l
ut ironing
starch witho
to hot starching
Makes
easy.thatMakes
easy.
stores
elasticity
and
soft
charm
of
newness.
No sticking. No scorching.
Your ironfreefairly,
glides.
invention.
test
convinces.A wonderful
Send for
a TrialThis Packet.
THANK
YOU
THE HUBINGER
CO., No.519, Keokuk la.
Your free sample of QUICK ELASTIC, please.
"That Wonderful Way to Hot Starch."
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Snooks on the air. Fannie Bricc remembered a eertain Hanley Stafford. Zi'ith
Xy.-hom she used to icork on the stage years
and years ago. But M-G-M didn't i^vnt
Fannic's
man, onthinking
had plenty
just
as good
their oioitheypayroll.
But
Baby Snooks dei'clopcd sudden determination, sent for Mr. Stafford, and put him
in the east at her oic/i expense. M-G-M
sazi' him on just one program, promptly
put him under contract, gave him a nice
raise, and Fannie a fond pat on the head
for being so astute.
BIXG CROSBY told us the other day
that he hasn't a fan in his household, now.
His four-year-dld son Gary used to like
him a lot, hut imw Ik's switched his affections to l'i\lr ;i /nij-/)///, a local air-wave
story-teller.
DID you ever stop to think, providing of
course that you're a Gracie Allen fan, that
you owe all your good times on their programs to George
it weren'twould
for
the master
of theBurns?
house,If Gracie
never appear on another radio program.
She'dting beall thea contented
hausfrau,outget-of
amusement little
she needed
life by watching Sandra and Ronnie and
the
styles.
George Sowhoto keep
cats,
dreamsnew andhat lives
showIt'sbusiness.
peace in the home — and also because she
likes the guy — Gracie does what George
wants her to do. "I'm the ham," says
George,
" — can't
live comes
without along
showing
But Gracie,
she just
for off.
the
ride. She will act sappy, if you insist
. . . she will, for a new
- dress."
THE Academy Award dinner hrought
out all the radio and hhn stars in town. Interesting to note that, with most of the
wa orld's
greatest
dummy to getentertainers
the lau.yhs.present,
Ciiarlieit took
McCarthy was the star of tiie evening, particularly when he received his wooden
"Oscar" — a special award patterned after
the elaborate gold "Oscars" given to the
other winners. "Haven't you something to
say?" Bergen asked him, when the statue
was presented. "Yeh," said Ciiarlie. "Looks
like pretty cheap stufT to me."
RUMORS of that lumunicc t>clwccu Fdgar Bergen and Murimi 7'(///rv wri- rumfails.llialFarlir luigar
makesors nonomore.
secretThey're
the fad
thinks
Marian is the mast attractii'c pcrsan in
Holly-auiad—and the mast gifted. It's pretty
discouraging
other al>out
girls since
they've
been feeling tothatthe imy
Mr. Bergen
far a long time.
DIDJA KNOW?
That The Boss, in which Edward Arnold
starred on the Lux Theatre, was his first
big success on Broadway? .... That
Ruthie Robbins, vocalist with Phil Harris,
is the sister of Leo (Thanks For the Memory) Robbins? .... That Nadine Connor
is now pulling down ^1250 a week? . . . .
That director Dave Butler has horses
named "Alice Faye" and "Tony Martin,"
and thaton they're
both....
earning
good
money
the track?
That him
Rosemary
Lane lost six pounds teaching Rudy Vallee
the
"shag"Thaton the
Golddiggers
in ParisWayne
set?
....
Priscilla
Lane and
Morris
are
at
La
Conga,
Hollywood's
late-spot, almost every evening doing new
the
rhumba and holding hands? . . . .That one
of Eddie Robinson's most ardent fans is an

Templeton Fox, who was born Esther Fox, hails from Pasadena,
California, and is heard over NBC on Lights Out and other programs.
Big Toivn rehearsal the cast got
ex-gangster at San Quentin who writes intoAT a adiscussion
about success. Edward
Eddie excellent ideas for his script? ....
That a certain radio comic around town, G. decided he was finally a success when
decisively.
noted for his "high forehead and low Cros- his
Claireair-show
Trevor clicked
said sheso felt
success But
had
ley," could win any unpopularity contest come
to
stay
when
she
was
able
to hire
infullyHollywood?
....
That
Martha
Raye's
recovered from that pneumonia siege a maid as a getter-upper and pitch her
and is back at work minus 13 pounds? alarm clock out of the window.
.... That Luise Rainer didn't know until
THF broadcasting studio of The Old
nine o'clock of the same evening that she Fashioned
Revival Hour took on a feswas
be awarded
the toAcademy's
best
tive air the other Sunday evening ivhen
actressto award?
She had
quit popping
M aclfaugal. singer with the quartet,
corn at home and pop into a formal and Bill
a taxi and was the last person to arrive at brought his bride af one hour, Phyllis
the banquet .... That Fannie Bricc went Crawford , and the entire ivedding party
as Baby Snooks and Sophie Tucker as to the broadcast. The cast put on a speLittle Lord Fauntleroy to the Film Welfare
cial "aftcr-shaw" and party for the Mac'a'hen the audience had finally been
League's dinner? .... That Katharine De- Daui/als
cleared
out.
Mille,
B.'s daughter,
won highinpraise
on herCecilexhibit
of water-colors
Los
AT the close of the Phil Baker show one
Angeles?
.... Stuart
Marlyn has
( Mama,
that man's
here again)
changed
from day, the curtain failed to come down as it
blonde to brunette? .... That Tyrone should have. Trouper that he is, Phil did a
Power has bought himself a $150 toy train little additional entertaining, while Harry
to play with? .... That Jerry Cooper "Bottle" McNaughton went backstage to
never sang a note till five years ago, when find out what was causing the delay. He
he deserted the baseball diamond for the found out. The stage hands were engaged in
night club? .... That Anne Jamison
little game of "21" with Don Wilson, Jack
always rehearses while lying flat on her aBenny's
announcer, who'd dropped in to
compare
insults with Tom Hanlon, the other
back
on
the
floor
—
it's
her
pet
method
for
relaxing?
heavy-weight announcer of Hollywood.
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Independent
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Tobacco

KNOW

ERE ARE THE FACTS! Sworn records show that
among independent tobacco experts, Lucky Strike
has twice as many exclusive smokers as have all
other cigarettes put together. These men are auctioneers,
buyers and warehousemen. They deal with all, but are
not connected with any manufacturer. They know tobacco
and they smoke Luckies ... 2 to 1 !
Remember, too, the throat protection of the exclusive
process, "It's Toasted. "This process removes certain harsh
irritants present in all tobacco, and makes Lucky Strike
a light smoke — easy on your throat.
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Well,
I've

I'm

Elected

got "Pink

Tooth

Brush"

"PINK
Neglect, Wrong Care, Ignorance of the Ipana Technique
of Gum Massage -all can bring about

TOOTH

now!
ANN: "Hello, Jane. Well,
the laugh's on me— there's
atoothtinge
brush.of 'pink'
What doon I mydo

JANE: "See your dentist,
pronto. Cheer up, my pet"
maybe
it's
nothing
ANN: "Good heavens,serious!"
I hope not. What did
Dr.
Bouen
tell
you?"
nmv?"
JANE: "Aline uas a plain case of gums that
practically never uork—l eat so -many soft
foods. Believe me, I've been using Ipana uith
massage ever since. It's made a world of difference inthe looks of my teeth and smile!"
ANN: "You make good sense, darling. Guess
there's just one thing to do— find out what
Dr. Bowen tells me..."
Don't let "Pink Tooth Brush"
ruin your smile
be in for
not brush"
your dentist.
see
seeYou"pinkmaytooth
you but
WHEN
let him decide. Usually,
trouble,
serious
merely soanother
yours isBecause
you that gums.
he'll oftellnegleaed
many
case
modern foods are creamy and soft, they fail
to give our gums the exercise they need.
That's why so many dentists today advise
"the healthful stimulation of Ipana with
For Ipana, with massage, is especially designed tohelp the gums as well as clean the
massage."
teeth.
Each time you brush your teeth, massage alittle extra Ipana into your gums. As
circulation increases within the gum tissues,
gums tend to become firmer, healthier.
Play safe! Change today to Ipana and
massage. Help your dentist help you to
sounder
smile! gums — brighter teeth — a lovelier

BRUSH

DOUBLE DUTY-Perfected with the aid of over
1,000 dentists, Rubberset s Double Duty
Tooth Brush is especially designed to make
gum massage easy and more effective.

IPANA

TOOTH

PASTE
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ing scent of Djer-Kiss Talc.
START your day the Djer-Kiss way! Bathe
your entire body witli this delightful
talc each morning. Djer-Kiss keeps you
dainty and refreshed all day . . . Helps you
stay cool, for it actually lowers body temperature. Clothes feel more comfortable . . .
Makes you alluringly fragrant. Use DjerKiss generously, for the cost is surprisingly
small. Buy it today at drug and toilet goods
counters— 25c and 75c sizes. Liberal 10c
size at all 10c stores.
The
same Eaudelightful
fragrance
in Djer-Y.iss
Sachet,
de Toilette
and Face
Powder.
YOURS FREE— the exciting new book,
"Women Men Love— Which Type Are You?"
-full of valuable hints on
how to make yourself
more alluring. Just send
1 post card with your
name and address to
Parfums KerkofF, Inc.,
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genuine imported talc
scented with Djer-Kiss
perfume by Kerkof f, Paris.
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TWO YEARS IN A ROW
THE PRIZE AWARD!
Talented Luise Rainer again
wins the Academy Award. This
time for pathetic Olan in "The
Good Earth." Lost year for Anna
Held new
in "The
Her
role Great
is her Ziegfeld."
greatest!

mS£
THE

Ts^m^
TOY

as

lUIIFE

. . . wlio lias youtk anJ Leauty an J all
tke world to ^amtle it in... "life slips too
liurrieJly Ly, so sip tke cup of frivolity
and danger wkile you may"... you will
watck witk teating lieart this sensational
drama of New Orleans' gayest, maddest
era in Metro-Goldwyn-M ayer s glamorous production. In tke cast also: MELVYN
DOUGLAS, ROBERT YOUNG,
Barbara O Neil, H. B. Warner. Directed
l>y Ricliard Tkorpe. Produced \>y Merian
C Cooper. Screen Play by Zoe Akins.
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Basil Fomeen not only conducts an orchestra, but invents musical instruments as well.
He shows singer Hildegarde his Basilphone.
GaBawai
nails lovely
MAKE
A, the color men
CABANsummer
with your
admire. Here is a flattering, tawny
red . . . fresh, gay and stimulating
. . . a color that throbs with romance!
You'll want CABA>JA in the city
to wear with stylish blacks and
beiges. You'll need it in the country
foryour South Sea prints and whites.
At the beach CABARA suits the
scene ... it makes moonlight dances
forever memorable ... it holds a
promise of thrilling things ahead.
Use this striking shade to accent
summer highlights in your hair . . .
the sunny undertone of your complexion .. . the glamour of your
summer self. Get CABANA today!
Glazo Is Ideal
For Summer!
1. LONGER WEAR — new Glazo lasts days
longer without peeling or chipping. Slightly
heavier — clings to nai
2. EASY TO APPLY — goes
on evenly. Will not streak
or run. Dries quickly.
3. BRILLIANT LUSTRE
— won't fade or become
dull in sun or water.
Glaze's
smart
newGet colors
— CONGO,
SFICE, TROPIC and CABASA — at all drug
counters. Extra jp j
large size, onlyXOr
GLAZO
6

CONDUCTOR
INVENTOR
Basil Fomeen is both and
does each equally well
Basil built the complicated Basilphone
himself. It operates electrically and has
a loudspeaker. His weakness is Inventing.

The Basilphone combines th
music of an entire orchestra, an
chimes; is played like a pianc

RADIO STARS

'Wlizn

t/oiih, ftjUluM

- (jou Au/U

all omhl"

"The ill-effects of foot trouble are many. Often they are felt in parts of the
body remote from the feet — in the form of backaches, neuritis, arthritic or
rheumatic-like Pain in the knees, less and feet, excessive
fatigue afterL
standing
CH
Shealth,
orSA
walking,
etc. . Dr
. Besides.
your general
your O
looks, L
earning power,
YS
IWm.n
M. Scroll, M. D.
disposition, personality — all suffer when your feet hurt. "
relief at small cost. They are the result of 34 years of
Don't neglect your feet! There is a Dr. Scholl Foot
study, research, laboratory experimenting and clinical
Comfort* Remedy, Appliance or Arch Support for
your foot trouble, assuring quick, medically safe
testing by this internationally famous foot authority.
TENDER FEET
NOW is the time to get relief — during
CORNS, SORE TOES
DR. SCHOLL S FOOT COMFORT WEEK.
Dr.
Scholl's
Foot Powder
relieves
tender,
hot,
Dr.
Scholl's
Zino-pads
relieve pain : remove corna.
tired, chafed or perspiring
Over
125,000
Drug,
Shoe,
Department
and
Stop
cause
—
shoe
friction
and pressure: prevent sore lOi Stores are behind this annual drive to
nforttoes, ing,blisters.
soothhealing, Thin,
cushioning,
relieve foot troubles. Go to your dealer now
ACHING FEET
CALLOUSES
and let him show you how easy Dr. Scholl Dr. TIRED,
Scholl's
Balm
Dr. Scholl's
has made it for you to be foot-happy.
quickly
relievesFootsensitive,
feverish,
special
size
forZino-pads,
callouses,
aching,
tender,
quickly
relieve
pain,
safely
caused bySafe,exremove
dead skin. Remember — anything you buy bearing Dr. tired feet,
ertion and fatigue.
Stop shoehard,
soothing
andpressure.
healing. Very Scholl's name must give you satisfaction, or sure. Very refreshing.
your money will be refunded.
CLEANSES FEET
Dr. Scholl's Foot Soap
Dr. bunions
Scholl's relieve
Zino-pads
for
pain;
(granular),
secretions of the loosens
skin; cleanses
stop
pressure
on the
skin pores;
stimulatesaidsnor-lu
sore shoe
spot.
Thin,
protecmal
circulation,
tive, healing, safe. sure.
promoting foot health.
Won't come oQ In bath.
PROTECTS STOCKING
Ease-all Stocking
Dr. soft
Scholl's
Zino-pads
Protector
firmlythe Heel
but
fortoes,
corns
between
comfortably
grips
relieve
pain
instantly;
saves
wear
of
stockingheel,at
take
pressure
off
the
sore
the heel,
prevents blisspot;
quickly, softsafelycorns.loosen
ters. Washable.
and remove
FOOT LOTION
FOOT RELIEF
Dr. Scholl's
Lotion
Dr. Scholl'sfootKurotex,
cools,
soothes,Footinvigorates
velvety-soft
plaster
tired, lieves
burning
feet.
Rerelievescallou-ses,
shoe pressure
soreness.
Delightcorns,
bunions,on
fully
tenderspots,
blisizing andcomforting;
antiseptic.deodorters. Cut it prevents
to any size.
RELIEVES SORE FEET
CORNS, CALLOUSES
Dr.
Scholl's
Bath Salts
Dr.Scholl'sLiquidCorn
relieve
tired,In aclilm;
and
Remedy.
2quickly
dropsCallous
relieve
pain
Also
u-seful
bath aches,
forfeet.relieving
muscular
;liard
.soonorloosen
and
remove
soft
corna
pains.
Soften
water
all toilet purposes. for
and c;illouses with ease.
REMOVES CORNS
CROOKED HEELS
Or. Scholl's
CornpainSalve
Dr. Scholl'scrooked
Walk-Strates
quickly
relieves
and
prevent
heels,
soon
loosens
old,removal.
hard
keep heel:
shoes saveshapely.
C ushcorns
for
easy
lon
on repairs.
Easily
attached
in
any
Dependable,
economical.
Easy to apply.
shoe. I'or men and women.
REMOVES CORNS
SORE, TENDER HEELS
Dr. Scholl's Fi«o relieve
Corn
Dr. Scholl's Hool CushPlasters
pain and quickly
remove corns.
pleasure;for provide
mild
Stop nagging
shoe pressupport
the archcovered
Made
Easy to apply,
stay
olWlthlcathcr.E.aslly
sponge rubber,
applied.
in place.sure. Waterproof.
EASES FEET
CORNS, BUNIONS
Dr.sizesScholl's
Dr. Scholl's
Moleskin,
foot
plaster
for
relieving
in
for cornsFeltand Pads
bunshoe
pressure
on corns,
For FREE FOOT BOOK and sample of Dr. Scholl's ions instantly relieve pamby
callouses,
bunions,
tender
troubles
spots.
Prevents
blisters.
'°<«
°'
write
toes,
sore
_
o
1
II.
I
T-v
y.t/^\\rr
•
III
Stopping
shoe
pressure
and
corns
relieving
for
Zino-pads
Cut It to any size or shape. Dr. Scholl s. Inc., Dept. MC W, Chicago, 111. gore spot. Easy to apply.on

DrS CHOiLS

Foot

Comfort
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EXPOSING

the

Marijuana

drug

in swing
JACK

evil

bunds
H A N L E

Astounding facts about the bubitua
use of "reefers" umong musicium

"Fella, it's already gone!
You see — I found that package of Beeman's you slipped
in my pocket! Some flavor,
I'll say! I like that luscious
smoothness — that clean tang!
Look at the package — see
that tight sealed foil? Keeps
the air out and the fresh
flavor in — no wonder Beeman's
such fresh snap
ind has
! Let's stop in for
more Beeman's right now!'
go
AIDS DIGESTION..
'i
Beeman

YOU'VE read about marijuan^
of course. Newspapers recent!
!ia\e been full of stories abou
reefer-crazed young men
women jumping from windows
killing policemen, robbing,
saulting and running amuck
while under the influence of tin
weed. And many stories abou
marijuana
say that
among
who first spread
its use
here thos'
wer
"swing"
musicians musicians.
; specifically, "hot" o:
Did that mean, then, that th
hot virtuosi of rhythm we listei
to on the air are not just liighl*
talented,
"ride" men
Were the expert
sizzling trumpet
licks
the ingenious and finger-break
ing riffs of the clarinet, thewacky off-beat of the drums a!
the
product There
of drug-inflamec
performers?
was one waj
to find out, so your reporter triec
it. Knowing something of musu
and musicians, I investigated!
questioned and tried to get th(
low-down on
in it;
connection
with marijuana
music.
wasn't orverywhosimple
whoIt know,
have; those
been
using
the
"hay"
themselves,
are
naturally reticent about it. Stories
and articles giving statistics on
the spread of the weed, criminal
records of the various shocking
crimes committed under its influence, guesses and estimates
were all very significant. But I
wanted to get the first-hand facts
n nuisicians themselves. And
the following facts came to light.
Most of the really big-time
swingsters are definitely not
reefer fects
addicts
produce their Yet,
efentirely ;legitimately.

RADIO STARS
at least one major hot organization
on
the air is usually "high" on
reefers.
NO DATES IN MARY'S BOOK
Musicians'
use wholly
of marijuana
confined
almost
to swingis
players.
Those who "hit the weed" seem
NO SONG IN MARY'S HEART
to use it more temperately or to show
less violent reactions than users out^ide the musical profession.
The most persistent users among
he
are and
the third
younger
md "cats"
the second
ratersplaxers
who
liink hoth that it's "smart" to smoke,
ind
that ability.
the "hay" improves their
echnical
Colored swingsters, on the whole,
.re "walking on air" more often than
vhites ; yet,
most Negro toplotchers
avoidagain,
the stuff.
I talked first to some "sweet"
nusicians. whom the "cats" call
long
They about
were
ague underwear"
or completelymen.
mystified
larijuana. Those who had heard
bout it knew very little and shied
way from discussion, understandbly enough. ]\Iark W'arnow, one of
idio's
lid: top-notch "straight" leaders,
"I cannortruthfully
that neither
lyself
any of mysayorchestra
ever
ren heard about reefers until remtly. Not very long ago a man
apeared on the JfV, The People
rogram for which we played, and he
)oke about marijuana. And we had
ily the vaguest notion of what he
tion, but Mum prevents odor before it
She doesn't dream that
starts. To avoid all risk of offending
as
about until he had exunderarm odor is the reason
ainedtalking
himself.
friends — use Mum every day and after
men pass her by!
every bath. With Mum, you'll be stire
I[18"Myyoung
orchestra
a group
men isand
womenof seriwho
your charm is lasting, you'll be a girl
ke their music seriously; who love
Mary
vivacious,
young—
she that men always find attractive!
should isbepretty,
as popular
as anyand girl
around.
usic. They are no more associated
MUM IS QUICK! One-half minute is all it
Yet the men that she meets always seem takes to smooth a quick fingertipfiil of
ith the wild, hectic type of music
to avoid her. Through glorious summer Mum under each arm.
an they are with opium or black
evenings she sits home alone, while men MUM IS SAFE I Mum is soothing to the
agic.
U'e
find
our
music
on
the
take
other girls out on good times!
Lges of our arrangements, not in
skin, harmless to every fabric. You can
dden improvisations. And the perToo
bad than
Marya bath
doesn'tto prevent
realize underthat it use it right after underarm shaving.
takes
more
nal — the creative element — in perarm odor — that underarms must have MUM IS SURE! Without stopping perspirmance is given to shadings of
special care to keep a girl dainty and
Mum's sure protection
lasts all
ne, to interpretation and nuances
fresh, safe from offending.
day or ration,
all evening
long. No worries,
expression. I know^ that no musiWise girls use Mum! They know that then, about unpleasant odor. For Mum
in of this type with whom I have
a bath takes care only of past perspira- makes underarm odor impossible!
en associated has had anything to
IT TAKES MORE THAN A BATH — IT TAKES MUM
IEniil
with marijuana."
Coleman, society bandleader
d popular exponent of "sweet"
jsic, says essentially the same thing,
'he youngest member of my orestra,
point meof service,"
says,
as beenin with
for twelvehe years,
•me have been witli me for twentv
ars, so I believe that I know my
!n pretty well, particularly since I
:k my musicians from the standint of character as well as a high
jree of musical ability.
"Swing
music,
appears toit me,
For Sanitary Napkins —
:ms to need
someit stimulant,
reor embarrassires extreme cleverness of its per- No worries
you use Mum
Tners; perhaps some get that this way.ment whenThousands
do, be(Continued on page 18)
TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION
cause it's SAFE and SURE.
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Miss McBride in her study, where she lunches lightly and prepares her daily talks,
INTO tlie liomes of tliat vast mid- And so seldom are they referred to,
One of the
things she
talksinabou',
and then with only the most casual frequently,
of course,
is food
gen^
(la\composed
women,audience
there comes
over largely
the radioof glance, that she stands out as one of eral and her sponsor's product, quiet
everv day — Monday through Friday the very few broadcasters who will cooking tapioca, in particular. Nat— on the Columbia network, the have no need to dread the arrival of foods sooner
urally, we, too, willinspeak
abou'
this article
cheery voice of Mary Margaret Mc- television with its probable "no After all. this oris alater
Home
Service
de
Bride, the guest of our Hostess de- reading
scripts"
But allof this,
comerequirement.
to think of
partment, designed to help you to b(
partment this month.
a better hostess through radioOne of radio's most interestinspired suggestions and i
ing women, as well as one of its
better cook with the help of favhardest workers, is this same
ored rities.
recipesSo, ofof course,
the radiowecelebMary Margaret, who, day in
wil
and day out, discusses with her
eventually
get
around to <
devoted army of listeners the
discussion
of Miss
most amazing variety of subfood j:)references
and McBride's
to recipes
jects. And who, while so doing,
for several of her best-likec
somehow manages to sound not
dishes.
But
to
speak
only o:
like some distant, unseen comfoods where she is concernec
mentator reading a prepared
would be to reveal but one side
speech into a mike, but just like
one woman talking to another
ofSomcliMW,
her many-faceted
personali*v
I think you'll
enjo>f
"across the table" about her
lier ncipe suggestions ever
daily "doings."
more after you know her betafterlikeall,that?
why For
shouldn't
sheBut.
sound
Miss
her with
me, you
that have
is, in "visited'
her owi
ter. After
McBride actually thinks of
home and watched for a singK
every one of her Hsteners as a
friend whom she is on the air
hour the many tasks whicli
to interest and amuse with
living. up the swift, varied an '
exciting tempo of her every
stories aljout things which she These summer desserts combine fruit and tapioca, make
herself has found both interesting and amusing. The informal,
let's step into her home
unstudied and chatty delivery that is simply a description of Miss study, First,
where these pictures were
characterizes her talks is entirely due McBride's broadcasting technique ! taken
and where Miss McBride. with
to the fact that they are not While you, if you number yourself
daily fifteen-minute broadread from a script but are really among her friendly and interested one ofcastsher
out of the way. is preparing anlisteners, are ])robably anxious to
spoken
"across
a
table"
as
woman
to
afternoon
delivery
other (alsofor
daily)'
forty-five-minute
woman, not as a radio speaker con- know more about lier i)cT,s()iially ; to broadcast
.sciously
addressing
unseen
audi- fmd out what she is really like, this over a dif¥erent network! One full
ence of millions.
True.an Miss
McBride
lady of the air waves who so gaily
appearance on the air fivf
has some notes to guide her, but these an(l so often chats with you about hour's
days a week is work in any man are in onlv the briefest outline form. this, that and the other thing.
10
language. Yet this indefatigable wo-
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Dimpled,
Martha in doesn't
th:ir roly-poly
she's
a study
ofknowinfant
feedingt.ikinj;
alongpartwith
other
habies near Westfield, N. J. She just
knows that life is pretty interesting
now— table
a new
Strained
appearsClapp's
on the menu
everyVegefew
da\
s!
Clapp's
Baby
Cereal
is
an
friend— she's had it for 6 weeks. old

man seems to take it in her stride and
to enjoy it !
During
thesethatsixt\minutes
spent
together
day. for
instancewe
I watclied her as. with no sign o
strain and with a frequent smile
disclosing perfect teeth, she glanced
over some of her vast liiail ; planned
with her secretary a feature for the
following
; gave; disorders to theday's
maidprogram
for supper
cussed business with her manager ;
posed for the photograph whicli you
see here, grabbed a ])ite of lunch :
wrote in longhand on the margin of
the notes for her next talk : and
somehow, with it all, managed to be
a swell subject for an interview and
a perfect hostess in the bargain !
In between these various jobs she
found time to conduct this somewhat breathless interviewer on a tour
of her small, homey apartment,
pointing out items of general interest,
calling attention cspeciallv to her array of charming .sami^lers sent in by
listeners who know about this collecting hobby of hers.
One of these in particular caught
my eye, and since it clearly brings out
what I have been tr3 ing to tell vou
about
her, verse
I'm going
to repeat under
here
the little
that appears
the embroidered illustration of two
adies seated at a tea table.
'Two old friends and a cup of
," it says, in outline stitch, "one
)f\ndthem
you you
feel and
sure one
that ofthethem
donorme."of
:hat sampler, as she embroidered it
with small, careful stitches, thought
{Continued on page 57)

Fine straight bock, Martha has. Rosy
cheeks, firm flesh— you can see that
her pressure-cooked Clapp's Foods
are giving her an abundance of vitaand minerals.
She getsas Clapp's
Fruitsmins and
Soups now,
well as
Vegetables and Cereal. With 16 varieties, there's ne^•er a dull meal. .'\nd
he's gained 4 pcniiids and 3 ounces
n 3 months.

"How about second helps? wigwags Martha.
like Martha
all the Clappfed babies
in theFortest.
cleans
up her dishes as slick as Mr. and
Mrs. biesSpratt
do. Ba-of
love the were
fresh,wont
good toflavors
Clapp's Foods. .And doctors apwell-calculated
smooth,prove their
finely
str.iined, buttexturenot so
liquid that a baiiy m.irks time, with
no training for riie handling of
grown-up foods.

16ru(iu:>Varieties
of Clapp's Strained
Baby
L'liMi iinii-ii,
Fooils — l>.lii\
l>al)y .^nilj"
.'^(ni|i .iil.lllieil
Strained IIIor Unstrained,
\egetable Soup, Heef Broth, Liver Soup; Apricots,paragusPrunes,
.Apple Sauce;
Tomatoes,Green
.As, PeaCereal.
s, Spinach,
Beets, Carrots,
Beans; Baby
FREE BOOKLETI Photographs and records
ofdiet12information.
Clapp-fed babies—
much H.valuable
Write toandHarold
Clapp,
Inc.,
Dept. N.OSU.
Rochester.
Y. 777 Mount Read Blvd.,
NEW!... for young cliildran
Clapp's Chopped Foods
Doctors astc<l for tluiii . . . ivt-n-tivturcil foods
with
all
the
advaiitaKcs of Clapp's
Strained Kood>.
but more memcoarsely
— reber them whendivided.
voiir baby.At dealers'
outgrows nowClapp's
Strained Foods.
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i-ipsfhafsav
"KISS

III E^'

— use the lipstick that gives a natural glowing
color to their lips... never a "painted greasy
look." Whether you are blonde, brunette or
red head— Tangee gives your lips the color
that best suits your complexion.
Like magic, Tangee changes from orange
in the stick to warm blush-rose on your lips.
Only Tangee has this famous Tangee colorchange principle. Its special cream base
keeps lips
..smooth.matched
Try Tangee.
39^' and
$1.10.
For soft.
a natural
make-up
use
Tangee Face Powder and Tangee Rouge.
Untouched
untouched
are apt— Lips
to havelefta
faded, parched look.
Greasy,risk painted
lips—
Don't
that
Men don't
like painted
it. look.
Tangee lovable lips —
ends that painted look.
Lipstick
Tl World's Most Famous
ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK
BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES ! There is only
07W Tangee — donH let anyone switch you. Be sura
' r TANGEE NATURAL.
// you prefe}
< for Tange

II 4 PIECE
MIRACLECHARM
MAKE-UP
and TANGEE
TEST SET
■I ThePlease
Georgeru.shW. "Miracle
Luft Co.,Make-Op
417 FifthSet"Ave..of N.sample
YC
■I Tangee
Lipstick,I enclo.se
Rouge Compact,
Cremeor coin).
Rouge <15«
and
Face
Powder.
10<
(stamps
In Canada.) Also please send Tangee Charm Te.st.
I Check
Shade
of
□
Flesh
□
Rachel
□
Light
Powder Desired
Rachel

Ireene likes to interview famous contemporary artists to
get their childhood stories for her program. (Left to right)
Victor, Liebert, Carmen and Guy Lombardo give her the facts.

IBEENE
GUY

INTERVIEWS

uHi HIS

As a sons,
small
boy Guy histookbrothers
violin and
lesthen enrolled
some school friends as his helpers.

BROTHERS
The Singing
has program,
enough interesting notesLady
for her
and
rushes off to prepare the broadcast.
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• '*Look here, Mr. Bear—Vve lived in this climate longer than yon have,
and believe me, f/i«f's not the way to get cool. Why. the minute you get up
off that ice, you're going to jeel hotter than ever!''

Guy tells her that he was born in
London, Ont., Canada, the son of an
Italian tailor with musical ideas.
The Singing Lady visits
the Lombardo boys and
gets unusual material
for her popular program

• "My word— you're bundled up J or 40 below! Can't peel down'/. . . I\o, i
suppose not. Custom— dear, dear, it makes slaves of us all. But noir listen:
did you ever hear of Johnson's Baby Poivder?'"

More than a teller of stories and a
singer of songs, Ireene has developed
into a skilled reporter as well.

• "Say, wait till that cool, silky Johnson's Baby Powder gets to work on
your rashes and chafes and heat prickles. You'll be so comfortable you
woiddnU live at the ISorth Pole if they gave you the place!"'
• "Rult ft pinch of Jahiison's in your finders — il'.i «.« so/l as satin!
Thai perfect
niiisl be condition.
ivhy it kfepsMothers,
habies' nkiits
such protection
tvontlerful against
condition."
And
is theinbest
skin
infections. Only the finest imported talc is usetl in Johnson's Baby
Poicder—no orrisroot . . . Ask for Johnson's Itaby Soap. too. Baby
Cream
prevent
irintlburn.
anil Johnson's
This neirto oil
cleanses
and soothes,
and it is liahy Oil for tiny babies.
stainless, frafsrant. and cannot turn rancid.
Copyriieht 11^S8,BABY
Johnson & Johnsoo POWDER
JOHNSON'S
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DANDRUFF

ITCH?

IT'S

MY

HUMBLE

Use This Antiseptic
Scalp Treatment
Skin specialists generally agree that effective
treatment must include (1) regular cleansing
of scalp;
(2) killing germs
that spread
infection; (3) stimulating
circulation
of the scalp;
(4) lubrication of the scalp to prevent dryness.
To Accomplish This Is Easy With
The Zonite Antiseptic Treatment
Just add 2 tablespoons of Zonite to each
quart of water in basin . . . Then do this: —
1. Massage head for 3 minutes with this
Zonite solution. ( This gives hair and
scalp an antiseptic cleansing — stimulates scalp—kills all germs at contact.)
2. Lather head with any good soap shampoo,
using same Zonite solution. ( This cuts
oil and grease in hair and scalp — loosens
dirt and dandruff scales. J
3. Rinse very thoroughly. (Your head is now
clean — your scalp free from scales.)
4. If scalp is dry, massage in any preferred
scalp oil. ( This relieves dryness.)
RESULTS: By using this simple antiseptic
shampoo treatment regularly (twice every
week at first) you do what skin specialists
say is necessary, if you want to rid yourself
of dandruff itch and nasty scalp odors. We
believe that if you are faithful, you will be
delighted with results.
TRIAL OFFER— For a real trial bottle of Zonite, mailed to you postpaid, send 10^ to Zonite
712 New Brunswick, New Jersey

ZONITE Is
9.3 Times More Active
than any other popular, non-poisonous
antiseptU-by standard laboratory tests
14

Rudy, who always tries to present the most talented and celebrated
guests on his variety progrann, was proud to introduce the famous
Irish tenor, John McCormack, who may run for the Irish presidency.
BY

BUDY

OPEN LETTER TO WILLIAM VALLEE
MyYoudearmayBugg
not :*realize it, l)ut you are
putting your old brother Rudy right
on the sjwt ! It is bad enough that
Lester Grady decreed that you
should conduct a Ictc-a-tcfc simulwith one of your
in the sametaneouslyperiodical.
But brother's
both of
you have failed to realize that it will
l)e impossible for you to continue to
take to task other radio performers,
either intelligently and impartially
(or otherwise), without bringing,
from \(iur readers a demand for a
likewisi- severe criticism of the
foibles, fallacies and weaknesses of
my own Tliursday night program.
tliDUglU
were especially
unduly severe
in I the
April_\-i)U
issue,
your
taking to task of Fred Allen for his
failure to change his "stock company," and the same criticism diat Walter
Frankly,on
I thinkrectedyou
are inO'Keefe.
the minority
this jKiint as 1 find that the majority
of peo])Ie welcome familiar voices

VALLEE
and situations, provided the material
is changed to a certain degree. And
frankly, the Allen formula for
Town Hall Tonight and the use of
the same situations and people, I
think, is one of the reasons for the
program's
1 would tremendous
suggest, if jjopularity.
I may do so,
that you temper your criticisms
slightly, as there seems to be a vitriolic quality creeping into some of
them. After all, as I so often have
had to remind many of my friends,
who, in swift condemnation, say:
"This rarely
is lousy,
that is good
. . . ."
that
is anything
completely
that extreme. Actually, both your
opinion and mine are only two
among many hundreds of millions
who may have thought quite difTerently about that particular situation.
However, I am happy that you are
attracting attention with your writand congratulations
on your
{ings,
Continued
on page 78)

Our bandleader-columnist holds forth on many
subjects in his interesting and frank manner
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OPINION

A new portrait of the maestro in costume for his
latest inpicture,
Golddiggers
Paris.
he's
back
New York
now, Rudy instill
likes Though
California.

0// com/£,

/Hi SO

'I'spiration odor clings
0 dresses— Don't Offend
>RESSES, like undies, absorb peril—offend other people before
i/.e it. Don't take chances — Lux
I sses often. Lux removes peril odor completely, as other
; methods too often don't. Saves
1(1 fit, too. Any dress safe in
lone is safe in gentle Lux. Buy
l)ackage for extra economy.
lix dresses often...

On the Paris street set at Warner Brothers, Rudy
rehearses a scene with his leading lady, Rosemary
Lane, while Allen Jenkins catches up on his sleep.
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She hasn't decided whether to marry or not, but
reads about
it anyway.
Alice'ssheparents
Evangelistic
singers,
with whom
used toare travel.

Alice Cornett, airwave rhythm singer, lives all alone and likes it very much
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EXPOSING

THE

MARIJUANA
DRUG EVIL IN
SWING RANDS
(Coittiinicd from page 9)
stimulantOurfrom
marijuana.
I really
don't
know.
stimulus
comes from
our audience— the people we know and for whom
we play. Ours is a pliable orchestra ; we
work without arrangements, shaping our
music to please the dancers, playing what
our friends like to hear. I know none of
my
other stimulants,
sure group
that ifusessomeone
should tell and
me I'm
diflfer-so
ently
I
would
not
believe
it."
These two leaders are fairly indicative,
and their sincerity cannot be doubted.
Therefore,
tracking down
the group.
"hay"
smokers
led, inevitably,
to the swing
And there can be no question that it is
here reefers are rampant. Yet it was significant todiscover that the real Kings of
Swing, the boys on top, do not depend
upon reefers for their ability. Artie Shaw,
bandleader and performer extraordinary
on the clarinet, spoke frankly about it.
true," ofhe anodded,
reefersbands.
can
be "It's
something
problem "that
in swing
But I think the worst angle to it is that
the 'jitter-bugs' — the young swing fans
ofTo high-school
so often
the tea.'a
give you an age,
example,
I was'hitplaying
dance date up in a certain town when a
youngster, obviously in his early 'teens,
came up to the platform. He said : 'Hey,
Artie — Ikjw alxjut "breakin' a stick" with
me inbecause
intermission?'
He took ait swing
for granted
that
I was leading
band
Icourse,
smokedwas reefers."
Brcakiiu/
a
an invitation to have aslick,
smoke.of
"1 think,"
wentmarijuana
on, "that dothe more
h\ sterical
articlesArtieabout
harm tlian good. A mature, well-balanced
individual is nut apt to play around witli
reefersearch type,
of a
sensation,: it'sor the
the youngsters
emotionally inunstable
the
'screwballs,'
who
are
the
most
likely
prospects. And those are the very ones
who will not be scared away by horrible
stories
of marijuana's
efTects.dangerThey
get
a kick
out of tryingweird
something
ous, unpredictable. The more they read
about wild orgies held while 'walking on
air' the with
smarter
around
reefers.they think it is to play
"I
found
once,
youngster
who was a good dealing
musician,withbut a hitting
the
weed, that the best cure was kidding him
out of it. Once boys and girls get the idea
that kids
that it's high-school
stuf¥
and ausepropreefers,
for second-raters
in music,
they'll
leave
it
alone.
that ladin quit
this
case I speak of it workedI know
and the
when no amount of terrorizing would have
influenced
him." Shaw at length because I
I quote Artie
found what he said to be sound. More
than one bandleader admitted that he had
encountered the marijuana menace in his
outfit. One leader told me of a young man
in his band who was a crackerjack musician, but who used the weed so consistently
that he was quite undependable. The fits
18

Irene Noblette, of the comedy team of Tim and Irene, in a burlesque snakecharming bit from one of the comedies they made for Educational Pictures
That is an individual reaction, of course,
of deep depression reefers so often produce
would seize him until he had to be re- and no two persons react in quite the same
way to the Mexican weed. But what this
strained from suicide ; in addition, pro- musician
said seems pretty well borne out
curing a supply of the weed in strange
by others. True, quite a few swingmen
towns was a problem, also, and he became smoke
the hay occasionally. Some of them
increasingly miserable when deprived of
it. And this, I think, is significant : Not are the better type musicians. And almost invariably, the better the player the
once did I find any testimony that would
less he uses the weed. Carried right to the
bolster the
beliefimproved
that getting
top of tlie profession it means that few of
reefers
really
musical"high"
ability.on llic
toinKJtclicrs smoke at all and none of
True, like and
alcohol,
the "tea"allowwilla release
inhibitions
sometimes
latent tlicm depend upon "hay" for their swing
ability to show. But more often than not, ideas. Your reefer addict who has become
the musician wlio is "walking on air" can an habitual user is almost invariably a
do as well, ifstimulated
not condition.
better,Onein hisinstrumentalist
normal, un- who
youngster,
type
woulda besecond-rater
susceptibleor toa "nut"
dangerous
sensation in any field of endeavor. I know
who
admittedly
smokes
"hay"
put
it
this
definitely of only one real swing star who
way :
got musician
high on the
"I ne\cr use the stufi^ when I'm work- habitually
was a colored
whoseweed,
careerand washe
ing," he assnrcil
"Sure — Iforhit athekick.
tea almost
ruined by his addiction.
occasionally,
for me.
relaxation,
But I made a definite test once and I UnqurstinnalilN . marijuana's most serious
ui tlir peddling of cigarettes to
found that, so far as I was concerned, menace
reefers made me want to play, made tiie
school kidsamong
; in the prevalence
of "hay"innotes sound wonderful. 11 ul tlie actual re- smoking
youngsters
capable of realizing'teen-aged
the dynamite
they are
sults were far
to m>' itusualreleases
ix;rformance.
Thatinferior
is — while
playing with. That this is so has been,
musical inIiil)itions it also impairs the demonstrated
by various government in-|
critical faculties, so that what I played vestigations. There
are get
so-called
wasn't really half as good as it sounded joints" where
kids can
a54)hot "booth-|
dog, a'
{Continued
on page
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Good News of 1938, with Robert Taylor as master
of ceremonies, is heard each Thursday evening at
9 p. m. EDST over the Red Network of NBC. (Below )
Fannie Brice and Frank Morgan, featured on the
show, and Bob with Conductor Meredith Willson.
Taylor'smaster
popularity,
undoubtedly,
sinceRobert
he became
of ceremonies
on the has
Gooddoubled
News
of 1938 program, sponsored by Maxwell House Coffee. His
screen appearances had won unreserved fertiinine approval,
but not until radio gave him the opportunity to show what
an
honest-to-gosh
masculine
vote in hisregular
favor. fellow he is, was the envious
Bob's pleasant
of the entire
program.
The hourinformality
enfolds inisa the
gay,keynote
unpretentious
spirit
with the listeners being made to feel perfectly at home.
With programs like Good News of 1938, listeners want to
feel they are part of what is going on. And that is exactly
what is done for them. The studio audience is disregarded,
as it should be. When a program favors its small visible
audience, rather than the millions of unseen listeners, there
is certain to be ill will toward the program and the product
being advertised, as well.
Fannie Brice and Frank Morgan, comics capable of putting you in stitches at any given moment, are responsible
for
much
the overlooked.
program's success.
Nor isofMaestro
Willson toof be
His choice
numbers,Meredith
his unusual arrangements and his inspired conducting give the
program
the
zest
and
tempo
so
essential
for
enjoyable
listening.
Good News of 1938 is skilfully produced, the scripts
intelligently written and convincingly performed. The commercials are inoffensive and effectively read.
The program stimulates interest to see on the screen the
actors and actresses you hear on the air. For example,
Robert Taylor's
box-office
hits. forthcoming pictures should be his biggest
To M-G-M's Good News of 1938, sponsored by Maxwell
House Coffee, Radio Stars Magazine presents its Award for
Distinguished Service to Radio.
1
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Editor

STRAIGHT
BY

FROM
WILLIAM

H. V. KALTEN". . . BORN
his accent
gets on after
your
nerves
fifteen minutes
of its expresselevator
ups

L.

VALLEE

THIS is to acquaint you with an
oddity
you'llbigencounter
you see
your
first
New Yorkwhen
commercial
broadcast.
About five minutes before the show
is scheduled to go out over the air,
the announcer or master of ceremonies will appear. A fatuous smile
will decorate his face — be sure of
and clowns . . ."
that — as he steps to the center of the stage. Before he
opens his mouth he will pause, dramatically, as he scans
the eager faces before him. Then he will deliver the little
talk he uses every week. You must, he'll tell you, applaud
when he holds up an itty-bitty sign with the word Applause
on it. Not that the sponsor (chuckle here) is trying to
force you to applaud — heavens no !— he merely wants you
to applaud when the moment is ripe for it, according to
the script. At about this point he will
HELEN
EPSON
". . . is Jentirely
tell a funny story designed to make
radio-bred; is
his audience
he's istry-to
ing to show howl.
up the Perhaps
comic who
good enouc|hfor
go
oil
the
air,
but
whether
he
does or
the Metropolitan Opera
not, be sure that he's putting everything he'samount
got intoof this.
There's
Company — and
sickening
cuteness
goinga
on in too many radio shows, but the
a movie . . ."
height of everything is this pre-show mugging performance of the announcer who smirks, over-acts.
Most announcers are guilty of this, but the above description best fits Fred Allen's Harry Von Zell.
AND speaking of cuteness, let Master Fred Allen, himself, watch that little laugh zvhich he apparently can't hold
LOU HOLTZ
BOB BURNS
". . . once acted in the mov". . . Lou did not seem to make
ies
under
the name of Jack
his particular brand of comedy
click with air audiences . . ." Clifford in a Western . . ."

THE

COLD

SHOULDER!

lompliments and criticism, news and facts of air programs and people
M'k zi'hen he hears his 07m droll jokes. This is perhaps ance (rushed to behind a police escort) before dinner.
le first case of a comic being changed by radio. For the Then dinner and the theatre. A last crack at a stiff algebra
lien of old — of The First Little Show, et al — never problem and lights out. Next day — up at nine. Latin. . . .
This hard-working little girl was an air discovery. But
<^gncd
laugh the
at his
oum wit
and then,
ive to, tobecause
audience
was— doing
that. too, he didn't radio didn't have time to give her a build-up. The screen
did, and now she's a star of top rank!
\{[\ men who handle the currently popular audienceirlicipation programs have to own a ready wit and be AT some point in every MBS Let's Visit program, either
^ht on their toes. For one thing, they live in perpetual Jerry Danzig or Dave DriscoU corners a victim and .says :
ar of the wise guy who might slip in an off-color joke "Now I don't mean to be personal ..." Whereupon they
1(1, l)esides this, they have to think, and talk, "off the almighty are.
ff." Comes to mind one of the most able of these — Fred
ttal.
WLTH all due respect to his intelligence and abilit\, the
lk'f,nnning with a pleasing voice and a good delivery, he accent of Brooklyn's commentating Mr. H. V. Kaltenborn
lilis with unvarying success — something definitely hard docs get on your nerves after fifteen minutes of its
do
the person
he's talking
fromaway
the express-elevator ups and downs of intonation. Agree?
idio when
audience),
is wishing
that he towere(selected
ten miles
'1 going strong. Try Uttal on one of his several THE WOMEN OF THE MONTH IN RADIO
i.mams.
The following ladies might be considered exceptional.
riiat accidents will occur on this type of program was
Helen Jepson. Miss Jepson is entirely radiocovered by Professor Quiz on his question-and-answer bredGOOD.
; is good enough for the Metropolitan Opera Comi\v. He asked a man a question involving parts of the
and — after signing a verbal contract with Mr.
man body, and the overly-frank answer he received was Samuelpany Goldwyn
movie. Miss Marcia Davenport, the
\ to be expected. It was patently a matter of a bad writing daughter —ofa Alma
Gluck, who has said that too
■stKjn and subsequent panic at the answer.
many
American
opera
singers
weren't inashergood
as they
should be, did not include Miss Jepson
remarks.
'/ '.S" spend a day with Deanna Durbin, on vacation in
Ti.' York. Here's her schedule of pleasurable events,
BAD. Maxine Sullivan. She battled with Hollace Shaw
"p at nine. Latin, French, English and Math until one (listed behnv) over the swing-s7veet versions of Annie
'i)ck. Lunch — after that a business conference with her
nt. FoHozk's 0 good-sized dab of homezvork. Another Laurie. Chances are, you'll agree that her voice, regardless
ii i ciice with the representative of someone interested of zi'hcthcr you prefer swing or sweet, is thin and
1 sponsoring her. More homework and a personal appear- unimpressive. (Continued on page 68)
DEANNA DURBIN
". . . This hard-working little girl was an air discovery. But radio didn't have tinne to give her a
build-up. The screen did. Now she's o star! . "

CLEM McCarthy
". . . he knows his oats when it comes to horses and
broadcasting big races — but, oddly enough, he never
•places a bet on any of his equine turf friends . . ."
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RADIO

RAMBLINGS

Bringmg yoa the lotest news and most interesting gossip of oirdom
BY

ARTHUR

IF you think radio comedy is a soft job, just glance
over a few of the important stage funny men who
have flopped in radio. Standards of humor are not
high and the informal conversational tone sounds
easy — but still there is that list of failures.
Solly Ward at one time was almost as important
and popular among dialogue comedians as Jack Pearl.
Solly was a complete failure in his only attempt at a
radio program five years ago. Two of the most
popular comedy acts in the last days of vaudeville
were Olsen and Johnson and the Weaver Brothers.
Olsen and Johnson have done a few programs with
very mild success. The Weaver Brothers never were
able to get much of a foothold in radio, except for
local and recorded programs.
The list can be extended: Willie and Eugene
Howard, Lou Holtz, Beatrice Lillie, Al Trahan and
others — none of them able to bring more than a
fraction of their mirthful talents to the air. And,
even after great successes, look what happened to
Jack Pearl and Ed Wynn in their most recent attempts at radio.

MASON

in concert acoustics. New York music critics complained al last season about its acoustics during the
symphony orchestra broadcasts under Arturo Toscanini. The square, stark outlines of the studio do not
add the reverberations that enrich the tone of an
orchestra
and
curves. playing in a concert hall zvith balconies

ANOTHER mistake is the so-called "clover leaf"
studio. This is really three studios, all operated from
one central control room which looks into all three
of them. It was intended for elaborate dramatic programs and, more important, television. As television
developed, the "clover leaves" turned out to be too
small for the batteries of lights needed in television.
And dramatic directors found that one studio was
sufficient for radio drama.
leaf" arrangement
nowTheusedelaborate
as a sort"clover
of museum
for visitors is
making a tour of Radio City. There has
not been a single broadcast from
the place.
STUDIO audiences had
RADIO CITY in New York is so neiv, it is hard not77)assumed their presto believe that it already is full of old-fashioned ideas. sent
proportions
ago.
Radio changes so fast, however, that a lot of the five- five years
on
page
year-oldments building's
bright
new
engineering
experialready are outmoded.
( Continued
When the building opened, one of the items pointed
out
withNow
pridetheywasconcede
the world's
largest
studio.
a mistake
there.broadcasting
The studio is so large that the studio audience cannot always hear xvhat is being said at the microphone. So a comedian waits for laughs, some
of which never come. Fred Allen and Rudy
Vallee have complained about that
trouble. And applause from that
crowd of 1,200 persons in the
studio sounds more like a
confused roar than like
handclapping.
The large studio
uus to have
been the
last word
Marie Louise Quevli,
folented singer, is
heard frequently on
Coniinenfal Variefies.

To demonstra+e the grip
in badminton, Lanny puts
his arm around singer
Jane Rhodes' slim waist.

LEARNING

A

LESSON

V

h

In teaching a girl
golf, show
who's
boss.
Lannyher makes
Jane lug her clubs.
Be sure to find an
agreeable horse if
she wants you to
teach her to ride.
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celebrit

His hope is interruptec
by
the appearance
doctor.
Phil grabs ofhim c
asks, "Is everything al

1^

BY

JERRY

MASO

Keep up with the musical
merry-go-round nnd your
Exclusive Photos
with
Bros.BarnumRingling
and Bailey
MOST talked about bandleader in America today
is Larry Clinton, composer of the Dipsy Doodle, the
new national anthem. He formed a band in December, 1937. Yet experts and dance fans now rank him
with Dorsey, I^ombardo, Goodman. He has six network wires a week from New York's Glen Island
Casino
— a records.
bandleader's
is a best
on
Victor
He isplum.
makingHe movie
shortsseller
for
Warner Brothers. He has more ofTers for out-oftown engagements than he can {x>ssibly fill.
And it all happened in exactly four weeks !
CLINTON is the miracle man of the orchestra
business. Talk to any bandleader and you'll hear a
ANNOUNCEMENT!
DO YOU WANT TO BE A WINNER?
Just turn to page 8! for full particulars on
the Larry Clinton Song Title Contest, sponsored
by the Bandwagon in this month's Radio Stars.
36

favorite muestri, with emphnsis on Lurry Clinton
repetitious tale of the long, tough struggle to get to
the top. The band is formed in a small city, it plays
for little or no money, it starts with a small group of
musicians which increases as it edges closer to the
big time, finally it is booked to play a town like
Philadelphia or Cleveland, and the goal is in sight. It
takes throxim
many weary
years, much
days
in.
_^ patience — and hungry
BUT not so with L^rry Clinton. His name may not
yet be a household word. But those fellows who
write big checks know it well. And I'm willing to
give you odds that by fall every listener in the
country will know it even better than today.
NOT many have heard the story of the new musical miracle.
It's happens
worth telling
a swell
example
of what
when because
you keepit'syour
eye
on the ball and follow through.
LARRY is riding high with the big boys because
he is probably the best dance arranger now operating.
Arrangements can usually (Continued on page 70)

Tony Zimmers, whose saxophone will supply the
sounds of lions end tigers, waits with Larry
for this cat to give her version of Tiger Rag.

In spite of all that neck, the giraffe has no
vocal cords, and makes nary a sound. Larry will
imitate him by marking "rests" in the score.

Larry joins a big top jam session. Behind him
is Merle Evans, who nas conducted the Ringling
Brothers — Barnum & Bailey Band for twenty years.

Songstress Bea Wain gets a tip on the swing
of things from Felix Adier (left), most famous
circus clown, and Ted Tosky, as Larry watches.

4^1

BETWEEN

BROADCASTS

Candid glimpses of air artists
and their varioas doings, now
that balmy days are here again

MISS

leads

JANE

ALVA

a vivid

• • • •

and

• •

JOHNSON

interestiiiir

Miss Johnson had the exciting
experience of being chosen
t.hieen
tlie \honor
eiled inProphet's
liali — a of~ii;nal
the so» lal Hie .il Saint I.ouis. .\bove,
-:'Ita-iu.Miahle
arii-t'-iri;aiportrayal
Miss J<ihn-.i>n.
in her
' ourt gown of lame and sable.
I'hroughout the excitement of
[)arties, travels, and an active
sports
Jane tired,
turns toCamels:
"X^'henlife,I'm
smoking
Camels
gives
me
a
'lift'!
that .l. licate Camel flavorAndal-

reply isdifterent.
quite emphatic:
areJane's
delightfully
They never "Camels
tire my
taste. I depend upon having healthy nerves
— and Camels we; jangle my nerves. They
are always gentle to my throat too. In fact,
ways. Camels agree with me!"

Ox\E SMOKER
TELLS ANOTHER

^

One of the most attractive post-debutantes in
Saint Louis is Jane Alva Johnson. She is whole'i' ;irt.-il in li.-r '■iitliiisiasms —"loves" horse
■ - ' 111. ri.iipin^. and smoking Camels,
"t ni\ trie ii.ls smoke Camels, too," she
an. I they know I smoke nothing else.
I \ . 11 til.tor.null
I ~tnokeCamel.
quiteWhich
steadily,is one
I'm always
ready
another
of the
nicest things I could ever say about a cigarcttel"

R
story" to Jane Alva Johnson. \\ hile at Fermata
School, she was a whip in the Aiken
hunts. Her horses have won man
ribbons.
And sheJanehas chats
even with
run Olive
ofl' a si:C
herownl Above.
(left).youre
I don'tsmoking,
have to look
see whatagain!
ciga
rette
Jane.to Camels
hy
is
it
that
vou
smoke
nothing
but
Camels?"'
asks Miss C

Among the many distinguished u omen icho
find Camels delightfully different:
Mrs. Nicholas Biddle, Philadelphia . Mrs. Powell Cabot. Boston
Mrs. Thomas M. Carnegie, Jr., .Sew York . Mrs. J. Gardner Coi.lidge
2nd, Bo5Ion . Mrs. .Anthony J. Drexcl 3rd, Fhiln.lelphia . Mr.
Chiswell Dabnev Langhorne, Virginia . Miss .Alicia Khett. Charleston
Miss LeBrun Rhinelander, .\eu- Voril . Mrs. John W . Rockefeller. Jr..
.Veic York . Mrs. Rufus Paine Spalding III, Pasadena . Mrs. I.ouis
Swift, Jr., Chicago . Mrs. Barclay Warburton, Jr., Philadelphia
CAMELS ARE A MATCHLESS BLE>D OF FLVER, .MORE
EXPEysiVE TOBACCOS. . .TURKISH AND DOMESTIC

life <

nays tastes just right."

PEOPLE UO APPRECIATE THE
COSTLIER TOBACCOS
L\ CAMELS
TIIEY ARE THE
LARGEST- SELLING
CIGARETTE IN AMERICA

RADIO STARS

COAST-TO
THK
programs on
tlie regular
four
networks
are coast-to-coast
here listed in
aTheday-by-day
scliedule.
Xational time
Broadcasting
Company Red Network is
indicated
XBC-Rai: the
Xationalby Broadcasting
Company Blue Xetwork is
indicated
XBC-Blttc:
the
Columbiaby Broadcasting
System by CBS and the
Mutual
Broadcasting System by MBS.
All stations included in
the above networks are
listed below. Find your
local station on the list and
tune in on the network
specified.
ALL TIME RECORDED IS EASTERX
DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME.
This means that for
Eastern Standard and Central Daylight Time, you
must subtract one hour.
For Mountain Daylight
and Central Standard Time,
subtract two hours. For
Pacific Daylight
and
Mountain
Standard Time,
subtract three hours. And
for Pacific Standard Time,
subtract four hours. For
example:
EDST becomes11:00
10:00.\..\. mM.
EST and COST: 9:00
A. M. MOST and CST :
8:00 A. M. POST and
MST: 7:00 a. m. PST.
If, at a particular time,
no network program is
listed, that is because there
is no regular program for
that time, or because the
preceding
tinues into thatprogram
period. conNATIONAL BROADCASTING
RED COMPANYNETWORK
.\tlanta,
Ga.Md.
WSB
Baltimore,
WFBR
WBRC
Birmingham,
.Ma.
WNAC
Boston,
Mass.
Buffalo, X.III.V.
WBEN
WMAQ
Chicago.
WTAM
Denver,
Colo.OhioIowa
KOA Cleveland.
WHO
Des
Moines,
Detroit,
Mich.
Hartford,
Conn.
Houston,
Te.\.
Indianapolis,
WJDX
Jackson.
Miss.Ind.
WDAF
Kansas.Angeles,
City,
Mo.
KFI
Los
WMC
Tenn.Cal.Paul,
KSTP Memphis,
Minneapolis-St.
Minn. Canada
CBM
Montreal,
WEAF
New
York. N. La.Y.
WSMB
Xew
Orleans,
WOW
Omaha.
Xeb.
KYW
Philadelphia.
WCAE Portland,
Pittsburgh,Me.Pa.Pa.
WCSH
KGW Portland,
WJAR
Providence.Ore.R. 1.
Richmond.
\'a.
St.
Louis.
KSD
KDYL
Salt
Lake Mo.
City, Cal.Utah
KPO Schenectady,
San Francisco,
WGY
KOMO Seattle, Wash. X. Y.
KHQ
Spokane, Wash.D. C.
WRC
Washington,
WDEL
Del.
WTAG Wilmington.
Worcester, Mass.

-COAST
NATIONAL BROADCASTCOMPANYBLUE INGNETWORK
WSGN
WEBR
WIMT
WENR
WLS
WHK
KVOD
KSO
WXYZ
WLEU
WOWO
KXYZ
WJTN
WREN
KECA
WMPS
WTCN
CFCF
WICC
WDSU
WJZ
KLO
KOIL

Birminsham. Ala.
Buffalo.Rapids,
N. Y. Iowa
Cedar
Chicago,
111.
Chicago.
111.
Cleveland,
Denver. Colo.Ohio
Des
Moines. Iowa
Detroit,
Erie. Pa. Mich,
Ft. Wayne. Ind.
Jamesl
X. Y.
Kan.
Law -Angeles,Te.x.
Los
Cal.
Memphis,
Tenn.
Minneapolis,
Min
Montreal.
Canada
Xew
Haven. Com
Xew Orleans.
La
Oaden.York,UtahN. Y
Dmaha,
Bluffs. Xeb.-Coi
la.

WMFF
X. Y
KEX Plattsbura.
Portland.
WEAN
Providence,Ore.R. I.
WRTD
Richmond,
WHAM
Rochester,
Y.
KWK St.
Louis,
Mo.X.\'a.
San
Diego,
Cal. Cal.
KFSD
San
Francisco,
KGO
KTMS
Santa
Barbara,
Cal.
KJR
Seattle,
Wash.
KGA
Spokane.
Wa>li.
WB2A
Sprinaticld,
Mass.
WSYR
Syracuse, X. Y.
WSPO
WMAL Washingt^ D. C.
NBC-SUPPLEMENTARY
STATIONS
>May beBlueon networks)
either RED or
KOB
.Albuquerque.
WSAN
AUentown,
Pa. X.
KGNC Amarillo,
Te.x.
WWNC
Asheville,
X.
KERN
Bakersfield.
Cal.C.
KFDM
Beaumont,
Te.x.
KGHL
Billings,
Mont.
KFYR
Bismarck, X. D.
Boise,
KIDO
Butte, Idaho
Mont.
KGIR Charleston,
WCSC
Charlotte. X..S. C.C.
WSOC
WCFL
WSAI Cincinnati,
Ohio
WCKY
Cincinnati,
Ohio
WLW
Cincinnati,
OhioC.
WIS
Columbia,
S.
WCOL
Columbus,
Ohio
KRIS Corpus Christi, Tex.
KGKO Dallas-P't.
Worth, Tex.
WFAA
Dallas, Tex.
WEBC
KTSM ElDuluth,
Paso, Minn.
Tex.Ind.
WGBF
EvansviUe.
WDAY Far-^o.
X. D.Ind.
WGL
Worth, Tex.
WBAP Ft. Wavne.
KMJ
WOOD
WFBC
Itel.-iia. -Mont.
KPFA
KGU
KTHS Honolulu.
Hot >prinKS,Hawaii
Ark.
WJAX
Jacksonville,
Fla.
Kuowille,
Tenn.
WROL
Rock,
.Ark.
KARK Little
Louisville,
Ky.
WAVE
Madison,
Wis.
WIBA
WFEA
Manchester,
KMED Miami,
Medford,Fla.Ore.N. H.
WIOD
WTMJ
Milwaukee,
Wis.
WALA
Mobile,
.Ma.Canada
CBF
Montreal,
WSM
Xashville,
WTAR
Xorfolk. V: Tenn.
City.
WKY Oklahoma
Oklahoma
City. Okia
Ok!a
KTOK
.Ariz.
KTAR Phoenix,
KOAM
Pittsburg,
Kans.
KSEI
Pocatello,
Idaho
KGHF Pueblo, Colo.

PROGRAM
GUIDE
.>an
KTSA
WPTF Raleigh, X. C.Cal.
KSFO San .\ntonio,
KFBK
Francisco.Ga.Tex.Cal.
WTOC
WSUN Sacramento,
Savannah.
St.
Petersburg.
Fla.
WGBI
Scranton.
Pa.
WOAI
.Vntonio.La.Tex.
KTBS San
KWKH
Wash.La.
KIRO Seattle.
Shreveport,
Shreveport.
KSOO
Sioux
Falls.
S.
D.
KSCJ Sioux
KELO
Sioux Falls, S, D.
WSBT
South City.
Bend. Iowa
Ind.
KGBX
Stockton, Cal.Mo.
KWG Springfield,
Spokane,
Wash.
WEBC
WMAS
KFPY
WNBX
Springfield.
.Mass.
WFBL
Superior,
Wis.
WFLA
Springfield,
Vt.
Tampa,Haute.
Fla. Ind.
WBOW
Terre
N. V.
KVI Syracuse,
WDAE
CBL
Tacoma, Fla.
Wash.
Toronto,
KVOO
Tampa,
Tulsa. Falls,
Okla.Canada
KTFI
Twin
Idaho
WIBW
Topeka,
Kans.
Toronto,
Canada
CFRB
Weslaco.
Tex.
KGAR
KRGV
Tucson,Okla,
Ariz.
KANS Wichita, Kans.
KTUL Tulsa,
WBRE
Wilkes- Pa.Barre, Pa.
Ctica, N. Y.
WIBX
WORK York.
WHLB
\ irginia,Tex.Minn.
WACO
WJSV Waco,
D. C.Fla.
COLUMBIA
BROADCASTW.Washington,
Palm Beach,
WJNO
ING SYSTEM
STATIONS
WWVA
Wheeling,
W.
WADC
Akron.
Ohio
Wichita,
Kans.
KFH Winston-Salem,\ a.X. C.
WOKO
.Mbany, X. S.Y.C.
WSJS
WORC
WAim
.\nderson.
Worcester, S.Mass.
WNAX Yankton,
WGST
.Atlanta.
Ga.
D.
■WPG
WKBN Younpstown. Ohio
WRDW .Atlantic
.\ugusta, City,
Ga N. J.
KNOW
.Austin,
Tex.
WCAO Baltimore,
MUTUAL
BROADCASTWLBZ
Banfior,
.Me.Md.-Ma.
ING SYSTEM
STATIONS
WAPI
Birmiimham.
WNBF
Binuhamton.
X.
Y.
.\berdeen.
Was
WEEI
Boston,
-Mass.
KXRO
WGR
Burtalo,
KADA
WKBW
But?alo, .X.X. Y.Y.W. Ya.
KVSO
WCHS
Charleston.
KPMC H..i:.-s-i.M. Cal.
WRDO
WBT
Charlotte,
X. Tenn.
C.
WBAL Baltinior-.
WOOD
Chattanooga,
Banuor, -Me..M.l.Wash.
WBBM Chicago, 111.
KVOS Bellingham,
WLBZ
WKRC
Ohio
Boston. Mass.
WAAB
WGAR Cincinnati,
Cleveland,
Ohio
WICC Bridgeport,
Sprinc
Conn.Iowa
KVOR Colorado
WMT
Cedar
Rapids.
Columbus,
Ohio
WBNS
,
Colo.
WGN
Dallas.
Tex.
Chicago.
111.
KRLD
WLW
woe
Cincinnati.
Ohio
Davenport, Iowa
WHIO
WSAI
Cincinnati. Ohio
Ohio
Dayton, Colo.
Ohio
Cleveland.
WCLE
KLZ
WHK
KRNT Denver.
Des Moines.
Cleveland. Ohio
Mich.Iowa
Kans.
KGGF Coffe\-ville.
WHKC
WKBB
Dubuque, Mint
Columbus.
Ohio
WJR Dull
Dallas.
Tex.
KDAL
WDNC
KFEL
Denver,
Colo. Iowa
WRR
KSO
Moines,
WESG Eva.isvUle. Ind.
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Cal.
KXO
WEOA
KCRC Enid, Okla.
WMMN
Fa.rm..nl.
W.
Va.
Fugene,
Ore.
KARM 1-resno. Cal.
Eureka.
CaL
KIEM l all R:ver, Mass.
KORE
WTAQ
Green
Bav, Wis
WBIG
Greensboro,
X.Mont.C.
WSAR
KTAT (Ft.TO, Worth,
^■^ . Colo.Te.x.
KFBB Great
Falls. Pa.
WHP
Harrisburg,
KFKA Hoi nl.
WDRC
Hartford.
Conn.
WTHT
;Iu. Conn.
Hawaii
WMFG
Hibbing.
-Minn.
KGfVIB
Iix saimlis,
KGMB H,.ust..n.
Honolulu. Tex.
Hawaii
( ity, Ind.
.Mo.
KTRH
WIRE
WHB
WFBM
I.ui,.,n.ipolis.
Ind.
N. H.
WLNH
1! . M.n. Xeb.
WMBR
lack-.nvMle.
Fla.
KFOR
KHJ
1
coles,
Cal.
KMBC Kansas
( itv. .Mo.
WNOX
I .i, -Mass- X. H.
WLLH
-Ma.iohesler.
WFEA Minneapolis-St.
WKBH
LaKnoxviUe,
Crosse,Xeb.Tenn.
Wis.
Paul,
Minn.
KFAB
Lincoln,
WDGY
KLRA
Little
Rock,
Ark.
KDON
Cal.
KNX Los
Angeles,Ky.Cal.
KBIX Monterey.
WHAS
Louisville.
Muskogee.
Okla.
WMAZ
Macon, City,
Ga. Iowa
Xashville.
Newark, N.Tenn.
.1.
WSM
KGLO -Mason
Xew London.
Bedford. Conn.
Mass.
WOR
WREC
TennWNLC Xew
WCOC Memphis,
Meridian. Miss.
Oklahoma
City.
WQAM Miami,
Fla.
KTOK Olyrapia. Wash. Okla.
WALA
Mobile.
Ala.
KOIL Omaha, Neb.
WISN Minn
-Milw PC..lis.Wis.Minn.
WFIL
KGY Philadelphia,
WCCO
KGVO Miss
Pittsburgh, Pa.Pa.
WCAE
WSFA
Mont
Ponca City.Ore.Okla.
V.
Alaanada
WBBZ
KALE Portland.
CKAC Mont
WLAC
Xasl. Orleans, La.
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Richmond. Ore.
Va.R. I.
WABC
WWL
N.-w York, City,
WRVA
KWK St.Roscburg.
X. Y.Okla.
Louis.
Mo.
KOMA
Oklahoma
WDBO OHando, Fla.
Salem.
Ore.
San Bernardino.
KSLM
KFXM San
WPAR
Parkersburg,
Diego. Cal. Cal.Cal.
WCOA
Pens.acola,
Fla.W. \-a.
San
Francisco.
WMBO
Peoria,
III.
KGB
WCAU
KFRC
Cal.Cal.
KQW San
SantaJose.Ana.
KOY Philadelphia,
Phoenix,
Ariz.Pa.Pa.
WJAS
Pittsburgh,
Barbara.
Cal.
KVOE Santa
Piltsfield,
Mass.
Seattle,
Wash.
KOL
Portland,
Ore.
Shawnee,
KDB
KGFF Springfield,Okla.
KOIN Providence, R. I.
Cal.Mass.
KGDM
WSPR
KOH Reno, Xev.
KPQ Stockton.
Tacoma,
Wash,
WRVA
KMO
Roanoke,
Va.\'a.
Washington,
D. C. 45
WDBJ
Richmond,
WOL
Waterbury, Wash.
Conn,
WHEC
Rochester, N.Cal.Y,
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KROY
.^^acramcnto,
WilkesBarre,
KMOX
.'?t.
Louis,
Mo.
WBAX
Windsor-Detroit,Pa. Mich.
WCCO St. Paul, Minn.
CKLW
Yakima.
Wash.
KSL Salt Lake City. I'tah
KIT

RADIO STARS
fi:30
NBC-Red:
DAY—sketchA TALE OF TONBC-Blue; PRESENTS
HAVEN MacQUARRIE
CBS: PHIL
orchestra
NAC—John ReedCOOK'S
King. ALMABlock's
Mcommentator
BS : STAN LOMAX— sports

MORNING
8:15
NBC-Blue:
OFF— violinistBENNO RABIN:k riCTi-RES

NBC-Blue:
COAST TOJ. Cross
COAST
ON
CBS: A BUS
FROM— Milton
THE ORGAN
LOFT
9:30
NBC-Red:
MOMENTSAUBADEMELODY
CBS:
FOR STRINGS
PRESS-RADIO new;

JUNE 5—12—19—26
10:00NBC-Red: HIGHLIGHTS OK 2:00NBC-Red: KIDOODLERS
NBC-Blue: MAGIC KEY OF
THE BIBLE— Dr. Frederick K.
RCA
Frank
Black's
phony orchestra.
Miltonsym-J.
NBC-Blue:
RUSSIAN MELODIES
Cross,— Linton
Wells
CBS:
CBS: CHURCH OF THE AIR
STRINGWALBERG
ENSEMBLE BROWN
MBS: THE
Jacob
TarshishLAMPLIGHTER—
10:30
NBC-Red: MUSIC
AND
AMERICAN
YOUTH
2:15NBC-Red: VINCENTE GOMEZ
NBC-Blue:
DREAMS OF LONG
AGO
— guitarist
CBS: WINGS OVER JORDAN
MBS: NOVELTY CHOIR
1:00
NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
2 :30NBC-Red: SUNDAY DINNER
NBC-Blue:
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
AT AUNTSid Ellstrom
FANNY'S— Fran
CBS:
LEW WHITE AT THE
Allison,
CONSOLE
MBS: NEW POETRY— A. M.
Sullivan
MBS: OLD TIME TUNES
11:05
3:00
NBC-Red:
SILVER FLUTE
NBC-Blue: CHARLOTTE
NBC-Blue:
— contralto ALICE REMSEN
LANSING
WIN— songsAND GLENN DARCBS:
EVERYBODY'S
MUSIC
Howard
Barlow's
orchestra
NBC-Blue:
NEIGHBOR
NELL
MBS:
BILL
BUTLER'S
RODEO
RAMBLERS
MBS: REVIEWING
STAND —
world
problems
1:30
MBS: ON A SUNDAY AFTERAMERICA ABROAD
—NBC-Red:
Pattie Field
chestra NO N— varieties. Stokes' orNBC-Blue:
VOCALIST
CBS: TOLMAJOR
FAMILY BOWES' CAPIMBS:
STORY Blondell
TELLER'S
NBC-Red:
SUNDAY
HOUSE—THERichard
—Fields and
Hall.DRIVERS
Frances
Adair
11:45
NBC-Red:
NORSEMEN
QUAR5:45
TET
NBC-Blue:
NBC-Blue:ROSE—violaWILLIAM
PRIMSPORT SCRAPSBILL STERN'S
virtuoso
MBS: MUSICAL
PROGRAM
4:00
AFTERNOON
NBC-Red: ROMANCE MELO12:00 Noon
chestra DIES—Ruth Lyon. Shield's orNBC-Red: NBC HOME SYMNBC-Blue: NATIONAL VESPHONY
NBC-Blue:
SOUTHERNAIRES
FosdickPERS — Dr. Harry Emerson
—MBS:NegroD. male
quartet
MBS: BENAY VENUTA'S
PROGRAM
CHARLES M. CORBOIN — organist
NBC-Red:
THE WORLD IS
Y"OURS
— dramatization
-Red:
■AGO UNIVERSITY
ROUND
TABLEOP
NBC-Blue:
VOCALIST
'I'SSION
guest speakers
-Blue: —RADIO
CITY
IC HALL ORCHESTRA—
VAGABONDS
VZ :45
MBS: DEMOCRACY
IN TRANSITION—talks

Bob Trout

:00NBC-Red: RY-KRISP PREMARION TALLBY—
Koestner'sSENTSorchestra
NBC-Blue:
THERE WAS A
WOMAN
—
sketch
MBS:
MAKERSMUSICAL STEEL-

NBC-Red:
MADRIGAL SINGERS CHURCH
CBS:
OF THEWILDAIR
MBS: LIFE— AMERICAN
talk

CBS:
GUY LOMBARDO AND
HIS
MBS: ORCHESTRA
THEIR
GREATEST
STORIES—
dramatization
5:45NBC-Blue: THE MASTER
BUILDER

1:30NBC-Rt-d: SILVER STRINGS
NBCEMPIRES OF THE
M( JON—Blue:FCJUEIGN
dramatization
CBS:
NEWS
BROADCAST
MBS: MUSICAL PROGRAM

EVENING
6:00NBC-Red: CATH(JLIC HOUR
NBC-Blue:
JOSEF CHIDRNIAVSKY'S
CAMERAAtCBS: Gene
JOE MUSICAL
PENNER—
well,
Austin,
PaulaRoyGayle,
Pollack's
orchestra
MBS: 30 LYWMINUTES
IN HOLO D— George Jessel,
Norma Talmadge, Tucker's orches-

POET'S GOLD— David

NBC-Red:Benny.
JELL-OMarvPROGRAM
—Jack
Livingstone.Hearn.
Kenny Baker,
Wil.son.
Sam
AndyDonDevine.
Phil
Harris'
orchestra
NBC-Blue:SICS—H. Leopold
POPULAR
SpitalnyCLASCBS: JOANserialAND KERMIT—
dramatic
:30MBS: HAWAII CALLS
NBC-Red:
NEIGHBORS INTERESTING
— Jerry Belcher,
interviewer
NBC-Blue:
BAKERS'
C
A
S
T
—
Feg
Murray. BROADHarriet
chestra
HiUiard, Ozzie Nelson's orCBS: PHIL BAKER— Beetle
and
Bradley's orchestra
MBS:Bottle.
PERS— HOLLYWOOD
George Fischer,WHIScom8:00NBC-Red: CHASE AND SANBORN PROGRAM—
Don
Ameche.
Bergen.Lamour.
John
Carter, Edgar
Dorothy
Stroud Twins, Armbruster's
orchestra
NBC-Blue:
SPY AT LARGE—
dramatic
CBS: ST. serial
LOUIS BLUES
MBS:
THE
WOR FORUM—
S. Theodore Granik
NBC-Blue: MEMBER— Gill's
SONGS orchestra
WE RECBS: CAL
LY'NGAZETTE
MURRAY'S MUSIMBS: CHARIOTEERS
9:00
NBC-Red: MANHATTAN
MERRY-GO-ROUND
Rachel
Carlay, orchestra
Pierre Le — Kreeun,
Donnie's
NBC-Blue:
HOLLYWOOD
PLAYHOUSE— Tyrone Power.
9:30
NBC-Red:
AMERICANMUSIC—
ALBUMMunn,
OF FAMILIAR
Frank
Jean Dickenson.
Haenschen's
orchestra
NBC-Blue:
JERGENS
GRAM—Walter
Winchell. PROnews
commentator
MBS: ORCHESTRA

10:00
NBC-Red: HOUR OF CHARM
Phil Spitalny's All-Girl orrhestra
NBC-Blue:
NORMAN CLOTIER'S ORCHESTRA
CBS: TGRAND
ION— dramaticCENTRAL
sketch STA10:30
NBC-Red: SYMPHONIC VAorchestra RIATIONS — Walter Logan's
NBC-Blue:
talk
and music CHEERIOAND— BYCBS:
I>INES—HEADLINES
H. V. Kaltenborn. Bob
Trout.
Erwin Canham — news
commentators
NBC-Red:
MUSIC
NBC-Blue: DANCE
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
CBS:
ORCHESTRA
MBS: ORCHESTRA
11:10
NBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRA
CBS: ORCHESTRA

RADIO STARS
MORNING
XHC-Rod:
CLAIRE
—NUC-Blue:
children'sIIALCOI.M
storio-s
NORSEMEN
QUARTKT
:1aNBC-Red: DOC SCHNEIDER
AND
HIS TEXANS
NUC-Bluo:
DER
organistWILLIAM MRE8:45NBC-Red: DO YOU REMEMBER?
NBC-Blue
LANNY LUCILLE AND
9:00NBC-Red: PIANO DUO
NBC-Blue;
BREAKFAST
CLUB
—DEAR
variety
program tan
CBS:
COLUMBIA—
mail dramatizations
9:13NBC-Red: PERSON TO PERSON— Frank Luther
9:30NBC-Red: LANDT TRIO
CBS:
JOYCE sketch
JORDAN. GIRL
INTERNE—
9:40NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
9:45NBC-Red: VOCALIST
CBS: DREN—BACHELORS
CHILsketch
9:55NBC-Blue: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
10:00NBC-Red: MRS. WIGGS OF
THE CABBA.GE PATCH—
sketch
CBS:
— sketchPRETTY KITTY KELLY
10:15
NBC-Red:
WIFE
— sketchJOHN'S OTHER
CBS:
sketch MYRT AND MARGE—
10:30
NBC-Red: JUST PLAIN BILL
—sketch
NBC-Blue:
LAW —HILLTOP
sketchATTORNEY-ATCBS:
dram
a
tic serial HOUSE—
MBS: REMINISCING
— Gene
Lavalle
0:43
NBC-Red:
THE WOMAN IN
WHITE — sketch
NBC-Blue:
VIENNESE ENSEMBLE
CBS: STEPMOTHER—
sketch
MBS:
BILL. LEWIS— baritone
L1:00
NBC-Red: DAVID HARUM —
sketch
NBC-Blue:
STORY OP MARY
MARLIN
— sketch
CBS:
songs
MBS: RUTH
GET CARHART—
THIN TO MUSIC
1:15
NBC-Red:
LORENZO
JONES
—NBC-Blue:
comedy sketch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
sketch
CBS;
RICHARD
MAXWELL
— tenor-philosopher
Nl'.C-BIue: VIC AND SADE—

8:4SMBS: ORCHESTRA
9:00NBC-Red:
MUSIC FOR MODER.NS
NBC-Blue:
orchestra NOW AND THEN—
CBS:
THEATRE
—CecilLUXB. RADIO
De Mille.
guests,
drama.
MBS: ORCHESTRA

JUNE 6—13—20—27
XKC-R.
cl : ORCHESTRA
NLC-BUu-:
.XATIOXAL
FARM
AND
HO.MEorche.sira
HOUR — Walter
Blautu.s.s'
CBS:
RO.MAXCK OF HELEN
TRENT—
.sk.-tchKECITAL
J'.BS: ORCAX

5:10NBC- Blue: PRESS -RADIO
5:15NEWS
NBC-Red: VAGABONDS
QUARTET DON WINSLOW
NBC-Blue:
' L.'vDY—
()!•' Til 10 .XA \- V— sli-l.h
K .\ .\I I L Y
::io
XBC
.M i;s .
:45
Xli(

— skrtrh
1:45
XBC-Blue:— songsJACKand patter
AND LORETT.A.
JIBS:
THE VOICE OF EXPF.RIE.XCE
—sketch
.XBC-R. d: BETTY AND BOB
XBC-Blue; — dramatization
ADVENTURE IN
READING
CBS;
PERKINS TURNER—
— sketch
MBS: MAHAROLD
1; HYMNS
ALL
(NBC-Re,
HES:
BETTY OFCROCKI.H,Hriti( leiking
expert
CHS:
•I
IIE
O'NEILLS
—
sketch
Ml;S: l-Kl) MALONE'S "BE::30TWKKX THE BOOKENDS"
NBC-Red: ARNOLD
DAUGHTER
— sketch GRIMM'S
CBS;
MBS; CONSOLE
GIRL MEETSMEMORIES
BOY

1 XBC-Red:
:4.'>
STORY OF MARY
JIARLIN
— sketch
XHC-Blue:
GETTING
THE
MOST
OUT
LIFE- talk
>LI I'S;I'E STORIES
AUNT OFJENNY'S
REAL
.MH.S:
UP.ICKS MARCELLA
— and organ II B N -

NBC-Red: VAI.IANT LADY—
sketch
MBS:
TUARY THE QUIET SANC3:00NBC-Red; MA PERKINS—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
U. S. NAVY MATIBAND
CBS:
MANHATTAN
NEE
MBS: SONGLAND — Jimmy
3:15NBC-Red; THE ROAD OF
LIFE—
sketch RECITAL
MBS: ORGAN
NBC-Red: VIC AND SADE—
sketch
CBS: KATE SMITH — comMBs':"jAM SESSION— Stokes'
XliC-Red; THE GUIDING
LH;HT — sketch
CBS:
MBS; NAN
BILL \VY.N-.\'—
LEWIS si.iigs
baritone
KS TAGE WIFE
IT.
\ KR MATINEI':
BOYS talk
;i;ERALD—

AFTERNOON
;:(I0 Noon
X He '-Red:
HARDING'S
WIFE
— .sketchDANTIME
FOR
■1i\l.c-T11HS;OUGHT
Til,.
RADIO
COLUMN:15 IST— Mary Margaret McBride
XBC-Red: THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
.VBC-BIue:
'BS:
THEVOCALIST
GOLDBERGS—
.sketch
.MRS: RADIO GARDEN CLUB

4:45
CBS:
MBS: DORIS
TALK RHODES— songs
5:00XBC-Red: DICK TRACT—
sk(XliC-Blue:
tch NEIGHBOR NELL
CBS:
COLUMBIA CONCERT
ORCHESTRA

—.XliC-Red;
sketch STELLA DALLAS
.MBS; Raoul
VOCAL
Cyde.
NadeauDUO — Sylvia

:.ME.\IBER
OA.MES—
' 'i;l'IIAN
( i.XS — dra-

EVENING
NBC-Red:
SOLOIST
NBC-Blue: ORCHESTRA
CBS;
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
MBS;
GOLDEN
:15NBC-Red; TUPJOURNEYS
HATTERS
ORCHESTlt.VUEVELEKS QUARNBC-Blue:

9:13MBS:
sketch, JOH.NSON
with Jimmy FA.MILT—
Scribner
9:30NBC-Red;
RIVERS TALES OF GREAT
O'Flynn
NBC-Blue:
PAUL MARTIN
AND HIS MUSIC
MBS:
Alonzo THEDeenWITCH'S
Cole,TALE—
Marie
10:00NBC-Red: CONTENTED PROGR.\.M — Opal
Weber's
orchestraCraven. Marek
NBC- —Blue:
SO.MS
Fisk MAGNOLIA
Jubilee ChoirBLOSCBS:
CHESTRAWAYNE KING'S OR10:30
NBC-Red:
FORNATIOXWL
MEX OXLV RANBC-Blue:
DIO
FORUM
—
guest
CBS: LET FREEDO.M speaker
RING—
dramatizations
MBS: HENRY
WEBER'S
PAGEANT
OF MELODY

XBC-Ued:
I'.MLY
CULL
MX — Paul
DouglasSPORTS
NBC-Blue;
CBS:
BOAKEOUCHES
CARTERiRA— news
commentator
MBS: THE SOPHISTICATED
LADIES— trio
3:43NliC-Re,l: Rcil.l.l.XL TRIO
CBS; LUM AXD ABXER —
sketch
MBS: BUDDY
Novak's
orchestraCLARK— Frank
:00sket<h
NBC-Red:
NH<'-l!lue: A.MOS
.MUSIC 'N' ANDY'—
IS MY
XliC-Red;
UNCLE— PatEZRA'S
RADIO STATION
liarrett
NBC-Blue;
THE
DEVIL—
TAKE
THE
HINDMOST
iIST — songs
Dr.
V.N.'^ON
Ci;s, ( AXT'iR'S Goodman's
CAMEL
C.\R-V\
Qi-ailet. ,\X-Ben I'.eimy
Gordon. Walter
Fairchild's orchestra
:45King.
.XBC-Red: MELODY IN RHYTHM
NBC-Blue:
STEINIB BOTTLE
BOYS
XBC-Red:
BURNS
AND AL:00
LEN— Tony Martin, Garber'a
orchestra
NBC-Blue; RUBY NEWMAN'S
ORCHESTRA
CBS: YOU SAID IT!— Connie
BoswcU. Ted Busing, Himber's
orchestra
MBS: ORCHESTRA
'XHC-R.'.l
: \ li.iiil
iiICECrooks,
OF FIRESTIIXI-: t'.<'
Marf;;ii.i SiH';ii,s. Wallensteln's
Xl'ii
'
r.lue
"i
ll.
isE
WE
LOVE
—Ow.ri
,ii.Mn;iil>:.\i.s,
1,- s.i-.al..Ir..NanRichard
Gray,
Cro.nu.ll, l>..ii.il,l
Woods
.\X1> PAT — comCBS:
edv
mu.sir
MBS:anilI'lCK
SWING
—RAYMO.XD
commentator GRAM

Frances Carlon

Richard Maxwell
47

RADIO STARS
MORNING
8:00NBC-Red: MALCOLM CLAIRE
— children's CHARIOTEERS
stories
NBC-Blue:
8:15NBC-Red: DOC SCHNEIDER
AND
HIS TEXANS
NBC-Hllle:
DICK LEIBERT
ENSE.MKI.E
8:30NBC-Red: DO YOU REMEMBER?
CBS: POETIC STRINGS
8:45NBC-Blue: VASS FAMILY
9:00NBC-Red: WOMEN AND
NEWS
NBC-Blue:
CLUB
varietyBREAKFAST
CBS: —MUSIC
INprogram
THE AIR
9:15NBC-Red: PERSON TO PERSON— Frank Luther
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
9:30NBC-Red:
TRIO GIRL
CBS:
JOYCELANDT
JORDAN.
INTERNE—
sketch
9:40NBC-Red : P R E S S - R AD I O
NEWS
9:45NBC-Red VOCALIST
CBS: DRENBACHELORS
CHIL— sketch
''"NBC-B
NEWS lue: PRESS-RADIO
10:00
NBC-Red:
MRS. WIGGS
THE CABBAGE
PATCH—OF
sketch
CBS:
PRETTY
KITTY
KELLY
sketch
10:15
NBC-Red:
JOHNS
OTHER
WIFE— MYRT
sketch AND MARGECBS:
sketch
10:30
NBC-Red:
— sketch JUST PLAIN BILL
NBC-Blue:
ATTORNEY-ATLAW
CBS:— sketch
HILLTOP
HOUSE—
dramatic
serial
MBS: LOUIS RICH ENTERTAINS
10:45NBC-Red; THE WOMAN IN
WHITE- sketch
NBC-Blue:
VIENNESE ENSEMBLESTEPMOTHER
CBS:
— sketch
11:00
NBC-Red:
DAVID
HARUM—
sketch
NBC-Hlu.':.M A RLIX—
THE sketch
STORY OF
MAKY
CBS;
.MAllY
LEE TOTAYLOR
MBS;
i;ET THIN
MUSIC
NBC-H.-.I;
LORENZO
JONES
conii ilv sk( u h
NBC-lilu.'; sk.-tch
PEPPER YOUNG'S
FAMILY—
CBS:
RICHARD MAXWELL —
tenor-philosopher
11:30
NBC-BIuc: VIC AND SADE—
sketch
CBS: BIG SISTER — sketch
STORY OF MARY
CKTTlXr, THE
AlnST
Ol-r
()|.-.IKXNVS
LIKE— talkREAL
CHS:
AfXT
LIFE
STORIES
sketch
ilBS: ilUSICAL — PROGRAM

Tuesday

JUNE 7—14—21—28
12:45
NBC-Rod:
ROMEOS
CBS; OTR THREE
GAL, SUNDAY—
sketch
MBS;
s
T
r
11
I
E
S
SKETCHES IN HLACK AND
AND
WHITE
1:00NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
JIBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red:
ESCORTS AND
BETTY LUNCHEON
JIBS;
DANCE
MUSIC
1:30NBC-Red: WORDS AND MUSICson,
— RuthHarvey Lyon,
Hays Larry Lar—sketch
NBC-Blue:
MOTHER-IN-LAW
JIBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red: BETTY AND BOB2:15NBC-Rod: HYJINS OF ALL
CHURCHES:
BETTY CROCK••:30
ER, cooking expert
NBC-Blue:
OVER— June LET'S
Hynd TALK IT
CBS:
O'NEILLS— sketch
MBS: THE
REVERIES
NBC-Red: ARNOLD
DAUGHTER—
sketch GHIMM'S
NBC-Blue: NBC
MUSIC
GUILD
'J: 45CBS:
WALTZES
OF THE
WORLD
MBS: VOCAL DUO
NBC-Red:
sketch VALIANT LADY—
MBS; THE QUIET SANCTUNBC-Red:
PERKINS—
sketch U.MAS. ARMY
NBC-Blue:
BAND
CBS: TINSENTS — new
PAN songs,
ALLEY Freddie
PRERich's orchestra, Edith Dick
3:30NBC-Red:
VIC AND SADE—
sketch
CBS:
SONG THE STORY OF THE
3:45NBC-Red: THE GUIDING
LIGHT
MBS: —GOODsketch HEALTH AND
TRAINING
NI!i--i:iu. : i-l.rn MATINEE
CBS; ACAUEAIV OF MEDICINE
MBS: ED FITZGERALD— talk

NBC-Red;
STELLA DALLAS—
sketch
MBS: COCKTAILS IN SWING
TIME
4:30
NBC-Red:
RUSH HUGHES—
commentator
CBS: VOCALIST
NBC-Blue; THE FOUR OF US
5:15NBC-Red; VAGABONDS
NBC-Blue;
DON sketch
WINSLOW
OFQUARTET
THE NAVY—
5:30NBC-Red; YOUR FAMILY
AND
MINE —SINGING
dramatic LADY—
serial
NBC-Blue;
children's
CBS:
LET'Sprogram
PRETEND
5:45NBC-Red: LITTLE ORPHAN
ANNIE
— juvenile
serial
NBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRA
MBS: JOHNSON
sketch,
with Jimmy FAMILY—
Scribner
EVENING
NBC-Red: SCIENCE IN THI
NEWS
NBC-Blue;
ORCHESTRA
CBS: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
6:25NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
6:30NBC-Red: DAILY SPORTS
COLUMN—
Douglas
NBC-Blue: Paul
VOCALIST
CBS: BOAKE CARTER— news
commentator
0:45
NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue:
LOWELL THOMAS— news commentator
songs
CBS: MAXINE SULLIVAN—
MBS; ORCHESTRA
7:00sketch
NBC-Red: AMOS 'N' ANDY—
NBC-Blue:
comedy,
sketchEASY ACES —
CBS:
MENT JUST ENTERTAINMBS; FULTONnews LEWIS,
JR.—
Washington
commentator
NBC-Red:
VARIETIES— choralVOCAL
singing KEEN.
NBC-Blue;
MR,

TRACER
OF LOST PERSONS
—dramatic
Kilpatrick serial. Bennett
CBS;
HOLLYWOOD
SCREENSCOOPS—
George McCall
MBS: ORCHESTRA
BY CANDLELIGHT
7:30NBC-Red:
CBS:
SECOND
serial, Helen
MenkenHUSBAND—
MBS: HEADLINES — news
dramatization
7:45NBC-Blue: VIVIEN DELLA
CHIESA — mezzo-soprano
8:00NBC-Red: JOHNNY PRESENTS RUSS MORGAN AND
HIS ORCHESTRA—
Johnstone's
"Thrill of theJackWeek"
NBC-Blue:
MADRITRA AND ERIC
GUERA
HIS ORCHESCBS:
BIG Claire
TOWN—Trevor,
Edwarddra-G.
Robinson,
matization
MBS: ORCHESTRA
8:30NBC-Red: LADY ESTHER
SERENADE— Wayne Kings
orchestra
NBC-Blue: ITdramatization
MAY HAVE
HAPPENED—
CBS:
ALParkyakarkus,
JOLSON— MartVictorha
Raye,
MBS;
THEorchestra,
GREENguests
HORNET
—Young's
dramatization
NBC-Red:
VOX POP—
Parks
Johnson,
Wallace
NBC-Blue:
HORACEButterworth
HEIDT
AND
HIS
ALEMITE
BRIGADIERS—Ly sb e t h Hughes.
Yvonne King
CBS: AlWATCH
BY—
Pearce. THENickFUNLucas,GO
Hoft's orchestra
MBS: ORCHESTRA
9:30
NBC-Red:
FIBBER
McGEE
AND
MOLLY—
Jim Winkler,
Jordan,
Clark
Dennis,
Betty
Mills'
orchestra
NBC-Blue:
NBC
JAMBOREE
—Don McNeill. Sylvia Clark,
Fran
Little Jackie
Heller, Allison.
Bill Thompson
CBS;
BENNY
GOODMAN'S
SWING
SCHOOL
MBS: MUSIC BY— guest artists
10:00NBC-Red: BELIEVE-IT-ORNOT— Robert L. Ripley. Rolfe's
orchestra
CBS:
TIME TO SHINE— Hal
Kemp's
Bob Allenorchestra, Judy Starr
10:1
CHARIOTEERS— male
10:30NBC-Red:
HOLLYWOODJIMMIE
GOSSIPFIDLER'S
CBS: RAY HEATHERTON—
10:45
NBC-Red:
DALE CARNEGIE
— How tofluenceWin
People Friends and InNBC-Red:
DANCE
MUSIC
NBC-Blue:
DANCE
CBS:
DANCE
MUSIC MUSIC OP
MBS:
DEVELOPMENT
MUSIC

AFTERNOON
DAN HARDING'S
WIFIO
NBC- HIHI- u..-1 TIME FOR
THoii;iri'
CBS; IST—Mary
'I IIE Margaret
RADIO COLUMNMcBride
MBS:
FRIENDTHE BOY AND GIRL
12:15
NBC-Red:
THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
VOCALIST
CBS:
THE
GOLDBERGS
sketch
12:30
NIKNRed:
VOCALIST
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
FARM
AND HOMEorchestra
HOUR— Walter
Blaufuss'
CBS:
ROMANCE
OF
HELEN
TRENT— sketch

^^^^^

Jack Johnstone

Yvonne King

Freddie Rich

RADIO STARS
MORNING
NBC-Red:
MALCOLM
—children's
stories CLAIRE
—NBC-Blue:
quartet FOUR SHOWMEN
8:IoNBC-Red: DOC SCHXEIDER
AND
HIS TEXANS
NBC-Blue:
DBR
— organistWILLIAM MEE8:80NBC-Red: W O M E X
NEWS
8:45NBC-Red: DO TOU REMEMBER ?
LUCILLE AND
NBC-Blue:
LANNY
NBC-Red:
PIANO
DUO
NBC-Blue:
BREAKFAST
CLUB
variety
program
CBS: —MADISON
ENSEMBLE
9:15NBC-Red: PERSON TO PERSON— Frank Luther
BS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
9:30NBC-Red: LANDT TRIO
CBS:
JOYCE sketch
JORDAN, GIRL
INTERNE—
9:45
NBC-Red:BACHELORS
VOCALIST CHIL
CBS:
DREN—MARTHA
sketch
MBS:
songs
and patter AND HAL:55NBC-Blue: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red:
MRS. WIGGS
THE CABBAGE
PATCH—OF
sketch
CBS:
PRETTY
KITTY
KELLY
— sketch
0:15
NBC-Red:
OTHER
WIFE —MYRT
sketchJOHN'S
CBS:
AND MARGE—
sketch
«:30
PLAIN BILL
—NBC-Red:
sketch JUST
NBC-Blue:
ATTORNEY-ATLAW— sketch
CBS:
HILLTOP
HOUSE —
dramatic serial
J:45
NBC-Red: THE WOMAN IN
WHITE—
NBC-Blue:sketch
VIENNESE ENM:i -Red: DAVID HARUM—
THE ski'tch
STORY OF
Vlilue:MARLIN—
ilREENFIELD A'lLLAGE
'.Mi;s:
■ 1 1 ^A I'e;l
GET THIN TO MUSK'
d:sketch
LORENZO JONES—
I'EPPER YOUNG'S
Y—ue: .sketch

Deems Taylor

■HE
JUNE 1—8—15—22—29
:i :00.sketch
NBC-Red: MA EHKI.XS
AIARI.l.X— C ,1 1 XC -MARY
NBC-niuiNBC-Blue: CONTINENTAL,
VARIETIESHonti sONorchestra
MOST
OUT
OF
LIFE—
t
CBS:
ALL
HANDS
DECK
CBS:
AUNT
JENNYS
REAL
LIFE
STORIES—
.sketch
-UBS:
SONGLAND—
Jimmy
Ague
MBS: ELINOR SHERRY — 3:15
NBC-Red :
song's
ROAD OF
LIFK — sk. t
AFTERNOON
MBS:
.M.M,
12 :00 Noon
G'S
DINMN' O HARCOLU
i,,^^'
^^jil^THE
RADI
"^O"le
''' McBrii
''''aret
I'i.loCBS:
(r .Marg
ri^IST—Mary
.sketch
^^;BC-Rod: THE
O'XEILLS—
NBC-Blue:
KIDOODLERS
CBS: THE GOLDBERGS —
.sketch

NBC-Red: NATIo.XAL
T'.vmims KIDSFARM
NBC-Blue:
AND
HOMEorchestra
HOUR — Walter
Blaufuss'
CBS:
ROMANCE
TRENT— sketch OF HELEX
12:45
NBC-Red:
CBS: OUR ORCHESTRA
GAL SUNDAY—
1:00
MBS: THE HAPPY GANG
1:30
NBC-Red:
AND MUSIC—son,RuthHarvey WORDS
Lyon,
Havs Larry Lar—NBC-Blue:
sketch
MO-THER-IN-L.VW
MBS: ORCHESTRA
1 :45
NBC-Blue:
AND LOsongsJACKand
•2:00RBTTA
MBS: —VOICE
OF patter
EXPERIENCE
NBC-Red: BETTY AND BOB
NBC-Red: HYMNS
ALL
C'HURCIIhS:
BETTY OFCROCKER, cooking expert
CBS:
THIi:
O'NEILLS—
sketch
.MBS:
IWI'.KN TEDTIIKM.\LOXE'S
]!0(JKE.\ns""BE:
.\l;X(
>I,I) GRI.M.M'S
;nTi:is—
.skftch
.MELi.DW
VOCAU DUO.M(JMENTS

Rose Marie

'E S.MITil— c
-MBS: ORCHESTRA
LIGHT-VOCALIST
.sketchTHE GUIDING
->'\BC-Red:
.MBS:
—NBC-Red:
sketch
BACKSTAGE AVIFE
CLUB MATINEE
—NBC-Blue:
variety program
'^BS:
REVIEW
MBS: WEDNESDAY
ED FITZGERALDtalk
STKI.L.V I.XD.Vl.T.AS—
AIY'','-,'''
I;S: CI ICKT.VIL.S
SWUXGNBC-Red:
RUSH
HUGHES—
commentator
4:45CBS: DEEP RIVER BOYS
CBS:
5:00sketch DORIS RHODES— songs
NBC-Red: DICK TRACY —
NBC-Blue: NEIGHBOR NELL
5:10NBC-Blue:
■>::?0
HAll '^'°LUMBIA
CONCERT
PRESS-RADIO
5:15NEWS
NBC-Red: VAGABONDS
QUARTET i^^i^
DON WINSLOW
NBC-Blue:
»viin
OF THE NAVY—
sketch
.\i;<'i;.M
:
YOUR
-\NI> .\il.\E —SINGING
dramaticFAMILY
serial
iXni'.ni,,,
hililreu .;s program LADY—
CBS: .MARCH OF GAMES—
):45children's program
NBC-Red:
AXHC-Hlu.-:
.X X Ii;— J u \-(LITTLE
eIHCHESTR.V
n i 1 e .s , . r iaORPH.V.X
1
CHS:
i;xiM,OHi.XG
spaci-:
.MliS:
JOH.XSU.X
F.^MILV
skelch, with Jimmy Scribner
EVENING
6:00NBC-Red:
SCHOOLS TTF,!-;
M E R \-ARIETY
IC A •S

Pat Barrett

NBC- Red: TOP HATTERS
ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue: REVELERS QUARCBS: POPEYE THE SAILOR
NBC-Red: PRESS-RADIO
6:30
^ NBC-Red:
MAN— sketch DAILY SPORTS
COLUMN—
Douglas
NBC-Blue: Paul
VOCALIST
commentator
CBS:
BOAKE CARTER— news
6:35mbs: studies and
6:45NBC-Blue: VOCALIST
NBC-Red:
VOCALIST
i-"^ blaciAnS
white"'^^
LOWELL
THOMAS
—NBC-Blue:
news commentator
comedy LUM
sketchAND ABNER —
CBS:
MBS: BUDDY
CLARK— Frank
Novak's
orchestra
7:00.sketch
-XBC-Red: AMOS 'N' ANDY—
NBC-Blue:
edy sketch EASY ACES — comN LEWIS,
FULTOnews
JR.—
T:15MBS:
Washington
commentator
TAINEXTEREZRA'S
mInT U ^UNCLE
NBC-Rcd:
RADIO STATION
.NBC-BIue:
MR. — Pat Bar>.ST KEEN.
l'i:it.-;i;iNSTRA-—
if I, lienii.-tt Kili;K.^TRA
I c A X VIEW:30
NBC-I:, ,|; T VI.H.S BY EDWIN
C.-XBC-Bluc:
HI 1,1,
song
7:15songs styli.st ROSE MARIE—
XBC-Red: HAPPY JACK—
.M.\RCH
-XBC-BIue: SCIENCE ON THE
8:00 ILY— sketch
i't'^C-Red:
FAM' S HEADSONEO MAN'S
iTxES " ^■IIE.-^TR.
ADE OP
ALC
CBS:
CAV
rehe!
.M.AMER
I ICA — guests, Voorhees'
REVUE "'^ SHIELD'S

\ I SIT — Dave
y l':MiZig
H.VRUY .McKINmV.X HALL TOrcxi-: -i-vi'ijs—
l'..rtland
;1 Kiyi'H.
'STKI.AXETZ
ah Ji
.XHC:B1up: BOSTON •POP "
Cd.XCERT
CBS: Eastman
THE WORD GAME—
.Ma.x
MBS: JAZZ NOCTURNE —
Helene Daniels, Stanley's or1(1:00
Xl:c-i:,.,i:SICAL KAY
KY'SER'S
CLASS AND
DANCEMUI'lK ixi;tte
Xl;c
Lhi^-; CHOIR SYMCHS:
GANG BUSTERS
— crime
dramatizations.
SchwartzkoptCol. H. NorMBS: manORCHESTRA
10:15NBC-Blue: SOLOIST
CBS: EDGAR
GUEST— INMarion
"IT
CAN
BEMasters'
DONE"
I-"rancisJIELODIES
orchestra
MBS:
FROM TUB
SKY
1:00
NBC-Red: DANCE
MUSIC
NBC-Blue:
DANCE
CBS:
MUSICMUSIC
MBS: DANCE
ORCHESTRA

RADIO STARS
MORNING
8:00NBC-Red: MALCOLM CLAIRE
—NBC-Blue:
children's SOUTHERNAIRES
stories
8:15NBC-Red:
DOC
AND
HIS TEXANSSCHNEIDER
NBC-Blue:
ENSEMBLE DICK LEIBERT
8:45NBC-Blue: GRACE AND
SCOTTY
a:00NBC-Red: PIANO DUO
NBC-Blue:
BREAKFAST
CLUB— ASvariety
CBS:
YOU prog:ram
LIKE IT
9:15NBC-Red: PERSON TO PERSON—Frank
Luther
9:25CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
9:40NBC-Red; PR ESS- RADIO
NEWS
9:45NBC-Red: VOCALIST
CBS:
BACHKi.c
CHILDRUN
Mv-irii )RANDS HAL—
MBS M.urrilA
9:55NBC-Blue: 1> K E S S - R A D I O
NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red:
MRS. WIGGS
THE
CABBAGE
PATCH—OF
sketch
CBS:
PRETTY
KITTY
KELLY
—sketch
10:15
NBC-Red:
OTHER
WIFE —MYRT
sketchJOHNS
CBS:
AND 1L\RGE—
sketch
10:30
NBC-Red: JUST PLAIN BILL
NBc'^-BIue:
LAW— HILLTOP
sketchATTORNEY-ATCBS:
HOUSE — draNBC-Red:
THE WOMAN IN
WHITE
— sketch
NBC-Blue:
VIENNESE ENSEMBLE
CBS: STEPMOTHER- sketch
^NBC-Red: DAVID HARUM—
N^BC-'isiue:MARLIN
THE — sketch
STORY OF
MARY
CBS:
LEE TAYLOR
MBS- MARY
GET THIN
TO MUSIC
.orenzo jones
'i;i'1'1':r younG'S
t-lch
VIC AND SADK—
SISTER— sketch
.MUST
CHS;
LIFE
MBS:

ul'-|- c 11-JENNY'S
1,11' IHlKREAL
AUNT
STORIES
VOCALIST— sketch

AFTERNOON
12:00 Noon
NBC-Red:
HARDING'S
■WIFE—Blue:
sketchDAN
NBCTIME FOR
THOUGHT
CBS: IST—Mary
THE Margaret
RADIO COLUMNBride
MBS: THE BOY ANDMc GIRL
FRIEND
^'^NBC-Red:
THE O'NEILLS—
sketch
NBC-Blue;
VOCALIST
CBS:
sketch THE GOLDBERGS —
NBC-Red:
AL duoAND LEE
REISER— piano
AR.M
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
AND
HOMEorchestra
HOUR— WF.
BlaufusB'
<!BS:
ROMANCE
OF
HE
TRENT — sketch
50

ThMsdaus
JUNE 2—9—16—23—30
—sketcli
NBC-Red: BACKSTAGE WIFE
CLUB MATINEE
—NBC-Blue:
variety program
CBS: SCIENCE SERVICE
SERIES
.MBS: ED FITZGERALD — talk
:15
NBC-Red: STELLA DALLAS—
sketch
CBS:
ETON HOYS IX SWINGMBS: COCKTAILS
TIME
:30
Robert Taylor

1:00
NBC-Red:
MBS: THE ORCHESTRA
HAPPY GANG
C O R T S AND
:30
NBC-Red:
WORDSLarryANDLarsen.
MUSIC— Ruth Lyon,
Harvey
—NBC-Blue:
sketch HaysMOTHER-IN-LAW
MBS: ORCHESTRA

:00
NBC-Red:
sketch BETTY AND BOB—
NBC-Blue : VAGABONDS
QUARTET
CBS:
PERKINS— sketch
MBS: MAPIANIST
NBC-Red: HYMNS OF ALL
CHURCHES;
BETTY CROCKER, cooking LET'S
expert
NBC-Blue:
OVER
— Lisa Sergio TALK IT
CBS:
— sketcli
MBS: THE
TEDTWEENO'NEILLS
"BETHEMALONES
BOOK-ENDS"
::«)
2:45
NBC-Red:
sketch VALIANT L.\I)Y—
.NBC-Blue; VOC.\LIST
3:00NBC-Red: MA P lO R K 1 .\ S —
sketch
.\'BC-Blue: PIANIST
CBS:
RIETIESRAY BLOCK'S VA3:1.NBC-Red: THE ROAD OF
LIFE -sketchSILHOUETTES OF
NBC-Blue:
rilE WEST

NBC-Red:
DICK TRACYsketch
NBC-Blue;
FOUR OF
US
-MBS: LAWRENCE
SALERNO
5:10
NBC-Blue; PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-Red;
BY BONNIE STUARTSONGS
NBC-Blue:
DON WINSLOW
OF THE NAVY— sketch
NBC-Red:
AND MINE—YOUR
dramaticFAMIL
serial
NBC-Blue:
SINGING
LADYchildren's
program
CBS; LET'S PRETEND
NBC-Red:
LITTLEserialORPHAN
ANNIE
— juvenile
NBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRA
MBS:
JOHNSON
sketch, with Jimmy FAMILY
Scrilmer —
EVENING

NBC-Red; ORCHESTRA
CBS:
RHODES--S
MBS: DORIS
MUSICAL
PROGRAM.nes
•R E S S - R A D I I
NBC-Red:
DAILY SPORTS
COLUMN— Paul
NBC-Blue:
TUNEDouglas
TWISTERS
CBS:
BOAKE
CARTER— news
commentator
MBS: THE SOPHISTICATED
LADIES— trio
HARRIS — Hol-

NBC-Red: MOS 'N' ANDYske
NBC-Blue;
EASY ACES— comCBS;
JUST ENTERTAINMENTedy sketch
MBS: FULTONnews LEWIS.
JR.—
Washington
commentator
.\BC-Red;
VOCAL
VARIETIES— choral singing
NBC-Blue; OFserial
MR.LOST KPERSONS
E E N—
TRACER
—dramatic
CBS:
HOLLYWOOD
SCREEN
SCOOPS
— George McCall
.MBS: OUTDOORS
WITH BOB
[:30EDGE
NBC-Red:
VOCALIST
.NBC-Blue:
VOCALIST
CBS:
ST. LOUIS
BLUES
MBS;
HEADLINES
— news
dramatization
1:45
-MBC-Blue:
STEINIE
BOTTLE
BOYS
MBS: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Red:
PROGRA.M ROYAL
— RudyGELATIN
Vallee.
NBC-Blue;
MARCH
—guests
news dramatizationsOF TIME
CBS; lins.KATE
Ted ColMiller's SMITH—
orchestraWALLENMBS;
STEIN'S ALFRED
SINFONIETTA
PIANO DUO
NBC-Red;
NEWSFannieOF
Taylor,
9:001938 — RobertGOOD
orchestra,
Brice. Frankguests
Morgan, Willson's
NBC-Blue:ENADETORONTO
CONCERT PROMCBS: MAJOR
BOWES' AMATEUR
HOUR
MBS; THE HARMONAIRES
.\IBS; RAY SINATRA'S
RHYTHMS — MOONSylvia
Froos. JackLIGHTArthur
10:00
.MBC-Red:
MUSIC
HALL — Trotter's
BingKRAFT
Crosby,
Bob
Bur
orchestra.
aests
NBC-Blue:
SKIES UNDER WESTERN
CBS:
ESSAYS
IN MUSIC—
Victor garet
Bay'sDaum. orchestra,
MarRuth Carhart.
David
Ross
.MBS; DR.\.MATIZATION
10:30
NBC-Blue:
NBC PROMEN.\DE
CONCERT
CBS: AMERICANS AT WORK
CONCERT
REVUE WEBER'S
.MBS; HENRY
11:00
ORCHESTK.V
.MBS: THE.\TRE DIGEST

IA.\D
HOSTHAND
RSADE—
A
:.\IY
3:45NBC-Red: THE GUIDING
LIGHT— sketch

Amos

Irving Caesar

RADIO STARS
MORNING
8:00
XBC-Red:
—NBC-Blue:
children's MALCOLM
stories CLAIRE
— quartet FOUR SHOWMEN
«:15
NBC-Red:
DOC SCHNEIDER
AND HIS TEXANS
NBC-Blue:
DER — organistWILLIAM MEE8:80
NBC-Red:
WOMEN AND
NEWS
8:45
NBC-Red:
DO YOU REMEMBER?
9:00
NBC-Red:
DUO
NBC-Blue
: PIANO
BREAKFAST
CLUB
—METROPOLITAN
variety
program PACBS:
RADE
9:15
NBC-Red:
SON— FrankPERSON
Luther TO PER9:35
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
9:30
NBC-Red:
TRIO GIRL
CBS:
JOYCELANDT
JORDAN,
INTERNE—
sketch
9:40
NBC-Red:
PRESS -RADIO
NEWS
9:45
NBC-Red: VOCALIST
CBS:
HACHELOR-.S
CIIILDREX—
slieti h AND HAL
MBS; andMARTHA
—
songs
patter
9:55
NBC-Blue: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red:
MRS. WIGGS
THE
CABBAGE
PATCH—OF
sketch PRETTY
CBS:
KITTY
KELLY
— sketch
10:15
NBC-Red:sketchJOHNS OTHER
WIFE—
CBS: MYRT AND MARGE—
sketch
10:30
NBC-Red: JUST PLAIN BILL
—sketch
NBC-Blue:
LAW
sketchATTORNEY-ATCBS: —HILLTOP
m
a
t
ic serial HOUSE— draMBS: REMINISCING
10:43
NBC-Re,l:
THE WOMAN INWHITE—
sketch
NBC-Blue:
VIENNESE ENSEMBLE
CHS:
MHS: STEPM(
t)K(;AN )THER—
RECITALsketch
XBC-lted:
DAVID
HARUM—
SlietchBlue: THE STORY
NBCOF
MARY
MARLIN
-sketch
CBS:
CARH TOART—MUSIC
sohrs
MBS: RUTH
GET THIN
1MJi
: 1 .">
LORENZO JONES
^ - Mill. sketch
Xnc-Hlu.
:sk.>t(
PKIM'ER
YOUNG'S
l-AM
1
I.V—
1 i;s liH HAi;!) h MAXWELL—

JUNE 3—10—17—24
11:30
NBC-Blue: -VIC AND SADE—
sketch
CBS: BIG SISTER— sketch
11:45XHC-l:.M: Til}.: S'li.KV OF
MAm- MAKI.IX
,k. 1-1, THE
XI!C-l;hl.
ix,;
MOST
( >l :I- 1 .-.i;
i\-.ii.;xxYS
LIr ih-K~
l;.lk
CHS: Acxr
real
AFTERNOON
12:00 X<H>n
NBC-Red:
HARDING S
WIFE—
sketchDAN
NBC-Blue:
TIME FOR
CBS:
THK RADIO
THOUC.H'IIST— Mary
MMiKMnt ('(.l.r.MXM.l;i..l12:15
NBC-Red: THE U'XKILLS—
sketch
NBC-Blue: VOCALIST
CBS:
THE GOLDBERGS —
sketch
MBS: RADIO GARDEN CLUB
12 NBC-Red:
:30
ORCHESTRA FARM
NBC-Blue:
NATIONAL
AND
HOMEorchestra
HOUR — Walter
Blaufuss'
CBS:
TRENT—ROMANCE
sketch OF HELEN
12 CBS:
:45
sketch OUR GAL, SUNDAY —

1:30
NBC-Red:
AND Lyon,
MUSIC— Larrv WORDS
Larsen, Ruth
NBC—Harvey
skKtehBlue:HaysMOTHER-IN-LAW
MBS: ORCHESTRA
1:45NBC-Blue: JACK AND LORETTA — songs and patter
MBS:
ENCE VOICE OF EXPERI2:00NBC-Red: BETTY AND BOB —
sketch
NBC-Bluc-: V. S. Marine Band
CBS: l'iAX';iT
NBC-R.d:
BETTY CROCKER
— cooking expert
CBS:
THE
— sketch
MBS: TEDTWEENO'NEILLS
THEMALONE'S
BOOKENDS "BE-"
2:30NBC-Red: .M'.XmI.h <;r|.\im'S
DAUGHTER .^k. trh
CBS: CAI'Tl
\'.\T< >KSHOY
MBS:
GIRL .MEETS
2:45NBC-Red: VALIANT LADY—
sketch

Cesar Saerchinger
NBC-Red: MA PERKINS —
sketch
NBC-Blue: RADIO GUILD—
'■|;s: iu'FFALO SUMMER
THE ROAD OF
NBC-i;,.i:
\-IC
AND SADE—
sketch KATE SMITH
CBS:
— comMBS: ORCHESTRA
(HIDING
S MERRY
.\IBS: S T U IND IHi.E S AND
SKETCHES
WHITE
■NBC-Red:
— sketch BACKSTAGE WIFE
NBC-Blue:
CLUB MATIXEi:—
variety program
CBS: EDCHICAGO
VARIETIES
MBS:
FITZGERALD—
:13NBC-Red: STELLA DALLAStalk—
sketch
MBS: VOCALIST
:30NBC- Red: RUSH HUGHES—

111 ^•.VLLEY
8:30NBC-Blue:
DAYS— drainati/.Mliou
CBS:
PAII.,
\\
IIi;.M
AN'S
ORCHESTRA—
Edwards
DAY
—MBS:
speakerTOPICS .!(.OFa 1111THE
8:45.MBS: ORCIIESTR.\

.\IBS: JOHNSON
with Jimmy F.\MILY—
Scribner
9:15sketch,

1: LITTLE ORPHA.X
serial
■.iuvenile
: WASHINGTON

Frank Parker

NBC-Blue:WIN C. HILLTALES BY EDCBS: VOCALIST
7:45NBC-Red: THREE ROMEOS
NBC-Blue:
CBS: SCIENCEVOC.\LIST
AND SOCIETY
8:00NBC-Red: CITIES SERVICE
CONCERT — Lucille Manners,
Frank
Black'sMAURICE
orchestra SPINBC-Blue:
TALNY'S ORCHESTRA
CBS: THEJAMINGHOST
BENserial
SWEET — OFdramatic

NBC-Red:
DICK TRACY —
sketch
NIU'-Hlu-:
NELL CHS: . IK l.-<SXi:ic,IIHOR
Ki IADS HALL

6:30NBC-Red:
AND
MINE —YOUR
dratnaticFAMIL
serial
NHC-Hhle:
I.ITTLE
VARIET

George Olsen

6:15NBC-Red: PIANO TIME
TET
NBC-Blue: REVELERS QUARCBS:
MAN— POPEYE,
sketch THE SAILOR
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
6:23NBC-Red:
NBC-Red:
DAILY
6:30COLUMN—
DouglasSPORTS
.XBC-Blue: Paul
VOCALIST
CBS: BOAKE CARTER— news
MBS: ORCHESTRA
6:35NBC-Blue: SOLOIST
R,Mi: ORCHESTRA
6:45—NHiNlii'-Hlue:
LO\VELL THOMAS
news commentator
sketch
CHS: LU.M AND ABNER—
MBS:
-Novak'sBUDDY
orchestraCLARK— Frank
Xl!<--R..d:i.-: AMOS
'.V ANDY—
'x'i:c-Hli
THE FOUR
OF US
<HS:
M KXT JUST ENTERTAINMliS:
FULTONnews LEWIS,
JR.—
\\ ashington
commentator
H.irrett
I : HIND
;ZRA'S

EVENING
<i:00.XHC Red: EDCC.VTUJN IN
THXHCHlue:
E .Xi;\VS —MAURICE
dramatization
TALNVS
ORCHESTRA NEWSSPICBS: PRESS-RADIO

XHClie: Wing
NBC SPELLING
H1;K —HIWLW
Paul
.MBS:
OPERETTA
NBC-Red: FIRST NIOHTER—
dramatization,
Barbara Luddy Les Tremayne,
NBC-Blue:
PAUL SQUARE
MARTIN'S
ORCHESTRA
CBS:
COLUMBIA
MBS: BAMBERGER
PHONY ORCHESTRA SYM10:30
NBC-Red:
HOLLYWOODJIMMIE
GOSSIPPIDLER'S
MBS: CURTAIN TI.ME— dramatizalion
CBS:
10:43
POINT AMERICAN VIEWNBC-Red:
DANCE
MI SIC
11:00
NBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRA
CBS:
MBS: DANCE
DANCE MUSIC
MUSIC

RADIO STARS
MORNING
8:00
XBC-Rert: MALCOLM CLAIRE
8:15
NBC-Red:
DOC SCHNEIDER
AND
HIS TEXANS
NBC-Blue:
DICK LEIBICRT
ENSEMBLE

JUNE 4—11—18—25

8:43
NBC-Blue:
LORETTA JACK
9:00
NBC-Red:
SUNSHINE EXPRESS RICHARD
CBS:
MAXWELL
■— tenor-philosopher
FIDDLER'S FANCY
9:40NBC-Red:
NEWS
NBC-Red: LANDT TRIO
9:33
NBC-Blue: PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
CBS: PRESS-RADIO NEWS
10:00
NBC-Red: VOCALIST
NBC-Blue:
OFBreen,THE PeterAIRSWEETHEARTS
Singhi
de — RoseMay— organist
CBS: LEW WHITE
NBC-Red:
male
quartet CHARIOTEERS —
NBC-Blue:
SEMBLE VIENNESE EN10:30
NBC-Red:
MUSICXiiti.l.INTEH
TIONALE—
NBC-Blue:UP—Al'T Kalliariii.II K rC HKirI
GROWS
CBS: JEWEL COWBOYS
10:45
NBC-Bluc:
SWING SERENADE
11:00
NBC-Red:
FLORENCE
HALE'S RADIO
FORUM DE
NBC-Blue:
VAUGHN
LEATH—
-songs
CBS: CINCINNATI
CONSERV
A
T
O
R
Y
O
F
MUSIC
MBS: GET THIN TO MUSIC
Xl!i'-i;.-.l FORD RUSH AND
m;'i-'-1iIu.' : ■ MINUTE MEN—
MBS; OltrilESTKA
11:30
NBC-Red:
F -P A ST
ELEVEN HOURA L BARN—
NBC-Blue:
chilTucker
MBS: dren's
U. S.program,
ARMYMadgeBAND
11:45
NO THE
NBC-Red:
CONSUMER S
AFTERNOON
I-2:00 Noon
NBC-Red:
AKRAM CHASINS'
MUSIC SERIES
NBC-Blue:
CALLWONDERFUL
TO YOUTH
MBS:
THIS
WORLD
52

Barry McKinley
13:30
NBC-Red:
ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue:
FARJI
AND NATIONAL
HOME HOUR
CBS:
MELODY
Marty Dale RAMBLINGS—
ROilANY TR;
NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
MBS: STEVE SEVERN'S PET
CLUB

:30NBC-Red: YOUR HOST IS
BUFFALO
NBC-Blue;
ORCHESTRA
CBS:
MBS: BUFFALO
ORCHESTRAPRESENTS
I C FOR
KIDOODLERS
2:30NBC-Red: CAMPUS CAPERS
NBC-Blue:
ORCHESTRA
CBS:
DIES MOTOR CITY MELO3:00NBC-Red: GOLDEN MELODIES
NHC-BIue:
SILHOUETTES OF
THE WEST
CBS:
MERRYMAKERS
MBS: FROM
LONDON
NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
SWINGOLOGY
NBC-Blue:
CBS: GERTRUDE LUTZI AND
JOHN STURGESS— songs

4:30NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
MBS: ORCHESTRA
4:45
CBS: FOUR CLUBMEN

Vaughn de Leath
NOTE:
As we go to press, this
programaccurate,
guide isbutobso-we
lutely
cannotminute
be responsible
lost
changes madefor
by the broadcasting companies,
advertising agencies or sponsors.
NBC-Red; ORCHESTRA
(JREAT PLAYS
NBC-Blue;
CBS:
MBS: EXPLORING
ORCHESTRA MUSIC
NBC-Blue;
ORCHESTRA
CBS: ORCHESTRA
ORCHESTRA
MBS;
EVENING
6:00NBC-Red;
SPANISH REVUEELTUNECHICO
NBC-Blue:
TWISTERS
CBS;
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
MBS; ORGANIST
6:05
CBS; COLUMBIA'S CHORUS

7:30
NBC-Red:
BY EDWIN
C.NBC-Blue:
HILL TALES
UNCLE J I
QUESTION
BEE
SHOP COLUMBIA'S WORK
CBS:
MBS: ORCHF.STRA
7:45
8:00
NBC-Blue:
MELODY Si
NADE
CBS:
SATURDAY SWING
SESSION
MBS:
ERNIE
FIORII
STUDIESFroos,
INJimmy
CONTRAST—
Sylvia
Shields
1:30NBC-Red: ORCHESTRA
NBC-Blue:
PLAYS ORIGINAL RADIO
CBS:
JOHNNY
RUSS
MORGAN PRESENTS
AND HIS
ORCHESTRA
8:45NBC-Blue: INK SPOTS
9:00
NBC-Blue:
BARN
DANCE— JoeNATIONAL
Kelly
CBS: PROFESSOR QUIZ—
9:30CBS: SATURDAY NIGHT SERENADE—Mary Eastman, Bill
Perry,
Haenschen's
MBS:
PAT
BARNES — orchestra
AND
HIS
BARNSTORMERS
Marcella
Hendricks, Jimmy Shields
ROTH NBC
Y AI.ORCHESTRA
DESIGN FOR MUSIC
CBS:
MBS:
NBC10:45
CBS:
GRAM SPECIAL TALKS PRO11:00
NBC-Red:
DANCE
NBC-Blue:
DANCE MUSIC
MUSIC
CBS;
MBS; ORCHESTRA
DANCE MUSIC

6:15NBC-Blue: THE MASTER
BUILDER
MBS: SCHEMES THAT SKIN
—dramatization
6:25NBC-Blue:
I' R E RADIO
NEWS
PRESS-RADIO
NEWS
NBC-l
'HESTRA
6:30NBC-Red; -Paul
DAILY
DouglasSPORTS
COLUMNM AND JIVE"
6:45NBC-Red: RELIGION IN
NEWS — Dr. Walter Van
NBC-Red:
KALTENMEYERS
KINDERGARTEN
— Bruce
Kamman
NBC-Blue:
MESSAGE
R
A
E
L
—
guests
and
musicOF ISCBS;
MBS: SYNCOPATION
ORCHESTRA PIECE

Walter Blaufuss
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"SKIN-VITAMIN"
SCORES HIT WITH
WOMEN

Scientific findings in different counlnr^ au:ik. ri
i: : -; 111 leading hospitals. A certain vitamin is
fountl plitoed dirheal
ect to thewounds,
skin! burns, infections, when ap-

New York! Tested in Pond's Cold Cream, the
"skin-vitamin"
results!is rough,
Slides thrown
on screen showbringsdefinite
skin of animals
scalv,
when diet lacks "skin-vitamin" — show skin smooth,
healthy again, when Pond's Cold Cream containing "skin-vitamin" is applied daily.
Society beauties tell of greater benefits from
Pond's FREDERICA
Creams with
"skin-vitamin"
doun)
VANDERBILT
WEBB, —now{reading
Mrs.
David S. Gamble, Jr.; WENDY MORCAN, now Mrs.
Thomas Rodd, III; MRS. ALEXANDER C. FORBES,
grandniece
MRS. JAMES
finer." "Skinof softer."
"ColorROOSEVELT-"Texture
better than ever."
Telephone calls and letters greet the first Pond's
idvertiseraent offering Pond's Cold Cream with
leauty-giving
"skin-vitamin" to women (October,
,.937,
magazines).

young wife in Tarrytown-on-the-Hudson, N.Y.,
niei
: "I haveIn two
neverweeks
used anything
cream.
^ grand!
roughnesslikewasthisentirely
ne, my skin felt velvety and smooth."

Druggists — answering increasing requests from
women tor Pond s Cold Cream with the "skinvitamin"
in it — explain to them that it comes in
the
same very
price.same jars, with the same labels, at the

Announced nine months ago,
the "Skin-Vitamin" was quickly
accepted by Thousands of
Beauty Seekers
Thousands of women have already tried
Pond's Cold Cream containing the
"skin-vitamin," special aid in maintaining skin health and beauty. New thousands are constantly learning of its increased benefits.
Women's satisfaction is recorded in the
mounting sales of this widely known
beauty
Today selling
Pond's creams
Creams,in long
famotis aid.
as largest
the
world, now with the beauty-giving "skinvitamin" have reached the largest sales
in their entire history!
Tun* in8i 30on "The>*
Lov«,"N.I.C.
Monday!,
P. M., N.T.W« TImo,
Copyright. 1938. Pond t Eitrmct C«mp»o»
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UNSIGHTLY

HAIR

WASHES OFF QUICKLY
with New Cream
In a l)atliiiiti suit . . . evcniiifj' f;()v\ n . . . even
throiitili sto.kitifis... unsightly hair spoils
your ciiarni and drives away roniauc-c.
Now you can easily have lovely legs
and arms- — free of ugly hair. Just spread
on NEET, as you would a cold cream.
'J'hcn rinse off with water! NP2ET removes
all hair— delays re-growth — leaves your
skin petal-soft anfl satin-smooth.
Avoid Unpleasant
Razor- Roughness
Saj' good-hye to rough skin and sharp,
wiry hairs that grow in after shaving. No
razor stubble to snag your stockings
... no dang(?r of
cuts when you use
the safe and easy
NEET method.
Don't let summer
romance pass you
NEET removes hair belou! by. Shorter skirts,
dresses and
Hkin surface
— •lelayK
crowth
— no razor
»tuhhl«t.re- summer
beach wear spotligiit
arms and legs as never before. See that
yours are lovely. Do as millions of women
do — remove unsightly hair
with NEET. Get it today!
\i drug and dept. stores.
'J'riai size at 10c stores.
Just Rinse Off
NEET Unsightly Hair

{Continued fr )n! pane IS)
your own voice going on and on, failing,
coca-cola and a reefer for a quarter. And Nonichow.
to make the point you are after
these children make up the main body of
the swing fans; they are the jitter-bugs and rambling endlessly without volition.
will) (lance in the aisles when Benny God- Then, possibly, your brain sharpens — you
nian plays llic Paramount ; from them see everything clearly ; you are a master
cunie many of the newer recruits to the mind and you can settle any argument with
ranks of swing musicians. This presents sparkling and brilliantly pungent remarks.
the confllicting picture of stories, unques- You are strong and agile and freed of any
tionably authentic, of horrible crimes com- physical demands or limitations except that
become voraciously hungry. You may
mitted
"reefered
up," and
picturean you
lean back in your chair and enjoy weird
1 got from whilemany
musicians
who thesmoke
occasional reefer without becoming either and exotic hallucinations ; talk with nonaddicted or dependent upon it . . . or so
existent beings, suffer delusions of granPerhaps you'll
surprised
to findin
they say. And, if you'll bear with the yourselfdeur.leaping
madly beabout,
indulging
writer'sably is that,
opinion,
the
answer
to
that
problike alcohol, some can take it wild plij'sical activity; dancing all night,
moderately and some cannot. Drunken- lighting or merely cavorting without
ness has caused innumerable tragedies, fatigue. You may sink into a slough of
many crimes. But everyone who takes a despondency and suddenly realize, incondrink is not an intoxicated maniac, though trovertibly, that the best thing to do is to
the extreme cases are the ones that make throw yourself from a window. And if you
the headlines. The dangerous difference feel that way you probably will throw
between marijuana and alcohol is that yourself from a window. Or, you may as
while liquor'stheeffects
somewhat
with easily decide that your companion should
individuals,
generalvaryeffects
are pretty
be killed . . . and you'll kill him.
much theactions arsame;
Eventually
you'llyou fall
intobea awakened,
profound
e never whereas
the same marijuana's
in two personsre- sleep
from which
cannot
and often not the same any two times with and afterward, no matter what your rethe same person! For marijuana has as
have been, you'll
probably
many different manifestations as it has an awfulactionsdepression
and be
torturedsufferby
names, the cigarettes, in which form it is finding yourself in some strange circummostly used, being known as mugglcs,
stances, unable to recall quite what occur ed. Or else you zvill recall some shock(though that term is old hat now — defiing occurrence and hate yourself for havnitely "corny"), mootah, Mary Warner,
hay. ingtea,
mczc,yellow
brifo, buds
or reefers,
meanthe dried
of the allMexican
Noting doneyon,it. of course. Thf foregoing are
only a few of the possible reactions. The
hemp weed, cannabis.
And just what does this insidious stuff "tea" might as easily madden you to a
do? Well, after a few drags you find a homicidal frenzy, like that of the Fili- i
pino who runs amuck; it might make you
pleasant exultation pervading you. Everything becomes simplified to your mind; a philosopher, a rapist or a thief. But,
problems resolve themselves with crystal unlike any other narcotic, it has no legiti^
clarity, slight remarks become hilariously mate use ; it never did anyone one bit of
funny or intolerably depressing. You have good, whereas it has caused more tragedies,
all the power in the world and nothing ruined more lives than any equivalent
is too difficult for you to do. Your mind stimulant. It never helped a good musigoes racing on, ahead of your tongue, and
cian, and it never,
you find yourself talking interminably,
strumentalist out ofnever
a poormadeone.a good inperhaps, annoyed with yourself as you hear
It's good stuff to stay far away from.

Marion Talley administers drastic punishment to Edgar Bergen for putting
a pungent wisecrack in Charlie's mouth.
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E'S
HER
R
U
O
Y

HOW
-tdfo
I liuse long-awaited vacation days are here at last! And New
Haven's great, modern fleet of day and night trains await
vour
departure
to Southern
England's
summer
places!
Over its
network New
of 1900
miles delightful
of steel highways
liore than 100 trains daily will speed care-free vacationists
In mountain, lake, and shore.
I<mU them! Why spend precious vacation hours crawling
>v( r blistering, traffic-laden highways? Instead, enjoy a cool,
Iclightful trip aboard an air-conditioned New Haven train —
n tually a brief vacation in itself!
n\v fares in fine, modern coaches buy luxury and con> riionces found in no other popular travel method: deep,
(iimge-type seats . . . air-conditioning . . . scientific lighting . . .
ilciit, smooth riding . . . beautiful interiors . . . and safety!
'Ian your summer vacation and weekends NOW with the
i; lp of the free Resort Booklet described at the right . . .
lien choose a conveniently scheduled New Haven train and
our perfect vacation has begun!

iAFEIY • ECONOMV • COMFORT • SPEED

SOUTHERN
NEW ENGLAND
SUMMER RESORTS a/t,

WHERE
Preview the scenic beauties and delightful experiences
that await you in charming old Southern New England.
Free 1938 Resort Booklet is profusely illustrated with
photographs of scores of vacation places; quaint fishing
villages . . . Old Provincetown, the artist's paradise . .
Nantucket . . . Martha's Vineyard . . . Connecticut and
Rhode Island's beautiful shores . . . mountains, lakes, and
rolling hills . . . and many other glimpses of this ideal
vacationland.
You'll find the answer to "where shall we go this summer?" in this handy complete Resort Booklet: lists
Hotels, Inns, Boarding Houses, Camps, Coif Clubs, Rod
and Reel Clubs, etc. Helps you with your vacation
budget problem, too . . . gives resort rates.
Write now for your free copy of the 1938 booklet, "Southern New Room
England5V6, Resorts
and HowBoston,
to Get
Address:
South Station,
Mass.There."
The
It a

Have
]\ e w
o
a
i 1 r

II
d
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MARY

Be« ARE of toilet odors during hot
weather. Odors are a sign of insanitation.
breeding there.
Health Germs
is beingarethreatened.
Keep
toilets spotless and safe — without
nasty labor. Just sprinkle a little
Sani-Flushon inthethecan.)
bowl.Flush
(Follow
directions
the
toilet, and the job is done.
Sani -Flush is made scientifically
to purify
toilets.no Itother
purifies
the hidden trap that
method
can
reach.
The
bowl
glistens.
SaniFlush
cannot
injure
plumbinj
connections. It is also effective fo
cleaning recautomobile
(ditions on can). Soldradiators
by grocery,
drug,
hardware,stores.
and fiveand-ten-cent
25c
and 10c sizes. The Hyton,gienic
Ohio. Products Co., CanCLEANS TOILET BOWLS WITHOUT SCOURING
NO MORE EMBARRASSMENT
Modern
Feminine
You need no longer beHijgiene
embarrassed with
Breasy,ininedifficult
and annoyingof ways
hygiene ! Thousands
womenof femare
singing the praises of the new kind of
dainty, tories,Zonitors.
greaseless,Lookinto
easy-to-use
supposiit for yourself!
You'll be delighted, too.
The
good
word
spreads!
Zonitors
free
from harmful drugs, yet they kill aregerms.
They
are
safe
to
use,
no
"burn"
danger.
They contain no greasy base to melt or
run, and wash away completely with plain
water. Allplicator.
readyOdorless,fortheuse,perfect
no mixing
or apdeodorant.
Small,
snow-white,
in
individual
glass
vials.
$1 forstores
box inofU. 12—S. andonlyCanada.
SH^ each.
At all drug
Full
instructions
plain
envelopein onpackage.
request. FREE
Write booklet
Zonitors,in
.^711 Chrysler Building, New York City.
56

MARGARET McRRIDE'S RECIPES
PIXMAPPLE FESTIVITY FLUFF
1 up canned crushed pineapple, luell
2 egg yolks
2 cups milk
drained
2 tablespoons pineapple juice
3 tablespoons Minute Tapioca
I
16 niarshmallows
teaspoon salt
141 cup
sugar lemon juice
22 egg
zvhites, sugar
beaten
tablespoons
tahlespiiou
Place yolks in top part of a double boiler. Add a small amount of milk and mix
together. Add remaining milk, tapioca, salt and the K cup sugar. Place over rapidly
boiling water and heat until scalded — approximately 5 minutes after water in bottom
part of double boiler resumes boiling. Then cook 5 minutes longer, stirring frequently.
Cool slightly. Add lemon juice; fold in drained, crushed pineapple. Cool. Meanwhile
place niarshmallows and 2 tablespoons of pineapple juice (drained from crushed pineap le) in a saucepan. Heat over low flame, folding over and over, until marshmallows
are half melted. Remove from heat and continue folding until mixture is smooth and
fluffy. Cool. Beat egg whites until stif?, add 2 tablespoons sugar gradually, beating
constantly. Fold this meringue into cooled marshmallow mixture. Combine Yz of this
marshmallow mixture with the cooled pineapple tapioca mixture. Turn this pudding into
a heat resistant glass serving dish. Top with the remaining marshmallow meringue, put
on inmeringue
swirls. topping.
Place in Chill
very thoroughly
hot oven (450°F.)
for a minute
the
before serving.
Serves 6.or two to brown lightly
STRAWBERRY SUPREME
2 cups witcr
salt straivberries, szveetened
IVz!4 teaspoon
cups crushed
Vi cup minute Tapioca
1 !ablespoon Icninn juice
Yz cup su(/ar
Place water in the top part of a double boiler. Put over direct heat and bring to a
boil. Combine tapioca, sugar and salt. Add gradually to water and bring to a brisk boil
over direct heat, stirring constantly. Place immediately over rapidly boiling water and
cook 5 minutes, stirring occasionally. Cool. (Mixture clears and thickens as it cools.)
Crush berries, add lemon juice and sweeten to taste. Fold berries into slightly cooled
tapioca mixture. Chill. Serve in sherbet glasses, garnished with whipped cream and a
few whole berries. Serves 6.
MINUTE CREAM
1 egg yolk
%1 egg
teaspoon
2 cups milk
iMte.saltbeaten
3 tablespoons Minute Tapioca
YzY2 cup
teaspoon
cream,vanilla
ivhipped
Ya ''Up sugar
Place egg yolk in top part of a double boiler. Add small amount of the milk and
mix. Add remaining milk, tapioca, sugar and salt. Place over rapidly boiling water and
heat until scalded — approximately 5 minutes after water in bottom part of double boiler
resumes boiling. Then cook 5 minutes longer, stirring freciuently. Beat egg white until
just stiff enough to hold shape. Fold a small amount of tapioca mixture into egg white:
then add to remaining tapioca mixture. Cool. (Mixture thickens as it cools.) When
slightly cool add flavoring. Chill thoroughly. Serve with whipped cream and whole
berries as garnish. Also delicious with a fresh fruit sauce made of sweetened crushed
berries or sliced peaches, to which lemon juice has been added to bring out the flavor.
M [SSOURI PEACH COBBLER
Part 1
3 tablespoons butter
2 cups cake jlour
3 tablespoons lard or cgetablc shortening
3 teaspoons baking poicder
Yi teaspoon salt
Y2
cup milk
Y cup sugar
Part 21 tablespoon lemon juice
6 lanic peaches
3 tablespoons melted butter
2 tablespoons cornstarch
2 tablespoons cold iMter
Y2
sugar
cinnamon, rvhippedcupcream
Part 1. Sift flour, measure, .^dd baking powder, salt and sugar. Sift again. Cut
in butter itil finely distributed throughout flour. Cut in lard (or vegetable shortening)
coarsL'ly, aving (]uitc large flakes. Add milk and stir vigorously until well mi.xeA
Turn onto floured board and pat out to fit a square pan approximately 9" square and 2Y2''
deep, b'it
around
the dough
sides. into this pan — which has been well greased — building dough up well
Part 2. Pare peaches. Remove stones and cut into eighths. Lay peaches on lop of
dough, in pan, in parallel rows, pressing into dough slightly. Moisten cornstarch with
water to a smooth paste. Add lemon juice, melted butter and sugar. Spoon this mixture
over and around peaches. Sprinkle lightly with cinnamon. Bake in moderate oven
(375° E.) 25-30 minutes, or until cobbler dough is a golden brown and peaches are soft
Serve hot or cold with slightly sweetened whipped cream.
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HOSTESS
{Coiil'uiucd from pa(rc 11)
ofMaryherself
as one asof the
thoseother.
"friends" and of
Margaret
Her listeners, and douhtless yon are one
of them, have the most personal interest
in this radio friend of theirs. Tiiey — and
you — laugh at her sallies and her confessed
inability to pronounce long words without
hesitating, feeling that such things as
these supply that touch which "makes the
whole
indeed.to Miss ^IcBride,
Aboveworld
all, kin"
according
listeners get a vicarious thrill out of following her around the city she has adopted
as her own, into places many will never
see, except through her eyes and through
the description she gives of these city
sights over the radio.
"Who else would ever describe a night
club on the air?" she asked me, with conthousands viction.
of "Well,
folksI did
had andneverdiscovered
been in that
one
Iand just loved hearing more about such
places. Who would think that building a
subwayterestwould
be an item
sufficient lots
into talk about?
But. ofremember,
Df my listeners have never seen a subway
3r, if they have, then they never stopped
:o realize what marvels of engineering
ikill went into its construction. As an outjf-towner
things still,
iO I just goI'm onthrilled
taking byit such
for granted
that
rthers will find them ec|ually absorbing.
"You see," she continued brightly, "eslentially
everything I
lo, every I'm
placea Ireporter.
go, has stmSoy potentialities,
t imist have, in my e\cs, if I am going to
fO on day after day broadcasting about
he thousand and one things that make up
ife in the city. I am invited, for instance,
ome place for dinner. I enjoy the meal,
or I love to eat, and then I tell about it
nd describe the house or restaurant where
dined. I don't
tell people how to build
t or how to cook that meal. But
!ha
thinkhouseit is important to make people want
; thenonthey'll
foodation
Deekprepar
how
sourceeat ofgoodinform
somee and
3 go about fixing up a meal like the one
d.
0 highly praise
on.
she wentfacts,
go." known
wherever
^i I "Of
l orI little
color,, unusua
seek course
g
audiradio
my
tellin
love
I
too.
"hen.
nce about the funny things that happen in
;eking material for my talks, even wiien
am the butt of the joke. But through it
111 I find I still have the small town perbn's sense of wonder, of excitement. You
e
a farm,t upoutsid
w-as born
;e, I ri.
town,
in thatof Paris,
I wason brough
Uissou
ioved on to State College and finally, like
green
as
city"
big
"the
in
many,grasslanded
)i the
on the campus. But even after
sureto,I
York I'm
here
spent
;ars
I wish
nor would
lall never acquirine, New
■e so-called city sopliislicatioit which so
-towncrs feel they must wear
any out-of
public, like a borrowed coat that never
lite fits around the shoulders !
citymeantonforParkthe Avenot Icitifie
suspecd, t.not Even
Ik"I'mangle,
le I live a small-town life with none of
e glitter or glamour that is supi)osed to
{Continued on page 81)

AND

THEY

LIVED HAPPILY

So BEGINS
married life.theHe story
goes ofoutmanyintoa happy
the world
to earn their living. She does the equally
important job of keeping house. It's the
world's oldest partnership — and the best.
The wise bride knows how important it is
to be able to turn out appetizing and nourlimited
shall sheishingdomealstoonmakeher that
cold budget.
meat leftWhat
over
from Sunday dinner into an appetizing dish
for Monday night? Often she makes a combination dish with delicious savory FrancoAmerican Spaghetti. Of course it goes big
with husband — and her food money stretches
just that much further. Franco-American with

EVER AFTER

salad and dessert makes a wonderful quick
meal when you want to cut cooking time.
Later, bride will learn that when Junior
and Sallie come home ravenous from school,
Franco-American Spaghetti with milk and
fruit makes an ideal children's meal— and
they
of it.inIt'sa jiffy.
nourishing, savory
— andnever
on thetiretable
Yes, indeed ! Franco-American is entirely
different from ordinary ready-cooked spaghet i. Itusually costs only ten cents for a
big 1 3?i-ounce
that'sAmerican
less than Spaghetti
3ji a portion. Get some can—
Francotodaysparkle
at your after
grocer's.
your mouthful!
husband's
eyes
the firstWatch
delicious

Franco-flmeficon spaghetti
The kind u ith the Extra Good Soiice— Mudi- by the Makers of Campbdis Soups
MAY 1 SEND YOU OUR FREE
RECIPE BOOK? SEND THE
COUPON PLEASE
ICa.mpbell
Soup Jersey
Company, Dept. 67
Camden, New
I Please send free recipe book: "30 Tempting Spaghetti Meals." |
I Name (print)
I Address
1^'^^
J
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Beverly, singer
on RusshasMorgan's
show,
nearly
perfect feet.

CAN
YOU

Who

tossed that

BARE

BRIQUE?
Paris tosses us Po-Go, its favorite
rouge- in Brique, its favorite shade.
And you'll
when
you trytossit!your hat in the air
Po-Go'
s so unusual!
Has a remarkable,in
feathery
France. Goestexture,
Oki as for
evenlyit'sas handmade
powder, then
stays put for hours. And its exclusive
Brique shade is the most exciting, most
flattering Perfect
you've foreverbrunettes!
tried. Perfect
for
blondes!
Perfect for
brick-tops! In fact, Brique tops them all!
Toss down only 55c at your favorite
toiletry counter, for Po-Go Rouge, Brique
shade. Or send 55c (stamps will do) to Guy
T. Gibson, Inc., 565 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.
The perfect shade, BRIQUE — only in

THEM?
BY MARY

BIDDLE

If your feet aren'l
lovely to look a1
and free from pain,l

^Gqrouge

better get busy—
summer's coming!

WAVE WITHR
YOU
5 —SET
Dr.a soft,Ellis'beautiful,
Wave Setlastinggiveswave!you
Quick-drying, non-ilaking
. . . it's waving
the world's
popular
lotion! most

LUSTRE WITH
Vn.EJJiiBAiUiajituvi
VE IT
OTiy-theGI
tine! It newhelpsDr.holdEllis'theBrillianwave,
gives
a silky lustre
and a your
deUcatehair perfume.
DR. ELLIS
SALES CO., INC.
1125 KHH AVE., PtnSWRCH, PA.

NOW is the time for us to get in
on the ground floor of heauty and
])ay some attention to our toes.
.Swimming- and dancing, toeless
sandals and sheer hose all call attention to the feet, which have
hecn lessneglected
forgottenache!)
(unthere was and
a persistent
all winter.
How the poor feet are abused !
They carry us about on errands,
take us to work and to i3leasure.
For this we give them, not the
regular care thev need and deserve,
but only
little shriek
grudgingso loudly
attention when aner\es
it is impos.sible to ignore them.
Yet feet forshould
be not only comtable but beautiful!
Robert, whose magnificent Salon
de Beaute on u]>per Fifth Avenue
i.s visited by lovely ladies of radio
and screen, .says that feet are the
very root of many beauty problems. They cause facial wrinkles
and bad lected.
])osture,
negThey ruinwhenthe they're
cHsposition
and take all the joy out of life
when not cared for properly. Rtjbert sa\'.^ that no number of trips to
a beauty .salon will erase the scowl-

ing lines that drape themselves
o\er the face or that long-suffering
look that comes into the eyes as
a result of aching feet.
RussentedMorgan,
talbandleader popular
on the and
Johnny
Presents show, points out that in
.selecting singers to accompany his
band, he has always watched not
onlv for a pure, clear voice and
"mike" personality, but also for
the girl who can cross the floor
gracefully
beforeThehundreds
in the studio.
entranceof offansa
singer is particularly important if
a favorable impression is to be
formed of her before she sings.
Morgan feels, too, that the girl
whose feet are tired will also have
a tired voice. Have you ever
noticed that after a long day on
your ingfeet,
shopj^ing,thatdancing,
or working,
your walkvoice
drags, whines or is high-pitched?
That
is
because
your
feet
are
tired !
So let's concentrate on feet. Tonight when you slip off your shoes
and stockings give your feet a
{Continited
on page
76) probthorough
inspection.
You'll
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para+e the toes with wads of
tton. then apply nail polish,
little wax base may be used
make the polish wear longer.

white soap for both face and bath.
Cashmere Bouquet's lather is so
gentle and caressing. Yet it removes
dirt and cosmetics so thoroughly,
leaving your skin clearer, softer . . ,
more radiant and alluring!
TO KEEP

CASHMERE

BATHE

af drug,NOW
deparlmonf, ten-cent
lO'' ttores
WITH ONLY
PERFUMED

BOUQUET

SOAP
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SECRET PASSIONS
(Continued from page 30)

a lasting memento. For Marilyn Cantor
kept the! glass out of which James Cagney
drank
Ben Bernie's
not such
a secret.
During
the pastlovefewis years
he has
been
broadcasting his adoration of Myrna Ley.
And he drags Mrs. Bernie to all the Loy
pictures, while he, to hear her tell it, "goes
intoActually,
a kind until
of goofy
trance."in Hollywood,
he worked
making IVakc Up and Live. Bernie never
met Myrna Loy. Then, one evening, while
dancing at the Trocadero, he felt a light
tap on his shoulder. He turned around, to
find himself face to face with his ideal, who
smiled you,
sweetlyMr.andBernie,
said: "Iforjustthewanted
thank
compli-to
ments
you
gave
me
on
the
radio."
There followed a silence, while Ben,
usually so quick with the quip, blushed
scarlet. Finally he managed to stammer
an embarrassed : "I'm glad to meet you."
"AndI think
now," ofsaysall he,
kick I myself
when
the "Ithings
might
haveAlthough
said." lie never met her, Phil Spitalny
joins the crush brigade for Myrna Loy.
This was surprising. I was sure Mr.
Spitalny, being Russian, would prefer a
foreigner.
But no. "Dietrich, Garbo, they are so
affected," he exclaimed, making an exaggerated face. "Myrna Loy," he blew a
kiss
has
poise,into
she the
has air,
grace,"sheshe hashas charm,
ease. Theshe way

(f^^«t ^3, special
•Y'ou see,penetrating
Colgate's
W 1^ ' den
foam crevices
gets into between
thehidyour teeth that ordinary
cleansing
ods fail to reachmeth...
removesposits ththe
decaying
deat c<?«JemostlDadfood
breath,
dull, dingy teeth, and much tooth
decay.
Besides, agent
Colgate's
safe polishing
gentlysoft,
yet
thoroughly cleans the enamelmakes your teeth sparkle! "

she
blewcarries
anotherherself,
kiss. the way she talks !" He
"I tell you something,"' he leaned forhas hadward.a "Nobody
great knows
effect onthis.my Myrna
work, Loy
my
music. I try to make the girls in the band
play in a style echoing her personality. I
try to broadcast music that has dignified
charm. I am an idealist ! You may not
believe me, but every number I send out
on the airwaves is my imaginative melodic
interpretation
MyrnasheLoybroke
!" dates in
Madge Evansof said
order to listen to Charlie McCarthy, and
when Sheila Barrett arrived in Hollywood,
a friend of hers told me that Miss Barrett
could hardly wait until she glimpsed Kay
Francis in person.
Of the women, Kitty Carlisle had the
most interesting story.
"Since a child I've been a hero worshiper," she —admitted.
"ButI Icame
was toashamed
of this trait
until after
know
George Gershwin.
"I met him on the Vallee program," she
added. "And I was very impressed ! Later
I noticed that he, too, was a hero worshiper. There was this difference, little
boy-like,
heknow,"
was proud
of it !"
"Yes,
I
Ianinterrupted.
used to treasure
autographed"Gershwin
picture
of "And
CharlieToscanini,"
Chaplin." went on Aliss Carlisle.
"Gershwin
once took worshiped
a snapshot Toscanini
of him, 1andWhy,threehe

1
months later was still showing it off!
"Anyway," she continued, "I felt that if
afellow
man artists,
of Gershwin's
talentsadmitworshiped
then I could
to my
own fan tendencies.
"It started in New Orleans, when I was
a child, and my mother had a box at the
opera. It began with Ponselle," she
laughed.selle,"Will
forget her?
wearing aI ever
red velvet
gown Ponand
carrying a red fan, and I, wanting to go
backstage and apply for a position as her
maid!
Anything,
live opera
singer ! just to be near a real
"Then came Grace Moore. When I first
heard her sing, I was a schoolgirl, on vacation at Cannes. We were stopping at the
same hotel. I made friends with her coach
and I used to listen outside the door while
she practiced.
Later,Moore,
in Pari's,
troduced to Grace
and Ishewas veryinkindly invited me to a dinner party. I was
much
too young,
and 'wayfeltouttremendously
of place at
that affair,
but I certainly
thrilled!
"Years later a funny thing happened.
After I had won my first Broadway part
in Champagne Sec, and had met George
Gershwin, he invited me to a party at Elsa
Maxwell's.
Everybodyworld
who was
was there.
anybodyI
in the entertainment
was scared stiff ! Marilyn Miller, Clifton
Webb — and Grace Moore, all of them
present, and they all performed ! Then
Gershwin practically dragged me to the
piano and, while he played his Man I Love,
I, quaking, Grace
was obliged
singmeit.over
Rightto
afterwards
Moore tocalled
her table. 'Child,' she cried, 'Child, it is
you!
in thecame
worldout,arehumble,
you doing?'
And myWliatanswer
brief,
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but to the point. 'Wliy, I'm singing,' I
said. And that was that !"
Walter O'Keefe is a different type of
hero
worshiper.
one olin
the keenest
mindsO'Keefe,
in radio,whoandhas who,
my opinion, is the only logical siicce.ssnr
to Will Rogers, writes a daily column,
syndicated in many newspapers.
"On the air. when I tell a joke," says
know orwithin
nnnulesan whether
ithe, is"Igood
bad.Butfi\e
There
instantaneous reaction.
this iscolumn
husi
ness
!"
He
shook
his
head.
"You
write
and write and never really find out whetlicr
it is going over or not. For newspaper
columns are a habit.
"I was raised in the Mencken-.\athaii
now ofI'mthree
a fan,people
in cver\sense
ofera.theAndword,
: Hey wood
Broun,
whom
I've
been
reading
constantly
for sixteen years. General Johnson and
Westbrook
Pegler."
What about
Kate Smith? Well, a long
time ago, Kate told me she never went to
the movies because, as soon as the lights
were turned on, the audience invariably
recognized her and she was mobbed.
These days Kate willingly, eagerly, runs
the risk of lights and crowds. Why? Because she's an ardent Paul Muni fan.
a schoolgirl
gusheda finesse
: "I think
he Like
has brought
to theshescreen
that
is more than acting. His roles are not
characters playing the part of Paul Muni,
but Paul Muni submerging himself to give
theThen
partsI their
interpretations."
talkedfinest
to Guy
Lombardo. At
the start he was cagy. "If I tell you, and
you print it, what'll I tell my wife?" he
demanded. "I've been married eleven years,
fouSo know,
he triedandto happily,
get me offtoo!"the track. First
le said he was a baseball fan. And next
le acknowledged the thrill he felt years
)ack in Chicago, when, for the first time,
le met a star — Al Jolson. And he vividly
ecalled the one person he claims he has
ilways wanted to meet.
"DamonI hadRunyon.
nineteenhirty.
read hisThis
book was
and ingiven
away
lozens of copies. Once, when I heard he
vas
eatingin intheLindy's,
there
.t two
morning,I rushed
just sodownI could
neet him."
"Very interesting. But that's not the
ort of material I want," said I.
He parried: "When we play in Holly/ood,
my brother
doesn't— care
tar walks
into the Vic
restaurant
actresswhator
aseballButplayer,
they're
all
the
samebawlto
Liebert and Carmen, they
le out homage
if they todon't
shown
nough
the think
visitingI'vecelebrity,
^ook! Look! There's Myrna Loy ! Why
on't " you smile at her !' they whisper,
ut— what?"
"But
"There's only one star for me — Marlcne
•ietrich," at last he grudgingly admitted.
The
part is,picture.
I've never
seen !
;r inodda good
But really
in person
/hen she used to come to the Grove while
e played there I Well," his eyes sparkled,
ihe certainly has glamour."
Then he jumped to his feet. "I shouldn't
ive said all this !" he exclaimed. "When
e story comes out, what'll I tell my
Iife?"
thought fast. I answered quickly. And
said : "Tell her not to read it !"

Your
a

skill steps
modern

up

with

KODAK

PICTURE makers are ^oing out with better cameras this year.
Quicker on the trigger. More brilliant action. Dependable to
the last degree. Smart to carry. You'll get a lot of satisfaction out
of owning one of these Kodaks — and you'll bring back better
pictures. Your skill steps up the minute your hands get the "feel"
of
the modern.
new improvements
a camera
that's
really
Bigger valuesandthanrefinements.
ever. Your Usedealer
has Kodaks
as low as $5; Brownies from $1 . . . Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, N. Y.
{pH^ EASTMAN

wakes

KOPAK

^9

JIFFY KODAK SIX-20, Series 11, gives you
hox-cainera simplicity phis the style of
tlie latest foldin"; model. Toucli one
bulton— "Pop" — it opens. Toiicli another
— "Click" — it gets the picture. Twindar
lens, up-to-the-minute
tures, 214 X 314 inches.rclinements.
Price, $9 .Pic-. .
Jiffy Kodak Six-16, Series II2\i X 4>^-inch pictures— $10.

— opoi
KODAK JUNIOR SIX-20, Series II (f.6.3)
till- touch of a hnlloii —
touch of a one-iin"er re
closes
lea.se.letsFast
Kodaksnapshots
Anastigmat
f.d.'.i
lens
you make
regardless
of most weather conditions. Pictures.
2}4 X 3}4
inches.
?1 1. Kodak
Junior
Six-16,
SeriesPrice,
II (/.6..3),
n4
2}4 X ti^-inch pictures, §15.75.
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WHY

REHEARSALS

ARE

SERIOUS

ACTRESSES
USE A
HOSPITAL-PROVED
CLEANSING CREAM!
Go into the most famous dressing-rooms
of Broadway
and
Hollywood . . . how
often Solid
you'll seeusedAlbo-for
lene
removing
Actressesmake-up!
know
they
can trustbecause
Albolene Solid...
it's so cipure
and effienpitals
t that many
have usedhos-it
jor ovei- 20 years!
You'llandbe penetrates.
simply amazed
Albolene
spreads
Made toof seepure,howbland,
delicate oils ... it dissolves readily. . . quickly loosens
dirt.
Albolene
contains
no
gummy
substances—
leaves your pores clean, your skin soft and silky.it
ECONOMICAL!
■What
finer one
cleanser
ask than
usedcould
both youby
leading
es? Get hospitals
Albolene andSolidactressnow.
Professional pound tin only
$1. Big jar, only 50t'.
ALBOLENE
SOLID
CLEANSING CREAM
REMOVED WITH
OIL
^•^^■"■^■^
PREPARATION
CAS
J
N
COR
Say goodbye toNOXACORN,
rlumsy corn-pads
andrOR
relieveswarts.
paindangerous
fast andsixrazors.
dries
upA newthe liquid,
pestiest
corns,
callus
and
Contains
gfrroemdiewhich
nts including aspirin
pure castor
oil, Absolutely
iodine, andsate.the Easy
sub-ins
t
a
n
c
e
is
made.
directions
In
package.
35c
bottle
saves
untold
misery.
Druggist
if It (aila toreturns
lemoTe money
cora.
NOXACORN

Edgar
Fairchild leads
the orchestra
Cantor's
Camel broadcasts.
Like Eddie,
he insists onnot Eddie
upon guesswork
but on getting everything perfect before a broadcast.
Adam Carroll joins Edgar Fairchild
for the piano duets. Adam, too,
works hard. His playing proves it.

Don't getHethekeeps
ideaallEddie
is a humor,
slavedriver.
in good
but at the same time gets results.

Seniation&L
SEND COUPON
FORiCUPSTICKS
ANDnd2^ FLAME-GLO
ROUGE COMPACTS
It's
our3 fulltreat!
you
trial Letsizesus ofsend
famous
REJUVIA
Lip-the
sticks"None
Made fascinating shade,
FREE...
each Better
in a different
you can
discover the
color mostachievement,
becoming
toweso you.
To introduce
you our
two newest
neweachshades
of FlameGlo willDay alsoRougesend Compacts,
complete
with
itstexture
own that
puff,gives
■you'lla natural,
like the youthful
creamy glow
smoothto
your
cheeks
...
that
stays
on
because
it
clings
Just send 10c in stamps to cover mailing costs. !
For beauty's sake, send Coupon TODAY!

Eddie Cantor never takes his rehearsals lightlystrenuously getting a program into shape as he
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BUSINESS

. .

In whipping a program into shape,
Eddie gives it all his enthusiasnn
and expects his cast to do likewise.
Walter
King, name,
Eddie'sWoolf,
announcer,
used
his
middle
in films,
but Eddie likes the shorter version.

Wherever

you go

BEECH-NUT

GUM

gives extra pleasure
and refreshment

le works

just as

loes in broadcasting it

Always worth stopping for

"CHEW WITH A PURPOSE"
The
of chewing
gives yourOralgene
mouth, isteeth
and
gums usebeneficial
exercise.gumBeech-Nut
specially
made
for
this
purpose.
It's
firmer,
"chewier".
.
.
helps
keep teeth clean and fresh-looking.
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Comf)lete every sli;ini|H)() witli
Nestle Colorinse, tlie rinse-tint tliat is so
simple and economical to use. It s pure and
harmless — not a dye or a LleacK.
Rinse youtli into your hair with Colorinse
Faded or gray streabs are blended in with tiie
enriched natural color. Waves last longer
Colorin.^e truly glorilies your hair!
There s a shade of Nestle Colorinse for
every shade of hair. Consult the Ne.'stle Color
Chart at your toilet ^oods counter ■- today!
I Oc for f>acl)age of 2 rinses at i Oc stores.
25c for 5 rinses at dru^ and de|it. stores.

PEPPING

UP

TELEVISION
PLE-E-EZE GIVE ME
THE BABY POWDER
THAT FIGHTS GERMS

BORftTED POWDER

O-l

Toby Wing proves it isn't all technical
Toby watches her shapely self being televised. The camera on
the left is transmitting her lovely image to the receiving set.
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'A/7co's
M. Skinner
points star,
out
o Toby James
Wing, stage
and screen
hat
there's
considerable
difference
beween a television camera and the
novie camera with which she's familiar.
oby is a perfect television subject,
he new electrically controlled Phiico
omera does away with the excessive
lake-up heretofore needed for teleision. Ordinary street make-up is sufcient. Blondes now televise clearly.

NEW-TYPE

ICE

DEODORANT

Is greaseless

and

actually cooling

— checks perspiration I to 3 days
odors up to three days!
ercry- offending
that has
a deodoran
Now,
Its texture, too, is delightful. So light
ANT!
ICE tDEODOR
thing—im
And its clean, whole— cool.easy smellto ofspread.
It's easy to put on! It's actually and
pure alcohol disappears as
cooling! It's absolutely greaseless! soon assome it's
on,
leaving
you fresh, dainty
Its own fresh odor evaporates immediately! Itchecks pcrxpirationl
The wonderful new Odorono ICE dcr.stand
After the
application
you'l! who
luiwhy first
so many
of tlie women
is based on a brand-new principle. A have tried it prefer the new Odorono I("K.
gentle, cooling ICE tleodorant that
have another moment's ungoes on like a vanishing cream and You'll never
easiness about underarm odor or perdisappears completely. It is not spiration.
Try this sure, ea.sy way of guarding
greasy or sticky.
And lioro'.s aiiotlier tiling about this your charm. Get a jar of the new 0<lorono
lU'w K'K tliat will thrill you. It cliockis IC'K tomorrow . . . only 35>* at all Toilet porspiration the instant you apply it . . . Goods Departments.
banishes worrv over stained dresses and • "Safe— cuts down clothing damage, when
used National
carefully Association
according toof Dyers
directions,"
says
The
and Cleaners, after making intensive laboratory tests of
Odorono Preparations.
SEND 10^ FOR INTRODUCTORY JAR
RUTH MIl-l,KK. riie Odorono Co.. Inc.
Dept.
7-E-8*,address
191 Hudson
St., MiO.
New York
City
(In Ciinndn.
P. O. Box
Montreal)
1 enclose 10^ (15* in Canada) to cover cost of
ofpostage
Odoronoami Ice.packing for generous introductory jar
ODO-RO-NO
COOLING — NON -GREASY

.\.ldress_
City
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WHITE

ROUGE

^VHAT IS IT? An entirely new rouge
whose color changes right on your
-'K ^7 shade
cheeks that
... toglamorously
the one warm,
flattersnatural
your
individual complexion.
^
IT DOES: Instead of coating
' , p your cheeks as ordinary rouges do,
^^i"'") » White Rouge tints only the oils.
T%^^'LM cheeks
Heightensa clearer,
natural vibrant
skin-tonecolorand...givesso
life-like, it's mysterious!
W HAT IT MEANS: The correct shade
'jCr^l of rouge though you are blonde,
^■''^
brunette or red-haired. One exquisite
^^^^Is, rouge for every costume ... so amazyy'k
>"g'y adhering
it lasts too!
a full day.
Marvelously
waterproof,
Try White Rouge just once —
you'll adore it always! Leading^^mS^^ttW
^^^^^ZTT'^^
departmentanddrugstores,5oc
10c size at most ten-cent stores W
WHITE ROUGE
The Self-Blendiug Rouge
If unobtainable send 15c (5c added for postage and
packine)
Clark-Millner
Co.. fiiif!
Clair
St., Dept.direct
M-C, to Chicago.
Sent only
in Si.U.S.A.
Helen Walpole, who Is Frances on the Lorenzo Jones program, has
chosen a two-piece cotton suit. Her beach accessories will emphasize the turquoise in the print. Note the fishnet sandals.
SAFELY CHECKS
PERSPIRATION ODORS
Keep
yourselfa tinydaintydab andof NIL.
fresh You'll
at all ^S:™s;^
>"!'->
times
prefer with
NIL for six good reasons:
4. instantly.
Soft, grcaseless; dries
1. Large
costs onlygonerous
10c.
Non-irritating
2. Safelytionchecks
perspirashaving. even
odors. Carries
the 5. after
Good
Housekeeping
6. kin
Idealuse.for sanitary nap^
Seal
of
Approval.
3. Will
not rubfabric.
off or
harm delicate
fOFK TENDBn GUMS
ME AM iry HiGH

SEE your
once
you dentist
havegums.
softa
tenderif bleeding
He'll give you expert
do yourButjob,youtoo.must
Forhan's Does Both Jobs
CLEANS TEETH • AIDS GUMS
Help ing,your
dentistfirmkeepand your
teethbysound
and teeth
shinyour gums
healthy,
brushing
and
massaging
gums
twice-a-day
with
Forhan's
Toothpaste.
Forhan'sfor isthedifferent.
special ingredient
gums.' It contains a
66

IN TUNE
WITH
THE
t
To be in the fashion swim you must dress up!
DON'T you love tlie e.xcitcnicnt of
dressing for a party? Almost half
the fun of going to a dance is preparing forevening
it— the gown,
judicious
selection of the
the dainty
slippers, the flowers for your hair,
your the
jewelry,
gracefulyouwrap,
and
carefulyour
attention
pay
to the very last detail, right down
to which
hankie
you'll
sprinkle
with
an appro]
)riatchag.
scent and
tuck
into \(iur
evening
No douht you're wondering why
on earth we've started out talking
about evening clothes when this
])age isvoted obviously
going toWell,
be deto beach fashions.
the
big
idea
is
thi.s
—
it's
because
you're
going to feel exactly the same thrill
when you dress for the beach this
summer !
In the past, you probably "un-
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"There's nothing like
Marchand's to renew the
highlights and sheen of your
hair 1 useto keep
Marchand's
regularly
mv hair
radiant and lustrou<;. "
5«i/j BEVERLY ROBERTS
attractive blonde Hollywood
Star. Appearing currently in
"Call of the Yukon"

Nan
ic and
is of silver.
satin
lastexWynn's
in royaln cblue
She wears solid colors with it.
TIDES
lY
WENDY

LEE

Ircssed"
to go thatswimming,
\liich I mean
you slippedby
ntu your suit, snatched up any
iM robe or towel and your cap,
11'! ^campered down to the beacli
■r ]>()ol. But no more of this
i-iKil attitude toward your beach
li-tume! Not for summer, 1938!
' I you're going to be "in the
n swim" this summer, you're
"dress up"as for
beach.
u>t uasto carefully
you theassemble
(lur costume for the most imMiruint cocktail date, with the
aiiK' enthusiasm and careful
bought you put into your most
leautiful evening ensemble, so will
( Continued on page 72)
Dorothy Lowell, In a coral suit
>f worsted and lastex, joins her
allow CBS starlet at a pool.

o of a// women

were born b/onde

DON'T LET TIME DARKEN YOUR HAIR
BRING OUT THE NATURAL HIGHLIGHTS
archand's Golden Hair Wash enlivens the
At
hidden beauty of your hair . . . awakening lovely
highlights and sunny, fascinatmg glints ... refreshing your naturalthatbeauty.
scientific preparation
brightensMarchand's
and refines is
anya
shade of hair, harmlessly and effectively. It will
not interfere with permanents. It's so safe . . so
simple ... so sensible to use.
Brunettes, too, use Marchand's to rinse lovely,
attractive highlights into their hair . . . adding
to its charm and beauty.
Marchand's makes excess hair on arms and
legs invisible. Stainless, odorless, leaves
no stubble. Directions with every bottle.
Mm
AT ALL

GOLDEN HAIR WASH
DEPARTMENT STORE
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GOOD. Hollace Shaw in tlie aforementioned Leo Fitzpatrick-C'/^i"
Siving
Si'ssioii
with easevocal
and debate.
aplomb. Miss Shaw sings
^U)^
Says
VIRGINIA JLIDD,
Recently voted the most
t-eiMitidil model in America.
Thousands of women every day arc
chansins to this better mascara...
because WINX is different ! It has a
finer /ex^t(re...clin5is closer. ..seems to
be paW of your /ashes Mak cs lashes
dark^ luxuriant, silky. . . accents the
star = like beauty of your eyes in a
more /;d^iyra/way. Try WINX today/
Approved
by Goodmascara,
Housekeeping
reau. Gel WINX
eye shadowBuand eyebrow pencil — in ihe GREEN
PACKAGESand — ten-cent
at all drug,
storesdepartment

MASCARA
UNSIGHTLY HAIR
WASHED
AWAY
with

X-BAZIN
team
No
more
hair
on legssmooch
or under
arms. Leaves skin
and
lovely.department
Giant size stores.
tube at Trial
drug
and
size at all 10^ stores.
OVER 10 lAllUON TUBES SOLDI

ANY lULUK
LIGHT BROWN to BLACK
Gives a natural, youthfu
.ippearatice tiasv to use in
the clean privacy of your home,
not greasy, will not rub oil nor niter
curling. for sale everywhere.
FREE SAMPLE 1
I BROOKLINE CHEMICA
Dept. m/8 ■
I 79 Sudbury
FARR^S

FOR GRRV HfllR^

/,/:"/' anyone
anythini)
out of(aside
the
ordinary
to ourpresent
bitj radio
chains
from cultural activity like the NBC
sin(iin<i-iuice dchacic). and the poxoers-tJiaihe tree,:e into ne</ati7'e attitudes.
n end rile Willem Van Loou is quoted by
Ihirry Hansen, the hook critic, as sayiny:
". . . I leas thinking about the two Dolfuss
children
. . ... Uliy
lee .linericaus
adopt them.'
. Well. can't
I suggested
making
an appeal over a radio station and I mis
stopped. No broadcasting station will let
me make that appeal. What do vou make
It's typical, Mr. J 'an Loon, typical.
STRAIGHT
of that.'" FROM THE OLD
MAILBAG
Airs. E. Laurence White, from up Massaclnisetts way, writes in to say that Mr.
Toscanini didn't get a decent break in this
column. Be that as it may — let it be
known, for Mrs. White's information, that
apopularity
survey undertaken
test the
gave him atorating
of 4.Maestro's
A Mr.
McCarthy, a dummy by structure, gets a
rating of 40, and so it was perhaps for this
reason that the Toscanini figures were
withheld. It was also noted that the Lucky
Strike Hit Parade enjoyed a higher rating
when the Maestro was on at the same
hour, but has fallen off since.
Miss Agnes G. McLeod thinks this department was crude in its remarks about
Mary Margaret McBride-Martha Deane.
She goes on to say that she, at least, is
one person who appreciates the aforesaid
double-lady. This may sound queer to
Miss McLeod, but it's awfully hard to
work up much sympathy for a $50,000-ayear wage earner like McBride-Deane.
Miss M. Jayne
respondent fromDunne,
Ohio, ais long-time
worried corlest
Winchell, ef a!, think that this writer is
going in for professional jealousy. Let
Winchell, et al, take note here and now
that no such jealousy exists, and that they
can go right on from where they left ofif.
A Miss Goldie Benedick writes the most
inunusual
it. letter — not a word of complaint
Before we lock up the mailbag there
remain notes from a Mr. Obert, who thinks
that the Stroud Twins are good, and a
Mr. Alvery, who believes that Sammy
Kayc is not copying Guy Lombardo. It
would be fun to agree with them , . .
L0[' HOLTZ still gets livid at the
thought of sponsor interference — even
though he no longer has mie. His departure from a featured spot on that Monday
night show, howei'er, cannot be blamed on
said sponsor. Try as he would, Lou did
not seem to make Jiis particular brand of
comedy click loith air audiences. But that
doesn't memean
l.ou isn't
a good codian in otherthatbranches
of entertainment.
liddie
Cantor's
public-spirited
(and aid-of
huj-Cantor-publicity) drive in support

I

the
President's
Of Dimes
campaign,
recallsMarch
the time
zehen paralysis
someone
tried to get Holtz to mention a big campaign (by the American Legion-American
Association of Adi'crtisers for a million,
jobs), zvhencver he made a stage appearance. While people like Sophie Tucker
and the late Jean Harlozc did their part,
Mr. Holt.:: couldn't be bothered. No one
can say Eddie Cantor isn't smart that zvay!
SCRAWLS FROM THE BACKS OF
OLD ENVELOPES
Arthur Godfrey is the only user of
double-talk over the air. On his morning
show he pretends that his mythical sponsor i
sells
calledbox."clavintrude"
that
conies ain product
a "cloggin"
Godfrey is okay
but slightly raff as taffas . . . Those runners,
Fenske and Venske, are the bane of radio
sports announcers' lives . . . To show you
how topsy-turvy radio still is : Over
WMCA a dance program we were listening to was suddenly interrupted in order
tobackstage
take listeners
to Philadelphia
and'
of theovertrying-out
You Never
Know, where Clifton Webb, Lupe Velez
and
be interviewed.
Just Re.x
whenO'Malley
we had were
gottento over
the abrupt
switch, the announcer cut in again to say
that we were to be favored by a one-minute
transcription . . . Only after this were we
taken back to Philadelphia and the show.
To top it all, the interview was very sad,
particularly
know Clifton since
M^ebb the
and interviewer
Lupe by sightdidn't
...
There'sstore,a wherewaitress
in
a
Radio
City
drugall of radio has the coffee and
cakes it is always complaining it works for.
who can tell you plenty about radio's stars.
She tempers,
says there's
percentage
bad
a lowa goodly
percentage
of decentof
tips .intelligent
. . Alistair
of radio's
most
criticsCooke,
of theonedrama,
takes
salt
throatduring
. . . his broadcast to ease his
TOMMY RIGGS'-♦- mythical Betty Lou
gets dozens of toys and dolls every zveck
from listoiers. A Nezv York hospital gets
them . . . Dell Sharbutt. the master of
ceremonies,
zvorkannounce
on a program
unless they zeillzeon't
let him
and handle
it in his ozon fashion — zehich is sincere
. . . Bandleader Eddy Duchin once tried
(zvay back) to get a job zeith Ruby Neu'man's band but zvas turned dozi'n. Duchin
is oneness ofand Professor
the pleosantesf
the busi-to
Nezvnmnmen isinreputed
l>c shy ami modest . . . Henry Burbig, the
dialectician, has been on the air for fifteen
years nozo. He thinks that television may
be first recorded on film and then sent out
over the air zeaz-es. That's so it could be
shot a feze
at a time, saz'ing
formersfeet
much memorizing.
.Is far theas perthat
goes,
most
of
them
can't
cz'cn
read
their
lines noiv . . . Concerning their split-up,
Stoopnagle, of the old Stoopnagle and
Budd team, says that so many rumors
zvcre rampant about the split that he and
Budd thought they'd better comply. And ,
zvhen they did break up they couldn't decide zvhichit zvould
of them bezvould
get the and"
"and"—or j
zvhether
"Stoopnagle

RADIO bTARS
"and the
Biidd."
decide came
they do'a-ii.
tossed oAside
coin
into
air. ItTo never
from his z^'ork. Colonel Stoofnayle says
he's raisin;/ a fcu' flou'ers and a bunif>er
crop
and that
fine both
stones.
It's nice
be ableof 'needs
to report
of these
szeell-to
ish (iiiys are %i.'orkin(j steadily. . . .
-•I T'S really Uinny when \'ic, of l ie and
.Slide, calls his offsjjring "Pipeline," "Dry
Rot" or "Lover"
. .his. associate
Bill SternXBC
has
enormous
respect for
sports announcer, Clem McCarthy. . . .
Clem, hy the way, knows his oats when it
comes to horses and broadcasting big races
— but, oddly enougli, he ne\er places a brt
on any of his equine turf friends. . . .
Bob Burns once acted in the movies under
the name of Jack Clifford. .\ Western, in
which he played the sheriff and was killed
in the fifth reel, is hein.u revived with
Burns' name
above that
the
nominal
star, featured
!\tii .\la>nard.
. . .ofGive
Don Ameche
cieilit
for
handling
a
diversified list of roles with distinction. . . .
What is there about a simple little radio
script that scares the most competent performers, like Edw ar;l .\rnold ( subbing
for C. B. De :Mille on the I.ii.v show), into
stupid errors, such as -aying .\'oyd Lolaii
for
cigaretteintended
comjjanyto
ruledLloyd
out Xnhin'r
a costume... its.V comic
wear before the studio audience. The
costume was that of a Russian Cossack
and, when the sponsor sjiicd the rows of
big bullets across the front of it. he threw
up his hands in horror, wailing: "They'd
think the bullets were cipars 1" . . . Letter
No.
hy the wherein
I'liilip Morris
people477,afterreceived
a broadcast
a man

had described his unconscious ride in his
carbon mono.xide-filled truck cab, derided
the man's story.
was order
quite
impossible.
LetterXo.Xo.477478said(init the
of their reception) described an experience
by its writer almost identical to the one
dramatized over the radio.
A WRITER and an artist from Vogue
leere beinc/ shewn through XBC hy a
pnblieity
much ofshea
guide. Tozcoman
avoid alAwgangivasn't
of sightseers,
took
them
up
a
back
waj
that's
little-knoum,
little-used. They took tunsting and turning passages until finally, zi'hen their guide
7.-as afraid that she z^'as lost, the artist
•'■■fiiallv
,/ •nnde.did get separated from the zeriter
J 'u-reicasli'asfound
a badsitting
five minutes
the
artist
on someuntilstairs,
tiiiitc unmoved by it all. Vogue's zvriter
couldn't forbear asking: "Dr. Liz'ingstone,
I DV.V.WS
presume?" T.Wl.OR, the Columbia
r.roacK-astin.hu stutTy. musical director.
isn'il-oi-tl;>-,.nele.asttl Company's
iiTj. in his little
intermission
I'k I'hilluinnomc
talks tor th
C.r.ucrts. Sui e<la\-s.
isn't
-ct
r\ei \.)ne
In.d.
all tangled uj with.V.;,'a lot ,i hio|,|,row musidt.]! ess musical lowcal talk that nii,L;ht
does lie ir. It the whole thing
brows — ratlie sense.
witli coinnioii
\ow the other .Sunday he said that a
.eood s\niiihonic pro.arani was like a .uond
dinner — a very apt cominris, .n It sliould
—havelikea abeginning,
dinner. Ita middle
should ami
.startan outen<l —withso
something not too heavy, corresponding to
oysters or soup, to warm up the diner or

listener. Then the entree, or something a
bit heavier. Tlic main course to be the
heavy dish which the diner-listener would
now be ready for. This might prove tiring,
so he would be inclined to relax with a
salad and then end up with a sweet or
some sharp cheese or its musical equivalent. That's stuff that can be understood.
He works on the theory that the audience
gets tired, and backs it up l)y telling of his
own experiences at Tristan and Isolde. He
says the first act is so heavy that for years
he was unable to stay awake through the
second comeact.accustomed
Only tolately,
since act,
he has
the first
has be-he
been able to keep his eyes open during the
second. He has hopes, some day, of hearing the third.
And that's Deems Taylor. He writes
magazine articles, composes operas, carpenters expertly and designs monograms
that areists. Hetheoncedespair
Cartier's
did a ofsuperb
set ofbestsixart-of
your correspondent's difficult W.L.X'.
MR. DALE CARNEGIE again. A
zvh'ilc
backoverhe had
man inonneedhis ofprogram
zeho zcas
fortya and
a job.
Said Mr. Carnegie: "I'll help you get a job
by Xozv
tellingthat's
you Z'ery
hozv."kind of Mr. Carnegie,
if he really can help the man. But if he
can't, and is only using the poor fellozv as
filler for his program, he should be zcristslapped. On the other hand, if he is clez'er
at getting jol's for people zvhcn they've
al'out
up hope,tha4hehesurely
to the given
suggestion
let uscan't
knozi',object
via
his radio program, just hozv these people
made out after
sat athistheteachings.
master's
zeell-shod
feet they
and had
applied
00

/IBr/c/eA/m.
Will she keep
Romance?

Don t let
Cosmetic Skin
developrob YOU

I ALWAYS
REMOVE COSMETICS
THOROUGHLY
WITH
LUX THETOILET
IT'S
SAFE,Soap.
EASY
WAY TO KEEP SKIN
SOFT AND SMOOTH

of Love"
LUX TOILET SOAP-9

out of lO Screen Stars use it
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New

beauty for

your hair . . . wLik
new ^^.m^

Lovalon,doestheall 4these
Purpose
Rinse
four
—
V easy ^operation:
things for your hair in one quick,
1. Gives lustrous highlights.
2. Rinses away shampoo film.
3. Tints the hair as it rinses.
4. Keeps hair neatly in place.
Use Lovalon after your next shampoo. See
the life and sparkle and healthful, youthful
glowLovalon
it givescomes
your inhair.12 different shades. You
can match and enrich the natural color of
your hair or make it brighter or deeper.
Lovalon
does not dye
odorless, vegetable
hair orrinsebleach.
— one It's
of thea pure,
very
few hair toiletries approved by Good Housekeeping Bureau.
Package of 5 for 25j^
at drug and dept.
stores. Two rinse
size at 10^ stores.
(Or, any
beauty
shop good
will
Lovalon your hair.)
LOVALON
the 4 purpose hair rtnse
Free for Asthma
During Summer
If youwhen
sufferit iswithhot those
terribleif attaclts
of
Asthma
andmakesultry;
heat, dust
.ind
general
and
choke as if eachmugginess
gasp for breath
wasyou thewheeze
very last;
remarkableyou method.
matterin anywhereremedy
you live or
whether
have
anyNofree
faith
the Sun,fered fsend
for this
trial.
Ifeverything
you haveunder
sufo
r
a
life-time
and
tried
you
could
learn
of without
evenhopeif but
you send
are
utterly
discouraged,
do notrelief;
abandon
today
for
this
free
trial.
It
will
cost
you
nothing.
Address
Frontier
Anthma
Co. 207-C Frontier
Mi; Niuearrt
.St.
Buffalo. N.Bide.Y.
SOCIAL
SECURITY
for your
Stockings
you setwillout—
continue
to look as lovelyin
asyourthe purse.
minuteOneyou
carry
drop
will will
stop never
aRUN-R-STOP
run or snagtoper-be
m
a
n
e
n
t
l
y
.
O
n
c
e
used
you
without
it.protects
A HANDSOME
RED want
& BLACK
VANITY
the
tube
in
purse.
Ask
for
it
at
drug,
department,
shoe
lOc
jnd 5 an j 10c stores.
Guaranteed
by Good therein
Housekeeping
as advertised
RUN-R-STOP
BATH-O-MILK.
NEW FREE OFFER Send 10c forw-size
of Nail
bath
and
at-nd FREEfor ddress case
VVIiite in we'll
anewalsoconvenient
Street,\H-pi.
N. Y.M. C.
CAMILLE INC. - 49 East
70

THE

BANDWAGON
(Continued from page 36)

make a hand or ruin it. Arrangements
make if possible for you to distinguish one
outfit from another. They provide a style.
.In arranger starts 7i'ifh any tune and
creates new, unusual effects ivith one or all
the iiistniiuents.
The saga of Larry Clinton, now 29,
begins when he was 14 and first tinkled
the piano professionally. By 1933, when
he was playing trumpet for Ferde Grofe,
he had learned how to play every instruthe ofband.
wasn't and
an expert
on anyment inone
them,Hethough,
Grofe
suggested that he try arranging. In 1934,
Isham Jones had an orchestral housecleaning and chired
Larry toit.doHehiswent
orhestrations. That started
from Isham Jones to Casa Loma and arranged most of their famous specialties.
He was also very busy with the Dorsey
Brothers' band when Tommy and Jimmy
were still music-stand partners.
When Tommy formed his own band,
Larry tionscontributed
manyDorsey
of thetheorchestrathat made T.
No. 1
maestro he is today.
In June, 1937, Clinton made a weird
discovery — he could write songs ! He turned
out Whoa! Babe, Study in Broivn, Satan
Takes A Holiday and sealed his fate with
Dipsy Doodle. Tommy introduced that
epic and played it 14 times before Larry
would let any other- ♦leader
touch it.
To give you a rough idea of the sort of
thing Larry likes to toy ivith, take a look
at the titles of some of his compositions:
Zig Zag, Midnight In A Madhouse, Shades
of
At The
Waldorf,
ProveHades,
It, TheWaddlin'
Big Dipper,
Campbells
Are
Swinging, College Humor, Stop ! And Reconsider— ivell, you get the idea. Seeius
that if takes him only a couple of hours
to zvrite a song, but at least a week fo find
a title. Every time he gets a title and a
tune matched,
ivaiting
for it. he's sure to find a publisher
So the saga marches on, and in December he organized his own band and Victor
signed him immediately to make records.
It wasn't until January, though — on the
nighttheof nervous
the President's
Birthday
that
Clinton lads
faced aBallball-—
room audience for the first time. Larry
subbed for Glen Gray at the Hotel New
Yorker the night of the ball while Casa
Loma journeyed to Washington. Clinton,
personally, had had enough experience
watching
maestri
work so he didn't
have
muchother
trouble
that atnight.
So now Clinton is solidly established.
He neither starved nor slaved to reach the
gold baton. But he is grateful. Particularly
to Tommy Dorsey to whom, more than to
any
other musician, he gives thanks for his
success.
.'\nd Larry thinks that Fate slipped in
a fast one when it was arranged that his
first real engagement be at the Glen Island
Casino, in New Rocliellc, New York. For
it was at the Glen Island Casino that
Clinton first went to work for a couple of
lads whose last name is Dorsey.

Bands:Five Favorite
Larry Clinton's
Tommy Dorsey
Casa
Loma
Red
Bob Norvo
Crosby
Isham Jones
THE KING STEPS DOWN
!
One of the funniest sights around the
studios this month ivas at the CBS Playhouse where Benny Goodman rehearses his
Tuesday shozv. On this particular afternoon, Eddie Cantor was c.vpected at the
rehearsal — he zvas Goodman's guest for the
night. Cantor
entourage
had. hadn't arrived yet, but his
Eddie planned to sing a song on the
program. There had evidently been some
doubt as to the ability of the Benny Goodman band to provide the accompaniment,
so three violinists from the Cantor orchestra had been dispatched to supply auxiliary
forces. When I walked in, rehearsal had
begun on the Cantor song. Benny was
standing
a little glum
for was
the
first time byin looking
his skyrocket
career— he
listening to the combined sounds coming
from three violins and what is reputed to
be America's hottest band.
Wiiat's worse, the Goodman men had
to play every note as it was written for
them in the special arrangement. After an
hour and 25 minutes, I left. They were
still reliearsing the same number. That
business of playing as they read may have
been responsible.
THE GYPSY IN THEM
JVhat zi'ith Gene Krnpa and three or four
others leaving Goodman, Bud Freeman
nodding
bye-bye toto other
Dorsey,orchestral
and additions
and
subtractions
crews,
the time seems ripe to point out that musicians are, at heart, nomadic souls. But the
time seems even riper to remark that it all
depends on your point of viezv. Take the
Lombardos, for instance. The average
time of service in that organization is
about thirteen and a half years. No Royal
Canadian has ever qiiit or been fired.
Sammy Kaye, who takes after Lombardo
in more ways than one, feels the same way
about it. Eight of his eleven men attended
Ohio
with either.
him. He's never
fired a University
band-member,
MARK WARNOW
Mark Warnow is quite a character.
What's sicimore,
he's one
of the
muans inAmerica.
He has
morefinest
sponsors
on the string continually than almost any
other conductor. You never know where
he's going to turn up next — conducting a
symphonic group, a large dance orchestra
or a nice cozy jam session.
As far as popular music is concerned,
he is an important pioneer. He encouraged
his younger brother, Raymond Scott, and
was the first to play the Scott tunes. Even
more interesting, though, is his connection
zvith siving and the classics.

RADIO STARS
grams. But Art abandoned classical work
A lot of good words and more white
.patc have been wasted lately discussing to become, of late, the swing trade's top
;he sins of swingsters who convert the liroriee-stick man. On a trip to New York
lassies into swing tunes for the benefit of riiintly, be stopped by for a chat with
he jitter-bugs. But Mark Warnow beat Barldw. They talked of this and that and
■ uin all to the punch. Several years ago Barlow tinall>- a-keil if Shaw had done any
, really started something by taking
wing tunes and converting them into
Artie myenthusiastically
"Sure,Likker
I've
.-lassies! One of his best works was Tiger called
latest work replied:
Shoot The
Rag played in Mozart's classical form.
Me, John Boy!"
His men think the world o£ Mark. ToThat
tune, incidentally, has a story of its
Probably the reason for that is his sense own.
After much rehearsal, Shaw and
■ linnior. One of liis most quoted remarks
tile
band
all set to play .S". T. L. T. M.,
-nally be heard at rehearsal when the J. />'..' on were
oneBut the
of their
iietwDrk
dance pro■ans
aren't
.uettin,;;
together
properly.
grams.
station
production
man
will rap hi;, baton on a music stand
looked
at
the
title
and
said:
"Nope,
.ly : "Gee, I wish you boys would kiss can't have a title and lyrics like that wego
Ilake up."
out over the air. W'hy not change it to
.S7„.„/ The Ice Cream .Soda, etc.?"
SWING'S PAPA
// V("( fed like tracing prcscnt-day
. Icliially, the title has nothing to do ivith
[iUiij Ben
kings Pollack
to their assourer,
,ilh
one you'll
of theendmostuf> alcoholic he-cerages. It's another hit of jive
meaning: "Let nie take a S()lo on
csf^onsible parties, lien is noi^' conducting shing
the ne.vt 'lick,' or musical phrase."
'rchestra
for heJoe is I'enner
over CBS
nulays. But
also credited
with PRACTICE, JUNIOR!
.0 prepared for their future eminence
You've missed half the fun of living if
, /; oi-chestra bright lights as Tommy
haven't, at one time or another, heard
'oisey. Benny (lOodina)i, Jimmy Dorsey, you
a fond parent say: "If you want to play
Jciin
Miller,
Harry
iioodman,
Bud
Freewell,
you must
nan and Gil Rodin.
is a good
examplepractice."
of what Bunny
happensBerigan
when
\RTIE ART
you really work at it.
Before Art Shaw decided to become a
Iliiniiy's
memories
'ciolln
iiidleader, he was in greater demand for stuck
uiulcr first
his chin.
.1 1 S.include
he iW/.s" aplaying
arious classical and popular radio or- first fiddle in Crandpa lu-ri,iaii's orchestra
liestras than any other clarinetist. Howard lie :eorked hard at pullino the hoia across
the strings, and at In he had already I'cen
'•arluw, for example, regularly featured selected
as the future Tntz Kreisler. At
-haw >iolos on his CBS symphony pro-

\S FOR

IS he leent to college, took along his
'i'iolin — but somebody lent him a trumpet.
'Today
is a Croivn Prince — at
least
— ofBcrician
that instrument.
Now, Junior, will you practice?
STICK-TAPPING TO STICK-WAVING
dene lorKinpa'ilc. i~iMii
drnin>
smiii,1h,M\
Jm- toandstopformbeating
his ownthe
band adiK him to ilie e\er increasing number of stiik-tapijers
turned
Skinnay
V.\\\\\^ left Hal
Kempstick-wavers.
to buy a
baton. Chick Webb, George Olsen, Ben
Pollack,
Abe
Lyman,
Phil
Harris
are all
ex-drummers.
GREENER FIELDS
fruitful years
Victor ButArdenhis
hasTorbeenmany
a successlul
bandleader.
work has been limited to conducting or
playing hasin begun
studio toorchcslriis.
no'w
Arden
feel that And
the radio
band 7ohich plays good music, but has no
particular style is getting old-fashioned.
Figuring that there is really big money
in a inggood
band, Arden
formone. dance
He intends
to startis bynowplaying
one-night stands throughout the country.
Organixinn an oniie^tra
is an expensive
-♦^
ri^ky>uniiiroposition.
"\'ou haveandto orchesla\ out
aandlarge
lor arrangements
trations, .Mnsieian-- have to i)e paiil iluring
rehearsal. In tlie hegmning, you usually
accept
i-ngagenunts
loss.investment
But Ardenis
fills tliat
llie return atona tlie
worth tlu- gamble. A] Goodnian is another
studio conductor who's thinking of it.

DAINTY

OIRIS!

And here's the amazing
proof that MAVIS Talcum
guards your daintiness
You can win love . . . hold love ... if you ore exquisitely
dainty always. So try this quick, easy v/ay to play safe.
Tomorrow morning, shower your body with Mavis Talcum.
It forms a fragrant, soothing film of protection that guards
your daintiness . . . and you con prove it by making the
undies test at night. It will amaze you!
When you undress, examine your undies carefully. You'll
find them dainty and sweet — and \ha\'s convincing proof
that all day long you've been safe from giving offense.
Mavis
perspiration.
why
the dailyTalcum
Mavis prevents
habit is excess
such a sure
protectionThat's
for your
daintiness. Saves you work, too, because your undies stay
immaculate for an extra day, at least. Get protective Mavis
Talcum today - at all drug, toilet goods and lOo counters.
Generous quantities - lOc, 25c, 50^, $1. v. vivaudou, inc.
une in the original COURT OF HUMAN RELATIONS — MUTUAL NETWORK every SUNDAY 9 P.M. Eastern Daylight Saving Time
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Do you dryget hair
' poodle
permanents"?
Brittle,
is usually
the cause. Hair
You allcan Irlzzy?
over
come
by a simplesudsing
home chemicals.
treatment. Instead
First, stoptry
using this
all alkaline,
proved
oil and Shampoo.
scalp tonicIt treatment.
Try theAdmiracion Soapless
not only cleans
hair
safely
and
thoroughly
but
does
not
steal
the natural
scalp oils that keep your hair strong, elastic
and
healthy. Easy to use, Admiracion is a beauty treatment
approved
by
thousands
of
beauticians.
If
you'd
like to have a Laboratories,
sample, send threeHarrison,
3-cent stamps.
Admiracion
N. J.
DOYOUR NAILS SPLIT?

Put a Wax Cushion on Your Nails
Stop polish from splitting and dr>-ing
your nails. Sav-a-Nail, protective cush(colorless, not
fromiontouching
nails.creamy)
Protectskeeps
nails polish
from
household wear and tear. One minute
treatment. Dries instantly. Encourages
nail growth. Polish goes on smootherstays on longer. Makes every manicure
a success. End your nail troubles! IAa
Brush on nails. Apply polish. Only Iw
A Real Dollar Value for a Dime!
Not A Polish - Not An Oil
AVOID IMITATIONS-DEMAND
THE GENUINE SAV-A-NAIL
SAY- A- HAIL
Look For the Brown and Yellow Card

That
'come hither'
irresistibleexclusive
to men
. . . envied
by oil complexion,
girls . . heretofore
with screen stars, can be yours with the
new MINERS THEATRICAL MAKE-UP
A startling new make-up that imparts natural
your hours.
skin . . .Use
velHANDY STICK satin-smoothness
vety. . . luminous .to. . lasts
itof and
have
a
"star's"
complexion
your own.
MINERV

PEACH □ RACHEL Q BBUNnTEO •

you step out on the sands to present a
smartly coordinated fashion picture, harnKinionsly colorful from top to toe.
.\ii(i perhaps the greatest joy of all, in
this Inisiness of dressing up for the beach,
is thr tact tliat all the attractive gadgets
and accessories are so very inexpensive !
So just give your imagination and creative
genius full play when xou assemble your
ling and sunning costume from all the
attractive things you are being offered this
season.
all, there'sgown,
your isswim
suit which,
likeFirstyourof evening
the basis
upon
which
\(ni'll
build
your
ensemble.
By
far
the iiKisi pi.pular type of form-litting suit
(and cultif type\ou've
anything
of hgure
you but
can the
wearmostone)diffi-is
tlie elastic satin, with varying degrees of
skirt to suit individual preferences.
The monotone satin lastex suits this year
are more beautiful than ever, with the
lo\ely gleaming satin in delicious seascape
colois. Tlie sands will be dotted with figures in shining turquoise, flesh pink, royal
blue, or black or white, and if you wear
one of these suits in any of these colors,
you
be sure
that you'll fit perfectly into
the can
fashion
picture.
( )ii the other hand, if you're one of those
independent souls who likes to be "different" and at the same time as smart as your
sisters,original
you'll design.
like a satin lastex suit in a
gay.
And
here's
a newtheirone brief
for you
I Men
can now obtain
swimming
trunks in the same fabrics and designs as
the ladies. Consequently you and your summer beau can become matching "sweetin swimtliesuits."
I'm sure he'llthesebe
cliarniedhearts with
idea. Incidentally,
suits are very moderately priced, as are
tlie others i)ictured or discussed here.
Now , let's take a look at two CBS stars,
Xan W'ynn and Dorothy Lowell, playing
liook\- from the studios. They are enjoying
an liour's relaxation at the gorgeous
swimming-pool of the American \\'oman's
Club, favorite haunt of many of CBS'
feminine
all year
Here wccontingent
sec tlie smart
satin'round.
lastex maillot, worn 1)V Xan Wvnii. whose cli.-irnim\uue IS heard exerv Siiiid:iv on Lvn Muvniy-s M:,sir<,/ (,a::cllc. The design is a
~il\ery haekgr. .und, a lovel Varraiiyenieiit
brunette beauty. The strap foil f,,r Xan'son
this suit is a \cry good one, called the
"dual control" because it not oiilv su])ports the suit at tlie front, uit also holds it
firmly at the back, drawmu It snut;hacrossof
]:ossll)lllty
the bust and nreventnie ai IVirmhole.
ssic
T
■d llie
suit. e(JiiservaDorothy
ell, (7;,V
mart
and
:irted modelcom-of
e.\. This new
is appiopriately
a I eat lire of
\ear. It enables
of
and your
line,
■ of lit
having
and iianishe
wlien
it
dries
wool suit
It is in a lovely
on the tigii
shade of (k
sets off to per-

fection
her honey-colored
dark-lashed
gray eyes. hair and wide,
Then there are the cotton bathing suits
in many styles and colors (even more
moderately priced tlian the satin or wool
suits), each one equally as attractive as the
next. Much in demand by the younger set
this year is the printed shirred cotton lastex
maillot, so charming on a youthful figure.
The cotton dressmaker suit, with less revealing lines and more feminine details, is
very easy to wear and is kind to "problem
figures." Or, if you really are going in
for a suntanbra inanda bigshorts
way,suityou'llof want
two-piece
printeda
cotton, like the one Helen Walpole of
NBC is telling the world about. But be
sure you do a few bending exercises to
melt away that spare tire you maj' be wearmail
ing around your waist !
-And
we
haven't
said
a
word
yet
at
the new rubber suits, which have maS
great strides toward perfection. For one
thing,son they
are beingprinted
introduced
this insea-a
in attractive
patterns
wide range of colors. They vie with cottons in beauty of styling and design, and
in solid colors which look like wool, yet
they mold and fit like an extra layer of
skin and positively work wonders for your
figure. While rubber suits have a tendency
to restrain and confine, a new adjustable
bra feature now enables you to achieve
the fashionable high bustline without
If you've
rubber
suits
becausealways
they shied
seemedofftoofromrevealing,
you can have one this season in a skirted
princess line with separate shorts underneath, allowing more comfort and coolness on the beach and greater freedom of
movement in the water. One of the most
attractive of these is a white princessstyle suit with gay butterflies appliqueed
on the rubber, striking and colorful in
effect.
Once you've
decidedsuitupon
the mostas important item — your
— which,
we
said, is going to be the basis of your coS'
tunie, you then can go to town in choosing the accessories to go with it. There
are just two or three fundamental princi|)les lo bear in mind. Gay and colorful
you must be, but don't overdo it. For inone
ensemble stance,
— thedon't mix
effect several
will be prints
one of inchaos.
With printed
suits
wear
monotone
accessories, and vice versa. To illustrate this,
let's
the suits
what take
accessories
will shown
be wornherewithandthem.see
Xan Wynn
color suit,
accessories withwill
her wear
fishnetsoliddesign
combining brilliant blue and the palest
silvery beige. A blue terrycloth robe with
beigeof piping
and buttons,
a wide-brimmed
hat
blond rough
straw tied
on with blue
cotton streamers, and a voluminous basketshaped bag of the same straw with bright
blue ture
cotton
top, sun.
will make
picunder the
Paprikaa colorful
red jewelry
adds a dash of contrast. Please note particularly the smart cork-soled clogs both
Xan and Dorothy were wearing when we
snapped
them atleather
the pool.topsXan'sto clogs
have
pale, thenatural
with
rest of her costume.
Youharmonize
may not
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think so to look at them, but the inch-aiida-half-thick soles are extremely comfortable towalk on, and you'll make a pair
of these clogs
"must"
your summer
shopping
list ifa you
reallyon intend
to look
your smartest at the beach.
Dorothy
Lowell'snotsuitbe iscomfortable
a skirted
woolSincemodel,
she would
in slacks or shorts, so over it slio wears a
cotton dirndl beach dress in a .L;a.\ Howered
print whose tones of palest yellow and sky
blue complement the soft coral shade of
her suit. Her clogs are topped in blue and
yellow linen, and on her head she wears
a little peasant bonnet in the same print
as her beach dress. Her beach bag, shaped
like a sand pail, is in coral to match her
suit.
Knowing that nothing flatters a summer
tan quite so much as white, over her cotton suit Helen Walpole will wear a kneelength beach coat of dazzling white sharkskin, belted and buttoned in turquoise to
match the principal color in the geometric
print of the suit. This same color scheme
is carried out in her beach bag and her
French peasant hat of white straw embroidered with turquoise flowers. Since she
plans to do quite a bit of sailing, her sandals are the white fishnet type, rubber soled,
which are best for running around on wet,
slippery decks.
The beach ensembles of these stars will
give you an idea of the limitless possibilities there are for making yourself one
of the most attractive figures on the beach
this summer. First of all, choose your bathing suit— get a good one, with a reliable
name, and be sure to try it on before you
buy it. Then, with this as your basis, work
out your accessory scheme and complete

Mutual's
Benay stars,
Venutawears
is onea new
of radio's
like
most
feminine
creationbest-dressed
at every women.
audience Benay,
broadcast
your costume. And when I say complete, I should make you a welcome addition to
seascape — a lovely fashion picture on
diin't
mean any old helter-skelter ar- the
the sands from the topmost curl which you
rangement.
Follow the principles suggested by these will protect with your flattering beach hat,
three smart stars, and a little imagination, to the tip of your brightly tinted toes peepan eye for harmonious blending of colors.
ing from your smart beach sandals.

WHO

CHARM

,
I
1

KNOWS

THIS

SECRET

Lovely women are like flowers — and flower {lerfumcs
are tke very essence of feminine aj){jcal. Tke girl wko
wins ker man — and keef)8 kim! — knows tke lure of tkcse
odeurs. Park & Tilford (presents " Lilac, tke kreatk of fragrant sf)ring; and "Ckerisk," a new floral odeur as sf)icy as a
coquette's glance. Let klossoni-time surround you — alw:
Deligktful, delicate, ling ermi
sweet Lilac" and sjjicy Ckc
are now at all ten-cent stores
in smart tuekaway ■
sizes
lUC
AND
PERFUMES
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WEST
PERSPIRATION
rn?"NE TO THREE DAYS.
ANT
ZIP CREANV DEODOR

the arm and i-^r.
.
perspiration odorYOUR
MONEV^
FOR
MORE
BEST
, THE
TO BE HAD
10e'!5e'50c

COAST

Bob Hope is now
a Dr. of Croon.
Bing Crosby
presented him with
the impressive
scroll as Dixie
Crosby watched.

HAIR ON FACE
REAUYGOME!
--M«r Simple. Quick. Leaves no
^•3f/*A 'race of hair. WithEpilator.
each
ZIP bottle of
package
Jr^soFT you
.J^f
Ml^E m
get aoflarge
0^'^
iTsouT
BOUQUET
JORDEAU,
EPILATOR refreshing fragrance. Thisa
yreatmentorfreeat>s a "^'ss
double>t. Allvaluegoodoefer.
Demonstration
stores.Do
Madame Berthe, 562 FiFth Ave., New York
ARE YOU CURIOUS?
to know
RIPLEY'S FAVORITE BELIEVE-IT-OR-NOT STORIES
See Radio Stars August Issue

The latest low-down on air artists working
and playing in California's perfect clime ^
BY LOIS SVENSRUD
<|n

BOOTS MALLORY,
Grand National
Pichjre*
Slar ....
10<^&20^
Boxes
TROUX
(Pronounced "SIT-TRUE")
StarsferofSitroux
stageTissues.
and screen
preSo soft,
yet so much stronger, they
hold together! Care for YOUR
complexion
sues. Get a with
box Sitroux
today! Tis-

A WELL-KNOWN movie star who thinks Roliert Taylor is just too.
too wonderful, wangled her way into the control booth at the M-G-M
radio show the other day so she could watch Bob at close range. Imagine
her delight when Bob looked up and smiled entrancingly at her as the
program started. And kept right on looking up and smiling all through
the program. The movie siren was so thrilled she could barely breathe
until she happened to turn around and see Barbara Stanwyck quietly
standing behind her, returning the Taylor smiles.
WHICH rcmitids us about Robert Taylor and The Sheik. Rudolph
J'alcntiiio's picture -«'as revived one evening in a Hollywood theatre, but
unfortunately
it icas toslwu'n
same e-i'ening
as Bob's
He
be(/(/ed the theatre
put onon athespecial
performance
for broadcast.
him the next
day. He and llarhara attended, held hainis through the performance,
and admitted that the sevenleen-year-old technique of that screen lover,
I'alentino, 7vas hard to beat.
MOST popular studio in town is Universal, since Edgar Bergen and
Charlie McCarthy moved over there for the picture, Letter of Introduction. There's always a crowd standing around the set when these two
"gallery
times the
extras,
directors,
isperform
from —other
pictures,
and prop
even men,
from stars.
other Many
(Continued
on page
82)
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OTTLE OR TUBE . . . lOe « 2Sc SIZES
Gives a "new shoe" finish because it cleans as it
whitens . . . whitens whiter and will not rub off.
Absolutely neutral . . . safe and easy to apply.
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CAN

1UCKY
can bejobdepended
up^ on to TIGER
do a better
of cleaning
up dandruff and checking excessive
falling hair. If you are troubled with
that miserable scalp itching you will be
delighted with the quick relief. Lucky
Tiger stops scalp irritations, beautifies
the hair and helps you keep it looking
its best. Costs little at druggists or barbers. Sold with money-back guarantee.
HAIR TONIC
MONEY- BACK GUARANTEE
KIDNEYS
MUST
CLEAN OUT ACIDS
Your inbijilv\ourcleansbloodout thru
excess Acids andtinypoisonous
wastes
delicate
Kidnev
tubes or Alters. If9 million
functional disorders
due
to"
germs
in
the
Kidneys
or
Bladder
make
you
suffer
from
Getting
Up
Nights,
Nervousness,
Leg
Pains.
Eyes,orDizziness,
SwollenCircles
Joints,Under
Acidity,
Burning Backache,
Passages,
don't
relv
on
ordinary
medicines.
Fight
such
germs
with the
doctor's
prescription
C.vstex.
Cvste.v
starts
working
hours
and
prove
entirely
satisfactory
ininor 13money
week back
and must
beis guaranexactly
the medicine
you
need
teed. Telephone
druggistprotects
for C.vstex
(Sisstex) todav.
The your
guarantee
vou. Copr.
1937 The "Knn. r--

A1ERC0LIZED2%;CREAM
KEEPS YOp SKIN
Mercoli7ed Wax Cream flakes off the surface skin
in tiny, invisible particles. Reveals the clear, soft,
smooth,
young looking
underskin.beautifying
This simple,creamallin-one
cleansing,
softening
has beenwomen
a favorite
for overover.and
a quarter
centuryhidden
with
lovely
the
world
Bring
beauty of your skin with MercolizedoutWaxthe Cream.
Use Saxolite Astringent Daily
THIS tingling,
antiseptic
astringent Is delightfully refreshing
and helpful.
in one-half
pint witch
hazel andDissolve
apply. Saxolite
Try Phelactine Depilatory
Forqulckly
hair from lace*
Sold at removing
cosmetic superfluous
counters everywhere^
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YOU BARE
( Continued jroiii pa(,

alily realize then how much \ou have
neglected them. They most likely need not
only pedicuring- for "prettiness." but also
special
for all
callouses,
ciirns or attention
crooked toes,
of whichbuiu'ons,
affect
the general health as well as the appearance of the feet. There are certain good
corn cures on the market, you know, that
really zeork. There are bunion pads, archsupporters and all rnanner of appliances
that
troubles.actually relieve and correct foot
Robert believes there are several causes
of misshapen feet. One is the wearing of
improper shoes — shoes that ofifer the foot
no support ; or ones that are too tight ;
shoes with heels so high they force the
foot into an unnatural position and put the
entire spine out of place. If you would
like to be able to exhibit your feet with
pride this
this beautician's
advice
and summer,
start righttake
in today
to beautify
your
beaut\-,
comfortfeet.and Here's
health one
workcasehandwhere
in hand.
Then, stockings that are too short curl
up the toes and cramp the foot just as
surely as a shoe that is too tight. Stockings
that are too long wrinkle at the toe or
heel. Thus they rub the skin, irritating it
and sometimes causing callouses. Stockings play afrombig thepartfactin that
the well-being
feet, aside
they must beof
kept
clean
and
whole
by
washing
after
each wearing.
Here are some exercises to strengthen
the arches and the feet, thereby benefiting
both \-our posture and health as well. One
of the best, but most difficult, of these exercises is done barefooted. Stand with
the feet parallel and curl up the toes
tightly just as though they were grasping
a marble. Then roll the feet over until you
are standing on the outer edges of the
feet. Walk around the rootn this way. At
first you may be able to take only a few
steps, but your feet will strengthen with
practice.
While
shoes inarea off,
exercise :Seatyour\ourself
chairtr\'andthis extend
leg forward. Now point the toes forward in ri line with the leg. Then curl the
lnc■^ under as far as they will go. Xow
turn the toes up and point them toward the
ankle as far as possible.
One more barefooted exercise for >our
routine is performed seated. With the toes
(ileat a tnwcl that you have placed under
yi.urthehareresults
feet. areTh'iswelle.Kcrcise
iiut
worth isthedifficult,
effurt.
There arc sr\eral home treatments fnr
\ <iur leet which will help a lot in inii)niving
their appearance and their feelings — for
the feet, just like the complexion, need and
respond
to special
treatments.is
One of tlu'se,
and it is"pick-up"
often overlooked,
the footbath. S<iak your feet in warm
water which conlains a water-softening
l)ath i)rciiaration or a special foot soap.
Let the feet soak lor about ten or hfteen
minutes
weary hod\'
and
face.while
Then \(iusirubrelaxthe \()ur
feet briskly
with
a good fcjotbrnsh to stir up the sluggish
circulation and s(,lten the skin. .\ pumice
stone may be used at this time to loosen
callouses and smooth rough spots on the
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back of the heel.
Dry the feet thoroughly after the i
bath. Then massage them with a footbalm
or good cream. .Massage firmly and
smoothl}-,
over the feet and under
them andand toworking
giving
arch
the toes.special attention to the
The bath and massage described above
will make your feet feel years younger —
so young,
in fact,fromthattuning
you'll inhavethe toradio
restrain \-ourself
and whirling to Russ Morgan's lilting
"Alusic in the Morgan Manner."
\'\'hen it comes to "prettying" the toes,
you will find the hoine pedicure infinitely
more fascinating and easier than the home
manicui'e,
for youGather
have around
both hands
to work with.
you free
the
necessary requisites of nail nipper, long
flexible file, orange-wood sticks, basin,
cuticle remo\er, pumice powder, nail
brush, nail polish, absorbent cotton, cuticle
oil, talcum powder.
The pedicure routine employed by the
attendants at Robert's Fifth Avenue salon
mayFirst,
be followed
b\- youfeet
at home,
scrub your
with too.
a brush
dipped in sudsy water. Push back the cuticle gentl}- with an orange stick tipped with
cotton and dipped in cuticle remover. If
your nails are long, cut them straight
across, then file and smooth them down
with \our file. Always leave the nail long
enough to protect the end of the toe from
pressure
corners backanddeepirritation.
or make Don't
the nailcutrealthe short
— this practice often is the cause of ingrown nails. When the nails on one foot
have been trimmed, soak that foot in warm
water while you work on the other foot.
Second, dry the feet thoroughly and
push back the cuticle again with the orangewood stick dipped in cuticle remover. At
the same time clean under each nail to remove any discol orations under the tips of
the nails. Try to be as gentle as possible
to pre\ent soreness later.
Third, with a cuticle pusher, remove
scales from the surface and cuticle edges
of the nail, working gently with a rotary
movement. With a towel, wipe and push
back the cuticle as } 0U go along. Do not
cut
Appl\-andoilallow
or cream
basetheof cuticle.
each nail,
that onto thebe
absorbed while you work on the ne.xt one.
Then, scrub the toes with a brush. Brush
from the base to the tip.
Xext. separate the toes with wads of
C'lttnn and aiiply nail polish. And here I
am .filing to digress and tell you about the
granil new wax base that is especially
recommended for the manicure — and it is
so inexpensive that you would not feel extravagant in gixi'ng your toes the same
"treat." This base keeps polish from touching your cnails
(fingerandor makes
toe) andthe sopolish
enourages nail growth
wear longer. It is not a polish itself, but
is a cushion for \otir polish. It is recommended to help create a smoother nail surface and to help prevent the natural oils
in the nails from drying out. A litde of
this wax base ma\ be added to your polish
remoxer at home to soften the action of
the polish remover and increase efficiency.
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After tlie polish is removed, the wax a^^ure personal daintiiK>s. TIkmc is one
cushion is applied, then a fresli poHsh. depilatory that I particularly like i)ecause
Write me for the name of this polish saver of the ease with which it is applied and
so you may have it for your next manicure the efficacy of its action. I'll be glad to
share the name with you if you will write
and pedicure.
When the polish is dry, massage the to me. It is a cream depilatory that comes
feet and legs with a lotion to make thcni all ready for use. It is applied directly
soft and smooth. Knead the back and side> from tlie tube with a spatula, left on for
of the ankle gently, strnking up and down. a few iniinites and then rinsed off. The
Last of all. dust witli talcum powder.
same company has for many years made
Vour toes are completely charming now, a powder depilatory that has long been a
but what about your legs? You certainly favorite with women. The powder is mixed
cannot afford to allow them to show even with water and then applied directly to
a trace of superfluous hair this l)are-legged the legs.
Now. you can truly step with beauty
and
season. The
have sheer-hose
used on occasion
all dcpilat'
winter ir\-is you
put into the summer season and bare your feet
to regular and frequent use this summer to and legs with pride !

witt

EYEBROW CONTROL
RADIO RAMBLINGS
m and beauty, it's most imoortant to
(Continued from page 25)
keep
eyebrows
and shapely.
easy, your
too. Just
'tweeze"trim away
those strayAndhairsit's
and
heavy
outlines
with
'OCigder
—
No one gave a thought to the fact that all career ha-- had ups and downs, but wlienespecially
raisedTweezers
the large Radio City studios were on e\ er it -eeiiied In he >.lii)i)ing Jimmy Valenand
carefullyconstructed
set jaws forwithpositive
g^iP-shoulders
upper floors. They give it thought now.
tine iivualK^ |i.>]iiie<l up in some new form
Don't neglect this essential beauty care! Get
however, with corridors jammed full of
Tweezers todaylOe at any drug orlO-cent
Mu>t reader, have iMrgeitten that O.
, Wigder
store
impatient patrons waiting for elevators.
Henrv .hd n..t even eaU lii^ >t..rv .llias
Thesement. are
typical
of
the
errors
in
judgXo one is blamed, of course. Radii > Jiniwy I'olrrtnu-. [U- title was ./ h\-hi,-:rd
An uniniixntant
simply changes too rapidly. But it's funii\ h'rfornuitio'i.
Paul Arni^tn.ng,
.-eused theplaywright,
dramatic
tobrain
watchtrusts
one involved
of the world's
leadingmistakes
radid values
in these
of the short story, paid O. Henry
$500 for stage riglus and wrote a play
that now seem so easy to avoid.
that rolled up a fortune.
Lytell trouped the play up and down the
NOTES
a jeivs/yeahs
of radio's
strangeall
voices
— Andyon Define
like that
the time. So does the program's valet. Jack ture>. " His w..rk on Juniny finally seei'
have ended, but last winter a sponsor
Benny's Rochester, and he really is colored. towanted
to revive the old character for a (jOUjcLa^ OOIILITY costs NO MORE
Joe
Penner's
funny helaughlaughs
is just
for theas
program.
Offstage,
quietly,
test
on radio. During the test period, the
you or I might.
].rograni
was recorded and broadcast mostly
All the voices OH a Fred Allen program
REMOVE
come
from
sci'cn
people
—
Fred,
Portland.
that
the
pruoraiii
was given a spot
Harry von Zcll and a cast of two men and on an XIH chain (juicklv
and Ilert was launche
tu'o li'omen. llacli of Ihcni i^dll have four
razor,
liquid with
or five parts in the inrinus ncivs reels and on a new career as radio .actor.
out
25c
HAIR
(July thein name
of (>.version.
Henry's Xcw
character
sketches. The exception is Portland, zvho survived
the
radio
ph)ts
the
paste
or
powder
does only her ozim lines zvith Fred. A I had to be added to kop the st(.r\- going
Babyd safely.
Touch legsUsedandRemo
arms,
face —a quickly
Pearce's Ticcie Lish is a man dressed up week after week as a radio serial. Jimmy
like
powder
ft.a Odorless,
painless,
belter
in The
crazyShadow
icomen'szvasclothes.
\\ as transformed into a helpful the sKin mat
anappearance
razor.of Baby
Touch
gives
the voice of Orson I ',tlen>ii:e cleaning
youth
and beauty.
up bad situations where- orSatisfaction
At
drug
and
department
stores
(
.00
for
five
of
the
Baby
Touch
fVelles until his Shakespearean ivork be- crusa<ler.
send
25c
I
ever he found them.
Pads.
Baby
ens
(Two
sides)
3jc
each.
3
came important enough this season to en(Continued on page S4)
for $1.00.BABYWillTOUCH
last HAIR REMOVER CO.
able him to drop his eerie laughter.
KAY KYSER certainly has been zooming into success in story-book fashion these
past six months. From conducting a small
orchestra out in the Middle-West, he suddenly landed a commercial program of
his own on a major network and moved
his band into one of New York's more
important hotel dining-rooms.
The change, of course, is due to the
inspiration that started his question and
answer
and became
Kay Kyser's
Musical contests
Klass. That
was inspiration,
but
a lot of perspiration flowed before the
band started along its present pleasant
pathway.
Along with leading the music, Kyser has
turned himself into a comedian. He dons
dignified scholastic cap and gown and
then cavorts all around the studio, doing
funny dances, eagerly exhorting his contestants and cutting up generally.
O. HEXRY had nothing of the sort in
BlueUUalt^
mind, but he certainly did a great favor
for Bert Lytell wiien Alias Jimmy I'alen- ^ _
line sprang from the O. Henry pen. Bert's , K
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IT'S MY

OVHfi

HUMBLE
( Cniifiiiiu'd from pnar 14)OPINION-

script work with the recent Lucky Strike
Monday night air show.
And ofdon't
forgetcarefully
— after having
point
listening
between made
8 anda
9us,o'clock
on
Thursday
over
U'EAlin your ne.xt issue, liave the benefit— letof
your criticism. Though, in all likelihood,
I will have realized our siiort-comings
long before they find their way into print.
Remember that sometimes it is a matter of
budget, time and other factors that
luakesit. it impossible to do very much
about

///.;/ /,.,-v/v Hollyz.'ood star. Miss
Joan
(/-,;;>;,./■(/,
doesn't
especially
the stupid
kind,need
such publicity,
as thai
-icliich
appeared
-^eifli
her
phaloiiraph
FACIAL CLEANSING PADS connection leilh the Xeiv ]'ork World'sin
hii/h-pressure pnl'licily
Fair oleither
!<>.^<>.In Ioien
A tiny beauty shop right in your purse. "Min' num.
or cminected
-K'/th
(
to
lehoni
she must lurre
ute
facials"
ready
to
cleanse
and
revive
your
face whenever, wherever you want them. (need
the World's
haof iiratitiide)
a
del'l
,
prohal'ly
Compact si;e — easy to use as a powder puff vineed her that this leas an excellent cunleay
— and so very beneficial for your skin. Carry
to return any ia-cors. Otherieise, 1 am
Ginnie-Lou Cleansing Facial Pads always for sure
Miss Crawjord. lelio has alicays been
early
morning
use
—
throughout
the
day
—
at
night today.
before lOcf
retiring.
Ginnic'Lou
Facial so inteUiaent and duinified in her pnbPads
to $1 Get
at cosmetic
counters.
licily, ■leould nei'cr hare done this.
if Ciro'cer
ll'halentherehas isaccomplished
Other Products by /
niicicles
as this,
no (luestiou such
but
lehal
the
World's
fair
will
he ofanus e-een
more
iilonous
success
than
most
exNail
RemoverRouge
Pads
I'C.
Bob Polish
Pins. ..Creme
Thepect it topuhlintv:
"In order to be a successful hostess,"
STA RITE CO., SHELBYVILLE.IU.
"one should alzeays
.s-aid
( /■,/:.■/',./■,/,
strii'c to present
as Jttractire a talkie as
NNOW!
possil'le. .Spoons arc most important, and
I'm c<aistantly on the lo,d:out for the most
eye-arrestiiii/
sili'crzea re. When I first .mie
NAILS this J'>3'^ World's
Fair souc'cnir spoon,"
continued.
couldbeautiful.
hardly 1belleve
AT A MOMENT'S NOTICE she
tableware
could '7be so
think
they're
Sit
charmino
th.at.
in
the future,in mvzee
everyone!
Cover
broken,
will
use
nothini/
l>ut
these
souz'oiirs
short,
thin Canbeworn
nails with
Nu-Nails.
any
length and jiolislied
anydesiredshade.
Defies WHY
detection. Waterproof.
home."
Why must stage people, trained in the
,ililied;reniainsfirni.
NoclTecton
nail ofgrowth
will . theatre,
say "fi-gah" for "figure?"
^ Set
Ten. or20c.cuticle.All 5cRemoved
and 10 atstores
NU'NAIL CO., NU-NAILS
4042 W. LAKE 6T., FINGERNAILS MIXIn UP
Chicago, large red signs plastered
all over town told a recession-wearied
Good For Kidney world that it was National Car Week.
Yet, ill other cities along the same route
and Bladder
the same week, we were informed that it
was National Egg Week, thereby leaving
Weakness
a perplexed world in a state of confusion
as
to just what to have, a half-dozen
LOOK AND FEEL YOUNGER scrambled
fenders or a dozen soft-boiled
All
over
America
men
and
Fords.
We cleaned up our personal
women
who
want matter
to cleanse
problem
by
kidneys
of
waste
and
irritating
andhealthier,
poisons chassis ! putting all our eggs in one
and
lead life
aacids
longer,
happier
are
turning
GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oilto LIGHTS OUT
Capsules.
So now youaboutknowmorethe healthy
way to
/ have, for a long time, pondered a poshelp
kidneybring
activity
andnight.stopOther
get- sible explaualiou that zeoiild .wtisfactorily
t
i
n
g
u
p
often
at
explain
hozo the ullra-eouserz'atiz'C,
eymptoms
arepassage
backache,
irritated
difficult staid andjnsl
iln/uified .\'utioual Ihoadcasling
or smarting
— puffiness
underbladder—
eyes — nervousness and shifting
pains.
Company
could
brought itself to
This harmless yet effective medicine brings results sponsor a programhaveof the
macabre
— you'll
betterMEDAL
in a fewHaarlem
days. SoOilwhyCapsules
not getto-a (juality zehich is the essence ofeerie,
35*
box offeelGOLD
the Wednesday—the
original
and
genuine
—
right
from
Haarlem
day night.
in Holland—
Don't accept a counterfeit— Ask for and broadcast
Bet
GOLD MEDAL.
calledI.!:.^ii.
Lights\\',C-h'ed
Out. // is Xetzvork
so eoni78

plelely opposed to the policy of the National Broadcasting Company that it is ineoneerzvble that this organization, which
has always been so extremely delittcrate
and cioiserzvti'ce in its attitude toward its
sustaining programs, could offer such an
unearthly,
and
Diamondblood-curdling,
Dick type ofdetective
broadcaststoryas
tliis one. zehich has emanated from Chicago
for nuiny years.
I think I am a good common denominator and. therefore, justified in believing
that there are thousands of people who,
like myself, haz'c made it a point to be
near their radio loud-speakers at 12:30 of
a Wednesday evening, to listen to this
zecird concoction of fantasy zvhich knoics
no liiniliUions or boundaries in its treatniciit of the diabolical, the horrible and
the supernatural. Among my friends are
those lelio listen to it and who then find
thcmscl'Z'cs unable to sleep the rest of the
night. Theu there are those I knozc who
are afraid to listen to it alone, and yet
there are nuiny zeho, like myself, thrill to
cz'cry minute of this program even while
our
nerz'ous
systems arc undergoing spinetickling
sensations.
Arch Oboler, xeho has contributed several sketches for our Thursday night show,
has zentten the Iw^t of this Wednesday
night scries. XI3C recently engaged Boris
Karl oft to play the leading role in five of
Oluilcr's
I'cst seem
LightsthatOutthisefforts.
fore, itzeould
unusual ThereNBC
program must ha'ce then attracted even
nu>rc listeners. // is amazing to me that
to date no sponsor has yet come to the
front to eiidoze this shozc.
True, it is a dangerous and controversial type of program. There are those u'ho
zeould
perhaps and
qualify
it as influence
"diabolical,"on
" uuiiccessary"
a "bad
people,
especially
children."
]'et,
■|"he .'shadow, zehen it first appeared soon i\.as
the
air-zeaz'cs. and noze it has become one of
the most successful of broadcasts. As regards the children, 1 think zee can safely
assume that they are in bed at this hour
— and as for the grozcn-ups, there is no
ijuestion tint that zee human beings like
sohaz'iug
often"thezehenhellzeescared
knoze outzee ofareus"safeeveryor
zehen zee kncne that no harm can conic to
us. Witness the zvst popularity of the
7'arious Crime Clubs, crime books and
broadcasts and pictures of the Van Dine
the hour of 12:30 is usually
type.liven though
assumed
to I'c an hour at zi'hich most
soisil'le people have retired, it is my honest conz'iction that this air shotv zvould
prove a tremendous success for a sponsor
zeho dared utilize its peculiar qualities.
my clippings
from theasinine
Coast
is AMONG
one that strikes
me as extremely
and worthy of the title, "Bug-House Fable
In the corner of the program given the
spectators
at the American Legion TuesNo. day42."and Friday
held
in a hall where Night
all the prize
stars fights
and —extras,
who can afford to, make it a ritual to see
these extremely interesting, and honcst-to-

RADIO STARS

Bea Wain,
became
Mrs. Larry
Andre Clinton's
Baruch on vocalist,
May I.
God,
exhibitions
of
the
art
of
boxing
— is
this sad and archaic injunction:
POSITIVELY NO BETTING. NO
ABUSIVE LANGUAGE OR UNGENTLEMANLY CONDUCT WILL BE
TOLERATED. BY ORDER OF THE
STATE ATHLETIC COMMISSION OF
CALIFORNIA.
Trulywas a one!
Golden State blue-law if ever
there
ODDITY
At one of tlie swank clubs in Miami
Beach are tliree little statuettes made of
cast iron standing two feet high in the
sand. The bathers use them as posts in
throwing rubber quoits — the game being
to ring the statuettes. Intrigued by the
appearance
close Mussolini,
inspectinn
revealed themof tothebefigures,
the Messrs.
Hitler and Stalin.
lun c and
Ih\-oiiu'
acciistoiin-ti
to .1/}'
all office
sorts andof Iruses
hoaxes
/'crf^ctratcd in attempts to obtain phofoi/raplis.
tickets for the broadcast, aitilitions and interi'iezcs. But perhaps the most unique zeas
a letter zehich leas. obviously, an attempt
by an extremely clever person to secure
tickets for our broadcast. Believing that
ei eii a nefarious bit of chicanery should be
re:eai-(led n'hen leell done, the young lady
iciis sent a pair of tickets, lloieever. I as^■■■rc^ you
your letter tozcillaccomplish
have to surhers thatin ingenuity
the
'c results!
J he letter:
■■Dear Mr. rallcc:
"Last leeck I exaggerated by telling
: c- of my friends that I kncz^' you. What
made tome figure
say that,
something
I'm
trying
out. isI must
hai'C said
!iiiisc
littlethem
convincingly,
'cause
they
had
me
that 1 i. ■--(//</ get tz^'o tickets
sec your radio broadcast.
''If you would he kind enough to get me
out ofciate if.this vtess, I -icould greatly apprewill also like
I didI
not"I embarrass
you toin include,
any zeay.thatwhen
said that you and I zeere friends.
you grant
me this! favor,
the"Ittickets
up myself.
Ziwild IlikeZk'HIto pick
see
"' and thank you persimalty. I am not
your 'was
fans,zvritten
so pleasefordon't
think that
V ofletter
an excuse.
"
I
hank
you,
and
please
forgizT
being so impertinent. Beg to remain,me for
"Respectfully yours.

WHAT is wrong with audiences today?
Whether they be audiences who go to
see a picture, stage show or athletic event,
they have changed. Time was when people
went to enjoy themselves, to be entertained.
Nowadays, from the remarks I've heard
and
those that
appearing
in print,
I've
come from
to believe
most people
go with
the attitude that a show is bad until proven
This I say in all seriousness. Our Amergood.
ican public is rapidly becoming overcritical and much too demanding in its
expectations.
Performers and producers say that the
public has become educated, or, as they
put it, ma"wised
But it is managers
the public andrerks of smart up."
entertainers,
producers which have made audiences think
it is smart to tear a radio program, a show
or a picture, literally, to pieces. It gets so
that they go to the theatre simply to look
for boners and imperfections. There will
always be plenty of these in any show.
But for the American audience to judge
a show by the two percent total of imperfections is sheer stupidity and can only
result in eventual dissatisfaction with all
forms of entertainment.
The phrase, "What is wrong with motion pictures?" and so on, ad nauseam,
can only serve
as aforbug-bear
mountable obstacle
those ofandusinsurwho
are doing our level best to find the utmost
in talent and material to suit our abilities
and to make our product as perfect as
possible. Perhaps all of this is an off-shoot
of the depression and recession. When
people are morose and troubled in mind,
they fail to understand that the theatre is
a panacea for this unhappiness, but it can
be a panacea only if they approach it in
the right frame of mind.
Why not allow that our radio shows,
pictures and legitimate productions are
excellent until proven otherwise?

DON'T

BE A

DISFIGURING BLEMISHES
NOW SO EASILY
CONCEALED I > ,^
Ckin ble-MIshk.s need no
^Untold
longernumbers
be cinbarra.s.sin(;.
of smart
girls
havelearnedthi.s.simpieseerptof alwayshaving
clear-looking,
skin HIDE-IT
dcsiiiic une.xpcctcil
or permanent lovely
blemishes.
conceals
pimples, birthmarks, freckles, scars and all discolorations.
Waterproof
—
won't
easily
rub off
—Cream
lasts orall Stick
day until
Four flesh Leading
shades.
atremoved.
Department
Drug Stores.
lOe.?1.size
at Ten Cent andStores.
MAKE THIS SIMPLE TEST
.\pply
UwithIDE-IT
on apply
the bIcmLsh.
Let dry.
Uust Now!
usual make-up.
Seepowder,
how completely
blemish
has
been
concoaled.
See how
ously clear
and flawles.s

Clark-Millner Co., Depl. 15-G, 666 St. Clair St., Chicago
Please
send melac)free forstorysample
Booklet■■Hlde-if
" M arjt ed□ Cream
<;lri." IQenclose
10c (Canada
.Stick.
Checkshade:
□ Light □ Medium
□ Brunette □ SunTan.
Xame
Town
Addrex.
_
BECOME AN EXPERT

Accountant
Executive
C.thoroly
P.OnlyA. 'aat16 e&rn
S2.000
loPublic
m year.A.
Thousands
of firmsWe need
000 Certified
ants in the AccoontAnta
U.S.
trainandthem.
youaccountinjr
home
in epare
time$16,000forAccountCP.
examinations
or executive
positions.
Previous
unnecessary.
Personal
training
under Institute
supervision
of staff ofexperience
CP. Writ*
A. 's,
includmff
members
of
the
American
of
Accountanta.
for froe book, "Accountancy, the Profeeeioo that Fays."
OUT in Liis .Vnyi-k'v, the theatres pre- LASALLE
EXTENSION,
Dept
7311-H
Chicago
senting nui>ical cuincdic^ and legitimate
Th« School That Has In Its Alumni Ovof 1,4S0 C.P.A.-s
shows raise the curtain at 8 :13.
Incpiiry into this, on niy part, evoked
the information that this deviation of twenHereS proof Blue Joy
ty to forty minutes permits the idm stars
to retire mis just
that (i\cr
muchtheearlier.
ions are never
spccilied intertime, removes corns Roof ond All
and generally a little under. It is not a
bad idea at all becaiisc. personalis-, the
late finish, the too-lon...; inti rniisMons,
coupled with the bad air in the iisual small
theatre has resulted in m\- appruachiii^ an
evening in the legitimate tlnalie with a
feeling tiiat can only be described as completely opposed to what lies before ine.
/ n.ll'Eof the
previously
on theto
inalulity
avcratfe commented
feminine mind
retain the simple knoii-ledge of the musical
l:ev in zeliich a composition is tnosi adaptol'le to her voice. It often results in the
endiarrassment of semi-professional and
professional singers zvhcn called upon to
perform in puldic places. Usually the
songstress
responsible
for a stage-ivait
zvhilc much ishectic
experimentation
at the
piano ensues in an effort to discover the
preferred key. So it happens that, after
failing to find exactly the correct signature,
she finds herself groping for high or loiv
notes much beyond her range.
After having
conducted
several
(Continued
on page
84) auditions

Famous model removes
Ipainful corns this easy way
read what Miss Jerry Harding says:
"For They
the past
3 years
Ibackhavebifiger,
been
paring
mymorecorns.
always
came
harder,
painful
than
ever.
I
decided
to
try a
Bauer
(he pain& Black
stoppedBlue-Jay.
instantlyBlue-Jay
and thenwas inmarvelous—
just 3 days
thecorn
All." Blue-Jay
isscicntific, easylifted
to use.out 25tRootforand6. Same
price in Canada.
BAUER &
CORN
PLASTERS
BLACK
REMOVE CORNS ROOT AND ALL

RADIO STARS
IkjL mx^

EXPENSIVE

X-Ray of pensbaby's
foot mother
in exive shoe which
wouldn't throw away.
The
worst
of baby's
outgrown
shoe.
Babiesenemy
outgrow
shoesfootlongisbuyanbefore
they
wear and
them
expensive
shoes
thenout.makeWhenbabymothers
wear them long
after
they are too short, baby's precious feet are
RUINED.
Bu\- ine.xpensive
Walkers
and change
new
ones
They Wee
have
everyFull-sized,
practical
featureto coryou
find often.
in rectly
expensive
shoes.Live-model
roomy,
proportioned.
lasts
give
real
barefoot
freedom.
Soft,
pliable
leathers—
goodlooking
styles. Distributed
at alowsmallcost through
nation-wide
maintaining
profit
policy.getstores
Thethestores
listedstyle
have you
or jSeamD*
»• x
will gladly
size and
uant
See them
— compare
them —Forin %nStme
the
Infant's
Wear
Department.
baby's sake accept no substitutes. "^'Ame"^
Inc., Sears. Metropolitan
Roebuck & Co.,
Charles Sti
&Co.,Grand
Bros.
Stores Stores
LincolnChainStores,Stores.Inc. I
Schulte-United

1939 Queen
Quality
Watch.
Dial
small
as a
Dime.
Jeweled.
Rich 1/30, 14k Gold.
Accuracy
Gurantecd.
Watch
included
FREEwithevery
ring forordered
and
on ourplanduring
easy(totaltwoSALE
monthly
$2paid
only
$4).
NoWearpayment
extra10 days
chargeONfor
the
watch.
APPROVAL!
Send
NO
Money.
M;ul
postcard
now.
We pay
postage. We at trust
you.RETURN
Your
package
once
MAIL.comes
'i byGOLD
WATCHMass.CO.
Dept. STANDARD
C-327. Newton,

BACKACHELeg Pains May
Be Danger Sign
Of Tired Kidneys— How To Get
Happy Relief
If 'backaclie
and complain
Icj; pains andare domakine
you miserable, don't just
them.
Nature
may be warning
younothinK
that about
your
kidneys need attention.
The acids
kidneysand arepoisonous
Nature'swaste
chiefoutwayof theof takinK
excess
blood.
people pass about 3 pints a day or about
3Mostpounds
If the of1.5 waste.
miles of kidney tubes and filters
don't
well,
waste start
matternagginK
stays
inbackaches,
the work
blood.rheumatic
Thesepoisonous
poisons
pains,
legmayswelling,
pains, losspuflRness
of pep
and
energy,
getting
up
nights,
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness.
Don'tsuccessfully
wait. Ask byyourmillions
druggistforforoverDoan's
Pills,
used
40\n years.
They
give happy
relief outand poisonous
will help thewaste
miles
of kidney
tubes flush
from
the blood. Get Doan's Pills.
80

PLATTER PATTER
By JERRY MASON
jUXIi
including
moon, Mignon (Victor). Bea Wain docs the
that and
rhymeall the
withthings,
it have
a powerful
gaz'otting . . . Cab Calloivay lets his titles
effect on us susceptible mortals. Which is speak for him: I Like My Music Hot
a roundabout way of saying that even the and Three Swings And Out (Vocalion)
hottest of the platter artists have slowed . . Sazv(/cly good szving are Count Basic's
Tub, Now Will You Be Good,
down a bit in order to give heed to the .Every
savory smell of orange blossoms. Romance Georgianna and Blues In The Dark
— and the necessary accompanying music — (Decca) . . . Toots Mondello again proves
is back in style. For that moonlit feeling to be one of the best recording bands in
In My .Dreams
and IV.\tebbSun-is
try
. . Chick
waltzstarting
offeringoffof with
DoivnLombardo's
By The Olddreamy
Mill I'll SeedownYou(Brunszcick)
Stream (Victor) . . . Follow it with Jimmy right there, too, zvith Squeeze Me aided lyy
Dreams Coine True (Decca). Ella
lovelyCounter
Love (Decca)
JValked . .In. Then
and If
Pitzgerald combines zvith Chick on I Gut
AtDorsey's
A Perjuinc
.■\
Guy.
Lie solos on Harlem Congo . . .
Ruby Newman's soft and i)ersuasive, but
Bunny inBerigan's
trumpet
potent
not
distinguished,
You At
Couldn't
Be particularly
Cuter and Just
Let Me Look
Von. zceapon
Downstream
added isto aSophisticateddicSwing
. . . Amaterial,
bit contraLarrymance IClinton's
Rotory, but (I'ictor)
mighty sicell
are
n The Darkhiiihly
paired rliylliniieal
-t^'ith A Gypsy
Hndson-Delange's
I Never
Knew and
Told
Me
iJ'ietor)
should
help
.
.
.
ParKnow
That
You
Know
(BrunszoicI:
}
.
. I.
tieularly if you follozc up -a'itli that szcelt
pieee
of
ivork
performed
by
Jaek
Jenny
you're curious, try Reefer-Man's Dream,
on Fve Gone Romantic On You and In Ifnightmared
( / 'ocalion).
by Sammy Butler's Night Ozels
The Shade Of The New Apple Tree
(I'oealion) — and, ineidentally, it is Gene ODDITIES
I\rup<i'shtielci/round
drum you . hear
the
Jenny
. . By poundinij
this time inRudy
In the midst of this bountiful sacrilege,
you might try a dash of lavender and old
Callee's
crooniiKj
of
Love
Is
The
Sweetest
Thing {Bluebird) should eome in handy lace as the Old Timer's Orchestra tenders
two favorite waltzes : The Curse Of
. . . .hid
Ted lendim/
U'eenis hismay-<eliistle,
propose.A itAn in Aching
2^'ith
F.lmo then
Tanner
Heart and Take Me Out To
Shack In The Back Of The Hills (/),vca) The Ball Game (Bluebird) ... As an antidote there's Bob Crosby making his Bob
. . . )'ou needn't pay mueh attention lo the
other side, loliieh is Swingin' In The Corn Cats yowl with )'ou're Drivin,/ Mc Crazy
. . . If Hhirtha Tilton's plea of Please Be and Can't U'c Be Pnends (Decca) . . .
Dick Stabile's
John PeelareandveryYou pleasant.
Call It
Kind, paired Zi'ith B. Gomlnuin's stirrimj Madness
(Bluebird)
Ti-l'i-Tin
doesn't
dorendition
the triekof there
is one il'ietor).
current reeordin<i
... Solike Crazy
is Ray
Noble's(Brunswick)
I'ilia with a. .swingRhythm
. and
that will . . . Tounny Porsey's 'Deed I Do
(/■(.■/,-;■). J he other side is the clincher, for the kids you should get Decca's Album
of
l-rcncli
Polk
Songs.
Baritone
Louis
llioiii/h.
It
is
llie
old-timer,
^'farninjj,
done
inWho.the platter-choral slvle of Alarie and Chartier sings them.
VOCALS
SWINGING YOUR LADY
Ma.vine Snlliz'an zoas creating so much
There's I'ats Waller's great work on fuss zcith that unusual z'oice of hers that
I'ictor gobbled her up. Her first effort for
Ihni'tSoinethint/
Try To CryTellsYourMe Way
Back for
To Me
and
(Victor),
ex- them. Please Be Kind a)id Moments Like
ample . . . .^ndy Kirk really proves to be This, is a dud. But her second one isn't.
a little cloud of joy in Little Joe Prom It consists of Dark Eyes and a zrry odd
Chicano and The Key To My Heart intcrprclati.oi of It Was A Lover And His
(Decca) . . . Somr of the lirsl swing in Lass, (/ Shnl'cspcarcan sotui. Line. loo. are
months is reveakd Red Xorvo on Lea her
and You Went To My
l ime and Jcaiiniiic ( liriiiisu ick ) . . . For HeadIt's(l'Wonderful
ocalion
) . .i/ood
. Red Ezvns Prove
is back
zoith
us
in
Izi'o
Z'crv
that
than and A Shack In The Backzvorks:
Of The HillsIt
P,(il) tired
Groshyfeelin.u
as hethne's
and unhissm-er
hoyscurecommit
swing Peel,
on theandEnglish
classic,
l>o ]'e
Ken {Victor) . . . Another "must" is Connie
John
perform
Crand
Terrace
Bosivcll's
Gypsy Mystery
Love Song,
by .\h ! Sweet
of Lifeaccompanied
(Decca).
Khythni i Decca).
The
Crosby
Bob
Cats
assist
her.
The I hike's work is still astounding.
One of the best of all current vocal
Don't miss the I'Jlington Scrounch, Kidimi
is Mildred Bailey's Week End Of
A Blue Xolc an<l Bram/in' In Brass effort^
She
( Hrunsw iek ) . , , X'lil t(i lie missed, either, .1 J'niolca Secretary
crown for (Brunswick).
her Lover Come
is T. Dins v's t oniln' Thro' The Rye and deserves
Back
To
Mc
and
1
com
The
Land
Of
The
/ Xcvcr Kne;e (X'ietor). I'ar below Sky Blue Water (\dralion) . . . Still not
Tommy's
his Moonlii/lil
On 7 standard,
he Purple though,
Sai/e andis Good-Xiijht
to theSisters,
I'.oswells,
but good,
the
-Andrews
especially
on are
Joseph!
Sjoeel Dreinns . . . Teddy Wilson, of the up
(ioodnian (Juartet, dishes up a sugar-coated Joseph', and Ti-Pi-Tin (Decca) . . . One
piano lesson in Miss fhunen To Yon and of the best colored quartets I've ever enS'coeel l.iirraine ( F.nins wick ).
countered—the Golden Gate Quartet — sings
Larry C linton i/cls this business of Travelin' Shoes and Motherless Child
sieiniiini/ the classics doion lo bare essen- (Bluebird) ... If you Like Gus Van you'll
tials xeith a .sicellcriiifj arianoenient of like his Shake Hands With A Millionaire
Dance Of The Hours and Ga\otte from and Oh! Ya! Ya! (Bluebird).

RADIO STARS
SMOOTH DRY SKIN
NEW HOLLYWOOD WAY
With Same Cream
the Stars Use . . .
CIRCUS SONG TITLE CONTEST
TAYTONS
3RD PRIZE
YouYou don't
need
a abottle-top
! facsimile
CREAM
don't
need
reasonable
thereof !
A complete
I'ictor
releases!set of Larry Clinton's latest
All you have to do is i)ick a title for
The judges will be Larry Clinton, Lester A$ You Away
the song about the circus wliicli Larry Grady,
It
—Cleanse.
ShineSkin Dry,
Clinton is writing.
Mason. Editor of Radio Stars, and Jerry Melts
Worn Cause
Out
Cells
That
Roughness
Nothing else to do — just i)ick a title.
soon as the title is selected, Larry's
Larry went to the circus, watciied and lis- songAs and
CYNTHIA .
the titK- will be published. It will
tened to what went on. and is writing a
be
iil.iyol
for the llrst
time byof The WESTLAKE
swing tune about it. Now all you have I.arr\ aihl .inlietin*
playing
will ainiMiiiicc
the name
with lovely
Barbarastar Starmvrk
to do is think of a title which you think
tlic
winner
,,\c\a
nati.mal
nctunrk.
After
In
"A
Love
Like
Th,it."
says
—
"Ifs
Tayton-,s
will best
describe
song. title\\'rite
So wontwo.
or even
more, theof your
ideasone.on that, liis song and your title will be re- Cream dforerful for me.
keeping (heclcan.5inB
skin smooiiian:l
corded on a N'ictor record.
paper or a postal card and mail it to:
THE BANDWAGON
Test
Thrilling Beauty Cream
RADIO STARS
and UNDER
soft." ThisMONEY
RULES
BACK GUARANTEE
149 Madison Avenue
Make
your
skin
more those
youthful
New York City
IK
beennie
the
looking
like
the
starssmoother—
do. Dissolve
dry.
All r iti irv .anti inialii-; Ks Ma,, A/INK,
1ST PRIZE
rough, cleansing.
powder-catching,
scaly skin newcells TAYwith
each
This
wonderful
aei Mni|),niinl 1
A ineiiibcrsliip in Ihc RCA-l'ictor RecTON'S
CREAM releases
precious
triplewhipped
that not
only smooths
cleanse
return
ord Society!
mily yetyouancanRCA-aty a envelope.
self-addeeper,
butemollients
also lubricate
dryness,
lrr,.,-,| as^tani|it(l.
Victor
record You'll
player not
— ii'/z/cA
many titles cir entries as and
softens.
Beauty
editors
are
writing
about
tach to your radio and liai'c a complete
1. Hear in ninid the title is for
riu- eontest is store
phonograph-radio set — />;(/ six dollars
J^;-sJ.tl°'i?^"'^s
praise
it.
Get
a
.iar
of
TAYTON'S
CREAM
at
your
10c
store
or
drug
andwithmake
youruse own
skin cream
test.
zvorth of any Victor records you xcant!
closed t<i all members ' .1 1 arr\ ClinCleanse
it. also
it as Ifdrv
a your
night
for
dryness
and
roughness.
skin
is
as eniiil(jyees
cliestra. as well 'iiinpany.
ton's
oi
What's
more,
your
>}ienil>ersliip
entitles
The
not
smoother,
softer,
fresher,
younger
lookMl
the
1
you to a discount of 1(1% on ez'cry S15
ing after first Tryapplication,
)ell I'ul.lishin^■.lntL■^t cii(l>
be refunded.
it todav. voiir money will
li'ortli of records voit huv.
l'',iS,
at
midlime
Mhh.
2Nb PRIZE
iiiuht.
An RCA-Victor record fUiyer!
FREE
LARRY

CLINTON

THE

RADIO HOSTESS
(Continued from page 57)
has .a dash o whipped
go with that street. Radio, which has lut
brought me some measure of success, has (1 set it off in
taught me contentment, has given me a iant to have this
solid satisfaction. So I've stopped trying
,0 be 'important'
to myself
to 'impress'
)eople
I meet. They
must oraccept
or re- \er\- s;inir sol t oi dessert ii|i at tile l)roa<lcasting stmlio where Miss McBride, during
ect me as is."
muchair "aswaves,
is" that
comes her 111 o.nleasts. .actually e.its the foods she
0 It's
you pretty
over the
too, she
I realized,
IS I watched her that ila.\- in her home.
there is a Minute ("ream recipe
H[er voice, unlike >o Hi.an\ , is not changed I'm"Then
p.artial
to. especially
as an .accompani)y radio, nor is her i)ersonalily. Only a
ment for peaches,
blackberries
and rasjimall town could produce a Mary Margaret beriies," she went on. "I often fold some
\IcBride with her fresh viewpoint and of the whipped cream into the iiudding.
omely philosophy : only a big city coukl
whipped
creamyellow
remindscreamme
urnish the wide scope necessary for such of "Speakin.g
the bowls offull
of thick,
inbounded energy ,as hers.
we used to have on tlu' f.mn. I often think
lavish display. W e ale well at home.
"Now how about some recii)es?" I asked, ol thatmother
lieing a mar\eloiis cook. Her
'hen we had Iniislieil with the personality m\'
Fresh
Peach i ohMer. served h..l and
t of our interview. ".Some summer des- simi>l\ smothered
under a whipped cream
ert suggestions would lie especially welis something to rave about. Come
ome,a right
now," I went would
on, feeling
sure toblankit.
think of it, I can give you directions
nat
Middle-Westerner
have
many
worthwhile ideas on sweets.
duplicating
another it."fruity ending for a sum''Summer desserts mean fruit desserts, I forStill
as suggested by Miss McBride,
Iways think,"
friendly
Mis- startsmeroffmeal,our
Durian,
w ho thenreplied
went onthisto show
me what
recipe collection on page 56.
'iteresting things she h.ad to suggest.
"Festivity
Fluff"
aptly
describes
this
delicate,
pineapple
flavored
"Naturally, as ,alwa\ s, I have been trying feather-light,
'HTerent versiun> of niy sponsor's prod- treat which (leser\t's to be classed as a
"companx
.\nd just
wait until
you
I never 't.ake on' a new one, you taste
that dessert."
marshmallow
meringue
topping,
\'>\\-. until
thoroughlyas familiarized
syself
with 1itshave
iierformance
well as its put on in swirls as directed and tinged to
the oven.and the
-onuses. And right now, for that very a golden
So be brown
sure tobytrya visit
this topudding
;ason — as w^ell as heeanst> I'm so fond of
aer i eei|» s ,as well, say I, before echoing
— you will find a fruit ta|iioca dessert on
y luncheon tray. This |iarticular one is .\:;s. .Mel'ride's familiar closing salutaade with strawberries and without milk.
tion :•■Goo(l-bve, you all !"

SEND COUPON /
FOR <UPSTICKS A \
AND 2 FLAME-GLOVl
ROUGE COMPACTS
It's our treat! Let us send
you
3 fullFLAME
trial -GLO
sizes Triple!
of the i
famous
Indelible
^..^shade, so
. . . each inLipsticks
a differentFREE
fascmating
you
can
discover
the
color
most
becoming to
you.willTo also
introduce
we
send our
you newest
two newachievement,
shades of
Flame-Glo Dry Rouge Compacts, each comwith its ownthatpuff.givesYou'lla natural,
like theyouthful
creamy
smoothplete texture
glow to Just
yoursendcheeks10- .in. .stamps
that stayslocover
on because
clings!
mailingit
costs. For beauty's sake, send Coupon TODAY'

RADIO STARS
LESS WORK
ON WASHDAY
with Staley's
STARCH CUBES
Fine laundry starch in exactmeasure CUBES. No guess.
No stiff,
chancetoo ot"flimsy.
clothes
too
No being
sticking iron. No spots or scorched
streaks. Saves ' 3 ironing time.
Next
Starch washday,
CUBES — useavoidStaley's
needless fatigue and vexation.

WEST

COAST CHATTER
iCoiitiinicd from fogc 74)

studios.
script called
him theto
slide downCharlie's
the bannisters
for aforscene
other day. He took the slide okay, then
turned to Bergen. "Don't look now," he
whispered hoarsely, "but I think I've
picked up a splinter."
If Bergen blows up in his lines, Charlie's
sure to turn on hini with a, "Why don't you
study your script, Bergen ?" or "Tsk, tsk,
can't you prcjnounce those big words.

ACTUAL

77/./ 7' (;,■.'/■<//,;;; luntsc of the Jlu I:
Bc-iiiivs
,s aliiinsi was
rrudvJuciys
for ocni/^aiicv
The archilcchirr
idea, whilenow.the
inter, or uleas are all Mary's. H.veepi for
^^^H SIZE
the projeefioii rooiii-^tliat leas .lark's ijift
AT YOUR
to his ii'i/r. "Sure, it was e.vl^eiisiz e." says
Jaeh\ "hut worth it at twiee the /rk-c.
Mary's
it's the
GROCER'S
oitly -wayso Iera.^y
eoiihlabout
jiyurcmovies
out tothatsf'eiid
my
ci'euiiii/s at home."
"Why, that girl's so crazy about pictures," Jack said the other day, "that she'll
see a B picture twice." Mary wandered in
at this point. "I'm even crazier than
that," she put in. "I saw Jack's last picture through to the end."
YOU can't get a word in edgewise with
Bob Burns
thesethedays.
And anyyoumoredon't—
even
hear about
bazooka
just about Babs. Plans for the new daughter are filling every waking moment of
AT LAST! k
Bob'sphy oflife.
He's life,
already
startedalla pictures
biograher short
including
NEW5HAMP00
that have been snapped to date. His first
to photographers who want the
FOR
BLONDES
! ciuestion
ALoveliness
New EasyofALL
Way
to Hair
Bring .Out. the
Full ItRadiant
youngster to pose is : "Do I get a copy —
Blonde
.
Keep
Soft,
and how soon?" However, he says he's not
Lustrous.
Here
atoutlasttheis lustious
a Fluffy,
shampoobeauty,
and a thespecial
rinsesheen
that going to let Barbara Ann find out who he
bringshighlights
alluring
is until she's a little stronger.
and
that
can
make
blonde
hair
so
atare light
blonde,
ash
blonde, Hair
sandytractive.Shampoo
orWhetherbrownyouandblonde,
try Rinse.
this
amazing
JOLSON is through with pictures,
Blonde
Special
Costs
but
few penniesit tokeeps
use and
is lighter,
absolutelylovelier,
safe. andALdefinitely.
Useda regularly,
hairlustre.
But there's one little entergleaming
with
fascinating
Get
New
nt item he'd
BlondcN
sham- he retires.tainmeAl
wouldlikeliketo toclearmakeup before
a bow
pcio . ithloday.
s( |j;irateNewrinsecombination
— for salepackage,
at all stores.
before the operatic footlights! Not that
after every bath Al believes he's opry material, exactly, but
that picture he did some years ago — a little
number called The Jatz Singer — Al says,
would
American
like to make
play ahisfineoriginal
movieopera.
part, He'd
with
an
opera
score
written
in
for
all other
roles.

25c 50c— 10c size at 10c counters
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"COR.\," that grand gal who's the
mother of the Lane sisters, was in her element recently. She had her five daughters
under her wing for the first time in ten
years. Leota is here at present to go into
a picture at Warners with Rosemary, Lola
and
Priscilla.
And Martha,
the isoneherewho'son
luarried
to an Illinois
U. prof.,
a trip with her small daughter, Millicent.
AccMrding to Mrs. Lane, all she needs to
he (Iclii iijusly happy is to have husbands
i'r,r till- rol (il her daugliters and lots more
graiidchildreii for herself.
AIJ. the radio stars have been hanging

out at the Beverly IVilshire lately to listen
to the strains
of Harry inOzvens'
Hawaiian
the Islands
— anda
itband.
leas He
whileusedthereto play
that Harry
composed
song i)i honor of his neiv daughter, Leilani.
1 neidentally . all the royalties for the song
go to Sweet Leilani Ozvens herself.
YOU can find them doing the following
things immediately before their broadcasts:
Jack Benny — worrying about the sound effects; Rush Hughes — hurriedly reading
last-minute private news flashes to make
sure he hasn't missed a tremendous story;
Fred Allen — sipping a cup of scalding
coffee; Bing Crosby — talking about Fred
Allen's broadcast the night before; Burns
& Allen — worrying over the script and
worrying over the new hat, respectively^
Phil Baker — checking to see that his accordion hasn't been left at home, as it
once was; Tony Martin — scanning the
audience to spot Mrs. T. Martin; Amos '«'
Andy
— swapping
wandering
into thestories;
studio.Lum 'n' Abner —
may afoot
be pure
a ITrumor
thatpropaganda,
Jack Bennybuthasthere's
had
his new spring suits made with zippers on
all the pockets. The reason, also rumor,
so's hechecks.
can outfumble Phil Harris for
dinner
CHET
LAUCK'S
race for
horsemany
stablesof
hai'e
I'eeiime
headquarters
Hollywood's
radio
stars
since
the
arrival
of his three iieze colts. On an average eveing diet, -who's
Lum of Lum
'n' Abner,
you
friendskno-w.
while-willhe entertain
teaches thea doaen
colts toor begso
for sugar lumps. Mrs. Lanck goes out
often, too. heeause she likes to sec her husband or:ee in a -while.
WHEN a radio announcer instructs his
audience to laugh and applaud during a
broadcast,of that's
not news.laughs
But sowhenharda
member
the audience
and lustily that the producer has to come
out of the control-room and ask her to
mute the hilarity, that's unusual. It hapduring ina recent
JackrowBenny
broad-so
capened
st. A lady
the front
laughed
hard
was despite
distorting
show'sof
balancethaton she
the air,
everytheeffort
the control engineer to tune her out by
closing the audience mike. Finally, the
producer crept over to the lady and whispered to her. "I can't stop laughing," she
gurgled. "Why, Jack Benny's so funny
I even laugh out loud when I eat Jell-O."
TIP.S to fans with bank accounts— Edward G.records
Robinson
finestworld;
operatic
from collects
all overthe the
Claire Trevor goes in for Dresden china
dancing dolls ; Raymond Paige dotes on
miniatureviableboats
Hersholt
has ;anJoan
encollection; Jean
of first
editions
Bennett has a houseful of salt and pepper
shakers, and would like another houseful ;
Cecil B. De Mille gathers up old books of
a religious nature; Frances Langford has

RADIO STARS
watclies from every corner of the globe;
Bing Crosby's
will which
fall heirtheirto fa-an
amazing
stamp boys
collection
ther's
been
getting
together
years;
Harriet Hilliard dotes on oddfor perfume
bottles, with or without contents.

E^Er
P TETR^s^
MAKEU
EyeNEYE
make-up
doubled
when you
dull,
red, veinedbeauty
eyes is(due
to fatigue,
late change
hours,
exposure,
etc.)
to
clear,
white,
sparkling
loveli-of
ness
with
just
two
drops
of
Eye-Gene.
Formula
two eye specialists.
keeping. Soothing
. Approved
. . refreshing!by Good
Purse Housesize at
all 10c stores.
Economy
size at all drug stores. EYE-GENE
e/ea^ FALSE TEETHE

RET works
like magic
- soaks teeth
pure
and clean
- no brushing.
Get ^^^^^'^^
•
.
RET
and tensample.
cent
storestoday!
- or sendAt all10c fordrugUberal
RET PRODUCTS CO., Cleveland, Ohi
500

TRICKS

LVL€ DOUGLAS ^-^i DRLLflS TCX.
THEIT'S BEflUTIFUL-ITS
RING OFNEW-ITS
ROMANCE
OTHER FOTO DIFFERENT
RING LIKE IT

Lovely Arlene Francis, who is now
featured on Whai's My Name?

77/ I'k'r.'S such a thing as being too go,
-/;/;: (-.v /u, - ,';,.!„/ Faigc. The HoUyivo. d
iiuirslr,', a first-clctss yachtsman, entered a
spring regatta recently and was off to a
big lead before his riials got ivell under
Zivy. But just ivhen Ray ivas chortling
glee, he ran smack into a localized
calm. The Other racers zvere jar enough
to the rear
able tothechange
courses
and tosailbearound
dead cithenv
They
jinished
ivhile
Paige
and
still up to their necks in slackcrciecami^c>\-as.
Xe.vt time, the music conductor declares,
he'll take along a tuba player jor auxiliary
po'a-er.
HORACE MacMAHON, regular member of the cast of Big Town, plays only
tough roles in the radio drama, but away
from the mike he's a romantic soul. Ask
Louise Campbell, pretty motion picture
actress, who thinks the Gable type of romancing is pretty tame stuff compared to
Horace's.
They're going to hop off to
Yuma any day.
THERE are all sort^ of ways to >tart a
singingcentlychorus,
"Sophisto-Cats.
on the latebutTacktheOakic
show ami nowreworking in .Uc.vaudoS Kaatiwc I^aml at
Fox. pidhalily have the most original.
Four of them, then known as the Esquires.
were doing songs in the Bing Crosby film,
Double or Xi>thi)ig. Another group, called
the Three Rhythm Kings, were doing the
same thing. It gave John Huddleston, one
of the former, an idea. "This Double or
XotluJig
is a goodOneomen."
said. "Let's
form
an octet."
the heRhythm
Kings
objected
that thereof were
only seven.
"You're right," admitted John, "but say —
I know a girl named Jo StatTord who sings.
I'll get her." There were objections again.
"She won't stick," argm-.l ilu- Lmv.. "Leave
said John.her. "LU ti.\ it." And
hethatdid.to me,"
He married
RADIO Romances, Old and Nezv: Jeanette MacDonald and Gene Ray)nond took
a second honeymoon. The only jacts ZL'e
could get before Ihey lejt tvere that Jeanette
iK.'a>itcd to go to Xciv York, but Gene's
baggage
zi'ith fishing
equipment:
Friseilhi ivvs
Lanefilled
is spending
all her
leisure
hours learning hoiv to aquaplane at Malibu. Teacher is IVayne Morris : Ken Murray
and Shirley Ross arc together every evening, in popular night-spots and cozy out()/-//i('-<i'(iy reslauraiils : Barbara Stamvyck
ami Uol' Taylor hare been spending their
Sundays eulti:\iting alfalfa on Bob's ranch;
Dtirothy
Lamour's Grove,
spendingivhere
eirry husband
evening
at
the Cocoanut
Ilerbie
Kay
plays.
She's
had
gorgeous
e:eiiing gozi'ns fashioned after her screen
saroiig numbers; Tyrone Poiver admits
that he's that mad about Janet Gaynor,
andfrom allsmall
appearances
mutual; came
Joan
Bennett's
daughter,it'sMelinda,
to the coffee shotv zchen her mother zvas on
the program, and is reported to be simply
silly over Charlie McCarthy — from all appearances it's mutual, too.

TO BRYTEN?
REMOVE X
STAINS-even
STUBBORN
smoke stains.^

gums.ture forAlso
in No. 1 texteeth comes
eo$y-to-bryten.
Get lodent today—
made by >j
safely.
a Dentist to clean teeth y/^ .
lODENT
TOOTHPASTE
also POYVDER N-g
REPAIR
THINGS/
Toys, Books
Furniture
China, Wood
Glassware
Paper, Tile
Porcelain
At Hantw8r«,
Dnig&IOc.Stores

'"/fSr PSORIASIS
^DCRmOIL

Drurelsfs
n«m»
Spot NAME
Tesl-^InpIaINLV.
yoursolf.
Don't PRINT
delay.:helr
Sold
LtKgett

WAKE
UP
Without Calomel — YOUR
i^^^a^^j
And You'll Jump LIVbRI
Out of Bed in the BILE
Morning
Rarin' topourGo out two pounds of liquid
bileTheintoliveryourshould
bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing
freely,
your Gasfood bloats
doesn'tupdigest.
It just decays
in the bowels.
your stomach.
You
get
constipated.
is poisoned
and you feel sour, Your
sunk whole
and thesystem
world looks
punk.
A mere those
bowel movementdoesn't
getat Liver
thecause.
old Carter's
Little
toIt takes
get these twogood,pounds
of bile flowing
freely Pills
and
make
you
feel
"up
and
up."
Harmless,
gentle,for
yet
amazing
in
making
bile
flow
freely.
Ask
Carter'sstores.LittleStubbornly
Liver Pills
name. 25celse.at all
drug
refuseby anything

RADIO STARS
RADIO RAMBLINGS
(Continued from pane 77)
COXXIE BOSWELL'S radio popularity really
hozc seldom
she ishaspUeiwmenal
been heard. oneousiderinr
the radio
duringgan herthe
past
few
years,
('mil
bereeent Monday evenino seriesshe with
Riehard Hiw'^-rS nrehestra. Connie had
not been on the oir lenularly siiiee tindays of her old trio, the Bosieell Sisters.
Their last big program zvas idth Stoopnagle andchestra fourBudd
years andago. the Casa Lonia orSinee then. Ctoinie has had guest star
engagements and the stations that use
phonograph
records.V/irhai'e
a Bos-of
U'ell recording.
is theusedonlynmnysinger
the past feie years a/'/r to ochicre and hold
popularity leithout regular engagements in
either radio or pictures.
Oddlysister
enough,
of radio's
tieo
famous
teams both
left behind
one soloist
toriagcs,
carryetc..on neither
the name.
J]'
hat
zelth
nuirPickensto nor
Boswell sisters are everthe likely
assemlde
professionally again. Jane Pickens and
Connie Bosicell are the only members of
the trios n'ho decided to go on singing.
HARD to realize that this should be —
but radio's two "corniest" dealers in sentimental hokum are the pair who have had
the most decisive influence on the development of air programs in the past two or
three years. I refer, of course, to Phil Lord
and Major Bowes.
The Bowes Amateur Hour brought a
whole new style of informality into radio,
setting the example for all the programs
that carry on conversations with members
of the studio audience or invite guests who
have figured in news headlines and odd
incidents.
Phil Lord's
We, thethePeople
was
the first program
to execute
idea, and
since then the schedules have been deluged
with various forms of imitation.
Philway.Lord's
takesParker
extremes,
anyJumping career
from Seth
to Gang
Busters, from hymn singing to crime
drama, is an example.

Betty Lou Gerson has been playing a wide range of dramatic roles
on NBC since June, 1934. She was born in Chattanooga, Tennessee.
DIDJA
That into
KennytheBaker's
spare
time KNOW:
is spent casting
swimming-po l in his back-yard and dreaming
about trout . . . that 25()-pound Don Wilson bought himself a horse, after hearing
that Andy Devine has a horse which can
hold
. . thatwithMarion
home himhas upa .room
only Talley's
Chinese new
furnishings in it . . . that Edgar Bergen
hi night Charlie's complete w ardrobe from

IT'S MY

the studio after Goldieyn Follies . . . that
Irene Rich gets more fan mail about her
rabbit-raising than about her radio broadcasts . . . that during the flood, Andy, of
.hnus ■;/'Banning
.Indy, inbrought
provisions
isolatefl
his plane
. . . thatto
Jimmie Fidler has donned grease-paint for
Garden of the Moon, and that lie made his
first start in pictures in 1921 with Wallace
Reid, (luring the silent days.

HUMBLE
(Continued
from page 79)OPINIONThe recipe:
on the Coast, at the request of friends, lee cold. I have found the procedure to he inTake enough large, black Bing cherries
variably the same after the oiidilinn. The (canned),
found that the average aspirants (again
some of the syrup from
the feminine singers), rarely bring zvith aspirant always feels that he or she is not the can, to with
cover the bottom of a chafing
them the proper music. If they do, it is in ginng over so zeell as a result of the cdd. dish.
Sec
that
the
cherries are covered and
That
leads
to
the
natural
question—
why
,
the 'wrong key, or again, it is a compoapply heat, adding several ounces of
sition 'with 'which the aforesaid aspirant then, attempt an audition when so handi- then
brandy and Cointreau. Perhaps the easiest
is not familiar or has nezrr seen.
// would sccni Id inc. that anyone In be way to gauge the correct amount of these
Recently a young friend of mine tried
cap ed :liqueurs is to shake them from bottles of
out
for Cus
Ed'wards,
and sing
wantedwithMr.a aiidilinucd
llic iiialerial
m'osl careful
type, making four revoluEdzeards
to listen
to him
and completeshould
studymakeof his
and the bitter-bottle
tions around the dish with your shaking.
I)honograph record. .Mr. Edwards zvould condition, making sure that everylliing
When
the
cherries
heated, light
haz'C none of such unusual procedure on that might be in his favor Is an accom- the brandy and pour arethewellcontents
of the
plished fact before attempting this first
the part of this young man. The 'whole
chafing
dish
over
a
deep
dish
of vanilla
thing resulted in dire failure, as the pian- step up the ladder.
ice cream that has been covered with sevist failed to knozv any of the songs in the MY FAVORITE DISHeral spoonfuls of cherry syrup and plenty
young
man'sthemrepertoire
he kne-w
CHERRIES JUBILEE
them, knew
in keys— and
quite ifdifficult
for
of cherries. One thing — prepare the dish
At the Clover Club, Cafe Lamaze, and of ice cream by packing crushed ice
the young man to sing.
Perhaps the most common mistake peo- other unusual bistros throughout the coun- around it.
ple make is in trying to tnidilion lehcn
try, you will find this among the unusual
It is truly one of the most delicious
laboring under the handicap of a sezere palate-tickling foods.
flavors your correspondent has ever known.
84
S. .X. I).v .\rt folor Prim ins f'onipany. Duiiellen. N. J-

A furious cur entdrama
s ofwar! of two young lovers . . . torn apart by the seething crossle the sordid
Recklessly they
went
theirsi
separate
ways.^^
Norma
absorb
"^toic
ng
\i
(0
drabness
of her life in the dangerous paths of
espionage — Marco to take up arms for the
Spanish earth, the Spanish people he loved
so well.
But they meet again — victims of Fate — amidst
the scream of star shells — the reek of black
powder
— and the frightened cries of women
and children.
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Copyright 1938, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

I>IEY'S

FAVORITE

BELIEYE-IT-OR-NOT

STORIES

...BE

SURE

You are Alluring and
Refined with Lander's
Blended-Flower

Talc

Put yourself in this picture. Dancing with
the one man in the world ... to music that
throbs with love ... he will hold you
tighter and steal a kiss — if you thrill him
with the perfume of Nature's flowers.
And Lander's Blended-Flower Talc will
give you this tempting, exciting perfume
that absolutely captivates a man. Try the
Gardenia and Sweet Pea Blend. It's a glorious combination — the voluptuous perfume
of gardenias and the languorous, romantic
perfume of sweet peas !
And these two exotic perfumes are
blended in such exquisitely fine, soft talc!
For Lander's Blended-Flower Talc spreads
on your skin like a caress. Every morning,
dust your whole body with this luxurious
talc . . . smell sweet all over . . . feel flowerfresh, glorified, inspired !
You know that you're utterly thrilling
— and that you can win love. Lander's
Blended-Flower Talc does this for you . . .
. . . and more ! It guards your refinement.
When
takes. . you
arms, youyou're
sweet asa amanflower
. and inhehisknows
are
refined. There may be madness in his heart
but
there'll
be worship
soul. His
love
for you
is sacred
. . . andin hehis longs
to make
you his wife to protect and adore forever.
Get
The Lander's
large can Blended-Flower
only 10< at yourTalc
10? today.
store.

'AN
DER
S • GARDENIA
V/o'
i^r.
LILACS
AND ROSES
AND SWEET
PEA • TALC
CARNATION S
ANC
OF THE VALLEY • LAVENDER AND PINE • ORCHID AND ORANGE BLOl

RADIO STARS

THE

WORD

THAT

NEVER

CAROL

HEARS

IS . . i'VARUUG

diately after shaving the underarms. And
Mum is harmless to every kind of fabric.
MUM IS SURE! Without stopping perspiration. Mum banishes every trace of odor for
a
a full evening. To be a girl
starts. With Mum you never, never risk menfull askday foror dates,
a girl who wins and
offending those you want for friends.
holds romance, always use Mum!
MUM IS QUICK I A half minute is enough
ANOTHER IMPORTANT USE FORJ^IUM
to smooth Mum into each underarm.
—Thousands of u omeri use Mum jot Sanitary
MUM IS SAFEI Gentle Mum is actually
Napkins because they know it's saje. sure. No
soothing to the skin— you can use it immeworries, when you use Mum this way, too.'
A TIP TO GIRLS WITH A DATE TONIGHT

No woman who offends with underarm
odor can ever win out with men
SHE MEETS NICE MEN-plenty of them.
And she still dreams that some day
one of them will fall in love with her.
For she's a charming girl— Carol!
She does worry, though. It seems odd
that men so seldom ask her for a second
date. It isn't as if she weren't pretty
enough— or easy to talk to. And she
thinks she's careful about her person.
After all, doesn't she bathe each day?
Foolish Carol! Like so many girls, she
trusts her bath alone to keep her sweet!
She fails to realize that baths take care
only
of past
they can't
prevent
odorperspiration...
to come...thztthatunderarms
must have special care.
Smart girls, popular girls, use Mum.
Mum is a gentle, pleasant cream that
prevents underarm odor before it ever

Mum

TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION

RADIO STARS
Lesler C. Grady, Editor; Ella Riddle, Associate Editor,- Abril Lamarque, Art Editor
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STABS

BROADCASTING

EYE BEPIUTY (^IDS
'
GrX
rLAMOUR! — elusive enchantment —
did
know
that feature?
"your eyesDon'thavelet/("it
more youthanthere
any— other
slumber
touchlashesMaybcUine
toupward
those neglected
with a Maybclline
fewMascara
simple
strokes theof themascara
dainty
brush.
Deepen
at
the
outer
edges toapart,
make more
your expressive.
eyes appearThenlarger,
farther
what long, dark, silky, luxuriant lashes yousee
have.
Maybelline is harmless, tear-proof
and non-smarting.
•to Next
eyebrows. expression
They holdandthe cliarm.
secret
your — individual
Sobe
sure
you
accent
them
—
use
t
lie
smoothmarking Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil.
• Then — a bit of creamy Maybelline Eye
Shadow
your uppertoward
lids — your
blend temples
it from
the
centeron outwards
for the most delightful effect.
•Maybelline
At night Eye
— gently
smooth
a bit of
Cream
into
theIt sensitive,
tender
skin
around
your
eyes.
will help
ward off those persistent little crowsfeet
and eye wrinkles that mar one s beauty.
• Discriminating women all over the world
.rely
on these exquisite
aidswithto
glamour.
too, beauty
will Maybelline
be and
delighted
the
added You,charm,
expression
they will give you.
• Maybelline
Solid-form Mi
gold
metal vanity
Maybelline
Cream-form
zipper
case
...
75c.
BothMasEyc(
Brown,Black.Blue.Brown,
Maybclline
ineye-liner).
blueEyt(
Maybelline
Blue, Blue-gray,
Bro\™,
Maybelline
Special
Eye
CrcaC
of Maybelline
Beauty
stores.
Insist on Eye
Maybclline
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,^BOB

TAYLOR

1v
■I

CROWD

ROARS

V

ARNOLD
• MORGAN
Maureen
Wiiiiam
O'SULLIVAN-GARGAN
LIONEL STANDFR • JANE WYMAN
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
Directed by Richard Thorpe
froduced by Sam Zimbalist
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Kathleen Wilson, of the cast of One
Family, day
enjoysat nothing
more than
aMan's
frolicsome
the beach.
Incidentally, she's on all-around athlete.

Charlie McCarthy was his usual popular self with the girls during the
filming of Letter of Introduction. The
girls came over from another set.

WHAT'S

WHAT

WITH

WEST
THE RADIOITES
COAST

BROADCAST

CHATTER
BY

FROM

DIRECT

HOLLYWOOD

(Left) Mexico
Elvira Rios
came toa screen
Hollywood
from
to follow
and
radio career. She speaks no English,
but sings Mexican songs over NBC.

LOIS

SVENSRUD
NEXT door to the theatre where
the M-G-M show is aired is the
Seven Seas, a small restaurant. Just
before tlie broadcast a wliile aj^o, a
man came in throus^h the back door
and asked \<<r a quick kmch. The
Filipino boy was eating his own lunch
at the meat-choijping block, so down
sat the gentleman and enjoyed his
meal with him. Clark Gable was the
customer.
-♦Every evening between Lum and
Aimer broadcasts, Cliet Lauck and
Tuffy Goff visit a small coffee sJwp
near the CBS studios for a bite, diet
invariably orders a stack of pancakes.
6

WHO

In fact, his order is so constant that
nozv Zi'hen he enters the restaurant
the 2i.<ai tress simply goes to the kitclien
7cindo7^' and calls out: "Sling the
Last -week. Iiawcz'cr. Chef crossed
batter."
her
up. After she'd siiiig out her
order, he said: "I Ihiiik I'll try a
leaffle today." U n perl iir/'cd , the girl
turned to the service -ceindo-w a<iain
and shouted: "Put some tread on that
Carole Lombard has started someorder."
thing again! After the airing of My
Man Godfrey she presented all the
members of the Lux show, cast and

crew, with gifts. This is a gesture long
practiced
pictures,
but
marks
the by
firststars
time ina radio
star has
gone Santa Clausy.
To honor the occasion of Eddie
Cantor's arrival in town on Friday
the thirteenth, his astute publicity
agent hit upon the idea of having him
met with thirteen black cats. Humane
Societies all over town were scoured,
and finally thirteen felines were
roinided up at fifty cents a head. This
took some three days to do and the
better part of a day was needed to
load the clawing pussies into cars and
transport them to the station. All

RADIO STARS
were lined up.
form. The train
the
bend
and
took off —across
loss of $3.50.

finally, on the platcame roaring around
seventracks.
yowling
cats
the
A total

Gary Goff. 4-year-old son of Ahncr
of the Lum
'n' Ahners,
is an acconiplished
horseman
in spite
of his
tender years. When lie and his dad
went out to Chet Lauck's ranch (he's
Lum) Gary
to look
latter'sonenewof
colts,
tvas over
all fortheriding
the "ponies."
"No, son, these little fellozt's are
tooGary
youngsatto despondently
ride yet," saidon Goff.
a hale
of hay for an hour. Then he sidled
up to his dad. "Nozv can I ride the
pony?" he asked.
for Gary's
is Reason
that his father
boughthorsemanship
him a black
and white pinto as soon as the boy
was able to stay on its back. Like
the son of a true Arkansan, Gary
took to the pony like a duck to water.
And last week, Goff presented his
son with a miniature replica of his
own beautiful saddle. It's a Western
model trimmed in silver. This, plus
Gary's
flamboyant
fancy chaps,
makesredhimsatinlookshirtlikeanda
vest-pocket edition of Buffalo Bill.
Ann al)Out
Burns herisn'tearly
goingdays,to
be Barbara
in any doubt
for Papa Bob Burns has an order
with a national clipping service to
forward every word mentioned about
the baby. Besides that, Bob had a
series of wax records made during
her first months. "I got eight
minutes of tlic purtiest cryin' jag
you ever heard," he boasts.
When Al Jolson sang Sonny Boy
on his Tuesday night program not
long ago, fezv persons realized that
he zvas doing it for one man — and
one alone. Al told us the story after
the broadcast. He teas driving into
Los Angeles from his home in
Encino, his mind on his coming rehearsal. A zi'hine sounded behind
him
side. and a motorcycle pulled alonglittleofficer,
too fast
there,
said'A the
taking
out brother,"
the old
note book. "Name?"
Al told him. The officer stared hard
a moment, then slozvly tore up the
ticket and tossed the pieces azmy.
'You don't get a ticket from me,"
he
said Boy
then.to"For
I've sung
Sonny
my years
ozvn youngster.
He zi'ouldn't go to sleep without it."
'Say, that's fine," said Al. "Bet
he's one szvell kid, too."
"He died last zveek," said the
officer.
{Continued on page 13)

Riding Waikiki Waves

A thrill from Hawaii is Dole Pineapple
Juice. Pure, natural, unsweetened — its
exciting flavor is ideally protected by the
exclusive Dole Fast-Seal Vacuum-Packing Process.
Hawaiian Pineapple Co., Ltd., alHO parkers of Dole
Pineapple "Gema," Sliced, Cruf«lied, Tidbits, and
the
'^RoyalSan Spears.**
SalesnewOffices:
Francisco,Honolulu,
California.Hawaii, U.S.A.
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THEIR

FAVORITE

FOODS^

BE it the heat or the humidity tliat gets you down, when panied me, you would have found there four of the air
the question of food for the mcnfoll< comes up, just you waves' most popular and outstanding announcers:
vliow what a wise wijman }X)u arc hy rememhering that Graham McNamee, Milton Cross, Ben Grauer and Paul]
men hk-e ample scrvini^s of ,L;oo(i, suhstantial foods regard- atDouglas.
Gathered
a clannish
little asgroup'
one of the
corner together
tables, theyin were
discussing,
you
of thetheweather!
Ves,ofit'sfareall during
very well
us gals
go inlessfor
lighter sort
the for
warmer
days,to might guess, their favorite topic, radio ; taking up in turn
the newest developments in television, the latest rumors,
if we've
a mindof the
to. family
But we're
that
the man
will in for trouble if we forget
about
and the '^'J'
various fallodd])rograms
and interesting
""^
still expect
"square meal"
whate\
cr the a temperature
!
happenings on the broadcasts
which they had just finished N
This acknowledged mascu"announcing," And, with the
line preference for copious
temperature outside hovering
portions of sturdy, good food
around
the eighties, they had Rto
the year 'round explains the
popularity
Reuben's
wellorderedfilling
an assortment
of the |''
most
fare imaginable.
known XewofYork
restaurant,
where the jjictures on this
Just what were the dishes,
then, which on this warm I
])age were taken and where
the size of the servings vies
summer's evening found high
favor with these announcers? F ;
with the high quality (jf the
cooking
for
the
diner's
ajfpreWell, you'll be glad to know, jioi
cialion. Xo wonrler it is known
as a rendezvous for famous
radio folk, who go there to
fortify the inner man l)oth
before and after broadcasts.
Paul Douglas goes for Cheese
On a recent evening, for
Cake in a big way. It looked
instance, if you had accomso good that Ben had it, too.

RADIO STARS
NO MATTER

WHAT THE

TEMPERATURE

IS, MEN

Three
in

the

mistakes
"bride's

house

!

LIKE TASTY FOOD AND
A GOOD, SQUARE MEAL
By
NANCY

WOOD

(Leff)hamAnnouncers
Cross,order
Gra-a
McNamee and Milton
Ben Grauer
meat sandwich, Chili Con Carne and a
Tomato Surprise Salad, respectively.

'

Xeft it 1^-^-'-

^

—

^t— snow-

—

the\ 're
the sorts
of food
you,
too,
can all|)reparc
in your
owu thatkitchen
—sonic
with
^ln■l)risin!4■lv
little
ef¥ort,
,)thcrs calling tor considerable loving
:are,
)ended_\cton well
them,worth the time exi And just think what fun it will be
o be able to serve — right in your
)wn home — the self-same dishes
■vhich bring folks from far and near
o the i)crtals of this well-known
■estauraut. Which brought this
Spic-and-span
v^mity skirt
something
to make
friends chirp new,
with tue
delight.
But notwasafter
the little
"anions
foursomeevening,
togetherwhere
there, the
on
his particular
bride
tubbed
it.
Her
lazy
soap
just
couldn't
wash
;.pecial foods the\- favored soon made
clean. And nobody had the courage to tell her — "Change
to Fels-Naptha Soap. It gets all the dirt!"
heir apjX'tizing
the
>)bvious
joy of theappearance
assembled to
diners,
j In front of Graham, for example,
had been placed a steaming dish of
Jhili Con Carne — hot in more ways
ban one! Some time dining his long
nd colorful career, i)erhaps Graham
■,lad had occasion to state that highly
j,piced foods, such as this traditional
...lexican dish, act as an antidote
gainst high summer or tropical temperatures. At any rate, he "an, ounced"
it as being
reatly to this
his version
liking. ofAccompanied
y a foaming mug of ice cold beer, it
i ro\ ides a combination that the man
1 f _\om- household is sure to endorse
;|-ith
Benenthusiasm.
(irauer. on the other hand,
1st his vote for a cold, lusciousloking Crabmeat Tomato Surprise
alad Plate. P>ut mark my words,
—
lis Reuben version should be desparkle
M-ibcd as siihs/aiilia! rather than
ji)ity. No pale, anemic piece of Banish "Tattle-Tale Gray" with FELS-NAPTHA SOAP!
ilted lettuce for P)en — or for any
NE^'! Cwal for MU!i|iiii<; iiiufliines!
lan — with a tiny sliver of tomato COPR. 1938, FELS
Try Fels-Naptha Soap Chips, loo!
{Continued on page 11)

HOLLYWOOD
NABS

«i

ANOTHEBf

COLUMBIA'S
WYNN
Nan Wynn studies a song for
Queens of ihe Air before
recording if for the sound track.

Recording the song for the
film. Later she'll be photographed seeming to warble it.

(Left)tor Roush
Withof DirecParamount, Nan listens
of
recording,
to the "playback"
which later will be
synchronized
with
the best film take.
(Rigbf)
Timesnack.
out
for
a quick
While
she is filmed
pretending to sing,
the recording will
be turned on and
Nan's dubbed
"canned"in.
voice

Being made up for
the song sequence.
The reason the
song
is seldom
recorded
at the
same time is that
singers look better
when not really using their voices.
Just as the actual
shooting begins, a
sign identifying
the
sequence
the film
editor foris
held before the
camera. Nan photographs nicely.

TO

NAN

IS SIGNED

MAKE

MOVIES

ANNOUNCING
THEIR

FAVORITE

FOODS
{Continued from page 9)
and a watery dressing ! But rather, as in
this case, a whole tomato stuffed to overflowing with a special crabnieat mixture,
topped with a mound of golden mayonnaise, garnished with chopped egg yolk
and beets and flanked with deliciously prepared cole slaw. A fine combination indeed,
filling meal-in-one plate that no man
could possibly sneer at as "one of those
a-roomy food samples !"
The success of such a salad, of course,
depends not only upon its fine appearance,
upon the combination of foods and the high
quality and proper degree of coldness of the
i«rious
"makings,"
)f the salad
dressingbutas upon
well. theUponexcellence
such a
nayonnaise, for example, as this one —
;mooth, golden and seasoned to perfection.
GOLDEN MAYOXXAISE
2 eyg yolks
Vz teaspoon sugar
teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon dry mustard
a jezv grains cayenne
1 tablespoon vinegar
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1 cup salad oil, approximately
Place egg yolks in a chilled bowl. Comine dry ingredients and beat them into
gg yolk, using rotary beater. Add lemon
jice and vinegar, mix well. Add one half
f the oil, drop by drop, beating constantly
nd vigorously. When half of oil has been
dded in this way, remaining oil may be
SO WOMEN NATURALLY
dded in larger amounts. When all the oil
as been added, dressing should be thick
lough to hold its shape. If too thick add WANT A SANITARY NAPKIN
little more lemon juice. If too thin add
little more oil. Store in jar with tight- THAT STAYS WONDERSOFT
tting cover.
Make up a batch of this and keep it on
mdthinforoutthea coming
"saladversion
days."of You
When you buy Kotex"^ you can be sure that:
rather thick
this
ayonnaise with cream or fruit juices for
/eet salads ; and add chili sauce, minced
— Regular, Junior and Super —
Kotex stays Wondersoft —
/eet pickle, pimiento, green pepper, for it's cushioned in cotton.
for different women on different
opped chives and dozens of other things
days.
r those sturdy and filling salads of meat, * Kotex can be worn on either
getable and fish that the masculine con- side — both sides are fully
igent go for with such enthusiasm.
* You get full value for your
absorbent.
Another favorite with the men in the
money. . . the most efficient,
lad line is cole slaw — or cold slaw as * Kotex can't chafe, can't fail, comfortable sanitary service that
me would have it called. But name it can ' t show .
18 years of experience can produce.
lat youservew-ill,it very
just cold
so long
tually
and inastopyouform.do * Only Kotex offers three types
St how to achieve any degree of perfecn has continued to be a deep, dark secret
•ning
mostexamples
of us, judging
by the slaw
far from
KOTEX"^ {.'Trudt
SANITARY
of homemade
genMart, R,[. U. i. Paunl Oj/iii)NAPKINS
dly encountered. But thanks to the
uben chef — who has never parted with
pet recipe before — it need no longer be
Use Quest* with Kotex. . . the new positii-e deodorant powiecret. And like so many secrets, you'll
der developed especially for sanitary napkins-soothing,
i)w that
extremely is simple
when: you
completely effective. Only 35c for large 2-ounce size.
how it's
! Following
the recipe
(Continued on page 55)
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ONLY

A

MOTHER
COULD
FACE

LOVE

A

LIKE LEW

LEHR'S-BUT
THAT
VOICE!
He was born in Philadelphia, May
14, 1895, the son of an inventor.

Lew is featured on the Ben Bernie show every Wednesday night.

Lew played football at Bucknell;
also belonged to the drama club.

He never did finish college; used
to do a comedy act at smokers.

Was a First Duty Sergeant during
the World War; served overseas.

Entered vaudeville after the War
in the Lehr, Edmonds and Marr act.

Has been a gag writer, real estate
operator and is a married man.

Became nationally famous for his
goofy talks on Movietone News,

RADIO STARS
WEST

COAST

CHATTER
Kenny Baker and Jack Benny were out
looking over the comedian's new Beverly
Hills home. "How do you like it, Kenny?"
asked Jack. "Swell, Jack, but I thought
it was almost finished. What's that cement
mixer doing in the garage?" asked Kenny.
"That's not a cement mixer," replied Jack
indign^tly, "That's my Maxwell."
Keenest competition on any of the programs came on the Jack Benny broadcast
when
a
member
orchestra
was to speak
a lineofintoPliiltheHarris'
mike. Jack
came
so nearly being killed in the rush when he
asked forhearsalsomeone
to
step
up
at
the
s that he had the men draw lots. re-

THIS NEW GREASELESS
ODORONO ICE
IS SIMPLY A DELIGHT
TO USE

YES -AND IT KEEPS
YOUR UNDERARM
ABSOLUTELY DRY AND
IT LASTS AS LONG
AS 3 DAYS

Looks like all the uiciiibcrs of the
Jell-0 Program are here to stay. Every
one of them has built a home near Ilollyivood. There's Don JVilson's spraieliii;/
Spanish ranch house. Andy Devine's Gravel
Flats house
ranehin and
Phil Jaek
Harris'
nezv
Eneino.
and ultra-szcaiik
Mary have
their neiv home almost eompleted and are
having their housezcarniing party the folloivinti evening after Kenny Baker's. Even
Sam
"Sehlepperman"
and has
bought himselfH earn
some gotlandthein bug
the
San Eernaudo I 'alley. He's already sent
out i)rvitatio}is for a tent-'warming party.
Margarette Shanna, the attractive star of
Arnold
Grimm's
actressof six
on
several other
radioDaughter,
shows, is and
a bride
months. But she's so busy with broadcasting duties
that shetaken
didn'tin get
to having
pictures
her around
bridal
NEW ICE
DEODORANT
finery until this week.
The are
radioin "grapevine"
it that this
big
is cooling, vanishes completely,
things
store for .^nnehas Jamison
summer in connection with the San
Francisco World's Fair. Anne's been in
checks perspiration instantly
.that city several week-ends lately, going
into huddles with her manager and the
executives of the Fair, discussing details oi
instantly! You can forget ahont offendconcert appearances after Hollyieood Hotel HERE'S
last word
in underarm
daintinessthe made
to order
for busy,
ing odors and embarrassing stains for as
goes on vacation.
fastidious moderns! The new Odorono much as tiiree whole days. Use Odorono
There zeas talk of east and rrcjlc on the ICE meets all the re(|uirenients . . . (|uick ICE according to directions on the label
Good News of 19.38 program chipping in aiiplical ion, greaselcss, cooling, checks per- of the jar.
for a sign to be pnl ever Eaunie Brice's spiration!
Protect your feminine charm — the
dressing-room door. "The I'annie Brice
Based on an entirely new princi])Ie — friendslii])s that are \-our natural right!
Sandzeich
Shoppe"
zwuld
no
doubt
be
the
Get
a jar of Odorono ICE today! Only
legend. For during every rehearsal you this new ICE deodorant disappears as
at all toilet -gooils departments.
could find the room filled zvith members of you j)ut it on. Leaves your un<lerarni cool
the shoit', comfortably sprazcled around and refreslied, yet elieeks persi)iration "S.\FE— cuts down clothing damage, when
and munching sand'a'iches. Every rehearsal
carefully
used according
to directions,"
The
National
.Vssoeiation
of Dyers .says
and
day Fannie ordered up a mammoth tray of
( leaner.s, after making intensive laboratory
cake, sandxeiches and you-knon'-ivhat coffee.
tests of Odorono Prei)arati<)ns.
Looked like Ken Murray had really made
SEND I0< FOR INTRODUCTORY JAR
up his mind during the shooting of
Letter of Introduction. He spent most of
KC
I'll8-E-S*,
MII.I.KH,
l l.r (t.lorom.
, In, . Cil.v
his afternoons on the set watching Andrea
nil IliKlsoii
St.. NonCi. Moiilrciil)
^„rk
(InDept.Canadii,
luldress
P. (). Box
Leeds and his evenings in showing her the
I
enclose
10(
(15(
in
Cnniulii)
to
«ivor cost of
town. Then at the CBS opening. Ken
ofpii.slnRe
Odoronoanil lee.piickins fur (;cneroiis introiliielory jar
showed up with Rochelle Hudson, the following evening he was with Shirley Ross
Name
at Phil Selznick's Club where Maxine Sullivan is warbling; and now he has a stand- ODO.\<l.lie.s,s13
RO-NOIpp
ing date every evening with Mary Brian,
and looks very happy about it all.
COOLING — NON-GREASY JL
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IT'S

MY

HUMBLE

BY
RUDY
VALLEE
OPI
NIO
N-

WOMEN'S Lives
Made Easier
—every month
BY THIS time, practically all women are
curious about Tampax. But those who
actually use it are crazy about it . . . Housewives, office workers, college girls, sports
lovers— all are adopting this neat, hygienic,
unbulky method of sanitary protection.
Investigate Tampax now!
Perfected by a physician for all
women's use
Tampax
designed
for any
all
classes of iswomen,
not for
special class.. .The principle is
internal absorption., .fio belts,
pins or pads. And no odor!
• College girls find athletics possible at all times
Old restrictions are out of date
. . . You can golf, ride, tennis,
swim, bathe — be free to follow
V I your normal activities. No bulk.
vT^ I Nothing can show.
• A month's
supply will
an ordinary
pursego into
Hygienic, highly compressed,
each in patented applicator.
35^
full month's sizesupply.
Smallerfor introductory
now
available at 20 cents.
• In any costume — complete
and protection
NO BELTS daintiness
Odor banished . . . .Sold at drug
and notion counters (if not by
NO PINS your
dealer, use coupon beNO PADS low).

TAMPAX
Inrorporated
N.-W Brunswick,
iN. J. ' M'"
Please send me introductory size paclcage of Tampax.
Em loiied is 20c (stamps or coins). MM-88
Name
—

A FRANK CRITICISM OF THE MUSICIANS'
UNION AND ALL MUSICIANS IN GENERAL

(Above) Rudy rehearses with Tommy Riggs and his unseen, imaginary Betty Lou, who, nevertheless,
receives fan mail, toys and dolls.

(Below) Rudy with his favorite girlfriend, Judytime
Stewart.
They're
having
a fine old
at Chez
Firehouse,
hilarious rendezvous in Manhattan.

RADIO STARS
years hasactresses,
been onesurprised
of the stage's
greatest
us all
[or did slief) by exhibiting a flair
for mimicry andat doing
an evening's
entertainment
the theatre
with
notliiiig but im|)rcssions. and thereby
winning the acclaim of the New York
Lionel Barrymore — for years a
press.
director,
etcher and actor who has
come, today more than ever, into his
own and
the best-loved figures of theis one
screenof world.
THE VERSATILITY of certain
people who make changes late in
life which bring them stardom and
riches, only serves, to my mind, as
concrete proof and confirmation of
Mr.
Pitkin's Some
theory-of that
Life Walter
Begins atB. Forty.
the
:ertain people :
Major Edward Bowes — a for■ner real estate wizard and manager
)f the Capitol Theatre in New York,
vho, when he was well over fifty,
ronceived the idea of an amateur
ight on the radio and, with a gong
nstead of a hook, conducted the
)rogram to fame.
Cecilia Loftus — who for sixty

(Editor's Xote — Radio Stars has
found that one of the most puzzling
questions uppermost in the minds of
laymen is hozv an orchestra leader
finds and selects Jiis orchestra players,
and since it conies under the heading
of the interesting Elements of Showmanship, itoccurred to us to ask Mr.
I'allee to discuss it in this column.)
THE SELECTION OF MUSICIANS
First, as a member of the American Federation of Musicians. I must,
of course, use men who are likewise
members of this Federation. However, itgoes furtlier than that. They
must belong to the X'ew York branch

of the American Federation of Musicians— which is Local 802, composed
of some 15,000 men.
Outstanding performers from other
cities (union men but not members
of Local S02) must have resided in
New York City for three months before they can take a steady engagement, but, although they are permit ed to take single (one-night) engagements and single broadcasting or
recording jobs, six months must
elapse before they can join the Local.
Probably this three -to -six -month
period is designed, as it was in Los
Angeles, to discourage new-comers
from making Xew York City their
headquarters, since the membership is
already swollen to the point where it
has become unwieldy. There are
approximately 3,000 to 4,000 of the
membership gainfully employed. The
rcnuiindcr secure engagements only
occasionally.
Attempts have been made recently
to spread out the employment by restricting men to only one job and thus
attempting to force leaders to employ
men who would normally be imemploved. Also, at a meeting, it was decreed (by 3.000 of the 15,000 membership present), by a vote taken on
(Continued on page 67)

LIGHT

SHADES

"GLARE PROOF" powder flatters
your skin in the hardest light

STRONG sunlight is hard on your looks. It
sharpens every httle fault . . . and casts dark,
unbecoming shadows where it is not lighting up
your weak points.
But vou can make that hard, bright light actually
flattering to you! Pond's ''Sunlight" Powder shades
are ''glare-proof! They reflect only the softer
rays of the sun. Give a clear glow to your tan!
Two glorious "Sunhght" shades, Light and Dark.
Flattering to any shade of tan. Low prices. Decorated
screw-top jars, 35i, 70t Big bo.xes, lOc, 20i.
Pond's 'Sunlight" shades reHett
only
softer rays
flattertheyousun'sin glaring
light—!

RADIO STARS

urn .V

The party was recently held in their Manhattan penthouse. It was a huge success because Jane
and Don are the perfect host and hostess. On the terrace, Jane plays table tennis as Phil Baker, Irene
Noblette and Bandleader Ray Sinatra look on.
JANE

AND

DON

ENTERTAIN

Tom Lewis
and Bob
Welch, ducerpros ofthe
Kate Smith
hour, have a
chat with
lovely stress
songNadine
Connor
the Songof
Shop program.

DON ROSS AND HIS
WIFE, JANE FROMAN,
GIVE A BIG PARTY...
Tim Ryan tried to give his wife,
Irene Noblette, a "hot foot," but
Irene was too wise to be caught.
16

The Singing Lady,
I r e e n e Wicker,
with her gracious
smile selfenjoyed
immensely,her-as
did attractive Temp IetonalsoFox,
who
was
present.
Photos by Btakc Zucifach

RADIO STARS

•b Simmons and his wife, Pat+i Pickens, were there, he's
ard on the Cities Service program. Petti no longer broad- only her sister Jane of the original trio carries on.
Lovelytects thPatricia
Ellis profirst
won her e freshness
a successfulthatscreen
test.
She's
5
feet
5;
weighs
ride
115; love (5« itrim inandRepuhhorseback.
Ik j ■Romanci On ThiRun. ' )

Myrt and Marge were among the many celebrities present.
Phil Baker explains to them how it feels to be a father for
the fourth time. "Beetle" was not around, thank goodness.

Freshness

mm

for jwng

Fans

star...aiid Old Gold

ST.\RS
have forrisen,
brilliantly
a timegleamed
— and
faded
out
of
popular
U' hyP
Their talent was no sight.
less. Their
looks were not lost. Yet something was lacking; something
that makes the difference between
greatness and mediocrity. Freshnes . In a star or a cigarette, freshness gives you an extra thrill that
no other quality provides!
Old Gold spends a fortune to
bring you the flavor-thrill of prize
crop tobaccos at the peak of ap-

pealing freshness; each pack protected against dampness, dryness,
dust, by tuo jackets of moistureproof anceCellophane—
of the utmost double
pleasureassurand
satisfaction a cigarette can give.
a pack Discover
of Double-Mellow
OldTRYGolds!
what reul
freshness means — in richer flavor,
smoother throat-easel
TUNE
on Old Gold's
Hollywoodnights.Screenscoops,INlumbia
Tuesday
Thursday
CoNetwork,andCoast-to-Coast.

pack wrapped in 2 jackets of Cellophane ; the OL TER jacket opens from the BOTTOM.

RADIO STARS

That battle-ax expression is more often caused by nervous tension
than by temper! There are unnecessary tension-makers in every busy
day that can steal your youth and charm! Learn to recognize them
— discover how to correct them. You can out-wit those beauty robbers
... if you'll be on your guard!

That martyr look often comes
from a sanitary napkin that rubs
and chafes ! But — there's a downysoft
napkin. . .thatand doesn't
It's
Modess
madechafe.differently from ordinaryit's napkins.

Worry furrows that come from
fear of an embarrassing accident
are unnecessary, too. Insist on
Modess ... for Modess has a special
moisture-resistant backing that
will end that worry.

See the differencel Cut a Modess
pad in two and look at the filler!
It's fluffy
. . . -different
from
pads and
made softof close
packed
layers.
It's
this
fluffy
filler that
makes Modess so comfortable.

Test it I Remove the moisture-resistant backing inside a Modess
pad and drop water on it. See for
yourself that not a drop "strikes
through."
Think whatmeansthis tospecial
kind of protection
you!

By their frantic frowns — you can
spot women who are always late
. . . always hurrying! Avoid that
rushing habit if you value your
good looks!

A new wrinkle has been put in
many a pretty face by shoes that
pinch, a too-tight
girdle,Comfort
or shoul-is
der-straps that bind!
important to beauty!

Beauty secret worth trying 1 You can look younger and prettier (and
keep fort,yourand worry
looks ! longer)
unnecessary
discomModess ifcanyou'llhelpgetyourid doof this
on days tension,
when nerves
are
particularly tense . . . and endurance lower. Get Modess today and experience the comfort and peace of mind this different kind of napkin
brings. Modess costs no more than other nationally known napkins.

IF YOU PREFER A SMALLER, SLIGHTLY NARROWER PAD, SAY "JUNIOR MODESS"

FOR

\

DISTINGUISHED^
SERVICE
TO
n
Frank Black, conductor of the Cifies Service program, heard
over NBC each Friday at 8 p.m. EDST.
Ray Lee Jackson photos.
Just a few years ago, Lucille Manners was a stenographer
in a New Jersey law office. She took singing lessons at night.
Practiced faithfully every morning before going to work. She
was determined to be a success. Today she is one of the most
popular sopranos on the air.
Blessed with an excellent voice, Lucille realized it would take
much
than just thatAndforwitha musical
she
studiedmore
so religiously.
the best career.
teachers.That's
Her why
mother,
a non-professional musician, was Lucilie's first music teacher.
Before applying for an audition with the National Broadcasting
sang atbroadcast
church and
tainments Company,
and did anLucille
occasional
over school
a small enterNew
Jersey station.
Lucilie's audition won for her a sustaining program. This
eventually led to several guest appearances on commercial
programs. An executive of C;7/es Service happened to tune her
in one morning and, without knowing her name or anything else
about her, immediately advised NBC to arrange a special audition. Hers was exactly the voice Cities Service wanted. Lucille
was hired.
Frank Black, conductor of the Cities Service orchestra, has
been of invaluable assistance to Lucille. They've worked tirelessly together to get unusual tonal effects so that their programs woi'ld be outstanding.
There is no finer, better-trained voice on the air today. Lucille
is a perfect example of the rewards which come to one who
conscientiously keeps plugging away with little assistance from
Dome Fortune.
Lucille, unlike many other radio sopranos, has no artistic temperament. She feels it's simply an excuse for a bad temper
and she's right. She's succeeded, not because of good looks or
a winning personality, but because of merit — merit which made
Cities Service decide that her voice is better than any other
on the air.
To Lucille Manners, RADIO STARS Magazine presents its
Award for Distinguished Service to Radio.

EDITOR.

RADIO

1

Lucille Manners
who gave up stenography and beone of radio's
most came popular
sopranos.

MY

FAVORITE

BELIEVE-IT-OR-NOT

STORIES

FOR THE FIRST TIME IN PRINT, AND IN HIS OWN

WORDS, RIPLEY GIVES

THE STRANGER-THAN
2(1

FICTION

STORIES

HE LIKES REST

OF ALL!

Inez de Gastro was crowned Queen
of Portugal after her death. King
Pedro placed her skeleton on the
throne for his subjects to honor.

( HAVE sketched for you over the air many incredible
stories. From every corner of the globe, from history
md
day, I'vethan
gathered
evidence
to proveYouto
/ou the
that present
life is stranger
the world
of fancy.
iind some of the stories hard to believe. I find them hard
:o believe myself, sometimes. But the proof is always
:here, unalterable.
When I first heard the story of "El Fusilado," the
'Executed One," I couldn't lielieve it. What man could
face a firing squad, absorb eight bullets in his lx)dy, rereive the coup dc grace, a pistol shot point-blank into his
lead, and live to tell about it ? Impossible ! Yet, it was
true. One had only to look at the deep bullet holes in
Senor Wenselao Moguel's face and arm to realize the horrible truth. His story was one of the most dramatic I've
;ver heard.
The time was 1915, during the turbulent period of the
Mexican Revolution. The place, Yucatan, Mexico. A
short but bloody battle had taken place. The victorious
government forces had lined up the six hundred rebel

captives in groups of fifty, preparing to kill them oflF, one
by one — a terrifying mass execution. The general of the
government forces made a short speech to the doomed
prisoners, after the roll of the drum had commanded
silence.
"The council of war has found you young men giiilty
of
rebellion.
It's too your
bad government.
you have beenHowever,
deluded itintois
bearing
arms against
my tragic duty to order your execution. The man first in
line will step before the firing squad. Come on! Get up
against that wall. . . . All right, Cai)tain. Proceed!"
One by
the 'ini)risoners
executed.
Senor
Moguel
was one,
the fifth
line. He were
was one
of the victims
to receive
the death.
coup de grace, the pistol shot through the
head
to insure
The next morning, in a nearby church, the sexton was
discussing the execution with a friend. More than fifty
had fallen before the firing squad, he said. They were
mere boys, the oldest scarcely nineteen. They were to
be buried from the church that {Continued on page 64)
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HINDERED

PULPIT
HELPED

RELIGION?

ELIZABETH
7

BENNECHE PETERSEN

WILL you take your religion from a straight-backed pew,
or will you take it at home in your favorite chair?
Radio gives you a choice that you never had before.
For today you can turn to radio for spiritual guidance as
you can turn to it for entertainment, political discussion
and musical uplift.
There are those who decry this easy way of listening to
the gospel. Things that come too easily to human beings
are never really appreciated, tiiey say. More than that,
they feel religion should be ke])t on its own plane and
that the proper place for worship is the church. When
satisfyinga the
need comesthedown
turning
dial soul's
and bringing
churchto the
intosimplicity
the familyof
living-room, they feel the church itself will suffer for it.
But tiiere are others, and these are distinctly in the
majority, who hail religion on the radio as a great and
lasting force. They insist that, far from lessening church
attendance, radio has increased it.
Today you do not have to stir from your own livingroom to be a part of many thrilling ceremonies you could
only read of before, such as Easter services in far-off
Jeru.salem, the thrilling Sunrise services coming from the
Hollywood Bowl, or the solemn singing of the great
choir in St. Peter's at Rome.
Nor is it only on these special days that you enjoy
privileges you never had before. Whatever your beliefs
or your creed may be, you can hear the greatest of its
leaders. Men whose oratory and greatness have made
them world names in the realm of religion now come to
your home, as John the Baptist once came to the doors
of peoi)le who lived in that earlier age.
ranchman's
milesroom,
from men
the nearest
church,in
theTheinvalid
confined family
to a sick
and women
22

Dr. Harry Emerson Fosdick, who has been a guiding force in establishing religion on the air,
feels that radio services have an inspirational
and effective Influence on American listeners.

prison and the inhabitants of small towns the country
over now have the opportunity to listen to these great
men who once belonged only to people living in great
cities.
Radio feels that its religious programs have more than
justified the time given to them. NBC estimates that its
fan mail, not including contest entries or gift requests on
sponsored programs, totals about five million a year. One
million of these letters come from the listeners to religious
programs and engulf all the other unsponsored programs.
At times of crises this ma,il increases, proving that
])C()i)le turn to religion when they are frightened and
bewildered and beset by troubles. During the depression
the mail was heavy with appeals for spiritual guidance and
comfort. Maybe a proof that this recession we are
going through has not reached the same proportions is
the fact that the letters of this sort received by the broadcasting studios are decidedly fewer than those of some
years ago.
There is no censorship otherwise than the understood
stiijulation tliat no faith is allowed to attack any other
belief and that propaganda of any sort is to be excluded.
Ij)cal stations served by either of the two major networks
are allowed to use their own judgment in accepting or
declining these unsponsored hours, and both have also
arranged the time of these broadcasts so they will not
conflict with the time set by most churches for their
regular services.
Radio feels that it has promoted rather than reduced ^
regular church attendance. Only a few may feel that it :j
is unnecessary to exert themselves by attending church
services when their devotional needs can be satisfied in
their own homes. The greater {Continued on page 68) '<

Rabbi Stephen S.Wise has
been a frequent speaker
on the national networks.

Cardinal Patrick Hayes
is another whose talks
have a wide influence.

THE STORIES BEHIND
BROADCASTS

IT WAS just about eight
years ago, on April 21st, 1930,
that the Ohio State Penitentiary
caught fire. With 4,300 prisoners
crowded into space meant to accommodate only 1,500, a small blaze developed,
in an hour, into a raging holocaust that
swept through hundred-year-old cell blocks,
killing over 300 screaming convicts trapped
in their locked cells. The blaze began about
5 :30 in the afternoon, and at 11 :15 that evening,
before most newspapers could put the story on
the streets, radio listeners heard the voice of "The
Deacon,"
a Negro prisoner.
from
the still-smoking
prison. No. 46,812, speaking
"At 5 :20 tliis afternoon," he said into the microphone,
"fire broke out in the new cell blocks F and K when
the wooden forms suddenly broke into blaze. It spread
to the roof in a few minutes, hitting G and H cell blocks
where 812 prisoners were locked up. The flames spread
rapidly ; all the convicts in the upper tiers of the cell block

EVER

were burned to death or smothered by smoke
. . . about
. . someand prisoners
made
their 360
way I'dto say
the . roofs
jumped
to safety in the yard.
"Doctors and nurses are in the yard now
... as soon as a body is passed out to them
they examine it to see if there is life left.
If he's still alive he's rushed to the hospital.
Those prisoners who are not working to aid
the injured are milling about the yard. The
morale is wonderful, nobody has tried to
escape. The campus of the prison is covered
with the bodies of those who have passed on.
"It's a sight I never will forget and, after
watching my fellow prisoners during the
height of the horrors, I am glad to call them
brothers. The dead are lying about the yard,
newspaper photographers are taking flashlight pictures. Steaming hot coffee and
meat sandwiches are being served to us.
"Thereserves
prison andis being
...
naval
soldierswellhaveguarded
been called,
and at every fifteen feet is an armed guard

THE
PUT

GREATEST
ON

THE

AIR!

On the third floor of the chapel where the
prison band plays every day is this radio
room from
power
system
has which
failed,I'mbutspeaking.
the rescueOurworkers
are managing all right with flashlights and
searchlights.
"From here we can hear the screams of
the burned patients, and a radio call has
gone out for more doctors and nurses. Ohio
State medical students have been called in
to help out the doctors and nurses in the
yard . . ."
The voice
account
of the w-ent
disasteron,to giving
listenersa* ongraphic
what
was, perhaps, the first unarranged spot-news
broadcast in radio history. The speaker,
Otto V. Gardner, was a graduate of Moody
Bible Institute and Secretary of the
Protestant Church in the penitentiary; a
lifer who had served twelve years of a first
degree murder sentence. The Columbia
Broadcasting System, which had been broadcasting the daily noon concert of the prison

band through WARU,
Columbus, Ohio, made use of
its remote control installation at
the penitentiary to present what
was the granddaddy of the presentday, highly organized equipment for
spot-news coverage. The papers headlined the story of the disaster for days
afterward, telling of blundering guards who
kept convicts locked in their cells while upper
tiers grew hadred-hot
But the
audience
heard inofthetheflames.
blaze, first
hand,radio
with
interspersed radio appeals for medical and nursing
aid to care for the injured. Prisoner No. 46,812
received a check for $500 from CBS for his excellent
broadcast ; the public had its unexpected thrill ; and
radio had inaugurated, unofficially, the system that today
provides a microphone on the spot of a news event almost
as soon as it happens.
The technical advances of radio, in the intervening
eight years, have been so rapid {Continued on page 58)
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Magicof The
ViolinHour
solo ofis
aEvelyn's
highlight
Charm, now heard Sundays.
She olso serves as assistant to Conductor Spitalny.

CANDID

Nadine Connor, daily dozen
enthusiast, come to New York
to guest-star on the CocoCola show, but was retained
for the program's duration.

PHOTOGRAPHS

Acclaim is due Don Ameche
for his success and versatility on the Sunday show.
He's studying the blueprints
of his new Hollywood home.

OF

The fans of Col. Lemuel Q.
Stoopnagle
return to the rejoiced
air. Up atto his
no
good, he is shown here with
Donald Dickson, baritone.

RADIO
AIR ARTISTS

WHO

SPOTLIGHT^
RATE

HONORABLE

MENTION

THIS

MONTH

Barbara Stanwyck, one of the
better cinenna actresses, is
frequently heard as guest
star. Her most recent visit
was to Lux Radio Theatre.

Nadine Connor
THE

INFALLIBLE

CROSSLEY
By

Jack

PERHAPSthat you've
one time lias
or
another,
a certainread,
radioat comedian
the highest Crossley Rating for the tliird
year running; or that Soandso has now
sHpped into second ])lace. And if you are
like thousands, or milHons, of radio listeners,
you have i)erhai)s recognized that sonic
standard of j)oi)ularity was involved, and
wondered vaguely just what it was.
you've
never even
hutOrat mayhe
some time
or another
your wondered,
tele])hone
has rung and a pleasant voice has asked you
if you had your radio tuned in last night,
and if so. what stations or programs you
listened to. And, unless you were the rare
one out of ahout one hundred and fiftv individuals who hecome annoyed, you proliahly
were a little puzzled, hut tried to rememher
and tell the caller what you heard.
That telephone call was the fundamental
functioning of the Co6i)erative Analysis of
Hroadcasting, commonly known as the
Crossley Ratings. It is the yardstick which
has heen developed hy radio advertisers to
determine just what i)ercentage of the
listening puhlic hears each program ; a yardstick which, after con.siderahle argument and
experiment, has hecome accepted as the most
accurate means of determining the pro])()rtionate audience each show on (he air
Clem McCarthy
Dorothy

RATINGS?
Hanley
draws.
it's employed
percent ofAndall radio
adverti.sers.by ninety-two
Radio, after all, has always heen the (ireat
Unknown among entertainment mediums.
When the early programs were mostly "susshows, and
of
advertisingtaining"
dollars
built before
up the millions
present big
business of commercial broadcasts, stations
and entertainers would fling their songs and
gags into the soundless and unresponsive
ether purely in the optimistic hope that
per-sons, somewhere, might be listening. Fan
mail coming in unsolicited helped a little
and stations, back in the twenties, often su])plied might
"a])])lause
cards"
to listeners
so that
they
register
approval
or disapproval.
P)Ut all in all, there was no real check on
what the public listened to. That was all
very well when radio was primarily the stepchild of the entertainment fiekl^i^when talent
was, more often than not, gratis and
volunteer.
However, in the late twenties, when programs costing thou-sands of dollars began to
be commonplace, advertisers started wondering just what hapi)ened to their advertising
dollar. The fan mail reaction, being unsolicited and uncontrolled, soon demonstrated
its inaccuracy as a really dependable gauge.
How, then, could {Continued on page 76)
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PRESS-RADIO
HANGING
the are
wallsthe oforiginal
the announcers'
room
in Radioon City
drawings oflounge
some
dozen-year-old newspaper cartoons. Tliey boast of what
great amounts of radio news and programs the
particular papers carried. One cartoon prcjudly brags
about including the name of every musical number
played on the air each day in a space running to several
columns.
When newspaper publishers assemble at their annual
conventions these days, those cartoons would have to
be brought out to remind any of these men that they
ever had been so friendly to radio. The broadcasters
are
rivals.now regarded as the newspapers' deadliest business
those early
days story.
of the 1920's,
however,
a Innovelty,
a good
News of
it wasradio
hot,wasan
effective circulation stimulant.
One of the first of those hot stories came from a
garage behind the home of Dr. Frank Conrad in
Pittsburgh. He was an experimental engineer with the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company,
and broadcast regularly from his garage. His following
was mostly hobbyists who filled spare time by tinkering
with radio. Unlike most of the other early experimental
broadcasters, however. Dr. Conrad tried to make his
programs interesting, providing some sort of entertainment with recordings, lectures, anything at hand.
The turning point of radio broadcasting, as we now
know it, is generally credited to Dr. Conrad who. on
election night in November. 1920, broadcast the news
of the election of Warren Gamaliel Harding as President of the United States. Pittsburgh newspapers
recorded his feat as an ingenious enterprise.
There must have been some publishers who shivered
apprehensively over the achievement of Dr. Conrad.
Their shivers are not recorded, however.
Some of the Pittsburgh stores leaped into the pubway radio
and used
to only
help
exploit licity
salesfallingofDr.radioConrad's
sets. Thus
becameit not
a good story, but the stories were cooperative with the
newspapers'
friends,is the
the backbone
departmentof
stores. That good
source business
of advertising
every newspaper's revenue. Radio was emerging from

«M

FEUD

C

the
tinkerer's workshop
into ofthetheliving-room
with
the enthusiastic
cooperation
press.
During its early years, radio was ojierating on no
basis to make it seem a formidable advertising rival.
Programs were haphazard, so were the broadcasting
hours. As an example, let us look back on WHS
fifteen years
then one
of New
York'sl)y important
stations,
now ago,
a minor
station
operated
the Loew
Theatre chain.
The New York Sun was conducting a daily radio
review column, reviewing the entire evening's activities
of one station each day. When IVHN's turn came,
a-hunting
wouldmen,
go the
general handy
Perrystation's
Charles,twonowannouncers
a writer and
for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in Hollywood, and Nils T.
Granlund, since become famous as N.T.G. with his girl
shows in night clubs, vaudeville and radio.
Their hunting grounds were the Times Square
5
restaurants, their cjuarry theatrical stars and other
celebrities dining there. Through claims of friendship, wheedling, fast talking and prospect of publicity
they castlured
notables
on review
night.over to the studio for a broad"Our notices in that column were always good."
Perry Charles recalls. "My gosh, they should
have
been! We'd
with had
a Helen
or someone
every turn
time. up We
Kate Morgan
Smith
over one night. She was singing in a Broadway show then, just another singer.
"When we ran short of people. I'd get
on the phone and try to hurry someone
,1 ^«,m; f» I
away from his dinner. I knew if I
didn't
, Granlund
to awasmike
and start
recitingwould
Hoots. get He
kind of nuts on that subject, reciting Boots every time there was
a spare moment. I'll bet he
didThat
it awasthousand
nothingtimes."
to
make any good newspaper treml)le. good
(Continued on
■ i.T"'"*
page 62)

CHURCHES OPENS

There vatearemental613institutions
state, federal
priin theandUnited
States, housing 514,000 patients.
Practically all are equipped with radio
receiving sets in one form or another.
News broadcasts are the most popular.

BY

ELLA

RIDDLE

THAT RADIO, from the standpoint of recreation and
education alone, has contrihutcd immeasurahly to modernday living is an undisputed fact. That its usefulness is
heing felt in the field of medical science is perhaps not so
well known, hut of the greatest importance.
If one were to make an insi)ectional tour of the 613
state, federal and private mental institutions in the United
States, housing 514,000 patients, it would be discovered
that nearly all of them are equipped with radio receiving
.sets in one form or another. It is true that their introduction iscomparatively recent, but the invention itself is
young, and its therapeutic value in relation to mental
illness is still subject to experiment.
You may well wonder what service radio could render
to persons of unsound mind, iiefore that question can
be answered, however, it is necessary to refute the popular
conception that an insane asylum is a place of grimness
and horror, that all the inmates are raving, violent maniacs
who are virtually imprisoned for the rest of their days.
In the first place, modern mental institutions are making
every efifort to beautify their buildings and grounds, to
create a homelike atmosphere for their patients and to
expedite their cure and release through new treatments
and techniques. Secondly, a person who is mentally ill
is comj)arable to one suffering from an everyday malady,
such as pneumonia or a broken leg. He is sick in mind,
rather than in body, and his case requires just as specialized
medical attention.
According to the National Committee For Mental
1 lygiene, of the 109,000 new cases admitted to our mental
32

hospitals each year, 72% are released within twelve
months as having recovered or improved. And for the
total population of such institutions, the average stay is
three years. To be sure, there are the incurables for
whom there is no hope, but the larger percentage of
patients are those whose return to normalcy is rapid,
whose readjustment to life and society is made possible,
through treatment, by the lengthening of their rational
periods and the total elimination of the insane ones.
In other words, the majority of mental sufferers are as
sane as you or I during periods of varying length !
During the lucid intervals they have normal reactions
to ordinary things. They read and understand news])ai)ers and magazines, participate in group games, work
at assigned occupational tasks and, also like you or me,
enjoy listening to radio broadcasts.
There are three systems of radio installation employed
at present in public mental hospitals. The first is the
simplest and most generally used. In two-room wards,
comprised of a day room (or living-room) and sleeping
quarters, the receiving set is placed in the day room where
recreational activities take place. In the one-room wards
it is usually situated at the far end. Since patients are
grouped according to age, sex and behavior in wards
accommodating from twenty-five and up, the condition
of the patients in each ward governs the use of the radio.
Convalescents and those on parole may tune in whatever
programs
chooseat; times,
the manic-depressives
make
their own they
selections
and at others themaydecision
must rest with the attendant ; those suffering from

TUNING

THE

n

SURPRISING

FACTS

IN

INSANE

SYLUMS

SHOWING

THE

IMPORTANCE

OF RADIO IN THE DAILY LIVES OF THE INMATES

delusional insanity, mania, etc., are subject to a similar
routine. The general feeling, however, is that patients
should be allowed to choose their own air entertainment
whenever
one food
doctorandso told
aptly you
put ]iad
it : "How
would you possible.
like to beAsgiven
to eat
it, whether you liked it or not ?" And, since mental
patients are for the most part nearly-normal adults, they
would naturally dislike having certain programs forced
upon them.
The second system is one whereby loud speakers are
installed in each ward and the broadcasts governed by a
central control radio. Of necessity, all programs are
selected by the person in charge and the volume control
regulated by him. Many times this is most annoying to
patients.- They may not be in the proper mood to hear
what is being sent them, and then again, the voliune may
be much too loud or too soft for comfortable listening.
The third, and most expensive system, combines the
loud speakers and individual sets. It is by far the most
desirable, since patients may hear what they like most of
the time on their own sets, yet it is possible for the
hospital to broadcast over the speaker system programs
which arc beneficial and of special interest to patients.
Dr. William Alvin Bryan, Superintendent of the
Worcester State Hospital in Massachusetts, has been
;ngaged in experimenting with the use of radio in his
institution for a number of years. According to the
mnual report of that hospital, the loud si)eaker system
s employed there throughout. A radio director examines
:he advance programs of the network stations, selects

the ones most suitable to the patient population and
compiles a schedule for every fifteen minute period during
cacli day. Also, he sees to it that the various wards
receive those programs which will most benefit the patients
tiierein.
When there are no programs considered suitable for
rebroadcast,
hospital's
own stationtalkssupplies
special
presentations.theThere
are informative
by physicians
and members of the staff ; musical contributions by
I)atients news
who sing,
playarethe jiresented
piano, violin
or organ.daily,
' Twoas
general
bulletins
by patients
well as a special broadcast by the radio director entitled
"Notables
News." Atnational
other times
recordings
are
substituted inforthe undesirable
or local
i)rogranis.
At ])re.scribed intervals the correct time and date are
announced — this being hel])ful to the orientation of some
patients. Then, between ])rogram ])eriods and during the
commercial aimouncements, short hints on mental hygiene
are given, as well as interesting items of hospital ttews.
The latter iielp to create community interest and to divert
the patient from brooding on his own condition. Since a
mental hosjMtal is, comparatively speaking, a small settlement, every effort should be made to stimulate the
inhabitants'
and c<)o|)eration
of
which he interest
is such anin important
part. with the place
Another noteworthy feature is the broadcasting of
talks on mental disease. Such a series is delivered from
notes
by a p.sychiatri.st.
is short,
that interest
will not wane, b'ach
and isinstalment
simply worded
so thatso
the less intelligent may under {Continued on page 70)
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THE MUSIC WAS

HOT AND THE WEATHER

WARM,

SO JIMMY

DORSET

HOLLYWOOD radio programs are bringing back the
old-fashioned custom of singing parodies on popular
songs, a comical device that radio has allowed to languish
in recent years. Charlie McCarthy has a parody chorus
nearly every week, and Bob Burns occasionally strikes up
a few nonsensical
amusing lines
other
topic.about Bing Crosby's shirt, or some
Parodies were among the staple topics in old vaudeville
days and radio used a lot of them in its early years. As
it increased in importance, parody singing became involved
in difficulties and gradually diminished.
For one thing, the publisher frowned on
parodies of his songs. He wanted the
song's real
words words
heard soandthe tune
public
would
associate
and title. Special permission was
required before a song could
be parodied and often the permission was refused. Redtape details such as that ^^^^
made comedians and singers decide parodies were
hardly
the bother.
The worth
Bob Burns
and 1^^^
Charlie McCarthy programs are in the hands of
the same Hollywood radio director, and he apparently
has
that the bother ^^^^
is notdecided
too great.
THE separation of Stoopnaglc and Budd Pias turned out
to be a very stiff blow at radio
comedy. The two partners are both
back in radio separately, but neither one
has been able to strike the spirit of grotesque
absurdity that made them amusing together.
Stoopnagle, who wrote all the material, might
have been expected to come through the change
without trouble. His material has the same pattern that it used to have but, for some reason,
he no longer can make it as mirthful. One joke
after another misses fire, simply fails to be
funny.

Budd has been an inoffensive master of ceremonies on
a Friday evening program which plays a guessing game
%t.'ith the studio audience. He has been likable in his new
task, but not particularly amusing.
Perhaps there will be a reunion if some program comes
along asking for the team. The separation was made last
winter
Budd's
playboy
annoyedTheyStoopnagle.
There isbecause
no enmity
between
them,ideas
however.
prefaced
their separation with some humorous nezn'spaper interviews about who would get the "and" zvhen the team
parted — zvhether it would be "Stoopnagle and"
or "And Budd."
NO word has come from Hollywood
about Frank Parker's softball ac<
tivities and I wonder if he organized a team out there. The past
^
couple
seasons,spent
Franka good
and
Jimmy ofMelton
part of their week rounding
up radio friends for the
Sunday tweensoftball
betheir rivalgameteams.
The games ran to big
scores and loud laughter
but neither captain was
annoyed at losing.
Jimmy have
Melton
and Frank
Parker
remained
good
friends
(that
feud
between
them a couple of years ago
was a press agent stimt), but
there is a keen rivalry between
them on a lot of things besides
tenor singing. Each one is always trying some prank on the other, too.
Before Frank had gone out to join Hollywood Hotel, they used to call one another up
and issue challenges on striking top notes. The
conversation would go this way: "Listen, bum.
(Then into song) 'Give a man a horse he can
ride' (the last word the highest note the tenor
could hit).
Let's hear
The challenged one would
warm youup top
and that."
call back.
Jimmy ended that litde game. He sang "Give

afrom
man thea high
horse soprano
he can —voice
" andof Jessica
the finalDragonette,
high "ride"standwas tlnmders but can't fight ofT tin- name of "Thundering
ing right alongside Jimmy. Her high note was far beyond Tliorgerson."
the reach of either tenor, of course.
NEARLY 0 third of all the morning and afternoon radio
"Did that come out of you?" Frank asked doubtfully. serials on the netzvorks are a product of a single mind.
"You heard it on the telephone didn't you?" Jim The mind belongs to tn'o persons, Frank and Ann Hummert, but they work together so closely they should be
mswered. "Let's hear you match it now."
considered a unit.
J:I) THORGERSON is back in radio with a summer
They are husband and icife in a romance that gretv out
^pdit program but there still is no sign of a permanent of their work together in Hlackett, Sample and Hummert,
place on the networks for this announcer. He
one of the largest advertising agencies. It is
drifts in and out. making a comfortable
the agency conducting more programs than
living over the year Imt no salary in
any other, specializing in serial dramas
comparison to the network statu
ith from one to five episodes a
he once held. Thorgerson is a
7feek.
BY ARTHUR MASON
Prom these two come the plots
l;(1(k1 e.xample of what one ecc( ntric sponsor can do to a
for a dozen or more serials
radio career.
(the number varies according
to season) every week. They
Seven or eight years ago,
outlitic the plots, episode
Thorgerson was one of tiie
A GENEROUS RIRD'S-EYEimportant announcers, in
by episode,
the outlines over toturnwriters
for
demand for various programs. For a sizable fee,
the time-consutning task
VIEW OF THE INTERESTING
he signed to work exof filling in the dialogue.
Completed scripts come
clusively for one sponsor. After the job began,
hack to them and they suDOINGS ON ETHER LANE.
Thorgerson discovered
pervise their production
on the air, devoting e.xtra
that the sponsor wanted
to give his program dispersonal
whenever someattention
show develops
WHAT THE STARS ARE UP
tinctnouncer
ion byhaving
the antalk louder
than
symptoms of slipping.
anyone else in radio. The
Their zuriters arc paid minimum prices for radio work but,
salary was good and ThorgerTO AND NOTES ON SHOWS
son yelled.
with plots completely outlined,
His old friends, amused, dubbed
lifritcrs expect less. Even so, the
dialogue man gets around $25 per
him
Thorgerson."
The the
script, docs three to five a tveek, finds
name "Thundering
was catchy, traveled
all through
his
living
not too meager.
radio business, and stuck to Ed. Eventually,
To the casual observer, the Hummerts are the last
the
"thundering"
jol)
ended
but
Ed
was
known
as
Thundering Thorgerson and the name obliterated persons in the world one 2vould e.vpect to find operating
lis earlier reputation. Jobs no longer came his a plot mill. Mrs. Hummert is an industrious woman who
ivay.
works with an air of efficiency, an air that seems more
Ever since then he has been heard on .seasonal sjXjrt in keeping with the good executive than with the crea)rograms, spends much of liis time on small stations. He
tive mind. Frank Hummert is a lean, conservative conversationalist. Drywit and {Continued on page 82)
s one of the more capable radio speakers, no longer

Burns and Allen will change^
sponsors this fall. Gracle'sl
being made up for a new film/George Raft.Ozzie Nelson and
Harriet Milliard get a laugh
out of a line in their script.

\s «

con

MUSICAL
BY

JERALD

MANNING

IF
you'da like
knowOzzie
how Nelson
a cab-driver
like Abe
Lyman,
lawyerto like
or a singer
like
Cab Calloway can make a fortune out of leading a
band, follow closely.
To begin with, a successful bandleader must be a
good business man with an engaging personality.
That's the first requisite. The fact that he's a good
musician will help, but it's not necessary. A Tommy
Dorsey or a Benny Goodman may be the finest instrumentalist inthe world, but if he hasn't a head for
business, his chances as a maestro aren't worth a
plugged
nickel. must know how to hire men. That's
bandleader
theThesecond
requisite. The most important employe
that any leader has on his payroll is his musical
arranger. An arranger to a band is like a pair of
legs
and him.
a brainIf tothe you
and me. Aareband
without
arrangements
good,can't
the exist
band
is good.
Those are the two prime requisites. Real, honestto-goodness musical qualifications may help a bit, but
almost
them. 50% of the boys have gotten along without
Of course, most of the lads have had a try at some
musical instrument — even as you or I. But not one
of that 50% could get a job with any respectable
band in the country as a plain, ordinary musician.
Look at a guy like Abe Lyman. He has probably
YOU MAY

NOT KNOW

IT, BUT

EXPEBIENCE

UNNECESSARY

taken more money out of radio as a bandleader than
any single one of his competitors. He has had as
many as four or five network shows a week in addition
to a nightly engagement at a hotel or a night club. But
do you think Abe is a musician? He'd be the first
to Abe
yell "No
drove!" the first Yellow Cab to appear on the
streets
of
That was
to learn
to play the Chicago.
drums at home,
gottenaftera jobhe'din tried
a nickelodeon
and been fired. After a while he teamed up with Gus
Arnheim, then playing the piano, and went into vaudeville with him. He learned something about show
business that way. Right after the War, he formed a
band, with himself as drummer-boy, and went to work
in a restaurant owned by his brother in California.
But Abe insisted on playing the drums. And playing
them in front of the band, at that. Brotherly love or
no, he was fired. With that as a foundation, Lyman
soon devoted himself entirely to the baton, sold himself
to a cafe owner in Venice, California, and began a
very profitable career, because he was a good business
man with an engaging personality.
Abe has always been able to sell himself. Like any
good business man, he has kept his ear to the ground,
discovered what the public or a sponsor wanted and
given it to them. Like any shrewd salesman, he has
established his contacts. He owns stock in many of
the companies that sponsor him, for example.
go His
out music
of youris never
way tosensational.
hear it. ButUsually,
it alwaysyou fitsdon'tits
purposes. Abe has it very well organized. The music
he played at the night club where lie was working this
HALF OF THE TOP-FLIGHT

winter and spring was entirely diflferent from the music
for his commercial broadcasts. But it was still Abe
Lyman's band.
Many times Abe doesn't even bother to conduct. He
seldom appeared
during the
performances of the on
showtheat bandstand
the Casa Manana
in New
York City. Usually it was his arranger who did the
actual batoneering. Abe has always been smart
enough to hire fine musicians, good arrangers and
collect an able staff of people who can put together an
orchestra. For example, Lyman can go out on a
vaudeville tour, be somewhere in the Middle-West, and
you'll turn ason the
yourband
radioon and
hear Abe Lyman
announced
a commercial
coming being
from
New York. Abe isn't there — but he's still <lrawing the
profits as the bandleader.
That little
custom ofisthea pretty
band's familiar
playing bravely
without
its conductor
one. Theon
classic story concerns Richard Himber, who had just
organized his orchestra and was playing a sustaining
radio program
from along
New nicely
York's andIvssex
The
program
was going
JoeyHouse.
Nash, then
Himber's Dick
vocalist,
In The Valley
Of The
Moon.
was was
up onsinging
the bandstand
and suddenly
leaned over to one of his sax players :
"You
dope! You're playing it wrong!"
whispered
hisThe
chairsaxophonist
and went after
Himber."Yeah?" leaped out of
So while the radio audience heard Joey tell all al)out
love and kisses in the valley of the moon, Dick and one
of his boys were rolling around on the floor in front
of the mike. The band })layed {Continued on pacje 61)

BANDLEADERS

AREN'T GOOD MUSICIANS

BETWEEN

BROADCASTS
Luise Barclay, once
a church organist,
is star of The Woman in Wbife serial
on NBC. She acts for
a living and plays
the piano for fun.

band, is from San Francisco,
nnade her debut as a harpist at 14, as a singer at 20.

THE
BUSINESS
OF
BEING
A
THE AIR EDITORIALIST HAS NO EASY JOB IN GIVING THE PUBLIC

Author and explorer, Lowell Thomas has
a natural background for commentating.
He tends to emphasize news oddities.

RADIO commentating is big business. The ranking editorialists ofthe ether are shoulder to shoulder with leading
comics and crooners in salary ratings, and that speaks well
for the intelligence of the listener. It proves he wants to
hear programs that are informative — even if they are
provocative at the same time. Agreeing with a radio comentator isnot whathas makes
It's the
effect the mprogram
on his aownlistener
views like
and him.
the stimulus
it provides in making him think. And when the commentator finds he has succeeded in whetting the interest of
the listener in topics of the day, he is content that his,
job has been well done.
Hut, although commentating is big business, it is ap-,
parent that there is a "comer" on it just as there are I
monopolies in other trades. There are barely a half-dozen
top-notch names in the roster of network news com- menta ors, i
KDWIN C. HILL: Left newspaper work after a .scorel
of years in various editorial capacities to heed the call of |
the microj)hone and a sponsor's checks. But his huge air j
poj)ularity brought about a Hearst contract which syndicates
— patterned
radio talksby— his
all style
over ;|
the U. a S.column
A. learned
his hugeafterradiohis following
of
news andwastheonce
jieople
who make
news."humanizing"
His style ofthe delivery
regarded
as a the
bit
j)ompous, l)ut caught on anyway. Rather than being a
fault,tothis
actually seemed to add a note of authoritativeness
his broadcasts.
l.( )W1':LL THOMAS : A "natural" as a commentator.
His own adventures as an cx])lorer and author gave him a
background'
few commentators
Addedwhich
to this
long
experience
as a ])latform have.
lecturer,
cameis hisin

r

BY

SAMUEL

KAUFMAN

^^ ^

^^^^^

^
^^^^^

EdwinnewsC.andHill's
the
the ability
people towhohumanize
make it
foil owing.
led hi huge

COMMENTATOR
EAR VIEWS ON TOPICS OF THE DAY
mighty handy for the microphone. He has a tendency
to feature oddities in the news as well as front-page
events.
H. V. KALTENBORN: A former newspaper
editor. Perhaps the most widely quoted of all commentators. His shrewd observations and keen analyses
of the news added considerable prestige to the entire
commentators'
never onpull.and action
even
has criticized hisranks.
own He
network
the punches
air for its
in cutting oflf a political program. He did some "on
the also
scene"
the Spanish
war broadcasts
zone but
he
has broadcasts
the knack from
of making
his studio
just as exciting as such circusy stunts.
JOHNworkB. KENNEDY:
A' former
magazine
whose
on the air recently
brought
him aeditor
new
publishing offer. Now divides time between commentating and editing. Entered radio fourteen years ago
when his magazine sponsored an hour. When the magazine went of¥ the air, Kennedy preferred to remain
with radio. He strives for down-to-earth and humorous
sides to his microphone efforts. His recent air assign/ments
have lines.
been along "feature article" rather than
news flash
GABI^IEL HEATTER : A trade paper editor and
former newspaper reporter. Entered radio when past
forty ing.andHas amade
success
in broadcastcalmhisandlife's
coolbiggest
style of
delivery
that was
Boake Carter's
notably
demonstrated
in
his
broadcasts
of
the Haupt- comments
are inmann case.
clined toinibe
oponated. His dry,
BOAKE CARTER : The son of a British diplomat,
his early travels and adventures gave iiini a keen in- accented delivery
.sight into world events. His {Continued on page 72) is distinctive.

Baritone Buddy Clark once
hoped to be another Babe
Ruth, and he still plays
baseball whenever he can.

THWARTED
THEY'RE

A SUCCESS

ON THE

AIR TODAY,

Judy Starr dreomed of I
being
Her press ^
agent, a J.nurse.
M. Josefsberg,
is glad she isn't one.

Part of the Kyser family tree includes the marriage of
an Admiral Simms to a Miss Royster. Virginia Simms,
Kay's vocalist, lists the Admiral among her forebears.
So, if you feel like getting involved, you can soon figure
out that Kay and Songstress Ginny are distantly related.
KAY KYSER, ever since he entered the band business But that's as far as I intend to go. The present Kyser
12 years ago, always has been different. It's part of his generation is more interesting.
heritage.
fatherto Royster,
his mother's
side, had His
the Great-Grand
worthy desire
distinguishon his
children
In June, 1926, Hal Kemp graduated from the Unifrom all other children. He named them, in the order
versity of North Carolina and took his college dance
orchestra
along with him. Before he left, he talked Kay
of their appearance: Arkansas Delaware, Vermont Connecticut, Virginia Carolina, Louisiana Missouri, Indiana into organizing a band to take the place of the Kemp
Georgia, Oregon Minnesota and Iowa Michigan. Va., La., outfit. Kay's musical experience at that point consisted
and Ind. were girls. Kay says some of his fondest of
a job as school cheer-leader and an attempt to play the
memories concern his Great-Uncle Minnie (short for clarinet. A mighty weak attempt, I might add — it never
Oregon Minnesota, of course).
got past blowing the scales.

Kay, heard Wednesdays at
fen p.m. EDST over NBC-Red
Network, takes on the task of
instructing a group of Broadway show girls in general
musical affairs.

When school opened in September, Kyser had his band,
[ncluding himself, there were six members. Like the
tCemp boys, they could play only by ear. Came time for
Jieir debut and they had learned exactly six tunes. There
hey were
were:to beSixpaidboys,
:hey
$60.six tunes, the year was '26 — and
Being different, Kay decided it wouldn't be wise to
;how up on the opening night. He explained that he had
0 cheer-lead the next day and didn't want to tire himself
>o
the six-piece
Mitoneering
sixth Kyser
man, band had its premiere without its
Kay can still remember the six songs his
nemorised: Black Bottom, Thinking Of You,
jet Gertie, Roses Of Picardy, Alabama Stomp
jiveness I Crave For Kissin' You. By the time

orchestra
Hard To
and Forthe dance

was over, the gay collegians of North Carolina knew those
tunes by heart, too. The boys played the six in the one,
two, three order. They finished Forgiveness I Crave and
went back to Black Bottom. That zvent on for four hours.
The ultimate outcome, though, was the success of the
orchestra and the adoption of Thinking Of You ay the
permanent Kyser theme song.
Next year, Kay added four pieces. After he graduated
in '28 and became an unblushing professional, the number
increased to 13. Of that present 13, Sully Mason, who
blows the sax and vocalizes, is a member of the original
six. Arranger George Running, Pianist Lyman Gandee
and Merwyn Bogue, the infamous Ish Kabibble, are holdovers from the 10-piece crew.
{^Continued on page 56)

The steam box is used by
some
reducing.of aBetty's
in onlyforbecause
cold.

TRIM

FOR

This is Frances Adair, soloist for
Johnny Presents, when she weighed
160 pounds, didn't diet or exercise.

FIGUBES

STUDIO

AUDIENCE!

Rebecca gives Betty a massage ^ stirunwanted
circulation
and remove
flesh.

RADIO'S LADIES, NOW
IN BOTH

THE PUBLIC

EYE AND EAR, MDSTBE
SHAPELY AND PRETTY

Massage is wonderful for
eliminating muscle Iclnlts
after strenuous exercise. 4

Frances, now down to
126 pounds, achieved
her lovely new form
through
exercise 12andweeks
a dietof
prescribed by her
doctor. Other simple
rules were: No water
with meals; moderate
use of salt; a warm
bath each night folcold she
show-is
er. lowedShe byasoys
bursting with health
and feels like singing all of the time!

BY

MABY

BIBBL

Linda says that plenty of
water, inside and out, is
the first point to consider.
LINDA LEE, A CHARMEB
HOW

FROM

TO KEEP COOL WHEN

THE SOUTH, KNOWS

THE WEATHER'S

HOT!

SOUTHERN

CHARM

There's
nothing
like heat
make oLinda,
girl
look ruffled,
impatient
and to
unlovely.
who a isspecial
vocalistwayonto Ripley's
show,
has
stay calmTuesday
and dainty.

IT'S SUMMER! Which means no end of new and excitinj^
hut your
there hair
will limp
he those
find
yourpleasures,
nose shiny,
and days
your when
temperyou'llrising!
Honestly,
it is toinfuriating,
out that
looking
your
hest only
find, insideisn'tof it,halfto anstarthour,
tlie
shimmering heat waves have reduced you to the limp rag
^tate? But it is not until you spy some girl looking as
cool ashlood
a cucumher
the dangerously
midst of all high!
this "misery" that
your
pressure insoars
Well, the lf)vely Linda Lee is one of tliese crisply cool
girls! And, if you'll restrain that homicidal impulse for a
t< w minutes, you'll he ahle to climh over to Linda's side of
the sun, hecause we are going to have a session on "How
to As
KeepLinda
Cool."Lee is to be our model (and teacher, too,)
wouldn't you like to know a smattering of her back-

ground? She was born in New Orleans and her home.
Greenwood, is considered the most typical colonial house
in the United States. Greenwood, with its sweeping lawns
and stately trees, was a perfect background for Southern
beauty, as asfamous
in the days
crinoline-frocked
ancestors
it is today.
It is offromLinda's
this charming,
typical
Southern frame house that Linda Lee stepped into New
York. She came to New York three years ago to become
an actress. Yet, in spite of her success on the stage, she
a])andoned it for radio.
Jn Linda Lee is met the femininity and daintiness of
another age and the stream-lined, poised beauty of today's
Miss.intoSo,another
sharingageLinda's
is like into
looking
hack
with onebeauty
eye, secrets
while peeking
the
future with the other.
Linda Lee says if she gives the (Continued on page 73)

RADIO STARS

"Fd

get

snapshots

of
every boy I really liked 1.
says DOROTHY DIX, famous adviser on life and marriage

but
the Accept
film in thenothing
familiar
yellow
box-Kodak
Filmvhich only Eastman mai w

"T CAN'T see why girls don't use more
-L system in their search for the oneand-only man. Every big business uses
system, and love-and-marriage is the
biggest, most important of all . . .
"When you meet a boy you like,
get some snapshots of him. Keep
these. Save the snapshots of all the boys
you like.
a newcomer
appears and Then,
tries to when
rush you
off your feet,
look at the snapshots of the others . . .
memories
a "Nothing
snapshot. awakens
As you see
the faceslikeof
good old Tom, good old Dick and good
old Harry, you may find that one of

them really means more to you than
your
new friend.
If so— choice
you're insaved
from making
the wrong
the
* * of . your life!"
most important * decision
Whether
inexperienced
—for day-inyou're
and expert
day-out orpicture
making
— use Kodak Verichrome Film for surer
results. Double-coated by a special
processsure errors
— it—takes
care ofyour
reasonable
increases
ability toexpoget
clear, satisfying pictures. Nothing else is
"just
as
good."
And
certainly
there
nothing better. Play safe. Use it alwaysis
. . . Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, N. Y.

RADIO STARS

TRAVEL

IN

AVOID BEING CLOTHES-CONSCIOUS
BY
"WHAT'S tlie secret behind this
business of lieing- well-dressed? Just
this — a woman can be 'fashion conscions', but she'll never be really
smart as long as she's 'clothes conscious' when she makes her appearspeaking,
lovelyance !" This
star isofJoantheBlaine
Valiant
Lady
serial.
By this, Joan means that you can
keep up with the very newest
wrinkle in fashions, have your skirt
the exact length demanded by toParis cal)le.
wearontheyour
requisite
numberday's of
bracelets
arm,
the most novel of lapel ornaments,
the latest Lilly Dache fantasy
perched on your brushed-up curls,
but — unless you can forget all about
these things the minute you ])ut
them
no constant
hitching"
up ofon.this,withpulling
down of
that,
frequent adjustment of sliding hat,
twisted belt — unless you are perfectly at ease and //^conscious of
your
smart. clothes, you cannot be truly
One look at Joan herself is all
you need to see why she has many
times Ijeen called radio's liest-dressed

STYLE

IF YOU WISH TO APPEAR

WENDY

CHIC

LEE

woman. Tall and slender, with darkhair and gray-blue eyes, Joan is
gracious and charming, good-humored and well-poised — just as
\ou'd imagine her from her voice,
that delightful, well-modulated,
thrilling voice which has held you
spellbound manv times diiriui^- the

Joan
Blaine,
Valianf
Lady,of
chooses a navy
and fon
white
chifredingote
for informal
dining weather.
in the
warm
Her dennureand
graceful
frock is dance
white
and
yellow,
the
sash of purple
velvet. Sleeves
and bodice are
softly tucked.
A suit is Ideal
for travel ing.
Joan's connbines
a short-sleeved,
one-piece
with a cape dress
and
jacket, nnade of
a light wool.

past five years as Mary Marlin ; as
"Joan Houston" in A Tale of Today; in Music Maijic and Musical
Keys; inPrevin
ll'clcoiuc
I 'alley;
Charles
and Olga
Albaniwithin
Silkoi Striiias ; and now as "Joan
Barrett," the star of Valiant Lady.
"Well-poised" and "welldressed"
expressions
which,
in a are
fashiontwosense
at least,
are practically synonymous and
definitely interdependent. Joan
Blaine is well-poised because she
is well-dressed — and vice versa!
She wears her clothes with assurance because they fit her correctly,
she knows they are right for the
occasion, and that everything is
going cotome a part
stay ofput.her,Hera complement
clothes beto her lovely personality, so that,
after
you have
can't
remember
for themetlifeher,of you
you what
she
had
on
(unless
you're
a
gimleti'\ed fashion reporter who impolitely takes notes on every detail).
Vou just know that she was lookawfullyher
smart
a becoming
color,ing that
skinin looked
fresh
and clear, {Continued on page 79)
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WRIGLEY*S
CHEWING GUM

refreshing Double Mint gum keep j ou
.^1

cool and ^^^^^Z-d^^

The fickle male has an eye for girls who
ar^not only good dressers but who have a taking
smile as well. And now healthful Double Mint gum gives you
both — style and smile. Millions enjoy this double-lasting
mint-flavored gum. It helps assure sweet breath, relaxes tense nerves,
makes your mouth feel cool and refreshed — whereby your whole self seems
loveUer. Then too, chewing is nature's w^ay to wake up sleepy
face muscles (promoting young contours) and to brighten your teeth
so that your smile reflects a new loveliness to attract friends.
However, it is smile plus style that wins. A perfect example is
lovely Sonja Henie, acclaimed world famous artistic skater
and distinguished Hollywood star. Asked by Double Mint gum
Sonja Henie has designed for you this dehghtful, cool looking dress, left —
adapted from her applause-getting Nonvegian skating costume
which she also designed. Smart. Becoming. And by
I
Double Mint made available to you in
I
a Simplicity Pattern. SO, you see how
1
delicious Double Mint gum keeps
■
you cool and doubly lovely. Daily
enjoy this non-fattening sweet. Also
remember it aids digestion. Sold
everywhere. Buy several packages today.

Left, Sonja Henie Double Mint gum dress. Designed and
modeled for you by enchanting, lovely SONJA HEISIE
ichose flashing grace made her 10 times W arid
Champion and 3 times Olympic Champion. Photographed
in Holly.H Ood by Hurrell. Made ai ailable to you by
DOUBLE .MINT gum in SIMPLICITY Pattern 2849. At nearly ^
all good
Goods Dress
or I'ariety
you can 419
buy Fourth
this
•tern.
Or. uDepartment,
ritc DOUBLEDry MINT
Patternstores
Department,
Avenue, ^.Yen York Cn
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you wouldn't
have skilled
to bendFrancoover
a THAT
hot stove
this summer,
American chefs spent many long hours cooking to just
the ofright
delicate
consistency
delicious strands
FrancoAmerican
Spaghetti.
So that andyou cooking
wouldn't allhave
bother getting
together
the toingredients
for a
delicious sauce, Franco-American chefs have
turned
out
a
sauce
for
you
which
is
simply
a marvel.
So why do hot summer hours of work when
this has already been done for you? Especially
when you can get this most delicious prepared
spaghetti for so little —it costs only ten cents for
a bigHusbands
15%-ounceand can—
enoughwhofor have
3 portions.
children
once
tasted Franco-American get pretty pernickety
when you try to feed them any other prepared
spaghetti. Franco -American is grand for children's lunches — hot and nourishing and tempting— and on the table in a jiffy. It combines
wonderfully with left-overs, thanks to that
marvelous sauce. It's always a hit for Sunday
night supper. It's a life-saver when people drop
inandunexpectedly
it's marvelous forhelpoutings
picnics. Let andFranco-American
keep
you cool and rested this summer! Better lay in
a few cans right now!
Franco-flmencaiv
SPAGHETTI
Made by the Makers of Campbell's Soups

Campbell
Soi.p Jersey.
Company,
Camden, New
PleaseDept.
send68me your I
book: "30 Tempcing Spaghetti Meals."
Name (print)
Address
City
54

ANNOUNCERS'
FAVORITE RECIPES
CHILI CON CARNE
REUBEN STYLE
pounds lean top round, yi ound 1 can (condensed) bouillon
1 small clove yarlic
Yz1 tal^lcspoon
teaspoon saltpaprika
3 small, mild ivhite onions
Ys teaspoon
42 eiip
I'ullcr chili pou'der
cup bottledu^hitc
chilipepper
sauce
teaspiHUis
canjied kidney beans, cooked fiV^
2 tal'Icspaans flour
meat fine; then grind up garlic and onions or chop very fine. Melt butter in
let or Dutch oven. Add onion and garlic and fry to a golden brown. Add
beef and simmer for ^ hour, stirring frequently witli a fork so that meat does not lump.
Coml^ine Hour and chili powder. Moisten to a smooth paste with a little of the bouillon.
.\dd to meat mixture together with the remaining bouillon, salt, paprika, pepper and chili
sauce. Cook and stir until smooth and thickened. Continue cooking over very low heat
i')r three hours, stirring occasionally. (If necessary, add a little water to prevent burning.)
Place chili at one end of serving platter. Next to this, place thoroughly heated canned
ddney beans. Fill remaining third of platter with fluffy, hot boiled rice. Serve immeliately. Serves 4.
CRABMEAT TOM.-\TO SURPRISE
larqe. prni tomatoes
3 stalks celery, chopped
<A4 pound
crabmeat. canned or fresh Y3 cup mayonnaise
'4 cup F, ■ench drcssiuij 2 tablespoons chili sauce
2 hard c uoked eggs
salt, pepper
lettuce
Remove slice from steam end of tomatoes. Carefully scoop out pulp, leaving a thick,
firm outer shell. Sprinkle inside shell with salt and pepper and invert on a plate. Placein a refrigerator to drain and chill. Carefully clean ice-cold crabmeat, removing every,
vestige of shell. Marinate in French dressing IS minutes; drain. Add celery and the.
egg whites cut into small cubes. .\dd combined may(.)nnaise and chili sauce. Season to*
taste with salt and pepper. Fill tomatoes with this mixture. Top with additional-,
mayonnaise. Sprinkle with egg yolks which have been forced through a sieve or ricer.
Place in nest of lettuce leaves. Sliced or chopped beets also make an attractive garnish.,'
OLD ENGLISH APPLE OMELET
6 apples
3 tablespoons butter
y, cup iMter
2 eggs, z.'ell beaten
54 teaspoon salt
2 cups fine stale bread crumbs
Yx teaspoon nutmeg
2 tablespoons sugar
Yi cup sugar
Y2 cup pineapple juice
1 teaspoon lemon juice
Pare and core apples, cut into eighths. Place apples in saucepan with the wat
salt, nutmeg and K> cup sugar. Cook to a thick pulp. Remove from heat, stir in
tablespoon of the butter and when cold mix in well beaten eggs. Butter a deep bakir
dish generously. Strew one third of the crumbs over the bottom and sides. Add one ha
of the apple pulp. Add another layer of crumbs, dot with 1 tablespoon butter, sprinkl^
with 1 tablespoon sugar. Add remaining apples, top with remaining crumbs, dot wit
butter and sprinkle with sugar as before. Carefully pour the combined pineapple
lemon juice over the contents of baking dish. Bake, uncovered, in moderate ove^
(375° F.) until top layer of crumbs is a delicate brown. Serve very hot or very cold
with whipped cream or hard sauce.
RICH CHEESE CAKE
CRUST
cup butter
IJ^ cups fine .znneback crumbs (1 box)
cup suiiar
Y& teaspoon baking powder
egg. sliohlly beaten FILLING Y^ teaspoon vanilla
'(;;)( cheese
Y cup sifted flour
salt
1 cup cream
apound
pinch .US )flemon
teaspoo
juice
Ya cup melted butter
leasp. n vanilla
4 eggs
1 cup sugar
I
Crust:
ljutler until very light, .^dd sugar gradually. Beat in egg. Roll out zwieback
Id form fine rrumbs. .Add bakiii.y jiowdcr. Combine with butter mixture to make smooth
paste. Add vanilla. Press this mixture in a thin, smooth, layer on the bottom and
u]) theC'l sides of a large spring-form pan.
Filling:
....
Put cream cheese through a ricer or sieve. Add salt, lemon juice and vanilla. Mix
flour to a sniootli pastr with a little of the cream. Add remaining cream and melted
butter. Conibiiir iImih- iiii,\tiire with tlicese mixture, beating until smooth and blended.
Beat eggs until very light, ackl sugar gradually. C(jmbine with cheese mi.xture and when
blended
previously
prepared
Bake inCool
slow inoven
or until pour
knife into
inserted
in filling
comes pan.
out clean.
pan. (300° F.) IY2 to 2 liuurs,
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{Conlinucd from payc 11)
"CHEF'S secrp:t" cole slaw
1 firm head cahlnuic
I J ciif> irradiated civporatcd milk
, J cu(> viucyar
3 tablespoons sutiar
' J teaspoon salt
; s teaspoon pepper
mayonnaise
Cut cal)l)agc in half, remove hard inner
ore. Shred enhhaije fine. Combine evap- i
orated milk, vineuar, sugar, salt and pepper. Soak approximately 4 cups shredded
cabbage in this mixture. Allow to stand
in refrigerator 2 hours or more— the longer
the better. Drain cabbage, squeeze shreds
to remove moisture. Mix with mayonnaise.
This cole slaw also accompanied ]\Iiltnn
Cross' mammoth sandwich.
By the way, let me remind you of a few |
things about sandwich-making that you j
may have overlooked. In the first phu c, |
don't,
beg, inuse some
bread instances
that comesit rc,i>Ksliced. I For
w^mla |;
prove too thick, in others too thin, lor
your purpose. Sometiriu -, t'l.i, \ on niav
want to cut the bread on a slight diagonal
slant, which provides a larger slice.
Be sure to take the butter and other
spreads out of the refrigerator well ahead ;
of time so that the\- will be soft enough |
to spread with ease and without any dan- ;
ger of tearing tlie' bread. If the bread is |
very fresh fand many ])reler it so, rath.r j
than
-old iiread"
generally
mendedthe for"da}sandwich
making)
it isreconisafest ;i
to spread it while still on the loaf, slicing
it of¥ in the desired thickness afterwards.
Naturally the knife must be at its sharjiest
for good results. You will also find that
heating the blade for an instant over your
top-of-the-stove burner will help matters
considerably. And remember, to assure the
same degree of masculine approval for your
sandwiches as is given to the Reuben vay, go in strong
for quality,
on therietfillings
and leave
on the don't
crusts.stint
So much for sandwiches and other main
dishes. But how about sweets? Certainly
one would never ex[)ect to find four men
gathered together at one table without
learning various ways of pleasing that
famous "masculine sweet tooth" we hear
so much about. And sure enough, this exceptional .gathering of announcers was responsible for two nniisnall} fine suggestions
in the dessert linr. iMi st to make its appearance was a "special
of the house"
an Old English
Apple t\-Omelet.
An all-—
time favorite with Milton Cross, this turned
out to be a sort of Anglicized version of
our own more familiar apple dish, Brown
Betty. I must say it lives up to Mr.
Cross' high opinion of it far better than it
does to the name of "omelet" so strangely
given it. But if you're looking for something different, you'll want to try it.
Paul Douglas ordered Cheese Cake —
it looked so good that Ben Grauer decided
to follow suit.
try recipes
it too, onwon't
along withby
th.eDoother
page you,
54 provided
the various master chefs of this restaurant
—apple
the dish
made-to-a-man's-taste
the
with its strange salad;
name and,
perhaps best of all, the Chili Con Canie.
No wonder Ben, Milton, Paul and fiiaham "amiounce" them as their favorites.

When

your baby is suffering

KNOW

what

Don't be helpless
emergency arises ! when
Every an mother
should knozv what to do. Don't trust
to luck that your household will
escape emergencies. You may be next.
Be prepared!
At your drug store you can now get
(while they last) a copy of Dr. Allan
Roy Dafoe's new book — free with a
purchase
"Lysol"
Few doctorsof have
had disinfectant.
to deal with
home emergencies as Dr. Dafoe has.
Great distances, hard travel, in the
Canadian back country forced him
to teach his people what to do in
emergencies till he got there. Now
the benefit of this experience is yours,
free! Accept "Lysol's" offer of firstaid facts. Ask, when you buy "Lysol",
for your copy of Dr. Dafoe's book.

to do I

FREE! Dr. Dafoe's Book on Home
Emergencies, 32 pages, 53 sections.
Do you knov, how ro . . . Dn ss a wound.' Treat
anim.il hius" (Iim .initici.il rispiration? Rtlii ve siuKKii illiu>s= Slop hu-ciips.' Revive an
aspli\\i.iU(l iHison: l lust arc just a few of
m:m\- suliji oi s i lus book cox i rs, in clear, simple
laM,mn;;c an\dnr ean uinlcisiand. Free with
any purchase of "i-ysol", jor a limited time.

I_
JI

LYSOL,
J. Dept.Dr. 8-R.S.
(I rulose Bloomfield,
"Lyiol" canonN. front.
Oafoi's
hook
will
be
sent
at
once,
free
S.,.eand post-paiJ.)

1■ .UJrns
CocyrUlit 19S» by L^^lin & Kink IToductn ( orD.
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THE

BANDWAGON
( Coiitiiiurd from piu/c 47)
The house bands are on the nctivork
Kay's ideal
Rogersor payroll
to plav ior the sustaining programs.
because
there haswasalways
never been
any Will
pretense
glamour build-up surrounding Will. To .It CBS they uun-h ju l:oo shifts— 11 pieces
in
the
morning,
IS iii the afternoon. The
Kay. tliat'she thetrieswayto toi)utbe.across
And that's
thought
with the
his a.m. shift is called, at dijjerent hours, the
program. As a result he is now ha\ing Rliythniaires, the Captivators, the Xovelthe
time Kiiozdcduc.
o{ his life with his Kollii/c- of tecrs
In The areAir.putOntogether,
Saturdaya
Musical
night,andthe Mus'k
Izoo bands
outside men added, and there yon have
He explains that there arc three com- fe-tO
mandments zvhich lie feels must be obeyed the Swing Session orchestra.
The average house musician is 28 years
ifhe he's
to
be
sueeess. (juest.
Each xoeek
must be: a(1)radio
A leeleomc
(2) old, weighs 145 pounds, is five feet, eight
inches
tall, plays at least two instruments,
One of you — just as thou(/h you'd iurited one of which
is a piano — and his minimum
him int<> your home ti> haz'C a truth meeliu' salary
is ^100 a week. He usually picks up
or a ask
speliin'
iSl Soball^ooodue.rta i/uesl
you
liim hee.
to ct'uie
loeelc. that cials.
a lot more by working on a few commerThat seems sim/^le eiuvuih luit Kay
doesn't
Numbered among the gentlemen who at
icay. thini: otouoli proi/rams zcork that
one time or another worked in the CBS
"Look at the most popular shoios on the house
band are Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey,
air,"
says Kay.
makes to'emearthgood?
Simplicity,
sincerity"What
a)id doion
en- Manny Klein, Toots Mondello, Benny
tertainment that any damn fool like you out
Goodman
Jerry comedian.
Colonna, who's turned
to be and
a musical
and mc ca)i understand."
FATE
JOHN Q. MUSICIAN
Probably the busiest musicians in radio
Not so long ago, lovely songstress Judy
are those belonging to what are officially Starr was in an accident. Medicos shook
their
No, she would never work
called thehouse"house
bands." Such
CBS luminaries
has two again.heads.
popular
orchestras.
Her promising career was at an
as the entire Raymond Scott Quintet, end. But Judy gave the gray-beards a
Bunny Berigan, Babe Rusin. Jack Jenny
right back
and Emery Deutsch graduated from the mild
where horse-laugh.
she was beforeToday
the she's
niishap^singing
Columbia musical staff.
with one of radio's big bands.

YOU'RE
OF

MY

But that's not the end of our story. A
fczv months ago, Hal Kemp and his orchestra, on the li'ay to Chicago, ivere in a
smash-up. Vocalist Maxine Grey was hurt
—singunable
couldn't
zcilh toHalreturn
zehen tohe zvork.
debutedSheon his
neiv
commercial. Someone had to take her
place. Judy Starr has the job.
SOMETHING SHOULD BE DONE
A new high in the antics of zany jitterbugs was reached
favorite
Goodman
presentedwhenone jitter-bug
of his Tuesday
night robroadcasts
from
the
Nutting
Ballm in Waltham, Mass.
For the program, carpenters built a
special standplatform
jutting Dan
out from
the bandso that Emcee
Seymour
and
Benny might have room for their microphones.
Excepting standard swing-fan hysterics,
all was well until two or three minutes before the program went off the air. As Dan
began reading his last commercial, he felt
the microphone waver, felt the platform
keel unpleasantly,
that atForlastthe jitterbugs had done theirfeltworst.
boys
and gals at Nutting, in their frantic haste
to get to Goodman, had begun to tear up
the microphone platform.
Engineers in the control room shrugged
helplessly as the CRASH, signaling final
success, went over the air. Seymour, with
the calm and courage of any good announcer, finished his commercial half up,
half down, with the mike clutched in his
hand. Never before, has "This is the

KIDDING
AGE

I A GIRL^

COULDN'T

"MIDDLE-AGE"
NO WONDER JIM KEEPS
BREAKING
YOU'vE
LET YOUR DATES!
COMPLEXION
GET SO DRY, LIFELESS,
COARSE-LOOKING.
I'M
SURE
WRONG YOU'RE
soap! USING
why THE
don't you change
to palmolive?

'^UTSEE 1 HOW
don't 1
PALMOLIVE
COULD MAKE
SUCH A
.DIFFERENCE!

GET/

SKIMf

j

BECAUSE PALMOLIVE IS MADE WITH OLIVE
OIL... A SPECIAL BLEND OF OLIVE AND
PALM
OILS,
FINESTGOODBEAUTY
AIDS,
that'snature's
why
FOR
DRY, LIFELESS
SKIN.it'sIT soSOFTENS
AND
REFINES SKIN TEXTURE! CLEANSES
SO
THOROUGHLY,
TOO...
LEAVES
COMPLEXIONS RADIANT!
1^

It wasn't long until . . .
IM TAKING NO MORE CHANCES! FROM
NOW
using-WITH
onlyOLIVE
PAL/MOLIVE,
THE ON
SOAPI'mMADE
OIL TO
KEEP SKIN SOFT,
Ji .. SMOOTH, YOUNG-!
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' Mubia Brnadcastitig System" been left
l'.aii,i;iiig in mid-air.
THE CAREFUL DUKE
It you suddenly miss the sound of Duke
Ellington's piano during one of his broadcasts, here's the explanation :
Often, and zcitlwiit z^arniiifj, Duke leazes
the bandstand in the middle of the program.
He disappears for a minute and then renot room
the reason
— he/lotf
merely
hops intoturns. Xo,thethat's
control
to hear
the
program is coming over the air and to
discover zchelher any last minute changes
in the band set-up are necessary.
DEAR DIARY
Pardon the snooping, but I wanted you
topad see
whatlikeLarry
Clinton's
looked
on a week
beforeengagement
he began
his job at the Glen Island Casino:
MOXDAY: 9-1: Work on an original
composition (this one is the song tor
the BAXDWAGOX contest.)
1-1:30: Lunch — but quick.
1 :vi0-4 : Arranging his music for a
recording date.
4-7: Begin
ment (to work
be soldon toa stock
bands arrangewithout
their
own
arrangers)
for
a music publisher.
7- 8: Supper, and time for a few minutes
with his stamp album.
8- 1 a.m.: Dress and to Manhattan to
listen to other bands and arrange for
vaudeville dates for his own.
1-2: Bowling with a member of his
band. Then home and to bed.
TUESDAY, WEDXESD.W, THURSDAY : Identical e.xce[)t that lyrics
for a new song have to be written, too.
FRIDAY: Same up till 1 p.m., then
rehearsal for a college prom that night.
Home at 3 a.m.
SATURDAY: All morning and afternoon spent recording and rehearsing
for broadcast that night and hotel date
afterward.
SUXDAY: Air appearance with entire
band.
That's
what the
Larry's
like before he began
Glen pad
Islandlooked
engagement.
Now he works tliere six nights a week
from 7 to 1 a.m. Take a pencil and pad
and figure out for yourself what it looks
like these days and nights.
IT'S THE TRUTH— HONEST
Pliil Wall is one of the Kostelanetz chief
arrangers.
very talented
youngnothing
man
but possessesHe'sone a phobia.
He likes
better than bells. Any kind of a ring will
do. It was Phil's idea that was responsible
for the alarm
program.
As youclockmaysymphony
remember,ontheAndre's
alarm
clocks played perfect tunes on the broadcast. Phil originally wanted to use 20
clocks but, after shopping around in all the
drugstores in the Broadway area, he found
only four that had the necessary scaletOnes. C, D, E and F they were.
The best hell that Phil ez'cr encountered
is the one that belongs to the telephone in
the office ne.vt to his. Wall has no piano
•■n his office
and occasionally,
n-hile zcork(Continued
on page 81)

SWING

TO

OF ALL WOMEN WERE BORN BLONDE!
n)mit Jdei ^jutit Baikal Qpuvt TCalt
Tantalizing highlights and sunny tints in your hair mean youth.
It's
easy Hair
to keepWashthat restores
attraaivethe"joynatural
of living"
Marchand's
Golden
radiantlook.shades
to your
hair that were yours when you were a little girl. This natural
loveliness
easy to acquire
home. Marchand's
scientificof
preparationis designed
solely toat lighten
and beautify isalla shades
hill... important and true — it will not interfere with permanents.
New Beauty for Brunettes. Brunettes everywhere are finding new Hair
lustre Wash.
and light in their hair through use of Marchand's
Golden
A New Summer Suggestion. Arm and leg hair can be made
invisible with Marchand's, lightened so that it blends with the
color of the skin. It's odorless — and leaves no stubble.
GOLDEN
HAIR WASH
'S
ND
AT
ALL
DRUG
AND
DEPARTMENT
STORES
HA
RC
MA
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BROADCASTS

THAT MADE HISTORY
cd from f^agc 25)
KNIGHT
that it is not unfair to say the(CAmerican fliers might be hurtled to the ground in
listening public has become somewhat their .sealed gondola, which was so high
they dared not open it for escape, because
OF ROMANCE?
"siKuled,"
hic. Hdoil and
and takes
disasterfor thegranted
airwaysthatwillin humans cannot live in the semi-airless
bring an almost immediate coverage. We height they had reached!
Then, in the last few minutes of the
liavc become accustomed to hearing, firsthand, history in the making. Tlie Hinden- flight as the balloon neared the groimd,/
Captain
told General Westover
burg, looming out of the dusk at Lake- that thereStevens
were just a few minutes left
wood, suddenly explodes and sinks to
earth in a fiery tangle ; Emperor Haile to see what would happen. And what
Selassie, facing Italian invasion, flees his
conversation, as thea quickly
gondola broken
stopped ofifsinking
throne and Cduntry ; a daring aviator happened was
crosses the AtLintic ; or three Army officers and rushed to the earth in a free fall ; a
rise in a balloon into the stratosphere. And fall so rapid that though the first man
each time we hear the event as it happens, bailed out in a parachute at 5,999 feet, the
receive first-hand stories of the survivors, sphere was only 500 feet above the ground
hear the announcer on the spot describe the when Kepner, last to jump, bailed out!
event,
listen tt) the voices of the principals
It was a thrilling broadcast, but it was
knew tothatan the
bravestpcrluriknight
themselves. Seldom, if ever, do we think more than that. It demonstrated the
could beDAMSELS
a willing slave
allunnj;
nl the split-secoinl timing, the furious and possibilities of stratosphere broadcasting.
Captain Stevens attempted to have
integrated
planning
the tremendous
organi-to aWhen
transmitter built for the broadcast he
zation of men
and ef|uipment
necessary
liring us these non-commercial word pic- was told it couldn't be done — until RCA
tures.
built the special, tiny 8-watt sending
that
was used.
And thewashookAX excellent example of an important apparatus
of months
of iilanning,
one
pioneering broadcast was heard in the of theup, result
most
intricately
involved
in the hissummer of 1934. NBC listeners thrilled
tory of the radio.
at the voices of Major Kepner and Captain
It nelsinvolved
talk chanStevens, who were speaking to the world
NBC,clearing
N. Y., two-way
to the Washington
from the U. S. Army-National Geographic control fromroom.
From
here,
branches
were
Society stratosphere balloon, high above
to the U. S. .A^rmy Air Corps and the
the Black Hills of South Dakota. By fed
National
Geographic
Society.
From
modern radio magic, the fliers carried on
a wire ran to Chicago, crosstwo-way conversations with Major General Washington
ROMANCE follows the same rul
country, and to the remote control point at
Foulois, in Washington ; with Dr. La the Strato
The girl who clothes herself in the magic, fraCamp
Rapid City, South
Gorce, President of the Geographic Dakota, and two inmobile
fDjer-Kiss
cruising
always atgrance oher
beck andTalccall.has her gallant knight
Society ; with NBC announcers on the short-wave stations — followedunitsthe— flight
ground. Listeners followed the course of the balloon to re-broadcast the signal theyof
the balloon as it rose higher and higher, picked u]) from the fliers so that the gondola
START your day the Djer-Kiss way! Bathe the fliers themselves telling of tlie ex- would
of range of any receiver.
your entire body with this delightful
periences and difficulties of the flight as it And inneverall betheoutintricate
hookup all the
talc each morning. Djer-Kiss keeps you progressed.
could talk, simultaneously, with
dainty and refreshed all day . . . Helps you
Who knows what shivers of apprehen- participants
all
the
others
;
the
fliers,
ansion arose in the hearts of a million listenstay cool, for it actually lowers body tempress and officials engineers,
of the Army
p.m. after some six Air Corps nouncers,
perature. Clothes feel more comfortable . . . hoursersinwhen,theatair,5 :30
and
Geographic
Society.
Kepner announced
Makes you alluringly fragrant. Use Djer- that the underside Major
the balloon was ripped
When
the gondola
in theafter
"Robinson cornfield
in Southcrashed
Dakota,
the
Kiss generously, for the cost is surprisingly and that it w as onof its
way
down ; that it fliers
had barely managed to bail out
small . Buy it today at drug and toilet goods
hold for
a while!"
We safely, a mobile unit rushed to the scene
counters— 25c and 75c sizes. Liberal 10c would
were ;)("probably
tliat balloon,
almost
57,000 feet
size at all 10c stores.
same evening
the fliers'
above the ground in a practically airless and
own theaccount
of their broadcast
experience.
The
TieSachet,
same Eaiidelightful
fragrance
in Djer-Kiss
void
we lieard
year another flight was made—
de Toilette
and Face
Powder.
voice assay:
. . this Major
tiling isKepner's
hanging calm
here following
this
time
with
complete
success
—
by
Cap. . . we are .going to have to come down
and Stevens,
while conYOURS FREE— the exciting new book,
and tlie bottom of llie hag is ripjied in
stanttainsradioAnderson
communication
was maintained.
"Women Men Love— Which Type Are You?"
several
plact's
iiiideriie.il
1
1
file
catenary,
and
And
hy
another
hookup,
rivaling
the first,
•full of valuable hints on
lialloon is r.illn i' difrn ult to manage. the fliers, while aleift, talked with a newshow to make yourself the
1 clon t kiKiw w li.il I'l e\]. a day later,
"gency
p
a
p
e
r
m
a
n
i
n
London
and
with
Pilot
Musick,
more alluring. Just send
the Pan American China ClitP^r,
to General flying
a post card with your wasn't llie s.'mie :is listei
while
the
world
eavesdropped.
name and address to We>tover, in Waslmml. .n,
Parfums Kerkoff, Inc., fliers on their situatiun. W,
WHEN the now Duke of Windsor
made his historic abdication speech, millions
Dept. D, New York. couhl discuss and explain
all
over the world heard him, instead of
.
.
.
but
that
no
nne,
exi
e|
. . . genuine imported talc
fliers themselves, ei.iild iln .a thing 1 1 ir therii. the few thousand who might have been
scented with Djer-Kiss
We
share.l
the
feeling
uf
shivering
dr.ad
within
range of his voice. It was the
perfume by Kerkoff, Paris.
first time in tiie history of the world that
ilr- I'l.nples of the earth listened to a king
hall.iolihouis prettN'
1 .Icii't
know
lung shewellis torn
going.ml.
to hold
to- renounce his throne. And a short tim'e
later,
when the Zeppelin Hindeiibuvg. jockg
e
t
h
e
r
.
.
.
hut
there's
nothing
to
do
about
it ljut to come dow n as long as we can, and
eying in the sky at dusk over Lakehurst,
suddenly
burst into flame and in a few
come
dowbm n ominous
as easy ones
as weto listeiu-rs,
can !" Ih-ave
moments
settled to the groimd, a roaring
words
—
who
TALC
inferno,
with
the killed, burned and maimed
realized
that
at
any
moment
the
g.as-lilled
Tiy. KERKOFF • PARIS
silk bag might collapse. That the three scattered over the field, radio carried the
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flash. Ill a sliort time announcers and
special events commentators were battling
their way through choked roads to give
listeners an account of the tragedy, to
bring survivors to the microphone to tell
their stories. We could feel the grisly
shtK-k of the horrible experience when one
young announcer's voice broke as he talked,
and he. then
stammered
he couldn't
pulled that
himself
togethergo andon
completed the job.
\\'.\R, too,
brought
to the
Anicrican
firesidehas bybeen
radio.
On September 2nd. 1936.
H.
\".
Kaltenborn.
CBS
commentator, to k his microphone to the Spanish front near Hendaye, France, and
brought to American listeners the sounds
of an actual battle that was in progress.
For the first time in history listeners heard
the explosions of shells as they landed on
or near posts the Rebels had recently captured from Government forces; heard the
answering boom of cannon and realized
that these were no studio sound effects,
but a iattle in which men were dying as
Kaltenborn described the progress of the
light. To bring to the world this record of
nation at grips with civil war required
more than merely stringing a microphone
to a hotel roof at Hendaye. Kaltenborn
found
it necessary
man radio
station. to be practically- a oneFirst, he had to arrange for the comset-up of linesto from
Bayonne plicated
to Bordeaux
Paris Hendaye
to Londonto
to Rugby to Xew York, taking the job of
traffic manager. Then, as production man,
he cabled to Xew York his timing and
program information for press releases,

"You see,penetrating
Colgate's
special
foam
gets into between
thehidden crevices
your teeth that ordinary cleansing
- ods fail
to reachmeth...
I cmoves the decaying food deposits thatc^wjemost had breath,
dull, dingy teeth, and much tooth
decay.
Besides, agent
Colgate's soft,
safe polishing
thoroughly
cleans the gently
enamel-yet
makes your teeth sparkle!"

this after he had acted as program director and gathered together his speakers.
And finally, because the English engineers
couldn't
the French
he had tounderstand
turn engineer
himself technicians,
and check
the line for level and clarity with the men
at the control board in London. But the
American
public heard, first hand, the Spanish civil war.
ANOTHER unusual broadcast, which
required rapid organization of facilities,
arose during the hostilities in China when
the flash came that General Chiang Kaishek had been kidnaped. A rigid censorship had been imposed, preventing the release of news. The New York Special
Events Division of XBC phoned San Francisco, and the West Coast, promptly sent
a radiogram to the XBC man in Shanghai.
After an unsuccessful attempt to persuade
Madame Chiang Kai-shek to face the
microphone, the NBC representative took
the air, only forty-eight hours later, with
Dr. H. H.andKung,
the General's
command
executive
head of thesecond
Chinesein
government. And with the world waiting
to hear the results of the kidnaping. Dr.
Kung told America, direct from Nanking
and speaking as the most authoritative man
inmanChina,
that be"theallowed
personal
safety of with
one
will not
to interfere
the normal conduct of the Chinese national
Later, when bitter feelings between
government."
Chinese and Japanese had again burst into
bloody warfare, another broadcast took listeners on a world-wide tour of warring
centers,
Geneva, Shanghai
home of
the
Leaguewithof"stops"
Nations,at Madrid,

and Tokyo. .\ss<Kiated Press correspondents in each city described the existing
situation. The whole program was covered in 30 minutes, with no more than 15
toseconds
countrytaken
! for each shift from country
PERH.\PS the best and most recent extiie world's
history ampleis ofbeing
made andlistening
the mapin ofwhile
the
world changed, took place during ChanAustria cellorto Hitler's
the recent
Germanputsch
Reich.in Itannexing
was a
broadcast
that
demonstrated
only butradio's
coverage of world-shaking not
events,
the
ability for split-second coordination. On
Friday, March 11th, with the Austrian
teakettle about to boil over, all the networks were preparing to broadcast the
plebiscite which Chancellor Schuschnigg
of Austria was about to hold, to determine
whether or not Austria should retain its
status as an independent state. Radio carried the story of the closing of the Austrian
border ; of the postponement of the general election to determine .Austrian independence: and flashed word of the German
ultimatum to Schuschnigg. Then word
went out that Schuschnigg had resigned
and that German troops had crossed the
border.
Between that historic Friday night, when
news oftheHitler's
coup Monday
became known,
and
early
following
afternoon,
many features went out over the air from
Europe giving hour-by-hour accounts. And
Max Jordan, NBC representative in continental Europe, along with Frederick
Bate, NBC( Continued
representative
in Great
on page
60) Britain,
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made possible a truly historic broadcast.
Jordan, in Menna, was in the midst
of hroadcastins a ci iniiiiciitary on the German ncciii>atiiin, hi^ nmioc carried by landline t(i IJei lin. which rcla\-ed it to America
by >h(irt-\\ave. As he talked, he heard
aimtlier
coming intoIt the
.station — broadcast
a man speaking.
was \'ienna
Adolf
Hitler, .^peaking from the town ef Linz
onswitch,
his w cutting
ay to \'icnna
! Jordan
the
into the
circuitthrew
so that
America could hear the speech. His only
FROM HOLLYWOOD
annuuncement was : "This is the Chancellor
himself!" and as Der Fuehrer's speech was
interrupted
by shouting and applause, Jor. . . Sanitary Protection
dan would cut in to give a translation of
the
speech.
America, through his quick
without pads, pins, belts
thinking,
had soil
heardat the
Hitler's
speecha
on
.Austrian
very first
moment
European
country was disappearing from
the
map
!
style
comesworld
the
From center,
Hollywood,
j^^f^'^^B^N
^^Br
modern method of sani- Mj^B ^1^^^
RADIO does not always merely stand
tary protection ! Holly-Pax I^^H B^^H
affords invisible sanitary ^^^B:
by to report on catastrophes. Often its aid
protection, eliminating l>^/v^^ saves many lives, as in the broadcasts of
pads and belts. A QfODOf^
last
year's
flood in progress
the Mid-West.
addition
to reporting
of the floodsIn
highly absorbent cotton ^
tampon worn internally, /Z^^
and keeping the nation informed, the networks cooperated in rendering invaluable
Holly-Pax can't chafe and /V
services. Radio directed rescues, sent out
isenceso comfortable
its pres- ^H^^ , calls
for aid from stricken areas. Studio
is not felt. Because
itis absorbs
internally,of odor.
there ^^^^^HH^k: j crews worked day and night, sometimes in
no possibility
candlelight when power failed. They reIts low cost of 2Sc for a
mained continuously on the air to link police and relief headquarters with rescue
complete month's supply
boats, which had been equipped with batmakes it the most econo- - '
tery-operated receiving sets so that they
mical forformHolly-Pax
of protection.
Ask
at de- t.'
might be directed in much the same manner as police radio cars.
partment, drug and five I
In cases of local power failure, stations
and ten cent stores. Or
operated on auxiliary units, sometimes at
send
coupon for introduc- /f/0 C/M^'^^f'^
fractions of their usual wattage: in other
tory package.
% %
cases on precious power wired in from
neighboring cities. In Louisville, for exstation 11' HASof 45set short-wave
up a volunteer
inter-cityample,network
stations which remained on the air, simultaneously, to pour messages and warnings
THE WIX COMPANY
M8f into the inundated area. The catastrophe
Minneapolis, Minnesota, or Hollywood, California
about, for the first time, the regFor the enclosed 10c {stamps or coin) send me regular brought
ular coordination of commercial and amasize package of Holly-Pax under your special offer.
teur broadcasts, as well as the first 24hour hookup of the NBC, CDS and MBS
Name
networks, along with many independent
Address
stations. The only other public event held
City
State
on the cratic
air allConvention
night inwas1932.
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ANOTHER
lives
was in theexample
case of ofthe radio's
Easternsaving
Airlines plane, en route to Washington from
New York, which was caught in the midst
of a sudden hurricane. Lost and blown off
its course, the plane was helpless with a
rapidly diminishing
supply.
OR
broadcast
an appeal forgashstenei's
who JJ'heard
the
ship's
motors
to
communicate
with
the
station and, by checking the reports that
came in, the plane was finally located.
The pilot had radioed that he saw a
beacon and the lights of a town, and by
the phone calls coming in, the town was
identified as New Pjritain, Conn. After
seven peril-filled hours in the air, the plane
landed safely in New Britain, with only
a few minutes' gas supply remaining.
WHEN Alerrill and Laml)ic made
their historic round trip flight to England
to liriii'j bark the movies of the Coronation,
listeners, through the resourcefulness of

Dave Driscoll and Mutual Broadcasting
Company's Special Events Department,
heard portsMerrill's
makingwhilehourly
reto Easternvoice
.Airlines
he flew
over the Atlantic ; the first time in history
that radio carried a transatlantic flier's
broadcast.
on his return
flight, w-hen
Alerrill was Andprevented
from broadcasting
directl.\',
through
an
agreement
his backer
had entered into with NBC giving
them
exclusive rights to his first interview,
Driscollaudience
relayedasthetheyfliers'
radio
camereports
in overto the
the
Eastern Airlines radio. For many hours
contact with the returning fliers was lost,
and "then, two hours before they w-ere due
to land, it was re-established. Unable to
re-broadcast Merrill's voice because of
the contract. Mutual put on Lambie, the
co-pilot who had not figured in the agreeMutual'sto ancoverage
of the flight
was thement, andnearest
old-fashioned
news
scoop in a long while.
EXTREME measures are often taken to
insure coverage of important events ; great
expense is frequently undertaken. Two
years ago, when the Florida hurricane
struck, all phone lines were washed out
and there was no adequate short-wave
equipment in the locality by which New
York could reach Miami. To get in touch
with the wind-blasted area, Columbia
Broadcasting cabled to London, from which
the message was forwarded to Capetown,
Africa ; from Capetown to Rio de Janiero,
to Havana, Cuba, and by Tropical Radio
from Havana to Miami. And as a result
of the roundabout message, when the phone
service was resumed CBS had the first
broadcast on the air out of Miami, with
survivors ready to tell their stories, entertainment features arranged, etc.
ANOTHER
NBC'sIsbroadcast
of theunusual
eclipse,feature
from was
Canton
land; abroadcast that involved the terrific
expense of sending Announcer George
Hicks and staff 8,000 miles with four tons
of equipment so that radio listeners could
hear, first hand, the eye-witness account
of the longest total eclipse of the sun in
1,200 years. It was made under great
difficulties, and the three weeks after the
Navy-Geographic Society party's arrival
were
in "rehearsal"
so thatbeevery
preciousspentsecond
of totality might
best
utilized. A single cloud obscuring the
sun
duringwould
the three
of the eclipse's
totality
have minutes
set at naught
all the
elaborate preparations, but luckily the
weather held and everything came off perfectly. Listenersdarkness,
heard Hick's
storylightof
the approaching
the weird
effects as the last thin crescent of sun disappeared behind the moon, the glory of the
solar corona and the mysterious, pearly
light that bathed land and sea. The fifteen
mimite broadcast was the climax of months
of preiiaration and a cost of thousands of
dollars. Shortly after the eclipse had
been
New London
York's that
NBCa studios
receiveddescribed.
a call from
British
scientist wanted t.) talk with Dr. Mitchell,
leader of the {{elipse ICxpediticn. In hardly
the time taken for a long-distance telephone
connection, a line was cleared to the California short-wave transmitter at Bolinas,
while the A. T. & T. brought the voice of
the British scientist to New York. It was
(Continued on paye 80)
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MUSICAL EXPERIENCE
39)
UNNECESSARY
(C
on, Joey hnislicd his song, the program
continued and Himber finally got back on
the stand.
Himber, although he did learn how to
play the violin, got his real experience
asBuddy
inisiness
manager
Rudy the\'allee
and
Rogers.
He for
learned
financial
end. The end which counts when income
ta.N blanks are filed in March.
Right now, you can depend on a Himber
band to be a good one. He always hires
the finest musicians available — like the men
who work for Kostelanetz or Warnow.
He'll pay theseehighest
get thetogether
finest
arrangers,
that salaries,
they work
properly and. at the end of the week, he
collects his salary as a bandleader.
-At the moment, he's using part of that
salary
in an tooriginal
manner.how toHe'swavepaying
a professor
teach him
the
aton correctly.
On the other hand, there's the bandsman
bo's been successful because he's a good
entertainer.
In 1925, Cab Calloway was going to law
scliool in Chicago. At night he worked
in the Sunset Cafe as a singer and master
of ceremonies. In 1926, an organized band
vas hired by the cafe to play for dancers.
They managed to get along very well
without a leader. But they decided to go
on a road tour and thought it would be
nice and look a little better if they had
somebody in front of the band.

AS

YOU

They asked Cab to come along and do
his regular act with them. He agreed.
At first it was Cab Calloway and his Alabamians. \\ hen they played in Kansas
City it was changed to Cab Calloway and
his Missourians. They finally arrived in
Xew York, flopped and, in 1928, Cab entlearteeds,amusical
Hot Chocoas a singershow,
and Connie's
entertainer.
He introduced Ain't Misbcharin' in that show
and gained quite a reputation generally.
About that time. Irving Mills was looking
for somebody to take Duke Ellington's
place at the Cotton Club during the summer. Cab seemed to fit the bill and he was
hired. He organized a new band, with
some of the best colored musicians in the
field, incidentally. Add that to his singing
style and entertaining talent and you have
theCabanswer
Cab Calloway's
is nowto taking
lessons on success.
the saxophone. With or without those lessons,
though,
he'd still
box-office
dynamite.for
Kay Kyser
has bebeen
a bandleader
twelve years. He has a darned good
band. But tliat's not the reason Mr. Lucbv
Strike hired him. Ami tliat's not the reason tlK- Kyser ix.pularity rating reached a
hiplier fimire than any other straiglit musical iM-<',L:ram !iad ever reached.
Ka\' luiiiM.lt can't ]ila\- an instrument

gem. years
Kay liit
on itupbecause
many
working
to it. he's
That spent
one
idea gut him his sponsor and fame.
W herever the Kyser band has played,
at a snooty college prom or in a hardworking mining town, Kay has always
taken time out to talk with a few of the
guests.
discovered
what it.each of their
likes, thenHe'sproceeds
to apply
W ith that as a background, do you think
it would help a bit if Kay could play thai
clarinet
of his?what Youthe canpublic
bet itwants
wouldn't!
Knowing
and
knowing how to give it to them is ont
formula
that
has
never,
failed.
Ask
Guj
Lombardo.
Up until a few years ago, Guy carried a
battered, one-string fiddle under his arm.
But now he'sthe reached
the can
stagewalk
whereoff he's
abandoned
fiddle and
the
bandstand almost any time he feels like it.
Guy's has Itbeenwilla phenomenally
orchestra.
continue to besuccessful
one as
long as he wants to work hard.
The Lombardo arrangers have been with
time. asThethe Lombardo
style is
a;Guywella long
established
Rock of Gibraltar.
The band has never played sloppily, never
job. That's
aslazedfineonan aexecutive
as youGuy'scan fault.
find in He's
any
business. The boys in his band are the
most Contented in the profession. They
know as long as they keep to Guy's high
lav,
twdvr
y':!v^'\,arsJ' .,;;,/ leet. Ihcl'r"ey!l
„v r.v//
OSthat;;;r;V
been Lonihard.)
standards, ltlicy'll
good been
job.fired.
No
aiLKmanhavehasa ever
ai>plyiiiL;
law ever since. He's
His band
That. too. makes for success.
has
always
cim
rtained.
You
don't
have
to dance to enjoy Kyser.
And toy(jnpick can't
forgetAmerica
Guy's will
uncanny
In October. Kay founded the Kollcgc of ability
the songs
want
Musical Knoiclcdgc. There certainly can to hear. His average is amazing. Yearly,
he picks (Continued
about 85% onof page
the hit78)tunes and
be
no
disputing
the
fact
that
it
wasn't
necessary to be a musician to create that
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Lux takes perspiration odor oil
away,
keeps colors
tics newyet looking
longer.andLux fabnighties after each wearing!
She is always adored . . . the wife who is dainty
in every way. She Luxes nighties as regularly
as her underthings. Perspiration odor vanishes
in Lux suds, yet colors stay lovely.
Avoid soaps with harmful alkali and cakesoap rubbing. Safe in water, safe in Lux! Buy
the bi^ box for extra economy.

RADIO STARS
THE

PRESS-RADIO
(C ontiniicd from pa;/e 31)

natiired celebrities kidding around and an
eager xoung announcer trembling to get
to a niicrc 'plionc Utv a scssitin with Hoots.
'in,j(i (ir I Mil, (.arly radio w as a novelty.
Pciiplc wc'ix- li.strning and turning to the
newspapers to sec what was on the air.
I'ublishingculationthe
feature. programs was a good cirBy the time the Natidn.il Broadcasting
Company was organizcil in \92(i. the picture had changed considcralilw Radio was
/ NEW TWIST
soaking
up ach ortiscrs'
budgetsto turn
at an alarming
had begun
Thererate. Papers
were insistences
here andhostile.
there
that radio statinns should pay the regular
advertising rate lor lia\ing their prograius
pul.)lished. In scinie cities, the prograius
were cut to a niininnnu or eliminated altogether. Clamorous iirotests of the readers
usually
forced the programs back into the
Here'swhole
an innovation
your
outlook on tothatchange
matpaper. Precedent had been set and it was
too
late
to start trying to collect advertister of "tweezing."
An eyebrowIntweezer
with scissor-handles!
ing fees fnr raili.i program listings.
geniously curved to let you see
There was mu- measure the publishers of
the nation agreed on. Radio programs used
what you're
doing!costsTwissoRS,
made
by Kurlash,
only 25
to
be listed as the Lucky Strike Hour or
cents. ... kind!
So why use the oldfashioned
Chesterfield
Newspapers
discovered theyProgram.
were not only
giving radio
Learn what shades of eye makefree listings, but they were adding a pubup
are
becoming
to
you
—
how
to
to the advertiser who patronapply them skilfully! Send your
izedlicitytheirbonusrival.
name, address and coloring to
Trade
names
disappeared from the listJane Heath, Dept. E-8; receive —
ings the countr>- n\er. Most papers dropped
free — a personal color-chart and
full instructions in eye make-up!
all names
news
cohinmsof s|ionsors
also, thoughfi'ointhistheir
rule radio
was
THE KURLASH
COMPANY,
Rochpster,
New York3 Inc.
not adopted ever\ w here.
Canada; Toronto,
The r.idio prolileiii alwaxs comes up at
the coin i,nlioiis of the American Newsliaper
Pul)lisliers'
so far
they have
agreed on.Association,
no nationalbut punitive
measures.
Siioradically,
the
pa])ers'
COPYRIGHT 1938. THE KURLASH CO.. INC.
against radit) is carried on here and battle
there
by individuals, by chains or by regional
groups.
I^ighteen
\\'illiamout Randolph
Hearst
took luonths
the radioago,colunuis
of every
one of his irition.il chain of newspapers,
lea\ing the bare program listings. The
mo\e was not made for econoiuy. All of
the railio rdilors were transferred to other
departments and retained on the payroll.
Hearst made the cut without explanation.
Xoi' was there an_\' ex[)lanation a few weeks
later when, just as suddenly, the radio
editors were put hack at their old jobs and
Los Xu'jiK, iiapers recently demanded
that r.ailio s] -,ois furnish soine advertising; re\( iiiie loi- i!ie radio pages. ^Vhen the
driiK.nd was ■■rliisrd, the ])nl .1 isIuts in a
body .liso.iilnmed all iheir i;ulio p;iocs and
columns, (hsmissHi'.; the radio iMlil,,rs. One
man now coni]iiles a hiat-l r.ulio jiidgram
schedule for all the papers run-- that and
Boxes
nothin.g
Radi(j I'lse.
conducts its side of the battle with
kindness, soft words, expensive publicity
service
and
generous treatment of all radio
SITROUX
editors. Newspaper publicity is part of the
(Pronounced "SIT-TRUE")
never ismeasures,
retaliaStarsferofSitroux
staffeTissues.
and screen
pre- industry's
tion againstliie-blood.
any of theThere
newspaper
So soft,
l^adio emissaries call on the editor or
yet so much stronRer, they ])nblisher
hold toRPtherl Care for YOlIK CI )ncili;itor\andmood.try to cajole him into a
complexion
Dnrini; llie recent Los Angeles affair one
sues. Get a with
box Sitroux
today! Tissi.iiion op( r.ator out there suggested they

FEUD

bring the newspapers around by refusing to
send them programs to print. Then wheue
would the newspapers be, with no
grams
? someone cautioned him, "D(
Evidently
worry
about the plight of the newspapeisl
Think of where you"d be with no prograi^fc
printed
That fewproposal
mentionel
after the!" first
days ofwasthenotcontrovers]^
The Chicago Sen's recently cut its radi^
programs though none of its rivals di4
Space was curtailed by The Detroit News.
These things happen occasionally, some^
times to remain cut permanently, other
times to be restored after a trial.
Once in a while, when one paper cuts
down on radio, the rival publication will
expand its own department and exploit
the increased radio news in a brisk circulation campaign. None of the publishers
question the circulation value of radio. A
recent
Dr. Gallup's
Institutepag^of
Public survey
Opinionbyindicated
that radio
were
superior
to
movie
sections
for read^
interest.
Against that, however, the publisher
broods over the $67,000,000 the two major
networks grossed on network time sales
alone in 1937. That figure is just a small
part of the sum being lavished on radio
stations. It does not include the money
spent on time by local advertisers all over
the land and mentions none of the vast
sums that go into program production and
artists' salaries.
;
Newsjiapers feel the diversion of thosi
sums in fewer pages of advertising froi%
cigarettes, l)ri_aklasl foods, automobiles anH
other products sold on a national scaA
Some local stores patronize radio insteai|
of buying newspaper space. Newspaper
vertising in the United States rose tvwi
percent in volume during 1937, but it was
no comfort to publishers to learn that, du^l*
ing the same period, the National Broa^
casting Company increased its gross iiH
come eighteen percent.
Along with the rivalry for advertiSeiif
dollars, radio and newspaijers waged
ter battle over news broadcasts, a bai
which lasted througli a decade until
tlement was reached in 1934 with the establishment ofthe Press-Radio Bureau. .
There was a time when a broadcastd§
who wanted news, merely sent out for the
morning or afternoon papers, wrote bulletins and broadcast them, with or without
credit to the paper from which the news
had been taken. The frenzy of newspaper
puhlislK-i-s is not hard to picture. They
had speiu l,irL;r siiiiis gathering and editing
that
to seeblandly
their appropriate
business rival,it
the news,
radio onl>station,
free of charge.
Station operators contended that an incident il the news belonged to no one. It
was anybody's privilege to tell what had
A long battle in the courts finally settled
happened.
that. Newspapers did have a property interest in the news they had gathered, it
was decided. Radio could not plunder the
contents of news columns.
Until 1934, radio and newspapers ranged
from open hostility to cooperative policies
on news, depending on localities. Many
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spapers and radio stations made co(ip. ive agreements, the paper providiiis
A 5 reports, the station broadcasting it
•1 a friendly announcement of the ncws•:' !•■•- id special features.
lis usually gave the nct-;lits of the news. Nct^
, .1 skeleton news staffs and
led on publicity men and station niaii- I S to gather details of big stories. Columbia in particular was active in that respect, with a sizable news department undcr
Paul White.
The activities mainly took the form of
following newspaper leads, however. In
all the years when radio was independently
gathering news, there is no record of a
radio "scoop," no big story originally ungenuity. covered by radio men's enterprise and inThe truce was signed early in 1934.
NBC and CBS financed establishment of
the Press-Radio Bureau. At a nominal
charge to the stations, just enough to cover
wire and operating exi)enses, this bureau
would receive tiie nous of all the major
presstinsassociations,
for the stations.compile four daily bulleIn return for this concession, the stations agreed to send out no news reporters
unless a microphone were set up at the
scene of action. In ntiier words, the station would have no lei; men to telephone
details back to announcers at the studio.
Eye-witness broadcasts of sports events,
ceremonies, disasters, etc., were not interfered with, however.
In addition, every Press-Radio bulletin
concluded with the announcement : "For
complete details, see your daily newspaper."

out now, and Press-Radio is regarded as
a great asset to any station, bringing baseball scores, news summaries, national and
international, in form adapted to radio.
A few stations preferred to stay out of
the Press- Radio Bureau agreement. Transradio, a news-gathering agency organized
strictly for broadcasters, offered them news
which could, in turn, be sold to sponsors,
.'^incc then, United Press and International
News Service both have started selling
news to radio stations for broadcast with
or without the inclusion of advertising.
.Vssociated Press has been approached, too,
but at its
session refused to
branch
into last
the general
radio business.
Cooperation settled the rivalry over
news. In many cities publishers tried to
settlelarsthe
competition
for advertisers'
liy buying
radio stations.
Hearst dolwas
a leader in that field for some years,
but i e( ently began disposing of radio holdiims lo acquire liquid capital. ScrippsBudd and Col. Lemuel Q. StoopHowanl has purchased a few stations.
nagle are still friends, though
Altomtlier, about 200 newspapers own
radio si.itMiis, a -itnaiion that has attracted
no longer partners. Each has a
the
atu ntioii ui (, on^ress. Monopoly on
program now, but the old sparkle
distribution ot news, propaganda and ediis gone. It would be very nice,
torial opinion has been charged. A few
indeed, if these two funsters
would combine forces once more.
speechesduced, have
been made,
li it no direct
action some
taken.bills introIt is a <|iieer sitiiaiion, newspapers having
No advertising could be inserted for any alluweil theiii>eheN to drift into a position
where they are virtually forced to devote
'i'here were some headaches before that several columns daily to a business rival.
was operalin-; snioothlv. At first the sta- Considering the millions at stake, the minitions eoniplaine.l lli:it inill.-tiii-. enipliaMzed niiim of disorderly ethics in the newspaperunimp.irlant. (kill new. e\enl.. Delil.eraie railii) relationship is surprising. Newsdelays on flash iniUetins oi iiiu cvent> were
papers have lieen honest and fair in their
alleged. Those things have all been ironed treatment of radio.
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A CL€AN
TOIL€T
IS NO
4^EALTH
HAZARD

RIPLEY'S

FAVORI
(Continued
from pai/c
TE21) STORIES
Two years later, the Supreme Court of
afternoon. Suddenly, they heard a groan
and a voice ihiploring help. They rushed Mississippi sustained the sentence of the
toward it and found the hloody figure of a lower court, and Will Purvis prepared to
face the gallows a second time. As the hour
man struggling up the aisle.
near, the district attorney of Marion
"/'())■ (iiiis. you\e been shot!" the sexton drew
Connly went to the home of a farmer
cried.
named Joe IJeard, who li\-ed not far from
"Shot ! I was executed last night."
I'urxises, and there heard a confession
"Executed! You have been executed, the
from him that he was one of two men who
andYes,yet explain
you speakit,!"if you can, but Senor had gone gunning for Buckley on the day
The other man, Louis
Moguel lived to tell his story. The sexton of his murder.
fired the shot, he said, but Beard
called it a miracle. And, today, his towns- Thornhill,
felt
as
guilty
as
he.
He signed a statement
men point him out, with awe, as "El of the facts and Purvis
was set free. The
State
of
Mississippi
gave
him five thousand
Eusilado."
THEN, there is the story of Will Purvis, dollars for the twn > ears he spent in the
of Marion County, Mississippi — the man death house, l)ut nothing for being hanged.
who was sentenced to death twice and of- Today, he lives on a farm, with his eleven
ficially hanged once for a murder he did children, and tries to forget that he once
not commit! Just imagine, going about stood on the gallows, an innocent man
Hot weather helps to breed germs
facing death. But he says that it is still in
with the
the hangman's
rope around
your
neckfeel. . of. Well,
I brought Will
Purvis
in toilets. Don't risk insanitation.
mind, "just
happened
up from Mississippi to tell you how it feels his
Sani -Flush was originated to clean
that helikeis ait living
lesson,yesterday."
a warnto be hanged, and yet to live ! When he He hopes
ing
for
people
not
to
be
toilets.
And
you
don't
have
to
rub and scrub, either.
was nineteen years of age, he and his condemning a man to die. too hasty in
father were awakened on their farm one
Just sprinkle a little of this odorIN a lighter vein, let me tell you about
night by the barking of dogs. It sounded a man
less powder in the bowl. (Follow
who could have saved himself from
like bloodhounds, and pretty soon they
directions on the can.) Flush the
realized it zcas bloodhounds. It was a the gallows — and didn't !
toilet. Sani-Flush removes stains.
Did
you
know that there is an ancient
It
the hidden
posse, coming their way.
law still in effect in England and France
no purifies
other method
can trap
reach.thatIt
"Alust
be
on
that
Buckley
murder,"
the
father
said.
that
a
man
sentenced to death can be rebanishes the cause of toilet odors.
claimed from the gallows if a virtuous
Sani-Flush cannot injure plumb"Maybe
they
want
us
to
join
them.
Let's
maiden
will
marry him? Well, there is.
ing connections. It is also effective
go down,
Will
urged. Pa, and see what they want!" On the wall of the City Hall of Rheims,
for cleaning automobile radiators
Just then, there was a knock on the door. I saw a life-size painting of the incident
(directions on can). Sold by groThey opened it, to see the sherif¥ standing of a man who preferred death to marriage.
cery, drug,stores.
hardware,
there.
ten-cent
25c and
and five-andBeside it, was the actual death w'arrant of
the man — Pokcrone, a pickpocket.
10c sizes. The Hygienic
"Hello,
Sheriff.
You
want
Pa
and
me?"
One day, Pokerone left Paris and went
Products Co., Canton, O.
the boy asked.
to the .South of France to ply his trade.
"No. arrest
We justforwanttheyou.
Will. ofYou're
under
murder
Bill He was caught and convicted. The law
decreed that since this was his fourth
This was astounding news. It seems offense, he would have to hang. As he
was being led to the scaffold, the hangman
that
there
had
been
arguments
previously
Buckley.''
remarked that, since he was a handsome
CLEANS TOILET BOWLS WITHOUT SCOURING brother
Ijetween hadBuckley
Buckley's
sworn andthatWill,
he sawand Will
shoot knave, he was surprised that no maiden
him off his horse that afternoon on the had come to save him. Pokerone had not
county road. It was useless for Will and heard of the law, but agreed, when it was
his father to argue that they had been explained to him, that even marriage was
working in their field all afternoon. Will better than death.
was carried off to jail. At the trial, several
"Look, Pokerone," the hangman cried,
of his friends testified that he had been "Here
comes a maiden now. Why, it is
working in plain sight of them in his field my own daughter ! She is coming to save
on the fatal afternoon. But, Buckley swore
"Where? Where?"
that he had seen Will with a smoking shotgun in his hands, running away from the
"There.
child!"sailing up
"You meanThatthatcharming
man-of-war
scene
of
his
brother's
murder.
Purvis was convicted and sentenced to here?" Pokerone asked.
be hanged. On the day set for his execu"Beauty is not everything, Pokerone.
tion, September 6, 1893, he was placed on
a tidy dowry she's had these many
the gallows, the rope tied around his neck, There's
years ! Her glass eye alone is worth
hood drawn over his face. Then the trap
! ' have had beautiful teeth at
was sprung, and down he went. He was twenty
"Sheyou ducats."
must
still breathing, however, when the officials
around him. The minister with
^ERC01IZED2%;CREAM gathered
"You jest, Pokerone. with the one person
him cried that it was an act of God, but
Make
your
skin
young
looking.
Flake
off
the
stale,
who"Hold
can on,"
sa\'e he\ oursaid.life!""Let me understand
time."
the
sheriff
said that the knot had slipped one
surface skin. Reveal the clear, beautiful underskin
by using Mercolized Wax Cream regularly. Give and that they must hang him over again. niy fate. If I refuse to marry this litUe
your ing,skinsoftening,
the combined
benefits
of
cleansing,
clearThe minister protested, and suddenly
smoothing
and
in every
"I-:xactl\."
of yours, 1 must die. eh?''
a plea to the crowd to free Purvis, flower
application
this thesinglehidden
cream.beautifying
Mercolized
Wax sliouted
Cream bringsof out
beauty
of the skin.
that
a greater court tlian the court of man
"Hangman," said the prisoner, "do your
Use Saxolite Astringent Daily
had
hiilty." The
The
npHIS tlnftling.
antiseptic
astringent Is dellfthtcrowdgi\'en
took a up\ t'nlict
the cryof to"Xnt
free (Purvis.
And so Pokerone was hanged, forthwith.
refreshing
and helpful.
in fully
one-half
pint witch
hazel andDissolve
apply. Saxolite sheriff, fearing the mob, huL>tled Purvis
Try
Pheiactine
Depilatory
back
to
jail,
then
he
went
off
to
telegtaph
For quickly
hair from face. the go\ernor.
WHEN I was visiting in Dublin, IreSold at removing
cosmetic superfluous
counters everywhere.
land, three years ago, 1 went to Trinity
64
duly!"
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College and there was photographed beside
t!ie actual skeleton of the Irish giant.
Cornelius, in the Hall of Surgeons. In the
official documents of the college library. I
found all the details of the story of this,
the only specimen existing of a synthetic
giant. It is one of the weirdest stories in
my collection.
In the winter of 1728. Dr. Cornelius
Annelsey, a professor of medicine at
Trinity College, was 7;itting in his home
late one night, with his old man servant,
Dudley Baldwin. He lived in the Skeeries,
then a howling wilderness about eighteen
miles from Dublin. A storm was raging
outside. In the midst of it. a gypsy woman
knocked at his door, thrust a small boy
into the arms of the servant, and fled. The
boy was about seven years old. He was
very ill, with a high fever. The servant
was bewildered, but Dr. Annelsey received
the boy with great joy. He felt that he
was sent to him by God so that he could
experiment on him, to prove to his scoffing
colleagues at the College that he was not
mad when he claimed that he could stretch
men into a race of giants. Even his wife
had thought him unbalanced, and had gone
away with their baby boy. fearing that her
husband might try his experiment on their
son. But, she had promised to bring the
boy back to his father on his twenty-first
birthday.
Dr. Annelsey cured the young waif of the
storm of his fever. Then, for thirteen
years, he kept him and used him for his
experiment. At the end of that time, he
5 jubilant. He had stretched the boy
to a height of ci(ilit feet, three inches!
Xow. he could jeer at his colleagues.

BE

But the young man could not stand the
torture. He died. The doctor s life ambition was completely shattered. He was
broken in body and spirit. He lived now
only for the return of his wife and son.
On the appointed day, a year later, he
was in his study, awaiting their arrival.
Beside him was the skeleton of his giant,
which he always kept in the study.
Wild with anticipation, he thought it was
only his imagination when he heard a
kiiock at the door. But, there stood his
wife. He embraced her, joyously. Then —
"Our son — our son!" he cried. "Where
wrote
replied,unopened.
coldly, "but
allis"Imy
lettersyou,"
were shereturned
Our
he?"
boy
was stolen, stolen by gypsies. In the
South
of
France
.
.
."
She broke off. She was staring at the
skeleton of the giant.
"Cornelius, that skeleton!"
"Don't be alarmed." he laughed, reassuringly. "That was my experiment. You
remember, you all thought I was mad !"
"But, that locket — around its neck . . ."
"What's the matter with it?"
boy wore painting
a locket like
that.andThereme
was"Oura miniature
of you
Franticallv, she dashed to tlio skclctnn.
inside."
The Inckct di.l lint open, the dnetor said.
P.iit, e\en as he spoke, he wa- at her side,
tinkering madly witii the locket. Sure
enough, it opened, and revealed a miniature.
cry.The doctor fell back with an anguished
"IThat,havebelieve
murdered
son true
!" story
it or mynot.ownis the
of the giant skeleton at Trinity College.

DAINTY

I \ Portugal, I found one of the most
beautiful
storiesPedro,
of allcrown
times.prince
It's theof
romance love
of Don
Portugal, and Inez de Gastro. a girl of
common birth. This great story took place
almost six hundred years ago, when Portuthe world's
Inez galandwas one
Pedroof were
married,great
but powers.
because
Inez was not of royal blood, the lovers
kept
secretyears,
fromtheyPedro's
father,their
the marriage
King. Fora ten
lived
blissfully in their country cottage on the
banks of the River Mondego. Then, a
traitor gave away their secret to the King.
The King visited Inez, without Don
Pedro's
and was him
drawnthat,
to her,
but his knowledge,
advisers persuaded
because she was a commoner and a Castilian,
she must be done away with, for the good
of the country. His Majesty reluctantly
agreed. The next day, she was found
murdered.
Four years after Pedro had ascended the
throne, his council came to him and told
him that Portugal must have a queen.
"Then, by the saints, you shall have a
queen !" Pedro cried.
On penalty of death, he ordered the
council to have the remains of Inez taken
from her grave. He commanded that they
put her skeleton on the throne beside him.
He forced his subjects to kneel before her
and kiss her hand, swearing undying
allegiance to Inez de Gastro. For one full
week he held dances and feasting in her
honor. Then, she was laid to rest in a
chapel which he had built for her, of cork,
"so that when her spirit walks, she will not
hurt herself(Coiitiinied
if she should
on pagestumble."
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Tomorrow, make the undies test and prove that Mavis
keeps you dainty . . . adorable . . . utterly safe from
giving
oflFense.
an easyin the
test —morning
just shower
body with
MavisIt'sTalcum
... thenyourat
night, notice that your undies are fresh and sweet.
Mavis Talcum forms a fragrant, soothing film of protection between your clothing and your skin. This lets
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blessing this is on a hot summer day! Get protective
Mavis Talcum immediately. Generous quantities in
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I

ACTRESSES
I

DO
SKIN I
TO KEEP
I
CLEAN

"One offhe first beaufy fricks I /earnecf as
a professional actress was Albolene Solid
for c/eans/ng/'-viRGiNiA copeland.
Why dotres soes use Albolene
many acSolid? Because they
know it is a special
kind of cleansing
cream. Extra pure.
Extra cauefficient
... bese itwas originally
madeMadejor hospitals.
of delicate
oils, Albolene spreads
easily, penetrates
quickly. Loosens even
hea%'y stage make-up amazingly fast. Leaves pores
clear as a baby's.
Your skin feels gloriously reThe Singing Lady, Ireene Wicker, with Milton Rettenberg, her pianist.
freshed—silky andsoft.
HOSPITAL ber—thisPROVED.
Rememisthe same Albolene
Four hundred years after her reign of come crashing down like a thunderclap.
Solid that has actually been
Then, he put a revolver under his pillow
one week, soldiers of Napoleon uncovered and
used in many hospitals for
went to bed. A little while later, Mrs.
tomb of Inez, and found her skeleton,
over 20 years Jar, ^Qi. Pro- / MS . the
Urban awakened to the noise of chickens
which
had
once
sat
upon
the
throne.
The.
fessional pound Itin, only
in their coop. She shook her cliapel still stands, and to this day it is a clucking
husband, but he went right or. snoring.
place of come,
pilgrimage
whichin their
all honeymooners
at leastto once
lives, She decided to investigate for herself.
in honor of the most tragic love in the When she opened the door, the burglar
ALBOLENE
contraption crashed, and Mr. Urban started
history of their country.
SOLID
out of his sound sleep, firing his revolver LOVE
did
not
play
a
beautiful
part,
at
the figure of his wife. The bullet missed
CLEANSING CREAM
however, in another of my favorite stories. her and knocked a flower-pot oflf the
When Leonardo da Vinci painted his mag- W'indow-sill. Air. Urban went outside to
THEIT'S BEnUTIFUL—
RING IT'SOFNEW— ROMANCE
nificent Last Suj^pcr, he had as his model look at the cliicken coop, and found that
NO OTHER IT'S
FOTO DIFFERENT
RING LIKE IT for Christ
a man named Salaino, whose the flower-pot had hit the escaping burglar .
"':'''^^'™;l§Sgl
face
was
divine, so expressive of noble on the head, and knocked him out — believe .j50c simplicitysothat
everyone marveled. Da it or not ! A sack, with six of their finest
Vinci had finished the painting, except for chickens in it, was beside the thief.
of with
postaneorderandtoC.theO. D. charges n the figure of Judas. He could not find a
ta
LIFE certainly could never be dull for
FOTOBox ART127SSTUDIOS.Milwiiukce,
Dept. BWi
face whose meanness and cruel treachery
satisfied him for that character. For eleven me.
Whenof I'm
laughing
at experiences
like
that
the not
Urbans
that find
their way
years he searched. Then, one evening, he
found a man sitting alone at a table in a toof myhistory
desk,forI'munbelievable
looking through
dramasthe ofpages
tfae
low
tavernwas onso the
Milan.sailors'
His face
brutal,waterfront
so sneeringof past — and those stories are limitless — or
and treacherous that Da Vinci rushed over I'm scanning the newspapers for the amazto him and begged him to pose for his
ing dramaspeople
of today.
believefor meThereto are
meet,the like
Mr.
Judas. With a bitter laugh, the man re- it-or-not
Ross
Allen,
director
of
the
Florida
Reptile
plied
that
he
was
Salaino,
the
man
w'ho,
Institute
at
Silver
Springs,
Flc^rida,
who
is
many
years ago,love
had afifair
posed hadfor wrecked
the Christhis!
An unfortunate
asnake-milker
professional! Mr.snake-milker
— Yes,
Isnakes
said
Allen
catches
the
whole life, and he had sunk so low that his with his bare hands, and milks them, also
face, which once was so Christ-like and with his bare hands, by pressing their
spiritual,
served ofasallDatimes,
Vinci's
for heads and forcing the deadly venom out of
the
arch-traitor
Judasmodel
Iscariot.
-♦their mouths. He has caught about 75,000
NOT all my favorite stories are so poisonous snakes in the last twelve years.
For instance, there's the one
THEN, there is the flea-dresser I met
Sun "Tarnished" Hair dramatic.
won myexperience
prize for ofthe 1937,
oddest which
bclicve-I down
in Mexico. A woman who makes
A vacation's no fun without a good coat of tan. that
it-or-not
coats
and i)ants for fleas. And I can prove
But ed"don'tlook from
let yoursalthairwaterget and
that dried-out,
"tarnishyou nnlliatmyMr.New,iii<lN'car's
t seems
Mrs. broadJohn it by pictures of the well-dressed flea.
to sun. Because most shampoosexcessive
are tooexposure
drying, sketchedcast. Ifor
some 987 beauty editors suggest Admiracion Olive Urban, of Dniihip, ]'eiiii>\ l\,inia, were
BUT I Itmustn't
of my Hopkins,
funniest
Oil Shampoo.
It
is
easier
to
use
than
ordinary
shamfeeling very nervous one night in May stories.
concernsforgetoneoneBeulah
fibre . .natural
. but it because
of a burglar scare in town. Mr. of Ohio. Beulah was taking a bath one
does notpoos.robAdmiracion
hair andcleanses
scalp each
of thehairessential
lo make a burglar alarm. day. She stepped on a cake of soap,
oils that
your hair
with
that keep
burnished
beautyhealthy.
look inCome
your back
hair. home
. . use UiHe hanput decided
two dish i)ans over the dn .r and skidded out the window and fell three
Admiracion Olive 0// Shampoo. Sold with a money- ti<<l
a
roiic
t<i
the
<lonr liandle. ll an.onr stories. And believe it or not, she wasn't
back guarantee.
trial sample send
three 3-cent
Idllcd — only embarrassed !
stamps
— Dept. For
21, aAdmiracion,
Harrison,
N. J. tried lo opi
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IT'S MY

HUMBLE

OPINION( Continued
from piii/c 15)
the floor, tliat men in steady jobs must take
two days off without pay and, by this artificial means,
otherdays.
men The
to "sub"
for them
on permit
those two
men
"taking
off"
cannot
accept
any
other
jobs
on these days off.
The most difficult men to find are good
flute players and members of the brass
section — the trumpet and trombone players,
with emphasis on the trombone men. It
is not because these instruments are more
difficult than the others, but simply that
the majority of boys are intrigued in cliildhood by the other instruments, or that they
follow parental or other guidance in the
selection of instruments. Had I a son or
daughter, I would certainly insist on the
child studying the piano first, as the piano
is the basis of everything in music.
As I said before, men of the best musical talent, sense of pitch, phrasing, style
and possessing the makings of fine artists,
generally take up other instruments than
those of the brass side — so the few players
who have tackled the intricacies of the
cup, mouthpiece, valves and slides, and
who are generally physically suited to these
instruments, are in great demand. Obviously, aboy with deformed lips, irregular
teeth or a man with a bad sense of pitch
(which is inherited), should not attempt
to play either the trumpet or the trombone. Both of these instruments require
lips and teeth that fit the cup rim of the
mouthpiece easily, since the tone is made
entirely in this manner. Many hours of
laborious practice are necessary before he
has gained a tone — even for a small
register.
\ don't want
instrument
playersto ascharacterize
perverse, all
yet brass
it is
a fact that in the many years of my association with men of an orchestra. I invariably
have more difficulty with the brass players
than with any other group of men. Having
more time out very often results in their
failure to be ready to play. This is perhaps
my chief criticism. Invariably they talk
to one another and dawdle between numbers
when they should be at attention to come
in on a strong chord — this tendency has
ruined many a fine beginning and end of a
number.
You Tall remember the mention of the
Dallas fiasco (in this column a zvhilc back),
wherein it Zi'os brought out that one trumpet
player played sloivly zchen he should have
played
and broadcast.
ruined ivhatThe'would
have beenbric/htly
a perfect
lips
of brass players are not unlike the throat
of a singer, and at the first shoiv of a fivea-day vaudeville engagement it is akcays
understood that the trumpet man zvill crackup and split tones. This, of course, is forgivable but, nevertheless, he should zi'arm
up for a half hour before he plays and his
lip
muscles
should be in good playing condition.
Compared, in numbers, to these brass
gentlemen, violinists are much more plenti{Continued on page 75)

Jessica Dragonette, who plans to return to radio early this fall.
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number by far are tbe otbers, wbo have
renewed their interest in religion through
heariiis it on the radio and who. as a resiih. have begun attending church services
again.
l-raiik C. Goodman, E.xecutive Secretary
of Religious Radio for the Federal Council
of Churches in America, is emphatic in his
belief that radio has helped church membership rather than taken from it.
"Some officials believe certain people
stay
away from
church
of it."awayhe
said,
when because
people
stay
from "Init
their Iownfeel church
it is because
the
minister of that church is not competing
successfully with religion on the air. Competition is a healthy thing and I think
radio has lifted the church itself by the
quality of its religious broadcasting.
"There are the sick to be considered,
too. the invalids and other shut-ins who,
more than any of us, need spiritfial advice
and consolation. Are these to be neglected
because a few may stay away from church?
"The only
ever heard
directed
againstcriticism
religiousI have
broadcasting
has
come from church officials, never from the
common people who are the heart of every
church.
"\\'hen we first went on the air fifteen
years ago we thought of religion as being
divided into the three great faiths. But
we were wrong. We discovered there were
two hundred and seven different sects in
the country. In a few years these sects
were split into one thousand, three hundred
and thirty-three, and now we realize there
are just as many varying beliefs as there
are cities, towns and hamlets in the country.
For environment has a direct bearing on
the religious beliefs of a community.
"W e ofarereligion
interested
onlyprograms
in the broader
aspects
in our
on the
air. We do not want propaganda, and the
church itself wants it this w-ay now. Men
of
yesterday service
who tried
insistitontoday.
dencjminational
do notto want
"In
my
opinion,
radio
is
the
greatest
help the church has ever had. But it is
not the church of the future. Radio can
never take the place of the church, for
there is something in the soul of man that
wants to go beyond the four walls of his
home
and llie
sbai"emanyhis iiot;ihlc
worshi() menwithwhoothers."
Among
have
been a force in establishing the important
place religion holds in radio today is Doctor
Harry Emerson Fosdick.
"I think,
that radio
sents one ofunquestionably,
the most effective
meanspre-of
influencing public opinion that ever has
been put at the disposal of human beings,"
he says.
power theis use
so great
that
we must"Indeed,
carefullythe guard
of it,
lest, as in the authoritarian states of Europe,
it becomes an agency of coercion and regimentation, almost impossible to resist.
"It would be a great calamity if, with
all that goes over the air, some of which is
doubtless harmful, much of which is doubtless neutral,
the major
spiritual
life were
not put causes
on the ofair,man's
too.
Along with the finest music, religion ought
to be on the air ; and I am sure from the
mail wliirh i e;i( hes me tiKat the work on
the air is fruitful, that people listen serious-

ly, that they form a habit of returning
week after week to the same religious service, and that a cumulative influence is
piling up in millions of lives and homes.
say thetosame
The"I would
radio offers
thosething
who about
wish peace.
peace
one
of
the
best
agencies
of
effective
and
reasonable influence that we have.
"One danger, of course, is that listening
in the able.
homeNevertheless,
may be my
too mail
easy suggests
and comfortthat
many people
feel
moved
to
express
spiration that they have received bythemoreineft'ective work in the church and comIn the last fifteen years religious programs have made steady progress on the
air. The Alutual Broadcasting System
munity."
features two religious programs, The
Lutheran Hour and The Gospel Hour,
each of them sponsored.
The Columbia and National Broadcasting
Companies have daily broadcasts of a religious nature, none of which are paid for
or sponsored. Both networks donate the
time used for religious broadcasts and will
not accept a sponsored hour.
Franklin Dunham. Director of Education
and Religious Programs of the National
Broadcasting Company, explained this
"Donating
these hours is a public service
policy
:
the com])any should render. If time was
bought it wottld put a premium on the one
who has the most money. If certain groups
could buy and dominate the time used for
religious broadcasts, the general good these
programs now offer would be lost.
"We serve only the central or national
agencies of great religious faiths, as for
example,tants andthethe Roman
the ProtesJews, asCatholics,
distinguished
from
individualments where
churches
or
small
group
move-is
the national membership,
comparatively small. But these smaller
groups are also given time on the air when
they have something special to broadcast.
"Our religious broadcasts are nonsectarian and non-denominational, for it is
our conviction that the religious message
broadcast should be of the widest appeal,
presenting the broad claims of religion,
which sonalnotand only
up the persocialaidlifein ofbringing
the individual
but
also aid in popularizing religion and the
church.
"We feel that the best thing accomplished
in this manner of religious broadcasting is
the mutual respect and understanding of
the other
has
come
aboutperson's
as a point
resultof ofviewit.which
No one
listening to another religion than his own
has to give up a particle of his own faith
to "Radio
appreciate
viewpoint.
has the
madeother
this person's
new understanding
possible
people asto well
listenastotheir
the
doctrines byof enabling
other churches
own. There are few individuals who will
go intocept to attend
churchestheother
than their
own, ex-of
weddings
or funerals
their
friends.
And
a
person
doesn't
acquire a conception of other faiths at really
times
like these. Religion on the radio makes it
possible for people to know how others
Columbia Broadcasting takes this same
think."

RADIO STARS

(Left to right) Jim Jordan (Fibber McGee), Announcer Ken Carpenter
and Charles Correll (Andy) harnnonize for Marion Jordan (Molly).
broad aspect of its religious programs. The listeners. This time is divided between the
greatest religious thinkers of the world three major faiths of -America, tlie Catholic,
have appeared on its Churcli of the Air Protestant and Jewish, each of tln'ni taking
series. Bishops such as William T. Plan- it over for a four month period during tiie
ning, cardinals such as His Eminence, yiar. h'cligioii In The Xc7,'s. a fifteen
Cardinal Patrick Hayes, rabbis such as Dr. nimute
heardbye\ Dr.
er> \\'alter
S;ituril;iyW.at \'an
() :45 Kirk,
i).m.
Stephen Wise, have delivered their sermons is also talk
through this medium. At the same time
On Sundays The Kadio I'lilpit is heard
at 10:00 a.m., Xatioii,,! !\-stcrs at 4:00
these broadcasts
encouraged
the 're- p.m.
and The Catholic Il.nir at :()0. The
ligious leaders ofhave
the future
by featuring
many unknown young men from obscure Jewish Hour, Mcssiuir of Isrucl. is heard
congregations whose messages were vital. on Saturdays, the Jewisii day for worship,
The visiting leaders presented on The
7 :()() o'clock
the evening.
networksin give
added time for
Church of the Air series are carefully at Both
chosen. All the major established faiths of events of special religious importance, such
America, namely Protestam, Catholic, as the Eucharistic Congresses from various
Jewish, Christian Science, Mormon and parts of the world. Christian Endeavor
Dutch Reform, are given a number of conventions, and messages from the Pope
periods on the series during the year, in and other great religious leaders. All the
religious days, such as Christmas,
proportion to the number of their com- great
Thursday and Good Friday, Easter,
municants. Groups with a smaller repre- Holy
The Day of Atonement, Passover and the
sentation, such as Unity and the Sweden- Jewish
New Year are observed with fitting
borgians, are also given air time.
Sterling Fisher, Director of Education ceremonies over the air.
History
itself. Will church
and
Radio broadcasts
Talks for Columbia,
: "All history repeatrepeats
itself, too?
of these
have been says
presented
absolutely free of sponsorship and in a
".^s it was in the beginning, is now and
tolerance
and impartiality.
W'e
Ydu ha\e heard that in churches and
dospiritnot,ofunder
any circumstances,
sell time
for programs of a religious nature, or make from your mother's lips. Is radio proving
any charge of any sort for the programs again the words of the gospel?
of this type which we present on the air.
the beginning
taught
Christ religion
and hiswasdisciples
Nor do we countenance any programs in l"orthein home.
which are devoted wholly or in part to went from door to door preaching the faith.
attacks on the religious faith and con- No one, from the humblest to the richest,
victions ofany group of American citizens. was ign()red.
Then came the chinches. .-Vustcre at
We believe it is not in conformity with
public interest, convenience or necessity to first, such as the Puritan meeting houses
permit on any pretext whatsoever the use in the early days of our C(jniitr.\-. Woror radio facilities for attacks on the clergy
sfortable
hipers felwhent that
thev they
heardhadthe towordlie ofuncomtheir
or lay members as representing any deGod.
Thev
sat
stitt
in straigln-l,acke<l pews.
nomination."
Supplementing The Church of the Air,
Then tlu- chinclies began to tilt the backs
which is heard twice on Sundays at 10 :00 of the pews a little. Tliry jint velvet
cuNliions on thi' seals. Cri'.il cathedrals
a.m. andligiousatbroadcasts
1 :00 include
p.m., Columbia's
reWings Over were luiilt. No lonurr di.l pe,.i,le feel that
Jordan, heard on Sunday mornings at tliey had to worsliip in iliscomlort.
And now. alter centuries have passed,
10:30, The Greenfield Village Chapel Choir
at 11 :00 a.m. on Wednesdays, and The once again religion comes into the home,
Salt Lake City Tabernacle Choir and and there are those of the church who fear
it and those who welcome it.
Organ programs.
Only the future can say which will prove
A^BC features Time For Thought, a
religious talk that is broadcast live times a
right. ( 'nl\- the future can establish
week from Monday to Friday at twelve, tothe beultimate
good done by religious br .dnoon. These talks, conducted each day casting. Certainly today, in a world '.urn
by different ministers, are rather informal by doubt and i)rejudicc and intolerance,
in tone, comparable to the short religious America has shown herself to be apart
services so many churches, particularly
religious persecution.
those in business districts, offer at that from
And there are many who think that radio,
time. On Saturdays, NBC donates this with the work it has done in furthering
same time to The Call of Youth hour, religious understanding, deserves a major
a fifteen minute period devoted to younger portion of the credit for it.
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IN AT INSANE
(Continued from page 33)

stand and the more mature person be able
to find it interesting. These talks are
valuable in making the patient realize that
he is not suffering alone, that he is but
one of a large group. They instill in him
a desire to cooperate with the hospital in
hastening his own improvement and assisting other patients toward rehabilitation.
Along these same lines, a radio drama
was presented in serial form which told
of the development of a neurosis in a young
boy. The various instalments traced,
through dramatized scenes, his commitment
to a hospital, the routine to which he was
subjected and his eventual return to mental
health terminating in release. That the
patients enjoyed and benefited by these
plays was evidenced by the many letters
they wrote to the superintendent.
It is have
Dr. Bryan's
patientsof
should
a voice theory
in the that
selection
their air entertainment. To this end he
issues questionnaires to them asking what
types of programs they prefer. He encourages the writing of letters in which
opinions and individual desires are given,
as well as suggestions. And prizes are
awarded to the writers of the best letters.
One patient suggested that announcements
be made in relation to the hospital library.
He said he would like to hear book reviews,
information concerning new magazines and
articles of interest in various newspapers.
The mentWorcester
Hospital'spurpose.
radio departserves yet another
When
ashould
patient's
condition
warrants
have an occupation which that
requireshe
the use of initiative, the building up of his
self-confidence or the application of keen
concentration, he may be assigned to the
radio department to work in a clerical
capacity or at the control board. During
one year some of the patients performing
such duties were a World War veteran,
postman, first class machinist, prominent
lawyer, registered nurse, research chemist,
insurance agent, brick mason, concert-violinist, a housewife and four high school
boys. The fact that the department routine
and technique is often taught by an experienced patient to a novice is interestingfound
. It results
feelinganda proadmirationin the
for pupil's
his teacher
fell
o
w
p
a
t
i
e
n
t
,
a
n
d
the
teacher's
a satisfying superiority feeling. experiencing
Patient participation in hospital programs is exceedingly useful in treating
certain psychoses. Verbal exhibitionists
allowed to be announcers find this occupation interesting and beneficial. A few patients who are musically inclined derive
great satisfaction from airing their talents.
Since the microphone often causes tension
in a normal person, it logically calls for
even greater mental discipline from a patient, with the result tliat it may serve a
therapeutic purpose. Fur example, doctors
found radio performing so heljiful for one
woman that it was allowed to play an important part toward her recovery and
eventual release from the hospital. Upon
others, self-expression via the microphone
may have
a definitely
harmful
effect.it may
Instead of having
a sobering
influence
do just the opposite.

ASYLUMS

An especial point in favor of hospital
broadcasting
the opportunity
for
the staff tois keep
in contactit oft'ers
with the
patients collectively. Dr. Bryan has made
it a practice to deliver, via radio, a series
of four talks to new patients. The first
he callshe "The
Keys them
to thewithHospital,"
which
acquaints
the institu-in
tion, endeavors to make them feel comfortable and refute the notion that they
are in a semi-prison. He explains about
religious services, the library and letterwriting. In the second, "The Legal Aspects of MentallawsDisease,"
he describes(each
the
commitment
of Massachusetts
state differs) and the ways in which a
patient can and does enter the hospital.
When one patient was asked at what point
he first realized that he was suffering from
a mental disease, he replied : "When I
heard Dr. Bryan's talk talk on 'The Legal
Aspects
of Mental
" with the
The third
of theDisease.'
series deals
different types of treatment, and the fourth
tells what a patient is required to do and
what progress he must make before he is
eligible for parole.
So convinced is Dr. Bryan of the value
of radio as an effective agent in mental
therapeutic work that he recently circulated
a questionnaire on the subject to all mental
hospitals and sanatoriums in the United
States and Canada. Indeed, his work at
Worcester along these lines is to be commended highly and, it is hoped, followed
by other institutions.
In the treatment of most mental illness •
it is important to provide a means of diverting the patient's mind from his personal
thoughts andof dream-world.
Beforehospitals,
the in-stallation
radio, progressive
were forced to rely solely upon group entertainment such as concerts, movies, reading, games and dances. These devices are,
of course, still extensively employed, but
the fact remains that from the standpoint
of recreation radio has a value that is
limitless. It is available at all times, is
diversified
in its appeal and is usable at
will.
It is interesting to note which programs
are best liked by the inmates of mental
asylums, and you may be surprised to learn
that they differ very little from your own
choices.
During the baseball season male patients
evince the greatest enthusiasm for broadcasts of the games. In one of the convalescent wards an eager group is gathered
about the radio engrossed in the play-byplay description,
just toas listen.
men inIn the
city
assemble
before stores
another
ward housing a different type, some are
listening just as eagerly, others seem to
hear but not grasp the meaning of the
words, and still others have wandered
away absorbed in their own thoughts. The
same applies to other sports — they appeal
to some, not to others.
In the women's wards the daily dramatic
serials, designed to appeal to housewives,
find avid listeners. The nearly-well patients listen quietly while sewing or knitting. In one group of more highly strung
women a controversy arose as to whether

RADIO STARS
Myrishould
and Marge
or Pcpf>cr
Young's
faiitUy
be lieard.
Tlie nurse
intervened
and in a calm, efficient manner brought
about an agreement. Another group was
found to be enthralled with the talk of
Mary Margaret McBride, friend to all
womankind, and a particular favorite with
female patients.
Unfortunately, there are only two public
hospitals in two of the states which group
children according to age in wards by
themselves. To these young unfortunates
the numerous juvenile programs are a
blessing. The anticipation with which they
are awaited is marked, and when The
Singing Lady or Little Orphan Annie
comes on, they sit as if spellbound. In
most cases, however, programs dealing
with gangsters, adventure, etc., are forbid en, for the simple reason that they
would prove too stimulating to young minds
which are unwell, .^s a matter of fact,
they are often too stimulating to young,
healthy minds !
Religious services are often of vital importance to certain of the older patients.
It is not the least unusual to find old men
and women listening to a sermon or church
music. They also attend the hospital services, when permitted, but derive a double
satisfaction from being able to enjoy both.
Music is popular with patients of both
sexes and all ages. Some prefer symphony
concerts and love to sit and listen for long
stretches. Sometimes the music stimulates
day-dreaming, in which case it is prohibited. Patients suffering from deep depression may find it extremely annoying.
In fact, one manic-depressive, when asked
how he liked radio, said that it was a great
nuisance and caused him no end of discomfort. On the other hand, it sometimes
diverts the attention from depressing
thoughts, relaxes and stimulates the mind.
Several patients who enjoy singing with
the broadcasts bemoaned the fact that the
community sing programs have disappeared
almost completely. The younger patients
not only chlike
dance to theto popular
orestras, but areto encouraged
do so since
it is considered a healthful, stimulating and
socializing pastime.
In most hospitals patients are in bed by
nine, since they arise at 5 :30 or 6 :00.
This means that many of the big evening
commercial programs are not heard. In the
realm of comedy the tastes of the mentally
ill compare pretty closely with those of
normal persons. They like Jack Benny,
Charlie McCarthy, Burns and Allen and

Hal Kemp, now heard on Tuesdays

Neila Goodelle, frequent guest star.
Amos
Andy, to themention
true that'n' sometimes
point aof few.
a jokeIt'si>
lost, or that something not intended to \k
amusing will evoke peals of laughter.
Humorous programs have a therapeutii
value, also, since they sometimes may ai<l
in making a hypochondriac realize the absurdity of hisof thoughts
or mayAsdispel
tindepression
another ;type.
for the
psychotics, humor is completely wasted,
forThere
they'reis, practically
to amuse.ot
of course, ainiiiossihle
large prni)ortion
foreign patients on whom a word in their
own language, or a folk song from tlieir
native country, has a marked beneficial
effect. Unfortunately, few institution
radios are equipped with short wave, but
what few special foreign programs do come
over the networks are greatly appreciated.
Because the patients in each ward are
of onetle variation
generalintj'pe,
littheirthere
likesis orusually
dislikes.
There is probably not as much difference
in preference as among a large group of
healthy individuals. Though the gunplay
and intensely exciting adventure and thrill
programs would not he detrimental to the
condition of some patient-, few evince any
interest
them. true.
.A;, fm"Furpulitical
speeches,
the samein holds
the most
part
the talks are too long, too complicated and
too monotonous to sustain their interest.
Of allcaststypes
the news
broadseem toof beprograms
the most
universally
popular. There is seldom an important
news item or event which may not be
heard byturbedpatients
in even ofthethis
mostnature
diswards. Programs
are encouraged
by
doctors
and
nurses
because of their tremendous value in keeping
up interest and contact with the outside
world, an important point to be considered
in helping patients to prepare themselves
for the resumption of a normal life.
In spite of all that is being done to alleviate the plight of mental sufferers, the
fact still remains that an insane asylum
is far different from an ordinary hospital.
Though windows and doors may appear
to be like those in an ordinary home,
they are escape-proof, and there are some
rigid rules which necessarily must be enforced. Anything that can bring happiness, dispel discontentment, promote cooperation with hospital and doctors, and
thus aid in promoting the recovery of patients, is a definite boon. In this regard
radio has contributed mightily and will, it
is hoped, continue to do so on an even more
pronounced scale in the future.
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COMMENTATOR
BUSINESS
(Continued from fcuc 43)

dry, accented delivery — once considered a
handicap — has proved a distinctive part of
his mike presentations. His comments have
been heavily opinionated — directly or by inference. He was sued by the former Governor of New Jersey for his comments on
the Hauptmann case, but the matter was
amiably adjusted. Like Edwin C. Hill, his
radio fame
brought
aboutanda newspaper
demand for his
columns
he is widely
syndicated.
DOROTHY THOMPSON: The best
known female foreign correspondent became the best-known radio commentator of
her sex. Perhaps, on foreign affairs, she
isn't
surpassedFirst
by any
commentator
— maleas
or female.
introduced
to radio
"the
wife
of
Sinclair
Lewis,"
her
fame
grew so widely that her novelist husband
is often referred to as "the husband of
Dorothy
FLOYDThompson."
GIBBONS: An on-and-off
commentator whose reappearance on radio
schedules is always certain, despite wide
gaps. A noted war correspondent, adventurer and globe-trotter, his personal experiences have provided him with material
for
"the
story new
behindto radio,
a story."
rapidfire delivery,
won His
immediate
favor. He was the first to prove that a
broadcaster could talk fast and be understood. His machine-gun staccato adds a
thrill to items that might otherwise be
colorless.
And there you have the bulk of the commentators on whose larynges rest the responsibility ofinterpreting news for the
entire nation !
A few of the big news names of yesterday have passed into oblivion or its radio
ec|uivalent — that suspended state between
activity and inactivity when artists are in
eager quest of sponsors or sustaining spots.
But therethe arecommentators.
no acknowledged
"has-beens"
among
A comeback
can
beor made
in
a
day.
The
lack
o'f
a
sponsor
schedule doesn't always reflect on a
mikeman's ability.
This is particularly true of the Washington news commentators who are in
greatest demand in presidential election
years. Frederic William Wile, David Lawrence and William Hard have absented themselves from radio schedules for a considerable time, but there is no doubt that they will
be back in full swing when the 1940 presidential be begins humming. No matter
how much attention the general news commentator gives to politics, the lads who
write over Washington datelines are the
ones that get the most enthusiastic political
followings when a national election is nigh.
But that's
largely because
tliey qualifywhileas
expert
forecasters
and interpreters,
the general news men only factually relate
what has happened. The listener likes to
be a step ahead
of thethenews,
commentator who has
knackandoftheputting
him "in tiie know" — even on something
the
listener actually heard long before — is
i'lg- one
tiie
who commands the largest followThrough the years of broadcasting, the
complexion of radio news commentators
has changed somewhat. There was a day
when any announcer would automatically

qualify as a news narrator. Graham McNamee,ing for
several years,
was a top-rankcommentator.
But, today,
although
holding his own as an announcer, he no
longer
belongs
to
the
small
circle
of
stellar
news men of the air.
It was a natural and logical thing for
radio to recruit its commentators from the
news crack
ranks.newspaperman
But that didn't
any
wouldmean
makethata
good mikeman,
too.
There's
the
portant requirement of being able all-imto tell
a story as well as write it. Voice and
diction became as important assets as newsgathering ability and writing style. As a
matter of fact, the microphone formula
became so much more important than newspaper technique to some commentators that
they were forced to hire assistants to attend
to the script-writing end, while they concerned themselves solely with the delivery
of the lines.
In some respects, the commentators are a
pampered lot. They get privileges granted
no other classification of radio artist. Some
of them— notably Boake Carter and Lowell
Thomas — broadcast right from their homes,
radio dens having been built in their abodes.
At times, though, they use regular studios,
the choice being their own.
But while they have some privileges,
they believe they are more than offset by
various restraints. One of the handicaps
is the pressure brought to bear by newspublisherstheir
who publications
don't permitwithout
them
to quotepaperfrom
express permission. And, in radio, there's
the ever-present
angle that won't
mit any delay time
for negotiations
whenper-a
commentator's
task
is
to
present
last-minute
news. Although many stations subscribe
to the Press-Radio
are forbid en to alter the service,
teletypedtheysheets
for
mike
use.
The
news
must
be
read
with no additions and no deletions."asAnAis"
commentators'sonalization ofthestocknews.
in trade
the newper-s
While isother
services permit
such
alterations
by
mentators, the mikemen have found itcombest
to have their own news-gathering staflFs,
and a few of them do a bit of personal
leg-work in interviewing and gathering
last-minute flashes.
Commentators have often been criticized
for "taking sides" on news topics. But it
mustforbethem
conceded
that it's a pretty
hard
job
to be noncommittal
or neutral
intheirtheir
work.
If
they
didn't
take
sides,
talks would lose color. Ted Husing,
the sports announcer, once told me that he
demands the same freedom in telling a
story as a sports writer has in writing one.
Ted's views are as applicable to general
newsBut asthere
to sports.
are various ways of taking
sides. It is here that the commentator
must be most tactful, lest he antagonize
a large portion of his audience. On the
air there are far more ways of editorializing news than in a newspaper. Some
dailies have been accused of coloring their
news columns by the manner in which headlines are written and the length and po-[IC
sition accorded the respective stories. None
of these points enter into radio commen
tatiiig. The mike is a far more delicate
te
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thing to handle than a typewriter. And
it offers more of a scope to the editorialist
and propagandist. While the words themselves may be noncommittal, there are
methods of inflection and tonal inference
that
listeners'
minds leave
as to nothe question
e.xact linein ofthethought
the
speaker is trying to convey. Hence, careful advance checking of continuities on
the parts of the networks (which, incidental y, isalways done) means little.
Actually,flection toineditorialize,
using tonal theinference
and incommentators
may be said to be following the microphone style of President Roosevelt (whose
broadcasting technique has been hailed far
and
widedenote
as "perfect").
\'ocal stresses
can—
readily
the feelings
speakerthan
such touches
often
telling offarthe more
the e.xact, prepared words.
In England, the British Broadcasting
Corporation compiles talks delivered over
its stations and publishes them in a very
readable weekly called The Listener. To
a smaller degree, the idea is used by the
Columbia Broadcasting System in this
country in its small quarterly. Talks. But,
in cold type, talks prepared for the microphone are just that — cold types — while the
original air talks may have been hot and
sizzling types of narrations.
There was a time when the air commentators made it their business to present
news scoops. But that aim has been replaced by an almost universal tendency
to discuss events the listener has already
read about. In a way, this was done as a
good-will gesture to newspapers whose
friendship the stations try to hold, even
at their own expense. The general style
is to discuss the leading topics of the day
— inButeffect,
the frontseempage.to
some toof editorialize
the commentators
be drifting along feature lines, picking
items for their novelty rather than news
value. They are just as apt to speak about
a twin-headed calf born on a New Jersey
farm as they are about reorganization,
labor, re-armament and pump-priming.
the hardest
to The
crashcommentators'
of all radio ranks
talent areclassifications.

For that reason, the roster remains intact
from year to year. Old names may drop
out. But new ones rarely appear. Hence,
the ranks get more and more exclusive.
.■\nd the minute one drops out. the responsibility of each remaining commentator becomes proportionately greater, because it
is apparent that followers of the absentee
will turn to the news mikeman who comes
closest to filling their needs.
Each commentator realizes the huge
responsibility that goes with his air assignment. True, newspapers may have a priority claim on shaping public opinion. But
there are thousands of newspapers covering
the United States while there are only a
handful of network commentators. Hence,
the ratio of responsibility to the public by
broadcasters is far greater.
major commentators
networks' rosters
weScanning
find the the
following
— Edwin
C.
Hill.
Lowell
Thomas,
H. \'. Heatter,
Kaltenhnrn. J.ihn B. Krnncdy. Gabriel
liiMkc t arter. ;m<l <>uv or two others. They
arc
li.\ -Iinci-the absent
air. Youfrommustthehave
notedthetliat
w niiu n<,i are
air
news rank';, with tlie outstanding exception
of Diir.'tliy TliMmi)Noii. True, there are
Kate .^iiiitli. K.itliryn Cravens. Mary Margaret McHridc ( Martha Dt-anc), and others
who have attempted at dabbling in comng, but theyadvice
woundfeatures.
up as women's
homemaking mentatiand
Year in and year out. the small handful
of commentator^ .eives the ])nbHc ear views
on topics of the day. There ha\e been
many controversies — and occasional libel
suits — over their utterances, hut. on the
whole, they realize their responsibilities and
try
views.to be fair in the presentation of their
The commentators had quite a job in
building their followings. In radio's early
years
there wasSponsors,
a resentment
against "talk"
programs.
particularly,
shied
away from talks — exeeiitiny. of conr^c. tlieir
own vital coniniereial annou)u-enient>. But
ahiht}' incondition
presentation,
well
asskilltheandeconomic
of the asworld,
gave listeners a hking for intelligent narration anil interpretation of news events.

SOUTHERN
CHARM
(Continued from paqe 50)
appearance of being calm it is because she
is calm I One of her earliest lessons, back
in that old Southern mansion, was never
to let anything ruffle her spirits. A whole
book of philosophy and beauty lore is contained in that one early lesson. When you
accept the day and its happenings graciously, there are no wrinkles and furrowed
brows to come from impatience and unhappiness, nor is there an unsightly, fevered
flush produced by fretting and grumbling !
When you are calm, you radiate calmness
from your inner personality !
Of course, Linda Lee does everything she
can to keep the weather from obtruding too
forcefully upon her consciousness. Aside
from refusing to talk or think about the
heat, she follows a regular summer beauty
routine to assure personal daintiness.
Lots of water inside and out is one of
the first requisites for personal daintiness.
Drink plenty of it for the sake of your
complexion. Eight glasses a day is a good

quota for keeping the system clear of waste
poisons. Lemonades, pineapple juice and
other fruit juices will help you to get the
required amount of liquid and are delightfully refreshing at the same time.
The joys of bathing are not confined to
sea and pool. There is always the bathtub
and shower to rivivify you ! Start the day
with a shower and end it with a tub ! Indulge in baths between times as often as
possible. You know, lukewarm water is
the most cooling, but the ultimate in indoor
bathing is reached when you can lie in a
tub of warm, soapy water for ten minutes,
gently washing with a soft sponge, then
turn the faucet so the water becomes cool.
Equip your bathroom shelf now with a
complete line of bath accessories and see
how a chore can turn into a pleasure. Go
right down the list from soaps and bath
salts to bath powder and eau de Cologne,
topping all{Continued
with a fragrant
Try
on pageperfume.
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CRENE ROUGE
For the Active Woman • Stays on Day and Night
Here's the rouge which keeps you looking
your best. Ginnie-Lou Creme Rouge is self'
blending — it harmonizes magically with the
delicate tones of your own complexion, and
looks natural through every minute of these
busy summer days and evenings. 10c and 50c
at cosmetic counters.
Other Products by

CLEAN UP DANDRUFF

"HAIR'S BEST FRIEND"
a menDANDRUaceFF
th.
to hair isgrow
Lucky Tiger cleans it up
and stops that miserable
scalp itching. Costs little
ists, bar-s, /<=?^^?N
at drugg
or 10/
store fe^l?!^
bers
romance and body
odors don't mix!

25c 50c -10c size at 10c counters
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some of the fresh-as-the-dawn floral bath
luxuries — or experiment with a certain
"sdiiK
new" days
that isbecause
a haunting
reniiiKkrtiling
of bygone
of its old,
spicy fragrance.
Right after the bath is the time to apply
those deodorants and anti-perspirants
which are so especially necessary during
the hot months. And why not have a
regular schedule at this time, too, for the
use of a depilatory? After all, when you
are in a bathing suit, those few inches of
suit are not nearly as conspicuous as your
bare arms and legs ! When these details
of grooming are attended to regularly
there'll be no occasion to have to refuse
an
"surprise"
because
you exciting
cannot possibly
get invitation
ready in time
I
Speaking
of
getting
ready
in
time
minds I^inda Lee of a lesson she learned re-in
her "growing
in the South.
She
learned
to takeup"lifedays
leisurely.
She learned
there was nothing that made for more discomfort on a hot day than working herself
into a dither trying to get two or three
things done in less time than one !
Haste does make waste. Take one thing
at a time and do it as eificiently as possible,
Linda
advises,
then goare tomore
the next.
even find
that there
hours You'll
in the
day when you do this, so Linda Lee says,
and she is a busy girl if there ever was
one I Aside from her career (and the work
it entails), she studies languages, rides
horseback, swims, plays tennis, and plans
and selects her own wardrobe (tailored
clothes for day and feminine fluffy-ruffles
for evening).
next oftimetheyoupoised
find Linda
yourself in a dither,So,think
Lee. Sit down and count ten. Then, take
your tasks one at a time.
We are all too inclined, Linda thinks, to
jump to the conclusion that it takes a great
deal of time to be well-groomed. Yet good
grooming is simply a matter of personal
neatness. Did you ever see a well-groomed
girl wear a wrinkled dress or crooked
seams in her hose? Of course you didn't!
Becauseimportant
a girl justdetails
isn't have
well-groomed
when
these
been neglected.
Checking
over
tomorrow's
wardrobe
before
you go to bed each night saves a lot of
time and temper and assures your daintiness
even
though you over-sleep the alarm the
next morning.
Linda Lee has a number of personality
pointers at her finger-tips. These little
"graces" are so appealing that I think
you'd
about little
them,gesture
too. with
The like
first tois know
a gracious
the eyes. When Linda finds herself rehearsing, or otherwise so busy it is impos ible to greet friends or acquaintances,
she throws a warm look with her eyes in
their direction. This sounds very simple,
and the results are a hundred percent
favorable !
Linda captivates everyone she meets by
the way she listens intently to every word
they say, with a very serious expression,
then looks straight at the speaker and
bursts into a radiant smile. But remember,
never smile unless you mean it !
Still another
charm centers
tip from
Linda's
Southern
experiences
around
the
mental attitude you have toward yourself.
The girl with a sort of half-apologetic,
excuse-me-for-living manner is almost invariably adull, dowdy girl. If you feel
unimportant you are sure to appear unimportant inthe eyes of others. Everyone
dislikes egotists, but you can have self-

confidence without being a braggart. Look
at yourself in the mirror. Don't ignore
your
points,Appreciate
but don'tyour
skip good
your points
good
ones, bad
either.
and
dress
them
up,
so
that
the
poor
ones
will be less noticeable.
Dressing up in the summertime puts a
real responsibility on your make-up. Your
make-upform youcanintobea alovely
fairy godmother
transvision, or ato wicked
witch to hide your charm. So, Linda urges
you to be cagy in applying your make-up.
There is nothing that makes you look and
feel hotter than a heavy coat of powder
topped with a heavy application of rouge,
sticky lipstick and beaded eyelashes. Dust
your powder on lavishly but then brush it
off with one of those soft complexion
brushes.
Actually, very little rouge is needed
in the summer, for most of us have a rather
florid coloring then, anyway. The same
thing goes for lipstick. Use just enough
lip coloring to heighten the natural redness
of your lips. Pat ice cold water on your
face ajicr all make-up has been applied.
The cold water will act as an astringent
to help close the pores and firm the skin.
make-up, too, and make
itIt will
last "set"
hours your
longer.
The subject of make-up brings me to
this
sample
offermonth's
for youspecial
! Thiscombination
combinationfree includes
apowder
revolutionizing
"light-proof"
face
and a specialnewformula
cream. This
new face powder claims two new discoveries to eliminate the age-old problem
of shiny skin. Its light-proof feature
eliminates the shine caused by reflections
from bright electric lights and glaring sunlight by modifying these hard light rays
and giving your skin a look of luscious
softness. It is also moisture-proof to prevent that unpleasant shine due to skin oils
and perspiration.
The satin-textured cream, included in
this combination, has a mysterious "recleans the
pores, softens the versible
skin action."
and Itfurnishes
a powder
base
every time you use it. When you smooth
it over your skin, it seems to disappear to
do its work. Then as you massage gently,
the action is reversed — the cream reappears
loaded with impurities and dirt from the
pore
creamto clog
is wax-the
free, itopenings.
leaves noSince
waxy theplugs
pores. Thus your skin is softened,
smoothed and refined — a perfect base for
powder. plexionSeeresponds
for toyourself
how your beauty
comthese important
discoveries. Send in right now for your
free samples of reversible-action, special
formula
proof facecream
powder.and light-proof, moistureMary
RADIO Biddle,
STARS MAGAZINE,
149 Madison Avenue,
New York. N. Y.
Please send me, absolutely free, the
combination sample offer of cream and
powder.
Name
Address
City

State.
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HUMBLE

fill. Rut even liere, in tlie fiddle section,
as everywhere in tlie music field, one must
look for a fine artist with good pitch, sensitive phrasing, style, a proper knowledge
of bowing, fingering and, above all, the
proper speed of vibrato. In all instruments
ivhich frodncc sustained tones it is necessary that men in one section, at least, should
have vibrato that blends together.
That is one feature of the Lombardo
brothers that is so fine. They labor far
into the night, practicing together, attacking each note simultaneously, dropping
each note at the same moment and seeing
that the waves of the tones, when held,
blend and syncronize perfectly.
Good pianists — whose left hands seem not
like atrophied and w^ithered members of the
man's
anatomy
are, have
in truth,
hard toof, find.
Especially
men —who
the touch
and
a style like, Eddie Duchin ; and who can
improvise when required to do so; and who
can transpose easily, since a pianist is frequently called on to change the key when
the voice is tired or the singer is unable
to sing in the key in which the song is
written.
In a drummer, I look for a man ivilh a
perfect metronomic tcnifo. He must have
a sense of sl>aciug. To understand the ivord
"spacing" here, compare it to the ability
of a first-class sign painter who spaces
letters on a sign perfectly and evenly. If
a drummer heats the drum with his foot
unevenly, increasing the tempo or slnzn'ing
down, the band (especially a dance band)
that employs hint cannot be successful. The
bass player.
must have
gift ofa
spacing,
hill lil.-ciK'i.u\
lie, in addition,
musta have
good sense of lone and pitch, since his instrument does produce a tone.
Saxophonists again are plentiful, although outstanding men who know reeds
and mouthpieces and have a pleasing tone
and vibrato with a live color and strength,
are hard to find. Most of them have
studied several instruments so, consequently, are able to double when the job requires
A man who doubles plays more than
one instrument. Most saxophone players
play the clarinet, and vice versa. Some
violin players play one, two and sometimes
more instruments. Versatile saxophonists
sometimes play the flute, English horn,
oboe and clarinet. Such a man, it goes
without saying, is invaluable. On a crowded
platform he can do the work of five or six
men
number.where there is space only for a small
Naturally, of course, for these gifts of
study and natural talent he must receive
more than a man tvho is less gifted and
valuable. Since it occasionally happens
that during an entire evening at an affair
only a fczv measures of flute are required,
it would be an extravagance to have a
special man come in to play those feiv
measures and then sit idle for the rest of
the evening, ivhen one of the saxophonists
might take them on the flute.

OPINION-

How do we find new-comers and capable boys? Perhaps one of the boys in the
band has heard of an unusually good man
playing in an obscure night club or dance
hall, although it is rare for a man to tell
me about a "find" if he plays the same
instrument. Rarely does a good man remain undiscovered very long. Very few
come directly to a big band from school,
a music school or conservatory itself. Experience is gained through the local
students'
the local
organizations andband,
the village
and clubs,
city bands.
Rarely, however, has a young boy saved
enough to I(jaf the required period of probation, but a man witii great talent, courage
and fortitude, who can outstay these restrictions, cannot help but be rewarded.
Good men, with all the restrictions, still
can earn two and three hundred dollars
a week and help to produce most of the
music that comes to your ears over the
major networks.
/ think that the rc-r.raminatlon of the
entire membership
of there.'iiilt
M iisieians'
Union
Locals
would probably
in the elimination of many members :^'ho are also daylaborers in siieh projeels as brick-laying,
carpentry and plastering, and zvho touch
their instruments little or none at all, playing one or t-a'o times a year — iisiiully Nezv
Year's Ih'C
March
17th. or in parades on May 1st, or
These men — in my humble opinion, at
least — should never have been admitted to
membership in the union. No man with
just a smattering of medicine and surgical
instruments has been admitted into the
practice of medicine and given the title of
doctor. Examinations, restrictions and a
degree in medicine are necessary before he
can practice.
But until the examinations are made very
much more >lrict tlian they are. we cannot
help but ha\e tlii' incsent troubles and unrest ijnoraity oflarj;e
nunilnrship
maiiiusi( lans
cannot whci'e
secure tlie
musical
eiiiitlovnicnt. Main line nnisicians today
than one enga'^emcnt. it uininestionably
true thatformersthertarc many
perwho cannot
seem toexcellent
bring their
performance to the attention of those who
can use them. How, then, to let the leaders
hear them at their best? It is obviously
true, that it would take days of auditioning
to lind these men. And then, rarely does
a man play well at an audition or when he
plays alone. The test is zvith the band.
I have often thought that a board of examiners— made up of experts from all types
of musical ealegories, i. e., dance hands,
theatre hands, pit orchestras, concert and
symphony orchestras: experts front the
fields
of broadcasting
and recording
should
pass judgment
on these
men and — classify
them according to their respective abilities.
A glance at the Local 802 Union Book,
shows thousands of names under the general classification of violin. Obviously
there should be some sort of classification
(Continued on page 78)
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sley

the radio advertiser find out whether the
program, on which he was spending thousands (if dollars, was heing tuned in by the
pulilic' Were the li>tenei s ignoring highpricedin John
Comic'sBand?
iialt-hour
tune
on theJ. Police
Were show
popularto
programs drawing more listeners than
symphony
broadcasts
In 1927 the
Frank : Seamans Advertising
Agency decided to find out something about
the reception of their Davis Hakiii,/ Poicdcr
program, and engaged Cnis>le\ business
Research, Inc., to check, in tilt\ cities and
towns, wliether their program came through
on schedule,
tiie announcers
program and were
determinetowhethertimelocal
cutting
etc. Crossle\'s
surve>- disclosed
that therein. i^'crc
local announcements
being
sandwiched into the program, as well as
hair. r
similar
practices
—
not
unusual
in
those
days
unwanted
for Depil
ZiP atory Creai
— and Seamans got rebates on time from
the offending stations.
It was Crossley's first radio survey.
HAIR ON FACE
Crossle\- Business Research, Inc. (which,
ARMS. LEGS and BODY
incidentally, has no connection at all with
Crosley Radio Corp,), was then a new firm
kEALLY GONE!
specializing in marketing research, general
Simple.
Quick.
Leaves
no
business surveys and such. It was founded
trace
of hair.ZIPWithEpilator,
each
package
1926, by the present presiyou
ftet aofdollar
bottle of in February,
dent,
Archibald M.forCrossley,
formerDigest.
DiiTsorr BOUQUET
JORDEAU-a
refreshing
fragrance.
A
r
e
c
t
o
r
o
f
Research
the Literary
value orforsendonly$1.00$1.00.to
For tiie next couple of years Crossley,
E P I L A T 0 R $2.00
Good stores
Inc., did occasional similar jobs of radio
Madame Berthe, 562 Fifth Ave., New York research,
but they were individual, specialMASTER NATURAL COLOR
ized check-ups. And then, in 1929, Seamans
again
came into the picture with a
ENLARGEMENT
FREE PHOTO Beautiful
Enlargements request for an experiment. They wanted to
the audience of the Eastman
With ROLL DEVELOPED O S</ measm-e
and 8 High Gloss Lifetime Prints— All ^professiona
■' X' Kodak show. The consensus of opinion was
that
it
couldn't
; that there
way of compilingbe andoneaccurate
index wasof theno
free enlargements.
you make
light
listeners to a program. But Crossley tackled
SUNSETyou! SERVICE, 295 Sunset BIdg.. St. Paul.
job and did it successfully, using the
STUDY AT HOME the
same basic methods that are now used in
the Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting.
Telephone interviews were conducted in
representative cities and towns by Crossley
investigators, every morning, asking if the
person interviewed had a radio, if it had
been tuned in during certain hours the
DOYOUR NAILS SPLIT?
preceding evening, and what stations and
programs had been heard. The results were
so satisfactory that the method began to
achieve some publicity, and Crossley received requests for similar jobs in the
radio field. A meeting of the Association
of National Advertisers took up tiie matter,
.After a dozen or so of these independent
Put a Wax Cushion on Your Nails
surveys it was proposed to the A. N. A.
Stop polish from splitting and drying
that its memliers subscribe to a reguyour ionnails.'
Sav-a-Nail,
cushlar service in checking the radio audience,
(colorless,
not creamy)protective
keeps polish
from
touching
nails.
Protects
nails
from
and, at tiie same time, that they pool all
household wear and tear. One minute
tiieir
data in a !)ook wiiicii was duly issued
treatment. Dries instantly. Encourages
under the title, .Idvertising Looks At
nail
growth.
Polish
goes
on
smootherRadio,
around 1929.
stays on longer. Makes every manicure
That was the genesis of the "Crossley
aBrush
success.
End
your
nail
troubles!
IAq
on nails. Apply polish. Only lU
Repcjrts"
called theOriginally
Cooperative
.\nal\sis — ofactually
Broadcasting.
the
A Real Dollar Value for a Dime!
Not A Polish - Not An Oil
Crossle>'
organization
did
all
the selling,
Look For the Brown and Yellow Card
management
and
field
work
of
the
C.
A.
B.,
AVOID IMITATIONS-DEMAND
which was a siihsidiarx < nnaiiizatinn, startTHE GENUINE
ing witii tlnrl\ .ulisdihing advertisers and
carrying
of theA
SAV-A-KAIL
.\ssociationtheofofficial
Nationalindorsement
Advertisers.
AT 10c STORES EVERYWHERe
committee representing the interests of the
subscribers acted as an advisory board and
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ratings?
met first in February, 1930, under the chairmanship of Guy Smith of Libby, McNeil
and Libby. And on March 1, 1930, the C.
A. B. began operations.
For the first four years of its life the
Crossley organization met with the advisory committee each few months, submitted reports on its findings and, with the
recommended changes, issued the Reports to
subscribers. Then it was suggested that the
Committee incorporate and take over the
management of the C. -A., B., with Crossley
doing the actual field and statistical work,
whicii is the present method of operation.
The Cooperative .Analysis of Broadcasting
is a mutual, non-profit-making organization
representing the interests of the subscribing
advertisers ; Crossley, Inc., doing the actual
mechanics of the survey, and the Governing Committee. of the C. A. B. handling the
selling, direction and management with Mr,
A. W. Lehman, Assistant Manager of the
A. N. A. and also Manager of the Governing Committee. Any profits resulting from
the C, A. B. service to its subscribers is
put back into improvement or enlargement.
For example, after one successful year the
profits were spent in increasing by twentyfive percent the number of persons interviewed to get a broader cross-section. Or
thousands of dollars are devoted to trying
various methods of testing.
This, then, is the set-up of the C, A, B.
And, though the tests and experiments that
have led up to the present system of arriving at ratings were elaborate and expensive,
the system is basically simple. Sprinkled in
cities and towns across the country are a
thousand-odd Crossley-trained investigators ;some regular full-time workers, some
part-time. Four times a day, seven days a
week, for two weeks each month the interviewers telephone representative persons in
each locality. The times for these calls have
been determined by patient experiment as
least likely to annoy the listener. Calls are
made at nine a.m., noon, five p.m. and eight
p.m. On Sunda.\ s the morning call is made
at ten a.m. rather than nine, to avoid as
much as possible
the person
interviewed. .And theirritating
interviewer
will ask,
for example, on the morning call : "Was
your radio set turned on last night?" If the
answer is affirmative : "What program did
Some may remember several programs,
you
listen
to?" or two. The' interviewer does
some ask
onlytheone
not
name of the sponsor or product,
onl\that
whether
it was liked. ofIttheis program
a purely— not
quantitative
analysis. .And each group of calls, at each
time of da\ , covers the programs of the
preceding interval ; the noon calls for the
morning programs, the five o'clock calls
forFrom
the afternoon
'5'3 acro^the figuresshows,
thus etc.
collected
the country in a thousaiid towns and cities,
Crossley statisticians compile the Rating
which tells subscribers that Snachies has
jumped from 12 to 15. This means, merely,
that if 100 listeners are telephoned and 15
of them heard the same program, that program is rated 15. The basis, of course, is
on a much greater number of calls.
"According
reports,"Committee,
says Mr.
Lehman
of tothe latest
Governing

RADIO STARS

Tim Ryan and Irene Noblette, better
known as just Tim and Irene, knew each
other but three short months before
becoming Mr. and Mrs. in St. Joseph,
Missouri.
you
realize And
he wasthat's
frominteresting
Bayonne, when
New
Jersey, and she was from San Francisco, California. They are now living
in Connecticut.
"some programs receive as man}- as 7,500
completed
interviews."
I asked
Mr. Lehmantelephone
how accurate
or valuable
subs
c
r
i
b
e
r
s
t
o
the
C.
A.
B.
felt
the
reports
were.
"lies byin
the"The
fact answer
that the toC. that.''
A. B. heis says,
supported
92 percent of all the programs on the air.
And between 95 percent and 98 percent of
our subscribers renew their subscriptions,
withAnynewcomparative
subscribers listing
joiningofeachthe year."
various
shows on the air is bound to arouse certain
reactions from the personalities performing in those shows. Naturally enough, entertainers in shows having low ratings
have, on occasion, growled and sounded off
about
of top
the have
Crossley
Ratings the
; those"unfairness"
at or near the
been
inclined to boost the Reports.
As one of radio's
representative
air star.leading
I askedfigures
Eddie andCan-a
tor what he thought of the C. A. B. ratings.
Eddie, who at the writing was second from
the top among the half-hour shows, could
speak impartially, I thought, with no tendency to sour grapes.
feel this ofwaythe about
said. "Asto
an "Iindication
numberit,"oihelisteners
a program
no doubtand that
Cross-It
ley
Rating there's
is valuable,
verythefair.
doesn't give the popularity of various
shows,intohowever,
it doesn'tsomeespecially
take
account theandopposition
shows
h^ve.
Ben Bernie's
show wasForonexample,
the air atwhen
the same
time as
Burns and Allen his rating was not as high
as when Burns and Allen went off the air
at that time. My own programs have had
some of the toughest opposition on the air.
I've been on against Major Bowes, Jack
Benny,
Sauboni andthat shows
like
hat rightChase
along.&■ Naturally,
influences
he ratings.
"People will listen in to some programs

because there is little or no choice sometimes. On the other liand, when several
good shows are on at the same time it's
another story."
Eddie's eyes goggled earnestly.
"There's another angle to this rating
business,sarilytoo,"
he went ofon.how"It'ssuccessful
not neces-a
any indication
show is for its sponsor. One program — "
we won't
the name,
" — isit selling
less
of its mention
product now
than when
had a
rating many points higher. Some programs
have a very low rating, say 4 or 6, and yet
they're
good shows
job andwithstay
on the
air longerdoing
than amany
15 ratings.
I can think of one program that rated 3.5
the
I heard,
the the
air
Inimcrlastthan
I have;andon it's
the been
other onhand,
'■'ft
I'iu tliL
Lirdair.show had a rating of 15 and went
it c.ime- down to this: Let's assume that
a -hdw witli a 15 rating means eleven milliim li-tciHi v All right— that show, rating
L-- witli ek\(_n inillidn listeners and, say,
t\v(j niilliiin liuxcrs oi the product, is more
valuahlc than a jliuw rating 20 with fifteen
milliun li>tt,ners and uiily ,>iic million buyers
uf 1thehey -poiivdr's
|>r(i(liK't."
were callinji
Eddie to reliearse and
he rcje t<:i lac >teipping iVjr a final remark.
'i think the Crossley Ratings are valuable, completely honest and fair,'' he said.
"But from a performer's standpoint and an
advertiser's,
the whose
programsponsor
that stays
the
air is the one
gets onvalue
received
for
the
money
he
spends."
Tliere is. of course, really no argument
or controversy on that point. Both Mr.
Lehman and Mr. Crossley agree that the
C. A. B. makes no effort to determine how
well the public likes a program, or if it
sells the spimsor's product.
"We ha\e, on special jobs that are no
part of tlie C. A. B., dune >onie experimental work in qualitative surveys ; breaking down a program to find nut which
parts were liked best by listeners." Mr.
"We have
utilized
as many
asCrossley
eleven said.
different
methods
of checking.
One. for example, is the co-incidental interview. This method involved telephoning
wliile a i)r()gram is on and asking what the
listener is hearing at that time.
"Another specialized survey revealed
that larawithcigar
popuwomenprogram
! As a was
resultespecially
the advertiser
switched his commercial plug toward
women, bandstoto smoke
get them
influence cigar.
their husthattoparticular
"But, so far as the C. A. B. is concerned,
we make no effort to determine likes or dislikes, or whether listeners even know the
name of the product sponsoring the show.
Whether or not a program sells a product
is determined to a great extent by how
cleverly the entertainers are tied up with
the product, on the appeal of the commercial plug. The C. A. B. is concerned wholly
with the proportionate number of listeners
to a program and we have established, on
the whole, that a program which attracts
listeners tends to increase the sale of the
So that is the Crossley Report — the Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting. AH
this
organization, all these thousands of
product.''
dollars
to determine what yoi< listen to. So
the next time a voice asks you: "Were you
listening
know thattoyouyourare radio
helpinglastto night?"
formulateyou'll
the
radio policies of a nation.
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MUSICAL

EXPERIENCE UNNECESSARY
{Conilnued jrom page 61)

introduces them. He knows what the
pubHc wants — and sees that they get it !
The perfect example of the entertainer
turned
is Ben before
Bernie.he There's
lad who maestro
was important
ever helda
a baton and has proved that he could earn
a star's
salaryan ifimportant
he never held
one again.
Ben was
vaudeville
star
even in War days. He could pick out a
tune on a violin. But he made a living
by being funny. Came the day when dance
orchestras became a national craze and
Bernie decided to get in on a good thing.
What made the Bernie band was not the
music.
It wasvocals,
Ben'sthepersonality;
his
broken-down
trick dialect
choruses of songs, the cigar and the Winchell jokes. Dick Stabile was responsible
for most of the musical ideas, but Dick resigned to form his own band. His departure really didn't mean much to Ben. He
had because
a movie Bernie
contract,
didn't come
just
was which
a musician.
Ben returned to the air this spring with
a new commercial. He was hired as a
comedian and master of ceremonies. The
orchestra was composed of men who make
a living out of playing for the different
studio bands. The old Bernie band was
left
California
troublebehind
to leadin the
one CBSandgaveBenhim.didn't
Fred Waring went further than solo
vaudevillian Bernie — he turned an entire
band into a money-making vaudeville unit.
Fred is another with talent for organization. When Waring, Inc., was going full
blast he kept an entire floor of a Broadway
office building as busy as any plant.
The Waring band has always been a
complete vaudeville show all by itself. As
a matter of fact, when Fred was first
talked about for radio, skeptics came forth
with
"No.to Itsee wouldn't
good.
You :have
Waring beto any
appreciate
him.
Fred looks and acts like any successful
young business executive. He runs his

orchestra ever
as a since
business.
used thatin
technique
he firstHe'sorganized
1921. The main difference between the
Waring business and most others, though,
is that his seems to pay bigger dividends.
Bob Crosby is another young man who's
doing
conductor
he canallsingright.
and He's
looks agood
in frontbecause
of a
band. In 1932, Bob was vocalist with the
Dorsey Brothers. When they split up in
early
Bob wentto with
year
later he'34, resigned
formJimmy.
his ownA band.
The Crosby orchestra is a cooperative one,
each member with an equal share in the
ownership, and Bob is the singing-leaderpresident. Bob plays no instruments,
doesn't
always
time withthathis itbaton,
the job.
band iskeep
so organized
does
abutswell
Well, I think you have enough examples
to get my point. If you want a few more
you can think of the up-and-coming Blue
Barron. manager.
Barron isHeSammy
exbusiness
figured Kaye's
there was
more money up there on the podium, collected aband, imitated three or four of
the more successful orchestral styles and
is now called an orchestra leader.
There'scan Inatap Ray
She's platinum
blonde,
danceHutton.
and wiggle.
Siie has
a baton, too, and the honor of conducting America's first girl band, the Melodears.
Bern in Chicago, Ina Ray first took a
flier at the stage, with some small success
as a singer and dancer. She's got rhythm,
there's no doubt about it, and though she
aleads
shoxs-hergirl.orchestra she's still essentially .
That
There hassorttoofbething
som,edoesn't
return goon nowadays.
the coins- clinked down at the box-office other than »i
the feeble thrill of gazing at a famous face.
Ask the boys who have made a business
of it. The ex-cab-drivers, the lawyers, the
business managers, the entertainers. They
know what
takes.
portant, theyitknow
what What's
it gives.more imof

IT'S MY {Continued
HUMRLE
from page 75)OPINION
showing that this man is best fitted for
this type of work, or that type of work —
or at least a list of what each man has
done in the past; engagements played;
with what orchestras performed; leaders
with whom played; etc., which would serve
as a chart to help us select and find the
men we occasionally need. This is the
way
film, members.
legitimate and radio year-books
list their
Because of the peculiar requirements of
my varied
— oneclubs,week
theatres,
one appearances
week in night
alwaysin
broadcasting — I find it difficult to secure the
best men. Having served a long and hard
apprenticeship in dance halls, I find I no
longer wish to stand before dance crowds
for four or five hours. Occasionally, yes,
but day in and day out, no. I guess the old
dogs can't take it any more !
/ have invested $6,000 in those lovely

radio-phonograph phiycrs that play tiventy
records zvithoiit ttic iicccssify of a huma
touch, and I have been greatly satisfie
7eilli
niy niacliiiies
until merecently
',ehenhavth
inanufadurer
informed
that they
perfected
a
)ieii'
type
of
tone-arm,
makingth
it more perfect in tone and giving
record less ivear. But, unfortunately, th
manufacturer does not offer any methcy
■piiraliiiii /lie neiv device on
old machines ( "old" only in the sense tha
tin
id nezc, not literally "old")
As a matter of fact, the dealer representative here in New York suggests that
I turn in my old machine for a new one
which has the simple mechanical contrivance which easily might have been incorporated into the present mechanism. I
am being shamelessly importuned to take
a loss on my beautiful wood cabinets that 1
are still in excellent shape.
I
I

RADIO STARS
TRAVEL IN STYLE
(Cotitiinird from page 52)
almost transliicfiit, ami that sonietliiiig thin. She knows that she must avoid the
about her costume kept calling your at- sheathed gown which hugs the figure too
tention again and again to the gray of her closely, exaggeratedly high heels, hats
which soar too high. Designs which break
ej-cs.
the areeffect
woman That's
gives. You
left awithwell-dressed
a pleasant the long, attenuated line from neckline to
impression of a harmonious picture, per- hem are chosen, hence the frequent apfectly assembled, in which no one detail
pearance of suits,
an ':
bolero effects.
It istwo-piece
for this dresses
reason thai
stands out more than another.
For traveling, either by train, auto or she favors wide belts and sashes.
Colors are an important consideration
plane, Joan suggests a suit like her gray
cape ensemble of lightweight, porous- with her, since she believes that color can
weave woolen, consisting of a simple, one- bring out hidden tones in skin, hair and
piece dress with short sleeves, and a jacket eyes. She explains that to the unnoticing
to which the hip-length cape is attached. eye there's little tone distinction between
With it she wears matching gray kid shoes, a clear and a dusty yellow (yellow is her
gray kid gloves and, for contrast, she second f.iNorite color), yet the first tone
chooses a black saucer-rim straw hat. can biin-j out a glowing translucence in
topped with a cluster of pink camellias and licr skin w'lile the latter imparts a muddy,
almost malarial hue to it. Another examveiled
blackof climates
point d'csprit
lace.
ple she cites is navy blue. In its dustier
For awith
variety
and temperature
shades, she says, her skin takes on drab,
changes, you need a suit like this, whose ashen
tones, whereas the electric tone in
jacket and cape can be removed in awfully
hot weather, leaving you cool and smart navv instantly brings out a certain warmth
in the dress. The porous-weave wool is
of "Match
col,,,-. your eyes with the color of your
best for traveling — keeps you warm when gown
or with some strong accent of color
it's
yet, sticky
becausein ofwarm
the open
weave,Andis
not cool,
hot and
weather.
in
your
i^ 'kt isaiUice.
"It doesn't
how teniininu
the grass
green
each strand of the wool has been given an matter costume."
extra twist, so that the fabric is resilient as gown \ ou w ant tn 1hi\ , and no matter how
well as cool, and therefore more crush- it hi^lilitihts \<uir reddish brown hair, push
resistant, an important thing to bear in it awa\- unless it thrcnvs the color of your
mind when choosing a traveling costume. eyes into relief, making them the rqost
feature of your face."
Joan's orchoice
for frock
a smart
summer
luncheon
cocktail
is a red
and noticeable
Joan's eyes are gray, and gray is always
white checked two-piece taffeta dress worn chosen as the basic color of her wardrobe.
with black accessories. The skirt is cir- If yellow or blue are worn, dull platinum
will be chosen to accent the color
cular, taking its sunburst design from ac- jewelry
cordion pleats (and you know how good of her .eyes.
When you have put so much thought
pleats are right now!). When she wants
to be a little bit dressier, she wears a black and planning into the selection of your
hat with a wide, upturned brim from which clothes, it's only natural, Joan thinks, that
is draped a flattering veil.
.\ ou should be ready to take good care of
whether at home or abroad. Before
\\'henyouthatto dine
new, andattractive
younga twin
man them,
invites
dance, wear
\-ou
leave
for your trip, check up and make
print ensemble of sheer crepe dress and sure that one of those handy little sewing
chiffon redingote. Joan chose hers in a kits is tucked into a corner of your bag,
navy and white print, bound for contrast equipped with the right shade of silk or
with navy crepe, and with matching ties cotton tliread for each dress and your hose.
to hold the coat in place. With it she wears
"A missing fastener or button that keeps
a blue balibuntl straw, tied with a navy annoying her all day can completely deblue veil and trimmed with a row of white stroj' a woman's chic, because chic depends
pique flowers. Xavy bag and shoes, white upon poise more than it does upon clothes.
doeskin gloves complete this ensemble, You must be able to forget completely
perfect for informal dining and dancing.
wearing !"to sartorial get-up,
But yousuchare oblivion
For soft, romantic summer nights, Joan what
explains, is conditioned by a resolute
recommends a demure, gracefully feminine she
avoidance
of
clothes details which can
evening frock for the most becoming effect.
Her enormously full-skirted summer eve- heckle
you
—
blouses
won't tarnishes
stay tucked
the
ning gown, with its prim tucked sleeves in ; a costume necklacethatwhich
and bodice, is of floating yellow and white moment it touches your skin ; a sash that
printed chiffon. The sash, which ties in a becomes a string as soon as you sit down ;
looped bow in front, and whose streamers stocking seams that spiral round your
reach the entire length of the skirt, is of legs ; gloves that pick up smudges from
door knobs, coins and subway straps.
purple velvet ribbon.
It takes time, patience, sometimes even
that'scantwowreak
inchesmoretoo havoc
high self-denial
or '■.\
an waistline
inch too low
— when you must turn down,
upon your appearance than the smartest as being impractical, something you covet.
color combination, fabrics or accessories It's hard work, at first, but you 11 find
that you soon acquire a lot of new good
can
rectify,"
wise possibly
young star,
who warns
thinks this
you fashionshould habits that will help you on the way to
make a careful study of your figure and being a well-dressed woman. And you're a
that you should never buy any article of well-dressed woman, believes Joan Blaine,
apparel which fails to do the most for it. when you can say, after the last reassuring
Because she is tall and slender, she faces pat has been given to hair and gown:
"There ! Now I can forget everything
the
problemherof height
buying andclothes
won't
accentuate
make which
her appear
about this!"
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your
skin
dry owe
and
roughLsto you
itnewtotriple-whipped
yourself
try
cream,the
called Modern
TAY TON'S
CREAM.
electric production metho<ls
and
triple-whipping
makeso
TAYTON'S
CREA.M
soft,
light
and
fine
texture, that it spreadsIn
evenly andsulting in true
thoroughly,
cleansing,relubrication,
and
softening. freshening
And
Important,
modernequally
high speed
machinery
produces
a sterid glas jar forof Tayton's
atcompared
a lizesaving
one-halt
mostsaving
cosmetic jars.withThis
istwo passed
to you
ways: onthe purest
andIn
most thate.xpensive
ingredlI ents
money
can
buy
^HUUIb MALLUHT
j^j.
contains
one
■^RnnT^ MAI I flRY and double the quantity.
ounce, while
only one-halt
ounce.
Comparemosttheseothers
factscontain
for yourself.
TAYTON'S
It hasBureau.
been tested
and approvedis bytopsGoodin quality.
Housekeeping
And
the
movie Boots
stars Mallory
also praise
— forglamorous
instance
lovely
says:Tayton's
"I skin
use
Tayton's
Cream
to
cleanse
and
keep
my
smooth
andknow
youthful
You
can't
theGet joyalooking."
thatof Tayton's
can
bringat
until
you
trv
it.
jar
Tavton's
Cream
your
10c storesoftens
today. and
Put itlubricates
to the test. See how
It cleanses,
dryness.
It your dealer
is out ask ^^SS^T-Sj-v
manager
to
order
for
you
or
send
toLosTayton's.
F., 811 \V. 7th St10c../^ -TTson^
K^'2'^
Angeles. Dept.
Calif.
■ -Jg^
\; Take"pRErPOWDU"
this coupon to any VAMVircOlipON
10c store for free generous J
trial packets
ofWithTayton's
new.of nu-stilne.
sillc-^irted •■
•■■ Cream.
Pace
Poivder
purchase
colors. store
How 10clineIs jaroutit ofIs.of Tayton's
llow It "
• send
stays coupon
on—Seewillthein notusnewcake.
with 3cIf stamp
to cover samples
mailing .•■
•■ (sn.it.
Tayton Co
VEG'E'LAY/'iWJKwr

R"
TheNER
Perfect Hair
HAIGroom
SUM
broiling sun take
the life out of hair
and
fine
useds a like
youwin
unle
HOssTdres
sing
hair
. ya week
r VegEps
Luck
droyour
fewkeep
A Tige
~,i^//Lay
wice
ir perfectly dressed and
rerfectlv
your drugIjist,
barberkept.
or 10^At store.
Say Goodbye to Dull,
Drab Hair In one, simple, quick
operation, Lovalon the
4allpurpose
does
these 4 rinse,
iinportanc
things to your hair.
1. Gives lighlustrous
ts. 2.Rinses highaway
shampoo
Tints
the hair asfilm.it3.rinses.
4. Helps keep hair
neatly
place. your
Use
Lovalonin after
next shampoo. It does
not dye or bleach. It
is a pure, odorless hair
rinse,
made
different inshades.12 Try
Approved
byGood
rinses
25 centskeeping
atBureau.druR5Houseand Lovalon. You will be
department
stores.
2
rinse
amazed
at
the
results.
size tt tea cent stores.
L O VA L O N
— the 4 purpose vegetable HAIR RINSE
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Corns come back
BIGGER-UGLIER
unless removed
Root* and All
DON'T
home take
paringthe
orriskother—of
old-fashioned
methods
don't
suffer
needlessly
from
painful corns that andkeepusIict.
comNow ingyouback bigger
can remove them
quickly
— all!
safelyBlue-Jav,
— easily—ilu
root
modernandstops
double-action
corn
plaster
pain
instantlv,
pressure,
then
inoutby 3removing
shon
days
the
corn
lifts
root
and allcases(exceptionally
stubborn
may
requirea
secoiidapplication
Blue-Jay
ispackage
tiny. Easyof 6.toSame
use.).
2price
5 i forina Canada.
At all drug
and department stores.
r
BLUE-JAY CORN PLASTERS

^Scratching
lll/iEUEVE
Insectbites,Bites
Even
the most stubbornItching
itching of<^ insect
aths fo t, hives,
scales,quickly
eczema,yields
and other
externally
causedletse'eskin
afflictions
ptic, liquid D. D. D. PRESCRIPTION.to cooling,
Easy to antiuse.
Driesirritation
fast. Clear,
greaseless
and stainless.
' Soothes
the
and bottle,
quicklyat stops
most proves
intenseit
itching.
A 3Sc trial
all drugthestores,
— or money back. Ask for D. D. D. PRESCRIPTION.

Bob Hope's future is looking up. He's mode a big hit in movies end
has just been signed to m.c. Pepsodenf's new variety show this fall.
BROADCASTS

the Lovely, Radiant Lightness
of Childhood
Try
this
fascinating
new
shamiioo,
which
in athefew
minutes
anda
atfew
cost
oi butyour
cents, leaves
hair lighter
and lovesingle lier.w,ishSafely,withtoo.thisA
— instantly
c .lull, fliney. oil and Blondex
dust laden
film thatremoves
leaves
,nd(-Vf.iih.'iirv.illlifeless,
mouse with
colored
and shimmering
"old" looktr,L'hli(;hts
},<:
flelichted
the
new
and
lustre
nf
your
hair,
the
glorious
;incr that iiMially eomes only in childhood. Startraocjndex
with today.
separateXewrinseeomhinatinn
— at all stores.package — sham80

THAT MADE HISTORY
(Continued from pacic 60)
While in London for the Coronation,
relayed to the West Coast, short-waved to White
was observing with obvious puzzlethe U. S. minesweeper, Az'occt, the ship
ment the radio setup along the line of
standinR
by
the
island,
and
short-waved
march
of the Coronation parade.
from the ship to the eclipse party on the
"What's the matter, Mr. White?" asked
island. .^nd the savant in London was
carrying
on a ontwo-way
with a British Broadcasting man who accomDr. Mitchell
Cantonconversation
Island halfway
panied White.
m.
noticing," White replied, "that
around the globe while the world lis- all "Ithe was
way from Piccadilly to Marble Arch
— about two miles — you have no announcer
The BBC man exiilaiiud tliat the head
AXD so, where things arc liappening
ofstationed."
the procession
.Marble .\rch
radio is found on tlic spot, with pack trans- before
tail hadw"iilil
passedI t atPiccadilly.
mitters, remote control or mobile units ; "But,"the White
objected,
"just
whether the event be an EasUr p.mikIc, someone attempted to assassinate thesuppose
the frying
an egg
on a Anhut interesting
. ity side- somewhere in that uncovered area — King
what
walk or a ofgreat
disaster.
commentary on the difference between the
"Do?"you frowned
the
BBC
man.
"That,
American and Muroiiean attitude on Special would
?" be a matter for Scotland
Invents is revealed by the experience of Mr. White, dowould
Paid White, CBS Director of Special Yard . . . not the British Broadcasting
vents Department.
Company !"

I
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BANDWAGON
l^CURLS
iiu/ on an arrangement , he has to sound
"A."
He calling
does that
steff.i'itlIt toseems
the
phone and
his by
neighbor.
that the telephone company n-as obliging
enongh to pnt in a bell-box that, when it
rings, gixcs forth a perfect ".l!"
WHERE THEY COME FROM
Choral directors and arrangers are moving in on the baton-waving field and taking
some of the play away from the personality
.•\ndre Kostelanetz was hired original y by CBS as a choral director. Both
Lyn Mni
ra\- and
Ray and
Blocktheirareorchestras.
doubling
•n tliL-ir
clit)ruses
Larry Clinton, Eiklie DeLange, Ken Sisson
and I lick .'^labile all at one time made their
li\iim
writing arrangements for other
orchotra\<y leaders.
WILDROOT
NEW CURLING LOTION A WILD, WILD BUTTERCUP
There'schestra awho hasyouthjust inreached
.\\ Donaliuc's
orhis majt)rity.
His is a cheerful, cherubic face. Quiet and
IF WE SEKI roil THIS UU FimSHED
gentle is his manner. His name is Charlie
Carroll.
FREE! for
short. The \)oys -*call him "Buttercup,"
SLAVE LIHKBiACELETr^

IF YOU LIKE THRILLS
Be Sure to Watch for
THE OUTSTANDING
GANG BUSTERS STORIES
By PHILLIPS LORD
in the September
RHDIO

STRRS

Relieve
Pain In Few
NEURITIS Minutes
To relievematism.theNeuralgia
torturing
pain of inNeuritis,
Rheuor Lumbago
few minutes,
get
NURITO, Does
the Doctor's
formula.
No opiates,
noworstnarcotics.
the
work
quickly
—
must
relieve
pain to your satisfaction in few minutes or
money
back NURITO
at Druggist's.
Get
trustworthy
today onDon'tthis suffer.
guarantee.
OLD LEG TROUBLE
Easy to use Viscose Home Method heals
many tion,oldvaricose
leg sores
caused
by legs
leg congesveins,
swollen
j
u
r
i
e
s
o
r
no
cost
for
trial
ii
it
fails
toandcause
showinresults
in
10
days.
Describe
the
of your trouble and get a FREE BOOK.
M. D. VISCOSE COMPANY
140 N Dearborn Street. Chicago, Illinois
Help

Kidneys

)on't
■i ar. uiiiyKidneys
contain 9Drastic
tiny
tubes
or Alters
Drugs
be Take
endangered
bymilUon
neglectdisorders
or drastic
■ •-careful.
functional
of Nights.
theIrritating
Kidneys
rjusness.
madderBeLegmake
you IfCircles
suffer
from
Getting
UpDizziness.
NerPains.
Under
Eyes.
Baek:he,
Swollenon ordinary
Joints, Excess
Acidity,Fightor Burning
Passages,
M t rely
medicines.
such troubles
with
Cystexor money
startsin working
andprescription
must
prove Cystex.
entirely
satisfactory
1 week,is
ide3 doctor's
behoursexactly
the medicine
you need
back
laranteed.
Telephone
your
druggist
for
Cystex
(Siss-tex)
day. The guarantee protects you. Copr. 1937 The Knox Co.

PXPERIENCED
Mothersmustknow
'-^
that summer teething
not
be trifled with— that summer upsets
due to teething may seriously intei^
fere with Baby's progress.
Relieve your Baby's teething pains
this summerLotion.
hy rubbing
Teething
It is theon Dr.
actualHand's
prescription ofa famous Baby specialist,
contains no narcotics, and has been
used and recommended by millions
of Mothers. Your druggist has it.
"/ found Dr. Hand^s such relief
to my Baby that I never needed to
worry^Mri.on Wm.the H.hottest
Kempf, summer
W illiamtport.day",Pa.

Teething lotion
DR.HAND'S
is Donahue's
drummer-hoy.
TheButtercup
drums are
definitely not
a gentle,
cherubic instrument. The minute Charlie BABY COMING?
lays hands on them, he leaves behind his
See
Buttercup character and becomes a — ivell,
Ask yourhimdoctor
aboutregularly.
breastlet us say—<i Tiger Lily. He socks, he
shaped
HygeiaHygeia
Nipples and
wide
mouth
New valve inside Bottles.
nipple
smashes, he n'hirls.
helps
prevent
collapse,
"rab
keeps
nipple
germ-free.
Charlie
is
a
swing-man
at
heart;
Al's
Smooth,face and rounded
innermake
surband is suave, smooth and sweet. But
wide mouth
cleaning
bottle
easy.
Donahue is a smart fellow — he knows when
SAFEST
he
has a good
he's featuring
Buttercup
in at thing.
least oneSo chorus
out of
BECAUSE EASIEST TO CLEAN
every
dance
set.
What's
more,
he's
given
Charlie
contract
such
documenta five-year
ever handed
out —tothea first
Donahue
HYGEIA
bandsman. When you hear Al next time,
NURSING BOTTLE AND NIPPLE
and you hear swing battling it out with
the sweet, remember that it's a Buttercup 0
BECOME AN EXPERT
gone
wild, with full permission of the authorities.

ONCE OVER LIGHTLY
Glen Gray and the Casa Loma boys sticceed Jan Garbcr on the Burns and .Mien
show July 4tii . . . Mrs. Carmen Lombardo
is wearing AXew
most unique
charm
bracelet.
gift York's
from Carmen,
the charms
are miniature musical instruments, fashioned of gold and set with diamonds . . .
Marklife,W'arnow.
his
is now who
livingnever
closeplayed
by thetennis
famedin
tennis stadium in Forest Hills. Result:
Mark goes right from network to nets . . .
Frankie Tronibar. ace-saxophonist, has a
new band with Manny Klein, a CBS house
!)and alumnus, as partner . . . The theme
song of the young Gene Krupa outfit is
Apurksody. That title is a cross between
Krupation ofspelled
backwards and an abbreviarhapsody.

AmNIMT
Thousands
of firmsWe nifed
Only at16,000
Public
AccoanU
ants
in the U.S.
train them.
youBccountinir
thoroly
home <?erti(t©d
in sparePrevious
time forC.P.A.
examinations
or executive
positions.
Dnnecettsar>*.members
Personal
traininir
under Inntitutc
nupeoMHion
of HtalT ofexperience
CP. Wrlto
A.'s.
includintr
of
the
American
of
Ao<-ountjint^.
for free book. "Accountant-y, the Profee*>ion that I'ain.
LASALLE
EXTENSION,
Dept.
8318-H
Chicago
The Sciiool That Has in Its Alumni Over 1,450 C.P.A.'!

ASY COLOR
LIGHT BROWN lo BLACK
Gives a iLitural, youthful
appearance.
in
the
clean privacyEasyof toyourusehome,
not greasy, will not rub o(F
curling. $1.55, for s.ile'every where.
■FREE SAMPLEMAIL BOX
Pbrookli
I
^^ary Wiiite : Cab Calloi<-ay is married II 79 Suahu
—Hehaszcasbeenthirty
for intheSeptember.
past fi'tV or1937.
si.x- For
years.a I g'ive or
picture of him Xi'rite to Innng Mills, 799
7th Are., Nciv York, N. Y.
FARRSroRGRflVHnm]

RADIO STARS
RADIO RAMBLINGS
( C oiilDiiicd fyoiii page 37)
shiczcd sense of radio zvliics creep into
his eoinrrsation occasionally to suggest
the talent that runs his radio programs.
As an example of Hnmmert operation
methods, there 2<.vs a day when lie dropped
in to sical
help programs.
holsterHeonelistened
of the aoeney's
muto one musical number rehearsed tzco or three times.
Quietly, he told the bandleader:
"We arcI hai'C
aiming
a large,
popular
audience.
heardat this
song oirr
and
over
and
I
still
can't
zchistle
it.
I
you should play ninsic that peoplethink
can
whistle."
Neither Hummert claims to be either
musician or great author. Both have been
very successful supervising those tzvo
fields in radio.
ODD how staying away from radio
helped the standing of some of the girl
singers. Loretta Lee, for one example, sang
with George Hall three seasons ago in a
year when he had a dozen programs a
we-^k on the Columbia network. Those
frequent hearings and good voice seemed
to be bringing popularity to Loretta. She
quit Hall's band to capitalize on her
popularity.
Apparently she had overestimated her
standing. Her main job was singing as
anonymous soloist on the Htt Parade program. Hollywood offered movie jobs, but
again it was mostly anonymous — singing
for movie stars who had no musical talent.
This summer she went after radio jobs
again and suddenly found she was getting
guest-star assignments of the stature she
had expected before her name had almost
slipped out of radio.
Connie Boswell had the same experience,
a minor singer when the Boswell sisters
dissolved, seldom on the air the next few
years, suddenly in demand as a radio star.
The story of Dorothy Lamour is familiar
— discarded by radio, picked up by movies
for her glamorous face and figure, back
to radio as a star. To complete the concidence, al three of these girls come
from New iOrleans.
"GOODMAN
ACE program,
often ventures
theory
that any radio
so long asa
it is not downright unpleasant, will develop aconsiderable popularity if it is left
in a regular time, week after week, over
a period of a couple of years. Al Pearce
seems to prove his theory.
For years, Al and his Gang struggled
along on the outskirts of radio importance.
His show was considered just a fairly
good program for an afternoon spot and
didn't
always have
The networks
did anotsponsor
considerevenanythere.
experiments with him in the evening hours
worth while.
Then came Henry Ford, who has often
expressed his faith in homely entertainment. His radio staff shrewdly selected
Al Pearce, kept him on the air regularly
for two years. The program started
slowly, gradually caught attention, until
during the past few weeks it has climbed
up among the leaders in the ratings.
As evidence of his new popularity, Al
Pearce recently pocketed a new contract
with a new sponsor, who will pay a little
82

over $8,000 a week for the program this
fall. That puts .\1 in a class just behind
Cantor, Benny, Fred .\llen and the other
leading comedians, alicad of such perennial
radio favorites as Benny Goodman, Guy
Lonihardo
or Amos
'n' Andy.
were
several bidders
to engage
Al at There
that salary,
too.
HJLDEGARDE is back in Europe,
x^'hcrc she achiez'ed her greatest popularity,
■ after ouolJicr snub by the American neticurks. This girl singer ivas brought back
to her native land three years ago under
National Broadcasliiig Company auspices,
no less. So sure icere the vice presidents
that sponsors zvould be scrambling for
Hildegarde's serznces, they guaranteed her
a .wlary of $500 a zveek. A tub-thumping
piddicity
gardc begancampaign
singing zvas
on thelaunched,
air but noHildeone
appeared to engage her and relieve NBC
of its salary guarantee. She received her
$500 a zveek from the company treasury.
There seems to be something fatal about
these big ballyhoo campaigns zcith zvhich
netzvorks try to launch nezu stars.
Just other
before
triedIrish
anEuropeanHildegarde,
favorite, NBC
a young
tenor named Danny Malone. A lot of
pieces got into the papers in adz'ancc of his
arrival. He sang, lost the publicity attention, quietly zvent back to Ireland.
THAT quaint old character, Mrs. Wiggs
of the Cabbage Patch, is played in the
radio version by a girl who is probably
Mrs. actress
Wiggs' iscomplete
The
strikingly opposite
handsome,offstage.
Betty
Garde, neither old nor possessed of any
quaint simplicity.
No one gives a thought to the incongruity around the studio. As a matter
of fact, most old characters are played
by comparatively youthful actors and
actresses. A versatile young crowd, ambitious and not yet commanding a high
salary, worked for radio in its early days,
doubling in every sort of role. As radio
developed, so did they, and they remain
the backbone of radio's dramatic forces.
No matter what the age of the characters
in a skit, the radio cast is almost certain
to be dominated by youth.
FRED ALLEN was showing a letter
from an elderly admirer who had heard
that Fred chewed or used to chew tobacco.
The old man was pleased to find a kindred
spirit.
"We're about the only ones left," the
letter
said.it "The
new Igeneration
don't
know what
is. When
finish chewing.
I drop my wad of tobacco in the road.
Automobiles come along and shy away
from it, carefully steering around the wad.
You wouldn't think this condition ever
could have happened."
HARDLY si.v months ago, John Carter
zvns an obscure young tenor, struggling for
a foothold anyzvhere, radio, stage, night
clubs, anything for a job. All of a sudden
radio has zvhisked him into one of its rocketing soars to success. The young man nozv
has more careers open than he can fill.
It started zchen he competed in the

Metropolitan Opera Auditions program
broadcast over NBC last winter. A Nezv
York music critic heard thai and recommended the young man to the agency hunting a spring and summer substitute for
Nelson Eddy on the Charlie McCarthy
program. Ecstatically happy, John Carter
landed that job. Then came the deluge.
The appearance on the Met Auditions
program landed him a place in the Metropolitan Opera. His singing on the McCarthy program attracted instant attcjiii^nr
Movie
offers
concert tour. came in. He can make a
If he could only upset the lazi's of physics
and be in several places at once next year,
he could make several fortunes. As it is.
Carter probably zvill take the job calling
for most zvork and returning the smallest
profit. Radio and mozies pay more than
opera, but no young tenor zvould refuse
a place in the Metropolitan. That means
a summercause Carter
of theknozvs
hardestno kind
of laboropera
becomplete
roles. His studies have covered parts of
operas but nozv he must master several
scores from beginning to end.
AT the zero hour, just before broadcast
time, two hurried little conferences are
going on at every program. One is usually
out on the studio stage, the orchestra
leader thumbing through his pages and
speaking hurriedly to the musicians.
"All of you," he'll be saying, "start at
G, count four bars and then cut the next
three from that modulation. Saxes, cut
your trio section from the second number.
At the end of the first chorus in the third
number, be ready to cut if I give you the
signal."
go overmarking
the whole
musical
score, eachThey
musician
the changes.
The other conference usually takes place
in a little anteroom, just off the studio.
The people with speaking parts are here.
"There's a new page three in the script,
Min, be sure to watch that. Your speeches
are the same but most of your cues are
changed and none of them have been rehearsed. On page seven, everything is cut
after door
John'sin speech
to theDidknock
the
the nextdownpage.
anyoneon
give that cut to the sound effects man?
Artie, you check that before we go on.
"When you come to that farm gag on
page nine, Joe, say Senator Fizzlewutz instead of Senator Borah. We couldn't get
permission
in time
use Borah's
name."
Those
"cut tomeetings."
rehearsal,areit the
is usually
discoveredAfterthatdress
the
show is a little long and must be trimmed.
If the sponsor is there, he is likely to have
a few objections and demand changes.
Last minute department,
rulings comeruling
from that
the station's
censorship
this gag
is vulgar and that remark has dangerous
political implications. Another line might
offend some other station advertiser.
staffFrantically,
gets changestheandprogram's
cuts into production
the script,
trying to keep the show smooth in spite of
hackings and abrupt chops. There are so
few hours between dress rehearsal and
broadcast!
After disperse
the program,
cast andto musicianc'
usually
lightheartedly
go home
or do whatever they have in mind. In
some nearby restaurant there will be a
table of young men, raising their drinks in
trembling hands. That is the production
staff, pulling shattered nerves together
after that last hasty drive against time.
U. S. A by Art Color Printing Company. Dunellen. N. J. "^ ' j
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ALEXANth
bbed
Reckless rhytenhmlng ro
melody
Modd
surged gjallstabbed the -g^t blo
od of
h the two
dlly throug
young
wholister^ed. But for
.g o
sor
red
sac
o
ople It was
of
love. ..and the harbmger

RAGTIME

met on Son Francitascon's ■
BorThba'eyry Coast; Stelb^bealouti
ful,
flashy, yet curiously
'^m
Roge'r, darkly Hond--. ^An^^
of culture and wealth ^d
, ,;st made of dreams hey
d ves
pledged their hearts and glory^
to their newly-discovchereto
teach
But Life hod mu
ugh
them. The Fete that embroopo
t
^ore
er,
eth
tog
m
the
each to reach the highest
lowest depth of defeat
pinnacle of success, the
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Tobacco-

tminedJbrZO^j/ears

RAY OGLESBY, Independent expfif^ftj^ CQMP^y,
Your Throat. . . keep in min
Tobacco Expert, Says:
viy cigarette maker that only Luckies give you the throi
50c<fi«6^p^^Y^h fny
are skifled^i^ArJ^iV,
''At Every Auction, Luckies They
warehouse operators
proi
"Toasting
of the takes
Thisonprocess
out "certai
I^otecti
\)(^^%^ ess.
Buy the Same Fine Leaf andSworn
records show that among harsh throat irritants found in a
For Your Taste . . . think over the these men, Luckies have twice as tobacco.
So next time try Luckies . . . tr
cigarette preference of America's many exclusive smokers as have all
them for a week, and see.
independent tobacco experts. These other cigarettes combined.
Swom'ReeordsShowThat-m\^

MEN WHO KNOW TOBACCO BEST- IT'S LUCKIES 2 TC
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dates'. ^^fy,nNvonders
met passes. JO , fe„o«
5j><»i '''' ^

_

your //a/e-^oo^ say.
You'd be more popular if you had a lovelier smile!
A GIRL SMILES — and her face glows Usually, however, he'll tell you that into your gums each time j-ou clean
with a touch of splendor. {Dazzling, yours is just another case of lazy gums, your teeth. Circulation quickens within
bright teeth— firin, healthy gums help create gums robbed of exercise by modern the gum tissues— gums tend to become
that lovely moment.) Another girl smiles, soft, creamy foods. Probably he'll ad- firmer, more resistant to trouble.
vise more work for your gums, more
and her charm vanishes. (Dingy Ueth
Start today with Ipana and massage.
and tender guyns halt your attention, tragic exercise. And, like so many dentists, Let this modern dental health routine
evidence of carelessness and neglect.)
he'll probably
suggest
healthful help you to a more attractive smile!
of Ipana
and the
massage.
It's a shame when a girl ignores "pink stimulation
For
Ipana
with
massage
is
especially
DOUBLE DUTY— Ask your druggist for
tooth brush" and risks the beauty
not only to keep teeth bright Rubberset's Double Duly Tooth Brush,
of her smile! True, "pink tooth brush" designed
is only a warning — but when you see and sparkling but to help the health of designed to massage gums effectively
it — see your dentist. Let him decide. gums as well. Massage a little Ipana as well as to clean teeth thoroughly.
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LESTER C. GRADY, Editor,- ELLA RIDDLE, Associate Editor
ABRIL LAMARQUE, Art Editor
BROADCASTING
SHE KNEW
stirring
fragranceTHEto SECRET
weave on ofthoseallure-a
around pulse-^
her,
a spell of thrilling delight . . .

NOW adorable
IT'S YOURS-the
terly
always, with>
ing scent of Djer-Kiss Talc.

'ingerof how to be ut-

START your day the Djer-Kiss way! Bathe
your entire body with this delightful
talc each morning. Djer-Kiss keeps you
dainty and refreshed all day . . . Helps you
stay cool, for it actually lowers body temperature. Clothes feel more comfortable . . .
Makes you alluringly fragrant. Use DjerKiss generously, for the cost is surprisingly
small. Buy it today at drug and toilet goods
counters— 25c and 75c sizes. Liberal 10c
size at all 10c stores.
TheSachet,
same Eaudelightful
fragrance
in Djer-Kiss
de Toilette
and Face
Powder.
YOURS FREE— the exciting new booit,
"Women Men Love— Which Type Are You?"
-full of valuable hints on
how to make yourself
more alluring. Just send
aname
post card
with yourto
and address
Parfums KerkofF, Inc.,
Dept. G, New York.
genuine imported talc
mted with Djer-Kiss
perfume by Kerkof f, Paris.

CPn^momiced 'J)earKid')
TALC
dy KERKOFF • PARIS
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CLARK

GABLE

"TOO
TO

HOT

HANDLE

MYRNA
LOY
The best news since "Test
Pilot" with that rare pair of
romancers, M-G-M's tantaHzing twosome. Clark's a daredevil newsreel man — Myrna's
an airdevil aviatrix . . . Action!
Heart-pumping paradise for
thrill and fun-loving picture fans !
WALTER PIDGEON . WALTER CONNOLLY
LEO CARRILLO • Screen Play by John Lee Mahin and Laurence Stallings
Directed by Jack Conway • Produced by Lawrence ^^'eingarten • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

One splinter gives him a chance to take both
feet for a ride. Ray is a true son of Indiana.

Marge, who is Donna Damerel Kretzinger and twice
a mother in real life, watches her own ma fix up.

RADIO STARS

PICNIC
A real good
wos had when
jolly crew

time
this

Set)*
It was
that spoiled the Deb

!

spent a

day by the ocean

Myrt, left holding the basket, is
creator and co-star of the show,
which
began in 1931.
over 2,500,000
words She'sof written
script.

IMew Germ-Free

Helps to end Shiny IMose
FATHER came through with a coming-out
party that ran into thousands. Mother
invited every eligible male. Everybody had
"a wonderful time" . . . everybody, that
is, but the nose-dabbing Deb.
Deb or no Deb, what girl can exercise
feminine charm with powder puff in hand
and shine on her nose? Yet Shiny Nose
is a beauty fault that germ-free face pow-

Marge, or Donna, decides to cover
up. She made her stage debut at
15, when she joined her parents
in one of their vaudeville tours.

Face Powder
der, like Woodbury, can easily subdue!
Oily film on the nose, which causes
shine, is aggravated by germs. Woodbury
Facial Powder, being germ-free, can convey no harmful germ-life to your skin.
Try this exquisite powder, and notice
how smoothlv it goes on, how reliably it
clings! See the lovely life-like shades of
Woodbury Facial Powder today. All seven
have fashion approval. Windsor Rose is
divinely flattering to "summery" complexions. Sl.OO, 'liH, 25<f. 10^.
Try, too, Woodbury Germ-proof Rouge
and Lipstick in matching shades.
Send for 7 Thrilling Youth-Blend Shades
John
H.Woo.lburT.
>>1 93 Alfred
.Cinrinn.li,
(I,. Gin«da)
John H.Inc.Woodbury.
Lid.. SlPenh.
OnUrio Ohio
Please send me 7 shsdcs of Woodbury Facial Powder; trial
lubes buryof Facial
two Soap.
Woodbury
BeautylOcCreams;
siie WoodI cncluso
to coverguestmailing
cost..
Namt—
City.
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SATURDAY
NIGHT
SWING

CLUB

Who's who on one
of Columbia's most
popular programs
Tommy Dorsey, with his famed
trombone, has often appeared on
these Columbia swing festivals.

Producer Phil Cohan, of the CBS
program department, who originated
the Swing Club, June 13, 1936.

Ed Cashman, who was associated
with Cohan in producing the Saturday Night Swing Club sessions.

j Leith Stevens leads the Saturday
NightColumbia's
Swing Clubstaff
band.conductors.
He's one
of
Duke Ellington played on the
program. He wrote a number
called Swing Session for the Club.

Al Rinker (Left) and Bob Smith
(Right)Hatfield
are theis atnewtheproducers.
Lester
controls.

Announcer Mel Allen from Alabama
succeeded Paul Douglas as commentator. Swing will never die, he says.

RADIO STARS

JUDY: "He nagged and acted so terribly mean, it sure looked like a
bust-up for a vvliile. I really felt sorrj' for Jane."
ALICE: "Aw, be fair! Tom raised cain — but so
would you if you always had to go around in
tattle-tale gray. Jane was to blame for using
lazy soap. It left dirt behind! Tom's shirts
and her whole wash showed it."

The brass section Is the most important part of all swing bands.
(Below) Drummer Billy Gussac.

"KingoneofofSwing"
BennyTheGoodman,
was
the guests.
program
is heard Saturday at eight EDST.

sally: "Well. I'm glad the fuss has
all blown over! If we'd only told
Jane sooner how Fels-Naptha's richer
golden soap and Jots of naptha hustle out every last speck of dirt — tlie
whole mess wouldn't have happened."
MARY: "Better late than never!
Since she listened to us and
switched to Fels-Naptha Soap,
everything's peaches again and
they're off for a second honey-

FELS-NAPTHA SOAP!
WITH
GRAY" Tr>
BANISH
NEW! "TATTLE-TALE
Great lor washing uiatliiues!
Ft-ls-Naplha Soap Chips, too!

RADIO STARS

DON

JUAN

McCABTHY

(Left) "Youngwarns
man, Ernest
wonnen Cossart.
will be your
ruination!"
To
which Charlie replies, in his quaint
way: "Can I actually depend on that?"
(Right) Ann Sheridan seems quite overwhelmed byCharlie's
presence. Edgar
However, in Letter
of Introduction,
Bergen on
Is thethehead
based
factsman,of ashisit'sowna story
life.

Rita Johnson, Ann Sheridan, Edgar bergen
and George Murphy, who appear with Charlie
in Letter of Introduction. Adolphe Menjou
is another important member of the big cast.

10

(Above) Being surrounded by three such beauties
as Rita Johnson, Eve Arden and Ann Sheridan
doesn't unnerve Charlie. But he does seem a bit
speechless, at that — unusual for this dummy!
(Left) Charlie starts flirting with Eve Arden and
then has his attention drawn to Rita Johnson. But
leave it to our Charlie, he knows all the answers!

RADIO STARS

MUM'S

THE

WORD

IT'S QUICK,

What is this power Charlie has over
women like Ann? Ernest Cossart,
among others, would like to know.
Ladies' man Charlie
goyly

cavorts

Universal's

in

Letter

of Introduction

FOR

SAFE,

CHARM

SURE.'

More Screen Stars, Housewives, Nurses, Business Girls,
School Girls use Mum than any other deodorant
GIRLS in love, girls who are married, deodorant has all the things you're looking
for to help you keep your charm.
girlsusewhose
is business
they ■ all
Mum goal
to protect
theirsuccess—
charm! ONLY 30 SECONDS TO USE. Two quick
They're smart about this matter of perfect touches of Mum and you're through.
daintiness— they have to be. For they know
that just a hint of odor can make you lose HARMLESS TO FABRICS. Mum S possession
of the Textile Approval Seal of the Amerout with friends.
ican Institute of Laundering means Mum
Even a fastidious girl risks offending if is harmless
to any kind of fabric. You can
she trusts a bath alone to keep her sweet. A
bath takes care only of past perspiration, put Mum on even after you're dressed!
it can't prevent odor to come. Mum can! ACTUALLY SOOTHES THE SKIN. Apply
Underarms always need Mum's sure care, Mum immediately after underarm shaving
to give you the all-day freshness that makes and you'll notice its soothing touch.
MUM IS SURE. Mum simply stops every
a girl click in business or in love.
Mum is so easy, so pleasant to use! In trace of odor— it does not stop perspiration.
Hollywood, where charm is
Smart girls use Mum after
all-important. Mum plays
ever>' bath and before every
date. Then they never risk
the lead with stars and feaoffending friends!
dut)' orwith
off.
Mum turedis players.
the Onfavorite
For Sanitary Napkini, tool
Thousands of u omen alu ays use
nurses. Theyfectiven slike
Mum's ef, itsgentleness,
its
Alum causefortheySanitary
know MumNapkins
is gentU,bespeed.
like Mum,
too!
Buy MumYou'llat your
drug store
SURE. Don 't risk embarrassment.
today — this pleasant cream
Always use Mum!
MUM
OUT

TAKES
OF

THE

ODOR

PERSPIRATION
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''HURRY UP WITH THAT
TEABERRY BEFORE THE
BOSS RINGS" . . .
Hours oi dictation can't outlast that exClark's! after
It's genuine
teaberry, tra-tasty
freshflavor asof sunshine
rain . . .
smoothest-chewing gum you ever knew.
• Get to know Clark's Teaberry —
reach for that familiar red <|)V
package on the stands, »^l2p\^
everywhere!
^ a'AiJ><

Reach for fhe
VSMYT '
fs^ Bright Red Package i

CLARK'S
Teaberry

Anne and The Count pose for
the camera in approved style.
pressive pair.

RADIO STARS
RIDE

AND
AN

KEEP

FIT

EXPERIENCED
could

have

WOMAN

told her!

SoysAnneJamison,
expert horsewoman
and radio songbird

(Above) After a morning canter,
Anne removes the saddle, then,
(Below) Red Count gets a drink
from his considerate mistress.

Neglect of intimate cleanliness may rob the loveliest
woman of her charm . . . Use "Ly sol" for feminine hygiene
NE lesson life teaches a woman is septic douche. Directions for use are
0 the need for complete intimate on each bottle.
intiness.
Six reasons for using '■'■LysoV' for
A man wants to think of the woman feminine
hygiene —
whose love and companionship he seeks 1— Non-Cau$lic . . . "Lysol", in the proper
is
as his dream of feminine loveliness . . . dilution,
harmful free gentle
causticanaalkali.efficient, contains no
fresh and exquisite at all times. But,
. . "Lysol"
powerful
without realizing it, there are times 2— EfFecliveness
active . under
practicalis aconditions,
when even perfumes, haths and beauty germicide,
effective
in themucus,
presence
of organic
matter
(such
as
dirt,
serum,
etc.).
aids may fail to make vou attractive —
if you neglect the pi u In r oi icminine 3— Spreading . . . "Lysol" solutions spread because of low
hygiene.
expi neglect
ricncfd hasfamily
doctually
search outsurface
germs.tension, and thus virtors knowMany
that this
wrecked
the happiness of countless marriages. 4—onlyEconomy
concentrated,incosts
about ...one"Lysol"
cent anis application
the
Don't risk offending in this most proper dilution for feminine hygiene.
personal way. Be sure of complete 5— Odor . . . The cleanly odor of "Lysol"
disappears after use.
exquisiteness.
Follow
the "Lysol"
method of efficient
feminine
hygiene. 6—no Stability
. . . "Lysol"
strength
matter how
long it iskeeps
kept, itshowfulloften
it is
uncorked.
•
Ask your own doctor about "Lysol"
disinfectant.
you "Lysol"
has been usedHein will
manytell hospitals
and Also, try Lysol Hygienic Soap for bath, hands
lt"s cleansing, deodorant.
clinics for years as an effective anti- and complexion.
What Every Woman Should Know
THIS Products
cot I'ONCorp..
K)R • l.Y.SOI." BOOKl£T
LEHNSEND& FINK
I)c|>l. 9.R.S.. Blaonifield. N. J., U. S. A.
Srnd me free booklet "Lyaol vs. Germs" which telU the
many uses of *'Ly9ol."
FOR FEMININE HYGIENi
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records

dandruffs

Whot

three famous

air males
B V

look for
Joan Tetzel knows
the secret of how
to keep fresh and
youthful.sleeps
TheNfiCas
actress
much as possible
ercise everytoday.
and manages
ex-

BY
MARY
B I D D L E

WHAT
MAN

EVERY
ADMIRES

1 BOTTLE
PEPSODENT ANTISEPTIC
EQUALS 3 BOTTLES
OF ORDINARY KINDS
Even when diluted with 2
parts water, still kills
germs in seconds . . .
Lasts 3 times as long!
MAKES YOUR
MONEY GO 3
TIMES AS FAR!
PEPSODENT
ANTISEPTIC
for LOOSE DANDRUFF
P. S. Don't forget Pepsodent
Antiseptic for BAD BREATH, too!

mi
Phil Baker judges
a girltentsbyof herthepurse.
con-

With Guy Lombardo,
beautiful eyes and
teeth come first.

What They Like
IT occurred to me the other day that
there is not a woman among us (mylike weto
know selfhowinckided)
much who
of anwouldn't
impression
make on the men folks when we get
all
dressed up in our best bibs and
tuckers.
So, with this in mind, I sallied
forth to find three representative
mail's in the radio profession who
wouUl enlighten us on this question.
And that's
how you
happen68)to find
{Continued
on page

Paul Douglas goes
for brains first
and beauty second.
How To Comply

IF youme areon going
to see "eye
to eye"
with
the question
of Beautiful
Eyes, then you will honestly admit
the absolute necessity of plenty of
sleep ! With all the magic of makeup, there is still no perfect substitute
for hours of relaxation and repose.
So, the first eye beauty requirement is sleep
! Don't
go toandbedcloudy.
with
the eyes
feeling
strained
First, wash them out with a good eye
wash or eye bath. Then, very gently,
{Continued on page 68)

RADIO STARS
in females, and how

you may comply

with their demands

If you're
like toJane
Farrar scribes
"Windowstheof eyes
the soul"
perfectly de- Sybil
Lum 'n' toAbner's
orgonyou
may useexotic
nnake-up
dramatize
of singer-pianist
ist, is Chisnn,
smart enough
play up
her
the eyes, but only in the evening.
Joan Edwards, who emphasizes them.
blondeness without being artificial.

POND

srau

SMDES
'^GLARE-PROOF" powder
shades to flatter your skin
in hard blazing sun . . .
OUT in the pitiless glare of the sun, skin
faults are magnified. Color flattens out.
Skin seems coarser. Your face looks harder all
over!
But see how "Sunlight" shades flatter you!
"Glare-proor'
— Pond's"
Sunlight"
are
scientifically
hlended
to reflect
only shades
the softer
rays of the sun. They soften its glare on your
skin . . . make it Jlattcring! Your face has a
lovely soft look. Your tan a rich glow.
Try them
shades.
Lightright
and now.
Dark.TwoLowglorious
prices. "Sunlight"
Decorated
8crew-top jars, 35)i, 70)S. Big boxes, lOji, 20^.

Copyright, 1933. Pond's Exlrirl15Company
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Lynn Roberts Featured in Republic Pic
BfflUTIFOL-Cre
Yours for the Asking
with MAYBELLINE
Eye Beauty Aids
Pale, dull, scraggly lashes simply ruin
every chance to possess that "loveliness complete"
which wecanall you
aim fordo intoourmake
make-up.
What
your
lashes, brows and eyes just as beahtiful as
the rest
of
your
make-up?
Try
this
delightful, easy method:
First — form graceful eyebrows with
Eyebrow Eye
Pencil.
Next —to touch
aMaybelline
bit of Maybelline
Shadow
your
upper lids, blending it lightly outward toward your temples, concentrating it near
the lash line. Third — and most enchanting
ofMaybelline
all — darken
your beginning
lashes with
Mascara,
lightlyyourat
the inner cornersof youreyes, and deepening
the mascara at the outer corners. Maybelline
is harmless, tear-proof, non-smarting.
Now glance
into pleasing
your mirror
be delighted
with the
charm! You'll
and
added beauty which Maybelline Eye Beauty
Aids give you.
Nightlyinto— smooth
a bit of Maybelline
Eye Cream
the sensitive
skin area
aroundent little
eyes—crowsfeet
to guard and
against
persist-It
eye those
wrinkles.
helps marvelously. For eye make-up in good
taste — insist on Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids.

Maybelline Solid
i-form Maszipper
case,Eye75c.
Maybelline
brow Pencil.
All
inBlue.Black,
Brown,
Maybellinein
Eye
Shadow,
Blue,
Blue
-gray.
Brown.Maybelline
Green,
Violet.
•L'iS
^.S^u
'rse^
ire!
Maybelline
ofEyeallBeaut
Aids.
at all 10c ystores
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Jean Sablon, French singer,
and Marion Talley met for
the first time in Hollywood.
Jimmie Fidler's Coast gossip
program has led to his newspaper column's syndication.
WEST

COAST
BY

WHAT

LOIS

GOES

CHATTER

SVENSRUD

ON WITH

IN CALIFORNIA'S
LOOKS like the Werner Janssens
are going to call tiollywood home
again. They weren't too happy here
for a while,periences,after
exbut as a Mr.
resultJ.'sof radio
his score
and musical direction for Blockade,
the Walter Wanger i)icture, the
studios are clamoring for the Janssen
just signed
aservices.
contractAnnwithHarding's
a California
radio
agency, too, which we hope will
result in this lovely star's come-back.
THE Iiatidsoiiic blond circling
Hcrcrly
on a hikehiirsliiii/
flirsc inon'iiiu/s, andI/illsj ri-ijiicnllx
inlo
Sony, is nu)\c oilier llian i\ clson Eddy.

THE

STARS

RADIOLAND

He's just bought a de luxe bicycle
zvith four-speed gear, spotlight for
night travel and stream-lined mudcompletely
sold the
on
this formguards.ofNelson's
e.vcrcise
for both
waistline and the vocal chords.
in LANNY
Hollywood,ROSS
but isin "vacationing"
reality he is
here to discuss a contract with a
major
film studio.
time while
they comeHe'sto not
his wasting
figgers,
though.
For
he's
fast
developing
into one of the crack tennis
players
in the film and radio colony. At their
Beverly Hills home, the Rosses have

RADIO STARS
Tenor John Carter was born in
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Success on the
Metropolitan Auditions program
led to his juicy
Chase & Sanborn
contract, at 26.

regular Sunday morning tennis-breakfasts. Mrs. Ross is more interested
in properly serving up the ham and
scrambled eggs than she is in the
tennis balls.
-♦FANNIE BRICE is now settled
in that new house out Holmby Hills
way.thirty
Sinceyears
it's her
first real
home
in
of show
business.
"Snooks"
of a time.
Just
aboutis having
everyonea whale
in Hollywood
could tell you what a fine time was
had by all at her house-vyarming.
JOE PEXXERS the envy of

HAIR

Hollywood was
not surprised to
find that Jon Hall
and Frances Langford had become
Mr. and Mrs. The
two stars were
obviously in love.
every actor
town. saying
Tlierc'sthata nezv
clause
in liisincontract
Joe
can't be called to zi'ork on his netv
picture at RKO until 9:30 any morning. According to Joe's story — and
verified by a doctor, mind you — Joe
is the lucky victi)n of some rare

THAT

Here's the Hollywood*

WHAT a thrilling surprise awaits you the first
timeshampoo
you use
Drcne —ForProcter
Gamble's
amazing
discovery.
will&find,
lions of women already
have, thatyouDrene
leavesas milhair
manageable,
radiant,
beautiful
beyond
your
fondestit
dreams. Drene performs this beauty miracle because
magically removes dulling film left on hair by previous
shampoos.
Drene
is notIt acannot
soap — leave
not ana beauty-cloudoil. Contains
no harmful
chemicals.
ing
film
on
hair
to
dull
natural
lustre;
nor
greasymoreoil
film to catch dust. Drene actually makes 5atimes
lather than soap in hardest water. Lather so gentle,

bronchial condition iy.'hich i>.'on't allozc
that odd
voicehours.
of Joe's to function in thelittleearly
EDGAR BERGEN was late on the
(Continued on page 55)

THRILLS!
Way

to Beautiful

yet
active, Hakes—
that dirt, grease,
even
loose sodandruff
washedHairperspiration
awayis left
withsparkling
a— single
sudsing
and thorough are
rinsing.
clean this mild, safe way. Gloriously brilliant without
the
need youof lemon,
or special
after-rinses.
Today,
can givevinegar,
your hair
a shampoo
specifically
designed
to
bring
out
its
full
individual
there are now two kinds of Drene; Specialbeauty.
Drene Forfor
Dry Drene
Hair —from
Regular
for normal
hair.
Get
drug, Drene
department
or 10c and
stores.oilyBetter
beauty
shops
everywhere
feature
this
shampoo
marvel.
A single shampoo will both amaze and thrill you.

Hair

To Reni'n c Dullins 1,1m
TIjat Cloudi Hair Beauty—
drene
Shampoo
SPECIAL (or Dry Hair
REGULAR for Normol or Oily Hair
Iridt J/urt R,a. V. S. i'ul. Off.
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4^
7
Here's an astonishing fact . . . the days
an average
woman's addlife upwhento five
she
needs insanitary
protection,
whole years or more !
That's
a lotto ofmakedays.themEvery
ought
to learn
easier,woman
more
comfortable daj's. So— if you are still buying the same brand of sanitary napkins
you started
news
you oughtbuying
to hearyears
. . . ago — here's
There's something better now ! Modess
— a napkin so much sojter and sajer that
it is bringing new comfort and peace of
mind to millions of women!

Cut a Modess pad in two and examine
the filler. It's fluffy, soft as down— entirely different from the close -packed
layers found in so many other napkins.
That's why Modess doesn't become stiff
and rasping in use— doesn't chafe.
Now remove the moisture-resistant
backing inside a Modess pad and test it.
Pour water youon can
it — rely
and onyou'll
see how
completely
Modess!
Yet for all its greater comfort and
safety, Modess costs no more than any
other nationally known napkin. So — when
you buy napkins — insist upon Modess.

IF YOU PREFER A SMALLER. SLIGHTLY NARROWER PAD. SAY "JUNIOR MODESS"
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An

inside slant on what

happens

when

yon seek

air employment,
good

your

and

how

chances

are

B Y
NANETTE

KUTNER

One of 4,000 who have applied
for auditions, this young lady
is being heard by nrjembers of
the NBC Artists Bureau. They
sit in a separate enclosure.
Only 3 children out of 50 have
possibilities, and authorities
warn that no radio school, fake
or not, can get your child a job.

U'
ALMOST
anyl)ocly
can have anYO
interview
for aD
radio
SO
.
. . The
audition.
networks
may issue warnings ahout the
folly of leaving your home town, hut if you get to Radia
City, headquarters of the National Broadcasting Company,
or 4<S5 Madison Avenue, New York City, headquarters of
the Columhia Ikoadcasting System, and are not oI)viously
a crack-pot, there is little opposition.
I'^ach network considers itself a jiublic utility. As such,
its facilities are at your disposal. If you want an interview you get it. hut getting an audition is something else
again.
To both of these companies come thousands of would-be
entertainers and still more thousands of written applications. Many of the letters are unbelievably naive. One
applicant writes: "My sweetheart loves my voice on the
telei)hone." He thinks CBS should give him an audition.
At NBC arrive numerous requests for auditions "after
five-thirty or on Sundays, because I'm a stenographer with
ofifice hours." And then there are those bugaboos, letters
not asking for auditions, but "just a criticism of my
On the other hand, there are literally thousands of re-

voice."

LIKE

TO

GET

quests which show real promise, and these are given every
consideration. Radio does want new talent but it must
he better than, or capable of competing with, the entertainers already employed. If you want an audition, if you
have jx)ssible talent and some previous ex])crience. you
are heard, liut — outside of the thrill it gives the applicant,
the
see average
why. audition of today means little or nothing. Let's
Auditions are divided into special classifications — vocalists, actors, instrumentalists, children and announcers. In
making an ai)plication, one should he definite as to the
type wanted.
Yearly. 4,000 singers and in.strumentali.sts apply to
Roljert E. Smith, of the National Broadcasting Comi)any,
who hears over 2,000. claiming it would be physically impos ible totake care of more. He looks for tliat intangible
gem which experts call "voice quality," and he looks for
technique, pitch and some previous professional experience. Out of this number ])erhai)s twelve receive actual
engagements on NBC i)rograms. A number of others disclub work
i)ersonalfeelsap])earances playoftalents
all better
kinds. suited
Manv to artists
whomor Smith
have

ON

THE

AIR?

pos.sibilities. but arc not yet ready for the stiff competition
of experienced radio singers, are taken under the protective wing of his staff and trained with a view to later
auditions. He estimates that the number of men and
women applying is about even, though women have a
.slight edge.
When a pretty girl or a tall, handsome man arrives for
aresentatives
test, the A^/>("
picture rej)-in
to theArtists
.studio Service
to .see if.sends
theremotion
are possibilities
(bat direction.
At the offices of the Columbia Broadcasting System.
Lucille
has charge of vocalists. C'on.servatively
asjjeaking.
(lay. .Singleton
she grants interviews to fiftv audition-seekers
"It's tapering off.'' the girl at the iiilormation desk told
me. lm|)ervious
"It u.sed toto bribes,
be like threats
the subway."
or flattery. Miss Singleton
weeds out her a])plicrnits. searching for nuisical background, poi.se and general appearance. This last i)ecau.se.
now that radio g(K's in for stage shows, looks (U)21 c<»unt.
If you ])ass her intelligent .scrutiny, and eleven or twelve
a week do. you gel your audition. ( Continued on patjc SI )

(Above) The badly wounded body of Paul Jawarski, "The Phantom of the Coal Fields," on a warehouse porch. (Right) This shows how Trooper
Hammond was handcuffed to a mail box post.
IN THE cases I have presented on Gang Busters for a
period of three years, I do not believe any equaled "Cardinella — the Devil." "The Devil," though little known,
operated a crime school in Chicago. Some of his graduates are still at large, but in hiding.
Cardinella. swarthy, with heavy eyebrows which gave
him a Mephistophelian appearance, took mere children
and, by threats of torture, forced them to rob and murder for him. But the angle of this story that shakes the
imagination
Cardinella's
attempt todead.
come back to life
after
he was ishanged
and pronounced
Captured
after
a
trail
of
six
deaths
led
nella and five of his henchmen were sentencedto tohim,die.CardiBut
so fearful were the remaining members without him, that
they executed a fantastic plot to return him to this earth.
Cardinella went to the gallows a limp, sodden figure.
During his stay in the death cell he lost fifty pounds.
Only the watchful eyes of a prison guard saved Chicago
fromexecution,
further anvisitations
"Theto Devil,"
the
ambulancefrom
arrived
pick up theFollowing
body of
Cardinella to bring him to his family for burial. The
guard noticed that the vehicle carried more than standard
equipment. After the ambulance left the prison yard, a
prison car started a chase. Inside the ambulance, members
of
"Theblankets,
Devil's"mattresses,
gang, working
bottles,
heated
oxygenwithtankshot andwater
pulmotors,
were bringing "The Devil" back to life.
The gang
rounded
brought
back was
to cool
off onupa and
slab. Cardinella's body was
It was only after the plot was nipped that the reason
was found
for Cardinella's
fiftydoor
pounds
the death
cell.
He figured
that when losing
the trap
was insprung
his
light weight would result in asphyxiation, rather than a
broken neck.
AS a rimner-up to this, 1 offer the "Licavoli Gang."

...THE
22

A few years ago the Licavoli Gang terrorized the whole
city of Toledo, Ohio. They murdered, extorted and plundered. No one dared oppose them until Prosecuting
Attorney
smash the Frazier
gang. Reams was elected and stated he would
Finally captured by police, it was then found that there
was no real tangible evidence against Licavoli. He laughed
at police eflfbrts to trace robberies and killings to him.
Police admitted they would have to release Licavoli
unless they received a complete confession.
In raiding the Licavoli Gang hangout, one detective _
noticed a parrot. Tlie parrot seemed unusually smart. Ai
second visit there and the detective brought the parrot to
police headquarters. He locked himself, a stenograiAer
and the parrot in a room.
For a day the detective and the stenographer listened
to the parrot. The parrot broke the case.
Having been around the gangsters for years, the bird
had picked up odds and ends of names — and even addresses and the more frequently U.sed telephone numbers.
With this information gleaned from the parrot. Prosecuting Attorney Reams confronted Licavoli. Amazed at
Reams'
fessed. intimate knowledge of petty details, Licavoli conIncidentally, the parrot still lives. It belongs to a young
lady in Toledo, who asks that her name be withheld from
any further stories about the amazing parrot. However,
when I broadcast the Licavoli case, the parrot appeared
on the program and screamed, "Licavoli."
A CASE which stands out, in my records, concerns
itself with the preview of death given to police in the
radio room of the Kansas Qty police headquarters.
Released on parole in 1937, Golden Barrett, Kansas City
Bad Man, jumped right back into the old ways of crime.
Barrett, with a former prison (Continued on page 52)
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(Above) In this tovern Lorry Devol met
a violent end, thanks to James O'Neil.
(Right) Radio led to the capture and incarceration ofmurderer Frenchy Benoit.

The prodncer picks
the most

thrilling

of his crime dramas

i

(Right) Phillips Lord, author
of this article, inaugurated
the Gong Busters program in
1935. The series is produced
with the cooperation of the
law enforcement authorities.

GANG

BUSTERS

STORIES

OUR
QUIZ-CONSCIOUS
LIKE any other entertainment medium, radio is sub- radio's earliest days. One of the fir.st broadcasting
ject to noticeable cycles. Last year, for example, it stations presented a question and answer program
was community sings, and the year before that, ama- which was conducted by Dr. Craig Earl, better known
teur hours. Now, in 1938, an entirely dififerent type
today'smailed
Professor
At that
answered
of program has zoomed to popularity and, in spite of as
queries
to himQuiz.
by those
fewtime
radiohe fans
who
its
meteoric
ri.se, bids fair to live a long and healthy owned cat's-whisker sets. No doubt other such shows
life.
followed, but Walter Casey claims to have been tlie
Question and answer games are anything but new. first to use questions testing the ability of an audience.
His Aircyclopcrdia was presented originally on
They'vement andbeen
for years
as forms
of group
are u.sed
probably
derived
from the
si)ellingamusebees IVMCA in 1930 and later on the NBC network. Then,
in
1932, Jerry Belcher invented the sidewalk interview
which
vogue around
1H73. The and
earlyAsk1920's
found were
]ieopleinengrossed
in Gugyenhcims
Mc idea. From this grew the present-day Fox Pop airAnother sticklers.
show, which combines informal interviews with interThe origin of the current air cycle dates back to
esting questions.
Audience

brain-storming

shows

are flooding the air.
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That was only the beginning! Today there are
well over two hundred of these hrain-teasing, audience
participation programs, and the list is growing fast.
On the major networks alone they number thirteen
at this writing, and their listeners number in the millions, including men, women and children.
The tremendous appeal of such airshows may seem
extraordinary at first thought, but these analytical facts
should be considered in arriving at its explanation.
From that
the islistener's
standpoint,
is receiving
gram
unrehearsed
— one inhewhich
anythinga ])romay
happen. This lends an aura of excitement which
most broadcasts lack. He may j)articipate actively by
trying to answer the questions him.self. If he sucHere's the answer

■ BY

ELLA

RIDDLE

ce ds, itis quiteis flattering
ego. aIf store
he (hx-sn't,
an opix)rtunity
afTorded ofto his
ama.ssing
of interesting, educational and amusing facts which he may
later use to advantage in business or .socially. As for
humor, there are hilarious moments in abimdance —
some derived from the questions; some, unhai>pily
from the wrong answers and si)()ntaneous remarks of
contestants; and still others from the wi.se-cracks of
the quiz-master. Lastly, he may win anyliiing from a
piiotograph to $25 for submitting accei)tal)le (|uestions.
])lus the
child u.sedadditional
on the air.thrill of hearing his name or brainAs for the contestant, the first and foremost attraction of facing a {Continued on paijc 56)

to the popularity of this new cycle

RADIO

RAMBLINGS

The inside track on entertainers
BY

ARTHUR

MASON

and programs,

new and old

ONE fallacy radio has outgrown is its old style of "sumprograms."recesses
When a thefewbigyears
commercial
took
their mersummer
ago, the programs
networks used
to fill in those hours with the lightest of music, on the
theory, perhaps, that perspiration made inspiration vanish.
The past couple of summers have done away with that.
The vacant hours in the summer are used for serious
experiments along new and untried branches of radio

and George Jessel. H. A.
Gilbert mans the controls.

cutc-rtainment. Serious drama in particular has hccn {jiven
nn|K-tus.
Last year the Columbia network had its Shakespearean
<(>ri('s enacted by the very greatest stars obtainable. No
Sliakespearean season ever before liad presented the jilays
u ith such notable casts. NBC did a series of plays bv such
writers
as Eugene
Bernard
The work
is beingO'Neill
resumedandthis(ieorge
year. NBC
has Shaw.
obtained
rights to all the Pulitzer Prize plays of the past two decades, and isWelles,
presenting
them Thursday
H'ABC
has Orson
outstanding
new figureevenings.
in the Broadway
theatre last winter, transferring his ingenuity to radio.

George Burns just took a wild chance on fitting him
into a buffoon role. Surprisingly enough, Ray entered into
the low clowning with eagerness and enthusiasm. He became
easily the best stooge of the past season.
As an index of his effectiveness, the Burns and Allen
program dropped sharply in the popularity ratings after
Ray left it last spring.

THl'! new contract and new salary for the Vo.v Pop program this coming season is one of the few instances where
a radio pioneer reaped the reward for an idea. Usually,
the pioneer in radio is ell)<)wed aside by imitators.
Vo.v Pop was first to bring questions-to-the-audience
entertainment
the radio
networks,
arriving
on anwith.V/:>('
ONE
fruit
of
this
summer's
experiment
is
an
additional
has iR'en
flooded
showschainof
demonstration that the modern stage play is far from the in 1934. Since tothen,
best vehiele for radio drama. The Pulitzer Prize plays the same general tyi)e. a g<KKl many of them excellent
are as good a collection as you are likely to asscwhlc. entertainment.
Their revivals by NBC have not been uniformly good, in
The pioneer show maintained its |)oi)ularity in spite of
spite of a sincere and painstaking production each week. .stiff competition from imitators. {Continued on page 60)

Irene Rich has bought a
farm in California, will
continue her radio work
and also return to films.

The arrival of baby
Barbora Ann has kept
Bob and Mrs. Burns
close to home. They
are just beginning
to find time for a
little socializing.

The long scenes, customary on the stage, become too slon'
for radio. The Monday ez'ening Lux Radio Theatre, as
another example, reached its greatest success after it began
using movie scenarios instead of stage plays. The movies,
with their quick transitions from setting to setting and
dialogue in brief stretches, fit much better into the radio
medium.
These are the experiments that will make radio drama
eventually as important as comedy and music. At present,
with a couple of outstanding exceptions, the drama programs rank far down the popularity scale.
THE suave and debonair Ray Noble will resume his
idiotic and amusing character on the Gracie Allen program this fall, the most incongruous bit of casting in
radio. In conversation, Ray has charm and wit, a very
pleasant companion for an evening. Above all else, however, he leaves an impression of traditional English dignity
and reserve, a man with whom one does not take intimate
or too jovial liberties.

How

the public

is protected
from

hearing

whot

is unfit

IN the dark recesses of network files are countless scripts
that never reached the air. The
collection is priceless. It contains
some of the choicest wit and
humor of the century. But the
morgue of unperformed continuities isnever disturbed, except for occasional staff reference to acquaint new continuity
editors with the type of material that must never, never be
permitted on the air.
Despite rigid adherence to
prescribed program policies of
all networks, many headlining
perfonners — particularly comedians—must be cautiously observed, lest they slip over an occasional "fast one" on the corps
of men and women script readers who form the radio equivalent of Hollywood's Legion of
Decency.
Script editors are reluctant to
discuss their activities beyond
stating their network's policies.
They concede that they are bluepencilers, but deny that they are
bluenoses. They enjoy a merry
quip as much as the fellow who
writes one but they claim they
must judge it in the light of how
listeners will react to it. If it
bears even a suggestion of offending a very small fraction of
the air audience it is altered or
— what is more likely — deleted.
The networks are not the only
ones who lay down rules of
what can and what can not be heard on the air. Certain
I)rominent sjjonsors and advertising agencies, presenting
top-bracket names to national audiences, themselves frelay down the say,
law blink
of "don'ts"
theirwhen
stars. radio
Stars, quently
astronomers
or shine.to But
stars'
scripts
are
censored,
they
burn
!
The real reason AI Pearce wound up his contract with
Ford, it is .said, is because he resented the blue-penciling
of his .scri])ts. .And it is understowl that he rejected the
higher salary of a tobacco sponsor to go with Grape-Nuts
next fall l)ecause he believes it is with the latter that he'll
have a freer hand in using the kind of material he desires.
FredthingAllen
one NBC
radio readers
fun.ster dowhoto doesn't
see anycomic in iswhat
his scripts.
And
he doesn't
mince words
in giving
his .stars,
opinion
their
actions.
He l)elieves,
like many
other air
that ofturning
out a brand-new .show every week is a big enough task,
without having to coi>e with the irritations caused by
seeing the final result tampered with.
They still tell the story at NBC of how Fred got his

THE

CENSORS

revenge on at least one occasion. Here it is :
(^ne of his lines in the original script told the storv' of
a (log who was very happy l)ecause a Pole moved next
dcMir. The script reader said that would never do. Fred
demanded a reason. The l)hie-i)enciler held it was }>ecau.se
the gag might offend Polish listeners. So Fred changed
the line to state that the canine was merry because a
Mr. Post moved next door. Thus he avoided international
complications while retaining the original comedy constrxiction of the gag.
Actually, .Allen — like other comedy headliners — does
not intend to offend anyone and he is angered when his
lines are changed for far-fetched reasons. He was parwhei\ ahecomplimentary
used Toscanini'smanner,
name only
in a
script, inticularly
whatburnedheup terms
to find that NBC would not permit any mention of their
ace symphonic conductor. So Allen switched the line to
include
name, hut
againokayed
had toforchange
mythical Stokowski's
Kotowski before
it was
airing.it to a
It is a standard practice for comedians to use the names
of their contemporaries in gags. The Benny-Allen feud,
intemper
this light,
broadcasting
classic.
Hencerecjuested
Fred's
rose liecame
when a a large
advertising
agency
Allen to refrain from any references to its programs. Fred
was so mad he said he had a good mind to tell the agency
that one of its own comedians should be stopped from
lifting Tmvn Hall To)iight jokes.
The agencies often bring pressure to bear on the networks in altering scripts other than their own. The repercus ions of the Mae \\'est-r/irt.y<? & Sanlwrn broadcast,
which caused Federal Communications Commission action,
brought forth an edict to ban all mike references to the
screen star.
But there are other bans that were not preceded by
such an incident. The sponsors of Charlie McCarthy rethat no programs.
mention of Boake
the popular
made onquestedother
Carterdimimy's
does notname
i)ermitbe
any mimicking of his voice excej)! bv Phil Baker, although
it is conceded that there's little lie can do about it if

The censorial scissors
are wielded by sponsor,
studio and performers
under the Federal Communications Act, which
requires that programs
be "inest,theconvenience
public interand
necessity."

HAVE

KILLED

anyone does.
Fd Wynn's
original
Fire Chiefin scries
on SRC,
he During
frecpiently
raged over
the deletions
his script.
One
night, though, he got ])artially even with the chain by
announcing to his large studio audience that his .scri])t
was cutheandtoldhe the
couldn't
see joke
the reason
To prove
his
point,
deleted
to thewhy.
onlookers
at the
conclusion of his broadcast. Their applause indicated that
they would have
air. \'BC
embarra.ssed
by theapproved
incident itthatforitsthepublicity
man was
hastily.so
reached radio editors in the studio and begged them to
tone down the bold gesture of Wynn.
Venereal diseases have always been a delicate microphone topic. Despite the fact that there have l)een extensive campaigns on the parts of ])hysicians and laymen
to educate the public on this important sul)ject. microphone
censorship often creei)s into talks merely mentioning the
words "syphilis"
"gonorrhea."
Ceneral
Johnson
was bannedandfrom
di.scussing the
tojjic Hugh
by SBC..S.
Then the network rejilied to critici.sm of unwarranted
censorship by extending microphone facilities to Dr.
Morris Fishl)ein, editor of the .American .Medical .Association's publications, who, it was held, could ])re.sent such a
talk ethicallv and authoritatively. CBS , too, and many leading individual stations from Coast to Coast, have found
venereal disea.ses too delicate for microphone discussion.
.Some entertainers set forth their own microphone restrictions. Phil Lord, for example, on his various dramatic
programs, insisted that every cop must be a gornl cop.
No dramatization portraying a dishonest police officer
would be countenanced on his Cany Busters and other
shows. It is interesting to note that most instances of
crime re-enactments on the air have never di.sclosed how
the nefarious deeds were done.
One of Lord's radio specialities was crime drama and
he sought real-life material. But a two-part dramatization
of the misdeeds of a Mid-Western gang brought a coinl)laint from the mentioned community. LiKal clergymen,
hearing the first episode, said it (Continued on f>a</e 77)

Nadine Connor, "most perfectly developed soprano,"
cup ■^
from Charfes
Atlas, receives
perfecto man.

Peggy Moron
rehearse
comfort,
minus likes
shoes.to She
is underin
contract to the Brothers Warner.
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Madeline Lee is really both beautiful and smart although Max Eastnnan, popular m.c. of the CBS Word Game,
she ploys the role of Geneyieye Blue, Andy's dumb secre- is pictured on his estote at Croton-on-Hudson with
tary, on the i4mo$ 'n' ^nc/y program. She is from Dallas, Tex. his wife, Eliena Krylenico Eastman, and their cats.

Tim and Irene, of the Friday Royal Crown Revue, hated
Jack Haley will m.c. a new CBS program this fall. He is each
other on meeting, but married three months
married to Florence McFodden, also an ex-vaudevillian, and
they have two children. This one is Jack, Jr., aged five. later. They turned to radio when vaudeville died.
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FreddawithGibson,
who's
sung
many bands,
has a chance to soar.

BIG-SALARIED

Barrysustaining
McKinley'sa been
on
long
time. Progress is slow.
Marie Louise Quevli is
determined to make
good. She has appeared on the Metropolitan Opera Auditions, and is heard frequently on Continental
Varieties, an NBC show.

Dorothy Dreslin has a
contract with NBC. Her
soprano is heard often.

BY

Tito Guizar wos a CBS
sustainer.
he's doing well inToday
Hollywood.

EVERETTA

LOVE

HAVE you ever been around a radio crowd and heard
them
use what
the word
haven't word
you
wondered
it meant"sustaining."
? It is a veryandimportant
in radio. Aside from its technical definition, it stands
for heart-hreaks, for blasted hopes, and sometimes for
a triumphant endinjjf to hard work and liard luck.
Whening you
"sustaining"of artists,
about talk
the about
very backbone
radio — you're
those talkwho
entertain you in the early morning, the mid-afternoon
and between commercials; who kee|) the networks g(i- ,
ing from practically sun-U]) to sun-up. But will they
be the big-salaried stars of tomorrow?
These artists are managed by the broadcasting companies. They're always "on call," but are used sjx)radically.mostThey're
always
for a siK)nsor.
but,
though
of them
havehoi)ing
real talent,
few actually
go on to commercial sjiots and stardom.
In the movie field, when a contract is signed with
a newcomer whose ability is yet to 1r' ijroved, tliat
artist is sent to the studio school, there to study dramatics, posture, walking — everything to do with making
a successful screen a])]X'arance. The artist is told

Herbert I. Rosenthal
heads Columbia Artists, Inc. He is symtoward Artists and pathetic
understands
their problems.
ever, he says Howthat
odds are against sustainers right now.

todoy's hardworking snstoiners make good?
WiU

STARS

OF

Del Cosino, tenor, is u
Columbia white hope.
His chances are good.

NBC's Jean Sablon has
a bright future if he
could get a good spot.

TOMORROW?

Holloce Shaw has looks
and a nice coloratura.
CBS is betting on her.

Igor Gorin's
almost
tragic.cose
Now washe
hof ~ movie coittract.

wluitpersonahty
to wc'ir. how
to ^rooni the liair, oven what pliasc of double his activities, serving lM)th as assistant to the vice
the
to aaentuatc.
])resident in charge of programs and to the vice president
In racho, tlie newcomer sijjned to a contract is placed on in charge of operations. He is not only one of the Ik'sIequi[)i)ed executives in the industry, who can be de]K'nded
"snstainin«,^"
That formeans
that thehoping;
l>roadcastin<^
will hack tlie artist
a Iniild-uj),
to casli incompany
on hini upon to act in the interests of the company, but he has
for a hij^ commercial contract later.
a genuinely .sympathetic attitude toward tiie artists. He
F<ir a \o\v^ time it seemed that the hroadcastini; compa- has a real imder.standing of their ])rol)lems. tlirough hi>
nies, after one lirief spurt of celehrities. had lost the for- work in ditTerent departments.
mula for buildinjj stars. There seemed to he a lack of
Rosenthal
1 learned contract.
that a "sustaining"
coordination between the various departments manaj^e- is From
usuallvMr.signed
to a three-year
Ten |Krcentartistof
ment. projjram. inihlicily — which (tfien caused a |)otential all bookings is the fee usually recjuired bv the broadcasting
"hit" to Ik- lost in the shuffle. Manv artists l)ecanie im- company, although it often runs much higher if the artist
happy aiid l)itter over the careless treatmeiu which they is an unknown who refjuires a i>articularly exiK-nsive and
received on sustaininj,' show's. Now. however, thiufjs are ])ainstaking build-up.
When the artist has been duly signed, he is given a
better because radio is coming more and more td ado))t
sustaining spot on the network. If a singer, he is aided by
the movie plan for building- j)ersonaIities.
Recently, the ever-alert Columbia Broadcasting Sy.stem a studio orchestra for accompaniment and. if po.ssible,
created a sei)arate department for its sustaining artists s])ecial arrangers to make the .songs outstanding. Immediately, he is turned over to the publicity department
and called it Columbia Arti.sts, Incorporated. W ith great
good sense the com])anv named as head of the dei^artment for a "build-up" by ex])erts, wlu) will interview him and
Mr. Herbert Ro.sentiial, a young man who has literally determine just how be should be jiresented to the ])ress.
grown u]) with the network. Immediately after his gradua- The ])h()tograi)hic dei)artment will make the most of him.
tion from New York University in 1929. he joined CHS. Columbia Artists. Inc.. has the energetic and inventive
when it had been in existence about a year. He served first bilitv
Allan isMeltzer
an<l his responsierreat. in charge of publicity,
{Continued on paijc 66)
in the ]irogram department and moved ui) soon after to

Nan Wynn has
been singing on
her own CBS program and is heard
on the Summer
Session broadcasts.
She is one of the
favored few who
possess the cherished 3-year contracts entitling
them to a big air
build-up to fame.

BY

RITA

LOWE

Many air stars live "on borrowed time "
Death rode with Fred
It happened
yearshe ago
"doing"
Waring in a speeding
Europe
by air.about
The tenplane
waswhen
ridinghe inwasdeveloped
auto, but he survived.
engine trouble on the way from Alicante to Fez, and
they made a forced landing in the Andalusian Desert.
The pilot jumped out and hurried across the stretch of
desert in search of a telephone to arrange for a relief
Jane Martin was shot ]>lane to pick them up. While he was gone. Thomas and
by a thug. The bullet the other passenger, a French mechanic who was being
transferred to Fez, crawled under a wing of the ship in
just missed her heart.
an effort to protect themselves from the furnacelike heat. When the pilot
returned
and informed them
KADIO people are an easy-goinjj, genial lot as a
that the relief ship was on
rule. lUit if you want to jar them out of their
its way. they felt they could
calm, just question some of them about their near(leath experiences. Then watch their faces take
I)ear their discomfort l)etter, though this desert, says
on a strained, frightened look, oven though many
Thomas, was every bit as
of the incidents occurred years ago. .Some of them
imbearable as the Sahara.
have been so near death that they could swear
Soon the relief ship came
they
the thin
"brushlineof l>etween
angels' wings"
as they
skirtedheard
on the
this world
and
into
saw and
the circled
pilot's
smokesight,
signal
the next. They are, indeed, living "on borrowed
down. The chief of pilots
time."
An explorer naturally gets into many tight six)ts,
from Alicante and an exi)ut Lowell Thomas really came face to face with
pert mechanic were in it.
I>ut instead of trying to fix
death in a plane crash in the .Sierra Nevada Mounthe disabled ship, they imtains <>i S])ain. lie probably has had the narrowmediately switched the mail
est esca])e of anyone.
36

for they narrowly

escaped

destraction
Lowell Thomas was in
and hagfjage into the second plane. The intention was
to avoid furtlier delay by sending it on with Tiiomas and abutplane
that crashed
he escaped
injury.
his two companions, while they repaired tlie first plane
and returned to Alicante.
In fifteen minutes the new ship with Thomas aboard
was ready to take off. They were on a fairly level stretch
of twentv or thirty acres, but just beyond were huge Margaret Speaks, as a
child, was saved fronn
boulders, olive trees and a mule. The plane went roaring across the desert, but gave no sign of leaving the a stampede of horses.
ground. It looked as though
tiiey were headed for a
smashtled— downbutandthe switched
pilot throtoflf
feet alcove the olive trees, hut the plane was not
climbing as it should have been. When it started
ju.st in time !
to turn to the right the plane did not bank, tipping
He swung the plane
around, taxied back, and
one wing, which is one of the elemental rules in
held a consultation with the
traveling in three dimensions. They were turning flat and losing flying si)eed.
chief pilot from Alicante.
It got around and was facing in the opposite
They decided a longer run
direction when, in less than a split secouil. it
would get the plane into
the air.
iio.sed down. The eyes of the mechanic, who was
Once more the plane
sitting facing Th(»mas. were wide with terror. He
screamed as the crash came Tliere was a bor
roared across the desert,
and this time seemed to
rible shock
then men
all went
— not utiIx
cause
he andand theroar,other
wereblack
knocked
have better luck. It Ixiunced
into the air and started to
conscious, Thomas says, but iK'cause, in divip;^
climb. A few seconds later
into the desert, the plane had thrown up earti
it was aiwiut three hundred
like the eruption of a (Continued on payc 7 J )
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(Left to R!ght—Rear) Michael
Raffetio (Paul), Minetia Ellen (Ma
Barbour), and J. Anthony Smythe
(Pa Barbour). (Front) Page Gilnnan (Jack), Kathleen Wilson
(Claudia), Barton Yarborough
(Cliff), Winifred Wolfe (Teddy),
Walter Paterson (Nicky), and
Bernice Berwin (Hoxel).
Winifred and Kathleen are
water enthusiasts as well
as talented actresses. As
members of the most famous
radio family,forthey've
together
five worked
years.

ONE

MAN'S

FAMILY

THE

AT

BEACH

At work and ploy, this serial's
cast resembles a real family

Enjoying oufings and parties together has
long been an old One Man's Family custom
with the cast. They have fun, too, just as
Kathleen, Page, Winifred and Bernice are
doing here — no squabbles, as in a real family.

Such goings-on as this offer pleasant recreotion between rehearsals. The spirit of
fun, so apparent among the players when on
the air, is all the more natural because it
comes from a genuine spirit of camaraderie.

I

,

"Ole Cunnel
Marion,
Ale, Kemp"
and hisis from
wife
hails from Dallas, Texas.
They have two children.

Hal, at the age of 6, was an
expert pianist; at 10 he was tooting a cornet, and at 12 a clari
net. He mastered the sax later.

Keep in tune with orchestral
doings and maestri, and learn
the low-down beat on Hal Kemp
CHAPEL HILL. North Carolina, is the
home of that ilhistrious seat of learning,
the University
Northlectures
Carolina.
In addition t(» text-booksof and
and stuff,
the
university is also famous for having; ])roduced two important orchestras — Hal
Kemp's
and Kav
Kyser's. down at Chapel
Talk among
the collegians
Hill, though, is that Hal never had time
to graduate. He was much too busy organizing the band which was to become the
college
favorite.
now areboys'
the tales
of howLegendary,
tall, blondtoo.Hal.by
immaculately clothed in white tie and tails,
used to slip quietly into a seat at a morning
lecture after having spent the night i)laying
with his Carolina Club orchestra.
Skinnay Ennis, John Scott Trotter. Saxie
Dowell, and others of the original Kemp
crew, all entered the U. of N. C. with the
idea of walking out with a sheepskin and
an education. Instead, in 1925. they won a
college band contest promoted by famed

Aside from playing the electric
organ installed in his home, Hal
also tinkers around with building miniature boats, his hobby.

THE

Tall and blonde, he usually
wears a brood grin and has
managed to retain an accent
that is still very Southern.

BANDWAGON

vaudeville magnate H. F. Keith. The prize was a trip
abroad. By the time the band memliers j^ot hack to the.se
shores, they were ready for a career and a futine s|M)n.sor.
It you're really curious ahout such things and take a
real close look at the Kemp history, you mi{(ht 1r' tempted
to remark that everythinjj; hai)])ens to llal. ICverythintj
that happened was f^ood until he was established as a toprun},'thishandman.
Then the chain of events ran somethinfj
like
:
First important event was the departure from the orchestra of John
Scottof Trotter.
You'llleadsrecognize
the namein
of J. Scott
as that
the lad who
the orchestra
those ma<,Miificentlv cla.ssical accompaniments for Dr. Hin}^
Crosby of good ole K. M . H . Professor John Scott, it is
hinted, was hired by the spon.sor-facnlty of K. M. //.
l)ecause of his fine collegiate background. Be that as it
may, he was pianist and chief arranger for the Kemp
organization. Then John .Scott jnilled u]) .stakes and began
to search for greener fields, lie found them with lling.
I!ut he him
left for
a large
behind Kemp
him. style
l'".\])erts
blamed
much empty
of thespace
distinctive
and
f lal found it hard to replace him.
But he was replaced and Hal continued to zoom along

until he signed with a new s])onsor, who decided to send
him to isCalifornia
let Alice
with Tony
him.
There
no musicalandmovie
star 1l'"aye
like co-star
better than
Martin's
beauteous
and
gay
young
wife.
l>ut
.Mice
never
had much time for a real musical education. In the movies,
when she can wt)rk for weeks learning a song and where
there is always the opiM)rtunity for retakes, she is tops.
lUit ingmusically
six-aking,
she just couldn't
re(|uirements
of a thirteen-week
radio mvct
.series.the exactAs a result, the Kemp-l'Xve programs were pretty Kad.
The talents of neither llal nor .Alice .showed uj) to advantage. Talktalkbegan
floating: "Kemp's
Before that
got ominous,
llal checkedslipping."
out of Hollywood. lUit he left Skinnay V.ums behind him. Skinnay,
one of the chief attractions of the hand, decided to become
a stick-waver on his own.
.So there you have lanky Mr. Kemp just getting liack to
normal after the departure of J. .Scott when two more
hay-makers hit him. A luid radio i)rogram — than which
there is nothing worse for a ■'tar and a goodbye to
.Skinnay.
.So heandheads
( hicago.
wisheslH)x-oflice
a41 trainwreck
on him,
lovelyfor.\laxinc
Cray,b'atesinging
attraction, is injured so badiv {Continued on paijc 75)

Mary Eastman was to star on a program called Here
Comes the Bride. Everything was all set except the
time, and that's why it was jilted at the church.

GHOST
IF you could dial in your loudspeaker tonight and hear
Ethel Harrymorc in one of a series of melodramas written
by Bayard Veiller, author of The J3th Chair and The
Trial
of Mary
I)u(/an,of followed
by James
a four-star
soiree
featuring,
as master
ceremonies,
J. Walker,
colorful
ex-mavor
of
New
^^)rk
Town,
would
vou
he
excited?
( )r if these features should fail to stimulate you and
you could, by a twist of a wrist and the magic of the ether,
dial in vivacious Elsa Maxwell, portly purveyor of parties,
conducting a typical fiesta, with Allen Kent. Mary Small
and
Will succeeded
Osborne's byorchestra
out mysterious
the sixty
minutes,
thirty rounding
minutes of
adventure
with suave
l'a)ice. enacted
by dapper
William Powell,
would r'hilo
you consider
your radio
a gift
from the gods or just another jMcce of furniture?
Then, ])erhaps, a weekly serialization of orchid-loving,
beer-drinking Nero Wolfe and his faithful assistant,
Archie, portrayed by Craig McDonald and Wallace Ford,
would rate higher in your esteem.
Maybe a carefree carnival, ,su])ervi.sed by Budd liulick,
Benay
and requirements.
liuiuiy Berigan's blaring bugle, would
suit yourVenuta
listening
A lot of j)eople. who should know, thought all these
programs bang-up radio entertainment, certain to give
C"harlie McCarthy, Jack Benny. Major liowes. and Phil
BY
DAN
WISTON

Comedian Frank Fay was slated to m.c. a big variety
show when Barbara Stanwyck sued hinn for a divorce.
So he couldn't sell the product to American wives.

Queen Marie of Rumania almost became a typewriter
saleswoman on the air. However, she exercised a
royal prerogative, refused to appear at the right time.

SHOWS
YOU'LL
I'.akcr plenty of competition.
don't getin too
Iiil;Well,
i)roadcasts
193.S.excited over anticijiating any of these
These are hut six of a thousand tdiost programs tliat
never will he heard on the air.
hut athesmall
that'J'hese
nearlyaremade
grade.handful of dreams, hopes, ideas
To .some of the participants, the failure was chalked up
to experience and another fool's errand up radio row.
They'llThetry failure
again. had
Morethe sensitive
took itimpact
the hardof
way.
harsh andsouls
.sickening
an egg crashing on the pavement.
All .sorts of excuses are hurriedly presented when y(tu
ask why .so many of these shows never reached your ears.
A good majority of the.se alihis may he ju.stirted. 1. The
recession. 2. Seasonal li.stening hahits. ^. .Similarity to
other ])rograms. 4. The whims ot the prospective sponsor
(and his wife and his cousins and his aunts). .S. The idea
sounded swell on paj)er, hut in front of the mike . . .
Ikit .somewhere hehind all the.se man-made explanation^,
lurkshowthe many
hand hearts
of h'ateit ;hreaks.
a cold, callou.sed iiand that cares
not
^'ou. the listening
audience
out and
.showcanyourso
ajipreciation
to Saxivrll
Coffeewhohy go
huying
a fresh
that Major Dough can continue througliout the .summer,
were never a.sked to pass judgment on these ill-fated

NEVER
HEAR
fiestas. The Irihunal memhers, who gave tiieir verdict,
were solemn-faced .Solomons cooped up in air-cooled
clients' hooths at A7>C, CHS and Mutual.
'iheir decision usually came in a cool. cris|) note:
■'Thanks very much for letting us iicar your program,
"Now 1 know how a pri.soner feels waiting for the
hut . . ." rei)rieve." is the way one prominent radio actor,
governor's
hattle-scarred
from a thousand auditions. e.\])laine<l how
he felt after hearing the had news.
a hig-time
radiohave
executive,
"thenhave"W's."
heen summed
many goodup radio
shows that
come through
oiu" office on which we si)ent time and money which almo.st
got on the air. Hut 'almost' doesn't count, so we charge
it all
u]) to doesn't
experience
go at that."
Almost
countand . let
. .italmost
doesn't coiuit . . .
almost
doesn't
count.
It
is
the
monotonous
tom-tom chant
of a thon.sand frustration.s.
The networks an<l advertising agencies are reluctant to
talk ahout these fanciful flops. Hut the grapevine sy.stem
is as with
effective
as .Sing
.Sing's.
Hroadway's
hyways
are
filled
rumors,
si)rinkled
hy actors,
page hoys,
agents,
authors and musicians. The musicians talk most freely
hecau.se. whether the auditions fail or succeed, they get
j)aid for their talents. The others ganihle. Perhaps tliat is
whv there are .so many auditions. { ( Dntiuued on piuie 79)
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BETWEEN

BROADCASTS

Meredith Willson, Good News bandleader, works hard. If he's not
conducting he's checking scores^
Random

shots

of ether stars in
off-air moments
Paul Whitennan, who finds the going
a bit hot, tears out for a thirstquencher between his rehearsals.

Major Bowes had Song-writer Nick
Kenny as guest on his yacht, Edmar.

Announcer Graham McNamee believes Marfha Raye dunlcs frequently in
in conr)fort, not looks, at rehearsal. the pool at her Hollywood home.

This three-piece
wool suit in tan
and rustblended
stripes was worn
by Elaine Basset
in the NBCvision telefashion
show. The loose,
swagger jacket
is finger-length.
The solid rust
blouse has a tan
corselet;andthe
skirt is pleated.

This romantic and glamorous gown of
gold silk marquisette is fit for a princess. Her stockings are sheer gossamer
and are rightly called "Nothing at All."

FASHIOHS

TELEVISION
BY

This snnart rain
outfit of oiled,
transparent silk
is perfect
wet
fall day.for Aa
big kerchief may
be worn over
hat or curls and
the mittens will
aid in saving
gloves.costume
The
whole
can be put in a
tiny envelope
and carried in
a pocketbook.

5(J

THRU

WENDY

LEE

HOW would you like to see a real fall fashion
show without moving from your comfortable
easy chair in your own cool living-room ?
Summer has passed its peak now, and the
gay light clothes you bought last June are begin ing to pall a your
little fall
and wardrobe.
you're anxious
start assembling
Beforeto
you buy anything, though, you want to look
around and get an idea of what the prevailing
styles are going to be for the new season and
which ones are best suited to you. But, although
you're
lookingsummer
forward weather
to fall isandstill
its with
exciting
new clothes,
us,
the
dog
days
persist
and
it's
too
darned
hot
go downtown and poke around in the stores.to
So you put it off and put it off until, suddenly,
the first cool fall day finds you totally unprepared. Then you rush out and buy the first
thing you see, which will probably turn out to
be a regular old white elephant when you plan
the
of yourif you
wardrobe
Wouldn't
it berest
heavenly
could later
see a on.
preview
of all
the new styles right in (Continued on page 64)
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Now— Apply

Vitamin

A

the

Right

on

Your

^
^OR YEARS we have been
the importance
^y"thelearning
various about
vitamins
to our health.of
A-B-C-D-E-G— who hasn't heard of
them?
Now comes the exciting news that one of
these is related in particular to the skin!
Lack ofduces
thisroughness,
"skin-vitamin"'
the skin prodryness, inscaliness.
Restore itto the diet, or now apply it right on
the skin, and our experiments indicate that
the skin becomes smooth and healthy again!
That's all any woman wants to know.
Immediately you ask, "Where can I get
some of that 'skin-vitamin' to put on
my skin?"'
Pond's ColdthisCream
now contains
Vitamin
Pond's Cold Cream now contains this "skinvitamin."
formula
been changed
in any way Itsapart
from hasthenotaddition
of this

vitamin.andIt"ssmooths
the samefor grand
softens
powder cleanser.
as divinelyIt
as ever.
But now, in addition, it brings to the
skin a daily supply of the active "skinUse Pond's Cold Cream in your usual
vitamin."
way.
there ouris noexperiments
lack of "skin-vitamin"
in theIf skin,
described in
the next column show that the skin is capable of storing some of it against a possible
future need. If there is a lark of this vitamin in the --kin. iht'-e pxpcriiiifiil- indicate
that the u~e (if Pond's Cnl.l Cream puts the
needed Vkin-vitamin ' back into it.
today.
Get your
a jar skin.
of Pond's, and see
whatBeginit will
do for
Same Jars, same Labels/same Price
Pond's
comesat inthethesame
same price.
jars,
with theColdsameCreamlabels,

MRS. ALEXANDER C. FORBES, young New
Vork society woman, grandniece of MRS. JAMES
ROOSEVELT: "With Pond's Cold Cream, my
skin looks soft — not rough or dry."

MRS. WILLIAM RIIINELANDI I! M « V U P,
beautiful as when she came out: ' IIjc um I'l
Pond's Cold Cream has helped me to keep my skin
fresh and bright and smooth."

Now tive
every
jar of Pond's
contains
"skin-vitamin"
— V'itamin
A. the ac-

Skin

MostFacts
People
knotc A
these
aboutdon'tVitamin
and the Skin . . .
First Published Reports
Invitamin")
1931 and was1933,firstdeficiency
of Vitamin
Acau^e
("skin-of
recognized
as thereported,
specific
skin
disorders.
In
the
cases
liberal Vitamin A diet made the dry, rougheneda
skin smoothand andextended
healthytheagain.
confirmed
evidenceLaterof reports
this.
In hospitals, other scientists found that Vitamin
A
("skin-vitamin")
applied
to
the
skin
healed wounds and burns quicker.
Tests with Pond's Creams
Experiments were made concerning possible causes of
deficiency of "skin-vitamin" in the skin.
I. Dietary—
"skin-vitamin"
deficiency
of it Thein theskindiet.mayIn ourlose tests,
skin faults from
were
produced
deficient
"skin-vitamin."
Withoutby
any
changebyina thediet diet,
these infaults
were then treated
promptly.
applyingrected"skin-vitamin"
to the skin. They were corII. I«cal— Our experiments also indicated that even
when
containsin enough
stores the
of thisdietvitamin
the skin "skin-vitamin."
may be reduced theby
exposure to sun, and also by exposure to warm, dry air
together
with
frequent
washing.
In
further
irritation
use of byharshtests,
soapmarkedandthe
water. Thisresulted
irritationfromwasrepealed
then treated
applying
"skin-vitamin." The skin became smooth and healthy
again. It improved more rapidly than in cases treated
with the plain cold cream or with no cream at all. The
experiments furnished evidence that the local treatvitamin"ment withback"skin-vitamin"
into the skin! actually put the "skmAll of these tests were carried out on the skin of animals, following the accepted laboratory method of
reaching
human skin.findings which can be proi>erly applied to
is not usecommonly
that theapplied
skin
doesEvenabsorbtodayandit make
of certainknown
substances
to it. Our experiments indicated not only that the skin
absorbs "skin-vitamin" when applied to it. but that
when "skin-vitamin" is applied to skin which alreadv
has enough of it, the skin can store some of it against
a possible future need.
The Hole of the
"Skin-Vitamin"
The "skin-vitamin"
functions
like an architect in
regulating
the structure
the skin.
the maintenance
of skin ofhealth.
WhenIt isthenecessary
skin is >eri-lor
he supply of this vitamin, the skin
SiRns which may defieieney
indicate
"Skin-Vilamin"
{oughne»s, Scaliness resulting in a Pull ApCoiiyriKht. 193S. Pond s Extract Company

RADIO STARS
MOST

EXCITING GANG
STORIES
(Continued frpin page 22)

companion named Squires, stole several
cars, robbed two drugstores and got the
Kansas City, Kansas, police hot on his
trail. After a running gun battle with
officers, the pair spotted an unoccupied
radio car at the curb. A daring idea struck
Barrett; he would steal the radio car to
get out of town. Xobody would think of
stopping an (ifticial car. But what Barrett
did not know was that Kansas City police
cars are cquipiied witii a radio transmitter
as well as rccciicv. In fumbling for the
switch to start the car, Barrett inadvertently snapped on the radio transmitter.
At headquarters, in the radio room,
stunned officers heard the two killers, sitting in the police car. outline their plan of
escape. Headquarters immediately sent
word by coAe to police cars to proceed to
the stolen car.
And then came a five-minute period of
cold horror to the men at headquarters —
Squires and Barrett had seen the two
officers to whom the car belonged. The
unsuspecting cops were coming back to
the automobile.
"You get
the oneOfficers
on theat left."
Barrett
ordered
Squires.
headquarters
say that at this point they wanted to take
a shot right into the radio, so frenzied
were they because of their helplessness.
To the further horror of the cops at
headquarters, the sound of shooting began
pouring through the loud speaker. After
that, every copper at headquarters dashed
out of the place, each hoping that he could
help his fellow officers against what seemed
a cold nia>sacrc.
When police cars converged on the stolen
police car they found Barrett and Squires
stretched out. The two officers whose car
was stolen had a hunch that something was
wrong and came to reclaim their car with
guns drawn. One of the officers was
severely wounded, but recovered and came
back to the police force.
ANOTHER favorite case in which
radio comes to mind is the case of "Frencliy
gives an excellent example
ofBenoit."
the way This
the Michigan-Indiana-Ohio
TriState Blockade works. These three states,
by short-wave radio and patrol cars, can
effectively block all roads leading from
one state to the other.
Frenchy Benoit. in February of last year,
was stopijed and (|uestioned by Michigan
State Trooper Richard Hammond, concerning akilling. Benoit pulled a gun on
Hammond and kidnajied him, forcing him
to drive the i)atrol car.
trooi)er\ iiartner,
left with Benoit's
car.Theimmediately
iihoned head(|uarters,
and
the Tri-Statc lilockade went into action.
Within three miimtcs, rails were going out
to all radio v.w^ within an area of twenty
miles. Like ;ni olfl-iashirjned fox hunt, the
troopers in their cars l)egan to converge —
forming .i L-iu.intic net around Frenchy
Benoit and his captive.
Benoit could hear the calls on the patrol
car's
to get
jittery.short-wave
As everyradio,
road andhe began
tried became
52
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blocked, lie got more hysterical and finally
he ordered Hammond to stop the car and
get out. He handcuffed the trooper to a
mail box post and shot him, leaving his
body sagging against the post. Then he
deserted the police car and took to the
woods.
headquarters'
radio,from
the police
carsGuided
closedby in,
with uniforms
three
states flashing up and down the road.
Through the woods tore the frenzied
Benoit. the calls of the police radio reaching out on the air, presaging his capture.
Relentlessly the net tightened and tightened.
With nowhere to turn. Benoit gave himself
up — a mental wreck as a result of the implacable chase that holed him up like a
hunted animal.
Benoit is now serving a life sentence in
Atichigan State Prison for the murder of
Trooper Hammond.
THE underworld has produced many
elusive criminals, but none more ghost-like
than Paul Jawarski, "The Phantom of the
CoalOverFields."
a period of a dozen years, no witness was ever able to give a description of
this robber
and killer.
outs in abandoned
mine Jawarski
shafts andhad inhidethe

hills of the mining district of Pennsylvania.
He stole payrolls of the mining companies
to the value of hundreds of thousands of
dollars, and more often than not, these
robberies resulted in multiple murder.
It was
as a result
large
scaledirectly
depredations
that oftheJawarski's
armored
truck was invented. The Phantom accepted
the invention as a challenge. He knew the
trucks could withstand any armed attack,
so he disguised his gang as road laborers
and had them plant dynamite over a
hundred-yard stretch.
On a still afternoon a payroll cavalcade
wound a tenuous path through the coal
mining mountains of Pennsylvania, slowly
winding its way to its doom. Like an evil
genii leering above, Jawarski pushed the
plunger and a whole section of the road,
payroll cars and trucks, went flying hundreds of feet into the air. These dynamitings paid off no less than $100,000 at a
time.After every such robbery, Jawarski and
his men disappeared in the labyrinth hideouts.Jawarski was finally brought out in the
open in a clever way. Rumors were spread
throughout the mining country that police
were going to shoot poison gas into all
abandoned mines. When this rumor reached
Jawarski's
them.
They refusedmen,to heusecouldn't
their control
safe hideouts
thereafter. Instead, Jawarski reluctantly
led them to a hideout in the open country.
But police had anticipated this move and
trapped Jawarski
men. 54)
{Continuedandonhispage

Judy Canova, with Sister Annie and Brother Zeke, will be back soon-
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"Don't
of

tear

up

the

snapshots

at'L
you'
boy DIX,
that
says DOROTHY
famousre
advisermad
on life and marriage

but
the Accept
fiim in thenothing
familiar
yellow
box-Kodak
Filmwhich only Eastman maliM

"TT-OUTH
imX pulsive. AND
How LOVE
many are
timesbothI have
heard the story of a sudden lovers'
quarrel,
and
then marriage
regret. to someone else —
"It needn't happen. Suppose you
do have a quarrel. Instead of rushing
home and destroying the mementos
of your association together, save these
reminders.
Be suremadeto save
snapshots you have
of yourthe young
man. This is most important, for nothing else will so rekindle your lost feeling.
' ' You may start ioing with someone else. But before you decide to
marry, take out the snapshots of the

one from whom you parted in anger,
and look at them earnestly. They may
save you from a decision that would
bring sorrow all through life."
Whether you're expert or inexperienced
— for day-in and day-out picture making—use Kodak Verichronie Film for
surer results. Double-coated by a special
process posure
— iterrors—
takesincreases
care of your
reasonable
ability ex-to
get clear, satisfying pictures. Nothing
else
And safe.
certainly
there isis"just
nothingas good."
better. Play
Use
it always . . . Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
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HOW
MONEY

TO SAVE
OM FOOD

This Millionaire's Dish at 3i a
portion does wonders for budgets!
It'sandgrand
able tofamily
save money
still togivebe your
meals onthatfood
are
both delicious and nourishing!
Imagine a ready-cooked, savory and appetizing dish you can put on the table in ten minutes, which all your family will enjoy, and
which costs less than 3 cents a portion!
Serve Franco-American as a main dish
whenever you want an appetizing spaghetti
meal. Give it to the children for lunch, with
milk and fruit. They love it! Whenever you
have meat or fish left-overs, just combine these
with tasty Franco-American Spaghetti, and
you'll bandhave
back fora dish
more. that will bring your husDelicious Franco-American certainly saves
work. And how it does save money! The big
1 5 -ounce can usually costs only ten cents.
Franco-American is not just an ordinary
ready-cooked spaghetti. That extra-good sauce
— made with eleven savory ingredients — with
selected cheddar cheese and fine, sun-ripened
tomatoes — makes Franco-American stand
alone! Why not order several cans of FrancoAmerican Spaghetti from your grocer today?
Franco-Zlmerican
SPAGHETTI
Made by the Makers of Campbell's Soups

Campbell
Soup Jersey.
Company,
Camden, New
PleaseDept.
send 69me your free recipe
book: "30 Tempting Spaghetti Meals."
Name (print)
Address — .
City
State .
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Police breathed a sigh of relief when
Jawarski was finally placed in the death
cell. But "The Phantom of the Coal
Fields"
to be break,
as muchhe ofescaped
a phantom
as ever.proved
In a bold
from
the death cell and prison by shooting two
guards. Once out in the open again, he
became a reckless killer. He boasted of
his killing at every opportunity and loved
publicity. In order to assure getting his
name in headlines, he held up the Detroit
Xcii's,
making and
oft' with
payroll. came
The capture
death theof Jawarski
as a result of his boasting. Seated in a
restaurant in Cleveland one day, he saw a
familiar face. It was a home-town boy.
Instead of getting out of the restaurant in
a hurry, Jawarski introduced himself to the
home-town friend.
"I don't
remembersaid.you," Jawarski's renewed acquaintance
"I used to be known by a different name
in school,"— Jawarski,
Jawarski stated.
now— I'm
Jawarski
The "But
Phantom
the
guy
that's
knocked
off
more
guys
than
you
can count on your fingers. Remember me?
I was a tough kid in school — but not as
tough
I am now acquaintance
!"
The ashome-town
listened in
amazement. He didn't know what to do.
Jawarski took the decision off his hands.
"How would you like to tell the police
that you've seen 'The Phantom?' You'll
get"Why,
a reward."
I don't
dare.coalYou'llminerkill answered.
me !"
"No," the
former
"Iyou won't
do
a
thing
to
you.
But
I wantI
to tell the cops that I sent you.
want them to see that I ain't ascared of
Withinthe ten
friendto
notified
cops.minutes
Police Jawarski's
cars screamed
thethem."
restaurant. Jawarski met the police
head on. Three cops went down before his
bullets. He escaped into a warehouse,
where he held the cops at bay until they
smoked him out with tear gas. On the door
step of the warehouse a police bullet found
its mark. Like a poled steer, Jawarski
came down to earth with a bullet in his
head. His fight against law and order
ended.
A CASE which demonstrated the effectivenes ofa program like Gang Busters
was that of Bruno Sydow.
In Ji'Iay,
1937, George
theatre
owner
of Crosby,
Minnesota,Thorp,
was areturning
tohe his
home
with
the
day's
receipts
was accosted by a bandit. Refusingwhento
give
money,washe wounded
was shot inandthekilled,
while upthehisbandit
foot.
Tlie bandit escaped, but weak from the
loss of blood, his car ran into a ditch. He
held up five college youths and took their
car ; then he held up a Minnesota citizen
and stole his car. In this one, a tan Ford
(Ic hixe coui)e, he made good his escape,
i liis much was known to the police. Gang
liuslrrs broadcast a description of the stolen
tan Ford. Had it not been for this broadcast, tlie story miglit have ended unsolved,
but immediately after the broadcast, Detroit
police were informed by a listener that the
described car was parked outside of his
house. The police found a fin<icrprint on
tlie car which proved to be that of nue
Bruno Sydow, burglar. With tlie identity
of the criminal definitely established, the
police waited. Then, nearly eight months
later, Minneapolis police responded to a

Bob Ripley with a Japanese temple
gong
300 years
for
ten minutes
when old.
soundedIt rings
properly.
burglary call. In fresh snow they tracked
the burglar two miles and captured him.
At headquarters
his prints
were taken—
they
matched those
of Bruno
Sydow,
wanted for murder.
The bandit confessed his identity; then
he confessed, also, to nearly thirty robberies
as well as the murder, and was sentenced
to prison for life.
ANOTHER case in which a Gang
Busters broadcast captured a criminal was
that of Larry Devol. Devol was one of
the worst, as well as the shrewdest,
criminals this country ever knew. Bank
robber and all-around bandit and killer, he
had been a member of the notorious Ma
Barker-Alvin Karpis Gang. He was even
too "hot" for them. After a double-murder
of police officers, Devol was run down,
captured and sentenced to Stillwater Penifor life. there was no escape from
Figuringtentiary, that
Stillwater, Devol feigned insanity for two
years, and was finally committed to the
State Insane Asylum. In the summer of
1936, Devol and a coiupanion led the escape
of sixteen maniacs from the State Hospital.
Gang Busters immediately broadcast the
description of Larry Devol, noting the
scars on his face and hands, and his stiff
left ring finger.
Listening to the Gang Busters broadcast
in his tavern in Enid, Oklahoma, was
James
heard the
of DevolO'Neil.
and thenHe noticed
that description
sitting in
one of his booths was a man who answered
that description perfectly. He went to a
telephone and called the police. But what
O'Neil did not realize was that Devol was
a desperate killer. Police arrived. They
walked up to Devol and asked him to come
to headquarters for questioning. Devol requested permission to finish his beer. As
he drank, he thrust his hand into a briefcase and brmi.iiht it out shooting. One of
the officers was killed instantly. A bullet
crashed
abovedoor.
O'Neil's
head as into
Devnla mirror
daslicdinches
for the
But
outside were nilicr dlhccrs and the Chief
of Police. In the tcrrilic gun battle that
ensued, the Chief had a finger shot off, but
Devol
Devolwasliadfinally
killed brought
one moredown.
man, but because of the Gani/ Busters clue, the lives of
many others had undoubtedly been savecL
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CHATTER
{Continued from f'agc 17)
set of Letter of Introduction at Universal
the other morning. Generally the soul
of punctuality, he rushed in with Charlie
dangling over his shoulder and, with a
brief nod to the assembled cast, made
straight for the make-up department.
"What in the world?" wisecracked Andrea
Leeds, "has Edgar a chip on his shoulder?"
"Don't call me a chip — I'm Charlie McCarthy!" came an annoyed voice from
the make-up department.
DO man
VOL'named
REmIuIBER
young
Jack Benny WHEN:
zcas one Aof
the first and most successful masters-ofceremonies to head a Broadway Revue.'
. . . Sam
"Schlept>erman"
Hearn's
vaude-he
ville act, Marry
Me, the score
of ivhich
composed himself, H'as tops on the five-aday
circuit^' .zvent
. . Fred
a youiuj
vaudevillian,
from Allen,
Nexi' then
Orleans,
La.,
to Brisbane, Australia, ivithout a passport,
and to get into the country had to get the
Mayor of Boston to sivear that he zcas bom
John Florence Sullizanf . . . Kate Smith
conducted 8,000 auditions throughout the
nation and discovered eighteen "neiv stars"
for radio? . . . Mary Margaret McBride's
book onamong
"Charm"young
zi'as and
one of
sellers
old?the. . best
.A
young lady named Mary Livingstone
traveled from Vancouver, B. C, to Chicago
to become Mrs. Jack Benny, after she had
become engaged a few iveeks before to a
young Canadian? . . . Don IVilson icas
named All-Rocky Mountain Conference
guard, when playing for the University of
Colorado football team? . . . Harry "BotMcXaughtoncomedy
w'as haled
as Ziegfof eld's
greattle"English
discovery
the
'20'sf
.
.
.
Peter
Van
Steeden's
was the toast of society matrons orchestra
in AVtc
York, and the handsome Dutch batoneer
had all he could do to fill Mayfair engagements? .. . The Texaco Radio Open sinaing contest H'as -u'on by Kenny Baker?
JACK BENNY hotly denies the rumor
that the large dog house on his new
Beverly Hills estate is for his own use
when he's on the outs with Mary Livingstone. "Nothing of the kind," Jack told
us in an exclusive interview. "That house
will be used exclusively as guest accommodation for Fred Allen."
TOXY MARTIX^nd .Alice Faye came
back from their Hawaiian honeymoon
loaded down with gifts tor all and sundry.
The cast of George Burns and Grade
Allen's
show grass
really rated.
Georgea received
a beautiful
skirt and
detailed
phonograph record on "How to Master the
Hula." Jan Garber received a bushman's
bolo knife and a pamphlet on "How to
Master the Bolo in Ten Easy Lessons."
Gracie's
was a fineandbookDevelopment
on "Researchof
of NativegiftCustoms
Social Consciousness in Hawaii." Gracie
immediately had the cover redone to harmonize with her living-room furnishings
and thinks
it's a incidentally,
mighty useful book.
Gracie
and
George,
tion themselves
in Hawaii this fall.will vaca-

• "WTiy, Mr. Pig, I think that's dotcnri-iht .•^lux kingl Really? You don't
believe in bathing? . . . Mercijitl goodness, I didn't suppose there teas
anybody lejt with such old-fashioned, moss-groivn ideas!

• "Something's got to be done about this!. . . Let's see . . . tvhat's been wrong
with the baths you've had? Soap in the eye? Or. . . Wait— I see it all now!
You've never had Johnson's Baby Powder afterward!

• "Hold on — don't run aicay! You're going to have a brand-new thrill!
Soft silky Johnson's Baby Poicder to make you feel cool as a breeze and
happy as a pig in clover. I\ow. . .who's afraid of the big bad bath?''
• "FFouWn'f you like to feel a piitch of my Johnson's? It's so
lovely and smooth !"... Made of fine imported tolr—no orrisrool
—Johnson's
Itahy Poialer
to keep
skins unrhiifed.
free from prickly
heat, andhelps
in good
generalhahie.i'
condition.
Try Johnson's
Rahy
Soap.
Haby
(.ream,
and
Iiah>
Oil.
loo.
This neu oil
cleansiiif!. sottthing. stainless, and will not
turn rancid.
John^n &. Jolin^oo POWDER
JOHNSON'S \ ^'ot\.BABY
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DANDRUFF?

4 Minute Treatment
Stops Dandruff Itch
And Kills Nasty Scalp Odor
Dandruff is the sign of a diseased,
unclean scalp. Through neglect, the
tiny sebaceous glands (oil glands) fail
to work as they should and become
clogged with scales and dirt. The
scalp becomes infected by germs and
fungi, and the condition spreads.
Skin tive
specialists
effectreatment forgenerally
dandruffagree
mustthatinclude
(1) regular cleansing of scalp; (3) killing
the germs that spread infection; (3) stimulating circulation of the scalp; (4) lubrication of scalp to prevent dryness.
The Zonite Antiseptic Scalp
Treatment Does These 4 Things
WHAT TO DO: Massage head for 3 minutes
with this Zonite solution — 2 tablespoons
Zonitetion fortoshampoo
1 quart ofwith
water.anyUsegoodthis soap.
same Rinse
soluvery thoroughly. If scalp is dry, massage in
any
preferred scalp
oil. (Forin Zonite
completepackage.)
details
of treatment,
read folder
It is ment
vitally
important
to
use
this
regularly ( twice every week at treatfirst)
to keep dandruff under control and keep
germs from spreading. Because reinfection
constantly
place from hats, bed-pillows,
combs and takes
brushes.
Ifwayyou're
faithful, you'll
be delighted clean
with and
the
this treatment
leavesyourscalp
healthy — free from itch and nasty scalp odor.
At all U. S. and Canadian drug stores.
TRIALnite. OFFER—
a real se/id
trial bottle
of Zomailed to you For
postpaid,
10$5 to Zonite
912 New Brunswick, New Jersey
U. S. A.

^PS^ ZONITE Is
9.3 Times More Active
than any other popular, non-poisonous
antiseptic-by standard laboratory tests
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QUIZCONSC
{Continued
from IOUS
page 25)

microphone intrigues the average person.
Long denied this stimulating and novel
txpcrience, the radio novice is all the
more eager to give it a trial now that the
opportunity is available. Whether he is
brilliant, below or above average in intel igence, heis egotistical enough to want
to test his knowledge. "At any rate,"
thinks he, "I can't do any worse than a
lot of people I've heard!'' If he loses, he
may
be given
consolation
prize and
he's •
had fun.
If hea wins,
his finances
are bettered by a few dollars, his self-esteem has
undergone a thorough pat on the back,
and he can even do a bit of crowing among
his friends. There is also the tempting
who doesn't
acompetitive
contest of angle,
brain orforbrawn,
whether enjoy
it be
as participant or onlooker?
On the other hand, what have sponsors
and broadcasting companies to lose? Instead of spending thousands of dollars per
show for top-notch vocal, dramatic and
comedy talent, and large sums on script
writers and gag writers, they may pay a
comparatively moderate salary to the conductor of the program, offer a few hundred dollars a week in prizes and receive,
virtually gratis, the services of the most
engaging of entertainers — everyday people ! Here, at last, is an entertainment
formula abounding in audience appeal,
whose production costs are low and whose
popularity, according to the ratings, is
comparable to that of the highest-priced
programs. certaiInnty, boththese
financial
unsponsorsdaysandof radio
stations
realize
that
they
"have
something"
here.
The question is, how to make it last? To
this end many variations of the original
technique have been put into use in order
to create new features and attract new
dialers.
As mentioned before, Vo.v Pop was one
of the first to query "the man on the
street."
Jerry would
Belcher's
was athat
curious crowd
gatherideaaround
mikea
set up in a busy spot and that members
of that group would submit to informal
interviews. Injecting humor into straight
conversation proved difficult, so the system of asking interesting questions was hit
upon. Belcher deserted the show in 1936
and now Parks Johnson and Wallace Butterworth carry on. Their success is proved
by the fourth place they hold in the Crossley Ratingsmarkableonsince noquizrewards
shows.areThisgivenis for
re(|uestions submitted and no prize, other
than a tube of shaving cream, is offered
todollar
the bill
participants.
time aperson
fivewas given Atto one
the lucky
who happened to be facing the mike when
an alarm clock went off. This, by the
way, was abandoned because of complaints
tliat it constituted a lottery and was theref(jrc illegal. Parks and Wally carry with
llicni a list of some 1,200 questions suitable
til ii( iji)lc nf all types and vocations — clergymen, engineers, hairdressers, etc. Since the
interviewers do not wish to hurt the feelings of their guests who might give wrong
answers, the correct ones are seldom offered.
The two most popular question and
answer shows are the two oldest still on

PUBLIC

the
air, Professor
Unclehighest
Jim's
Question
Bee. The Quiz
formerand ranks
in the ratings. Since its debut on CBS in
Alarch, 1936, 1,000 contenders have faced
the genial Professor and attempted to
answer questions picked from a battered
hat. Nearly $25,000 has been awarded in
prizes and cash. Each week contestants
are chosen from letters of application, five
for the Eastern and five for the Western
broadcast. Usually three men and two
women compete, since that reflects the
proportion of requests — about 6S% of them
coming from men. The person having the
highest score wins $25, and the second
highest, $15. As many as 42,000 letters
have been received in a week, the average being 18,000. Of these, 16,000 contain
questions. For each set of five with correct answers, $25 is paid. Just recently,
the Professor was awarded a prize for
conducting the second-best adult education
program
on radio,of thethefirst
beingThough
America's
Tozvn teredMeeting
by this honor,
theAir.Professor
wasflat-a
bit amazed, as his purpose is primarily to
entertain, not to educate.
Uncle Jim'shopped
Question
Bee and
originated
Washington,
to CBS
finally toin
NBC in September, 1936. Jim McWilliams, the star and master of ceremonies, is an ex-vaudevillian, once the
partner of Frank Crumit. His method of
conducting is to pick six volunteer contestants from the audience, three men and
three women. The winner receives $25,
and each participant an Uncle Jim Question Game as well as a large can of coffee.
For questions submitted and accepted, listeners receive smaller portions of coffee.
A year ago the mail draw amounted to
2,700 letters a week. Today it approaches
4,000. Ticket requests are so heavy that
the program has been moved to a large
studio and 5,000 potential contestants are
still waiting for their chance.
Now we come to the new question and
answer shows which have blossomed during the last year, particularly this spring.
True or Palse, conducted by Dr. Harry
Hagen, began on MBS and is now heard
on NBC. Instead of asking for direct
answers, participants are requested merely
to answer This
"true"eliminates
or "false"thetonecessity
the givenof
statement.
their putting thoughts into words, often a
bugaboo. Two teams of six each, usually
men versus women, are pitted against each
other. These groups are suggested by lisand theshow.
lucky Secretaries
ones accepted
advateners
nce of the
have infaced
lawyers,terneschorus
girls
competed
with
and Smith students with Harvardinstudents. Again we find that the winner's
prize ning
is $25,
each member
team isbutawarded
$5 and ofa thetubewin-of
shaving cream as well. No questions are
accepted from listeners since Dr. Hagen
originates
them liimsclf.
Nezvs Testers,
an MBS sustaining show
conducted by Leonard M. Leonard, has
varied the scheme in yet another direction
by specializing
in news alone.
questions used are compiled
by Mr. AllLeonard,
who selects his facts from the newspapers
on the day preceding and on the day of
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the broadcast. Five contestants, three men
and two women, are selected from the
audience a few minutes before airtime.
They are asked approximately twenty-four
questions in the fifteen-minute period,
mostly of the multiple ciioice variety based
on international, political, human interest
and odd news events. The only prize
given tendisnoneS5.thebutless.people are eager to conAn old parlor game fashionable around
1876 Xawcf
has given
to the current
My
showriseconducted
by BuddWhat's
Hulick, formerly of Stoot^tmglc and Budd, and
actress Arlene Frances. Each of the eight
or more competitors, chosen from the
studio audience in advance of airtime. must
try to guess the identity of a famous personage described in a set of four statements. If successful on the first clue, he
wins $10; on the second, $9; the third. $8;
and
fourth,he $7.
Even ifwithhe $5.doesn't
make thea guess
is consoled
Besides the monetary prizes, all participants
are given a humidor can of cigarettes. Appro.ximately
12.000
of What's
My
Name? puzzlers
are sets
submitted
each week
and
$10
is
paid
for
each
one
used
on
the
show.
Two new sustaining programs specializing only in words arrived on the ether
almost simultaneously. The first is MBS'
Say It With
JVifcsaz'cr
fame,Ji'ords.
and Dr.Allen
CharlesPrescott,
E. Funk,of
dictionary expert, are in charge. Contestants, drawn from the studio audjence by
numbers on their ticket stubs, are given
queries based on definitions and derivations and are asked to use a common English word in a sentence. The questions
drawn are graded at from $1 to $3, and
the combatant is given the equivalent in
silver. It is his if he answers correctly, is
taken away if he is wrong. There is also
a guest performer who represents some
occupation which has developed its own
colorful and distinctive jargon. .Another
uniquebeingfeature
is the '■\\'ord
^lint,"words
the
idea
for listeners
to coin new
descriptive of objects, actions or thoughts
now requiring several words to express,
such as "white
To the
originators
of the collar
six bestworker,"
words, standard
Funk and Wagnalls Dictionaries are
awarded.
The li'ord
heardAs onMaxCBS.East-is
similar
in manyCame,
respects.
all of man,us,masterlikeoftoceremonies,
talk all theputstimeit—: or"We,at
least as often as we can get anybody to
listen, and words are what we talk with.
The contest is to see whether we know
what
we are used
talkingareabout,
Here the
classifications
word' definitions,
a "Grammar
Bee,"' spelling,
slang a definitions and Cuggenhciins
(i.e. name
snake
beginning
with
"R"),
Three
and
two men are chosen ahead of women
time from
applicants' letters. First prize is a Merriam \\'ebster's
New Second
International
Dictionary, unabridged.
is a leatherbound edition and all otlier contestants are
given a copy of the regular Collegiate Dictionary,
Iiifoniialioii Please, an XBC sustainer,
puts the usual order in reverse. The basic
idea of "stumping the teacher" has such
definite psychological appeal that this program is offering serious competition to the
others. It is presided over by Clifton Fadiman, literary
critic, who
presents
{Continued
on page
5S) listeners'
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TONIGHT!

so I'M BATHING
WITH FRAGRANT
CASHMERE BOUQUET
SOAP... IT'S THE
LOVELIER WAY TO
AVOID OFFENDING!

WANT TO MAKE A
HIT tonight! that's \
WHY
I wouldn't
think
of going
out until
iVe bathedbouquet
with
cashmere
. . .the lovely
perfumed soap that
keeps a girl
fragrantly
dainty !
CASHMERE
bouquet's \j
RICH,
DEEP-CLEANSING
LATHER
REMOVES
BODY ODOR SO I
COMPLETELY. AND THEN I
ITS FLOWER-LINGERS...
UKE I
PERFUME
LONG AFTER YOUR 1
BATH, you'reFRAGRANT
STILL ! |I
ALLURINGLY
AND THANKS FOR THE MEMORY
OF A SIMPLY PERFECT
EVENING!
can't-SOON
we HAVE
ANOTHER..
?

MARVELOUS FOR COMPLEXIONS, TOOl
You'll want to use this pure, creamywhite soap for both face and bath.
Cashmere
Bouquet'sYetlather
is so
gentle
and caressing.
it removes
dirt and cosmetics so thoroughly,
leaving your skin clearer, softer . . .
more radiant and alluring!
TO KEEP
CASHMERE

— BATHE

WITH PERFUMED

BOUQUET

SOAP
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questions when they are not present to do
so in person. Four members of a rotating
board, representing authorities on various subjects, face the barrage of questions
and volunteer to answer as they see fit.
Not only do persons submitting acceptable
questions win $2 for each one. Init they also
net an additional $5 if the learned board
is unable to produce the correct answer.
A fund of $100 is put up for each program. From this the S3 failures-to-answercorrectly are deducted, the remainder being
divided equally among the board members
as a bonus.
The Toii'Jt Hall Bit; Game Hunt, now
replacing Fred Allen during his vacation,
is under the supervision of Norman Frescott, ex-vaudevillc mind reader, and Jane
Martin who at one time conducted Let's
Play isGames,
on ll'OR.
Fach week
a guest
star
introduced
and quizzed
by the
two
conductors. His incorrect answers reduce
the fee he is paid for appearing. The games,
such as spelling words backwards, giving
sentences in reverse, etc., are played by
contestants selected at random from the
audience. The prizes have not been decided upon as we go to press.
The musical quiz program is an outgrowth of the basic question and answer
show. Kay Kyser's Kollcfie of Musical
Kno-a'led(;e
the itoutstanding
example.to
Starting on isAU^S,
was transferred
XBC and now ranks in eleventh jjlace
among the one-hour shows. No NBC
program has ever had as many ticket requests, and each one is from a potential
contestant, since those who compete are
chosen by ticket numbers drawn from a
fishbowl. Two teams of three members

AW,

each vie with each other. Questions are
of a musical nature, either requiring
straight answers or asking the identity of
a number played in part by the orchestra.
First ])lace brings $35; second, $20; and
third, $5. All participants are gifted with
a package of cigarettes, but nothing is
offered listeners for submitting usable
questions, except the thrill of hearing
their names announced.
The Musical Steeplechase, a Josef
Cherniavsky creation broadcast over MBS,
has an entirely new game. Four volunteers assume the names of race horses,
each being assigned a toy nag and a
separate course. Three series of questionstatiareon. Ingiven
starter inplays
' roone of to
themeach
the orchestra
the opening choruses of two songs, the
titles of which make a musical statement —
such as, Let Mc Call You Szvcetheaft,
Rosalie. If they answer correctly their
horse moves up one place ; if not, it remains
as was. One good guess nets $1 ; two, $4 ;
and all three, $10.
Even the children have their oral contest program. It is called The March of
Games and is a fifteen-minute CBS sustainer which recently replaced the similar
Dear Teacher show. The fourteen-yearold amaster
ceremonies',
ArthuragedRoss,11,
and
drum ofmajor,
Sybil Trent,
are the stars. The first series of questions
require ordinary answers. The second section alternates between "Topsy-turvy
Teasers,"
"William Tell such
shot asan what's
arrow wrong
throughwithan :orange
while
standing
on
his
son's
head?"
and
"Musical
which songs
contestants
are asked Memory,"
to identify infamiliar
from

MOM...i
H£

MAS

ONLY
BAD

strains played by the orchestra. Last is
"Tongue Twisters," such as : "A crop of
poppies
coflfee arepot."chosen
Tw^o from
boy
and
two ingirla copper
participants
letters, grouped according to age and given
questions geared to their age level. First
prize is $5 ; second, $3 ; and a consolation
prize ofdren$1submitting
is givenquestions
to the other
Chilused two.
are given
an autographed photograph of the drum
major.
Tliese brief synopses cover, of course,
only the quiz programs on the major networks. Amon.i; others are Give Me a Sentence. The .liisiccr M,nt. Make Up Your
Mind,
Facto,
I ]'ouAbout
Believe
It! and
IVhat Do YouDon'Knoiv
Movies?
In general summary, most programs
choose questions which anyone of average
intelligence stands a chance of being able
to answer. There are humorous questions ;
those which evoke remarks of, "I didn't
know that, but isn't it interesting !" ; and
a third type which makes one say : "I knew
that
but the
answermakeslipped
mind."to
Program
directors
everymyeffort
check the answers for validity, but even so
there are sometimes slip-ups which call
forth an avalanche of mail disputing the
answer. The classic example is Professor
Quia' monkey
question. He over
asked a the
"A
: rope
pulleyfolon one lowingend
hangsis hanging
a certain weight.
On ;
the other end is a monkey of exactlj' the
same weight. The monkey starts to climb
the rope. What happens to the weight on
the other end?" He said it did not move.
Came dredthousands
letters, mathematicians
some five-huntheses from ofengineers,
and physicists, and pages of elaborate ilTOLD

NiM

BREATH!
1

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
CO/WBATS BAD BREATH
Colgate's
specialsee,penetrating
foam
getsintothehidden crevices
between
your teeth that ordinary
cleansing
ods fail to reachmeth...
removes the decaying food depositsthatcv/z/iemostbad breath,
dull, dingy teeth, and much tooth
decay.
Besides, agent
Colgate's
safe polishing
gently soft,
yet
thoroughly cleans the enamelmakes your teeth sparkle!"
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I'M CRAZy ABOUT
THE NEW
ODORONO ICE_
IT'S ABSOLUTELV
GREASELESS

Handsome Del Casino, CBS sustainer.
lustrations. The controversy ended when
a demonstration was held in Madison
Square Garden and a live circus monkey
was put to the test. The weight went up !
At all times novel and interesting forms
are sought for questions. It is more entertaining to ask: ".\ame three of five
famous persons born on May 28," than :
"When
were
QuintupletsPlease
born?"and This
was done on the
liifoniiatiou
the
learned board, by the way, missed completely.
It seems that men are more eager to
enter the contests than women, probably
because they have more self-confidence,
but no one could say the females are
bashful. Mike fright is a mental menace
until the master of ceremonies goes to work
on the contestants, joking and talking to
them until they feel at ease and realize
that the wliole thing is all in fun. Seldom
is anyone so overcome with fear that he
or she is speechless.
As for thethemale
winners,
a draw
between
and it's
femalealmost
contingents.
Women, housewives in particular. li:ivc
carried off the honors on Projessor Qui::.
Men have won more frequently on True or
Palse, though the secretaries beat the lawyers and Smith triumphed over Harvard.
Men seem to do better on The Word (,aiiie
and on Uncle Jim's Question Bee, thouiih
the running is close. On Kay Kyser's
Kollcgc there's no doubt but what the
males have
upperand hand.
they're
mostly
collegetheboys,
to themButa popular
music education is almost as important as
an academic one. Men are often downed
because their knowledge is too confined to
the occupations in which they are engaged,
whereas women and housewives have more
outside interests, and through them acquire
a general knowledge which is helpful. Also,
they are asset.
less likely
be self-conscious,
definite
Collegeto students
arc in thea
upper bracket, but tliere, too, lack of general information is likely to be their downfall.
All types of people have competed, from
ditch-diggers to prominent bankers, yet no
one classification can be called more outstandingly successful than another. A lot
of it depends on luck in drawing questions.
As a whole, "Americans are pretty smart
people,"
But thesaysfactProfessor
remains, Quiz.
when all is said
and done, that quiz programs are the order
of the day. Whether they will retain their
present popularity is uncertain. Perhaps
only the best will be able to survive this
latest radio cycle. However, Mr. and Mrs.
Public, and the little Publics, too, agree
for the nonce that it is all grand fun and
super-entertainment.
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RADIO STARS
RADIO RAMBLINGS
(Continued from [>age 29)
This season its salary is trebled, putting
the program up in the important money
brackets, around $3,000 per week.
THE wost seiisith'e admirers in the Zi'orld
seem to he the respective iolloi^-crs of this
oddly assorted lot; Guy Lonihaydo, Jessica
Dragonette and Benny Goodman. The
ivriter zcho says anything at all uncoinplimentaiy about litem brithis (/.ia')i a ['He
of angry letters u/^o)i himself.
A eouf^le of months hack. I told about
how Guy and Carmen Lomhardo kidded
about Carmen's siugiufi, ez'cn Carmen himself declaring he :eas >to great singer. Trying to analyze the pol^ularity of a voice
that ~cas
certainlyI not
good itfrom
vocal
standards,
decided
)nustaccepted
he the
Zi'orm sincerity he brings to ez'cry song.
Did I get slapped around! Letters came
to the editor demanding that "that ignorant
so-and-so"
be firedsuggestions
at once. InthatmoreI z'isit
friend-a
ly spirit came
psychiatrist and undergo treatment for insanity before it n'os too late.
The odd part of it is, I yield to Z'ery fezv
in my admiration for the Lombardos. The
long-standing leadership among popular
orchestras makes tny ozvn hearty approbation superfluous. In addition to that, the
Zi'hole ereze of them are men you instantly
respect and like. Their success has produced no egotism. One of the pleasantest
cornerszeithin that
radiojoz'ial,
is thegoodband's
room
naturcddressingcrozed
during
intcrz'als
bcli^'ceji
radio
rehearsals or
dance music scssiiiiis.
v,,u rabid
Lomhardoilcs
.llong
zeithListen.
the zehnle
music business,
radio ' editors
and zvriters haz'c nothing but admiration
and respect for the Lombardos.
FOR different
admirers
protest reasons,
most ofMisswhatDragonette's
is written
about her. Her small, sweet voice is perfectly adapted to the microphone, which
enhances all its good qualities. Not all
voices are so fortunate when they face a
microphone.
Last winterin she
strated her effectiveness
the also
concertdemonhall
by making a very successful tour around
the country. Her devoted followers, however, resent comment which makes her anything short of a goddess, absurd in the
face of the simple, gracious dignity that
characterizes
Miss Dragonette, off-stage and
on.
This piece probably has gotten me in
bad already with Benny Goodman and
his jitterbugs. They can't understand anyone's liking both Lombardo and Goodman.
My notion is that the rhythms of Goodone of the mosttheseexciting
items ofman's quartet
radiois entertainment
days,
but its admirers in theatre or studio drown
out many of its best passages by ill-bred
noise. That brings advice to get back to
listening to Lombardo, the sort of music
a dumb cluck like myself can understand.
Eddie Cantor used to have that same
resentful class of admirers, but they apparently have removed their burdensome
worship elsewhere.
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IF Alof sunshine
Pearce's occasionally
endless good seem
naturea little
and
spirit
exaggerated and tiresome on the air, it is
anotdefect
He probably
changeAl itcan't
if hehelp.
wanted
to. Al is could
completely that man he brings to the microphone, naive, easily amused and likable. He
visited a Fred Allen broadcast one night
and Fred introduced him to the studio
audience. That little attention brought Al
backstage with thanks profuse enough to
cover a gift of a million dollars.
Al has little flurries of bad temper,
occasionally, but they don't last long. An
episode
in Al'sintoofficehis notcharacter.
long ago may give
some insight
One of the girls working for him was
notified that her father had died suddenly
in Michigan. Al was at home but he happened to hear about it almost immediately.
He hurried down to the office, telephoned
for train reservations for the girl and then
gently ordered her to get down to the train
and stay away from the office for a couple
of weeks.
It was a small kindness, one that Al
could easily afTord. The manner of its performance was what stamped it as the act
of a great character.
FROM Harlem this summer arrived a
song called Flat — something or other. In
radio programs, phonograph records and
nickel-in-the-slot machines it has been
given various spellings. Flat — Fleet Floojie. Foot Floogee, and z'ariations from
there. It is one song yon can spell your
.S'lim andUp .Slam
dozen make
from
Harlem.
there brought
the szeiugit people
up zeords to fit zeliat they lurve in mind
and never bother about the spelling. Slim
and .Slant Z'olunteer no official spelling. The
song has giz'en them national popitlaritv.
zvitlt
money rolling in, and they are not
bothering.
Thev are being sued for the authorship
of the s.nig by .Irtte Sliaze. If you hear
them stop sieinging it. some lazeyer man
must have been around telling them about
injunctions.
FIBBER McGEE (Jim Jordan) is on
his summer vacation now. He will come
back
in the (wife
fall andMarion
let's hope
it will To-be
with Molly
Jordan).
gether they laughed their way to the top.
Along with Stoopnagle and Budd, these
two were the only ones to try comedy in
radio without stage or screen seasoning.
They were just on the verge of becoming
as important as, say, Burns and Allen, a
year ago. Then came the distressing illness
that forced Molly off the air suddenly and
unexpectedly. The raucous and emphatic
Molly is a great comedienne, and they are
too scarce for radio to lose at this stage.
"at thistlie stage,"
were
usedTHOSE
because words,
they seemed
pro])cr ones.
Eddie Cantor. Jack Hninv an-l a lot of
othL•r^ liavr a^kid: "Wluic will radio
get its conieilians, once the present genera-

tion of vaudeville-trained comedians steps
past season,
ownTheproducts,
Fibberunfortunately,
McGee and radio's
Molly
and Stoopnagle and Budd, were separated.
There was the atiswi-r. Fibber McGee
carried on pretty well alone, which should
have killed some misgivings.
Radio is such an uncertain business that
out?" are not only unsafe but insane.
prophecies
Xevertlieless, give this a thought. A whole
crew of brash young men are standing
around microphones, asking questions of
volunteers wlio may be shy or who may
talk back. In any case, the brash young
men are limits.
trying to keep things funny within
discreet
This sounds exactly like the training that
your good comedians boast they got in their
old small-time vaudeville days. Anyway,
don't
too much
comedy.worry
No matter
how about
far backvaudeville
you go
in human history, you will find fun. Radio
is too important a part of current life to
escape its share.
Nozv that comedians are the subject,
there isto need
one ofadjustment.
radio's good
seems
Ben ones
Berniezchois
theBensubject
zvas aright-a-nozi'-a.
pioneer in informal radio fun.
For years he zi'as allozved to run along as
he pleased, no strict set of lines to follozv,
Zi'ay Last
through
ever just
comeskidding
to his hismind.
springzvhat-he
stepped into a program zvhich zvanted to
make him another Benny. The difference
is Jack Benny and Benny Bernie. The
latter Benny improved a little as zveeks
zeent on, but he is no man to stick to lines
as they are zeritten dozvn on the page. Fie
loses his spontaneity.
Ben is a man zeho makes amusing moments ofsmall things ps they float through
his mind. He has been at his best at
ceremonial broadcasts, to zelticli he zvent
zvith little or no preparation. Out of niy
ozvn fond memories zeas Ben at the opening
of a California race-track.
"Jl'eare talking," Ben's ingratiating halfchant began, ''of this-a and that-a at Santa
Anita" — and he apologi::ed for all those
A's—"if
fo'give me."
It's athattrifling
little jokeyou butzoill e.vactly
the sort
has
made Ben funny through years of broadcasting and kidding in studio or theatre.
PROBABLY this is enough about Bernie,
but I can't resist recalling the time when
Ben had a colored guest star who could
not read. The man was a great star in the
theatre and Ben knew it would have broken
a heart to have that illiteracy shown up
before an orchestra and the other people
at rehearsal.
In a corner backstage Ben could be
found saying: "When I say this to you,
you
answer before
this . .the
. andmicrophone
then I say began
. . ."
Rehearsal
when the jubilant and grateful colored
star had mastered his lines.
There are a million stories that add up
to the fact that Ben Bernie is a pretty
nice man, one you'd be glad to have kidding ahalf hour away in your living-room
once in a while every radio season.
SWITCHING over to anotlier side of
radio —ton Ifeelw<inder
readers upofin their
Bosabout howtheourtreatment
symphony tircliestra tiiese past few years?

RADIO STARS
^^llsic critics usually rank the Pliiladelphia,
\c\v York Pliilliarmonic-Symplioiiy and
Boston
as the three preeminent
orchestrasorchestras
of America.
The first-mentioned two have been on
the airhadregularly.
orchestra
has
parts of Boston's
concerts great
slipped
in to
fill gaps here and there. Radio is full of
inequities which only volunteer and jjlentiful
protests forfromwriting.
listeners can correct. It's a
matter
XBC otherisseriesbringing
back Toscanini
for an-to
this winter.
As a tribute
a great orchestra, this little gray idol of
music should make amends for radio neglect
and conduct one t)r iikhc major broadcasts
with the Boston ciiclu'^tr.i. The mere suggestion may aii.ucr i pc.rhai)s rightly) the
disciples
of the orchestra's own conductor,
Serge Kousscvit/.ky.
The old truism that music is universal
reaches justification now with radio networks extending over a nation. Toscanini
is the greatest of living conductors. Boston
and a nation owe it to themselves to have
conductor and orchestra fused this season.
It's a matter for writing.
IF you joviality
get a littleand
tired irrevercnee
of Bing Crosby's
eternal
zvitli
vwvie and musical greats, just bend an
ear tozvard his program these days, uozv
that he is on vaeation. My ozcn testimony
cannot get back to the day zvhen I ivas not
amused by Bob Burns, but my protests
about being tired of Bing non: run toivard
demanding his return.
Bing is the man xvho talks to celebrities
in the casual deprecating tone icr zvould
like to assume if.Zi'C met those same people
at a party. Both detractors and admirers
of these great guests find something to
smile at. So do Bing and the greats. It is
a pleasant prescription for a Thursday
evening.
Bob Burns is the dream man to add the
last note of completely enjoyable nonsense
to the evening. After all, zvhere zvould
that old combination of H2O be zvithout the
O. (Surely you remember that much
about zvater.)
NO matter who falls by the wayside in
radio,theyAmoswill 'n'go Andy
have made
it clear
that
on forever.
I have
just
been wondering about one minor branch
of Charles
their talent,
mind.Gosden,
Correllif they
and don't
Freeman
the Amos '«' Andy team, are people who
don't mix around too freely in Hollywood society. They have their own little
circle of old friends, and from that they
seldom stir, regardless of who invites.
No matter what walk of life their skits
stray into, the tone always finds the mark.
If Amos has a grocery store, he has
intimate problems that amuse or touch all
of us — and grocerymen most of all.
In their recent venture into the fight
business, they made no mistakes. Unerringly, their misadventures ran along
lines that had the boxing fraternity howling with glee. Every episode carried a
flavor boxing men told me was familiar.
Correll and Gosden do not mingle in all
these diverse walks of life, but Amos 'n'
Andy do. Correll and Gosden unfailingly kid a questioner away from such
topics, so puzzle it out for yourself — as I
have been trying to do every time I meet
thif unpretentious pair.
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GIVING
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THE

KIDDIES

WHAT

THEY WANT
(Continued from page 47)
for the comfort of those allergic to them. fewer in number but considerably less wellThere can be no question that the networks founded.
On any main network, there is hardly a
lave devoted a great deal of effort toward
Improving kid shows. And while some may program aimed specifically at children that
1
1
that
the
boy
cowboys,
invincible
athis
open to criticism on the grounds of beiCtcs and indomitable detectives of current
influenceWhaton the
child's there
peace areof
offenders
favorite programs are cheap, trashy and minding aorbadmorals.
absurd, it must be remembered that a child among broadcasters are usually found
spends his time on many things that fail among the smaller, independent stations.
to interest adults; that a child may enjoy Then, too, there are always the quibblers
a radio program which, to his parents, and hair-splitters who hold to the extreme
seems utterly inane.
view that any excitement is bad, that any
The important thing is that, however presentation of crime is wrong, even though
the
criminal never wins and law and order
uninteresting
show conmay
seem
to adults,or silly
it hasa children's
been carefully
glorified.same types probably allow their
sidered from every angle ; content, possible is Those
effect upon young listeners, and the mo- children to read all the gory details about
tives and ideals which it exemplifies. The gangsters and murders in the newspapers,
little or no supervision over the
hit-or-miss,
are
past. thrill-'em-and-scare-'em days e.xercise
books their children read, and allow the
It is true that there are occasional misses, kids to pick their own movies. Yet they
M'l that occasional complaints or blasts are most vociferous in their condemnation
of radio.
ire leveledgrams. atThe major
radio fornetworks
its children's
agree prothat
There is, too, the ever present group
,ucii organizations as the National Congress which expects radio to assume the guidance of their children, a function that is
lit
Parents Radio
and Teachers,
National
Committee,or the
wereWomen's
instruthe parents'.
mental in stimulating improvement. Not properly
the well-known
case This
of theis illustrated
woman whoby
that the chains were unwilling to cooperate, arose at a Parent-Teachers meeting and
but because such groups could, in many- said : "My little girl heard a program the
cases, "scare" the advertisers into improve- other night
beyondanddescription. It wasthatso isfullactually
of horror
made
ment where the received
radio station
the complaints
today couldn't.
are not And
only such an impression on her that she couldn't

INCO
TAMPAX
Jersey ATED mm-^o
New RPOR
Brunswick,
New
me introductory
withPleasefull send
directions.
Enclosed issize20tpackage
(stamps oforTampax
coins).
liame
Address
.
Rudy Vallee, who was guest of honor at the Opportunity Shop, N. Y., is shown
City
—State
with several children who were aided by the Shop's fund-raising program.
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sleep all nisht. Something should really be
done about it !"
"What," she was asked, "was the program?"
"It
was the Witch's Tale," the mother
said, bristling.
"And how old is your little girl ?"
"She's eight
the mother
admitted, pracand
reddened
when!" the
entire meeting
tically laughed her off the floor. The point,
of course, being that no child of eight had
any business being awake, listening to the
radio at the late hour when that particular
program was broadcast. As a matter of
fact, such eerie programs are deliberately
staged at hours calculated to make them
inaccessible to children, and the problem
in this case was purely one of improper
child training by the parent.
Another almost identical case was that
of a man who complained about the effect
the E)io Crime Clues was having on his
four- and seven-year-olds, and who bristled
when it was suggested that such youngsters
should
night. have been in bed at nine o'clock at
There are many cases of this sort. There
is, too, the candid kind of admission from
one
motherpretty
that strong
" I foundmeattiieforsuclwiidstich
program
my chilcl.
Now I know that program isn't designed
for my daughter — but I just can't keep her
from listening!"
least honest,
unfortunate.
ButThat's
radioatcontends,
with and
a great
deal of
justice, that parents are responsible for
the guidance of their children — not the
radio industry. Certainly, the whole scope
of radio entertainment can hardly be geared
to the reactions of a child six or eight
years old !
officialsbeenpointblamed
out,
too,Children's
that radioProgram
has frequently
for conditions that very likely have arisen
from an entirely different source. The
"funnies"
—funny
most any
popular
children's
—throbs,
are notaction
more,adventure
running toaspastime
heart
and wild
most
of them do. And those of us past adolescence can remember the dime novels —
Nick Carter and Buffalo Bill, with killings on every page — that were the youthful
diet
many formenit now.
who are apparently
none ofthesoworse
In fact,
one Children's
Director andasmany
psychologistsProgram
point out,
the main literary diet of most children for
many years was the fairy tales of Grimm
and Anderson. And, analyzed under the
restrictions of present-day radio programs,
practically any one of those hardy favorites
would be barred from the air on the
grounds of being false, horror-filled and
frightening to children, with their talk of
witches, ogres, man-eating giants and horrible dragons. How much better the painless geography in the peregrinations of
wise Orphan Annie, the dauntless decency
of brave Dick Tracy, the manly and patriotic Don IVinsloiv of the Nai'y?
That radio has erred in the past is admitted, even though a good portion of the
fault may be laid at the door of the commercial advertiser, eager to boost his product's
sales
cost. Butpsychologists,
with the presentday setup atof any
consulting
children's
specialists
and
careful
scrutiny theof
every feature of a children's program
errors today approach the vanishing point.
Indeed, even in adult programs, particularly
those comedians most favored by children,
{Continued on page 71)
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FASHIONS
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THRU
ION
{Continued jroni pageTELEVIS
50)

\our own liome? WeU, it won't be long
now before tliat's exactly what you'll be
How?' Television! Although this wonderful method of transmitting moving pictures over the airwaves is still in its veriest
infancy, it is making rapid strides toward
practical use and perfection. Every day
experiments are being made which show
new ways to improve it so that television
soon will be an everyday part of your life,
just as radio is now. But no matter how
common television may become, I don't
think
you'll
the
fact that
the ever
scenescease
you towillmarvel
see onatyour
television screen are at that very moment
being photograplied in a studio miles away
by a huge, box-like camera (called an iconoscope) and transmitted to you over the
air !
Already, experimental telecasts can be
received clearly anywhere within a radius
of fifty miles from New York, and as one
of the tests recently was a television fashion show of early
be interested
to see,fallnotstyles,
only Ia know
previewyou'llof
one of the many ways television is going
to serve you in future years, but also a
review of fall fashions for 1938. Dust off
your imagination now, and let's look into
the
science andfashion
style.showWe're
goingfuture
to see ofa television
!
Imagine that your favorite fashion store
has just received its new fall line and is
going
telecast ithour,
tonightcomfortably
at seven o'clock.
At thetoappointed
clad in
lounging clothes, you settle yourself in your
easy chair before your television receiving
set, which looks like a large cabinet radio
with a small movie screen standing on top.
You take a sip of your cool drink, tune in
your station and relax. An image appears
on the screen and, as you tune it in clearly,
you see
that NBC
it's Helen
Walpole,
your
favorite
actresses.
She isonegoingof
to announce the program, and she smiles at
you and speaks :
"Good evening. This is Helen Walpole
speaking to you from the experimental
television studio on the third floor of the
RCA Building (Radio City). Tonight the
National Broadcasting Company presents
an experiment in fashions, bringing to you
theThelatestcamera
designsnowin ladies'
fades toclothes
three— " girls
wearing three types of fall suits. The ans voice describes
them as (We
each wish
girl
walks downnouncer'toward
the camera.
space would allow us to show you photographs of all the costumes in the show.
However, from each group of fashions, we
have selected those which will have the
widest general interest for all of you.)
"These costumes, including the hats, are
from the Jaeger Company," Helen announces. "Jaeger,
as youclothes,
know, some
are importers of lovely
casual
of the
finest British wools and tweeds. Their suits
are amusingly called by men's names.
"The first is a four-piece suit called
'Cyril.'
The islarge
three-quarter
length topcoat
purple plaid,
and lavender
rough
wool. This coat will win every girl's reand everyslowly
man's,and too."
walks spectaround
removesThethemodel
topcoat. "Now you see the jacket of purple

tweed and a soft sweater of purple and
lavender
calledwith'Nora.'
Noticeof how
the
jacketstripes,
contrasts
the colors
the
striped sweater and blends it with the
lavender of the simple wool skirt.
"The legiate
small
tailored
felt. It's with
coland perky
and hatgoesis perfectly
theThesuit,firstmaking
a
lovely
ensemble."
model steps back and the next
one comes forward.
"This
suit
'Desmond.'in It's
of very soft,is called
real cashmere
tan made
and
brown. The top. coat is of a natural color
—notice particularly the new rounded
shoulder and the little round collar. This
coat will do a lot of traveling, because it
can be worn over dresses of all colors,
and all year round to every kind of sports
event. A brown, hip-length jacket is worn
over a blouse of soft cashmere. It is called
'Muriel,' and is that color said to have
been invented by the ancient Egyptians —
royal blue. The skirt is gored to give a
snug fit around the waist and that swirling
flare
this season."
As sothenecessary
third model
steps forward, you
recognize pretty, blonde Elaine Basset,
popular NBC actress. Her suit is annouced:
"And this is 'Nigel'— a suit of an entirely different type. A three-piece suit of
wool, in rust and tan blended stripes.
(Pictured on page 50.) The loose swagger
jacket is of finger-tip length. Under it you
see a blouse of solid rust color, but with
a tan and rust striped corselet, that design
made famous by the Duchess of Windsor.
See how it ties tightly around the back to
make it really snug and very feminine.
The skirt is pleated all around with oneinch pleats. This is a suit that 'does someng' for every
figure."
And thinow
the type
scene ofshifts
to show us a
novel rainy day outfit, which the voice of
Helen Walpole dramatizes for us :
"It's raining! And how it's raining!
But what can be more becoming than this
rainy day outfit? The transparent, oiled
silk raincoat keeps the water out — and yet
pretty fall frocks show under it. No girl
need worry about putting off that shopping
trip
it's raining,
dates because
— her clothes
will stayor asabout
fresh keeping
and as
well pressed as when she left home. And
look
at thethe mittens
just like
rest of !theThey're
outfit. transparent
How cute
they are — and how useful ! You may think
they can only be used to save your nicest
gloves from the rain, but maybe even in
dry weather
for
keeping
white they'd
gloves come
clean inwhilehandy
reading
papers on the train or hanging on a subway strap ! The great big kerchief can
be worn either over the hat or over the
curls. And, of course, the amazing thing
is that all this costutne folds up into a tiny,
transparent envelope that will fit right into
your purse. You can always be prepared
for sudden showers. And as for the elegant oiled silk umbrella, you'll need that
the next scene,
in Ina cloudburst
!" working up to evening
fashions, Helen Walpole shows you some
new accessory items, beginning wath some
enchanting broevening
fans, some
some all
of silk
emidered with sequins,
sequins,
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and a Iicautifiil ostricli feather fan, romantic and graceful. Jeweled side-combs,
such as your grandmother wore, will be a
for your
coiflfure
onfashion
formal"must"
evenings.
Next,upswept
she slinws
you
something really novel — a tran^iianiit evening bag made of a i()iiii>()>itinn material
that looks like glass. And then slie displays aglass evening slipper, a transparent
slipper with transparent heel and silver
binding. The evening fashions which follow are dramatized by a little play built
around the glass slipper. Helen Walpole
tells this story of Modern Cinderella :
a time,
longgiven,
ago and
in theat
year"Once
1938,upon
a great
ball was
that
ball
were
many
beautiful
girls
— all
rivals for the attention of a handsome
young Prince whose name was Charming.
Prince Charming danced with all the girls,
but there was one he liked better than the
rest. Alas ! he was so fascinated by her,
he forgot to ask her name and there was
only one way of finding out wlio she was.
ShePrince
had dropped
Charming,her inglassthe slipper!"
person of a
handsome young announcer, stands waiting
to find the Princess as the rivals parade
past, each wearing a lovely evening gown.
There'sthe anewstunning
silk chiffon
with
sweaterchartreuse
top. the whole
waist
of smocked lastex, the skirt full and flowing. A charming Southern belle in white
organza with of¥-shoulder decolletage and
billowing skirts ; a modern miss in a strapless gown of gray satin with shirred fitted
bodice pass by — none of these is the Princess. Then, Elaine Basset steps forward,
and the announcer says :
"Here's a dress that could certainly be
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worn by a Princess. It's of gold silk marset e. Se howglamorous.
gracefully The
it hangs
romantic quiand
skirt— it'sis
made
with
a
full,
deep
flounce
;
it's
fashioned, and yet so modern. The oldsilk
flowers at the bodice are gold and deep
pink. And now the Prince must try the
slipper. But first, let's notice the stocking
that Cinderella is wearing — because it's just
the kind she would wear. It's the new
stocking called 'Nothing-At-All.' The
name fits because it's only a shadow of the
sheerest silk. It's one-thread— toeless and
heellcss — and cumcs in ii<uv CMlors. If you've
ever worried ah'^m wiinklrd hfi.'is in your
stocking,
'Xnthin--Ai-.\ir
the answer to your
prayer, and will
the beseams
are
the
kind
you've
longed
for,
tiny
and
really only a double shadow. The strong,
newest
in evening hosiery is perfect for the newest in evening footgear, the Cinderella slipper. And now Prince Charming has tried
on the slipper and it fits. He has found
the girl he danced witii and he takes her
away in iier gold-colored gown to his
golden castle — wliicli may be a penthouse
— and
With they
this live
littleliappily
comedy,everthe after
fashion!" show
is over, and the scene moves on to another
studio and the next program.
What mental fashion notes have you
made? From the three suits, you have
seen that color is very important, either in
contrast or in light and dark shades of one
color. You know that purple and lavender
tones are good. Or, if brown has always
been becoming, you'll plan on a brown suit,
and
you'll beofanxious
the blue
new
combination
brown, totanseeandhowroyal
will look on you. Or perhaps you'll decide

toYou'll
adoptnoteElaine
that Basset's
skirts aretanas and
shortrustas blend.
ever;
flared or pleated skirts arc still with us,
as well as the flattering corselet waistline,
that suit jackets and coats range from
three-quarter to hip-length and the swag"in." rainy
You'lldaydecide
you germustline ishaveverya much
transparent
outfit so you can wear your new fall suit,
no matter what the weather, and hide none
of its glory under an old-fashioned opaque
raincoat. You'll want an evening fan, and
you'll certainly decide to wear your hair
high for
(if you
haven't
already
done
so),evening
held with
jeweled
side-combs.
You'll
be
glad
to
note
that
fall
evening
gowns are romantic, as those of last spring
and summer, with off-shoulder lines, fitted
bodices, graceful flowing skirts.
Without moving from your chair, you
have seen a parade of the latest fashions.
And you'll agree that when television gets
beyond comesthe
experimental
stage its
andmany
bean everyday
affair, among
blessings will be the fact that your shopping worries, especially in hot weather,
willReturning
become topractically
the present,non-existent
these days! you
can depend a great deal upon the good old
radio for your fashion news. Many mernow
use radiochants'tosyndicates
keep and
you manufacturers
up with the latest
fashions. Perhaps your own department
store, the one which will telecast to you
a few years hence, now has a regular radio
program on your local station, featuring
their stylist as fashion commentator. The
news is the very latest and. even though
they're
as yet. you'll find the
fashion not
hintstelevised
very helpful.

Out in
Hollywood
where

a

Complexion
Care has
to work

.and in
your own
home
town
9 OUT OF 10 SCREEN STARS USE LUX TOILET SOAP
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HERESflOW
I KEEP
TOILETS
CLEAN AS A
CttlNADIStt

r

It's no trouble
keep a toilet
sparkling
clean andto sanitary.
You
don't
even
have
to
touch
the toUeta
with your hands. Just sprinkle
little Sani-Flush in the bowl. (Follow directions on the can.) Flush
the toilet and that's all!
Sani-Flush is made to do this
job.
an endIt removes
to toilet stains.
odors. ItIt puts
kills
germs. It purifies the hidden trap.
Porcelain glistens like new.
Sani-Flush
can'tIt isinjure
plumbing connections.
also effective
for cleaning automobile radiators
(directions on can). Sold by grocery, drug,stores.
hardware,
ten-cent
25c and
and five-and10c
sizes.
The
Hygienic
Products Co., Canton, O. /^^^rsf

CLEANS TOILET BOWLS WITHOUT SCOURING

FORfe}
(dONDERFUL
IRONINGS
Here's thatwithout
new way to do boilhot
Starching
ing or straining mixing,
as with old
fashioned lump starch. Everything
includedstarching
in powderedalready
form. Makes
easy.
Makes ironing
easy. See
howelasticityand
thatfreshnew
look are given back to curtains,
aprons,
clothes,
soft collars
and
shirts.playYourinvention.
iron fairly
glides
Awonderful
Sendnow.
THANK
YOUTHE HUBINGER CO., No. 591, Keokuk, la.

THE

BIG-SALARIED STARS
TOMORROW?
(Continued from page 35)

There are usually option clauses in the
contracts, which allow the broadcasting
company to drop the artist if, after a reasonable length of time following his "buildhe hasthefailed
click up,"with
public.to draw a sponsor or
"The artist's staying is always determined
on a talent basis," says Mr. Rosenthal. "It
depends sors.onWe public
and the
always response
wait longer
thanspon-we
should to release the artist, in order to
giveAlthough
him a fair
deal." gets its talent largely
Columbia
through regular channels, sometimes a new
artist pops up from the most unexpected
place. Barry Wood, the popular singer and
instrumentalist, was discovered at Yale on
the All-American water polo team. Bob
Gibson,
Freddawas Gibson,
sung withbrother
many ofbands,
a CBS who's
page
boy who had left his job of window-dressing in a department store with the hope of
becoming a radio production man. Singing
was just a hobby. But one day Kay Thompson, passing the page boys' locker room,
heard and
Bob ordered
"sounding
on a out
popular
tune,
him off''
to come
and
sing for her. She was so intrigued by his
voice that she urged him to study with her
teacher, and arranged for Ed Cashman,
CBS production man and talent scout, to
give him an audition. The result was that
Bob doffed his page boy uniform and is
now a featured baritone of Columbia
Artists, Inc.
You may wonder why, today, there are
no big sustaining stars as there were
years ago, when Bing Crosby, Kate Smith,
Morton Downey, the Mills Brothers, the
Street Singer, the Boswell Sisters and Tito
Guizar were developed. It surely cannot
be that there is a lack of talent in our
country, because local amateur contests,
local theatres, colleges, night clubs and
out-of-the-way places are forever yielding
a mint of new entertainers for the networks. But they seem to flare fitfully, then
die away into obscurity, whereas in former
years
was a beswiftexplained
build-upby tothefame.
This there
may largely
fact
that now there are very few good listening
spots available for sustaining artists. The
early evening hours, from six to eight or
eight-thirty,
are nowIf taken
up with artist
commercial broadcasts.
the sustaining
is fortunate enough to have a good spot,
say at 7 AS one evening, he may find that
spot canceled
withoutthe warning
few sold.
evenings later because
time has a been
Then the radio audience, which may have
formed quite a liking for that particular
artist, will look in vain for him at his customary hour. Not finding him there, the
public will probably lose interest quickly,
for very few listeners have time to go
through the weekly schedule and search
out the aftenioon or morning spot to which
their favorite has been relegated.
In the earlier days, there was time for
the building of stars. Take the case of The
Street Singer. Arthur Tracy was given an
audition with the Columbia Broadcasting
System. The committee who heard him

OF

sing knew immediately that he would click,
that he had a definite romantic appeal in
his voice. They started him off at eleven
o'clock in the morning. They billed him
simply wivesas lovedTliehim.StreetHis Singer.
fan mailThewashousetremendous. That convinced the committee
that they definitely had a hit. They gave
Tracy a night spot two weeks later, and
three weeks after that he was up in the
smash-hit class, his income in the thousands.
acrossgivethetheboard"
that
the"Straight
station can
artistmeans
the same
time spot every day or every night. That
probablypened afewcouldn't
it hapyears happen
ago to now,
MortonbutDowney.
Downey had been singing for eight years
when
CBS Whiteman,
"discovered"thenhim.he Hewenthadtobeen
with Paul
the
Delmonico Restaurant with Leon Belasco's
orchestra. CBS picked him up "on remote"
fromingDelmonico's,
singcreated such a with
furor Belasco.
that the His
broadcast
officials decided to bring him into the studio
and give him a special build-up. They signed
him on a sustaining contract at sixty dollars
a week and gave him a choice spot, seven
to seven-fifteen every evening, five evenings
a weekhim"straight
They
gave
Freddie across
Rich, the
theirboard."
best studio
orchestra leader, and special arrangements
for his songs. Within three months the new
singer had clicked so well that he w-as
earning something like $8,000 a week. He
was singing on the Camel Caravan, with
Jacques Renard, and Tony Wons, then
dashing over to Central Park to thrill the
Casino audiences every evening. There was
a story floating around the radio circles at
the time that Phil Plant, millionaire playbacking Constance
Downey's Bennett,
career towhose
win
back boy,
hiswasex-wife,
sister, Barbara Bennett, Morton Downey
had married. Whether or not that was
true, aid.
the golden-voiced
need
one tenor
of the soon
most didn't
spectacular riHis
ses of was
all times.
Ed Cashman, who worked very closely
with the stars who had their rise six or
eight years ago, relates many interesting
stories about them. A funny one was
about
Crosby's series
trip toforNew
York
to startBing
his sustaining
Columbia.
NBC had been featuring their new baritone discovery; Russ Columbo, so CBS
signed Crosby as a rival to him. Crosby,
in California, bought his plane ticket to
New York. Then, being a great lover
of horse-racing, he went over into Mexico
on a little jaunt to tlie races with his pal,
Joe Venuti, the violinist. Time went by
and the two revelers lost most of their
money on the horses. It was necessary
for Crosby to get back to Los Angeles
to catch his plane for New York, so they
commandeered a taxi. When they arrived
at the airport, the bill was $106, and the
state of their combined finances was : Joe
Venuti, $5 ; Crosby, one plane ticket to
New York. Crosby hopped out of the
taxi and, while Venuti did some plain and
fancy explaining to the cab driver, offer-
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ing him his I.O.U., etc.. Ring caught his
plane and headed East to begin his great
scries on the air. From eleven to elevenlift een every evening he was to sing his
haunting
network. theme, Too Late, over the CBS
There was a nerve-racking experience
for the CBS higher-ups, however, before
Crosby was introduced to his radio audience. After ballyhooing him from one
end of the country to the other, and hav\'ictor
Young workfornight
and ingdaythe talented
on special
arrangements
him
with his orchestra, the radio producers
had to postpone the big debut for four
days while Bing went into a heavy case
of laryngitis. Reward came swiftly,
though, when Crosby finally sang.
"He was 'in' from the start," Mr. Cashman
recalls.
"And toyou'll
get ahislaugh
from this
— he wanted
announce
own
program, and we were afraid to let him
do Crosl)y,
it!" whose breezy, informal manner
has made him the top "emcee" in the busiallowed
in the ness,oklwasn'tdays,
exceptto toopen
sing his
! mouth
And, from the first. Bing Crosby was
the same simple, unassuming fellow that
he is today. He usually appeared at the
broadcast in a sweater and old slouch hat
or cap. He was always very friendly
to the page boys, receptionists, everyone
with whom he came in contact. He was
never an exhibitionist, never took his success seriously.
The studio
say
the same
for Downey,
or somestaffof can't
the other
"sustainers"
who
found
over-night
fame.
The Street Singer was one whom they
think went "lierserk" with success. Once

Tracy gave the studio a few l)right. if
anxious, moments — unwittingly. Thirty
seconds before he was to go on the air
with his theme song, Marta, he started
over suddenly to say something to his
guitarist, and walked right into a suspended microphone. The mike handed him
a wallop that knocked him out cold. The
startled guitarist had to play Marta over
and over again until The Street Singer
recovered sufficiently to join him, while
the announcer out-did himself in ad-libmusicbringing
of the guitar
in the
strainsbing about
of "the
Marta,
The Street
Singer
road to appeared
you." first on
The down
Bosw^ellthe Sisters
NBC,
but
didn't
seem
to
They were released, then get
wentanywiiere.
over to
CBS. It was decided there to back them
up wiili a uiiitar, and to put them in a
very >inall Mudio where informality would
be the keynole. The Boswells loved it
and
those completciv
"hah-monizin'
souls put
of theirs
into "theirSouthern
work.
The i-t-ult just lia^i to he a success— and
it was. riKre probably ncvir auain will
be suili honcst-lo-.uoodncss, break-down
singiim cin the air as the three Boswells
put out from cigbt-fort\-five to nine every
cvenin;;,
"straight
across theandboard."
never lacked
for sponsors,
it was They
only
because
\'et
and
Connie
decided
to go up.in
for wedded life that the trio broke
NowaloneConnie
is making
^randcommercials.
come-back
all
in several
of oura best
All because the Bosw-ells had a wise sustaining names
build-up in totheireveryearlycorner
days, ofw-hich
took their
the
Tito Guizar is another famous personglobe.

ality who got his start as a sustaining
artist over CBS, as was Kate Smith. But
the ColumbiaTed higher-ups
givetheKatecredit
Smith's
manager,
Collins, all
for
her big-time
don't
come
like Tedrating.
Collins,Managers
according just
to them.
Tito viswas
brought upHe under
superion of Columbia.
was atheMexican,
completely
but utterly irresponing. sible— young,charming
handsome, in love with life,
singing mainly just for the joy of singBelongingTitoto had
a high-ranking
Mexico,
followed hisfamily
singingof
career against . the wishes of his family.
He was married to a smart young woman
who inghad,
been and
a singing
and dancstar onherself,
tUe stage,
this young
wife
did her best to make Tito business-like
and to have him keep his mind seriously
on his work.! You
Tito'smakegaymeandverree
careless,
"Yo-ho-ho-ho
happee !" that opened his broadcast, was typical
of him.
just sang.
for the business end ofHe things,
and theAs responsibilities,
they didn't bother him in the least. Often,
he didn't
show forgot
up for hisrehearsals.
times he even
programs.SomeThe
people in charge always had someone
standing
to fillhe inwould
for Tito
he didn't
show up.by And
breakif the
songpluggers'
get them toin put
a jamon
with their hearts
bosses and
by forgetting
a song that he had promised to sing.
Nevertheless, Tito Guizar was and still
is one of radios big favorites. Today he
is a movie star, and he can be just as free
and devil-may-care as he likes, because
that is his(Continued
great charm
on the70) screen.
on page

Freshness
is the special
of Old

Binnie Barnes has the fresh
beautytivesoBritain.oftenAfterfoundsuccesses
in her na-on
the London stage, her movie roles
under the direction of the f.imous
Alexanderwood contract
Kordain led1934.to a(.V<rHolly-her
in GoUuyn's "Marco Polv".

charm

Golds, too!

THEa star—
most orpriceless
and perishable
charmis
a cigarette—
can have,
freshness. No effort, no expense, is too
great to guard it. For if it fades, dowa
goes "box office appeal ".
Hollywood spends fabulous sums to
prolong the freshness of its stars. Old Gold
spends
prt)tect—
for you— the
freshnessa fortune
of prizetocrop
tobaccos.
Just as too much exposure coarsens
beauty,
so dryness,
dampness andanddustflavor.
rob
fine tobaccos
of smoothness
To give you Old Golds at the very peak
of appealing freshness, every Old Gold
package is doiihlc-svaled, in 2 jackets of
moisture-prt)t)f c;elU>phane.
apack of how
Double-MellowOld
Golds,
andTrydiscover
much factory-freshness
adds to your smoking pleasure!
Every
pack wrapped
in 2 iackcis
of Cellophane;
OVTER
jacket TUNE
IN onnights,
Old Gold's
Hollywood
and Thurs.
Columbia
Network,Screenscoops.Tues.
Coast-to-Coasc.
opens
from the theBOTTOM.
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Worse
BODY

than
ODOR

RO.
The worst body odor
comes from odor
P. O.un-—
perspiration
der the arms.
Take
1 minute to
use
Yodoradeodorant
— new,
amazing
cream
that
works
directly on underarm
excretions.
Normally
stops
odor 1 to S days. Yodora also reduces
amount
Yodora of isperspiration.
made That
differently.
asmooth
cosmetic
base.
is why; (2)Itit isactually
softhas—
cream
not(1)sticky
extremelyas your
easy face
to apply;
(3) has
a clean—
fragrance.
— GO*. GetTrial
it today
—delicate
money Send
backcoupon.
if not25fdelighted.
size
FREE.
YODORA
■■ DEODORANT CREAM ■■
Send
for trial&
size tocoupon
McKesson
FREE! Robbins,
Conn. Dept. Fairfield,
M-2.

/ QuuJUc^ Tint
mnm.
•streaks
At homeof gray
— quicklylustrous
and safely
youof blonde,
can tint brown
those
shades
orit. black.
A smalltoharmless.
brush andActive
BROWNATONE
does
Guaranteed
coloring
agent
purely vegetable. Cannot aefect waving of hair. Eco-is
nomicalandlasting—willnot
wash out.with
Impartsamazing
rich,
beautiful,Easynatural
speed.
to proveappearing
by tintingcolor
a lock of your
own
hair. BROWNATONE
50c—backat allguarantee.
drug or
toilet
counters — always onis only
a moneyEven In Summer/;
Retain
yourso attractive
glamorousto com.
plexion,
men
. . . so conducive
to romance!
It can be yours all day at golf
tennis, swimming ... all evening — dancing, motoringi
MINER'SwithLIQUID
petal-smooth,
oglow
rodiontMAKE-UP
freshness.keeps
Avoidsskin shine
and on
overworked powder-puff Use it regularly on face as
complete make-up or powder base alone
bock and^ ^3k rv_
legs Try the flattering neck,
seasonal
S.ntan shade' ..-Jl^'^
'
MINERV
JCf^u^ct
MAKE-UP \\\
4 SHADES. 3
PEACH
RACHELLE
BRUNETTE ,□□
3UNTAN
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WHAT

EVERY MAN ADMIRES
{Continued from pane 14)

WHAT THEY LIKE
Guy Lombardo, Phil Baker and Paul
Douglas holding forth on a beauty page !
Yes, we are now going to tune in on
these prominent men to get a new slant on
an old question. Through the very nature
of their work, these three are as perfectly
fitted as one could wish to discuss the subject of feminine beauty. Their jobs bring
them into contact with so many lovely and
alluring ladies that each has evolved his
own personal code as to what constitutes a
woman's
Just as outstanding
we might havecharm.
expected, all three
men expressed three very different opinions !
Furthermore, they completely blasted the
idea that a gal must either be born a beauty
or resign herself to knitting forevermore !
Although their ideas as to what would win
a beauty prize were a bit vague and blurry,
their notions as to what makes a woman
desirable,
world" in
general andin totheher"eyes
men offolkthein particular,
W'cre most definite.
Once their initial reluctance to talk on
such a controversial subject as "What
Every MantheAdmires
had argubeen
overcome,
wa.xedIn Women"
high
the
ments fast andfunfurious.
Whileand Lombardo
said "eyes," Phil Baker expounded upon
"neatness," and Douglas tried to shout them
both
with with
"intelligence."
(From
which down
we observe,
some satisfaction
that, in spite of a stoical indifference men
seem to af¥ect, and certain scathing remarks
they
cast upon
the foibles
of our
and dress,
we women
are still
very make-up
muchly
observed !)
All through the ages the poets have
grownsoul."
lyrical
eyes —not"the
the
So, over
we were
at allwindows
surprisedof
to hear the artistic and musical Guy Lombardo single out eyes and teeth as the first
requirements of beauty ; especially, when
we remember that Mrs. Lombardo, who is
blonde, possesses beautiful blue eyes and
sparkling, well-cared-for teeth ! However,
if Airs. Lombardo is pleased at possessing
perfection of the two features her husband
most admires — so may we all be pleased at
his choice. Beautiful eyes and teeth may
be had by any one of us who gives them
the proper treatment and care.
Now, while Loinbardo talked at great
length about
eyes inandpinning
teeth, himI had
siderable difficulty
downcon-to
facts on coiffures. It seems to me that a
couple of past experiences of his have made
him extremely wary of going on record in
this case! As Mr. Lombardo expressed it,
"I don't know exactly what I do like or
what I don't like. I just know when a
woman looks attractive." So, we are left
to presume
Mr. Lombardo
tate to tell that
one woman
that shewould
looks hesijust
short of freakish in a modish coiffure because, most
perchance,becoming
he might'tofind
the identical
hair style
another
woman
of a different type. This "fashion be
langed"
attitude
is
tjiiically
masculine.
Phil Baker says that eye> and teeth are
fine and all that — but -just give him a look
inside of a girl's handbag and then he can
tell you what
she's like!
{Continucd
on pagePhil69)isn't refer-

HOW TO COMPLY
with an upward and circular motion, masgood remain
eye creamon all
around
creamsage amay
night.them. The
Light is just as sure to be a sleep-robber
as noise. Dark green- or black window
shades are better for sleeping purposes than
the light ones. Glossy paint, shiny objects
and stimulating pictures all distract the
mind from the perfect blank it should be to
induce which
deep, side
restful
about
you sleep.
sleep on.Don't
Just worry
make
yourself as comfortable as possible and
slip
off into dreamland.from
You'lltenturnto
and right
change
twelve
times anyourhourposition
anyway.
Don'tis get
night
the into
only the
timehabit
you ofcanthinking
sleep. that
Cat
naps of ten minutes or so at odd intervals
during the day are great revivers and
beautifiers.
All the things that add to the health of
the body increase the brightness of the
eyes. Proper diet and quantities of water
every
day willCirculation
help make thestimulation
eyes luminous
and clear.
also
beautifies the eyes. To this end general
exercises are helpful, and lying with the
head lower than the rest of the body
also will stimulate circulation in the eyes.
Adhesive
may between
be cut theintobrows
diamond shapesplaster
and stuck
where frown lines are inclined to appear,
or in ing"thelinescorners
gather. of the eyes where "laughEye ever,make-up
the eyes.
unless youdramatizes
are the exotic
type,Howyou
should avoid exaggerated use of eyebrow
pencil and eyeshadow at all times. Even
if you usual
areeffects
exotic
indulge in unonlyyouin should
the evening.
Powder dusted over the lashes before
mascara is applied will make thin lashes
seem thicker. Brush the lashes upward.
Eyeshadow
low the eyes. should never be applied bePetroleum jelly, oil or an eye cream
applied to the lids gives them a shiny,
delicate appearance.
On the matter of that fundamental virtue,
"neatness," there is much to say (not that
we allcausedon't
neatness,careless).
but beit is soappreciate
easy to become
Of course, we comb our hair every day,
but do we shampoo it often enough to keep
it fluffy and soft? Do we critically study
our hair at least twice a day to see that
there are no straggling ends where the
wave has become a little dejected or limp?
Are we as punctual about the regular use
of a deodorant as we should be? And even
a clean face lacks charm if it is shiny.
Now, there is nothing like falling in love
to make a woman absolutely aware of all
the smallest details of her appearance. So,
fall in love— if just a little bit— and you'll
find toit read
easierit !to Iffollow
than
you are"beauty
married,advice"
your
husband will be delighted to see you snap
out of the comfy, lazy "any old dress will
dothat— we're
going marriage.
out tonight"While,
attitudeif
usuallynotfollows
you are single, that particular young man
will be quick to notice and respond to the
change in{Continued
that "old-dog-Trey"
on page 69) treatment

RADIO STARS
WHAT THEY LIKE
ring
to
you please!
He's
talking money,
about theeither,
littleif things
like comb,
lipstick, compact and handkerchief in that
bag. Are they in good taste? Clean?
Nicely matched? Are there so many articles in the bag that a girl has to plunge
in. up to the elbow and rummage for hours
in pursuit of an elusive powderpuff or
coin? "Yes," Phil Baker says, "the contents of a handbag reveal the owner's
character very clearly!"
Do you feel a little guilty now — and
have you made a mental note to give your
own handbag a thorough over-hauling?
Then, we'll progress to Paul Douglas.
Paul is taking a new approach as to
what constitutes feminine charm. He is insisting that he'd just as soon take out a
clothesdow as dummy
fromno Bonwit
Teller's
wina girl with
mentality!
Physical
beauty
to himenough
in theto know
least,
but
a girldoesn't
who ismatter
intelligent
how to dress and to make the most of her
best features is never plain to look at nor
dull to listen to ! Even if her individual
features are not beautiful from an absolute
point of view, they can be made strikint:
and outstanding if they are properly treated.
Then, when such a girl talks intelligently,
too, she has all the attractiveness a man
could possibly desire.
These three prominent men of discriminating judgment have painted with words
a picture of an ideal woman — an ideal
that
within
woman's
attain.is So,
now every
turn over
to thepower
oppositeto
side of this story and after reading "How

HOW TO COMPLY
you have slipped in the habit (if giving him.
When Paul Douglas said he liked "intelligent"ofwomen hemenvoiced
opinionthatof
tile majority
today.the Now,
<loesn t mean that you can only use words
i>f more than three syllables. Or, that you
liave to spend hours in the library over
weighty volumes so you can discuss engineering problems with an engineer, or
knotty legal tangles with a lawyer! It
that you'll
be smart
to>imply
look means
terrifically
interested
when enough
anyone
talks to you, and give your full attention
tobe the
discussion.
also means
that inyou'll
clever
enough toIt part
your hair
the
middle if you have a nice nose and a full
lace; that you will part the hair low on
the side if you have a thin face; that you
will wear a shade of powder that blends
subtly with your own coloring and does not
stand out like a dusting of flour: that if
you
have them
any figure
exercise
away. faults you'll diet and
If your face is too round to be pretty,
you'll tackle the problem in a clever way.
You will avoid all round lines and concentrate on the suavely oval. Avoid round
liats. round curls or a round mouth. Keep
your hair piled high on the head. Make
Virginia Verrill, CBS songstress, wears your mouth wide and rather thin. If your
no jewelry except a diamond ring, face is too thin, reverse this process.
which is a priceless family heirloom.
So it is that you may achieve perfection,
first by criticising yourself ruthlessly, and
tovision
Comply."
see how— aeasydream
it iscome
to be true!
that then by applying the beauty advice given
of loveliness
with good, common sense.
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Way
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the "Undies" Test proves
how this amazing talcum
guards your daintiness

MAVI
T A L e U

t good times you cdn hove in the summer! Beach
parties . . . dances . . . dotes with a man who adores you!
But you'llyourmissdaintiness.
all this happiness,
unlessbefore
you're you
careful
guard
So always,
dress,to
shower your body with Mavis Talcum. It's the easy,
delightful way to guard against giving ofTfense.
Make the undies test and prove what amazing protection
Mavis Talcum gives. Tomorrow morning, shower your
body with Mavis Talcum . . . then of night, notice that your
undies are fresh and sweet This proves that you, yourself,
have been sweet, dainty and alluring!
Mavis Talcum reduces the amount you perspire because
it forms a soothing film of protection between your clothing and your skin. And the Mavis fragrance is divinely
glamorous! Get your Mavis Talcum today. Generous
quantities - lOo, 25c, 50c, $1.
v. VIVAUDOU, INC.
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TRIPLE WHIPPED CREAM

AIDS

DRY SKIN
PRAISED BY
MOVIE STARS
Iftherefore
yeur skin
drv owe
and
roughisto you
itnewto triple
yourself
trv the
- whipped
cream,
calledModern
TAYTON'S
CREAM.
electric production
methods
and
triple-whipping
makeSO
TAYTON'S
CREAM
soft,
lightthatandit spreads
fine in
texture,
evenly
andin true
thoroughly,
resulting
cleansfresheninging,equally
and lubrication,
softening.important,
And
modern chinery
highproduces
speeda sterimad glas jar forTavton's
atcompared
a lizesaving
of
one-half
mostsaving
cosmetic jars.with
is passed
ontheThis
to you
two
ways;
purest
andin
most entsexpensive
ingredithat money can
buy
-t^^DUUid
BOOTS mMLUuni
MALLOflY^^^^ double.^^ thecontains
quantity.
one
ounce,
while
most
others
contam
only
one-half
ounce. Compare these facts for yourself.
TAY'TON'S
is
tops
in
quality.
It
has
been
tested
and approved bv Good Housekeeping Bureau. And
the
"movie Boots
stars Mallory
also praise
— forglamorous
instance
lovely
says:Tayton's
use
Tajton's
Creamvouthful
to cleanse
and keep
my"I skin
smooth
and
looking."
Y'ou
can't
know
the
joy
that
TAYTON'S
can
bring until
you 10ctrystore
it. today.
Get a jar of TAYTON'S
Cream
See howat your
it cleanses,
softens Putand it to the test.
lubricates
dryness.
If
your
is A^<^'-...nS>v
out ask10cmanager
to order fordealer
-iTso'o >
send
F.you 811or V^°?B^r'':y
W. 7th St.,toLosTavton's
Angeles,Dept.
Calif.
^-^^^
• FREE POWDER SAMPLE COUPON
1
• Take packets
this couponof Tayton's
to any 10cnew,storeno-shine,
for freesilk-sifted
generous J•
;•• trial
Face
Powder
with
purchase
of
10c
jar
of
Tayton's
Tream. on —Seewillthenotnewcake.colors.If store
How fine
How it •■!
• stays
is outit is.of samples
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BIG-SALARIED STARS
TOMORROW?
{Continued from page 67)

At this point in our reminiscenses, Mr.
Cashman paused to telephone a young
singer about an appointment with a prospective sponsor.
"Don't wear your Spanish motif — that
veil business," he told her. "If you do,
he'll
marryWearyou, your
and you
neverprobably
will getwant
the tojob.
tan
outfit, and look like the fresh, wholesome
girlWhich
you areshows
!" that the sustaining department maintains a critical supervision,
to the last detail, over its artists.
I asked Cashman why Art Jarrett, exhusband of Eleanor Holm, had not become
a star. He started about the same time
as the others. He had a good voice and
he was handsome. His case, said the production man, proves that talent and a good
build-up do not always mean success for
a sustaining artist. There was a psychological element there that spelled defeat.
In his opinion, Jarrett had entered the field
just about one month too late. Crosby
and Downey were at their peak, with Russ
Columbo at NBC, and it seemed that the
public
just singers
couldn'ttospare
from these
admit itsa afTections
new one.
Besides, the others had been given the
benefit of a night build-up. There were
no night spots left for Jarrett, so he was
put on at three in the afternoon. In talking it over, we decided that if Art Jarrett
were given the chance now, he would probably be a big hit. He still has his voice
LONG
and his looks, and he has public opinion,
LASTING
on his side in a case that has brought him
FAST
great
seek. publicity — publicity which he didn't
DRYING CURLS
Sablonclick,
at A'BC
is another
singera
whoJeanshould
we thought,
if given
good, permanent spot so that his fans
peciaianylotion
with
hair
curler,
bobbyto u.sc,
pin, notor could find him. The good-looking Frenchclip. Easy
definitely has romance in his voice and
sticky
or
§rcasy.
Makes that'smanwhat
the radio audience wants to
long-lastiiig,
fast-dryhear.
ing
curls
even
in
damp
weather. Get Wlldroot
The case of Igor Gorin, the Russian
^Curling Lotion Todayl baritone
with the thrilling voice that you
all know, was heart-breaking for a time,
all on account of that lack of a regular
night-spot build-up but, fortunately, it had
a happy ending.
When Igor was first signed by NBC,
he was given an evening spot, with a full
orchestra for a background. Soon his singbegan time
to attract
nation-wide
Thening his
was sold
and for attention.
a while
Igor was not heard at all on the air.
Later he was given a spot in the early
afternoon, with just a piano for accompaniment, at a time when very few people
were listening in — even the housewives
were away from their radios, out shopping
or visiting friends. Poor Igor sang his
love songs, his dramatic Russian melodies,
out into an ungrateful ether that gave him
V^ll - —I , MAKE
A WEEK
I'1'""' ''foe.
i.irn$25-$35
practical
nursing
atphysthome back nothing. He became more and more
. jjfcAt ^^eil
Course
endorsed
Ijy3Mth
^I9k.
'
Tliou.iands
of
graduates.
yr
There he was, with a magni■■k v; ^mm one
has charge1400of while
lO-bedlearnhos discouraged.
pilal graduate
Another
ficent voice, and nobody was doing anyIng
Mentuition
and saved
women
18 toWrite
60 High
thing
about
it.
At last he was sent to
SchoolK'lulpment
notCHICAGO
re<iulredincludedKa.y
payments.
now
SCHOOLOhio OFStreet.NURSING
Dept.send239.tree100booklet
East
Chicago.
III.
the
.publicity
department.
"romantic"
Please
and
18
sample
lesson
pages
build-up
was
planned
for him Awhich,
surely,
Name
CllyState • with his singing, would have brought fame
70
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and fortune almost overnight. Igor was
elated. But nothing happened. When the
idea finally made the rounds through NBC
red tape to the program department, it
died. They would not find room for him
on an evening schedule, when he would
have a chance to sing to an appreciable
audience, nor would they provide him with
an orchestra, which he needed to set ofif
his voice. Perhaps it was not possible
to do so. But one who knows the radio
field will realize that the Powers That
Be canthearrange
anything — and, in Igor's
case,
Powers
see things
his way. That Be just couldnt
Igortractasked
for ait.release
his days
conand received
Withinfroma few
he
was
signed
to
appear
on
Columbia's
Hollyivood Hotel series, one of the most
popular programs on the air. In addition,
he found himself with a Metro-GoldwynMayer contract in his pocket, which meant
Hollywood and a chance at screen fame.
Besides Barry Wood, Columbia has the
tenor, Del Casino; Hollace Shaw, coloratura ;Nan Wynn, cute personality singer ;
and numerous other white hopes. NBC has
Barry McKinley, Dorothy Dreslin and
Marie Louise Quevli, to mention a few.
All are talented performers, but whether
or not you can expect from them a spectacular sky-rocketing to fame as there was
in the Crosby-Downey-Mills Brothers days,
seems doubtful, with the commercial shows
apparently favoring established names or
serving as talent scouts themselves.
In spite of the odds which are against
them, however, Mr. Rosenthal, who guides
the destinies of Columbia artists, insists that
stage is set type
for any
an"theextraordinary
; alsonewfortalent,
popularof
and legitimate singers, novelty acts, such
as the Mills Brothers, even actors and
actresses who can be lifted from the ranks
and featured as dramatic stars. Radio is
still
continuing
the search
for the itunusual."
Therein
lies hope,
scant though
be, for
the sustaining artists. Some of them may
be the big salaried stars of tomorrnw.

J
Marion Talley, a big-salaried star

RADIO STARS
(Continued from paejc 63)
a careful self-censorship is imposed with
young Hsteners in mind, even though the
programs
in question are not essentially
aimed
at children.
Meanwhile, program directors are constantly seeking to improve the quality of
kid shows, to find writers capable of producing scripts that will be "harmless" and
at the same time interest the young listeners. And while there is naturally a wide i
variation among parents and authorities
over what is suitable for children to hear,
the major chains have adopted rigid reuirements towhich every children's program must qadhere.
Anything smacking of the supernatural
or superstitious is ruled out, wholly. Events
in a kid script must all be explainable by
natural laws without recourse to the eerie.
While suspense is a natural ingredient of
any action story, radio frowns upon the
suspense
"break-over"
is, leaving
the
hero in some
perilous; that
situation
until the
next episode, for the child listener to worry
over. When Dick Tracy, for example, gets
himself in some terrific jam you may rest
assured that before the program is over
Dick will triumph as usual, allowing his
young fans to go to bed peacefully. And.
naturally, crime, gangsters, racketeers and
suchlarareheroes.never exalted or built up as popuThese are fairly obvious safeguards. But
the chances are that organized radio, in attempting to safeguard child listeners, has
made many more taboos and editorial
restrictions than the most earnest parent
would even think of. And to bear in mind
and observe all of the following points
and still give the kids what they want, is
something
of a that
real broadcasters
job, yet it's being
done.
Notice, please,
will XOT
let your child hear :
. . . Anything disrespectful of parental or
other proper authority.
. . . Cruelty, greed or selfishness presented
as worthy motivations.
. . .ousPrograms
arouse harmful, nervreactions in that
the child.
. . . Conceit, smugness or an unwarranted
sense of superiority over others less fortunate, presented as laudable.
. . . Recklessness and abandon falsely
identified with a healthy spirit of adventure.
. . . Unfair exploitation of others for personal gain made praiseworthy.
. . . Dishonesty or deceit made attractive.
Remembering the things you discuss at
home, the books and papers to which the
child has access, the movies you take him
to, the conduct he sees about him ; bearing
all this in mind along with the things radin i
protects him from . . . are you as careful :
ATTENTION!
The winners of the
LARRY CLINTON
Circus Song Title Contest
will be announced in
OCTOBER RADIO STARS

BOTTLE OR TUBE . . . 10c * 25c SIZES
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I STOP PERSPIRATION
I AM y . /
THE NEW
CREAM DEODORANT
I AM APPROVED by the American
Institute of Laundering, and the
Nat'l Ass'n of Dyers and Cleaners
I do not dry up in the jar
I do not irritate, even right after
shaving
I am not greasy and I'm safe
I smell nice and clean
1 am a new member of the wellknown family of DEW deodorants
I do not harm towels or clothes
WILL KEEP YOUR SECRET

P.S
I amam sure
you word in
Icream
thedeodorants
last
that
stop perspiration
Relieve
Pain In Few
NEURITIS Minutes
To relievematism,theNeuralgia
torturinpf
pain
of
Neuritis,
Rheuor Lumbago in few minutes,
get
NURITO,
the
Doctor's
formula.
No
opiates,
Tio narcotics.
work quickly
relieveor
worst
pain to Does
your thesatisfaction
in few— must
minutes
money
back NURITO
at Druggist's.
Get
trustworthy
today onDon'tthis suffer.
guarantee.
STREAKED
HAIR?
This way
brings
even color ^
FADED
Streaks at— thedulltouch
strandsof this
— grayness
— all vanish
famous
clear, comes:
water-likeblack,liquid.
Just auburn,
comb it blonde.
on and
color
brown,
Hair stays
soft
—
easy
to
curl
or
wave.
Entirely SAPE. Millions know this time-tested
way. gistGetor department
bottle from your
drugstore on
money-back guarantee.
Test it FREE ~ Will you try
Mary T. Goldman's
lock
snipped
from complete
hair? onNosinale
risk Test.
this
way.
send
Free
. . . MailWe coupop.
— MARY
GOLDMAN
2331 GoldmanT. Bldg.,
St. Paul, Minn. ,
City
Color of your ha
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DEATH
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ALMOST

volcano. The moment they struck they all
yelled and jumped from tlie wreck simullanet)usly, like hullets from a gun. The
l)lane was in flames and all knew they'd
be cooked
if they
get
clear.
Thomas alive
scrambled
to hisdidn't
feet and
staggered away a few yards, expecting the
gasoline tanks to explode, but the pilot
and mechanic were considerably injured
and stayed where they fell, groaning and
crying. All the while the engine was
gasping like a dying monster. Gasoline
was pouring from the tanks. But it did
not explode. The pilot, instinctively, had
switched off the ignition as they dived.
Thomas ran to the pilot and pulled the
mask off his face. There was a tremendous bulge on his forehead. He was
clutching his chest as though he had been
injured internally. Thomas dragged him
out of range of the gasoline tanks, then
ran to the mechanic. He seemed to be
in equally great pain, with blood streaming
down his face.
The other airmen and the Spaniards, who
had gathered about the plane in the desert,
were about a quarter of a mile away, and
it was several minutes before they got to
the wreck. The country folk stood around,
all eyes, too frightened to help, but the
chief of pilots and the Alicante mechanic
raced towere
get water
for thewithvictims,,
throats
so choked
the dirtwhose
and
sand that they could hardly breathe.
The injured mechanic grew weaker and
weaker. His face began to puff up, and
finally both eyes were swollen completely
shut. Thomas stretched him out in the
shade of one of the smashed wings. Apparently, none of his own bones had been
broken, though he had crumpled up
a few moments from the shock. Later,
when he looked at the wreckage of the
])]ane, he had a curious feeling of exhilaration, he felt so lucky. The tail assembly
was smashed, the fuselage was snapped,
the wings crushed and twisted. The mail
and baggage conijiartments were smashed
to smithereens, and tiie mail was scattered
all over the desert. Every part of the
plane was wrecked, except the two cockOnly Providence could have saved them
from
death in a crash like that. It was
pits. same
the
sort of crash that took the life
of Will Rogers, and that has spelled doom
for so many fliers ever since the beginning
of aviation.
Wiien' you
nosedive at three hundred
feet goaboveintothea earth,
there is no chance whatever to straighten
out the plane, and generally you are in
for it. Thomas saved a piece of the propeller about eighteen inches long, all that
was left of it, and even today, when he
looks at that grisly souvenir, he cannot
repress a shudder.
Fred Waring is no explorer, but he will
swear that Death rides as surely in a
speeding automobile as in a disabled plane
hovering over a foreign desert,
"The only sensation I remember," says
lie, init discussing
escape,hours"is
that
seemed tohistakenarrowest
about three
for the car to turn over.
"It was back in 1925 when the band

CLAIMED
pac/c 37)
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was doing one of its first big road tours,
only in those days Pullmans were too expensive and we drove from date to date.
On this particular Thursday night I was
driving with Curly Cockerill, who is still
in my saxophone section, from Kansas City
to St. Louis. We had to open in St. Louis
the next day and there was such a bad
storm in Kansas City that we had to delay our departure until about 4 a. m. and
then,
make ofup course,
time. we had to drive fast to
"Alling, theofcement
a sudden,
any warn-on
road andwe without
were traveling
came to an end and became a dirt road.
We skidded wildly and rolled down under
a trestle. The top, the windshield, everything was cut off clean as a whisde, but
Curly and I escaped without a scratch.
Fortunately, a couple of the other boys
wereNeedless
following
pickedWaring
us up."is as
to ussay,andFred
jittery as a jitter-bug when he's in an automobile, and isn't
does atplenty
of "back-seat"
driving
the wheel.
Anotherif heorchestra
leader
who has had a
close call is Horace Heidt. His came
under unusual circumstances. Heidt was
playing fornia
football
the University
of Caliteam oneon day,
when he had
his
back broken. It took seven operations to
ease the pain of the fracture so that he
could begin to enjoy normal activities
again, and the doctors told him he was
lucky even to be alive. Today he can
play golf occasionally, and swim, but he
can't
pain
comes ridebackhorseback.
to remind And
him often
that the
he once
layIreene
at death's
Wickerdoor.almost met her fate when
she was swimming once near Palm Beach,
and she and her companion were caught in
a terrific undertow. They fought it madly,
but finally Ireene became unconscious and
remained that way for half an hour while
her companion succeeded in holding her
afloat
until the life-guards were able to
rescue them.
Harry von Zell, too, once came near
drowning in the sea. He was caught in
aCoast.
"rip tide"It off
Beach hours
on thetoWest
tookLaguna
him two
get
ashore,vivedwhere
he
collapsed
and
was reonly through pulmotor.
Vaughnperience
de occurred
Leath's
in a near-drowning
salt-water pool ex-in
California. She had always been afraid
of swimming but, through sheer will-power,
had succeeded in learning how by means
ofaround
a dog-paddle
was paddling
in the poolstroke.
when She
suddenly
a group
of friends, thinking to help her get over
her fear of the water, began to duck her.
She begged them to stop, but they paid no
attention. She choked and went under.
Then her friends became panicky and
yelled
for the
who helped
save her.
She life-guard,
was unconscious
for a them
long
period, but was revived with the aid of a
pulmotor. Today she makes herself go in
swimming, but there is an underlying fear
that would drive her into a panic if
thoughtless friends should try to duck her
When Ford Bond was a small boy in
again.
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Louisville, Kentucky, he and an older
brotlier were bitten by a mad dog. His
brother died three days later, but the
Pasteur serum arrived from New York
in timewould
to save
hours
have Ford's
been toolife.late.Another few
Robert
L.
Ripley,
world's
widely-traveled explorer,tlieiK\rr
knew most
the
meaning
of
"fear
of
death"
until
he was
trappedable to communicate
underneath thewitliSah.ua
Desert,
unthe miter world,
cut off from all ixissihle reseiie.
Through tiiis aina/iii.u experienee, Ripley
learned wiiy tiie River i.elhe .uol its fabulous reputation as the River of Death,
why its name has been handed down as a
synonym for oblivion through the word,
"lethal."
The adventure started when Ripley hecame bored with his visit to the Hesperides, near lienija?!, in North Africa,
and discovered that the famous "golden
apples
of Hesperides"
merelyworld
oranges.
It is the
one gardenwerein the
that
blooms in a desert, but Ripley found it
greatly over-rated. His interest was held
immediately, however, when he learned
that a great opening in the garden led to
the underground river whose waters "irrithis one fertile
spot in thetomidst
of the gated"Sahara.
He determined
explore it.
The guides balked at exploring the
river. The legend that it would bring forgetfulness terrified tlie Arabs. A young
Italian was appeased liy an offer of money,
however, and agreed to go along. Then
several of the Arabs decided to join him.
At the entrance to the underground
stream,
half-submerged
rowboat Ripley
in whichfound
some aother
adventurer
must have attempted to explore the stream.
After a struggle it was raised and patched
enough to be scrviceal)le. Riidey and the
guide lighted torches and paddled up the
"river of forgetfulness."
"The water in the caverns must get very
high at times," the Italian pointed out,
after a while. "See the high water line on
the rocks?"
Slowly they paddled along, seeming to
get nowhere. All around iheni were the
dank, damp walls of the ea\e,
"Look ! The water is rising !" the guide
exclaimed,
high water
mark, it isafter
mucha time.
nearer "The
the water
than
before.
It
must
be
the
tide
rising."
Quickly his fear spread to the Arabs,
and it was decided to return to the river
entrance. They turned the boat around,
paddled anxiously. Now the rising tide
was in full flow, and fighting the current
made progress slow. They came to a
low place in the cavern, where, a short time
before, they had been able to pass in comfort. Now they had to lie flat in the boat,
push on the roof to submerge the boat
enough to pass !
The Arabs wailed that they were lost,
that they would be drowned. Ripley began
to know fear, too, but he put up a brave
front. He assured the Italian that they
would get out, and told him to calm the
Arabs. They struggled against the rushing
current, with progress becoming slower
and slower.
And then their torches burned out!
They were trapped under the Sahara
Desert, lost, without food, terrified, with
the water rising steadily every minute.
Darkness swallowed everything.

Ril)ley made a desperate effort to keep
command of the situation. He ordered
the boat moved to the side of the cave
where, at least, the wall could he used t.)
guide them.
Minutestations odragged
the cavern.
lamenf the Arabsslowlyhlledand the
Ripley urged them to continue to follow
the wall, pushing the boat against the tide.
This they did, desperately.
The guides became thirsty.
"Drink from the river," Ripley suggested.
This they would never do. If man
drank from the River Lethe, he would
forget trienijs and home, everything connected with his past existence.
Ri])le\- sani|>l((l the water, but he found
its anestheiu (|u,ilities to be grossly exaggi-rated. lie was still conscious of the
horrible present. Just as he was preparing
to resi.nn himself to the ini'vital)le, a faint
glow aiiiieared in the distanee.
"See! .Ahead there!" shouted the Italian.
"Daylight! It's the entrance to the
Ka.ner!" hands i)ushed the itont toward the
cavern
light.
And. after an interminable period,
they
safety.squeezed under the lowering roof to
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Love I'eppy Girls
IFlifeyou'd
your e.xistence
dull, drab—
into like
a moreto help
happy,change
thrilling
if you'dmired like
be more this:
sought after and adby men,to con.sidcr
It's the girl bubbling over with vivacious
pep andcranky,
gingerailing
who women.
attracts men. Men can't
stand
So in case you need a ^ood general system
tonic remember this: — For over 60 years famous LydiaE. Pinkham's\'eget able Com pound,
esiteciatly
".And that," says Ripley, "is the last I made
herbs and
roots, forhas u'omcn
helped from
Naturewholesome
tone up
hope to see of tin River Lethe. It was delicate
female
systems,
build
up physical
retoo close to l)eing lethal to me. for coms
i
s
t
a
n
c
e
,
a
n
d
thus
help
calm
jittery
nerves
fort. I came very lear to having a perma- give more pep and zip to really enjoy life. and
Tune casting
in Voice
of Experience
nentMargaret
sleep." Speak:
System: Mon.,
Wed. and Mutual
Fri. SeeBroadyour
local newspaper for lime. WLW Mondays
concert and radio. ;,triestop-flight
to rule soprano
all thoughtof through
Friday.
her life. She believes
is brought on by the
which a person may
out. ot
VEGETABLE COMPOUND
in danger,
you cana
get"Ifinyoua really
panic believe
every time
you cross
traftic-i)nr<lened street," she savs. ".And
that's not really living. I believe that <langer is very often a product oi the imagiNevertheless, Margaret Speaks will admit that she was frightened once when the
1939 Queen
nation."
lulated
monds Sterling
set in
plane she was riding in was (lel,i.\e<l for Lifetime
DialQuality
smallWatch.
as a
three hours in a dense foL; nwv the
Dime.
30, i4k Cold. Accuracy GuaranteeJeweled.
Alleghenies— that section wlmli nii-lit well
Watch included KKEE withenclosed.
every
be called the ■•Krave-vai.l .,f planes." .Most
ring
and
paid forordered
on our during
easy twoSALEmonthly
of the i.assenuers felt that then" end had
%'lNo payment
plan (total
onlywatch.
S4).
extra
charge
for
the
Wear
10 Money.
days ONMail APPROVAL!
where he was every innuite of the time, and
Send
NO
postcard
now.
everything was under eontrcil.
W<- pay |>oHl:n;o. We trust you. Vour
Again, there was an incident in her
childhood which might well have turned
into tragedy. She was riding a pony in
the Michigan woods. She rode into a field
where there were a lot of lumber horses
NEVER OFFEND!
turned free to graze while the workmen
had their lunch. The enormous work horses
BE "SURE" OF YOUR BREATH
headed toward Margaret and her pony. .As
new breath
they galloped across the field and bore Use
purifier"Sure"
that thehelpsamazinc
inRemoves
romance
offensivetodown on her, their hooves made a terrific contacts,
breath bacco,odorsbusiness.
from
onions,
cocktails,andetc.yourJustbreath
usegarlic,
one dropbe
on
the
tongue
.As they came close, their sweating faces sweet. Also removes odors from will
hands.
Fits
purse
or
pocket—
sold
and the thick muscles standing out on everywhere on moneytheir shoulders frightened the little girl backGET guarantee.
FREE. WRITE
almost out of her wits. To her, it was a SUREYOURS
LABORATORIES
fearful stampede. The workmen shouted
at the horses, however, and thus the
THERE IS ONLY ONE
danger of being trampled under those
pounding hooves was avoided. Later, the
workmen persuaded Margaret to laugh at
the matter by telling her that the big
horses were only giving her pony a friendly BREATH PURIFIER '^3'
greeting. {Continued on I'lV/c 74)
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mercolizeICcream
/7KEEPS Yop mn
Mercolized Wax Cream flakes off the surface skin
in tiny, invisible particles. Reveals the clear, soft,
smooth,
young looking
underskin.
This simple,creamallin-one
cleansing,
softening
and
beautifying
has beenwomen
a favorite
for over
a quarter
centuryhidden
with
lovely
the
world
over.
Bring
beauty of your skin with MercolizedoutWaxthe Cream.
Use Saxolite Astringent Daily
THIS tingling,
antiseptic
astringent is delightfully refreshing
and helpful.
in one-half
pint witch
hazel andDissolve
apply. Saxolite
Try Phelactine Depilatory
For quickly removing superfluous hair from facC
Sold at cosmetic counters everywhere.
SNAPSHOTS
IN NATURAL
Roll
Color PrintsBEAUTIFUL.
—COLORS25c. Natural
Colordeveloped,
reprints—8 3c.Natural
AMAZINGLY
NATURAL COLOR PHOTO, C-1S1, Janesville, Wiseonsia

Free for Asthma
During
Summer
II youwhen
sufferit iswithhot those
terribleif attacks
of
Asthma
andmakesultry;
heat, dust
and
general
mugginess
you thewheeze
and
choke
as
if
each
gasp
for
breath
was
very
last:
if restful
sleep isifimpossible
because
of theis slowly
struggle to breathe;
you feel the
disease
your lifeAsthma
away, Co.
don'tfortaila tofreesendtrialat once
towearing
the
Frontier
of ora
j emarkable method.
you live
whether
have
anyNofree
faithmatter
in anywhere
remedy
under
the Sun,feredyou
send
for
this
trial.
If
you
have
suffor a oflife-time
andrelief;
tried even
everything
you
could
learn
without
if but
you send
are
utterly
discouraged,
do
not
abandon
hope
today for this free trial. It will cost you nothing.
Address
Buffalo. N.Bld^.
4fi2
Niagara
St. Co. 207-C Frontier
Frontier
Asthma
WAKE

Bill Stern, the popular sports announcer,
feels that he is truly lucky to he still among
the
livinjj-. Texas,
In the fall
of 1935, heonewasof sent
to Austin,
to broadcast
the
I'niversity
of
Texas
football
The
iKxt (lay, after the game, he games.
was driving
in his small, light roadster on the road to
Shreveport, Louisiana. He was doing about
eighty over a perfect Texas cement road,
when he came to an important intersection
and crashed into a car that was coming at
a great speed at right angles to him. It
was a blind crossing, and the only thing
that
couldknocked
happen outwasof ahishead-on
Bill was
car andcellision.
thrown
under the other automobile, which immediately caught fire. Unconscious, he was
pulled to safety by a quick-thinking passerby, and an ambulance was sent for.
It took the ambulance one hour to arrive,
an hour in wliich Bill lay on the pavement
inbroken
agony,
two 'ofbroken
and offa
leg, with
and most
the skinarmsburned
his body. Finally he was removed to a
small Texas hospital where they operated
on his leg at once. They closed up the
wounds but, unfortunately, closed in cement
and dirt from the road. As a result,
gangrene set in, and his life was despaired
of. It was decided to send him East on a
special train to New York. On that trip,
for twosisteddays
nights. Bill'sArriving
diet con-in
entirelyand
of morphine.
New York, he was immediately operated
upon again, the dirt removed and, after
five blood transfusions and three more
operations, Bill Stern was started back on
the road to recovery. But he spent the
ne.xt si.x months in a plaster cast, and the
next year on crutches. Oh, yes — Bill is
one of those who have heard the brushing
of Tim
"angels'
!" other lucky survivors
and wings
Irene are
of automobile crashes. Once the car they
were in was speeding down a hill toward
a small bridge. It was night. A truck
was stalled on the bridge, without lights.
Their driver had to swerve his car toward
the bridge rail. He hit it, of course, and
went down a steep embankment. The car
turned over five times, and no one received
a scratch !

Announcers who are sent on "special
events" assignments often risk their lives,
as do newspaper correspondents and newsreel photographers. Kelvin Keech had a
narrow
escapeof the
whenFrench
he was fliers,
sent toCoste
"cover"
the arrival
and
Bellonte in the Question Mark.
"While Curt Peterson and I were waiting for the ship to. taxi in," Kelvin says,
"fifteen
spectatorsswamped
broke
through thousand
the fence frenzied
and completely
us. I tripped over the microphone lead
wire and fell headlong into the mud beneath
the rushing mob, but managed to keep on
Kelvin's back and hands were trampled
Upon heedlessly, and he was unable to get
talking."
up,
so he began to fear that he would be
killed in the human stampede. Mud was
plastered over the mike and all over him,
but he carried on, in spite of his bruises
and the confusion and the mud. He described
the arrival in both English and French,
while Peterson miraculously got through
the
fliers.crowd to the plane to interview the
Young Jane Martin, heard on the Toicn
Hall Big Game Hunt, was once held up
in Brooklyn by a masked thug with a
drawn gun. Suddenly several men saw
what was happening and rushed to her
rescue. The thug turned to fire, but pulled
the trigger before he wheeled around,
shooting Miss Martin in the arm. A little
higher would have meant her heart.
Jack Benny thanks his lucky stars for
the strange twist of fate which befell him
in the days when he was touring in vaudevil e. In 1923, he was playing in a MidWestern town, when the show ran over
several
— justthatlonghe enough
to maketo
him missminutes
the train
had intended
take to the next town. Several hours
later that train was involved in a famous
railroad accident in which more than
twenty
lives. or what
Call itpeople
Fate, lost
call ittheir
Providence,
you will, but the heroes and heroines of
these near-death dramas are here with us
today through sheer, hair-breadth escapes.
And they are thankful for their "borrowed

time."
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whole
system
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Little Liver
toIt takes
get these twogood,pounds
of bile flowinj?
freely Pills
and
make
you
feel
"up
and
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Harmless,
yet amazing in making bile flow freely. Askgentle,for
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Little
Liver
Pills
by
name.
25c
at
drug 8t<jres. Stubbornly refuse anything else. all
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This fall you'll hear Ed Wynn on a new show. Here's Ed showing his Radio
Sfars' Distinguished Service Award to Announcer Horry von Zell.
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THE

BANDWAGON
{Continued from f<a(ic 77)

tliat Hal had to let her rest and find a
substitute.
By that time, Kemp should have been
floored and waiting numbly for them to
count
He didn't,
the
boys onhim theout.street
say, hethough.
beat theAs rap.
He landed his Time to Shine commercial,
which is doing both him and his sponsor a
lot of good.
There are now exactly two members of
the original Kemp outfit left — Saxie Dowell
and Ben Williams. And rumor says that
Saxie is getting ready to resign and organize his own band. But Hal has passed
the point where that would bother him.
He's demonstrated, almost conclusively,
that
in hiswhocase,knows
anyway,
possibleto for
maestro
his it's
business
be aa
success all by himself.
U. OF N. C. AGAIN
I've Carolina
told youhashowsenttheK. Uni\ersity
North
Kyscr and H.of
Kemp fortli into the world. I've mentioned
the
N. C.an sohonorary
much thatdegree
somebody's
likelyU. toof toss
in my
direction. But try to bear with me while
I relate one more story to come out of
that collegiate resort.
It is already part of campus history but
it never leaked out into the outside world.
A few years ago Alabama was scheduled
to play California in a championship Rose
Bow-1 football match. -At that time Bing
Crosby was busy, as usual, on the air. Bing
was always an athletically inclined youth
and this time he seemed to favor California
in the forthcoming contest. He favored U.
of C. so much that he used to sing, sarcastical y, a song called "Stars I-'cll On
Alabama."
A group of young men at North Carolina
resented it. One dormitory group got up
aandlong
protestingwouldBing's
bet letter
that Alabama
win favoritism
the game.
The terms of the bet are unique in radio
history: If Bing lost, he would present the
students with a ping-pong table ; if he w^on,
every memlier of the dormitory would
write
letter telling
said
rponsor Bing's
what asponsor
great joba Crosby
was doing.
Bing agreed to the terms of the bet over
the air.
Today at Chapel Hill, in the game room
of Lewis Hall, a dormitory of the University of North Carolina, there is a magnificent ping-pong table. The boys fondly
call it the "Bing Crosby Table."
TROMBONE MAN
On his way to the West Coast, Tommy
Dorscy stopped in Chicago to play a two
weeks' theatre engagement.
dressing-room
on his first Arriving
day there,in hishe
found a message to call Louis Armstrong
at such-and-such a number sometime duriiig the evening.
Tommy called and asked for Louis. He
wasn't there
Mrs. Armstrong.
elderly
mother,butanswered
the phone. Louis'
"Will you take a message for Louis?"
asked Tommy. "Will you tell him that
Tommy Dorsey called?"
"Who?" queried Mrs. Armstrong who,

although the mother of Trumpet King Armstrong, isno swing-cat herself.
"Tommy Dorsey. T-o-m-m-y D-o-r-s-e-y.
I play a trombone.''
DISCOVERER?
Over the years Rudy Vallee has managed
to build iiuite a reputation as a discoverer
of talent. But tiicrc li;i\e ln-cn numerous
occasi'Mi-- where astute Ciuoner X'allee has
let
great talent slip I'runi between his
fingers.
One case in point is that of a voung man
named Allie Wrubel, Back in 1931, Wrubel
was workini^
with which
X'allee. heAllieshowed
wrote toa
number
of soiisjs
Rudy.
X'allee
turned
thumbs
down
them and soon sent the young man on hison

BABY

FEET

Million.s
baby outgrown
feet are RUINED
becauselight,mother
lets
baby ofwear
shoes.youShort,
outwhat
shape.
and warpgrown shoes,the nosoft,matter
delicate
bones paid,
foreverwillouttwistot
Wee fWalker
shoes
so Inexpensive
to neware ones
They youhavecan
everyaffeatureord to change
baby
needs.
They often.
are correctly
proportioned,
full-sized,
roomy
shoes
that
give
real
barefoot
Theyat arelow good-looking,
ible, soft.freedom.
Distributed
cost
through flexnat
i
o
n
w
i
d
e
s
t
o
r
e
s
maintaining
a
low
profitgladly
policy.orderThe thestores
have youor
will
size listed
and style
want.
See them
them — in
the infants'
wear— nocompare
department.
baby's
sake accept
substitute. For

.Allie. discouraged, stopped by to see
wa\'.
Miiri'in Downey. They went over his songs
together. ( )ne of them Downey liked particularl\ and he worked on it with the composer. Then he arranged to have it pubcalletlone.N'oa'
In My lished.
ArmsThe song
— the wasnumber
hit You're
of the
After that success, II(ill\\vood called
year.
siren-like for Wrubel. He is now w< irking
for Warner Brothers, at a weekl> ^.ilary
ofjustsomething
a week.
He's
written over
a newa thousand
tune which
promises
to
be
this
>ear's
sensation.
It's
called
VOUR Choi
Music, Maestro, Please.
THAT title. Music. Maestro, is oddly
ironic. Two years ago X'allee decided that
was HewrmiL:
"attitude"'of
ofsomething
his band.
tned with
e\ei the
\ iiieiniier
the
Connecticut
Yankees.
Anu)ng
"those
musicians to go were :
Mickey Bloom — whose trumpet Hal
Kemp now features.
rlne10 setdaylpureInFREELIFETIME
Buddy Sliepjiard — who now leads his own
- . _ WEAR
__5/lS00
and TRIAL.
1,30 SterI4K
COI.D—
band on the CHS Rhythm Reiidecvous and
thly
$4 In ain.your Wconli-r
Kl.^dIyshilrUake
is a featured CBS violin soloist.
nd NOIDAS2l.y 1i>;iyinents
ni.niy-sendaotjilpostcjird—
Sa.\1K
IIAV
COLD STANDARD WATCH CO.. Dept. 329.
— whoon has
beenSaxophonist
conductor Benny
of theKreuger
orchestra
the
X'allee.
Pick and Pat show ever since he left
SEND COUPON
XX'alter pianists
Scharf —andnow arrangers.
one of Hollywood's
greatest
Walter Gross — who has starred with his FOR^UPSTICKS,
nd2
piano on Szvincj Session and played with
Kostelanetz all season.
AND X FLAME
GLO ' \.
X'iolinist Eddie Davis — who has clicked
ROUGE
COMPACTS
with
our treall Let us send
clubs. his own band at New York's swankiest It's
you 3 fullREJUVIA
trial sizes oiLipthe
famous
In place
his old radio
band. house
X'alleemenhiredwhoa FREE.
stick» -None
Made fascinating shade,
group
of theof regular
..each Better
in a different
play on a lot of commercials. Listening to «oto you.
you can
discover
the color
mostachievement,
becoming
Toalso introduce
the new Yankees, a wise-cracker may easily
send Compacts,
you our
two newest
neweachshades
of FlameDry
Rouge
complete
with
ask : "What's happened to the music. weitsGlo will
own that
puff.gives
You all natural,
like the youthful
creamy glow
smooth
texture
to
Maestro, please?"
your
cheeks
that
stays
on
because
it
clings!
Just send 10c in stamps to cover mailing costs
IMITATION IS THE—
Sad, indeed, is the lot of a bright chap
who itgetshimself.
hold oi a good idea and then can't
use
Mark Warnow was a pioneer in the
what-do-you-know kind of program.
Last year oti his Blue Velvet series he preONLY
I0<
sented "Tune Teasers" as a feature. Mark
AT LLADING
played a (Continued
group of familiar
and
S* 10* STORES
on page melodies
76)
\ r^"'-"'^ -'
75
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EXACT
MEASURE
QUICKER
IRONING
FINER
FINISH

Finest gloss starch is now
available in handy exactmeasurework, ncubes.
No guesso muss. Just
count
cubes for perfect results.
Women
say
smoother
ironing surface saves H ironing
time . Saves
. . imparts
finish.
time andlovelier
work.
Ask your grocer today for
laundry starch in CUBES.
A. E. Staley Mfg. Co., Decatur, III.
'S
ALEYCUBES
GLOSS
STSTARCH
NOW!

NAILS
AT A MOMENT'S NOTICE
NEWl
Smart,
tapering
nails longfor
everyone
short,
thin1 Cover
nailsbroken,
with
Nu-Nails.
Can
be worn
any
length
and
polished
aiiydesiredshade. Defies
detection. Waterproof.
Easilyappliedjremainsfirm.Noeffectnn
nail
growth
or
cuticle.
will.
Set of Ten, 20c. All 5cRemoved
and 10 atstores
NU-NAILS
fINGER
NAILS
NU-NAIL CO.. 4042 W. LAKH ST.,
BECOME AN EXPERT
Publii
in Bpare
time for CP. A.
1 the U.S.3 or Weexecutive
train you thoroly attpoaitionB.
\i'home (fertihed
Previoiia
. Personal_trainia. _ uperviBion
of staff ofexperience
CP. A. 'a.
^
_
3
of
Accoun
"or free book. "Accountancy, the ProfeaeioD that Faya."
LASALLE
EXTENSION,
Dept.
9318-H
Chicago
The School That Has In Its Alumni Over 1.4S0 C.P.A.'a

Happy Re/ief
rom
PAINFUL
BACKACHE
Caused by Tired Kidneys
Many blame
of thoseon gnawing,
nagging,arepainful
people
colds or strains
often backaches
caused by
intiredthe kidneys
right way.— and may be relieved when treated
The
kidneys
are
Nature's
chief
way
of
taking
ces.s
acids and poisonous waste out of the blood. Mostexpeople
of waste.pass about A pints a day or about 3 pounds
miles of waste
kidneymatter
tubes stays
and infilters
don't
workIf thewell,15 poisonous
the blood.
These maticpoisons
may
start
nagging
backaches,
rheupains,
leg
pains,
loss
of
pep
and
energy,
getting
up nights,
swelling, puiiiness under the eyes, headaches and dizziness.
wait! Askby your
druggist
Pills,
usedDon't
successfully
millions
fortheover15formiles
40Doan's
years. They
give
will helpwaste
tubeshappy
flush relief
out and
poisonous
from theof kidney
blood.
Get Doan's
76 Pills.

asked listeners to write in and give the
The most unusual -looking drum in the
tunes their correct titles. That idea was collection of eighteen is the "blood-drum."
They are all made of goat-skin and hair,
probably
the
greatest
fan-mail
inducer
that
Warnow or any other batoneer had thought but this one is a special number. It's a
tribal custom to cut off the head of an
of up till then.
But Blue Vckct went off the air after opponent, toss it against the drum and let
the summer and first thing you know you the splattered blood serve as decorations.
had your Kollcijc of Mjisical Knowledge Ey-y-o-o-o-w-w^-w !
and all the other radio brain-teasers. War- THE PURSE STRINGS HOLDER
now is back with Blue Velvet but the Tune
Noted illustrator McClelland Barclay
Teaserbeingfeature
more. Mark wouldn't needed
a model to pose as the blonde society
like
calledisanno imitator.
beauty who falls in love with an orchestra
leader in a story called Up Beat, which will
TO FUTURE BANDLEADERS:
a popular fiction magazine. He
Meredith Will son has saved all you lads appear inFrederika
Gallatin — who happens
who want to be maestri a great deal of selected
be the wife of bandleader Al Donahue.
trouble. For every musical division, there to Mrs.
Donahue
models
in her spare
is a favorite composition. If you want time. She spends most ofonly
day working
to get along you must have these audience as business manager and her
financial
adviser
favorites in your repertoire. Meredith, for her husband and his twenty-one
orkindly enough, has collected all of them
chestras.
Lovely
Frederika
comes
for the benefit of his Good Ncivs patrons. naturally by her financial talents, too. very
She
Now all you have to do is to clip and file is a direct descendant of Albert Gallatin,
them away. The Willson musical sweep- one
of the first U. S. Secretaries of the
stakes winners are: Piano — Liebestrauin; Treasury.
March — Stars and Stripes Forever; Operatic Aria — Toreador Song; Lullaby — KILLER-DILLER
Most orchestra leaders become famous
Szveet and Loiv; Violin — Caprice Viennois;
Love Song — Love's Old Sweet Song; in the trade for some little personal charAmerican Folk Song — My Old Kentucky
acteristic. Benny Meroff is famous for doHome; Serenade — Serenade; Spiritual —
ing a "Parkyakarkus"
act Recently
with words,
but
benefit of dialect.
he was
Sii'ing Loiv, Siccet Chariot; American without
Melody — To a IVild Rose; Most Beloved holding a band rehearsal and the boys were
Encore — Liebesfreiid. And then you can't playing as if they hadn't been to bed for
forget
the ages'
kicked around num- weeks. hausted
Finally
Benny'sonpatience
ber— Hearts
and most
Floiccrs.
and he turned
them : was ex"Whafs
the
matter
with
you guys? Are
TWO CLICKS FROM STICKS
The Gibson Family of Worcester, Mass., ONCE
you in a OVER
transom?"LIGHTLY
is batting 100 percent these days.
How long will it take for some one to
Little more than a year ago, Fredda and realize
that if Gene Krupa is ever to make
Bobby Gibson were two stage-struck kids, a success of . his band he must settle down
living in an average small American city in one spot where' he can get a network
and
a chance.
Fredda'savailable
came wire? No band, in this day and age, can
first.hoping
Afterforsinging
at every
hope to build up to anything without
home-town function, she was offered a job ever
time on the air. Look what happened to
by
the
old
Hudson-DeLange
band.
Singing
Casa
Loma when they stopped broadcasting.
at her first date, she received a wire from
. . . Incidentally,
Elizabeth her
Tilton,highMartha's
Richard Himber asking her to come to New younger
sister, received
school
York as his vocalist. Fredda went to work
in California and the ne.xt day set
as the Hit Parade vocalist and brought her diploma
out for the East to go to work as the
whole family to Alanhattan with her.
Krupa gal vocalist. . . . Johnny Augustine
Kid brother Bobby landed a job as a
Freddie . Rich's
place asofCBS
studiotaken
conductor.
. . Members
the
CBS page boy, which he followed with a has
spot as a sustaining Columbia singer. Will studio audience attending the Ben Bernie
Osborne came along and, first thing you broadcasts could never figure out wh)- one
know. Bob had a job as his vocalist. Since lone member of the orciicstra was arrayed
her arrival, Fredda has not only starred on in a full dress suit while the rest of the boys
Hit Parade but also on the George Olscn- were content with Tuxedos. Paul Sparr was
Tim and Irene show. Anfl now four diff- the lad. He used to dash from the broaderent bands are after Boliby. At tlic mocasts to Manhattan's
Versailles
ment, it looks like Ben IScrnic is going Club, where
he led his ownswank
orchestra
to Just
get iiim.
T.
Dorsey's
Western
tour
was
a highly
goes to show you that all you have
romantic between
tiling. His
bandin had
one andwreck's
to lia\e is the talent.
vacation
a date
Detroit
the
Palomar in Los Angeles. Sheets Hcrfurt,
SKIN-BEATERS
Shertzer and Dean Kincaid — all aces
Gene Krupa has always claimed that Hymic
the sax section — used that week to get
authentic swing druniniing originated ofmarried.
...
among
the savage
.Africanrighttribes.
might Alley
interest
to knowbuiltthatto CRS'
beater Krupa
was proved
when SkinCBS TinIt Pan
— a you
program
play
Producer John Carlile collected eighteen
new tunes each week — had to get off
native African drummers aiifl put them on ten
the
because
weren't enough good
the Coluiiihia Workshop.
new airtunes
beingthere
written.
thc\- were
iicard during
the
halfPeculiarly.
hour directly
precceding
the Swing
EXTRA! EXTRA! The winners
Session. The expert musicians of that
of the Larry Clinton Circus Song
,how listened to the Africans beat it out
Title
Contest, sponsored by The Bandand i^iucd collective statements that it was
wagon, will be announced here next
month.
Keep your fingers crossed !
the
finest
swing
drumming
they'd
ever
beard.
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A Bin Bottle
Little,
Coits
SCRIPTS

THE CENSORS
KILLED
{Continued jrom page 31)

was unwise to revive the memories of the
outlaw group. Hence, real names and
cities were not mentioned on the second
week's continuation.
Mimicry of President Roosevelt is generally tabooed, not for censorship reasons
but to avoid misleading the public or any
part of it into thinking that the President
himself is on the air. Jokes about Mrs.
Roosevelt
of foreign
ments are and
also theon heads
the deletion
lists. governHenrysors) forbids
Fordthe(and
probably
other sponmention of politics,
labor
and Washington events in general, regardless of whether the material is used "in
fun" or otherwise.
Bob Ripley's
are that
frequently altered Bclicvc-It-Or-Nots
to eliminate any claim
they might not be authentic. The least
doubt ascallsto forthedeletion
accuracyrather
of his
claims
thansubjects'
alteration. But one time a Ripley oddity was
ruled out for another reason. He was
to present a narrative by a former cellmate
of Edith Cavell, the war martyr. But the
broadcasters ruled it out on the ground
that it might offend Germany.
Many topical items go on the taboo list.
The
Simpson-Duke
Windsor
chain Wally
of events
came under ofrestrictions
laid down by the networks. Current divorce and separation suits and such things
as child
eral bans. marriages also come under genCertain topics — religion, for instance —
can only be dealt with on programs completely assigned under distinctive headings.
When the Radio Xcivsrccl program desired to present a former hotel bellboy,
who became a priest, the producers were
informedvided he that
he could
go on religion.
the air prodid not
talk about
Mention of the Deity is carefully checked
lest some people disapprove. Even such
dramatic
"Thank God!"
have been expressions
deleted from asscripts.
A chat with Miss MacRorie, a former
newspaper acceptance
woman whodepartment
has headedforNBC's
continuity
four
years, revealed
that
jokes
on marital relations often come in for altering.
She pointed out that, in one script, a
woman was asked how she kept her husband, the inquirer adding that she knew
good cooking was one way. But when the
wife replied : "There are other ways, but
we w on'tthe goentire
intogag.that !" Miss MacRorie
deleted
And, another time, she came across the
following lines : "Why does your husband
like you?" the answer being, "Personality,
bedBlue-penciling
at night and aI feed
gag him."
of that type is
never questioned.
Then there was the time when a scriptwriter, intending to denote laziness in a
radio character, had him pasting prayers
on the wall to read them at night. All
forms of humor touching on religion are
carefully scanned and this is one form of
joke that is barred particularly.
A typically tabooed line recently yanked
from one of the network's scripts was :

HAVE

"Yes, she (l<in't know how to say no,"
but Miss MacRorie explained that the reait was yanked
on account
any sonhidden
meaning,w'asbutnot rather
becauseof
the person so described was married, and
any gag that might even faintly suggest
mishc'liavior in matrimony is banned.
Here's another line caught by Miss MacRorie's alert eyes: "A companionate piano?
Yes ! itTryback,
it forprovided
two months
take
there andare then
no we'll
chilAdaptations of sta^je plays arc c<inihcd
for liiHs which nii.nht lie deemed c.,t1cnsivc
dren."
taste ill the theatre. Slie ineiitii med that
the
what to indication
expect at ofa ]>la\Init pulilic
iie\er kn.jws
has advance
the
lines that will come out of a home loudsl)t'akcr.
For instance, in the radio version of
Ha:iiu, Wnndcriul Tunc, a fellow said:
"Lifeimmediately
can lie heaiitiiul
withoutin,marriage,"
and
kicks poured
not from
sopliisticated New Yorkers, but from people in various other parts of the country.
Miss MacRorie concedes that she is
guided liy listener mail as well as network
policy in making her cuts. It is expected,
she said, that some people will take offense at anything and that cranks and
fanatics are regularly heard from.
But, also, she declared, there are intelligent letters of protest from time to
time and, when as many as 800 arrived
complaining
aboutarethemany
same others
point, whoshe feel
assumes that there
the
same wayAn butoffensive
don't take
troubleis,
of writing.
phrasethe— that
one
bringing
mass
protests
—
is
banned
in
all future scripts.
There are occasions when scripts are
killed for reasons far removed from censorship. Gabby Hartnett, the ball player,
was signed as a guest star with Fannie
Brice on the Good Nczvs program. But,
in every rehearsal effort, he would burst
out laughing when laughter was not desired. Finally, he had to be dropped. Durlast season's
Western telephone
floods, when
was ingleaicl
tliai curtailed
serviceit
from
(
ahfoniia
would
hamper
the
pipingin of tile Good Sens show from the Coast,
a substitute program, co-starring Eddie
Cantor and Bob Ripley, was rehearsed in
New York. But the pinch-hitting program
— one of the costliest shows ever built by
the sponsor — never got on the air because
telephone conditions were in good shape
by The
program
time. of various ailments is
mention
taboo. As mentioned earlier in this article, most broadcasters are especially careful
on the topic of venereal diseases. Hence,
you can imagine the embarrassment of
the master-of-ceremonies of an audienceparticipation show from a Western CBS
station, when the following took place:
It was a spelling bee in reverse, with
the audience asking the spelling master to
spell the words. Everything went well until one person
called out,on "Gonorrhea
{Continued
page 7S) !" The
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spelling master hesitated for just a second
and
"G-o-n-d-o-l-i-e-r,"
spelledthenandproceeded.
then, in usual
spelling-bee style,he
pronounced the word, "Gondolier." In the
station's eyes, he saved the day, but there
are probably
many spelling
who wouldn't
resented the actual
of the have
original
word.
Sir Josiah Stamp, on a visit to New
York, told a joke tiiat is considered unmikeworthy by the chains. But he told
it on a local station and the repercussions
that may
been attached
its nation-It
wide airhave
dissemination
wereto absent.
concerned tlie boy who was absent from
sciiool for a day and had a note from his
mother which stated tliat he w-as home
iu'cause he had the measles. The teacher
was surprised to see him cured so rapidly
and queried him further. Then the boy explained that it wasn't actually the ineasles ;
it was diarrhea, but his mother couldn't
spell
it
!
One of the oddest and funniest incidents
of radio censorship concerns a vocalist on
one of the first Came! series. But the censorship concerns a costume he wore at
the rehearsal and the sponsor insisted he
change it by broadcast time. He was to
sing a Russian ballad and, inasmuch as
the program
before a large
visible audience, originated
the cast frequently
employed
the use of costumes. The singer came
with a military outfit and the sponsor complained that the shell pockets across his
chest looked too much like cigars, and were
therefore out of place on a cigarette proNBC,gram ! CBS and Mulual~as well as independent stations — maintain staffs of careful y-trained script readers assigned to scan
all continuities to ascertain that nothing
goes on the air which does not measure up
to the prescribed standards of broadcasting.
Broadcasters detest the word "censorship." They concede that their forms of
"editorial
supervision"
are such
censorial.
they are quick
to add that
duties But
are
not self-assumed but are actually obligations placed munications
on the
stations
by
the
ComAct. In most other nations,
the governments supply the program copyreaders. In the U. S. A., the burden is

placed on the shoulders of the broadcasters
themselves, who are told that the programs
must be in the "public interest, convenience
or necessity."
that phase
and assume.
phrase
lies
the editorialIn license
stations
Just those few simple words give the stations wide latitude in deciding what's fit
andGeneral
what's unfit
for the public
proscriptions
set ear.forth by
broadcasters are probably in accord with
most listeners' views of good taste and
propriety.
marks are Obscene
banned. and
So sacrilegious
are attacks re-on
creeds and races.
A staff of script readers, headed by
Janet MacRorie, does the advance checking
on all NBC continuities, excepting drama,
that lone topic being assigned to Lewis H.
Titterton. At CBS, Gilson Gray heads the
readers of sponsored scripts, while Helen
Siousatt directs the staff of sustaining
programgram clieckers.
Head of Mutual's proLeonard. editors is a chap named Leonard
The question has often been asked as
to how some jokes and serious remarks
that border on the double entendre patternswerareis that
skipped
by the censors.
a continuity
may lookThelikean-a
Sunday School lecture in mimeographed
form,
but the
there's
manyanda anslipaccent
'twixtonthea
mike and
script,
certain syllable or an inflection on a selected line can make it appear like one of
those sotto voce stories usually associated
with stag parties or traveling salesmen.
Recent seasons have seen a bit of a departure from the advance script requirements. Spot news pick-ups and play-byplay sports commentaries, of course, never
called for trontinuities being subiriitted in
advance. But now scripts are waived on
tiie rapidly growing list of audience participation shows. Such programs as f 'o.r
Pop,
UncletheJim's
Question
Professor
Quic and
numerous
otherBee,question
and
answer features have dispensed with the
formality of scripts. But the networks
first ascertain the competence of the conductors of such programs in steering the
broadcasts along proper lines. Also, there
is an alert production man standing by,
ready to switch of¥ any extemporaneous
utterance deemed unfit for public audition.

Ken Murray, who
was master of
ceremonies on
the Hollywood
Hotel program,
is taking it easy
for the summer.
Marlynwith
Stuarthim.is
seen
Ken always has a
cigar in his
mouth when facing the microphone. He claims
it gives
him selfassurance.

RADIO STARS
GHOST

SHOWS

YOITLL NEVER
cd from 4J)

Almost any day. in the sacred{Co sanctums
of radioland. some new opus is being
heard.
mum'sare the
word toalong
the
corridors.AndThey
tougher
get into
than the U. S. Mint. But the leaks are
many, as the wet wash is hung out over
glasses of beer in the cafes and bistros
frequented by the radio trade.
There was the time that the Kellogg
Coiitpany decided to sponsor a new radio
show, built to ballyhoo Rice Krispies. In
order to find the best possible type of program, the cereal tycoons ordered a big
agency to make a careful survey of listener
tastes.
Researchers
with were
big black
cils and oodles
of statistics
hired. penLo,
and behold, when the final returns were
compiled, it was revealed that 85% of the
bu\-ing
women. of breakfast foods was done by
"Then we put on a show that appeals to
theA fairwoman
sex." news
commanded
one cereal
sage.
commentator,
a recipe
instructress and a small string orchestra
were the ditiingredients
the programA final
auoned, and it seemed ofsuccessful.
decision would be forthcoming in twentytour hours. The twenty-four hours seemed
like a century to the auditioners. The
news came. Statistics were scrapped.
What the women liked was forgotten.
Kellogg decided to sponsor baseball games.
Xot so long ago. glib Frank Fay quietly
climbed
stardom ofoncomedians
Mr. \"allee's
W hen a toshortage
was hour.
nervously
discovered,
the
name
of
Mrs.
Fay's
red-headed son cropped up. An optimistic
client wanted the Irish thrush to ringmaster abig-time variety show over Mutual. Everything was set until the client
picked up his morning newspaper one day
and read this ominous headline: "Barbara
Stanwyck
Sues Frank
Alas, naughty
husbandFayFayForcouldCruelty."
never
sell a product over the air to the wives of
this fair nation I
Herman Schaad. a wise program supervisor, insisted that Helen Menken v. as
a good bet for radio. The stage star auditioned a program entitled Famous Love
Letters. But the letters were never mailed.
The client who listened was convinced that
the program and Miss Menken were too
sophisticated. Herman Schaad is dead, but
his idea finally came through. Today Helen
Menken is a prominent radio star.
If a comic could sell Jcllo-0, and a cartiaonist
peddletypewriters?
cereal, why That
couldn't
real
<iueen sell
was a what
rotund .\d-man Sturges Dorrance thought
when he signed Dowager Queen Marie of
Rumania to a contract, giving him the exclusive rights to sell the gracious lady to a
sponsor. Royal Typcu-riters thought the
tie-up a natural. The guest appearance of
Her Majesty was set for 3 p.m., EDST..
on a Coast-to-Coast hookup. At 1 p.m.,
sharp. Marie marched in, trailed by an entourage of ladies-in-waiting. advisers,
chamberlains and European yes-men.
"I shall
on the radio now," commanded thegoQueen.
"But Your Majesty," implored a nervous
radioman, "you are not scheduled to speak
until
"Xow3 p.m.!"
or never!" retorted Marie.

HEAR

So the Queen is back in her Budapest
parlor, minus a healthy paycheck from
Royal Typewriters. Mr. Dorrance no
longer deals in queens since he held the
joker that memorable day.
"This will be a great radio show," said
Smith, "we will tear out the seats."
"But where will the audience sit?" asked
Dale.
"The audience will stand," answered
Smith.
"ButDale.what about the orchestra?" crossfired
"There .will be no orchestra ; the audience willcheered
hum." Roger White, a producer,
".\h."
as he put his arms around those two veteran comics.ASmith
Dale, "that's
swell
grand and
take-off
big radioaI
shows.script.
What satire!
What onfinesse!
should sell this quicker than you can say
The comics
'sponsor.'
" auditioned and the prospective buyer laughed and laughed at the barrage of bellylaughs.
But Smith and Dale never got that sponsor. They didn't count on the sponsor's
wife.you"Papa."
told herstar husband.
told
I wantedshea movie
like Robert"I
Taylor or Don Ameche. These fellows we
heard
Smithain'tandrefined."
Dale are funny, but unfortunately not Adonises.
When name personalities such as Singin'
Saw, Awosidentified
'ii' Andywithor Jessica
Dragonette
become
one product,
it is
not easy to replace them. So when lazy
but
Frankeldecided
(Singin'to Sam),
the lovable
squire Harry
of Indiana,
retire
temporarily from the radio scene, the Barbasol
people worried dreadfully over Sam's
successor.
The first show they auditioned was a
streamlined, swingy show featuring Chick
Webb, chocolate-colored drummer, Ella
Fitzgerald and The Three Ink Spots. I
heard that audition and was willing to bet
anybody's
would word
be sold.
Well, wasbox-top
my facethatredit when
came
that the indigo revelries were unsuccessful !
Instead, a blues singer named Mary Jane
Walsh would try to fill Singin Sam's
shoes.
Rumor has it that the Barhasol Comall black
-and-tan
would pany
failfeared
to an
impress
Southern
shavers.showBruce and Sheridan Fahnestock, youthful adventurers who sailed the seven seas
in an open boat just for fun, always believed that truth was stranger than fiction.
They proved this adage on their thousand
and one nights of thrills, but now they
know
that there's nothing stranger than a
radio sponsor.
When they mapped out their prospective
radio serial, dramatizing their authentic
adventures, it sounded too good to be true.
.A. veritable Buck Rogers-Bobby BensonTarzan-Ripley rolled into one. Xobody in
the agencies would believe their stories.
"Better get me a good fiction writer," suggested one cynic. The boys were flabberUnfortunately,
there is no set formula
gasted.
for finding a successful radio program.
(Continued on page SO)
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What was the frightening
secret of the old Selkirk
mansion — the secret that
threatened to forever keep
opart two ardent lovers who
would have preferred death
to separation?
That question had an answer,
and pert little Molly Flynn
was determined to find it.
What if French Selkirk had
allowed the ancient mystery
to haunt him since he was a
child
she wasn't
going
let it— shatter
her life
— theirto
life together!
But solutionsanddon't
doorknobs,
manyhangtimeson
before the terrifying night
was over, Molly was to wish
she hod never entered the
great house . . . and never
set eyessessedon madman
the who
passion-posruled it.
For the riddle she found concealed behind the grey walls
was more dreadful, more incredible than she had ever
dreamed!
Don't miss "I'll Love You Always", aheart-thrilling
of impatient
love and a story
dangerous adventure, appearing
in the SEPTEMBER issue of
SWEETHEART STORIES.
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Mistakes in judgment are made by one and
all. One agency I know, made it a pi'iri
to have two executives pass on all i
grams which emanated from their olii.
Auditioning one daytime serial some tniie
ago, the sequence concerned a mother in
the process of having a baby.
These two worthy executives listened attentively and decidedenough.
that theThescript
sound convincing
writerdidn'tof
the
program
was
the
mother
of
four
children.
When movie and theatre producers want
originality in a musical play they call upon
those little men with the big ideas, Dick
Rodgers and Larry Hart, who wrote such
hits as / Married .In Anycl, On Your
Toes, Babes in .Inns, A Connecticut
Yankee, and others.
If they could do it for the stage and
screen, figured one ingenious broadcaster,
why radio
couldn't
for
? they evolve the same formula
Try they did. The pint-sized tunesmiths
proceeded to create an outstanding halt
hour of entertainment. New songs would
be written each week. Musical curtains,
musical commercials and musicial sound
effects tion.were
incorporated
into incubator
the creaAs it all
hatched
in the idea
ithit.gave every indication of being a smash
But an unwelcome intruder — Fate — upset
the musical apple cart and sent dejected
Rodgers and Hart scurrying back to the
safer and saner regions of Broadway and
Hollywood.
The program, Here Comes the Bride,
starring Ray Sinatra, Joey Nash, Mary
Eastman and a large chorus, budgeted at
$4,700 a count.
week,Everything
interested
was asetcoldbutcream
the acair
time. The client wanted 9 p.m., EDST.,
and nothing
else.wasButnot9 o'clock
on the
national networks
available.
Clients
like Maxivell House. Chrysler. Ipana and
Lu.v had a strangle hold on this valuable
hour. So Here Cunies the Bride was
jilted at the church. That was a year and
a half ago. You can find a record of this
gem lying peacefully on a shelf, collecting
dust and memories. Time, in this case,
never
marched
on to nineof o'clock.
Perhaps
the strangest
all these stories
of ghost shows is the one concerning Elsie
Hitz and Nick Dawson. Four years ago
CBS decided to go after a prominent cosmetic account.
salesman,
Nick They
Dawson,sent totheir
workthen-star
on it.
One day Hudnnt & Company decided to
go on the air, if CB.S' could give them a
programduct—/-iir/^urrv.
tying up The
directlyLifewithof their
proDuBarry
was elected and Georgia Backus pounded
out a script. Toscha Seidel was groomed
as musical director and the role of DuBarry would be played by Elsie Hitz.
"Everything is set but the male lead,"
Commented a CBS director. "Who can
"I Louis?"
can,"whosuggested
play
salesman
wanted toNick
be anDawson,
actor. the
Desperate, they let Nick audition. Then
he got the bad news.
".A.s an actcir," came the stock reply,
"you're a swell salesman. Now go out
andThisfindtookus aallreal
the Louis."
fight out of Nick. He
lost interest in tlie show, the account and
the job.
And poordeath.Madame
horrible
than DuBarry
she ever died
did ina more
real

Gladys Swarthout knows how to be
cool and chic at the same time.
life. tAfter
ions in her all,
saladthere
days.were no radio audiBut
Nick
Dawson,
a star radio player. e.x-salesman, became
On it goes, never ending. The Nero
Wolfe and Philo Vanee series were stymied by the exorbitant fees authors Rex
Stout and S. S. Van Dine demanded.
Jimmy Walker decided to stick to his law
practice. He recalled that the last time he
stepped into the public spotlight he got too
sunburned. An ambitious presentation,
titled Book of the Week, featuring Gabriel
Heatter and stirring dramatizations of
current best sellers, faded into oblivion
when one sponsor said: "Nobody reads
A big-time movie star was signed to a
singing
contract until the client decided the
any
singermore."
couldn't act. Now he's on the air as
anthe actor,
way hebecause
sang. another client didn't like
The curtain has never gone up on these
programs. They lie moth-eaten in steel
file
cases —if thetheyradio
House.
I doubt
willCain's
ever beStorage
resuscitated.
Time and ideas move too quickly in the
broadcast world. They become outdated
like a 1928 commercial spiel.
Still, for every ©ne that failed to make
the grade, another has taken his place.
You see, the people who decide what to
give you over the kilocycks have quite a
lot ofderrespect
yourhave
tastes.
how oftenforthey
beenOnly
wrongI won!
Down at the Mutual network they have
evolved a new idea that takes the soap,
sugar, salt, and soup sultans out of the
audition booth and puts you, the radio audiendciet,iionnit.
are aued over theAllairnewfor programs
one performance.
If you like them, they stay on. If you
don't,
placedprogram
in the hand
of the
creator.a lily
Theis lirst
to undergo
this novel test was an audience participaprogram.it isSaynowIt heard
With weekly
Words.on You
liked tion
it and
the
air.Those who tried valiantly, and missed
the boat, still keep trying. They know that
a real trouper never* gives up.
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SO YOU'D

LIKE(Continued
TO fro,GET

Before you sing, she asks where you
studied. And she stands you witli your
back toward the control room so, while
singing, youterwards swon't
self-conscious.
Afhe writesfeela frank
letter stating
what's
what
with
your
performance.
She
is likely to re-audition an exceptional voice,
piping it down to the offices of the executives. Either way, she classifies you on a
neat card buried in her files. It is Miss
Singleton's
that she She
lias card-indexed
every
voiceboast
in radio.
achnits that
only one vocalist out of lour hundred lands
a job. Considering Columbia's sole chain
in
comparison
to National's
two, these
statistics
are fairly
even.
Stations of the Mutual Broadcasting
System, youngest of the network trio, give
individual auditions. Its key station, IVOR,
encourages auditions because, according to
Mitchell Benson, Assistant Director of
Program
"It iswho
not has
rightrealto
turn
down Operations,
any performer
talent."
Approximately
forty
vocalists
are
auditioned each week, and over a sixmonth period only three have been engaged.
This is explained by Julius F. Seebach,
IVOR'SquateProgram
Directorof :any"Merely
work is no longer
use toadeus.
The artist who feels his contribution is
acceptable, but not outstanding, should
know we already have at our disposal literally hundreds of just such people whom
weDramatic
cannot use."
auditions at NBC are heard
by an audition committee composed of
directors who cast and produce dramatic
programs. According to Miss Bculah Jarvis, who receives all applications and makes
the neces,sary arrangements, about 175 auditions are given a month. Here is what
happensat w-hen
tested
NBC: your dramatic abilities are
You stand in a room, bare but for one
important item — a microphone. You have
three of your pet pieces ready to roll ofi
your tongue. You forget radio is a business of time and adaptation to it. But no
one else forgets. You are given approximately four or five minutes. Nervous, hurried, you try to make the most of tliem.
Each audition lieati. liM\\e\er, tries tt) ni.ike
the process as pleasant as possible, lealii^ing that such a test is far from easy.
Applicants are usually amazed at the C9nsideration they receive.
A few days later you get a letter. Actors say their letters prove virtually the
same — polite, with the cordiality of a
magazine rejection slip.
If you pass the audition, your name, address and classification are put on file and
typed into a detailed confidential record
regularly sent out to NBC producers.
A couple of paragraphs copied from
NBC reports furnish an idea of the way
you might be criticized.
"Woman . . . humorous monologues :
'Does
type of
and
would this
no doubt
be work
excellentveryforwell
appearance at women's
clubs.
Not
good
radio
material.' "
"Baritone :is 'Fundamentally
a good Lacks
voice.
Production
labored and throaty.

ON THE

AIR?

nuisicianship and has an artificial proininciation of lyrics. Still a student.' "
''i'liis hoy hasanda here
flair
for".\lonolooist,"ni,ile:
w i itinu satii ii al monologues
is where his value lies— w ritui.i^ for others.
As a performer he is ainatcurisii.' "
Twicecome ()i)en
a week
offices behouse thefor producers'
elifjililes listed.
On
siicll days you are entitle. 1 to apin lintnients.
(lueer who semis tor \ou when an actor is
needed, or reeoiiiniends one to the advertising agencies puttint; on piduraiiis. As
most of the a.ueneies are e(|Uippe<l with
miniature audition loonis. \ou nia\- have
to do it all over a.uaiii. .\iv\ the ;id-iiien
are likel\- to ask .uiytiiin.t; ; one demanding that an actor aiipear in a ten-minute
sketch, playin.t; liotli a twanty-year-old
English lieutenant .;»</ a (iernian of fifty.
If you
fine orworka small
it maydramatic
be a onetime choraldo shot
bit.
Don't think you arc going to earn anything
like Walter
Winchell's
thousand prodollars a broadcast.
True,fivecommercial
grams pay the most money, but they have
set prices for little jieople, tiie lowest agency
lee heins SIJ.SO. tile average $20. The
Morcli ofanyI'uiir.
with its radiostockcastcom-resemhliiig
liard-to-iireak-into
$65. aLast
programpany, paysstruck
iiigliyear,
with Helen
$75. Hayes'
Prices
ineliKle rehearsals plus a re-l,roadcast to
the Coast. Xaiiies .haw the l.i- ni.Miev,
unknowns are told to he ,^i-atelul : an example oi this attitiuk- oceuning when a
radicj aetor appt'ared in a two-character
sketch, playiut; opposite a world-famous
actress, k'oi- lii^ sei xiee^ he received $35
as a.uaiust
her $1,5IHI'
with thewhom
exception of those
lew star .\nd
announcers
sponsors
demand
and
who
double
as
masters-of-ceremonies, their salaries are said
to Atbe one
$56 atimeweek.it seemed to radio officials
tliat. so long as he was the possessor of a
loud voice, each and every American
man wanted to be .ui announcer. Even
NBC. despite its puiilic utility hospitality,
has to niinieograiili circulars stating essential «pialiluati<iiis lor him who wishes an
.uiiiouiuei s audition. He must be able
to write continuity, speak at least one foreign language, have a college education
and two years of small station broadcasting experience. The circular winds up
with a paragraph so courteous it is a masece ofunderstatement.
says : "The
field for terpiannouncers
is not Itovercrowded;
butIt there
are toalways
manysoapplicants."
neglects
say that
many applicants fit the stiiet stipulations that special
days over a certain period are set aside
for announcers' auditions And in this
"not
overcrowded
Broadcasting
Companyfield,"
has, ontheitsNational
payroll,
thirty announcers.
Instead of a circular, Mr. John S. Carlile, production manager at Columbia, issues a mimeographed letter. Mr. Carlile
likes a voice "not identifiable with any particular{Continued
.section." To onhis page
surprise,
82) he found
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RADIO STARS
this in a man from Alabama. Mr. Carlile
auditioned 1,250 announcers three years
ago, 600 year before last. Columbia employs sixteen announcers and made one
change during the entire season.
apparent closed
not meanIf
theThisbroadcasting
outfitssligp
are does
stubborn.
they could possibly do so they would produce more programs and hire more announcers, but they are up against one unbeatable problem, and you, as a radio
aspirant, face it with them. No matter
how they figure, there are still only
t\venty;four hours to a day.
Although prospective announcers must
have certain requirements, there are no
rules for people who like to hear themselves talk. By now broadcasting companies are surfeited with after-dinner speakers,
energetic
clubandwomen,
self-appointed
authorities,
critics
commentators,
those
with political, religious or philanthropic
axes to grind, and all ambitious homemade
lecturers whose friends tell them they are
"just
as angoodinstrumentalist,
as anybody onno the
As for
matterair."if he
brilliantly plays violin, piano, banjo, harmonica, saxophone, xyloplione and harp,
the audition answer will be a laconic, "So
what?"
professionalUnless
groupa musician
performingbelongs
whereto hea
can be heard publicly, or possesses an original way of presenting his talent, the chance
for obtaining a radio job, from the rough
reckoning
of Columbia's Phil Cohan, is one
in ten thousand.
A'BC's Madge
the
children.
She hearsTucker
fifty a auditions
week. They
must not only be potential actors to assure
success, but should be quick readers as
well. Parents, visualizing a Temple income, are disappointed when their excepchild, passing
tion,tional
is asked
to appearMisson Tucker's
her programaudi-—
gratis.
Thrice weekly, Xila Mack of Columbia
used to audition children. She has cut
this down to four days a year. Three
children out of fifty have possibilities. She
keeps on file a list of five hundred,
audition-tested. She works with fifty.
Miss Mack's nemesis is the "radio
mama." \'ehemently she cites the parent
who ruined
her talented
daughter's
opportunity by sending
her three
notes during
an audition.
Both the Misses Tucker and Mack hate
to see money squandered for useless lessons. They are rabid on the subject of
fake radio schools. They want it said that
no school, however certain-sounding its
guarantee, can get your child a broadcasting job.
To tliis I add that no one can find a
definite place in radio unless his is a professional attitude. If you must broadcast,
do it in connection with your work. Walter Winchell, Louella Parsons, Alexander
W'oollcott,
Carter before
and the attempting
rest were
successful Boake
journalists
programs. Radio went after them. It was
not the other way around.
And radio
is nobody's
sideline.
a musical
comedy
and motion
picture Asking
comedian what he intends doing after his current air series, he looked startled.
"What do you mean — ajicr!" bellowed
Eddie
"Radio hours
is my learning
business !"new
The Cantor.
stars spend
songs and routines. Applicants are lazy.
A control man told me that nearly every
82

baritone, when auditioning, sings Home on
the Rouge, and that three years ago, during
Kate Smith's Hudson-Essex voice contest,
it seemed as if ninety percent of six thousand singers sang June in January.
Discount sudden success stories. They
sound like, and often are, the dreams of
zealous press agents ; such as the one about
William
Paley, Europe
Columbia's
accidentally,S. while
bound,'president,
hearing
a phonograph record that appealed to him
so much he cabled his office to sign its
practically unknown performer, a Mr. Bing
Crosby, at fifteen hundred dollars per sustainin.y brciailcast.
Discount everything except two irrefutable facts. Xo famous star ever came out
of an amateur hour and no star zvas made
overniijht.
Early broadcasting successes were built
slowly, evening after evening, as the same
performers sang on sustaining time. And
to the public, now grown so sophisticated,
fairly unknown vocalists first become novelties, then beloved habits.
Behind those short sustaining programs
was
radio's baby stations
days, when
unsolda reason.
time hungIn expensively,
presented orcliestras, making each play a solid
hour because the musicians' union demanded an hour's
for them,
whether
or not their
men pay
worked
sixty minutes.
Change came with the first nation-wide
radio hit. It was something unheard of —
a fifteen-minute commercial called Amos
'n Andy. Other sponsors quickly followed
suit, buying fifteen-minute programs, and
leaving an embarrassment of short, empty
spots. If chains sold seven to seven-fifteen
and seven-thirty to a quarter of eight, what
were they to do with the seven-fifteen to
Al Jolson, like other stars, keeps
seven-thirty interim? Pay an orcliestra a
in practice even during his vacafull
hour's
salary?
Xo.
The
story
goes
tion. He's due back in September.
that they hired singers, and worthies like
Kate Smith, Morton Downey and the Boswell Sisters got their breaks. It was a set velt has such a voice. So has Emily Post.
of circumstances that can never happen
When the National Broadcasting Comagain. Xe\ ertlKless, there was nothing
pany,suadedafterMrs.twoPostunsuccessful
amateurish aliiait the first radio stars; they
to take an attempts,
audition, pershe
reluctantly
came
to
their
studios.
Without
were
seas(.ined
troupers
before
"
tiiey
ever
saw a micro])hone.
a rehearsal, and not having the faintest
Xow, with choice sustaining time un- idea as to whom might be listening, Mrs.
available, the broadcasting show window is Post marched up to the microphone and
a guest-star spot on one of the large pro- said: "I don't know why I'm here. I
grams. Your initial step in getting tliere don't like women's voices on the air. They
is to work professionally in some place are
I don't know
where you may be seen. A scout for Rudy they much
want too
them thin.
to broadcast
anyway.whyI
\^allee spied Joe Penner in a moton pic- know I have a bad telephone voice. Either
ture presentation. And Eddie Cantor em- I speak so low my friends cannot underployed botli Bobbie Breen and Deanna
stand me or I shriek into their ears. I
Durbin after hearing them sing at benefits. think you've heard enough," and with a
Pull entialwon't
do
you
any
good.
The
influMrs.
lady who came for an XBC dramatic sweetly
Post madeover-emphasized
her exit. Seven"Goodbye,"
sponsors were
audition, bringing along her own orchestra seated in the next room. Each one said,
to put her in tlie mood, got no further than
take her." And she signed with
audition number one. And I was present "I'll
Electric.
at Columbia when a sponsor wanted his General
So there are no rules for auditions. The
daughter to be a lady announcer. She prepared one may fail, the unprepared be
auditioned with twenty other women. None a winner. The surest way is to be esof the listeners saw the performers. They
tablished first on a small station, build a
heard the voices through a loud-speaker, local following, build experience, then try
and were obliged, willy-nilly, to give hon- the big city chains. But don't botlier any
you ask yourself: "What
not est
get verdicts.
the job.P.S. Sponsor's daughter did stationI unless
No matter how good your speaking have
answer. to sell ?" and can give an honest
voice may be, there is no telling what
Remember, no matter how important you
tricks a microphone will play with it. are, if you do go on the air, there is no
Some voices are like vacuum cleaners,
of evading an audition. Radio circles
picking up scratchy, foreign sounds. Some way
but aThat
sole program
program isbroadnever go flat; their vibrations are the can point
cast withoutto one.
,..
same as those of the radio. President Roose- The Bnlova IVatch Time!
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GIRL

Here it is, and for the first time, the comp/efeousstory
Meets Broadway
Girl," the tohilaricomedy ofthat"Boycaused
slap
its thighs and quake with mirth.
Two eccentric writers. Two bewildered
young lovers. And one unborn baby.
Juggle them together, set them down in a
Hollywood studio, and prepare for anything! You'll findforyou're
getting
more situathan
you had
you lives
follow
tion afterhoped
situationwhen
in the
of four
goofy individuals and one dimpled mite who
gurgled his way into the heart of America.
Don't miss the complete story of "Boy
Meets picture
Girl" — starring
adapted James
from Cagney
the Warner
Bros,
and
Pat O'Brien. It is but one of the 16 stories
appearing in the September SCREEN ROMANCES, in this ofsame issue you'll find the
complete stories
TOO HOT TO HANDLE
Clark Gable and Myrna Loy
a complete book-length novel
SPAWN OF THE NORTH
George Raft, Henry Fonda, Dorothy Lamour
MY BILL
Kay Francis and Anita Louise
Each month SCREEN ROMANCES brings you
16 exciting stories of the latest pictures,
all illustrated with actual "stills" from the
movie productions. Once you've read an
issue,
never miss
not
insure you'll
for yourself
six another.
months ofWhy
perfect
magazine enjoyment by taking advantage
of our SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
... a Itsixwould
months'
subscription
only
$1.00!
ordinarily
cost youfor$1.50!
Simply mail your check or money order to
Screen Romances Magazine and the next
six issues will be delivered at your door.

SCREEN ROMANCES MAGAZINE
149 Madison Avenue, New York City
jf Screen Romances,
Please enter my subscription for the next sii
effective with the
issue. My
3r money order) for
$1.00 is enclosed herewith.
.City
Nome
Address

She's decidedly a mod em . . . this young matron . . . Foregoes
many social events for the greater thrill of big-game fishing
\

INGTON is a
iVl lovable. ...sy t o - k n o w
lerson. Even mere acquaintiiices tliHik of her fondly as
Cbisie— '.smokiiig
Be/ow, a ''dinner
lome
Camel. Sheat
is an alumna of the Spence
School •iirisi(ierably...takespart
and Miss Porter's...
ts
the smoker,
year 'round.
(lamel
slie hasA
s,i\ : " Mmost all of my
smoke Camels too. If
I'm
gnotllicirs.smoking
A grand iiiiiic,
cigarette
Camels 1 bo good and mild!''

■ Chisie, what makes you say : Camels are different
Comfortably lounging in the cabana, Dorothy Lovett and
Chisie FarringluP (right, above) are ileep in a talk about
the difference in cigarettes. "I'm really quite intere>te(l
in that difference you're always bringing up — the diiference between (laim-ls and other cigarettes," says Miss
Lovett. "What is it? "
"Oh, you must have noticed !'" replies Mrs. Farrington.
"Why,
tor oneupsetthing,
and
they never
my Ineicanves.smoke
Theydarnels
never steadily
tire my — taste
either.
,\nil
they're
always
gentle
to
my
throat
.
.
.
good
to my digestion. Oh, there are so many ways in which
Camels agree with me . . .
"That's it," she repeats. "Camels agree with me!"
Among the many disliiifiiiished women who
find (Camels delight fully different:
Mr». NiclK.la. Bkl.lle, Philadelphia . Mrs. Alexander BUck, Lot Angeles
Mrs. Powell Cabol, Boston • Mrs. Thoinat^ M. Carnegie, Jr., New York
Mrs. J. Gardner Coolidge 2ncl, HosUm • Mth. Anthony J. Drrxel 'irt],
Philatleffthia • Mikh Jane Alva Johnson, 5r. Louis • Mrn. Ju^^jM-r Morgan,
Nrtv York . Mrs. Nicholas G. Pennimaii III, BaWmiir,- . Mi»« Ali. ia
Rhetl, Charleston, S 6". • Miss I^Brun Khinelander, A^ei^; York • Mrs. John
W. Rockefeller, Jr., AVu York . Mrs. Rufus PaineSpalding III, /'a»a</en<i
Mrs. I.ouis Swift, Jr.. Chicago
CAMELS ARE A MATCHLESS liLEND OF FINER, MORE
EXPhrsSIVh TOBACCOS. . . 'I'URKISH AND DOMESTIC
ONE SMOKER
TELLS ANOTHER

for big game from
MRS.fishedFARRINGTON
has
Nova Scotia to the Bahamas —
caught
tarpon,
sailfish,
big
blue
marlin. I una. Above, photograph
taken alter her biggest catch was
weiglird in. A giant tuna — 720
pounds, 9 feet, 10 inches long!
And she's a mere 102 pounds!
"Thai tuna tried hard to pull
ine
overboard."
says. me"Tense
moments
like thaishemake
realize bow much I depend upon
healthy nerves — and how glad I
am that I smoke Camels! Camels
never jangle my nerves, and I
smoke them steadily. And when
I'm tired, smoking Camels gives
my energy such a 'lift'!"

l'i;OPl,E DO APPRECIATE I'HE
COSTLIER TOBACCOS
IN CAMELS
THEY ARE THE
LARGEST- SELLING
CIGARETTE IN AMERICA
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